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Acclimatation Society of Pans, 236
I Actuaries, Institute of, 247

I
Aerolites, Falls of, 120. {See A/t/cors.)

f
Agassiz (Prof. Alexander) on Coi'ais in the Atlantic, 147
A^Ticultural Chemistr)', 424 ; in France, 353
Ai^ricultural Map of France, S6
Air, Organic Matters contained in, 327, 339, 351, 361, 392, 405
Airy (G. B. ), Report of fiis Paper on Magnetic Disturbances and

FfTects, «S:c., 390; Atmospheric Chromatic Dispersion, S7
Airy (Hubert) on a Distinct Form of Transient Hemiopsia, 445
Albite in Granite, Report of Prof. Ilaughton's Paper on, 175
Alcohol, New Test for, 61 ; its Effect on Animal Heat, 62; Dr.
Dupre on Elimination of, 85 ; Reactions of, 392

Alizarine, Artificial, 369
Allen's Mammalia of Massachusetts, 625
Amagat on the Law of Mariotte, 567
American Association, Meeting of, 83
American Government and Science, 86, 113

I

American Recent Total Eclipse, by J. N. Lockycr, F.R.S., 14;
see also 170, 532

• Analogy of Colour and Music, 384 ; see Colour

IJAnatomical Lectures 10 Female Students, 337
'[Andral (M. ) on the Temperature of the Human Dody, 201
'Anemometer, New, 640
(Anglo-Saxon Conquest of England, by Dr. Rolleston.F. R.S.,66l
^Antarctic Explorations, Report of Papers, &c., 568
Anthracite Deposits in Carinthia, 17S
Anthropological Society, 62, 198, 368, 445, 491, 56S, 639, 642,

,
664

lApjohn's (Professor) Report of his Paper on the Analysis of

Sugar, 17s
jArchccology, Pre-historic, by John Evans, F.R.S., 77
Archer's I'reshwater Radiolaria, 1S9
Arciic Regions, German and Swedish Expeditions to, by R. A.

Proctor, 313
.'Armstrong (Sir W.) on the Meteor of November, 1S69, 112
(Aromatic Acids, Synthesis ot, 297
.iVscidians and Vertebrates, kinship of, go
.Asiatic Society of London, 117
.Assured Lives, Mortality of, 521
.Astronomical Congress at Vienna, 26
.Asti'onomical Society, 145, 221, 390, 543, 663
Astronomy, Chinese, 221. (For Astronomy, consult the several

I

headings Eclipse, Meteors, and the like.)

Atmospheric Chromatic Dispersion, Correction of, 87
lAtmospheric Germ Theory, 351
.Ktomic Controversy, The, 44
1, \toms, size of, 551
Aurora Borcalis, 347
J\ustralian Mesozoic Geology and Paleontology, 90
.Austi'alia, Telegraphic Communication with, 267
, Australia, Western, 615

i'Babington (Prof) on the Flora of Iceland, 345
jBail on Androgynous Inflorescence, 293 ; on Parasitic Fungi,

A 293
.^^aillon's History of Plants, by Professor Oliver, F.R.S., 52
.t'laily's Our Own Bird-, 356
.fJaker's (Sir Samuel) Expedition, 512
:||3alfour's (Prof.) Letter on the Transactions of the Royal Society

1 of Edinburgh, 534
f.jiarrett's (W. F.) Notes on the Correlation of Colour and Music,
'

1 286 ; Letter on, 406
piarrows. Ancient British, 460, 5S3
artholomew's Advancecl Atlas, 3S0
astian (Dr'. ) on Sensation and Perception, 213, 309; on Pro-
toplasm, 424
ate (C. Spence) on Prismatic Ice, 536
ites's Address to the Entomological Society, 357

Eecquerel (M.) on the Action of Light upon Bodies, 120; his

Memoir on Electro-capillary Phenomena, 147
Beke (Dr.) on Dr. Liviirgstone's Explorations, 24O ; on the

Solution of the Nile Prob'em, 405
Bell's New Tracks in North America, 163
Bell (Melville), Report of his Paper on Pronouncing all Lan-

guages (I'hilological), 199
Bennett (AllVed W., F. L. S.) on the Fertilisation of Winter

Flowering Plants, 11, 58 ; on Vegetable Monstrosities, 328
Benzol, Novel Application of, 244
Berkeley (Rev. M. J.) on Oliver's Indian Botany, 234
Berlin Academy of Sciences, 177, 416
Berlin : German Chemical Society, 63, 121, 226, 297, 322, 360,

446, 493. 546
Bcssenrer Ihocess under Pressure, 292
Bettinger's Sandwich Islands, IcS
Bheel Tribes (Royal Asiatic Society), 117
Bibl'otheq'ie des Merveilles, bv G. F. Rodwell, F.C.S., 187
Bidgood (W.) on the Turdus Whitei, 363
Binnie (Francis G.) on Cnckows' Eggs, 50S
Binz (Piof ), New Body obtained from Quinine, 322
Birchall (Edwin) on Irish Lepidoptera, 267
Birds, Flight 01, 363, 431
Birmingham Natural History and Microscopical Society, C3, 639
Blood, Coagulation of, 117
Blood Corpuscles, 587
Blood-letting, Origin of, by E. Ray Lankester, t6
I'oillot (M.) on Euclid's Postulate, 321
Bonn Natural History Society, 177, 332
Bonney (Rev. T. G. ) on Veined Structure in Ice, 337; on

Natural Science in the University of Cambridge, 451, 628
Book S/ielf, Our, 17,53, So, 108, 134, 165, 18S, 212, 236,

260, 283, 306, 3-9, 355, 3S0, 403, 42S, 456, 480, 503. (Con-
sult also the names of the several Authors.)

Boston Society of Natural History, 34S, 369, 418, 56)
Brachiopoda obtained near Budleigh Salterton, Notes on ; Re-

port on iNIr. Davidson's Paper at the Geological Society, 222
Brady on Foraminii"era, 477
Biain, development of grey matter of, 62
Breath, Himian, in Health and Disease, 520
Bremiker's Geodesy, 54
Bridge's Physiology, 4S0
Brighton and Susse.'c, Natural History Society, 92, 201, 394,

469. 593
British .Museum Herbarium, 343
Brome, Capt. F. (the late), 509
Browning on Changes in Jupiier, 13S
Brussels, Royal Academy of .Sciences, 92, 226, 641
Bryce (Dr.) on the Geological Structure of Skye and the West

Highlands, 36S
Busk (Prof) on Capt. Fred. Biome, 509
Butler's E.xolic Lepidoptera, 17

Calamites, Organisation of, 393
Caldwell's Agricultural Analysis, 42S
Calvaria, Ancient (Ethnological ."soc. ). 247
Cambridge, Notes from, 26, 140, 586 ; .Science at, by James

Stuart, 58; Scholarships and Exhibitions for Natural Science,

59. >68
Cambridge Philosophical Society, 468, 493, 639
Camera, Improved Eclipse, 313
Campbell of Islay (Mr.) on Brrtish Mythology (Report), 592
Canons, by Archibald Geikie, F. R. S , 434
Carbonic Acid decomposed by Leaves, 142
Carpenter (Dr. W. B. ) on the Temperature and Animal Life

of the Deep Sea, 4S9, 540, 563
Carpmael (Ernest) on the .'trolar Prominences, 607
Carruthei-s (W.) on the Plants of Jliddlesex, 107
Cassell's Technical Manuals, Sx



IV INDEX

Caves, Exploration of, at Leitli, by W. B. Dawkins, 628

Cayley, Professor, Report of his Paper on determining the Place

of a Body revolving round the Sun, 222

Cayley (Prof.) on Abstract Geometry (Royal Society), 294
Cedar, Resinous Vapours from, 200
Census, a Scientific, by Prof. Leone Levi, 99
Channel Islands, Prehistoric Archa:ology of, 19S

Channel Railways, The Projected, 160, 303, 631
Charcoal, Absorption of Mi.xed Vapours by, 345
Chemical Nomenclature, 173 ; Notation, Basis of, by Prof.

Odling, 600 ; Society of London, 173, 345, 391, 444, 491, 518,

592, lb, 639, 662
Child (Gilbert W.), Evidence concerning Heterogeny, 626
China, Mr. Gardner's Paper on, at the Ethnological Society,

90; Mr. Ellas at the Geographical, 117; Prof. Owen on
Fossils of, 662

Chinese Astronomy, 221

Chloral, Manufacture of, 446
Chlorinated transformed into lodinated Compounds, 269
Chlorine (Dry), its Action upon Dry Nitrate of Silver, 321
Chlorophyll, Movements of, 465
Chlorophyll, Prof Lawson on (Ashmolean Society), 172
Cholera, Pettenkofer on, 28 ; in India, Report concerning, 33S
Chromium Oxychloride, a New, 119
Cinchona : its Culture in St. Helena, 268 ; Hybridisation
among Cinchonas, 491

Civil Engineers. (See Institittion.)

Cloaca Maxima, Letters on, 193, 243
Clock, Turret, at Melbourne, 338
Cockle (.Sir J.), Report of Paper on Convertent Functions, 46S
Coftee Fungus, New, 142.

Coffee Plant in India, S40
Colour and Music, 2S6, 430, 557, 55S, 651. (See Cor/y/a/ioti.)

Comet discovered at Marseilles, 226 ; Kirkwood on the Origin
of, 115 ; Prizes for the Discovery of, 269

Commensalism in the Animal Kingdom, 64I
Copenhagen, Scientific Society of, 347
Corema Conradii, 121

Corfield (Prof) on Science and the Pulilic Health, 155
Cornell University, 658
Corona, Letter on the, by J. M. Wilson, 139
Correlation of Colour and Music, by W. F. Barrett, 2S6 ; Letters

on, by Mr. W. R. Grove, 314, 335 ; by E)e Chaumont, 315;
by Mr. Monro, 362

Crania, Comparative Measurements of, 318
Crombie's British Lichens, 3S0
Crookes' (W.) Letter on the American Eclipse, 170
Crossness Well-bornig, The, 333
Croullebois (M.) on Refraction ol Water, 664
Cuckows' Eggs, by Prof Alfred Newton, F, L. S., 74 ; Letters on,

139, 21S, 266, 336, 50S ; Colouring of, 242
Cupric Salts reduced by Tannin, 143
Cyclone, A, in England, 219, 2S9

Dallas (W. S.) on Newman's British Moths, 15
Dana's Mineralogy, by Prof. Maskelyne, 161, 186
Darien Canal, 562
Darwin (Chas. ) on the Fertilisation of Winter Flowering Plants,

85 ; his Hypothesis of Pangenesis, 664
Darwinism, 316 ; and National Life, 183
Darwin's Theory, A Deduction from, by Prof. Jevons, 231
Davidson's Our Bodies, 54
D.avies, Rev. W. G. , Letter on Sensation and Perception, 407
Davison (W.) on the Dinornis, 604
Davy (M.) on the Calorific effects of the Moon's Rays, 29
Dawkins (W. B.) on the Geological Calculus, 505
Dawson (Principal) on Gaspe Fossils, 93; on SigiUaria, 271 ;

on Animal Remains from Canada, 271
Day (Dr. Fnancis) on Indian River Fisheries, 220
Deas (Francis) on the Analogy of Colour and Music, 384
De Chaumont (Dr.) on Correlation of Colour and Music, 314
D^ep-sea Corals, 267; .Madreporaria, by Dr. Duncan, 612
Deep-sea Dredging Expedition in H.M.S. PorcKpinc, I.

—

Natural History, by J. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S., 135, l65
Deep-sea Dredgings from China and Japan, by Prof Rymer

Jones, 19S
Deep-sea Soundings and Geology, by Prof. Huxley, 657
Delaunay (M.) on the Falls of Aerolites, 120 ; award of the

Royal Society's Gold Medal to, 219
Deny, Natural History Society of, 639
Desains (M.) and E. Branly, their Paper on Solar Radiation

(Paris Academy), 177

Deville (Prof.) on Mineral Oils for Heating Engines, 63; his

Paper at the Paris Academy on the Gases of Central Italy, 63 ;

on a Siderostat, 225 ; on Meteorology in p' ranee, 273
Diatoms, Spectroscopic Examination of, 115

Dichlorinated Aldehyde, 27
Dieudonne (M.) on Mineral Oils for Pleating ICngines, 63

DilTraction Spectrum, Mr. Stuart's Letter, 506
Diffusion of Plants, 246
Dingle Bay, Inhabitants of Rockpools, &c., 296
Dinornis, Mr. Davison's letter on, 604
Dinosauria, Report of Prof Cope's Paper on, 121

Drainage, the Metropolitan Main, 55S

Dresser's (Dr. H. E.) Letter on Cuckows' Eggs, 218
Drink, Our National, by Dr. B. H. Paul, 594
Dublin: Geological Society, 175, 200. 346, 415 ; Natural History

Society, 176, 296, 393, 521 ; Royal Society, 119, 346, 521 ;'

Royal Irisli Academy, 119, 175, 225, 321, 415, 493, 568 ;

Statistical Society, 147; Zoological Society, 346
Dufour Map. the, 291
Duncan (P. Martin) on Deep-sea Corals, 267 ; on the Food o

Oceanic Animals, 315 ; on the Madreporaria dredged up in

the PiJ/r/z/zV/t' Expedition, 612
Dunkelberg on Agricultural Engineering, 1S9

Dupre (Dr.) on the Elimination of Alcohol, 86
Dust and Disease, 327, 361
I^utch or Deutsch, Mr. Freeman's Letter on, 532

Earthqu.ake at Manilla, 604 ; at Marseilles, 364
Earthquake Waves in tlie Pacific, by R. A. Proctor, 54
Ecker's Cimvolutions of the Brain, iS

Eclipse, the Recent Total in America, by J. Norman Lockyer,
F.R.S., 14; see also, 170,203, 336, 532; Indkan, 536;
Total, of December 1870, 599; Improved Camera, 313

Edinburgh t Botanical .Society, 545; Geological Society, 63, 174 ;

Natur.alists' Field Club, 200; Royal Society, 247, 521, 640,

664
Egypt, Stone Age in, by J. Evans, F.R.S., 631
Encke, the Astronomer, by R. A. Proctor, 479
Energy, by Dr. Balfour Ste^i'art, 656
/uigniis Complcf, 482
ICntomological Society, 119, 295, 414, 467, 519, 593
Entomology in America, 379
I'^ophyton, Structure of, 173
P'.tlier, Action of, on Plants, 343
Etheridge (R.) on the Geological Position, &-c., of the Reptilian

Conglomerate of the Bristol Area, 344
Ethnological Society, 90, 118, 19S, 247, 320, 367, 414, 467, 519,

592, 639
Ethnology, 318
Eton, New Telescope at, 263 ; Chemical Laboratory at, 4S7
Evans (John) on Prehi-toric Archa:ology, 77 ; on the Stone
Age in Egypt, 63

1

Explosives, Science of, 65G

Falb (Rudolf) on the Earthquake at Manilla, 604
Faraday, by Dr. Gladstone, 401 ; an Oversight by, 3S4
Farr.ir (Rev. F. W. ) on Philology and Darwinism, 527
Favre (.M.) on the Electric Explorer, 225
Faye (M.), Photographic Observation of the Transits of Venus,

545
Female Education at the University of Dublin, 114
Female Physician Question at Edinburgh, 25, 587, 658
I'"euzl (Prof.) on the Genus Lupinus, 293
Feins, M. Trecul on, 493, 522
Fick on the Transformation of Force, by Dr. M. Foster, 53
Fiicplaces, our Domestic, 624
Fisher (O. ), A Word in Defence of Physicists, 654
Floating Matter and Beams of Light, by Professor Tyndall,

F.R.S., 490. (See^/;-.)
Florence, Observatory at, 59
Fluoride of Silver, 319
P'ood, The, of Oceanic Animals, by J. Gw-yn Jeffreys, 92 ; Mr.

Wallich's Letter on, 241 ; Mr. Jeffreys on, 315 ; Dr. Wyvilk
Thomson on, 316; Dr. Duncan on, 315

Forlies (David), Depths of the Sea, 100; Sermons in Stones, \y.

Forefathers of the English People, by Prof. Huxley, 514
Form, A New, for Schools, 5O
Fossils of Natal, 642
Foster (G. C.) on Heat Units, 6^4
Foster (Dr. M.) on Fick on the Transformation of Force, 53
France, AgricuUural Map of, S6

h:.
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Fraiikland and Duppa on the Action of Sodium on Acetic

Etlier, by J. A. Wanklyn, 482.

FranUland (Dr.) on the Action of Sodium, &c., 467
Freckelton (\V. ) on Hydro-Carbon Colours, 243
Freeman (Edward A.) on " Dutcli " or " Deutsch," 532
F'rere (Sir Bartle) on the Runn of Cutch, 491
Fresenius' Analysis, 553
Freshwater Crustacea of Norway, 455
Fritzsche (Prof.) on the Action of Cold on Tin, 63
Fungi, Alternation of Generation in, 516

Gadolinite, Des Cloiseaux on, 246
Galileo, Private Life of, by G. F. Rodwell, 529
Gamgee's ( Prof. ) Process with Meat, 464
Gardner (Mr. ) on China, 91
Gases, Outlnnst of, 636 ; Phosphorescence of, 637 ; Diffusion of,

641 ; of the Secretions, 62

Gaspe Fossils, Principal Dawson on, 93
Geil;ie (Archd.) on the Meeting of the German Naturalists at

Innsbruck, 22 ; on the Gold Fields of Victori.a, 210, 233 ; on
Canons, 434 ; on the Geology of tlie Holy Land, 509 ; Report
of his Paper on the Geology of Central Scotland, 174 ; on the

Geological Structure of someAlpine Lake Basins, 247
Gems, Artificial, 274
Geographical Society 117, 197, 392, 491, 56S, 615, 663
Geological Calculus, Letter by Mr. Dawkins on, 505
Geological Society of the West Indies, 220
Geological Society of London, 90, 222, 270, 344, 367, 490, 6l6,

662
Geological Time, Measurement of, by A. R. Wallace, F. R.G. S.,

399. 452
Geology of the Holy Land, 509 ; of Ross-shire, 174 ; and Agri-

culture, by 11. Woodward, F. G. S., 46
Geometry, Modern, and the University of London, 607
Germany, Science Education in, by Prof. Roscoe, 157
Giebel's Agricultural Zoology, 355
Gill's Chemistry for Schools, 329
Glaciers, Veined Structure of, 266
Gladstone (Dr. J. H.) on Faraday, 401
Glaisher (Mr.) on the Temperature and Humidity of the Air, 467
Glasgow Geological Society, 415 ; Natural History Society, 469,

569, 640 ; Philosophical Society, 368, 545
Glass, Coloration of, by the Solar Light, 147
Glatter (Dr.) on the Influence of Race Differences on the Vital

Processes, 319
Glennie (J. S.) on the Principle of the Conservation of Force
and Mr. Mill's Logic, 583

Glycerine Jelly, a Medium for Preserving Objects, 172
Goadby (E. ) on Legislation and Nature, 648
Goethe's Aphorisms on Nature, by Prof. Huxley, F. R.S., 9
Gold Diggers in Thibet, 192
Gold Fields (The) of Victoria, by A. Geikie, F.R.S., 210, 233
Gonoplax Angulata, 296
Gore (George) on Original Experimental Research in Relation

to Employment for Workmen, 623 ; on Fluoride of .Silver, 319
Gosse's Romance of Natural History, 236
Gould (Dr.) on the Solar Protuberances, 203
Government Aid to Science, 279, 335, 3S5, 431 ; Mr. Wallace

on, 288, 315
Government Science Teachers, 268
Graber (Prof.), Sexual Organs of the Locustida;, &c., 665
Graham (Prof. ), Prof. Hofmann, of Berlin, on, 59, 316; Memoir

of, by Prof. Williamson, F.R.S., 20
Granites of Scotland, 63S
Grant (Prof.) and the Newton Controversy, 87
Grasses, Fertilisation of, 295
Grebe, Red-necked, Mr. Tuckwell on, 430
Gresham Lectures, the, 35S
Grindon's Echoes in Plant and Flower Life, 380
Grove (W. R., Q.C.) on the Correlation of Colours and Music,

SH. 335 ; on the Apparent Size of Celestial Objects, 5S2
Gulf Stream, 640
Gull (Little), Letter on, by Mr. Cordeaux, 483
Guthrie (Prof.) on Approach caused by Vibration, 294

Hager's Microscope and its Use, 189
Hallier and Ziirn (Drs.) on Parasitology, 165
Harcourt and Madan's Practical Chemistry, by Prof. Roscoe, 50
Hartog (Marcus M.) on Catkins of the Hazel, 583
Haughton's Country Walks of a Naturalist, 260

Ilaughton (Rev. Prof.) on the Labouring Force of the Human
Heart, 255, 404; on the Geometrical Characters of Muscles,

297 ; on tire Granites of Scotland, 638
Haviland's Geography of Disease, 504
Haze and Dust, by Prof. Tyndall, F.R.S., 339 ; Letter on, 405
Heart, Human, Labouring Force of the, by Rev. Prof. Haugh-

ton, F. R.S., 255, 404
Heat, Mechanical Theory of, 566
Heat .Spectra, Prof. Magnus on, 28 ; Units, 606, C54
Hcmiopsia, Transient, 445
Hereditai-y Genius, by Alfred R. Wallace, 501
Hereford Naturalists' Field Club, 544
Hering (Prof), his Remarks on Respiration, 322
Herschel (Lieut.), Objects Crossing the Sun's Disc, 543
Highlands, West, and Skye, Geological Structure of, 36S
Hildebrand (Prof) on the Impregnation of Plants, 293 ; on

Marsilea, 293
Hind (J. H.) on Temple's Comet, 58
Hofmann (Prof.), Paper on Chloral, 446; onProf. Graham, 59, 316
Holborn Valley Viaduct, 171, 220
Hooker (Dr. J. D.,) on Vegetable Palaeontology, 48
Hope (W.) on the Cloaca Maxima, 243; on the Valuation of

Liquid Town Sewage, 506
Horse, Antiquity of the, 225, 274
Horticultural Society, 118, 295
Hudson (Dr.) on Physical Meteorology, 21S
Humboldt's Memoir, 236
Husemann's Vegetable Essences, 403
Huxley (Prof. ) on Goethe's Aphorisms on Nature, 9; on Tri-

assic Dinosauria, 23; on' Kant's View of Space, 314; on the

Progress of Palteontology, 437 ; on the Forefathers of the

EngHsh People, 514; on Deep-sea Soundings and Geology,

657. Reports of Papers by : on Ilypsilophodon, a new
Genus of Dinosamia, 91 ; on Further Evidence of the Affinity

between the Dinosaurian Reptiles and Bu-ds, 91 ; on Triassic

Dinosauria, 146
Hydrophobia, 61S

Ice, Formation of Ground, 555 ; Pfaundler on the Regelation of,

116

Ice, Prismatic, Letter on, by Mr. Bale, 556; by Mr. Pengclly, 627

India, Isthmian Way to, in
Indian Total Eclipse, 536
Ingleby (Dr.) on Transcendent Space, 2S9, 314, 360, 407; on

Sir W. Thomson and Geological Tinre, 507 ; on the Apparent

Size of the Moon, 556
Innsbruck, Meeting of German Naturalists and Physicians at,

by A. Geikie, F. R.S., 22 ; Abstract of Papers, 293, 318
Insects, Colour of, 636
Institution of Civil Engineers, 91, 199, 296, 346, 445
Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland, 346
Iowa, Mammals of, 41S
Ireland, Climate of, 630
Irish Academy. (.See DiiMhi.

)

Irish Lepidoptera, 237
Iron-ores of the North-East of Ireland, 270
Isthmian Way to India, III

Italian Institute of Science and Letters, 297
Italian Mmeral Waters, Analyses of, 88

Jackson's (Rev. S.) Our Dumb Neighbours, 236

Japanese Sea Shells, Mr. Jeffreys' Letter on, 3 S3

Japanese Shells, 329
"Japanese, The, by C. Chessar, 190

Jeffreys (J. Gwyn), Deep-sea Dredging Expedition, 135, 166
;

on the Food of Oceanic Animals, 192 ; on the late Professor

Sars, 265 ; on the Food of Oceanic Animals, 315 ; on

Japanese Sea Shells, 383
Jeiineck (Dr.) on Meteorological Observations, 649

Jevons (Pro!.), Deductions from Darwin's Theory, 231 ; Me-
chanical Performances ofLogical Inference (Royal Society), 343

Johnson Memorial Prize, 3S7

Johnston (Dr. Keith) on the Gulf Stream, 640; on Dr. Living-

stone's Discoveries, 336 ; on the Sources of the Nile, 607

Johnston's Physical Geography, 380

Jones (Dr. Bence), his Life of Faraday, 142

Jones (Prof. Rymer) on Deep-sea Dredgings from China and

Japan, 198

Jupiter, Changes in, Mr. Browning's Letter on, 13S



VI
INDEX

Kant's View of Space, 2S9, 314, 334, 360. 3S9

Kirgcioms of Nature, The Three, 456
Kingsley (Rev. Canon), World of the Sea, 78

Kirkwood on the Origin of Comets, 115

Koch (Prof.) on Transformations of Tarts of Flowers, 293 ; on

the Formaton of the Germen, 293

Ladies, Lectures to, 45, 113, 170, 193, 212

Lallemand's (.M.) Experiments on Transparent Solids, 29

Langley's Via Medica, 504
Language, The Science of, by Professor Max Miiller, 256

Lankester (E. Ray) on the Origin of Blood-letting, 76 ; on the

Mammalia of Switzerland, 281

Lawson (Prof) on Chlorophyll, 172

Leaves, Viridescence of, 343
Lectures to Working Men, 71, 13S

Legislation and Nature, by E. Goadby, 64S

Lenormant (M.) on the Antiquity of^the Ass and the Horse, 225

Lesser's Tables of Pomona, 18

Le Sueur (Albert), Report of his Paper on the Melbourne Tele-

scope, 443, 517
Leuckart (Ur ), Literature of Natural History, 236
Levi (Prof.) on a Scientific Census, 99
Lewes (G. PL) on Kant's View of Space, 2S9, 334, 3S6 ; Article

on Popular Lectures on Physiology, 353
Lichens, Notes on, 467
Liebermann (Prof. C.) on Chrysene, 493
Liebig on the PJecomposition of Sugar, 41

1

Lightning in a Clear Sky, Letters on, 139, 193
Linnean Society, 345, 491, 567
LischUe's Japanese Shells, 329
Listing's Amplifier, Letter on, by Dr. Pigott, 430
Littrow (Carl Von), his Address as Rector at the University of

Vienna, 195
Liverpool Naturalists' Field Club, 393; New Observatory, 464
Livingstone (Dr.), 194, 363 ; his Explorations, 72 ; Letter from

Dr. Bcke, 240 ; from Keith Johnston, jun., 336
Lockyer (J.

Norma 1) on the Recent Total Eclipse in America,

14 ; on Spectroscopic Observations of the Sun, 195 ; the

Recent Eclipse of the Sun in the United States, 366

Login (T. ) on the Suez Canal, 24, 290; on the Abrading and
Transporting Power of Water, 629, 654

Lombard Scientific histitute, 297
Loschmidt's (Prof.) Paper on the Diffusion of Gases, 641

Lowne, The Blow Fly, 330
Lubbock (Sir J.) on Madsen's Danish Antiquities, 15

Lupinus, Genus, Prof l-'enzl on, 293

Macadam (Dr. Stevenson), Report of his Address at the Edin-

burgh Ph ysical Society, 147
Macaiister (Prof.) and the Spontaneous Generation Theory, 114 ;

on the Mode of Growth of Univalve Shells, 296 ; on the

Curves in the Spine considered a:sthetically, 346
Mackintosh (D) on the Scenery of England and Wales, 361

Maclure (Robert) on Solar Spots visible to the Naked Eye, 431
Madan (H. G.) on the NewTelescope at Eton, 263
Madder, Colouring Matter from, 494 ; History of, 545
Madreporaria dredged up in the Porcupine, by Prolessor Dun-

can, 612 ; of the Deep Sea, 660
Magnetic and Sun Spot Phenomena for 1S70, 412, 579
Magnetism Terrestrial, by Dr. B. Stewart, 264
Magnus (Prof.) on Pleat Spectra, 2S ; on Radiation of Heat, 177;

Death of, by Prof. Tyndall, F.R.S., 607
Malaria, a Probable Cause of, 4S1

Mammalia of Switzerland, by E. Ray Lankester, 2S1

Mammals of Iowa, 41S
Manchester Liternry and Philosophical Society, 29, 93, 119,

200, 273, 297, 347, 393, 468, 520, 544, 640
Mango, Fruit ol the, 60
Marine Animals, Distribution of, 348
Mars, Stereograms of, 114; the Poles of, 170
Marsilea, Floating Leaves of, 516
Marsilea, Prof. Ilildebrand, on, 293
Martins (Prof.) on the I'dora of Southern France, 293
Maskelyne (Prof.) on Dana's Mineralogy, 161, 186
Masters (Dr.) on the Plants at Chiswick, n8; on Vegetable

Teratology, 32S
Mathematician, a Plea for, by Prof. Sylvester, 237, 261
Mathews (Will., jun.,) on the Mechanical Properties of Ice and

their Relation to Glacier Motion, 534

Mechanical Properties of Ice and Glacier Motion, 534

Medico-Botanical Map, 269
Melbourne Telescope, the, 144, 443
Meldrum (i\Ir.), Note on Meteors -Ji the Mauritius, 220

Mental Progress of Animals, 169

Metals, Hardness of, ascertainable, 563

Meteor at Torquay, Mr. Pengelly's Letters on, 58, 267 ;
at

Wellington, New Zealand, 470 ; of Nov. 6tli, Sir W. Arm-

strong's Letter on, 112; at Mauritius, 220; Cause of the In-

candescence of, 88; of Nov. 1869, M. Cli.apelas on, 120;

(Philadelphian Society) 666

Meteorites, Microscopic Investigation of, 3S3 ; F.all of, 538 ;

Whence do they come ? 239
Meteorological Society, 467
Meteorology, Physical, by Balfour Stewart, F.R.S., loi

Meunier(br.) on a Meteoric Stone, 641

Mice's Organic Chemistry, 380
Microcephalous Subject, 319, 516
Microscopical Society, 92, 198, 321. 445
Microscopic Fauna of the English Fen District, by G. S. Brady,

4S3 ; Objects, Illumination of, 321

Midnight Sky, the, 215
Milan, Royal Lombardian Institute, 24S, 347
Milde's Bryologia Silesiaca, loS

Milk, Changes in, 62

Millingen (Major) on Circassian Slaves and Sultan's Harem, 491

Mills (Dr.) onBarffs Handbook of Chemistry, So

Milne-Edwards (M.) on the Antiquity of the Horse, 225

Mineralogy, 246
Mineral CJils lor Heating Engines, 63
Miners' Association for Cornwall, 243
Minister of Public Instruction, 423
Mistletoe, 214
Mollusc.!, Preservation of, 482
Monck (W. Stanley) on Kant's View of Space, 334, 386; on

the ^Ioon's Diameter, 606
Monro (C.J) on the Correlation of Colour and Music, 362
Montigny (M.), his Notes on the Coloration of the Edges of the

Sun's Disc, 226
Montreal Natural History Society, 93, 24S
Moon, How Large, by R. A. Proctor, 462; Letters on, 507,556;

Diameter of, 606
Moore (Chas.) on Australian Mesozoic Geology and Pateon-

tology, go
Morphia, Test for, 3SS
Motion of a Free Rotatory Body, by Professor Sylvester, 482
Miihry's Terrestrial Physics, 330
Muir (Thomas) on Heat Units, 606
Midler (Prof. Max) on the Science of Langu.age, 256 ; Report

of his Paper on the Writing of the iSIalayan People, 642
Murchisin (Sir R. I.), Report on the Geology of Ro-^s-shire, 174
Murphy (Joseph J.) on the Analogy of Colour and Music, 651 ;

on Habit and Intelligence, 105
Muscarin, Action of, 144
Muscle, Metamorphosis of, 62
Muscles, Geometrical Characters of, 297
Muscular Physics, a Point in, 159
Mythology, Current British, 592

Natal, Fossils of, 642
Natural Philosophy, Properties of, by Prof. Tait, 1S4
Natural Science at Cambridge, by Rev. T. G. Bonney, 451
Nebula', if any, and Star Systems, by R. A. Proctor, F. R. A.S.,

331 ; Letters on, 359, 384
Nerve Substance, Reaction of, 144
Newall (Mr.), his Refractor, 316, 40S; on Rainbow Colours, 335
New Batrachians, 108
Newcastle-on-Tyne Chemical Society, 176, 469
Nesvniaii's Britibh Moths, by W. S. Dallas, 16

Newmarch (W.), Inaugural Address of, at the Statistical So-
ciety, 119

Newton (Prof. A.) on Cuckows' Eggs, 74, 265

'

Newton (Prof., of Yale College) on the November Star Shower,
170, 562

New Zealand, Public Works of, 199 ; Wellington Philosophical
Society, 470

Nile Problem, Mr. Stuart's Letters on, 406 ; Sources of the Nile,

by K. Johnston, jun., 607
Norfolk, Crag of, and Associated Beds, by Joseph Prestwich,

F.R.S., 367
Norwich Geological Society, 176 ; Naturalists' Society, 249, 416
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Observers, Astronomical, Personal Equation of, 85 ; Letter on,

3 ; Dr. Van Stadt, 337
Odling (Prof. \V.) on tlie Basis of Ciiemical Notation, 600
Okely (\V. S.) on tlie Analogy of Colour and Music, 3S4, 65 1 ;

on Concomitant Sounds and Colours, 557
Oliver (Prof.) on Baillon's History of Plauts, 52
Oliver's Indian Botany, by tlie Rev. M. J. Berkeley, 234
Ooster's Protozoe Helvetica, 330
Origin of Species Controversy, by A. R. Wallace, 105, 132
Onne's Introduction to tlie Science of Heat, 134
Owen (Prof.) on the Fossil Mammals of Australia, 390; on

P'ossil Mammals of China, 662
Oxford, Notes from, 26, 194
Oysters, Price of, 244

Palceontology, Progress of, by Professor Huxley, F.R. S.
, 437

Paley (Mr. ) on Agricultural Terms (Report), 468
Paris, Academy of Sciences, 29, 63, 94, 120, 147, 177, 201, 225,

249. 273. 297. 321, 347, 394, 4>6. 445. 4f'9. 493- 52i, 545.

57°> 593. 6' 7. 640, 664 ; Acclimatation Society, 236 ; Obser-
vatory, 363, 387

Parsons on the Rose, 236
Pasteur's (M. ) Patent for Preserving Wines, 29, 94
Patagonia, Paraderos of, 318
Pual (Dr.) on Our National Drink, 576 ; on Town Sewage, 207
Pellew Islands, Natives of, 318
Pengellv (W. > on a Meteor, 58, 267 ; on Prismatic Ice, 627
Penny, '(Dr.), the late, 138
Penny Science Classes, 57
Periodicity of the Solar Spots, 284
Perry (Rev. S. J.) on the Cyclone, 290
Perth's Nature Contemplated, 134
Petroleum and its Allies, 376
Petroleum Discovered in the Caucasus, 245
Pfaundler on the Regelation of Ice, 116
Phallic Worship, 639
Philadelphia, Academy of Natural .Sciences, 121, 417, 546,

594 : Philosophical Society, 30, 347, 370, 665
Philological Society, 199
Philology and Darwinism, by Rev. F. W. Farrar, 527
Phipson's (Dr.) the Sun, 3S0
Phosphate of Lime and Sulphurous Acid, 200
Phosphorus, Turpentine not an Antidote for, 149
Photography, Artificial Light for, 271 ; Photographic Repro-

ductions, 513
Physical Meteorology, by Balfour Stewart, F.R.S., loi, 12S,

Dr. Hudson's letter on, 21S, Dr. Stewart's letter on, 337
Physiology and the German Universities, 244 ; Popular Lectures

on, by George H. Lewes, 353 ; 28, 62, 90, 117, 14.;, 516
Platinum. Electromotive Forces Developed by, 249, 521
Plants, Impregnation of, 293 ; Distribution of, 465 ; of Middle-

sex, by W. Carruthers, 107 ; Spontaneous Movements in, 142

;

Winter Flowering, their Fertilisation, by A. W. Bennett,
F.L.S., II, 58 (see also 85, 142) ; Diffusion of, 246

Playfair (Dr. Lyon) and City Scientific Education, 113
Pollen, Considered as an Aid in the Differentiation of Species,

297
Polleu's Fauna of Madagascar, 260
Prague, National Museum of Bohemia, 250 ; Royal Society of

Bohemia, 64
Prehistoric ArchEeology, by J, Evans, F. R.S., 77; Times, by

E. B. Tylor, 103
Preservation of Objects in Glycerine Jelly, 172
Prestuich (J.) on the Thames Subway, 2S0
Pringsheim's (Prof) Paper on Swann-spores (Berlin Academy

of Sciences), 177
Prismatic Structure in Ice, 48

1

Proctor (R.A.) on Eaithquake Waves in the Pacific, 54 ; on the

November Shooting Stars, 56 ; on the German and Swedish
Expeililions to the Arctic Regions, 312 ; on Star Drift, 466 ;

on Are any of the Nebulae Star Systems ? 331 ; Letter on the

Nebulie, 3S4 ; on the Transits of Venus in lS74and 1SS2,

146, 627
Proctor's (R. A. ) New Star Atlas, 84
Protoplasm, by Dr. H. C. Bastian, 424; at the Antipodes, 13
Public Schools, Scientific Men on the Governuig Bodies of,

ss

Quartz, the Velocity of Light in, 121
Quekett Microscopical Club, 368

Quin (Chas. W. ), Science for Children, 209
Quincke on Specific Cohesion, 516
Quinine, New Body obtained from (Prof. Binz), 322 ; Sulphate

of. 347

Rae on the Suez Canal, 169
Rainbow Colours, Letter by Mr. Newall, 335 ; Supernumerary,
Mr. Stuart's Letter on, 406

Rainfall, British, 265
Rainfall of the Year, 540 ; Mr. Symon's Book on, 611
Rambosson's History of Meteors, 356
Rames' History of Creation, 38

1

Rankine (Prof ), Remarks on Mr, Heppel's Theory of Continuous

Beams (Royal Society), 365 ; on the Mathematical Theory of

Stream Lines, 413
Ransome (Dr.) on Iluman Breath (Manchester Lit. Soc. ), 520
Reis (Dr. Paul), Manual of Physic, 2S3
Respiration, 322, Products of, 516
Riche's Chemical Lessons, 109 ; his Medical Chemistry, 30S
Robertson (G. Croom) on Kant's View of Space, 333
Roberts (W. Chandler) on .Stalactites, 109
Robinson (Rev. Charles. J.) on English Sport in the Fifteenth

Century, 352
Rochleder's (Prof) Paper on Colouring Matter from Madder, 404
Rodwell (G. F. ), IJibliotheque des Merveilles, 187 ; on the Pri-

vate Life of Galileo, 529
Rolleston (Dr.), Character and Influence of the Anglo-Saxon

Conquest, 661

Romer's, (Prof.) Examination of the .Species of Venus, 504
Roscoe (Prof) on Harcourt and Madan's Practical Chemistry,

50; on Lectures to Working Men, 138 ; on Scientific Educa-

tion in Germany, 157, 475; on Spectrum Analysis, 503;
on Vanadium, 662

Roscofif, Harbour of, and Marine Zoology, 325,

Rotundity of the Earth, 5S1

Royal Commission on Science, 375
Royal Institution, 140, 492
Royal Society, Candidates for, 561 ; Catalogue, 86 ; Copley

Medal, 113 ; Meetings, 144, 195, 294, 319, 343, 365, 390,

413, 443, 467, 490, 517, 542, 614, 638
Rugby, New Natural Science Schools at, 485 ; Science-teaching

at, 25 ; Surface Deposits in the Neighbourhood of, 344
Rupert's Drops, Dynamics of, 89
Ruskin, Professor, ou River Conservation, 50S

Saccolina, Development of, 246
Sanchi Tope, The, 339
Sars, the late Professor, by J. Gwyn Jeffreys, 265 ; Sars Fund,

The, 363, 511, 634
Scenery, The, of England and Wales, 306, 361

Schobe (Dr.), his Paper at the Royal Society of Bohemia on

Nerves of the Cheiroptera, 64
Science Classes, Penny, 57 ; Dulness of, by F.R.S., 43 ; Teaching

in Schools, by Rev. W. Tucker, 18 ; and the Public Health,

by Prof Corfield, 155 ; for Children, by C. \V. Quin, F.C.S.,

209 ; Education at Cambridge, 57, 628 ,:
Education in Ger-

many, by Prof. Roscoe, F'.R.S., 157, 475
Scientific Serials, 165, 221, 246, 270, 294, 342, 365, 3S9, 412,

436, 513. 542, 591. 637
Scolithus genus, and allied Fossils, 24S

Sea, Work of the, by C. W. Whitaker, 381 ; Deiiths of the, by

David Forbes, 100 ; Fisheries, Decrease in the Yield of, 243

Secretions, Gases of the, 62

Seeley (Mr.) on Triassic Dinosauria, 146

Seligmann, on Exostoses in the Meatus Auditorius of Peruvian

Crania, 319
Semper (Prof.) on the Natives of the Fellevv Islands, 318
Sensation and Perception, by Dr. H. C. Bastian, F.R.S., 213,

309. (See also 407.

)

Sermons in Stones, by D. Forbes, F.R.S., 130

Sewage of Great Towns, Notes on, 244, 364 ; -Town, 207

Sharpey Scholarship, 109

Sicily, Sulphur in, 389
Sigillaria, Notes on the Structure of, 271

Silkworm, its Cultivation in England, 317, 347
Silver Nitrate, Preparation of, 61

.Sinai, Turquoise Mines of, 273
Slavonians in Turkey, 2S7

Smee (Mr. Alfred), his Book on the Progress of Thought, 4S7

Smith (Cecil), Cuckows' Eggs, 242
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Compounds of

Paper on, at the

Smith (Prof. 11. T- S ) «" the Focal Properties of Two Corre-

lative Figures (Mathematical Society), 223

Smyth (Prof. Piazzi) at the Great Pyramid, 634; report of his

Paper on Supra-annual Cycles of Temperature in the Earth's

Surface Crust, 638
Snake Bites, Treatment of, 268

Societies, Learned. (See for Lomion under the heads Asiatic,

Ethnological, Royal, and the like. Otherwise the places of

meeting, as Edfnlnogh, Paris, Philadelphia.

)

Soda in Plants, 250 ; <')ld Atomic Weight of, 1 76

Sodium, Action of, on Acetic Ether, 467

Solar Eclipse (see Eclipses) ; Prominences, 607 ;
Radiation,

Spots, 284, 431
Sorby (H. C. ) on Remarkable Spectra of

Zirconia and Uranium, 58S

Southwell (T.) on the Flight of Birds, 431

Spectra of the Metals, Thalen's Map of, 61

Spectroscopic Examination of Diatoms, 115

Spectroscopic Observations of the Sun, 172

Royal Society, by Mr. Lockyer, 195

Spectrum Analysis, by Prof. Roscoe, 503

Spencer (Herbert) on Where are the Nebula; ? 359
Sphrerodus Gigas, 89
Spinal Cord, Regeneration of, 62, 92

Sport, English, in the Fifteenth Century, by the Rev. C. J.

Robinson, 352
Stadt (H. V. ), Personal Equation of Astronomical Observers, 337

Stalactites, Notes on, by C. Roberts, 109

Stannous Chloride and Acids of Arsenic, 27

Star Atlas, New, 84
Star-Drift, Mr. Proctor on, 466
Stars, Heating Powers of, 320
Star Shower, Prof. Newton, of Yale, on, 1 70 ; Father Secchi on,

171 ; as seen in California, 390
Statistical Society, 119, 247, 346
Stenosaurus, Discovery of, 89
Sterland (W. J.) on Cuckows' Eggs, 139, 336
Stewart (Dr. Balfour) on Physical Meteorology, lOI, 128,337;

on Terrestrial Magnetism, 264; on What is Energy ? 647 ;

Results of the Monthly Observations of Dip and Horizontal

Force made at Kew, 517
Stewart's (Dr. Balfour) Meteorological Blockade, by Professor

Sir W. Thomson, F. R. S., 306
Stewart's Sorghum and its Products, 403
Stone Age, The, in Eg)'pt, 148

Strobel (Prof) on the Paraderos of Patagonia, 318
Stuart (J.) on Scientific Education at Cambridge, 57 ; on Lectures

to Working Men, 71 ; on the Diffraction Spectrum and Wave-

Lengths, 506
Suez Canal, 24, i6g

Sullivan (Prof) on the Beds of Thenardite of the Valley of

Jarama (Irish Academy), 225

Sulphide of Carbon, Disintection of, 273
Sulphuric Anhyilride, 546
Sulphur in Sicily, 389
Sunday Lectures, 5 1

1

Sun's Altitude, Paper on, by Professor Roscoe and Dr. Thorpe,

614; Chromosphere, 654 ; Spectroscopic Observations, 172

Sylvester (Professor), Plea for the Mathematician, 237, 261 ; on

Kant's View of Space, 314, 360; on the Rotation of a Rigid

Body, 532 ; an After-Dinner Experiment, 582

Syro-Egyptian Society, 62, 224

Tait (Prof.) on the Progress of Natural Philosophy, 184

Tasmanians, Origin of, 367
Taylor, Sedlev, on Analogy of Colour and Sound, 430; on Pro-

fessor Tyndail's Exposition of Helmholtz's Theory of Musical

Consonance, 457, 581

Technical Education, 139
Telegraphic Communication with Florence, 137

Telegraphs, State, 239
Telescope, New, at Eton, by H. G. Madan, 263 ; the Newall,

408 ; the Melbourne, 144, 443
Temperature and Animal Life of the Deep Sea, by Dr. Car-

penter ; 489, 540, 563
Temple, Dr., 25
Temple's Comet, 58
Tests, University, 140
Thalen's New Alap of the .Spectra of the Metals, 61

Thallium Salts, 116, J42

Thames Subway, The, by J. Prestwich, F.R.S.

Thompson (George C), How large seems the Moon? 507

Thompson (W. G.) on the F'ormation of Ground Ice, 55S
Thomson (Prof. Wyville) on the Food of Oceanic Animals, 315

Thomson (Sir W.) and Geological Time, 4S2, 507, 606

Thomson (Prof. Sir William) on Dr. Balfour Stewart's Meteoro-

logical Blockade, 306 ; on the Conducting QuaUty of Copper

Wire, 539
Thrace, Geology of, 89
Tinne (Miss), Murder of, 539
Tithonian Stage, the, 143
Trecul (M.) on F"ems (Paris Academy), 493, 522

Triassic Dinosauria, Prof. Huxley on, 23

Tucker (R.) on Euclid as a Text Book, 534, 627

Tuckwell (Rev. W.) on Science Teaching in Schools, 18 ; on

the Red-necked Grebe, 430
Tardus Whitei, Mr. Bidgood's letters on, 363
Tylor (E. B, ) on Prehistoric Times, 103

Tyn.lall ( Prof. ) on Haze and Dust, 339 ; on the Death of Pro-

fessor Magnus, 607 ; on the Action of Light on Gases, 443

Unger (Prof.) on Anthracite Deposits in Carinthia, 178

Universe, The, 259
University College, London, Science at, 337
Uranium, Preparation of, 27 ; Oxides of, 413

Valentiner's Practical Astronomy and Geodesy, 283
Vanadium, Prof. Roscoe's Paper on (Report), 662

Van Gorkom's (J. W. ) Cinchona Plantations in Java, 212

Variety and Species (Letter), 2i8

Vegetable Palai-ontology, by Dr. J. D. Hooker, 48
Venus, Transits of, 146, 527; Mr. Pmctor's Letter on, 627
Vertebrate Epidermis, 62

Victoria Regia, 246
Vienna : Imperial Academy of Sciences, 121, 178, 226, 321, 494,

618, 641, 665 ; Imperial Geological Institution, 416, 469, 494
Vines of France, 243
Virchow (Prof ) on Comparative Mea.surements of Crania, 318
Voelcker's (Dr.) Address to the Chemical Society, 616
Vogt (Prof ) on a Microcephalous Subject, 319

Wallace (A. R.), Origin of Species Controversy, 105, 132; on
Government Aid to Science, 288, 315; on the Measurement
of Geological Time, 399, 452 ; on Hereditary Genius, 501

Waller (Horace) on Dust and Disease, 361

Wallich (Dr.) on the Food of Oceanic Animals, 241
Warsop, Aero-Steam Engine, 433
Water, the Abuse of, 57S ; Alechanical Prop>erties of, by T.

Login, 629, 654
Weeds in newly-turned Ground (Letter), 459
Wellington, Caves at, 194
Wellington, Philosophical .Society of New Zealand, 470
Welsh Fasting Girl, 463
Whales, Stranded, 141, 223, 248
Whitaker (Charles W.) on the Work of the Sea, 381
Whymper (E. ) on the Veined Structure of Glaciers, 266
Williamson (Prof) on the late Prof. Graham, 20
Wilson (J.

M. ) on the Corona, 139; on Sir W. Thomson and
Geological Time, 606 ; on the Surface Deposits in the Neigh-
bourhood of Rugby, 344

Wine, colouring Matter of, 27 ; Pasteur's Patent for preserving,

29, 94
Wood (Searles V.), Report of his Paper on Boulder Clay (Geo-

logical Society), 222 ; on Professor Huxley's Address, 533
W^:>odward's Chemical Exercises, iSS

Wocxhvard (H.) on Geology and Agriculture, 46
Working "Men's Club, 512,651 ; College, 511
Workmen, Employment of, by G. Gore, F.R.S., 623
World of the Sea, by the Rev. Canon Kingsley, 78
Wormell (Richd.), Modern Geometry and the Universit\' of
London, 607

Yarkand and Kasgar, Report of Mr. Shaw's Visit to, 492
Young (Prof) on the American Eclipse, 532

Zincke on the Synthesis of Aromatic Acids, 297
Zirconia, .Spectra of, 58S

Zoological Society, 29, 92, 173, 223, 345, 391, 490 543, 562
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FIRST SERIES.

New Edition. Two Vols. cro\ni Svo. QJ.

.ARISTOTLE;
A CHAPTER FROM THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE.

AVith Analyses of Aristotle's Scientific Writings. By GEORGE
HENRY LEWES. Demy Svo. 15/.

STUDIES IN ANIMAL LIFL
By GEORGE HENRY I.EWES.

^Vith Colom'ed Frontispiece and other Illustrations. Cro:vn

Svo. 5j.

MAN AND HIS DWELLING PLACE.
AN ESSAY TOWARDS THE INTERPRETATION

OF NATURE.
By JAMES HINTON. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6.v,

LIFE IN NATURL
By JAMES HINTON. Crown Svo. ds.

& CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

NOW READY.
In One V'olumc, large Sz'O. elegantly bound in clotli, gilt top, 31.^. 6d.

THE UNIVERSE; or, the Infinitely Great and the Infinitely

Little. A Sketch of Contrasts in Creation and Marvels revealed and explained

by Natural Science. By F. A. POUCHET, M.I). Illustrated by 343 Engravings

on Wood, and Four Coloured Plates.

London: BLACK IE & SON, 44, Paternoster Row.

LEWIS'S IVIEDICAL AND SCSENT5F1C LIBRARY
Was established in 1S52 for supplying, o.N hike. New liooks .and i:.t n.,^1 reccnl LJilJuns in .Mci!i.:al l.itLmliirc .ind Sacnce generally, V ithuut liinil

or delay, to individu.al Subscribers and Book Clubs throughout the Kingdom —All the New Books r.nd New Edition^ of the New Season.
ITie Subscription, commencing at any date, is One Guinea and upwards, atcording to tlie niind.er ol \okimcs required, llie Subscriiuion is .arranged

so as to exclude or include cost of carriage to the cjiiiitry.—H. K. LEWIS, 136, GOWER STREET, W.C.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.
FORTY FORTHCOMING BOOKS.

T/if ]'isU of the Prime of U'ahs to the East.^Thc 'Rob Roy'
en the Joniiiit.—A A'tio IWitrne of Poems, ly Alfred Tennyson.—Memoir of Dr. Jiimes Hamilton.—At Home -oith the Bretons.—Life and Letters of Faraday.—Peeps at the Far East, by Dr.
Norman Maeleod. — The Church and the Age.— The Talmud, hy

Emanuel Dcutseh.—LLaves of Heln\iv History, by Bishop H'il-

herforee.—Metnoir of Sir David Frcoster, by lifrs. Gordon.—
Letters of .Sir George Corneivall Lnois.—Normandy Piclnrrsqne,

by Henry Flacl;bnrn.—Bro^on's IJfe of a Naturalist in Green-

land.— The Education of the Heart, bv Mrs. Ellis.— The Unkind
IVord, by the Author of ' Jiy/m Halifa.x:—Sketch of the Reign of
George IL., bv Mrs. Oliphant.—Lectures on Morality, by the Re:'.

F. D. Maurice.—Life of jane Austen.—Notes on Italy, by Mrs.
Hawthorne.—Piccadilly, by Laurance Oliphant.—Brighstone Ser-

7nons, by Bishop Moberley.—Students' Songs, by Dr. Blackie.—
Parhman's Diseoreiy of the Great ll'est.—Fronde's England;
N-' Vols.—Story's Life of Dr. Robert Lee.— Travels in Asia
jMi/wr, by y. fan Lennep.—Life of Mary Russell Mitford.—
Whytnper's Scrambles among the Alps.—Life of Shelley, by I'/.

M. Rossetti.—Memoir of Re!\ IV. C. Burns.— Three TVecks in a

Prison at Pekin, by H. B. Loch.—.Alpine Flenoers, by IV. Robin-
son.—Notes on Burgundy, by C. R. Weld.—Lije of fohn Gibson,

R.A.—St. Louis and his Times, by J/rs. Brav.—Allen's Visit to

Queensland.—feme : or the Sacred Isle, by W. Stcuart Trench.—
The Byc'vays of Scripture, by Rrr. E. H. Plumptre.—Burton's

History of the Paraguayan War.

And many other Works of general interest, to be added to the

liljraiy, wlien ready, in numbers proportioned to tlie anticipated

demand.

Revised Lists of the Principal Books lately added to the

Collection, and Catalogues of Surplus Copies withdrawn for Sale

at greatly reduced prices, are now ready, and will be forwarded
postage free.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, New Oxford Street, London.
CITY OFFICE, 4, King Street, Cheapside.

Hotten's " Golden Library
"

OF THE BEST AUTHORS.
*,* A charming collection of Standard and Favourite IVorks,

elegantly priji/ed in Handy Volumes, uniform vit'i the Tauchni'z
Series, and published at exceedingly lino prices.

CARLYLE Oti the Clwue of Books, is.

In cloth, \s. (yi. Should be read and
re-read by every young man in the
three kingdoms.

-Professor at the Breakfast
Table. IS. In cloth, is. (ni. A com-
panion volume to "The Autocrat of
the Breakfast Table,"

- Tale for a Chimney Corner^
and other Essays. is. ^d. Cloth,
\s. lod. A volume of delightful papers,
humorous and pathetic.

-Our Hehitio/is with America.
fyf. In cli'ith, IS. An able and eloquent
little book.

-JJViims and Oddities. 40 II-

]ustration=. \s. In cloth, u. 6,/.

- Hans Breitmann's Ballads.
Complete. \s. In cloth, is. f>d. In-
imitable humour.

-Note Books. Edited by Cox-
WAV. IS. In cloth, IS. 6d.

-Speeches on Public Affairs.
\s. A,d, In cloth, \s. lod. Delivered
duriiit; the last 20 years.

—Speeches on Questions of the
Day. \s, ^d. In cloth, \s. lod. De-
livered during the last 20 years.

^Trnc Story of Lord and Lady
Byrott. IS. In cloth, is. 6d. By per-
sonal friends, and literary contem-
poraries.

LONDON: JOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN. 74 & 75. PICCADILLY,
And ail Booksellers and Railway Statwfts.

HOLMES-

LEIGH HUNT-

GOLDWIN SMITH-

HOOD

LELAND •

HAWTHORNE-

BRIGHT

GLADSTONE-

BYRON

JAMES WALTON,
Bookseller and Publisher to University College

137, GOWER STREET.

I,

CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS. An In-
troductinn to the Practical Study of Chemistn-. By C. HAUGHTON
GILL, Assistant Examiner in Chemistry at the University of London, late

Lecturer on Chemistry in L^niversity College School. With Illustrations.

Small 8vo. [Early in Novevtber.
n.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY FOR
SCHOOLS. By Dr. LARDNER. Eleventh Thousand. Revised and
completed to the present time by T. OLVER HARDING, B.A. Lond.,
of University College. Small 8vo. 3J. 6f/.

"This will be a very convenient class-book for junior students in private

schools. It is intended to convey, in clear and precise terms, general notions
of all the principal divisions of Physical Science, illustrated largely by
dia^r.Tms."

—

British Quarterly Review.

III.

HAND-BOOK OF PHYSIOLOGY. By
Dr. KIRKES. New Edition (Seventh) by W. MORRANT BAICER,
F.R.C.S. Lecturer on Physiology, and Warden of the College at St. Bartho-
lomew's Hospital. 241 Illustrations. Small 8vo. xis. (^d. {Just published.

IV.

HAND-BOOK OF OPTICS. By Dr.
LARDNER. Sixth Thousand. Revised and Completed to the Present
Time by T. OLVER HARDING, B.A. of University College. London.
298 Illustrations. Small 8vo. 55-.

V.

HAND - BOOK OF ELECTRICITY,
MAGNETISM, AND ACOUSTICS. By Dr. L.VRDNER. Eighth
Thousand. By GEORGE CAREY FOSTER, F.CS. Professor of Experi-
mental Physics in University College, London. 400 Illustrations. Small
8vo. 5 J.

'* The book could not have been entrusted to any one better calculated to
preserve the terse and lucid style of Lardncr, while correcting his errors, and
bringing up his work to the present state of scientific knowledge."—/'c/yi/ar
Scicuee Rez'iezi:

VI.

HAND-BOOK OF ASTRONOMY. By
Dr. LARDNER. Third Edition. Revised and Completed to iSfi/. By
EDWIN DUNKIN, F.R.A.S. Superintendent of the Altazimuth Depart-
ment, Royal Observatory, Greenwich. 138 Illustrations. Small Svo. 7s. 6d.

"It is not very long since a lecturer was explaining some astronomical
facts to his pupils: and in order to set the mutter clear'y before them, he
referred to more than one large and important voliune on tl;e subject, but
without a decidedly satisfictory reMilt. One of the pupih, however, pro-
duced from his pocket a small unpretending work iDr. Lardner's 'Hand-
book'), and that which a lengthy paragraph in the large work liad failei to
make clear, was completely elucidated in a short pithy sentence in the small
book. It has often been remarked that Dr. Lardner, beyond mos.t others,

was enabled to present the gist of a matter before the reader in the fewest
woTds."'^AsOvnomical Register.

VII.

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. By
Dr. LARDNER. Revised and re-written by K. B BRIGHT, F.R.A.S.
Secretary of the British and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Company : containing
full information, in a popular form, of the Telegraphs at home and abroad.
140 Illustrations. Small Svo. Cheaper Edition, 3^. 6c/. cloth.

" It is capitally edited by Mr. Bright, who has succeeded in making this
one of the most readable books e.xtant on the Electric Telegraph. ''

—

English
Meclui}iic

DR.
VIII.

HOFFMAN'S MODERN CHE-
MISTRY, Experimental and Theoretic. Small 8vo. i,s. 6d.

"It is in the truest sense an introduction to Chemistry; and as such it

possesses the highest value—a value which is equally great to the student
new to the science, and to the lecturer who has spent years in teaching it."—Reader.

IX.

LIEBIG'S NATURAL LAWS OF HUS-
BAN DRV. Svo. io.r- M.
Contents:—The Plant—The Soil—Action of Soil on Food of Plants in

Manure—Farm-Yard Manure—System of Farm-Yard IVIanuring—Guano

—

Poudrette—Human Excrements—Earthy Phosphates—Ground Rape Cake—Wood-Ash—Ammonia and Nitric Acid—Common Salt—Nitrate of Soda

—

.Salts of Ammonia—Gypsum and Lime.

X.

LIEBIG'S FAMILIAR LETTERS ON
CHEMISTRY. Fourth Edition. Small Svo. 7^. Sd.

XL
LIEBIG'S LETTERS ON MODERN

AGRICULTURE. Small Svo. Ss.
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LOCKWOOD AND CO.'S STANDARD WORKS.

THE STUDENT'vS TEXT-BOOK OF
ELECTRICITY: a Conflcnsed Ril'sume of the Theory and Applicntlon of

Electrical Science, inclnding its latest Practical Developtnents. By HENRY
M. NOAH, Ph D. Lecturer on Chemistry at St. George's Hospital. Post
8vo. soo Illustrations, i-is 6d cloth.

"We can recommend Dr NoaJ's book for clear style, great range of sub-

ject, a good index, and a plethora of woodcuts."

—

Atftcftcrian.

CURIOSITIES OF SCIENCE, Past and
Present A Bonk for Old and Young. By JOHN TIMES- In Two Vols,

fcap 8vo. 2J. 6(i. cloth ; or in one double Vol- cloth elegant, 5^.

"There is not a man of science who would not be arresited by tliis bonk,

on matters which he never knew, and on matters which he had forgotten. "

—

Atkemeum.

THE YEAR-BOOK OF FACTS IN
SCTT^NCF AMTi \RT. iSfog. Exliibiling the most important Improvements
rnd Discoveries of .he Past Year in Mechanics and the Useful Arts, Natural
Pdiiusupliy. iL.eLincity. Chemistry, Zoology and Botany. Geology and Mine-
ralogy, Meteorology and Astronomy, &:c. &:c. ByJOHN TIMES. 5^. cloth.

"Persons who wl'.h for a concise annual summary of important scientific

events, will find their desire in the 'Year Book of Facts.'"

—

Atheno'um.
*.* As nti Itidmemcnt to Nciv Subscribers, Sets 0/ the Work f^-om 1861

io i860, ivith an Extra I'oiume in 1862 {Ten Vols, in all, each containing
a Steel Portrait), iinll be supplied/or yjs. 6d. post-free.

THETWIN RECORDSOFCREATION;
or, Oenlo^rv and Gcnusis, th'.ir Perfect Harnonv and Wonderful Concord.

By GEORGE W. VICTOR LE VAUX. Numerous Illustrations.
. 5^. cloth.

"The autnor combines an unbounded admiration of science with an un-

bounded admiration of the Written Record. The tw.-> impulses are balanced
to a nicety; and the consequence is, that difficulties, which to minds less

evenly poised would be serious, find immediate solutions of the happiest

kinds."

—

London Kevifoj.

SCIENCE ELUCIDATIVE OF SCRIP-
TURE, and NOT ANTAGONISTIC TO IT; a Series of Essays on Alleged
Discrepancies : The Theory of the Geologists and Figure of the Earth ; the

Mosaic Cosmogony : Miracles in General ; the Miracle of Joshua ; The Super-
naturally Impossible, &c. &c. By Professor J. R. Y'OUNG, Author of

"A Course of Elementary Mathematics," &c. &c. Fcap. 8vo. 5.?. cloth.

"Distinguished by the true spirit of scientific inquiry, by great knowledge,
by keen logical ability, and by a style peculiarly clear, easy, and energetic."
^~No3tcon/or)iiist.

London : LOCKWOOD & CO. 7, Stationers' Hall Court, E.C.

NEW BOOKS.

RELIGIOUS OPINIONS OF THE LATE
Rev. CHAUNCY HARE TOWNSHEND. Published as directed in his

Will, by his LITERARY EXECUTOR. In Crown 8vo. [Xmrly ready.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS. By Charles
DICRKXS. A New Edition. Handi^omely printed and bound. Demy 8vo.

with the Original Engravinji^ on Steel and Wood, i-zs. [ This day.

HORSE-SHOES AND HORSE-SHOE-
ING ; TheirOrigin, HLstory, Uses, and Abuses. ByGEORGE FLEMING,
F. R.G. S. &c. Demy Svo. with 210 Illustrations, 21J. [Tkis day.

GERMAN EVENINGS. Translated from
the Original by J,

Vignette.
L. LUWUELL. lit Svo. with Frontispiece and

[/« A'orcwber.

NEW WORK ON AMERICA.
NE\V TRACKS IN NORTH AMERICA.

A JOURNAL of TRAVEL and ADVENTURE whilst engaged
in the SURVEY of a SOUTHERN RAILROAD to

the PACIFIC OCEAN during 1S67-68.

By WILLIAM A. BELL. M.A. M.B. Cantab. F.R.G.S.

In two vols, demy Svo. price 39.S. with twenty Chromos and numerous
Woodcuts. {This day.

" The reader of these admirable volumes will find in them an ample
description of the physical geography, general appearance, and mineral and
vegetable productions of the vast regions traversed. The work also abounds
in exciting adventures, and, besides being full of information, is as fixing to

the attention as a romance. It is illustrated by some beautiful chromo-litho-
graphs, and some very good woodcuts, and is one of the best and handsomest
books of travel wc have seen for a long time."— The Daily A'ezus.
" There are regions whence no man can be confident of bringing back his

scalp, and strange ruins, which testify to the abundance of the old Aztec
poptilaiion, and the religious zeal of their masters. Through the heart of this

remarkable country a preliminary expedition made the necessary surveys in

1867, and Dr. Bell has given in the book which we are about to notice a
lively description of its characteristics."— The Pall Mall Gazette.

" Dr. Bell managed to secure a good many striking pictures, and, in

particular, has well described some of those extraordinarj' canons « hich are
amongst the greatest curiosities of the American continent."

—

The Saturday
JRevieiu.

CHAP.MAN & HALL, 193, Piccadilly.

GEOLOGICAL MAPS.

CANADA.
Just published,

Scale 25 miles to an inch : en eight sheets, size of each 24 inches by 21,

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF CANADA
AND THE ADJACENT REGION.S,

Including Parts of other BRITISH PROVINCES and of the UNITED
STATES.

By Sir W. E. LOGAN, F.R.S., &c.,
Director of the Geological Survey of Canada.

The Geology of Canada is derived from the results of the Canadian Geo-
logical Survey; that of the other British Provinces from the labours of Dr.

J, W. DAWSON, Professors JAMES ROEB, J. B. JUKES, and others:

while that of the United States is compiled under the authority of Professor

JAMES HALL, from various sources mentioned in "I'he Atlas of the

Geology of Canada.

"

Price, sheets, £i los. ; mounted in case, or on roller, varnished, ^^5 5-^.

ENGLAND and WALES.
Third Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

Sc.ilc. 12 miles to 1 inch; size ^6 inches by 42,

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF ENGLAND
AND WALES.

By ANDREW C. RAMSAY, LL.D.. F.R.S. ai-.d G.S.,
Local Director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, and

Professor of Geology at the Royal School of Mines.

This Map shows all the Railways, Roads, &c., and when mounted in case

folds into a convenient pocket size, making an excellent Travriliing Map.
Price, in sheets, ^^s. ; mounted in case, 30J. ; on roller, varnished, 32^.

Fifth Edition,

Scale, aS miles to an inch ; size, iB mches by 14.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF ENGLAND
AND WALES.

By Sir RODERICK L MURCHISON, Bart., K.C.B., 60c.,

Director-General of the Geological Surveys of Great Britain

and Ireland.

Price, on one sheet, $5. ; mounted in case, 7^.

PuiiLISHliD nV AUTHOKITV OF Her MaJESTV's Oi.)VFJJ,NMENT.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ENGLAND
AND WALES.

Under the superintendence of Sir RODERICK I. MURCHISON, Bart.

KC B., &c., Director-General of the Geological Surveys of the United
Kingdom.

The Map is the Ordnance One-inch Scries, specially adapted, and coloured
geologically: arranged in 110 divisions, of which about 72 are published, and
others are in progress Some of the divisions are printed on a single sheet,

size 27 inches by 40. Other divisions are printed on two or four smaller sheets.

Price of the large sheets, 8^. 6d. and ^s. ; of the smaller, 3J. and is. each.

For full particulars of the Maps, Sections, Memoirs, and other Publications

of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, with Index-Maps of

England, Scotland, and Ireland, showing the Published Sheets, see Stanford's

Geological Survey Catalogue, per post on receipt of one stamp.

IRELAND.
Scale, 8 miles to an inch ; size, 38 Inches bv ^i.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF IRELAND.
By JOSEPH BEETE JUKES, M.A, F.K.S.,

Director of Her Majestj-^s Geological Survey of Ireland.

This Map is constructed on the basis of the Ordnance Survey, and coloured
geologically. It also shows the Railways, Stations, Roads, Canals, Antiqui-
ties, &c.
Price, on two sheets, 25J. ; mounted in case, 30J. ; on roller, varnished, 32*.

INDIA.
Sc.ilc, 2=; miles to an Inch ; size, So inches by OS.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF INDIA.
GENER,\L SKETCH of the PHYSICAL and GEOLOGICAL FEA-

TURES of BRITISH INDIA.

By G. B. GREENOUGH, K.R.S., &c.

With Tables of Indian Coal Fields, Minerals, Fossils, &c.

On nine sheets, price .£3 is. ; mounted in case, or on roller, varnished, jC^ 4J"-

In addition to the above, GEOLOGICAL MAPS of the WORLD.
EUROPE, BRITISH ISLES, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, FRANCE,
BELGIUM, 8:c., are published, and arc always kept in stock.

London : EDWARD STANFORD. 6 ,<t 7, Cliaiinjj Cross, S.W.,
Agent by appointment fur the Sale of the Geological Survey and

Ordnance Survey Publications and Admiralty Charts.
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N>arly ready, a Fac-simlle Reprint, in Photo-Lithography, by S. AYLING.

THE FIFTEEN O'S AND OTHER
PRAYERS, printed by \\'illiani Caxton, Taken, by special permission
of the Trustees of the British Museum, from the only known copy
extant, purchased from the late Mr. Pickering for 250/.

*^* One of the choicest productions of England's Fint Printer. The
style differs from every other production of Caxton's press, in that each page
is surrounded by ornamental borders. It is more than prnl>able this is the
first book of prayers in English issued by the followers of Wickliffe.

GRIFFITH & FARRAN. corner of St. Paul's Churchyard.

GRIFFITH & FARRAN'S NEW WORKS,
IN ELEGANT CLOTH BINDINGS.

GOOD ST. LOUIS AND HIS TIMES.
By .Mil. BR,\Y, author of ••The Life of Stoth.ird.'

i'.ininr -ind IVivy," ^c. Poit S\n. price 7,^. 6f/.

• Borde of the

FAVOURITE FABLES IN PROSE AND
VERSE. With 24 beautiful Illustrations from Drawings by Harrison
Weir. Printed on Toned Paper. Small 4to. price 6s. evtra cloth;
7^. 6(/. cloth elegant, gilt edges.

PATRANAS; or, Spanish Stories, Legend-
ary and Traditional, lllustratinns hy Ehwarii H. C'oRnnn t\ Post
Svo. price 5.V.

JOHN DEANE OF NOTTINGHAM: his
Adventures and Kxploits. A Tale of the Time of William of Orange.
By W. H. G. KINGSTON. With Illustrations. Post Svo. price si.

THEODORA. A Tale for Girls. By Emilia
.MARRVAT NORRIS. With Illn-.trations by Georc.e Hav. Po^t
Cv.i. pnre 41. r,,/.

FROM PEASANT TO PRINCE; or, the
Luc of ALE.XANDEK PRINCE .MENSCHIKUf'F, Freely Trans-
lated from the Russian by Madame PIEl'ZKER. With Illustrations.

Fcap. Svo. priee 2S. 6d.

MILLICENT AND HER COUSINS. By
ih.j He iN. .M'C.USI A BETHELl.. With Illustrations hy R. P.^tek-
^I'N- Post b\". pni c 3.C. f:d.

TALES OF THE WHITE COCKADE.
Bv BARBARA HUTTON. Author of •' Heroes of the Crusades," ,tc.

Illustrations by L\U'son. Price 5^.

ROSAMOND FANE; or, the Prisoners of
St. James. By I\I. and C. LKE. Illustrations by R. Dudley. Post
8vo. price 3^. 6d.

BERTRAND DU GUESCLIN, THE
HERD (IF BRllTANV. By E.MILE DE BONNECHdSE.
Translated by M\ici;,\k[T S. J[;(r.\'l-:. Fcap. Swi. price 2.r. 6(f'.

MARK SEAWORTH : a Tale of the Indian
Ocean, By W. H. G. KINGSTON. New and Cheaper Edition.
Price 35. 6d.

ADVENTURES OF HANS STERK, the
South African Hunter and Pioneer. By Captain DRAVSUN. Illus-

trations by ZwECKER. Price $5.

NEW /.ND POPULAR WORKS BY JOHN TIMES.

ANCESTRAL STORIES AND TRADI-
'i'lONS of GREAT FAMILIES. With Frontispiece. Post Svo. price

js. 6d. cloth elegant. -

"Very agreeable reading, for every page is a bit of wonderj showing that

truth is indeed strange, and that there is no romance like the romance of

history."—.-/?-/ Journal.

NOOKS AND CORNERS OF ENGLISH
With Illustrations. Second Edition. Post

' nooks and corners ' ot

LIFE, Past and Present.

Svo. price bs. cloth.

"A book which ought to find a place in one of the

every library."

—

Reliquary.

STRANGE STORIES OF THE ANIMAL
WORLD. Illustrations by Zwecker. Second Edition. Post Svo.

price ts. cloth.

" Among all the books of the season that will be studied with profit and
pleasure, there is not one more meritorious in aim or more successful in

execution."

—

Aihcfitvujn,

*,* A Complete Catalogue 0/ Griffith and Farkan's Publications,

suitable/or School Frizes, ^c. post-free on application.

GRIFFITH &. FARRAN, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

POPULAR MANUALS
OF

NATURAL SCIENCE.

ATLAS OF ASTRONOMY. Comprising,
in T«'enty-one Plates, a complete Series of Illustrations of the Heavenly
Bodies, drawn with the greatest care, and printed in Colours from
original and authentic materials. By A. KEITH JOHNSTON. LL D.
F. R.S.E. With an Elementary Survey of the Heavens, designed as
an accompaniment to this Adas. By ROBERT GRANT, M.A. LL.D.
F. R.S. F. R. A. S. Professor of Astronomy, and Director of the Observa-
tory in the University of Glasgow. 4to. half-bound morocco, £i ss.

HANDY BOOK OF METEOROLOGY.
By ALEXANDER BUCHAN, Secretary of tlie Scnttish Meteoro-
logical Society. Crown Svo. A New and Enlarged Edition, with Eight
Coloured Charts, and other Illustrations. Zs. 6:1.

GEOLOGY FOR GENERAL READERS.
A Series of Popular Sketches in Geulugy and Pala-nntolng\'. By DAVID
PAGE, LL.D., F.R.S.E., F G.S. Second Edition, contanung several
new Chapters. 6s.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT - BOOK OF
GEOI.(lGV. By the same. With Engravings nn Wnm.l and Glossarial
Inde\. Eighth Kciition. 2s.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY.
DESCRIPTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL. By the .same. With En-
gravings and Glossary of Scientific Terms. Fourth Edition, Revised
and Enlarged, ys. 6d.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT -BOOK OF
PHV.SICWL GEOGR,\PHV. By the same. Second Edition, is.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of PHYSICAL
(.E0(.;KAI'HV- By the same. With Engravings. 55.

"A thoroughly good text-book of Physical Geography."

—

Saturday
Kevieiv.

HAND-BOOK of GEOLOGICAL TERMS,
GEOLOGY and PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
EdiLon, enlarged. 7s. 6d.

By the same. Second

THE PAST AND PRESENT LIFE OF
IHE GLOBE. By the same. With En.i;r.avings. 6i.

ATLAS OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Illustrating, in .a Scries of Original Designs, the Elementary F.icts of

Geology, Hydrography, Meteorology, and Natural History. By ALEX.
KEITH JOHNSTON, LL.D. F.K.S.E. A New and Enlarged Edi-

tion, containing Twenty Plates, drawn with the greatest <:are, and
printed in Colours, with Explanatory Te.xt. 4to. half-bound morocco,

COMPARATIVE GEOGRAPHY. By
CARL RI'l'IEK. Translated by \V. L. (.;A(',E. 316.^.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SEASONS. Con-
sidered from a Geological Point of View." By SA.MUEL MOSSMAN.
Crown Svo. with Engravings. 10s. Ctf.
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"A LIBRARY IN ITSELF.

CHAMBERS'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA

:

A DICTIONARY OF UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE
FOR THE PEOPLE.

THIS important and elaborate Work, complete in Ten Volumes, contains 27,170 distinct Articles,

3,400 Wood Engravings, and 39 Maps, beautifully printed in Colours. The Index of subjects

not having headings of their own in the Work is comprehensive and exhaustive, containing some j 7,000

references. It includes every subject of any importance that has been iiicideiitaUy mentioned in the

Encyclopedia, and thus materially contributes towards rendering the Work—as was originally intended

—

A DICTIONARY OF UNIVERSAL INFORMATION.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

Blackwood's Magazine.

A compendiuni of learned and curious matter widely varied.

, . . The work he (the Editor) superintends is becoming a

treasury in which such mites of learning brought together fonn
the wealth.

Times.

The work before us may be safely pronounced a very satis-

factory production. It is not to be supposed that we have had
the time necessary to acquaint ourselves with a titlie of the

contents of the ten handsome super-royal octavo volumes of

which it consists. But we have done our best to submit them to

the test of a very searching scrutiny in several distinct branches
of learning. Is our object ethnographical or geographical infor-

mation—we have here afforded to us the most " extended "

range of "observation," and, literally, by the aid of the ad-

mirable maps scattered up and down these volumes, we can
" survey mankind from China to Peru." . . . When we have
said that the entire Cyclopa?dia of Messrs. Chambers is equal in

bulk to about half of the Penny Cyilopitiiia, our readers will

easily infer that it is indeed a perfect storehouse of useful infor-

mation. In short, there is no branch of information on which it

may not be consulted with advantage by the worker or general

reader.

Scotsman.

A more useful, concise, and correct compendium of universal

knowledge it is impossible to conceive.

British Quarterly Review.

Nothing is omitted ; but everything is reduced to the smallest

dimensions compatible with lucidity We can only in

general terms very lieartily commend this last and greatest

achievement of the Messrs. Chambers, in providing " information

for the people," as almost without defect.

Spectator.

We have not once in an hour's " dodging " among the miscel-

laneous work failed to find the answer to the question proposed
—after all the most popular and most trying test of an encyclo-

pcedia. We are, moreover, assured on high professional autho-
rity that the papers on medicine, anatomy, and ]">hysiology are
models of accurate condensation, contain "quite as much as out-

siders can have any need to know ;" . . . and we can say for

ourselves that the accounts of Oriental creeds are, considering
their length, very remarkable essays, conveying much informa-
tion which to the majority of Englishmen ^\ill he absolutely
new.

IN TEN VOLUMES, AT £^ \os.

CHAMBERS'S ENCYCLOPyEDIA
Is at once the Cheapest and most Comprehensive Work of the kind ever ojjcred

to the Public.

W. AND R. CHAMBERS, LONDON AND EDINBURGH.
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" To the solid ground

Of Nature trusts the mind whic/i builds for aye."—Wordsworth

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1869

NATURE: APHORISMS BY GOETHE
NATURE ! We are surrounded and embraced

b_r her : powerless to separate ourselves from

her, and powerless to penetrate beyond her.

Without asking, or warning, she snatches us up into

her circling dance, and whirls us on until we are

tired, and drop from her arms.

She is ever shaping new forms : what is, has never

yet been ; what has been, comes not again. Every-

thing is new, and yet nought but the old.

We live in her midst and know her not. She is

incessantly speaking to us, but betrays not her secret.

We constantly act upon her, and yet have no power

over her.

The one thing' she seems to aim at is Individuality;

yet she cares nothing for individuals. She is always

building up and destroying ; but her workshop is

inaccessible.

Her life is in her children; but where is the mother?

She is the only artist ; working-up the most uniform

material into utter opposites ; arriving, without a trace

of effort, at perfection, at the most exact precision,

though always veiled under a certain softness.

Each of her works has an essence of its own

;

each of her phenomena a special characterisation :

and yet their diversity is in unity.

She performs a play ; we know not whether she sees

it herself, and yet she acts for us, the lookers-on.

Incessant life, development, and movement are

in her, but she advances not. She changes for ever

and ever, and rests not a moment. Quietude is

inconceivable to her, and she has laid her curse

upon rest. She is firm. Her steps are measured,

her exceptions rare, her laws unchangeable.

She has always thought and always thinks ; though

not as a man, but as Nature. She broods over an

all-comprehending idea, which no searching can

find out.

Mankind dwell in her and she in them. With all

men she plays a game for love, and rejoices the more

they win. With many, her moves are so hidden, that

the game is over before they know it.

That which is most unnatural is still Nature ; the

stupidest Philistinism has a touch of her genius.

Whoso cannot see her everywhere, sees her no-

where rightly.

She loves herself, and her innumerable eyes and

affections are fixed upon herself She has divided

herself that she may be her own delight. She

causes an endless succession of new capacities for

enjoyment to spring up, that her insatiable sympathy

may be assuaged.

She rejoices in illusion. Whoso destroys it in him-

self and others, him she punishes with the sternest

tyranny. Whoso follows her in faith, him she takes

as a child to her bosom.

Her children are numberless. To none is she

altogether miserly; but she has her favourites, on

whom she squanders much, and for whom she makes

great sacrifices. Over greatness she spreads her

shield.

She tosses her creatures out of nothingness, and

tells them not whence they came, nor whither they

go. It is their business to run, she knows the road.

Her mechanism has few springs—but they never

wear out, are always active and manifold.

The spectacle of Nature is always new, for she is

always renewing the spectators. Life is her most

exquisite invention; and death is her expert con-

trivance to get plenty of life.

She wraps man in darkness, and makes him for ever

long for light. She creates him dependent upon the

earth, dull and heavy ; and yet is always shaking him

until he attempts to soar above it.
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She creates needs because she loves action.

Wondrous ! that she produces all this action so easily.

Every need is a benefit, swiftly satisfied, swiftly re-

newed.—Every fresh want is a new source of pleasure,

but she soon reaches an equilibrium.

Every instant she commences an immense journey,

and every instant she has reached her goal.

She is vanity of vanities ; but not to us, to whom
she has made herself of the greatest importance. She

allows every child to play tricks with her; eveiy fool

to have judgment upon her ; thousands to walk

stupidly over her and see nothing ; and takes her

pleasure and finds her account in them all.

We obey her laws even when we rebel against

them ; we work with her even when we desire to work

against her.

She makes every gift a benefit by causing us to

want it. She delays, that we may desire her ; she

hastens, that we may not weary of her.

Slie has neither language nor discourse ; but she

creates tongues and hearts, by which she feels and

speaks.

Her crown is love. Through love alone dare we
come near her. She separates all existences, and all

tend to intermingle. She has isolated all things in

order that all may approach one another. She holds

a couple of draughts from the cup of love to be fair

payment for the pains of a lifetime.

She is all things. She rewards herself and punishes

herself; is her own joy and her own misery. She is

rough and tender, lovely and liateful, powerless and
omnipotent. She is an eternal present. Past and
future are unknown to her. The present is her

eternit)'. She is beneficent. 1 praise her and all

her works. She is silent and wise.

No explanation is wrung from her ; no present won
from her, which she does not give freely. She is

cunning, but for good ends ; and it is best not to

notice her tricks.

She is complete, but never finished. As she works
now, so can she always work. Everyone sees her in

his own fasliion. She hides under a thousand names
and phrases, and is always the same. She has brought

me here and will also lead me away. I trust her.

Slie may scold me, but she will not hate her work.

It was not I who spoke of her. No ! What is false

and wliat is true, she has spoken it all. The fault,

the merit, is all hers.

So far Goethe.

M'lien my friend, the Editor of Nature, asked me
to write an opening article for his first number, there

came into my mind this wonderful rhapsody on
" Nature," which has been a delight to me from my
youth up. It seemed to me that no more fitting

prcfiice cuuld be put before a Journal, which aims to

mirror the progress of that fashioning hy Nature of a

picture of herself, in the mind of man, which we call

the progress of Science.

A translation, to be worth anything, should repro-

duce the words, the sense, and the form of the

original. But when that original is Goetlie'.s, it is

liard indeed to obtain this ideal ; harder still, perhaps,

to know whether one has reached it, or only added

another to the long list of those who have tried to

put the great German poet into English, and failed.

Supposing, however, that critical judges are satisfied

with the translation as such, there lies beyond them

the chance of another reckoning with the British

public, who dislike what they call "Pantheism" almost

as much as I do, and who will certainly find this

essay of the poet's terribly Pantheistic. In fact,

Goethe himself almost admits that it is so. In a

curious explanatory letter, addressed to Chancellor

von Muller, under date May 26th, 182S, he writes :

—

" This essay was sent to me a short time ago from

amongst the papers of the ever-honoured Duchess

Anna Amelia; it is written by a well-known hand,

of which I was accustomed to avail myself in my
affairs, in the year 1780, or thereabouts.

" I do not exactly remember having written these

reflections, but they very well agree with the ideas

which had at that time become developed in my
mind. I might term the degree of insight which I

had then attained, a comparative one, wliich was

trying to express its tendency towards a not yet

attained superlative.

" There' is an obvious inclination to a sort of

Pantheism, to the conception of an unfiithomable,

unconditional, humorously self-contradictory Being,

underlying the phenomena of Nature ; and it may
pass as a jest, with a bitter truth in it."

Goethe says, that about the date of this composition

of " Nature " he was chiefly occupied with compara-

tive anatomy; and, in 17S6, gave himself incredible

trouble to get other people to take an interest in his

discovery, that man has a intermaxillary bone. After

that he went on to the metamorphosis of plants,

and to the theory of the skull ; and, at length, had

the pleasure of seeing his work taken up by German
naturalists. The letter ends thus :

—

" If we consider the high achievements liy which

all the phenomena of Nature have been gradually

linked together in the human mind ; and then, once

more, thoughtfully peruse the above essay, from which

we started, we shall, not without a smile, compare

that comparative, as I called it, with the superlative

which we have now reached, and rejoice in the

progress of fifty years."

Forty years have passed since these words were

written, and we look again, " not without a smile," on

Goethe's sujjerlative. But the road which led from

his comparative to his sujjerlative, lias been dihgently
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followed, until the notions which represented Goethe's

superlative are now the commonplaces of science

—

and we have a super-superlative of our own.

When another half-centuryhas passed, curious readers

of the back numbers of Nature will probably look

on our best, "not without a smile;" and, it may
be, that long after the theories of the philosophers

whose achievements are recorded in these pages, are

obsolete, the vision of the poet will remain as a

truthful and efficient symbol of the wonder and the

mystery of Nature. T. H. Huxley

ON THE FERTILISATION OF WINTER-
FLOWERING PLANTS

T^HAT the stamens are the male organ of the flower,

forming unitedly what the older writers called the

"androeciiim," is a fact familiar not only to the scientific

man, but to the ordinary observer. The earlier botanists

formed the natural conclusion that the stamens and pistil

in a flower are intended mutually to play the part of male

and female organs to one another. Sprengel was the first

to point out, about the year 1 790, that in many plants the

arrangement of the organs is such, that this mutual inter-

change of offices in the same flower is impossible ; and
more recently, Hildebrand in Germany, and Darwin in

England, have investigated the ver>' important part played

by insects in the fertilisation of the pistil of one individual

l^y the stamens of another individual of the same species.

It is now generally admitted by botanists that cross-ferti-

lisation is the rule rather than the exception. The various

contrivances for ensuring it, to which Mr. Darwin has

especially called the attention of botanists, are most beau-

tiful and interesting ; and the field thus opened out is one

which, from its extent, importance, and interest, will

amply repay the investigation of future observers. For
this cross-fertilisation to take place, however, some foreign

agency like that of insects is evidently necessary, for con-

veying the pollen from one flower to another. The question

naturally occurs, How then is fertilisation accomplished in

those plants which flower habitually in the winter, when
the number of insects that can assist in it is at all events

very small .' I venture to offer the following notes as a

sequel to Mr. Darwin's observations, and as illustrating a

point which has not been elucidated by any investigations

that have yet been recorded. I do not here refer to those

flowers of which, in mild seasons, stray half-starved speci-

mens may be found in December or January, and of which

we are favoured with lists every year in the corners of

newspapers, as evidence of " the extraordinary mildness

of the season." I wish to call attention exclusively to

those plants, of which we have a few in this country,

whose normal time of flowering is almost the depth of

winter, like the hazel-nut Corylus avdlatia, the butcher's

broom Riiscus aciileatiis, and the gorse Ule.v curopaits

;

and to that more numerous class which flower and fructify

all through the year, almost regardless of season or tem-

perature ; among which may be mentioned the white and
red dead-nettles Lamium album and pnrpuratm, the

Veronica Bnxbamiiii, the daisy, dandelion, and groundsel,

the common spurge Euphorbia peplus, the shepherd's

purse, and some others.

During the winter of 1868-69, I had the opportunity of
making some observations on this class of plants ; the
result being that I found that, as a general rule, fertilisa-

tion, or at all events the discharge of the pollen by the

anthers, takes place in the bud before the flower is opened,
thus ensuring sclf-fcrtilisation under the most favourable

circumstances, with complete protection from the weather,

assisted, no doubt, by that rise of temperature which is

known to take place in certain plants at the time of flower-

ing. The dissection of a flower of Lamium album (Fig.

A) gathered the last week in December, showed the

stamens completely curved down and brought almost into

contact with the bifid stigma, the pollen being at that time

freely discharged from the anthers. A more complete
contrivance for self-fertilisation than is here presented

would be impossible. The same phenomena were ob-

served in Veronica Buxbaumii, where the anthers are

A. Lamium aldum.

1. Section of bud, calyx and corolla removed.
2. Stamen from bud, enlarged, discharging pollen.

almost in contact with the stigma before the opening of

the flower, which occurs but seldom, V. agrestis and polita,

the larger periwinkle Vinca major, the gorse, dandelion,

groundsel, daisy, shepherd's purse, in which the four

longer stamens appear to discharge their pollen in the

bud, the two shorter ones not till a later period, Lamium
purpureum, Cardamine hirsuta, and the chickvveed Stel-

laria media, in which the flowers open only under the

influence of bright sunshine. In nearly all these cases,

abundance of fully-formed, seed-bearing capsules were

observed in the specimens examined, all the observa-

tions being made between the 2Sth of December and the

20th of January.

In contrast with these was also examined a number of

wild plants which had been tempted by the mild January

to put forth a few wretched flowers at a very abnormal

season, including the charlock Sinapis arvensis, wild

thyme Thymus serpyllum, and fumitory Fumaria offi-

cinalis ; in all of which instances was there not only no

pollen discharged before the opening of the flower, but no

seed was observed to be formed. An untimely specimen

of the common garden bean Faba vulgaris, presented

altogether different phenomena from its relative the gorse,

the anthers not discharging their pollen till after the

opening of the flower ; and the same was observed in the

case of the Lamium Galeobdolon or yellow archangel (Fig.

B) gathered in April, notwithstanding its consanguinity

to the dead-nettle.

Another beautiful contrast to this arrangement is

afforded by those plants which, though natives of wanner

climates, continue to flower in our gardens in the depth of

winter. An example of this class is furnished by the

common yellow jasmine, Jasminium nudifloruin, from
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China, which does not discharge its pollen till considerably

after the opening of the flower, and which never fructifies

in this country. But a more striking instance is found in

the "allspice tree," the Chiinonanthiis fragrans, or Caly-

canthus pra-cox of gardeners, a native of Japan, which,

E. LaSium Galeobdolon. ^Pistil and stamens from open flower :

the latter discharging pollen.

flowering soon after Christmas, has yet the most perfect

contrivance to prevent self-fertilisation (Fig. C). In a

manner very similar to that which has been described in

the case of Pantassia paluslris* the stamens, at first

nearly horizontal, afterwards lengthen out, and rising up

perpendicularly, completely cover up the pistil, and then

discharge their pollen outwardly, so that none can possibly

fall on the stigma. As a necessary consequence, fruit is

never produced in this country ; but may we not con-

jecture that in its native climate the Chimoncxnthiis is

C. Chimonanthus fragrans

1. Early stage of flower, calyx and corolla removed.

2, Later stage, stamens surrounding the pistil, and discharging their pollen

outwardly.

abundantly cross-fertilised by the agency of insects,

attracted by its delicious scent, in a similar manner to

our Grass of Parnassus ?

The description detailed above cannot of course apply

to those winter-flowering plants in which the male and

female organs are produced on difterent flowers; but here we
find commonly another provision for ensuring fertilisation.

In the case of the hazel-nut the female flowers number
from two to eight or ten in a bunch, each flower containing

only a single ovule destined to ripen. To each bunch of

female flowers belongs at least one catkin (often two or

three) of male flowers, consisting of from 90 to 120 flowers,

and each flower_ containing from three to eight anthers.

The pollen is not discharged till the stigmas are fully

developed, and the number of pollen-grains must be many

" Journal of the Llnnsan Society for iSCS-fig, Uolany, p. 24.

thousand times in e.Kcess of what would be required were

each grain to take effect. The arrangement in catkins

also favours the scattering of the pollen by the least breath

of wind, the reason probably why so many of the timber-

trces in temperate climates, many of them flowering very

early in the season, have their male inflorescence in this

form.

The Eiiphorhiiis or spurges have flowers structurally

unisexual, but which, for physiological purposes, may be

regarded as bisexual, a single female being enclosed along

with a large number of male flowers in a common envelope

of involucral glands. Two species are commonly found

flowering in the winter, and producing abundance of

capsules, iT. /(//«J' and licUoscopia. In both these species

the pistil m.akes its appearance above the involucral glands

considerably earlier than the bulk of the stamens (Fig. D).

® cani
D. El^pHORBIA IIEI.JOSCOP

1. Head of flowers opened, pistil and single stamen appearing above the
involucral glands.

2. The same somewhat later, with the stigmas turned upwards.

A single one, however, of these latter organs was observed

to protrade beyond the glands simultaneously, or nearly

so, with the pistil, and to discharge its pollen freely on the

stigmas, thus illustrating a kind of quasi-self-fertilisalion.

The remaining stamens do not discharge their pollen till a

considerably later period, after the capsule belonging to

the same set has attained a considerable size. In E. licUo-

scopia the capsules are always entirely included within the

cup-shaped bracts, and the stigmas are turned up at the

extremity so as to receive the pollen freely from their own
stamens. Now contrast with this the structure of E. ainyg-

daloidi's, which does not flower before April (Fig. E). The
heads of flowers which first open are entirely male,

containing no female flower ; in the hermaphrodite heads,

which open subsequently, the stigmas are completely

cv;^

E. Euphorbia amvcdai.oidks.—Head of flower, pistil appearing above
the involucral glands, all the stamens still luidischarged.

exposed beyond the involucral glands long before any

stamens protrude from the same glands. Here, therefore,

complete cross-fertilisation takes place, the pollen from
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from the next-opened hermaphrodite heads, and so on.

In this species the bracts are not cup-shaped, but nearly

flat ; the stigmas hang out very much farther than in

E. ]icUoscopia ; and the styles are perfectly straight.

The above observations are very imperfect as a series,

and I can only offer them as a contribution towards an

investigation of the laws which govern the cross-fertilisation

or self-fertilisation of winter-flowering plants. On com-
municating some of them to Mr. Danvin, he suggested that

the self-fertilised flowers of Laiiu'uin album, and other

similar plants, may possibly correspond to the well-known

imperfect self-fertilised flowers of Oxalis and Viola; and
that the flowers produced in thesummer are cross-fertilised;

a suggestion which I believe will be found correct.

In conclusion, I may make two observations. The
time of flowering of our common plants given in our text-

books is lamentably inexact ; for the hazel, March and
April for instance ! and for the white dead-nettle. May and
June! according to Babington. Great care also should

be taken to examine the flowers the moment they are

brought in-doors ; as the heat of the room will often cause

the anthers to discharge their pollen in an incredibly short

space of time. This is especially the case with the grasses.

Alfred W. Bennett

PROTOPLASM AT THE ANTIPODES
'T'HE Protoplasm excitement seems to have died away in

a great measure in this country ; and it is probably no
loss to science that the matter has ceased to be a prevailing

topic of conversation at dinner tables. We learn, however,

from the Melbourne papers, that the arriN-aFof the February
numbcrof the /o;Y// 4'^'; //yi'vt-ivVit' in the Australian colonies

gave rise to an epidemic there of controversial science in

a very alarming form. The description they give of the

intellectual condition of Melbourne in June and July last,

in fact, reminds us of that famous time at Constantinople,

when a cobbler would not mend a pair of shoes until

he had converted his customer from a Homousian to a

Homoiousian, or vice versa. The Mfclboiinie Daily Tele-

graph is proud to think that a city which a few years back

could only be stirred by a " Jumping Frog," is now agitated

by protcinaceous theories ; and this, too, in spite of the fact

that they had previously been warned by the scientific

correspondent of the Melbourne Leader of Mr. Huxley's

gross ignorance and sensational superficiality. It is per-

fectly well known that at home here Mr. Huxley has been

refuted many more times than there are copies of his

article ; but in Melbourne he was refuted over again

afresh. We learn that the Rev. H. Higginson, " in a
singularly able discourse at the Unitarian Church, tore the

theory to shreds in a way"— reports the Argus with

felicitous dubiety—"which showed the preacher to be as

keen a humorist as he is a subtle logician." So able was
the discourse, and so humorous, that it was repeated

shortly afterwards as a lecture at the Mechanics' Institute.

Here, however, the lecturer stated that it was a mistake to

suppose that he had in the sermon either torn the theory

to shreds or treated it in a humorous way ; and the report

of the lecture lends great support to the statement.

It may be perhaps gratifying to Mr. Huxley, to think

that he has stirred men's minds in a place which was

almost a ie>ra incognita when the unknown young assis-

tant-surgeon of the Rattlesnake looked upon it ; but the
papers tell us that a reprint of the Fortniglitly article has
been the first instance of infringement of copyright in that

colony
; and when the learned anatomist was speaking at

Edinburgh he probably little thought that materialism
would take its revenge on him by producing the following

exercise in applied Biology :
—

The Physical Basis of Life.

Huxley's celebrated Essay on this subject is lectured on
daily, by

William Barton,
who lias made the matter a life study. It is also illustrated daily
at his tables, where the "physical basis" can be laid in from
1 1 to 3, in the best cooked and most varied

Hot Luncheon
iu the city.

The first feeling which comes to the mind after such
things as these is an unbounded belief in the wisdom of
those old teachers who kept esoteric and exoteric doctrines

wide apart, and who laid bare the workings of their

minds to trusted scholars only, and never to the vulgar

gaze. We begin fervently to wish that our illustrious

biologist had not, by the dress and mode of his lecture, so

laid great biological truths before the public as to excite

those especially ignorant of the science of life to try and
trample them under foot, and then leave them for a vulgar

tavern-keeper to hang up for a sign.

Second—better—thoughts, however, remind us that men
of science work not for themselves, or for their scientific

fellows, but for mankind ; and that only mischief can come
of it if they whose business it is to ask Nature her secrets

are hindered from telling the world all that they think

they hear. It is impossible to separate science from other

knowledge and from daily life : all new discoveries espe-

cially must have ties with every part of our nature. It is

not the business of the biologist to enforce on others what
he believes to be the consequences of his biological dis-

coveries ; but it is certainly not his duty to withhold his

facts from the common people because of the results which

he thinks will follow.

And in regard to Australia in particular, we have this

reflection, that the plough is needful for the seed ; heavy

land wants well turning up. There are not wanting signs

that a national character is beginning to form among the

inhabitants of that country ; and we trust that scientific

zeal will be one of its chief features. We hope that science

even in a controversial form will never again gi\'e way in

Melbourne to the vain delights of the "Jumping Frog;"
and that the protoplasm which Mr. William Barton so ad-

mirably cooks will reappear in the nerve cells of Australian

brains, and give rise to that love of truth, apart from gold

or gain, which is the " moral " basis of " national " life.

We may add that we hope not without confidence ; for a

bright example of conscientious truthfulness appeared in

the midst of this small biological tempest. Many of our

readers may remember the abimdant fervour with which

Prof Halford, some years since, attacked Mr. Huxley's

" Man's Place in Nature." At the end of Mr. Higginson's

lecture the talented Melbourne anatomist courageously told

the meeting, that he had seen reason to change his

opinions. Eveiy one here will rejoice to receive from the

Antipodes a lesson of self-denial and moral daring, not too

common amongst ourselves.
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THE RECENT TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE SUN

T F our American cousins in general hesitate to visit our
•*

little island, lest, as some of them have put it, they

should fall over the edge ; those more astronomically in-

clined may very fairly decline, on the ground that it is a

spot where the sun steadily refuses to be eclipsed. This

is the more tantalising, because the Americans have just

observed their third eclipse this century, and already I

have been invited to another, which will be visible in

Colorado, four days' journey from Boston (1 suppose I

am right in reckoning from Boston ?) on July 29, 1878.

Thanks to the accounts in Sillimaii's Journal and

the Philosophical Magazine, and to the kindness of

Professors Winlock and Morton, who have sent me some

exquisite photographs, 1 have a sufficient idea of the

observations of this third eclipse, which happened on the

7th of August last, to make me anxious to know very much
more about them—an idea sufficient also, I think, to

justify some remarks here on what we already know.

A few words are necessary to show- the work that had

to be done.

An eclipse of the sun, so beautiful and yet so terrible to

the mass of mankind, is of especial value to the astronomer,

because at such times the dark body of the moon, far out-

side our atmosphere, cuts off the sun's light from it, and

round the place occupied by the moon and moon-eclipsed

sun there is therefore none of the glare which we usually

see—a glare caused by the reflection of the sun's light by

the sun was eclipsed, and did not travel with the moon—

•

that the red prominences really do belong to the sun.

The evidence, with regard to the corona, w-as not quite

so clear ; but I do not think I shall be contradicted when I

say, that prior to the Indian eclipse last year the general

notion was that the corona was nothing more nor less

than the atmosphere of the sun, and that the prominences

were things floating in that atmosphere.

While astronomers had thus been slowly feeling their

way, the labours of WoUaston, Herschel, Fox Talbot,

Wheatstonc, Kirchhoff, and Bunsen, were providing them

with an instioiment of tremendous power, which was to

expand their knowledge with a suddenness almost startling,

and give them previously undreamt-of powers of research.

I allude to the spectroscope, which was first successfully

used to examine the red flames during the eclipse of last

year. That the red flames were composed of hydrogen,

and that the spectroscope enabled us to study them day

by day, were facts acquired to science independently by

two observers many thousand miles apart.

The red flames were " settled," then, to a certain

extent ; but what about the corona ?

After I had been at work for some time on the new
method of observing the red flames, and after Dr. Frank-

land and myself had very carefully studied the hydrogen

spectrum under previously untried conditions, we came to

the conclusion that the spectroscopic evidence brought

forward, both in the observatory and in the laboratory, was

against any such extensive atmosphere as the corona had

Vi.jlet end. Red end.

-Showing the sul.ir spectrum, with the principal Fraunhufcr lines, and above it the hright-line spectrum ufa prominence containing
magnesium, sodium, and iron vapour at its base.

oiu" atmosphere. If, then, there were anything surrounding

the sun ordinarily hidden from us by this glare, we ought

to see it during eclipses.

In point of fact, strange things are seen. There is a

strange halo of pearly light visible, called the corona, and

there are strange red things, which have been called red

flames or red prominences, visible nearer the edge of the

moon—or of the sun which lies behind it.

Now, although we might, as I have pointed out, have

these things revealed to us during eclipses if they be-

longed to the sun, it does not follow that they belong to

the sun because we see tliem. Halley, a century and a

half ago, was, I believe, the first person to insist that

they were appearances due to the moon's atmosphere,

and it is only within the last decade that modern
science has shown to ever)-body's satisfaction—by photo-

graphing them, and showing that they were eclipsed as

been imagined to indicate ; and we communicated our

conclusion to the Royal Society. Since that time, I con-

fess, the conviction that the corona is nothing else than an

efiect due to the passage of sunlight through our own
atmosphere near the moon's place has been growing

stronger and stronger ; but there was always this consider-

ation to be borne in mind, namely, that as the spectro-

scopic evidence depends mainly upon the brilliancy of the

lines, that evidence was in a certain sense negative only,

as the glare might defeat the .spectroscope with an un-

eclipsed sun in the coronal regions, where the temperature

and pressure are lower than in the red-flame region.

The great point to be settled then, 'in America, was.

What is the corona ? and there were many less ones. For
instance, by sweeping round the sun with the spectroscope,

both before and after the eclipse, and observing the pro-

minences with the telescope merely during the eclipse, we
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should get a sort of key to the strange cypher band called

the spectrum, which might prove of inestimable \-alue,

not only in the future, but in a proper understanding of

all the telescopic obser\-ations of the past. We should, in

fact, be thus able to translate the language of the spectro

scope. Again, by observing the spectrum of the same
prominence both before and during, or during and after

the eclipse, the effect of the glare on the visibility of the

lines could be determined—but I confess I should not like

to be the observer charged with such a task.

What, then, is the evidence furnished by the American

observers on the nature of the corona? It is bizarre and

puzzling to the last degree ! The most definite statement

on the subject is, that it is nothing more nor less than a

permanent solar aurora! the announcement being founded

on the fact, that three bright lines remained visible after

the image of a prominence had been moved away from the

slit, and that one (if not all) of these lines is coincident with

a line (or lines) noticed in the spectnmi of the aurora

borealis by Professor Winloch.

Now it so happens that among the lines which 1 have

observed up to the present time—some forty in number

—

this line is among those which I have most frequently

recorded : it is, in fact, the first iron line which makes its

appearance in the part of the spectrum I generally study

^^•hen the iron vapour is thrown into the chromosphere.

Hence I think that I should always see it if the corona

were a permanent solar aurora, and gave out this as its

brightest line ; and on this ground alone I should hesitate

to regard the question as settled, were the new hypothesis

less startling than it is. The position of the line is

approximately shown in the woodcut (Fig. 1) near E,

together with the other lines more frequently seen.

It is only fair, however, to Professor Young, to whom is

due this important observation, to add that Professor

Harkness also declares for one bright line in the spectrum

of the corona, but at the same time he. Professor Pickering,

and indeed others, state its spectrum to be also continu-

ous, a remark hard to understand unless we suppose the

slit to have been wide, and the light faint, in either of which

cases final conclusions can hardly be drawn either way.

So much, then, for the spectroscopic evidence with which

we are at present acquainted on the most important point.

The results of the other attacks on the same point are

equally curious and perplexing. Formerly, a favourite argu-

ment has been that because the light of the corona is

polarised ; therefore it is solar. The American observers

state that the light is not polarised—a conclusion, as

M. Faye has well put it, " very embarrassing for Science."

Further,—stranger still ifpossible,—it is stated that another

line of inquiry goes to show that, after all, Halley may be

right, and that the corona may really be due to a lunar

atmosphere.

I think I have said enough to show that the question

of the corona is by no means settled, and that the new
method has by no means superseded the necessity of

carefully studying eelipses ; in fact, their observation has

become of much greater importance than before ; and I

earnestly hope that all future eclipses in the civilised area

in the old w-orld will be observed with as great earnest-

ness as the last one was in the new. Certainly, never

before was an eclipsed sun so thoroughly tortured with all

the instruments of Science. Several hundred photographs

were taken, with a perfection of finish whichmaybe gathered
from the accompanvin::^ reproduction nf one of them.

Fig. 2.— Copy of a photograph of the Ei-!ipse of August 7, obtained by
Professor Mortor.'s party

The Government, the Railway and other companies,

and private persons threw themselves into the work with

marvellous earnestness and skill ; and the result was that

the line of totality was almost one continuous obsei-vatory,

from the Pacific to the Atlantic. We read in Silliman's

Journal, " There seems to have been scarcely a town ofany

considerable magnitude along the entire line, which was

not garrisoned by observers, having some special astro-

nomical problem in view." This was as it should have

been, and the American Government and men of science

must be congratulated on the noble example they have

shown to us, and the food for future thought and work

they have accumulated.

J. Norman Lockyer
Since wTiting the above, I find the following inde-

pendent testimony in favour of Dr. Frankland's and my
own notion of the corona in the Astronomisclie Nachrich-

ten, from the pen of Dr. Gould. He says :

—
" Its form

varied continually, and I obtained drawings for three

epochs at intervals of one minute. It was very irregular

in form, and in no apparent relation with the protuberances

on the sun, or the position of the moon. Indeed, there

were many phenomena which would almost lead to the

belief that it was an atmospheric rather than a cosmical

phenomenon. One of the beams was at least 30' long."

MADSEN'S DANISH ANTWUITIES
Antiquites pri-historiques du Daneinarck. By M. Madsen.

Folio, pp. 19, with 45 engraved plates, some coloured.

Price 36J. (London : Williams and Norgate.)

T~*HIS work contains forty-five carefully executed plates

•^ of Danish Antiquities belonging to the Stone age.

The first represents the Shellmound of Fannerup ; a diffi-

cult subject, very faithfully rendered, as the present writer

can testify. The three following plates give the common
and characteristic objects of the Shellmounds. Then follow

ten plates devoted to tumuli and dolmens. These are

admirably executed, those of the great chambered tumulus at

Uby being particularly successful. Plates xv. to xx. give
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certain remarkable " finds." These are very interesting,

50 objects discovered together being more instructive

than 500 found separately. On the remaining plates are

represented the most characteristic Danish forms, as well

as many unique specimens. The work is devoted to the

Stone age (the Bronze age portion, though commenced, not

being yet completed), but it must not be supposed that all

the specimens of stone implements here figured necessarily

belong to the Stone age, although the great majority no

doubt do so. It cannot, however, be too often repeated that

many stone implements were in use during the Bronze age.

Everyone looking even cursorily at these plates must be

struck by the excellence of the Danish flint, and the

wonderful mastery which had been acquired over it.

The daggers, for instance, represented in PI. xxxv. arc

extraordinary instances of skill in flint chipping, and it

must be confessed that such masterpieces could hardly be

found in any country but Denmark.

It will be observed also that all the specimens figured

belong, or may have belonged, to the Neolithic or second

Stone period ; there is not in the whole series, nor I believe

is there in any of the great Danish museums, a single speci-

men of the characteristic Paleolithic forms. The rarity of

the reindeer and of the mammoth renders this still more

significant. We suppose that no one could look through

these plates and yet retain any doubts as to the important

part played by stone, and especially flint implements, in

ancient times ; though we must confess that we once showed

our collection to a lady, who remained incredulous almost

to the last, until we came to a drawer containing a roedeer's

horn, which she at once said was evidently of human
workmanship, and showed much skill.

The letterpress attached to the plates is confined to

twenty pages, of which nine contain an introduction, the

rest giving descriptions of the plates. It would, we
admit, have been scarcely worth while to describe each

specimen figured, but we regret that, excepting as re-

gards the first few plates, no information is given as to

the localities in, and the circumstances under, which

they were discovered.

The introduction represents very fairly the general

opinion of Danish archa;ologists,and with it we in the main
concur. M. Madsen points out that the large, chambered,

tumuli never contain metal, and, like Stcenstrup, he

doubts whether during that period the inhabitants of Den-
mark had any other domestic animal than the dog. No
doubt some modern races, for instance the Polynesians,

present this condition ; but then their islands contained no

cattle or sheep. It is, we think, very improbable that a

people capable of such considerable constructions as the

chambered tumuli, would not have tamed the wild cattle

of the country.

Neither can we agree with M. Madsen and the Danish
antiquaries in fixing the commencement of the Danish

Iron age so late as the third century. We know
that in southern Europe the use of iron commenced
several hundred years earlier, and the great similarity of

the bronze weapons all over Europe indicates clearly, we
think, that they belonged to one and the same period.

We cannot but think that the use of iron, when once dis-

covered, would have spi'ead rapidly over Europe, though
it would, no doubt, have remained scarce in a com-
paratively poor country, as Denmark then was.

Lest our readers should suppose that a book containing

more than forty beautifully executed plates must necessarily

be very expensive, we may mention that the price is only

\l. i6j. We heartily thank IVI. Madsen for this valuable

addition to our Archaeological Libraries.

—

John Lubbock

NEWMAN'S BRITISH MOTHS
An IIIlistrated Natural History of British Moths. By

Edward Newman, F.L.S. F.Z.S. (S:c. Large 8vo.

pp. 486. (London : W. Tweedie.)

A HUNDRED years ago, or perhaps even less, a man
who displayed a fondness for collecting insects was

commonly regarded as a weak-minded individual, whose

power of managing his own affairs, although it might in

charity be conceded by his neighbours, was at least

somewhat doubtful. To use the old Scotch phrase, he

was supposed to have "a Bee in his bonnet," because

he liked to have a Butterfly under his eyes.

In the present day, although many people may be

found who cannot see the use of such pursuits, one runs

no risk of a commission dc lunatico, on account of a pre-

dilection for moths or beetles ; and if we may judge from

the articles provided for the delectation of the multitude

in our popular journals, natural history subjects, including

entomology, form a not unattractive portion of their bill

of fare.

The fact is, that the cacocthes coUignidi is one of the

commonest affections of humanity,* and there are few

forms of the disease more harmless than the entomo-

logical one. Pictures and statues, books, prints and old

china, call for a very considerable expenditure of hard

cash, if it is desired to form ever so small a collection of

any of them ; but the insect-collector generally brings

his treasures together by the labour of his own hands,

and his boxes and pins do not cost much. Moreover, the

collector of insects can hardly avoid learning something

of the structure and habits of the objects of his pursuit—

a

knowledge which must have a favourable effect upon his

own mind, and may frequently enable him to be seri'ice-

able to his neighbours.

Mr. Newman's ''Historj' of British i\Ioths," which is

now completed so far as the larger forms are concerned,

is admirably adapted to favour these desirable objects
;

it not only furnishes good descriptions of the British

species of moths, but gives an account of their habits in

all stages of their existence. This book, which forms

a handsome octavo volume, will be welcomed with

enthusiasm by numbers of young entomologists in

all parts of the country, as it gives them, in a

convenient and intelligible form, pretty nearly all that

can be told about the great group of insects of which

it treats. It has another claim upon their attention also

in the admirably executed woodcuts with which it is

illustrated.- Mr. Newman has given figures of every

species, in many cases of both sexes of the species, and
sometimes of their most prominent varieties,' and these

figures, although from their nature they are only in black

and white, have been so carefully drawn, and so admirably

cut, that the want of colour is hardly felt.

We reproduce here two of the cuts, uhitli \v ill show

how effective the illustrations are. To the country ento-

mologist working at a distance from any library, whence

he can obtain the expensive illustrated works in which
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these insects are represented on coloured plates, these

figures, accompanied as they are by good descriptions,

will prove an invakiablc boon ; and we can only hope

that Mr. Newman's book, the result of years of study,
may meet with the success which it so well deserves.

W. S. Dallas

l-'Witar«(l«iVf;ii

The Coat Moth {Cossm ligntferi! )

The MeRveille du Joik [Airwfls nfrihim)

• 067? BOOK SHELF
Text Book of Botany

—

Lehrbuch dcr Botaitik jYir Cyin-
iiasicn, Rcalsi-Jnilcn, Sr'C. By Dr. Otto W. Thomd.
I vol. 8vo. 358 pp., with 621 woodcuts. Price 3^-.

(Brunswick, iS6g.)

Dr. Thome's name is new to us. He is a teacher in

what we may call the Upper Grammar School at Cologne.
Because he has not published original observations it does
not follow that he should be a bad teacher. Rather,

indeed, this is a point in his favour; for original obser-

\'ers, unless they be men of wide grasp of mind, or of

great experience, are apt to ride special hobbies too far,

and to be very unfair and crotchety.

A cursory inspection of this book leaves a favourable
impression. It is German, of course, and the first chapter
is entitled Die Zellc ii/s fudk'hiinnii, but so far as we
can judge it is a handy book for a beginner, and if not all

pure milk, it does not seem very badly diluted : much
cream now-a-days it is hardly fair to look for. It is very

copiously iUustrated ; the cuts by no means all original,

and not a few borrowed from this side the Channel, but

none the less well adapted to their purpose. D. O.

The Retardation of the Beat of the Heart.

—

Dns Hcm-
iiiungsnervensysiem des Herzens. By Adolf Bern-
hard Meyer. (Berlin, 1869. London : Williams and
Norgate.)

A CRITICAL and experimental inquiry into the inhibitory

action of the pneumogastric nerve on the beat of the heart.

The chief features of the experimental investigation are

—

first, the extension of the facts of inhibition to many animals
(chielly reptiles) not hitherto specially examined in refer-

ence to this point. Curiously enough, in Eniys lutaria
the left pneumogastric is inert ; unfortunately JDr. Meyer
has not worked out the cause of this singularity. Second,
the author brings experiments to show that the effect of

stimulation on the pneumogastric may be kept up for a very
long time—more than an hour. In frogs the effect may
be carried as far as complete stoppage for this time ; in

mammals as far as retardation only of the beat. M. F.

Exotic Lepidoptera.—Zt/^yc/Arrt Exotica; or, Descrip-
tions and Illustrations of Exotic Lcpidoptcra. By
A. G. Butler, F.L.S., &c. (London: E. W. Janson.)

Mr. Butler, who is well known as an ardent and care-
ful student of the diurnal Lepidoptera, has undertaken, in

conjunction with Mr. Janson as publisher, what will no
doubt prove a vei-y valuable and beautiful work. Many
new species of Lepidoptera have been described—by Mr.
Butler himself amongst others—without any figure : this

practice is exceedingly inconvenient to those who attempt
to identify species ; and though, as Mr. Butler observes, it

enables those who adopt it to "call the beautiful their

own " to a larger extent than if they had to wait for figures,

it is nevertheless a reprehensible proceeding, and has
afflicted the conscience of one at least who has been guilty

of it. Mr. Butler is a very skilful artist, and evidently an
intense admirer of the lovely colours and forms of the
insects he deals with. Consequently it is a matter for

congratulation that he has undertaken to make up for the

shortcomings of past times, and intends to bring out once
a quarter a part of his " Lepidoptera Exotica," with three

coloured plates of new or unfigurcd species. In the two
parts already issued, which arc before us, the figures are

admirably done, and very handsome ; whilst the descrip-

tive text is concise, and in Latin in part. Some of Mr.
Wallace's Bornean butterflies are figured in the second
part. E. R. L.

Physiology of the Human Voice. — Pliysiologic i/nd
Pathologic dcr Mcnscliliclicn Stiinnn: By Dr. M. J.

Rossbaclu (Wiirzburg. London: WilHams & Norgate.)

A TREATISE on the physiologj' of the voice, intended by the

author to be useful not only to physiologists and patholo-

gists, but also to those engaged in singing or in teaching
singing. A chapter on the nature and qualities of sounds,

based on Helmholtz' well-known work, and a short one on
musical instruments, introduce the main topic, the physi-

ology of the human organ of voice. There are also separate

chapters on the vocal register, the different kinds of voice,

and the relations of voice, speech, and song.
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The Convolutions of the Brain. — Die Hirmvindungen
dcs Mcnschcii. By Alex. Ecker, Professor of An.atomy
in the University of Freil^urg. (Brunswick, 1869.

London : Williams and Norgate.)

A SUCCINCT but detailed description of the various Con-
volutions of the Brain, intended chiefly for the use of

pliysicians. It is illustrated by half-a-dozen outline

sketches. The references to the development of the

convolutions are not very full, but the author promises a
more complete account elsewhere.

The Absolute Value of Knowledge.

—

Dcr Scbstandlge

Wci'th di's ]Vtsscns. By Prof. K. Rokitansky. (Lon-
don : Williams and Norgate.)

The Materialist school of philosophy are just now
getting very badly treated by men of science, much
to the astonishment, it appears, of the general public.

Mr. Huxley has startled the world by proclaiming himself

in a way a disciple of Berkeley and Kant, and here is

Rokitansky, the great master of modern pathological ana-

tomy, walking in a similar path. To many minds patho-

logical anatomy would seem to be intensely materialistic.

It is not so, however, to the Viennese professor. This little

lecture is chiefly devoted to a development of idealism :

of that kind of idealism, moreover, w^hich " makes the

objective wholly and in every way dependent on the

subjective, for the former is but the projection of the

latter."

Tables of Pomona.— Tafcln dcr Pomona, mit Bcrucksich-
tigiiiig dcr Storungcn diirch Jupiter, Saturn, iind

Mars. By Dr. Otto Lesser. Publication der Astro-
nomischen Gesellschaft. (Leipzig: Engelmann.)

These t.ablcs of Pomona are founded on the disturbance

of the planets Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars, calculated ac-

cording to Hansen's method, and published by the author
in Nos. 1596-7 of the Aslronoinische Nachricliten. The
preface gives a full account of the character of the tables,

illustrated in the usual manner by the calculation of the

place of the planet Pomona for a given time.

Although it might seem that the construction of a series

of tables as full and as elaborate as Bouvard's Tables of

Jupiter and Saturn, would be a waste of labour in the case
of a minute planet like Pomona, not merely invisible to

the naked eye, but not appreciably affecting by its influ-

ence any of the great planets of our scheme, yet this is

not in reality the case. Though Pomona cannot aftectthe

other planets, yet these affect Pomona. Her sister orb,

Themis, has lately been made the means of affording a
useful estimate of Jupiter's mass, through the care-

ful consideration of the perturbations which that

planet exerts upon the tiny asteroid. Long since Nicolai

applied the perturbations of Juno, Encke those of Vesta,
Gauss those of Pallas, and Briinnon those of Iris, to the

same end. The more such researches are multiplied, the

more exact will be our estimate of the mass of the
principal planets of the solar system. Therefore, the

present tables, by means of which it will be rendered an
easy matter to estimate the disturbing action of Jupiter,

will have a high value. In a less exact but not unsatis-

factory manner, the mass of Mars may be estimated from
the same tables, since in certain positions the disturbances
of Pomona caused by Mars' attraction can be readily

separated from those of Jupiter. R. A. P.

SCIENCE-TEACHING IN SCHOOLS*
. 'T'HE claims of Physical Science, on a priori grounds,

-•• to a fair place in the course of school work, have
been abundantly \indicated,and are, I suppose, established.

But the method and details of its teaching, the books and
apparatus which it requires, and the amount of time which
must be given to it, are points which can be decided only

* A P.iper read before the British Association at Exeter, bj' the Rev.
W. Tiickwcll. Comniuiiicated bv the .'Author.

by experiment, and have not yet been decided at all. I

cannot premise too distinctly that the aim of this paper is

practical. Of the necessity for teaching science to their

boys many good schoolmasters are convinced ; as regards
the machinery by which it is to be taught, they mostly
confess their ignorance, and cry aloud for guidance. In
my own school it has been taught systematically for the
last five years, and I offer the fruit of this experience, very
humbly, to all who are interested in Education.
The subjects to be taught—the time to be spent upon

them—the books and apparatus necessary— and the mode
of obtaining teachers—are the points on which information
seems to be required. I will take them in order.

The subjects which naturally suggest themselves as

most essential are Experimental Mechanics, Chemistry,
and Physiology. But it has been urged by high authority,

familiar to the members of this Association, that between
Chemistry and Physiology Systematic Botany should be
interposed, as well because of the charm this science lends

to daily life, as from its cultivating peculiarly the habit of

observation, and illustrating a class of natural objects

which are touched indirectly or not at all by the other
sciences named. Whether all these four subjects can be
taught depends upon the period to which school education
is protracted ; but at any rate, let these, and none but
these, employ the hours assigned especially to Physical

.Science, in the scheme of actual work in school. Abundant
opportunity will remain for less direct instruction in many
other branches of science. The Geographical lectures, if

properly treated, will include the formation of the earth's

crust, with the classification and distribution of its inhabi-

tants, both animal and vegetable, both extinct and recent.

The possession of meteorological instruments, whose
observations are regularly taken, and their computations
worked by the boys, will almost insensibly teach the

principles of atmospheric phenomena ; while such books as

Maury's " Physical Geography of the Sea," Airy's " Popular
Astronomy," and Herschel's " Meteorology," may be given
as special matter for annual scientific prizes. The laws of

light and heat will be taught as prefatory to chemistry.

Electricity attracts boys so readily that with very little

help they will make great progress in it by themselves.

The mathematical master, whose best boys are well

advanced, will not be satisfied till he has obtained a
transit instrument and a mural circle. And the wise
teacher, living in the country, will not disdain to encourage
a knowledge of natural history. He will know that it is

not only ancillary to severer scientific study, but in itself

a priceless and inexhaustible resource. By country walks,

by well-chosen holiday tasks, by frequent exhibitions of

his microscope, he will not only add to the intellectual

stock of his boys, but will build up safeguards to their

moral purity. Indeed, even without such encouragement,
boys who are trained thoroughly in certain sciences will of

their own accord seek to become acquainted with other

and collateral ones. Cases multiply in my own experience
where pupils of a chemistry class have taken up electricity,

pupils of a geography class mineralogy, pupils of a
physiology class microscopy, and I need hardly say that

boys make nothing their own so thoroughly as that which
they select themselves.

The time to be given to science should not be less than
three hours a week. At this rate two years may be given
to mechanics, two years to chemistry, one year to botany

;

while the rest, if any remain, will be free for physiology.

We need not be afraid of beginning early. .'\ boy of

eleven years old, fresh from an intelligent home, where his

love of observation has been fostered, and his inquiries

have been carefully answered, is far more fit to appreciate
natural laws than a much older boy, round whose intellect,

at an old-fashioned school, the shades of the prison house
have steadily begun to close. Most schools are now
divided into lower, middle, and upper. I would commence
the study of mechanics with the junior class in the middle
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school. For the first year the teaching may be viva %'oa,

with easy problems and abundant experiment ; care being
taken that each week's lectures shall be reproduced on
paper, and great attention being paid to correct drawing.

In the second year the teaching will be more minute and
more extended, and a good book will be mastered. At
the end of this time the class is fit to pass creditably the

Oxford Local Examination for juniors, and has done with

mechanics for the present. The third and fourth years

will be given to inorganic chemistry. The third year will

include only lectures in the class room ; a text-book being
used, experiments being shown by the master, but no
laboratory work being, done by the boys. The fourth

year's work will be conducted entirely in the laboratory,

each boy manipulating with his own instruments at his

own table. At the expiration of these two years the class

will be qualified for the chemistry examination in the

London University Matriculation. The fifth year is given

to botany. If a good book is used, if each boy works for

himself with lens and knife, if Henslow's Schedules, or a
modification of them, are regularly filled up ; above all, if

plates are not made to do the work of living plants, the

pupils will at the year's end thoroughly understand the

principles of classification, will know the characteristics

of at least all the British orders, and will be able with the

help of Beutham or Babington to make out almost any
English flower. The boys who have completed this

course will be from 16 to 17 years old. Some of them
will now be leaving school ; those who remain will give

the rest of their time to physiology. They will begin with

human and will pass to comparative physiology, using in

the first Professor Huxley's valuable little book; dependent
for the second, of which no school manual exists, on tlie

skill and method of their teacher. But whether at the

earlier or the later age, they will pass out into the world

immeasurably superior to their contemporaries who know
not science, with doors of knowledge opened which can
never again be closed ; with a fund of resource established

which can never be exhausted ; with minds in which are

cultivated, as nothing else can cultivate them, the priceless

habits of observation, of reasoning on external phenomena,
of classification, arrangement, method, judgment.
The subject of books and apparatus, involving as it

does the question of expense, is of the highest practical

importance. Apparatus need not cost much ; but it may,
and if possible it should, cost a great deal. While poor

and struggling schools may begin cheaply and proceed
gradually, institutions which can spend money on racket

courts and gymnasiums ought not to grudge it on museums
and botanic gardens. We have taught mechanicsefficiently,

that is to say, we have passed our classes for the last three

years in the Oxford Local, with a good air-pump, a set o(

pulleys, models of the force-pump and the common pump,
with Keith Johnston's scientific maps, and with the

diligent use during the second year of Newth's " Natural

Philosophy." But we have lost no opportunity of making
the boys acquainted with machinery ; from the crane and the

water-mill of our daily walks, to the steam engine and the

spinning jenny of the manufactory ; for he who has not

examined engines at work will never understand them
clearly, or describe them correctly. For teaching chemistry,

a laboratory is absolutely essential. No matter how rough

or shabby a room, so that it be well ventilated, have gas

and water laid on, and will hold from sixteen to twenty

boys. I hold in my hand the model of a cheap laboratory

table, on the scale of two inches to a foot. It is about

nine feet by three, and contains eight compartments, each

two feet by sixteen inches, with two slight shelves, and a

special recess for the teacher. It costs about 4/. If made
for twice the number of boys, it may be made at about

nine shillings per boy. The general laboratory stock, in-

cluding a still, a stove or furnace, gas jars, a pneumatic
trough, a proper stock of retorts, crucibles, tubing, c&c,

and the necessary chemicals will cost under 12/. Each

pair of pupils must have also between them a set of test

tubes, a washbottle, a spirit lamp, a waste basin beneath
their table, and twenty-fiDur bottles of test solutions, while
each boy has his own blowpipe, tripod and stand, pestle

and mortar, and three beakers. These will cost each boy
about eight shillings. He will replace everything that he
breaks, and will receive the value of his stock from his

successor when he quits the class. The text-book used
should be Roscoe's, or ^^'illiamson's, and a large black
board is quite indispensable. In botany the book for the

boys' use is Professor Oliver's Lessons ; but the teacher
will find great advantage from Le Maout's " Lec^ons da
Botanic.'' An excellent modification of Henslow's Schedule
is published by Professor Babington for the use of his

Cambridge classes, and Lindley's " Dcscriptixe Botany,"

price one shilling, is a most useful help. Every boy should

be furnished with a small deal board, a lens, and a sharp
knife. The botanical microscope which I exhibit, including

a lens fixed or movable, a black glass stage, two dissect-

ing needles and a forceps, is made by Mr. Highley, of

Green-street, Leicester-square. If they are ordered by
the dozen he will furnish them at six shillings each. Flower
trays, such as I hold in my hand, should be kept constantly

in use ; the boys being encouraged to bring in wild flowers,

and to place them in their appropriate niches. Their cost

per tray, holding eighteen bottles, is under two shillings.

Fitch's diagrams designed for the Committee of Council

on Education, which cost 2/. gj-. the set, are a valuable

help to the lectures ; and for schools which have large

purses or liberal friends. Dr. Auzoux's Models of Plants

and Plant Organs, ranging in price from 20 to 100 francs,

and ten times the size of life, form a luxuriant assistance to

beginners, which only those can appreciate who have worn
out their eyesight and their temper over a composite floret

or the glume of a small grass. The same excellent modellist,

whose catalogue is on the table, provides every organ neces-

sary for the study of comparative and human physiology

;

and his prices ought not to be beyond the reach of any
prosperous school. In any case a skeleton will be neces-

sary, and will cost about ^5 ; and if the Committee of

Council were to authorise the reproduction of such typical

physiological cases as, from the skilful hands of Mr.

Charles Robertson of the Oxford Museum, drew so many
admirers in the Exhibition of 1862, these would find im-

inediate purchasers in many of our schools. At present

teachers want the skill or the leisure to make their own
preparations, and they cannot buy them. A good set of

meteorological instruinents costs from £\b to ^'20, but

these, with astronomical apparatus, are a costly lu.xury,

and may be left out of the list of indispensable necessities.

I cannot think that any school, professing to teach science

systematically, will be long satisfied without a typical

museum. As scientific work proceeds, specimens of all

kinds, some purchased for lecture work, others given by

friends or collected by the boys, will gather and increase,

till the class-room cupboards and shelves are choked, and

a special room must be devoted to them. Here will be

arranged, in one place rocks and fossils, in another trays

of minerals, in a third zoological specimens, in a fourth

physiological preparations. The driest corner in the

room will be assigned to the Herbarium, a small library

of scientific reference will give promise of the future.

Everything not typical will be rigorously excluded ;
every

case will be so carefully arranged and so plainly labelled

as to tell the history of its contents to the eye of the least

instructed observer. And it will be hard if some corner

of the playground cannot be laid out as a botanic garden.

In the crowded school premises which we are happily

leaving I have found room for nearly four hundred plants,

and at" the new school to which we are about to migrate,

I shall riot in two acres of garden gi-ound, with a pond for

water plants and a sheltered rockery for ferns.
^

It remains only to examine the mode of obtaining

teaching power ; a point which presses heavily on many
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head-masters who have themselves no knowledge of

science. That all head-masters should have such know-
ledge is a fact which, if science is to be taught at all,

trustees and governing bodies must come to recognise

before long : meanwhile every school which teaches science

thoroughly is training skilled teachers for a not distant

generation. Institutions which can give so high a salary

as to command a London bachelor of science or a first class

Oxford or Cambridge man, will find no more difficulty than
attends the choice of all masters : where this is not the

case it is sometimes possible by combining mathematics
with physical science to tempt a superior man with a

sufficient income ; and, if only a small salary can be
given, the ordinary pass B.A. of the London University

will sometimes make a fairly good teacher. But one point

has struck me forcibly in my own experience ; namely,
the unexpected value of general culture in teaching special

subjects. The man who knows science admirably, but
knows nothing else, prepares boys well for an examina-
tion ; but his teaching does not stick. The man of wide
culture and refinement brings fewer pupils up to a given
mark within a given time : but what he has taught remains
with them ; they never- forget or fall back. I am not sure
that I understand the phenomenon, but I have noted it

repeatedly.

I cannot end this paper without a word as to the educa-
tional results which our five years' experience has revealed.

The system has brought about this result first of all, that

there are no dunces in the school. In a purely classical

school, for every promising scholar there are probably two
who make indifferent progress, and one who makes no
progress at all ; and a certain proportion of the school,

habitually disheartened, loses the greatest boon which
school can give, namely, the habit and the desire of intel-

lectual improvement. By giving importance to abstract

and physical science, we at once redress the balance.
Every boy progresses in his own subject ; some progress
in all ; no one is depressed, no one thinks learning hateful.

Secondly, the teaching of science miakes school-work
pleasant. The boy's evident enjoyment of the scientific

lesson rouses the emulation of other masters. They dis-

cover that the teaching of languages may become as

interesting as the teaching of science. They realise—

a

point not often realised—the maxim of Socrates, that no
real) instruction can be bestowed on learners "Trnpa toC ^/^

npEo-KoiTof, by a teacher who does not give them pleasure."

Lastly, the effect on the boy's character is beyond all

dispute. It kindles some minds which nothing else could
reach at all. It awakes in all minds faculties which would
otherwise have continued dormant. It changes, to an
extent which we cannot over-estimate, the whole force and
character of school-life both to the learner and the teacher.

It establishes, as matter of experience, what has long been
urged in theory, that the widest culture is the noblest
culture ; that universality and thoroughness may go
together ; that the system which confines itself to a single
branch of knowledge, does not gain, but loses incom-
parably, by its exclusiveness : that obser\-ation, imagina-
tion, and reasoning may all be trained alike ; that we
may, and so we must, teach many things, and teach
them well.

W. TUCKWEI.L

THE LA TE PROFESSOR GRAHAM
AT 9 o'clock in the evening of Thursday, the l6th

September, 1869, died at his house. No. 4, Crordon
Square, a man whose name will be honoured as long as
true greatness is appreciated.
Thomas Graham spent his life in reading the book of

Nature, and giving to mankind a knowledge of the truths
which he found there._ His greatness is to be measured
not merely by the amount and importance of the know-
ledge which he thus gave, but even more by the singleness

and strength of purpose with which he devoted his whole
life to labours of experimental philosophy.

Some men have made important discoveries by occasion-
ally'applying to experimental investigation, powers of mind
which they exerted usually in the pursuit of their own
worldly advancement.

But from an early age Graham's one great object of life

was the discovery of new truths, and he appreciated so
fully the value of such work that he resolved to make any
personal sacrifices which might be needed for its sake.

And nobly he kept his resolution ; for at an early stage of
his career he endured, for the sake of pursuing chemistry,
privations and sufferings so severe, that they are believed

to have permanently injured his constitution ; and at its

very end, long after he had attained a world-wide repu-
tation, when his delicate frame sorely needed the repose
which was at his command, he continued to labour even
more effectively than before, and to enrich science with
new discoveries.

It might be difficult to find in history a character so

perfect in its noble simplicity and elevation.

Graham was born at Glasgow, on the 21st December,
1S05, the eldest of a family of seven, of whom only one
survives.

He went to the English preparatory school at Glasgow,
in 181 1, and was there under the care of Dr. Angus. In
the year 1814 he was removed to the High School, where
for four years his studies (which included the Latin
language) were directed by Dr. Dymock, and subsequently
for one year by the Rector, Dr. Chrystal, under whom he
studied Greek. It is said that during these five years he
was not once absent at school-time. In 1819 he com-
menced attendance in the University classes in Glasgow.
Thomas Thomson then occupied the Chair of Chemistry,

and young Graham benefited by his instruction, as also by
that of Dr. I\Icikleham,the Professor of Natural Philosophy.
By this time he had already acquired a strong taste for

experimental science, and formed a wish to devote him-
self to chemistry. His father, an able and successful

manufacturer, had formed different views for his future

career, and wished him to become a minister of the Scotch
Church. It is hardly to be wondered at that the father

should not have seen in the prosecution of science much
scope for an honourable or advantageous career ; but
young Graham had already seen something of the means
afforded by experimental science of getting knowledge
from the fountain head—from Nature herself. He felt the
need of more such knowledge to mankind, and his scheme
of life was formed accordingly.

After taking the degree of M.A. at Glasgow, he con-
tinued his studies for two years at Edinburgh, and there
studied under Dr. Hope, and enjoyed the friendship of
Prof Leslie. On his return to Glasgow, he taught mathe-
matics for some time at the suggestion and under the
patronage of Dr. Meikleham, and subsequently opened a
laboratory in Portland Street, Glasgow, where he taught
chemistiy. It is probable that some of the severest trials

of his life occurred at about this period.

While absent from Glasgow he was in the habit of
writing regularly and at great length to his mother, and
from the tenor of these letters it is easy to see what that

mother must have been to him. A writer on the social

position of women has described the feelings of boys
towards their mothers as scarcely amounting to respect

!

Young Graham's mother seems to have been his guardian
angel, sympathising with his hopes and his sorrows ; and
certainly his feelings towards her would have been very
inadequately described by that frigid word. While studying
at Edinburgh he earned, for the first time in his life, some
money b)' literary work, and the whole sum (6/.) was ex-

pended in presents to his mother and sisters.

In 1829 he was appointed lecturer on Chemistry at the

Mechanics' Institution, Glasgow, in place of Dr. Clark
;

but the decisive step of his life was in the subsequent
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year. It was in 1S30 that he was appointed Pi'ofessor of

Chemistry at the Andersonian University, Glasgow ; and
it is said that his mother, who was on her deathbed, hvcd
to hear the glad tidings of his appointment. He was now
more fa\-ourably circumstanced for experimental labours,

and we find that the seven years spent at the Andersonian
University were years of great activit)'.

In 1837 he was appointed Professor of Chemistry in

the London University, now called University College,

London, and he occupied that chair with great distinc-

tion till the year 1855, when he succeeded Sir John
Herschel as Master of the Mint, which appointment
may be considered an acknowledgment on the part of the

Government of his scientific services and of his high
character.

His ntmierous discoveries have been much quoted.
Some of their theoretical bearings claim a brief notice
here.

His investigation of the phosphates is remarkable in

many wa)-s. It was known that solutions of phosphoric
acid in water var)' in their pro-
perties ; and chemists were sa-

tisfied with giving a name to

the changes without investigat-

ing their nature. These solu-

tions contained phosphoric acid
and water, and were assumed to

have like composition. They
were accordingly called isomeric.

Graham observed that they differ

from one another in the pro-
portion of water combined with
the acid, and constitute in rea-

lity difterent compounds.
He knew that water combines

with acids as other bases do, and
he showed that the various com-
pounds of phosphoric acid and
water constitute distinct salts,

each of which admits of its

hydrogen being replaced by
other metals without disturbance
of what we should now call the

type. Thus, to use our present
notation, the three hvdrates
PO.H^, P,O.H,, PO3H,' corre-

spond to the following pi'opor-

tions of acid and water :

—

PA + 3H,0 = 2PO,H3
P,05+2H„0 = P,OjH,
p,o,+ h:o = 2Po,h

./ -

Graham observed that the hy-
drate POjHjis constituted like]a

salt, inasmuch as its hydrogen can be replaced atom
for atom by other metals, like sodium, potassium, &c.,

fonning such compounds as POjNaH,, POjNa,H, S:c.

In order to appreciate duly the powers of mind of the

author of this admirable research, we ought to compare
his methods of reasoning with those generally prevalent

among contemporary chemists, and on the other hand
with the methods of to-day. One would fancy that

Graham had been acquainted with the modern doctrines
of types and of polybasic acids, so clearly does he describe
the chemical changes in matter-of-fact language, and so

consistently does he classify the compounds by their

analogies. At that early period we find Graham considering
hydrogen, in various salts, as a basylous metal ; an idea
which (in spite of its undeniable truth) some chemists of

the present day have not fully realised.

Amongst minor chemical researches may be mentioned
a series of experiments on the slow oxidation of phosphorus
by atmospheric air. He discovered that this process (and
the faint light which accompanies it) is arrested by the

Thomas Graham (from a recent Photograph)

presence in the air of a trace of defiant gas, ji^j of the
volume of the air being sufficient for the purpose. Still

smaller proportions of some other vapours were found
capable of producing this same effect ; spirits of turpentine
being particularly remarkable, as less than a quarter of a
thousandth of its vapour with air was found sufficient to

prevent the slow oxidation of phosphorus.
On another occasion Graham investigated phosphuretted

hydrogen, and made some remarkable observations
concerning the conditions of the formation of the
spontaneously inflammable gas. One of these deserves
especial notice in connection with the action of oletiant

gas, and in preventing the oxidation of phosphorus. He
found that phosphuretted hydrogen is rendered sponta-
neously inflammable by the admixture of a very small
proportion of an oxide of nitrogen, probably nitrous acid.

One of the most obscure classes of combinations are

those which water forms with various salts. These bodies
are characterised by the chief peculiarities which belong
to definite chemical compounds ; but chemists are as yet

unable to explain them.
Water, so combined is called

water of crystallisation, and is

said to be physically, not che-

J^ mically, combined. A very con-
venient way of getting rid of a
difficulty, by passing it on to our
neighbours.
Graham examined the pro-

portion of such water of crys-

tallisation in a considerable

number of salts, and he more-
over examined the properties

which it has when so combined.
He found that some of the

water in an important class of
sulphates is held far more firmly

than the remainder, and with

force equal to that with which
water is held in various chemical
compounds. J-le showed that

such firmly combined water can
be replaced by salts in a definite

chemical proportion. In fact,

he got fairly hold of the subject

by chemical methods, and laid

the foundation for an explana-

tion of it.

He discovered and examined
compounds of alcohol with salts,

and derived from them valuable

evidence of the analogy between
alcohol and water.

On a later occasion he made
a series of important experiments upon the transformation

of alcohol into ether and water, by the action of hydric

sulphate. Liebig had endeavoured to explain the forma-

tion of ether in this process, by representing it as due to

the decomposition at a high temperature of a compound
of ether previously formed at a lower temperature

;
such

decomposition being due to the increased tension of the

vapour of ether at the higher temperature.

Graham justly argued that if the decomposition were

due to the tension of ether vapour, it would not take

place, and ether would not be formed, if the tension were

not allowed to exert itself. He heated the materials in a

closed tube, and proved that ether was formed, although

the tension of its vapour was counteracted by the pressure

thus obtained.

The line of research which occupied most of his atten-

tion, and in which his results were perhaps the most im-

portant, was that of diffusion ; and it would be difficult to

over-estimate the importance to molecular chemistry of

his measureinents, of the relative velocities of these
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spontaneous motions of particles of matter, whether in

the state of gas or in the liquid state.

It was known that i part by weight of hydrogen occupies

the same volume as 16 parts by weight of oxygen when
measured at like temperature, and under like pressure.

Chemical investigations prove that these equal volumes

of the two gases contain the same number of atoms. We
also know that the atoms in such a gas are in rapid motion,

and resist the pressure to which the gas is at any particu-

lar time exposed, by striking against the surface which
presses them together with force equal to that which presses

them together.

Thus a given volume of hydrogen is maintained against

the atmospheric pressure by an energy of atomic motion,

equal to that of the same volume of oxygen. Each atom
of hydrogen accordingly exerts a mechanical energy equal

to that of each atom of oxygen ; but we have seen that

the hydrogen atom is much lighter than the oxygen atom,

and accordingly it must move with much greater velocity

than the oxygen atom.
Now Graham allowed hydrogen to escape through a

very small hole in a plate of platinum ; and allowed oxygen
to escape under similar circumstances. He found that

each hydrogen atom moves out four times as fast as each
oxygen atom. His experiments were so arranged as to

enable him to measure the relative \elocitics of certain

motions of the atoms—motions not imparted to them by
any peculiar or unnatural conditions, but belonging to

them of necessity in their natural state. He found,

moreover, that heat increases the velocity of these atomic

motions, whilst increasing the force with which a given

weight of the gas resists the atmospheric pressure.

The study of the condensation of gases by solids, and
the combination of soluble compounds with membranes
led him to discoveries which are likely to be of great

value to physiologists in explaining processes of absorption

and secretion.

Thus he found that oxygen is absorbed to a greater

e.xtent than nitrogen by caoutchouc, and that when a bag
made of a thin membrane of this substance is exhausted
by means of a jjood air-pump, the oxygen and nitrogen

diffuse through it (probably as condensed liquids), and
evaporate inside the bag in different proportions from
those in which they are present in air ; the oxygen rising

to over 40 per cent, of the diffused air. Again, a mixture of

hydrogen and oxygen was separated almost completely by
the action of palladium, which condensed the hydrogen in

very large quantity, and the oxygen very slightly.

I'erhaps the most remarkable substances discovered in

the course of his experiments on dift'usion,'were the soluble

modifications of tungstic and molybdic acids, ferric oxide,

&c., and the process by which these bodies were obtained

was. perhaps, the most instructive part of the result
;

proving, as it docs, that in their salts, these bodies have
properties different from those which they normally
possess in the free state ; and retain them when the other

constituent is removed by a sufficiently gentle process.

Another remarkable fact which bears on a most important
theory, is the separation effected by Graham of potassic

hydrate and hydric sulphate, by diffusion of potassic sul-

phate in aqueous solution—a fact w^hich requires us to

admit that the solution of the salt in water contains those

products mixed with one another
;

just as much as the

experiment of diffusing air through a porous clay pipe,

and getting its constituent in a different proportion from
that of the original air, proved that air is a mixture and
not a compound of the two gases.

In his later researches, Graham was assisted by Mr.
W. C. Roberts, and cordially acknowledged the zeal

and efficiency displayed by that able young chemist.

Graham's scientific influence extended beyond his re-

searches ; for, on the one hand, his lectures for 18 years at

University College were remarkable for logical accuracy
and clearness of exposition, and were highly valued by

those who had the privilege of hearing them. On the
other hand, his "Elements of Chemistry" is a masterly
exposition of the best known facts of the science and of
chemical physics. It was translated into German, and
afforded at that time the most philosophical account of

the working and theory of the galvanic battery.

In many of his ideas Graham was in advance of his

contemporaries, and it might be difticult to find a chemist
who has dealt more cautiously with general questions and
delicate experimental operations,— or one whose results, in

each direction in which he has worked, may more safely

be expected to stand the test of future investigations.

A. W. Williamson

THE MEETING OF GERMAN N.ITURAEISTS
AND PH \ 'SICIANS A T E\'NSBRUCk', T\ 'ROL

T7ROM the iSth to the 24th of September last the little

'• town of Innsbruck wore an air of unwonted bustle

and excitement. Its population, already augmented by
the usual throng of summer tourists, was swelled by the

advent of somewhere about 800 additional visitors—pro-

fessors, doctors, directors, men of all sciences, often with
their wives and daughters, who had come from all parts

of Germany to attend the forty-third Meeting of the
German Naturalists and Physicians. These meetings
resemble those of our own British Association, though
they differ in several vei-y characteristic respects. One of
the first contrasts to strike an Englishman is the entire

absence of private hospitality. Everybody, so far as we
can learn, is in private lodgings or in a hotel ; and there

are no such things as dinner-parties. Although our own
customs in these respects are certainly very pleasant, there

can be no doubt that the German fashion leaves the
visitors more freedom, and allows them much more oppor-
tunity of seeing and talking with the friends they most
wish to meet. With us it is no easy matter to get together

a party of chemists, or geologists, or physiologists, to hold
a social gathering after the labours of the sections are

over. We are all either staying with friends, or invited to

dinner, or engaged in some way. But at the German
meetings such social reunions are one of the distinguishing

features. One o'clock in the day brings with it the

necessity for dining, and numerous dinner parties are im-
provised there and then ; friends of like tastes, who have
not met perhaps for a year before, adjourn to a ivs/aiira-

tioii or kaffcc-liaiis, and while eating the meal have a
pleasant opportunity of comparing notes, and discussing
questions which have in the interval arisen.

Another feature of contrast is in the length of time
devoted to the sitting of the sections. At the British

Association the sections open their sittings at eleven in the

forenoon ; and the work goes on steadily all day without
intermission till four or five o'clock in the afternoon.

But, in Germany, the sittings commence sometimes as early

as 8 A.M., and are frequently over by ten or eleven o'clock,

leaving the rest of the day for some short after-dinner
excursion, or for general miscellaneous intercourse among
the members. In fact, the German meetings are designed
less for the purpose of bringing forward new scientific

work, than with the view of affording to men of science
opportunities of becoming personally acquainted with
each other, and of discussing the value and bearing of
recent contributions to knowledge. Hence, the papers
which arc brought before the sections, contain, to a large

extent, outlines, summaries or notices of recent researches,

and exhibitions of books, maps, memoirs, specimens,
experiments, t\:c., which have recently attracted notice.

In our British Association gatherings, there is probably
more hard work than in those of our German brethren,

and I daresay there is as much opportunity for sociality

as suits our national temperament. For our Association
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is meant, not merely to promote a friendly intercourse

among scientific men, but to be a kind of propagandist
for the advancement of science through the general com-
munity. So we make a compromise between sober,

serious, hard work for science on the one hand, and un-

restrained festivities on the other. The German meetings
keep less prominently before them the scientific culture of

the world outside, and aim rather at the strengthening

of the hands of the individual worker.

From the papers read at the different sections ; from the

discussion which they elicited ; and still more perhaps from
the public addresses on subjects of general interest given

to the whole assembled meeting ; one could gather some
suggestive traits of the present current of thought in at

least one great section of the cultivated society of Germany.
What specially struck me was the universal sway which
the writings of Darwin now exercise over the German
mind. You see it on every side, in private conversation,

in printed papers, in all the many sections into which such
a meeting as that at Innsbruck divides. Darwin's name
is often mentioned, and always with the profoundest
veneration. But even where no allusion is specially made
to him, nay, even more markedly, where such allusion is

absent, we see how thoroughly his doctrines have per-

meated the scientific mind even in those departments of

knowledge, which might seem at first sight to be furthest

from natural history. "You are still discussing in Eng-
land," said a German friend to me, " whether or not the

theory- of Darwin can be true. We have got a long way
beyond that here. His theory is now our common starting

point." And so, as far as my experience went, 1 found it.

But it is not merely in scientific circles that the influence

of Darwin is felt and acknowledged. I do not think it is

generally known in England, that three years ago, when,
after the disastrous war with Prussia, the Austrian Parlia-

ment had assembled to deliberate on the reconsolidation

of the empire, a distinguished member of the Upper
Chamber, Professor Rokitansky, began a great speech,

with this sentence :

—
" The question we have first to

consider is. Is Charles Darwin right or no?" Such a
query would no doubt raise a smile in our eminently
unspeculative houses of legislature. But surely never was
higher compliment paid to a naturalist. A great empire
lay in its direst hour of distress, and the form and method
of its reconstruction was proposed to be decided by the

truth or error of the theory of Darwin. " The two men,"
said one able physician of Vienna to me (himself, by the

way, a North-German), "who have most materially in-

fluenced German thought in this country are two Enghsh-
men— George Combe and Charles Darwin."
There was another aspect of the tone of thought at

Innsbruck, which could not but powerfully impress a
Briton. Although we were assembled in the most ultra-

Catholic province of Catholic Austria, there was the most
unbridled freedom of expression on every subject.

In an address on recent scientific progress, Helmholtz
thus expressed himself—" After centuries of stagnation

physiology and medicine have entered upon a blooming
development, and we may be proud that Germany has
been especially the theatre of this progress—a distinction

for which she is indebted to the fact that among us, more
than elsewhere, there has prevailed a fearlessness as to

the consequences of the wholly known Truth. There are

also distinguished investigators in England and in France,

who share in the full energy of the development of the

sciences, but they must bow before the prejudices of

society, and of the Church, and if they speak out openly,

can do so only to the injury of their social influence.

Germany has advanced more boldly. She has held the

belief, which has never j-et been belied, that the full Truth
carried with it the cure for any injury or loss which may
here and there result from partial knowledge. For this

superiority she stands indebted to the stern and dis-

interested enthusiasm which, regardless alike of external

advantages and of the opinions of society, has guided and
animated her scientific men."

This liberty of expression, however, seemed sometimes
apt to wear not a little the aspect of a mere wanton
defiance of the popular creed. Yet it was always received
with applause.

In an address on the recent progress of anthropology',

Karl Vogt gave utterance to what in our country would be
deemed profanity, such as no man, not even the most
free-thinking, would venture publicly to express. Yet it

was received, first with a burst of astonishment at its

novelty and audacity, and then with cries of approval and
much cheering. I listened for some voice of dissent, but
could hear none. When the address, which was certainly

very eloquent, came to an end, there arose such a pro-

longed thunder of applause as one never hears save after

some favourite singer has just sung some well-known air.

It was a true and hearty encore. Again and again the

bravos were renewed, and not until some little time had
elapsed could the next business of the meeting be taken

up. Not far from where I was standing, sat a Franciscan
monk, his tonsured head and pendent cowl being con-

spicuous among the black garments of the savaris. He
had come, I daresay, out of curiosity to hear what the

naturalists had to say on a question that interested him.

The language he heard could not but shock him, and the

vociferation with which it was received must have fur-

nished material for talk and reflection in the monastery.
Arch. Geikie

TRIASSIC DINOSAURIA
TT will probably interest geologists and pateontologists
^ to know that a recent examination of the numerous
remains of Thecoelontosanria in the Bristol Museum,
enables me to demonstrate that these Triassic reptiles

belong to the order Dinosaiiria, and are closely allied to

Megalosaurus. The vertebrse, humerus, and ilium, found
in the Warwickshire Trias, which have been ascribed

to Labyrintltodon, also belong to Dinosaiiria. The two
skeletons obtained in the German Trias near Stuttgart,

and described by Prof Plieninger, some years ago, are

also unquestionable Dinosaiiria j and, as Von Meyer is of

opinion, probably belong to the genus Teratosaurus, from
the same beds. Von Meyer's Platceosaurus, from the

German Trias, is, plainly, as he has indicated it to be, a

Dinosaurian.
As Prof Cope has suggested, it is very probable that

Bathygnaihus, from the Triassic beds of Prince Edward's
Island, is a Dinosaurian ; and I have no hesitation in

expressing the belief, that the Detiterosaurus, from the

Ural, which occurs in beds which are called Permian, but

which appear to be Triassic, is also a Dinosaurian. It is

also very probable that Rhopaiodon, which occurs in these

rocks, belongs to the same order. If so, the close resem-

blance of the South African Galcsaurus to Rhopalodon,

would lead me to expect the former to prove a Dinosaur.

I have found an indubitable fragment of a Dinosaurian

among some fossils, not long ago sent to me, from the

reptiliferous beds of Central India, by Dr. Oldham, the

Director of the Indian Geological Survey. Further, the

determination of the Thecodonts as Dinosauria, leaves

hardly any doubt that the little Ankistroi/on from these

Indian rocks, long since described by me, belongs to the

same group.

But another discovery in the same batch of fossils from

India, leaves no question on my mind that the Fauna of

the beds which yield Labyrinthodonts and Dicynodonts in

that country, represents the terrestrial Fauna of the Trias

of Europe. I find, in fact, numerous fragments of a

crocodilian reptile, so closely allied to the Betodon of the

German Trias, that the determination of the points of

difference requires close attention, associated with a Hype-

rodapcdon, larger than those discovered in the Elgin Sand-

stones, but otherwise very similar to it.
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Thus, during the Trias'^ic epoch, extensive dry land seems
to have existed in North America, Western and Central

Europe, Eastern Europe, Central India, and South Africa,

as it does now ; and, throughout this vast area, the

Dinosanria—the links between reptiles and birds—seem
to have been represented b)- not fewer, probably by many
more, than nine or ten distinct genera.

I hope, shortly, to have the honour of placing the details

of the researches into the structure and distribution of the

Dinosanria, m which I have been engaged for the last two
years, and of which the above notice is one of the results,

iDefore the Geological Society.

T. H. HU.XLEY

LETTER.S TO THE EDITOR

[ 7/'t' Editor docs nol hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

bv his Correspondents.'\

The Suez Canal

The. all-engrossing topic of the day io the Suez Canal, about

which some diversities ofopinion still exist. As for many years back

I have had my attention particularly drawn to some of the chief

matters in dis])utc, ha^ing been engaged on the largest irrigation

works in India, I venture to trouble you with the following

remarks.
Engineering science and indomitable energy have, in the case

of the Suez Canal, overcome difficulties which at one time

were considered insurmountable ; but even up to the present

moment doubts still exist, and some fear that the whole scheme

may yet prove a failure, owing to the debris of the Nile travelling

eastward transported by the currents of air and water. That
we can overcome the former is, in my opinion, beyond all doubt

;

for it is found that whenever an irrigation channel is run

out from the Jumna Canal into the great desert of Northern

India, rich vegetation takes tire place of arid sand. And
so in Egypt will irrigation force back the desert ; so the

only question is. Can irrigation be carried out on an extensive

scale? And of this also I have no doubt, for the enormous
volume of water which now (lows into the sea and is lost, is quite

sufficient to reclaim the whole of the desert.

It may be asked, Can the \\ater be made to flow over the

desert ? And of tliis I hold tliat there can also be no doubt.

The very name of the Timsa Lake proves, I think, that the

Nile,' or at least a branch of it, flowed eastward, for the word
Timsa signifies crocodile, showing tliat tlic water must at one
time have been brackish or fresh, for these creatures could not

have existed in this lake had it been salt as at present. If,

therefore, a portion of the Nile water at one time flowed eastward,

there can be no great engineering difficulty to make it do so again

;

and I am almost inclined to think that it would Iiave been belter

to have made the canal a fresh-water one, for it is only by vegeta-

tion, the produce of irrigation, that the desert can be kept under
control. Other advantages may be cited, such as cleaning the

bottom of shi]is by bringing tliem into fresh \^ater, and the ]"ireven-

tion of any of the disturbed and very muddy waters along the

Mediterranean coast getting admission into the canal ; for by
keeping the water in the canal at a higher level than that of

the sea at both ends there could only be an outflow. So all

the water wasted would be expended on lockage.

It may be objected that the fresli-watcr canal would get silted

up by the muddy waters of the Nile; but could not this Timsa
Lake be used as a sill-trap ? 1 do not mean to say, that the present

canal will be a failure because it has not been made a fresh-water

one : but what I do think is, that possibly in the end a fresh-water

canal would have been best and perhaps cheapest, as the dredging

of the canal might have been much reduced,* as the water could

have been kept at a higher level in the canal.

The great difficulty, however, to contend against, appears to

me to be to keep a deep-water cliannel at the Mediterranean end
of the Canal ; and what drew my attention to this more than a

dozen years ago, was the fact that the harbour of Alexandria docs

* I observe that, in a discussion at t)ie Civil Engineers Institution, the
total e-xcavatioii of the Suez Canal is stated to be 70,000,000 cubic metres,
I'he excavation of the Ganges Canal was 2,5-17.000,000 cubic feet, or a little

over 70,000,000 metres ; but this latter does not include some 3,000 miles of
distribution channels.

not get silted up. .Some have supposed that the subsidence of the

delta accounts for this, and that the small advnucc of the laud on
the sea in this direction is owing to a constant sinking of the

land. In my opinion a very different cause can be assigned :

Nature here is working by a very different agency, namely,

the current in the Mediterranean which flows eastward all along

the African coast, and transports the dtjbris of the Nile, depositing

it all along the western portion of the Mediterranean. The
fact of the Timsa Lake being at one time fresh or brackish, goes

to support this view; so the only question is, Will the cost of

continuous dredging be so excessive that the Canal will become
a financial failure? On this point I cannot venture to give an
opinion, as I have no data, but I think this difficulty may be
met by forcing this easterly current to aid in keeping the mouth
of the Canal clear of silt deposits.

What aids this current to transport the earthy matter is the

beat of the sea always stirring the mud and sand up on the coast,

and enabling the water to hold a large proportion of matter iir

suspension, and even to transport heavy matter.*'

The proportion of earthy matter a short distance out to sea

is comparatively little, so the great object appear.s to me to

prevent the agitated water travelling as it does at ])rcsent, and this

can be done by arranging the breakwaters somewhat as shown
in this diagram.

The breakwater AB is intended to prevent the very muddy
water travelling along the coast, and the point A should extend

well out into deep water. The breakwater CD is to direct the

comparatively pure water where the sea is deep to pass across the

mouth of the canal ; and by the funnel-mouthed shape thus given,

the velocity at D will be increased, and thus keep deep water at

the head of the canal. .Some may say that the expense will be
enormous, and that it will have to be year after year extended.

But, in reply to this, I say that deltas do not extend out into the

sea at so rapid a rate as some supjjose ; and that the formation

of a delta takes several thousands of years to accomplish,

so that in this very delta, the advance is hardly perceptible
;

and that a sinking of the land has been brought forward, to account

for the very slow progress made ; ^\'hile, in fact. Nature has at

present a power at work which is quite sufficient to explain the

reason v hy so little advance is made on the sea during the his-

toric period (see my paper on the Delta of the Irrawaddy,

read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1857).

In conclusion, I have no doubt this Suez Canal will have many
ready to abuse it and say it is a total failure, as has been said of the

Ganges Canal ; but like the latter work, which last year saved

some three million human beings from starvation, so will this

canal, I have little doubt, outlive the abuse, and become one of

the greatest blessings to the civilised \\orld.

T. Login, C.E., late of the Ganges Canal

Loudon, Oct. 29, 1S69.

* At Felixstowe, last March, during a gale of wind, I watched a mass ot

brickwork, some eighteen inches square and about six inches thick, moved
along the coast by the action of the waves, which were in an oblique direc-

tion to the coast, and no doubt the same takes place along the mouths of the
Nile. By a sample I took of this agitated water, I found it contained o'7375
per cent, of its weight of small pebbles, sand, and mud. This sample was
taken at a height of nearly ten feet above the sea, and was got by catching
the spray of the sea as it was falling.
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NOTES.
By offciing Dr. Temple tlie Bishopric of Exelcr, Mr. Gladstone

has removed from his post the most eminent schoolmaster in

England. Dr. Temple has done much for the education, present

and future, of all classes ; and altliough this is not the place to

comment on all he has done in this direction, we may note here

what he has done for education in Science. He may fairly claim to

be the first head-master who has recognised its importance, and
effectively introduced it into his school. And its introduction at

Kugby is of special importance, because it is the acknowledged
leader in educational progress, and because so many head-masters

have been trained there. Now Harrow and Eton, and several

other schools are doing something, though none yet with quite

the same liberality as Rugby : but it will be instructive to look

l>ack ten j-cars, and tlius to estimate the advance. Rugby was
then the only public school where science was taught at all. But
even there it was under great disadvantages. No school was
assigned to it ; it was an extra, and heavily weighted by extra

payment. There was no laboratory, scarcely any apparatus, and

scarcely any funds for procuring it. About forty to fifty boys

attended lectures on it, but there was no possibility of making
those lectures consecutive, and of dealing with advanced pupils.

Now there is a suite of rooms devoted to science. A large and
excellent laboratoiy, where thirty boys are working at the same
time at practical chemistry with the assistance of a laboratoiy

superintendent, opens into a smaller private laboratory, which is

for the use of the master and a few advanced students. This

again opens into a chemical lecture room, in which from forty to

fifty can conveniently sit. The seats are raised, and the lecture

table fitted with all that is required. Adjoining is the physical

science lecture room, in which sixty can sit, and of which a part

is assigned to work tables. And out of this the master's private

room is reached, in which apparatus is kept, and experiments

and work prepared. There is a considerable geological museum,

and an incipient botanical collection. A Natural History Society

meets frequently, and publishes reports and papers contributed

by the boys. Five masters take part in teaching natural science.

It is introduced into the regular school work (about 360 out of

500 appear to be in the Natural Science classes) ; being compulsory

on all the middle school ; an alternative in the upper school ; and

optional in the Sixth Form. And the result of the teaching has

been satisfactory. It has not damaged classics. It has been the

means of educating many boys, and has been a visible gain to

the great majority; and it has steadily contributed to the lists of

honours gained at the University. If Dr. Temple had done
nothing else, his name Avould deserve honour at our hand for

having brought about this change. Let us hope that his successor

will be equally liberal to science, and maintain its efficiency.

The public anxiety about the fate of our great explorer, Dr.

Livingstone, has been anything but allayed by the recent telegrams

from Bombay and Zanzibar, wanting, as they seem to do at

present, the stamp of the approval of Sir R. Murchison. The
Bombay mail is now hourly expected ; and, by the opening meet-

ing of the Royal Geographical Society, Sir Roderick will be in

possession of all the data on which to form a complete estimate

of the recent intelligence, and will then communicate the results.

In the meantime, we Avait and hope ; Livingstcne is not the man
to do his work hastily or incompletely, or to return leaving any-

thing unexplored.

The President of the Royal Society, Sir Edward Sabine,

being unable, through pressure of official duty, to accept the

Khedive's invitation to be present at the opening of the Suez

Canal, was allowed to nominate a gentleman to represent the

Royal ^Society on the memorable occasion. The President's

choice, wliich has been approved by the Council, fell on Mr.

J. F. Batenian, C.E. This selection will perhaps gratify the

civil engineers as well as the Royal Society, for Mr. Bateman,
who is now on his way to Egypt, has made himself known on
the Mediterranean, by his land-reclamations in Majorca and at

the mouth of the Ebro.

Drs. Cartenter and Wyvili.f, Tiiojison have iust con-

cluded a remarkably successful dredging expedition in the

surveying 'ship ronii/tiiw, the scientific results of which will

shortly be laid before the Royal Society. They succeeded in

bringing up large quantities of ooze from a depth of more
than 2,400 fathoms, and have established the wonderful facts,

that at such enormous depths, in total darkness, and with a

temperature below the freezing-point, there is not merely life

but life in abundance ; not merely the lowest organisms, but

highly developed MoUusca, Echinodcrms, and Star-fishes.

Many practical points of great importance for future investigation

have been established during this cruise, more especially the

proper mechanical arrangements by which dredging can be carried

on in almost all weathers, thus, enormously increasing the

amount of work that can be performed in a given time ; and,

what is perhaps of equal value, the discovery by Captain Culver

of a far more effectual method than the dredge for obtaining in

large numbers many of the characteristic inhabitants of these

profound ocean depths. Copious series of thcrmometric observa-

tions have also been taken, which point to results of great

theoretical interest.

The "Female Physicians" question, thanks to Professor

Masson, has made a gieat stride during the past \\'eek. Ladies

are to be admitted to study Medicine at Edinburgh University.

Imjgine the feelings of the non-contents when Professor Masson,

in a final outburst, described their argumentation as "rampageous

mysticism, dashed with drivel from Anacrcon!"

We are glad to learn that, through the generosity of a friend

of science who forbids the mention of his name, the publication

of the Aslfoiniiiiical yournnl Yi about to be resumed. Dr. Gould
will edit it, as before.

The Fellows of th.e Chemical Society reassemble this evening

(Thursday), and begin the work of the session by discussing the

President's elaborate paper on the Atomic Theory, which has

been printed at length in the Journal of the Society. Any
contribution to chemical philosoph.y from the pen of Professor

Williamson must command the attention of those who have

studied the history of chemistry, and the discussion he has

invoked will doubtless be sustained by able] [supporters' and

opponents. Prof. Williamson holds that the atomic theory is

the consistent general expression of all the best known and best

arranged facts of chemistry, and he challenges detractors to bring

forward an alternative theory. He asserts that all chemists use

the atomic theory, though many refer to it as [something which

they would be glad to dispense with ; and that all the facts

which point so distinctly to the existence of molecules derive

their significance from the atomic theory. Even those who
cannot accept Dr. Williamson's conclusion that the atomic theory

is the very life of chemistry, will doubtless '/eel duly grateful

for his masterly summary of the evidence by wliich the theory

is upheld.

We learn with regret from Triihiicrs Litcyary Rcccrd\\\3.'L the

Imperial College of Pekin, which Mas established to disseminate

the knowledge of the West amongst the Celestials, appears to

have ended in a failure. Prince Kung favoured it, but other

powerful Mandarins, and amongst them Wo-Jen, a leader of the

anti-foreign party, have succeeded in extinguishing it. We are

afraid tliat we have here the result of Occidental diplomacy.

Has Wo-Jen been tampered with by Lowe-king?

It should make Englishman sad to think that while Mr.

Peabody, who we trust is now better, finds the most pressing
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call here on his far more than princely munificence, to be the

cry of the poor to heaven for bread and fresh air, in his ovm

country, he finds the progress of Science alone needing his

fostering aid. We have before us tlie first annual report of the

Trustees of the Pcahody Academy of Science, giving a full account

of the manner in which the gift of 140,000 dollars is to be

expended or invested, and of the progress already made in the

buildings, natural history collections, musuems, and published

proceedings, which we trust will worthily carry down the name

of Peabody to posterity.

M. Louis Lacaze has bequeathed to the French Academy

of Sciences the funds necessary for the foundation of three prizes

of 10,000 francs each, to be awarded every second year. The

sciences for which these prizes are to be given are Physiology,

Physics, and Cliemistry.

We understand that Mr. James Young intends founding in

Glasgow an institution for the study of Technology, to be opened

in the course of the ensuing year.

A French translation of Professor Huxley's Elementary

Physiology is announced.

We understand that the appointment of Master of the Mint

has not yet been filled up.

Earthquakes seem approaching inconveniently near us.

On Sunday night and Monday morning severe shocks were felt at

Frankfort, Damistadt, Wiesbaden, and Mayence ; while a

succession of shocks on the night of October 2, seems to have

been unpleasantly violent, as the following extract from a letter

from Coblentz, with which we have been favoured, will show :

—

"The greatest event we have had lately was an enrthqunke! It

was on the night of Saturday, October 2, a little before 12, when

most people were in bed, and were startled out of their sleep.

I was wide awake, luckily, so came in for the whole ; the noise

was most alarming, and when my bed shook under me I guessed

what it was. People in the town ran into the streets, and there

w-as general alarm, as the shocks were so severe. The worst

was about ten miles off, where chimneys fell and some walls

cracked, but everywhere the accompanying noise seems to have

been very gi^eat, like a train running under the house in bumps

and jerks. The whole extent of the earthquake was very

considerable, and many said they had never felt so bad a one

before.

"

Here are some notes from Oxford :

—

On the 28th ult., the Warden and Fellows of Merton

College elected Professor Clifton, F. R.S. (as Professor of

Experimental Philosophy) to a Fellowship in the College. This

is, we believe, only the second time that a college has availed

itself of the power given by its new statutes of electing a professor

to a fellowship, the person so elected being unconnected with the

college in question, either by past or present membership, or by

his professorship. Instances have occurred of the election of

Professors to Fellowships in the colleges to which their Professor-

ships were attached, but in this case the authorities of Merton

College, without the least pressure or solicitation from without,

have acted up to their increased powers given them by the last

statutes, although the professorship is attached to Wadham
College. We hail this piece of news with the greatest pleasure,

as it indicates the desire which is now beginning to show itself,

to devote the funds represented by fellowships to the purposes

of University work, rather than to treat fellowships ^as simple

prizes. The triennial elections of members of Council of the

University is an important event at Oxford, as that body has sole

power of initiation in University matters. The following were

elected as the result of the poll on Thursday last :—The Dean
of Christ Church ; the Presidents of Trinity and Magdalen ;

Professors Price, H. Smith, and Scott ; Mr. Ince, of Exeter
;

Mr. Liddon, of Christ Church, and Mr. Fowler, of Lincoln.

The deputy appointed by Sir Benjamin Brodie to deliver lec-

tures for him this teim is Mr. A. Vernon Harcourt, of Christ

Church. There are nineteen "unattached students " among the

Freshmen, unattached students being persons who have a\ailed

themselves of the recently gi'anted privilege of becoming members
of the University, without becoming members of any College.

Mr. Lawson, the Professor of Botany and Rural Economy,

will give a course of Lectures during the ensuing term on the

minute anatomy of plants. They are to be delivered in the

Herbarium at the Botanic Gardens every Tuesday and Friday at

8 P.M. Is this hour fixed as the one at which it is most likely

that members of the University, interested in Botany, will attend?

We well remember when Prof. Lindley lectured at University

College, London, to audiences of from eighty to a hundred

students at 8 A.M. An election to the Lee's Readership in

Anatomy will be holden at Christ Church on Saturday, De-

cember 1 8. Candidates for the office are requested to apply for

infoiTiiation to the Dean on or before Saturd.ay, the 13th of

November.

And here is a note from Cambridge :—The Rev. T. G.

Bonney, B. D., Tutor of .St. John's, has been appointed Lecturer

in Natural Science at Cambridge ; and Mr. Trotter, of Trinity,

will lecture on Electricity, Magnetism, and Botany. We under-

stand that these arrangements have been made because the staff"

of university professors is not large enough to do all the teaching

in Natural Science that is required. We congratulate the

University on the increased desire for instruction in these sub-

jects ; but is the number of men in the University competent to

teach them so small that it has been found necessary to entrust

Electricity and Botany to the same lecturer ?

ASTRONOMY
The Astronomical Congress at Vienna

The German Astronomical Society, although it dates from only
one or two years back, is already in earnest work, and this year
a Congress, extending over several days, was held at Vienna, at

which not only were the president and council elected for the

next year, but many papers of astronomical importance were
read. Count Marshall has been good enough to send us the

following account of the meeting :—The Society numbers actually

209 members, most of them superintendents of German and Extra-
German Observatories ; about 50 met at Vienna, among whom
MM. .Stnive, of Pulkowa (President), Moller (.Sweden), Forster
(Berhn), .Scheibner (Leipzig), Hersch (Neufchatel), Lieut. -Gen.
Bager (Berlin), Prof. Schaub (Trieste), Prof. Julius Schmidt
(Athens), Mr. Schonfeld (Mannheim), were perhaps the most
eminent. On Sept. 13, the first day of meeting, M. .Struve opened
the session with an exposition of the purpose of the Society and
the recent progress of astronomy, especially of the knowledge of

the physical nature of celestial bodies. .Since the last meeting at

Bonn, the number of members, the pecuniaiy resources, and the

library have notably increased, and the following publications

have been issued : Two years of the Quarterly Periodical,

Dr. Auwers's paper on Variable Proper Movements, Dr. Lesser's

Tables of Pomona, and Dr. von Asten's new Tables of Reduction
for the " Histoire celeste Franyaise." The study of the Asteroids,

new Tables of Jupiter and of Comets, especially of the periodical

ones, are in active preparation. Prof Auwers distributed copies

of tables for the reduction of positions of fixed stars from 1750
up to 1840, prepared at the Observatory of Pulkowa; and gave
an account of his own new reduction of Bradley's observations,

undertaken by order of the same Observatory, and of his tour to

England for this purpose, during which he found, at Oxford,

a number of old and very complete observations of fixed stars.

The President referred to his connection with the German North
Polar expedition. Prof. Julius Schmidt e.vliibited and explained

a map of the Moon 6 feet in diameter, made at the Observatory
of Athens. Prof. ZoUner (of Leipzig) detailed his recent observa-

tions of the .Sun on the Janssen-Lockyer method.
' September 15.—Prof. Bruhns (Leipzig) commemorated the

hundredth birthday of A. von Humboldt, and distributed the
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prospectus of a biography of lliis illustrious man of science,

which he intends to publish. Forty new members were adniiued.

Prof. Zollner continued his lecture on his observations of

the solar protuberances, and on a method of ascertaining the

movements of celestial bodies by means of spectral analysis.

His views were discussed by MM. Oppolzer, Scheibner, and
Struve. A number of proof-prints of Prof. Hcis' (Mtinster)

stellar maps were committed to MM. Julius Schmidt and Prof
Galle, to report upon. M. de Littrow, superintendent of the

Vienna University Observatory, communicated and explained the

plan of the] new Observatory to be built there, and commented
upon the recent endeavours of some calculators of the solar

parallax to derive ' useful results Jfrom Father Hell's observa-

tions, dating from 1769, proving these attempts to be altogether

useless, by exhibiting the original diaries of this observer, and
distributing fac-similes of the most important passages of them.

A communication, concerning the establishment of a Humboldt
Foundation at Vienna, was read.

September 16.—The president and council were elected ;

M. Strave, President ; Prof. Bruhns, Vice-President ; MM.
Auwers and Winnecke, secretaries ; Prof. Zollner, Librarian

;

M. Auerbach, Treasurer ; MM. Argelander and de Littrow,

members of the Council. A new member was admitted.

Mr. Julius Schmidt read his report on Prof. Heis's stellar maps.

Prof. Forster read a paper concerning the solar eclipse of August

18, 1868, with Dr. Tieb's remarks on the photograms of it,

taken at Aden, and proposed that the President and Council

should ensure their assistance on the occasion of the next transit of

Venus to any astronomers who should apply for it. The motion

has been adopted. Dr. Kaiser gave an account of his observations

concerning the ellipsoidal form ol the Moon, and the solar

protuberances, which elicited a reply from Prof Zollner,

M. de Littrow communicated the first report of the permanent

Adriatic Commission, and the programme of the prizes for the

discovery of comets, lately proposed by the Imperial Academy
of Vienna. Prof Schonfeld exhibited a letter from Fabricius to

Tycho Brahe (1596), in which the first notice of Mira Ceti is

given, and entered into historical details concerning this variable

star. The session of 1869 was closed by thaidis voted to the

Imperial Academy for having placed suitable localities at the

disposal of the Society.

CHEMISTRY
Preparation of Uranium

M. PeligoT has communicated to the Annales de Chimie et

de Physique [xvii. 368] a short note on the preparation of

ur.anium. A mixture of 75 grammes of uranous chloride, 150

grammes of dry potassium chloride, and 50 grammes of sodium in

fragments, is introduced into a porcelain crucible, itself surrounded

by a plumbago crucible. The reaction is effected in a wind
furnace, at the temperature of redness ; but the heat must be
increased for a short time at the close of the operation. In the

black slag may be found, after cooling, globules of fused uranium.

Throughout the operation, it is necessary to avoid the presence

both of moisture and atmospheric air.

A specimen of the metal prepared in this way by M. Valen-

ciennes had the specific gravity, l8'33. Uranium, is, therefore,

one of the densest of metals.

Stannous Chloride and Acids of Arsenic

A. Bettendorff has examined the action of stannous chloride

on the oxygen acids of arsenic. When a solution of stannous

chloride in fuming hydrochloric acid is added to a solution of

arsenious or arsenic oxide in the same acid, a brown precipitate

is foi-med, which, after proper washing and di7ing, consists of

metallic arsenic mixed with a small quantity of stannic oxide.

In an aqueous solution of arsenious or arsenic acid, stannous

chloride produces no precipitate ; but on adding strong hydro-

chloric acid till the liquid fumes slightly, precipitation takes

place. Arseniferous hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. i'i82to i'i35

gives an immediate precipitate ; the same diluted to sp. gr, i-ii5

gives imperfect precipitation after some time ; and in a similar

solution of sp. gr. I' 100, no precipitation takes place. From
this it may be inferred that the reaction occurs only between

stannous chloride and arsenious chloride ; furthei", that in a solu-

tion of ai-senious acid in hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. I '1 15 part

of the arsenic is present as chloride, but that hydrochloric acid

of sp. gr. 1*100 dissolves arsenious acid as such, without convert-

ing it into chloride. The reaction above described is extremely

delicate, and capable of detecting i \ii. of arsenic in a million

parts of solution. On antimony compounds stannous chloride

exerts no reducing action, even after prolonged heating : hence
the above-described reaction may be used to detect the presence
of arsenic in antimony compounds, the solution being previously
saturated with hydrochloric acid gas. Another useful applica-

tion of the same reaction is to the preparation of hydrochloric
acid free from arsenic : 421 gmis. of crude hydrochloric acid of sp.

gr. I '164 were mixed with a fuming solution of stannous chloride,

the precipitate separated by filtration after twenty-four hours,
and the hydrochloric acid distilled, the receiver being changed
after the first tenth had'passed over, and the remaining liquid

distilled nearly to dryness. The acid thus obtained gave not the
slightest indications of arsenic, either by Marsh's test or by
precipitation with hydro'gen sulphide.—[Zeitschr. f Chem. (2),

V. 495.]

Dichlorinated Aldehyde

Paterno has obtained dichlorinated aldehyde CoH^CLO by
the action of sulphuric acid on dichloracetal. It is a liquid

boiling at 89"—90°, attracts moisture from the air, and is thereby
converted into a hydrate, which crystallises in beautiful lamina,'.

Left to itself, even in sealed tubes, it becomes dense, and changes
into a white anrorphous mass, which lias the aspect of porcelain ;

but, when heated to 120'^, is reconverted into the original proiluct.

Dichlorinated aldehyde dissolves without decomposition in alcohol

and etiier ; when poured into water, it first sinks to the bottom
and then dissolves, especially on application of heat ; in short,

it exhibits the most complete analogy with chloral. It is diffi-

cult to oxidise, its vapour not undergoing any sensible alteration

when mixed with air or oxygen and passed over" red-hot spongy
platinum ; but when gently heated with several times its own
volume of fuming nitric acid, it is energetically attacked and con-
verted into dichloracctk acid CoH^CloO^. Phosphoric penta-

chloride attacks it strongly, producing the compound CjH^ClgO
or CjH.jCLO . CiHjClj, the action doubtless consisting in the

replacement of O by CL (as in the action of PCI5 on aldehydes
in general), whereby C^HoClj is produced, which, as soon as it

is formed, unites with a portion of the undecomposed dichlo-

rinated aldehyde, producmg the compound CjH^Cl^O. The
constitution of this body may be represented by the following

formida: :— CHCL—CH.,—0—CClj—CHCl.,,
or perhaps by CHCI2—CHCl—O—CHCl—CHCL.
The compound C4H4CI6O is a colourless oil, having an irritating

odour, heavier than water, soluble in alcohol and ether ; it distils

at 250" emitting acid vapours. Alcoholic piitash attacks it

strongly, with evolution of heat, and formation of potassium

chloride ; and, on adding water to the resulting licpiid, a heavy
aromatic oil separates, boiling at 196^, and having the composi-

tion CjH.jCljO—that is to say, containing 2HCI less than the

preceding. This last compound unites directly with four atoms
of bromine, forming the crystalline compound CjH.jCljBrjO.

In this respect, the compound C4li2Cl40 is analogous to

Malaguti's chloyoxdhosc Cjl!,;!, >, which he obtained by abstracting

four atoms of chlorine from ]>erchloi inated ethjdic oxide C4Clii,0.

According to this analogy, the compound C4H4C1,;0 may be
designated sii, hcxchlorinaUJ clhylk oxiiii, and C4HoCl4Br40 as

tetrachloro-tclyabrominated dliylk oxide. The two compounds
C4CI8O and C4H„Cl40 may also be regarded, respectively, as

pirchlorinatcd vinyl oxide and tc-tiiulikirinatcd vinyl oxide.—
[Giornale di Scienze di Palermo, v. 123, 127.]

Colouring Matter of Wine

Fr. PoNCHlN proposes the use of a solution of potassium

permanganate acidulated with sulphuric acid to distinguish be-

tween the natural colouring matter of wine and the various

substances added to imitate that colour. For this purpose a

normal solution of 2 grammes of the permanganate in lOO

grammes of distilled water is prepared when wanted for use ;

15 grammes of this solution acidulated, and 3 drops of pure

sulphuric acid, are added to 15 grammes of normal red wine

contained in a test-tube, and the liquid after being shaken is

left at rest. The greater part of the colouring matter is then

slowly precipitated in red flocks, while the supernatant liquid

retains the same colour, without weakening, for 24 hours afterwards.

After a few days, however, the precipitate acquires a deeper red

colour and the liquid becomes nearly colourless. For very deeply

coloured wines a larger proportion of the normal solution must be

used, care being, however, taken not to add it in excess, as that
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would produce complete decolorisation. If, on the other hand,
the same solution be added in the same quantities to wine which
has been artificially coloured red, the deception will soon become
apparent by the speedy decolorisation of the liquid, or by the
communication of some difierent colour to the liquid and to the
precipitate. The following table exhibits the various colours
assumed by the liquid and 'precipitate produced under these
circumstances in wine coloured by different substances

—

Siibsianccs added. Colour 0/ Liquid. Colour of Pycci/'itatc.
Pernainbuco wood . . Light orange red . . Reddish yellow
Campeachy wood . . Golden yellow . , . Orange yellow
Archil Very light red . , . Reddish yellow
Laccamufta .... Very light green . . Greenish-grey
Prepared Cochineal . Nearly colourless , , Grey
Fitolacca Nearly colourless , . Yellowish
Myrtle Nearly colourless • , Dingy-greenish
Violets Very light rose . , . Tellowish

"^trlTwr"'"' Persistent wine-red. . Blood-red

Dye-woods resist decolorisation more strongly than vegetable
juices ; and Brazil wood, when treated with the above-mentioned
reagent, aided by heat, acquires a crimson-red colour, due to the
formation of brazilin.—[Ann. di Chim. app. alia Med., September,
1869, p. 142.]

PHYSICS
Professor Magnus on Heat Spectra.

Professor Magnus has recently contributed to the Berlin

Academy a memoir on the radiation and .absorption of heat

at low temperatures. The results, which are of the highest

importance, are essentially as follows :

—

1. Different bodies, heated to 150'^ C, radiate different kinds

of heat.

2. Some substances eniit only one kind, some many kinds, of

heat.

3. Of the first class, perfectly pure rock-salt is an instance.

Just as its incandescent vapour, or that of one of its constituents

(sodium), is solitary in tint, so the substance itself, even at 150°,

emits heat of but a single ray. It is monothermic, just as its

vapour is monochromatic.

4. Rock-salt absorbs heat radiated from rock-salt in larger

quantity, and more powerfully, than that derived from sylvine and
other kinds. It does not, therefore, as maintained by Melloni

and Knoblauch, transmit heat from all sources with uniform

facility.

5. The amount of absorption effected by rock-salt increases

with tlie thickness of the absorbing plate.

6. The high diathermancy of rock-salt, does not depend on its

small absorptive power for the different kinds of heat, but on the

fact that it only radiates (and, consequently, only absorbs) heat

of one kind ; while almost all other bodies at the temperature
of 150° emit heat which contains only a small fraction or none
of those rays which are given out by rock-salt.

7. Sylvine (potassium chloride) behaves like rocU-salt, but is

not monothermic to an equal extent. This circumstance is also

obviously in analogy with the incandescent vapour of the salt,

or of potassium, \\ hich is known to furnish an almost continuous
spectrum.

8. Heat purely derived from rock-salt is almost completely

absorbed by fluor-spai'. It might thence have been expected

that heat radiated from fluor-spar would also be energetically

absorbed by rock-salt ; yet 70 per cent, of it traverse a plate

of rock-salt 20 mm. in thickness. If we remember that the

total heat emitted by fluor-spar is more than thrice as large as

that of rock-salt, this phenomenon is readily explicable ; never-

theless, it is probably dependent upon some other property of

fluor-spar.

9. If a spectrum could be projected of the heat 'radiated at

150°, and rock-salt were the radi.iting substance, such a spectrum
would contain only one band. If sylvine were employed, the

spectrum would be more expanded, but still would only include

a small ]iortion of the spectrum which would be given by the

heat radiated from lamp-blaclc.

In a subsequeirt communication, Ilerr Magnus treats of the
reflection of heat radiated at the surfaces of fluor-spar and other
bodies.

Having succeeded in obtaining the heat from different sub-

stances at 150° free from the rays of flames and other thermogenic
bodies, and afforded proof that there are some substances which
emit waves of one or but few lengths, while others present them
in more frequent variety, it next appeared interesting to solve

the problem how bodies behave with reference to reflective

power ; whether, in bodies which act similarly upon light, dif-

ferences parallel to those which are oliserved in respect of the
absorption and transmission of heat do not also occur in its

reflection.

Differences in reflective power are unmistakably apparent only
when rays are reflected which have a nnifoim, or but slightly
vaiying, length. Such rays have already been derived either
from a section of tlie spectrum furnished by a rock-salt prism,
or by transmitting the rays from a source (jf heat of many wave-
lengths through substances %xhich altoorb a number of them.
There are, however, but very few bodies that transmit rays of
only one or a few wave-lengths ; moreover, such riiys, obtained
by either method, have a very low intensity.

In spite of this difficulty, MM. de la Provostaye and Desains
showed, as early as 1849, that different quantities of the heat
from a Locatclli's lamp were reflected from speculum metal,
silver and platinum, according as it had lieen conducted through
glass or rock-salt ; and, for reflecting surfaces of all kinds, less

in the case of glass than in that of rock-salt.

Soon afterwards, by an extended series of experiments, and
employing the prismatically dispersed heat of a lamp, it was
proved by the same physicists that heat^from the different por-
tions of the spectrum is differently refiected. But, doubtless in

consequence of the low intensity of the incident heat, their re-

searches had reference solely to reflection by means of metallic
surfaces. Now, if in rock-salt we possess a substance that emits
waves of only one or but few lengths, and are acquainted with
other bodies which, at 150'', also radiate but a few kinds, re-

searches can be instituted on reflection at non-metallic surfaces.

It has thus appeared that the different kinds of heat or wave-
lengths are reflected from such surfaces in very tlifferent propor-
tions. One of the most striking examples may here be adduced :

it refers to the reflective power of fluor-spar.

Of the heat radiated by a great variety of substances, unequal
(though but slightly differing) amounts were reflected at an angle
of 45° ; being in the case of

—

Silver between 83 and 50 per cent.
Glass ,, ,, 14 ,,

Rock-salt ,, 5 „ 12 ,,

Fluor-spar ,, 6 ,, 10 „

But of the heat from rock-salt, fluor-spar reflected 28 to ,^0 per
cent., whereas silver, glass, and rock-salt returned no more of
this heat than in the preceding cases.

Here, too, it was evident, as in the experiments on thermic
transmission, that sylvine emits, besides a large quantity of the
rock-salt kind, species of heat of another nature. Fluor-spar
reflects 15 to 17 per cent, of the heat from sylvine ; less, conse-
quently, than that from rock-salt, and more than that from the
other radiating bodies.

Granted an eye that could distinguish different wave-lengths of
heat inithe same manner .as wave-lengths of light, and when the
waves from rock-salt are incident upon different bodies, fluor-

spar will appear to it brighter than any. If the rays are deriveil

from sylvine, fluor-spar would seem still brighter than all the
above bodies, but not so bright as when submitted to the rock-
salt rays.

Melloni has shown that different substances transmit heat
in very unequal proi>ortions, and that the source of heat has a
marked influence on the facility of transmission. Still, the
sources of heat were only distinguished by degree ; it was merely
recognised that an increased temperature corresponds to increased
variability of wave length. It now appears that at one and the
same temperature, :\.w(S.tJtat—viz., 150°—far below incandescence,
different substances emit very different kinds of heat, and that,

within such a range, an extraordinarily large number of different

heat-rays or wave-lengths continually intermingle. This mani-
fold intennixlure is particularly furthered l?y the selective re-

flection taking place at the different surfaces.

It follows from what has been said that an eye cap.able of dis-

cerning the different wave-lengths of heat, as it can now dis-

criminate the colours of light, would perceive, with very little

warmth to itself, every possible variety of tint in surrouncfing

objects.

PHYSIOLOGY
Pettenkofer on Cholefa

Ne.vri.y the whole of the second part of the Zeitschrift fiir

Biologie, bd. v. (300 ]5ages), is taken up by a long memoir by
Prof. Von Pettenkofer on "Soil and Sock-water in their
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Relations to Cliolei-a and Typhus" (Boden und Giundwnsser in

ihren Bezielumgen zu Cholera und Typhus) in whicli he developes

at length his views. To many these aie probably now well

known, but still, it may be perhaps as well to state that they are

somewhat as follows.

The phenomena of Cholera result from the introduction into

the animal system of a cholera poison, which is possibly an
organic being, and wliich we may call z. Now, : is non-repro-

ductive ; does not of itself multiply or spread. But there is

another distinct thing, the cholei-a germ (originating in India),

which we may call x. x of itself will not produce cholera

symptoms. It may remain, and prob.ably may multiply in the

human body, and be carried in or on the body from place to

place without of itself producing cholera. Cholera symptoms
can only l)e brouglit about by z, and .r can only give rise to

cholera, indirectly, by generating z. But .r, in order that it may
generate c, must come in contact with and act upon another

substance, whicli we may call y. That is, x cannot germinate

into z unless it meets with the substratum y ; or we may use

the idea, thrown out we believe by Dr. Farr, and imagine .v and

y to be the male and female parents of the offspring z, which is

either sterile, or can only reproduce -r.

Thus, then, .r originating at certain times in India, 'and meeting
with J' at once gives rise to z, and an outbreak of cholera is the

result. The quantity of z is probably more than sufficient to

account for all the cases that occur ; the surplus may even

perhaps be carried about, and so spread the epidemic ; but there

Ijeing no reproduction of z, the stock woidd sooji be exhausted.

With z, however, a quantity of x is also carried about, more
particularly by the e.vcrement ; x, in fact, clings to its products

just as yeast cells cling to a fermented liquid. And whenever .v

meets with fresh y, it generates fresh z ; and so the epidemic

travels on, x making itself felt by z whenever it falls upon a

store of y. For the existence of _)', certain things are necessary,

to wit :

—

1. A soil which, like alluvium, is permeable to air and water

for several feet deep.

2. A rise and fall of sock-water. A soil which is permanently

dry, or one which is always filled with sock-water, are e<-[\ially

unfavourable for the development of i'. The change of level of

water is absolutely necessary.

3. The presence of organic and mineral matters on which the

variations in the amount of sock-water may act, and out of them
produce

J'.

4. A temperature suitable for such processes of organic

evolution.

All these points and many others are fully discussed in a

series of chapters with such headings as " Porous and Compact
Soils" ; "The Soil and the Immunity of Wirzburg "

;
" Influ-

ence of drinking Water on Cholera epidemics"; "Considerations

on the Cholera epidemic of 1S66 in East London, in reference

to Soil .and .Sock -water conditions" ;
" Apparent evidences against

the 'Soil and Water theory' and for the theory of 'Contact

and Idiosyncrasy,'" &c. &c. It concludes with a series of aphor-

isms, "On the Origin and Spread of Cholera"; "On the

Influence of Variations in Sock-level on the Enteric Fever of

Munich "
; and, " On the Causes of the Immunity of Lyons."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Zoological Society.—The first scientific meeting for the

session will be held on Thursday the nth inst. , when Prof.

Flower, F. R.S., will read a paper on the Anatomy of the Aard-
Wolf {Protdes crislaliis). The following communications have
been received since the last meeting :—Dr. J. Anderson : Letter

received from, describing a living specimen of the Pigmy hog ot

Terai (Poirula salvaiiia).—Mr. P. L. Sclater : Remarks on the

condition of various Zoological Gardens on the Continent recently

visited by him, and on new and rare animals observed in those

establishments.—Dr. B. .Simpson. "Hoiei o\\/li!urns fiilgens.—
Mr. John Brazier : Note on the Egg of a species oi Mi\^iiJ^O{hus

from P.ank's Islands.—.Surgeon Francis Day : Remarks on fishes

in Calcutta Museum.—iVIr. John Brazier : Notes on the L(5calities

of two Species of Land-Shells.—Mr. R. B. Sharpe : Additional

Notes on the genus Ctyx.—Dr. George Bennett: Letter received

from, on the habits of the Wood Hen of Lord Howe's Island.

—

Dr. J. E. Gray : On the Guemul or Roe Buck from Tinta, South
Peru.—Dr. A. Giinther : Report on two collections of Indian

Reptiles.—Mr. Morton Allport: Letter received from, on the

introduction of Salmon into the Australian Colonies.—Rev. O. P.

Cambridge : Notes on some Spiders and Scorpions from St.
Helena, with descriptions of new species.—The Secretary : On
additions to the Alenagerie during June, July, August, and
September.—Mr. W. T. Eraser : Letter rece'ived from, respect-
ing the Existence of the Rhinoceros in Borneo.

M.VNCHESTER.

Literary and Philosophical Society, October.—Mr. E. W.
Einney, I'Mn.S. in the Chair. The follosving extract of a letter
from Dr. Joule, F.R.S., dated Southport, October 5th, 1S69,
and addressed to the Chairman, was read :

— " I enclose a rough
dra\\ing of the appearance of the setting sun. Mr. Baxendell
noticed the fact that at the moment of the departure of the sun
below the horizon, the last glimpse is coloured bluish green.
On two or three occasions I have noticed this, and also near
sunset that just at the upper edge, where bands of the sun's
disk are separated one after the other by refraction, each band
becomes coloured blue just before it vanishes."

P.\Ri.';.

Academy of Sciences, October 25."— M. L. Pasteur
communicated a note relative to the dispute which h.as arisen
between him and M. Thenard on the subject of his patented
process for preserving wines by the application of heat. A
paper was read by M. Phillips on the Movement of similar
solid Elastic Bodies, supplementary to a memoir on the equili-

brium of such bodies, read in January last.

A memoir on the fundamental Equations of the mechanical
theory of Heat, by M. F. Reech, was presented by M. Regnaidt.
In a note on the illumination of transparent bodies by polarised
Light, M. A. Lallemand described some new exjieriments with
transparent solids. On passing a ray of polarised light horizontally
through a polished cube of glass in a direction perpendicular to
two of its faces, the maximum of illumination is horizontal, the
light emitted is white, is entirely polarised in a horizontal plane,
and gives the principal lines of the solar spectrum. When viewed
vertically, the illumination is nil, unless the glass be fluorescent.

The light observed in a vertical direction in the latter case is

more or less coloured, is neutral to the polariscope, and gives

none of the lines of the solar spectrum. The author noticed

the behaviour of various other substances, such as crystal, fluor

spar, Iceland spar, iSrc, M. Dumas communicated a letter from
M. P. Volpicelli on the Heat of the Lunar Radiation containing

an historical sketch of the researches upon this subject, and showing
that both Melloni and Herschcl have demonstrated the calorific

action of the Moon. M. H. Marie Davy, whose previous state-

ment (September 20, 1869) that the calorific effects of the Moon's
rays were inappreciable called forth M. Volpicelli's remarks,

now connnunicated a note on the Calorific Power of the Lunar
Rays, in v^'hich, after noticing that Melloni was the first to demon-
strate the existence of such a ]:iower, and that his results had been
confirmed by Prof Piazzi Smyth ; he goes on to describe his own
recent experiments, in which, by the employment of the thermo-

electric pile, he has been able to obtain a series of results perfectly

confirmatory of those of his predecessors. He found that the heat

furnished by the moon is quite appreciable, and that its amount
increases rapidly as it advances towards the full. M. C. Dareste

communicated a memoir on the notion of Type in Teratology,

and on the distribution of monstrous type in the division of

vertebrate animals ; the argument of which is, that the ty]3e of

monstrosities is correlated with the type of organisation, so that

if uniformity of type occurs in monstrosities throughout any wide

range in all classes of the vertebrata, for example, the origin of

such monstrosities dates from a veiy early period of embryonic

development, and the more limited the range of a monstrosity,

the later in the life of the embryo v\ill be its origin. A paper was

read by M. P. P. Deherain on the influence exerted by dif-

ferent luminous rays upon the decomposition of carbonic acid and

the evaporation of water by leaves. The author states that,

with equal intensity, the yellow and red rays act more energeti-

cally than the blue and violet rays, both in producing evaporation,

and in causing the decomposition of carbonic .acid ; in the latter

respect he found that the leaves of rctaniogcloii [rispiis emitted

26'2 cub. cent, of gas under yellow light ; they gave off only

5 -S cub. cent, in the same time under blue rays of equal intensity.

M. E. Decaisne communicated some remarks on the various con-

ditions of the production of goitre ; M. Landrin, a note on the

physiological action of Chloral ; M. Jaliwski, an account of a

process for bronzing iron ; M. Delaurier, a note on the manufac-

ture of manganate of calcium, and M. Mehay, a note on the

Infinitesimal Calculus.
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rillLADELrHIA.

American Philosophical Society.—We select the following

extracts from the reports of the recent meetings of this Society :

—

Prof. Trego has communicated an extract from a letter from
Mr. Davidson of the Coast Survey, to Mr. D. B. Smith of

Germantown, detailing the method employed to obtain the

recent determination of longitude and the velocity of the electric

current between Cambridge and San Francisco.
" I give you the first written news not only of our telegraph

longitude success, but of the success of my plan for determining
the titne oj transmission ofclock signals/rom tny clock to Cambndge
and hack, over 7,000 miles of wire, through 13 repeaters and a
multitude of relays. Through the liberality of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, I had two trans-continental lines

placed at my use, and last night I succeeded beautifully. My
circuit was as follows. My clock breaks the local circuit every
second, depriving the helix A of its electricity, and the magnet
of its magnetism. This relieves the armature B, which is drawn
away by a spring, and the pen C makes its record on the
revolving cylinders of the chronograph. At the same instant

the main current to Cambridge and back is broken by the
insulated prolongation of the armature at D, and the break
transmitted to Cambridge and back, through 7,000 miles of

Cambridge
7,000 miles.

Main line.

^ I

San Fran-

pij^l Cisco relay.

^^ Earth at San
^^•' Francisco.

C. Sending pen. I. Receiving pen.

S.^N FRANCISCO CHRONOGRAPH.

wire, to my relay E, which relieves the armature F, and the
local circuit is broken ; the helix G deprived of its electricity and
the magnet of its magnetism, relieving the armature H, which is

drawn away by a spring, and the pen I makes ih; record on the
revolving cylinders of the chronograph. These two pens are on
the same horizontal line. Our experiments show tliat it took
o"S7 of a second to traverse the above circuit. I also made
experiments through to Buffalo, Chicago, Omaha, Cheyenne,
Salt Lake, and Virginia, and back. All successful. As this

experiment was not contemplated by the programme of the longi-

tude experiments, I have the satisfaction of seeing my ingenuity
successfully proved."

Prof. Kirkwood has communicated through Mr. Chase a discus-
sion of the periodicity of the Sun's spots. We shall return to
this communication.

Mr. Dubois presented a specimen and analysis of silver ore,

accompanied with the following note from the Assay Office,

United States Mint :

—

" In the Report of the British Commission on International
Coinage, lately published, we find an extract from the Journal des
Dclmts, of November 13, 1866, stating that the German assayers
had found the average fineness of French gold coins of that year
to be 898 thousandths, and a fraction. It adds that this is an
unworthy source of gain to Government, whose ambition it

should be to have the coins correct. The Moniteiir of Novem-
ber 20 (official organ) replies, that this is as near to standard as
can be expected from the defects of practical operation; and
that it is the duty of Government to prevent these ' ill-founded
criticisms.' Our own assays, for many years, have proved a
deficiency in the French coins, averaging about one-thousandth.
The apology of the Monitcur has no just foundation. Both
at this Mint, and at San Francisco, the gold coins are kept
close to the mark, scarcely varying the tenth of a thousandtli ;

as is proved by annual assays, and by foreign reports. British
coinage is equally exact.

"This fact affords an arginnent against the project of
International Coinage. If we work to 900, and France to 899
or less, and both pass alike, the difference is against us,"

DIARY.
THURSDA V, November 4.

LiNNEAN Society, at 8.—On some Brazilian Plants from the neighbourhood
of the Campinas : J. Correa de Mello. On two Indian Plants : N. Dalzell.

On the Occurrence of a Luminous Insect near Buenos Ayres ; R. Trimen.
Chemical Society, at 8.—Discussion on Dr. Williamson's Discourse on the
Atomic Theory.

FRIDAY, November 5.

Geologists' Association, at 8.—Comparative Anatomy as applied to

Geology: Dr. C. Carter Blake, F.G.S.

MONDAY, November 8.

London Institution, at 4.—Elementary Fhysics : Prof. Guthrie.
Royal Geographical Society, at 8.30.—President's Address. Journey to

the Yellow River : Mr. Elias.
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Ethnological Society, at 8.—On the Chinese Race ; their Language,
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Geological Society, at 8.—Australian Mesozoic Geology and Paleon-
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Structure of the Scales of certain Insects of the Order Thysannra :
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Building : Prof Robert Kerr.
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cristatus: Prof. Flower, F.R.S,
London Mathematical Society, at 8.—General Meeting at Burlington
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{Nearly ready.

THE STRENGTH
By KNUT STYFFE, of
P. SANDBERG.
Plates. 8vo. \is.

OF IRON AND STEEL.
Stockholm. Translated by CHRISTER

With Preface by JOHN PERCY, F.R.S. With

ART OF TRAVEL ; or, Hints on the Shifts and
Contrivances available in Wild Countries. By FRANCIS GALTON,
F.R.G.S. Fourth Edition. Woodcuts. Post Svo. qs. 6t/.

PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY; or, The Modern
Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants, considered as Illu<;trative of
Geology. By Sir CHARLES LYELL, Bart. Tenth Edition. Two
Vols. Svo. i6.r. each.

THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN, FROM GEO-
LOGICAL EVIDENCES : with Remarks on Theorie.i of the Origin
of Species by Variation. By Sir CHARLES LYELL, Bart. Third
Edition. Illustrations. Svo. 14^.

SILURIA : a History of the Oldest Rocks in the
British Isles and other Countries, with a Sketch of the Distribution of
Native Gold. By Sir RODERICK JXIURCHISON, Ban. Fourth
Edition. Map and Illustrations. Svo. 30.^.

THE CONNECTION OF THE PHYSICAL
SCIENCES. By MARY SOMERVILLE. Ninth Edition. Portrait.
Post Svo. ^.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By Mary Somerville.
Fourth Edition. Revised by H. W. B.\TES, .Assistant Secretary to
theR.G.S. Post Svo.

ON MOLECULAR AND
SCIENCE. By MARY SOMERVILLE.
Vols. Post Svo. 211.

MICROSCOPIC
With Illustrations. Two

THE RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, and SEA-COAST
OF YORKSHIRE. With Essays on the Climate, Scenery, and
Ancient Inhabitants of the Country-. By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S.
Second Edition. Plates. Svo. 15J.

THE PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
HOLY LAND. By Rev. EDWARD ROBINSON, D.D. Post Svo.

THE HARVEST OF THE SEA ; or, The Natural
History_of British Food Fishes. By JAMES G. BERTRAM.
Second Editit With Illustrations. Svo.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES, BY MEANS OF
NATURAL SELECTION ; or. The Preservation of Favoured Races
in the Struggle for Life. By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. Fifth
Edition. Illustrations. Post Svo. 14J.

THE VARIATION of ANIMALS and PLANTS
UNDER DOMESTICATION, By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S.
Illustrations. Two Vols. Svo. 28f.

THE FERTILISATION OF ORCHIDS,
THROUGH INSECT AGENCY. By CHARLES DARWIN,
E. R. S. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 9J.

A NATURALIST'S VOYAGE ROUND THE
WORLD. By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. Seventh Edition.
Illustrations. Post Svo. 9J.

TRAVELS OF A FRENCH NATURALIST IN
SIAM. By HENRI MOUHOT, F RG.S. With 80 Illustrations.

Two Vols, 8vo.

THE NATURALIST ON THE
ZONS : during Eleven Years of Travels.
Second Edition. Illustrations. Post Svo. 12s.

RIVER AMA-
By H. W. BATES.

TRAVELS IN PERU AND INDIA; while super-
intending the Collection of Cinchona Plants and Seeds and their

Introduction into India. By CLEMENTS R. M.^RKHAM. Illus-

trations. 8vo. 16s.

TRAVELS IN THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO,
JAV.A, CELEBES, AMBOYNA, the SPICE ISLANDS, and many
other Islands hitherto unexplored, with their Natural Histor>', Geo-
Eraphy. &c- By ALBERT S. B1CK.M0RE, M.A. With Maps and
36 Illustrations. Svo. 21s.

TRAVELS AND ADVENTURES IN THE
TERRITORY OF ALASKA AND ON THE RIVER YUKON.
By FRED'ERICK.WHYMPER. With Map and 30 Illustrations.

Svo. 1 5J.

THE NILE AND ITS BANKS, showing their
Attractions to the Archaeologist, Naturalist, and General Tourist. By
Rev. A. C. SMITH. With Woodcuts. Two Vols. Post Svo. iSs.

RESEARCHES IN THE HIGHLANDS OF
TURKEY, including VISITS to MOUNTS IDA, ATHOS, OLYM-
PUS, and PELION ; with Notes on the Classical .Superstitions of the

Modern Greek. By REV. H. F. TOZER, M.A. .With Map and
Illustrations. Two Vols. Crown Svo. 24J.

A GEOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOK OF ALL
THE KNOWN FERNS, divided into Si.\; Territorial Divisions.

K. M, LYELL. Post Svo.

By

OUR IRON-CLAD SHIPS; THEIR QUALL
TIES, PERFORMANCES, AND COST. Including Chapters oh
Turret-Ships, Iron-clad Rams, &c. By E. J. REED, C.B. With
Illustrations, Svo.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on SHIPBUILDING
IN IRON AND STEEL. By E. J. REED, C.B. Chief Constructor

of the Royal Navy. With 5 Plates and 250 Woodcuts. Svo. 30s.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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H ARDWICKE'S
PLAIN AND EASY BOOKS FOR NATURAL HISTORY STUDE S.

HALF-HOURS WITH THE STARS: a
Guide to the Constellations, showing the Position of the

Principal Star Groups Night after Night throughout the

Year. True for every year. Demy 4to. price ^s.

HALF-HOURS WLTH THE TELESCOPE:
a Popular Guide to the Use of the Telescope as a means of

Amusement and Instruction. By R. A. PRUCTOR, B.A.

F.R.A.S. Fully Illustrated, price 2J-. bd.

THE COLLECTOR'S HANDY-BOOK OF
ALG^E, DIATOMS, DESMIDS, FUNGI, LICPIENS,
MOSSES, &c. By the Rev. W. W. SPICER, M.A.
Fcap. Svo. cloth, 1 14 Illustrations, price is. i>d.

4- BRLTLSH FERNS. By Mr:,

plain, 4J-. coloured.

Laiikisla:

BRLTLSH FUNGL.
Coloured Plates, price 6.f.

By M. C. Cooke

Gd.

40

6. MLCROSCOPLC FUNGL. By JIL C.

With nearly 300 figures Coloured, 6s.

CooL:

7. BRLTLSH MOLLUSCS {both Laud and Fresh

Water). By R. TATE. Plaiii 4-r., Coloured 0.r.

8. BRLTLSHREFTLLES : Lizards, .Snakes, Neials,

TOADS, FROGS, AND TORTOISES. By M.' C.

COOKE. Plain 4s., Coloured 6^.

9. HALF-HOURS JVLTLL TLLE MLCROSCOPE.
By Dr. LANKESTER. With 250 Drawings by Tuffen
West. Plain aj. (>d., Coloured 4jr.

10. THE FREPARATLON AND MOUNTLNG
OF MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS. By THOMAS
DAVIES. Price 2s. dd.

11. WLLD FLOWERS WORTLL NOTLCE. By
Mrs. LANKESTER. 4?. Coloured.

12. A MANUAL OF STRUCTURAL BOTANY
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND CLASSES.
By M. C. COOKE. 300 Illustrations, price i;r., cloth ij-. dd.

13. A MANUAL OF BOTANLC TERMS. By
M. C. COOKE. With upwards of 300 Illustrations,

price 2s. bd.

London: ROBERT HARDWICKE, 192, Piccadilly, W.

Now ready, super royal Svo. cloth, price los. 6d.

A SUPPLEMENTAL VOLUME TO "ENTOZOA;"
AN LNTRODUCTLON TO TLLE STUDY OF LLELALLNTLLOLOGY.

Bv T. SPENCER COBBOLD, M.D. F.R.S.

Contents:—
On the lii-.lory of the discovei-y of 7 richhia s/tirnlis.—KQCM\M of successful feeding-experiments wilh Trkhina spiralis.—On the rearing of the laryse of

Tunia iiieilwcniiellata by experiment with "proglottides."—Further observations on the larva; of Tcetiia mediocaiu-llata. with remarks on Cysticerci

from mutton.—Additional successful experiments respecting Tania iiiediocaneUata, T. serrata, T. itmrg-matn, and T. Cicniiriis.—On the nature

of ceitain Pseud-Entozoa found in diseased and healthy cattle.—On the comparative prevalence of different forms of Entozoa infesting the Dog,

in relation to public health. — On the Entozoa of the common Fowl, .and on those of Game-birds in general.—Observ-ations on the Dhtoma ctavatum

of the Sword-fish, and on the so-called DUtoma i-leJ-haiUis of the Indian elephant.—On the question of Organic Individuality, Entozoologically

considered.—Supplemental Bibliography.—Inde.\ of Authorities.— General Index.

GROOMBRIDGE & SO.NS, 5, Paternoster Row, London.

GROOMBRIDGE'S SCIENCE MANUALS.
Fcap. cloth, price 4^-. ; post free. 4S stamps.

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCIENTIFIC CHEMISTRY.
r.Y F. S. liARFF, IM.A., Chri.sts College, Cambridge.

Assistant to Dr. H 'UUajiiwit, Professor 0/ Chemistry, Lnwersity College, London.

SECOND EDITION.
" This is the first volume of an educational series of elementary treatises ahout to he issued for students. The student who knows Mr. BarfT's

book in the way it is intended to be known, will have a solid ground-work of chemical knowledge on which he may safely rear the more speculative

branches of the science. For the purposes of clear instruction, for preparing for the earlier examinations, and last, though not least, for cheapness

and e.x-cellence, we heartily recommend Mr. BariTs work to the notice of students."—Zawc^A

Fc; Svo. clijth, pi ice 3.^. (yd . pi>st free for 42 stamp-^

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF HEAT.
Ey T. A. ORME,

Tcackcr cf Cheviistry and Experimental Physics, University College School, London.

The subject is so treated as to render it intelligible to all who have a knowledge of arithmetic, and special attention is paid tu those parts of the

science which are practically useful.

Fcap. Svo. cloth, price 4^., posj free for 4,8 stamps.

AN ELEMENTARY COURSE OF MECHANICAL PHILOSOPHY.
By RICHARD WORMELL, M.A., B.Sc.

A suitable tt;\t-book for students preparing for the Matriculation Examination, London ; Examination in Science (First B.Sc): Examination in Arts

(Second B.A.) ; Examinations of the Science and Art Department, and the competitions for the Whitworth Scholarships.

GROOMBRIDGE & SONS, 5, Paternoster Row, London.
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FREDERICK WARNE CO. PUBLISHERS.

NEW BOOKS, NEW EDITIONS, Etc. 1869-1870.

In handsome Portfolio, price i/. \s.

ILLUSTRATIONS
OF THE GRACES AND VIRTUES OF LIFE.

Twenty-four Pictures, mounted on Cardboard, printed In (jil Colours from
Original Paintings by J. (_). Watson. H. Le Jeune, C. Green, Henry Warren,
Francis Walker. H. C. Selous. E. Duncan, K. G. Skill. E. J. Poynter,

J. Mahoney, M. E. Edwards, E. H. Webnert.

In imperial 4(0. gilt and gilt edges, \I. is. Second Edition.

The NOBILITY of LIFE; its GRACES and VIRTUES.
Edited by I,. V. With Illustrations, Borders, and Vignettes, engraved by

Dalziels, and 24 pages of Original Design.? printed in Colours by Kronheim
and Evans.

Ill crown Svo. cloth, price 7.^, 6J, gilt and gilt edges.

FLORA SYMBOLICA;
Or, THE L.\XGU.AGE AND SENTIMENT OF FLOWERS. In-

cluding Floral Poetry, original and selected Compiled and Edited by
JOHN INGRAM, with 32 pages of Original Illustrations printed in Colours
by Terry.

THE CHANDOS POETS.
In crown Svo. price js 6J. cloth gilt ; or in morocco, 15J.

ELIZA COOK'S POEMS.
Only Complete Edition, revised by the Author, \

t Steel Plates, and Portrait.

ith many Origin.al Piece.'?,

Uniform with the above, same price.

LONGFELLOW'S POETICAL WORKS.
POETS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS.
LEGENDARY BALLADS OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

In l.irje crown Svo. cloth gilt, gilt cdj^e?, 720 pp. price <js.

CYCLOPiEDIC SCIENCE SIMPLIFIED.
By J. H. PEPPER, Professor of Chemistry, and Honorary Director nf

the Royal Polytechnic Institution. Embracing Light, Heat, Electricity,
Magnetism, Pneumatics, Acoustics, Chemistry. With 600 Illustrations.

In large crown 8vo. price 5^. Gf. cloth gilt.

JULIAN; or, SCENES IN JUDJEA.
By the Rev, WIL1.I.\M WARE. With Steel Frontispiece .iiid Vignette.

Uniform with the .ibove. s.inie price, and by the Rev. \N'ILLIAM WARE.
ZENOBIA, QUEEN OF PALMYRA.
ROME AND THE EARLY CHRISTIANS.

In demy Svo. half red roan, price i/, 5^.

LOUDON'S
ENCYCLOPJEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS.

Containing the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of Grent ijritain. Native and
Foreign, scieniilically and popularly described, with their Propagation,
Culture, and Uses in the Arts, and with nearly 3,000 Illustrations,

In demy Svo. half red roan, price 1/. ss.

LOUDON'S

ENCYCLOPEDIA of COTTAGE, FARM, & VILLAGE
ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE.

Containing numerous Designs for Dwellings, from the Villa to the Cottage
and the Farm, including Farmhouses, Farmeries, and other Agricultural
Hiiildings. Illustrated by upwards of 2,000 Engravings.

Large crown Svo. gilt, price 7.^. 61/.

HK^DON'S
AMATEUR GARDENER'S CALENDAR.

Being a Monthly Guide as to what should be avoided as well as what should
be done in a Garden in each Month. Revised by W. ROBINSON, F.L.S.
Illustrated.

COJUPE.VV/UUS OF ENGLISH LITERA TURE.
In Four Vols, crown Svo. price 21 1. cloth, New Style of Bindini;, with Steel

lllu^traticins ; or half calf, price 31^. id.

HALF-HOURS WITH THE BEST AUTHORS.
A LIBRARY EDITION.

Remodelled by its original Editor, CHARLES KNIGHT, with .Selections
from Aiuhnrs added, whose Works have placed them amongst the " Best
Authors" since the publication of the First Edition.

In Tw.i \'ols. demy Svo. price loj. cloth : i2j. with gilt edges ; or half calf
extra, i6j.

THE PEOPLE'S EDITION OF
HALF-HOURS WITH THE BEST AUTHORS.

Selected and Edited by CHARLES KNIGHT. With Si.vteen Steel
Portraits.

In One Vol. demy Svo. cloth, 5.r. ; with gilt edges, 6i. ; or h.ilf calf extra, R.t.

HALF-HOURS OF ENGLISH HISTORY.
Selected and Arranged by CHARLES KNIGHT. A Companion Volume

to the " Half-Hours with the Best Authors."

THE ELDER DISRAELIS WORKS.
The only Authorised and Complete Edition, with Notes. In Three Vols,

crown Svo. price 12^. cloth. New Style. With Steel Portraits.

THE CURIOSITIES OF LITERATURE.
Revised and Edited, with Memoir and Life, by his Son, The Right Hon

D. DISRAELI, M.P.
J . s .

Uniform in every respect with the above. In One Vol. crown Svo. price 5J.

THE AMENITIES OF LITERATURE.

In One Vol. crown Svo. price 4.^. each.

THE CALAMITIES and QUARRELS of AUTHORS.

THE LITERARY CHARACTERS OF MEN OF
GENIUS.

The Complete Edition, in Six \'olumes, price i/. 5j\

In Five Vols, price \2s. C>d. thick fcap. and New Stvle. A Complete Edition
oi I lie

NOVELS AND TALES OF THE RIGHT HON.
B. DISRAELI, M.R

The DISRAELI EDITIOX. Five Vols. large crown Svo. elegantly
printed, li. IS.

In large crown Svo. price 105. cloth. New Style, 1,100 pages.

TOWNSEND'S MANUAL OF DATES.
In this completely New Edition, the number of distinct Alphabetical

Articles has been increased from 7,383 to 11,045, the whole work remodelled,
every date verified, and every subject re-examined from the original autho-
rities.

NEW HISTORICAL WORK FOR STUDENTS.
In large crown Svo- price 6s. cloth, 650 pages.

THE LAST CENTURY OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY.
A Reference Book, containing an Annotated Table of Chronology, Lists of

Contemporary Sovereigns, a Dictionary of Battles and Sieges, and Biogra-
phical Notes of Eminent Indlvidnals, from 1767 to 1867. By A. C
EWALD, Esq.

Small crown Svo. cloth, 5S0 pages, price 5J".

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEAKER AND READER.
A Selection of Prose and Verse from Modern and Standard Authors.

Classified and Arranged for the Use of Public Schools, with full Instructions
in the Art of Elocution. Compiled and Edited by J. E. CARPENTER.
M.A. Ph.D.

LONDON: BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
NEW YORK: SCRIBNER, WELFORD, & CO.
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THE DOCTRINE OF EVOLUTION.

MR. HERBERT SPENCER'S WORKS.

In I vol. 3vo. cloth, price i6j-. Second KtUtion, re-organircd ami fuiili<'r

developed,

FIRST PRINCIPLES.
u.

Ill 1 vuls. 3vo. cloth, price 54^-

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY.
III.

Ill I vol. 8vo, clotli. price '">.

EDUCATION : Intellectual, Moral, and
Physical.

IV.

In stitT cover, price 2^. 61/.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE
SCIENCES: to which ..re ..JJca, Re.i»oiii for I.li^^clltiM ,' Ir.nii tlie I'inlo-

sophy of M. Cointe.

CHEAPER EDITIONS.
V.

In I vol. 8vo. cloth, price 10^.

SOCIAL STATICS ; or, the Conditions
Essential to Human Happiness specihcd, and the first uf thcni devcl'-ipcd.

VI.

In -z vols. 8vo. cloth, price \6s.

ESSAYS : Scientific, Political, and Spe-
culative. (Beinii the Kirat and Second Series re-arranged, and containing an

atlditional Essay.)

•v* A few copies of the First Edition ^i the Second Series are still to be

had, price loj.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London ;

and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8vo. price &s-.

MACVICAR.—A SKETCH OF A PHI-
LOSIII'IIY. P.irt I. MINIl: il^ I'osvcrs and Capacities, and its Relation

to Matter. By JOHN G. ilACVICAK, D.D.

Lately published, by the same Author, Part II. of the same Work.

MATTER AND MOLECULAR MOR-
PHOL<»GY: the Elemental Synlhtiis. Illustrated by 75 Diagrams of

Molecuies. 3\o. prii.e 35. 61/.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London;
and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, royal 8vo. cloth, i,s.

HOW TO KEEP THE CLOCK RIGHT,
by OBSERVATIONS t.f the FIXED SIWRS. uitli a small tl.xed Tele-

scope, together with a Table uf Stars, ^^c. By THOMAS WARNER.
WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, Lundon :

and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, ts. 6./.. cloth, t.^.

SCHROEN'S LOGARITHMS. By Pro-
fessor DE MORGAN. SKVK.\-FiGLiKE Logarithms of Numbers fruni

I to ioS,ooo, and of Sines, Cosines, Tangents, Cotangents to every 10

Seconds of the Quadrant, with a Table of Propoktional Parts by Dr.

LUDW. SCHROEN, Director of the Jena Obser\atory. &c. Fifth Edition,

Corrected, and Stereotyped. With a Description of the Tables added by
A. DE MORGAN, Professor of Mathematics, University College, Lundon.

I vol. imperial Svo. Price 7.1. 61/. sewed, f.)s. in cloth boards.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London;
and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

FOREIGN BOOKS AT FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS AND NORGATE'S Na-
tural HISTORY CATAL(.n;UK. .i Classihed List of Bucks on
Natur.d History, Zuulogy, Anthropology, Physiology and Comparative Ana-
tomy. Botany, Geology, Pala;ontology, Mineralogy, Chemistry, Electricity,

Astronomy, Physics, lic- sent Post-free for one stamp.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London;
and 30, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

TRUBNER & CO.'S

IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC WORKS.

Printed and Published at the Expen?;e of the Government of Victoria.

Nmv ready, in One Vnhinie 4tn. profusely Illustrated with Platen, Map^:, and
Woodi.iit--. pp. viii. and n44. clr.th, I'^f.

THE GOLD FIELDS AND MINERAL
IHSIRICTS OF VICTORIA, with Notes on the Modes of Occurrence of
Gobi and other Metals and Minerals. By Dr. R. BROUGH SMYTH,
F.G.S. Assoc. Inst. C.E., Hon. Cor. Mem. of the Society of Arts and
Sciences of Utrecht, Secretar>- for Mines for the Colony of Victoria, &c.

4to. stin" covers, pp. \-\v. and 100, with 12 Plates cif Illustrations, 28^.

THE SNAKES OF AUSTRALIA. An
Illustrated ami I)c=rripti\e Catalogue of all the Known Species. By
GKRARD KKEKFT, K.L..S., C.M.Z.S. &c. Curator and Secretary of the

Australian Museum.
Will he Published In December.

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS of aJOURNEY
IN ].;RAZIL, Containing .1 full Account of the Ctology and Physical
Geography of the Countiy. By C. F. HARTT, Professor of Geology in

Cornell University, and Professor AGASSIZ, Chief Associate in the Expe-
dition. Together with about 100 pages descriptive of the Marine and
Freshwater Animals and their Natural History'. By Professor AGASSI/^.
With nearly 100 Illustrations and Maps.

THE LIFTED and SUBSIDED ROCKS
of AMERICA, with their lulluence on the Oceanic, Atmospheric, and Land
Currents, and the Distribution of Races. By GEORGE CVTLIN. With
a Map.

8\'0. pp. IT3, sewed. Illustrated by 18 Pl.ites, 2I. is.

A MONOGRAPH OF AUSTRALIAN
r,AND-SHELLS. By JAMES C. COX, M.D. University of Edinburgh.
F.RC-S- Edinburgh, Corresponding Member of the Zoological Society of
London, Correspondent of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Fhila-

delpliia. Member of Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, Royal and
Entomological Societies of New South Wa!es.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.
A SYSTEM OF MINERALOGY. De-

-icriptive Mineralogy, comprising the most Ret,ent Discoveries. By JAMES
DWIGHT DANA, aided by GEORGE JARVIS BRUSH. Fifth Edi-

tion, Rewritten and Enlarged, and Illustrated with upwards of Si.x Hundred
Woodcuts. In one large 8vo. volume, pp. goo, and numerous Woodcuts.
Price i/. i6s.

AJOURNEY IN BRAZIL. By Professor
and .Mrs- I.Ol'lS .VGA.SSI/. With Ulustratiuus. 6vo. pp. .x.v. ajid S4n,

cloth. 2U.

GEOLOGICAL SKETCHES. By Pro-
fessor A(iASSIZ. With Porlrait and numerous Illustrations. One Vol.

crown Svo. pp. iv. and 311. iqs. 6t/.

AN ESSAY ON CLASSIFICATION. By
Professor AC..V.SSIZ. S\o, |.p- \iii .uid jSi, cloih. i.'.t.

MANUAL OF GEOLOGY. Treating of
the Principles of the Science, with special reference to American Geological
History. For the use of Colleges, Academies, and Schools of Science. By
JAMES D. DANA, MA,, LL.D. Illustrated by a Chart of the World,
and o\er One Thousand Figures, mostly from American Sources. Svo.

pp. 79S, cloth, jis.

A TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY. Designed
for Schools and Academies. Ky J. D. UAXA, I.L.D. Illustrated by 375
Woodcuts. Crown S\o. pp. vi. and 354. cloth, ys. 6</.

MANUAL of MINERALOGY; Including
Obscrv.itions on .Miiic^, Rocks, Rtdiiction of tjrcs, and tlie Applications of
the Science to the Arts. Designed for the use of Schools and Colleges. New
Edition, revised and enlarged. With 260 Illustrations. i2mo. pp. xii. and
456, cloth. 7^. 6(/.

THE FAILURE OF GEOLOGICAL
ATIEMPTS MADE liV THE GREEKS FROM THE EARLIEST'
AC.ES DOWN TO THE EPOCH OF ALEXANDER- By JULIUS
SCHVARCZ, F.Ct.S. Revised and Enlarged Edition. Quarto, pp. ,\.\. anti

154, cloth. 10s. bd.

THE GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE ; or,
MtjNTHLY J(JURNAI. UF GEOLOtJV, with which is incorporated
"The Geologist." Edited by HENRV WOODWARD, F.G.S., F.Z.S. of
the Uritish Museum. Assisted by Professor JOHN MORRIS, F.G.S &c.
&c. of University College, and ROBERT ETHERIDGE, F.R.S.E.,-
F.G.S. 6ic. of the Museum of Practical Geology.

London : TRUBNER & CO. 60, Paternt)bter Row.
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The most complete Encyclopaedia in the English Language.

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPEDIA.
The new Ke-issue of tlie English CycloI'.edia is now ccimplete, and tlie iniljlicatiuii of the supplementary matter, lirhiging

eacli Division down to the latest date, has commenced, thus constitutini; this Work the newest and most comiilete Cyclopedia
in tlie language. Each Division is a perfect work by itself, apart from the set.

The .Sui>plement.\ry Volume ok Geogkaphy, now ready, cloth, i5j-. 'I'lie other Supiilements will follow immediately.

Coiiiplctc, ivitli Separate ludix.

In 24 volumes, 410. cloth

„ 12 ,, „ half calf extra

.,12 „ ,, half red russia

price '340
15 7 o
15 19 o

GEOGRAPHY

NATURAL HISTORY

ARTS AND SCIENCES

BIOGRAPHY

The Supplementary Volun

DIVISIONS.
1 In 5 Volumes, 4to. cloth (with Supplement) price
' „ 2 „ „ half calf e.\tra

,

( „ 2
,, „ half red russia

j
,. 4 „ „ c-loth

„ 2 „ „ half calf extra

( ,, 2 „ „ half red russia
,,

( ., S „ „ cloth

J
,. 4 „ „ half calf extra

,

( ,, 4 ,, ,, half russia
^

( „ 6 „ „ cloth „
! „ 3 „ „ half calf extra „

( „ 3 ,, „ lialf red russia
.^

as they are produced will be extra to the above prices.

L s. ,f.

17 o

4 o
6 o

2 o
10 o

2 12

4 16

5 i^

5 16

3 3

3 'i

3 '5

Quarterly Re\ie\v.—'*The 'English Cyclopaedia' is a work that, as ;i

whole, has no superior, and ^ery few equals, of its kind ; that, taken by
itself, supplies the place of a small library, and, used in a large librarj', is

found to present many points of information that are sought in vain in many
other Cyclopaedias in the English language."
The Times.—"As regards the contents of this Cyclopaedia, it is impossible

to give any sufficient impression of an aggregate which includes somewhere
or other all the information generally required upon every conceivable topic.

The most complete Biographical Dictionary' in the English language."
Sati'kday Review.—"Its great recommendation is not its comparative

cheapness (though the cost only averages about half-a-guinea a volume', but
its originality, completeness, and general trustworthiness.'*

Macmii.lan s MAGAiJiNE.—"Whoever w^oits an EiicyclopiieJia, extensive
and yet cheap, and compiled throughout on the principle of compendious and
accurate information on all subjects rather than on that of collected indi-
vidual dissertations, cannot do better than procure the 'English Cyclopaedia'
of Mr. Charles Knight.'*
Daei.v News.—"In its completed form, the 'English Cyclopsedia' is

destined, we are sure, to prove of immense value. It is well written, and its

vast stores of knowledge are so arranged as to be readily accessible. It is so
copious that the student need nut doubt that he will find the information he
may reasonably expect in a work which is offered to him as a New Dictionary
of Universal Knowledge."

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
BY CHARLES KNIGHT.

lUitstratfd ivilh up'u.'ards of One Thousiind Steel and [Vood Engravings^ leit/i an elaborate Index, and an
Appendix brought down to 1867.

L s. .1.

In S \olumc5, cloth price j i6 o

„ „ in half calf, extra i^'ilt ,, 5 5 o

This new Kdition of, perhaps, the most valued and complete llUtory of Ent^Iand in the language, is designed, as to detail,

to be, in its appearance, more accordant with its position as an indispensal^le standard book for the library. The principal points

of difference from former issues are : The word " Popular " (sometimes misuiterpreted) is expunged from tlie title ; the paper is

improved ; a larger margin is allowed ; the illustrations are printed on toned paper ; a full classified Index completes Vol. VIII.;

and the annals are brought down to the close of 1867.

All the Year Round.—"So observes Mr. Charles Knight in his admi-
rably comprehensive ' Popular History of England,* from which no topic that
concerns the history of the English people—not even this question of the
history of parish registers—has been omitted; that book of Mr. Knight's
being, let us say here, by the way, the best history extant, not only for, but
also of, the people."
NoNXONFORMiST.— " Henceforward a boy may learn English History

without the springs of knowledge being poisoned at their founts. Hence-
forward we hope to see less and less of Goldsmith and Ince, and more and
more of Knight."

Lord Bkoi'gham.—"The plates, as well as the paper, are greatly supe-
rior, and its literary merits are of a very high order. Indeed, nothing has
ever appeared superior, if anything has been published equal, to the account
of the state of commerce, government, and society at different periods."

The Times.—"This is the History for English youth."
Westminster Review.—" It is as good a book of the kind as ever was

written."
Athen.eum.—"We know of no History of England so free from pre-

judice, so thoroughly honest and impartial, so stored with facts, fancies, and
illustrations."

LONDON : BRADBURY, EVANS, & CO. WHITEFRIARS.
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Just Published.

THOS. DE LA RUE & CO/S INDE-
LIBLE RED LETTER DIARIES FOR 1870, in several sizes, and in a
great variety of plain and ornamental bindings, may now be had of all Buuk-
sellers and Stationers.

WHITAKER'S ALMANACK FOR 1870.

Thi EJi/o!' will ficl ohlii^cd hv the rcieipt of any

correction!: for this work, which is now in preparation

for publication in November.

LiiNnoN-, 12, Warwick Lane, E.C.

XXXVIII. OCTOBER, f.</.

THE RELIQUARY:
QUARTERLY ARCH.^OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND REVIEW.

CONTEN'TS.

On a Bronze Leaf-shaped Sword Found in Ireland. By Robert Day, jun.
F.S.A. (Illustrated).—Modern Troglodyte^. By Robert Garner. F.L.S. &c.
—The Leekes of Sutton. By the Rev. C. H. Clark. M.A.—List of Briefs

Collected in the Church of Stanton St. John, Oxfordshire, from 1658 to 1756.

By Edward Peacock. F.S.A.—Derby Signs. De^c^bed and Illustrated. By
Llewellyn Jewitt, F.S.A. (Illustrated).—On the Roman Station at Wilders-
poo], near Warrington, the presumed " Condate " of Antonine. By James
Kendrick, M.D. F.S.A. (Illustrated) —The Chapelry of Dcruent. By
Benjamin Bagshaw, jun.—Remarks on the Stone Circles at Boscawen-un and
Boskednan, in West Cornwall. By Fl. H- W. Dunkin. (Illustrated).

—

Notes from the Calendar of State Papers. By Henr>' Kirke. M. A.— Bagnall
of Bagnall, S:c. Co. Staftbrd. By John Sleigh, Esq. (Illustrated).—Medieval
Arms and Armour. By John Hewitt. (Illustrated).—The Family of Nadauld.
By Thomas Brushfield. J. P.—Original Documents relating to Places in

Derbyshire and Staffordshire, belonging to A. J. B. Beresford-Hope, M.P.,
and j. Edwin-Cole. Communicated by J. Edwin-Cole, Esq.—Notes on
Books.—Notes, Queries, and Gleanings.

London: BEMROSE & SONS, ar, Paternoster Row.

Just Published, price i%s. Second Edition, considerably enlarged, with more
than 220 Woodcut Illustrations.

PREHISTORIC TIMES. As Illustrated
by Ancifnt Ruinains, and the Manners and Customs of Modem Savages.
By Sir JOHN LUBBOCK, Bart. F.R.S. &c.

Price 25J. bound in cloth,

AN ATLAS OF COMPARATIVE OSTE-
The figures selected and
and drawn on Stone by

OLOGV. Consisting of Twelve Plates in fulio.

arranged by Professor T. H. HUXLEV. F.R.S.
B. WATERHOUSE HAWKINS, F.L.S.

Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, price (ss.

EVIDENCE AS TO MAN'S PLACE IN
NATURE, or Essays upon— I. The K.itural History of the Man-like Apes.
II. The Relation of Man to the Lower Animals. III. Fossil Remains of
Man. By T. H. HUXLEY, F.R.S. With Woodcut Illustrations.

Price 25.?. royal 410. cloth, with 166 Plates.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE SPOTS OF
1061 ; made at Rtjcihi

WORKS BY P. H. GOSSE, F.R.S.

1. THE ROMANCE OF NATURAL
HISTORY. With llhistrations l.y Woi.f. First and Secnd Series.

Post 8vo. 75. 6(/. cloth. Also, a Chea]>er Edition, with lllustratinns. 'Iw'-'

Vols, small crown 8vo. each 35. (id. cloth. (Nisbet's " Select Series.")

2. LIFE : A Series of Illustrations of the
Divine Wisdom, in the Forms, Structure, and Instincts of Animals. Illus-

trations. Small crnwn 8vo. 35. (-yd. cloth (Ni'^bet's '• Selert Series ")

3. LAND AND SEA. AVith Illustrations.
Small crown 8vn y^i. (i. cloth. (Ni^Iict's "Select Series.")

And unifiirm with the forcgi:iing,

4. HEADS AND TALES; or, Anecdotes
and Stories of Quadrupeds .ind other Beasts, as connected with Incidents

in the Histories of more or less distinguished Men. .Selected and
written by ADAM WHITE, Duddingston. Small crown 8vo. 3.C. tii.

cloth.

London : JAMES NISBET & CO. ji, Berners Street, W.

THE SUN. from N,,^embcr Q. 1S5:;. to M.lrch
By R, L, cakkin(;rix. f r s.

THE NATURAL HISTORY REVIEW.
Edited by Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S. ; Dr. R. McDonneli.: Dr. E. P.
Wright. F.L,S.;G. Busic, F.R.S. ; Professor Hlixlev, F.R.S. : Sir John
LUBUOCK, Bart. F.R.S. ; Professor J. R. Greene ; P. L. Sclater, F.R.S. ;

.Sec. Z.S. F.L.S. ; D. Oliver, F.R S , F.L.S. : F. Currey, F.R.S. ; and
Wyville Thomson, LL.D., F.R.S.E. With Illustrations. Complete in

Five Volumes (1861-65). Price 165. each, bound in cloth.

N.B.—Complete .<:r/s, of ~.^'hictt only a few rctnain /or salc^ tuny be Jiad at
ilic reduced price of ^l.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London,
and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

LONDON LIBRARY,
12, St. James's-square, London. Founded in 1S41.

/'rt/7w/-H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
PresidejU-TWiL EARL OF CLARENDON.

The following are the terms of admission to this Library, which contains

85,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Literature, in various Languages.
Subscription, 3/. a year, or 2/., with Entrance-Fee of 6/, ; Life-Member-

ship, 26/.

Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.
Reading-room open from Ten to half-past Six.

Prospectus on application. Catalogue (New Edition), price 15^. :

Members, los. €>d.

ROBERT HARRISON, Secretarj- and Librarian.

Nearly ready, in super-royal 8vo.

jirice i/. ^os. \\

vith a Map and 80 Illustrations,

e.vtra cloth.

JOURNAL of a LANDSCAPE PAINTER
IN CORSICA. By EDWARD LEAR,

.
With 80 Illustrations (40 full-

page) drawn on Wood by the Author.

London: ROBERT JOHN BUSH, 32, Charing Cross. S.W.

PELICAN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

70, LOMBARD STREET, CITY, and 57, CHARING CROSS.
WESTMINSTER.

Henry R. Brand, Esq. M.P.
Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

John Coope Davis, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Charles Emanuel Goodhart, Esq.
Jas. A. Gordon, Esq. M.D. F.R.S.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.
Henrv Lancelot Holland, Esq.
Sir John Lubbock, Bart. F.R.S.
John Stewart O.xley. Esq.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Marmaduke Wyvill, Jun. Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.
Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions . .

Liability on the same at 3 per cent. Interest . .

Accumulated Funds , . .
_

Annual Revenue from Premiums . . . £<^-2,-jZ'j

,, from Interest .... 57,163

-C3.007.431
846,712

T»227,253

149,950

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-class Securities,

in addition to which the assured have the guarantee of a large and wealthy
proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the Offices as above, or

to the Agents of the Company.
ROBERT TUCKER.

Sci't'ciaiy aud Actuary.

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.
EDINBURGH—6. St. Andrew Square.

LONDON— 18, King William Street, E.C.

IN THIS Society alone, members can assure with right to share in whole
profits at moderate premiums.

In other offices they may assure at rates as low, but without any prospect
of additions : or they may obtain the right to profits, but only by payment of
excessive rates.

TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES.
From its very moderate rates this Society is peculiarly suited to the case of

those who may have reasons for discontinuing their policies and a.<;suring

afresh in an Office of undoubted stability. Even after several years this may
be elTected without much (if any) pecuniary loss.

RE.\LISED FUNDS, from accumulation of Premium's alone, above
^1,500,000—the increase in 1868 being no less than ;£i33,ooo.

SUBSISTING ASSURANCES, ^6,500.000.

For full information as to INVESTMENTS ,see the Annual Reports, ot

which copies may be had on application.

The "Insurance Register" (Kent and Co. London) gives inquirers the
means of judging as to the financial position of the various offices The facts

there brought together show that no office gives evidences of greater progress
or stability than the SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

BRAGG^S VEGETABLE CHARCOAL
or PURE CARBON BISCUITS, a nutritious, pleasant, and healthful diet,

which has produced great benefit and positive relief to thousands of ^ulTerers
from indigestion, bile, acidity, foul breath, dyspepsia, heartburn, worms. S:c.

There Is medical testimony to its beneficial effect in these complaints.—Sold
in tins, li,, "zs

,
4J., and 8.y. each, by all chemists, and by the manufacturer,

J. L. BRAGG, 14 (late 2 , Wigmore Street, Cavendish Square.
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FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS, ETC.

NEW & BEAUTIFUL SLIDES & EFFECTS FOR THE MAGIC LANTERN & DISSOLVING VIEWS,
ALSO THEIR NEW CHEAP STUDENT MlCROSa)PE. THE BEST CHEAP MICROSCOPE MADE.

GOULD AND PORTER (Late Gary),
OPTICIANS AND MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS

To the Admiralty, Royal London Ophihabnic Hospital, Royal Geographical Society. Royal .Military College, Sandhurst, Trinity House,
Christ's Hospital, Kirtg's College, &-V. -&-V.

iSi, STRAND, LONDON. Established upwards of a Century.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S

SCIENTIFIC CLASS BOOKS.
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY PHYSIO-

L( )(tV. With numerous Illustrations. By T. H.
MUXLKV, F.R.S. Professor of Natural History in the
Royal School of Mines. Tenth Thousand. iSmo. cloth,

" It is a very snuill book, but pure gold throughout. There is not a waste
sentence, or a superfluous word, and yet it is all clear as daylight. It exacts
close attention from tiie reader, but the attention will be repaid by a real
acquisition of knowledge. And though the book is small, it manages to touch
on some of the very highest problems The whole book shows how true
it is that the most elementary instruction is best given by the highest masters
in any science."

—

Guardian.
"I'he verj' bebt descriptions and e.vplanations of the principles of human

physiology whicli have yet been written by an Englishman."

—

Saturday
Kez'ie^u.

QUESTIONS ON THE SAME FOR
SCHOOLS. ByT. ALCOCK, M.D. is. (>d.

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY BOTANY.
Willi nearly Two Hundrt-d Illustrations. By r)ANIKL
OLIVER, F.R.S. Sixth Thousand. iSmo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

" The manner is most fascinating, and if it does not succeed in making this

division of science interesting to every one, we do not think anything can ....

Nearly two hundred well-executed woodcuts are scattered through the text,

and a valuable and copious index completes a volume which we cannot praise
too highly, and which we trust all our botanical readers, young and old, will

possess themselves of"

—

Popular Science Rez'ieiv.

"To this system we now wish to direct the attention of teachers, feeling

satisfied that by some such course alone can any substantial knowledge of
plants be conveyed with certainty to young men educated as the mass of our
medical students have been. We know of no work so well suited to direct
the botanical pupil's efforts as that of Professor Oliver's, who, with views so
practical, and with great knowledge too, call write so accurately and clearly."—Natural History Review.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN ASTRO-
NOMY. By J. NORMAN LOCKVER, F.R.S. With
Coloured Diagram of tlie Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and
Nebula?, and numerous Woodcuts. i8mo. 5^-. 6d.

"The book is full, clear, sound, and worthy of attention not only as a popu-
lar exposition, but as a scientific index."

—

Atkejia-um.
"An admirable text-book—those who do not know much of the science couhl

not find a better and more accurate guide."

—

Museum.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
By G. B. AIKV, Astronomer Royal. With Illustrations.

Sixth and Cheaper Edition. iSmo. cloth, j\s. 6(/.

" Popular Astronomy in general has many manuals ; hut none of them
supL-rsede the Si,x Lectures of the Astronomer Royal under that title. Its spe-

ciality is the direct way in which everj'step is referred to the observatory, and
in which the methods and instruments by which every observation is made
are fully described. This gives a sense of sohdity and substance to astrono-

mical statements which is obtainable in no other way."

—

Guardian.

MACMILLAN & CO. LONDON.

Just published, in cloth and full gilt, beautiful design, price 2o.f.

ILLUSTRATED NATURAL HISTORY
oriiRrnSH MlflHS, l;y KLAVARD NEWMAN. The fi-urcs are
lile-size uf every species, and if varieties require it, three, four, five, and
even six figures are given. The work is complete in 31 Monthly numbers
at 6^. each. I'he work is also issued in quarterly parts, in cover, at \s. 6d.

each part. Part X. 2s.
** We congratulate British entnmnlogists on the completion Jind publication

of this magnificent work, which may almost be said to mark an era in

entomological science. For the first time, as far as regards our native species

of mitths, have we access to a volume which not only affords us the description

of the perfect insect in each species, but also gives us its life-histor>' in its

different stages, with an account of its food and habits. ... In this labour
of love, Mr. Newman has been aided by many of our most renowned
entomologists—men eminent in diflerent branches of the science. Mr.
]>oubleday has supplied much valuable information, and has corrected even,'

proof: Mr. Bond has freely given the use of his immense collection, and
Mr. Birchall and many others have been equally liberal ; while Mr. Huckett
and his assistants have been assiduous in the supply of the insects in the
larval state."

—

Field, Sept. 25th, i86g.

Lon.ion : W. TWEEDIE, 337, Strand.

THE CLARENDON PRESS SERIES.
"Such manuals, so admirable in matter, arrangement, and type, were never

before given to the world at the same moderate ^x\c^."— Spectator.

A TREATISE ON NATURAL PHILO-
SOPHY. Volume I. By Sir W. THOMSON, LL.D.
D.C.L. F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
University of Glasgow, and P. G. TAIT, M.A., Professor
of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh.
Svo. 25J.

" No book in the English language on tliat subject can be so little dispensed
with. In furin il is a book, but in substai.ce it is a liti|-ary."— .S"c*tJ/iWrt«.

DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY.
A Handbook for the General Reader, and also for Practical

Observatory work. With 224 Illustrations and numerous
Tables. By G. F. CHAMBERS, F.R.A.S., Barrister-at

Law. Svo. 2IS.

The aim of this ^^ork, bi'iefly expressed, is general useful-

ness, whether in the hands of the student, the general reader,

or the professional observer. Great pains have been taken
to present the latest information on all branches of the
science.

EXERCISES IN PRACTICAL CHE-
MISTRY. Qualitative Analysis. By A. G. VERNON
HARCOURT, M.A. F.R.S., Lee's Reader in Chemistry
at Christ Church, and H. G. MADAN, M.A., Fellow
of Queen's College, O.xford. With Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 7J-. 6i/. [ TAis dny.

CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS.
By A. W. WILLIAMSON, Phil. Doc, F.R.S., Professor

of Chemistry, University College, London. Second Edition,

with Solutions. E.xtra fcap. Svo. S^. 6i/.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
HEAT. \\ ith NumeruUi ^Voodculs and Dia^^rams. By
HALFOUk STEWART, LL.I)., F.R.S., Director of the

Obh-ervatory at Kew. Extra fcap. Svo. 'js. 6i/.

A SYSTEM of PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
Theoretical and Practical, with numerous Illustrations drawn
by A. Macdo.nald, of the ij.xford School of Art. Bv
ARCHIBALD MACLAREN, The Gymnasium, Oxford.

Extra fcap. Svo. "js. 6d.

"The work before us is one which should be in the hands of every school-

master and schoolmistress. It is marked in every line by good sense, and is

so clearly written that no one can mistake its rules."

—

Lancet.

A HANDBOOK OF PICTORIAL ART.
By the Rev. R. ST. J. TVRWHITT, M.A. With Coloured
illustrations, Photographs, and a Chapter on Perspective by
A. Macdonald. Svo. half-morocco, i8,r.

" His book will he found, as he trusts it may, ' a progressive and coherent
system of instruction, in which one step may lead properly into another, and
the earlier processes or exercises be a consistent preparation for the later and
more elaborate ones.''

—

Artyoumal.

VESUVIUS. By Professor Phillips.
Co.NTENTS :—Vesuvius at Rest—In Action— In the igth

Century—Periods of Rest and Activity—Characteristic

Phenomena— Form and Structure—Minerals—Lava and
Ashes, &c. With numerous Maps and Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 105. td.
" A work of high value, both to the student and to the tourist on the shores

of the B.iy of Naples."—/>«// MaU Gazette.
" Contains much historical and scientific matter reduced to a pleasant and

readable form. Of the vohime, as a whole, we can only speak in terms of the

hitjhest praise, and we regard it as a work which deserves a pl.ice ^\\ the

shelves of every student of physical science."

—

E.xaminer.

Oxford : printed at the Cl.a.rendon Press, and published by
MACMILLAN & CO. LONDON, Publishers to

the University.
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WILLIAM LADD,
II & 12, BEAK STREET, REGENT STREET, W.,

(Scientific Instrument Maker by Appointment to tlie Royal Institution of Great Britain,)

Manufacturei: Scientific Instruments of eveiy description, including

MICROSCOPES, TELESCOPES, SPECTROSCOPES, INDUCTORIUMS,
And all Instruments for Philosopliical researcli.

CATALOGUES FORWARDED FOR TWO STAMPS.

CROUCH'S STUDENT'S BINOCULAR. Price £10 10s., £12, and £15 15s.
NEW GLASS CQNCEtJTRIC STAGE, .xtu 21J. (S,:- Calahgw.)

"
It U one nf ihc be-t insu-umcne of in class ; and the Autln.r. al'iL-r c.nsnleral.le us; of it. L.in strongly rocommend it tn such as'dcsire to possess a Dinoctilar

at once cheap, goad, and \\or\^M" —Carpcnti'r on tht- MiLvoscopr, Last EtUtiou.

CROUCH'S UNIVERSAL PARABOLIC ILLUMINATOR, free by post, ^l is. (>d.

It is the best Illuminator for Opaque Objects, both by day and artificial light.

Ct'tith'giu-s {//IIIStrated) of Microsfofcs, Accessories, Cabinets, ^c. on receipt of TJivee Stumps.

HENRY CROUCH, 54, LONDON WALL, E.C.

ORIENTAL TOOTH PASTE.
Estalilislied Eorty Years as the most agreeable and eftectual PRESERVATIVE of the TEETH
and GUMS. Sold universally in Pots at i,r. M. and 2s. Gd. None genuine unless signed,

MANCHESTER.

iBiiWQWWi«iC^0«Eii^E;NWl
Cnnii"t ; oisily prepireil ; e''oiinr.,ii'n! ;

!i>i'i-it t'lvf ;ime<; tlio R'"eii-t'i of Ihf \--'^i Cn-mti ir-itimviiv Rittd; frro frnm the

cx''c-3 nf' fatty m itt'pr, and rcommcmlt'il In- m(»! cal men «? th*- ino-^t v. hnV omc i<T-'-;ikfn'.t h vpr.i;::^.

•
\l f iiive r>r''''n'lv c\.imii>''il fn> F.^m^Vs l--.^ irht ii'>i1er out imtirf, .iiicl finil Ihnt lliry nre genuine, and that

til" I'--inrL- of Coroiv is .iu-t «)ii\t \* \^ tlrf'nn-ii lo \c h\- V\-^<-^ Cmuuiiv I^ik.th' us "—/.""'(.

••{'.•,j,i t—n'ril thiii, iv'H, v,c tx;i€i.t, prove tu la v.m ui ti;L- jmu^I imtntious, digt'^tilj'.u, iiud restorative of

il7iuUi. — lU'ilisii Miuiical JournaL

MACMILLAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S " SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in 1868. With Appendices,

Engravings, Maps, and Cliromoditliographs of the Spectra of the

Cheinical Elements and Heavenly Bodies. Royal Svo. 2i.t.

FORCE AND NATURE: ATTRACTION
AND REPULSION. The Radical Principles of Energy gra-

iihically discussed in their Relation to Physical and Morphological

Development. By C. F. WINSLOW, M.D. 8vo. I4.f.

" Dr. Winslow's treatise is one which deserves thouglitful and conscientious

study."— ^S"rt//;;v7'(n' Keric~v.

.Second /edition, t/iis doy.

MR. WALLACE'S " MALAY ARCHI-
PELAC;0 :

" The Land ol the Urang-L'tan and the Bird of

Paradise. A Narrative of Travel, with Studies of Men and

Natuie. Two Vols. Crown Svo. With Nine Maps and more

than 50 Illustrations, 24s.

' A vivid picture of tropical life, which may be read \\ ilh unfl.agging interest,

and a sufficient account of his scientific conclusions to stimulate our appetite

without wearying us by detail. In short, v.e may safely say that we have
seldom read a more agreeable book of its kind."

—

Satnriiny Ri-7'iew.

MACMILLAN c^ CO. LONDON.

MATHEMATICS FOR LADIES.—Mrs.
Ij(->OLE is desirous of obtaining a few PUPILS (cither singly or in classes)

in Arithmetic, Algebra, Analytical Geometry, the Difterential Calculus, &c.

Address, care of Messrs. MACMILLAN & Co. 16, Bedford Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

THE MINIATURE SPECTROSCOPE.
Thi^i Inslriimcnt v.'ill sliovv many of Fraunhofer's Lidcs, the Iliight Liner, of
the Metals and Gases, and the Aljsorption Bands in Coloured Gases, Crystals,

or J^iquifls.

Price, with Five Prisms jCi o o

,, with Achromatic Lenses, adjustable slit... 220
These In^^tniments can be adapted to the Microscope

; price ^i 2s. and
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THE DULNESS OF SCIENCE

WE have all heard of the fox who, when he had lost

his own tail, tried to prevail upon his comrades to

dispense with theirs ; and we think it must surely have been

in a cong^rcss of the blind that the question was first

started, " Is it dull to use your eyes and look about you ?''

For, in fact, what is science but this? We come un-

expectedly into a great mansion, of which we know
nothing ; and if it be dull to seek out the various inmates

of the house, and to ascertain its laws and regulations,

then is science dull ; but if this be important and interest-

ing, then so also is science interesting.

But, alas ! the blind in this sense are numbered by
myriads ; and as they, for a time, almost threaten to carry

their point, a few remarks upon the dulness of science, or

rather, perhaps, the dulness of men, may not be out of place.

We have in our mind's eye at the present moment seve-

ral notable specimens of blind men. One of these lives

not very far from where we write^a most hopeless indi-

vidual ; we had better not inquire too narrowly concerning

his occupation ; he will be found somewhere in the pur-

lieus of this great city. His one sense is the sense of

gain. We remember once seeing through a microscope

the animalcules of a drop of water, and we noticed that

one of the largest of these had one en4 fi.\ed to the side of

the vessel, while its arms and mouth were busy gathering

up and swallowing its smaller neighbours. Now, the man
of whom we speak is only this animalcule magnified with-

out the microscope. Ignorant of all laws, civil, religious,

physical, moral, social, sanatory, he rots in his place until

Dame Nature, in one of her clearing-out days, fetches at

him with her besom the plague ; and he is swept aside and
seen no more.

Our country readers are no doubt well acquainted with

Farmer Hodge. One day he happened to sit next the

poet Coleridge, listening, with that reverence for his betters

to which he had been early trained, to the marvellous say-

ings of the great man, and it was only when the apple

dumpling made its appearance that he exclaimed, " Them's
the jockeys for me !

" Hodge, we fear, maintains no sort

of relations with the universe around him. He fanns in

the same way in which his grandfather did, and has the

most profound aversion for the steam plough.

He told Tennyson

—

" But summun' uU come ater mea mayhap wi' 'is kittle o' steam,

Huzzin' an' maazin the blessed fealds wi' the Divil's oan team.

Gin I mun doy I mun doy, an' loife they says, is sweet
;

But sjin I mun doy I mun doy, for I couldn abear to see it."

Nevertheless, Hodge has some sense of his duty to his

neighbour. Indeed, we learn from D'Arcy Thompson,
that being once asked What is thy duty towards thy neigh-

bour ? he wrote as follows upon a slate :

—

" My duty tords my nabers, is to love him as thyself,

and to do to all men as I wed thou shall do and to me,

to love, onner and suke my farther and mother, to onner

and to bay the Queen, and all that are pet in a forty

under her, to smit myself to all my gooness, teaches,

sportial pastures and marsters, to oughten myself lordly

and every to all my betters, to hut nobody by would nor

deed, to be trew in jest in all my deelins, to beer no malis

nor ated in yours arts, to kep my hands from pecken and
steel, my turn from evil speaking, lawir.g and slanders,

not to civet nor desar othermans good, but to laber trewly

to git my own leaving, and to my dooty in that state if

life, and to each it is please God to call men."

Ascending in the scale, we come ne.\t to our friend
" Cui Bono ;" a very good sort of man, veiy fussy, very

philanthropic, and very short-sighted,— in fact, he sees

nothing distinctly that is more than one inch from his face.

He called upon us the other day to give us a little good
advice : it was about the time when our astronomers
were investigating the chromosphere of the sun. " What,"
he asked, " is the use of all this ? will it put one penny in

your pocket or tnine ? will it help to feed, or clothe, or

educate your family or mine ? Take my advice, sir, and
have nothing to do with it." We did not reply to him

;

indeed we learned afterwards that he had just written an
article on the subject in one of the journals. Next day
he called upon us in a state of high jubilation ; he had
just seen a friend of his who had succeeded in making
a useful application of some great discovery, which, being

within the requisite iiic/i, was clearly perceived by " Cui

Bono "—" A very useful and practical discovery, sir, which
will greatly alleviate human suffering ; none of your

hydrogen-in-the-sun business." And so the successful

adapter got all the praise, while the wretched man of

science who discovered the principle was left out in

the cold.

Still ascending in the scale, we come to a man of strong

mental eyesight, but without leisure to use it ; one that it

makes us grieve to see, inasmuch as he is capable of far

better things. His ears are not altogether stopped to the

mighty utterance that all nature gives, nor yet is he wholly

ignorant, when at night he looks upwards, of that which

the firmament declares ; but its utterance is drowned

in the tumult of a great city, while its starlight is

quenched in the smoke. Our sentiment for such a man
is that of pity ; for indeed, what with the cares of this

world and the deceitfulness of riches, he has a hard

battle to fight.

But is it not melancholy to reflect how great a pro-

portion of the energy of this country is devoted to the

acquisition of gain, and how small a proportion to the

acquisition of knowledge ?

We have now arrived at the ranks of the affluent and
the nobly-born, where, if anywhere, we might expect

to find " tastes refined by reading and study, and judg-

ments matured by observation and experience ; " but how
seldom is this the case.' The mental eyesight is often

weak to begin with, and often is it rendered still weaker

by poring over classics without end. The unfortunate

youth is then sent to make the tour of Europe. He
is sent to Switzerland and the Alps to see all that is

grand in nature, and to Rome and Paris to see all that is

great in art, and he comes home wretched and disgusted,

and no wonder. He has been made the unfortunate

subject of a senseless experiment—an experiment much
the same as that of turning a man with weak eyes into a

picture gallery in order to improve them. His friends

forget that appreciation of the beautiful and the true is

the product of the coming together of two things—eye-

sight and nature. In fact, the result is much the same,

whether a man with no eyes is carried out into a glorious
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landscape, or whether a man with good eyes is shut up in

a dark room.

It is of this the poet speaks, when he says :

—

" O Lndy ! wc receive but what we give,

And in our life alone does Nature live
;

Ours is her wedding-garment, ours her shroud !

And v/ould we aught behold of higher worth,
Thau that inanimate cold world allow'd

To the poor, loveless, ever-anxious crowd,—
All ! from the soul itself must issue forth

A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud
Enveloping the earth

;

And from the soul itself must there be sent

A sweet and potent voice, of its own birth,

Of all sweet sounds the life and element
!

"

But let us hasten to our friend Philosophus, who is a man
of quite a different mould. Once, when he was young, his

tutor said to him, " Have the goodness, sir, to solve the

following problem : 'A hemispherical bowl is filled with a

heavy fluid, the density of which varies as the «th power

of the depth below the surface ; find the whole pressure

and the resultant pressure on the semi-lune of the surface

contained between two vertical planes passing through

the centre of the bowl, and making with each other an

angle 2/3.'" But Philosophus thrust the paper violently

aside, saying " I will have none of that," and in fact was
extremely rude. You may be sure, therefore, that when
he came to be a man he had a mind of his own, and
carried out his own ideas. He told us lately that he had

been studying the laws of energy. It is a mistake, he

said, to suppose that these laws are difficult of compre-

hension ; they are merely remote from our ordinary con-

ceptions, and must be patiently pursued until you grasp

them. He had studied them, he said, at all times and on

all occasions— in the railway carriage, on the thorough-

fare, in the study, on his bed, in the night watches ; and
now that he had come to perceive their exceeding

grandeur, and beauty, and simplicity, they were a source

of great and continual joy to him, and recompensed

him more than a thousandfold for all the trouble he had
taken. Philosophus lately told us certain truths which

may, perhaps, be of service to the readers of Nature.
He said that, not far from London, there was a place

where the spirits and understandings of men were annually

ground to pieces in a huge machine made of the very best

metal ; ay, such is its temper, said he, that were it only

made into good broadswords, it might enable us to cleave

our way to the very heart of the universe. Again, he said :

" No doubt the dulness of science is a cry of the blind
;

nevertheless, men of science are much to blame. It is

their sense of beauty that leads them to Truth, whom they

discover by means of the glorious garments which she

wears. But she is immediately stripped of these, and
dressed in an antiquated mediasval garb, worse than that

of any charity-school girl, and equal to that of any Guy
Faux : no wonder that in such guise her beauty is un-

perceivcd by those who cannot pierce the veil, and that

as a consequence she is slightly esteemed."

There was another thing he told us—a thing of the

highest importance. " The priests of Science," he said,

" must consent to use the vernacular, before they will ever

make a profound impression upon the heart of humanity;
and when they have learned to do this, let them not fear

the sneers of their deacons who will call their teaching

sensational. F. R. S.

THE ATOMIC CONTROVERSY
T T is one of the most remarkable circumstances in the

history of men, that they should in all times have

sought the solution of human problems in the heavens

rather than upon the earth. Sixty years ago a memorable
instance of this truth occurred when Dalton borrowed

from the stars an explanation of the fundamental pheno-

mena of chemical combination. Carbon and oxygen

unite in a certain proportion to form "carbonic acid;"

and this proportion is found to be invariable, no matter

from what source the compound may ha\'e been prepared.

But carbon and oxygen form one other combination,

namely, " carbonic oxide "—the gas whose delicate blue

flame we often see in our fires. Carbonic oxide may be

obtained from many sources ; but, like carbonic acid, its

composition is always exactly the same. These two

bodies, then, illustrate the law of Definite Proportions.

But Dalton went a step further. He found that, for the

same weight of carbon, the amount of oxygen in " carbonic

acid " was double that which exists in carbonic oxide.

Several similar instances were found of two elements

forming compounds in which, while the weight of the one

remained constant, the other doubled, trebled, or quad-

rupled itself. Hence the law of Multiple Proportions.

The question was— in fact, the question is—how to account

for these laws. Dalton soon persuaded himself that

matter was made up of very small particles or minima
natura, not by any possibility to be reduced to a smaller

magnitude. Matter could not be divisible without limit

;

there must be a barrier somewhere. No doubt, as a

chemist, he would have rejected the famous couplet

—

Big fleas have little fleas, upon their backs, to bite 'cm
;

And little llcas have smaller fleas, and so ad iiifinilum.

" Let the divisions be ever so minute," he said, " the

number of particles must be finite
;
just as in a given

space of the universe, the number of stars and planets

cannot be infinite. We might as well attempt to introduce

a new planet into the solar system, or to annihilate one

already in existence, as to create or destroy a particle of

hydrogen." All substances, then, arc composed of atoms
;

and these attract each other, but at the same time keep

their distance, just as is the case with the heavenly bodies.

The atoms of one compound do not resemble those of

another in weight, or size, or mutually gravitating power.

But as they are indivisible, it is between them that we
must conceive all chemical action to take place ; and an

atom of any particular kind must always have the same
weight. The atom of carbon weighs 5 ; the atom of
oxygen weighs 7. Carbonic oxide, containing one of each

must therefore be invariably constituted of 5 carbon, and

7 oxygen : carbonic acid must in like manner contain 5

carbon, and 14 oxygen. Here, then, Dalton not only

states that he has accounted for the two laws we have
mentioned by making a single assumption ; but he
evidently intends his theory to be used as a criterion or

control in all future analytical results, and already views it

as the birth-place of chemical enterprise.

Such, and so great, was the atomic theory of Dalton
;

founded, certainly, on erroneous numbers, but containing

in itself the germ of their correction ; aspiring to the

command in innumerable conquests ; and setting itself

for the ris; or fall of the chemical spirit.
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It is hardly necessary to make any detailed review of

the history of the atomic theory. BerzeUus made it a

starting-point for researches which, on the whole, have
been unsurpassed in their practical importance, and
engrafted upon it his celebrated electrical doctrine. Davy
and Faraday refused to admit it ; Laurent and Gcrhardt

accepted it doubtfully, or in a much modified form. Henry
declared that it did not rest on an inductive basis. There
can be no doubt, however, that the atomic theory has

been accepted by the majority of chemists, as may be
seen on even a cursory inspection of the current literature

of their science. Our present intention is to give such a

summary of the atomic question as may be serviceable to

those who take an interest in the discussion at the Chemical
Society on Thursday last.

The modern supporters of the atomic theory agree with

Dalton in the fundamental suppositions we have given

above
; but assert that they have a much stronger case.

The phenomena of gaseous combination and specific heat

have indeed changed the numerical aspect of the theory,

but not its substance. The simplicity of all the results

we have accumulated with respect to combining pro-

portions is itself a great argument for the existence

of atoms. They all, for example, have the same capacity

for heat ; they all, when in the gaseous state, have a

volume which is an even multiple of that of one

part by weight of hydrogen. But bodies in the free or

uncombined state—such, in fact, as we see them—more
commonly consist of many clusters of atoms {molecules)

than of simple atoms. These molecules are determined

by the fact that when in the gaseous state they all have

the same volume. Again, select a series of chemical

equations, in which water is formed, and eliminate between

them so as to obtain the smallest proportion of water,

taking part in the transformations they represent. It will

be found that the number is iS ; which necessarily involves

the supposition that the oxygen (16) in water (iS) is an in-

divisible quantity. To put this last point another way

:

hydrochloric acid, if treated with soda, no matter in what

amount, only forms one compound (common salt). Now
we know that the action in this case consists in the

exchange of hydrogen for sodium. But if hydrogen were

infinitely divisible, we ought to be able to effect an in-

exhaustible number of such exchanges, and produce an

interminable variety of compounds of hydrogen, sodium,

and chlorine ; hydrochloric acid being the limit on the

one side, and common salt (sodic chloride) terminating the

other. No such phenomenon occurs ; and, since matter

must be infinitely or finitely divisible, and has been thus

proved not to be the former, it must be the latter. Atoms,

therefore, really exist ; and chemical combination is in-

consistent with any other supposition. Those who hold

the contrary opinion are bound to produce an alternative

theory, which shall explain tlie facts in some better way.

Now let us hear the plaintiff in reply.

The atomic theory has undoubtedly been of great ser-

vice to science, since the laws of definite and multiple pro-

portions would probably not have received the attention

they deserve, but for being stated in terms of that theoiy.

Yet we must discriminate between these laws, which are

the simple expression of experimental facts, and the as-

sumption of atoms, which preceded them historically, and

therefore has no necessary connection uilh them. For it

was the Greek atomic theory which Dalton revived. Nor
has any substance yet been produced by the atomists,

which we cannot find means to divide. If, moreover, we
have no alternative but to admit the infinite divisibility of

matter, even that is consistent with the simple ratios in

which bodies combine ; for two or more infinites may have
a finite ratio. Therefore, the observed simplicity, if used as

an argument, cuts both ways. Possibly we are mistaken
in connecting the ideas of matter and division at all ; at

any rate, the connection has never been justified by the

opposite side. Again, admitting the argument based on
the formation of common salt, the atomic theory does not

tell us why only one third of the hydrogen in tartaric acid

can be exchanged for sodium ; why, indeed, only a frac-

tion of the hydrogen in most organic substances can be so

exchanged. Yet, the explanation of the one fact, when
discovered, will evidently include that of the other. On
the whole, it appears that the atomic theory demands from
us a behef in the existence of a limit to division. No such
limit has been exhibited to our senses ; and the facts

themselves do not raise the idea of a limit, which Dalton
really borrowed from philosophy. The apparent simplicity

of chemical union we do not profess to explain, but to be
waiting for any experimental interpretation that may arise.

The atomists, in bringing forward their theory, are bound
to establish it, and with them lies the onus probandi.

The above are a few broad outlines of the existing

aspect of the atomic controversy, and may somewhat assist

in forming an estimate of it. The general theoretical tone

of the discussion last Thursday must have surprised most
who were present. Our own position is necessarily an

impartial one ; but it will probably be agreed that between

the contending parties there is a gulf, deeper and wider

than at first appears, and perhaps unprovided with a

bridge.

LECTURES TO LADIES.

\1/HAT is the meaning of the present stir about the

" Higher Education of Women " ? We have before

us announcements of courses of lectures intended to be

given during the coming winter to the ladies of Edinburgh,

London, Glasgow, Manchester, and Bradford ; and we
believe that similar courses are to be delivered in several

other towns. The organisations under whose auspices

these lectures are to be delivered, seem all of them to

have come into existence at nearly the same time. Edin-

burgh and Professor Masson, so far as we know, have the

credit of having taken the lead in the movement ; but this

was only two winters ago, and none of the towns we have

named were more than one year behind.

What is the cause of this sudden and wide-spread

demand on the part of our countrywomen for access to

a different and, presumably, a higher kind of intellectual

culture than has hitherto been within their reach 1 Or
rather, first of all, is the apparent demand a real one ? Is

it such as to indicate that a real step has been taken, or is

likely soon to be taken, towards an improved method and

a higher standard of female education in England ? Or is

it more reasonable to suppose that the interest now mani-

fested in the subject will disappear in the same proportion

as the novelty of it ? For our own part,—after making

what seems full allowance for the influence which the love
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of novelty, and the liking to do as other people are doing,

have no doubt exerted in gaining for these " Ladies'

Lectures " greater popularity, and a larger share of public

attention than they would othenvise have obtained,—we
believe that their rapid spread, and the success which has

so far attended them, are mainly due to a serious effort

on the part of the women of this country to improve their

intellectual condition, coupled with the conviction of the

inefficiency of the facilities for mental culture that have

been hitherto open to them.

An explanation of the appearance just now of such efforts

and convictions must be sought for among those facts

of our present social condition which are making the

Woman's Question in all its aspects one of the foremost

problems of the time. It is obvious enough what some
of these facts are, but we should have little confidence in

an attempt to enumerate them all, and to estimate exactly

their relative importance. But without undertaking to

explain fully the movement under discussion, we think

there are evident signs that it is a natural and spontaneous

outcome of existing social and intellectual conditions, and
not the result of artificial stimulus. If this view is correct,

it is obvious that the importance of the movement must

be judged of rather by what it indicates than by what it

is,—by future results that may be hoped for, rather than

by successes already achieved. Looked at in this way, it

claims the serious attention and support of every one who
desires the intellectual advance of the community, in

order that the present opportunity may be turned to

advantage, and that efficient plans of future action may
be founded on the experiments now being tried with more
or less of what must necessarily be temporary enthusiasm.

We venture to assume that in this, as in most other

cases, the first condition of permanent success is that the

object aimed at should be one in which it is worth while

to succeed. If both lecturers and students are in earnest

in trj'ing to make these lectures really educational and
serious, they cannot fail of producing valuable results.

But this will require a good deal of determination on

both sides. The most obvious, and perhaps the most

serious, danger besetting the teachers, is the temptation

—

arising from an unconscious want of respect for their

audience—to make their lectures interesting, instead of

trying to impart the greatest possible amount of solid

instruction. We confess that one or two very attractive-

looking programmes that we have seen have suggested

the thought, that possibly the lectures they announced
might be equally well described as essays, such as con-

stitute the more thoughtful kind of magazine articles
;

and that, if this were the case, it was not obvious what

greater advantage would arise from their author reading

them aloud to an assemblage of ladies than would result

if the same ladies could be induced to read them to them-

selves at home.

But, though we have no reason to believe that such a

criticism would be really applicable to any of the actual

courses, it is none the less desirable that all concerned

should be on their guard against the tendency for it to

become so. Thorough teaching, and not entertainment, of

however high a kind, is what we trust that every lecturer

will strive to give, and every student to obtain. And, after

all, the spirit and quality of these lectures will depend as

much on the students as on the teachers. No doubt a

thoroughly earnest teacher may do a good deal tov/ards

producing earnest pupils ; but, in the long nm, the kind

of instruction given will be that for which there is a

demand. Ladies who intend to join any of the classes

now forming will not expect to get any benefit from them,

unless they give up for them all other engagements, at

least so far as to be able to attend with regularity. If

they only go to the lectures when in want of other occu-

pation, they had better not go at all. Moreover, we have

not much faith in the educational value,—at any rate for

residents in London,—of courses in which only one lecture

is gi\en in a week. There are few persons who can keep

up any vivid interest in a subject which occupies their

thoughts for only one hour a week ; and we imagine that

ladies, who are unwilling to spare the time for two lectures

a week on a subject which they wish to study, will scarcely

be found among the number.

In conclusion, we may remind our readers of two sets

of lectures to ladies which begin this week in London :

one of them at the South Kensington Museum, and

the other, by Professors of University College, partly at

St. George's Hall, Langham Place, and partly at University

College. We heartily wish success to them all, and urge

all our readers to do what they can to promote it.

GEOLOGY AND AGRICULTURE
AA/^HEN man penetrated into Western Europe and

Britain, he found the country clothed with dense

forests interspersed with fresh-water lakes, peat-mosses,

and bogs, relieved by few open glades, heaths, or moors.

The native rocks could only be seen here and there, in

crags and escarpments, sea-cliffs, river-banks, or mountain-

heights ; whilst herds of wild cattle, deer, and lesser game
occupied the country, and afforded food to numerous

beasts of prey.

In such a country, at first thinly populated, man could

subsist by the chase alone, and a long period elapsed ere he

added, first the horned sheep, and then the Bos longifrons,

to his earliest domesticated animal, the dog, and thus

entered on the pastoral stage of his existence.

The shepherd's life, however, although a great step in

advance of that of the hunter, necessitates wandering

from one point to another in search of fresh pasturage

or water. The early shepherd was a nomad, while

agriculture proper necessarily dates from the period of

fixed residence ; for, even admitting that early man might

clear for himself— if not with his axe of stone, at least

by the aid of fire—a tract of land suited for the growth of

cereals, yet he would hardly toil for even such scanty

return as he could gather from his little patch of corn,

unless he had some kind of fixed habitation, and a

recognised right of occupation.

In Britain the art of agriculture, and indeed of all the

arts of civilisation, really commenced with the Roman
occupation, but the Saxons and Danes who followed,

though doubtless good soldiers, sailors, and fishermen,

were scarcely less barbarous than the early Britons, and

no advance was made in agricultural pursuits until after

the introduction of Christianity, the members of the

religious establishments, once so numerous, and into

whose hands must of the landed property passed, having

done much to improve the cultivation of land.
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While the population was comparatively small, the

amount of land under cultivation was also limited, only

the better class of soils in the most fertile districts being

chosen for corn, and the remainder used for pasturage or

common-land ; whilst large tracts of country, capable of

producing abundant crops, were left wild, or still covered

with woods : but as people congregated in centres of trade,

the demand for corn arose and increased. Although,

however, the farmer was thus encouraged to attempt the

tillage of waste lands hitherto neglected, little improvement
is noticeable in the method of farming until the beginning

of the present century ; for agriculture, like all venerable

arts, has been—until very lately—strictly conservative
;

so much so, indeed, that many of its practices and precepts

have come down to us but little altered since the days

when Virgil wrote the Georgics.

But this century, so pregnant with change to all our

industries, has not permitted agriculture to escape

innovation
; and notable among the signs of the time was

the establishment, in 1838, of the Royal Agricultural

Society, under whose auspices much has been done tov.ards

the removal of long-cherished and old-established pre-

judices, and the acceptance and adoption of numberless

improvements.

The chemist has been, and indeed is still, hard at work
for the agriculturist, analysing the soils on his farm, and
advising him what artificial remedies to apply to improve

their fertility, or to fit them for special crops. He has

told him the reason why a rotation of crops is bene-

ficial ; because a green-crop, a root-crop, and a grain-

crop each take different ingredients from the soil ; and
thus, by a knowledge of their requirements, he may apply

to each that special ingredient—if not already in the

land— at the period when it is required by the plant.

Nor has Geology neglected to tender her aid to agri-

culture, by pointing out that there exists a direct relation

between the soil of a given area and the subsoil upon
which it rests ; and that thus, by a knowledge of the

geological features of a country, the farmer, in the

selection of land, may not only be guided to the most
permanently productive soil, but also to that which rests

upon a subsoil calculated to enhance rather than depre-

ciate its value.

Anyone who will take the trouble to examine a geologi-

cally coloured map of the British Isles, will see at a glance

the general distribution, at (or near) the surface, of all the

various geological formations, from the Pliocene and Eocene
in the east and south-east, to the Granites and Trap-rocks

of the west and north, with the relative superficial extent of

each. But let us take a nearer view. In Britain, as in almost

every country in the world, and in all latitudes, superficial

accumulations of clay, sand, and gravel occur, sometimes
forming a mere coating of the rocks beneath, but often

of very considerable thickness, and covering large areas.

The earlier geologists classed the whole of these de-

posits under the general name of Diluviinn^ and attributed

their irregular occurrence and wide distribution to the

effects of one great and universal deluge. They have,

however, of late years, received careful attention from
many able geologists, and it is now ascertained that they

sometimes contain fossils.

Thus, some are named " pre-glacial,'' as marking by
their animal and vegetable remains a coldly-temperate

climate, and comprise marine sands and gravels, the
lignite clays, and the forest-bed, with its elephant-remains,
which are seen cropping out on the Norfolk coast.

Younger than these, and overlying them—in Norfolk
at least—come the accumulations of the "glacial" period
itself, marked by the Arctic character of its fauna, its ice-

worn erratic blocks, and its vast deposits of boulder-clay,

often 100 feet in thickness, and covering large areas in

the eastern, central, and northern counties of England.
It presents most anomalous appearances, the fine clay or
"till" being unstratified and mostly devoid of fossils, but
containing rounded and angular fragments of rock, having
one or more of their sides ground down and striated.

The laminated beds which accompany the "till" in Nor-
folk are highly contorted, and much false-bedding and
irregularity exists in their mode of deposit. To these

succeed the "post-glacial" period, marked by a more
temperate climate, and represented by deposits which
have been formed since the land assumed its present

level, or nearly so ; including lacustrine and river-sedi-

ments, turf-moors, ancient forests—sometimes converted

into peat-bogs, and now again reclaimed by man ; valley-

sediments, resulting from meteoric causes, and, in fact, all

the most modern surface-deposits, including remains of

man and his works.

Although what we have already said about the direct

connexion between the soil and the sub-soil does relate to

the regularly stratified deposits, such as the Chalk, the

Oolite, Lias, New Red sandstone, &c., yet it is found by
careful observation that those modern and superficial

patches of clays, sands, and gravels scattered over the

face of the country far and wide, take such an important

part in modifying the general character of the soil, that

to the agriculturists of some districts, they actually

surpass in interest and importance the more regular

geological formations of the country.

When the Geological Survey of Great Britain was first

undertaken, more than thirty years ago, the Director-

General had to consider and decide which would be the

most desirable plan to pursue,—whether to show on the

geologically-coloured maps these "detrital" or "super-

ficial " deposits, lying upon and concealing the more

regularly stratified formations, or only to map the latter

;

and bearing in mind the fact already stated, that only the

most vague notions existed in the minds of the earlier

geologists as to the age or origin of these later deposits,

and that they were commonly looked upon as the result of

the deluge ; it is easy to sec that there were at that time

good grounds for their omission. It can, however, readily

be shown that, from an economic point of view, these

deposits deserve to be mapped, in the interest of the

farmer, with as much accuracy as the older rocks have

been for the miner.

The advantages to be derived by the farmer from the

mapping of all surface-deposits—irrespective of age or

mode of occurrence— are exemplified in the pages of the

last number of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society, in which the system commenced many years ago

by the Council of that Society, and carried out so ably

on their behalf by Mr. Joshua Trimmer, of making

reports upon the agricultural geology of lands in various

districts of England, has been again resumed. In this

instance, most of the reports are the result of personal
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inspection of the districts by Mr. H. M. Jenkins, the re-

cently elected Secretary of the Society ; who, fresh from his

labours as Secretary to the Geological Society of London,

has given, in addition to an insight into the methods em-

ployed for improving the land, very clear and accurate

sketches of the geology of each farm over which he has

gone, illustrated in each case by a shaded map, expressing

I^F^] Cbulk. (Sfl Ttitiay.
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SubsoiL Mat. Scale—Two inches to a mile.

the nature of the subsoil, and its bearing upon both the

lithological nature of the soil, and its retentiveness of

moisture—this latter point having a most important

bearing upon its fertility.

In illustration of the various conditions under which

the surface soil is cultivated, we may refer our readers,

lirst of all, to the recently issued number of the

journal referred to. We there find, in an essay on

Forest-farming, by Mr. Jenkins, that "the site of the

ancient forest of Sherwood furnishes some of the best

examples in England of successful farming, under circum-

stances of great natural difficulty. The subsoil consists

of a sandy conglomerate, and is covered by a very light

sandy loam of poor and hungry character. Little is

yielded by it alone ; and the farmer looks upon it more
as a vehicle whereby he can convey fertilising materials

to his crops, than as a producer of their natural food."

Here we have a natural condition of virgin barrenness,

forced into fertility by the most advanced appliances of

agricultural science ; and from this basis of natural poverty

we may diverge, on the one side, into fields which, once

naturally fertile, and possessing a rich store of accumu-
lated wealth, have been impoverished, and even denuded,

of their wealthy mantle of soil at any rate, by a very

recent degradation ; and, on the other side, we may find

examples where the wealth and fertility of a district are

being continually increased by atmospheric causes. Mr.

Jenkins gives us instructive examples of both sets of

conditions, in one case both occurring on the same farm,

viz. at Eastburn in the Yorkshire Wold : on one portion

of the farm " the higher ground exhibits a soil gradually

increasing in strength and depth as one ascends

the hill; ".[while upon another portion of the farm, the

thickness of the soil follows a rule precisely opposite

to that just noticed :
" instead of the depth and strength

of soil increasing with the height, the opposite is now the

case. The only essential physical difference in the two

cases seems to furnish the explanation of this anomaly,

namely, that we now have to deal with a wet valley of very

slight slope, the soil on the sides of which consists of the

mud (or warp) deposited by the stream in times gone by
;

whereas, in the other case, the valleys are dry, and their

slopes have been denuded of any alluvial soil which may
formerly have covered them, by an agency which has also

deepened the valleys and increased the pitch of their

sloping sides." All these practical descriptions, the result

of actual survey, show clearly that the formation of soils is

not always attributable to the same cause ; for we have in

them clearly indicated three natural processes by which the

surface-conditions have been produced—viz. (i) Soil

formed from the subsoil immediately beneath
; (2) Soil

formed by the denudation of soil and subsoil at higher

levels ; and (3) Surface denuded of soil by degrading

influences. The first two processes twq formative, \\\Aq

the third is destructivej and thus in this, as in every

other portion of nature's economy, we at last learn that

antagonism produces equilibrium.

H. Woodward

VEGETABLE PAL.EONTOLOGV
Traitd dc Palt'ontologie Vcg^tale. By Prof. Schimpcr.

(Paris, 1869. London : Williams and Norgate.)

T F asked to indicate the most suggestive discoveries in

Geological Science that have been made within the last

ten years, we should unhesitatingly point to that of the

Eozoon,—to the unfathoming of the mysteries of the floor

of the ocean,—and to the unearthing, in high Arctic

regions, of forests of Dicotyledonous trees, not merely

analogous in size, habit, and conditions of life, but

specifically closely allied in structure to the forest

trees of middle and southern Europe, Asia, and

North America. The first of these discoveries carries
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back the history of life on the globe over a period

indefinitely anterior to that which so long marked its

starting-point ; the second reveals a condition of life far

lower than any hitherto discovered, if not the primordial

condition of organized matter itself, and is the clue to the

histor)' of the chalk, the most complicated in its relations

and the richest in animal remains of all known forma-

tions ; whilst the third, the most simple in its outlines

and the most intelligible in its facts, has hitherto check-

mated every attempt to reconcile the stubborn conclusions

of astronomers, in so far as these relate to the recent

history of the globe, with the pateontology of a period

comparatively but little antecedent to our own in a

geological point of view.

Thus it is that Geolog>', which in its infancy was the

offspring of mineralog)', chemistry, and mechanical laws,

has fallen while still young under the step-fatherhood

of Biology ; even the superposition of strata meaning

nothing, if not supported by Paleontology, since the fact

that an upper stratum of rock containing organic beings

of simpler structure than that it overlies is held to be suffi-

cient proof of their original positions having been reversed,

notwithstanding all appearance to the contrary. Biology,

in short, supplies the weights, wheels, and pendulum of

the geological clock, of which Zoolog)' has hitherto

marked the hours, and Botany, at uncertain intervals,

the minutes.

Lately, however, owing chiefly to the exertions of

Heer, Massolongo, and Saporta, following the footsteps'of

linger, Braun and Goeppert, Botany has gained a little

of its lost ground in the race with Zoology for precedence

as the handmaid of Gcolog)'. The number of species

collected and arranged in the cabinets of Ziirich, Vienna,

Breslau, &c., has been prodigious ; lucky discoveries of

structural specimens have thrown clear light on the

affinities of whole groups of obscure fragments ; and the

constant association of certain leaves with certain fruits,

seeds, and flowers has led to many more very probably

correct, or at least approximate, identifications. As

usually obtains with a science under such conditions, the

publication of new species on mistaken and uncertain

grounds, or on no grounds at all, has proceeded rapidly,

whilst the acquisition of a real knowledge of the objects

themselves has been slow. Superficial naturalists, who
think they know an oak, a laurel, or a fig-leaf when they

see it, but who neither really do know these, nor the

multitude of other vegetables whose leaves imitate them,

have boldly made fossil species of such genera ; shielding

themselves under the belief that, let botanists doubt as

they please, they cannot contradict.

For years this state of things has gone on ; the

Devonian, Carboniferous, Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene

floras have been the prey of adventurous systematists
;

while with the exceptions of Brongniart and Lindlcy no

naturalist eminent for his knowledge of exotic forms of

vegetation has attempted a general work on fossil plants

;

and that these great men simultaneously broke down, is

notorious. Thirty-two years have elapsed since the sus-

pension of the " Fossil Flora of Great Britain " by Lindley

and Hutton, and of the " Histoirc des Vegetaux Fossilcs,"

by Brongniart. In this interval, but one other general work

of the same nature has appeared, the " Genera et Species

Plantarum fossilum," by Unger, a gareful compilation by

a very accomplished pateontologist of Vienna ; but many
excellent treatises on the vegetation of individual forma-
tions have been contributed by able men, amongst whom
rank especially—on the Continent, Heer, Unger, Ettings-
hauscn, Massolongo, de Gaudin, de Sismonda, Otto
Weber, de Ludwig, Goeppert, Saporta, and de Watclet,
and the author of the work now under notice,— in

England, Bunbury, Binney, Williamson, and Carruthers,
—and in America, Lesquereux, Dawson, and Hall. The
time, therefore, has fully come for a complete review of the
Fossil Flora of the globe, and it has fortunately fallen info

hands which in very many respects are the best fitted for

carrying it out with success.

Dr. W. Ph. Schimper is Professor of Geology in the
Faculty of Science at Strasbourg, and Director of the
Museum of Natural History in that city, an institution

which is, we are told, largely, if not wholly, indebted to his

liberality and energy for its present value and condition.

Dr. Schimper is further a correspondent of the Institute

of France, and of the Linnasan Society of London ; the

best living Muscologist, and the author of a monograph
of the Fossil Plants of the Vosges, and of a work on the

PaLxontology of Alsace. In furtherance of his object,

which is not a mere compilation, but an original work,

in which each order, genus, and species is to be con-

sidered in its totality as well as in its details, and to be
treated of in a large and general manner, he has visited

the principal museums of the Continent, and twice or

oftener those of England, making a lengthened sojourn

on each occasion.

It remains to add a sketch of the general arrangement
of the work, which is lucid and practical. The whole will

be comprised in two thick octavo volumes, accompanied
by TOO lithographic plates in quarto. Of these the first

volume, of 738 pages, and 50 plates, is on sale, at the

extremely moderate price of 50 francs, and appears to be
exceedingly well done. The commentaries on many of

the involved and obscure, though prevalent orders, as

Equisetae, are in particular well worthy of an attentive

study; and as a specimen of the condition of the science

as Dr. Schimper finds and leaves it, and of the extreme

difficulty of the subject, we give an analysis of the con-

tents of one tribe of this order ; namely, the Calamitca:.

Of these he retains the nine following genera :

—

1. Calamites, with seven supposed good species, under

which species of three other genera are brought, with

twenty-six synonyms, of which fourteen belong to one

species alone ; and there are, besides, nine doubtful

species of the genus.

2. Calamocladus, with five species, under which are

brought plants previously referred to no fewer than nine

other genera (two species having respectively seven and

eight synonymsV

3. Calamostachys, with five species, some of which have

been referred to three other genera.

4. Hu/tonia, a monotypic genus.

5. Macrostachya, with one species, rejoicing in seven

synonyms, of which four are generic.

6. Bornia, with three species, of which one has six

synonyms.

7. Sphetwphyllum, with seven species, having thirty-

two synonyms amongst them, besides three doubtful

species.
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8. Annularia,\\\\.\i^\vi species, having twenty synonyms,

and including jilnnts previously referred to six other

genera.

The ninth genus, Aphylhslachys, is altogether doubtful.

It needs indeed a bold systcmatist to attack such a

chaos as this reveals, and an able one to deal with it

effectively and well.

The work will consist of three parts :— (l) an introduc-

tion ; (2) a botanical classification of all known fossil

plants
; (3) a synopsis of them in geological sequence];

with a Bibliographical Index.

The introductory part is very full, and is comprised [in

ten chn])tcrs :

—

Chap. I.— Historical 'ketch.

Chap. II.—Oil the state of preservation of fossil plants.

Chap. III.— Distril)ution of fossil plants ill (lirfeicnt formations.

Chap. IV.— Different modes of preservation.

Chap. V.—Principles to be followed in tlic determination of

ossil plants.

Chap. VI.- Of the changes which have taken place In the

vegetable kingdom from its first appearance up to the present

time.

(§ I.) Disappearance of species ;

(§ 2.) The renewal of floras by the appearance of new types.

Chap. VII. Oeneral coup li'ail of the floras of different

geological jieriods.

(I.) First epoch. Reign of the Thalassophytes.—{2.) .Second

epoch. Reign of the vascnlar Cryptogams.— (3.) Third eirach.

Reign of the Gymnospcrnis. Appearance of Monocotyledons.

—

(4.) Fourth epoch. Reign of the Angiosperms. (a) First

l^criod ; A|icl;ilous ]>lanls. (h) Second period ; Dialypetalous

plants, {r) Tliird ]icriod ; Gamopetalous plants.

Chap. VIII.- Application ol vegetable palxontology'to the

climatology of the old world.

Chap. IX.— Application of vegetable pa!a;onlologj' to geology.

Chap. X.—General classification of stratified rocks.

Of the above chapters, the si.\th, which deals witli the

renewal of floras by the appearance of new types, will be

the first to be read by many, naturally eager to ascertain

the views of so able and so unprejudiced a naturalist as

I'rof. Schimper, on the subject of the Origin of .Species.

In this matter his views are explicit, and he sums up his

reasons for adhering to the doctrine of evolution in the

following terms :

—

In spile, then, of the deficiency of pala'ontological docu-

ments, we cannot mistake the general line which Nature has

followed through the various geological epochs, from the first

a|ipcarance of organic beings to the jieriod of their present

development. 'I'his line may be termed one of evolution, because

it marks a ]irogressive change from inferior to superior, from

simple to cimipound, precisely similar to that of every individual

with a coinpru:U('d organisation. All .agree that the latter is the

result of a continued series of metamorphoses. Every ciganised

being begins as a simple cell ; the embryo ilsell being a complex

org.anism derived from the generating cell ; wherefore there are

naturalists who trace the individual hack to the cell. We know,

in f.'.ct, that eaih living vegetable cell can give birth to a new indi-

vidual, of which it is in a certain sense the first reinescntative.

Many species of vegetables and aiiinialsdo not rise above this simple

cell ; as soon .is this has given birth to a second cell, the Latter

becomes in its turn a fresh individual. Whenever the derived

cells remain united, so that a sort of solidarity is established

amongst them, the being which is born from this agglomeration

is a complex being. It will be so much the more perfect, it will

occupy a step so much the higher in the scale of organisms, as

the differentiation of functions ])rodiicctl by the metanior|)hosis of

llie cells is more complete, and the organs applicable to these

functions arc more independent of each other.

Mas Nature followed this plan in her organic kingdom ? From
all that we know, 1 believe th.it we are justified in such a con-

clusion. The only unicellular fossil plants with which we are

acquainted are the Diatoms, which have left their siliceous shells

in the most ancient of fossil beds. The cellular plants of the
family of Alga; are doubtless rare in the pala:ozoic formations

;

with the exception of some little epiphytal fungi, no terrestrial

cellular plants have been discovered, either in palaeozoic or in

mesozoic beds ; this class is even but meagrely represented in the
tertiary flora, which has nevertheless much affinity with that of
the present day. Nevertheless, these scanty remains suffice to
convince us that, if the cellular plants which were to prepare for

the arrival of vascular plants have not left numerous and striking

traces, they have none the less existed, and doubtless since

the earliest periods. 'Jhe first vegetation on the lands which had
just a])pearcd above the waters must have been composed of
cellular plants, of Conferva?, oi frocnihycs or frcl/ialliums of a
lower or higher order of Cryptogams, as may be seen at the
present day on recently reclaimed land.

The terrestrial vegetation of the Silurian C]:ocli and of the
commencement of the Devonian having left no trace, it is impos-
sible for us to judge what were the forms of the plants which
then covered the reclaimed land. All that we know is, that the
primeval ocean was peopled by a numerous fauna during thousands
of centuries lieforc the appearance of vascular cryptogamic acro-

gens : similarly, if the Thalassophytes of those distant epochs
h.id left no trace, their existence would be noii£ the less infallibly

proved by that of the animals whose food they formed.
The rapid glance which we are about to give of the general

character of the floras which have succeeded each other on the
surface of the earth, from the Devonian period up to the present

time, will show better than any reasoning the ]?rogressive march
which they have followed, ;.nd the close links by which they are

united to each other.

J. D. Hooker

HARCOURT AND MADAN'S PRACTICAL
CHEMISTR Y

Exercises in Practical Chemistry. IJy A. G. Vernon-
Harcourt, M.A., F.R.S., Sec. C. S. ; and H. G. Madan,
M.A., P.C.S., Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford.
Crown Svo., pp. 350, 66 woodcuts

;
^s. 6d. (Oxford :

Clarendon Press, 1869.)

\\J V. arc glad at last to welcome a really scientific

work on Practical Chemistry. Professor Ilarcourt

and Mr. Madan have earned the warm thanks of all in-

terested in the teaching of the science by the publication

of their voluirie. Alinost all formtr works on practical

chemistry have been contented cither to act the part of

illustrated catalogues of chemical apparatus, or else they

consist of cut and dried receipts for following out a system

of cjualitative analysis by reference to a complicated series

of paragraphs, ingeniously arranged to bewilder the un-

fortunate student as much as possible, or they place in

his hands tabular statements of reactions which have to be
worked through almost always without rhyme or reason.

Mr. Madan's Ten Commandments, or '' Memoranda,"
placed at the commencement of the volume, might well

be printed in letters of gold in e\'cry laboratory, and
repeated as the morning lesson of each first year's student.

" Cleanliness," he begins, " stands at t/ic head of the

chemist's scale of virtues." No better advice can be given

:

if a student can work neatly, he is almost sure to work
well. Only rarely can the "messy '' beginner be trained

to habits of exact experimentation and accurate thought.

The second ordinance is ecpially important :
" Do not

work in a hurry. What is expended in time is often

gained in power and grasp of a subject. Yet, on the

other hand, learn to be economical of time." The main
object of a certain class of students seems to be to get

"through" with their experiments, no matter how clumsily

they manipulate, or how small and incomplete may be

their knowledge of what the experiment teaches. They
are satisfied to have " done the thing," and if thev do not
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obtain the required result, they either think that some-

thing in nature has gone wrong, or that the author of

the book is fibbing, and they are the last to imagine that

they are themselves to blame ; it is sufficient for them to

have tried— or rather not tried—and they pass willingly

to the next operation, most probably again to court defeat.

To these the only cure is to act upon the advice, " Do not

hurry." Another class of persons, to whom the second

part of these "Memoranda" specially applies, are those

who confine all their powers to waiting ; thus they watch

the slow filtration of a single gelatinous precipitate, and

with a kind of dreary pleasure either dream away their

time, or (more commonly) annoy their more dihgent neigh-

bours, thinking that nature is invariably slow to move,

and that patience is the only virtue they need to cultivate.

These must be made to learn that economy of time is a

necessary part of the chemist's duty, and that he, " in spite

of the proverb, may do more than one thing at a lime by

allowing things to do themselves." The chemist's third

commandment is fairly given as, " Be economical of ma-
terials." Who that has seen beginners work does not

value this recommendation ? Many seem to think that

the more they deluge the substances they have to e.xaniine,

first with acids, and then with alkalies, the more likely

are they to discover the philosopher's stone, or to find

their needle in the bottle of hay ! How long some

students take to find out that every molecule of acid or

alkali, added above the required quantity, serves only

as a blind to their reactions, and is in reality a most

wilful adulteration of their material, with perhaps several

thousand times its weight of dirt !
" Never begin an ex-

periment," says Mr. Madan, in his fourth article, " until

you have looked over all the preparations for it, to make
sure that you have everything within reach ;" and we
would make this advice apply not only to test-tubes and
gas-jars, but to the mental preparation also. No experi-

ment ought to be made until the student knows what he

is going to do. He must either read a description of

what he is to do, or he must see the experiment per-

formed by his teacher ; and, above all, he ought to be

aware of the theoretical explanation of the changes he

is about to witness. The writer for one does not think

that laboratory instruction cannot be valuable, unless the

student has already acquired a certain knowledge of the

subject by attendance on lectures ; but the theoretical

instruction must then of necessity accompany the practical

tuition. The very first experiment which the beginner

may make—viz. that of heating oxide of mercury in a

test-tube—must be the occasion for an explanation of the

laws of definite combination by weight, for a statement of

the numerical exactitude of all chemical change. Exer-

cises must at once be given, and continue to be given, in

illustration of these laws ; and thus from the first the

student must be made to grasp the facts of the exact

nature of the science. He must be disabused at once of

the notion of some who, when they enter the laboratory,

'• look upon chemistry as a mere amusement, as a means
of getting up a few explosions, creating a few unsavoury

smells, producing a few striking changes of colour." Unless

practical chemistry is taught with these aims, in a manner
calculated to afford an exact mental discipline, it is worse

than useless. If the student does not cultivate habits of

attention, close observation, and patient inquiry, he can

gain nothing from laboratory work ; on the contraiy, he
becomes negligent and impatient, he does not care to look
for what is going on, and instead of gaining immensely, as
he ought, in habits of self-reliance, he loses all confidence,

finds physical science a delusion and a snare, and returns

(if he has any taste for learning at all) to the more con-
genial path of literature.

The volume in question will much aid those who teach
with this view, and it will afford still more active help

to those who, possessing no teacher, have to learn for

themselves.

The descriptions of the simpler operations of glass-

working in the beginning of the volume, and of the con-
struction of tube apparatus, are clearly given ; and these

pages are, of course, especially interesting to the self-

educated student. The exercises on solution, precipitation,

filtration, and distillation, are described with care, and the

examples well chosen. It is very difficult to know how
far such descriptions should go as regards details. The
description of the manufacture of lime-water is as clear

as that preparation ought to be. But is such detail

needed where a word of explanation can be given ? This
shows the impossibility of writing a book on practical

manipulation exactly fitted for all classes of students.

In the second section, on preparation and examination

of Gases, we miss the theoretical explanations which, as

we have said, must accompany the practical and manipula-

ting directions ; nor do questions, numerical or otherwise,

accompany the exercises. This is to be regretted : a book
especially written for those who work alone should contain

a series of examples such as we find in many of the

smaller manuals. With this exception this portion of the

book is as good as need be. A chapter on the prepa-

ration of Reagents in use in the laboratory is espe-

cially valuable to the self-taught student. The solutions

are made according to system ; and in the preparation

the student is familiarised with the metrical system of

weights and measures : whilst under each heading the

tests for the purity of the reagent are given ; thus :

—

Barium Chloride (BaCl^ in 20 c.c). Dissolve I2'2 grins in So
c. c. of water, and dilute to 100 c.c.

The purity of the salt may be tested as follows. Place about

5 c.c. of the solution in a test-tube, heat it nearly to boiling, and
add a slight excess of dilute hydrogen sulphate. While the

precipitate of barium sulphate is subsiding, get ready a filter (of

Swedish paper), wash it two or three times with warm water,

then filter off the barium sulphate and evaporate the filtrate to

dryness on a clean watch-glass. No solid residue should

be left.

The authors, in their introduction to Qualitative

Analysis, commence with the study of the acid radicles

instead of the metals. This is, perhaps, the more scientific

order of procedure than that beginning with the reactions

of the metals ; but we must take leave to doubt whether it

is so simple, or so likely to conduce to the clear under-

standing of the reactions as the other older and more

usually employed method.

The nomenclature used throughout the work possesses

one amongst many advantages over the others (unfortu-

nately too numerous) now in use, in that it is identical

with that now employed in Germany. Surely it is a

matter of some importance to assimilate as much as

possible scientific nomenclature in all languages.

H- E. RoscOE
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BAILLON'S HISTORY OF PLANTS
Hisloirc des Plantcs. By H. Baillon. Vol. I. 8vo, 488 pp.

With 503 figures by Faguet, price 2\s. (Paris and
London : Ilachctte and Co.)

'TPHIS is a fine book—a very fine book, one might say
;

• nevertheless, not wholly satisfactory. Turning over

its pages we feel a sense of power wasted in an attempt

to bring together too much in a digested form,—far more

indeed than any one cares to find in one work. The book,

if it goes on, will be a sort of Botanical Encyclopedia,

suited rather for adepts and advanced students than for

the general reader. No one thinks of turning to an

Encycloprcdia for the best and most exhaustive informa-

tion upon anything, and so it will be in this case.

M. Baillon brings together Organogeny, Structure, and

Taxonomy, including a description of every genus of

Flowering Plants. Now this is too much for any single

mind to work out. M. Baillon is a man still young and

vigorous, and of wonderful assiduity ; and if he live, it is

quite possible he may bring his work to a close. And it

will be no mean monument, though not without its

warning, especially to those whose ambition impels them

to aim too much at leaving behind a name in lai-ge

characters rather than deeply cut. As yet, however, our

author is hardly out of shallow water. Nearly all the

groups which he has touched upon have been quite lately

worked up systematically by other eminent botanists, and

their material has doubtless afforded him a good bottom.

This first volume consists of a series of Monographs of

the following Natural Orders: Ranunculacca>, Dilleniacea?.

Magnoliaccre. Anonacea?, Monimiaceae (including Caly-

canthcie), and Rosaccas. We do net find any gene: al

clavis or table of sequence of the Orders, but, from the

order followed so far, it would seem as though the cha-

racters of the primary divisions of Dicotyledohs, usually

accepted as most convenient by systematists, depending

on the absence or presence of adhesion between the inner

and outer whorls of the fiower, were regarded as subor-

dinate to characters based simply on cohesion or its

absence between the carpels forming the pistil. All the

Orders enumerated, and those in the first part of Vol. 11.

already published, are essentially apocarpous. Four of

Chkvsobalani'S IcACO (Section of Flower)

them have perfect flowers and hypogynous insertion of

the floral whorls ; one (Monimiaces) is mainly imperfect

and monochlamydeous ; and Rosaceas are perfect and
perigynous. Now a new svstem is verv apt to be a great

bore. Nobody knows what is coming next, nor where to

look for a thing ; and in the present state of knowledge, in

such secondary matters as the mere sequence of Orders,

it is better to sacrifice the expression of a supposed

affinity by a new juxtaposition in linear series, for the sake

of a unifomiity with accepted plans of arrangement,

which have been tested many years, are widely used in the

Chr\sobalanus Icaco

best books, and which adventurers are too glad to fall back

upon when they have sense to know when they get out

of their depth.

However, waiving all this, let usdoM. Baillon the justice to

say that he here puts on record many original observations

of great value : he is very clear, and, like many of his

countrymen, has a neat way of putting things : his

pictorial illustrations (in woodcut) are admirable and well-

selected, as the accompanying examples will show; and,

as we have said above, he is making a very fine book.

By way of sample of the work, let us take a small

Natural Order : Magnoliacere, the Family of the Mag-
nolias and Tulip-trees. First of all we have the Order

divided into what M. Baillon calls Scries, which, in the

main, answer to the Tribes or Sub-orders of other

writers. Candlea: we notice is one of these : a group

maintained of ordinal value, by Messrs. Bentham and
Hooker, near to Bixineffi,on the ground of their syncarpous

ovary and parietal placentation,—characters which M.
Baillon estimates as analogous, in respect of their de-

parture from the Magnolinid type to the similar conditions

of Monodora in relation to other Anonaceae. A good

description, with capital figures, is given of what the

author treats as type-species of the genuine Magnolias,
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the beautiful M. grandiJJora. He has been at consider-

able pains to examine for himself the curious changes

undergone by the ovule in maturation, publishing an
account of it in " Comptcs Rendus," Ixvi. 700, apparently

ignorant of Prof. Asa Gray's exccedmgly clear and de-

tailed account of the same, given twelve years ago in the

Journal of the Linnean Society, ii. 106. The old genera

Tahiiinia, Manglictia, and MicJielia are all sunk in Mag-
nolia, which genus, with Liriodendron, constitutes the

series Magnolieae. The three former genera are very

briefly disposed of, and whether specimens of each have

been examined, is by no means clear. After describing

successively the structural features of each Series, M.
BaiUon gives us a short historical summary of the Natural

Order, then he discusses the points in which all, or nearly

all, of the genera agree. The only three absolutely con-

stant characters are : the woody stem, the alternate

leaves, and the presence of albumen in the seeds.

A triad, equally constant, we may remark, in many other

Natural Orders, just as flour, suet and salt, may be

common to every different sort of pudding. Eight

characters are generally prevalent, the exceptions being

few or solitary ; these refer to the form of the

receptacle, concave only in two genera, which same pair

are the only exceptions to the otherwise constantly double

perianth
;
polypetaly ; direction of the micropyle of the

ovule ; apocarpy and placentalion ; stipulation. These

we might speak of as the currants, and peel, and spices,

and brandy, and what not, which, judiciously blended with

the constituents afore-named, give special character and

pre-eminence to plum-pudding. Technical diagnoses of

the five Series follow. Then we have the histology of the

wood and bark ; a discussion of the affinities of the

order ; a paragraph on its geographical distribution ;
an

account of the properties and uses of various species
;

and lastly, technical descriptions in Latin, of each genus,

as maintained by M. Baillon. These technical descrip-

tions, if given at all, should be accompanied by a

distinct generic synonymy. It is too much to expect

every one to turn back to pages so and so, and unravel it

for himself, where the mention of it may read as merely

incidental. D. Oliver

FICK ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF FORCE
Die Natiirkrafte in Hirer IVcchseibesieiimig. By Adolf

Fick. (Wiirzburg, 1869. London ; Williams and
Norgate.)

Professor Kick, who has recently been moved from

Zurich to Wiirzburg to fill the chair of Physiology there,

vacant through the untimely death of Von Bezold, is well

known not only to physiologists by his many excellent

researches, but also to a far wider circle through the

now well-known experiments on muscular physics carried

out by himself and Wislicenus. In these six popular

lectures he attempts to carry an intelligent and at-

tentive audience, not possessing special scientific know-
ledge, swiftly through the great story of the transformation

of force, showing them, in a quiet, lucid way, how the

parts are played on those two gi-eat stages, the macrocosm
of the universe and the microcosm of the human body.

The first four lectures are given up entirely to the

consideration of the correlation of purely physical forces.

Starting from simple facts about heat, the author works
his way through heat as a mode of motion, through con-
crete conceptions of molecular movements in changing
bodies, to the general doctrine of the transformation of
force and the numerical relations between one force and
another.

In his fifth lecture, treading upon his own ground, he
shows that the microcosm is but a stage where forces

shift and change ; and that no exact researches have at

present in any way shown the necessity of believing that

in the hving body there exists any new force besides those

at work in the world around. He is careful to point out

that no thoroughly satisfactory balance sheet of the forces

that come to and go out from a living body has yet been
shown, so difficult is the task ; but, though the details

have yet to come, the general principle gains daily confirma-

tion. Human force is but a transformation of chemical

force, and man steals oxygen to do his work. Plants

unburn what the animal burns ; and so the heat of the

sun brings back oxygen to the world.

And this leads the lecturer in his last lecture to the

question. How does the sun get his heat ? After quoting

and discussing Mayer's hypothesis of the feeding of the

sun with meteors, and pointing out the next question,

"Whence comes the force which drives the meteors?" he
finishes by dwelling on Clausius' theory of the constant

loss of force in the shape of heat that cannot be weaned
back to any other mode of motion, and on the general

conclusions that may be drawn I'rom it. These we prefer

to give in his own words :

—

If, tlien, when mechanical force passes into heat, some of that

lieat can never be brouglit back to be mechanical force, and if

tlie change from mechanical force to heat be ever going on,

all tlie force in the universe must at last take on the form of
heat. But if that be so, then at last all differences of tempera-

tures must disappear, and everything end in a universal Ueath.

The whole chain of Cosmic events must therefore be looked upon
not as fmnied of c}-cles, so that, cycle sweeping round upon
cvcle, tlie universe stands for ever the same, but as being a process

of Evolution striving towards an End.
We are come to this alternative : either in our highest,

our most general, our most fundamental scientific abstractions,

some great point has been overlooked ; or the universe wil! have
nn end and must have had abeginning ; could not have existed from
Eternity, but must at some date not infinitely distant have arisen

from something not forming part of the chain of natural causes,

/. e. must have been created.

M. Foster

067? BOOK SHELF
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, _/br Schools, Colleges,

Candidates for University Examinations, Is^c. By
R. Wormeli, M.A., B.Sc. (London : Groombridge
and Sons.)

We are glad to see London University graduates recruit-

ing the ranks of educational writers. IVlr. Wormeli states

in clear and concise language the principles of elemen-
tary Statics and Dynamics, in close accordance with the
syllabus of requirements for passing the examinations for

tire B.A. and B.Sc. degree at the London University. He
gives hardly more nor less than this, but avoids at the
same time an error into which most of our writers on the
subject fall, viz. the overcrowding of their books willi prob-
lems, which the purely didactic portion of the book does
not enable even the gifted student to solve. Mr. Wormeli
adds to his test a great variety of really instructive solved
probleins, which will go far to help the student in finding

the solutions of those given with the numerical answers
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alone. Wc have no doubt that this excellent little work
will be a great success, but we should like the elementary

principles of dynamics more amply illustrated. The ntro-

duction of the pri -iciple of limits on several occasi':'ns is

highly commendaljle : the student should make its ac-

quaintance early, but we believe in the old methods of proof

to bring the matters more home to students, although they

start, in a scientific view, from an inconsistency.— B. L.

Geodesy.— Stiidi<n iiber h'dhere Ccodasie. By Dr. C.

Bremiker. (r.crlin, 1869.)

From great scientific undertakings, such as geographical

expeditions, or ge idetical, geological, and magnetic sur-

veys of large arc:is, mankind generally derives, besides

the utility of the work itself, a vast amount of contingent

benefit. The resu't forms not only a landmark of scien-

tific progress, but the work serves also for applying and
testing a number of antecedent theoretical or practical

discoveries, for separating what is sound from the un-

sound, and finally it rouses contemporaneously the mental
energy of those more or less intimately connected with

it to new exertions.

Of such a wido bearing is the great European arc-

measurement now in progress, in which for the first time

the curvature of jjarallels of latitude will be simulta-

neously determineil with that of the meridians, and the

question will be decided whether the figure of the earth,

as represented by the surface of the ocean, is really an
ellipsoid of rotation, or whether a triaxial ellipsoid will

have to be substituted for it. Of the mathematical,
physical, and geodetical investigations, which the progress

of this great work has already created. Dr. Brcmiker's

ranks among the foremost. It discusses the methods of

reduction with reference to deviation of the plumb-line,

latitude, azimuth, difference in longitude, latitude, and
azimuth, small angles, deduction of triangles ; and
employs everywhere practical and interesting formulae.

The mathematical attainments necessary for understand-

ing this excellent little work are not too high, and we feel

certain that nobody who takes an interest in higher sur-

veying will read it without extending his experience and
knowledge. B. L.

Our Bodies. By F.lhs A. Davidson. (London : Cassell,

Petter, and Galpin.)

We cannot highly commend this little book, though we
would wish to speak well of its author. He is evidently a

thoroughly good and earnest teacher ; and we have no
doubt his oral lessons are far better than his written book,

which may be described as " Goody Lessons in Physio-

logy, written in words of either one or of more than five

syllables." It consi'^ts of many terribly stony technicalities

floating in a mass of very pappy information. On one
page we find children warned, on physiological grounds,

not to crack hard nuts with their teeth, and on another a

description of the axis-cylinder of nerves, the white
Siil'stiinire of Schiuami, and the canaliciilt of bone.

When will popular teachers of physiology and anatomy
find out that these sciences are best taught free from
technical hard nuts which splinter the enamel of the

mind and worse? In not a few respects, too, we observe

that " our bodies" of Mr. Davidson are not the same as

our bodies.

The Intelligence of Animals.

—

From the French of
Ernest IMenault. (London : Cassell, Petter, and
Galpin.)

The intelligence of animals maybe studied in a scientific

or in an anecdotal manner. M. Menault has chosen the
latter method. We have not been led to form a very
high opinion of his physiology or of his general philo-

sophy ; but he has compiled a most entertaining volume,
crammed with most amusing stories about all kinds of
animals, from ants to ourang-outangs. It is illustrated

with numerous pictures, some of which are as good as the
stories.

EARTHQUAKE WAVES IN THE PACIFIC
UNLIKE their great rivals, the Himalayas, which seem

to have upreared themselves to a position where
they can remain at rest, the Andes are disturbed from
time to time by tremendous throes, whose effects are

sometimes felt over a full third part of the earth's surface.

To this class belonged the earthquake of August 13-14,

1868, and in many respects it was the most remarkable of

all the great earth-throes which have desolated the neigh-

bourhood of the Peruvian Andes. As in the great earth-

quake which overthrew Riobamba in 1797, a tremendous
vertical upheaval seems simultaneously to have affected a
region of enormous extent. But terrible as were the

direct effects of the first vertical shock and the others

which followed, it was the action of the earth-throe on the

ocean which caused the greatest devastation. It is

hardly necessary to recall to the reader's remembrance
the fearful effects experienced at Chala, at Arica, and at

other places along the Pemvian shore ; for few, doubt-

less, have forgotten how a countryman of our own"'de-

scribed the ominous retreat of the ocean, and the over-

mastering fury with which it rushed back and swept far

inland, destroying at once the shipping it carried with it,

and the buildings which it encountered in its course.

So fearful a disturbance of the seas around the Pem-
vian shores could not but generate a widely-extended
oscillation of the waters of the great Pacific Ocean. Yet

it is impossible to hear, without surprise, of the enormous
waves vvliich reached the tar-ott shores of the islands

which lie scattered over that enormous ocean-tract. The
accounts which came gradually in of waves which had
swept past Honolulu and Hilo, into the ports of Yokohama
and Lyttleton, and had even disturbed the waters which
surround the East Indian Archipelago, seemed at first

scarcely explicable as the direct results of a disturbance
occurring so many thousands of miles from those places.

But when the accounts are carefully compared together,

they are found to point most clearly to the South American
shores as the true centre whence the great wave of dis-

turbance had spread over the whole surface of the Pacific.

Professor von Hochstetter* has brought together all the

accounts which seem to throw light on the progress of the

great earthquake-waves from Arica. For the most part,

unfortunately, the waves visited the islands and ports of

* Petermann's " Geogr.^phischc Mittheihingcn," part \i. 1S69.
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the Pacific by night ; but still enough^ evidence remains to

exhibit with sufficient clearness the course which the dis-

turbance followed.

Let us first endeavour to form a clear conception of the
scene of this great manifestation of Nature's powers. The
Pacific Ocean is not commonly chosen as the subject of a
single map, and the maps in our ordinary atlases are not
calculated to give clear ideas respecting the tnie shape
and dimensions of an ocean which is undoubtedly the

most remarkable physical feature of the whole terrestrial

globe. I have endeavoured to remedy this defect by the

accompanying chart, which represents a perspective view
of that half of the globe to which the Pacific belongs, and
will serve, I think, to convey a tolerably clear impression
of the true proportions of this great ocean.
Near the shore of Peru I have marked the estimated

region of central disturbance by a white circle.

The great waves which came surging onwards from the
centre of disturbance must presently have lost their cir-

cular figure. On account of their enormous dimensions
they "felt the bottom," so to speak, and were more or less

retarded according as they traversed shallow or deep por-
tions of the great ocean.
At Arica the first great shock of the earthquake was

experienced at about five in the afternoon of August 13th.

Twenty minutes later an enormous wave fifty feet in

height swept in over the shores ; and we may assume that

about this time the waves which were about to traverse
the Pacific started on their vast career.

Along the coast of Chili the wave travelled southwards,
reaching Coquimbo three hours after the catastrophe at

Arica. One hour later the wave had reached Valparaiso
;

and yet an hour later the inhabitants of Valdivia—marked
(l) in the map—were terrified by an inrush of the sea
which threatened to destroy their town.
Northwards from Arica the progress of the wave was

not so carefully timed. On the 14th of August, but at

what hour is not stated, the shores of Lower California,

near San Pedro— marked (2) in the map—were swept by
a wave no less than sixty-three feet in height.

At midnight of August 13-14, the sea-wave reached the
Sandwich Isles (3), and from that time until the i6th of
August the sea around those islands rose and fell in a
surprising manner. It appeared as though the islands

were first slowly raised as by some irresistible subterra-
nean forces, and then suffered to subside until they seemed
about to disappear for ever beneath the waves ; nor was it

easy to believe that in reality the sea alone was in motion.
Yokohama (4) was visited by the wave on August 14th,

but unfortunately the exact hour is not known, otherwise
there would have been the means of ascertaining how
long a wave takes in traversing nearly a complete half of
the earth's circumference.
The Marquesas Isles (5) were visited by waves of enor-

mous dimensions before midnight of August 13th. Some
of the islands of this group were indeed completely sub-
merged by the crests of the principal waves.
At Opara (6), the coaling-station for steamships plying

between Panama and New Zealand, nine waves came in

one after the other, at intervals of twenty minutes, the
highest sweeping over the coal depot.

At half-past two on the morning of August 14th, the
watchman in Apiu, on the island of Opolu (7), aroused
the frightened inhabitants from their sleep with the cry
that the sea was coming in upon them ; and during the
whole of that day the sea rose and fell at intervals of only
fifteen minutes. But the waves reached the Chatham
Islands (8), though nearly as far from Arica, an hour and
a half sooner. Three enormous waves rushed in upon
these islands, one of which, the low-lying Tupunga, was
completely submerged. Between two and three hours
later the wave had reached the Fiji Islands (9).

The shores of New Zealand, and especially those bays
of the southern island which face towards the east, were

visited by enormous waves. Between three and four
o'clock in the morning, the harbour of Lyttleton (10) was
left completely drj- by the retreat of the water, which did
not return until more than an hour had elapsed. At five
the water began again to retreat, reaching its lowest point
an hour later. But at a quarter-past seven and at half-
past nine, and again at eleven, a great sea-wave swept
over the bounds of the harbour.

Lastly, the ocean-wave visited the Australian shores
near Newcastle (11) at about half-past six in the morning
of August 14th, the waves gaining in height at each return
until about half-past eleven, from which hour they slowly
subsided.

The chief interest of these results lies in the circum-
stance that they enable us to form an estimate of the
depth of the Pacific Ocean. Air)', Whewell, and other
eminent mathematicians have shown how the velocity of
sea-waves varies with the depth of the part of the ocean
they are traversing. Where the breadth of the waves is

great, as in the tidal wave, a very simple law connects the
variation of the velocity with that of the depth. If a wave
travels twice as fast in one part of its course as in another,
it may be assumed that the depth of the ocean is four
times greater in the former than in the latter part of the
ocean. A tripled velocity signifies that the depth is nine
times greater, and so on. With waves of different breadth
the law is slightly different. But the following table,
extracted from a larger one in Airy's paper on sea-waves
{Encyclopucdia Metropolitana), shows how slightly the law
is affected for waves beyond a certain breadth :

—

Depth of the

Water infect.
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sued by the '.va'.e-fronts. It will be found by those who
care thus to apply Professor Airy's results, that the follow-

ing estimates by Professor Hochstetter are approximately
correct.

He makes the mean depth-
Fathoms.

Between .\rica and Valdlvia (i) 1,190

,, ,, the Sandwich Isies (3) . . 2,565

„ ,, Opara (6) 1,933
,, ,, the Chatham Isles (8) . . 1,912

„ ,, Lyttekon (10) 1,473

,, ,, Newcastle (Aust.) (11) . . 1,501

These results are the more valuable, because the Pacific

Ocean has not been so carefully sounded as the Atlantic

has. And though the progress of the tidal wave has long
afforded similar evidence, yet a certain amount of doubt
necessarily rests over conclusions drawn from the progress

of a \va\'e which is acted upon throughout its voyage
across the Pacific by the attractions which gave it birth.

We may add, in conclusion, that on December 23, 1S54,

a wave traversed the Pacific from Japan to San Francisco
and Diego, or from (4) to the neighbourhood of (2), whose
progress, dealt with according to Professor Airy's numbers,
showed the mean depth of the sea between Japan and
San Francisco to be 2,149 fathoms, and between Japan
and Diego 2,034 fathoms. These results agree fairly with
those which have been deduced by Professor von Hoch-
stetter. R. A. Proctor

A NEW FORM FOR SCHOOLS

AT the first blush this may seem a trivial subject, but
when we consider the immense floating multitude of

children who frequent schools, spending at least some
6,000 hours on forms during the time that they are at

school, and that their health may be injuriously affected

by the use of unsuitable ones, the importance of the sub-

ject becomes evident.

Dr. E. H. Schildbach states, in the Garienlaiibe, that

amongst more than a thousand children whom he ex-

amined in several schools at Leipsic, he found only a few
who did not show some lateral curvature or deviation of
the spinal column, traceable to the use of improper forms.

.•.?->; ..N^- .sSv.

The chief defect in the construction of these forms was
the great space between the seat and the table. Seats

without backs soon tire out even robust children ; they
cannot sit upright for several hours together, and after

much shifting from side to side, they are constrained to

obtain relief by sitting on the very edge of the bench, and
resting their arms on the table before them. The position

into which they are thus forced is anything but a salutary

one. The back is curved, especially in its lower half ; the

thorax sinks between the shoulders, and chest and stomach

suffer a not inconsiderable pressure. To write in this

position, one shoulder is raised much higher than the
other, and the whole body is twisted unnaturally. With
young and growing people the assumption of constrained
positions, even for a few hours day by day, soon becomes
habitual, and in many cases may lead to real deformity.

Our illustration represents the model form recom-
mended by Dr. Schildbach, invented by Mr. F,. Kunze, of

Chemnitz, in Saxony, and will scarcely require a detailed

description. It will be seen that the table forms an
inclined plane without the usual level projection at its

upper part. It is divided by cross bars into separate desks,

and the boards which form the desks are movable and
can be drawn out. A metal button with a lateral motion
holds each board in its place, and also fixes it when
drawn out. At the top in front are places for inkstands and
writing materials, covered by the board w-hen pushed liome.

Each seat has its separate back, of a shape best calculated

to give proper support with the least possible pressure,

while it allows the pupil to leave his place by stepping
back over the seat without disturbing his neighbour.
Underneath the table is a shelf for books, slates, &c., and
beneath this there is a foot-board, an important provision

against cold. The inexpensive character of this form
and simplicity of its construction v%'ill be apparent to

everyone.

THE NOVEMBER SHOOTING-STARS
"T^HE earth is rapidly nearing theband of cosmical bodies
-' to which the November star-showers owe their occur-

rence. Whether we are to witness a display or not depends
wholly on the nature of that portion of the band through
which we are to pass this year. The portion which gave
the great display of 1866 has now passed many millions of

miles away on its course towards the orbit of the distant

planet Uranus. Nearer to us, but still many millions of

miles away, is the part which we traversed in 1867, when
(in America) there w-as a short but brilliant display of

meteors, which would have afforded a yet more striking

exhibition but for the full moon which diinmed their

splendour. In 1868 meteors were seen in every part of

the earth, and even, in America, on two successive

nights. It is clear, therefore, that the portion of the

band then traversed was veiy much wider than the part

through which the earth had passed in the two former
years. But even the part traversed in 1868 is more than
five hundred millions of miles away from us now ; and it

is difficult indeed to say what may be the character of the

portion we arc approaching. Most probably it is even
wider than the part we passed through in 1868 ; in which
case we are sure (if the weather be but fine) to see a display

of the November shooting-stars, though the same process

of wide-spreading would of course tend to make the dis-

play so much the less brilliant.

It must be remembered that it will be absolutely useless

to look for the meteors much before midnight of November
12—13 and of November 13— 14. England does not come
round to the exposed hemisphere of the earth—that is,

to the hemisphere which is bearing directly through the

meteor-band—much before ten o'clock in the evening

;

and she does not turn her full face, so to speak, towards

the meteors before midnight. From that time until ten in

the morning the rain of meteors is directed upon F^ngland

without intermission, though no sign of the falling stars

can be noticed after sunrise.

Our neighbours across the Channel propose to send
observers to the shores of the Mediterranean, there to

watch the meteors under more favourable circumstances
than in more northern latitudes. Although we already

know the principal conditions under which the meteors
move, yet all observations directed to the determination

of the size, colour, and constitution of these interesting

bodies, will be well worth the making. The comet-nucleus
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of the system has now travelled nearly a thousand millions

of miles away since in lS65 he passed his perihelion; and
it will be interesting to learn whether the character of his

train of followers is at all dependent on their distance
from him.

R. A. Proctor

[To this note we add the following extract of a letter from
Mr. Hind, which appeared in the Times of Tuesday.

—

Ed.]
" The elements of the orbit in which the November

meteors revolve are as follow, according to the last calcu-
lations of the Italian astronomer Schiaparelli, founded
upon the accurate data obtained during the grand display
in 1866. Heliocentric longitude of perihelion or of the point
nearest to the sun, 56° 26' ; crosses the plane of the earth's

path from north to south in 5 1° 28'
; inclination of orbit to

the plane of the earth's path, 17° 45'; eccentricity of orbit,

0-9046; distance from sun in perihelion, o'9873 (the earth's
mean distance being taken as unity); semi-a.xis major of the
orbit, io'340, similarly expressed

;
period of revolution,

35'25 years; motion retrograde or opposite to that of the
earth. At its nearest approach to the sun the orbit is

therefore situate close to the earth's, while in aphelion it is

not far distant from that of Uranus. It is well known that

these numbers are almost identical with those applying to

the orbit of the first comet of 1 866, and I have lately ascer-

tained beyond reasonable doubt that the comet of 1366,
which became visible three days after the memorable
meteoric exhibition in October of that year, when ' there

was a movement of the stars such as men never before
saw or heard of,' and ' those who saw it were filled with
such great fear and dismay that they were astounded,
imagining they were struck dead, and that the end of the

world had come,' as the exaggerated language of the time
has it, also moved in a similar orbit. It was, doubtless,

visible during the shower on the confines of Ursa Major
and Leo Minor, but the Chinese did not perceive it till

three nights later. It was not seen in Europe."

PENNY SCIENCE CLASSES
T N opening the session of the Birmingham and Midland
'• Institute recently, the President, Mr. Charles Dickens,
referred to the " penny system " of instruction as " one of

the most remarkable schemes ever devised for the educa-
tional behoof of the artizan ;

" and as this system, so far as

we know, is adopted only at the Birmingham institution,

we have made inquiries respecting its working there. We
learn that, soon after the opening of the Science Classes

in 1854, the teacher, Mr. Williams, observing that after a
few terms the attendance fell off, suggested the establish-

ment of Penny Lectures, as introductory to systematic

scientific instruction. This plan answering well, an
arithmetic class was commenced by Mr. Richard, to

which students were admitted on payment of one penny
at the door. Subsequently other classes were started ^n the

penny system, and now among others even chemistry and
physical geography are taught in penny lessons. The
chemistry class was formerly conducted on the quarterly

p'an, the fee being 3^. per term of twelve lessons.

Though the fee was low, the attendance seldom reached
more than 40 or 50 per night ; while since the introduction

of the penny system it is about 100 during the winter

months. The persons attending the class are of all

grades of society ; but since the change to the penny
system the proportion of artizans has much increased.

We are not surprised at this, in fact it is what we should

expect. The wage-paid class receive their earnings

weekly, they pay their rent weekly, their " settlings " are

made weekly, and their books they take in in weekly
numbers. It is not to be surprised at, then, that a science

class in which the fee is paid weekly should be popular with

artizans. Where the fee is so low as one penny we do not

sec how a class can pay ; but such institutions as that of
Birmingham are not intended, and never were intended, to
pay in a commercial sense. The promoters and sub-
scribers are only too pleased to find their efforts
successful in inducing attendance at the classes. Viewed
in this way we believe the penny system to be the best of
any

;
and the Birmingham and Midland Institute deserves

all honour for having introduced it.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ 7/ie Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions expressed
by his Correspondents.

\

Scientific Education at Cambridge
I NOTICE a pamgraph at page 26 of Nature, in which,

while the facts are correct, a wrong inference is drawn from
them. Two gentlemen at Cambridge have been appointed to

lecture on subjects in natural science, and one of these has
been appointed to lecture on electricity, ni.agnetism, and botany.
These facts are correct, and your informant congratulates the
University on the increased desire for instruction in these subjects
manifested among the members of the University, but says,

"is tlie number of men in the University competent to teach
them so small, that it has been found necessary to entrust

electricity and botany to the same lecturer?" But the real state

of the case is, tliat in the University there is not a want of
those able to teach Natural Science, but a want of those
desiring to learn it. In fact, tliere are so few who want
to learn these matters of science, that we cannot afford to

pay, and have no need to appoint, more than one man to do
the work. The lectures which we have in these subjects

are insufficiently attended. The University is not behind the

age in the power of teaching these matters, but before the age.

If there had been many people coming here desiring to be taught
certain suljjects, and we had been unable to sui)ply that teaching,

we should in that have been behind the age. Ijut we are offering

teacliing which those to wliom we offer it have not yet learned,

or do not yet care, to appreciate. I am not saying that we have
the power of showing all tlie wonders that the astronomers

of tlie present day can watch with tlieir spectroscopes. We are

not well supplied with apparatus ; but our want of it does

not arise so much from the inefficiency of our teachers as

from the apathy of those who are taught. \Ve have quantities of

excellent apparatus exhibited and lectured about daily by several of

our professors well able to deal with tliesc matters, and yet these lec-

tures are taken advantage of by only a very few. If tliese lecture-

rooms were once crowded, the University would only be too

happy, and would immediately have at its command abundant

means to increase the staff of competent teachers. We have in fine

more than a sufficient number of people who can teach, and,

what is more, are willing to teach, natural science, if only there

are those who care to be taught.

But it would seem as if the classes, from whom the University

is recruited, were behind the age in their desire to be taught

these matters ; for if we turn away from the University we
find a very different state of things. There can be no doubt

that throughout England there is a great demand for scientific

education. This demand exists more or less among all classes,

and it exists among the working-men of this country to an

extent which could hardly be believed by those who have not

had some experience in the matter. Among these there is a great

desire for scientific instruction, and there is no one to supply it.

The case of die University is exactly reversed. '1 here are

1, 500 undergraduates at Cambridge, and there are more men able

to teach them science than there is any need for. But look to

the non-university classes of England ; there are a thousand

times that number eager to learn, and not all the men who
come forward to teach them unite the qualifications of willing-

ness and of competency. That there is a great demand for

scientific education, and that not of a desultoiy kind, among vast

numbers of the various uneducated classes of England, is a most

certain fact. If anyone doubts this, let him go 10 some of

our great workshops, and let him give a series of cai efal lectures

on some scientific subject, and I will venture to say lie will be

simply astonished at the numbers who will come. I have seen

crowding to a weekly lecture on Astronomy, or on Li^ht, hundreds

of workmen who had all been working for at le- t ten hours
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that day, and who are so greedy for instractioii that on a

summer evening, instead of playing at some game during their

only hours of leisure, they will spend one part of it in reading,

and the other part in listening to a lecturer, the intricacies of

whose demonstrations require the most unhalting attention.

Suppose I were to start a lecture on some scientific subject at

Cambridge, proljably none, or at m.ost a score, would come. I

am not setting this down to their blame, for the truth is that

they have not the same need, for they have many men abl? to

teach them anything they could possibly want to learn. I am
not here stating the reasons why there should be so small a demand
for scientific teaching at the University ; the reasons are various

and complicated, although we have not to go far to seek them ; but

the fact is certain. Now all this ought not to be so. There is a

supply without a demand, and a demand without a supply ; and

the matter calls for the gravest considei-ation of those scientific

men who care that the benefits which are to be got from the true

study of science should be diffirsed among the people of this

country. Of all things in the world, this is a demand which,

wherever it exists, it is right to foster and encourage, and it can

only be successfully fostered and encouraged by men whose
intimate acquaintance with the subjects with which they deal

renders them competent for a task at once of such magnitude

and of such importance. It is not any want of teachers at the

University, but the almost absolute want of teaching and teachers

for those classes that presses uj^on us.

James Stu.^rt
Trinity College, Cambridge, Nov. 8

Fertilisation of Winter-flowering Plants

Mr. D.'\r\vin has done me the honour of calling my attention

to one or two points in my paper, published in your last number,

"On the Fertilisation of Winter-flowering Plants." He thinks

there must be some error in my including Vmca major among the

plants of which the pollen is discharged m the bud, as he "knows
from experiment that some species of Viiua absolutely require

insect aid for fertilisation." On referring to my not^s, I find

them perfectly clear with respect to the time at which the pollen

is discharged. My observation, however, so far agrees with Mr.
Darwin's, that I find no record of any fruit being produced in

January ; it was, in fact, the absence of capsules on the Vinca

which induced me to qualify the sentence on this subject, and
to say "in ju-arly fz// these cases, abundance of frrlly formed seed-

bearing capsules were ol>served." It is worthy 01 remark, that

the Jluca i.s the only species in my list of apparently brrd-

fertilised plants not indigenous to this country. The second
point I'clates to the white dead-nettle, with respect to which Mr.
Darwin says, "I covered up Lamium al urn early in June, and
the plairts produced no seed, although s rrrounding plarrts pro-

dr;cc 1 plenty." This again would agree with my conjecture that

it is only the flowers produced in winter that are self-ferliUsed.

I may, however, be permitted to suggest that the test of covering

up a plant with a bell-glass is not conclusive on the point of

cross-fertilisation, as it is quite pi-ohable that with plants that ar-e

ordinarily sclf-feitihsed, the more fact of a complete stoppage of a

free circulation of air may jirevent the impregnation taking place.

H?.s the experiment ever been tried with grasses, which, according

to the French observer, M. Bidard are necessarily self fertilised?

Alfred W._Ben.nett
3, Park Village East, Nov. S, 1S69

A Meteor

This evening, at 6.50, Greenwich time, I was called to my
door by the letter-carrier, who pointed out a serpentine band in

the sky, having a brightness rather above that of the Milky Way.
It was about 3° in greatest breadth, and 20" in length. Its

longest axis was in the line from the north-\^'est point of the

horizon to the pole star, from which, where nearest, it was about
20° distant. Its other extremity was very near the Milky Way,
and surpassed every other part in brightness. Its pole-ward
termination was faint, filmy, and bifurcated.

The postman said, "About five minutes ago," i.e. 6.45 p.m.,
"whilst waiting at anotlier house, I suddenly became a\vare of a
great light, but on looking up, instead of a sliooting star, as I

expecletl, I saw a fixed crooked line, as broad as my finger, and
quite as bright as that star" (pointing to Jupiter). It gradually
became broader and fainter, but not hunger ; and I came on here
as fast as I could to let you know about it."

I observed it at intervals of five minutes ; and okserved that it

gradually grew fainter and straightcr, and moved slowly towards

the nortli-east, its axis remaining apparently par.allel to itself

diroughout. I saw it distinctly at 7.35, but was not satisfied that

I did so at 7.40. It must have remained visible from 50 to 55
minutes. W. Pe.ngelly

Lamorna, Torquay, Nov. 6, 1869

[It is to be hoped that advantage was taken of this almost

unprecedented opportunity to bring the spectroscope to bear

upon a meteor cloud. From other accounts the meteor itself

appears to have been exceptionally brilliant, and to have burst

with noise, as of a rocket (F.almouth); to have changed its colour

from yellowish red and lurid red to brilliant green at the moment
of explosion, and then from violet to orange (Birmingham.)

Another account (Wimborne) states, that at the moment of ex-

plosion the colour was dazzling purple and blueish, fading into

white at its upper extremity. The clorrd was observed to assume

a serpentine form both at Bristol and Stokesay. Mr. Pengelly's

50 or 55 minutes' duration was most nearly equalled at the latter

place, where it was observed for half an hour. There are ample

elements for the determination of the meteor's path.

—

Ed.]

Tempel's Comet

I EN'CLOSE an orbit for the comet discovered by Tempel on

October 11, of wdiich no elements have yet been published in the

Aslronomische KachricJilcii. Indeed, but for an observation

kindly sent me by Dr. Winnecke, and not yet printed, it would

not have been practicable to work out an orbit.

E'cmenis of the Orbit of Tempers Comet, 1869, Oct. 11.

Elements calculated from an observation at Bonn, Oct. 12, one

by Dr. Winnecke, at Carlsruhe, Oct. 17, and a third at Leipzig,

Oct. 23:—
Perihelion Passage, 1S69, Oct. 8-4421 Greenwich JI. T.

Longitude of Perihelion . i24;-4i; l\
\
^.^.-^ „,. Kquinox.

,, Ascending N ode 311 '24 4 \

'^^ ^

Inclination to Ecliptic . . . 68° '48'
8"

Log. perihelion distance . . 0° 08995
Heliocentric Motion Retrograde.

The above orbit does not resemble that of any comet previously

computed. J. R. HiND
Observatory, Twickenham, Nov. 8.

NOTES
The argument that British manufacturing and commercial

superiority cannot be maintained unless the means of a sound

scientific education be placed within the reach of all classes all over

the kingdom, seems likely to be put to the proof Oxford and

Cambridge local examinations, the examinations by the Society of

Arts and the South Kensington Museum, we are told, only serve

to show how backward we are in real knowdedge, and that we

want more schools, more places of instruction. Well, by act

of parliament, a number of our Public Schools are to be ruled

by new "Goveming Bodies," the members of which are to be

appointed by different authorities ; but we confine ourselves here

to the fact that among those authorities are "the President and

Council of the Royal Society." These gentlemen, the very head

and front of British science, are to nominate a member of the

"Goveming Body" of each of seven schools, namely, West-

minster, Eton, Winchester, Harrow, Charterhouse, Rugby, and

Shrewsbury. Here is, indeed, an innovation ! The President

and Council of the Royal Society will of course nominate men of

science. Consequently, science will be taught in all those schools,

side by side with the classics. Can the two runtogether? If science

goes up, will Greek and Latin and scholar-ship go down ? We
hope not ; but these are ([uestions for the future to answer.

Meanwhile, we have much pleasure in stating that the two

nominations already made by the Council of the Royal Society

are such as will command universal approval. Prof G. G.

Stokes, Secretary of tlie Royal Society and President of the

British Association, has been nominated for Eton School, and

Mr. W. Spoltiswoode, F.R.S., for Westminster School. The

interests of science could not be in better hands than these, and
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we can only hope that the five nominations yet to be made will

be equally acceptable. There is movement too in other quarters.

The University of Durham is stirring, and desires to establish

a school of Physical Science, and to change its humdrum terms

of twenty-four weeks in the year, for terms of eight months.

All hail to the innovation ! Theology at Durham will now have

Science for a companion. And the great county of York does

not mean to be left behind, for a prcliminan' meeting of the

general council of the Yorkshire Board of Education has been

held at Leeds, to talk about the establishment of a Science

college. Should this come to pass, the youth of the North of

England will have a fair opportunity for scientific education, for

Lancashire is already provided with a college at Manchester.

We learn from the Astronomical Register that an Obsen-atory

of the first order has been recently inaugurated at Florence with

much solemnity, and in the presence of a large number of

scientific men of all countries : among them being many astrono-

mers who had come to Florence to discuss the measurement of

the great European arc. From the municipality of Florence, the

provincial council, the Government, and the King himself, have

come the necessary funds : Professor Donati stating that in Italy,

at all events, the maxim is well understood that " as private

means are insufficient for continuous scientific researches, and as

it is clear, that every advance of science, v/hatever it may be,

becomes sooner or later of the greatest public benefit to all

classes ; it is therefore natural and just that the public coffers,

and those of the wealth.y, should unite to enrich the patrimony

of science, which is the patrimony of all." What a happy day

it will be for England when her administrators and statesmen,

and Cabhiet Ministers, come up to the Italian standard, when
the governing classes are sufficiently educated, and single-minded,

and far-sighted, "

:. help in the erection of scientific workshops.

A crying want at the present moment is a Physical Observatory.

He would be » brave man who would suggest that the munici-

pality of London and the Government should supply us with one!

Here is a welcome piece of news from the London Gazette :—
" The Queen has been graciously pleased to give orders for the

appointment of Joseph Dalton Hooker, Esq., M. D,, Director of

the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew, to be an Ordinary Member
of the Civil Division of the Third Class, or Companions of the

Most Honourable Order of the Bath."

The Geographical Society commenced work on Monday
evening, the//<Vc de irsistaneehe'mg a long communication from

Dr. Livingstone, full of interest and important details, to which

we may return ; the main drift of it is already known to our

readers.

Melbourne no longer enjoys a monopoly of Australian

science. A " Royal Society of New .South Wales," to which v,e

heartily wish success, has been established in Sydney, and the

first volume of its " Transactions " is nov/ before us. This

publication—an octavo of about ninety pages—may be accepted

as an earnest of good work yet to come ; for, besides the inaugural

address by the President (Rev. W. B. Clarke) it contains mathe-

matical, geological, astronomical, and statistical papers. Chief

Justice Cockle, F.R.S. (who, by the way, is President of a

Philosophical Society in Queensland), contributes a paper on

Non-linear Coresolvents ; Mr. Gerard Krefft one on the Bones

found in a Cave at Glenorchy, Tasmania ; Mr. Smnlley, the

GoveiTiment astronomer, one on the Mutual Influence of Clock

Pendulums ; and Prof. Pell one on the Rates of Mortality and

Expectation of Life in New South Wales, as compared with

England and other countries. In all, there are seven papers in

the volume, and we congratulate our cousins at the antipodes on

their meritorious contributions to the cause of science.

On Saturday last the Cambridge Philosophical Society cele-

brated their jubilee by a dinner. Professor Cayley occupying the

chair. It was pleasant to hear the venerable Professor Sedgivick

give an account of the formation of the Society, and bless God
that he had lived to see it so far on its way.

Fro.m Saint John's College, Cambridge, we leam that besides

seven minor scholai ships or exhibitions, there will be offered for

competition an exhibition of 50/. per annum for proficiency in

Natural Science, the exhibition to be tenable for three years in

case the exhibitioner have passed within two years the previous

examination as required for candidates for honours ; otherwise

the exhibition to cease at the end of two years. The candidates

for the Natural Science exhibition will have a special examina-

tion on Friday and Saturday the 29lh and 30th of April, 1S70, in

chemistry, including practical work in the laboratory, physics

(electricity, heat, light), and physiology. They will also have the

opportunity of being examined in one or more of the foUov.-ing

subjects, geology, anatomy, botany, prciided that they give

notice of the subjects in which they wi.h to be examined four

weeks prior to the examination. No candidate will be examined

in more than three of these six subjects, whereof one at least

must be chosen from the former gioup. It is the wish of the

master and seniors that excellence in some single department

should be specially regarded by the candidates. They may also,

if they think fit, oflfer themselves for examination in any of the

classical or mathematical subjects. The exhibitions are not

limited in respect to the age of candidates.

We are promised a new illustrated v.-cckly—the Graphic—
shortly, and we observe with pleasure that Science is to find a

place in it.

The attention of the Ethnological Society during their

last session was directed (in a series of able papers recorded in

their journal) to the Megalithic remains—cromlechs, dolmens,

stone circles, &c., such as are found in our own island, as well

as in all 'parts of Southern Europe, in India, Arabia, and in

Africa along the shores of the Mediterranean. The desirability

of collecting evidence of at least relation of race in their

builders, which the identity of form and size of these stone

wonders suggest, v.hether found in Kaseem., in Arabia, or in

Avebuiy in .Somersetshire— induced the assistant-secretary of the

Society to send a competent photographer to take views of the

stone circles of Vv'iltshire. In these views, 12 inches by 10, by

a simple method of scale measurement, the exact dimensions are

recorded, and the compass bearings noted ; enabluig the closet

student to make careful comparisons. Will not our learned

societies, and munificent individuals interested in prehistoric

studies, come forward to provide funds to secure a systematic

delineation of at least the European Megalithic structures ?

Well-constructed maps are among the most needful appli-

ances of scientific education : we are glad to notice a Physical Map
of India, compiled by the Librarian R.G.S. of a size sufficient to

render it easy of use, yet showing distinctly the comparative

mountain elevations, the great alluvial plains, river systems, &c.

This map, which has been adopted by one of our greatest educa-

tional establishments, is, we understand, the first of a series.

At the last meeting of the German Chemical Society in Berlin,

the President, Prof Hofmann, opened the proceedings by referring

to the great loss the Society had sustained through the death of

their honorary member, Thomas Gr.aham ; and remarked

:

"Graham's was one of those singular minds which create an

open nev/ roads of science. Our young society deems itself

fortunate to see his name inscribed amongst its members. Let

us honour his memoiy by rising from our scats." On the 9th of

October, a German chemist of high standing followed Graham

into the grave. Otto Luine Erdm,ann was born in Dresden, in
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1 804. He began his career as a pliarmaceutical chemist, but soon

embraced pure science with such success that a chair of Chemistry

was given to liim in the University of Leipzig, in 1830. This chair

he occupied until his death ; attending to his professional duties

with great zeal, altliough a number of practical occupations (that

of director of the Leipzig and Dresden Railway Company, the

Leipzig Gas Company, &c. ) divided his attention. We owe to him

a great number of mineral analyses, a celebrated investigation of

indigo, from which he was the first to obtain isatine (in 1840),

and several other derivatives, also the analyses of several colour-

ing matters, as jaune indien, euxanthic acid, oxypicric acid, of

stearic and of mellitic acid. Together with Marchand he deter-

mined a great number of atomic weights with considerable

accuracy. With the same chemist, and, after his death, with

Trofessor Werther in Konigsburg, he edited the Journal " liir

practische Cliemie "—a journal which will most likely cease

to appear, both editors, as well as the publisher, having died

during the last few months.

The Konigsburg chair has been offered to Prof. Baryen in

Berlin, who declined it, and it still remains open.

Professor Strecker of Tubingen has'accepted the chair of

Chemistry in Wurzburg, in place of the late Professor Schirer,

who was known chiefly as a physiological chemist.

In the Annual Report of the Gardens of the Royal Botanic

Society, Regent's Park, recently issued, it is stated that during

last season free orders of admission to the gardens for the

purpose of study have been granted to 200 students and artists,

and 10,653 specimens of plants have been given to professors

and lecturers at the principal hospitals and schools of art and

medicine. The collection of living economic plants now contains

.specimens of all the spices and condiments in domestic use,

most of the tropical esculent fruits, and many of those from

which furniture and other woods are obtained, the principal

gums and medicinal products, and the poison-trees of Brazil

and Madagascar. The lecturers at the schools of medicine

attached to the various metropolitan hospitals are greatly

indebted to the liberality of the Botanic Gardens in funiishing

them with a copious supply of fresh specimens, so difficult to

obtain in London, and without which the lectures would lose

so much of their instruction. We may suggest, however, whether

some improvements might not be introduced into the so-called

"herbaceous" department of the Gardens. A needless amount

of space appears to be occupied by the arrangement of British

plants in two different classifications, the Natural and the

Linnrean, the latter being now entirely abandoned by all teachers of

botany. Sufficient care also is not taken that the labels should

correspond to the plants really growing beside them. It is

confusing to the student to find immediately in front of a label

a plant growing in full luxuriance belonging to an entirely

different family, which has accidentally strayed there, and

has not been weeded out. At Kew this department is kept

in much better order. The Royal Botanic Society are now
soliciting contributions in aid of the extension'of their magnificent

winter-garden.

Scientific readers who want a treat should read M.
Leverrier's masterly argument against M. Chasles in his assertion,

based on the forged papers, that Pascal had anticipated New-
ton's discoveries. How any one could pretend to be unconvinced

after such an overwhelmingly true and logical exposition of facts

surpasses comprehension. Under the title " Examen de la

discussion soulevee au sein de I'Academie des Sciences au sujet

de la decouverte de I'attraction universelle " M. Leverrier

has republished from the Comptes Rnidus the whole of his

argument in ninety-two tjuarto pages. We recommend all who
can to read it,

There was an omission—which we are very glad to supply

—

in our last week's Note on the results of the dredging expedition

of the rorcupini. A large, if not the greatest share of the

labour, both as regards time and work, fell upon Mr. Gwyn
Jefl^reys, and this fact will make all look forward to the publica-

tion of the results with a greater interest.

The many friends of Professor Morris, who have long admired

the zeal displayed by him, not only in giving to the world the

sound knowledge wdiich he possesses of geology and palaeon-

tology, but in presenting it to his pupils in such a form as to

enable them profitably to apply it in after life, now propose to give

their recognition and appreciation a substantial form, by present-

ing him with a suitable testimonial. To carry out this object, a

committee has been formed, and Mr. Milnes, F.G.S., of the Coal

Exchange, London, has accepted the office of treasurer to the

committee, of which .Sir Roderick Murchison is president.

The fruit of the Mango has recently been sold in Covent

Garden market, obtained from Madeira. It had previously

fruited at Chatsworth, and in the garden of Lord Powis ; but,

we believe, has not before been offered for sale in this country.

Among the books which have reached us this week are two to

which we wish especially in the interim to call attention in this

column. One of them is the new edition of Sir John Lubbock's

"Prehistoric Times," considerably enlarged : and the other is

"The World of the Sea," translated from the French of the

regretted Moquin Tandon, illustrations which it docs one good

to see, forming one of the many points of the latter.

The editors of the new "Journal of Ethnology," published in

Berlin, circulate Avith their first number a hand-bill, in which,

after calling attention to the extreme importanc of photography

for ethnographical purposes, they request photo aphers of all

nations to send to the publishers of the Joum.al t 'r addresses,

and a statement of the ethnographical types to be fo nd in their

neighbourhoods. It may fairly be questioned, whether scientific

knowledge is likely to be much advanced by the indiscriminate

collection of photographs of individuals, selected by persons

totally unacquainted with ethnography. The editors seem,

moreover, to be somewhat premature in issuing such a notice as

this, as they appear to have taken no steps to arrange for the

photographs being published ; neither do they undertake to

deposit them in any public library or museum. They merely

say that men of business will no doubt be found, who will assist

in a matter which assures them, as well as the photographers,

the renumeration to which they are entitled. We venture to

express a hope, that if any general response is made to this

notice, the photographers will be at least cautioned to use great

care in ascertaining the tribe and parentage of the subjects the)

select ; also that, in all cases, one photograph may be taken i

exact profile and another in exact full face.

ASTRONOMY
Winnecke's Comet

The following ephemeris of Winnecke':

calculated by AL Oppolzer.

R,A. N. Dccl.

been
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CHEMISTRY
New Test for Alcohol

LiEBEN has discovered a new and veiy delicate test for the

presence of alcohol, depending upon its conversion into iodoform.

The liquid under examination is heated in a test-tube, into

which are then introduced a few giains of iodine, and a few
drops of potash-solution ; whereupon, if alcohol is present, a

yellow crystalline precipitate of iodoform is produced im-

mediately or after some ' time, according to the degree of
dilution of the liquid. This test is said to be capable of
detecting i part of alcohol in 12,000 parts of water. For
greater certainty, it is best to examine the precipitate with the

microscope, iodoform exhibiting the appearance of hexagonal
plates or six-rayed stars.

The test just described is capable of an important physiological

application. It is generally supposed tliat alcohol introduced

into the animal organism in the form of wine or other spirituous

liquors becomes comjilctely o.xidised, and does not pass into the

urine as alcohol, but in the form of some product of transforma-

tion. Lieben, however, by applying the new test to the urine of

a man who had drunk a bottle of wine half an hour before, was
able to detect the presence of alcohol in it. A second portion of

urine voided by the same individual, an hour later, and a third,

after another half-hour, still exhibited the peculiar reaction under
consideration. Tlie urine was of course distilled before applying

the test, and it had been previously ascertained that none of the

other volatile matters contained in it would produce a similar

reaction.—[Ann. di Chim. app. alia Med., Sept. 1S69, p. 136.]

Preparation of Silver Nitrate

P. ScivoLEl'TO proposes the following modification of the

process of preparing silver nitrate for use in medicine, photography,

&c. This salt is usually prepared from old silver containing

copper, by dissolving the alloy in nitric acid, evaporating to

dryness, and calcining the residue as long as nitrous fumes
continue to escape. The product is a mixture of silver nitrate

and cupric oxide, from which the former may be dissolved out by
water. The inconveniences of this process are the time it takes,

and the difficulty of ascertaining when the cupric nitrate is

completely decomposed. To obviate these inconveniences, the

author, after evaporatmg the solution of the mixed nitrates to

dryness, redissolves them in water, and precipitates the silver

from the neutral solution by means of a clean spiral of copper
foil. The precipitated silver is then redissolved in nitric acid,

and the resulting nitrate is either crystallised, fused, or left in

solution, according to the use to which it is to be applied.

—

[Ann. di Chim. app. alia Med., August 1869, p. 70.]

A. Saytzefk has discovered a new method of converting fatty

acids into the corresponding alcohols, namely, by the action of

dry sodium amalgam on a mixture of a fatty acid with the

corresponding chloride ; e.g. acetic acid and acetyl chloride

yield ethyl alcohol. In this manner he has prepared ethyl,

propyl, and butyl alcohoL—[Zeitschr. f. Cheni. (2), v. 551.]

Grune has found that the photographic image, as ordinarily

produced, is on the surface, and not in the substance of the

collodion film. By transferring the film to wood, and then dis-

solving out the collodion by means of ether, a purely metallic

image is left, admirably suited for the purposes of the engraver.

PHYSICS
Thalen's New Map of the Spectra of the Metals

M. Robert Thal^n has contributed to the Royal Society of

Upsala an important memoir on the determination of the wave-
lengths of the metallic lines of the spectrum. Dissatisfied with

the pure results of refraction, as not being sufiicienlly refined to

meet the requirements even of ordinary analytical accuracy,

the author resolved to construct a new chart, based on the

principle of wave-lengths. For the systematic examination of

spectra, an electric source of light should always be employed,
and entire groups of characteristic lines ought to be observed in

all cases. The ordinary spectroscope, with a fine micrometer
scale, gives readings which vary sensibly with the temperature
and material of the refractive medium ; and two such instruments

cannot be compared with each other unless by specific tables, or

graphically. Accordingly, the highest accuracy can only be
attained by direct comparison with the dark lines of the solar

spectrum, which themselves furnish an excellent micrometric

scale. M. Thalen has therefore founded his experiments on the

laborious achievement of Angstrom, with whose "normal solar
spectrum" he was early associated.

The actual course of operations was as follows. Each bright
metallic ray, whose spectrum it was desired to study, was
laid down on the plates given by Kirchhoff and Hoffmann (A to G)

or by Angstrom and Thalen (g to H) ; these rays were next

referred to Angstrom's plates of the normal spectrum of the sun,

unless a direct comparison with the solar lines could be made
;

and, lastly, the rays were drawn in tlie order of their wave-
lengths as thus obtained, and sometimes with the assistance of a
graphic method, on a map wliich accompanies the memoir.
The instruments employed in this research consisted of a large

Ruhmkorff induction coil, aided by a sufficiently powerful
condenser ; and a voltaic battery of fifty pairs furnished the

light for certain determinations. The spectroscope consisted of

two tolerably large telescopes (one being used as a collimator)

and a carbon disulphide prism of 60°. In favourable cases,

two such prisms or six flint-glass prisms of 60° were employed
;

but when the intensity was very feeble, only one (of the latter

kind) could be used.

The registration in the solar spectrum of the lines of in-

candescent bodies may be effected by different methods. When
the voltaic arc is operated with, or even the induction spark
(provided, in this case, that the electrode is m.ide of the metal
submitted to experiment), it is convenient to bring the rays from
the two sources of light into the slit of the collimator in such a
manner that the solar and metallic spectrum are one above the

other. If the lines of the latter have sufficient intensity, the

reference is effected without difficulty. On the other hand, when
the intensity of the electric spectrum is feeble—which is generally

the case when the spark is taken between electrodes moistened
with saline solutions—it is better that the two pencils should

enter the slit in the same direction, so as to be mutually super-

posed. As the bright lines are now scarcely visible on the

illuminated background of the solar spectrum, the latter must be
temporarily excluded by a screen ; the vertical wire in the eye-

piece of the telescope is made to coincide exactly with a bright

metallic line ; and then, on re-introducing sunlight, its position

among the dark lines is seen with precision. It is not unworthy
of notice that the exactness of this observation is impaired by a

somewhat singular circumstance. If the wire and the Fraunhofer
lines are seen simultaneously in the focus of the eye-piece, the

wire being placed among the weaker and narro\\'er lines, it

commonly happens that these entirely disappear, or can only

be made out with difficulty. The great difference between the

intensities of the two objects, and the diffiaction fringes produced
by the two sides of the wire, are, no doubt, the causes of this

curious phenomenon.
M. Thalen gives a table in which the normal spectrum of the

sun is recorded in wave-lengths, and compared w ith the refraction

spectrum of Kirchhoffi Liy its aid, the metallic lines on the

chart accompanying the author's ]:)aper may be identified with

those of the refraction spectra alluded to, and an approximate

value can be obtained of the wave-length corresponding to any
line. The chart itself gives, in millimetres, the wave-lengths of

metallic lines within about oooooooi of their true value. It was
drawn by hand on paper upon which the scale had already been
printed without the usual damping process ; in this manner all

shrinking was avoided. It is rendered still more valuable by a

long appendbc of tables, in which all its numerical elements are

appropriately distributed among the respective metals. Only
the most intense lines, such as are obtained by the induction

apparatus, have as a rule, been submitted to measurement.

The following are the names of the metals whose lines coincide

with those of the solar spectrum : sodium, calcium, magnesium,

iron, manganese, chromium, nickel, cobalt, and titanium. The
chart contains lines belonging to forty-five metals. Iridium,

rhodium, ruthemium, tantalum, and niobium were examined, but

without any definite result. The spectrum of air is given at the

bottom of the chart, for the sake of reference, and some integers,

roughly representing the intensity of the hues.

Some of the lines which show very strongly with metallic

electrodes become very weak, when a saline solution is taken,

and the more so as this is diluted. Two large and well-marked

groups belonging to zinc and cadmium appear only when the

metal itself forms the electrode, not the slightest trace of them
appearing with a saline solution.

In a concluding note, M. Thalen points out the probable

existence of titanium in the sun. Titanic oxide only gave feeble
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lines, of which a few characteristic individuals were mapped with

difficulty. These were afterwards found in the spectrum of calcic

chloride, with which some gas-carbon electrodes had been im-

pregnated; but with electrodes of a different material the lines

did not reappear. Perfectly pure titanic chloride, however,
readily furnished them ; and titanium was also obtained, by a

chemical process, from the ash of the coal which had yielded the

gas-carbon. A direct comparison of the numerous and delicate

titanium lines with those of Fraunhofer, imder high dispersive

power, left no doubt whatever that titanium must no\v be added
to the list of solar metals.

PHYSIOLOGY
Gases of the Secretions

PflugeR has investigated the'gases of urine, milk, bile, and
saliva. The quantity of nitrogen gas is very much alike in all,

being in urine '9, in milk "75, in bile '5, in saliva '75 per cent.

in volumes. Tlie quantity of oxygen, on the contrary, varies

much more, being in urine '075, in milk '095, in bile 'I, in saliva

5 per cent. Pfliiger attributes the larger quantity of oxygen in

saliva to the fact that in the much less rapid secretions of bile,

cSrc, the epithelium of the secreting passages consumes, during
secretion, a large portion of the oxygen contained in the secreted

fluid. In the more swiftly secreted s.aliva, the o.xygen escapes in

a large measure this consumption. The quantity of carbonic

acid varies according to the reaction of the secretion. In alkaline,

bile, and saliva, it reaches 561, and 647 per cent.; in neutral or

acid urine, milk, and bile, it sinks as low as 137, 7 '6, 5 per cent,

respectively.—[."Vrchiv. fur Physiol, ii. 156.]

According to Bugoljubow, the carbonic acid of the bile depends
largely on tlie qu.ility and quantity of food taken. It seems to

diminish during the slay of the bile in the gall bladder.

—

[Centralblatt f. Med. V.'issen. 1869, No. 42.]

Changes in Milk

KeMMERICH brings forward observations to show that in

standing milk, especially at blood-heal, an increase of the casein

takes place at the expense of the albiiiiicn. Me also confirms

ihe statements of previous observers, that in milk (and cheese)

the quantity of fat increases on keepijig. He attributes, however,
this 'ripening of the cheese," to the action of fungi.—[Archiv.

fiir Physiol, ii. 401.]

Effect of Alcohol on Animal Heat
Cl'NY Bouvier affirms as the result of experiments on rabbits

(apparently carefully conducted with due sense of sources of

error) that alcohol lowers the temperatiue of the body, in small

doses to a slight in large doses to a very marked degree.—[Archiv.

fiir Physiol, li. j/O.]

Metamorphosis of Muscle

O. Nasse, extending the previous observations of MacDonnell
and others, affirms that glycogen ir, a normal constituent of

muscle, the quantity existing in frog's and rabbit's muscle
amounting to 3— 5 per cent, of the wet mass. He also states tliat

in living quiescent muscle sugar is totally absent, or present in

inappreciable quantity only. Tlie conversion of glycogen accom-
panies rigor mortis, whether natural or artificial, and is also

brought about by muscular contraction. Nasse further shows
that muscular contraction and rigor mortis are accompanied by a

consumption of the total carbo-hydrates of the muscle. The
amount of sugar (or glycogen) lost under these circumstances is

insufficient, however, to account for the acid (paralactic) produced
at the same time ; indeed the two processes run by no means
parallel, and apparently are not connected.—[Archiv. fiir Physiol,

ii. 97.]

Vertebrate Epidermis

F. E. Schultze describes various modifications of the upper-

most layers of the epidermis in vertebrata, distinguishing between
cuticular thickc}iings Q>{\\\\w^ cells and cornification of dead ones.

In particular he describes curious laminated cuticular thickenings

of the epidermic cells of various species of hippocnnipiis. These
cells he proposes to call //ijOTt-cells, from their curious resem-

blance to the flame of a candle.— [Max Schultze's Archiv. v. 295.]

Development of Grey Matter of Brain]

According to Arndt, the grey matter of the convolutions of

the rs-bbit at birth consists of nuclei imbedded in a protoplasmic

matrix, stu Ided with granules, and very faintly fibriUated. After

birth the matrix becomes increasingly fibriUated, the granules

partly coalesce and partly become dispersed. The nuclei become
separated through a greater development of the matrix, and a
nucleolus appears in them by coalescence of previously existing

nucleolini. Part of this differentiated matrix is directly gathered
round various nuclei to form the ganglionic cells and their

branches, other parts become arranged in strands to form the
axis cylinders of nerves, while the rest remains as the permanent
granular faintly fibriUated matrix of the adult brain. Arndt tries

to accommodate the "Cell theory" to these new facts.-

—

[Max
Schultze's Archiv. v. 317.]

Regeneration of Spinal Cord

M.\sirs and Van Lair assert that if strong frogs be operated
on in early or mid winter, complete reparation of structure with
restoration of powers takes place, even when sections of the

whole spinal cord 1-2 nun. in length have been removed. De-
generation occurs first at either cut surface : the central end
swells by deposition of new tissue into a hollow cup-shaped bulb

;

the peripheral contracts into a cone fitting into the fomier ; and
so union takes place.—[Centralblatt, Med. Wissen. 1 869, No. 39. ]

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Syro-Egyptian Society, Nov. 2.—Mr.W. H. Black, F.S. A.

in the chair. The latest communication from Dr. Livingstone,

that he has tbuiid what he believed " to be the true sources of the
Nile, between 10° and 12" south (latitude) or nearly the position

assigned to them by Ptolemy," was received with much satisfac-

tion ; .and the passages in the Greek text of Ptolemy's geography,
relative to "the mountain of the moon," from which the lakes

"of the Nile receive the snows," tiviceplaced by him in 12^ south

/(:/y'/»(/f', were read ; and the old traditional maps, showing* a moun-
tain range of about 10° of longitude in extent, with streams
running northward into two lakes (as published in the Amster-
dam edition of 1605), were compared therewith. A resolution

was then passed, svmpathising with Dr. Livingstone in his

laborious researches, and congratulating the present age on this

confirmation of ancient scientific literature by means of modern
exploration.

Mr. Black described the results of his own recent application

of the symbolic and mathematic teaching of thegi'eat pyramid to

the geometric geography of Africa ; stating the full conformity of
that monument to the geodetic laws'and uses of other uninscribed

megalithic monuments in Asia and Europe, which have been
erroneously assigned.to religious and superstitious purposes. He
promised to illustrate the subject further, and to demonstrate by
diagrams the results then verbally described, at a future meeting
of the society.

Anthropological Society, Nov. 2.—Dr. Beigel, V.P., in

the chair ; the following new members were announced :

—

Fdllo-ivs.— Captain G. J. D. Heath; Dr. Samuel E. Maunsell,
R.A. ; Messrs. Thomas Milne, M.D. ; E. \V. Martin; Robert
Watt ; Horace Swete, ^M). ; Lieut. Wm. Francklyne ; and
Wm. Pepper. Hon. /•'ellcrw.—M. Le Baron d'Omalins d'Ha!-

loy. Corresponding Member.—Professor Dr. August Hirsch.

Mr. Pike read a paper on the Methods of |Anthropological

Research. He considered it useless to speak of methods of

research without some previous definition of the objects of

research. The real difficulty in anthropology was to know what
to observe, and how to verify. He believed that the science could

advance only by a double method of observation—the observation

of mankind individually and in' masses, and that the conclusions

suggested by the observation of masses, races, or nations must be
verified by the observation of individuals, and vice versA. For
this reason he thought it was a mistake to speak of ethnology as

a science, as it consisted only of a series of disjointed obser-

vations without conclusions, and without the means of verifying

conclusions if made. Mr. Pike then reviewed at considerable

length the ramifications of Anthropology into anatomy, physi-

ology, psychology, and the various subdivisions of those studies,

suggesting that all kinds of unsuspected correlations were yet to

be discovered by a rigorous application of a scientific method.

The relations of mind to body, of faculty to faculty, of one part

of the body to another, were still removed but little from the

realms of mystery from which only anthropology could thoroughly

drag them away. Mr. Pike concluded by describing anthropology

in one of its aspects as the only kind of philanthropy which could

b; of service to mankind—philanthropy founded upon science,
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BlRMIXCHAM

Natural History and Microscopical Society, October nfi.

—Mr. G. Heaton exhibited a collection of sea iircliins, of tlie

species EcJiiuus Splhcra^ recently taken on the North-West
coast of Ireland, and exceeding in dimensions the largest re-

corded by Professor Forbes. Mr. W. R. Hughes, in reference

to these magnificent specimens, gave a general account of the

structure and functions of the Ecliinodermata. He contrasted

the mode in which calcareous matter is deposited in the Molhisca

and other classes, with that which is characteristic of the Echini.

Thus, in the Molkisca it is secreted in various directions by the
" mantle " of the animal ; in Crustacea it is deposited externally

to the epidermis, and is cast off when the;,animal becomes too

large for its covering, and replaced by a new shell reproduced

in like manner; while in the tubicular Annelids a similar process

prevails. In Anthozoa and Madreporida; it is secreted at the

base of the animal from its gelatinous investment ; and again in

Spongiadaf innumerable calcareous spicukT: are deposited through-

out the mass. In Echinodermata, on the contrary, a metliod

totally difi'erent from all the preceding is observed, the calcareous

matter really forming a box, as distinguished from a shell, in

which the viscera float in a .surrounding medium of sea-water,

and inasmuch as this bo.x can never be cast off or replaced during

the growth of the animal, from its original size of a pea, np to

its full dimensions of 13 in. or I4in. in circumference, a very

special and wonderful provision is made for the gradual enlarge-

ment of the dwelling. This is effected by the secretion of the

calcareous salts, not only on the interior but at the margins of

the 600 pieces or plates of which the case is composed ; so that

by the slow extension of every one of these at its edges, the

whole undergoes a corresponding gradual expansion in every

direction, commensurate with the development of its tenant.

Mr. Hughes referred to the fact that the magical number 5 pre-

vails in a peculiar manner throughout the class, instancing the

5 rayed star fish, [he 5 teeth, 5 jaws, &c., of the Echini. The
subject was further illustrated by various recent and fossil Echi-

noderms, contributed by Mr. R. M. Lloyd ; spines of Sidaris

from the South Sea Islands, the star-fishes CribcUa rosea and
Urasler ridnns, by Mr. G. S. Tye, &c.

EDINnURCII

Geological Society, November 4.—The president, Mr.

Geikie, delivered the opening address. After congratulating the

society on its recent progress, he passed on to bring before its

notice three special branches of inquiry, wherein much useful work
remained to be accomplished. The first of these related to the

study of organic remains, which, in the opinion of the speaker,

was too much dissociated from that of the strata among which
they are preserved. He thought that the pala;ontology of each

geological formation should be as far as possible the natural

history of a certain period of the past life of the globe. We
should try to discover from the fossil remains more of the general

character of the contemporaneous I'auna and llora ; the nature of

the sea-bottom or land-surface on which they llourished ; their

various modes of growth ; their distributi(jn m space as well as

in time ; the light which they cast upon changes in the organic

world, and the influence of these changes upon them ; the causes

of their decay as individuals and as species, and the circumstances

under which they had been finally entombed. Mr. Geikie

illustrated this subject from tlie rocks of the central valley of

Scotland. He then passed on to the second topic, which related

to the mineral structure of rocks or petrography. That branch

of the science had fallen into strange neglect in this country.

After indicatuig what had been done and what was now doing in

Germany in that department, he pointed out the special way in

which it lay open to observers in Scotland, and pressed upon the

society the desirability of cultivating it. The third bianch of his

address bore on the balance of the various forces which have

been instrumental in modifying the surface of the earth. Obser-

vers in Britain, he said, enjoyed special advantages when they

set themselves to investigate this question. The completeness of

their geological series, the diversities of configuration in their

country, the extent of their coast line, the multiplicity and
variety of their brooks and rivers, all conspired to aid tliem. On
the other hand, they were apt from this very completeness of

their opportunities to take a local and Innited view of tlie pheno-

mena. This he thought had really happened in the case of their

estimate of the potency of the sea as a geological agent. Their

position as islanders had led them to take an exaggerated view of

the results attributable to the waves in the general economy of
nature, and to undervalue the power of rains, springs, frosts,

and rivers, which in this country do not produce the changes
which they'effect elsewhere. He pointed out how vast was the

extent of coast-line where the sea did not reach the solid fr.ame-

work of the land, but was barred back by long lines of alluvial

deposit— the waste of the land brought down by the streams.

The sea in these instances, although perpetually wasting the sand-
bars, did not perceptibly encroach on the land, for the bars were
constantly being renewed from behird. The land, though not
diminisldng in breadth, was inch by inch sinking in height, the

power of the sea being no more than equal to sweeping away the

detritus brought down to the coast by the drainage from the

interior. Although seemingly paradoxical, he yet believed that

in the general balance of forces the influence of the ocean is

more conservative than destructive, there being a greater area of

rock under the sea, preserved there from that universal corrosion

and removal wdiich befall every part of the earth's crust that

rises above the waves. The concluding portion of the address

dealt with the relation at present subsisting between science and
religion.

Berlin

Chemical Society, October 25.—Prof. FritzEche communi-
cated a paper on the action of cold on tin. Tin was exposed to

40" C. , the temperature produced by Carre's refrigerator. It was
found changed in colour and stracture, the latter becoming granu-

lar, and the colour turning from white to grey. By heating it to

less than 100°, the white colour could be restored. By prolong-

ing the action of the cold, the tin became so brittle, that it could

easily be powdered, and a kind of blister appeared on the surface

of the metal. This explains similar changes observed by the

same chemist in block-tin .and organ pipes exposed to the cold of

a Russian winter. Emmerling reported on liquefied oxychloritle

of carbon. It constitutes a colourless liquid, and boils at 8° above
zero. The oxychloride of carbon prepared in the usual way con-

tained an excess of chlorine, which was absorbed by passing it

over antimony, before the gas was condensed through cold. Uer
Miiller communicated some observations on tlie preparation of

Chloral. Prof. Kekule sent in a report on Chemistry at the

German Association of Innsbruck. This report being not as yet

complete, we shall returnto the subject.—A. O.

P.VRI3

Academy of Sciences, November 2.—MM. Sainte-Clalre

DeviUe and Dieudonne communicated a paper on the industrial

employment of the mineral oils for heating engines, especially

locomotive engines, in which they describe certain experiments

made by the company of the Chemins de Fer de 1 Est, tending to

show that petroleum and coal oils may be advantageously em-

ployed to heat the boilers of locomotives. M. P. Thenard read

a note in reply to that communicated to the Academy at its last

meeting, by M. Pasteur, on the employment of heat for the pre-

servation of wines. M. de Verneuil made some remarks on the

conclusion of M. de Tchikatchcff's work on Asia Minor, giving

a general account of the pontents of the volume, which treats of

the physical geography and natural histoiy of that region. A
memoir was presented by M. Hebert, entitled " Researches on

the Chalk of the North of Europe." He distinguishes in the

chalk of the Paris basin some distinct stages, the distribution of

wdiich, especially in the north of Europe, he indicates. A paper,

by MM. Fougue and Gorceix, containing a chemical investigation

of several of the gases with combustible elements of Central Italy,

was presented by M. C. Sainte-Claire DeviUe. The authors have

analysed 28 gases, collected in Italy— 4 from the Tuscan lagoni,

24 from various stations in the Apennines, between Modena and

Imola. Their analyses of the former confirm the results of M.M.

C. Sainte-Claire DeviUe and Leblanc : they contain free hydrogen.

None of the gases contain acetylene, hydrocarbons of the series

C^"H-", or oxide of carbon. The gas from Sassuno contains

hydride of aithyle, and those from Porretta carbonic acid in con-

siderable quantity, and traces of sulphuretted hydrogen. These

"ases are cliaracl'erised by the predominance of marsh gas in their

composition, and they are very frequently impregnated with

vapours of liquid hydrocarbons of the series C-''H-"-l-". M.

Faivre communicated an account of experiments upon the effects

of wounds of the bark by annular incisions under various physio-

logical conditions. In a note upon a measure of length unalterable

by changes of temperature, M. H. Soleil proposes to make stan-
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dard rules of beryl. He remarks that beryl, when heated, dilates

in a direction perpendicular to the axis, and contracts in the

direction of the axis ; there will consequently be an intermediate

direction in which no dilatation takes place, and in this he pro-

poses to cut his standard rules. Some oliservations on the con-

stitution and movement of glaciers, by MM. C. Grad and A.

Dupre, were presented by M. Leverrier. The authors investi-

gated the structure of the ice of the great Aletsch and other

glaciers at different points of their course, and found that in all

cases the size of the grains or constituent elements of the ice

gradually increased from above downwards. They also noted

the movements of the Aletsch glacier at those points of its

course, and the amount of surface loss which it undersvent

by the action of the sun in the latter part of August, when
their observations were made. A note by M. J. B. Uaille on
the heat reflected by the moon, was presented ; the author

confirms the results obtained by MM. Piazzi Smyth, Marie Dacy,

and Lord Rosse. A notice of a new synthesis of guanidine,

by M. G. Bouchardat, was inesented. The author, in repeating

M. Natauson's experiment for the production of urea by tlie

action of gaseous ammonia upon oxycliloro-carbonic gas, found

that ot+ier amides of carbonic acid were produced, especially

guanitline, the sulphate of which he obt.ained crystallised. Melan-

uric and cyanuric acids are also produced. M. C. Dareste

communicated a note on arrest of development regarded as the

proximate cause of most simple monstrosities ; M. Honchtit read

a note on hydrate of chloral, with especial reference to its

physiological action, which led to some remarks by MM. Bussy

and Dumas. An extract from a report by M. Gauldree Boilleau

on the recent earthquakes, and a fresh outbreak of yellovv

fever at Peru, was read, a note on tlie etiology of goitre, by

M. D. Brunet ; a note on the phosphorescence of the sea, by

M. Duchemin ; and a note on the causes of the mortality uf

new-born infants and on the means of restraining it.

Pr.'vgue

Royal Society of Bohemia—Natural Science .Section,

October 6.—M. E. Weyr read a memoir on the conic sections

inscribed or circumscribed upon a triangle, having a double

contact with a fixed conic section.

October 27.—^Dr E. Schobe read a paper on tlie discovery of

the terminations of the nerves in the wings of the Chiroptera.

The well-known power possessed by bats of finding their way
thro' gh numerous small obstacles, even when blinded and deat-

enec, has led several anatomists to seek for the nervous apparatus

by which this great sensibility is attained. Cuvier described a

complete nervous network in the wings ; but what he took for

nerves, turn out to be elastic trabiculie. Leydig and Krause have

also published upon this subject. The aiUhor ilescribes the wings

in several genera of bats as composed of a duplication of the

general integument, in which the two layers of cutis become amal-

gaTnated. The epidermis consists of a single layer of lineagonal

cells, and the rete Malpighiatmm of two layers of cells, the upper

ones large, polymorphic, and filled with colouring matter. The
cutis contains very complete systems of elastic trabiculK and

striated muscles, and a vascular system, which were described in

detail by the author, as also the hair-follicles, each surrounded by

7 or S sebaceous glands, and a hydrotic gland. Each wing has

from 8,000 to 10,000 hairs, with their glandular systems. The
nervous system is very highly developed and delicate. The
principal branches follow the direction of the great vessels ; the

last ramifications, composed of from 8 to 12 fibrilla;, issue from

the neurilemma, and form bundles, each consisting of 4 fibrilUe.

Each bundle nms to a hair-follicle ; two of its fibrillar surround

this in a loop, and terminate in a stratiform, terminal papilUi,

formed by the twisting of the fibrilla; into a ball ; the other two
interlace with the free fibrilla of adjacent follicles, and form an

extremely delicate terminal nervous network. The terminal

pajjiUae are compared by the author to those in the huinan skin
;

he has sought and found papilla; also in the mouse, shrew, and
mcrle. Dr. A. Fritsch announced the discovery of a new reptile,

or batrachian, in the coal of Nyran, in the south-west of the

carboniferous basin of Pilsen. The head is triangular, less elon-

gated than that of Archei^osait7-iis ; the orbits are large ; the

lower jaw furnished with denticles; the vertebra; numerous, very

close and equal, and the anterior limbs slender, and but little

developed. The animal was probably about a foot in length. It

is compared by the author with the well-known Proleus aji^inus

(= Jfyfoc/ilhon LiUircutii).

SCH.\F.\RIK

DIARY
THURSDAY, November xi.

London Institution, at 7.30.—On Architecture, or the Fine Art of

Building : Prof. Robert Kerr.

Zoological Society, at 8.—On the Anatomy of the Aard-Woh {Proieles

cristatns: Prof. Flower, F. R S.

London Mathematical Society, at 8.—General Meeting at Burlington

House.

FRIDAV, November 12.

Astronomical Societv, at 8.

MONDAY, November 15.

London Institution, at 4.—Elementary Physics : Prof. Guthrie.

TUESDAY, November 16.

Statistical .Society, at 8.— Inaugural Address by the President: W.
Newmarsh, F.R.S. Report on the Inlernational Slalistical Congress of

i86g : Mr. Samuel Brown.

Institution oe Civil ENcrNEERS, at 8.—Discussion on Mr. Gandard's

Paper on the .Strength and Resistance of Materials ; and, time per-

mitting, Public Works in the Province of Canterbury, New Zealand : Mr.

Edward Dobson, Assoc. Inst. C. E.

WEDNESDAY, November 17.

Meteorological Society, at 7.—Lunar Influence upon Rainfall: Mr. J.

C. Bloxam, M.R.C.S. On the Summer of 1868: Dr. G. H. Fielding.

THURSDAY, November 18.

RovAL Society, at 8.30.

Li\NKAN Society, at 8.—Review of the genus Hytlroha, with descriptions

of three new species : Mr. A. W. fiennell, F.L.S.

Chemical Society, at 8.

London Institution, at 7.30.—Arcliitecture : Prof R. Kerr.
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Subjects: G. W. ChiUl (Longmans).— Phenomena and Laws of Heat: A.

Cazin, translated by E. Rich (Low).—Thunder and Lightning: W. De
Fouviclle, translated by T. L. Phipson (Low). —Wonders of Optics: F.

Marion, translated by C. W. Quin. —Tommy Try anil what he did in

Science (Chapman and Hall).

American.—Origin of Genera: E. A. Cope (Triibner).—Annual Report

of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College.

Foreign. — Vierteljahrsschrift der Astronomlschen Gesellschaft. — Les

Pierres, Esqiiisses Mineralogique : L. Siinonin (Hachette).— Biblioth^que

des Merveilles : 4 vols. (Hachette).—Dictionnaire General des Sciences:
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THE LIFE OF JANE AUSTEN, Author
of "Mansfield Park," &c. By her Nephe%v, the Rev. J. E. AUSTEN
LEIGH, Vicar of Bray. Svo. With Portrait and other Illustrations.

IJust ready.

THE CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
RIGHT HON. WILLIAM WICKHAM, from 1794. Edited by his
Grandson. WILLIAM WICKHAM. With Portraits of the Right Hon.
W^ILLIAM WICKHAM and Field-Marshal SUWARROW, from Original
Pictures. 2 vols. Svo.

THE LIFE OF MARY RUSSELL MIT-
FORD. Told by Herself in Letters to her Friends. With Sketches and
Anecdotes of her most Celebrated Contemporaries. Edited by the Rev.
A. G. L'ESTRANGE. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31J. (,:!. YJust ready.

THE DIARY OF NEHEMIAH WAL-
LINGTON ; chiefly during the Troablou; Times of Charies the First. Now
first published from the Original in the British Museum. Edited by Miss
WEBD. With Notes and Iliiisti-.ition:,. 2 vols. Svo,
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THE SUN. By Amedee Guillemin,
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Crown Svo. ts.
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RICHARD BENTLEY, 8, New Burlington Street,

Publisher in Ordinary to Her Llajcsty.

"mars. Four Stereograms of a Globe of
the Planet Mars, by JOHN BROWNING, with a Chart of Mars on Mer-
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JOHN BROWNING, iii, Minories, London, E.C.
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LOGY. With numerous lllu^trati^-ns. By T. H. HUXLEY, F R.S. Pro-

fessor of Natural History in the Ruyal School of inline. Tenth Thousand.
iSmo. cloth, 4J-. yd.

" It is a very small book, but pure gold throughout. There is not a waste
sentence, or a superfluous word, and yet it is all clear as daylight. It exacts

close attention from the reader, but the attention will be repaid by a real

acquisition of knowledge. And though the book is small, it manages to touch

on some of the very highest problems The whole book shows how true

it is that the most elementary instruction is best given by the highest masters

in any science."

—

Guardian.
"The very best descriptions and e.\pIanations of the principles of human

physiology which have yet been written by an Englishman."

—

Saturday
Rcz'iciu.
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Every Thursday, in Royal 8vo., price 4d., No. I. published November 4, i86g.

A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.

" To the solid ground

Of A'atitre trusts the mind that builds for aye."- -Wordsworth.

The object which it is proposed to attain by this periodical may be broadly stated as follows. It is intended.

First, to place before the general public the grand results of .Scientific Work and Scientific Discovery ; and to

urge the claims of Science to a more general recognition in Education and in Daily Life ;

And, Secondly, to aid Scientific men themselves, by giving early information of all advances made in any

branch of Natur.al knowledge throughout the world, and by affording them an opportunity of discussing the various

Scientific questions which arise from time to time.

To accomplish this twofold object, the following plan will be followed as closely as possible :

Those portions of the Paper more especially devoted to the discussion of matters interesting to the public at

large will contain :

I. Articles written by men eminent in Science on subjects connected with the various points of contact of

Natural knowledge with practical aft'airs, the public he.tlth, and material progress ; and on the advancement of

Science, and its educational and civilizing functions.

II. Full accounts, illustrated when necessary, of Scientific Discoveries of general interest.

III. Records of all efforts made for the encouragement of Natural knowledge in our Colleges and .Schools,

and notices of aids to .Science-teaching.

IV. Full Reviews of Scientific Works, especially directed to the exact Scientific ground gone- over, and the

contributions to knowledge, whether in the shape of new facts, maps, illustrations, tables, and the like, which they

may contain.

In those portions of " Nature" more especially interesting to Scientific men will be given :

V. Abstracts of important Papers communicated to British, American, and Continental Scientific societies and

periodicals.

VI. Reports of the Meetings of Scientific bodies at home and abroad.

In addition to the above, there will be columns devoted to Correspondence.

The following eminent Scientific men are among those who have already promised to contribute Articles, or to

otherwise aid in a work which it is believed may, if rightly conducted, materially assist the development of Scientific

thought and work in this country :

—

Abll, F. A., F.R.S. II. M. Chemical Department, Woolwich.
Agassiz, Prof. L. Museum of Comparatizv Zoology, Hansard

College.

Andrews, Prof. T., F.R.S. Queen's University, Dtibliu.

Bastian, Prof. H. C, F.R.S. University College.

Beale, Prof. Lionel S., F.R.S. A'imfs College.

Bennett, A. W., F.L.S.
r.EKTilELOT, Prof. College de France, Paris.
HoNN'EV, Rkv. T. G. Cambridge.
BR.\uy, H. B., F,L.S.
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CONTRIBUTORS—continued.

Brodie, Prof. Sir Benjamin C, F.R.S. Oxford.
Brodie, Rev. P. B., F.G.S.
Brown, Proe. A. Crum, Edinburgh Universitv.

Brush, Prof. G. I. Shfffidd Scientific School, Yah College.

Busk, Prof. G., F.R.S.
C.-VRRUTHERS, W., F. L. S. British Miiseum.
Cl.\rk, J. W. Cambridge University.

Clifford, K. K. Cambridge University.

Clifton, Prof. R, B. Oxford.
CoBEOLD, T. Spencer, F.R.S.
CooKF^ Prof. J. P., JuN. Cambridge, U.S.A.
D.^LLAS, W. S., F.L.S. Geologiinl Society.

Dana, Prof. J. D. Ncivhaven, Conn. U.S.A.
Darwin, C, F.R.S.
Dawkins, W. Boyd, F.G.S. Oxvens College, Manchestei:
D.w, Dr. G. E., F.R.S.
Dumas, J. B. Secretary Imperial Academy of Sciences, Paris.

Eiheridge, R., F.R.S. E., F.G.S. Geological Surrey.
Evans, J., F.R.S. Seeretarv Geological Society.

Farrar, Rev. F. W., F.R.S. Harro-M School.

Fehling, Prof. Stuttgart.

Ferguson, John, Glasgo-w.

Feruet, Prof. E. Paris.

Flower, Prof. W. H., F.R.S. Royal College of Surgeons.

Forbes, David, F.R.S.
Foster, Dr. C. Le Neve, Piedmont.
Foster, Prof. Michael, Royal Institution.

Foster, Prof. G. Carey, F.'R.S. University College.

Frankland, Prof. E., F.R.S. Royal College of Chemistry.

Galloway, Prof. R. College of Science, Dublin.
Gai.ton, Douglas, F.R.S.
GEIKIE, a., F.R.S. Geological Surtiey of Scotland.

GiBBS, Prof. Walcott, Cambridge, U.'S.A.

Gilbert, Dr. J. H., F.R.S.
Gladstone, Dr. J. H., F.R.S.
Gore, G., F.R.S.
Grant, Prof. R., F.R.S. Director Glasgow Observatory.

Grove, W. R., F.R.S., Q.C.
Harcourt, a. Vernon, F.R.S. Secretary Chemical Society.

Hauer, H. Fr.ANZ von. Director Geological Institute, Vienna.
Haughton, Rev. Prof. S., F.R.S. Trinity College, Dublin.
Hirst, Prof. F.R.S. General Secretary, British Association.

Hooker, Dr. J. D., F.R.S. Director Royal Gardens, Kew.
Humphry, Prof., F.R.S. Cambridge.
Huxley, Pkof, T. H., F.R.S. President Geological Society.

Jack, Prof. Owens College, Manchester.

Jeffreys, J. Gwyn, F.R.S.
Jenkin, Prof. H. C. Fleeming, F.R.S. Edinburgh University.

JEVONS, Prof. \V. S., Ozuens College, Manchester.

Johnson, Prof. S. W. Sheffield .Scientific .School, Yale College.

Jones, Dr. H. Bence, F.R.S. Secretary Royal Institution.

Joule, J. P., F.R.S.
KekulI, Prof. Chemisches Institut, Bonn.
Kingsley, Rev. Canon.
Lankester, Dr. E., F.R.S.
Lankester, E. Ray.
Eewes, G. H.
LiVEiNG, Prof. G. D., F.C.S. Cambridge.
Lubbock, Sir John, Bart., F.R.S.
Macmillan, Rev. Hugh.

Magnus, Prof. Berlin.

Main, P. T., Cambridge University.

Markham, Clements, Secretary R.G.S.
Maskelyne, N. S. British Museum.
Matthiessen, Prof. A., F.R.S. St Bartholomczv's Hospital.

Mills, E. J. D. Sc, F.C.S.
MivART, St. George, F.R.S.
Morton, Prof. H. Philadelphia.

Murchison, Sir Roderick I., Bart., F.R.S. President Geogra
phical Society ; Director Geological .Sui vey.

Newton, Prof. Alfred, F.L.S. Cambridge.
Odling, Prof., F.R.S. Royal Institution.

Oliver, Prof. D., Y.V..?''. Royal Gardens, Krw.
Oppenheim, Dr. A. Berlin.

Paul, Dr. 15. H., F.C.S.
Pengelly, William, F.R.S.
Perkin, W. H., F.R.S. Secretary Chemical Society.

Phillips, Prof. J., F.R.S. Oxford.
Prestwich,

J., F.R.S.
Pritchard, Rev. C, F.R.S.
Proctor, R. A., F.R.A.S.
Quetelet, Dr. A. Secretary RoyalAcademy ofSciences, Brusseh.
QuiN, C. W.
Ramsay, Prof. A. C, F.R.S. Geological Survey.

Richardson, Rev. G. Winchester School.

Roberts, W. C, F.C.S. Royal Mint.
Rodwell, G. F., F.C.S.
Rolleston', Prof. G., F.R.S." Oxford.
Roscoe, Prof. H. E., F.R.S. Owens College, Manchester.

Russell, W. H. L., F.R.S.
Sci.ater, p. L,, F.R.S. Secretary Zoological Society.

S'cudder, S. H., Boston, U.S.A.
Sharpey, Dr. Secretary Royal Society

.

Simpson, G. Wharton.
Smith, Archibald, F.R.S,
Sorby, H. C, F.R.S.
Spottiswoode, W., v. p. R. S.

Stainton, H. T., F.R.S.
Stewart, Balfour, F.R.S. Director Kr,a Obsci-vatory.

Stone, E. J. Royal Obsei-xitory, Greenwich.

Streng, Prof. Giessen.

Stuart, James, Trinity College, Cambridge.

Sylvester, Prof. J. J., F.R.S. Royal Military .Academy,

IVoohoich.

Symons, G. J., F.M.S.
Tait, Prof. P. G. Edinburgh University.

Thomson, Prof. Sir W., F.R.S. Glasgow University.

Tristram, Rev. H. B., F.L.S.

Tuckwell, Rev. W.
Tylor, Edward JB.

Tyndall, Prof. J., F.R.S. Royal Institution.

Wallace. A. R., F. R.G.S.
W'atts, Henry, F. R.S.
Webb, Rev. T. W., F.R.A.S.
Williamson, PjiOF. A., F.R.S. President Chemical Society.

Wilson, J. M. Rugby School.

WoiiLER, Prof. Secretary K. Soc. derWisscnschaftcn, Gottingen.

Woodward, H , F.G.S. British Museum.
Wright, Dr. Perceval, Dublin University.

.Secretaries of Scientific Societies, and Authors and Publishers of Memoirs and Books on Scientific subjects,

will confer a great favour by transmitting their publications for notice as soon after issue as possible, to the

Editor.
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Boaks for review, communications respecting Advertisements, fh; purchase of copies, and other business, to be

addressed to the Publishing Offue-"

9, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
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MACMILLAN AND CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.
Second Edition, now ready.

THE MALAY ARCHIPELAGO ; the
Land of the Orang-Utan and the Bird of Paradise. A Narrative of Travel,
with Studies of Man and Nature. By ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE.
With iVIaps and numerous Illustrations. Two Vols, crown 8vo. 24J.

The Times.—"This is not a hastily concocted book of travel, such as is

sometimes put forth by those ingenious tourists who contrive to make them-
selves acquainted with the entire political and social organization of a countr>'
while their steamer is stopping to take in coals : it is a careful and deliberately
composed narrative, the fruits of si.xty or seventy journeys made within the
Malay Archipelago, journeys which occupied nearly eight years of time and
extend over 14,000 miles. . . . Every page contains matter of interest."

The Guardian.—"Leaving for the most part the dry bones of fact and
fi;,'ures to fill their proper place in scientific papers, he has presented the
public with the cream and flower of his observations and rea.sonings, con-
densed into two elegant volumes, which are so well arranged, and so admi-
rably supplied with maps and illustrations, that the reader is pleasantly led
on to apprehend, with very little eftort, not only the principal features of the
district described, but also the startling and recondite conclusions which are
derived from them. In short, it is a book of travel of the very highest order.
Nothing that deserves comparison with it has appeared since Mr. Darwin's
j(_>tirnal of his voyage in the Beagle."

British Quarterly Rerie^u.—"Mr. Wallace has surpassed all his pre-
decessors in accumulating a mass of important scientific information, which
he presents so fully and lucidly, that his work must henceforth become the
standard authority on the zoology of these luxuriant tropical islands."

Spectator.—" Must be reckoned one of the most agreeable as well as one
of the most instructive records of contemporary travel."
Saturday Review.— " A vivid picture of tropical life, which may be read

with unllagging interest, and a sufficient account of his scientific conclusions
to stimulate our appetite without wearying us by detail. In short, we may
safely say that we have seldom.read a more agreeable book of its kind."

SIR C. W. DILKE'S "GREATER BRI-
TAIN," A Record of Travel in English-Speaking Countries (America,
Australia. India.) during 1866 and 1867. With Illustrations. Fifth Thou-
sand. Crown 8vo. 6r.

Thg Tiv:es.—"Sir Charles Dilke's account of his tour in the West is

deHghtful reading from first to last. Even when we differ from him, we are
always ready to admit the indu^tiy of his research and the accuracy of his
informttion, as well as his exceedingly clear way of stating his views. As a
mere work of travel his bock is exceedingly pleasant reading, and it gives
one, in a comparatively small comprss, an infinity of information of the sort
one most cares to have. Above all, it is eminently suggestive, and what we
should pronounce its highest merit is not so much the knowledge it com-
municates as the craving it excites for more."
Saturday Revie^v.—" Sir Charles Dilke has written a book which is pro-

bably as well worth reading as any book of the same aims and character
that ever was written. Its merits are that it is written in a lively and agree-
able style, that it implies a great deal of physical pluck, that no page of it

fails to show an acute and highly intelligent observer, that it stimulates the
imagination as well as the judgment of The reader, and that it is on perhaps
the most interesting subject that can attract an Englishman who cares for his
country."

A NARRATIVE OF A YEAR'S JOUR-
NKYTHR(JUGH CENTRAL AND EASTKRN ARABIA, 1S62 3. By
WILLIAII GIFFdRD PAUIRAVE. Fifth and Cheaper Edition, with
Map, Plans, and Portrait of Author, Crown Svo. 6j.

BY SIR SAMUEL WHITE BAKER.
Eighth Thousand.

THE ALBERT N'YANZA GREAT
BASIN OF THE NILE, AND EXPLORATION OF THE NILE
SOURCES. New and Cheaper Edition, with Portraits, Maps, and Illustra-

tiuns. Two Vols, crown Svo. cloth gilt, \ts.

Sixth Thousand.

THE NILE TRIBUTARIES OF
ABYSSINIA, AND THE SWORD HUNTERS OF THE HAMRAN
ARABS. With Portrahs, Maps, and Illustrations. Third Edition. Svo.
cloth gilt, 21X

Daily J^ews,—"Sir Samuel Baker has added a much-coveted laurel tq
many honours of British discovery—he has conquered the secret of the
mysterious river."

THE BRITISH EXPEDITION TO
ABYSSINIA. Compiled from Auth^.^^ic Dncunicnts. By CAPTAIN
H. M. HOZIER, late Assistant Militaiy Secretary to Lord Napier of
Magdala. 8vo, gs.

CItH Serz-ice Gazette.— " C^i'^tK^n Hosier's literary ability and professional
experience have given u^ what will be regarded as the standard work on this

intercepting subject. . . . We do not know that we ever met with any historical

sketch which was at once more lucid, concise, and comprehensive."

THE RUSSO - INDIAN QUESTION.
Considered Histrirically, Sir.ate',;)cally. and Politically; with a Sketch of
Central Asiatic Politics and a Map of Central Asia. By CAPTAIN F.

TRENCH, F.R.G.S. 20th Hussars. Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

United Sen'ice Magazine.—" Wereccmiend it toall who would with brief
expenditure of time make themselves fairly acquainted with the ' Russo-
Indian Question.'"

BY THE REV. HUGH MACMILLAN.

HOLIDAYS ON HIGH LANDS; or,
Rambles and Incidents in Search of Alpine Plants. By the Rev. HUGH
MACMILLAN, Author of " Bible Teachings in Nature.'' Crown Svo. 6j.

Literary Churchman.— " On^ of the most charming books of its kind ever
written."

Saturday Revie^v.—"Vlr. Macmillan's glowing pictures of Scandinavian
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LECTURES TO WORKING MEN
'T^HE workmen of England wish for more education. I

speak of the better classes of them ; those who can
read and write and cast up accounts in some sort of

fashion, though it may in many cases be a poor one.

There is a great desire, which is very widely spread

among them, for some kind of higher education : they

wish to learn something of Science. They cannot learn

it at school, and they cannot get all they^want from books;

so that they must look to a great extent for what they

require to evening lectures. Now in these there are two
things which they dread. The first is that they should

only hear a string of technical terms, which they cannot

understand ; and the second is that they should have
what ordinarily go by the name of " Popular Lectures on
Science," lectures which are often illustrated by inconse-

quent " experiments.'' We have not to go far to find the

reason of their dislike to such lectures : the fact is, they

distrust them. The English workman is a clear-headed,

shrewd man, and he has a good intuition of what is

worth having. That is the reason he cares for scientific

knowledge. He knows very well that science is " one of

the best things going;" and he has also a very thorough

appreciation of everything of the nature of humbug in

any line whatsoever. Perhaps there is no audience in the

world who, on the one hand, recognises readily the exist-

ence of humbug, and, on the other, recognises what is

genuine, so well as an audience of inteUigent English

working men. I have often conversed with such men, and
while I have heard them express the greatest desire for

scientific information, I have heard them also speak most

disrespectfully of that which is too often presented to

them instead of it ; and I have, over and over again, heard

this said, " What is the use of our going to lectures,

when we are to hear no more of the subject again?"

Such sentiments as these find practical expression in the

fact that I have found courses of a few consecutive

and carefully digested lectures to workmen always well at-

tended by a persistent audience. It is nothing desultory

that these men want, but something solid—something

which will give them real information. What they want

is not a single lecture, or bits of the thing shown to them
in a random sort of way, but a piece of real teaching,

something which helps them to see their way a little through

some subject, and gives them a better grasp of the thing

which they are seeking for, namely, the method and facts

of science. To be told only a number of the facts and

results of science without the method is what workmen
do not want ; they are greedy for the facts of science,

but they want something more. On the other hand,

to try to impart to them the method of science without

doing so by some particular instance, is to engage them
in a kind of vague philosophising, suitable perhaps for

the learned, but not for the ignorant. Ignorant people do

not want, and cannot profit by, abstractions.

I believe, therefore, that a real demand amongst working

men is supplied by short courses of lectures on scientific

subjects, given in the evenings in some Institute or Me-
chanics' Hall. The lectures should not occur more than

twice, or perhaps once, a week. We must never forget

that it is a hard matter for a working man to get
to a lecture in an evening. To give such a set of

lectures to working men calls for those who are well
versed in the subject with which they are to deal ; for
it is only such who can speak free from technicalities.

It must be remembered that workmen have no previous
information, no knowledge of mathematics cr of technical
terms, which may enable us to shorten demonstrations or
explanations. Everything requires to be explained to them
ab initio; and it is only a man well versed in the subject
down to the minutest particulars who can do this well. It

is only such a man who can bring forward the first rudi-

ments of a subject shortly, distinctly, and so as to interest

his audience, luithout being superficial. Others speak from
too bare a mind. But a man deeply versed in a subject can
put it in a perfectly elementary way, and yet weave about
it the interest of its most advanced portions. We have
to show workmen the main points of an argument ; they
cannot come to, nor can we afford to give them, thirty or

forty lectures, as we should do at the University. We
can only give them three or four, and we must do the
best we can in these. The best we can do seems to me
to be this, to choose from the branch of science, which we
wish to bring before them, some one of its most charac-
teristic parts ; and, while following out the great steps of

that particular argument, to so illustrate it as to suggest
and open up the rest of the subject, at the same time taking
care to bring all to bear on one thing. A great point

to aim at is, that all that we speak about should have
a relation to the subject in hand, and such a relation as

our audience will easily perceive—that we should not,

in fact, bring before them isolated facts or theories, but
always something connected, something logical. This
indeed is the great end of teaching science : to get people

into a better style of thinking about things; and this is

just what, as soon as these men find it, they greedily

snatch at ; for they aim at some knowledge of science

for a reason which is perhaps not quite clear to their

own minds ; but when they get the thing they want,

they recognise that it is what they want.

Our English workmen, in fact, have not quite enough
logicalness about them. They are apt to be led away by
wrong arguments, by conclusions which do not quite

follow from the premises. And, what is more, they (at

least the best of them) know that quite well. And that

is just the very point where some instruction in science

helps them ; where the scientific method—the method of

getting hold of facts and putting them together, and doing

so in a strict and careful way—helps people. And this is

just what the workmen of this country need, and what a

large number of them feel that they need, and the very

reason for which they desire scientific knowledge. Now
where this desire exists, do not let us hear them ask

for bread and give them a stone. The future of Eng-
land depends on these men. They are hard-headed,

honest, straightforward men ; and they think a deal
;

and they have got their faults, and not the least of them
is this fault of being somewhat illogical. I have heard

both employers and workmen say, " It is because our men
are too apt to be led away by inconclusive arguments,

that half the errors which they commit are committed."

To any one who has studied the matter of the failure

of so many workmen's Benefit Societies, the truth of these

G
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remarks will be evident. I am not here expressing any

opinion as to the rights or wrongs of many things at

which workmen aim, and in which they engage. But

totally irrespective of opinion, it is evident that there are

many important questions the management and the de-

cision of which are in the hands of the working men, and a

right view of the respective importance of facts and of

argument is the only safeguard against being misled. It

is just at this very point that scientific teaching helps to

set men right. I am not saying whether or not I believe that

Science is to be the regenerator of mankind. But this

is certain, that there is a great benefit to be gained from

scientific teaching, that it supplies to working men that

which as a class they are deficient, and that which as

a class they are desirous of having; and that here there is

open before all who care for these matters a wide field of

direct and immediate utility.

I have seen six hundred men, on a tempestuous winter

evening, come to a lecture on Astronomy at one of our

great workshops in the North. It is a wonderful sight

to see so many faces intelligent and seeking for know-

ledge. Working men are a peculiar audience : they are

rather fond of cheering ; and I have often had to check a

piece of applause arising just before the conclusion of a

demonstration which was tying together, so to speak, in a

knot, several threads of argument. Such applause, coming,

as I have so often seen ii.,J:ist before the completion of an

argument, indicates the satisfaction which all feel, and
which these men are unsophisticated enough to express,

when there just begins to dawn upon them the feeling of

seeing, without being told, what some things have got to do
with one another ; the feeling in fact of making a discovery.

And I can fancy nothing more encouraging to a lecturer

who loves his subject than such facts, and nothing which

more bears out the assertion that I have made, that there

is among working men a true desire for, and a true ap-

preciation of, something genuine in science. Working men
—at least those with whom I am acquainted, and I am
acquainted chiefly with the northern districts of England

—

have a strong perception of right and wrong, a strong moral

character, a clear and openjway of giving everything a fair

hearing— that natural honesty which is the backbone of a

nation. And if we add to this the powerful logic and thewidc

information which the true teaching of science imparts

we bid fair to make the democracy of England a model
for that of all other countries.

James Stuart

DR. LIVINGSTONE'S EXPLORATIONS
M^HE letters from Dr. Livingstone lately read at the

Royal Geographical] Society, give the grateful assu-

rance, not only that he was in good health and spirits in

July 1 868, but also that he was under no apprehension of

ill-treatment from the Cazembe. Visiting that chief

without a numerous escort, he created no alarm. He has,

in truth, notwithstanding seeming difliculties, been sin-

gularly fortunate ; for his rumoured death and expected

captivity have created a sensation of much greater value

to him than the discovery of the Nile's sources. Dr.

Livingstone's account of his journey northwards from the

Aroangoa is in general reconcilable with those given by

the Portuguese expeditions, with some difference, how-

ever, arising from difference of route. He seems to have

crossed that river much further totheAvest than Monteiro,

whose line of march was ten or twelve miles more west

than that of Lacerda. He saw mountains, he tells us,

and the Portuguese saw none. Herein he is greatly

mistaken : Monteiro's expedition crossed over the flanks

of a wondrous inountain, supposed to be a Portuguese

league (about 20,000 feet) high, with trees, population, but

no snow on its broad summit. The account of this

mountain, called by mistake Muchingue (the glen or

defile), given by a writer in the Journal of the Royal

Geographical Society (vol. xxvi.), improves the original by

a precise statement of longitude and latitude, and by a

description of the panoramic view from the summit to a

distance of 200 miles.

The high land which culminates towards the east in

Muchingue was ascended on leaving the valley of the

Aroangoa. The traveller then came in lat. 10° 34' S., to

the river Chambezi, called by Lacerda the New Zambezi,

flowing from east to west, and rarely fordable. He re-

marks that it resembles the Zambezi, not in name only,

but also in the abundance of food found in the stream or

on its banks. He forgets that the critic who denied his

explanation of the name Zambezi {x'wex par excellence),

showed that in all its forms, Liambegi, Chambezi, Yabengi,

&c., it means simply (river) " of meat " or animal food.

The Chambezi abounds in oysters, but we know nothing

of their flavour. This river, accprding to Dr. Living-

stone, forms in the west the great Lake Bengweolo, from

which it again issues to the north under the name of

Luapula ; but we believe it would be more correct to say

that it joins the Luapula, a much larger river, the great

marsh Pampage, which is, doubtless, often overflowed

and converted into a lake, lying in the angle between the

tivo rivers. Then we are told—" The Luapula flows down
north past the town of Cazeml^e, and twelve miles below

it enters the Lake Moero."' From this it might be con-

cluded that the river flows by the chief's town, and that

twelve miles lower down, or further north, it enters the

lake, but this cannot possibly be the traveller's meaning.

Lake Moero forms a remarkable feature in Dr. Living-

stone's latest discoveries, but his account of it is singularly

perplexed and obscure. We know that the Luapula flows

to the north or N.N.E.,[someeight orten miles west of the

Cazembe. Lake Moero, by our traveller's account, is

fifty miles long, and from 30 to 60 miles wide. "Passing

down," he says, " the eastern side of Moero, we came to

the Cazembe ;" and again he states that "the Cazembe's

town stands on the north-east bank of the lakelet Mofwc,
two or three miles broad and four long, totally uncon-

nected with Lake Moero." In endeavouring to reconcile

these statements it is necessary to beware of rash conclu-

sions and inaccurate expressions. It is a hazardous thing

to pronounce upon the length, breadth, and boundaries of

lakes without surveying them. The Portuguese officers

in 1831 obtained leave to examine Lake Mofo or Mofwe,

and for that purpose went four and a half leagues N.N.E.
along its shore, till they came to the Lounde, a river, as

they called it, two miles wide, where they expected to find

boats. These, however, had been purposely removed, so

that the explorers were brought to a stand. They had
proceeded far enough, however, to perceive that the lake

turned to the north-west. They did not sec the end of it,
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but state distinctly that it communicates with other large

lakes. Dr. Livingstone, describing the flooded state of

the country, tells his experience of two rivers which flow

into the north end of Moero : the Luo, which was
crossed by the Portuguese, thirty miles south of

the Cazembe's town ; and the Chungu, near which

Lacerda died, about ten miles south of that place. From
these particulars we cannot help concluding that the

Moero of our traveller, who has found the country in a

state of flood, is the Carucuige of the Portuguese, or at

least that these names apply to parts of the same great

marsh or lagoon. At the eastern side of it, visited by Dr.

Livingstone, is the Fumo Moiro, whose title is probably

taken from his district. Manoel Gaetano Pereira, who
first visited the Cazembe, related, that near the chiefs

river into many branches. " These branches," he goes on

to say, " are all gathered up by the Lufira I have
not seen the Lufira ; but, pointed out west of 11° .S., it is

there asserted always to require canoes This is

purely native information." Now it is quite possible that

the traveller totally misunderstood his native informants.

They spoke of the waters to the S.W., and he understood

them to speak of the N. or N.E. The great river Luviri,

called by the Arabs Lufira, flows into the Luapula from

the west, about 100 miles S.W. or S.S.W. from the

Cazembe. The Lualaba, the sacred river of the Alunda,

whence their forefathers emigrated, still farther west (a

month's journey), falls into the Lulua, and so joins the

Zaire. The great salt marshes, which chiefly supply the

interior of Africa, are situated on its banks at its southern

town he spent a whole day wading breast-deep through a

lagoon. It was subsequently found that the lagoon in

question was Carucuige. The strength of the Cazembe's

position lies in the difficulty of approaching it through a

labyrinth of swamps, lakes, and wide drains. The Por-

tuguese spent some hours in crossing a river, as they called

it, two miles wide, on matted vegetation which sank under

their feet. This and the Loiinde above mentioned were

probably the connecting arms of large lakes.

Our traveller informs us, that " the Luapula, leaving

Moero at its northern end by a rent in the mountains of

Rua, takes the name of Lualaba, and, passing on N.N.W.,

forms Ulenge in the country west of Tanganyika." He
saw the Luapula only at this gap in the mountains.

Ulenge is a lake with many islands, or a separation of the

bend ; these may be the Ulenze above described, if it be

not a marshy tract lying between the sources of the two

rivers. The native information here given cannot be

received as perfectly pure. When our author speaks of

the Luviri entering Tanganyika at Uvira, he evidently

casts the dimly discerned views of the natives into his

own preconceived mould, and clothes them in his own

language.

Respecting the language of this countr>-, our author

infonns us that " the people are known by the initial Ba

instead of the initial Lo or U for the country." This is

not merely confused, but also, we believe, wholly erroneous.

The initial U never forms the name of a countr)', but the

collective name of a nation, chief, and people. The

Portuguese, who on this point are the best authorities, use
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the names Alunda, Arungo, Acumbe, not Balunda, &c.

They tell us that the Alunda never pronounce the letter r,

and that in writing the names Arungo, Moiro, &c.,in which

that letter occurs, they have adhered to the Maravi dialect.

We thence conclude that for the names Rua, Moero, Lufira,

&c., and perhaps for the initial Ba above alluded to. Dr.

Livingstone is probably indebted to his Arab friends, who

rest satisfied with a jargon, in some degree intelligible

everywhere, and nowhere perfect.

Dr. Livingstone seems to be elated with the discovery that

"the chief sources of the Nile arise between 10° and 12° S.

lat., or nearly in the position assigned to them by Ptolemy,

whose river Rhapta (.') is probably the Rovuma." Here

two different problems are attempted to be solved at

once—one touching the Sources of the White Nile, and

the other, those of Ptolemy's Nile. With respect to these

latter, it will be enough to observe that Ptolemy's Lakes

of the Nile, two in number, 8 degrees asunder, are

placed by him respectively in lats. 6° and 7° S., but his

graduation being defective, through an imperfect estimate

of the length of a degree, the positions thus assigned to

the lakes fall under true graduation, to 11" N., and4o"S.

of the equator. Ptolemy's Lakes, therefore, have not been

reached by the zealous traveller.

With respect to the sources of the Bahr el Abyad, they

may of course be traced to the head waters of the Luapula,

provided that the results of Capt. Burton's obser\-ations

on the altitude of Nyanza and the character of its northern

end are completely thrown aside. With a greater eleva-

tion, and an outlet through Speke's Mountains of the

Moon, the waters of the lake may reach Egypt.

It is to be regretted that Dr. Livingstone missed the

opportunity of viewing the highest mountain in this part

of the world, now known only by a ridiculously exagge-

rated description ; and also a most interesting point in

the centre of Africa. The great town, Katanga, as de-

scribed by the Arabs, is near the copper mines, where

75 lbs. of copper may be bought for 4 cubits of American

sheeting. The town is larger than Roonda (the Cazembe's

town), and has good bazaars ; it stands on the Rafira

(Luvira) which joins the Ruapura (Luapula). The people

are peaceable, and kind to strangers. The people from

Zanzibar learned the language almost immediately.

F.R.G.S.

[We give a map of the region recently traversed

by Livingstone, showing its connection with the known
points in this part of Africa. We owe this map to the

courtesy of the officers of the Royal Geographical Society.

—Ed.]

CUCKOWS' EGGS
CCARCELY any bird has so much occupied the atten-

tion, not merely of naturalists, but of people gene-

rally, as the Common Cuckow of Europe, and (we might

almost add, consequently) scarcely any bird has had so

many idle tales connected with it. Setting aside several

of its habits wherein it differs from the common run of

birds, its strange, and, according to the experience of most

persons, its singular mode of entrusting its offspring to

foster-parents, is enough to account for much of the in-

terest which has been so long felt in its history. Within

the last twenty years a theory (which is, as I shall pre-

sently show, by no means a new one) with respect to an

important fact in its economy, has attracted a good deal

of attention, first in Germany, and latterly in England
;

and as this theory seems to be especially open to miscon-

ception, and in some quarters to have been entirely mis-

understood, I shall endeavour to give an account of it in

a manner more distinct than has yet (I think) been done ;

and to show that there is no good ground for believing it

to be irrational, as some have supposed, and for scouting

it as something beneath contempt.

It has long been notorious to oologists that the eggs of

the Cuckow are subject to very great variety in colour, and
that a large number of birds laying eggs of very difi'erent

colours enj(jy the doubtful advantage of acting as foster-

parents to the young Cuckow. Now the theory to which

I refer is that " the egg of the Cuckow is approximately

coloured and marked like those of the bird in whose nest

it is deposited, that it may be the less easily recognised by

the foster-parents as a substituted one."

This theory is old enough, for it was announced and
criticised nearly a hundred years ago by Salerne,* who,

after mentioning that he had seen two Stonechats' nests,

each containing eggs of that bird, as well as a Cuckow's

(which was as blue as the others, but twice [.''] as large),

goes on to say that he was assured by an inhabitant of

Sologne (a district in P'rance to the south of Orleans),

that the Cuckow's egg is always blue; and then comes this

remarkable statement :
—" As to the assertion of another

Solognot who says that the hen Cuckow lays its eggs pre-

cisely of the same colour as those in the nest of which she

makes use, it is an incomprehensible thing." Many of my
readers will, I doubt not, be at once inclined to agree with

Salerne.

Little attention seems to ha\e been paid to this passage

by succeeding naturalists ;t but in 1S53 the same theory

was prominently and (I believe) independently brought

forward by Dr. Baldamus, then editor of NauDiannia, a

German ornithological magazine, now defunct ; so far as

I know, however, it was not until April, 1865, that an

article in the English ornithological journal, the Ibis, by

Mr. Dawson Rowley, gave anything like an idea of it to

the public of this country. Some months later (14th Sep-

tember) Mr. A. C. Smith introduced the subject to the

Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural Histoiy Society, and

the paper he then read, having been since printed in the

Wiltshire Magazine (vol. ix. p. 57), and elsewhere, has,

with Mr. Rowley's article, made the theory very generally

known. Mr. Smith also published, subsequently, in the

Zoologist for 1868, a translation of Dr. Baldamus's ela-

borate essay ; but this translation being unaccompanied

by the coloured plate which illustrated the original, unfor-,

tunately fails to do justice to the Doctor's thcoi-y, for with-

out seeing the specimens on which this is founded, or good

figures of them, the evidence in its favour can scarcely be

appreciated fully.

Dr. Baldamus's theoi-y had been some time known to

me, when in 1861 I had the pleasure of being shown by

him his collection of Cuckows' eggs, and I can declare

* I.'histoire naturcllc, cclaircie daiu unc de ses parties principalcs, I'orni-

thologic, i^c. Paris ; 1767, p. 42.

t Montbcillard (Hist. Nat. des Ois, vi. p. 309) mentions it, but I am not

a\v.-ire of any one e^e wlui has done so, until M. Vian in the Revue et

Magasin de Znologic for 1S65 (p. 40), referred to it, and frum this reference I

became acquainted with it.
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that his pubUshcd figures represent the specimens (sixteen

in number) from which they are drawn, as faithfully as

figures of eggs usually do, and that an inspection of the

series convinced me that the belief he entertained was not

groundless. All the eggs in question, some departing very

widely from what I had been used to regard as the normal
colouring, bore an unmistakable resemblance to those of

the birds in the nests of which they were asserted (in

most cases, I was assured, on very good authority) to have

been found ; while in some cases there was just enough
difference between them and those they " mimicked," to

show that it was far more unlikely that they should have

been extraordinary varieties of the eggs of the species in

question, than eggs of the Cuckow.

Dr. Baldamus's allegation therefore seemed to me to be
in part proved. If the history of the eggs before me
could be trusted—and I had no reason to doubt it, the fact

of the likeness was in many respects self-evident, in others

certainly not so striking, and in some perhaps question-

able. In further corroboration of the theoiy also, there

were the similar instances cited with much assiduity from

foreign sources by Dr. Baldamus in his essay,* and one,

apparently not known to him, but given by Mr. Blyth in Sir

William Jardine's "Contributions to Ornithology" for 1850

(p. 69 bis, pi. 52). Another and very remarkable case had
also come to my own knowledge. In the autumn of 1857

I had received from Mr. Tristram all the eggs collected

by him in Algeria during the preceding season. When
they were unpacked, it appeared that there were two more
specimens of the egg of a large North-African Cuckow
{O.xylop/iiis glandarius) than I had been led by him to

expect. On examination, I found that the first two eggs

of this species which had been obtained by him so much
resembled eggs of the Magpie of the country (Pica maiiri-

taiiicd), in the nests of which they had been found, that,

skilful oologist as he was, they had passed, even to his

practised though unsuspecting eye, as those of the latter

bird. Had I known then of Saleme's words, I should

have exclaimed with him, " c'est une chose incomprehen-

sible !

"

Having said thus much, and believing as I do the

Doctor to be partly justified in the carefully-worded

enunciation of what he calls a " Law of Nature," I must

now declare that it is only "approximately" and by no

means iinivcisaiiy true that the Cuckow's egg is coloured

like those of the victims of her imposition. Increase as

we may, by renewed observations, the number of cases

which bear in favour of his theory, yet, as almost every

bird's-nesting boy knows, the instances in which we can-

not, even by dint of straining our fancy, see resemblances

where none exist, are still so numerous as to preclude me
from believing in the generality of the practice imputed to

the Cuckow. In proof of this I have only to mention the

many eggs of that bird which are yearly found in nests of

the Hedge-Sparrow in this country, without ever bearing

the faintest similarity to its well-known green-blue eggs.

One may grant that an ordinary English Cuckow's egg

will pass well enough, in the eyes of the dupe, for that of

a Titlark, a Pied Wagtail, or a Reed-Wren, which, accord-

ing to my experience, are the most conmion foster-parents

- I do not here enumerate them ; they will be found in Namnaunta for

1S53, p. 317, note. The plnte wliich illustrates the paper is in the volume of

the same magazine for the following year.

of the Cuckow in this country ; and indeed one may say,

perhaps, that such an egg is a compromise between the

three, or a resultant, perhaps, of three opposing forces ;

but any likeness between the Hedge-Sparrow's egg and
the Cuckow's, so often found along side of it, or in its place,

is not to be traced by the most fertile imagination. We
must keep therefore strictly to the letter of the law laid

down by Dr. Baldamus, and the practice imputed to the

Cuckow is not universally but only " approximately

"

followed.

Now, is it possible to give a satisfactory explanation of

the process by which the facts alleged are produced ? Dr.

Baldamus assigns none. He lays down a number of

aphorisms, most of which are very interesting, and, I

believe, true ; but they do not touch the question. A good
many people who have only read hastily, and still more those

who have to all appearance only read at second or third-

hand what has been written on the subject, seem to imagine

that the Doctor has wished to assert that the Cuckow can

voluntarily influence the colour of her egg, so as to assimi-

late it to those already in the nest in which she is about to

deposit it.* Dr. Baldamus, indeed, mentions such a sup-

position, but expressly says that he rejects it, and herein I

think that nearly e\'ery physiologist will agree with him.

It will be admitted, I think, that Dr. Baldamus's in-

ference as to the object of the practice being that the

Cuckow's egg should be "less easily recognised by the

foster-parents as a substituted one," is likely to be true.

This being the case, only one explanation of the process

can to my mind be offered. Every person who has studied

the h.abits of animals with sufficient attention will be con-

versant with the tendency which certain of those habits

have to become hereditary. It is, I am sure, no violent

hypothesis to suppose that there is a very reasonable

probability of each Cuckow most commonly placing her

eggs in the nests of the same species of bird, and of this

habit being transmitted to her posterity. Without attri-

buting any wonderful sagacity to the Cuckow, it does seem

likely that the bird which once successfully deposited her

eggs in a Reed-Wren's or a Titlark's nest should again seek

for another Reed-Wren's or another Titlark's nest (as the

case may be), when she had an egg to dispose of, and that she

should continue her practice from one season to another.

We know that year after year the same migratory bird

will return to the same locality, and build its nest in almost

the same spot. Though the Cuckow be somewhat of a

vagrant, there is no improbability of her being subject to

thus much regularity of habit, and, indeed, such has been

asserted as an observed fact. If then this be so, there is

every probability of her offspring inheriting the same habit,

and the daughter of a Cuckow which always placed her egg

in a Reed-Wren's or a Titlark's nest doing the like.

Further, I am in a position to maintain positively that

there is a family likeness between the eggs laid by the

same bird, even at an interval of many years. I know of

more than one case in which a particular Golden Eagle

has gone on season after season laying eggs that could be

at once distinguished by a practised eye from the eggs of

almost any other Golden Eagle ; and I know of one case

" Thus Mr. Cecil Smith (not to be confounded with Mr. /\. C. Smith,

before mentioned) in a work published within the l.i-st few weeks, falls into

this mistake (" Birds of Somersetshire," p. 365), after having stigmatised the

Doctor's theory as "wild," which he well might if it had been as it is repre-.
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in which the presumed daughter of a particular Golden

Eagle, remarkable for having produced eggs of very great

beauty, has in two successive years laid eggs which un-

mistakably resembled those of her reputed mother in the

brilliant character of their colouring.

Hence I am not afraid of hazarding the supposition, that

the habit of laying a particular style of egg is likely to

become hereditary in the Cuckow'; just as I have previously

maintained that the habit of depositing that egg in the

nest of a particular kind of bird is also likely to become

hereditary.

Now it will be seen that it requires but only an applica-

tion to this case of the principle of " Natural Selection " or

" Survival of the Fittest" to show that if my argument be

sound, nothing can be more likely than that, in the course

of time, that principle would operate so as to produce the

facts asserted by the anonymous Solognot of a hundred

years ago, and by Dr. Baldamus and others since. The
particular _g'c«J of Cuckow which inherited and transmitted

the habit of laying in the nest of any particular species of

bird eggs having more or less resemblance to the eggs ofthat

species, would prosper most in those members of the gens

where the likeness was strongest, and the other members
would {cmterisparibtts) in time be eliminated. It is not to be

supposed that all 5pccies,or even all individuals of a species,

are duped with equal ease. The operation of this kind of

"Natural Selection" would be most marked in those cases

where the species are not easily duped, that is, in those

cases which occur the least frequently. Here it is that we
find it, for it has been shown that eggs of the Cuckow, de-

posited in the nests of the Red-backed Shrike, of the

Bunting-Lark, and of that bird which for some reason best

known to the donor bears the English name of " Melodious

Willow-warbler," approximate in their colouring to the eggs

of those species—species in whose nests the Cuckow rarely

(in comparison with others) deposits her eggs. Of species

which would appear to be more easily duped, or duped in

some other manner—the species in whose nests Cuckow's

eggs are more commonly found, I may have something to

say in another paper. Alfred Newton

T
THE ORIGIN OF BLOOD-LETTING

HE flamingo in the gardens of the Zoological

Society has recently been observed to vomit a red-

coloured fluid over certain smaller birds kept with it;

and it has been shown that this red fluid contains true

blood-corpuscles, and inferred that the flamingo is in the

habit of feeding its young by this ejection of a blood-

stained "pigeon's milk" into their mouths. Further, the

habit of the flamingo has been with great probability

connected with the story of the pelican, which, as is well

known, is stated to wound its own breast in order to feed

its young with the blood. It is not at all improbable

that birds so alike in their plumage and habitat as the

pelican and flamingo should be confused in the way sug-

gested by Mr. Bartlett, who, I believe, first observed

the habit of the captive flamingo. The extravasation of

blood corpuscles normally from the pharynx or oesophagus

of such an animal is a matter of great interest. Mr.

Lowne has a paper in the Journal of the Oueckett Micro-

scopical Club, in which he gives a full account of the case,

having examined the bloody exudation microscopically.

To this the reader is referred; but I have something to

add to it.

The connection of the flamingo with the classical story

of the pelican's self sacrifice is increased in interest,

since it appears that the red exudation of the hippo-

potamus is connected with an equally ancient and more
important tradition—namely, the history of the origin

of blood-letting. Before giving this tradition, I would

mention that two years since, by the kindness of Dr.

Murie, I obtained some of the red exudation of the hippo-

potamus on a slip of glass, and on examining it with the

spectroscope, I did not obtain a blood-spectrum. Mr.

Tomes (Proc. Zool. Society, 1857) described the micro-

scopic appearances of the exudation of the hippopotamus,

and stated that he found in it remarkable corpuscles with

pigmentary granules, but not blood corpuscles. The folds

of the skin in various parts of the body of the hippo-

potamus are coloured bright pink by a distinct pigment, and

the same tint suffuses the darker parts of the skin. I

believe it is this pigmentary matter which causes the red

colour of the exudation of the hippopotamus, and that it

is not a sweat of blood at all. The case of Mr. Jamrack's

rhinoceros mentioned by Mr. Lowne may be otherwise.

Mr. Lowne says that cases of blood-stained sweat from

the skin of man are, though rare, well authenticated.

This is perhaps true ; but many apparent cases of such

staining are due to the formation of a purpuratc in the

sweat, from the decomposition of the uric acid which it

contains.

Now, with regard to the hippopotamus, it is important

to note how popular tradition has attributed the origin

of a very valuable medical art to a totally false inference

on the part of Egyptian priests.

M. Milne-Edwards, in the 3rd volume of his " Logons sur

la'Physiologie" (p. 3), has the following note :
—

" Homer,
whose poems constitute a sort of encyclopaedia of the

science which the Greeks possessed about the ninth cen-

tury before Jesus Christ, does not speak of bleeding : but

if we arc to believe an author of the fifth century, Stephanus

of Byzantium, this operation was known to the surgeons

of the army of Agamemnon. In fact, he relates that one

of them, Podalirius, son of ^sculapius, and brother of

Machaon, on the return from the siege of Troy, practised

it on a patient whose cure obtained for him the sovereignty

of the Chersonese. This would be the first case of

blood-letting of which the remembrance has been

preserved ; and, on consideration of a fable reported by

Pliny, I am induced to believe that this practice had
taken its rise in LIpper Egypt : in fact, this naturalist

tells us that the hippopotami, when they become too obese,

have the habit of piercing for themselves the vein of the

thigh, by pressing against a pointed_reed ; and that these

animals have thus taught physicians to practise analogous

operations. Now, this account does not apply to the sea-

horse (or SyngiiatliKs), astheauthorof an estimable work on
the historj- of medicine (Leclerc) supposes, but to the great

pachyderm which inhabits the rivers of the interior of

Africa, and which is found in L'pper Egypt. It is evidently

a fable : but this fable could only have reached us from

Egypt."

M. Milne-Edwards was not aware of, at any rate does

not refer to, the red oozing observed on the skin of the

hippopotamus sometimes after emerging from his bath.
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or when enraged, which gives so marked a confirmation

to the Egyptian story. We may conclude fairly enough,

either that the Egj'ptian priests saw this red exudation,

and imitated it with the practice of bleeding, or, as is

infinitely more probable, that the Egyptian laity noticed

the blood-coloured sweat of the great river-horse, and

connected it with the practice of bleeding then in

operation, by the interpolation of the sharp reed, and an

inability to understand that their wise men could discover

a remedy untaught. E. Ray Lankester

PREHISTORIC ARCHEOLOGY
Transactions of the IntcrnatioHal Congress of Prehistoric

Archieology, 3rd Session, 1869. Royal 8vo, pp. 419,
with S3 illustrations. (Longmans, 1869.)

T N these days of annual gatherings or Congresses in-

tended for the promotion of Science, whether Natural,

Social, or Ecclesiastical, we need not be surprised at the

numerous observers now engaged in different countries

in the various branches of Prehistoric Anthropology and

Prehistoric Archaeology founding an International Con-

gress for the discussion of questions in whicli they are

particularly interested. It was at a meeting of the Societe

Italienne des Sciences Natureiles, held at La Spezzia in

1865, that this Congress originated, with the more com-

prehensive than euphonious title of " Pateoethnological."

With a slight change in its designation it met at Neu-

chatel in 1866, and at Paris in 1867 ; while the Congress,

the transactions of which are recorded in the volume before

us, assembled at Norwich last year under the presidency of

.Sir John Lubbock, and with Colonel A. Lane Fox as

organising secretary, contemporaneously with the meeting

of the British Association. During the present year it has

found a congenial home in the midst of the richly-stored

museums of Copenhagen, under the fitting presidency of

Professor Worsaae ; has dug in the Kjokkenmoddings, and

been right royally entertained by the King of Denmark
;

and next year the gathering is to be at Bologna, with

Count Gozzadini as president. Such meetings, especially

in the case of the followers of what must be regarded as

a comparatively new science, serve at least a double pur-

pose ; as social gatherings they promote that intercourse

and kindly feeling between those engaged in the same
pursuit, which helps the onward progress of knowledge,

while the discussions at the meetings tend to elicit

truth from what may apparently be conflicting facts and

opinions, and when too unruly hobby-horses are intro-

duced into the arena, serve to control their wilder cara-

coles, if not effectually to break them in.

The success that has attended the institution of this

particular Congress, which, by the way, is not to be held

during two consecutive years in one country, cannot be

better evinced than by the Report of its seven meetings at

Norwich, which has just made its appearance, and forms a

volume of upwards of four hundred pages, illustrated by

more than fifty plates, for the most part presented by the

authors of the papers they illustrate.

These Papers range over a wide area, both in space and
time. The Pacific and South Sea Islands, the Cape of

Good Hope and Southern and Western India, Japan and
Algeria, as well as Spain, Portugal, France, Britain,

and Ireland, all contribute their guota of facts ; while

various general questions relating to the condition, the

arts, the distribution, and other circumstances of early
races of mankind are brought forward and discussed. On
the whole we may congratulate the Congress on the object

of its assembly having been so carefully kept in view by
the authors of the papers read before it, since hardly any
of them, though varying much in value, can be regarded
as having been irrelevant to its general purposes.

The time and space at our command being small in

proportion to that ranged over by the Prehistoric Archse-

ologists, we cannot give more than a brief notice of some
few of what seem to us the more important papers ; but at

the outset we must express our regret, which we are sure

many others will share with us, that the excellent Opening
Address of the President was not more fully reported.

First of the Papers, and among the first in interest, is

one by Mr. E. B. Tylor, on the " Condition of Prehistoric

Races as inferred from Observation of Modern Tribes,"

in which some curious anomalies in the degree of know-
ledge in different branches of art and constructive ap-

pHances possessed by certain tribes are pointed out, and
the inference drawn that it is unsafe to attempt to fix the

stage of civilisation of any given people from the rudeness
of one single class of implements in use among them.

Professor Huxley's Paper on the " Distribution of the

Races of Mankind, and its Bearing on the Antiquity of

Man," appears to have met with more favourable criticism

from those present, including Professor Carl Vogt, than
the author anticipated. And certainly the connection

between some of the changes which in comparatively

recent times have taken place in the physical geography
of the earth, and the limitation of the areas occupied by
different races, such as the Negroid and Australioid, seems,

if not susceptible of proof, at least possible ; and, if so,

Professor Huxley's conclusion that the distribution of

these two races of Man affords as strong evidence of his

antiquity as the occurrence of his works in the gravel of

Hoxne and Amiens is in a fair way of being adopted.

Touching these early works of man, we commend at-

tention to the excellent account given by Mr. R. Bruce

Foote, of his discoveries of quartzite implements of Palas-

olithic types in the Laterite formation of the east coast of

Southern India. We know of nothing more striking than

the wonderful similarity of these implements to those dis-

covered associated with remains of extinct mammals in

the old river gravels of Western Europe. But for the

difference in the material there are numerous twin speci-

mens so like each other that they might be thought to

have been formed by the same hand, and yet they occur

thousands of miles apart, and under what are apparently

different geological conditions, though we think that much
remains to be unravelled as to the origin and age of the

Lateritic deposits of Madras. Still this parallelism of

type seems to afford most remarkable proof that the same

wants, with the same means at command for fulfilling

them, result, so far as tools are concerned, in the produc-

tion of similar forms, no matter where or when the men
live who make them.

This is further illustrated by the stone implements from

Japan, described by Mr. Franks, nearly all of which may
be matched in form by arrow-heads, lance-heads, and
hatchets found in Western Europe ; and what is no less

remarkable, the former are by the Japanese regarded as

of heavenly origin, like the Elf-bolts of Scotland, and the
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stone-celts are considered to be thunderbolts—a belief so

universal in historic times that it may be said to have

been held semper, ubigite, et ab omnihiis. There is, in fact,

no difference of opinion between the old Greek Sotaciis and

the Chinese Emperor Kang-hi's encyclopedist (a.d. 1662).

The former informs us, through Pliny, as translated by

Philemon Holland, that " there be two kinds of Ceraunias, to

wit, the black and the red," and, " that they doe resemble

halberds or axe-heads." The latter that " some of the light-

ning-stones have the shape of a hatchet, others that of a

knife, and some are made like mallets. They are of

different colours ; there are blackish ones, others are

greenish."

The curious similarity observed among Megalithic

monuments in different parts of the world may possibly

be due to some analogous development of thought and

feeling rather than to any intimate connection between

the races who erected them. The Dolmens of Algeria,

described by Mr. Flower, those of Brittany by Mr. Lukis,

those of the Aveyron by M. Cartailhac, are all, more or

less, closely allied to the ancient sepulchres and Pandu-

kulis of the Nilagiri Mountains in Southern India, de-

scribed by Sir Walter Elliot.

We cannot close this brief notice without mentioning

one of the most carefully illustrated and important con-

tributions to the volume,—the account of the caves of

Gibraltar, in which human remains and works of art have

been found, by Mr. George Busk, who, in company with

the late Dr. Falconer, visited the scene of the e.xplorations

of Captain Brome, which are now unfortunately suspended,

but of which the record drawn up by himself is here pre-

served, and additional value given to it by the commentary

of Mr. Busk.

We have, we hope, said enough to show the interesting

character of this volume of the Transactions of the Con-

gress, and the reports of the meeting at Copenhagen lead

us to hope that it may next year be productive of another

volume of at least equal value.

John Ev.\ns

T'

THE WORLD OF THE SEA
The World of the Sea. Translated and enlarged by the

Rev. H. Martyn Hart, M.A., from " Le Monde de la

Mer," by M. Kloquin Tandon, Mcmbre de I'lnstitut,

&c. Demy 8vo. pp. 500, with coloured and tinted

plates and numerous woodcuts, price 2 1^-. (London :

Cassell, Pctter, and Galpin.)

'HERE are two methods of reviewing a book, the

ungracious and the gracious. One, and the easier,

is to find all possible fault with it ; to prove, at least to

the critic's own satisfaction, how much better he could have

written the book, if he too had had the time, and the

money, and the will. As for the talent, the critic has

that, as a matter of course ; for is not a critic one who

judges other men, and is therefore wiser than they ? And

as for the knowledge, that is not needed. He may

acquire that in the very process of reviewing, from the

book which he reviews. Thus, following nature in econo-

mising force as much as possible, he is at once learner and

teacher ; judge and—parasite ? Taking another man's

materials, he shows the world how much better a house

he could have built with them; and so has the clear profit

of all the author's work, his carrying of the bricks and

mortar, even his planning the house, beside all the ex-

penses incident thereto, at the cost on his own part of

a few suggestions which he is not even at the trouble of

seeing carried out. Thus he leaves the hapless man, who

has tried to do something, instead of sitting still like the

reviewer, and seeing others do it, to cry Sic vos non vobis;

and after a few more attempts to write books, to give

up in despair, and take to the more easy and profitable

emplojTnent (at which every lad can now earn an honest

penny), of showing how books should have been written.

But the other, or gracious method of reviewing a book, is

to ascertain what the book is really worth, at least to the

class for whom it is written ; and if it be worth any-

thing, to recommend it to them heartily; being sure that

attractiveness is no test of value, and that there is no

more utter fallacy than that good wine needs no bush.

Unfortunately, this gracious and hearty method of re-

viewing a book is not only difficult, being contrary to the

affections and lusts of the animal within, who delights to

bite and devour his kin, while he is indignant at the very

notion of his ancestors having been cannibals : but it is

also morally dangerous ; for if the reviewer begins by

being gracious and hearty, he may descend to kindness,

even to indulgence. He may be to the author's " faults a

little blind, and to his virtues very kind ;" and so fall alto-

gether from that boasted impartiality which surely portends

detraction.

For the sake, therefore, of preserving the virtue of im-

partiality, it is most prudent for the reviewer to begin by

complaining, and to say that this very beautiful book has

certain defects, which he hopes may be amended in future

editions (for he must be allowed to be gracious enough

to hope for future editions) ; that several of the most

important and novel illustrations have no authority ap-

pended ; that the very clever drawing of the sea-lions

has not only no authority, but no description or notice in

the text ; that some chapters are meagre, and some of

the illustrations bad—for instance, the Holothurians, of

which only two very poor and inaccurate cuts occur; that

the large drawing of Cuttle-fish is also very bad and

wrong; and that there are many misprints and misspell-

ings (possibly mere faults of the printers, but still faults),

such as rostro for rostrum, Ottary for Otary, a PoritidEe,

an Alcyonidca?, &c., which must be corrected ; and that,

as a whole, the latter part of the book is inferior to the

beginning. It may be, of course, that this is owing to the

simple fact, too common among other classes besides

publishers, that the money did not hold out; or that the

iDook, if finished in the style in which it was.begun, would

have grown too big to be published at a paying price.

But what has a reviewer to do with excuses and with mercy.'

Having thus fulfilled his duty, he has something of a

right to take his pleasure; and to say— Here is a really

beautiful book. It is a pleasure to turn over the pictures
;

a pleasure to think that it will lie on many tables, teaching

folk, especially young folk, a thousand things which those

of the last generation did not learn, hard as they worked,

each for himself alone, simply because the works which

could teach them were not yet written ; nay, the micro-

scopes which could show the facts not yet made. The

text is, as is to be expected from M. Moquin Tandon,

brilliant, interesting, full of feeling for that wonderful and

poetic element which runs through nature, and should
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therefore run through sound physical science. The illus-

trations are, on the whole, very good indeed ; the large

tinted plates altogether exquisite ; notably one of the

development of corals ; and many of the cuts are not only

accurate, but real works of art ; for instance, a drawing

The Beau riFii.-haired AtEDUSA {Cyamra tiif'Iccamia')

seemingly from a photograph, of sponges, &c., on laminaria

stems, and three drawings of meduss, pp. 132-4, in which

the grace and grandeur of the natural outlines has been

excellently preserved.

Especially do the author, translator, and publishers

deserve thanks for the mere number of the illustrations.

The Cross Medusa {Khi;:jsioiira cntciita)

If the wonder of nature is ever to be got into the heads

of the uneducated (rich or poor) it must be done, in the

long run, through the eye. " Pictures,"' said certain men
of old, "are the books of the unlearned ;" and they used

them with cft'cct during the middle ages, to get into the

heads of men wonders which—nineteen twentieths of

them—never happened at all. Let Science, now her turn

is come, use to the utmost of her resources, the same
engine, to get into the heads of men—and of children

from their earliest years—some of the wonders which are

actually happening round them all daylong. Let scientific

men, therefore, welcome graciously this book, and all

books of the kind, in spite of a few defects of haste or

of insufficient knowledge. Let them recommend it to

their friends—especially to those who have children. And
if any shall raise the cry of " book-making," let them
answer, "What else would you have?" In this age of
" specialisation," when each minute branch of physical

science requires a life-time of research, how are the many
unscientific to be taught the vastness and beauty of

Nature, save by book-makers ; by those who take the

results of other men's labour, and cast them together into

a shape which the many will care to look at ? Provided

The Medusa of Gaudichai'D {Chrysaora GnuJichaudii)

they do not actually steal, allow them to borrow as freely

as they will. What they borrow from the scientific writer,

they will repay him a hundred-fold, in the form of pupils

readers, and enlightened public opinion. Meanwhile,

those who wish well to the cause of Truth, may trust

that by ever)' book of this kind one more human being

will be awakened to the magnificence, as well as the

importance, of facts ; one more will be saved from the

ancient empire of unreason ; one more will be inclined

to give rational glory to God, as he discovers how glorious

His works are, even in the minutest polype ; one more

artist will discover, in his search for the beautiful,

that the world contains a few objects quite as worthy of

his pencil, as a Scotch fir-tree, or a country lane ; and

one school-boy, it may be, or even undergraduate, seeing

this book in his sister's hands while he is at home for

the vacation, will be led to inquire (not without reason)
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why he also is not taught something about these strange

and beautiful works of God, and something of the science

which investigates them, instead of the mispronounced

Latin and Greek, in learning which (and most imperfectly)

he spends the ten or twelve golden years of youth. He
will receive for answer (or rather he will soon learn to

answer himself) that those who have the monopoly of

education know nothing of these matters, and therefore

cannot teach them ; while those who do know about them

are not asked to teach them, because they will not pay

in an examination. But that discovery may make him

resolve, for the sake of his children or his younger

brothers, to do what in him lies when he grows up, to

alter radically the course of instruction now pursued in

almost every boys' school in these islands; in which case

this book, and others like it, will not have been published

in vain. C. KiNGSLEY

BARFF'S HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY
An Iiitroduition to Scietitific Chemistry; designed for

tlie use of Schools, and Candidates for University

Matriculation Examinations. By F. S. Barff, M.A.
Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. pp. xv. and 315, with

woodcuts, price 4^. (London : Groombridge.)

'T^HE rapid progress of experimental discovery is in itself

an obstacle to the elementary teaching of any scientific

subject. Nowhere has the truth of this observation been

more frequently attested than in chemistry, a science

which, during the present century, has had a more

brilliant, or at least a more active, career than any of

its old companions. We cannot, therefore, be surprised

that the superior attractions of research have so far

had a depreciating influence on the dogmatic department

of this study, that many chemical manuals are meagre,

partial, or unsystematic. It is true that a large number
of such books has appeared during the last few years,

under the powerful stimulus of an increasing demand for

chemical education ; but their general character is such

as we have assigned, and the composition of a treatise

for the use of school-boys seems to have been in many
cases shelved, as either too humble or too great a task

for an author.

Such considerations induce us to welcome very cor-

dially the little handbook which Mr. Barff has just

republished. The first edition must be too well known,

and too fresh in the memory of many of our readers

to render any detailed reference to the present one

necessary. The writer's effoi-ts have evidently been di-

rected towards attaining as much as possible of both

clearness and brevity in exposition ; but his tendency to

avoid speculative assumptions is still more meritorious.

No one is more sceptical than a boy ; no one more diffi-

cult to convince by experiment of the truth of a theory.

The teacher will therefore economise his time in the most
useful manner by putting before his class only the simpler

practical illustrations in which he knows he can succeed,

and but a few of the most general and securely established

laws. Hence Mr. Barff has boldly, but very judiciously,

postponed the entire discussion of formute and symbols
to the concluding portion of his work, using in its former

part only absolute units of weight and measure—which,
of course, have the advantage over the usual abstract

numbers, that an audience can see and handle them.

The nomenclature is that first systematised by Berzelius,

and introduced into this country by Professor Williamson ;

it has also been adopted of late in the examinations of the

University of London.

The method of imparting elementary instruction in

chemistry is, as we have indicated, neither mature nor on

the point of attainment. But whatever course may
ultimately be decided upon, we can hardly doubt that it

will include Mr. Barff's fundamental principle. Mean-
while this little volume, with its business-like spirit and

undeniable accomplishment of its design, deserves the

general and hearty commendation of teachers.

E. J. Mills

OUR BOOK SHELF
Contribution to Climatology.

—

Kliniatologische Beitriige.

By Professor A. W. Dove. (Berlin, 1S69.)

ISOTHERM.'iL Charts like those published by Professor
Dove in 1864 derive their chief interest from the fact that

they permit a birds'-eye view of the great climatological

features of the globe, but they are of comparatively little

value to the meteorologist, unless accompanied by the

numerical data on which they are founded. These are

now supplied by the publication of the present volume,
which, however, contains also a great deal of matter of
interest to the intellectual community generally. The
introductory remarks to the tables on the climate of

Western Europe, and on non-periodical meteorological
phenomena, will show that the distinguished author has
just claims to be considered the greatest master of meteoro-
logical generalisations. B. L.

Wonders of Italian Art.—By Louis Viardot. Small 8vo.
Pp.257. Illustrated with photographs and engravings.
(Sampson Low & Co.)

If photographs were not children of the sun, and if artists

were not sometimes—like Leonardo da Vinci—men of
science, and would always work the better for a knowledge
of it, and if scientific men were not among those who can
most highly appreciate works of art, this book would hardly
come within our programme. It is a beautiful book, full

of beautiful photographs and engravings of the best and
most typical pictures of the Italian school, and one
altogether refreshing to look upon. We should also add,
that it is translated from the " Bibliothique des Mer-
veilles," which contains so many works on science.

Astronomical Publications.— I. Astronomische Mittheil-

Itingen von der Koniglischen Sternwarte su Gottingen.
(Gottingen, 1869.) 2. Saniinlung von Hilfstafcln der
Berliner Stern-djarte. By W. Foerster. (Berlin, 1869.)

The first publication is an account of some recent astro-

nomical labours at the Observatory in Gottingen, and
contains the results of observations with the meridian
circle in zone 0° and 1°, made in accordance with the
well-known scheme of a zone revision so successfully

initiated and established by English and Continental
astronomers. The volume, which deserves in every re-

spect the special attention of star observers, contains the
mean places of stars up to the ninth magnitude, reduced
to i875'o. A new method of calculating the determina-
tions of time, originally proposed by Gauss, has been for

the first time made use of by the observers. It is shown
at page ix. of the Introduction, and will be found of the
highest merit.

The Berlin publication contains a set of tables for the
routine business of the Observatory. Although calcu-

lated with reference to the local circumstances of the

Berlin establishment, they are likely to be instructive

elsewhere, their arrangement being extremely compact
and at the same time lucid. B. L.
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The Half-crown Atlas of Physical Geography. By
Kcitli Johnston, jiin. 31 maps, printed in colours.

Small 8vo. (Edinburgh, Johnston.)

This atlas astonishes and delights us. For two shillings

and sixpence we at last get beautifully finished maps,
showing the land and water hemispheres, and the lands
which are blessed with an antipodes ; a perspectic view of

the globe ; physical maps of the continents, Australasia,

British Isles, and the Holy Land, a geological map of the

British Isles, maps of ocean and river systems, ocean
basins, winds and storms, annual isothermal lines, and
range of temperature, distribution of earthquakes and vol-

canoes; the geographical distribution of useful plants and
species, the chief animals, and varieties of man himself.

There are, moreover, notes as to the preparation of the

atlas, and an analytical index. We warmly congratulate

Messrs. Johnstons on their last achievement, and advise

everybody to buy the atlas.

Cassell's Technical Manuals.— I. Linear Drawing. 2.

Projection. 3. Building Construction. By Ellis A.
Davidson. Price 2J. each. (London : Cassell, Patter,

& Galpin.)

These little books are intended to promote the tech-

nical education of artisans, and seem to be w-ell-adapted

to facilitate the work of teachers and learners. The
manual of Linear Drawing shows the application of prac-

tical geometry to trade and manufactures, and has been
appropriately chosen as the first volume of a technical

series for craftsmen. The methods of constructing geome-
trical figures are given witliout the mathematical proofs

which usually accompany such problems. The applica-

tion of some of the figures to decorative and mechanical
work is illustrated in diagrams of the trefoil, ciuatrefoil,

toothed wheel, ellipse, iS:c. Accuracy is persistently incul-

cated, and all the figures are admirably executed. The
manual of Projection leads the student many steps further,

and treats of the drawing of plans, elevations, and sec-

tions of solids. The chapter on isometrical projection

explains that system of drawing in a clear and concise

manner. Iir some of the more elaborate figures fewer

lines of construction might have been used with advan-
tage. The observations on drawing instruments, and their

use, are thoroughly practical. The third treatise elucidates

the principles of Building Construction, and gives some
useful hints on architectural drawing. It is profusely

illustrated with diagrams ; these are generally good, but
the minor details of a few need correction. C. W. W.

Picture Natural History. (London : Cassell, Petter, and
Galpin.)

We have submitted this volume to an abler critic than
ourselves—to a little boy. He is delighted with the

pictures, and interested in the text. We should like to

give it to every little boy and girl we know.

Tommy Try, and what he did in Science. By C. O. G.
Napier (of Merchiston), F.G..S. Pp. 302, with 46
Illustrations, by J. D. Cooper, and others. (Chapman
& Hall.)

A Book for boys, in which science and anecdote chase
each other through a pleasant narrative, until Tommy
Try takes to consulting phrenologists, and then, fortunately

for his young readers, brings his memoirs to a close.

THE SUEZ CANAL
T F all went well, and we hope it did, yesterday witnessed
-'• a grand gathering on the sandy shores of a dreary bay
in the Midland Sea—that sea around which so much of

history lias been enacted, and in whose annals the

gathering in question will not be the least noteworthy in-

cident. The Suez Canal—that problem of many cen-

turies—is to be opened in presence of emperors, kings,

princes, and potentates; of eminent engineers, famous
warriors, and distinguished savants invited from the East

and from the West ; and while the ceremonial lasts the
very dreariest of the dreary wastes that here and there
border the blue waters of the Mediterranean will be
animated by a brilliant throng and the sound of music

;

and speeches will be made and healths will be drunk, and
all present will join in wishing success to the memorable
enterprise, -vvhich, for a time, is to furnish to Arab story-
tellers and Frankish newsmongers a topic to talk about.

Dreary as the region is, it has a history. There
marched with invading armies the kings whose names
are recorded in Scripture ; there Artaxerxes was stayed in
his victorious advance by the siege of Pelusium ; there
are yet to be seen relics of cities and towns named in the
" Itinerary" of Antoninus; there Titus marched to the siege
of Jerusalem ; there Baldwin and his Crusaders took the
city of Pharamia : the actors in these and other exploits

never dreaming that the sands of the desert, drifted by the
winds and by the stream of the Nile, would so bury and
alter the surface of the land, that after generations should
be puzzled to identify its historical localities.

The question of a canal dates fiom a very early period.

In high floods the waters of the Nile spread to within two
or three rniles of the Red Sea, which would suggest the
idea of a permanent communication between the river

and the great Arabian Gulf This communication was
actually established, as is said, under Ptolcniy Philadel-

phus ; but of course it fell into neglect, and was buried
under the drifting sands, until one of the caliphs had it

cleared out, after which there was a navigable canal be-
tween the Nile and the Red Sea for more than a hundred
years. Then it was again lost, and so completely that its

ever having existed became matter of doubt and dispute.

But the main project was a ship canal across the
isthmus. There is some tradition that Alexander con-
sulted with his engineer officers as to its feasibility, and
that they reported against it on account of the difficulty in

preventing the mouth of the canal from silting up. In a
later age Sultan Sclim, who had been baffled in his

scheme for a canal to connect the Don and Volga, re-

solved on cutting one from Pelusium to .Suez ; and he took
an important step towards accomplishing his purpose, for

he conquered the country all across, and made his name a
terror to the Arabs. But he did not live to cut the canal.

The first Napoleon revived the project, and ordered a
survey, during which the long-buned remains of the

canal above-mentioned were discovered, and the question

as to its having existed was settled. From that time the

question of a ship-canal became a standing topic, enlist-

ing divers opinions, among which were some to the effect

that the project was simply impossible, because, as the

level of the Red Sea was so much higher than that of the

Mediterranean, the swift current in one direction would
prevent navigation.

During this time of debate, Captain Spratt of the

Royal Navy was sent, with the ship Medina, to make a
survey along the shores of Egypt and of the Isthmus, of

which an account was published by the Admiralty in

1859, entitled, "An Investigation of the Effect of the

prevailing Wave Inflilence on the Nile's Deposits ;" and
this was followed by " A Dissertation on the True Positioa

of Pelusium and Farama." Beginning at the western ex-

tremity of the Egyptian coast. Captain Spratt found that

the Nile there exerted no influence, but that, owing to the

prevalent north-westerly and westerly winds, the deposits

brought down by the Nile were drifted to the eastward in

prodigious quantity, even to the shores of Syria. This

was no hasty conclusion : by a careful series of soundings

and dredgings, Captain Spratt determined the identity of

the sand along the sea bottom, within a given distance of

the shore, with that of the deserts through which the Nile

flows. Farther out to sea the sand was coralline, and of

an entirely different character, while the Nile drift is

made up of quartzose sand, with fine mud and particles

of mica. The verifications in this particular were too
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numerous and too exact to leave room for doubt. " By
this means," writes Captain Spratt, " I was enabled to

trace the extent of the Nile's influence both directly off

the coast and along it, as well as to ascertain the large

quantity of sand—pure silicious sand—it must annually
bring to the sea ; and to an amount which far exceeded
my expectations and experience in respect to other rivers,

particularly that of the Danube, which, in comparison,
brings a very much less proportion of sand to mud. The
Danube sand, also, is of the finest quality. The Nile
sand, on the contrary, is much coarser generally, and
forms sandbanks off the coast that are composed of
quartzose sand nearly as large as mustard seed."

The quantity of solid matter brought down by the Nile
when in flood is prodigious, and precisely at this season
—that is, for three or four months—the north-west winds
blow strongest. Indeed, if the wind did not blow with
the violence of a monsoon it would be impossible for

sailing-vessels to navigate the river during the time of its

rise. The suspended matter is consequently driven to the

eastward along the coast, and there accumulating forms
dunes or sandhills, which shift their position with every
gale, " burj'ing at times the huts of the coastguard men."
The hollows between the dunes are cultivated by the

Arabs, but the plots must be protected by screens of reeds,

against which the sand accumulates by repetition, until in

some instances the hill is a hundred feet in height. Cap-
tain Spratt here remarks :

" The best eftbrts of a popula-
tion of several thousand Arabs, who inhabit the villages

along this strip of land, fail in permanently fixing these

dunes. For as the sea continually reaccumulates the sand
upon the beach, onward it moves, in spite of those
efforts, and the rate of progress may be imagined when I

state that a mosque near Brulos has in about twelve
months been nearly buried in one of the dunes " adx'anc-

ing from the westward. " And as the coarse sand of which
these hills are composed is not distinguishable in difi'ering

from the sands of the desert near the Pyramids, or that on
the route to Suez, they must undoubtedly be all the gifts

of the Nile."

Besides coarse sand the Nile carries down fragments of

brick, pottery, and other heavy substances, which are also

drifted along the coast by the combined action of wind
and current. When the wind blows its strongest the

coastguard men say they cannot walk against it. To test

these facts, Captain Spratt one day landed eleven bags of

ashes and clinkers, five of the bags containing pure
clinkers, the largest of which weighed from four to five

pounds. The whole were laid in a heap just above the
water's edge, and left to the care of wind and sea.

Twelve days later, when the party returned, not a vestige

of the heap, which had weighed nearly two tons, was to

be seen. The shore was examined towards the quarter
from which the wind blew, but without result ; while in

the other direction, that of the prevailing wave move-
ment, clinkers weighing about two ounces were found
dispersed to a distance of fully 1,500 yards, one of 3^
pounds was picked up at 240 yards, and others from 4 to 8

ounces at from 600 to 700 yards. The greater portion
had, however, been buried by the movement of the sand.
" Thus this evidence," writes Captain Spratt, " of the
movement of the beach in only twelve days, in the month
of May, during which there was but one strong westerly
breeze and several fresh easterly breezes, is a positive evi-

dence of the great easterly movement of the shore and
littoral shallows along this coast, but which, during a
succession of winter gales, and during the prevailing
north-west breezes at the period of high Nile, must cause
a continuous progression of an immense quantity of the
sands and matter carried out by the turbid river."

We quote another passage bearing on this point. The
captain was walking along the coast for the purpose of
observation, from the beacon marking the site of Port
Said, to the head of the bay of Tineh, when he found a

great quantity of broken pottery, broken jars, ancient and
modern, and broken bricks scattered on the shore, at the
highest and lowest surf margin. " On discovering them
in such quantity," he continues, " I was naturally anxious
to trace out their origin, thinking they must have come
from some adjacent ruin. But I found eventually that
they had come wholly from the mouths of the Nile, and
that they were the positive debris from the towns situated
on the banks of the river, and brought out by the strength
of the current at high Nile, but then dispersed along the
coast to the eastward by its littoral currents and prevail-

ing ground swell."

It woifld be easy to multiply facts, if further evidence
were wanted, that the Nile is no exception in the great
transforming powers of Nature, washing down the dry
land into the sea, and forming there beneath and on the
margin of the waves new continents and islands. The
Mississippi, the Ganges, the Yang-tse-Kiang, and other
rivers of the great continents, carry down millions of tons
of solid matter every year. The North Sea is gradually
being silted up by the rivers of Belgium, Holland, and
the British islands. At the mouth of the Ebro, on the
northern side of the Mediterranean, the deposits brought
down by the river are in course of reclamation by an
eminent English engineer. Hence we need not feel sur-

prise that the Nile—one of the greatest of rivers—has
during long ages wrought great changes on the southern
shores of the same sea. In the face of facts such as are
above adduced, a government or a nation might well be
justified in believing the project of a harbour and canal on
the Bay of Pclusium to be, if not impossible of execution,

at least unprofitable. Places which were on the shore
when Strabo wrote are now from four to six miles inland,

as is shown on the accompanying map, reduced from that

published with Captain Spratt's report; and this modifying
action is still going on.

Since the Suez canal was first projected engineering
science has advanced ; and though the sands will accu-
mulate at Port Said as from of old, the piers and break-
waters will be periodically lengthened, made to stretch

further and further into the sea, while powerful steam-
dredges will scrape away the sand from the mouth of the

harbour. Whether heavy gales will effect any more
serious choking of the approaches, or drift tons of blowing
sand into the canal itself remains to be seen. But while

the world is greeting, and worthily greeting, the great

work as a triumph of engineering skill, it may be well,

at the same time, to bestow a little thouglit on the facts

and conclusions here brought under notice, which in the

pre-scientific age rendered man's contests against the

works of the_winds and sea perfectly hopeless.

MEETING OF THE AMERICANASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

IN the last number of Sillitnan's yournal is an account
of this year's meeting of the American Association,

held at Salem, under the presidency of Mr. J. M. Foster, of

Chicago, which seems to have passed off as pleasantly and
usefully as did our own at Exeter. Over one hundred
and fifty new members were elected. The number of

communications entered upon the daily programmes of

the Standing Committee was about one hundred and
fifty. The range of these papers was considerable, and
it was found expedient to have sub-sections on Archae-

ology and Microscopy, to facilitate the disposal of papers
which could not be reached in the other sections.

The then recent total eclipse of the sun was naturally

a prominent subject of interest ; the astronomers being
present in considerable force.

The dedication of the Peabody Academy of Science

was an occasion worthy to occupy the attention of the

Association at its opening session. A few notes on this

Academy will be welcome to many readers. The Institution
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was founded nt Salem in the year 1867, by the munifi-

cence of George Peabody, with the design of promoting

the study of science in his native county of Essex. The first

Annual Report of the Trustees of this Academy, made in

January, 1869, shows that it is already fully organized, with

an able corps of officers and a well-ordered museum, library,

&c., and the activity of its Director and Curators is evident

not only in the extent and fine condition of the collec-

tions, but in the zeal and ability with which the various

publications of the Academy are conducted. Advantage
was taken of the present occasion to make the formal

transfer of the building of the Museum to the Trustees,

and its delivery and acceptance by the Director, Mr. F. W.
Putnam. In an eloquent address the President of the

Academy, Mr. William C. Endicott, gave the history of

the Museum from its foundation, in 1 801, as the East
India Marine Hall, to its purchase and reorganization in

its present form. The Essex Institute, which is well known
by its Proceedings, Bulletin, and Historical Collections, is

now incorporated with the Peabody Academy of Science.

The address of Dr. B. A. Gould, the retiring President

of the Association, dealt with the Position of Men of

Science in America.
Everything which a hearty good will and an intelligent

appreciation of science could do was done to promote the

happiness and forward the plans of the Association and
its members, alike by the city authorities of Salem, the

various scientific bodies, and private individuals. We
confess we should have been glad to learn that our

English scientific men had been represented at the

meeting, as America was represented at Exeter by Pro-

fessors Newton and Lynan.
The Association will meet next year at Troy, New York,

under the presidency of Professor Chauvenct, of St. Louis

University.

The following, which were among the papers read at

the meeting, will give an idea, not only of the great

scientific importance of the congress, but of the direction

in which many of the most eminent scientific men in

America are working at the present time :

—

Section A. Mathematics, Physics, and Clicmistry.—Or. the

Tol.tl Eclipse of Aug. 1S69 ; B. Pierce.—On Quintuple Algebr.i

;

B. Pierce.—Determinntion of the Mechanical Equivalent of

Heat, by means of the modern ice and cooling machines ; P. H.
Van der Weyde.—The Spectral Bands considered as harmonics
of one or more fundamental longer waves, lying beyond in the

invisible caloric rays ; P. H. \'an der Weyde.—On the audible

transmission of musical melodies by means j)f the Electric

Telegraph ; P. H. Van der Weyde.—Electricity not a self-existent

fluid, but a mode of motion of matter ; P. H. Van der Weydc.

—

Flame Temperatures, in their relations to compositions and
luminosity ; B. .Silliman and II. Wurtz. — On the relation

between the Intensity of Eight produced by the Combustion of

Illuminating Gas and the Volume of Gas consumed ; B. Silliman.

—Causes of the Failure of Lightning Rods
; J. Bushee.—Con-

ditions of a perfect Lightning Rod ; J. linshee.—The Laws of

the Deflection of Beams tested by exjierinieut ; W. A. Norton.

—

Thephysicaltheniy of the Principle of the Lever; W. A. Norton.
^Planetary Influence on Rainfall and Temperature ; P. E. Chase.

—The use of the Thermometer to determine tlie period of .Solar

Rotation ; P. E. Chase.—Some observations on the Solar

Eclipse at IMontreal, by Dr. C. Smallvvood, with Photographs
taken by \Vm. Notman. Communicated by B. Edwards.—

A

new method of observing Contacts at a Solar Eclipse by the

Spectroscope; C. A. Young. — The Spectrum of the Solar

Prominences and Corona, as observed at Burlington, loM'a, in

the last .Solar Eclipse, and the coincidence between the bright

lines of Corona Spectrum and those of the Spectrum of the

Aurora Borealis ; C. A. Young.—The .Solar Eclipse, and the

Outlines of the Corona as obsei'ved at Des Moius ; T. Bassnett.

—Remarkable case of freezing Fresh-water Pipes in Salt-water;

W. W. Wlieilden.—The Thermodynamics of Waterfalls ; A.
M. Mayer.—On some further evidence of the existence of a

System of Arctic Winds
; J. H, Coffin.—The present condition

of Lighthouse Illumination in the LTnited .States; J. Heniy.—

A

new method of rendering the Needle of a Galvanometer

definitely astatic ; M. G. Farmer.—On ,an improved construction

of the Holtz Electrical Machine, adapted for the analysis of the
]iIienomena of this variety of machine, and for Class-room use ;

R. E. Rogers.

Section B. Geology and Natural History.—Comparison of

the Coral Fauna; of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts of the Isth-

mus of Darien, as bearing on the supposed former connection
between the two Oceans; A. E. Verdll.— On certain Pecu-
liarities in the 'distribution of Marine Life on the Sea-bottom oi

the Bay of Fundy ; A. E. Verrill.—American Phyllopod Crus-
tacea ; A. E. Verrill.—The Llomologies and general structural

relations of the Polyzoa ; A. Hyatt.—Observations on a new
genus of Polyzoa ; A. Hyatt.—New Species of Fislies obtained
by Prof. Orton in the valleys of the Maranon and Napo ; T. Gill.
•—Notice of some new Fossil Plants^ from Gaspe, discovered
by Prof J. W. Dawson

; J. S. Newberry,—On some points
in the Geology of North Carolina

; W. C. Kerr.—Prelimi-
nary notice of the Lamellibranchiates of the Upper Ilelder-

berg, Hamilton and Cheuumg Groups
; J. Hall. — On the

Classification of the Diurnal Lepidoptera ; S. H. Scudder.—The
Morphology of the Abdominal Append.ages of Butterflies ; S.

H. Scudder.—The value of the characters drawn from the
external Armature of Lepidopterous Larvae; S. H. Scudder.

—

A classification of the Eggs of Butterflies ; S. H. Scudder.—Two
new genera of Extinct Cetacea ; E. D. Cope.—Discovery of the
Ammonoosuc Gold Field ; H. Wurtz.—Note upon the Palajo-

trochis ; H. Wurtz,—Notices of some new Tertiary and Creta-
ceous Fishes ; O. C. Marsh.—Metamorphosis of Siredon into

Amblystoma; O. C. Marsh.—On some new Mosasauroid Reptiles
from theGreensand of New Jersey ; O. C. Marsh.— Homologies
of the Pala:chinidae ; Alex, E, R. Agassiz.—On Surface Changes
in Maine indicating the length of time since the close of the
(^uarternaiy Period ; N. T. Tiue.—Compression as an agent in

Geological Metamorphism, with illustrations of distorted pebbles
in conglomerates ; G. L. Vose.—On the Plasticity of Pebbles
and Rocks ; W. P. Blake.—Flora and Fauna of the Fresh-
water Tertiaries of Oregon and Idaho

; J. S. Newberiy.—On
new species of Fishes obtained by Prof Orton in the Valleys of
the Maranon and Napo ; T. Gill.

Sub-Section C. Archivology andEthnology.—Conjectural ex-

planation of Uses of the Embankments of the Mound Builders
;

L. H. Morgan.— Discovery of the Remains of the Horse among
the Ancient Ruins of Central America ; O. C. Marsh,—Exhibi-

tion of a few interesting Implements collected by R. W. Haskins
from Indian Graves on the banks of the Ohio, with special refer-

ence to the boring of holes in stone implements; F. W. Putnam.

NEW[STAR-A TLAS
TV /[ R. R. A. Proctor has planned a star-atlas on
-''-'- a plan which presents several advantages. The
celestial sphere is to be divided according to this plan

into twelve equal parts, each pentagonal in shape ; but,

each map being made circular, there is a slight over-

lapping, which prevents any star-group from being broken
off at the edge of a map, as in all the arrangements
hitherto adopted. Owing to the equality of the maps and
the choice of a central projection (the equidistant) the

distortion is reduced to a minimum. In fact, for the first

time in the histoiy of star-mapping, a plan is adopted by
which, with a moderate number of maps, there is no
appreciable distortion or scale-variation. The woodcut
which gives (on a reduced scale and with in\'ertcd colours)

a portion of Map 2 of the series (wdicre it overlaps Map 4),

exhibits some of the principal peculiarities of the new
scheme. It will be noticed that though this portion

belongs to the outer portion of the map (wdiere the dis-

tortion is greatest) the figures between the parallels and
meridians are of their proper shape. The arrow indicat-

ing precession in direction and magnitude (for 100 years)

is a novel and very simple mode of exhibiting this impor-

tant rejation. The way in which the constellation-names

are introduced is also new, and seems preferable to the

old arrangement, in wdiich the name straggling over the

whole constellation at once confused the star-grouping,

and Was itself almost illegible unless printed in very large

letters. The figure also includes instances of the mode of
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marking double, triple, and multiple stars, binaries (known
or suspected), variables, IVIessier^s nebulae, SirW.Herschel's
classification of his nebula:, and so on.

All stars in the B.A. Catalogue domi to the sixth
magnitude inclusive are to be introduced, besides all the
objects in the Bedford Catalogue, Messier's nebute, about
100 variables, red stars, and other objects of interest (in

all about 1,500 objects). The scale of the maps is to be
that of a 20-inch globe, and each map will be rather more
than thirteen inches in diameter.

Mr. Proctors series of gnomonic maps, in which the
sphere is divided into the same set of pentagons, which

are arranged into two sets of six (namely, five northern
equatorial maps around the north polar map, and five

southern pentagons similarly arranged around the south
polar map) will be added as index maps. As in these

maps the constellation figures (coloured) are introduced,

all necessity of adding these figures to the large maps is

avoided, and so the clearness of the maps is much
increased.

A letter-press introduction, with a list of star-names,
will add to the completeness of the maps. l\lr. Brothers,
of Manchester, will photo-lithograph the maps if it shouW
appear from the receipt (by him) of a sufficient number of
names as subscribers, that the scheme is approved of
by astronomers. He will supply to subscribers a specimen
of Map 2, which alone is yet completed.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents.']

Personal Equation of Astronomical Observers
Can any of your readers inform me whether an attempt has
hitherto been made to determine the absolute Personal Equation
of Astronomical Observers ? The most important of all astrono-
mical observations consists in noting the time of passage of a star

across the wires of a transit instrument ; but it is found that no
two observers exactly agree in the time assigned to tlie passage.

From peculiar habit or bodily constitution some observers almost
invariably register the passage of a star a fraction of a second
before other observers. From the Introduction to the volumes
of Greenwich Observations, we learn that it is the practice at the
national Observatoi-y to compare the observations of the junior
observers with those of the principal observer, and to' assume
that the latter is correct. All the observations are ll us brought
into consistency with each other ; but it is not known, I believe,

whether all the tune observations may not be a fraction of a
second too soon or too late.

Cannot this question be determined experimentally in a very

simple manner ? Imagine an artificial star, formed by a minute

electric spark, placed at a considerable distance, say three miles>
and made to move across the field of a transit instrument at a
rate not very different from the average "apparent rate of star^
observed (say nine inches per second): veiy simple mechanism
might be devised to register upon the chronograph of the
observatory the exact moment at which the star is absolutely
upon each of the cross wires of the telescope. At the same time
the observer, wliose error is to be determined, should endeavour
to record in the ordinary way the passage of the star, and the
difference of time, as shown on the chronograph, would give the
required error. Every observer might thus be put through a
kind of exercise, which would inevitably show the degree of
his proficiency, or detect any change in his habits of observation.

I need hardly say, that however small may be the remaining
personal error unallowed for in the Greenwich observations, the
time may come when the determination of some most important
astronomical question may depend upon that quantity. And
though those obsen'ations may al any one time be rendered per-
fectly consistent inter se, by reference to one observer's result, yet
they cannot be strictly comparable with the observations of other
observatories, or those of the same observatory at distant periods
of time, because the one same observer would not be present to
give the assumed standard. It might be of considerable im-
portance, therefore, to establish a mechanical criterion of thq
accuracy of time observations which could be appealed to at any
observatoiy, and at any future time. I have not been able to

learn that such an experiment lias hitherto been tried.

J.

The Fertilisation~of Winter-flowering Plants
Will you permit me to add a few words to Mr. Bennett's

letter, published at p. 58 of your last number ? I did not cover
up the Lamium with a bell-glass, but with what is called by
ladies, " net," During the last twenty years I have followed this

plan, and have fertilised thousands of flowers thus covered up,
but have never perceived that, their fertility was in the least in-

jured. I make this statement in case anyone should be induced
to use a bell-glass, which I believe to be injurious from the
moisture of the contained air. Nevertheless, I have occasionally
placed flowers, which grew high up, within small wide-mouthed
bottles, and have obtained good seed from them. With respect
to the Vinca, I suppose that Mr. Bennett intended to express
that pollen had actually fallen, without the aid of insects, on the
stigmatic surface, and had emitted tubes. As far as the mere
opening of the anthers in the bud is concerned, I feel convinced
from repeated observations that this is a most fallacious indication
of self-fertilisation. As Mr. Bennett asks about the fertilisation

of Grasses, I may add that Signer Delpino, of Florence, will soon
publish some novel and very curious observ'ations on this subject,

of which he has given me an account in a letter, and which I am
glad to say are far from being opposed to the very general law
that distinct individual plants must be occasionally crossed.

Charles Darwin
Down, Beckenham, Kent, Nov. 13

Elimination of Alcohol

Allow me to remark on a statement made in one of the

chemical notes of last week's Nature.
A new test for alcohol discovered by M. Lieben is there de-

scribed, and its alleged value in solving an important physiolo-

gical problem is dwelt upon. Now the real course of events has

been as follows ;—Since the year 1S60, when MM. Lallemand,

Duroy, and Perrin published their researches on alcohol and
anaesthetics, the old belief in the combustion of alcohol within

the organism has been almost entirely upset ; and it was supposed

that this substance was entirely eliminated without change. Dr.

Anstle was, I believe, the first who publicly criticised the con-

clusions of these physiologists, and showed, by a number of

experiments, that a small proportion only of the alcohol intro-

duced is excreted by the kidneys. [See Dr. Anstie, " Stimulants

and Narcotics, "Macmillan, 1S64; also further researches recorded

in his Lectures on Acute Diseases at the College of Physicians,

Lancet, 1867, vol. ii.]

The question was next taken up by Dr. Thudichum, who
estimated the amount of alcohol excreted by a number of men
after they had taken a considerable quantity of wine, and proved

it to be only one-half per ceht. of the total amount swallo\\-ed.

Fin.-llly, the writer of this, during 1866 and 1S67, made numerous
experiments in the same direction. In these, not only was it

shown that alcohol can be detected in the urine secreted during
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several hours after the dose had been taken, but it was also

quantitatively proved that the total proportion eliminated was an

excessively small fraction of what was taken into the body. This

was demonstrated l>oth in the case of healthy men, and in that of

persons suffering from disease. [See Tenth Report of the Medical

Officer of the Privy Council, p. 288.]

Moreover, unknown to eitlier of the above observers, M.

Schulinus of Dorpat, in 1866, made elaborate experiments on

animals, which also showed conclusively (l) that elimination of

alcohol does take place, and (2) that it only represents a fractional

part of the alcohol taken. [Archiv. f. Heilkunde, 1866.]

However delicate and useful, therefore, M. Lichen's test may
be in itself, it was not needed to decide this question, which was

already settled. A. Dui'Rfi, Ph.D.

Laboratory, Westminster Hospital, Xov. i 5

NOTES
The Royal Society commences another session to-night. The

communication of the results of the recent dredging expedition in

the Foraipine will most probably take up the whole of the

evening.

The great " Cat.ilogue of .Scientific Papers compiled and pub-

lished by the Royal -Society," has now reached its tliird volume ;

a fact which we liave much pleasure in announcing. In this the

names of authors are carried on from ORE to LKZ inclusive, so

that the compilers are nearly half-way through the alphabet.

We congratulate them on tlieir good progress, and can promise

them the cordial appreciation of scientific men all over the

world, to whom the work will prove of inestimable value. Does

a mathematician wish to know how many mathematical papei-s

have been written by Grunert, the well-known editor of the

" Archiv," he turns to this vohrnie, and finds 343. Guerin

MeneviUe, the naturalist, figures for 326 ; Hagen, entomologist,

for 102 ; the veteran Haidinger has 2S6 on minerals and me-

teorites ; while Kenwood, a Cornish celebrity, shows 55 papers

on geological and mining subjects ; and Heer, of Zurich, to

whom we are indebted for admirable descriptions of fossil flora

of the primeval world, numbers 46 ; Sir William Hamilton

heads a list of 69 papers ; Hansen, 103, probing deep into

astronomy ; Hansteen, the Norwegian, who lives to see in Sir

Edward Saljine's researches, a grand outcome of his own early

investigations of terrestrial magnetism, has 14I papers; Dr.

Hooker appears for 58 papers ; his late father for 72 ; and the

late W. Hopkins, who did so much in mathematical geology, for

33. Dr. Hofmann, the eminent chemist, has made himself

responsible for 156 papers; Mr. Lassell for 66, and Leverrier

for 88. Kummer, recently elected a foreign member of the

Royal Society, is down for 51 ; Leuckhart for 64 ; tlie indefati-

gable Isaac Lea, of Philadelphia, for 106, mostly about shells
;

and Lamont, of Munich, for 90, on magnetism, meteorology,

and various questions in physical astronomy. From this brief

selection our readers will see what a rich fund of scientific

information has been piepared for their use by the Royal

Society.

Among the recently published state papers of the American

Government, is the an nual report of the president of the National

Academy of Sciences, from which we make the following ex-

tracts. It will be seen that in America there is no mistake

about what is considered to be the duty of the Govermnent in

regard to scientific research —we wish we could say as much for

England :—" The members of the Academy consist principally of

professors in our colleges, and a few officers of the army and navy,

who, from their social position and moral character generally, have

the confidence of the public in a degree sui-passed by no other class

of the community. They are, however, generally men of limited

means, receiving no pecuniary reward for their discoveries, and

by law allowed nothing for their labours in the Academy, and who

can ill afford the expense of assembling, from a distance, in the

city of Washington. A small sum appropriated by Congress for

the expense of their annual meetings, by w hich a full attendance

could be secured, would be money well bestowed. It would

stimulate higher researches, elevate the character of the associa-

tion, and be productive of more valual)le assistance to the

Government. I feel myself more at liberty to urge the claims of

the Academy, inasmuch as its members generally, including

myself, took no step towards its establishment. Indeed, I must

confess that I had no idea that the national legislature, amid the

absorbing and responsible duties connected with an intestine

war, which threatened the very existence of the Union, would

pause in its deliberations to consider such a proposition. But

Congress, having expressed its sense of the importance of an

organisation of this kind, the members designated accepted in

good faith the appointment, and have since endeavoured zealously

to discharge the obligations thus devolved upon them. It is nmo

the diitv of Coiijp-ess to do its part, hy fiirtiishiiii; the means to

enable the Aeademy to fulfil its mission 'with eredit to itself and the

nation.
^^

The Minister of Public Instruction has given orders for the

construction of an Agricultural Map of France, on a novel plan.

It will be built up of specimens of the various soils, arranged

according to locality.

From accounts of the last meetings of the Wellington Philo-

sophical Society and New Zealand Institute which have reached

us, it is clear tliat good scientific work is being done at our anti-

podes, much of it in Dr. Hector's laboratory. The most inte-

resting result recently obtained is the isolation of the poisonous

substance in the Tutu plant. Many experiments made for this

purpose during the last six years, both in the laljoratory of the

Geological Survey and by chemists in Great Britain, failed to

discover the poisonous ingredient of the plant. A short time

ago, Mr. Henry Travers collected for the Museum a large

quantity of ripe seeds of the Tutu (Coriaria ruscifolia), and on

these Mr. Skey has recently experimented. He has discovered

the poison to be a greenish oil, unaffected by, and insoluble in,

water and mineral acids, but soluble in acetic acid, ether, alcohol,

and chloroform. This oil is combined with a red-coloured resin,

which is insoluble in ether, by removing which the poisonous oil

was obtained in a pure state. The quantity of the poison con-

tained in the seed is 12 per cent, of the weight. A similar oil

has been detected by Mr. Skey to be the active poisonous element

in the Karaka seed (Corynocarptis l<eir(;ata), which will account

for its having hitherto escaped detection ; and he suggests that

the discovery might lead to the detection of the active principle

of many poisonous European plants that have hitherto eluded

research.

Another item of New Zealand news is that the result of all

Dr. Hector's investigations into the geology of the islands is,

that New Zealand must be considered as, on the whole, well

supplied with mineral fuel. The most valuable description ot

coal is certainly confined to limited and not very accessible areas

;

but still there is nothing to prevent their being profitably worked

for the supply of the steam service. The great point for con-

gratulation, however, is, that throngliout almost every part of the

islands, coal of a practically useful description is to be found

within a short distance.

We are glad to see that the Essex Institute—not our Essex,

but the American one— is extending its sphere of action by issuing

a Bulletin in .addition to their ordinary proceedings. The Bulletin

is intended to give to the public such portions of communica-

tions made to the Institute at its semi-monthly and other public

meetings, as are of popular interest. A brief summaiy of all

the proceedings at each meeting will be given, which will
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contain the titles of all Avriltcn o\' oral communications, and

the names of their authors. A small space in each number
will be used to announce the recent correspondence, and

donations to the library and museum, and to state deficiencies

existing in the collections, and the methods in which its

friends may best aid in rendering them more complete. There

will also be inserted a list of some of the duplicate voUimes,

pamphlets, newspapers, &c. , in the libraiy, which will be offered

for exchange or sale. It is expected that the variety and interest-

ing character of the communications this volume will contain,

will make it a favourite with the public, while its low price will

bring it within the means of all. The Bulletin can be obtained

of Messrs. Triibner & Co.

A REPORT on excisions of the head of the femur for gimshot

injury, by Mr. G. A. Otis, assistant-surgeon United States army,

is the latest of a series of elaborate reports on important medi-

cal and surgical questions, published by the .Surgeon-General of

the War Department at Washington. The liberality of the

Government of the United .States in matters of science is, or at

least should be, well known ; and the handsome form in which

these volumes, illustrated by numerous woodcuts, lithographs,

and chromolithographs, are issued, deserves notice at our hands,

although questions of practical surgery lie outside the province

of Nature as understood by us. In the volume we have, first,

an apparently exhaustive historical survey of the operation of

excision at the hip, and then the detailed records of the operation

during the late civil war, these records being illustrated by figures

of the pathological specimens and lithographs of individuals

successfully operated on : finally, the records of temporisation

are discussed, and the results compared with excision and ampu-

tation. Whether the surgical reader will endorse Mr. Otis'

conclusions or not, they will, we are sure, agi-ee that his report

is in everyway creditable to American military medical science.

Professor Gr.^nt, the director of the Observatoiy in

the University of Glasgow, has printed two letters, which he

addressed to M. Leverrier, on the authenticity of the documents

respecting Newton, communicated to the Academy of Sciences

by M.Chasles. These letters, which are now more than two years

old, have since the exposure of the NcM'ton-Pascal forgeries,

become specially interesting. They must be read in connection

w ith M. Leverrier's more recently indited brochure.

The sixty-eighth annual election of office-bearers of the Philoso-

phical .Society of Glasgow was arranged to take place last night

(Wednesday). Professor Grant retires from the office of senior

vice-president, and the Rev. H. W. Crosskey from that of librarian.

The following members of council retire by rotation : Mr.

Ramsay, of Kildalton, Professor W, J. Macquom Rankine, Sir

William Thomson, and Mr. William Ramsay.

A LETTER from Gross-Gerau in the Cologne Gazette, dated last

Saturday, quoted in the Pall Mall Gazette, says that on the

previous Wednesday a gentle rumbling was observed twentv-five

times, but only one shock ; on Thursday there were twenty-three

rumblings, and a shock about midnight. On Friday there were

six violent shocks resembling those of the 30th ult., and in the

night, up to 7 a.m., there were nine more shocks, accompanied

by frequent thunder. During the morning of Saturday there was

again a calm, but in the afternoon two violent shocks were felt,

the last of which occurred very suddenly at 4.32. It is a very

remarkable fact that these shocks have entirely altered in character

from the earlier ones, being announced by a single thunderclap

similar to the noise of a cannon shot fired at a distance of some

miles, but much stronger. Their direction, too, is vertical

instead of horizontal as before. The total number of shocks felt

at Gross Gerau during the last three weeks is between seven and

eight hundred. Most of the clocks and watches in the place

have stopped, and the houses have all been more or less damaged,

even tho.se which are built of stone. The earthquake has also

destroyed sixty-one chimneys. What if the volcanic region of the
Eifel should burst open with its old activities, and the beautiful

Laacher See and Pulvermaar, and the Mosenberg among others

should favour us with phenomena whicli formerly one has gone
at least as far as Vesuvius to see !

The Royal Society has just issued Part I. of their 159th
volume, the bulk of which is in very fair ratio to the importance
of its contents. We have first a paper on Solar Physics, by
Messrs. De La Rue, Stewart and Loewy, containing a first in-

stalment of the measurements made with a view of makinn- the

solar photographs taken at Kew the basis of a new determina-

tion of the sun's astronomical elements : the privately-printed

papers, with which all astronomers are familiar, are acknowledged
to have been preliminary. The great Melbourne telescope is

exh.iustively described by Dr. Robinson and Mr. Grubb, and
the description is accompanied by admirable and numerous
plates, so that all may gain a very ample notion of the grand in-

strument from which so much may be anticipated. Terrestrial

Magnetism is the subject of two papers, one by the Astronomer
Royal, the other by Mr. Chambers ; while prolific Prof. Cayley
hasthree mathematical memoirs—one on Skew Surfaces otherwise

.Scrolls, another on the Theory of Reciprocal Surfaces, and the

last on Cubic Surfaces. The Formation and Early Growth of

the Bones of the Human Face, by Mr. Callender ; the Osteology

of the .Solitaire or Didine Bird of the Island of Rodriguez,

illustrated by ten exquisite plates by Ford, by Messrs. A. and E.

Newton ; the Developments of the Semilunar Valves of the

Aorta and Pulmonary Artery of the Heart of the Chick by
Dr. Tonge, are the papers which appeal to biologists ; and

Mr. Gore's paper on Hydrofluoric Acid, and one by Mr. Lockyer

on Spectroscopic Observations of the Sun, are the other memoirs

included in the volume. .,

We have to record the death of an astronomer of European

reputation, Mr. W. F. Donkin, F. R.S., Savili.in Professor of

Astronomy at Oxford, and HonoraryFellow of University College.

ASTROA-OMY
Correction of Atmospheric Chromatic Dispersion

The Astronomer Royal, in his last communication to the Royal
Astronomical Society on the Transits of Venus, adverted to the

injurious effect on the observations, which might possibly arise

from the chromatic dispersion produced by the atmosphere, and
suggested that probably an efficient corrective might be found,

in the application of a glass ]>rism of small refracting angle in

the eye-piece of the telescojie. In a subsequent communica-
tion on the same subject, after stating the optical theoiy,

Mr. Airy continues :— Sup]30se, then, that we have a series of

flint prisms ground to the angles 2°, 4°, 6°, 8°, 12", 16°. And
suppose that we use a telescope with power 120 or with power

240. Then the following table, showing the zenith distance at

which the atmospheric dispersion is corrected, is easily computed;

the refraction being calculated by the formula just given, and the

zenitli-distance corresponding to the refraction being taken from

a common table of refractions :

—

Telescopic power 120.

Angle of Atmospheric Zenith

Flint Prism. Refraction. Distance.

Telescopic Power 240.

Atmospheric Zenith
Refraction. Distance.

2
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without this constiuction, have rendered nice observation im-

possible.

The series of angles of the prism which I have given appears

to me well adapted to general wants. I propose to furnish each

of the principal telescopes to be used for the transit of Venus

with a complete series of such prisms, arranged perhaps on a

lonc' slider. Care must be talcen to make the thickness of the

slider-frame as small as possiljle, inasmuch as it must be accom-

panied with another slider carrying dark glasses. It will pro-

bably be found best to place both sliders between the two glasses

of the eye-piece. This slightly disturbs the elements of the

calculation above ; but in practice the selection of the best prism

will always be matter of trial, and the disturbance of calculations

will be unimportant.

Before closing this subject I will advert to a remark made by

one of the most acute telescope-observers who have ever been

known in this Society, the late Rev. W. R. D.rwes. He states

that, in general, a telescope performs better with one particular

point of the edge of its object-glass upwards tlian in any other

position. Tlie explanation of this singular remark will be found,

I think, in the combination of the effect of error of centering of

the two lenses of an achromatic object-glass, with the effect of

atmospheric dispersion. The centre of one lens (using the word
"centre " to denote that part in which the tangent-planes of the

two surfaces are parallel) ought to be exactly above the centre of

the other lens. But it is not easy to make this adjustment per-

fect ; the centre of one lens is frequently above a part of the

other lens where the two surfaces have a slight inclination ; and

the refraction thus created produces in the image of every star a

spectrum which rotates as the telescope-tube is made to rotate.

In one position of the tube tlie atmospheric dispersion is opposed

to this, and may wholly or in a great measure correct it ; in the

opposite position the atmospheric dispersion is added to it, and

increases its injurious effects.

The atmospheric dispersion between B and G is about ^J^th

of the atmospheric refraction. At zenith-distance 45° it is nearly

l", at 63° it is nearly 2", at 80" about 5
". These are the lengths

of the visible spectrum.

The Cause of the Incandescence of Meteors

The incandescence ofmeteors was at first ascribed to theirfriction

against the air, until in 1S54 M. Kegnault showed that this was

not probable. M. Govi, of Turin, now affirms that the high

temperature is due to the heat disengaged by the compression

exercised on the air in front of them. This accounts for the fact

that the interior of a meteor sometimes shows no signs of exces-

sive heating, and that the hydrogen is not expelled. —[Bui. Asso-

ciation Scientifique de France, t. vi. 305.]

Among the points of interest touched upon at the last meeting
of the Royal Astronomical Society w-as the extension to the ap-

proaching transit of A'enus of Piofessor Young's suggestion to

obser\-e times of contact in solar eclipses by means of the gradual

reduction of the length of the lines of the chromosphere, as

observed in a spectroscope.

BOTANY
Spontaneous Motion of Protoplasm

Prof. J. B. Schnetzler records in the Archives dcs Sciences

Physiques el A'aliirelles, some observations on the spontaneous
motion of tlie protoplasm in the cells of the leaves of the common
water-weed, the Auachayis alsiitastritm. Tlie writer remarks
that whether the cause of the motion is found, as some have
maintained, in the successive contractions or vibrations of the

exterior layer of the protoplasm, which transmit themselves to

the interior layers; or whether tlie successive displacements of

the molecules is produced by causes purely mechanical, as otiiers

have held, it still remains to be explained what produces these

contractions or displacements. It is incontestable that they are

found only in living protoplasm. Prof Schnetzler believes that tlie

principal cause which provokes the motion is the chemical
action of oxygen, which passes tlirougli the wall of the cell, and
of w'hich a portion is probably transformed into ozone under the

influence of light, as occurs also in the globules of blood. The
most strongly refracted rays of light have a marked influence

on these currents, which are also no doubt affected by tlie

currents of electricity which form, under the influence of water,

between the surface of the leaf and the contents of the cells.

The energy of the motion depends principally on the temperature,

showing the greatest vigour between 16° and 20" C. In the

point of view of mechanical theory, we have here evidently

an example of the transformation of light and of heat into

motion. The Anacharis is especially favourable for the obser-

vation of these motions ; as, in consequence of the transparency

of its tissue, they can be watched under the microscope without

any preparation.

The Lucerne crops in several parts of the country have recently

been attacked by a species of Dodder, the Ciiscuta hassiaca,

allied to the parasitic Clover-dodder and Flax-dodder, which
are so destructive to those crops. It is described as being a

beautiful plant, with clear orange leafless stems, and abundant
pure white and exquisitely-scented flowers.

The magnificent " Flora Crasiliensis," the magnum opus ot

the late Von Martius, published under the auspices of the Bavarian
and Brazilian Governments, is not likely to suffer by the death of

that distinguished boLinist. Under the able editorship of

Dr. Eichler, of Miiiiicli, two new parts have recently been
published, a most valuable and beautifully illustrated dissertation

on the curious parasitic Balanophorce by the Editor, and a

monograph of the Brazilian Convolvulaccd; by the veteran Meissner.

In the course of the ensuing winter we are ]Droiiiised a volume on
the Ferns, about 350 species, with nature-printed illustrations, by
Mr. y. G. Baker, of the Kew Herbarium ; and the most eminent
European botanists are engaged on other orders which still

remain to complete the work. A. W. B.

CHEMISTRY
Italian Mineral Waters

The following analyses of Italian Mineral Waters have been
made by Prof Purgotti of Perugia [Ann. di Chim. app. July,

1S69, p. 59.]
I. Bromo-ioduretted water which collects in a reservoir, fiA-e

kilometres from the station of Assisi :

—

C'arbon dio.xide 0*44 no
Silica o'oi5oo
Magnesium bromide 000124
Magnesium chloride . . o'iSSjo
Magnesium sulpliydrate o'o775o
.Sodium chloride o'86370
Sodium sulphate 015630
("alcium bicarbonate o'358oo
Magnesium bicarbonate o'25i9o
E.\Cractive organic matters 002150

Total mineral constituents ... ... 2 '37454
Water go7'62546

looo'ooooo

This water likewise contained free oxygen, ozone, ferrous

bicarbonate, and alumina (and iodine ?), but in quantities too

small for estimation.

II. A ferruginous water collected in a square reservoir about
half a kilometre from Camiara, near Collemancio, was found to

contain :

—

Ferrous bicarbonate . 0*0300 grm. Magnesium bicarbonate

Manganous bicarbonate o 0036 Magnesium chloride

Free carbon dioxide Magnesium sulphate
Atmospheric air .Silica

Calcium bicarbonate Calcium sulphate

The temperature of this water is considerably lower than that

of the surrounding air.

Sal-ammoniacum Martiale

A.MGEt.o Banieri has made the following oljservations on the

ammonio-ferric sulphate {.sal atnmoniacitm martiale) collected on
the lava of Vesuvius. Many naturalists believe that the hydro-

chloric acid evolved by lavas in their course, unites with the iron

of the same lavas, forming ferric chloride, which, together with the

ammonia of the air, gives rise to the compound of sal-ammoniac
and ferric chloride found in the fumaroles. This view, however,

does not appear to the author to be in harmony with facts

observed in the Vesuvian lava-current of 1850. It was only in that

part of the lava which had overwhelmed a cultivated and manured
soil that fumaroles existed, and there they were so numerous as to

yield more than ICX> measured quintals of sal-ammoniac, whereas,

on the other part of the igneous current, which had passed over an
older lava of the year 1834, in which there was nothing but dry

rock and sterile sand, there were no fumaroles of sal-ammoniac.

The silica of the lavas acts at very high temperatures on the

common salt contained in the manured soil, liberating hydro-

chloric acid, which, on the one hand, reacts on the ferric hydrate
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contained in the same soils, producing ferric chloride, and, on the

other hand, decomposes the ammonium carbonate eliminated

from the organic substances of the soil, which are subjected to

dry distillation by the heat of the invading lava. The hydro-

chloric acid which gives rise to the sal-ammoniac of the fumaroles

of volcanic lavas, cannot be derived from the lavas themselves,

inasmuch as its presence is only transient ; but it is derived from

the decomposition of the chlorides contained in the invaded

lands. An inspection of the lava of 1850 shows indeed that

the denuded soil has been completely burnt, and nothing is seen

but scoria of a reddish sand, which have evidently been subjected

to a very high temperature.—[Ann. di. Chim. app. alia Med.,

July, 1869, p. 61.]

TiGRi has obsei-ved that the flowers of the hop have the power
of destroying the vitality of the Mycoderma vini. A quantity of

this fungus situated at the bottom of a vessel full of wine was
found to be so completely disorganised by contact with the hop-

flower, that it had no further effect in promoting the fermentation

of the wine. Tigri accordingly recommends the use of hops for pre-

serving wine.—(Ann. di Chim. app. alia Med., July, 1869, p. 20.)

M. Victor Meunier communicates to Cosmos the result of

an experiment made in a Pasteur's flask. Seventy-five cubic

centimeters of urine were introduced into a flask of tlirec hundred
cubic centimeters capacity, boiled for five minutes, and sealed.

At the end of fifty-seven days two clusters of vegetation appeared ;

they proved to be a new species of Aspergillus, which the author,

witii some humour, dedicates to M. Pasteur. In anotlrer experi-

ment, to the details of which we need not refer, M. Meunier
discovered an additional species of Aspergillus, which he has

named gibl'osus.

Proff.ssor Rociit-F.der has found a new colouring ingredient

in madder, in addition to alizarine and purpurine, its well-known

constituents. Tlie dye is solulsle in both water and alcohol,

crystallising from the latter in orange-yellow needles. The
boiling aqueous solution, mixed with a little acetic acid, com-
m\iuicates a beautiful golden tint to wool or silk. Madder root

contains, unfortunately, too small an amount of this suljstance to

render its industrial extraction profitable.

Oi'ixinNS seem still divided as to the poisonous nature of

coralline and solferino red. Two case.s are reported in Cosmos,

from which we learn that wool mipregnated with these colours

j^roduccs loss of appetite, distaste for food, antl cephalalgia. The
\\ool became harmless after washing.

Jf. V. Marchand proposes to apply a chemical remedy to

the newly-discovered disease of the vine. He thinks it certain

tliat a saturated solution of sulphuretted hydrogen in water, or a

minei'al mixture which gradually evolves the gas, will effectually

destroy the grubs whicli are now, in many vineyards, busily

devouring the roots.

The second part of the third volume of Dr. Kolbe's " Ausfiihr-

liches I.ehrbuch der Orgauischen Chemie" has appeared. This

work, wliicli \\ill be complete in another volume, is a sequel to

the well-known Graham-Otto's Chemie. The portion of it now
before us treats jirincipally of petroleum and similar oils, resins

and lialsams, albuminous bodies, biliary and cerebral products,

and the constituents of urine.

GEOLOGY
Steneosaurus

Mr. J. W. HULKE has published an elaborate description of

the remains of a fossil crocodile from the Kimmeridge clay of

r)orsetshire, which he identifies with Cuvier's Dcnxieme Gavial

i/'Honflcur, named Stf7uvsaunis rostro-iniiwr by Geoffroy Saint-

nilaire, and also as belonging to Quenstedt's genus Dnkosnurus.

The last-named genus will therefore be synonymous with Steneo-

saufKs (Geoff. St.-Hil.).—[Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, No. 100.]

On Sphasrodus Gigas

In a paper containing descriptions of two new species of

Gyrodus, Sir Philip Egerton has described and figured the

vomer of SpJiirrodus gigas, the discovery of which is interesting

as proving the validity of the genus. In its character it is quite

distinct from the same part in Lepidotus, to which genus the

species has been refen^ed on account of the resemblance of the

detached teeth. The specimen figm-ed contains a median row
of six circular teeth, on each side of which is a row of seven

rather smaller circular teeth. Sir Philip Egerton also describes
and figures a beautiful specimen of the vomer of a Gyrodus from
Kimmeridge, which he ascribes to one of his new species.

—

[Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, No. 100.]

The Geology of Thrace
Dr. a. Boue, who has been investigating the geology of

Thrace, announces some of the results of his expedition. He
has traced the cretaceous and nummulitic formations from Jarim
Brugas to Adrianople, and found crinoids in the shales and
limestones near Eski Sara, one of which he is inclined to identify
with the carboniferous limestone. The steep southern declivity
of the Balkan represents a great fissure of dislocation, the
granitic central stock of the ancient Balkan having sunk down
bodily during the enormous porphyritic and trachytic eraptions

;

hot water flows from the fissures of the sunken granite, and
forms numerous baths along the foot of the Balkan. In Mechli
ravine, near Kisantik, immediately surrounded by mountains
4,ocx3 feet in height, Dr. Boue discovered, resting directly upon
gneiss, an old carboniferous formation, with three beds of good
coal ; but as no fossils were to be detected in the deposit, he
was unable to determine whether it belongs to the coal measures.
Coal-beds, probably of Eocene age, occur in the Rhodopi.

—

[Proc. Imp. Geol., Institute of Vienna, 31st Oct., 1869.]

PHYSICS
The Dynamics of Prince Rupert's Drops

Professor Dufour, of Lausanne, has been engaged in a
research on the Development of Heat which accompanies the
explosion of Prince Rupert's Drops. The examination of

liodies which, in niodeni language, are said to be in a state of

"molecular tension" is of the highest importance to d)Tiamics,

and the investigation to which we now refer is an example of the

kind of work that is really required.

Every one is familiar with the pulverisation and explosion, so
disproportionate to the meclianical force exerted to produce them,
wliich are witnessed on the fracture of the point of one of these

drops. M. Dufour finds, in addition, that an appreciable amount
of heat is evolved at the same time. The simplest mode of

exhibiting this effect is to adjust the drop in the cone of a vertical

thermopile in such a manner as to prevent the ])owder produced
by the disniption from projection elsewhere than .against the upper
face of the pile. This is easily accomplished by means of a

caoutchouc cover, through which the point of the drop alone

projects ; and the entire apparatus, abundantly surrounded with

cotton, is left at rest for a day. The pile is then coimected with

a galvanometer, and, after breaking the point, the required ob-

servation is readily made. With drops of 4'8 to 77 grammes,
M. Dufour obtained a deflection of 5" to 9". The mere friction

of powdered glass gave no deflection. Attempts to determine

the heat evolved were also made with the calorimeter, turpentine

being the liquid employed. In their original form, these did not

succeed ; but tolerably concordant results were arrived at by
effecting the explosion in a cone of pasteboard, ha\-ing its base

upiiermost, and forcing the whole of the fragments to fall through

the truncated vertex into the turpentine. In this way, it ap-

peared that a weight of the drops, amounting to 11-40 to 20-42

grammes, caused an elevation of temperature of 0-25'' to 0-35°.

The internal condition of the glass was found, by these experi-

ments, to vaiy appreciably in drops of different sizes. Some-
times the product consisted chiefly of large fragments, sometimes

it was principally powder. M. Dufour compares the state of the

drops to a rigid enclosure bound together by highly-heated bars,

themselves mutually connected in every direction. After cooling,

the bars would all be under strain, from which, if released at

one part, the whole would be set free. Now, Joule and Edlund
have shown that a strongly-stretched wire, if allowed to return

to its original volume, actually evolves an amount of heat, forcibly

reminding one of that developed in the present instances.

In order to discover the part of the drop whence the fragments

had been derived, its exterior was coloured. Thus it was found

that the largest fragments came from the central, the finest

powder from the superficial layer ; and the pieces that were

examined had, as might thence be expected, the form of a very

flat wed^e. The evolution of heat during the explosion might

have been presumed to be accompanied by an increase in the

density of the glass ; but although this is a point somewhat dilifi-

cidt to ascertain experimentally, M. Dufour's paper is not with-

out evidence in favour of such being really the fact.
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PHYSIOLOGY
Kinship of Ascidians and Vertebrates

Tur. number of Max Scliultxe's Arcliiv (v. 4), just puljlished,

contains a letter to the editor from I'rof. Kupffer, of Kiel, in

whicli that distinguislied embryologist asserts that he has been

studying the early history of a species of Phallusia, and tliat his

results in large measure agree with those of Kowalevsky touch-

ing the startling vertebrate features of the early condition of these

invertebrata. lie reserves for the present the details about the

exact formation of the nervous system, but quite confirms the

fact of the existence of a notochord. He says :
" At this stage

one could not imagine a more beautiful model of a vertebrate

embryo, with the neural tube on one side of the axis and a visceral

tube on the other." He, moreover, describes in his species of

Phallusia the neural tube as not merely an almost sjjherical vesicle,

but as prolonged in the form of a fine hollow thread into the tail

above the notochord or axis. He promises full details shortly,

and we hope to be able to return to this most important

matter.—M.F.

• The Chloral controversy seems likely to terminate. Pure
chloral, M. Bouchut informs us, is really a good anassthelic.

On the other hand, M. Laborde says that its frequent administra-

tion is attended with danger. Chloral, if mixed with blood
outside the body, yields no chloroform luitil traversed by a current

of air.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Ethnological Society, November 9.—This society held its

first meeting for the present session at the rooms in .St. Martin's

Place. Professor Huxley, the President, occupied the chair.

After some remarks by Colonel Lane Pox, the honorary secretary,

on the Megalithic Monuments of Stonehenge, Mr. Cjardner, of

H.M. Consular Service, China, read a paper before the Society,

on the Chinese Peo]>le, Government, &c. The point on which
Mr. Gardner laid most stress—in fact, the leading idea of the whole
)5aper—seemed to be the tenacity with which the Chinese 'had

preserved the usages of antiquity, and the skill with which they

had adajjted them to the exigencies of modem times. They
retain, according to him, the patriarchal theory of government,
but make it suitable for an emj';ire of 400,000,000 human beings.

And if we allow that the ideographic form of writing is the most
ancient of all, then the Chinese, in this nineteenth century,

preserve an older principle of exjjressing thought than is to be
found in the most ancient ICgyptian hieroglyphics extant, and yet

no language in tlie world is more eajjaljle of finding appro])riate

terms for the latest discoveries in mental and jjhysical science,

and the newest inventions of art. Mr. Gardner pointed out some
analogies which he fancied existed between Chinese, P^gyptian,

and piebrew, leaving it to philologists to decide whether these

supposed coincidences were fortuitous, or a confirmation of the

theory set forward by Hunter and others, of the original unity of

the Aryan and non-Aryan languages. In the Chinese religion, Mr.
Gardner stated, that whatever might be the nominal creed of

individuals, or even masses, ancestral worship (undoubtedly the

most ancient form of religious cult) as an act of devotion is most
universally practised in tlie present day. Underlying all religious

forms and creeds, Mr. Gardner slated, was an idea, more or less

vague, of one Su]:)reme Being; but he did not exjjress an opinion

as to whetiier this idea is a legacy of ancient times, or one of

modern development. Besides this leading idea, Mr. Gardner
gave a long account of the Chinese social institutions and
benevolent societies : these latter are somewhat remarkable, and
tliougli not general enough in their organisation to refute the

prevailing idea that the enthusiasm of humanity is peculiar to

t;iiristianity, tend to show tliat the Chinese are more philanthropic

than any other heathen nation. Mr. Gardner also read some
notes, and gave some anecdotes of personal experience to eluci-

date liis main theories. In conclusion, if Mr. Gardner is correct

in his premises, we see no reason to doubt his conclusion, that

when the theory of division of lalxiur shall be put in practice with

regard to races as well as individuals, the Chinese will play an
important jjart in the world's history as ethical philosophers,

merchants, mechanics, and labourers ; but that they arc imfitted

for rulers, soldiers, or the liighcr \salks of art, and will not tend

to aiivance physical or mcclianical science.

The Picsidcnt referred to the similarity between certain Chinese

customs and those of the Polynesians ; such as the exclusion of a
word occurring in the name of a great chief. In like manner, the
prohibition of marriage between persons of the same surname is

a custom common to the Chinese and the Australians. In con-
cluding tlie 'liscussion, he alluded to the popular but erroneous
notion that the Chinese were' modified Mongols, and pointed to

the fact that, although both had long black hair on the head, and
only scanty hair on the face, yet the Chinese had a long skull,

with prominent brow-ridges, whilst the Central Asiatic had a
broad skull, deficient in brow-ridges.—Captain Sherard Osbom
advocated the introduction of railways and the opening of mines,';

and pointed to the many other advantages which the Chinese
would receive from llieir intercourse with Europeans.—The
Rev. Prof. .Summers, iJr. Hyde Clark, Dr. Leitner, and others,

took part in the discussion.

Additional interest was given to the meeting by the presence

of the Varkandi brought to this country by Dr. Leitner, the only
native of Varkand who has ever visited Europe.

Geological Society, November lo.—Prof. T. H. Huxley,

LL.D., F. K. S., President, in the chair. Mr. Y.. Hartley, of

the Geological Survey of Canada, Montreal, was elected a P'ellowr

of the Society. The following communications were read :

—

" Australian Mesozoic Geology and I'alEeontology," by Charles

Moore, Esq., F.G.S. The author referred to the obseiTations

of Professor M 'Coy and the Rev. W. B. Clark, on the occurrence

of fossils of Mesozoic age in Australia, and then proceeded to

notice the species which he had obtained from that region.

Fossils of Mesozoic type occur both in Western Australia and
Queensland, but the specimens have hitherto been found in

apparently drifted blocks, and nothing is known of the bedded
rocks from which they are derived. The author stated that the

Australian Mesozoic fossils agree, not only in genera, but also in

many cases in species witli British forms ; and he gave a list of

species from Western Australia, identical with liritish species,

from the Middle and Upper Lias, the Inferior Oolite, and the

Combrash. Of the fossils from (Queensland also, many are said

to be identical with, or very nearly allied to, British species, but

the author regards the general type of the Queensland remains as

referring them to the Upper Oolite. A gigantic species of

Crioceras is regarded by the author as possibly indicative of the

occurrence of Neocomian deposits in Australia. The fossil

evidence ujjon which I'rofessor M 'Coy inferred the occurrence of
the Muschelkalk in Australia, was said by the author to be
nugatory, his su])posed ATyoplioria proving to be a 'Prigoiiia nearly

allied lo 'P. gibbosa of the Portland Oolite, and his doubtful

Ortlwccras a small Scrpula. The author had found no indications

of the existence of Triassic or JJassic deposits in Queensland.

The blocks from Western Australia, referred by the author to the

Middle Lias, contain Myacilcs liassianiis (Quenst.), and are quite

as highly ferruginous as the English Alarlstone. The specres

identified by the author with British Oolitic species would indicate

a range from the Inferior Oolite to the Cornbrash ; the author

suggests lliat the species may have had a longer range in time in

Australia than in England, or tliat the subordinate divisions of

the Oolite were not clearly marked in the Australian Mesozoic
deposits. He is inclined to refer the fossils to the period of the

Inferior Oolite. The author inferred from the occurrence of

these Mesozoic fossils in drifted blocks, at the two extremities of

Australia, separated by 38° of longitude, that an enormous
denudation of rocks of the secondary series has taken place over

a considerable part of Australia. Descriptions of a great number
of new species were appended to the paper.

" On a Plant- and Insect-bed on the Rocky River, New South
Wales," by Charles Moore, Esq., P'.G.S. The organic remains
noticed by the author were found by him in a small block of

chocolate-coloured, micaceous, laminated marl, obtained from a

bed about ten feet thick, at a depth of 100—no feet, in the

auriferous drifts of Sydney-fiats, on the banks of tlic Rocky
River. The author found tlie leaves of two forms of Dicotyle-

donous ])lants, fragments of a fiat narrow leaf, which he refers to

the Conifera?, a seed-vessel, and the impressions of several seeds.

The insect-remains consist principally of the elytra of beetles,

among which Buprcstida; appear to predominate. The vegetable

remains seem to Indicate that the deposit is of Tertiary age.

Prof. 'P. Rupert Jones mentioned the discovei'y of a large

Crioceras in the Jurassic beds near Port Elizabeth.

—

\\r. W. Boyd
Da^vkins suggested th.^t we had hardly a right lo apj^Iy the

European standard in judging fossils from all parts of the world,

and doubted whether, if these fossils were examined from the
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purely Australian point of view, the same age would be assigned
to tliem.—Mr. Seeley agreed with Mr. Dawlcins, and argued from
the existence of natural groups in different areas of the globe,
tliat the same must h.ive been the case in former ages.—Mr. R.
Tate remarked that if Mr. Moore had compared the Jurassic
fauna with those of India, Africa, and Chili, he would have
found the same mixture of forms lielonging apparently to dif-

ferent horizons. He considered that the Australian fossils pro-
bably represented our Middle Oolite. lie did not quite agree
with the author as to some of the specific determinations.— Dr.
Duncan remarked that the same combination of forms separated
in Kurope was found in tlie Tertiary fossils of Australia. He
thought that further facts were necessary before forming a decided
opinion as to the succession of beds in that continent.—The
President remarked that when we talked of identity of fauna in

Australia and this countrv, improbable as it might appear, we
must remember that at the present time identical species, and, to

a great extent, a similar fauna, were to be found in our seas more
than 180^ apart.—Mr. Moore, in rejilv, argued that it was tlie

safest plan to follow the well-established standard of Europe
even in remote parts of the world. He was inclined to refer the

bulk of tlie specimens rather to the Lower than to the Middle
(Jolite, but o:herwise he agreed in the main with Mr. Tate.

"On Ilypsilopliodon, a new Genus of Dinosauria," by Prof
Huxley, F.R.S., President. The author described the characters

presented by the skull of a small Dinosaurian reptile obtainetl by
tlie Rev. W. Fox from a Wealden bed at Cowleaze Chine in the

Isle of Wight. One of the most striking peculiarities of this

skull was presented by the prccmaxillary bone, which seems to

have been produced do\\'nwards and forwards into a short

edentulous beak-like process, the outer surface of which is rugose

and pitted. The author remarked upon the known form of the

symphysial portion of the lower jaw in the Dinosauria, and
indicated that its peculiar emargination was probably destined to

receive this beak-like process of the pra;maxillaries, which may
have been covered either by fleshy lips or by a homy beak. The
dentigerous portion of the prajmaxilla bears five small conical

teeth. The alveolar margin of the maxilla bears ten teeth, which
are imbedded by single fangs, and apparently lodged in distinct

alveoli. The summit of the crown, when unworn, is sharp, and
presents no trace of the serrations characteristic of Igiiaiwdon,

but it is sinuated by the terminations of the strong ridges of

enamel which traverse the outer surface of the crown. The teeth

thus present some resemblance to those of Iguanodon ; but the

author regarded the two forms as jierfectly distinct, and named
the species under consideration Ilypsilophodon Foxii. Of the

lower jaw the right ramus is present, but its distal extremity is

broken off, and its teeth are concealed. On the outer surface of

the lower jaw the centrum of a vertebra is preserved. The author

then referred to a fossil skeleton in the British Museum, which
has been regarded as that of a young Iguanodon. It is from the

same bed as the skull previously described. Tlie author remarked
that, in form and proportions, the vertebrce were quite different

from those of Jouanodon^ and apparently identical with those of

his new genus, as shown by the centrum presen'ed with the skull

;

the anmial had at least four well-developed toes ; and other

peculiarities were ^indicated, which seem to prove that it was
quite distinct from Iguanodon. This skeleton the author identified

with his Hypsilophodon Foxii, and described its characters in

detail, dwelling especially upon the peculiarities of the pelvic

bones, which are singidarly avian in their structure.

" Further Evidence of the Affinity between the Dinosaurian

Reptiles and Birds," by Profe.ssor Huxley, F.R.S., President.

In this paper the author reviewed the evidence already cited by
himself and others (especially Prof E. D. Cope), in favour of

the ornithic affinities presented by the Dinosauria ; and discusses at

length the recently ascertained facts which bear upon this ques-

tion, some of the most important of which are derived from the

species described by him in the preceding paper under the name
of Hypsilophodon Foxii. He summed up his paper by a com-

parison of the different elements of the pelvic arch and hinder

limb in the ordinary reptiles, the Dinosauria and Birds, and
maintained that the structure of the pelvic bones (especially the

form and aiTangement of the ischium and pubis), the relation

between the distal ends of the tibia and the astragalus (which

is perfectly ornithic), and the strong cnemial crest of the tibia

and the direction of its twist, furnish additional and important

evidence of the affinities between the Dinosauria and Birds.

Sir Roderick Murchison, who had taken the chair, inquired as

to the habits of the Hypsilophodon.— Mr. Hulke mentioned that

Mr. Fox had several blocks containing remains of a large portion

of the Hypsilophodon, all procured from a thin band of sandstone
near Cowleaze Chine. On one the pelvis is almost entire, as well
as the right femur, the tibia, which is longer than the femur, four
loni; metatarsal bones, and an astragalus. All the long bones are
hollow. Portions of at least eight individuals have been found
in the same bed.—Mr. .Seeley doubted whether these animals
should be called Reptiles at all, as they seemed to him to form a
group distinct alike from rejitilcs, birds, and mammals, but
occupying an intermediate position. In the hinder limbs of
PUrodactylus the analogies were closer with mammals than with
birds. He thought it possible that the i)eculiar stnicture of the
hinder limbs of the Dinosauria was due to the functions they
performed rather than to any actual affinity with birds.—The
President, in reply, stated that Hypsilophodon, from the character
of its teeth, probably subsisted on hard vegetable food. He
expressed a hope that Mr. Fox would allow a closer examination
of his specimens to be made. He was unable to agiee with Mr.
Seeley's views. He 'was inclined to think that the progress of
knowleilge tended rather to break do\\n the lines of demarcation
between groups supposed to be distinct than to authorise the
creation of fresh divisions.

Specimens illustrative of their respective papers were exhibited
by C. Moore, Esq., and Prof Huxley.

Institution of Civil Engineers, November 9.—At the first

ordinary general meeting of the session, held on Tuesday, the
9th inst., Mr. Charles Hulton Gregory, the President, made
some observations on the action taken by the council with
reference to a notification gazetted by the Public Works Depart-
ment of the Government of India. In this notification it was
alleged that the Governor-General in Council was given to

understand, that in the civil engineering profession in England
it was a recognised practice for civil engineers employed by
public companies and otherwise, to receive, in addition to the
salaries paid them by their employers, commission on contracts

given out, or stores and materials ordered or inspected by them,
and other like pecuniary considerations for services done, or
intended to be done, which were considered legitimate sources of
emolument. The Council had met, and unanimously passed a
series of resolutions, emphatically denying that such practices

were recognised in the profession, and asserting that any engineer

detected in such practices would be held to be guilty of clisgraceful

conduct, which would disqualify him from being a member of

this Institution. Regret was expressed that so grave a charge
should have been leceived and published by the Government of

India without proper inquiry, as such inquiry would have shown
that the charge was absolutely untrue ; and, having reference to

the grievous wrong which such an imputation, stamped with such
authority was calculated to do to an honourable profession, an
appeal was made to the Government of India to cause the

scandalous statement to be withdrawn. This protest was trans-

mitted to the Secretary of State for India, who had received a
deputation from this Institution, comprising the President and
every member of Council then in London. Tlie Duke of Argyll

promised to investigate the case, and has put on record that " he
regards with implicit confidence the indignant repudiation by the

Institution of any recognition of the practice referred to in the

notification."

Mathematical Society, November 11.—The first meeting
of the present session was held on Thursday, the nth inst.,

Prof Cayley, F. R.S., President, in the chair, when the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected to be the council for the session

1S69-70:—President: Prof. Cayley, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents:

A. De Morgan, F.R.A.S., W. Spottiswoode, F.R.S., Prof.

Sylvester, F.R.S. Treasurer: Prof Hirst, F.R.S. Hon. Sec-

retaries : M. Jenkins, M.A., R. Tucker, M.A. Other members:
W. K. Clifford, B.A., T. Cotterill, M.A., M. W. Crofton,

F.R.S., Olaus M. F. E. Henrici, Ph.D., S. Roberts, M.A.,

J. Stirling, M.A., A. Smith, F.R.S. L. and E., Prof. H. J.

S. Smith, F.R.S., and
J. J. Walker, M.A.

The Rev. James White, M.A., was elected a member. Mr.

Tucker read a communication from Mr. G. O. Hanlon, on the
" Vena Contracta," and Mr. Jenkins a letter fiom Mr. Clerk-

Maxwell, containing the question, " Can the potential of a

uniform circular disk at any point be expressed by means of

elliptic integrals ? Suppose V is the potential of the disk

bounded by the circle ;= o, x- 4-_)'-= rt'.

Then ±l = ^x ^j ^(E-F)
where t^ = x" ^y-,
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and if AB be a diameter parallel to r,

^ PB-PA
^ PB + PA

and E, F are complete elliptic functions for modulus c ;

also

f=.>- x/^:V.(E-F)

But —- = ru,

az

where w is the solid angle subtended at P by the circle, that is the

area of the spherical ellipse on a sphere of unit radius cut off

by the cone whose vertex is P, and base the circle.

We have expressions for — and— , can — also be ex-
ax dy dz

pressed by elliptic functions, and if so, can V itself be so ex-

pressed ? I am ^vriting out the theory of electric currents in

which these quantities Occur. The expression for — for an

elliptic disk can be found if we know it for a circular one; for

the spherical ellipses in the one case are no more complicated

than in the other. Can —-, or V itself, be found for the elliptic
dx

disk?"

The President and Mr. C. \V. Merrifield spoke on the ques-
tion, but could not decide for or against it impromptu.

Mr. T. Cotterill then gave an account of his paper on Oppo-
site Points on a Curve. The subject bore reference to two
former papers read before the society by the author and by Prof
Sylvester, the Theory of Residuals, not yet, to the regret of
the society, put into a shape for publication. Mr. S. Roberts
and Mr. W. K. Clifford took part in a discussion upon this

paper.

Royal Microscopical Society, November 10.—Rev. J. B.
Jleade, M.A. , F. R.S., President, in the chair. A communication
ii-om Dr. Pigott on high power definition with illustrative

examples was read. The paper had special reference to the
markings on the Podura scale, of which the writer claimed to
have discovered the true nature. As the result of close and pro-
tracted observation, Dr. Pigott believes that he has resolved
these markings into rows of bead-like bodies essentially differing

in their character from the "note of exclamation" markings so
familiar to microscopists.—Another paper on a cognate subject,
entitled the Scales of certain Insects of the order Thysanura, was
read by Mr. S. Mclntyre. Mr. Mclntyre's examinations of the
genus of the family of the podurida leads him to express conclu-
sions contirmatory of the views hitherto entertained, as to the
nature of the markings seen under the microscope ; and in the
discussion which followed the opinions expressed by the Fellows
were entirely in support of Mr. Mclntyre's conclusions. Among
the donations announced was an interesting specimen of an Amici
reflecting microscope, working on the principle of the Newtonian
telescope.

Zoological Society, November 11,— Mr. George Busk,
F. R.S., V. P., in the chair.—The Secretary made some remarks
on the more remarkable additions to the Society's Menagerie
during the past summer, amongst which particular attention was
called to some Amherst's pheasants, deposited by J. J. Stone,
Esq. ; an Owen's apteiyx. presented by the Acclimatisation
Society of Otago, New Zealand ; a pair of the newly-discovered
Chinese deer (Elaphurus davidmnus), presented by Sir Ruther-
ford Alcock ; and a young male Spanish ibex, presented by
Major Howard Irby.—Extracts were read from a letter addressed
to Mr. Grote by Dr. John Anderson, C.M.Z.S., containing ob-
servations respecting the pigmy hog of the Terai {Porciila sal-

2'ania), and other animals which he is endeavouring to procure
for the Society's Menagerie.—A letter was read from Dr. G.
Bennett, containing an account of the habits of the wood-hen
of Lord Howe's Island, as recently observed by Mr. R. \V.

Fitzgerald.—Mr. Sclater exhibited a specimen of the so-called

wood-hen, which had been forwarded in spirits by Dr. Bennett
to the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, and stated

that it was a rail of the genus Ocydromiis, apparently hitherto

undescribed, which he proposed to call Ocydromiis sylvestris.—
A letter was read from Mr. Morton Allport, F. Z. S., containing

an account of the successful introduction of the salmon trout

{Salmo inilia) into Tasmania.—Mr. Quelch exhibited a remark-
able specimen of a fish ol the genus R/iomlms, supposed to be a
hybrid between the turbot and the brill.—Mr. J. W. Clark,

F. Z. S., exhibited some mounted skeletons of the e.xtinct dodo of

the Mauritius, and of the male and female solitaire of the Island

of Rodriguez, belonging to tlie Cambridge University Museum.
—Mr. E. Ward exhibited a curious melanoid variety of the

woodcock [Si'oiopax 7-usiicitla).-—Professor Flower, F.R.S., read

a memoir on the anatomy of the Aard-wolf (Proteles cristatus),

founded on a specimen recently deceased in the Society's Mena-
gerie. The result arrived at after a careful examination of every

part of this animal was that Proteles constituted of itself a dis-

tinct family of carnivorous animals, allied to the Hyanidee and
Vtverridit, but more closely to the fonner than Mr. Flower had
previously supposed when he had only the skull of this remark-
able animal to judge by. Mr. Flower's paper was illustrated by
the exhibition of the stuffed skin, a complete skeleton, and
a full series of anatomical preparations of the internal organs
of this animal, all taken from the same individual.—A com-
munication was read from Dr. J. G. Gray on the guemul or

roebuck, from Tinta in Southern Peru, which Dr. Gray considered
to constitute a newgenus of deer, proposed to be called Xenohphus.
—A second communication from Dr. Gray contained a description

of Emys laniaria, a new species of fresh-water tortoise, from an
unknown locality.— A report was read by Dr. A. Giinther on
two collections of Indian reptiles, recently received by the British

Museum, one of which had been formed by Dr. Leith in various

parts of Western India ; the second by Mr. Barnes in Ceylon.

Both were of much interest, and contained various new species,

which were characterised in the present paper.—A communica-
tion was read from Dr. B. Simpson, containing notes on the

habits of Ailurus fiilgens, as observed by him during his residence

in Nepal.—.\ communication was read from Surgeon Francis

Day, F. Z. S., containing the first part of a series of notes on the

specimens of fishes in the Calcutta Museum. Mr. R. B. Sharpe
read some additional notes on the genus Ceyx, in continuation of

a former communication on this subject. The principal object ot

the present paper was to discuss the question of the identification

of the true Ce)'x ritfidorsn^ Strickland.

Brighton

Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society, No-
vember 8.—Mr. T. H. Hennah, President, in the chair. A rare

grass, Gastidiinn Leudigeriim, obtained in October, in the Weald of
Sussex, by Mr. Davies, was presented by that gentleman.— Apaper
on Mosses was read by Mr. Smith, in which the development,
growth, mode of reproduction, and the several parts of mosses
were described and illustrated by enlarged drawings and micro-

scopic preparations, while it was pointed out that to the micro-

scopist tliey opened out fields of research and questions to be
settled, unsurpassed by any other branch of natural history.

Prior to reading the paper, Mr. Smith handed in a complete
Bryological Flora of the county of Sussex, comprising 298
species and sub-species, a brief account of the soils in which the

rarer species grow, togetlier with an enumeration of those

which, at present as regards Britain, have been found only in

Sussex. This list will be published in the next annual report.

Brussels

Royal Academy of Sciences, October 9.—M. Schwann
reported on the memoir by MM. Masius and Vaulair on the
anatomical and functional regeneration of the spinal cord, of which
a notice was given in the last number of Nature. Besides the
immediate subject of their memoir, the authors treat of the
histology of the filiim terminale of the spinal cord in the frog,

and of the cutaneous and medullary distribution of the spinal

nerves.—M. A. Quetelet communicated notes on the meteors
observed at Brussels in August, 1869, and on that of the ist

October, 1869 ; and M. Terby noticed the meteors observ'ed at
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Louvain in August last.—Storm observations, from the ist of

June to the end of September, were presented ; for Brussels by
M. Quetelct, for Louvain by M. Terby, for Mahnes by M. Ber-

naerts, for Antwerp by M. C. Coomans, and for Gerpinnes, near
Charleroi, by iVI. V. van Geel. M. J. Cavalier also communi-
cated a note of storms observed at Ostend in August and Sep-
tember last.—M. Zantedeschi communicated a note on the em-
ployment of the outer armature of the submarine cable, while

the inner armature, or isolated conducting wire, transmits the

telegraphic despatcli. The author remarks that the submarine
cable represents a Leyden jar, and hence that when the conduct-

ing wire conveys a message, say from Europe to America, the

same message is reconveyed to the European station by means of

the wires forming the outer portion of the cable. He proposes to

establish an apparatus at each station for the purpose of receiving

this return message, so as to enable the operator to see that his

message is correctly ^transmitted.—M. L. de Koninck stated,

that on the 2nd October last, the day of the earthquakes in the

Khenish provinces, he e.vperienced a slight double shock in Liege
at aboutjii.40 p.m.

Man'CHester

Literary and Philosophical Society. liSicroscopu-al and
A'atiiral History Sation, Oct. 1 1.— I\Ir. John Watson in the chair.

The President delivered an address, from \\-hich the following are

e.xtracts :

—
''It will interest all naturalists, and especially entomolo-

gists and lepidopterists, to hear that there has very lately been re-

ceived in this country a fine specimen of the magnificent butterfly

Papilio Antimachus, of which only one specimen was ever before

brought to Europe The Darwinian theory appears to be
making progress among a certain class of natui'alists, but its

upholders display a disposition to avoid precision of terms, and
to enlarge and confuse the meaning of the words [they employ,

rather than scientifically to limit and define them ; they use

variability and mutability as having one and the same meaning,

instead of distingaishing one as referring to subdivision into

varieties, and the other as change of specific forms. Just now,
as a development of the theory of natural selection, we hear a

great deal from some distinguished entomologists about imitation

and mimiciy, where resemblance would be the more correct

word ; and these terms cannot be said to be used figuratively,

because it is argued that some species and genera of butterflies

mimic the colourings and markings of others for the sake of

protection from enemies, and for other aims and ends. Certainly

the words imitation and mimiciy imply foregone intention. Now
it is probable that no butterfly ever saw its parent or ancestor,

its offspring or posterity, and it is an absurd stretch of imagina-

tion that ils own observation could induce and enable it to change
the colouring and appearance of its successors ; and if it had such

ability and reasoning power, it would effect the change for pro-

tection from enemies in the larva, and not in the imago. We
know that Nature loves to repeat her works, and it is common
to find resemblances and repetitions through various and distantly

allied families of animals, and they are truly connecting links in

the chain of creation. The controversy is still going on between
those who affirm and deny the existence of a vital principle of

energy or force, and Professor Huxley stands foremost among
the latter ; very interesting microscopic observations have been
made, and ingenious arguments have been deduced from them

;

but the grand step from the lifeless to the living protoplasm has

not been diminished. Physiologists may, perhaps, hereafter

discover and explain the difference between organic forms, living

and dead ; but at present it is not proved that the phenomena of

life can be reconciled with the mere functions of matter."

Dr. Henry Simpson exhibited sp.'cimens of Slatife spathidata,

gathered by himself this autumn on Hilbree Island, Cheshire.

Mr. Tait sent a portion of the beach from near Alexandria,

Egypt, consisting almost entirely of shells. He stated that

for many miles along the coast the shore was of a similar

character.

Mr. Joseph Sidebotham read a paper on varieties in Lepi-

doptera, from which the following passage is extracted :

—

"The questions as to what constitutes a species? where does

a species end, and variety begin? and whether a species be a

natural or mei-ely an artificial division? are amongst the most
difficult of solution in the whole range of natural history, and
just at this time are very prominently before the scientific world.

With a view to determine the influence which difference of food

and light might have in modifying species, the author gives the

following as the result of some experiments which he had made.
1 procured about 2,500 larvs; of tlie tiger moth, in a young state.

I divided them into six lots, keeping each in a separate cage, and
feeding them differently. One lot was fed on willow, another on
butter burr (Pdasitcs vidgaiis), another on hawthorn, anotlier on
plum, one on dock, and one on nettle, grass, bramble, and
various other kinds of food. A considerable proportion of each
became perfect insects, and I could detect no difference w^hatever
in the colours, from the food they had lived upon. That is to
say, the variations in colour and marking were not to be traced
in any case to the food. I kept several batches of eggs, and
reared tlie larva_> carefully through the winter, and then again
divided tliem, giving each lot a different kind of food. Again
the same result. I found that one year the larvm I had brought
from the coast had usually the inferior wings more or less of a
yellow shade, instead of the bright scarlet of the Cheshire
specimens. Having for many years continued these experiments
without obtaining any maikecl results, I this year tried another of
a different nature. I selected the tortoiseshell butterfly, as one of
the least variable species we have, and I procured several broods
of young larva; just emerged from the egg. These I kept in a
dai'k box until I had all ready, and then I divided each brood
into three lots, putting one-third into a box in my photographic
room, which is lighted with orange-coloured glass, one-third into

a box lighted w'ith blue glass, and the ventilators carefully shaded
so that only light of a blue colour could reach the larv.x', the

remainder were put into an ordinary cage, in the natural light.

The latter fed up and came out into butterflies in the usual time.

Those in the blue light W'ere not healthy, and though every care

was taken, at least fifty or sixty died before changing, and a

considerable number changed into chrysalides, and then died ;

those that came out into perfect insects were veiy much smaller

than usual. Those lighted by orange-coloured glass fed up very

well, but many of the two first lots had come ^ait before one of

them changed into chiysalis ; scarcely one of them died, and I

examined each one before I allowed it to fly, to see what effect

had been produced. I retained a few specimens of each lot to

exhibit this evening, and now proceed to describe the difference.

Those reared in the blue light differ from the ordinaiy form in

being on an average much smaller; the orange brown is lighter

in sliade, and the yellow^ and orange run into each other, instead

of being distinct and separate. Those reared in the non-actinic,

or yellow light, are also smaller, the orange brown is replaced by
a salmon colour, the venation more strongly marked, and the

blue dashes at the edge of the wings in the usual form, are in

these of a dull slatey colour. A series of specimens of these side

by side with those reared in ordinary light, are here for exhibition.

One evening I found about 60 butterflies out of chrysalis, of those

in the photographic room, and taking each one carefully I

examined them all and allowed them to fly; shortly afterwards I

found the whole of them had settled against the wall of the

house, and presented a most remarkable appearance; they

remained there more than half-au-hour, the western sun was
shining against the wall, and it is not unlikely when, being

suddenly brought from the red light, \\liere they had spent all

their lives, to the bright daylight, tlieyhave been so dazzled as to

act in this peculiar manner. The results of this experiment do
not show any very startling change in colour, such as one would
have expected from the known effects of light on plants and from

the occasional occurrence of very much more strange varieties,

one now and then meets with, which cannot have been subject to

such severe treatment ; still, when w-e consider that even this

difference is caused in one generation, and in the course of a

month, it is a very suggestive fact, and leads one to think that

light has certainly as much or more effect on the colours of

Lepidoptera, than the difference of food, and might in a long

series of generations lead to very material changes in both form

and colour, and perhaps considerably modify our ideas of what
constitutes a species."

Montreal
Natural History Society, October 25. — An important

paper on the Gaspe fossils was read by Principal Dawson. The
Peninsula of Gaspe, between the river St. Lawrence and the

Bay des Chaleurs, was the first part of Canada explored by the

Geological Survey under Sir William Logan, and it contains

rocks representing four great geological periods, the Lower
Silurian, the Upper Silurian, the Devonian, and the Low-er Car-

boniferous ; all admiiably exposed in coast cliffs ; and in the case

of the Upper Silurian and Devonian abounding in characteristic

fossils. The visit of Principal Dawson in the past summer had

reference to further study of the interesting fossil plants of the

Devonian sandstone, many species of which have been described
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in his papers in the Canadian Naturalist, and in the Journal of

the Geological Society. With Messrs. G. T. Kennedy and G. W.
Uawson as assistants, he explored the whole of the north side and

the greater part of the south side of Gaspe Bay, and has obtained

very large and interesting collections of fossil plants. Among
these are two large trunks of Frotaxites Logani^ a new and beau-

tiful species of Psilophyton, and a species of Cyclostigma, a genus

hitherto found only in the Devonian rocks of Ireland. Several

interesting animal remains were also found, including numerous
species of large fishes {Mech.xracanthus); and Mr. Kennedy was
so fortunate as to find a Cephalaspis^ the first representative of

the genus as yet found in America. The animal fossils have
been placed in the hands of Mr. Billings and Dr. Newberry for

comparison, and the plant will probably be described in detail

in the course of the coming winter. Specimens of some of the

•moi"e interesting fossils above referred to, were exhibited to the

society.—Mr. Ritchie read a paper on the small cabbage-butter-

fiy {Piej'is rapic)^ the caterpillars of which have recently been
extremely destructive in Canadian gardens. This insect is not

indigenous to America, and was first noticed in Canada some
years ago by Mr. W. Couper. Mr. Whiteaves made an interest-

ing verbal communication on dredging in Gaspe, and exhibited

a large sei'ies of marine invertebrates.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 8.^— iVI. Pasteur presented

a note in reply to that of M. Thenard on the preservation of

wines by heat. A memoir was read by M. H. Mares on the

transformations undergone by powder ofsulphur (tlour of sulphur

and powdered sulphur) when it is spread upon the soil, in which
the author states that the sulphur which has been abundantly

employed in the vineyards of France of late years becomes con-

vei"ted into sulphuric acid which combines with the lime of the

soil to form sulphate of lime. The author has not ascertained

whether the sulphuric acid is produced by direct oxidation of the

sulphur, or by that of sulphuretted hydrogen formetl by it in

contact w^ith manure, but he states that no odour of sulphuretted

hydrogen is perceptible where the sulphur is used. The employ-
ment of sulphur appears to be effectual in preserving the vines

from disease.—A note by M. J- Personne on the transformation

of hydrate of chloral into chloroform in the animal economy
was read. The author remarked that whilst M. Liebruch main-

tains that hydrate of chloral is converted into chloroform by
contact with the alkali of the blood, the French observers have
generally held an opposite opinion. In his experiments he found

that where hydrate of chloral is added to blood, or administered

to a dog, no production of chloroform is perceptible, but he ob-

tained chloroform by the distillation of the blood. To avoid the

objection that the heat employed in distillation might produce
the conversion, he operated at a temperature of 40"—45" C. =
194*^

—

113° F., coTiveying the vapour by a current of air through
a red-hot porcelain tube into a solution of nitrate of silver. The
reaction produced demonstrated the presence of chloroform in

the vapour, no reaction being caused by vapour of hydrate of

chloral conveyed and decomposed in the same way. Unlike M.
Bouchet, the author detected no chloroform in the urine of

anmals to which hydrate of chloral had been administered.—M.
J. V. Tal)ordi communicated a note on the ill cftects attending

the administration of chloral.—In a note on chloride of gold,

M. II. Debray remarked that although sesquichloride of gold is

decomposed by exposure to a temperature of about 200*" C. =
392° F. , into proto- and per-chloride, it may, nevertheless, be vola-

tilised by a heat of 303° C. =572" F., in an atmosphere of chlorine.

It then crystallises in long reddish needles.—M. A. Riche com-
municated a note on the bronze of sonorous instruments, relating

chiefly to the production of gongs and cymbals similar to those

made in China. Chinese metal contains about twenty per cent, of
tin. Alloys made with these proportions of metal are very brittle

when cold, but the author found that at a dull red heat they may
be forged with ease, and produces veiy sonoi'ous plates.—M. A.
Landrin announced that yellow coralline is not poisonous, so that

it may be employed for indu'^trial purposes.—M, Petrequin pre-

sented a note on the chemicnl composition and comparative
physiology of the cerumen of the mammalia. Its base is potash
in man and the ox, lime in the dog, and magnesia in the horse.

—M. A. Petit stated that in the melon the rind contains only
glucose, as also the flesh whilst still green. During ripenmg
cane-sugar is gradually developed in the latter, its formation
commencing in the most acid part of the pulp surrounding the
seeds.
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A SCIENTIFIC CENSUS
r^NH wc reduce to the certainty of numbers the amount

of interest taken in England in the advance of

science ? How many are there devoted to its pursuit ?

How many sufficiently concerned in its progress, as to be

willing to make some sacrifices for its promotion ?

Interested in the results of science, ready to grasp its

countless benefits, eager to catch its earliest gifts, we all

are ; but how many love science for its own sake, and are

actively engaged in cultivating and promoting it ? Are

there not very many in this sordid age ready to exclaim

with D'Ailly—

Dieu me guarde d'etre savant,

D'une science si profondc

Les plus doctes, le plus souvent,

Sont Ics plus sottes gens du monde !

The Census of 1861 gave the number of persons

engaged in the learned professions, or in literature, ai-t,

and science ; and classed as " scientific persons," officers

of literary and scientific societies, curators of museums,

analytical chemists, and a certain number who styled

themselves naturalists, botanists, geologists, mineralogists,

chronologists, and civil engineers. These, however, with

a number of professors and teachers, pursue science as a

vocation. We prefer drawing our materials from the

membership of our learned societies. Many of their

members are, it is true, professors and teachers, yet they

appear in a more congenial character as members of our

academies, or fellows of our learned societies ; and

though it can scarcely be said that their members are in

all cases absolutely men of science, or that all the men of

science in the country are to be found in their lists, in

them we have, at least, a goodly band of men associated

together for the advance of science. Judging from

the facilities such societies aftbrd for the association of

persons of kindred mind and taste, the common use of

technical libraries and instruments, and the publication of

their transactions, we are safe in assuming that they

attract, at least, the greater number of men anxious to

labour for the promotion of science.

First and foremost among our learned societies is the

Royal. The Institute of France and other foreign

academies are, in a manner, the creatures of the State
;

and their members are mostly ail salaried. The Royal

Society was, from the first, a voluntary society, and never

derived any support from the State, though it administers

from year to year a certain amount given by the State

for the promotion of science. In 1831 the Royal Society

had 791 members, but by a change introduced in 1847

the membership has undergone considerable diminution ;

and in 1868 the number was reduced to 600, the num-

ber admitted every year being considerably less than

the number dying or retiring. It is the vocation of

the Royal Society to admit within its circle the most

distinguished men in all the branches of science, and

we might even hope that, like the Institute of France,

its membership may be divided into five Academics,

such as the " Acaddmie Frangaise " for literature, the

"Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres "for history.

the "Aciddmie des Sciences" for sciences and mathe-
matics, the " Acaddmie des Beaux Arts " for the fine arts,

and the " Academic des Sciences Morales et Politiques"

for mental philosophy and jurisprudence. It is not a

question of altering the essential character of the Royal
Society, as an integral one : it would be only a natural

development of its organisation if its members were
allowed to constitute themselves into sections for physics,

mathematics, philosophy, history, and philology.

Physical and Mathematical Science, however, engages

the labour of six other learned societies. There are the

Astronomical Society with 528 members, the Chemical

with 518, the Meteorological with 306, and the Geological

with 1,204 members. We have also a Statistical Society

with 371 members, and a Mathematical with in. Col-

lectively, these form seven societies, with 3,638 mem-
bers, giving, in relation to the population of the United

Kingdom, i'2i in every 10,000 either a physicist or

a mathematician in the highest sense. The next group

of societies comprises those engaged in the advance-

ment of the science of life, whether vegetable or animal.

Biology is a favourite study, and many are intensely

devoted in exploring the many problems which are taxing

the mind of the philosopher and moralist. Connected

with Vegetable Physiology are the Linnean Society with

482 members, the Botanic with 2,420, the Horticultural with

3,595, and the Agricultural with 5,500 members. And
connected with Animal Physiology arc the Zoological with

2,920 members, the Entomological with 208, the Ethno-

logical with 219, and the Anthropological with 1,031 mem-
bers ; in all eight societies, having in the aggregate 16,300

members. Itmustbe remembered, however, that the largest

of these societies have their Gardens and Exhibitions,

which attract numerous members, and it would demand an

excess of charity to regard all the members in this group

as strictly rrien of science. Archaeology has numerous

votaries. There is the Society of Antiquaries, the oldest

of our scientific societies, founded nearly 300 years ago, in

1572, having now 65 1 members, but the number of fellows

was in 1862 restricted to 600. We have also a British

Archaeological Institute with 697 members, and an Archae-

ological Association with 4S4 members, besides a very large

number of other archaeological societies. Then comes the

Geographical with its 2,150 members, the most popular of

societies, owing much to its illustrious president. Sir

Roderick Murchison, and still more to the great con-

tributions to geographical science by Livingstone, Speke,

Grant, and Baker. And next we find the large group of

societies for the Promotion of Applied Science. There is

the Society for the Encouragement of Art, Manufacture,

and Commerce, so elastic, so active, and so enterprising,

having 3,200 members ; the Institute of Civil Engineers

with 1,700 members, and the Institute of British Architects

with 498 members, each of them comprising men engaged

in active life, yet deeply interested in the advancement of

science. Of a more miscellaneous character are the

Microscopical Society with 360 members, the Philological

with 200, the Numismatic with 160, the Asiatic with 320

members, and the United Service Institution with 3,800

members. And, besides these, there are the Royal and

London Institutions, the British Association, and Social

Science Association, each having its thousands of mem-

bers, to say nothing of the medical societies, and the

I
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numerous scientific societies and philosophical institutions

in all the leading towns.

Were all who in London and the provinces are

associated for the promotion of science carefully calcu-

lated, we should find that there are now about 120 learned

societies, with an aggregate of 60,000 members; and

deducting from the number at least one-fourth for mem-
bers who belong to more than one society, we arrive at

the interesting fact that there arc, in the United King-

dom, 45,000 men representing the scientific world, or

in the proportion of fifteen in every ten thousand of

the entire population ; the " upper ten thousand " of

the aristocracy of learning being thus three times as

many as the " upper ten thousand " of the aristocracy

of wealth. But are we satisfied with the result ? Are all

the societies equally active in encouraging the pursuit of

science ? Are their terms of admission too loose or too

narrow ? Without entering into the internal management
of our learned societies, we might wish for a fuller and
earlier puWication of their transactions, for the collection

of more complete technical libraries, properly catalogued

and classified, and for a better action in the way of grant-

ing tokens of recognition to successful discoverers and

investigators of the great arcana of Nature.

Within the last twenty years, at least half as many new
societies have been formed for the promotion of science,

and evidences are not wanting to show that an enormous

stimulus has been given to science in every direction.

In the number of scientific works published, and in the

circulation which they have had; in the variety of scientific

journals started and successfully maintained ; in the

respect paid to Science— ay, in the very popularity

which greets Science, wherever it exhibits itself, we see

abundant reason for congratulation. A brilliant future

opens itself for the cultivation of science. Happy will it be

when " many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be

increased ;" happy when men will realise that "pleasure

is a shadow, wealth is vanity, and power a pageant ; but

knowledge is ecstatic in enjoyment, perennial in fame,

unlimited in space, and infinite in duration." Truly, in

the performance of this sacred office the man of science

"fears no danger, spares no expense, looks in the volcano,

dives into the ocean, perforates the earth, wings his

flight into the skies, enriches the globe, explores sea

and land, contemplates the distant, examines the minute,

comprehends the great, ascends to the sublime, no place

too remote for his grasp, no heaven too exalted for his

reach." LEONE Levi

THE DEPTHS OF THE SEA
'T'HE opening meeting of the Royal Society on Thurs-

day last was attended by a numerous assemblage of

men of science, especially attracted by the announcement
that Dr. Carpenter, representing a committee consisting

of Professor Wyville Thomson, Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, and
himself, would communicate the results of the deep-sea

dredging explorations, carried out in the course of the

past summer and autumn in the Porcupine, a vessel

expressly fitted out and placed by the Government at the

disposal of the committee for this purpose.

At the conclusion of Dr. Carpenter's lucid exposition,

which v,-as necessr.;-il\- but a mere ir'sunn' of the report

itself, it appeared quite evident that rumour had not at all

exaggerated the scientific value of these explorations, for

it is not too much to say that the results of this expedition

must be classed with the most important which of late

years have been brought before the notice of the scientific

world.

More than a quarter of a century ago, the late Edward
Forbes, one of the first naturalists who took the common
oyster dredge from the hands of the fishennan to convert

it into an instrument for extended scientific research, after

employing it in the commencement along the shores of his

native little Isle, and subsequently in the seas surrounding

the British Islands, and in other parts of Europe, found,

upon comparing his observations, that there appeared to

be evidence in favour of the existence of a succession of

natural zones of marine life according to depth, which

zones, however, seemed to become more and more sterile

in organisms in descending order; until at last it suggested

itself that a zone might be arrived at, at a depth roughly

estimated as exceeding 300 fathoms from the surface,

containing but sparse traces of organic life, or even such

an one as might be entitled to the appellation of Azoic.

This latter hypothesis was brought forward by him as a

suggestion worthy of consideration, and not as a dogma
or established principle, as he was fully aware that in the

dredging explorations which he had been able to carry out

up to that time, he had never reached so great a depth as

even 300 fathoms, below which the sea-bottom was in-

ferred to be comparatively or altogether sterile ; on the

contrary, whilst advancing the conclusions which seemed
to be but natural deductions from the data then at his

disposal, he continually kept pointing out that whether

such an hypothesis was correct or not, it was of the highest

importance to science to prosecute these researches further,

so as to ascertain the true nature of the deep-sea bottom,

for, to use his own words in his " History of the European

Seas," " it is in its exploration that the finest field for

marine discovery still remains."

Before the author of this suggestion had time or

opportunity for carrying out such explorations as would

have verified or disproved his hypothesis, he was unfortu-

nately cut off by an early death ; whilst the hypothesis, in

the state in which he had left it, was without further inves-

tigation eagerly grasped at and accepted by men of

science, both at home and abroad, for the special reason

that it appeared to afford a simple explanation of various

phenomena which had long remained enigmas to both

paL'Eontologists and geologists ; as, for example, amongst
others the occurrence, in various periods of the earth's

history, of vast accumulations of sedimentary strata

apparently altogether devoid of organic remains.

Although this hypothesis, when somewhat modified, may
possibly be found to hold good in respect to certain forms

and conditions of life, the results of some casts of the

dredge made in depths of from 270 to 400 fathoms in Sir

James Ross's Antartic Expedition, and subsequently, the

deep-sea soundings described by Dr. Wallich as made in

1 860, in the Bulldog, in vastly greater depths, demonstrated

quite conclusively that it could no longer be retained as a

generalisation.

It now appears strange to look back and obscr\'e what
/

very little notice was taken of these new data ; more )

especially of the important researches of Dr. Wallich on i
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the North Atlantic sea-bed, which for years, if not all but

overlooked, certainly do not appear to have received from

zoologists the full credit which they undoubtedly deserved:

geologists and pateontologists were evidently loth to

abandon an hypothesis which in many respects suited

their requirements.

However long truth may remain dormant, it must even-

tually assert itself in science as in all other matters, and
the advancing strides of Biology and Geology soon de-

manded that such problems should be definitely and
conclusively solved, and that the depths of the sea also

should be carefully searched for the missing links of

evidence requisite to complete their respective chains of

reasoning. This was not felt to be the case in England

alone ; already in Scandinavia we find the savants of

Norway and Sweden working with their slender means in

the right direction, and assisted by their Governments with

a hearty good-will and determination which could not

fail to ensure valuable results, such as have already been

brought forward by Sars, Nordenschjold, Torrell, and
others.

In England, men of science, equally impressed with

the importance of this inquiry, wished, with an honourable

pride, to see that the country which had so long claimed

the empire of the sea, should, in a question of so purely

marine investigation, do something worthy of herself; and,

being fully alive to the impossibility of doing so without

the aid of the Government, applied themselves first to

the task of procuring such assistance. Since it is an

acknowledged but melancholy fact, that science does not

in England either obtain the high position in society, or

the influence with the ruling powers of the countiy which

is accorded to it on the Continent in general, it is a subject

for congratulation that the urgent appeals made to the

Government should have in this instance proved so suc-

cessful ; and after the Government had provided the

ships and equipment necessary for the expeditions of last

year and this, it is a further subject for congratulation

that the direction of these scientific explorations should

have been entrusted to such able men as Dr. Carpenter,

Prof. Wyville Thomson, and Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, ivho

constitute the present committee.

The expedition of last year being the first of its kind,

had, as might be anticipated, many difficulties to contend

with ; the ship itself, besides starting at a late season of

the year, was ill suited to the undertaking, was provided

with but extremely inefficient winding machinery, im-

perfect appliances and instruments, and moreover, the

obsci'vers and their assistants had, as it were, to serve an

apprenticeship in the management of such operations.

This year, besides being fortunate in securing unusually

favourable weather during the major part of the operations,

all the above-mentioned difficulties had been provided

against ; whilst, at the same time, the experience' gained

during the last year's cruise contributed very greatly to

the complete success of the expedition as a whole.

As yet, it would be premature to attempt any description

of the results of these explorations, for the Report which

was commenced at the meeting of the Royal Society last

Thursday is not yet concluded, but is to be continued at

its next meeting ; sufficient, however, has been already

brought forward to prove satisfactorily the great im-

portance of the data obtained to science in general.

Besides corroborating, and in some respects correcting the

conclusions deduced from the operations of the last year's

expedition, many new facts and observations have been
collected, whilst the supply of specimens and materials for

examination which have been brought home will no doubt
give full occupation to the members of the committee for

some time to come, besides obliging them to bring to their

assistance the serv^ices of the physicist, chemist, and mine-
ralogist, each in their several departments.

The practicability of exploring even the deepest portions

of the ocean bed may now be considered to be fully estab-

lished ; the conclusive proofs brought forward showing
the existence of warm and cold areas of the deep-sea

bottom, in close proximity to one another, each inhabited

by its distinct and characteristic fauna, is as surprising as

it is important in its scientific bearings, and particularly

in its relations to geology and pakeontology ; whilst the

investigations into the temperature of the difierent ocean
zones, and the nature of the gases contained in the sea-

water at various depths, are intensely interesting and
suggestive.

The question as to the existence of an azoic ocean zone

at any depth, must now be regarded as finally settled in

the negative. The hypothesis which appeared to Edward
Forbes to be warranted by all the data which the science

of his day could supply, must now be abandoned ; it is

certain, however, that all who knew him will do his

memory the justice of believing that, were he now alive, so

far from regretting the necessity of withdrawing a sugges-

tion which appeared to explain several important points

in science now once more involved in obscurity, he would

have been the first of the converts to the views now proved

to be more correct, and the first to congratulate the members
of the deep-sea dredging committee upon so successful

and brilliant a termination of their labours.

David Forbes

PHYSICAL METEOROLOGY
I.—ITS PRESENT POSITION

T T is a well-known remark of the historian of science

that our progress in astronomy has been made in

exact accordance with certain laws which regulate the

advancement of knowledge. Neither the march of the

sun by day, nor that of the moon by night, is more rigidly

surrounded and circumscribed by law than the march of

that intellect which has successfully interpreted celestial

motions.

We had first of all an observing age. Thousands of

years ago in the plains of the East we had astronomers

who, albeit with imperfect instruments, lacked neither zeal

nor intelligence in their nightly study of the stars. Many
of their theoretical ideas were untenable, nay, even absurd,

but yet they served to bind together into a formal law the

mass of obser\-ations which their nightly industry collected.

And so step by step our knowledge of celestial motions

progressed, until it culminated in the discoveries of Coper-

nicus and Kepler ; and we were presented at last with a

bird's-eye view of the solar system, taken, as it were, from

without, in which that which appears to be, finally gave

place to that which is. Thus the first stage was passed,

and astronomers had now another question to put to the

universe : it was no longer What are the real motions of
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the planets ? but rather, Why do they mo\-c in orbits which

we know to be elHpses having the sun in one of the foci ?

Hardly had this question been put, when a great genius

answered it. The immortal Ne%vton told us that the same

law which regulates the motions of the planets round the

sun, and that of the moon round the earth, determines

also the path of a stone thrown by the hand, or the velocity

of an apple falling from a tree.

One law was shown to hold throughout, and the expres-

sion of that law having been obtained, vi'e were easily led

to the third stage in the development of astronomy.

The problem was now—from our knowledge of the

present places and motions of the heavenly bodies, and of

the laws which regulate these, to determine their future

places. In fact, the last or prophetical stage of the science

had now been reached, and accordingly we had' a race of

prophets who compiled our nautical almanacs, culminating

in two great prophets—one French and one English—who

told us where to look for Neptune.

Thus in the most'complete branch of physical inquiry

there have been three stages of development. We have,

first, the observational stage, the object of which was to

discover the real motions of the planets of our system ;

next, we have the stage of generalisation, assigning the

mechanical laws regulating these motions ; and, lastly, we

have the stage of deduction, which, from a knowledge of

the places and laws of motion of the heavenly bodies,

predicts their future courses.

Each of these^ stages had its own peculiar difficulty to

encounter. That in ascertaining the actual motions of the

heavenly bodies consisted in the fact that our point of view

is a movable one, and it w-as only when this had been sur-

mounted that the true explanation was obtained. Again,

the difficulty in the generalisation accomplished by Newton

consisted in recognising that the planets in their orbits

arc subject to the same mechanical laws which regulate

motions on the earth's surface, and in ascertaining and

applying these laws ; while, again, the difficulty in the third

or deductive stage was an analytical one, for it was neces-

sary to possess a method of analysis sufficiently powerful

to calculate the motions of a set of bodies mutually

attracting one another.

Now these historical facts, connected with the progress

of astronomy, are of very great value to us, especially with

reference to those other branches of science not so far

advanced. We' h.ave, as it were, given us a standard of

growth and development, and by measuring the younger

child against the elder, we may be able to know the exact

advancement of our latest born, and also the course of

discipline best calculated to ensure a vigorous growth. It

is by this astronomical standard that I now wish very

briefly to measure what has been done in meteorology,

and during these remarks I may perhaps venture to

suggest a course of diet and discipline. But here,

alas! there is little advancement to chronicle: the first

stage of progress—the observational one—is yet very

incomplete ; for, viewing meteorology as that science

which treats of the physics of the earth's surface,

and more particularly of the atmosphere—its motion,

and its physical properties, it must be acknowledged

that these are very imperfectly known. At the same
time it must be owned, that there are veiy serious diffi-

culties in the way of obtaining this knowledge, more and

greater perhaps than there were in obtaining the true

motions of the heavenly bodies.

It is not because, as in astronomy, our point of view

is a movable one ; but rather that we are so mixed

up with the earth and its atmosphere, and the motions

of the latter are on so large a scale, that we find the

greatest possible difficulty in grasping their true im-

port. We are like a soldier in the midst of a great

battle, who can give but a very poor and partial account

of it, attaching, as he does, undue importance to those

passages of arms with which he is most concerned, and

ignorant, as he must be, of the general plan of the whole.

What is wanted is a bird's-eye view of the atmosphere,

such as it might appear to the inhabitants of the moon,

who enjoy peculiar advantages in studying the physical

features of our earth, just as we do with respect to the sur-

face of our satellite. But there is another difficulty, at least

in oceanic regions. Here the scientific worker is very

much in the same position as the Jews of old when rebuild-

ing their temple, that is to say, he must work with the one

hand and fight with the other, especially when there is any

great commotion going on.

The commander of a vessel during a cyclone must first

of all look after his vessel, and then, if he has any time to

spare, it may be devoted to his barometer and thermometer.

Indeed, whether on sea or land, the grand and interesting

phenomena of nature cany in their train so much that is

overwhelming, that the mind of the observer is not un-

frequently unfitted for calm investigation. There is still a

third difficulty, and that is the great improbability (despite

the perseverance and industry shown by Glaisher and

other meteorologists) of ever obtaining by observation a

very complete knowledge of the upper regions of the

earth's atmosphere.

So much for the difficulties in the way of observing, and

now one word with regard to the instrumental means at

our disposal. Of late years these have been greatly im-

proved, and one of the most notable achievements in this

way is the anemometer of Dr. Robinson, by means of

which we can record continuously the horizontal velocity

and direction of the wind. Another is the application of

photography to meteorological observations, so success-

fully advocated and extended by the present distinguished

President of the Royal Society, by means of which we
obtain a continuous record of the pressure, temperature,

and hygromctric condition of the air. Again, by means of

certain electrical appliances due to Sir C. Wheatstone and
others we may place our instnmient, whatever it be, at

the top of a mountain, or at the bottom of the sea, or in

some equally inaccessible region, while the record of the

instrument so placed may be read in the quiet and com-
fort of our own studies. Thus, instrumentally we are. well

equipped and rapidly improving, but the observations as

yet made with complete instruments are very few indeed.

I come now to a very important point. Has the best

use been made of the observations already obtained .

Of course we all know that there has been a deplorable

want of co-operation among observers, as well as of

system in making their observations ; but we may hope

that, through the meteorological offices and societies

established in all civilised countries of the world, a

greater amount of method will by degrees be obtained.

There is, however, something more than all this, and
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I have taken advantage of the late meeting of the

British Association, at Exeter, to bring the subject

before meteorologists. It appears that the general term

meteorology embraces two entirely distinct subjects, one of

these having reference to physiology, while the other

forms a branch of physical research.

The object of the one is to study the connexion between

atmospheric conditions, and the health of such organisms

(animal and vegetable) as are subjected to these con-

ditions ; while the other or physical question is par-

ticularly concerned with the movements of the earth's

atmosphere, and with the causes thereof

On both of these important branches we are in almost

entire ignorance. With respect to the first, the amount

of vapour present in the air is without doubt a very

important clement of climate, inasmuch as this affects

in a marked manner the skin of the human body, and

the leaves of plants ; but I am not aware that it' has

yet been determined by the joint action of naturalists

and meteorologists what is the precise physical function

expressing proportionally the effect of moisture upon

animal and vegetable life. Is it simply relative humidity?

or does not a given relative humidity at a high tempera-

ture have a different effect from that which it has when

the temperature is low.'' There is, in fact, an absence of

information as to the precise physical formula which is

wished by physiologists, as expressing the effect of moisture

upon organic life.

If we come in the next place to consider the physical

branch of meteorology, or that which regards the motions

of the earth's atmosphere, this is almost as far behind.

The explanation of the trades and anti-trades is the one

great generalisation which we have accomplished. Certain

laws regarding cyclonic storms ha\'C lately been discovered ;

but to this day we are in ignorance of that exact motion

of air which constitutes a cyclone, some holding that the

motion is entirely rotatory, while others maintain that there

is a considerable indraught of air from the circumference

to the centre. Again, there is no fact better established

than the diurnal movements of the barometer ; but what

is the motion of air'or its constituents implied by thcmis

still a point open to dispute. Now, these are both matters

of fact, and there must be some reason why we know so

little about them. Nothing, of course, could be known
until the instrumental difficulties of the problem had been

surmounted, and a suitable anemometer constructed ; but

now, we have good instruments, and have begim' to make
good observations. What, then, is the remaining draw-

back ? I believe it is to be found in the fact that while

instrumental appliances and obser\'ations have progressed,

methods of reduction, which naturally lag behind observa-

tions, have not yet progressed, but are only just beginning

to move. Those hitherto in use combine the physiological

with the physical element,—they are a cross between the

two, and are subject, I venture to say, as all such crosses

are, to the general law of barrenness. Still not much
time has been lost, for in the dark ages of few and bad
observations it would have been useless to divide the

meteorological field : meteorology, then, might be likened

to one of those organisms of very low development that had
just begun to exhibit the slightest possible tendency to

split into two ; the application of the knife would then have

been premature ; but now it may be used with advantage,

and the one half allowed to rush into the arms of physio-

logy, while the other seeks the embrace of physical

research. In plain language, if we want to obtain physio-

logical results we must reduce our observations with

especial reference to physiology, while if physical results be
desired, they must be reduced with especial reference to

physical laws.

I must, however, reserve for another article a de-

scription of a method of reduction having this latter

object in view. Balfour Stewart

PREHISTORIC TIMES
Prehistoric Tiiius, as illustrated by Ancient Remains, and

the Manners and Customs of lilodern Savages. By
Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., &c. Second Edition.
(London, 1869 : Williams and Norgate.)

^^E may be pardoned for not being cosmopolite

enough to judge books without any regard to

their nationality. Too often, though Englishman may
have contributed much to some important subject, no
systematic English treatise sums up the evidence, so that

our students have to depend too much on foreign books of

reference. On the present subject of prehistoric arche-

ology, however, it is satisfactory that we have, in Sir John
Lubbock's work, not only a good book of reference, but

the best. Its well-known plan and argument need not

be re-stated here, but it has to be pointed out that the

present edition contains much important new matter,

especially in the chapters relating to the Stone Age,

Megalithic monuments, Cave-men, and the condition 01

modern savages.

It is a marked character of the recent researches in

prehistoric archa:ology, and it is one of the reasons which

justify the reception of the subject as a department of

positive science, that the facts disclosed lend themselves

to generalisations of a thoroughly scientific character ; and
that, moreover, when the generalisations are once made,

new facts drop in and find their places ready. Various

subjects discussed in the present work illustrate this :

take, for instance, the stone-implement question. The
finding of flakes, scrapers, spear-heads, &c. in different

parts of the world, justified a general surmise that the

Stone Age had once prevailed in all inhabited districts.

A few years ago, however, there were regions whence

stone implements seemed hardly forthcoming. India

appeared to have none, but when properly looked for they

proved abundant, as witness Mr. Bruce Foote's paper in

the Transactions of the Norwich Congress of 1868. Africa

also seemed almost outside the Stone Age world ; but now
the finding of stone implements in South Africa, and even

legends of their use, give the primal Stone Age possessions

there as elsewhere. No sooner, too, were the rude imple-

ments of the Drift type thoroughly recognised in the

v.alley of the Somme, than it came into notice that such

had long before been collected in England without know-

ledge of their special importance ; and now Spain and

India, and other districts, furnish specimens which come

under the same class. So it was with the art of fire-

making by friction of pieces of wood. Over most of the

world, savage or civilised, the traces of its early prevalence

were sufficient to justify its being generalised on as one of

man's primitive arts. But there were some exceptional

cases, as in Tasmania, where the natives were said to
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have had no means of producing fire before their acquaint-

ance with Europeans, but to have only carried hghted

brands from place to place. Sir John Lubbock, however,

is now able to give (p. 440) a drawing of a Tasmanian

fire-drill. It is just like the well-

known instrument of Australia,

Africa, and America.

So again, in a less degree, with

those rude stone menhirs, crom-

lechs, kistvaens, &c., which are

classed under the head of Mega-

lithic monuments. The range over

which these interesting structures are found has been

continually extending to new districts. Dr. Hooker's

account, in his Himalayan Journals, of the modern setting

up of Megalithic structures by indigenous tribes in India,

received for years little notice, but has now become one of

the leading facts of prehistoric archeology. As may

our own country, not so much because the ancient Briton

resembled the Aztec, as because the fracture of flint is

like that of obsidian. And his remark (p. 121), that any

child with a box of bricks will build dolmens and triliths

A EG\L TH C STr T KCb IN ND A

especially be seen in Meadows Taylor's recent paper in

the Journal of the Ethnological Society, monuments like

our own Kit's Coty House, or Dance Main, are known

in vast numbers in India, and are made the subject of

careful study. A group from the reduced plate in Sir

John Lubbock's work (p. 120) is given here.

Was the civihsation of the lower races spread from a

single centre, or from many ? Is the correspondence of

savage culture the result of common inheritance, or

independent similar invention ? This still most obscure

problem is intimately connected with the evidence brought

forward in Sir John Lubbock's generalisations, and

especially with his details of modern savage tribes as

representatives of older strata of prehistoric man. The

point is one which especially strikes those who notice

the surprising similarity of the implements of the lower

races in the most different regions, as where, in the present

work, three all but identical an'ow-heads from modern

North and South America and ancient France, are set

side by side (p. 99) ; or modern savage flint scrapers are

figured, undistinguishable from those of remote European

antiquity. Sir John Lubbock insists with much force

(p. 545) on the consideration that this similarity is due

especially to similarity of materials ; that the pointed bones

used for awls are necessarily similar everywhere, that

obsidian knives from Mexico are like the flint knives of

is a highly reasonable protest against those antiquaries

who interpret the similarity of Megalithic structures in

different districts as proof that their builders were of

kindred race.

With regard to a most interesting topic treated of by Sir

John Lubbock, that of the existence of savage tribes desti-

tute of religion, I amdisposed to entertain a view

difterent from his. To a great extent, indeed,

our difference is rather nominal than real. He
adopts a definition of religion more stringent

than I do, and thus excludes from the cata-

logue of religious tribes many which on the

same evidence I should include. Dieffenbach's

evidence, for instance, is quoted as follows (p.

556) : " If we take religion in its common
meaning, as a definable system of certain

dogmas and prescriptions, the New Zealanders

have no religion. Their belief in the super-

natural is confined to the action and influence

of spirits on the destiny of men, mixed up with

faljles and traditions." This, from my point

of view, is an admission that the New Zea-

landers have a religion ; and, indeed, we know
that they are strong believers in a future exist-

ence, and regard the names of their ancestors as

tutelary spirits. Moreover, the assertions of travellers on
this point not seldom break down on closer scrutiny. Thus
mention is made here of a statement in the Voyage de
VAstrolabe that the Samoans have no religion ; but the

explorers' information was evidently insufficient, and an
elaborate account of the

Sanioan deities, priests,

temples, prayers, sacri-

fices, may be found in

Turner's "Polynesia."
Among SirJohn Lubbock's

list of evidence there are,

indeed, cases which can-

not be thus easily met.

But while admitting theo-

retically that a state with-

out religion may have pre-

vailed among early tribes

of men, and may still be

represented by surviving

savages, I fail to find as

yet any indisputable case.

Among the special points 01 interest introduced in the

present volume, it may be mentioned that the habitations

men lived in during the Bronze Age are displayed in a

very interesting way, in imitative terra-cotta urns of the

TERRA-COTTA UKN FROM ALBANO
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period, such as this from Albano. We must probably go

many ages back from the date of the Italians of the

Bronze Age, who dwelt in these neat huts, to the date

of the rude Stone Age cave-men of Central France, the

contemporaries of the reindeer and the mammoth, which

they delineated with such remarkable artistic vigour. One
of these people's interesting drawings (p. 324) is given

STONE-AGE SCULrTrKES

here, representing a snake or eel, two horses' heads, and
a human figure (which Lord Monboddo would probably
have claimed as special evidence). This may possibly be
the earliest known portrait of man.
The advocates of the theory that sa\-ages arc degenerate

descendants of civilised men, have still full scope in point-

ing out the ^imperfections of their adversaries' evidence

and argument. But the new facts, as they

come in month by month, tell steadily in

one direction. The more widely and
deeply the study of ethnography and
prehistoric archeology is carried on, the

stronger does the evidence become that

the condition of mankind in the remote

antiquity of the race is not unfairly re-

presented by modern savage tribes.

E. B. Tylor.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES CONTROVERSY.

Habit and IntdUgcnce, in their Connection with the

Laws of Matter and Force. A Series of Scientific

Essays. By Joseph John Murphv. (ISIacmillan and
Co., 1869.)

I.

The flood of light that has been thrown on the obscurest

and most recondite of the forces and fonns of Nature by

the researches of the last few years, has led many acute

and speculative intellects to believe that the time has

arrived when the hitherto insoluble problems of the origin

of life and of mind may receive a possible and intelligible,

if not a demonstrable, solution. The grand doctrine of

the consen'ation of energy, the all-embracing theory of

evolution, a more accurate conception of the relation of

matter to force, the vast powers of spectrum analysis on

one side, showing us as it does the minute anatomy of the

universe, and the increased efficiency of the modern

microscope on the other, which enables us to determine

with confidence the structure, or absence of structure, in

the minutest and lowest forms of life, furnish us with a

converging battery of scientific weapons which we may
well think no mystery of Nature can long withstand. Our

literature accordingly teems with essays of more or less

pretension on the de\-elopment of living forms, the nature

and origin of life, the unity of all force, physical and

mental, and analogous subjects.

The work of which I now propose to give some accounti

is a favourable specimen of the class of essays alluded to,

for although it does not Seem to be in any degree founded

on original research, its author has studied with great

care, and has, in most cases, thoroughly understood, the

best writers on the various subjects he treats of, and has

brought to the task a considerable amount of original

thought and ingenious criticism. He thus effectually

raises the character of his book above that of a mere

compilation, which, in less able hands, it might have

assumed.

The introductory chapter treats of the characteristics

of modern scientific thought, and endeavours to show,
" that the chief and most distinctive intellectual charac-

teristic of this age consists in the prominence given to

historical and genetic methods of research, \\hich have

made history- scientific, and science historical : whence
has arisen the conviction that we cannot really understand

anything unless we know its origin ; and whence also we
have learned a more appreciative stylo of criticism, a
deeper distrust, dislike, and dread, of revolutionaiy

methods, and a more intelligent and profound love of

both mental and political freedom." The first six chap-

ters are devoted to a careful sketch of the great motive

powers of the universe, of the laws of motion, and of the

conserv'ation of energy. The author here suggests the

introduction of a useful word, radiance, to express the

light, radiant heat, and actinism of the sun, which are

evidently modifications of the same form of energ)',—and

a more precise definition of the wordsy^nv and strength,

the former for forces which are capable of producing

motion, the latter for mere resistances like cohesion.

He enumerates the primary forces of Nature as, gravity,

capillary attraction, and chemical affinity, and notices as

an important generalisation " that allprimary forces arc

attractive; there is no such thing in Nature as a primary

repulsive force " (p. 43). Now here there seem to be two

errors. Cohesion, which is entirely unnoticed, is surely

as much a primary force as capillary attraction, and,

in fact, is probably the more general force, of which the

other is only a particular case ; and elasticity is the effect

of a primaiy repulsive force. In fact, at p. 26, we find

the author arguing that all matter is perfectly elastic, for,

when two balls strike together, the lost energy due to im-

perfect elasticity of the mass is transferred to the mole-

cules, and becomes heat. But this surely implies re-

pulsion of the molecules ; and Mr. Bayma has shown, in

his " Molecular Mechanics," that repulsion is as neces-

sary a property of matter as attraction.

The eighth chapter discusses the phenomena of crys-

tallisation ; and the next two, the chemistry and dynamics

of life. The reality of a " vital principle " is maintained

as " the unknown and undiscoverable something which

the properties of mere matter will not account for, and

which constitutes the differentia of living beings." Besides

the 'formation of organic compounds, we have the

functions of organisation, instinct, feeling, and thought,

which could not conceivably be resultants from the or-

dinary properties of matter. At the same time it is

admitted that conceivablcness is not a test of trath, and

that all questions concerning the origin of life are questions

of fact, and must be solved, not by reasoning, but by ob-

servation and experiment ; but it is maintained that the
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facts render it most probable that " life, like matter and

energy, had its origin in no secondary cause, but in the

direct action of creative power." Chapters X. to XIV.

treat of organisation and development, and give a sum-

mary of the most recent views on these subjects, con-

cluding with the following tabular statement of organic

functions :

—

roimativc or Vegetative Functions, essentially consisting in the

Transformation of Matter.

Chemical Formation of organic compounds.
o. , ,

( Formation of tissue.
Structural <, ,, , r

( V ormation of organs.

Animal Fnnctions, consisting essentially in the Transformation

of Energy.

I Spontaneous.
\ Reflex.

1 Consensual.

( Voluntary.

( Sensation.

Motor.

Sensory.
(
jMind.

In the fifteenth chapter we first come to one of the

author's special subjects,—the Laws of Habit. He defines

habit as follows :
" The definition of habit and its primary

law, is that all vital actions tend to repeat themselves
;

or, if they are not such as can repeat themselves, they

tend to become easier on repetition." All habits are more

or less hereditary, are somewhat changeable by circum-

stances, and are subject to spontaneous variations. The
prominence of a habit depends upon its having been

recently exercised ; its tenacity - on the length of time

(millions of generations it may be) during ^vhich it has

been exercised. The habits of the species or genus are

most tenacious, those of the individual often the most
prominent. The latter may be quickly lost, the former

may appear to be lost, but are often latent, and are liable

to reappear, as in cases of reversion. The fact that active

habits are strengthened, while passive impressions are

weakened, by repetition, is due in both cases to the law of

habit ; for, in the latter, the organism acquires the habit of

not responding to the impression. As an example, two

men hear the same loud bell in the morning ; it calls the

one to work, as he is accustomed to listen to it, and so

it always wakes him ; the otherhas to rise an hour later,

he is accustomed to disregard it, and so it soon ceases to

have any effect upon him. Habit has produced in these

two cases exactly opposite results. Habits are capable of

any amount of change, but only a slight change is possible

in a short time ; and in close relation with this law are

the following laws of variation.

Changes of external circumstances are beneficial to

organisms if they are slight ; but injurious if th.\v arc

great, unless made gradually.

Changes of external circumstances are agreeable when
slight, but disagreeable when great.

IMixture of different races is beneficial to the vigour of

the offspring if the races mixed are but slightly different
;

while very different races will produce either weak offsjiring,

or infertile offspring, or none at all. Even the great law
of sexuaUty, requiring the union of slightly different indi-

viduals to continue the race, seems to stand in close

connection with the preceding laws.

The next seven chapters treat of the laws of variation,

distribution, morphology, embryology, and classification,

as all pointing to the origin of species by development

;

and we then come to the causes of development, in which
the author explains his views as follows ;

—

These two causes, self-adaptation and natural selection, are

the o\-A^ purely physical causes that have been assigned, or that

appear assignable, for the origin of organic structure and form.
But I believe they will account for only part of the facts, and
that no solution of the questions of the origin of organization, and
the origin of organic species, can be adequate, which does not
recognise an Organising Intelligence, over and above the common
laws of matter But we must begin the inquiry by con-
sidering hoio much of the facts of organic structure and \ital

function may be accounted for by the tv\o laws of self-adaptation

and natural selection, before we assert that any of those facts can
only be accounted for by supposing an Organising Intelligence.

Again :

Life does not suspend the action of the ordinary forces of

matter, but works through them. I believe that wherever there

is life there is intelligence, and that intelligence is at work in every
vital process whatever, but most disccrnibly in the highest. . . .

Nutrition, circulation, and respiration are in a great degree to be
explained as results of ])hysical and chemical laws ;—but sensation,

perception, and thought cannot be so explained. They belong
exclusively to life; and similarly the organs of those functions

—

the nerves, the brain, the eje, and the ear—can have originated,

I believe, solely by the action of an Organising Intelligence.

Admitting Mr.Ilerbert Spencer's theory of the origin of

the vascular system, and possibly of the muscular, by
scJf-adaptation, he denies that any such merely physical

theory will account for the origin of the special com-
plexities of the visual apparatus :

Neither the action of light on the eye, nor the actions of tlie

eye itself, can have the slightest tendency to produce the wondrous
complex histological structure of the retina ; nor to form the

transparent humours of the eye into lenses; nor to protluce tlie

deposit of black 'pigment that absorbs the stray rays that ^^ould

otherwise hinder clear vision; nor to produce the iris, and endow
it with its power of closing under a strong light, so as to protect

the retina, and expanding again when the light is withdrawn ; nor
to give the iris its two nervous connections, one of which has its

root in the sympatlietic ganglia, and 'causes expansion, while the

other has its root in the brain and causes contraction.

Nor will he allow that Natural Selection (which he

admits may produce any simple organ, such as a bat's

wing) is applicable to this case ; and he makes use of two

arguments which have considerable weight. One is that

of Mr. Herbert Spencer, who shows that in all the higher

animals natural selection must be aided by self-adaptation,

because an alteration in any part of a complex organ

necessitates concomitant alterations in many other parts,

and these cannot be supposed to occur by spontaneous

variation. But in the case of the eye he shows that self-

adaptation cannot occur, whence he conceives it may be

proved to be almost an infinity of chances to one against

the simultaneous variations necessary to produce an eye

ever having occurred. The other argument is, that well-

developed eyes occur in the higher orders of the three

great groups, Annulosa, Mollusca, and Vertebrata, wdiile

the lower orders of each ha\e rudimentary e\-es or none ;

so that the variations requisite to produce this wonderfully

complicated organ must have occurred three times over

independently of each other. In the first of these objec-

tions, he assumes that many variations must occur simul-

taneously, and on this assumption his wdiole argument rests.

He notices Mr. Darwin's illustration of the greyhound

having been brotight to its present high state of perfection

by breeders selecting for one point at a time, but does not

think it possible " that any apparatus, consisting of lenses,
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can be improved by any method whatever, unless the

alterations in the density and the curvature are perfectly

simultaneous." This is an entire misconception. If a

lens has too short or too long a focus, it may be amended
either by an alteration of curvature, or an alteration of

density ; if the curvature be irregular, and the rays do

not converge to a point, then any increased regularity of

curvature will be an improvement. So the contraction of

the iris and the muscular mo\emcnts of the eye are

neither of them essential to vision, but only improvements

which might have been added and perfected at any stage

of the construction of the instrument. Thus it does not

seem at all impossible for spontaneous variations to have

produced all the delicate adjustments of the eye, once

given the rudiments of it, in nerves exquisitely sensitive

to light and colour ; but it does seem certain that it could

only be effected with extreme slowness ; and the fact that

in all three of the primary groups, Mollusca, Annulosa,

and Vertebrata, species with •well-developed eyes occur so

early as in the Silurian period, is certainly a difficulty in

view of the strict limits physicists now place to the age

of the solar system. A. R. Wallace

THE PLANTS OF MIDDLESEX
Flora of Uliddlcscx: a Topographical and Historical

Account of the Plants found in the County ; with
Sketches of its Pltysical Geograpliy and Climate, and
of the Progi-ess of Middlesex Botany during the

last Three Centuries. By Henry Trimen, M.B., F.L.S.,

andW.T.Thiselton Dyer, B.A. Pp.xli.,428. (London:
Hardwicke, 1869.)

'T*HE first local Flora published in England gives a list

of the plants of Hampstead Heath. It was prepared

by Thomas Johnson, Apothecary on Snow Hill. Early on

the morning of the ist August, 1629, and accompanied

by a few friends, he left London and proceeded on a

simpling expedition to Hampstead, by way of Kentish

Town and Highgatc. A heavy shower arrested their

progress for a little, but nothing daunted they made their

way into the woods, and then on to the heath. The day's

excursion was brought to a close in a country inn at

Kentish Town, where the party dined together.

Johnson enumerated seventy-two plants as the result of

the day's simpling. In subsequent expeditions he added
sixty-nine others, so that in 1632 his Enumeratio Plan-

tarum in Ericeto Hampsted. cresc. contained 141 species.

This rare httlc volume, with its forgotten names—those of

Gerarde and Lobel—is the earliest precursor of the Flora

of Middlesex. Since its publication, the materials have

been gradually accumulating for illustrating the F'lora of

the Metropolitan district, and one of the most valuable

features in the work before us is, that its authors have,

with great care and singular success, investigated and ex-

pounded all the ancient as well as the more recent plant-

lore bearing on the subject.

The bi-nominal system of nomenclature and the Lin-

nean classification introduced, somewhat more than a

century ago, a new era into the science of Botany, and
relegated to comparati\e obscurity the older authors.

The difficulty of determining the value of their names,
and the practice of neglecting all ante-Linnean synonymy,
have caused their labours to be set aside. The authors of

this volume ha\-e made the works of these earlier writers

critically certain by the help of the Herbaria of Merrett,

Petivcr, Plukenet, Ray, and specially of Buddie, and of
the manuscripts relating to them now preserved in the

British Museum.
We have here given for the first time an authentic

biography, so to speak, of the different plants so far as they

are connected with Middlesex. The name of the observer

who first recorded each plant, the date of the record, and
the place where it was observed, are specified ; while the

chronologically-arranged localities where it has been at

different times gathered, enable one frequently to trace its

increasing rarity, and in not a few cases the biography

terminates with the record of its complete extirpation.

Thus Turner, the father of British Botany, first (i 562) records

Penny-royal {Mentha Pulegtuni, Linn.) from " beside

Hundsley upon the Heth beside a watery place ;" after him
Gerarde (1597) tells us that it grew " on the common neere

London called Miles cnde, whence poore women bring

picntie to sell in London INIarkets ; " and then, through

Blackstone, to our own time when it was found in plenty

beside the Hampstead ponds, but finally disappeared from

the county about twenty years ago. London Rocket,

which M orison says might have been reaped like a crop

of wheat on the ruins near St. Paul's after the Great Fire,

was, up to the beginning of the present century, a common
plant in Middlesex, but is now completely lost. The
history of Cucubalus, from the Isle of Dogs, is much
shorter. Known in England only in this locality, it

flourished apparently in a wild state for twenty years,

until building operations destroyed the habitat about

twelve years ago.

Every page of the volume supplies similar interesting

details in the history of Middlesex plants. This feature

of the work is as novel as it is important. There is

abundant evidence that the authors, in addition to their

faithful and even loving exposition of the labours of their

predecessors, possess a sound critical acquaintance with

the species of British plants. Even in this aspect, the

\-olume is not behind the best of our county Floras.

The influence of the geological condition of a district

upon the organised bodies connected with it has lately

been receiving the attention it deserves. Important con-

clusions have resulted from the Government inquiry into

the relations subsisting between the diseases of man and

the geological structure of the south-eastern corner of

England. The connection between the indigenous vegeta-

tion and the geology of its habitat is not less interesting,

and, when data have been sufficiently accumulated to

warrant safe deductions, will yield valuable information.

M. Thurmann, in an elaborate essay on the botany of the

Jura, has shown that vegetation is influenced by the

manner in which the particles of the rocks are combined,

rather than by the nature of the materials of which they

are composed. He has consequently classified rocks into

two great groups, based on their mechanical constitution :

the one he calls '' Eug^ogfenes " (plentiful-detritus-yielding)

and the other " Dysgeogenes " (sparing-detritus-yielding).

The essential dift'erences between the two groups are in

respect to their hardness, their power of absorbing and

retaining moisture in small masses, their permeability in

extensive deposits, and the rate at which they form detritus

resulting from the possession of these characteristics.

Mr. Baker has applied the conclusions of the French
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botanist to Britain, in his Flora of North Yorkshire, and,

more recently, in that of Northumberland and Durham.

The limited extent of Middlesex, and the uniform character

of its geology, give little scope for the application of these

views to its Flora. The only Dysgeogenous rocks are the

narrow outcrop of chalk in the north and north-west ; the

remainder of the county being composed of typical

Eugeogenous strata. As far as it is possible, however,

the authors ha\-e made good use of M. Thurmann's

labours, and the limited application is to some extent

compensated for by the accuracy of the details.

Appended to the volume is a valuable contribution to

the history of British botany, covering to some extent

the ground taken up by Pulteney in his " Sketches," and

continuing it to the present day as far as the matter relates

to Middlesex. Large additions are made to Pulteney's

biographies of Turner, Johnson, Plukenet, Petiver, and

Doody. New and interesting memoirs are given of

Buddie, Blackstone, Curtis, and other less known investi-

gators of Middlesex plants. It would be greatly to the

advantage of science, if the authors, encouraged by the

success which has attended their investigations into the

progress of Middlesex botany, would continue their

researches, and give us, not a new edition of Pulteney,

but a new History of Botany in Britain.

W. Carruthers

OUR BOOK' SHELF
Van Heurck on the Microscope.

—

Lc Microscope, sa Con-
struction, son Manicntcnt, et son Application aitx

j^tudcs d'Anatomic vcgctalc. Henri van Heurck.
8vo. pp. 223, with Illustrations, price 3^'. (Antwerp,

1869. London: Williams and Norgate.)

The title-page of this little work, a mere fragment of

which we have transcribed above, is perhaps its most
objectionable feature. The ambitious superscription,

however, need not affect its usefulness as an elementary
descriptive treatise, and the English reader may add to

his information by the perusal of a manual of micro-

scopical manipulation written from a French or Belgian
standpoint.

We have no manual in English of precisely similar

scope and intention with which to compare M. van
Heurck's; the one which it most resembles is, perhaps,

Mr. Currey's translation of Dr. Schacht's excellent guide

to the use of "the Microscope in Vegetable Physiology,"

the chief difference being in point of thoroughness : the

former is a popular, the latter a scientific work.
M. van Heurck's book is divided into two portions, of

about one hundred pages each : the first, on the con-
struction and choice of a inicroscope ; the second, on its

application to vegetable anatomy. We may describe each
section in a few words.

Naturally, the instruments of French makers have
prominence assigned to them ; and most of the well-known
models manufactured by Hartnack, Chevalier, and Nachet
are figured, together with one or two modifications we do
not recollect having seen before. In too many of these,

cheapness and simplicity go hand in hand with toy-like

inefficiency. Some are of more interest, such as Cheva-
lier's " Universal Microscope," and a " vertical," or rather

"inverted," arrangement constnicted by M. Nachet for

photographic purposes. In the section devoted to mani-
pulation, the subject of micro-photography is treated at

greater length than has been customary in such works.

All notice of the microscopes of English makers appears
to have been omitted in the first Edition of " Le Micro-
scope," beyond a general intimation that their " price is

exorbitant, and their complication excessive ;" but, " at the

request of subscribers," an appendix has been prepared to

the present issue, containing a description of the instru-

ments of Ross, R. and J. Beck, and Powell and Lealand.
This seems to be written with only partial knowledge,
and with vei-)' unec[ual justice.

The second portion of the book contains little of novelty

in either fact, theory, or method. Beginners will find in

it the sort of information they require to enable them to

examine and mount vegetable tissues, and the numerous
little woodcuts will enable them to understand the more
important structures. There is also a section on the ap-

plication of reagents, intended for those who have advanced
a step farther in histological pursuits.

We may repeat that, though M. ^-an Heurck's work
will not bear comparison with several of our English
manuals in completeness, the reader will scarcely rise

from it \\-ithout having gained a few useful hints.

H. B. Brady

Bryologia Silesiaca. Von Dr. Julius Milde, Professor in

Breslau. (Leipzig, i86g.)

This is a systematic description of the mosses, not only
of Silesia, but also of Jutland, Holland, the Palatinate,

Baden, Franconia, Bohemia, Moravia, and the neighbour-
hood of Munich. Special attention is, however, devoted to the

Silesian flora. The work is prefaced by an account (for

the use of beginners) of the most important organs of the

musci in reference to the determination of species.

New Batrachians.— Ucbcr ncnc iind lucnig bekannte
Batrac/iicr aiis Australicn iind America. Von W.
Keferstein, Prof in Gottingen. (Berlin, 1868.)

The Gottingen Museum is rich in Australian frogs. Prof.

Keferstein here describes, from the museum specimens,
twenty-nine species. He also enumerates nineteen others,

recorded as such in the literature of batrachiology, al-

though their specific value appears, in many cases, to be
doubtful. The frog-fauna of Australia, according to Prof.

Keferstein, bears a great resemblance to that of .South

America. Some batrachians from Costa Rica are likewise

described in this brochure. Five plates of figures are

appended. It may be worth mentioning that the authori-

ties of the museum will be glad to exchange some of their

superfluous Australian species for other batrachians.

The Sandwich Islands.

—

Etn yahr aiif den Sandwich-
Inscln {Haivaiisclic-Inscin). Von Dr. J. Bechtinger.

(Wien, 1869.)
The chief interest of this volume lies in its pictures of the

social and moral condition of a primitive people in close

contact with modern civilisation, and the subject for many
years of unexampled missionary efforts. The author

enters somewhat fully into the character of the climate,

the nature of prevalent diseases, the physical and psy-

chical characters of the people, and their probable ethnic

affinities. Leprosy is a disease unfortunately very pre-

valent among the inhabitants, and their Government have
hit upon a notable plan for putting the sufferers out of

sight, and preventing the spread of the disease by con-

tagion. In the island of Molokai there is a plain near the

sea, and walled oft' from the rest of the island \iy mountains
from two to four thousand feet high, and almost totally

inaccessible. To this spot lepers are conveyed by a
vessel which periodically leaves Honolulu for that pur-

pose, and for the purpose of carrying food. Every
other communication with the sufferers is strictly pro-

hibited. Dr. Bechtinger had a very natural desire to

visit this forbidden valley, and ascertain the condition ot

its inhabitants. Knowing, however, that great opposition

would be made to his doing so, he resolved to go thither

privately, and attempt to reach the valley over the moun-
tain range at its back. Attended by a photographer, he
succeeded in his project, and found the poor wretches
("hundreds and hundreds of them) in a most horrible

state, utterly neglected and almost entirely without the
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necessaries of life. It is satisfactory to know tliat the

representations of the Itahan doctor in the Houoluki news-

paper procured for these outcasts some amelioration of

their lot, although it procured for himself abuse and ill-

will. As a frontispiece to the volume there is a woodcut,
reproduced from a photograph, of the author surrounded
by some of the lepers of Molokai. Other woodcuts are

likewise given; but they are chiefly, if not solely, remark-
able for their very primitive and inartistic character.

Chemical Lessons.

—

Lc<^onsde Chiinie. Deuxieme edition.

Par M. Alfred Riche. (Paris : Didot Freres, 1S69.)

Like almost all French treatises on elementary science,

M. Riche's book is clearly and concisely written, and the

illustrations are perfect ; but although introducing many
of the newest discoveries in the science (perhaps some-
what too pointedly alluded to in the preface), M. Riche
does not adopt the important new views lying at the basis

of modern chemistry. He still adheres to the old equiva-

lent notation, and therefore refuses to admit the cogency
of the proofs which have carried conviction to the minds
of almost all other chemists. The short historical intro-

ductions under Combustion, the Atmosphere, Dissociation,

and the Atomic Theory are of interest to the student,

especially an extract (p. 704) from a paper by Dumas on
I he history of chemical affinity since the time of Uarck-

liausen, read before the Academy of Sciences last year.

H. K. R.

NOTES ON STALACTITES

THE mineralogist is acquainted with few objects of

greater beauty than the stalactitic forms assumed by
many minerals. So curious are these natural growths, that

I venture to offer a few remarks upon their artificial pro-

duction.

The dependent clusters which line limestone caverns

are formed, as has often been explained, by the following

process:—When water containing carbonate of lime oozes

through a porous rock, each drop loses water and car-

bonic acid by evaporation. As water saturated with car-

bonic acid only retains o'l per cent, of carbonate of lime

in solution, it follows that when the evaporation is con-

tinued beyond the point of saturation, carbonate of lime

will be deposited. Globules of water on the roofs of

limestone caverns are always covered with a thin film

:

this gradually thickens, and a tube is formed. This tube

increases in size mainly by the deposition of carbonate of

lime from water running over its surface. There are,

however, many cavities containing tubes of arragonite

in an horizontal position, and even of a curved form.

Mr. Wallace has shown* that the growth of such stalactites

has been from within outwards, the solution travelling

along the self-constructed tube.

The following experiment affords a ready method of

studying the somewhat rapid growth of similar forms:

—

Select a flat piece of porous sandstone, or, better, a slice

of coke; saturate this with nitric acid. If a globule of

mercury three or four millimetres in diameter be allowed

to fall on the coke, the surface of the mass will be covered

with minute beads of mercury. The nitric acid imme-
diately attacks the under-surface of each sphere, producing
an annular ring of nitrate of mercury. A short tube is

thus formed, sustaining the metallic globule. As liquids

rise in capillary tubes, but do not overflow the orifice, the

periphery of the sphere is acted upon by the nitric acid,

and lifted higher and higher by the deposited nitrate.

The result is a tube of about twenty-five millimetres (one

inch) in height, teniiinated by a minute sphere of mercury.

The cross-section of the stalactite is tubular; often, how-
ever, partially filled with interlacing crystalline planes.

If nitrate of mercury is deposited more rapidly on one
side, a twist is given, and a spiral tube is formed. Often

* Proc. Geo. Soc. i£65, 413.

a thin wall on one side predisposes the direction, and a
curved stalactite is produced.

It is well to consider briefly the stalactites that appear
to have been formed mainly by deposition from water
running over their surface. Of this class the siliceous

stalactites well repay examination. Silica occurs in
stalactite tubes of ciystalline silicic anhydride, as in the
specimens from Malwa, in Central India.
The chalcedonic fomr, however, is far more common,

and the specimens from Trevascus Mine aftbrd beautiful
examples. The tubes are generally about two to three
millimetres in diameter, and if a section through the
length of the tube be made, the following structure will

be easily made out by a hand lens or one inch objective.

Firstly, we observe a slender opaque thread with a tube
running down its entire length; over this opaque thread
there is a covering of chalcedony. Frequently, but not
in\'ariably, the junction is marked by a vesicular structure.

To understand this it is necessai-y to turn to the arti-

ficial production of an aqueous solution of silica. By

NITRATE OF MERCURY STALACTITES

bringing together 112 grammes of silicate of soda, 67'2

grammes of dry hydrochloric acid, and I litre of water,

and dialysing for four days, a solution containing 4'9 per

cent, of silicic anhydride remains upon the dialyser ; the

chloride of sodium and excess of hydrochloric acid having
diffused away. This solution becomes pectous somewhat
rapidly, forming a solid jelly which dries in air into a

glassy, lustrous hydrate. A solution containing o'5 per

cent, of silicic anhydride remains permanently limpid.

The minutest trace of a soluble carbonate, or a bubble

of carbonic acid, causes a solution of silica to gelatinise

rapidly. Professor Church has shown the importance of

this fact in the formation of siliceous pscudomorphs of

corals. By passing water containing o'i5 per cent, of

silica, dissolved carbonic acid, and air, over the coral, he
replaced the carbonate of lime by hydrated silica.

In the Trevascus stalactite under consideration, pro-

bably the opaque thread was originally carbonate of lime.

The carbonate would have arrested and gelatinised the

silica, the covering thus produced affording a colloid sep-

tum for the difi'using away of ci'j'slalloid salts.

This view is supported by the vesicular junction with the

chalcedonic layer, as the escape of carbonic acid would pro-

bably have produced bubbles in the yielding jelly. Whether
this be so or not, it is easy to convert stalactites of arra-

gonite into siliceous pscudomorphs that present a close

resemblance to the natural mineral.

W. Chandler Roberts

THE SHARPEY PHYSIOLOGICAL
SCHOLARSHIP

WE are most pleased to report that the movement for

the estabhshment of a " Sharpey Physiological

Scholarship" at University College, in honour of Prof.

Sharpey, is meeting with all the success that it deserves.

Already, by the more or less private eftorts of the
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secretaries and other members of the committee, a sum
of ^1,500 has been subscribed : much more, however,

will be required in order to carry out the wishes of the

promoters of the " Sharpey Memorial " scheme.

Having held his present professorship since 1S36, Dr.

Sharpey is well known to, and as thoroughly esteemed

by, a very large number of old students, who have not only

e.xpcricnccd the benefit of his clear, logical, and thorough

method of teaching, but have felt the genial influence of

his kindly sympathy, and the value of that breadth and
soundness of judgment for which he is so remarkable. The
large majority of his old and present students will now
doubtless be delighted to take part in a movement des-

tined to do honour to their favourite professor ; and we
believe that many of those who have been associated with

Dr. Sharpey in his various official capacities in connection

with science and education will also gladly avail them-
selves of this opportunity of testifying to their high appre-

ciation of the valuable services which he has performed in

both these capacities, and also of bearing witness to the

strong feelings of personal regard with which he has

inspired them.
The proposed memorial is of a nature likely to be

peculiarly gratifying to Dr. .Sharpey. The future " Sharpey
Physiological Schol.ar" is destined to work in the Physio-

logical Laboratory of the College, in the practical depart-

ments of the science ; and successive students who may
obtain this honourable distinction will, it is hoped, come
for some time under the immediate supervision of Dr.

Sharpey himself The Professor has most liberally offered

to present to the College his anatomical and physiological

library, consisting of the best works of the older anatomists,

a useful series of foreign scientific periodicals, and a large

number of monographs by some of the most active and
learned observers of modern times. It is proposed to

place these books in a new class-room for practical physi-

ology, which is about to be fitted up under the name of

the "Sharpey Physiological Laboratory and Library;"
and which, as part of the memorial, is to be adorned by a

portrait of the man to whom the subscribers wish to do
honour now, and whose memory they desire to perpetuate

in the future. If the amount of the " Memorial Fund " is

sufficient, it is also proposed that a bust of Dr. Sharpey
should be e.xecuted for presentation to the College. The
plan seems an excellent one, combining as it does the feature

of being a thorough personal tribute of the most gratifying

nature to Dr. Sharpey, destined to convey to successive

generations of students a notion of the high estimation

in which his services in the cause of science and educa-
tion were regarded by his contemporaries, whilst it is also

a movement likely to result in the further extension of

that branch of science to which he has himself principally

contributed. It is hoped that the study of practical

physiology will thus be helped on more than it has
hitherto been in this country, and that in time a school of

practical physiology—the precursor of many others—may
be established, equal to any of the now celebrated conti-

nental schools. It is expected that many of the fellows of

the Royal Society and of other scientific bodies will gladly

take this opportunity of doing honour to a man whom they

all esteem so highly, and for whom so many entertain

warm feelings of personal regard. We are glad to find

that several of the foremost amongst them have already

given evidences of substantial co-operation, and we trust

that many others will follow their example.

THE ISTHMIAN WA Y TO INDIA
'"pHE Canal has been opened. The flotilla, with its

-' noble, royal, imperial, and scientific freight, has
progressed along the new-made way from sea to sea.

From Port Said, that new town between the sea and the
wilderness, with its ten thousand inhabitants, and acres of

workshops and building-yards, and busy steam-engines,

the naval train floated through sandy wastes, across lakes

of sludge and lakes of water filled from the Salt Sea; past

levels where a few palm-trees adorn the scorched land-

scape
;
past hill-slopes on which the tamarisk waves its

thready arms
;
past swamps where flocks of flamingoes,

pelicans, and spoonbills, disturbed by the unwonted spec-

tacle, sent up discordant cries ; through deep excavations

of hard sand or rock ; across the low flat of the Suez
lagoons, where Biblical topographers have searched for

the track of the children of Israel ; and so to the " red"
waters of the great Gulf of Arabia. The flotilla has done
its work : the Canal has been opened ; and the distance

by water to India is now 8,000 miles, instead of the 15,000

miles by the old route round the Cape of Good Hope.
It is a great achievement. So great, that we need not

wonder that the capital of 8,000,000/. sterling with which
it was commenced in 1859 was all expended, and as much
more required, before the work was half accomplished.

And perhaps we ought not to be too much overcome with

pity fo'r the 20,000 unlucky Egyptians—natives of the

house of bondage—pressed every month up to the year

1863 by their paternal Government to labour, wherever
required, along the line of excavations. How persistent

are Oriental customs ! Here we have in modern days

—

the days of power-looms, of steam printing-presses, and
under-sea telegraphs—a touch of the old tyranny, the

taskmasters and the groanings, associated in our memo-
ries with the ver)' earliest of Egyptian history.

The length of the Canal is one hundred miles, and the

depth, as the French engineers inform us, is to be every-

where twenty-eight feet, so as to admit of the passage of

large vessels. It must not be supposed that an excavation

of the depth above mentioned has been dug all across the

Isthmus, for the level of the country is, for the most part,

below that of the Mediterranean ; consequently, miles of

banks have been thrown up across the lowest tracts to

form a channel for the water. In looking at a section of

the w-hole route from Said to Suez—seventy-five miles in

a direct line from sea to sea—the great extent of depres-

sion is well seen. In Lake Timsah it is about eighteen

feet ; in the Bitter Lakes, which stretch to a length of

twenty-five miles, it is in places twenty-six feet. On
the other hand, the elevations, though comparatively few,

are somewhat formidable of aspect, particularly at El
Guier and at Chalouf. The more this section is studied,

the more forcible becomes the impression on the mind
that a strait thickly studded with islands, as Behring's

Strait, once separated Asia and Africa, and that by the

drift from the Nile and the desert the sea has been filled

up around the islands, with the exception of the lake

depressions, until the present Isthmus w-as formed.

Hence the difterence of soil. The islands rising boldly

up : EI Guier, ten miles long, layers of sand and hard
clay ; Serapeum, three miles long, a kind of shelly lime-

stone ; and Chalouf, six miles long, composed of hard
clay, sandstone rock, and conglomerate, the severest part

of the excavation. Geologists have remarked upon the

fact that the fossils found in the Chalouf ridge are identical

with those of the London basin and the hill of Mont-
martre, whereby we learn that parts of Egj'pt, France,
and England are of the same age.

The mountains of Abyssinia are every year diminished
in size and height by the enormous periodical rains which
wash down millions of cubic feet of mud and clay into the

Nile. Vast clouds of sand are blown into the great river

in its long course through the deserts ; and these

transported matters, caught by the strong current setting

in from the Straits of Gibraltar, have been drifted to the

eastward during immemorial ages, with consequences
which are well known to those who have studied the

geography and geology of the Isthmus. Such a trans-

formation will be recognised as one of the ordinary
operations of nature, when we remember that in 4,150
)'ears the valley of the Nile has been raised eleven feet by
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deposits from the periodical floods, and that the land of

Egypt is supposed to have been at one time a gulf stretching

from the Mediterranean towards the Mountains of the

Moon, but which became silted up by slow accumulations.

We may now form a clear notion of the region through
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which the Canal has been cut. A low, sandy shore is

generally washed by a shallow sea. At Southend the pier

extends for a mile and a cjuartcr into the sea before

meeting depth enough for an ordinary steamer ; and the

long piers at Lowestoft and other places on our eastern

coast present themselves as illustrations in point. So

shallow is the sea off Port Said, that the mouth of the
harbour had to be commenced two miles from the shore,

for there only did the required depth of twenty-six feet of
water begin. Less than this will keep out vessels of the

largest class. The western pier, the one against which
the whole weight of the powerful current falls, projects

more than two miles into the sea ; the one to the east is

half a mile shorter. These breakwaters have been built

up of concrete blocks weighing twenty tons each, made on
the spot from the sand dredged out of the harbour mixed
with hydraulic lime brought from Marseilles. Spaces
were left between the blocks to be filled up by the seadrift

;

but though there have been great deposits of sand and
mud outside the breakwater, the filling up of the gaps has
not been so speedy as was anticipated, and heaps of sand
which drifted through have had to be dredged out again.

Of course, while money for payment is forthcoming, any
number of dredging-machines may be employed ; but can
that process be depended on when enthusiasm shall have
evaporated, and there is nothing but the prosaic work of

letting ships in or out to animate the promoters ? Will it

always be possible to prevent the formation of such soft

banks as that on which the " Prince Consort " and the
" Royal Oak " grounded on their arrival to take part in

the opening of the Canal ?

There is something instructive in the operations which
have so diligently been carried on at the mouth of the

Tyne, where a passage through the bar is essential. To
maintain this passage, eighteen feet deep only, more than
four million tons of sand must be dredged out every year.

This has been going on for ten years or more, and the

channel is not yet secure.

Not only the harbour of Port Said, but the greater part

of the Canal itself, has been formed by dredging; and this,

in soft ground or through the sludge of Lake Menzaleh,
was comparati\'ely easy work. The mud raised from the

bottom was spread along each margin of the newly-

scooped-out channel ; but it would not stay there, and
for a time the prospect of maintaining an open channel
seemed as hopeless as George Stephenson's first attempt

to carry the Liverpool and Manchester railway across

Chat Moss. No sooner \vas the Menzaleh mud deposited

in its new position, than it either slipped back into its

former bed, or squeezed the soft soil on which it lay into

the channel. The dredgers were in despair over a task in

which no progress could be made, until one day one of

the labourers showed that if, instead of great heaps, a thin

layer of the mud were spread and left to harden in the

sun, it would not slip back. So layer by layer the mud
was spread, the banks were built up, and a way for the

Canal was opened through such slime as was used in

ancient days for the making of bricks.

In the hard ground the " bondagers" dug with pick and
spade, and carried away the loosened soil in baskets.

But when they were supplemented by European labourers,

powerful excavating machinery was employed, and the

line of works presented as busy a spectacle as an English

railway in course of construction, or the main drainage

works in their progress towards Barking Creek across the

Essex marshes. The slopes of the cuttings were alive

with labourers and machines, by which the excavated

earth was lifted and run off to a distance. The power of

the digging-machines may be judged of from the fact that

some of them could dig out 80,000 cubic metres of soil

every month, and that on one occasion the quantity was
120,000. A dozen or two of machines working at this

rate would soon make a big gap through the high grounds

before them.
The lakes of water on the Isthmus may be regarded as

Nature's contribution towards the success of the Canal
;

for in them the only labour required is to dredge a channel

which will give a depth of twenty-eight feet. Moreover,

they may be used as ports. This is especially the case with

Lake Timsah, on the shore of which stands the newly-built
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town of Ismailia, the half-way stopping place for travellers

on the Canal. Here anchored the flotilla during the pro-

gress of the opening, and the dark-skinned children of the

Prophet were seen mingled with throngs of fair-com-

plexioned Giaours in friendly rejoicings.

Ismailia is an important place, for it is the pumping-
station of the fresh-water canal which was first made in

order to supply the thousands of labourers with drink,

and water for their works. On this pumping-station all

the country between Lake Timsah and Port Said depends
for its supplies of the precious element.

The hollow of the IJitter Lakes, six miles wide in the

widest part, is believed to have been at one time con-

nected with the Red Sea. The level of the water in

these lakes has been brought up to that of the sea by a
re-opening of the connection. In March of the present

year, all preparations being complete, the water was
admitted, and a great stream, pouring in from the Mediter-

ranean and from the Red Sea, gradually rose upon the

arid saline slopes of the deep and desolate basin. For
some weeks the flow went on, until, as was estimated, two
thousand million cubic metres of water had flowed in, and
the level was established. The area of the lakes will be
largely increased by this contribution from the two seas

;

and it will be interesting to watch whether in connection
with the two canals—the salt-water and fresh-water—any
modification of the climate of the Isthmus may be pro-

duced. Much has been said, too, about the loss that will

take place by evaporation under the sun of Egypt : the

amount is so great as to be almost incredible. This loss

will have to be jirovided for ; as also the effect of blowing
sands, which will accelerate the tendency of the bottom to

grow towards the surface, always observable in canals.

Up to the last moment predictions from various

quarters have been heard that no big ships would ever

effect the passage of the canal. But while we write these

lines, telegrams from the East inform us that L'Aiglf,

the French yacht, with her Majesty the Empress on
board, had got through, and was anchored in the Red
Sea. From the same source we learn that the Peninsular

and Oriental steamer Delta, drawing I5?r feet of water,

had arrived at Ismailia from Port Said, but had touched
ground a few times on the way. The Egyptian vessel

Lnttif attempted the passage, but for want of sufficient

depth had to return ; difficulties occurred with other

vessels, and the banks of the Canal were much damaged.
But the Khe'dive has invested M. de Lesseps with the

Grand Cross of the Order of the OsmanIi, and the

Emperor Napoleon has appointed him to the rank of

Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour. We may there-

fore hope for the best in all that appertains to the Suez
Canal, and that foreigners will believe that Englishmen
are too ready to admire good work to feel jealous of the

energetic hearts by whom it has been accomplished.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editur does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents.

^

The Meteor of November 6th

Meteors being in season just now, all facts respecting them
will, I presume, be acceptable. The public have lately been
treated lo a great number of letters in newspapers descriptive of

the remarkable meteor of Saturday, November Gth—perhaps I

should rather say a instead of the remarkable meteor, because,

from the discrepancies as to the time of the appearance and the

differences in the description, I am inclined to believe that more
than one meteor of unusual splendour was seen on that evening.

I need hardly say how important it is to have observations of the

visual direction uf these boilies as viewed from stations witlciy

separated from each other, because it is only observations of tliis

kind which can afford data for judging of tlie distance of a
meteor. In the hope of contributing infoiTnation which may
assist in clearing up this interesting question, I venture to add
another letter to the many which have already appeared.

At five minutes before seven on Saturday evening, November
6th, wliile talking with my back towards the south, near the

village of Rothbury in Northumberland, I was startled by a

brilliant liglit behind me, and on turning I saw a magnificent

meteor descending from tlie eastward at an angle of about 45° to

tlie southern horizon. Its colour was a bluish-white, and it left

a train which looked exactly like that of a large rocket, but

which did not remain visilale to my view for more than about

fifteen seconds. The meteor did not appear to me to burst,

although pieces seemed to separate from it before it expired.

At the moment of extinction it was about \z° or 14° above the

horizon, and its direction was then S.S.W. lam quite sure as

to the time of the occurrence to within a minute, because,

although I could not see to read my watch at the moment—

a

clironometer on which I can depend, and which I know was right

—I hastened to the nearest light, about four hundred yards distant,

where I ascertained that the time was one minute lo seven,

which, allowing about four minutes for walking the four hundred
yards, would make the time of the ai)pearance five minutes to

seven. So far as I have seen, there is but one describer of this

meteor whose record of the time exactly agrees with mine, and
as it is incredible that two such unusual meteors should occur

in the same minute, it is almost absolutely certain that he and I

saw the same. My co-observer was the writer of a letter in

the limes, signed J. A. Cayley, dated from the neii^hbourhood of

LristuI, where he witnessed the pJienomenon at a distance of two
luuidred and sixty miles from where I saw it in Northumberland.

As viewed by Iiim, it appeared to descend from the zenith to

about 20° above the western horizon, while I, as already stated,

saw it in tlie south. His description of the meteor differs from
mine only in regard to the train, v.'luch is described as continumg
visible to him for fifteen minutes, a difference whicli may be
attributed to its being nearer and more overhead to him tlian

to me.
I \\ ill not hazard even an ajiproximate calculation of distance

from the data I have given, but I confess my inability to

reconcile the different angles under which this object was
seen at opposite ends of a basedine having Bristol at one
end and Rothbury at the other, witli the supposition tliat its

height did not exceed that whicli is ordinarily assigned to the

atmosphere. At all events, if the atmosphere exists at the

height of this meteor, it will be^more attenuated than in the

exhausted receiver of the most perfect air-pump, and it is

difficult to conceive how air so rarefied can so oppose the flight

of a solid body as to produce the intense ignition exhibited in a

meteor. Yet it seems impossible lo attribute the incandescence

of these bodies to any other cause than the resistance opposed by
the atmosphere to their prodigious velocity.

W. G. Ar.mstron'G
Newcaslle-on-Tyne, Nov. 22, 1S69

Lectures to Ladies

No one can apjireciate more heartily than I do the excellent

article on " Lectures to Ladies" which appeared in Nature
No. II. ; but I feel far from sanguine of success attending the

efforts there referred to. If we put aside the impulse of dilet-

tantism and the spirit of rivalry as against men, there will, let us

hope, be left a very fair residue in tlie shape of love of learning,

for learning's sake, as a reason for attendance ; and it is only this

pure love of learning which can make such lectures in the long run
successful. It cannot, however, be such a love which brings lo the

lectures of the University College Professors, Lady Barbara, who
sneers aloud when the lecturer wisely lays a sure foundation of
elementary facts and ideas ; or which carries to South Kensington
the Hon. Miss Henrietta, who tosses her head when she finds

the great Mr. Huxley paddling about in that common river the

Thames, and treating his audience as if they were little girls at

the Finsbury Institution.

I very much fear that the Lady Barbaras of the present gene-
ration are beyond redemption, and that many earnest men are

wasting their strength in trying to win the minds of intellectual

coquettes.

Tliere is an order of women, however, having in their number,
as I know full well, some of the brightest and best of the women
of England, to whom such lectures would be as manna in the
wilderness. To women struggling, as many of us are, to get their

daily bread by the hard task of teaching, and in the struggle

getting glimpses of the sweetness and the light of real knowledge,
the chance of listening to real teachers would be an inestimable

boon. These are the women to whom, it must lie remembered,
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the early training of nmiiy children is entrusted ; and if our
children arc to be properly trained, the teachers must" first of all

be faithfully taught.

Nearly all these women arefractlcally shut outfrom the lectures

both at South Kensington and University College^ because none of
the lectures are gi:'en in the CT'ening.

At University Collef;e they don't pretend to care for such an
audience. At South Kensington something is said about those

engaged in teaching ; a mere mockery; for how can any one
who is hard at work all day go to a lecture in the forenoon ?

I trust, Sir, you will use your already powerful voice in urging,

especially on our scientific "teachers, the—to me it seems—great

duty before tliem to help those who need and cry for help the

most. JI.

NOTES
The three annual medals of the Royal .Society have been

awarded thus : The Copley Medal goes to M. Rcgnault, one of

the first among the many living French physicists and chemists :

one of the Royal Medals has been conferred on Dr. Matthiessen,

distinguished for his chemical and physical researches ; while

Sir Thomas Maclear, the Cape astronomer, with whose valuable

contributions to science all are doubtless familiar, carries off the

other. The medals will be presented on th.e 30th instant, at

the annual meeting of the Society.

We hear that Dr. Balfour Stewart, F. R.S., so well known
for his many scientific researches, has resigned the appointment

which he held under [the Meteorological Committee. As the

arrangements between the Meteorological and the Kew Com-
mittees are not well understood, we may mention that the exact

appointinent resigned is that of Secretary to the Committee, and

Director of their Central Obsen'ator)'.

All anxiety regarding the fate of Dr. Li\ingstone is, we are

rejoiced to say, at an end. From a recent telegr.am we Icani that

in May last he was at Ujiji, on the east coast of Lake Tanganyika,

in lat. 5° S. To this place his supplies liad been sent. Burton

gives the distance from the coast as 540 geogi"aphical miles,

increased by the winding route pursued to 950 miles, occupying

150 days' march. It is the great mart for slaves and ivory and

palm oil, and the most fertile place in that portion of Africa.

The fair season lasts from May to September. While on this

subject we would mention that the map which appeared in our

last issue was drawn by the author of the paper, and did not

emanate ofiicially, as our expression might seem to indicate,

from the Royal Geographical Society.

The following is an extract from a letter addressed by Mr. Lyon
Playfair, RLP., to the honorary secretary of the City of London
Middle-class .School :

—
" As part of your freehold I obsen-ed some

inferior houses the site of which would be admirable for chemical

laboratories and scientific museums in relation to commerce. I

should like to see built upon this site a building suited for these

purposes, open to the school during the day, and to the working

classes in the evening. No boy \\\\\i such advantages need leave

the upper classes of the school without being able to examine the

various kinds of merchandise Avhich he will meet with in his

occupations, so far, at least, as would enable him to test chemically

their relative excellences, or detect their adulterations. No boy

need then leave the school without having had his physical and

political geography copiously illustrated by objects of natural

history, in their relation to the imports and exports, upon which

the prosperity of the country so largely depends. The cost and

maintenance of such a building as that indicated may be estimated

at a sum of from 12,000/. to 15,000/. But what would this sum
be to the great London corporations, which, by their recent

public meeting, have shown their anxiety to co-operate in the

advancement of technical education ? Abroad we see much larger

sums spent in the erection of mere chemical laboratories to

advance the industrial education of the people, Berlin and Bonn

have recently erected them at the expense of 50,000/. each, and
Leipsic, I understand, at a cost of about 30,000/. The much
smaller sum that I have indicated as sufficient for your wants

might be subscribed in a single day by such wealthy corporations

as the Goldsmiths', Grocers', Mercers', Haberdasliers', Fish-

mongers', Drapers', Skinners', Merchant Taylors', Clothworkers',

and Salters' Companies, and otliers with which you must be more
familiar than myself. They have expressed themselves zealous

and willing, and I am sure could not engage in a more profitable

expenditure." Here is a fair challenge, which we hope will be
fairly met. The benefit which would result from adopting

Mr. Playfair's suggestion is simply incalculable.

At the Meeting of the French Academy of Sciences on the

15th inst., M. des Cloiseaiix was elected a member of the

Section of Mineralogy and Geology, in the place of the Vicomte
d'Archiac.

The volume of the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society

about to be issued will consist of Lieut.-Col. Tennant's Report

on the Total Eclipse of the Sun of August 17-18, 1868. It will

be copiously illustrated with engravings of the various phases of

the Eclipse. The volume owes much to the scrupulous care with

which Mr. Warren de la Rue, in the author's absence, has

superintended its printing and the enlargement of the photographs.

The American Government evince a great liberality in the

encouragement they afford to scientific publications. It was thus

that Dr. George Engelmann was enabled to produce the 72
e.\quisite plates which illustrate his paper on " The Cactacea^ of

the Mexican Boundary .Survey," a district which contains at least

one-tenth of all the known species of cactus. There is another

recent instance. Until 1867, the physical geogi'aphy of the

Californian peninsula may be said to have been unknown. In that

year Mr. J. Ross Browne, Mr. W. M. Gabb, of the Geological

Survey, and Dr. Von Lohr, of the School of Mines, Freiburg,

made a scientific reconnaissance, with a corps of assistants, through-

out the whole length of the peninsula. The account of their re-

searches forms a valuable contribution to geographical knowledge,

and will be found in Mr. Ross Browne's " Official Report on the

Mineral Resources of the United States for 1S68. " The first

correct map of the district, almost the whole of which was

purchased cheap from Juarez by an American venture, the

Californian Land Company, at a time when it was probable that

Maximilian would be successful, was compiled from the labours

of this party.

The first meeting of the Oxford Ashmolean Society for the

present Term will be held on Monday next, when a communica-

tion will be made to the society by Professor Lawson, " On the

Nature of Chlorophyll, and the changes it undergoes." Mr.

Heathcote WyndJiam will explain also a modification of Galton's

Altazimuth for Geological Surveying. Certain specimens recently

added to the University collections will be exhibited at the meeting.

We extract the following from the letter of a correspondent in

Algeria:—"I was on the point of starting for Grand Kabylie,

with the view of searching for ferns, &c., when one of those

hon'id tempests came on for which the N.W. point of the

compass liere is celebrated. It did great damage, and its effects

at Oran were most disastrous. The magnificent new harbour

recently finished there has been swept away as completely as a

child's castle of cards, and, like the Temple of Jerusalem, not one

stone stands on another. Great efforts were made to preserve it;

the General Commanding the Provinces went down and sat before

the waves in a chair, like Canute, with all the material of the

engineer department, in the way of chains and tackle, around

him. Sa Grandeur the Bishop came next, w-ith bell, book, and

candle, and blessed the sea ; next came the Mahomedan Mufti

with his Koran ; but the waves laughed at them all, and toppled

over the immense masses of concrete of which the breakwater

was formed, like ninepins."
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We have received the following from our Dublin Corre-

spondent :—The newly-appointed Professor of Geology at Trinity

College, Dublin—Dr. Macalister—commenced a course of lec-

tures on the In\-ertebrates last week. Referring in his introduc-

tory lecture to the researches of Pouchet, Pasteur, Massalongo,

and others, on spontaneous generation, he seemed to regard the

proofs of its existence as now fully established. The exami-

nalion for the Natural and Experimental Moderatorship has

just been concluded : the gold medals were awarded to Lloyd,

West, and Wilson, and the silver medals to CoUes, Tweedy,

Hart, Rainsford, Abridge, and Maclvor. The subjects selected

by the first gold medallist were chemistry, botany, zoology,

and palaeontology. The librarianship vacant by the death of

the Rev. Dr. Todd has not yet been filled. The candidates are

the Rev. Dr. Dickson, F.T.C.D., and the Rev. Dr.|Reeves.

The former is perhaps the more popular candidate, as, in spite

of the high position held by Dr. Reeves as an archaeologist,

it is felt desiraljle that the librarian of so important a library

should take as great if not a greater interest in modem than

in ancient books. The University of Dublin has established

Examinations for Women. Two examinations will be held

annually, one for senior, the other for junior candidates. The
examination for junior candidates will be open to all who are

above 15 and under iS years of age ; the examination^ for senior

candidates to all who are above iS years of age. A committee,

nominated by the board of Trinity College, will appoint examiners,

determine the times, places, and subjects of examination, and

make an annual report to the board. The senior lecturer of

Trinity College will exercise a general supervision over the

conduct of all the examinations. Examinations will be held at

any place where a ladies' superintending committee shall be

constituted, and at least twenty candidates guaranteed to present

themselves. An examiner will be sent to each place, who, in

conjunction with the Ladies' Committee, will arrange the details

of the examination. Every candidate presenting herself for exami-

nation will be required to pay a fee of twenty shillings, together

with the local fee, the amount of which is to be determined by
the local committee. No class lists will be published ; but, after

each examination, notice of the result will be sent to the home of

each candidate. Special excellence in any subject will be notified

on the certificate. For a certificate of honour, superior answering

in the compulsory and two optional subjects will be required.

The first examination will be held at some time between the 25th

of March and the 15th of April, 1870. Further inforaiation can
be obtained by application to the senior lecturer, Trinity College,

or to the secretaries of the ladies' local committees. No head of

any educational establishment is to be a member of a Ladies'

Committee.

The Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia have sent

out the third part of Vol. VI. of their "Journal," a handsome
imperial quarto which affords dimensions for ample illustrations.

The part contains two papers—on the Distribution of Freshwater
Fishes in the Alleghany Region of South Western Virginia, by
Mr. E. D, Cope ; and on shells, Unionida:, Melindre, &c., by the

veteran Isaac Lea. The plates, numerous and well-executed,

particularly the coloured representations of the fishes, exemplify

at once the interest taken by the Academy in Natural History,

and the painstaking of American artists. This large book is

accompanied by the volume of " Proceedings " for 1S68, in which
we find papers and notices on more than fifty different subjects ;

and we gather from the annual report at the end of the volume,
that the citizens of Philadelphia as well as the naturalists ap-

preciate natural history, for during the year they visited the

Academy's Museum to the number of 65,769 persons,"and they
liave contributed 100,000 dollars towards the cost of a new
building for the accommodation of the Academy and their collec-

tions. The library contains nearly 22,000 volumes, and, in

common with the natural history collections, is continually in-

creased by donations. Among those recently acquired were the

large collections made by the Orton expedition to Equador and

the Upper Amazon. We may fitly close this paragraph with a

notice published by the Academy, that " the children of the late

Augustus E. Jessup, wishing to carry out the intention of their

father, pay to the Academy the sum of 480 dollars per annum, to

be used for the support of one or more deserving poor young man
or men, who may desire to devote the whole of his or their time

and energies to the study of any of the Natural Sciences."

M. Elie de Be.\ujiont has been elected vice-president of

the College Franjais for the year 1869-70. M. Bastien has been

appointed assistant naturalist to the chair of Pharmacy in the

same institution in place of M. Pouchet.

The chair of Geology and Mineralogyof the Faculty of Sciences

at Lyons is vacant ; also lliat of Chemical Toxicology at the £cole

Superieure of Paris.

Our American friends intend holding an International

Exhibition at New York in 1871.

Another edition of Hirt's Atlas of the three kingdoms of

nature has been issued m commemoration of the Humboldt

centenary.

B.^RON Clans von der Decken's Travels in East Africa has

reached the third volume. The entire work, most exhaustive as

it is in every particular, is expected to be complete in a year.

We are promised shortly "the Scientific Results of a Journey

in Brazil, " which contain Professor L. Agassiz's observations on

the natural history, and an account of Mr. F. Hart's examina-

tions of the physical geography and geology, of the region

traversed by the well-known recent exploring expedition.

A GE0GRArHic.\L congress is to be held at Anvers, in August,

1S70.

We believe that Mr. Charles Hamilton, well-known as the

author of a work on Hunting in Southern Africa, and by his

travels in Brazil, is about to undertake a scientific exploration of

the Red River, and some of the Hudson Bay settlements, with a

view to promote our knowledge of the zoology of the district.

We have received from Mr. Browning four stereograms of the

planet Mars ; a chart of Mars on Mercator's projection ; and de-

scriptive remarks on the stereograms by Mr. Proctor—and very

interesting they all are. We are glad that Mr. Proctor, who seems

determined to become the chartographer of astronomy, has taken

Mars under his wing, and with Mr. Browning's aid, has brought

a discussion of all the observations of modern astronomers—the

lamented Dawes being first and foremost among theur—to such a

beautiful and practical ending.

The third fasciculus of the second volume'of the "Archives du

Musee Teyler" has just been published at Haarlem, in the same

handsome style as the former parts. It contains papers, all by

Dr. Van der AN'illigen, on subjects of much importance at present

in optical and chemical science, as may be seen in the following

list:—Sur la refraction du quartz et du spath d'Islande; Sur la

refraction et la dispersion du flint-glass et du crown-glass ; Les

indices de refraction des melanges d'alcool et d'eau, et des me-

langes de glycerine et d'eau ; Les indices de refraction de la ben-

zine; Les indices de refraction des dissolutions des chlorures de

calcium, de sodium, d'ammonium, et de zinc, &c. Many of the

results are given in a tabulated form which facihtatcs reference.

We understand that Mr. B. Loewy, well known from his

connection with the Kew sim-observations, is engaged in pub-

lishing a collection of problems in physical science, with their

solutions, which will embrace all branches generally required for

the various public e.\anrinations of our Universities.
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ASTRONOMY
Kirkwood on the Origin of Comets

The recent important investigations of Hoek on the origin of

comets may be said to have opened out quite a new field of

astronomical research of the highest importance. We are glad,

therefore, to lay before our readers an abstract of a continuation

of tlie work which we owe to Professor Kirkwood, who has

communicated it to SUliinans' 'Journal. Professor Kirkwood
has dealt with the comets 1812, i. and 1S46, iv.

Tlio wonderful similarity of the elements of these, except in

the longitude of the ascending node, is very remarkable. It is

also noticeable that the longitude of the dcsanJiiig node of the

latter is very nearly coincident with that of the ascending node of

the former. These remarkable coincidences are jiresented to the

eye in the following diagram, where the dotted ellipse represents

the orbit of the comet of 1S12, and the continuous curve, that of

the comet of 1S46.

-^0-

Dr. Kirkwood remarks ;—
"It is infinitely improbable that these coincidences should be

accidental : they jjoint, undoubtedly, to a common origin of the

two bodies." And adds :

—

"The theory of comets now generally accepted is that they enter

the solar system ab extra, move in parabolas or hyperbolas around
the sun, and, if undisturbed by the planets, pass off beyond the

limits of our system to be seen no more. If in their motion,

liowcver, they approacli veiy near any of the larger planets, tlieir

diiection is changed Ijy planetary perturbations ; their orbits

being sonietinres traubforined into ellipses. The new orbits of

such bodies would pass very nearly through the points at which
their greatest perturbation occurred : and accordingly we find

that the aphelia of a large proportion of the periodic comets are

near tlie orbits of the major planets. 'I admit,' says M. Iloek,
' that the orbits of comets are l)y nature parabolas or hyperbolas,

and that in llie cases when elliptical orbits are met with, these

are occasioned by planetary attractions, or derive their character

from the uncertainty of our observations. To allow the contrary

\v ould be to admit some comets as permanent members of our
planetary system, to which they ought to have belonged since its

origin, and so to assert the simultaneous birth of that system and
of these comets. As for me, I attribute to these a primitive

wandering character. Travelling through space they move from
one star to another in order to leave it again, provided they do
not meet any obstacle that may force them to remain in its

vicinity, yucli an obstacle was Jupiter, in the neighbourhood of

our sun, for the comets of Lexell and Brorsen, and probably for

the greater part of periodical comets ; the other part of which
may be indebted for their elliptical orbits to the attractions of
Saturn and the remaining planets.

" ' Generally, then, comets come to us from some star or other.

The attraction of our sun modifies their orbit, as had been done
already by each star through whose sphere of attraction they had
passed. We can put the question if they come as single bodies
or united in systems. This is the point I have undertaken to

investigate. Since some time already I had felt the truth of the
following thesis ;

—

" ' There are systems of comets in space that are broken up by the

attraction of our sun, and luluise members attain, as isolated bodies,

the vicinity of the Earth during a course of scoeral years.'
"In the researches here referred to it has been shown by M.

Hoek that the comets of 1S60 iii., 1863 i., and 1863 vi.,

formed a gi'oup in space previous to their entrance into our
system. The same fact has also been demonstrated in regard to

other comets which need not here be specified. Now, the comets
of 1S12 and 1846, iv. have their aphelions very near the orbit of
Neptune, and hence the original parabolas in which they moved
were probably transformed into ellipses by the perturbations of
that planet. Before entering the solar domain they were doubt-
less members of a cometary system. Passing Neptime near the
same time, and at some distance from each other, their different

relative positions with regard to the disturbing body may account
for tlie slight differences in the elements of their orbits.

" .4t U'hat epoch did they enter the solar system '! The mean be-

tween the longitudes of the aphelia of tlie two comets is 271° 41'.

Neptune had this longitude in 1775 ; the comet of 1S12, in 1777

;

and that of 1846, in i8og. Now, with the known period of
Neptune and tlie periods of the comets as determined by Encke
and Peirce, we find (neglecting perturbations) that

—

Neptune was in longitude 271^ 41' in the year 694 B.C.

The.Cometof 1812 ,, ,, ,, 696 ,,

,, 1846, iv. ,, ,, ,, 696 ,,

It seems, therefore, that the three bodies were very nearly to-

gether about 695 years before the Christian era. It is conse-

quently not improbable that the elliptical form of the two
cometary orbits dates from this epoch.

"

BOTANY
Spectroscopic Examination of Diatoms

The vegetable nature of tlie Diatomacea; is now generally ad-
mitted, but if any further proof were needed we have it in marked
results from the application of the spectroscope. Jlr. H. L. Smith
has been enabled to prove the absolute identity o{ chlorophyll, or

the green endochrome of plants, with diatomin, or the olive yellow
cndochrome of the Diatomace^. The spectrum-microscope used
was made by Browning, of Lon don. Mr. Smith states that it

is not at all difficult to obtain a characteristic spectrum from a
living diatom, and to compare it directly with that of a desmid,

or other plant. From about fifty comparisons of spectra, he
concludes tiiat the spectrum of chlorophyll is identical with that

of diatomin. The spectrum in question is a characteristic one,

and is figured below.

A very black, narrowish band in the extreme red, reading at the

lower edge, which appears to be constant, about \ of Mr. Sorby's

scale, is too characteristic to be mistaken. There are two other

very faint bands, not easily seen, and somewhat more variable in

position. The black band in the red is always present, and is

remarkably constant in the position of its lower edge. In making

comparisons of spectra it is of the utmost importance that the

slit of the spectroscope should be absolutely in the focus of the

achromatic eye lens. If this be not attended to tliere will be a

slight parallax ; and bands really identical in position, e.g., those

of blood (scarlet cruoriiie), will not absolutely correspond when
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two spectra are formed, one from blood on the stage of the

microscope, and the other from the same on the stage of the eye-

piece.

The dark band of the chlorophyll spectrum is slightly variable

in width—and the action of acids and alkalies sometimes causes

a slight displacement, the former raising (moving toward the blue

end) and tlie latter depressing. The endochrome of a diatom

after treatment with acid is green, and the acid, in this case,

produces scarcely any displacement of the band, which may be

observed even in the dark reddish mass of the dead Diatomacene,

almost identical in colour with tlie fen-ous carbonate so often

found in bogs where the larger diatoms are abundant ; and what
is more remarkable is, that the carbonate gives no absorption

bands at all. As a general rule, alcoholic solutions of chlorophyll

and diatomin have the band slightly depressed, reading I to i^

on the interference scale.— [Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts.]

CHEMISTRY
Thallium Salts.— I.

MM. Lamy and Des Cloiseaux have resumed the study ol

the principal thallium salts, with the view of ascertaining their

chemical , composition, optical properties, and crystalline form
(Annales de Chimie et de Physique, xvii. 310). Tlie method of

obtaining crystals was that which M. Deville has 'for a consider-

able time been in the habit of employing in his laboratory. A
given substance is placed in contact with water, or some other

solvent, either in a closed or lightly covered vessel, and exposed
to the usual conditions of temperature of an inhabited apartment

;

if these do not suffice, the liquid is heated every day for an hour
to a certain extent. In course of time, even the most micro-

scopic ci^stals, if submitted to this process, become large,

well-formed, and transparent.

The thallium in these salts was determined as iodide ; a com-
pound which from its sparing solubility (especially in water con-

taining a little potassic iodide), as well as on account of its great

specific gravity and crystalline character, is very well adapted to the

purpose. The density of thallous sulphate, I'bSOj, is 6'6o3,*

and its form a right rhomboidal prism, geometrically and
optically isomorphous with amnionic sulphate. Tlie crystals

often appear unsymmetrical, on account of the unequal develop-

ment of the different faces. The optic axes are wide apart

;

and the dispersion of the axes, as obsen'ed in oil, is feeble, with
p<c. To the already knownUhallium alums may be added a

mixed series, having the general fonnula :

(Al,03 . Fe.OjlsSOa -1- (K„0 . TI„0)S03 -^ 24Aq.

Special attention is directed to one of these, which was
obtained accidentally in tlie course of a lixiviation, and had the

formula :

[( Al„03)|(Fe,03)4]3S03 + [(K„0)J (TlX))i] SO3 + 24Aq.

Its colour is slightly yellow, and in solubility it much resembles

potassic alum. After several solutions and recrystallisations, the

whole of the iron is removed, and the following alum appears :

Al,03 . 3SO3 + [(K„0)|(T10)i] SO3 + 24Aq.
Ziiu-ci-thallous sulphate—

TUSOj + ZnSOj + eiljO,

which had already been descrilied by Willm and Werther,
belongs to the oblique rhomboidal prismatic system, and is

geometrically isomorphous with aniiiionio-ferrous sulphate,

potassic magnesio-sulphate &c. (as, indeed, Werther has shown);
but it is optically different from these salts, both in orientation and
in the sign of its acute bisectrix (negative).

Plane .angle of the base 107' 5' 14"

Plane angle of the lateral faces .... 99° 31' 24"

Obliquity of the primitive prisms . . Iu6° 10' 00"

The optic axes lie in the plane of symmetry. There is a strong

proper dispersion with p < v. The iiuliiied dispersion is weak,
and only brought out by a difference in the brightness of the
colours lying at the edges of the hyperbolce of the two systems of
rings. Thallous nityate, TINO3, has the specific gravity 5 '550,

and occurs in right rhomboidal prisms of 125° 52' (the corre-

sponding angle for nitre is I iS° 50'). The plane of the optic axes
is perpendicular to the corresponding plane in potassic nitrate.

The acute bisectrix is negative, and the dispersion of the axes
considerable, with p < v. This salt had been already examined
optically by Miller. In order to prepare thallous carbonate,

* The temperature in tliis and following determinations is not given in the
memoir.

(TI2CO3), a .saturated solution of thallous oxide in alcohol was
exposed to air, in contact with a lamina of thallium. At the end
of six months, very large crystals were obtained. These have
an adamantine lustre, and a specific gravity 7*164; they

belong to the clino-rhombic system, thus agreeing neither with
plumbic, potassic, nor amnionic carbonate. Macles by henii-

tropy round one particular axis, are frequently observed. The
plane of the optic axes is normal to the plane of symmetry, and
almost exactly perpendicular to the base. The acute bisectrix

is negative, and normal to the horizontal diagonal of the base ;

the double refraction energetic. The dispersion of the optic

axes is well marked, with p < v ; while the horizontal dispersion

is, on the contrary, inappreciable. An attempt to prepare other

thallous carbonates did not succeed.

/?;-thallous phosphate—

•

2[TI.HP0.,] . H„0,
is a very soluble salt, anhydrous at 200°, and crystallises in the

rhombic system. Lustre vitreous. Tlie dispersion of the optic

axes is strong, with p > v. J/(;;/£>-thallous phosphate—
TIH.PO^,

is very soluble in water, and readily crystallises in long volumi-

nous needles which were submitted to the gro^^ing process

already described. Density 4723. The crystals may be

referred to a clino-rhonibic prism of 34^ 59', having a base
only slightly sloping towards the lateral faces. Macles by
hemitropy are common, giving rise to a re-entering angle of
176° 32'. The plane of the optic axes is parallel to the horizontal

diagonal of the base. Acute bisectrix negative ; horizontal dis-

persion indistinct ; proper axial dispersion considerable. The
pyrophosphate— TljP„0.,
crystallises in magnificent transparent prisms, soluble in water
with partial decomposition, softened by a heat of 120°, and
having the density 6 786. Its form is an oblique rhomboidal
prism. The crystals are fragile, and have a somewhat adaman-
tine lustre. The plane of the optic axes is normal to that of
symmetry, and almost parallel to the base. While the horizontal

dispersion is but slight, the proper dispersion of the axes is the

gi'eatest hitherto observed, as shown by the following means of
measurements taken in oil and air, determining the apparent
separation of the axes in nir at 24°

:

2E= 125° 48' (red rays) ;
112° 30' (yellow)

;

2E= S9° 47' (green rays)
;
52° 34' (lilue).

The hyJrous pyrophosphate—
TI4PJO7 + 2H2O,

separates from the mother-liquid of its predecessor. It is soluble

in water with but little decomposition ; but it is less stable at

a high temperature than the anhydrous salt, which, on the

other hand, it exceeds in the intensity of its vitreous lustre, its

hardness and cohesion. The plane of the optic axes is normal
to the plane of symmetry : the acute liisectrix negative and per-

pendicular to the horizontal diagonal of the base. Horizontal
dispersion feeble

;
proper dispersion of the axes considerable,

with p < V, The ammoniacal thallous phosphate—
3NH3. H3PO4 + 2NII3. HjTlPO^

is obtained by adding ammonia to the common phosphate,
filtering to remove tri-thallous phosphate, and evaporating the

mother-liquid. The crystals are very soluble in water, and
completely isomorphous with amnionic phosphate. Their figure

is that of a right prism with square base, elongated in the

direction of the vertical axis, and terminated by an octohedron
of 119° 50'. The double refraction is on a negative axis.

E. J. M.

PHYSICS
Pfaundler on the Regelation of Ice

The fact observed by Faraday that two pieces of ice freeze

together when brought into contact has met with various explana-
tions. Helmholtz, for example, assumes that pressure is always
at work in regelation ; hence depression of the fusion jjoint

of the ice, and a cold sufhcient to freeze a small portion of wafer
in another part of the mass. Tyndall, on the other hand, admits
the hypothesis of pressure only where it is actually observable ;

but, in other cases, explains the phenomena by a difference

between the fusion-point inside and at the surface of the ice.

.Schultz has actually verified Tyndall's theory with water from
which the air had been expelled.
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Pfaundler has recently reconsidered this subject, and states the
question as follows :

—" Can a piece of ice, surrounded by water
at 0°, preseiTC its shape if the water undergo no disturbance?"
So far as we know at present, both weight and figure remain
unchanged. Either, then, a part of the ice must melt, or a part
of the water freeze, or both of these phenomena happen together.
.Such alterations involve certain mutations of the amount of heat
contained in tlie surrounding water, or, at least, of the equili-

brium of temperature in different parts of the liquid. New,
Clausius's researches into the constitution of liquids show that,

in the case of individual molecules, such an equilibrium does not
exist. Moreover, the conditions of molecular movement at the
free surface of the ice are evidently different from those lliat are
\\ithin. Hence, the piece of ice must grow, in certain places
and in certain directions, at the expense of other of its parts

;

the increment at one spot corresponding to the decrement at a
difjerent one. Two pieces of ice in contact, or even in close
proximity, are therefore likely to freeze together.

By freezing water in a flask under a pressure of a decimetre of
mercury, solidification was invariably promoted ; and it not un-
frequep.tly took place in a direction which was definitely related

to what may be called a great circle of the flask.

Pressure, however, is not the only source of regelation. Ac-
cording to the author's theoiy, the phenomenon may result from
any molecular disturbance.

PHYSIOLOGY
Coagulation of Blood

Prof. Mantegazza cuts the Gordian knot of the cause of the
coagulation of tlie blood, by attributing it to an action of the
white corpuscles of the blood. Admitting Schmidt's theory
of fibrin being the product of fibrinoplastin and fibrinogen, he
puts forward the idea that normal plasma of the blood contains
fibrinogen only, but that the white corpuscles have the power,
when irritated, of emitting, or we might almost say secreting,

fibrinoplastin, and thus of causing coagulation. The shedding
of blood, any contact with foreign substances, are causes of
irritation to the white blood corpuscles, and hence these things
become in turn causes of coagulation. In support of this theory he
insists on the complete coincidence of the power of coagulation

with the presence of white blood (or lymph) corpuscles ; and on
the fibrinoplastic properties of tissues, such as cornea, &c., which
abound in cells similar at least in nature to wdiite blood
corpuscles.—(Ann. di Chim., July 1869.)

The jfouriial of Anatomy and Physiology, No. 5, November
1S69, contains many valuable papers, e. g. on the Muscles of
the Limbs of the Anteater, &c., by Professor Humphry; on the
Movements of the Chest, by Dr. Arthur Kansome; on the
Chemical Composition of the Nuclei of Blood Corpuscles, by Dr.
Brunton ; an abstract of Mr. E. Ray Lankester's Report on the
Spectroscopic Examination of Animal Substances ; and a long
paper by Dr. T. A. Carter, on the Distal Communication of tile

Blood-vessels with the Lymphatics. The abstracts of Anatomy
and Physiology are still continued with the completeness, ac-

curacy, and critical intelligence which render them the best

things of the kind to be found anywhere. Dr. Moore, the in-

defatigable translator from Dutcli and other unusual tongues,
supplies a translation of a very interesting paper by Engelmann,
on the Periodical Development of Gas in the Protoplasm of
Living ArcelUv. We may congratulate ourselves on the fact

that the journal is able to make its way, in spite of the difficulties

with which in this country Anatomy and Physiology have to

contend.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Geographical Society, November 22.—Sir Roderick
Murchison in the cliair. A paper was read detailing the results

of an exploration of the new course of tlie Hoang-Ho, or Yellow
River, made in 1868, by Mr. Elias, a young merchant of
Shanghai, illustrated by a map, the positions in which had been
carefully laid down from obsei'valions taken by that gentleman.
The Chinese records, which are very copious in relation to this

turbulent river, mention nine changes of its course, dating from
602 B.C. to the last in 1853, during which its outlet has shifted

from 34° to 40° north latitude, the present being the former
mouth of the river Tsa-Tsing, in the Gulf of Pecheli. The gradual

elevation of the bed of the river caused the waters to jircss

against the upper portion of the embankments, and as neither
the dykes were raised, nor the bed deepened, the waters
effected a breacli in 185 1, which was enlarged in the following
year, till in 1853 the wliole stream flowed through the mile-wide
breach, in a nortli and east direction, leaving the old course dry.
From, tliis breach at Lung-Menkau, the river flowed in an
ancient bed for 52 miles, hut from that point a tract 96 miles
long was inundated to a width of 15 miles. Ruined houses, brok^en
bridges in the midst of the waters, and the remains of the banks
of two canals forming the northern and southern channels, and
here and there vast stretches of mud—were all that told
of a once fertile and populous district. The deserted houses
were in many cases silted up to the eaves by the alluvial de-
posit. In the dry season fifteen inches of water were scarcely
found in some places. At Yushan the waters converged into
the bed of the former river, Tsa-Tsing, now usurped by the
Yellow River. The Grand Canal crossed this flooded district,

but its banks have been carried away and its communication to
the north destroyed. Proceeding down, a broken bridge of
seventy arches obstructed the stream it could not span. For
150 miles a fertile and garden-like country was passed through,
to which succeeded a barren treeless waste, except for tlie belt
adjoining the river, which was fertile and cultivated ; the ground,
however, even with the growing crops, and in one place the
town wall, was undermined and carried away piecemeal by the
encroaching river. A barren, marshy tract of reeds, tenanted by
wildfowl, extended for about twenty miles from the sea. This
change of course, has, it is said, cost the Chinese Empire fifty

to sbity millions of its population, the country lying on the old
course having been ruined by the di-ying up of the river, and
that in the new by the floods. The new course is unfit for navi-
gation. Vessels drawing six feet of water might cross the bar,

and proceed with difficulty to Yushan, but none beyond.

—

Captain Sherard Osborn remarked that in 1S18 the Chinese
Censors had called the Imperial attention to the impossi-
bility of effectually controlling the Yellow River ; although the
expense of the maintenance of the dykes had been quintupled.
The maladministration which had resulted in this calamitous
change could not, therefore, be chargeable to British interference

witli China. British engineers, if employed, would soon restrain

the Hoang-Ho within due bounds, and utilise its waters for

navigation and irrigation. The Chinese water-systems were
beginning to be better known, and he hoped that the Upper
Yangtse would soon be opened to our steamers, for every forward
footstep of Englishmen would, he believed, be a blessing to

China.—Mr. Wylie, the first Englishman who saw the results of

the diversion of the river from its course, gave an account of his

crossing the river bed, then become a sandy highroad covered
with passengers, and some particulars of a journey made by him
to the sources of the Han River, in which he identified the pass
described by Marco Polo as the White Horse Pass.

Royal Asiatic Society, November 15.—This was the first

meeting of the Society after the recess. Mr. W. E. Frere
occupied the chair. A paper was read containing an Account
of the Bheel Tribes of the Vindhya and Satpura Ranges, by
Lieut. J. Waterhouse. The writer starts from a popular tradi-

tion among those tribes, according to which the originator of

the Bheel race is said to have been a vicious and deformed son
of Mahadeva, who, on account of his having killed his father's

favourite bull, was sent off to the jungle and uninhabited wastes,

and told to cultivate where he chose. From this tradition, com-
bined with the well-known legend of the Mahabharata and Shrt

Bhagavata, by which the Nishadas are said to have descended
from the Rajput king Vena, Mr. Waterhouse concludes that

the Bheels had originally been settled in Judhpur and Marvar,

but being driven thence by Rajputs, they emigrated southwards

and established themselves in the mountains of Malwa and Can-
deish, in the Vindhya and Satpura ranges, and on the nigged
banks of the Nerbudda and Tapti, where, protected by the

natural conditions of the countiy, they had since dwelt, subsist-

ing partly on their own industiy, but mainly by inroads into the

surrounding plains. Moreover, it was stated in the histoiy of

the princes of Judhpur and Oodeypur, that the Rajputs origin-

ally conquered their country from the Bheels. These are then

divided by the writer into three classes—the Village, the Culti-

vating, and the Mountain Bheels. The first are said to consist

of a few only, who, being scattered over the villages on the

plains, were generally considered as honest and trustworthy, and
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often employed as the vvatclimen of their villages. The Cultivat-

ing Ehecis continued to live peacefully in hamlets under the rule

of their Turvvees, though still preserving traces of a ruder and

wilder state, such as was prevalent among the Mountain Bheels,

who, owing to the difficult nature of the places inhabited by

them, had never been altogether subdued, and subsisted only by

plunder. Notwithstanding these distinctions the Bheels were

one people, and their different tribes intermarried, though with

certain restrictions. Polygamy was the rule with them, and it

was by no means uncommon to fmd men wath four or five wives.

Many children were born, but a large portion died young, owing

]ierhaps, in a gi'eat measure, to the malaria in the jungles, where

fever and diseases of the spleen were common. The writer then

jjroceeds to give a brief description of their dress and arms, their

language and some of their customs. The Bheels are said to be

very vindictive and to keeji up feuds for many years, sometimes

for generations. "Blood for blood" is their general maxim.

The life of a man can, however, be made good to his relatives by
]iayment in kind or money of 120 rupees, or of a woman of

60 rupees. In each community the head Bheel is called Tunvee.

His office is hereditaiy, and the police arrangements of the village

are carried out by him. On tliesuccessionof anyof the Rajputchiefs

it is considered essential the liead Bheel Turwce should make a

mark with his blood on the forehead of the chief, without which

ceremony no succession is considered complete. By the Rajputs

intermarrying with the Bheel women, a race results called Bheel-

alahs, to which most of the chiefs of the Vindhya Bheels belong.

In consequence of their descent from the Rajput conquerors they

obtain superior rank and authority among the Bheels, though, as

is generally the result of a blending of different races, they seem

to combine the viciousncss and roguery of the subdued Bheels

with the arrogance and haughty bearing of the conquering Rajput.

The reading of Mr. Waterhouse's paper was followed by a lively

discussion, in which several of the members present took part,

who, from a residence in the places occupied by the tribes in

question, were aVile to su]>])ly some new and interesting particulars

^^ith regard to tlieir dialect and manners. It was then announced

by the chairman that the next meeting would be held on Monday
the 29th inst.

Royal Horticultural Society. Scienlific Cominitlcc, Nov.
16.—Mr. W. \V. .Saitnilcrs, F.R.S., in the chair. The Rev. M.

J. Berkeley cxhiliited some \A'nInuts, in which the outer rind was
completely blackened anrl shrivelled by frost, the nut in the inte-

rior being unaffected. Mr. Glaisher remarked that during mnfer
the temperature of the atmosphere was usually considerably

warmer at a level of 20— 50ft. above the surface than at a lower

altitude. He expressed his opinion that the peculiar appearances

pre5entcd,by the walnuts were due rather to dryness of the atmo-

sphere than to actual frost. Prof. Ansted called attention to the

effect of wind in blackening the leaves on one side of a tree,

while on the unexposed side they retained their green colour.

The chairman stated that an illustration of this fact might
recently have been seen in Somersetshire, where the trees for a

distance of thirty miles or more were thus affected. Mr. A.
Murray then alluded to a ]5eculiar beetle preying on the foliage of

orchids introduced from widely diverse countries, and pointed out

many interesting facts. Dr. Masters, who spoke on the part

of the sub-committee appointed to watch the progress of

the plants in the experimental ground at Chiswick, exhibi-

ted a series of diagrams, showing in a gi'aphic form the re-

lative degrees of vigour exhibited by the plants at the various

dates of observation, and the fluctuations in the intervals

between them. Similar tables had been px'cpared, showing the

amount of lieat and rainfall tluring the entire period of observation,

and the fluctuations in the intervals between each separate observa-

tion. The most striking results shown in the diagi"ams were as fol-

lows ;—In almost every case the plants in the unmanured boxes

were the least vigorous. The application of purely mineral manures
was productive of little or no result in the case of the grasses,

but was much more effective in promoting vigour in the case of

the clovers. A striking contrast was exhibited in the case of

almost all the twelve separate kinds of plants treated with am-
monia salts, or with nitrate of soda respectively. It was shown
in Dr. Masters' tables that almost invariably when the plants

treated with ammonia salts manifested an increased degree of
vigour, those treated with nitrate of soda showed a correspond-
ing decrease. These contrasle<l fluctuations occurred at a time
when the weather tables showed a high rainfall and a decreased
temperature. Similar antagonistic rc.sults, but manifesting them-

selves at a later period, when the temperature was higher and
the rainfall less, prevailed to a less extent in the boxes manured
with a combination of mineral manures and nitrate of soda, and
of mineral manures and ammonia respectively. Dr. Gilbert re-

marked that the experiments, as conducted this year, w-ere

serviceable rather as indications of what to avoid in the coming
year, than for any immediate use at present. The soil made use

of was too fertile, and in consequence the plants made undue
growth. The contrasting conditions alluded to by Dr. Masters

probably depended on variations in the relative power of diffu-

sion of the several salts, and the range of the roots. Nitrate of

soda was distributed with gi'cat rapidity. The ammonia salts

were converted into nitrates before absoqition by the plant, and
were thus distributed at a lower depth. Dr. Voelcker corrobo-

rated Dr. Gilbert as to the necessity of caution in drawing general

inferences from this season's experiments, and advised that in

future the plants should be grown in pots, so as to be more under

control, and less subject to disturbing influences. Mr. Glaisher

alluded to the effects produced by the roots of plants in

increasing the temperature of the soil, and suggested that

a thermometer should be inserted into each of the seventy-

two boxes. These thermometers, moreover, should be made
with great care, and the mercury in all should be derived

from the same source, so as to secure uniformity of expansion.—

•

A report from Mr. Barron, on various experiments that have been
carried on as to grafting on various stocks, was then read. The
results had been very varied, and were of a ^ery interesting

character". In those cases where failure had resulted, the want of

success was attril>uted to one or more of the following causes :

—

Imperfection in the mode of operating ; the too advanced condi-

tion of the stocks or of the buds before the operation ; the want
of correspondence in point of time between the growth of stock

and scion, S:c. This report will be published i}i cxlciiso.—

A

communication from Mr. Barber, forwarded by Dr. Hooker,
relating to the culture of Aloes, was then read. The Chainnan
remarked that the rocky nature of the country in which Aloes

grew was serviceable in ]ireventing excessive or long-continued

moisture. He had ascertained from Mr. Cooper that many of

the Ilaworthias grew naturally closely environed by herbage,

and that when this w^as eaten by the sheep the plants became
unduly exposed to the sun, and died in consequence ; hence the

sheep were only indirectly injurious (not directly, as Mr. Barber

had stated) by removing the herbage. Mr. .Saunders in practice

substituted a fold of thin pa|)er or muslin for the grass, and thus

tempered the light, to the great advantage of the plants.—

A

report from Mr. Moore on the experiments carried out at Chis-

wxzV. w'ith various chemical manures on variegated zonal and
other relar^omums, with a view to ascertain the effect of the

manures on tlie colouration of the leaves and the production of

flowers, was then read.—A lengthy communication on the culti-

vation of Tea, by Mr. McPherson, was laid on the table, on
which the secretary was instructed to report to a future meeting.

—Dr. Masters exhibited, on the part of Mr. D. T. Fish, a

sample of soil in which there was a thin layer of lime about six

inches below the surface. This had evidently been put on as a

top-dressing. Mr. Fish attributed the position of the lime be-

neath the surface to an annual superposition of a layer of car-

bonaceous matter on the surface, and to the decomposition of the

roots. He advanced this view in opposition to that of Mr.
Darwin, who attributes similar effects to the agency of worms.
Dr. Voelcker remarked that lime so applied was always washed
down gradually in the manner described.

Ethnological Society, Nov. 23.—Prof. Huxley, F.R.S., Pre-

sident, in the chair.—Dr. G. W. Leitner gave an account of his

visit in iS66to I,a<lak, Little Tibet, Kashmere, and the unvisited

country of flhilghit. He succeeded, by a new route crossing

the Shingim and Maraug, in reaching Ladak six weeks before

the usual passes were open. The Abbot of Pugdal—the Buddhist
monastery where Csoma de Koros spent five years—agieed with
him to secure the safe passage of any English or Hungarian
traveller to Lassa ; offering to give a near relative of his own as

hostage for the safety of the visitor. The Punjab Go\"ernment
having commissioned him to obtain information respecting the

Chilasi people, with a view of tracing a connection between them
and the Darada, and the Hindu Olympus, the Kaylas, he crossed

the frontier and penetrated into Ghilghit, four marches beyond any
previous lunojican tra\ellers. Out of fifty, only two of his followers

accompanied him to the country of the dreaded Dards. Dr.

Leitner gave an account of the legends of this people, whom he
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judges to be a remiianl of the most ancient Ai-yan stock, speak-
ing a highly inflexional and perfect, thoiigii unwritten language,

and preserving ancient mythologies and traditions of their

origin. A singular exception to the Dard dialects is found in

the Khajuna spoken by the Hunza people—the robbers of

Kunjut—and Nagj-r, which is like no other known language.

Dr. Leitner has brought a large collection of Thibetan and Dard
curiosities, and an intelligent Yarkandi, who as soldier and trader

has traversed nearly all Eastern Turkistan : it is to be hoped that

he may be given, during his stay in England, opportunities of

learning something of our manufactures and commerce, so that

he may carry back to Yarkand a good report of English power,
and, we will add, of English hospitality and friendship, which
will assuredly bear good fi-uit in the future conduct of the Yar-
kandis, who are already well disposed to receive and trade with
our countrymen.

Entomological Society, November 15.—^^r. H. W. Bates,

President, in the chair. The following gentlemen were elected:

Messrs. French and Websdale as members; and Messrs. Barnes,
Brown, E. M. Janson, O. E. Janson, Pearson, and Robinson,
as subscribers. Exhibitions of insects were made by Messrs.

F. Smith, Pascoe, Briggs, Davis, and .Salvin; and the discus-

sion which ensued thereon was participated in by the President,

Messrs. Westwood, ^Vallace, Midler, Weir, Janson, McLachlan,
Eaton, Womiald, Home, Venall, and Dunning. The follow-

ing papers were read :
—"New Genera and Species of Colcoptera

from Chontales, Nicaragua," by the President. "Description
of New Genera and Species of Hhpidu:; with notes on some
previou.sly-described species," by Mr. J. S. Baly. "A Synopsis
of the Genus Clothilda,'" by Mr. Osbert Salvin.

Statistical Society, November 16. — A large body of

Fellows assembled to hear the President, Mr. W. Newmarch,
F. R.S., deliver his inaugural address, in which he reviewed the

progress that had been made in statistical science since the foun-

dation of the Society in 1834. He pointed out that at that time,

with perhaps two or three partial exceptions, foreign Governments
and Legislatures had not arrived at even the faintest notion of the

desirableness of systematic statistical evidence, but that during
the last twenty-five years this state of things had almost dis-

appeared, and in several foreign states there were now in full

activity statistical departments, and a vigour of statistical re-

search by independent persons, that almost reduced the United
Kingdom to a second place. Having enumerated the branches
of inquii-y in which this countiy had made most decisive and
gratifying progress during the last thirty-five years, he stated that

the following fields of statistical research seemed to him to require

early attention:— I. The annual consumption per head among
different classes, and by the nation as a whole, of the chief

articles of food—corn, butchers' meat, tea, coffee, sugar, tobacco,

wine, spirits, and beer. 2. The annual production in agriculture,

minerals, metals, ships, and manufactures. 3. The comparative
wages, house-rent, and cost of living in different parts of the

counti-y. 4. The total annual income and earnings and the total

annual accumulations of different classes, and of the countiy as

awhole. 5- The relative taxation of different classes in this countn.%

as com]>ared with the same classes in those foreign coimtries, the

competition of which England has to understand and meet

—

carefully attending in the inquiry to the comparative merits of

direct and indirect taxation. 6. The financial and economical
cost and burdens entailed by extensive w-arlike armaments. 7.

Periodical statistics of piublic hospitals in the metropolis and
larger towns, with a view to the comparison of the efticiency and
cost of the relief afforded in each. 8. Periodical returns of the

income and operations of charitable trusts and endowments, for

relief and education. 9. A statistical ascertainment of the

numerical strength of the different religious churches and sects.

10. Statistical evidence of the cost to the community in sickness,

excessive mortality, and poor-rate expenditure of defective dwell-
ings, and sanitary regrdations. II. Statistical evidence of the

gain to the community of instruction in popular schools in the

rudiments of political economy, in the commoner industrial arts,

and in militaiT- exercises. 12. Statistical evidence of the con-
sequences in this counti-y of the emigr-ation from it. 13. Inves-

tigations relative to the advantages and cost to this country of

the occupation of India. 14. An investigation on grounds of
fact of the effect of commercial treaties, especially of the French
Treaty of i860. 15. A similar investigation of the consequences
jiroduced in the United States by the rigid system of protective

tariffs. 1 6. And by the protracted suspension of specie pay-

ments. 17. Statistical inquiries relative to the effects produced
in Europe on commerce, accumulation, invention, prices, and tlie

rate of interest, by the gold discoveries in California and Aus-
tralia. 18. Invest'gations of the mathematics and logic of
statistical evidence; that is to say, the true construction and use
of averages, the deduction of probabilities, the exclusion of
superfluous integers, and the discovery of the laws of such social

phenomena as can only be exhibited by a numerical notation.

Dublin
Royal Dublin Society, November 15.—The first meeting of

the 139th session. Jlr. W. Andrews read a paper on Deep-
Sea Soundings. The author stated that he did not mean to
refer to the deep-sea dredgings of the Liiilitniiig and Porcupine,
but to some soundings of his own, extending to the moderate
depths of eighty fathoms off the Blasquet Islands, on the west
coast of Ireland, which w-ere chiefly undertaken in connection
with the subject of Irish fisheries. There was a rock near
Dingle harbour known as the Barrack Rock to the fishermen,

the position and bearings of which had never been determined,
no notice of it appearing in the corrected charts of i860. In
July of the present year he had succeeded in taking its bearings
and soundings ; at lo\\> water and at extreme springs there are

barely three fathoms covering the rock, and yet in the charts the

soundings over it were marked at from 38 to 40 fathoms. The
author then proceeded to notice some of the more interesting

animals taken by him off the west coast of Ireland during this

and other soundings ; such as, Paracyathus tajcilianus and
P. thnlensis, the animals of which he had examined [these two
species were first described by Gosse, from single Scotch
specimens, and the animals belonging to them were up to the

present unknown] ; Eschara foUaccn, which he inclines to think is

very different from the true Milhpora ca-'icornis, which latter

coral he took living in 39 fathoms off the little Skellig Island.

\E. foliacoa is not uncommon off the west coast of Ireland ; but
we suspect some strange mistake here, as Eschara is a well-

known genus of the Polyzoa, \w\\^rta.s Millepora is almost without

doubt a Hydrozodn, and . has never yet been met with, we
believe, north of a mean winter temperature of the sea of
66° F.]

Mr. W. F. Kirby read an account of a natural history excursion

made to the continent of Europe in the spring of the present

year, detailing his captures at Hilden, Basle, the Righi, St.

Gothard, and the Val da Foin.—Mr. A. G. More read an
account of an excursion, zoological and botanical, to Connemara,
county Galway.—Mr. H. Giiibb gave an account of a re-

markable meteor seen in the heavens over Dublin between 6 and

7 o'clock, P.M., on the 6th inst.

Royal Irish Academy, November 8.—The first meeting ot

the present session. The council announced that Lord Talbot

de Malahide had, owing to his intended sojourn abroad for

the winter and spring months, sent in his resignation of the

office of President ; this resignation was, with legict, accepted.

Of the names of those mentioned as likely to succeed to the post,

that of the Earl of Dunraven would appear to be the most popular.

A paper was read by Mr. G. H. Kinahan on the rains of Ardil-

laun, county Galway.
The following numbers of the Transactions have been published

since the session closed iir July.—Mr. W. Andrews on Ziphitcs

Soiac-rhyi. [Trans, vol. xxiv. Science, part X.]—Prof. \V. King
on the Histology of the Test of the class Palliobranchiata. [Trans,

vol. xxiv. .Science, part \I.]—John Casey, A.B., on Bicircular

Quartics. [Trans, vol. xxiv. Science, part XII.]—Professor E.

Perceval Wright, contributions toward a knowledge of the Flora

of the Seychelles, with four j^lates. [Trans, vol. xxiv. Science,

part xili.]

M.\NCHESTER

Literary and Philosophical Society, November 2.—J. P.

Joule, LL.D., F. R.S., &c.. President, in the chair. William

Boyd Dawkins, M.A., F.R.S., and Thomas Edward Thorpe,

Ph.D., were elected ordinary members of the Society. Professor

H. E. Roscoe, Ph.D., F. R. S., presented a paper on a new
Chromium Oxychloridc, by T. E. Thorpe, Ph.D., assistant in

the laboratory of Owen's College. When chromyl dichloride,

CrO.jCL, prepared by heating a mixture of potassium dichromate,

sodium chloride, and sulphuric acid, is maintained at a tempera-

ture of 180"— igo° C. in a sealed tube for three or four hours, it

is almost completely converted into a black solid substance, and

on opening the tube when cold a considerable quantity of free

chlorine escapes. By exhausting the tubes containing the liquid
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chloride before siibjecling them to heat, the au hor ascertained

that chlorine ^^•a5 the only gaseous product of thi decomposition.

The black compound invariably contained mor or less of the

liquid chloride which had escaped dccomposit on ; the greater

part of this was easily expelled on gently heatiu the mass after

opening the tube. In order to free it completely from the latter

body the black substance was transferred to a clean tube, and

heated to 120° C. (i.e. about 2° above the boiling point of chromyl

dichloride) in a current of dry carbonic acid gas until its weight

appeared constant. A determination of the amount of chlorine

contained in the volatile portion showed that it ^^•as simply

chromyl dichloride which remained undecomposed. The solid

substance, dried in the manner above described, appeared as a

black uncrystalline powder, which, wdien exposed to the air,

rapidly deliquesced to a dark reddish brown syrupy liquid, smell-

ing of free chlorine, 'When thrown into water it quickly dis-

solved, forming a dark brown solution, which, on standing, also

evolved chlorine. In nitric acid solution hypochlorous acid ap-

peared to be produced. In strong hydrochloric acid the substance

dissolved with a dark brown colouration, and on boiling the

solution chlorine was evolved, the liquid became greenish yellow,

and ultimately changed to the dark green colour, peculiar to a

solution of chromium sesquioxide in hydrochloric acid. When
thrown into dilute amnronia, chromic acid was dissolved, together

with all the chlorine, and a precipitate was formed, possessing

the properties of the chromate of chrome sesquioxide (CrjO^CrOj)
described by Storer and Eliot. Upon this decomposition is

based the method which the author employed for the estimation

of the amount of chlorine contained in this body. The weighed

quantity of the substance was treated with very dilute ammonia,
the solution boiled for a few minutes, filtered, the precipitate well

washed by hot water, an excess of nitric acid added to the filtrate,

and the chlorine precipitated by the addition of silver nitrate.

Two determinations of chlorine, carried out in this manner on pre-

parations made at different times, gave 21 '06 per cent, of chlorine

as the mean. In order to determine the amount of chromium,
a weighed portion of the substance was repeatedly heated with

strong hydrochloric acid on a water-bath until the evolution of

chlorine entirely ceased ; the solution was then diluted with

water, heated to boiling, ammonia added in slight excess, and
again boiled until the supernatant liquid appeared perfectly

colourless. The precipitated chrome sesquioxide was then filtered,

dried, and weighed. The mean of two determinations indicated

48 "9 1 per cent, of chromium. These results come \ery near to

the percentage comj^osition calculated for the empirical formula

CrjOpCU. In conformity with the analytical results, the new
oxychloride maybe regarded as a compound of chromous chloride

with two equivalents of chromium trioxide, and re])resented by
the formula CrCl22CrO.„ analogous'to the formulae assigned by
Peligot to a series of chlorochromates. Experiment, however,
led the author to believe that the constitution of his chromium
chlorochromate, and of the salts described by Peligot, is not

correctly represented by such formula;', and in his paper he gives

elaborate structural formula;, which seem to him to agree better

with experimental facts, and to show the relation of these com-
pounds to chromyl dichloride.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, November 15.—M. E. Becquerel
communicated the tifth memoir of his researches upon the

luminous eflects resulting from the action of light upon bodies,

containing his investigation of the influence of the waves of

light of different refrangibilities. His paper, wdiich is of the

greatest interest and importance to physicists, describes his ex-

periments upon the behaviour of a number of phosphorescent

bodies in various parts of the spectrum. No idea of its contents

could be given in a short abstract, Ijut we shall probably revert

to it on another occasion.—In a note on "The Explosions of

Bolides and the Falls of Aerolites w-hich accompany them," M.
Delaunay suggested that the explosion of a bolide is caused by
the pressure of the atmosphere in front of it taking advantage of any
irregularities in the structure of the body, the latter being pro-

bably, in many cases, caused or increased by the influence of the

gi-eat superficial heat. The same atmospheric pressure, in M.
Delaunay's opinion, stops the onward motion of the detached
fragments, which then fall to the ground. The black crust of

the surface of aerolites was ascribed by the author to the passage
of the fragments at the moment of their being detached through
the compressed and heated air. General Morin remarked u]3on

the compression of the air in front of projectiles and below fall-

ing bodies.—M. Chapclas presented a note on the meteors of

November 1S69, in which he stated that on the 12th and 13th

of this month the number of meteors observed was—on the 12th,

6'8, and on the 13th 24 '8, per hour. The maximum occurred

in the early part of the night.—A notice of the partial explosion

of a bolide by M. J. Silbermann was communicated. This meteor
was observed on the nth November, at io'55 p.m., in the con-

stellation of Ursa Major. It descended obliquely towards the

horizon N.N. E. of Paris, and passed through a space of about
34°. Its trajectory, at first nearly straight, soon became undu-
lated between the stars i|/ and tu, UrsiV Majnris ; its rapidity of
movement diminished considerably, and a violent explosion took
place, the apparent volume and brilliancy of the body having
previously increased greatly. After the explosion it continued

in a straight course for some distance. The explosion was very

brilliant, and sparks were scattered in all directions. The author

concluded that this explosion was only partial. M. H. Lar-

tigues, who also observed this meteor, spoke of it as having dis-

appeared after dividing into fifteen or twenty fragments. He
described some of these as coloured, which was denied by M.
Silbennann ; and the latter gives the meteor a duration of at

most i^ seconds, whilst according to M. Eartigues it was visible

for four seconds.—M. H. Sainte-Claire Deville presented the cor-

rection of an error in the formulae for calculating the co-efificients

of dilatation in some of his memoirs.—M. E. J. Maumene communi-
cated some facts observed with regard to inverted sugar. The author

stated that inverted sugar consists not of equal quantities of

gluco.5e and levulose, as supposed by Dubrunfaut, but of 12 14
of the former and 87 '86 of the latter. Crystals of glucosate of

sodium-chloride obtained from in\'erted sugar, presented the same
composition and jjrimitive crystalline fonn as crystals obtained
from diabetic sugar, but their solution effected what M. Maumene
calls the dcvasion of the rotatory power in an hour and
three-quarters, whilst the solution of the same compound prepared
from diabetic sugar requires seven hours to produce the same
effect. The author also remarked upon some other points

connected with inverted sugar and the glucosate of sodium
chloride.—Of two geological papers presented to the meet-
ing, the first was by Mr. Gaston Plante on " The Lower
Lignites of the Plastic Clay of the Paris Basin." The author
described a section near Meudon, where the lower lignite beds
had been exposed. It showed in descending order—(i) the

lower beds of the Calcaire grassier; (2) a bed of plastic clay

with a black lignitiferous vein (the upper lignite bed)
; (3) a red

marbled clay bed
; (4) a dark clay bed containing lignites (the

lower lignite bed) ; and (5) conglomerate. The lower lignite

beds furnished parts of the lower jaw of Crocodiliis defressijrons

(Blaino), and a femur belonging to the same species ; two verte-

bra", probably of Coryphocion ; and the lower extremity of a bone,

probably the humerus of a mammal, having the whole of the

osseous tissue converted into gypsum in small crystals. The bed
contained numerous coprolites of crocodiles. The subjacent

conglomerate furnished numerous fossils, including teeth and
fragments of crocodiles and mammals, portions of tortoises, and
scales of Lcpidostciis. The teeth of mammalia appear to indicate

the genera Coryphodon, Pnhcbnictis, and Pachyiiolopyus.—The
second geological paper was by M. E. Guignet, and treated of

the chemical composition and formation of the beds of the

great oolite and forest marble of the Haute Marne. The author

discussed the distribution of these formations and the influence

exerted by their presence upon agriculture.—M. CrouUerois pre-

sented a note on a " Theorem of Electro-D)niamics and the

Explanation of an Electrical Phenomenon ;
" and AT. Milne Ed-

wards four notes on some zoological observations made in his

laboratory at the Museum.—In the first of these, M. Jobert
described the structure and anatomical relations of the nasal
glands in birds ; the second, by M. Oustalet, contained a minute
description of the respiratory organs in the pupa; of dragon-flies;

the third consisted of observations on the salivary glands of
Jifyrmecop!uiga taniandu, by M. J. Chatin ; and the fourth was
an anatomical and zoological investigation of the species of the
genus EqiiHs allied to the Heinionc, by M. George.—A letter

from Mr. A. Mayer, accom])anying his photogi'aphs of the late total

eclipse of the sun, was communicated by M. Delaunay.—M. E.
Mathieu presented a memoir on the equation with partial dif-

ferences of the fourth order A A u = o, and on the equilibrium
of elasticity of a solid body.—A portion of a letter from M. E.
Duclaux was read, in which he announced that by exposing the

eggs of silkworms to cold in August, he had caused an early

development of the embryos, which \\ere hatched in November.
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—M. E. Prillieux described some experiments by which lie has
demonstrated that etioKated plants acquire their healthy gi'een

colour more rapidly when shaded than when exposed to the direct

rays of the sun.—M. L. Colin communicated a note on the etiology

of inteiTiiittent fevers, or "telluric intoxication," in which he
ascribed them entirely to the toxical action of the soil, and de-

clared that residence in large cities has a remarkable prophylactic

effect.—Several other notes, of which only the titles are given,

were read.

Vienna
Imperial Academy of Sciences, October 21.—A memoir

was communicated from Dr. W. F. Gintl on Ratanhine and its

Compounds.—Dr. F. Steindachner presented a report on a
collection of fishes made by Baron Ransonnet, at Singapore.

The collection contained 60 species, some of them of particular

interest, as having been previously obtained only from Japan
or Eastern Africa. Four species were described as new, belong-

ing to the genera /y^/j'^'/crj-zM (2), Psmdochromis, and Gerrcs.—

A

memoir, on the origin of the fatty oil in the olive, by M. C. O.
Harz, was presented, in which the author states that at first this

secretion does not possess the properties of a fatty oil, but its

constituents are surrounded by a membrane, and therefore repre-

sent true secretion-cells, until the approach of maturity. These
secretion-cells are not simple vesicles, but contain numerous
daughter-cells, which, with the membrane of the mother-cell,

all finally become converted into oil. The presence of the

membrane is best demonstrated by treatment with Miller's

Salt solution of aniline and chloriodide of zinc successively
;

the membrane acquires a fine dark-blue colour.—The table of

meteorological and magnetical observations at the Central Obser-
'vatory for the month of September was presented.

November 4.— M. F. Maly communicated a memoir entitled

Theorems upon Straight Lines in Space.—Dr. Fitzinger presented

the concludingpart of his memoir on the cynopterine familyof bats

;

and Dr. A. Boue made some remarks on the geography of the

basins of the Drin and Vardar in North Albania and Macedonia.
November 11.—Prof Lang communicated a memoir describing

an experimental investigation of the velocity of light in quartz.

Quartz, imlike other rmiaxial crystals, possesses a doubly re-

fractive power in the direction of its longitudinal axis.

The author has already stated theoretically that in quartz

there is no ordinary undulation, and even the extraordinary

undulation changes according to a different law from that

prevailing in the ordinary uniaxial crystals. His present paper
contains the observational proof of this theoretical result. Dr.
C. Jelincck reported upon a self-registering thermometer, con-

stracted hy M. Hipp, of Neuchatel. Dr. F. Steindachner pre-

sented the first part of his ichthyological report upon a journey to

Senegambia. It referred to the brackish-water fishes of the

Senegal, and contained descriptions of 21 species, most of which
are among the greatest rarities in European museums, and
several of them are only known from the Guinea coast. The
species belong to the families Petriiid:, Pristipomatida:., and Ca-
rangidtc. The author stated that Otolithus sctiegalcn.ns is identical

with Psetidolit/uis typits (Bleek.), Pn3tip077ia macrophthalinum
(Bleek.) with Larimus anritiis (Cuv. and Val. ), Trachynottts

myrias and ntaxUlosus with T. goreatsis (Cuv. and Val.), and
TratJiynotus goreensis (Bleek.) with T. oz'atus {\jvn.^^ and that

Pristipoma Rangti (Cuv. and Val.) is only a young form of/*.

suiUnm of the same authors.—Prof Ditscheiner communicated a

note upon the dispersion of the optic axes in rhombic crystals, in

which he showed that both the true and the apparent angle of the

optic axes may be represented by Cauchy's dispersion formula:

—

.i = A-)- B^
2 A 2

as a Tunction of the wave-length K. The table of observations

for the month of October, at the Imperial Central Institution for

meteorology and terrestrial magnetism, was communicated.

Berlin
German Chemical Society, November 8.—The following

papers were read.— Sclniltsen and Nenky on the formation of
Urea in the Body.—Liebreich on an Antidote against Strychnia.

—Oppenheim on lodo-bromide of Mercury.—Baeyer : Remarks
on Thomsen's Criticism of Hermann's Calculation of the Heat of

Combustion.—Hoffmann on some Derivatives of Sulphuretted
Ureas.—Von Somaniga on Cresylopui'puric Acid.—Weidel on
Sandal-wood.—Weselsky on Double Cyanides.—Thomsen (i)

on the Preparation of the Hydrate of Chloral
; (2) on Selenious

and Selenic Acids.—Hemy on Ethylated Derivatives of Alcohols

and of Polyatomic Acids.-—Henry on the Preparation of Pure
Iodine from Iodide of Merctuy.— Henry and Radzicewsky : Cor-
rection of a Former Note on Paratoluidine.—Friedel : Scientific

Correspondence from Paris.—Merz and Weith on a new method
of forming Triphenylated Guanidine.

Philadelphi.v

Academy of Natural Sciences, May 4.—A paper entitled
"A Reviewof the Species of Plethodontida: and DesmognathidEe,"
by E. D. Cope, was presented for publication.— Mr. J. H. Redfield
stated that on the 22nd of April, in company with Mr. C. F.
Parker, he had visited Cedar Bridge, Ocean County, New
Jersey, in search of Cm-ana Conradii. This plant occurs
in Newfoundland, on islands near Bath, Maine, at Plymouth,
Cape Cod, and near Islip, Long Island, and was first discovered
at Cedar Bridge by Prof S. W. Conrad. This locality was
visited by Dr. Long about 1835, and carefully indicated by
him in Ann. N. V. Lye. Nat. Hist, iv., 83, so that there was
no dilhculty in finding the precise points mentioned ; but Mr.
Redfield was sorry that no trace of the plant could be found
there ; and it has doubtless been eradicated by animals or by
unscrapulous collectors, or has been otherwise unable to maintain
its foothold in "the struggle for existence." The vicinity also

was carefully examined, but without success. The plant is said
to have once existed near Pemberton Mills, New Jersey ; but as
that neighbourhood is now entirely under cultivation, there is no
evidence that the Crirma Conradii now exists south of Long
Island. If it is again to be discovered in New Jersey, it will

probably be in the wide sandy waste a few miles west of Cedar
Bridge, near the boundary between Burlington and Ocean coun-
ties, where a succession of elevated ancient ocean beaches offer

conditions similar to those of Cape Cod.—Prof. Cope exhibited
bones and teeth of a large extinct Chinchilla of the island of
Anguilla, West Indies, Amblyrliha inundata; and with them
teeth of a second and new species, which he called Loxomylus
longideiis. It was also allied to the Chinchillas, and of large

size. They were accompanied by a shell implement of human
manufacture, which was (so far as discovery in earthy matrix,

the colour, &c. , were evidence) of the same age as the Rodent.
May II and 18.—The following papers were presented for

publication:— "Further notes on Microscopic Crystals"; by
Isaac Lea, LL. D.— ".Sexual Law in the Conifera"; by
Thomas Meehan.—"An attempt to ascertain the average
weight of the brain in the different races of mankind " ; by
Joseph Barnard Davis.

June I.—Prof Cope exhibited some interesting specimens
of extinct reptiles ; one of these was the cranium, minus a
portion of the muzzle of a gavial, from the New Jersey Green-
sand, previously described under the name of Thoracosaurus
bi-inispinits, but which this specimen demonstrated to belong
to another genus, since it did not present the lachiymal foramina
of the former. He applied the name PTo/ops to it, and stated

that he had evidence that Crocodilns tenebrosiis Leidy, and
probably C. obscurns L. also belonged to it. He also exhibited

drawings, with measurements of portions of the limbs, of a very
large Dinosaur, in the collection of Dr. Samuel Lockwood, of
Keyport, Monmouth county. New Jersey. It was discovered
by this gentleman in the lower cretaceous clays on the shores of
Rassitan Bay. It consisted of the extremity of the tibia, with
astragalus and fibula. He said it indicatecl the second genus
of his suborder Symphypoda, and was thus allied to Comp-
sognathus, differing in the remaining indication of suture

between astragalus and tibia, which disappeared in Compsog-
nathus. The astragalus thus entirely anchylosed was also

confluent v^'ith the calcaneum, forming a continuous condy-
loid surface for the tibia. In an anterior projection externally,

the extremity of the fibula reposed by a condyloid extremity,

the shaft lapping over the outline of the tibia. This demon-
strated what he had already stated, that the fibula of Iguan-
odon and Hadras.aurus had been reversed. The length of the

fragment was sixteen inches, the fractured section was a trans-

verse oval, the medullary cavity nearly filled with cancellous

tissue. The transverse width of the extremity 12 in. ; oblique

diameter 14 in. This fomi he called Ornitkotatsus immauis^
and placed it bctw'een Hadrasaunis and Compsognatlius. It

indicated one of the most gigantic of the Dinosaurs yet dis-

covei'ed. He made some observations on a fine fragment of the

muzzle of a large Mosasauroid, which pertained to a cranium of

near five feet in length. The pterygoid bones were separated

from each other, and support nine teeth. A peculiarity of
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physiogniomy was produced by the cylindric prolongation of the

premaxillarybone beyond the teeth, and a similar flat prolongation

of the extremity of the dentaiy. He referred the species to

Macrasatinis Owen, under tlie name of M. pririger. The speci-

men he stated belonged to Prof. Agassiz, who obtained it from

Western Kansas, probably from the No. 3 of the Ujiper

Cretaceous of Hayden. The follo\\ing paper was presented for

publication:
— "Description of new Carboniferous Fossils from

the United States "
; by F. B. Meek and A. H. Worthen.

June 8.—The following paper was presented for pul^lication ;

*' On the production of Bract?s in Larix "
; by Thos. Meehan.

June 22.—The following paper was presented for publica-

tion : "Notice of certain obscurely known species of American

Birds, based on specimens in the museum of the Smithsonian

Institution "
; by Robert Ridgway.

June 29.—The report of the Biological and Miscroscopical

Section was presented, and referred to the Publication Com-
mittee. On permission being granted, Mr. Warner spoke upon
the mathematical representation of organic forms. Such limita-

tions, he said, might seem to nanow the field of research into

the physical causes of organic forms, and perhaps furnish the

suggestion of a rational thcoiy of these causes. If no other

advantage were desirable from investigations of this kind, they

might, he thought, be useful for description and classification.

He exhibited a representation of the longitudinal section of an

egg by a curve which he called the hyper-cUipse, and of the sec-

tion of an embryo by another cun'e, which he termed a deformed

lemniscate. Of the egg curve he said that it veiy closely re-

sembled an ideal section of an egg, taken from a standard modern
work. Of the curve representing the embryo he said that it not

improbably marked the boundary of matter lying within it in a

different state of temperature, density, or tension from the matter

lying without. These representations were verified by the mem-
bers present. The speaker expressed the im'*^ition of making
these representations the subject of a future paper, in which he

would give drawings and formulce.

July 18.—Mr. Thos. Meehan presented leaves of the peach and
cherry, and said it had fallen to him to point out that the leaf-

blades of plants were developed in proportion as vigorous vitality

was released, and that they were adherent or decurrent in projtor-

tion as vigorous vitality was thoroughly developed in the central

axis or stem. By following out the same line of observation he

had discovered the law which governed the production of sexes

in plants, and he now wished to call attention to the operation

of the same cause in the production of glands on the leaf-stalks

of the peach and cherry. A careful examination of the gland-

bearing variety of either of these would show that these glands

were simply gemis of the cellular matter which foniied the leaf-

blade. They might be seen in every stage of development,

from dense full globes on the petioles to very small dots on the

apex of the tolerably well-expanded matter, and it would be

further seenjthat in proportion as vitality wasweak were thesegerms

and glands developed. Leaves from the shaded centre of the

tree, or from shoots weak or enfeebled from any other cause,

produced glandless leaves, while the stronger the shoot the stronger

and more numerous were the glands or undeveloped parts. Re-
membering that these glands were but undeveloped leaf-blades,

and that it had been previously proved by the author that plants de-

veloped these less freely in proportion to a vigorous axial or stem
growth, it should necessarily follow that a weakened vitality would
be indicated by an absence of glands. That this was so in the cases

referred to, the weak and glandless leaves showed. The author had
had a very remarkable confirmation of these recent physiological

discoveries. Many varieties of peaches have no glands, and
these had been found by the growers of southeni Illinois, as he
was infonned by Dr. Hull, of Alton, in all cases to be the first

to succumb to diseases or unfavourable circumstances. It was veiy

seldom that the developments of science and untutored obsei-va-

tions went along together, and so thoroughly accorded. To the

author it w^as one of the most interesting facts he had met with in

support of his theoiy, that the degree ofseparation of the leaf-blade

from the main stems was whoUyaquestionof vitality.—Mr. Meehan
exhibited some fibre obtained from Mr. Roezel, of Vera Cruz,

which was finer and stronger than that furnished by the " Ramie."
Mr. Roezel obtained it from a plant ^vhich he had found in the

Alleghanies, and which he believed to be a new species of

Boehmeria. Mr. Meehan had, however, since found it abun-

dantly along the Missouri River, and it pi^oves to be only Urtica

pKrpurascciis^ Nuttall.

Edw. D. Cope, Corrcsfonding Sccrdary.
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Royal Society, at 8.30.—rrelimin.iry Report of the Scientific Exploration
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of iS6g, conducted by Dr. Carpenter, V.P.R.S., Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys,

F.R.S., and Prof Wyvllle Thompson, LL.D., F.R.S. (conclusion).
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THOMAS MURBY'S EDUCATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.
THE MOST ORIGINAL READING BOOKS EVER PUBLISHED, ENTITLED

THE CONSECUTIVE NARRATIVE SERIES;
OR, HUBERT PRESTON AT HOME AND ABROAD.

An original Narrative, graduated in Six Books, for use in Schools and Families. By Catharine Morell, edited by |. R. Morell,
formerly one of H. M. Inspectors of Schools. With poetical selections by W. C. Bennett, LL. D. author of "Baby May," &c.

This series will be found to embrace all the best features of the most approved readers now in use, combined in a continuous
narrative of absorbing interest, and exceptionally high moral tone.

PRICE
I
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An Elementary Course of Plane Geometry.
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Si-x Books of Euclid, and showing their application in the Industrial Arts.

Adapted as a first book for the young student, and as a text hook for the
technical instruction of the .artisan. It embraces Geometry Pure and Applied,
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and illustrations.

An Elementary Course of Solid Geometry.
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Arithmetic for Schools and Colleges. By
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LOGV. With numerous Illustrations. By T. H. HUXLEY, F.R.S. Pro-
fessor of Natural History in the Royal School of Mine. Tenth Thousand.
i8mo. cloth, ^s. yd.

" It is a very small boolc, but pure gold throughout. There is not a waste
sentence, or a superfluous word, and yet it is all clear as daylight. It exacts
close attention from the reader, but the attention will be repaid by a real

acquisition of knowledge. And though the book is small, it manages to touch
on some of the very highest problems The whole book shows how true

it is that the most elementary instruction is best given by the highest masters
in any science."

—

Gtiardian.
" The very best descriptions and explanations of th e principles of human

physiology which have yet been written by an Englishman."

—

Saturday
Rez'ieiv.

MACMILLAN & CO. LONDON.

MATHEMATICS FOR LADIES. Mrs.
BOOLE is desirous of obtaining a few PUPILS (either singly or in classes)

in Arithmetic, Algebra, Analytical Geometry, the Differential Calculus, &c.

Address, care of Messrs. MACMILLAN & CO. i6, Bedford Street, Covent
Garden, W. C.

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY BOTANY.
With nearly Two Hundred Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S.
Sixth Thousand. i8mo. cloth, 45. 6d.

" The manner is most fascinating, and if it does not succeed in making this

division of science interesting to every one, we do not think anything can ....

Nearly two hundred well-executed woodcuts are scattered through the text,

and a valuable and copious index completes a volume which we cannot praise

too highly, and which we trust all our botanical readers, young and old, will

possess themselves of"

—

Popular Science Reziieiv.

MACMILLAN & CO. LONDON.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. By G. B.
AIRY, Astronomer Royal. With Illustrations. Sixth and Cheaper Edition.

iSmo. cloth, A,s. 6d.

"Popular Astronomy in general has many manuals ; hut non^ of them
supersede the Six Lectures of the Astronomer Royal under that title. Its spe-

ciality is the direct way in which every step is referred to the observatory, and
in which the methods and instruments by which every observation is made
are fully described. This gives a sense of solidity and substance to astrono-

mical statements which is obtainable in no other way."

—

Guardian.

MACMILLAN & CO. LONDON.
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ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN.
ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, W.

LECTURE ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1869-70.

Subscribers of Two Guineas are admitted to all the Courses.

A Single Course, One Guinea^ or Half-aGuinea.
(Lecture Hour, Three o'clock.)

Christmas Lectures (adapted to a Juvenile Auditory.)
PROFESSOR TYNDALL, LL.D., F.R.S. Six Lectures. On Light.

On December 28th, 30th, 1869 : January ist, 4th, 6th, 8th, 1870.

Before Easter, 1870.
PROFESSOR HUMPHRY, M.D., F.R.S. Six Lectures. On the

Architecture of the Human Budv. On Tuesdays, January iSth to
February 22nd.

PROFESSOR ODLING, F.R.S. Twelve Lectures. On the Chemis-
try OF Vegetable Products. On Thursdays, January 20th to April 7th.

ROBERT SCOTT, Esq., M.A., Director of the Meteorological Office.

Four Lectures. On Meteorology. On Saturdays, January 22nd to

February 15th.

DR. MASTERS, F.L.S. Two Lectures. On Plant Life as con-
trasted with that of Animals. On Tuesdays, March ist and 8th.

PROFESSOR ROLLESTON, M.D., F.R.S. Four Lectures. Deduc-
tions FROM THE Comparative Anatomy of the Nervous System.
On Tuesdays, March 15th to April 5th.

PROFESSOR RL\X MULLER, M.A., LL.D. Four Lectures. An
Introduction to the Science of Religion. On Saturdays, February,
igth to March 12th.

JOSEPH NORMAN LOCKYER, Esq., F.R.S. Four Lectures. On
the Sun. On Saturdays, March 19th to April 9th.

The Friday Evening Meetings before Easter will commence on January 21.
The Friday Evening Discourses will probably be given by Dr. Tyndall,

Dr. Odiing, Professor Ruskin, Dr. Carpenter, Mr. Clifford, Professor
Sylvester, Dr. Rolleston, Professor Roscoe, Professor Huxley, Professor
Williamson, and Dr. Blackie.

To the Friday EvenLig Meetings, Members and their Friends only are
admitted.

After Easter.
PROFESSOR BLACKIE. Four Lectures. On the Principles of

Moral and Political Philosophy. On Tuesdays, April 26ih to May
17th.

PROFESSOR TYNDALL. LL.D., F.R.S. Seven Lectures. On Physics.
On Thursdays, April 28ih to June 9th.

PROFESSOR ROBERT GRANT, LL.D.. F.R.S. Seven Lectures. On
Astronomy. On Saturdays, April 30th to June nth.
PROFESSOR SEELEY. Three Lectures. On History. On Tuesdays,

May 24th, 31st, and June 7th.

To Non-members the adnussion to all these Courses of Lectures is Two
Guineas ; to a Single Course of Lectures, One Guinea or Half-a-Guinea,
according to the length of the Course.
Gentlemen desirous of becoming Members are requested to apply to the

Secretary.
New Members can be proposed at any Monthly Meeting. When

proposed, they are admitted to all the Lectures, to the Friday Evening
Meetings, and to the Library and Reading Rooms ; and their Families are
admitted to the Lectures at a reduced charge.— Payment :— First year. Ten

-f. j^ f.-.- r-
year; or a composition of Sixtyafterwards. Five GuineasGuineas ;
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Prospectuses (when prepared) may be had in the hall.

H. BENCE JONES, Hon. Sec.

Vol. I.

SHARPEY MEMORIAL.
It has been resolved, by a number of the Pupils and Friends of

PROFESSOR SHARPEY, to establish a " Sharpey Physiological Labor-
atory and Scholarship" in University College, as a permanent Memorial of
his labours as a physiologist and as a teacher. It is further intended that
either a Portrait or a Bust of Dr. Sharpey should be placed in this Physio-
logical Laboratory, and that, if practicable, a Portrait-medal also should be
struck, for distribution among his friends.

This twofold Memorial will, it is hoped, express and record, in a gratifying
and useful manner, not only the wide appreciation of Dr. Sharpey 's services
as an exponent of Scientific doctrine ; but as the affectionate regard enter-
tained towards him as a counsellor and friend. Already 1,500/. have been
contributed for these objects. Further Subscriptions will be received, and
detailed information given by the Treasurer, Sir William Jenner, Bart., 63,
Brook Street, W. or by one of the Honorary Secretaries.
Signed, on behalf of the Committee of the "Sharpey Memorial,"

JOHN MARSHALL, 10, Savile Row, W.
J. RUSSELL REYNOLDS, 38, Grosvenor Street, W.

Hon. Sees.

Now ready, Third Edition, in royal 8vo. price i\s. with 225 Illustrations,

(coloured Lithographs and Woodcuts).

THE HEAVENS: an Illustrated Hand-
book of Popular Astronomy. By AMEDEE CUILLEMIN. Edited by

J. NORMAN LOCRYER, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

" If anything can make the study of astronomy easy and engaging to

ordinary minds, it will assuredly be a work of tlie attractive style and hand-
some—we may almost say sumptuous—aspect of M. Guillemin's treatise on
' The Heavens.' It deserves to be spoken of with all praise, as one towards
which author, editor, illustrator, and publisher have equally done their best.

Of the translation itself we cannot speak too highly. It has all the force and
freshness of original writing."

—

Saturday Rezne^v.

RICHARD BENTLEY, Publisher in Ordinary to Her Majesty,
New Burlington Street.

Now ready, in crown 8vo. with 58 Illustrations, -js. 6d.

THE SUN. By Amedee Guillemin, Author
of 'The Heavens.' Translated by DR. PHIPSON.

RICHARD BENTLEY, Publisher in Ordinary to Her Majesty,
New Burlington Street.

A NEW
Preparing.

STAR-ATLAS ;
in 12 Circular

Maps, thirteen inches in diameter, with two large Index-plates. (Including

about 6,000 Stars and 1,500 objects of interest). By RICHARD A PROC-
TOR, B.A., F.R.A.S., Author of "Saturn and its System," &c. &c.

The object which Mr. Proctor has proposed to himself in designing this

atlas has been to combine uniformity, simplicity, convenience, and complete-

ness, with an adequately large scale and absence of appreciable distortion.

The Index-plates are Mr. Proctor's gnomonic-maps, in themselves a complete

elementary atlas, and containing the constellation figures (coloured).

The maps will be photographed by Mr. Brothers, F.R.A.S., of 14, St.

Anne's Square, Manchester, who will receive the names of subscribers.

Price of the Atlas iji to subscribers, afterwards £1 55. ; vrithout the Index-

plates 15.J. to subscribers, afterwards £1.

Extract from a letter by Sir J. Herschel.—*' I like the specimen map of

your proposed set of charts very much. The distortion is so small as to

obviate all doubt or inconvenience in comparing the chart with the sky. . . .

Of course I can have no objection to your mentioning my high approval of

this work.

"

K
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

CASIMIR MAREMMA. By the Author
of " Friend^ in Council." " Realir.ah," &c. 2 vols, pust 8vo. [SAi>rf/y.

HORACE, THE SATIRES AND EPIS-
TLES. Translated into English Verse by the late J. CONINGTON,
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It is proposed to give, in these little volumes, some such introduction to the
great writers of Greece and Rome as may open to those who have not received
a classical education— or in whose case it has been incomplete and fragmen-
tary—a fair acquaintance with the contents of ihejr writings, and the leading
features of their style.

The constant allusions in oqr own literature, and even in our daily press, to
the works of the ancient classical authors, and the familiarity with the whole
dramatis persomu o^ ancient history and fable which modem writers on all

subjects assume on the part of their readers, make such an acquaintance al-

most necessary for those who care not only to read but to understand.

Even in the case of readers who have gone through the regular classical

course in their day, this acquaintance, if honest confession were made, would
he found very imperfect. Itissaid, of course, that "every English gentleman
reads Horace ; " but this is one of those general assertions which rest upon *ery
loose ground. An ordinary observer of the habits of the class might find him-
self somewhat at a loss for instances.

In the case of ladies, and of the large body of general readers who have
received either no classical education, or a very imperfect one, probably less

is now known of Homer, Virgil, or Horace than in the days when Pope's,
Dryden's, and Francis's translations were first published, and took their place
for the time on every literary table.

There appears a strong probability that the study of Greek and Latin, which
has so long been our exclusive idea of a " liberal " education, will hereafter be
confined within a narrower circle. Yet some knowledge of the ancient classics

must continue to be the key to much of our best English literature. If, as
some educational reformers suggest, a systematic course of English reading
be substituted for Latin and Greek in our "middle-class" schools, such a
training will necessarily involve the careful study of the masters of English
thought and style, and more especially of those earlier authors whose taste
was formed very much upon the old classical models, and whose writings are
full of allusions to their characters and imagery-

It may be said that we have translations of all the best and most popular of
the classical authors, and that many of these are admirable in their execution.
This is quite true. The Iliad, the Odyssey, the ./tneid, Horace, and some
of the Greek Dramatists, have lately found translators who, in point of taste

and general accuracy, leave little to be desired. But the results of their work
will be best enjoyed and valued by those whose acquaintance with the origi-

nals enables them to appreciate not only the positive beauty of the English
version, but its relative merit as conveying the spirit and sense of the Greek
or Latin author. Even the best translation (especially of the classical poets)
may fail to have a continuous interest for the merely modern reader, unless he
has some previous familiarity with the argument of the work, the personages
introduced, and the characteristics of the age in which the scene and action

lie.

To meet, in some degree, such want as it has been here sought to explain,

is the aim of the present series. It appeals to a circle outside that of classical

scholarship ; though possibly some who have all legal claim to rank as scholars,

but who now stand rather on the " retired list " of that service, may in these

pages meet some old acquaintances whom they have almost forgotten. If, in

any case, they find our re-introduction unsatisfactory, none would advise them
more heartily than we do to renew the old personal intercourse for themselves.

Volume L, containing

THE ILIAD OF HOIVIER,

WILL BE PUBLISHED ON ISX JANUARY.

The following Authors, by various Contributors, are in preparation :

THE ODYSSEY. IHOMER
VIRGIL.
HORACE.
HERODOTUS

^SCHYLUS.
SOPHOCLES.
ARISTOPHANES.
CICERO.

Others will follow.

W. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh .and London.

Orders received by all Booksellers.
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SCIENCE REFORM
A MOV'EMENT has been for some time on foot, of a
"^^ character so important to the Science of England,

that we can no longer delay consideration of its object

and prospects. It is proposed to submit to a Royal Com-
mission the entire question of the relation of Science to

the State ; both what now is, and what should be, that

relation.

In order to centre the attention of the scientific world

on the leading features of the proposed inquiry, we will

confine this present opening of the subject, as much
as possible, to a narrative of the events which have

brought the movement to its present stage.

At the meeting of the British Association at Norwich in

1868, a paper was read by Lieut.-Colonel Strange, in the

Mathematical and Physical Section, entitled, " On the

Necessity for State Intervention to Secure the Progress of

Physical Science;" an abstract of which was published

in the Report of the Association of that year. Colonel

Strange stated verbally that he desired to be considered

as merely putting into language the thoughts which had

long occupied the minds of many eminent men of science.

No one who mi.xes much in the scientific circles, indeed,

can fail to recognise in his paper ideas which, in one form

or other, have for some years been gathering strength.

Discussion followed the paper, but, as might be expected,

it branched off into many of the innumerable details which

are involved in so large a question. A practical result,

however, was arrived at by the Section, namely, that a

committee should investigate the whole matter during the

recess, and report to the Association at its ne.xt meeting.

This committee accordingly presented its report to the

Association this year, at its late meeting at Exeter ; and,

since the future steps that may be taken must be based,

more or less, on this document, we cannot do better than

here print it in extenso.

The Recommendation adopted by the General Committee at

the Norwich Meeting was, that Lieut-Col. Strange, F.R.S., Pro-

fessor Sir W. Thomson, F.R.S., Professor Tyndall, F.R.S.,
Professor Frankland, F. R. S. , Dr. Stenliouse, F. R. .S. , Dr. Mann,
F.R.A.S., Mr. Huggins, F.R.S., Mr. Glaisher, F.R.S., Pro-

fessor WilHamson, F. R.S. , Professor Stokes, F. R. S. , Professor

Fleeming Jenkin, F.R.S., Professor Hirst, F.R.S., Professor

Huxley, F. R.S., and Dr. Balfour Stewart, F.R.S., be a Com-
mittee* for the purpose of inquiring into, and of reporting to the

British Association the opinion at which they may arrive con-

cerning the following questions :

—

I. Does there exist in the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland sufficient provision for the vigorous prose-

cution of Pliysical Research ?

II. If not, what further provision is needed? and what
measures should be taken to secure it ?

and that Dr. Robert James ]\Iann be the Secretary.

The Report was as follows :

—

Your Committee, having sought the counsel of many of the

most eminent men of science of the United Kingdom upon these

questions, so far as it was found practicable to do so, and having
carefully deliberated thereon, have arrived at the following

conclusions :

—

I. That the provision now existing in the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland is far from sufficient for the vigorous

prosecution of Physical Research.

II. It is universally admitted that scientific investigation is

* The following names have since been added to the Committee : — .Alfred

Tennyson, F.R.b. ; Lyon Playfair, F.R.S., M.P. ; J. Norman Lockyer,
r.R.s.

productive of enormous advantages to the community at large
;

but these advantages cannot be duly reaped without largely ex-

tending and systematising Physical Research. Though of opinion
tliat greatly increased facilities are undoubtedly required, your
Committee do not consider it expedient that they should attempt
to define categorically how these facilities should be providtd,
for the following reason :

—

Any scheme of scientific extension should be based on a full

and accurate knowledge of the amount of aid now given to

science, of the sources from which tliat aid is derived, and of the

functions performed by individuals and institutions receiving

such aid. Your Committee have found it impossible, with the

means and powers at their command, to acquire this knowledge.
A formal inquiry, including the inspection of records to which
your Committee have not access, and the examination of witnesses

whom they are not empowered to summon, alone can elicit the

information that is required ; and, as the whole question of the

relation of the State to Science, at present in a very unsettled

and unsatisfactory position, is involved, they urge that a Royal
Commission alone is competent to deal with the subject.

Your Committee hold that this inquii-y is of a character suffi-

ciently important to the nation, and sufficiently wide in its scope,

to demand the most ample and most powerful machinery that can

be brought to bear upon it.

Your Committee therefore submit, as the substance of their

Report, the recommendation that the full influence of the British

Association for the advancement of Science should at once be
exerted to obtain the appointment of a Royal Commission, to

consider :

—

1. The character and value of existing institutions and
facilities for scientific investigation, and the amount
of time and money devoted to such puiposes.

2. What modifications or augmentations of the means and
facilities that are at present available for the main-

tenance and extension of science are requisite ; and,

3. In what manner these can be best supplied.

To proceed with our historical narrative. The report

passed through the ordeal to -which all such matters are

stibjected according to the rules of the British Associa-

tion ; natnely. First, the consideration of the committee of

the Section in which it originated (Section A) ; Secondly,

that of the Committee of Recommendations ; Thirdly,

that of the General Committee. By this last it was

submitted to the Council of the Association, "for considera-

tion and action if it seems desirable," and the report was

considered by a sub-committee of the Council on Saturday

last.

As the matter now stands, it is for the Council of the

British Association to detennine whether science in this

country stands, or does not stand, on a settled, satisfac-

tory foundation ; and if not, then the further question,

whether anything short of an inquiiy conducted by the

State will suffice to redress existing evils and to initiate

desirable reforms.

If we refer to the list of names of the Norwich Com-

mittee, given above, we find that it includes men of the

highest etiiincnce in almost every branch of scientific

inquiry,—tnen whose whole lives are, and have long

been, devoted to actual scientific work—professors, inves-

tigators, and writers, tnembers of many learned societies,

and of universities, leaders of philosophical thought, and

persons possessing every available means of insight into all

that passes in the scientific world,—and what do they tell

us ? Why, virtually this, that the provision for extending

science in England is derived from so many sources, is

subject to so many authorities, is so entirely without con-

sistency and system, that even their joint knowledge fails

to grasp and arrange the heterogeneous mass of confusion

;

they say, however, with an absence of circutnlocution that

bears the stamp of well-founded conviction, that this
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provision, such as it is, not merely fails as to system and

quality, but that, as to extent and quantity, " it isfarfrom

sufficientforthc vigorousprosecution ofPhysical Research."

Now, the opinions of men like these, so clearly and

strongly expressed, must have carried great weight, what-

ever recommendations they might have founded on them
;

but when we consider their pecommendation our faith in

the soundness of their advice receives a strong accession.

They do not say, as they might have done,—Establish

such institutions, abolish others, alter the constitution of

some, create great scientific offices, elevate the condition

of scientific men, form us into a body for setting everything

to rights, ourselves included. No ; with an impartiality

that does them honour, they say,—Place this matter before

the highest tribunal known to our constitution for the

deciding of such questions—before men selected for their

high station and unquestionable independence ; let all

branches of science come in succession under their

scrutiny ; let the truth appear openly before the world

without a possibility that an imputation of partiality and
favouritism, which might attach to our decision, should

cast a shade over their proceedings and their judgment

and so damage the cause.

If we next consider the composition of the Council of

the British Association, we shall feel the most positive

assurance that a Report coming to them from so strong a

Committee will be considered with the utmost care. For

our own part we cannot feel doubtful of the result. But

the question whether or not the Government shall be

asked for a Royal Commission on Science is at this

moment in their hands, and having said this we have

brought down the history of the movement to the present

moment.

A few words in conclusion. This is precisely one of

those subjects which is liable to be dealt with in detail

by minds before which it is definitely presented for the

first time. Let us, therefore, indicate briefly the main
questions, the discussion of which is, in the present stage

of the matter, desirable. These are : First, docs scientific

investigation labour in England under disabilities and
disadvantanges for want of the necessary funds and
material appliances .' Secondly, on what principles should

the State assist scientific exertion ; are these principles

settled and acknowledged ; and are they acted on .''

Thirdly, if the answers to these questions be, as we may
almost assume they will be, unfavourable, is there any
chance that piecemeal rectification will suffice to correct

existing evils, or must we go to the root of the matter with

the help of a Royal Commission ?

When these questions are settled, it will be time to go
more into details —but not before.

PHYSICAL METEOROLOGY
II.—SUGGESTIONS

A T the end of a previous article, I ventured to say I

should make some suggestions touching a method by
M'hich 1 think meteorology might perhaps be made a branch
of physical inquiry. In doing so, 1 will borrow the thought,

and very many of the words which were brought before

the Exeter meeting of the British Association. And fur-

thermore, no allusion will be made in the present article

to the elements of pressure and temperature.

With respect to the motion of our atmosphere, it

cannot be anticipated that we shall ever possess the same
complete knowledge which astronomy gives us of the

motion of the heavenly bodies ; for in the latter case

the identity of the object is not lost sight of, while in the

former case it is clearly impossible to ascertain the motions

of individual particles of air. Our inquiries into the

distribution and motion of the elements of our atmosphere

must, therefore, be pursued by that method which enables

us to ascertain the distribution and motion of any other

substance or product with the individual components of

which we find it impracticable to deal.

Suppose, for instance, we wish ,to ascertain the wealth

of our country in grain or in spirits, and the distribution

of this commodity over the earth's surface. We should

first of all begin by taking the stock of the commodity

corresponding to a given date ; we should next keep a

strict account of all the imports and exports of the mate-

rial, as well as of its home production and home con-

sumption.

Now, if we have taken stock properly at first, and if our

account of the imports, the exports, the production, and

the consumption of our material is accurate and properly

kept, it will obviously be unnecessary to take stock a

second time. But if these accounts are not kept with

sufficient accuracy, or if we suspect that our material

leaves us by some secret channel which we wish to trace,

it will clearly be necessary to take stock frequently ; and

thus a comparison of our various accounts may enable us

to detect the place and circumstances of that secret transit

which has hitherto escaped our observation.

Applying these principles to the vapour of our atmo-

sphere, what we wish to know is the amount of this

material present at any one station at any moment, and

also the laws of its motion. It would appear that the best

way of measuring the amount present at any moment is

by ascertaining the tiiass of vapour present in a cubic foot

of air, mass and volume being fundamental physical

conceptions.

Next, with regard to the motion of the atmosphere, in-

cluding its vaporous constituent, the method of co-

ordinates suggested by Dr. Robinson would appear to

be the natural way of arriving at this. Let us set up

at a station two imaginary apertures (strictly imaginary,

of course), one facing north and south and the other

east and west, and gauge the mass of dry air and the

mass of moisture that passes each of these openings

in one hour ; we shall by this means get the nearest at-

tainable approach to the elements of motion of the atmo-

spheric constituents from hour to hour. We shall not,

however, obtain by this means a complete account of this

motion, for we have at present no means of measuring its

vertical component. This vertical component corresponds

in fact to the secret channel in the illustration given above,

which we must endea\our to detect by some indirect

method. Another thing that ought to be determined is

the production or consumption of the vaporous element of

our atmosphere as it passes from place to place. This

might be done could we keep an accurate account of the

evaporation and the precipitation, the two processes by
which this element is recruited and consumed. This

would, however, be a very difficult observation.

Let us now recapitulate what information regarding

moisture we can obtain from such complete meteorological
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obsen-ations as are at present made. Vv'e have to begin

with, as I have shown

—

(i) The mass of vapour actually present at a station

from hour to hour.

(2) The mass that passes a station in one hour, going

east and west.

(3) The mass that passes a station in one hour, going

north and south.

There is wanting

—

(4) The vertical component of the motion of vapour.

(5) Its production or consumption as it passes from

place to place.

These deficiencies may, however, be to some extent

overcome by the following considerations :

—

First, the atmosphere mo\'es as a whole when it moves,

the dr)- and moist air moving together ; secondly, dry air

is neither capable of production nor of consumption, but

always remains constant in amount.

To illustrate this part of the subject, let it be supposed

that we wish to investigate the vertical motion of the atmo-

sphere at a certain station. Make this station the imagi-

nary centre of a circle, the circumference of which may be

supposed to be studded with other stations at sufficiently

frequent intervals, so that we can tell, hour by hour, how
much dry air passes in towards the centre of the circle

through its circumference, and also how much passes out.

Let us suppose that more is passing in than is passing

out, or that the imports into the area of the circle are

greater than the exports out of it. Now, the dry air that

passes in is incapable of production or of consumption,

and hence the stock of the material at the central station,

and in the area generally, ought to be on the increase,

since we have imagined the imports to be greater than

the exports. If, however, we ascertain from actual ob-

servation that the stock of dr)' air is diminishing instead

of increasing, we may be sure that some is carried off by
an upward current, which of course carries the moisture

with the dry air.

The establishment of accurate observations is so recent

that I cannot at this moment produce any definite

example in illustration of this mode of analysis. We
may, however, take a cyclone. As I have said, there

are two hypotheses with regard to the motion of air in

this phenomenon : one set of philosophers advocating a

strictly rotatory motion, and the other set an indraught

of air from the circumference towards the centre ; and yet

frequently we have a falling barometer in the centre. Now,
what can carry off the air, if there be not an ascending

current at the very heart of the cyclone ? This is, how-
ever, I may remark, merely put forward in illustration of

the method.

So much for the vertical component ; and now, in the

next place, with regard to the production or consumption
of aqueous vapour as it passes from place to place. Our
consideration has hitherto been confined to quantity ; let

me now define what is meant by the hygiomttric quality

of the air. It may be represented by the following

quotient :

—

mass of vapour in a cubic foot

mass of dry air in a cubic foot'

Now, this quotient can only alter by evaporation, by

precipitation, or by mixture. This hygrometric quality of

the air may perhaps be considered a quality sufficiently

constant to aid us in tracing the actual motion of air, just

as we may make use of the element of saltness to trace

the actual path of an oceanic current. It gives us, in

fact, a chemical analysis of the air, and one, moreover,

which is independent of pressure, so that we can tell by
its means the various qualities of air which we meet with

in a balloon or mountain ascent. But besides this aid,

we may make use of it to enable us to tell the preci-

pitationor evaporation. For instance, a very damp air,

in passing over a very dry country, may be supposed to

emerge less damp, having its hygrometric quality changed

;

or a very dry air, in passing over a very damp country,

may be supposed to emerge less dry, having its quality

changed in the opposite direction. Thus, by actual obser-

vation of the quality of the air at the time of its reaching

some particular tract of land or ocean, and at the time of

its leaving it, we may possibly get much better observa-

tions of what goes on in the country, as far as this

particular research is concerned, than if it were studded

with gauges.

I would therefore suggest that meteorological observa-

tions should, by a system of reduction, be made to

show

—

(i) The mass of dry air and of moisture in one cubic

foot actually present at each station from hour

to hour.

(2) The mass of dry air and of moisture that passes

each station, hour by hour, in two lines of di-

rection at right angles to each other, namely,

north and south and east and west.

When these hourly elements are obtained, they might
for seasonal changes be reduced after the method of five-

day means ; or for the investigation of changes of weather,

they might be utilised in some other way, as, for instance,

in that lately suggested by the Astronomer Royal.

I ought to remark of this method of gauging, that all

I claim to have done is to have put it in a somewhat new
form ; for it has been acted on by Maury and others before

now, and has, in fact, given us one proof of the anti-

trades. For we know that there is a constant indraught

of air from the tropics to the equator on both sides ; and
as it does not accumulate there it must be carried off

somehow, that is to say, it must return by the upper
regions.

Before concluding,—one word of recapitulation as to

the present stage ofdevelopment of meteorology. We have
seen that, judging by astronomy, there ought to be three

stages : the object of the first being to ascertain the actual

motions of the air, the second the causes of those motions,

while we prophesy in the third. We have also seen how
little progress we have made in the very first of these

;

and we may naturally conjecture that the third or pro-

phetical stage is so very far in advance of us that we may
not reach it for a long time. Nevertheless there is one
crumb of comfort for weather prognosticators ; for just as

astronomers predicted certain phenomena in a rough way
before the law of gravitation was established, so here also

we may make certain rough and ready predictions of

much practical utility before the advent of the Newton of

meteorology.

B.-vLFouR Stewart
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SERMONS IN STONES
Les Piern-s, Esquisses Mhu'ralogiques. Par L. Simonin.

Pp. 516, with 91 woodcuts, and 21 chromo-lithographs

for coloured plates. (Paris, 1869. Hatchette et C'^)

'T^HIS volume is another of the recent works on popular

science which, like " La Vie Souterraine" of the same

author, " Les Volcans" of Boscowitz, and others of a

similar character, the publishers of Paris seem of late to

compete with one another in bringing out, and of which it

may be said that they are peculiarly French, for neither

here, elsewhere on the Continent, nor in England do we

find their exact representatives.

pages. The first of these is a most successful attempt to

depict the general features of one of those polar glaciers

which in prehistoric times have played so important a part

in the earth's geological history, by the transporting of vast

accumulations of rocks and their debris to other parts of

the globe far distant from their original sites. This wood-

cut may be said to be, as it were, supplemented by

the second, representing a Swiss landscape, showing

in the foreground one of the great erratic blocks, or

boulders, carried far from the glaciers themselves, and

deposited in its present situation upon the melting of

the icy raft which had floated it southwards. It may

I ula;; (,l .cilks

Copiously illustrated by chromo-lithographs, coloured

plates, and woodcuts of a most spirited, and occasionally

what may be termed a somewhat sensational, character,

these works apparently seek to impart scientific informa-

tion mainly by appealing to the eye of the reader, and it

must be admitted that in this they are sometimes very

successful, the illustrations often conveying at a glance

impressions which it would be tedious, or at times even

difficult, to communicate in words. As an example of

this, and also at the same time of the style of the wood-

cuts themselves, which are so abundant in the volume

now under consideration, we reproduce two of them in our

fairly be asked whether any description would be likely

to produce on the mind of the geologically-inclined reader

the effect which the mere sight of this woodcut must do ?

Does not the appearance of this gigantic pebble, with the

dwelling-house perched upon its summit, instantly convey

the most vivid impression of the more than grand scale

of those glacial phenomena which at one period of the

earth's history exhibited themselves in full activity ?

Bearing in mind that the word " stone " is throughout

this work employed in an altogether popular sense

—

i.e.

used promiscuously to designate any fossil, loose stone,

rock, or mineral species whatsoever—the book itself is
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divided into two parts, treating respectively—(i) of stones,

as a group or family, and (2) of the history of certain

stones. Under the former of these heads, after a some-
what vague introduction to mineralogy proper, and a more
detailed description of the somewhat complicated and
cumbrous equipment considered by the author as neces-

sary for the travelling mineralogist, or rather geologist, we
find, in the second chapter, what might be called the

condensed essence of geological science. Starting with

cosmogony, we have laid before us, in turn, the nebular

hypothesis of the origin of the earth ; its subsequent con-

dition of igneous fluidity, and consolidation upon cooling
;

statistics, &c., of the mining and manufacturing population ;

concluding with a still shorter account of the other

more strictly denominated metallic mines of France.

A fourth chapter completes this first division of the work
by a description of what are termed " Les Pierres du
Globe," arranged under the heads of— (i) Carbon, (2)

Metallic substances, (3) Building stones, (4) Gems, (5) Earths
and salts, (6) Petroleum and subterranean water ; all of
which are treated of in a very interesting, but necessarily,

from want of space, equally superficial manner.
The second part of the work, or what is termed the

" Histoire de quelques Pierres," is subdivided into four

riEKREDES MARMETTES AT .MO.NTIIEV (VALAIs)

the appearance of life upon its surface ; and the various

subsequent changes which it experienced through succes-

sive geological ages down to the present day,—the text

being but a sort of running commentary upon the numerous
and often admirably-e-xecuted illustrations which occur in

its pages.

From this we are, in the third chapter, carried to the

consideration of what are termed the stones of France
;

under which head we find a hurried but interesting account

of the coal and iron mines of France, and of the utilisa-,

tion of their products in the metallurgical industries of

the countr)', interspersed with sketches of their history,

chapters, each of which is in ilsclf a somewii-.t mere

detailed account of the mining industry carried on in

certain districts more specially noted for their mineral

productions. These are as follows :—(i) The gold and

silver deposits of the Rocky Mountains
; (2) The marble

quarries of Italy
; (3) The iron mines of Elba ; and (4)

The coal mines of the centre of France. The descriptions

of these are given in a very characteristic and instructive

manner, and here again we may remark that they are

profusely illustrated.

In reviewing this book, it must be remembered that

Simonin's "Les Pierres" is not to be regarded in the
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light of a strictly scientific work, nor is it put forward

with any pretensions to such a character. Although

treating of subjects within the domain of their respective

sciences, it is evidently, and admittedly, not written for

the use of either mineralogist, geologist, or metallurgist ;

it claims but to provide those readers who are not at

home in mineralogical or geological science, with in-

formation, arranged in a popular, or, to them, readable

form, concerning such mineral substances as are likely

to come under their attention either at home or in the

course of their travels, and as such we cannot but

recommend it.

The worthlessness of coloured illustrations of minerals

has frequently been descanted upon, and it is perfectly

true that they can be of no utihty whatsoever to the

student in mineralogy ; in the present instance, however,

they may bo looked upon as but so many ornaments con-

tributing to the general attractiveness of the volume as a

whole. We are inclined to the belief that publications

of this character, without being profound, or even free from

some not inconsiderable defects, may still do good service

to the cause of science, by attracting the attention of

readers who, misled by vulgar report, eschew, without

trial, what is commonly called the usual dry scientific

literature ; and that in some instances at least it may
induce them to follow up their introduction by the study

of more substantial scientific pabulum.

David Forbes

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES CONTROVERSY
Habit and Intelligence, in their Connection with the

Laws of Matter and Force. A Series of .Scientific

Essays. By Joseph John Murphy. (Macmillan and
Co., 1S69.)

II.

T N his chapter on '" The Rate of Variation," Mr. Murphy
adopts the view (rejected after careful examination by

Darwin) that in many cases species have been formed at

once by considerable variations, sometimes amounting to

the formation of distinct genera and he brings forward

the cases of the Ancon sheep, anJ of remarkable forms of

poppy and of Datura tatula appearing suddenly, and
being readily propagated. He thinks this view necessary-

to get over the difficulty of the slow rate of change by
natural selection among minute spontaneous variations

;

by which process such an enormous time would be
required for the development of all the forms of life, as

is incgnsistent with the period during which the earth

can have been habitable. But to get over a difficulty it

will not do to introduce an untenable hypothesis ; and this

one of the rapid formation of species by single variations

can be shown to be untenable, by arguments which Mr.

Murphy will admit to be valid. The first is, that none of

these considerable variations can possibly survive in

nature, and so form new species, unless they are useful

to the species. Now, such large variations are admittedly

very rare compared with ordinary spontaneous variability,

and as they have usually a character of " monstrosity
"

about them, the chances are very great against any par-

ticular variation being useful. Another consideration

pointing in the same direction is, that as a species only

exists in virtue of its being tolerably well adapted to its

environment, and as that environment only changes

shiftily, small rather than large changes are what are

required to keep up the adaptation. But even if great

changes of conditions may sometimes occur rapidly, as

by the irruption of some new enemy, or by a few feet of

subsidence causing a low plain to become flooded, what

are the chances that among the man)' thousands oipossible

large variations the one exactly adapted to meet the changed

conditions should occur at the right time ? To meet a

change of conditions this year, the right large variation

might possibly occur a thousand years hence.

The second argument is a still stronger one. Mr.

Murphy fully adopts Mr. Herbert Spencer's ^'iew, that a

variation, however slight, absolutely requires, to ensure

its permanence, a number of concomitant variations, which

can only be produced by the slow process of self-adapta-

tion ; and he uses this argument as conclusive against

the formation of complex organs by natural selection in

all cases where there is no tendency for action to produce

self-adaptation ; a fortiori, therefore, must a sudden large

variation in any one part require numerous concomitant

variations ; it is still more improbable that they can

accidentally occur together ; it is impossible that the slow

process of self-adaptation can produce them in time to be

of any use ; so that we are driven to the conclusion, that

any large single variation, unsupported as it must be by

the necessary concomitant variations, can hardly be other

than hurtful to the individuals in which it occurs, and thus

lead in a state of nature to its almost immediate extinc-

tion. The question, therefore, is not, as Mr. Murphy
seems to think, whether such large variations occur in a

state of nature, but whether, having occurred, they could

possibly maintain themselves and increase. A calculation

is made by which the more rapid mode of variation is

shown to be necessary. It is supposed that the grey-

hound has been changed from its wolf-like ancestor in

500 years ; but it is argued that variation is much slower

under nature than under domestication, so that with wild

animals it would take ten times as long for the same
amount of variation to occur. It is also said that there is

ten times less chance of favourable variations being pre-

served, owing to the free intermixture that takes place in a

wild state ; so that for nature to produce a greyhound from

a wolf would have required 50,000 years. Sir W. Thomson
calculates that life on the earth must be limited to some
such period as one hundred million years, so that only two

thousand times the time required to produce a well-marked

specific change has, on this theory, produced all the change

from the protozoon to the elephant and man.

Although many of the data used in the above calcula-

tion are quite incorrect, the result is probably not far from

the truth ; for it is curious that the most recent geological

researches point to a somewhat similar period as that

required to change the specific form of mammalia. The
question of geological time is, however, so large and im-

portant that we must leave it for a separate article.

The second volume of Mr. Murphy's work is almost

wholly psychological, and can be but briefly noticed. It

consists to a great extent of a summary of the teachings

of Bain, Mill, Spencer, and Carpenter, combined with

much freshness of thought and often submitted to acute

criticism. The special novelty in the work is the theory

as to the "intelligence" manifested in organisation and
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mental phenomena, and this is so difficult a conception

that it must be presented in the author's own words :

—

"I believe tlie unconscious intelligence that directs the for-

mation of the bodily structures is the same intelligence that

becomes conscious in the mind. The two are generally believed

to be fundamentally distinct : conscious mental intelligence is

believed to be human, and formative intelligence is believed to be
Divine. This view, making the two to be totally unlike, leaves

no room for the middle region of instinct ; and hence the marvel-
lous character with wliich instinct is generally invested. But if

we admit that all the intelligence manifested in the organic creation

is fundamentally the same, it will appear natural, and what might
be expected, that there should be such a gradation as we actually

find, from perfectly unconscious to perfectly conscious intelli-

gence ; the intermediate region being occupied by intelligent

thougli unconscious motor actions—in a word, by instinct

Tlie intelligence whicli forms tlie lenses of the eye is the same
intelligence which in tile mind of man understands the theory of
the lens ; the intelligence that hollows out the bones and the wing-
feathers of the bird, in order to combine lightness with strength,

and places the featheiy fringes where tliey are needed, is the same
intelligence which in the mind of the engineer has devised the

construction of iron pillars hollowed out like those bones and
feathers It will probably be said that this identification

of formative, instinctive, and mental intelligence is Pantheistic.

.... I am not a Pantheist : on the contrary, I believe in a
Divine Power and Wisdom, infinitely transcending all manifes-
tations of power and intelligence that are or can be known to us
in our present state of being Energy or force is an effect

of Divine power; but there is not a fresh exercise of Divine
power whenever a stone falls or a fire burns. .So with intelligence.

All intelligence is a result of Divine Wisdom, but there is not a
fresh determination of Divine thought needed for every new
adaptation in organic structure, or for eveiy new thought in the

brain of man. Eveiy Theist will admit that there is not a fresh

act of creation when a new living individual is born. I go a
little further, and say that I do not believe in a fresh act of
creation for a new species. I believe that the Creator has not
separately organised every structure, but has endowed vitalised

matter with intelligence, under the guidance of which it organised
itself; and I think there is no more Pantheism in this than in

believing that tlie Creator does not separately cause eveiy stone
to fall and ever)' fire to bum, but has endowed matter witli energy,

and has given energy the power of transposing itself.
'

I am not myself able to conceive this impersonal and
unconscious intelligence coming in exactly when required

to direct the forces of matter to special ends, and it is

certainly quite incapable of demonstration. On the other

hand, the theory that there are various grades of con-

scious and personal intelligences at work in nature, guiding

the forces of matter and mind for their purposes as man
guides them for his, is both easily conceivable and is not

necessarily incapable of proof. If therefore there are in

nature phenomena which, as Mr. Murphy believes, the

laws of matter and of life will not suffice to explain,

would it not be better to adopt the simpler and more con-

ceivable solution, till further evidence can be obtained ?

The only other portion of the work on which my space

will allow me to touch, is the chapter on the Classification

of the Sciences, in which a scheme is propounded of great

siiTiplicity and merit. Mr. Murphy does not appear to be
acquainted with Mr. Herbert .Spencer's essay on this subject,

and it is somewhat remarkable that he has arrived at so

very similar a resuU, although less ideal and less ex-

haustively worked out. In one point his plan seems an
improvement on all preceding ones. He arranges the

sciences in two series, which we may term primary and
secondary. A primary science is one which treats of a

definite group of natural laws, and these are capable of

being arranged (as Comte proposed) in a regular series,

each one being more or less dependent on those which

precede it,while it is altogether independent of those which
follow it. A secondary science, on the other hand, is one
which treats of a group of naturalphenomena, and makes
use of the primary sciences to explain those phenomena

;

and these can also be arranged in a series of decreasing

generality and independence of those which follow them,
although the series is less complete and syimnetrical than
in the case of the primary sciences. The two series some-
what condensed are :

—

I.

2.
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OUR BOOK SHELF
Nature contemplated Philosophically.—/5/> Natur im

JJchlc pitilosopliisclu-y Auscliauung. By Maximilian

Perth. (Leipzig and Heidelberg, 1869.) Large 8vo.

pp. viii. and 805.

The modern developments of the study of natural science

have led to the separate and too exclusive consideration

of branches of knowledge. This result necessarily follows

from the defects inherent in our methods of investigation ;

but everyone will admit the importance and advantage of

contemplating Nature as a whole, instead of attending to

a fragment of her works. Hence she must be contem-

plated philosophically; for it is the business of philosophy

alone to work out the greater problems which are common
to, and underlie, the great problems of the sciences.

Such are the views which led Prof Perth to write this

book, a task for which he had fitted himself by many-sided

study from boyhood, and the accomplishment of which

has exacted the labour of several years. It is a purely

philosophic work, belonging to a class of w'hich there are

few specimens, and cannot be easily read except by those

who have some technical acquaintance with philosophic

terms. The following are titles of a few of the topics

treated in the volume:—"Matter, Organism, Spirit;"

"The Relation of Nature to the Moral Idea;" "The
Chemical Process ;

" " Species ;

" " The Chronological

Perfection of Organic Nature ; " " The Geographical Dis-

tribution of Plants ;" "The Spiritual Life."

The author does not attach himself to any particular

school of thought ; but Kant, Hegel, and Spinosa have,

perhaps, a predominance. His information is universal
;

but the erudition displayed is accompanied, as generally

happens, by a want of point, precision, and climax. Here

and there, a somewhat sad and sombre elocjuence relieves

and ornaments the picture. E. J. M.

An Introduction to the Science of Heat.—By Temple
Augustus Orme. (London : Groombridge & Sons.)

Ir is not many years since the appearance of the first

thoroughly i;ientific treatise on heat in the English lan-

guage, and now we hail the advent of a well-written intro-

duction to more advanced works : a book intended for the

beginner who is supposed to possess nothing but a fair

knowledge of arithmetic and an average amount of intel-

ligence. This book is full of excellent examples of the

various laws of heat, in which the author makes use of the

metrical system of measurements, and the centigrade scale

of temperature ;
and the student who has worked through

these questions cannot fail to have acquired a good prac-

tical knowledge of the subject of heat, as well as an appre-

ciation of the advantage of the metrical system. Nor
are theoretical views left out, and although the treatise

only professes to be an introductory one, we have a good
elementary account of the dynamical theory of heat,

including the grand laws of the consen-ation and dissipa-

tion of energy. The author is undoubtedly right in

accustoming the student at an early age to think of, and if

possible apprehend, this great generalisation, for in truth it

forms the appropriate supplement to and completion

of the ordinary laws of motion, and should Ije studied

along with these ; otherwise the student may be led to

conceive that when two equally massive inelastic balls

strike one another with equal and opposite velocities, the

result is «/7, and to entertain many similar absurdities.

And inasmuch as the laws of motion find their way into

introductory treatises on natural philosophy, so should the

laws of energy find a place in these. In the study of such

laws, the student cannot too soon become accustomed to

those technical terms which are necessary to give accurate

expression to his conception ; and we are glad the author

has introduced the terms kinclic and pnteiitial, although

we think that on one or two occasions he has used the

yiOxAfpice where citetxy would ha\-e been preferable.

B. S.

Sicilian Fungi.

—

Fjinghi Siciliani. Per Guiseppe Inzenga.
Centuria Prima. 4to. pp. 95, with 8 coloured plates,

price loj-. (Palermo, 1869. London : Williams and
Norgate.)

A WORK w-hich will be very welcome to English fungolo-
gists, and especially to those who are interested in fungo-
phagy. We have here descriptions of 100 of the more
conspicuous Fungi of Sicily, with coloured plates of some
of the more important or newly-described species, an
account of their localities, and of the uses to which they
are applied ; and, what is of no small importance in a
work on Fungi, a list of the synonyms belonging to each
species. Sig. Inzenga has paid special attention to the

economic properties of the Sicilian Fungi ; among this first

century he enumerates 30 species, which he can vouch for as
being perfectly wholesome, more or less delicate in flavour,

and easily distinguished from any noxious species, many
of them being largely used as articles of food by the

.Sicilian peasantry, and sold in the markets of Palermo
and Messina ; while only eight are named as being
absolutely poisonous, or so suspicious as to be prudently
rejected. Our common mushroom, which is forbidden to

be sold in the markets of Rome, is freely eaten in Sicily,

though not so much esteemed as several other species.

A. W. B.

The Microscope and its Applications.

—

Das Mikroskop
loid seine Anweiuiiiiig. Von Dr. L. Dippel. Zweiter
Theil. Anwendung des Mikroskopcs auf die Histi-

ologie der Gewachse. 8vo. pp. 328, with 188 wood-
cuts, and 6 lithographic plates, price I2J-. (Brunswick,
1869. London : Williams and Norgate).

The first part of Dr. Dippel's treatise on the microscope
was devoted to a description of its difierent forms, with
practical directions for its use and for the preparation of
specimens ; in the present volume we have an account of
its application to the observation of the minute parts of
plants. It is divided into four sections. The first consists

of investigations of cells as distinct organisms, including
the cell-membrane, the cell-nucleus, the cell-fluid, pro-

toplasm, and salts ; the formation of cells ; and their trans-

formation into tubes and vessels. The second part relates

to the more complicated tissues of the higher cryptogamia
and of the phanerogamia. The third records the results

of investigations on the elementary organs and tissues in

polarised light. The fourth part is occupied by an account
of the anatomical structure or comparative anatomy of

the difierent compound organs, the stem, root, leaves, and
organs of reproduction. With this volume the work
closes for the present, but an additional one is promised
at some future time on animal histiology. It contains a
clear record of the present state of microscopical science

as applied to the minute structures of the vegetable king-

dom, free from those abstruse speculations which often

fill so large a portion of continental works of this descrip-

tion. The illustrations, both «-ood-cuts and lithographs,

are of the excellence to which we are accustomed in

German scientific works, and to each section is appended
a list of aJI the important works and papers already pub-
lished on the subject. A. W. B.

The Physical Phenomena of Life.

—

Les P/ie/wmhics Phy-
siques de la Vie. Par J. Gavairet, &c. (Paris : Masson
et Fils. London : Williams and Norgate.)

We do not quite see why this little book should have been
written. It is too technical to be useful as a popular
volume ; it is too diffuse, and yet too incomplete, to be a
text-book ; and it has neither the critical grasp nor the
originality of an independent essay. There is a grand
opening for some one to gather up all the recent advances
in physiological physics, and weld them up together into

a single book. When we took this volume in hand, we
hoped to find something of the kind ; but it really consists
of little more than a straggling discourse on animal heat,
and another on muscular contraction. M. F.
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THE DEEP-SEA DREDGING EXPEDITION
IN H.M.S. "PORCUPINE"

I.—NATURAL HISTORY

MY part of the expedition in H. M. S. Porcupine com-
menced on the iSth of May, and ended on the 13th

of July last. It comprised the Atlantic coast of Ireland,

from the Skelligs to Rockall (a distance of about 6^
degrees, or 400 miles), Loughs Swilly and Foyle on the

north coast, and the North Channel on the way to Belfast.

I took with me as assistant Mr. B. S. Dodd (who had
accompanied me in former dredging expeditions) ; and
as dredger Mr. W. Laughrin, of Polperro, an old coast-

guardman, and an Associate of the Linnean Society. Both
did their share of the work carefully and zealously.

The first dredging was on the 24th of May, about 40
miles ofl" Valentia, in no fathoms; bottom sandy with

a little mud. The fauna was mostly northern, and the

following are the more remarkable species there procured :

Mollusca

—

Ostrea cochlear, Necera rcstrata, Verticordia

abyssicola, Dentaliiim abyssoruin, Aporrhais Scrrcsiaims,

Buccinum Huinplircysiaiiiiin, Mmv.v iiuhricafns, Pli-uro-

ioma carinata, and Cavoliita trispiiwsa ; Echinodermata

—

Echinus elcgans, Cidarts papillata^ and Spatangus
Raschij Actinozoa

—

Caryophytlia Smilhii, \sx. borealis.

Of these, Ostrea cochlear, Aporrhais Serrcsianus, and
Miirex tDibricatiis are Mediterranean species ; and Tro-

chus granidatus also imparted somewhat of a southern

character, although that species was afterwards found
living in the Shetland district. Ostrea cochlear is a small

Mediterranean species of oyster ; and it is one of the

shells which Milne-Edwards noticed as adhering to the

telegraph-cable between Sardinia and Algiers from a

depth of about 1,100 fathoms. Although considered

peculiar to deep water, I found it attached to the columns
of the temple of Jupiter Serapis at Pozzuoli, which are

reputed not to have been submerged to any depth. The
above-mentioned results of this dredging will give a fair

idea of the fauna inhabiting the loo-fathom line on the

west of Ireland.

After coaling at Galway we steamed south ; 'and (the

weather being very coarse and unpromising) we dredged
in Dingle Bay, at a depth of from 30 to 40 fathoms

;

bottom rocky and muddy. As before, in comparatively
shallow water, we had two dredges out, one at the bow, and
the other at the stern ; this was what I always did in my
own yacht, when dredging in from 20 to 200 fathoms. In
Dingle Bay the dredges several times caught in rocks or

large stones, but were saved by the usual yarn-stops, and
by the extraordinary strength of the two-inch Chatham
rope which was used. On one occasion, when the dredge
was fast, the steamer, which was nearly of 400 tons burden,
was pulled round, and swung by the rope as firmly as if

she were at anchor and moored by a chain cable. Here,
again, the Mollusca were mostly northern. Siphonodenta-

lium Lofotense, Chiton Hanleyi, Tectura fulva, Odostomia
clavula, Trophon truncatns, and Cylichna nitidula fall

W'ithin this category; and Enliina subiilata, Trophon viu-

ricatus, Plenrotoma attenuata, and Philine catena may be
reckoned southern species. But the most remarkable
shell obtained in this dredging was Montacuta Dawsoni,
which I had described and figured from specimens found

by Mr. Robert Dawson in the Moray firth. I subse-

quently detected in the Royal Museum at Copenhagen
specimens of the same species in the collection of Green-
land shells, made by the late Dr. H. P. C. Moller. The
species was briefly described or noticed by him in the

addenda to his ' Index MoUuscorum Groenlandiae,' as
" Testa bivalvis "_,• but he did not give it any other name.
The size of the Greenland specimens is considerably
greater than that of British specimens, thus adding
another to the numerous cases of a similar kind which I

have from time to time adduced in illustration of the fact,

that with regard to those species of Mollusca which are

common to northern and southern latitudes, and which
inhabit the same bathymetrical zone, northern are usually
larger than southern specimens. It may, perhaps, be a
not unfair inference, that the origin of such species is

northern, and that they dwindle or become depauperated,
in proportion to the distance to which they have migrated,
or been transported from their ancestral homes.
The following week was occupied in sounding and dredg-

ing off Valentia, and on the way to Galway, at depths vary-
ing from 85 to 808 fatlioms. The fauna throughout was
northern. Several interesting acquisitions were made in

all departments of the Invertebrata. Among the Mollusca
I may mention— A'«(-;//(7 piimila (Norway), Leda frigida
(Spitzbergen and Finmark), Verticordia abyssicola (Fin-
mark), Siphonodentalium qiiinquangulare (Norway and
Mediterranean), and an undcscribed species of /"/wyj- allied

to F. Sahini; Echinodermata

—

Brisinga cndecacnemos

;

Actinozoa

—

Ulocyathus (or Phyllodesniia) arcticus. That
fine sponge Pltakcllia 7'entilabruni was also met with so
far south, in 90 fathoms. The 808 fathoms' dredging was
then a novelty, being the greatest depth ever explored in

that way. The length of rope paid out was 1,100 fathoms,
and the time occupied in hauling in was 55 minutes. The
same proportional time was observed in other dredgings
during my part of the expedition, viz. 5 minutes for every
100 fathoms of rope. The dredge contained about 2 cwt.
of soft and sticky mud, in appearance resembling " China
clay." The animals brought up on this occasion were
quite lively ; and I examined more than one specimen of
a small Gastropod (described and figured by me as'Lactina
ienella), w^hich had ^•ery conspicuous eyes : there was also
an active little stalk-eyed crab.

The next cruise was for ten days, and comprised the
examination of the sea-bed between Galway and the
Porcupine Bank, as well as beyond the Bank, at depths
vaPi'ing from 85 to 1,230 fathoms. All the Mollusca were
northern, except Aporrhais Serresiani/s ; and e\'en that
I am now inclined to consider idenUca\\vithA . Macandrctr,
which inhabits the coasts of Norway and Shetland ; the
latter appears to be a dwarf variety or form. The
more remarkable species were, Limopsis aurita (a well-

known tertiary fossil). Area glacialis, Verticordia abyssi-

cola, Dentaliiim abyssorinn, Trochus cinereus, Fusus
despectus, F. Islandicus, F. fenestratus, and Colum-
bella halicteti, (a tertiary fossil), among the Mollusca

;

Cidaris papillata and Echinus Norvegicus among the
Echinoderms,and the beautiful branching cor?L\,Lophohelia

prolifera. In the deepest dredging made in this cruise

(1,230 fathoms), occurred several new species and two
new genera of the Area family, Trochus minutissimus of
Mighels (a North American species) having two con-
spicuous eyes, a species of Ampelisea (Crustacea) with
the usual number of four eyes, comparatively gigantic
Foraminifera, and other animals belonging to undescribed
species and genera. An enormous fish (Mola nasus),

which is not uncommon on the coasts of upper Norway,
was slowly swimming or floating on the surface of the
sea ; but we did not succeed in capturing it for want
of a harpoon.
We then put into Killybcgs, county Donegal, and coaled

there for our Rockall cruise. In anticipation of this cruise

taking a clear fortnight, coals were stacked on the deck,
in addition to the usual stowage in the bunkers, so as to

provide a sufficient supply. Some delay was caused
by the non-arrival of a proper galvanometer to work
Siemens' electro-thermometrical apparatus, which we were
anxious again to try. We left Donegal Bay on the

27th of June, and returned to the mainland on the 9th
of July, after experiencing severe weather. The vessel

sustained some injur)' from the heavy cross seas which
struck her on her homeward passage. During this cruise

we dredged seven days at depths exceeding 1,200 fathoms,

and on four other days at less depths ; the greatest depth
was 1,476 fathoms. In this last-mentioned dredging we.
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got several living MoUusca and other animals, a stalk-eyed

crustacean with two prominent and unusually large eyes,

and an Echinodenn of the Holothuria family, of a blue

colour. The bottom, at the greatest depths, consisted of a

hne clayey mud, which varied in colour (in some dredgings

being brownish, in others yellow, creamcolour, or drab,

and occasionally greyish), and invariably having a greater

or less admixture of pebbles, gravel, and sand. The
upper layer formed a flocculent mass, which appeared to

be animal matter in a state of partial decomposition.

This was in all probability derived from the countless

multitude of Salpce, oceanic Hydro::oa, Pteropods, and
other gelatinous animals, which literally covered the

surface of the sea, and filled our towing net directly it was
dipped overboard. Their remains must fall to the bottom
after death. Such organisms doubtless afford a vast store

of nutriment to the inhabitants of the deep. It must be
borne in mind that it is extremely difficult to dredge in

very deep water. The dredge must be unusually heavy
to counterbalance the tendency of the necessary bulk
of rope to buoy it up under the descending pressure

;

and when it reaches the bottom, it sinks by its own weight,

like an anchor, into the mud. This would give only

the same result as the cuplead or any sounding machine,
but on a larger scale ; and it would tell us very little

about the fauna. Further, if by the drift-way of the vessel,

or by a few turns of the engine now and then, we are

enabled to scrape the surface of the sea-bed, the dredge
gets choked up with the flocculent mass above described.

The fertile ingenuity of our experienced and excellent

commander devised a method which was a great improve-
ment in deep-sea dredging, and which enabled us to

obtain at least a sample of the substratum. This was to

attach two iron weights, each of loo lbs., to the rope, at a
distance of 300 or 400 fathoms from the dredge (when the

depth exceeded 1,200 fathoms), so as to dredge from the

weightii instead of from the ship, the angle thus made
^causing the blade of the dredge to lie in its proper position :

in fact it reduced the depth by the distance of these weights

from the vessel to the easy and manageable limit of 300
or 400 fathoms. Another method was to fasten the bag
to the dredge in such a way that, when it was hauled in

it could be unlaced, emptied, and afterwards washed cpiite

clean. I was thus assured that the specimens really

came from the place where each dredging was made, and
the risk of intermixture with previous dredgings was
avoided. My sie\'es were also framed with a similar

object, every sieve having a beading round the inside rim,

to prevent specimens remaining inside the edges when
the sieves were washed after every dredging. Two
other kinds of sieve I also found useful. One was
spherical, with its lid fastened inside by bolts ; its frame
consisted of a strong network of copper ribs, which was
lined with very fine gauze-wire of the sarne metal ; and it

had a ring through which a rope would pass. Its use was
to sift and wash away in the sea the impalpable mud got

in such quantities at great depths, so as to leave only for

examination all organisms exceeding in size -,}^ of an inch,

this being the greatest diameter of the wire-mesh in the

lining. Some of the residuum or strained mud was like-

wise preserved after sifting the material in the usual way.
This apparatus, which we called the "globe-sieve," saved
a great deal of the time and useless labour required for

washing that sort of dredged material through the ordinary
sieves in a tub of sea-water, which would immediately
become so turbid that, unless the tub were continually

emptied and refilled, it was extremely difficult (if not im-
possible) to detect any specimens. Another kind of sieve

had a similar framework ; but the body w'as semi-globose,

with a funnel-shaped neck. It was fastened to a long
pole, and served for catching Pteropods, Salpcr, and other
animals on the surface of the sea. This went among us
by the name of the " vase-sieve." We tried on this and
other occasions a contrivance of Mr. Easton, the cele-

brated engineer, consisting of gutta percha valves, which
closed inwards in a wedge-like form, and were fitted to

the mouth of the dredge. The object was to retain the
contents of the dredge while it was being hauled in, as I

had found by frequent and disappointing experience that

a large portion of the contents generally escaped through
the mouth during this part of the operation. The con-
trivance, although admirable in a theoretical point of
view, was found impracticable

;
perhaps it may yet suc-

ceed after more trials, and with some alterations. In their

present form the valves close the mouth of the dredge, so
that it has no contents to be retained. The deep-sea
dredgings in this cruise yielded no end of novelties and
interesting results in every department of the Invertebrata.

They were enough to take one's breath away. Among
the Mollusca were valves of an imperforate Brachiopod
with a septum in the lower valve, which I propose to

name Cryptopora gnomon. Some shells were of a
tolerable size ; and the fr)' of Isocardia cor {Kclliella

ahyssicola of Sars) were not uncommon. Many Crustacea
(Amphipoda) were scarlet, and others bright red with
feathered processes of a golden colour at the tail. A
magnificent Annelid was pinkish, with purplish-brown
spots on the line of segmentation. A Holothnria, from
1,443 fathoms, was 5 inches long and 2\ in circumference.
None of the animals, especially the Mollusca, were living

when they were brought on board and examined ; this was
perhaps owing to the great change of temperature (some-
times as much as 20°) between that of the sea-bed and
that of the atmosphere.
But to return from the bottom to the surface. At a

distance of from 130 to 140 miles from the nearest part of
the Irish coast I observed quantities of floating seaweed
(mostly Fucus sermtits) and feathers of sea-fowl, covered
with Lepas fasciailaris, and occasionally L. sidcataj and
on the seaweed were also two kinds of sessile-eyed Crus-
tacea. The wind having been previously easterly, it is

difficult to say what share the wind or tide had in the

drift ; but it did not appear to have been caused by any
circulation from the equator. The fauna nowhere showed
the least trace of that wonderful and apparently restricted

current known as the Gulf Stream. The beautiful Pteropod,
Clio pyramidata, flitted about in considerable numbers; a
delicate cuttle-fish {Lcachia fllipsop/cra),w\\\ch is supposed
to prey on Sa/pa; was caught in the vase-sieve, as well as
several specimens of a small and very slender pipe-fish or
Syngnatltus. One peculiar feature of this cruise was Rock-
all, an isolated and conical excrescence of the Atlantic, 70
feet high, and situate at least 200 miles from the nearest
land. We lay to within a quarter of a mile of it on the

evening of Saturday the 3rd of July, when fishing parties

were formed, and continued their sport till midnight.
The supply *of fresh fish thus procured was very accept-

able. The rock was inhabited by a multitude of sea-fowl
;

and a huge gannet perched on the highest pinnacle,

looking like a sentinel, or the president of the feathered

republic. On our return to Ireland, we dredged in Lough
Swilly, Lough Foyle, and the North Channel, on the way
to Belfast, where we arrived on the 13th of July. Here I

parted with my shipmates and excellent companions, and
enjoyed the hospitality and sympathy of my friends Pro-
fessor Wyville Thomson and Mr. Waller.

After my part of the expedition was concluded, I went
for the second time to Scandinavia, and compared notes
with Dr. Koren at Bergen, Prof. Sars (now, alas ! no
more) at Christiania, Prof. Loven at Stockholm, Prof.

Lilljeborg at Upsala, Prof Torell at Lund, Prof. Steenstrup
and Dr. Morch at Copenhagen, and with Prof. Mobius
and Dr. Meyer at Kiel. All these zoologists had investi-

gated the Mollusca in the Arctic and North-European
seas ; and the result of my interviews with them, and of
examining the extensive collections in the public museums
at the above places, was extremely useful in connection
with the subject of the present report.
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Prof. Wyvillc Thomson succeeded me on the 19th of

July, and made a short but very successful cruise to the

northern part of the Bay of Biscay, where he dredged at

the extraordinary depth of 2,435 fathoms, or 14,610 feet.

Some particulars of this dredging I have already given.

Dr. Carpenter replaced Prof. Wyville Thomson on the 12th
of August, and explored the sea-bed lying between the
north of Scotland and the Faroe Isles. The depths there

dredged did not exceed 650 fathoms ; but the results are

most interesting and important in a biological as well as
physical point of view. Prof. Wyville Thomson accom-
panied Dr. Carpenter in the last part of the expedition.

It terminated on the 7th of September.

J. GwYN Jeffreys
{To be continued^

UTILISATION OF SEWAGE
\1TE have been requested by the Secretary of the
* ' Committee* of the British Association on the

Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage, to print the follow-

ing letter, which has been sent to the Municipal Authorities

throughout the country :

—

22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.
November iSUi, 1S69.

Sir,— I have the honour to inform you that, last year, at the

-meeting of the British Association at Norwich, a Committee was
appointed to report on the Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage.
In the first instance, a grant of^f 10 was placed at the disposal of

the Committee, with which to defray the cost of printing and
postage incidental to the collection of preliminary statistical in-

formation. Through the kindness of Her Majesty's Government,
the Committee was enabled to obtain Reports respecting tlie

methods of dealing with town refuse practised in most civilised

countries, and that information has now been collected in a more
complete form than hitherto existed in any country.

Tliis preliminary work being completed, the Committee was
re-appointed at the meeting of the British Association this year at

Exeter, and tlie inquiry w-as considered to present such important
features of social and scientific interest, that the sum of £y:i was
voted towards enabling the Committee to enter more fully and
practically upon the investigation of this subject. The British

Association being a purely scientific body, has not at its disposal

funds whicli would be adequate or applicable for the full prose-

cution of this very large and pressingly-important inquiry. The
Committee nevertheless desires to take advantage of the oppor-
tunity created by the British Association, to investigate the entire

subject in all its bearings—whether chemical, physiological, or

engineering, sanitary, municipal, or agricultural—and in a manner
worthy of the body they represent.

It is unnecessary to point out the enormous importance,

especially at the present time, of a full and complete in\'es-

ligation of this question by the light of the knowledge and
experience now gained in the several departments above alluded

to ; but properly to carry out such an inquiry with a practical end,

numerous observations, gaugings, and experiments, aided by simul-

taneous analyses, are essential; and these cannot be accomplished,
especially the analyses, without the continued aid of efficient

and therefore highly-paid assistants. Moreover, from time to

time it may be necessaiy for the Committee to purchase exten-

sive apparatus, and to subject various inventions and processes to

a thorough and complete test; for it is the desire of the Com-
mittee, not only to ascertain, as far as possible, the causes of the

sanitary inefficiency of existing works, but also to inquire into

every suggestion which affords promise of practical utility, in

order that this investigation may be searching, the report prac-

tical, and any recommendations that may be made authoritative.

It is the wish of the several members of the Committee to

devote, to the utmost of their ability, their personal attention to

the work thus sketched out; but the expenses absolutely necessary

to enable them to conduct so extended an inquiry cannot but be

* The following are the names of the Committee:—Richard B. Grantham,
Esq., M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., Chairman

; J. Bailey Denton, Esq.. !M. Inst.

C.E., F.G.S. ; J. Thornhill Harrison, Esq., M. Inst. C.E. : Benjamin H.
Paul, Esq., Ph.D., F.C.S.; Profess Wanklyn, F.C.S.: William Hope. Esq.
V.C; Professor Williamson, Ph.D., F.R.S ; Professor Marshall, F.R.S.,
F.R.C.S.; Professor Corfield, M. A, M.D.: M.C. Cooke, Esq.; and Sir John
Lubbock, Bart., F.RS., Treasurer. Subscriptions should be paid to the
credit of Sir John Lubbock, on behalf of the Committee, at Messrs. Robarts,
Lubbock, and Co.'s, 15, Lombard Street, London, E.G.

very heavy, and, unless they are able to secure an adequate fund,

they must abandon the attempt to investigate the subject in this

broad and comprehensive manner. However, since there is no
subject of greater practical and social importance to the public
generally, and thus to the various municipal authorities and other
governing bodies throughout the country, it is believed that many
will share the opinion expressed at the recent meeting of the
British Association at Exeter, that the existence of this Commit-
tee affords a specially favourable opportunity for such a wide
inquiry, and for that reason its members confidently appeal to

those authorities w-ho are officially interested in the subject to

supply the funds necessary for the investigation.

I am therefore desired to request that you will kindly submit
this letter to the body you represent, and I venture to hope you
will give the Committee the benefit of your good offices in pro-
curing a subscription proportionate to the population of your town
or distiict.

It is suggested that the subscriptions of towns of different

populations might be graduated somewhat in the following pro-

portions :

—

Where the population does not exceed 10,000 • if 5 5 o
Between 10,000 and 25,000 10 lo o
Between 25,000 and 50,000 2100
Between 50,000 and 75,000 30 o o
Between 75,000 and 100,000 50 o o
Above 100,000 100 o o
I beg to call your attention to the accompanying list of mem-

bers of the Committee, and to inform you that all public bodies
subscribing not less than 5/. 5^-. od. will have the benefit of the

information from time to time, as the results of the inquiry par-

take of a conclusive character, and will receive a copy of the

report of the Conmiittee when published.

I h.ave the honour to be, &c.,

George F. Barnes,
Honoya)y Secretary pro tent.

TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION WITH
FRANCE

T AST Tuesday, Noveinber 30, the S.S. Williain Cory
L-' left Greenhithe with a heavy submarine cable, to be
laid between Salcombe in Great Britain and Cape
Finisterre in France. This cable, 105 miles long, has just

been made bythe Telegraph Construction and Maintenance
Company, at their works at North Woolwich, and its special

object is to establish direct telegraphic communication
between London and Brest, so as to expedite the trans-

mission of messages between Great Britain and America
by the French Atlantic Cable.

The new cable is very strong and heavy. The shore

ends weigh 20 tons to the mile, and the deep-sea portion

weighs very nearly 10 tons to the mile. It contains one
conductor only, consisting of a strand composed of seven
copper wires, and weighing, when twisted together, 107
pounds to the mile. The insulating medium is gutta-percha,

and weighs 166 pounds to the mile. The contractors

undertook that the electrical resistance of the conducting
strand should not exceed I2'25 ohms per mile, and that

the insulation resistance should not be less than 200
megohms (million ohms), at the standard temperature of

24 degrees centigrade. So well have the contractors

done their work, that the quality of the cable is better than

agreed upon, the conductivity resistance being only i r8
ohms, and the insulation resistance nearly 400 instead of

only 200 megohms per knot. The inductive capacity of

this cable is as nearly as possible '333 Farad, per mile.

The William Cory, since 1S58, has laid many submarine
cables ; she carried and laid portions of the French
Atlantic cables last summer, and is now employed solely

in this new branch of industry. Captain Donaldson has

been in charge of her throughout the whole of this period,

and he took her out again last Tuesday, on which day she

left Greenhithe for Salcombe. For the above details

relating to the conductivity, insulation, and capacity of the

cable, we are indebted to Mr. C. F. Varley, C.E., engineer

to the French Atlantic Telegraph Company, who accom-
panies the expedition. The apparatus used in testing the cable
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was that described by his brother before Section A of the

British Association at Exeter. By the time these lines are

in print the cable may possibly have been laid, but much
depends upon the weather. When the weather is fine, it

usually takes half a day to lay each of the shore ends of

a cable, and the deep-sea portion is ordinarily paid out at

the rate of five knots per hour. The time occupied in

paying out the deep-sea portion of the cable now under
notice should be about twenty hours in all.

DR. PENNY, F.R.S.E.

T N our first number we had to record the death of
^ Thomas Graham, one of the greatest chemists of

the century, and formerly an occupant of the chair of

chemistry in Anderson's Institution, Glasgow. We have
now to announce the death of Frederick Penny, who,
with the exception of the short interval between 1837 and
1839, when Gregory was its occupant, has filled it with
increasing reputation and success ever since Graham
vacated it to go to London, thirty-two years ago. Born
in London in 1S17, he was devoted to chemistry from his

earliest years, and studied in the .Apothecaries' Hall under
Henry Hennell, F.R..S. It was while here that he was
led to inquire into the combining weights of certain of the
elements, by finding that the amount of potassic chloride
obtained by acting upon pure potassic nitrate with excess
of hydrochloric acid did not correspond with the quan-
tity which theory showed should be obtained. Having
made sure that the dift'erence was not due to errors

in his experiments, he ascribed it to inaccurate equivalents
assigned to the elements. As the result of his investiga-

tions, he showed that the equivalents current at the time
for chlorine, nitrogen, potassium, sodium, and silver were
not in strict accordance with experiment, and that the
" hypothesis of all equivalents being simple multiples of
hydrogen is no longer tenable." [Phil. Trans. 1839. Part
i. p. 32.] There can be no question as to the clearness of

this paper and the value of the results obtained, and our
interest in them is in no way diminished when we find

that the equivalents determined by Penny agree in a very
remarkable manner with the mean numbers published by
Stas, and that this agreement has been pointed out by
that chemist. [Fresenius, Zeits. fiir Annal. Chem. 1868,

pp. 164, 168. Compare Penny's Table, Phil. Trans. 1839,1.

p. 32, with Stas's Fres. Zeits. 1868, p. 170.]

The paper was published in January 1839, and the
same year he was appointed to the vacant lecturership in

Anderson's Institution. Dr. Penny himself has had but
recently to give an account of his struggles and successes
in Glasgow, since settling in it thirty years ago. Recom-
mended by Graham, he went down to a sphere of life and
action, more strange at that time to a native of London than
it has since become ; but he devoted himself strenuously
to his work, and at the time of his death had won in

Glasgow and the West of Scotland a wide reputation as
one of the clearest and most emphatic lecturers, and one
of the most painstaking teachers.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editor does not Jiold hiynself responsibleJor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents.
]

Lectures to Working Men
I HEARTILY concur in Mr. Stuart's opinion, that the working

men of England—speaking at least for the North—are fully

aware of the value of Scientific Instruction in its strict sense.

The subject has a special interest for me ; as in the winter of
1SG6-7, I started in this city a series of Science Lectures for the
People, which, witli the kind help of Prof Jevous, Dr. Alcock,
and Dr. Morgan, were undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the working men of Manchester really appreciate tlie

value of science instruction v/hen given in a plain, but scientific

form, illustrated with diagrams and experiments made on a scale

such as could be seen by a large audience. The experiment
proved highly successful. Upwards of 4,000 people attended the

thirteen Lectures which we gave, and the class of persons present

was exactly that for whom the lectures were designed ; whilst the

marked attention and interest invariably exhibited by the audiences

showed how keenly they appreciated the information they
received, and the insight into true scientific methods which they
obtained.

Tlie lecturer's words were taken down by Mr. Pitman, and
the lectures were each week printed and published by Mr. John
Heywood, of Manchester, and largely sold at one ])enny each at

tlie door of the lecture-room and elsewliere. I printed syllabuses

of the chief points of my four lectures, and one was given to

e.ach person entering the room. When I say that the subject of

my first lecture was the explanation of the principles of the

Indestructibility of Matter and of Energy, with a description of

Joule's Determination of the Mech.anical Equivalent of Heat, I

think you will see that mere amusement was not the aim ; the

same remark applies to all tlie other lectures, and yet I never met
v.'ith a more attentive and appreciative audience than these

Manchester working men.
Professor Jevons gave us a most excellent lecture on " Coal, its

Value and Importance in the Arts and Sciences;" Dr. Alcock
gave four capital lectures on Elementary Zoology, and Dr. Morgan
a course of four on Elementary Physiology, a subject in which
the greatest interest was evinced.

We charged one penny per head for admission, and the penny
fees did not nearly cover the necessary outlay, which was defrayed

by some friends. Not only was the expense a difficulty, but the

work of carrying on such a system was more than could be
regularly and gi*atuitously borne by men whose strength was
already sufficiently taxed by their own professional duties.

Otherwise the lectures would have certainly been continued, for

we were all fully persuaded that no mode of commencing science

teaching for the people is so effective as this, or so likely to ripen

into a permanent demand for scientific education amongst the

working classes. jVs a proof of this, I may add that for two
winters a class was formed in connection with these lectures for

regular instruction in Chemistry under an able Government science

master—one of my pupils, who had gradually raised himself from
the position of a common factory hand. For this instruction

sixty working men each paid 2j. 6(/. for thirteen lessons. I often

looked in upon them, and a more hard-working and enthusiastic

class I never had the good fortune to see.

If such science lectures, followed up by regular science in-

struction^ could be permanently established every winter, under
careful and thoroughly competent teachers, in each of our great

centres of industiy, what invaluable results might not be
accomplished ! This is truly a subject worthy of the attention of

some of our wealthy philanthropists ; if, indeed. Government
docs not lake the matter up. How much better would it be to

devote money to the establishment of such a series of science

classes, than, as is too often the custom, to employ it for building

an almshouse ! H. E. RoscoE

Changes in Jupiter

DuEiN'G the months of October and November the planet

Jupiter has presented a spectacle of singular and almost un-
exampled beauty. The belts on the planet are more than
usually numerous, and they display a greater variety of colours
than I have ever yet seen ascribed to them. The equatorial belt,

which has been for years the brightest part of the planet, is

now not nearly so bright as the light belts to the north and
south ; usually it has been free from markings, now it is often

covered with markings, which resemble piled -up cumulus clouds :

it has generally been colourless, shining with a silver-grey, or

pearly lustre—now it is of a rich deep yellow, greatly resembling
the colour of electrotyped gold.

The woodcut represents Jupiter as it was seen on the night
of the gth of March in a reflecting telescope with a silvered glass

mirror of \2\ inches diameter. The upper part of the planet is

the S. pole. On this portion of the disc there are three dark
belts, while on the N. there are only two.
The poles of the planet are ashy blue, and the darker belts

nearest to them present a darker tint of the same colour. The
bright belts next these are pearly-white, and shine more brilliantly

than any other portion of the planet. The dark belts next to the

central bright belts are coppery red. As already mentioned, the
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central belt, which has been for years a pearly-white, is now a

rich golden yellow.

Three or four dark markings on the lower part of the southern
dark belt nearest the equator will be seen to incline to the

left. If our earth were removed to Jupiter's distance, its disc

would appear no larger than these dark masses, so enormous is

their extent. The rotation of the planet is carrying them towards
tlie right : we may assume that the bright vapour between them
is left behind by the planet, which is here travelling at the rate

of nearly 3,000 miles an hour.

JUIilKK, OCTOBXiU

Spectrum analysis has taught us to suspect that any change in

the colour of light proceeding from an object, indicates a change
in the object itself If Jupiter, the largest planet in the solar
system, has still retained so much heat as to shine partially by
his own light, the present considerable change in colour may
enable spectroscopists to obtain some information on this inte-

resting subject. John Browning

Cuckows' Eggs
Will you kindly grant me space for a few remarks in reference

to the very interesting paper on the eggs of the cuckoo, by
Professor Newton, in your last issue ? I have no intention to

criticise so able and accomplished a naturalist : my object is

simply to elicit information on some points of difficulty ; and as

Mr. Newton promises a second paper,; I should be very glad if

he would throw any light on them.
And first as to the colour and markings of cuckoos' eggs. Are

they so variable as some assert ? I must take leave to doubt this.

I never met with such extreme varieties, nor can I hear amongst
my oological friends of any who have done so. One of the most
eminent and experienced of living oologists has stated :

" As far

as my own experience goes, it teaches me that there are not many
birds the eggs of which differ less than those of the cuckoo."
On the other hand, Mr. Newton says : "It has long been noto-
rious to oologists, that the eggs of the cuckow are subject to very
great variety of colour." This, then, is a point on which I think
further evidence is wanting. Dr. Baldamus mentions sixteen
varieties of eggs which he alleges are cuckoos'. Were these seen
to be deposited by the bird, or how were they identified as those
of the cuckoo ? Dr. Baldamus does not appear to have taken
them all himself. Is there not room for error here ?

Mr. Newton saw these eggs, appears satisfied that they wert
those of the cuckoo, and agrees with Dr. Baldamus in his con-
clusions, that the object of the practice was that the cuckoo's egg
should be " less easily recognised by the foster-parents as a sub-
stituted one." How then is this process effected ? Mr. Newton's
explanation is that each hen cuckoo deposits her eggs only in the
nests of one species, that her eggs resemble those of the species

whose nest she uses, and that this process is hereditary.

Here it is that I am most in doubt. How is this hereditary

habit of laying a p.articular style of egg maintained ? It is quite
possible that habits may become hereditary ; but is there any
instance of a wild species of animal inhabiting one locality and
freely intermingling, where some members possess peculiarities of
habit which are hereditary which their fello\\-s do not? Mr.
Newton will excuse me for saying, that the Golden Eagle he
rnentions scarcely fulfils these conditions. Is it likely there are
sixteen varieties of our common cuckoo which are only to be
distinguished from each other by laying a differently marked and
coloured egg ? Few birds are more vagrant or possess less con-
jugal or parental affection than the cuckoo. How then are these
sixteen varieties to be kept from crossing? And if, as I believe,
interbreeding does take place, how can the alleged distinctive
style of eggs be preserved ? Here I am at fault, and I shall be
very glad if Mr. Newton will help me out of my difficulty.

In the face of the alleged object; that the egg shall be less
easily recognised as a substituted one, how are we to account for
the fact that, in this country at least, a larger number of cuckoos'
eggs are deposited in the nests of the hedge sparrow than in those
of any other species, the speckled brown egg contrasting j'/n'/zj/j/

with the greenish blue ones ?

W. J. Sterland

The Corona
In connexion with Mr. Lockyer's paper "On the Recent Total

Eclipse of the Sun," the following observations may be useful.
I observed the total eclipse of July i860, in company witli my

friends Professor Chevallier and Mr. B. E. Hammond, at the
village of Pancorbo, in Spain. We were on the summit of a
mountain of considerable height, about 5,000 feet above the sea,

and were therefore under some«-hat peculiar atmospheric con-
ditions. I observed specially four things :

—

(1) Venus ; which was then extremely near the sun, the
thickness of the crescent being only i or 2 seconds, and therefore
very favourably placed for observing whether it has an atmosphere.

(2) The extent of the corona, and its form. This I am sure was
very irregular ; very nearly, if not quite, permanent during the
three minutes of totality; was nowliere less than 25' in breadth

;

in one part, the top in an inverting telescope, 40' in breadth ; and
in another, tlie right, was more than 60' in breadth, running out
in a long wavy line like floss silk. I have before me the drawing
1 made at the time, during the totality.

(3) The amount of light given by the corona. This was
estimated by a photometer, consisting of a wedge of dark glass,

with a moveable slit, contrived by Mr. Chevallier, and now, I

believe, in the possession of the Astronomical Society, with the
place marked through which I saw the corona. It was as bright
as a small cloud, distant S° from the sun, 10 minutes after

reappearance ; or as the moon when 2\ days old, as the sun was
setting.

{4) The colours shown by a variety of coloured ribbons during
totality. Of these, the only observation that bears on Mr.
Lockyer's paper, was that on the extent of the corona. I

estimated it twice ; once as reaching, to the right, 2^ diameters of
the sun,'and once, later on, at nearly 2* diameters. I had no
micrometer, but could not possibly have,been wrong by so much
as 10'. I wrote down at the time, that it under^vent no perceptible

change during the eclipse. It remained visible for six seconds
after the reappearance of the sun.

I had, and have, little doubt that the corona is in the solar, and
not terrestrial atmosphere.

Rugby School, Nov. 11 J.\MES M. Wilson

Lightning in a Clear Sky

We constantly find allusions in ancient classical authors, to

lightning and thunder occurring in a clear sky. The former is

often explained as referring to the phenomenon commonly known
as "summer lightning," or the reflection in the sky of lightning

from clouds below the horizon, which becomes visible at night.

I have also seen it stated that in the calm and clear atmosphere
of Italy, thunder might be audible under similar conditions.

These explanations, however, do not meet the case as stated by
good observers amongst the ancients themselves. They do not

explain, for instance, what is stated by Cicero amongst the

portents which preceded the conspiracy of Catiline—"that a

Roman citizen was killed by lightning on a cloudless day." Pliny

also mentions this case, adding that it happened at Pompeii.

If such a phenomenon as lightning, falling from a cloudless sky,

is disbelieved by men of science, may not the circumstance stated

above be explained by supposing the man to have been killed by
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the fall of an aerolite? Ilumbolilt, in liis /\'i'stiL>s, mentions tw;)

such instances.

We also read in Cicero that the earthenware statue of the god
(Sumnianus), which stood on tlie top of the Capitol of Rome,
was shivered by lightning, and its head sent into the Tiber. Is

not the distance very great ? I have myself seen fragments of an
elm-tree strucl^ by lightning, in Eton Playing-fields, about ten

years ago, driven lo a distance of twenty-live yards. The
fragments were several feet long, and some of them must have
weighed ten or twelve pounds. I shall be thankful for any
information on these matters. C. W. D.

NOTES
We give elsewhere an account of the Anniversary Meeting

of the Royal .Society last Tuesday; one of tlie announcements

made, however, we prefer to detail here. Dr. John Davy,

brother of Sir Humphry Davy, has bequeathed to the Royal

.Society, in fulfdment of an expressed wish of his illu.strious

brother, a service of plate, presented to Sir Humphry Davy for

the invention of the Safety Lamp, to be employed in founding a

medal to be given annually for the most important discovery in

chemistry made in Europe or Anglo-America. The directions

given in the will, respecting the manner in which the plate

should be disposed of, have been fulfilled, and the proceeds in-

vested in India securities, yielding a little more than 30/. a year.

The Council will determine the form of the medal, and specify

the conditions under which it will be awarded.

The Royal Institution Friday Evening Meetings are arranged

to commence on the 21st ofJanuary. The evening discourses before

Easter will probably be given by Prof Tyndall, Prof Odiing, Prof

Ruskin, Dr. Carpenter, Mr. Clifford, Prof Sylvester, Dr. Rol-

leston. Prof Roscoe, Prof Huxley, Prof Williamson, and Dr.

Blackie. The Christmas lectures (adapted to a juvenile auditory)

will be by Prof Tyndall, who has chosen Light forhis subject

:

the first will be delivered on the 2Sth inst. at 3 o'clock. Arrange-

ments have been made for the followingcourses before Easter;—On
the Architecture of the Human ljody,,by Prof iHumphry, F. R..S.;

on the Vegetable Products of Chemistiy, by Prof Odiing,

F.R.S. ; on Meteorology, by Mr. Robert Scott; on Plant Life

as contrasted with that of Animals, by Dr. Masters, F.L. S.
;

Deductions from the Comparative Anatomy of the Nervous

System, by Prof Rolleston, F. R..S. ; an Introduction to the

Science of Religion, by Prof Max Midler; on the .Sun, by J.

Norman Lockyer, F.R.S. After Easter, the following courses

will be delivered :—On the Principles of Moral and Political

Philosophy, by Prof Blackie ; on Physics, by Prof Tyndall,

F.R.S.; on Astronomy, by Prof Robert Grant, F.R.S.; on

History, by Prof Seeley.

It is now generally understood that the Earl of Dunraven

will not be a candiilate for the presidentship of the Royal Irish

Academy, and that the Rev. Professor Jellett, B. D., will be

elected. Should this be so, we may look for a great revival in

the scientific forces of the Academy.

An important meeting has been held this week at Cambridge,

for the pui-iiose of considering the question of the abolition of

university tests. The Master of Trinity quoted a remark made

thirty-five years ago by the present Bishop of St. David's, to

the effect that science, as well as literature, morality, and

religion, would gain by such a measure ; and from what we
gather, the reading of this extract gave a tone to the meeting.

Here are the resolutions passed :— Proposed by the Master of

Trinity, seconded by the Venerable Professor Sedgwick :
" That

in the opinion of this meeting the time has come for settling the

question of university tests ; that the mode in which the question

is dealt with in the permissive Bill introduced by Sir. J. Cole-

ridge is open to grave objections, and that any measure designed

to effect such a settlement should include an enactment that no

declaration of religious belief or profession should be required of

any person upon obtaining a fellowship, or as a condition of its

tenure." Proposed by tlie Master of Trinity, seconded by
Prof Maurice: "That a representation be drawn up and pre-

sented by a deputation to the Prime Minister embodying the

resolution just passed ; that a committee be appointed to

draw up such a representation, consisting of the Master of

St. John's, the Master of Trinity, the Master of Christ's,

Professor Sedgwick, Professor Maurice, the University Librarian,

Mr. Ferrers, Mr. Porter, and Mr. Phear ; and that the repre-

sentation, when drawn up, be circulated for signature among all

masters, resident fellows, or resident ex-fellows, of colleges, or

officers of the University or of any college."

Christ's College, Cambridge, makes a most liberal offer to

students of natural science, viz. scholarships and exhibitions, in

number from one to four, and in value from 30/. to 70/., accord-

ing to the number and merits of the candidates ; that is to say,

four well-informed students may each obtain a scholarship worth

70/. a year, and tenable for some years. The examinations will

be on April 5th, 1 870, and will be open to any one, whether a

member of Christ's College or not, provided his name is not on

the boards of any other college in Cambridge, and provided he

is not of sufiicient standing for B. A. It will be open, therefore,

to all undergraduates of Oxford, and to non-collegiate students of

Cambridge, as well as to all students who are not members of

either University. The candidate may select for himself the

subjects of examination, and must send his name, &c., to the

Master of the College before March 29th. Further necessary

information may be obtained from the Rev. W. Gunson, Tutor

of the College.

Professor Pring.stein has been elected a correspondent of

the Academy of Sciences of Paris, to fill the vacancy caused by

the de.ith of Professor von Martins.

We have received the following from our Dublin corre-

spondent :—The Council of the Royal Dublin Society have

appointed Mr. H. W. Dunlop, B.A. Dub., C.E., as temporary

assistant librarian. The Science and Art Department, on con-

dition that the Libraiy of the Royal Dublin Society should be

open to readers from 10 o'clock A.iiL to 10 o'clock p.m. each

day, Sundays and Holy Days excepted, assented to provide

for the extra services of the staff of porters and for a temporary

assistant librarian. Perhaps there is no other public library

in Great Britain and Ireland that is so completely at the

service of the public as this library ; and there is none that for

its size possesses a larger selection of modern foreign works on

literature and science. Its great defect is a useful working

catalogue, and it is to be hoped that the Science and Art

Department, seeing how successfully the Committee has managed

the affairs of this library, will not grudge them the small sum

required to compile a catalogue. It may not be uninteresting

to mention that the expense incurred in the binding of the works

issued by the Patent Office amounts to an average of 50/. a

year. The works are presented by the Patent Office to several

public institutions in Ireland. But while some towns, such as

Belfast, store them away in a lumber-room, in Dublin they arc

carefully arranged and substantially bound. The Library is now
open from 10 o'clock a.m. to 10 o'clock p. jr.

The Board of Trinity College proceeded on Saturday last In

the election of a librarian, and, somewhat to the surprise of the

literai7 circle in Dublin, they adhered to their ancient custom,

and elected one of their own body to this important post. The

newly-elected librarian is the Rev. Dr. Malet, .Senior Fellov.-

and Senior Lecturer of Trinity College. Dr. Malet is well

known as a numismatist. He is the author of a catalogue of

Roman silver coins in Trinity College, Dublin, and there is no

doubt will make both an efficient and popular librarian. The
Rev. Dr. Dickson retains his position as assistant-librarian.
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A SUBSCRIPTION list has been opened for the purpose of

having a model of a bust of the late Professor J. Beete Jukes, by
Mr. Watkins, copied in marble, the marble bust to be placed

in the Gallery containing the collections of the Geological Sur-

vey of Ireland, of which surv'ey Mr. Jukes was so long the

acting director. Subscriptions are limited to a guinea, and only

about 30/. remains to be collected out of the 70/. required.

The death is announced of M. Henry Testot de Ferry, of

Bussieres, near Macon, the author of more than one treatise on

archceo-geology. The work by which he is best known is an

illustrated quarto pamphlet, "L'Anciennete de I'homme dans le

Maconnais," published in 1867, which gives an account of some
of his discoveries of flint implements both in caverns and in

superficial deposits in the neighbourhood of Macon. He died at

the early age of 43.

A SCIENTIFIC and literary society has just been formed at

Winchester. The first meeting was held in the Hall of the

Mechanics' Institute on Thursday evening last, at which an

inaugural address was delivered by the Rev. C. A. Johns, of

Winton House. Mr. Johns, in his address, which is published

in one of the local newspapers, reviewed briefly some of the

latest scientific discoveries, and suggested several subjects of

inquiry within the range of the members of the new society. It

appears that the microscope is one of the principal instraments of

research with the Winchester naturalists, and hints were thrown

out how this instrument might be usefully employed in this

locality for the general promotion of science. In particular, a

careful examination of the chalk of the neighbourhood was re-

commended for the purpose of determining to what extent it

differed from, or was identical with, the Porcupine dredgings.

After the address the meeting set to work to frame laws for the

government of the society. Some discussion arose with regard

to the name of the society, and the admission of ladies to the

meetings. It was ultimately decided not to allow ladies to

attend the ordinary monthly meetings, and the name agreed upon

was "The Winchester and Hampshire Scientific and Literary

Society." Mr. Johns was elected president. Dr. Neal treasurer,

and Mr. Angall secretary ; and ten other gentlemen consented to

act with them as managing committee. The use of a large room

was kindly offered to the society by Mr. Savage, and as the

number of members is already 50, there seems every probability

that the society will flourish.

We learn from the Viennese correspondent of the Standard

Newspaper that Karl Vogt is giving a course of six lectures at a

Roman Catholic College in Vienna, on the Primitive Condition

of Man. The first lecture was attended, we are told, by a crowded

and highly respectable audience.

Two Russian travellers, MM. Ewast and Logist, have applied

to their Government for a concession to work some gold fields

which they say they have discovered in Lapland. They passed

a month in the district in question last summer. It is almost un-

inhabitable, being without vegetation of any kind, and the travel.

lers were obliged to leave it, after obtaining nearly 60 ounces of

fine gold, because they had exhausted all their provisions, and

none were to be had on the spot.

Land and Water announces that Mr. Frank Buckland, In-

spector of English Salmon Fisheries, and Mr. Archibald Young,

Commissioner of Scotch Salmon Fisheries, have been appointed

by the Government to inquire into the condition of the salmon

fisheries of Scotland.

According to the British Medical Journal the annual salaries

of the professors in the Universities of Austria are in future to be

unifonn— 1,800 florins, with an increase of 200 florins every fifth

year. Hitherto, the rate of salary has been very various ; being

at Innsbruck and Lemberg 945 florins, in Vienna i,6So, in

Prague 1,635 '> "'i'l^ ^ decennial increase of 300 florins.

The Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland have decided on
holding an extra spring show in March for hyacinths and other
spring flowers.

The whales which have been lately stranded on our ovm shores,

one at Longniddry in the Firth of Forth, another at Langstone
Harbour, near Portsmouth, and others elsewhere, have given rise

to a discussion which promises to become interesting. Mr.
Flower holds to the Longniddry whale being either Balcenoptera

mmcidus, or B. Sibbaldii; while Professor Turner of Edinburgh,
together with other eminent Scotch naturalists, incline to regard
it as an undescribed species. There is, we are glad to learn, every
reason to hope that the skeleton will be preserved, in which case
the species will be finally set at rest. The measurements of the

whale are given by Land and Water as follows :—Extreme length
82ft., girth 34ft., length round jaws 39ft., from front of lower jaw
to back of mouth 17ft. gin., breadth across jaws 7ft. gin., greatest

expanse of tail 15ft. gin., length of flipper rift., average length

of baleen 3oin. to 33in. ; length of calf 20ft.

It appears from the reports of the Viennese meteorologists

on the storm which broke over the Austrian capital and other

parts of the empire, that it was accompanied by a very remark-
able variation in the atmospheric pressure at different points

close to each other. Thus, at Lesina, the pressure was I3'S
millimetres, and at Lemberg 107 millimetres, under the normal
pressure. The greatest variation was in the district round
Vienna, where the storm was most violent. Between Bludenz
and Ischl there was a difference of i millimetre in 63 German
miles, between Ischl and Vienna of one in 3^, and between
^'icnna and Lemberg of one in 1 1 only. In Northern Europe
the barometer was low, and the thermometer high ; in Southern
Europe it was the reverse.

The Lyttellon Times of June last gives a report of a meeting

of the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, N.Z., at which the

President, Dr. [Haast, F.R.S., read a paper on the Saurian

Remains lately discovered by Mr. T. Cockbum Hood, F.G. S.

in that province, and taken by him to Europe. The paper was
accompanied by specimens and drawings : the latter were by Mr.
Triphook, and represented the most valuable of the specimens.

They diftered from other saurian remains, and consisted of large

slabs of stone enclosing the upper and lower jaws and part of

the skull of a large saurian reptile of the Amphiccelian sub-order

of crocodilia, to which genera Teleosaunis belonged. It was cal-

culated to have been from 18 to 20 feet in length. The author

also stated that in Mr. Hood's collection there were a great many
vertebra;, in one specimen fourteen dorsal vertebrce still connected

together, which, from their bi-concave character, might have

belonged to the same reptile, the impression of whose skull he

had exhibited. There were also many bones belonging to

Plesiosaurus, of which the principal ones formed part of the

paddles or fins of those marine reptiles. The paper concluded

by stating that many other bones of crocodilian reptiles were

included in this collection, showing that New Zealand was at

one time, like parts of the northern hemisphere, the abode of

numerous large reptiles.

We learn from the Times of Saturday last, that Canon Green-

well has recently been prosecuting his researches in the prehistoric

tumuli with great success. The barrows examined are two very

large round ones near Bridlington : they contained an unusual

number of secondary interments, accompanied by a fine series of

implements, pottery, &c. These tumuli possess a special point

of interest in reference to the apparent displacement of the

primary interment. We await with interest Canon Greenwell's

report on this point. It is to be hoped that the numerous human

remains discovered will be described by Dr. Thumham, or some

other competent anatomist skilled in craniology.
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Ballooners will rejoice at hearing that Messrs. Hachette

and Co. have issued a m.ignificent work on the Aerial Voyages

(if Glaisher, Cam'.Ue Flamraarion, W. de Fonvielle, and Gaston

Tissandier. The illustrations are excellent.

Two handsome volumes devoted to the "Life and Letters of

Faraday " have been issued by Messrs. Longmans, and received

by us just as we were going to press. The author is the

Secretary of the Royal Institution, Dr. Bence Jones, whose

deliglitful memoir of Faraday communicated to the Royal

Society last year has been perused with pleasure by all scientific

men.

The committee of the Council on Education have placed at

the disposal of the University of Oxford two of the thirty

exhibitions, value 25/. each, given by Sir Joseph Whitworth, to

assist deserving students in competing for his scholarships in

mechanical science.

BOTANY
Spontaneous Movements in Plants

M. Lecocq, of Clermont Ferrand, records in the Bdgique
Hortuole some singular spasmodic movements in the leaves of

Colocasia esculenta. These motions bear no resemblance to those

produced in the Sensitive plant by the warmth of the hand, but

occur spontaneously independently of the action of the wind or

of any external cause, at irregular intervals, and at different periods

of the day and night. M. Lecocq describes the movement as a

kind of trembling or quivering affecting the whole plant, suffi-

ciently powerful to tinkle little bells attached to the branches,

and on one occasion even to shake the pot in which the plant was
contained, and to resist a pressure of the hand, the number of

the pulsations varying from 100 to 120 per minute. lie states

that the Colocasia is destitute of the stomata with which the

leaves of plants are generally provided, especially on their under-

surface, and attributes the phenomenon to the incessant pulsations

of the imprisoned sap.

Decomposition of Carbonic Acid by Leaves
M. P. r. Deherain has been continuing his researches on

the evaporation of water from the leaves of plants, and the de-

composition by them of carbonic acid. His previous investiga-

tion had established the fact that these two functions of the

leaves proceed /ar//flw», the same conditions favouring the one
as the other ; and tliat both are determined by the degree and
nature of the light to which the leaves are exposed, and not by
the temperature. He now attempts to show that it is not the
intensity only of the light which determines the rapidity of the
evaporation of the water, and of the decomposition of carbonic
acid; but that certain rays of light are far more efficacious than
others. A careful series of experiments on the submerged leaves

of Potamogcto>t crispus, accurately weighing the quantity of gases
emitted, showed that under the influence of yellow light 26 '2 c. c.

of gas were exhaled, while under the influence of blue rays of
the same intensity the plant disengaged only 5'S c. c. of gas in

the same time. A repetition of the experiment established the
following laws, — 1st That all the rays of light are not equally
efficacious in determining the decomposition of carbonic acid.

2d. That even with the same intensity yellow and red rays act

more powerfully than blue or violet. 3d. Tliat the relation

which has been estaljlished between decomposition and evapo-
ration is maintained also with respect to the relative influence of
different rays of light. [Comptes Rendus.]

New Coffee Fungus
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley forwards to the Gardener's Chronicle

a letter from the well-known botanist, Mr. Thwaites, of Ceylon,
in which he speaks of the consternation caused among the coffee-

planters of that island in consequence of the rapid increase of a
parasitic Fungus in the coffee-plantations, causing the leaves to
fall off before their proper time, and endangering the safety of
the crop. It is a singular fact that among more than one thou-
sand species of Fungus which have been received in this country
from Ceylon this particular one does not occur ; not only is it

an entirely new species, but it is with difficulty referable to any
recognised section, being intermediate between the true moulds
and the Uredos. Mr. Berkeley establishes from it a new genus
UermiU'ia. A. W. B.

CHEMISTRY
Thallium Salts.— II.

MM. Lamy and Des Cloiseaux have again examined the
thallous salts named below. '\\\^ferro-cyanidc—

TljFeCys + 2Aq.
has a beautiful yellow colour, a density of 4'64I, and is readily

dehydrated by heat. Exposed to dry air, the crystals gradually

lose their transpaicncy. Water dissolves more of this than of

potassic ferro-cyanide ; the actual solubility is shown by the

following numbers

—

100 grm. water dissolve at 18° . . . 037 grm. ferro-cyanide

,, ,, ,, at 101° . . . 393 ,, ,,

The crystalline type to which this salt belongs is a doubly oblique

prism. It exhibits a high degree of double refraction ; fine

plates of it, cut parallel to the plane of cleavage, show a well-

defined system of rings under the polariser. The crystals are

very fragile.

Thallous tartrates and paratartrates are remarkable for the

readiness with which they yield large and brilliant crystals.

Hydro-thalloiis tartrate, C^H^TIO^, generally crystallises in beau-

tiful white prisms, which have a silky lustre, due to the presence

of a number of longitudinal striae ; it is soluble in 122 parts of

water at 15°, and in 6 parts of water at 101°. The density of the

crystals is 3 '496, and they are, as already found by Lang, optically

and geometrically isomorphous with hydro-potassic tartrate. The
neutral tartrate is prepared by adding thallous carbonate to boil-

ing aqueous hydric tartrate, until alkalinity ensues. On cooling,

large, transparent, lustrous crystals make their appearance ; their

specific gravity is 4658 ; they are unalterable in air at the

ordinary temperature; at 100°, however, they become opaque
and anhydrous. They dissolve in five times their weight of water

at 15°, and in a tenth of their weight of boiling water. The
formula of this salt is—

2[C,H,TL0,]. Aq.
It crystallises in forms belonging to the clino-rhombic system

—

Plane angle of the base lo6°59'26"

Plane angle of the lateral faces . . . ioi°57'4i"

Obliquity of the primitive prism . . . IIO°23'oo"

The double refraction is very energetic. The plane of the optic

axes is normal to that of S}Tnmetry. The acute bisectrix is nega-

tive and perpendicular to the horizontal diagonal of the base.

The horizontal dispersion is pretty decided, as is also the proper

dispersion of the optic axes, p being < v. Sodio-thallous tar'

trate— C^H^NaTlOj + 4Aq.
is prepared in the same manner as common .Seignette salt, with
which it agrees not only in composition, but also in figure ; but
it differs from that body in the orientation of its optic axes. The
ciystals are soluble in half their weight of water at 20°, and
effloresce when handled. The acute bisectrix of the optic axes is

negative and normal to the base ; the dispersion, though con-

siderable (with p > v), is much smaller than in the common
Seignette salt. When redissolved in water, and allowed to

evaporate spontaneously, the above compound yields a more
complex tartrate, having the formula

—

C,H/riXaOs-HC,H,Tl,06,
and cry^stallising in the rhombic system. As regards form, it may
be referred to a right rhomboidal prism of 9S°40', differing chiefly

in height from the tartrate just described. The acute bisectrix is

positive. Thallio-stibiosvlic tartrate—
C^H^TUSbOjOs -f Aq.

is less soluble in water than the corresponding potassic salt. The
crystals are quite permanent, and have the specific gravity 3*99.
Although geometrically isomorphous with the potassic salt, the
two tartrates differ completely in optical properties. At 15° to
20° the optic axes are perfectly united for all the colours of the
spectnim ; but at 70° they separate to the extent of 20°—25°, in

the plane passing through the principal diagonals of the bases of
the primitive prism. Their acute bisectrix is negative ; dispersion
inappreciable. Dithallous paratartrate is anhydrous, has a density

of 4 '659, and is capable of crystallising in two distinct forms.
The two forms, which both belong to the clino-rhombic system,
are distinguished by the following numbers

—

Normal. Irregular.

Plane angle of the base 68'55'56" 8o°i6'22"
Plane angle of the lateral faces . . . 90° 16' 24" 95° 9'36"

Obliquity of the primitive prism . . . 90°2o'cx3" 96°4S'oo"

In both, however, the dispersion is weak, with p > v; the
acute bisectrix is positive and the separation of the optic axes
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is considerable. 'I'halliuni has tlirce oxalates^ much resembHng
those of the potassium series ; their solubility, however, increases

(instead of decreasing) as the oxalic factor accumulates. The
7ionnal oxalate dissolves in 68 parts of water at 15°, and in 11

of boiling water. The density is 6'3i. On heating, it behaves
like plumbic oxalate. The crystals of this salt belong to the

clino-rhombic system, but are quite unrelated to any 'of the

corresponding potassic or amnionic oxalates hilherto described.

The plane of the optic axes is parallel to the plane of symmetry ;

the double refraction is very energetic. Ilydro-thalloiis oxalate—
TlHCoO'i + Aq.

crystallises in the clino-rhombic system ; but its primitive form

is irreconcilable with that of hydro-potassic oxalate. The specific

gravity is 3'97i. It is soluble in 19 times its weight of water

at 15', and in less than its weight of boiling water. There is

also an anhydrous salt, whose primitive form is an oblique

rhomboidal prism, likewise incompatible with the potassic salt.

In both, the double refraction is energetic, and the acute

bisectrix positive ; but, in the former, the plane of the optic

axes is parallel to the plane of symmetry; in the latter, it is

normal to that plane. In the former, the proper dispersion is

strong, with p < v; in the latter, it is weak, with f > v. The
oxalate— TI2C5O4 + 3H5C2O4 + Aq.
("quadroxalafe "), is closely akin to the corresponding potassic

salt, both in composition and geometrical form. It shows a

powerful double refraction. The plane of the optic axes is

almost normal to the base. The proper dispersion of the axes

is decided, with p < v \ the acute bisectrix is negative, and very

oblique to the base. The crystals are very fragile.

Thallous picratf is anhydrous. Its colour is yellow, when
prepared with but once cooling ; but, by Deville's method, this

is gradually modified to a vermilion-red. At 150° the dry
red salt is soon transformed into the yellow modification.

Thallous picrate is less soluble than potassic picrate, one part of

it requiring 2S0 parts of water at 15°, while potassic ]>icrate

requires 245. Its density is 3'039. Even a temperature of

270° fails to decompose it, Init at 300° it detonates with violence.

The red crystals are clino-rhombic ; they have a vitreous lustre,

and the plane of their optic axes is parallel to that of symmetry.
The mean value of the index of refraction is ;8 = i'827 (for the

yellow line of sodium),

Reduction of Cupric Salts by Tannin
E. Pai.LUCCI has pointed out that tannin in all its forms reduces

cupric oxide in alkaline solution, and forms a red precipitate of

cuprous oxide, just in the same way as glucose does ; and that the

neglect of this circumstance has led to many eiTors in the estimation

of sugar and vegetable juices, and especially in the valuation of the

must of thegr.ipe : for thisliquidcontainsthetanninderivedfromthe
skins of the grapes; and cojisequently, if the quantity of sugar
contained in it is determined by that of the cuprous oxide thrown
down, without regard to the reducing power of the tannin, the

sugar in the must, and therefore also the alcohol which it is

capable of yielding by feimentation, will be over-estimated. This
source of error may, however, be easily eliminated by first treating

the liquid under examination with basic lead acetate, which com-
pletely precipitates the tannin ; the glucose may then be estimated
in the filtrate.

The importance of attending to this matter in saccharimetric
researches will be evident, when it is remembered that tannin is

a substance very widely diffitsed in the vegetable kingdom ; and
that many vegetable substances, in which sugar is frequently

sought for, contain at certain st.ages of their growth a quantity of
tannin two, three, four, or e\en five times as great as that of their

sugar ; the greater number of fruits, not excepting the grape,
belong indeed to this categor)'. Other substances besides tannin,

as for example gallic acid, pyrogallic acid, and many colouring
matters, including that of wine, are also capable of reducing the
alkaline cupric solution ; but all these, as well as tannin, are com-
pletely precipitated by basic acetate of lead.—[Ann. di Chem.
app. alia Med., Sept. 1869, p. 132.]

In the preparation of quinine and cinchonine, a black, tarry
substance is found in considerable quantity. This product, the
" quinoidine " of commerce, contains a number of cinchona
alkaloids, but is not used to any great extent in medicine. MM.
Henry, Duguet, and Ferret have much increased its value by
converting the alkaloids into picrates, thus forming a mixture
which can be used with advantage as a very cheap and efficient

febrifuge.

GEOLOGY
The Tithonian Stage

Professor Pictet has communicated to the .Swiss Society of
Natural .Sciences a most interesting report, containing a detailed
discussion of a question which has lately acquired much impor-
tance, namely, the limitation of the cretaceous and Jurassic
periods. The Tithonian beds (Titonische Etage) of Oppel, as is

well known, occupy a sort of intermediate position between the
great Jurassic and cretaceous series of deposits, and they have
been referred by different authors sometimes to one and some-
times to the other of these great formations. Thus, Professor
Oppel himself considered that his Tithonian stage brought the
Jurassic period a step for«^ard in time, whilst M. Hebert regarded
the deposits studied by him as carrying the lower part of the
cretaceous formation further back. Of late years these doubtful
deposits have been detected in many places, scattered from the

Carpathians to the Mediterranean, through Italy, Switzerland,
France, and Spain.

Professor Pictet considers that wherever these beds occur,

the arrangement of the strata is in accordance with the f illowing

sectional view :

—

1. Neocomian stage proper.

2. Valangian stage and marls with Bclcmnitcs latus.

3. Berrias limestone.

4. Tithonian stage.

5. Bed with large specimens of Aptyclitis (Kimmeridgian).
6. Jurassic fauna with Annnonites tenuilohatus.

The question to be settled is where, if anywhere, in this

section the line of division between the Jurassic and cretaceous
formations is to be drawn, between 3 and 4, between 4 and 5,
between 5 and 6, or finally through the middle of 4, dividing
it into a Jurassic and a cretaceous Tithonian.

The .Stramberg limestone, which the author regards as nearly
identical with the limestone of the Porte de France and Aizy,
contains 55 species of Cephalopoda, of which 50 have been
described as new by Zittel, whilst the other 5 have their analogues
in the cretaceous period. This would seem to be in favour of
the cretaceous nature of this bed ; but the Brachiopoda, which
have been thoroughly worked out, tell a different tale : of 38
species 26 are new, 1 1 belong to the Jurassic period, and i ( Teic-

htatiila janitor, Pict. ) is common to this deposit and that of the
Porte de France. It appears, however, that the strict contempo-
raneity of these fossils is somewhat doubtful, inasmuch as Zittel

has found that the molluscan fauna of Stramberg (omitting Ce-
phalopoda and Brachiopoda) is nearly identical with those of
Wimmis and Mount Saleve, which have been hitherto regarded
as Corallian. But neither at Wimmis nor at Mount Saleve does
Teiebratida janitor occur, nor are any of the Cephalopoda of
-Stramberg found there, so that it is possible the .Stramberg
deposit consists of two beds, of which the newer contains the
above-mentioned Cephalo])ods and Tercbratida janitor, and the
older corresponds with the Swiss deposits at Wimmis and Mount
Saleve—the latter might then be the highest term of the Jurassic

series, and the upper Stramberg bed the lowest of the cretaceous,

thus carrying the divisional line through No. 4 of the above sec-

tion. M. Coquand has found the fauna of Terehratula moravica,
which is also that of \\'immis and Mount .Saleve, occupying
deposits in Provence wdiich are covered by beds containing
Kimmeridgian and Portlandian Ammonites, and therefore
evidently Jurassic. From the consideration of these facts the
author infers that there have been in different regions two difi'erent

orders of succession. In one (Provence, Saleve, Wimmis,) the
stages are nearly in conformity w ith those which occur in the rest

of France, and the limits of the Jurassic and cretaceous periods
appear to be clear. In the other, included between the Carpa-
thians and Italy (with a portion of the French Alps, &c. ), the
Tithonian stage prevails upon the confines of the two great
periods.

By an investigation of the palaeontology of the beds thus
characterised as forming the Tithonian stage. Professor Pictet

arrives at the following divisions in ascending order :

—

1. The fauna of Ammonites tenuilol>atus.

2. The fauna of the inferior Tithonian, known principally from
Rogoznik, the blue marble of the Apennines, and probably the

Tyrolese limestone with Terehratula dipliya.

3. The fauna of the upper Tithonian or .Stramberg limestone

(
Terehratula janitor).

4. The lower Neocomian stage, especially the Berrias limestone

( Terehratula itip/iyoicies).
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Jurassic characters predominate in Nos. I and 2 ; No. 3 is

rather cretaceous ; hence the divisional line, ;/ draivn at all,

will fall between Nos. 2 and 3. Rut the author is of opinion

that there is no necessity for drawing this line, and he remarks

that the whole of the four stages are combined by strong paljeon-

tological analogies. Species pass from I to 2, from 2 to 3, and

from 3 to 4 ; Nos. 2 and 3 especially, which would be separated

by the line of demarcation of the two periods have about one-

third of their species in common. This line would therefore be

a very feeble one, and we should have to admit that in this

Titlionian basin at any rate the separation of the cretaceous from

the Jurassic periods is singularly compromised.

[We have given so long an analysis of the argumentative part

of Professor Pictet's paper, that we cannot refer to his concluding

remarks, except to say that they contain some important ob-

servations on the method to be followed in geological

investigations.]

PHYSIOLOGY
Reaction of Nerve-Substance.

FuNKE some years .ago affirmed that npr\e, like muscle, became
acid after work, and at death. In this he was supported by
Heidenhain, and opposed by Ranke and others. He now
reasserts his former statement, using the delicate reagent cyaiiin

instead of litmus, and finds strong proofs of the correctness of his

views. The matter is not unimportant, as it is one of the few

bases on which rests the broad general assertion that nervous

[and mental] action is accompanied by material changes. [Cen-

tralbt. med. Wissensch. 1S69, No. 46.]

Action of Muscarin.
SCHMIEDEBERG and KoppE have published an account of the

pharmacy and physiological action of muscarin, the active con-

stituent of agai'ii'us mnscarms [aman'ita muscaria). This mush-

room poison seems to be not unlike the Calabar bean in its action,

and belladonna is in many respects antagonistic to it.

Max Schultze's Airhiv fiir Microscopischc Anatotnie v. 4,

contains, among other papers :

"Ueber die Nervenendigung in der Netzhaut des Auges bei

Menschen und bei Thieren." Von Max Schultze. Description

of certain fibrillx ensheathing the rods and cones of the verte-

brate retina, and believed by Max Schultze to be the real nerve

endings. An important memoir, tending to harmonise the results

obtained from the study of invertebrate and vertebrate eyes.

" Untersuchungen iiber den feineren Ban des Pancreas." Von
Dr. Giovanni Saviotti aus Turin. Description by a pupil of

Kbllicker's, of fine intercellular passages in the pancreas, similar

to those discovered by Hering in the liver. "Die haaretragenden

Sinneszellen in der Oherliaut der MoUusken." Von Dr. W. Flem-

ming in Rostock. A detailed description of certain fimbriated

cells in the epidermis of acephalous mollusks, and gasteropods,

not wdioUy unlike, and occuring in the midst of, ciliate cells, but

believed by Flemming to be organs of sense. " Ueber Radiolarien

und Radiolarien-artige Rhizopoden des siissen Wassers." Von
Dr. Richard Greefif, Privatdocenten in Boon. Description of

species of C/at/inilina, Acaiithocystis, and several species of new
genera As/iodisciiliis, Hyalvlampe, with discussion of their habits,

anatomy, c&c.

Pfluger's .4r<V;/r', ii. 9 and 10, contains:— "Quecksilberluft-

pumpe." Von H. Busch. A modification of the mercurial pump
employed by Pfliiger. The chief novelty is the occlusion of the

orifices of the various parts by means of mercurial shoulder cups.

"Das Unterscheidungsvermogen des Geschmacksinnes fiir Con-

centrationsdifferenzen der schmeckbaren Korper." Von Fr.

Keppler in Tubingen. Keppler found it easiest to distinguish

by taste variations of strength in "saline" solutions, less easy

in "acid" or "sweet" liquids, .and least easy in "bitter"

liquids, though bitter substances {such as quinine) are those which

require the smallest quantity to make a definite impression.
" Ueber die Abhangigkeit der Leber von dem Nervensystem."

Von E. Pfhiger. Nebst Tafel II. und III. An important

memoir in which ^Pfluger extends to the liver, the observations

already made by him on the salivary glands and pancreas,

affirming the direct continuation of the nerve fibres with the

secreting cells. " The hepatic cell is a nucleated swelling of the

axis cylinder of a nerve." Contains also many other points of

interest, touching the structure of the liver, and strongly

supports the views of Dr. Beale. " Ueber den Einfluss des

Cyangases auf Haemoglobin nach spectroscopischen Beobach-
tungen. " Von E. Ray Lankester. A short note affirming, in

opposition to some German observers, that cyanogen forms a

definite compound with Haemoglobin analogous to those of

carbonic oxide, &c. "Znr Kenntniss der Wirkungen des Wein-
geistes." Von Dr. F. Obernier, Privatdocent und Assistenzarzt

der medic. Klinik zu Bonn. A somewhat polemic paper con-

testing the views of Bouvier, &c., noticed in N.\TURE, No. 2.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, November 30.—Anniversary Meeting.—The
President delivered his annual address, in which he touched upon
several points of interest. One of the first subjects to which he
drew attention was the Roy.al Society's Catalogue of Scientific

Papers, the printing of which proceeds satisfactorily. He
remarked; ",While the aid to be derived to scientific research from

the index according to authors' names is fully recognised, there

can be no doubt that the value of the Catalogue will be greatly

enhanced by the fulfilment of the second part of the plan

announced in the preface, namely, by the- publication of an
Alphabetical Index of Subjects. The preparation of such an
^ Index Kentni^^ as is contemplated, has been for some time

a subject of anxious, as well as careful, consideration by the

Library Committee, and they have at length arrived at what,

they have reason to hope, will be a most satisfactory solution of

the question through a communication with Professor Julius

Victor Carus, of Lcipsic, who they found would be willing

himself to undertake the task. I .am happy to announce that

the Council, acting on the recommendation of the Library

Committee, have entered into a very satisfactory arrangement
with Professor Carus, who will be able to commence his labours

in the ensuing spring. From the well-known scientific accom-
plishments of Professor Carus, and his extensive experience in the

peculiar work to be performed, as well as the confidence which
will be reposed in him by all acquainted with the nature of the

undertaking and interested in its success, we may consider the

Society most fortunate in securing his services." The Meteor-
ological Department of the Board of Trade, superintended by a

Committee of the Royal Society, was next referred to ; it is stated

to be making good progress. Concerning the great Melbourne
telescope the President remarked: "Its performance since erection

docs not appear to ha\'e given the same satisfaction at Melbourne
that it did at Dublin; but the defects complained of may arise

partly from an imperfect knowledge of the principles of the instru-

ment and inexperience in theuse of so large a telescope, partly from
experimental alterations made at Melbourne, and partly from
atmospherical circumstances. Those who are acquainted with

the difficulties which Sir J. F. W. Herschel experienced at the

Cape, will not be surprised that they should be felt at Melbourne
to a much gieatcr extent, on account of the far greater size of

the speculum. But I have no doubt that if the instrument be
kept in its original condition and as carefully adjusted as it

was at Dublin, it will perform as well in ordinary observing

weather. The high impression of its power produced by the

trials which were made of it when at Dublin, is maintained by
a sketch of a ]iortion of the Great Nebula near t\ Argus, made
by M. Le Sueur during two nights in June last. Some change
in this nebula from the time wdien it was described by .Sir J.
F. \V. Herschel had been indicated by Mr. Powell and other

observers, though with instruments so much inferior in power to

his 20-foot reflector, that little reliance could be placed on them
;

however, here the evidences of change are indisputable. The
peculiar opening in the nebula which Sir John Herschel has
compared to a Lemniscate, is still very sharply marked, but its

shape and magnitude have altered. Its northenr extremity is

opened out into a sort of estuary ; one of tlie remarkable con-

strictions seen in 1834 has disappeared, and the other has shifted

its place. Two stars which were then exactly on the edges ot

the opening are now at some distance within the bright nebulosity

;

the nebula has become comparatively faint near i; Argus. Another
remarkable change is the formation of a V-shaped bay south and
preceding the Lemniscate, wliose edges are so bright that if it

had then existed it could not have been overlooked in the 20-foot

reflector. Another feature, which, however, was perhaps not

within reach of that telescope, is an oval which RI. Le Sueur
describes as ' full of complicated dark markings and pretty

bright nebular filaments.' The angular magnitude of the
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changes which have been observed, is so great as to suggest

a strong probabiUty that this nebula is much nearer to us

than the stars which are seen along with it. It may be also

noticed that M. Le Sueur saw nothing to make him believe in

any development of stars in addition to those seen by Sir J. F.

W. Herschel. " The Council of the Society believes that an
attempt to encourage and aid spectroscopic researches is an

object in full unison with the highest purpose of the Royal
Society's existence; and they have, therefore, after most careful

deliberation, resolved to act on this con\iction. A telescope of

the highest power that is conveniently available for spectroscopy

and its kindred inquiries is being constructed, and will be en-

trusted to such persons as, in their opinion, are the most likely

to use it to the best advantage for the extension of this branch of

science; and, in the first instance, there can be but one opinion that

the person so selected should be Mr. Huggins. The President said:

"The execution of this project was much facilitated by the receipt

of .^1,300 from a bequest made to the Society by the late Mr.
Uliveira ; and in the beginning of the year proposals were received

from the chief opticians of the time, of which that of Mr. Griibb

was accepted last April. The conditions proposed were, that

the object-glass of the telescope should be of 15-inches aperture,

and not more than 15-feet focus, that the arrangements of its equa-
torial should be such that it could be easily worked by the observer

without an assistant, and that the readings of its circles could be
made without leaving the floor of the observatory. Mr. Grubb was
fortunate enough to secure two discs which had been exhibited

by Messrs. Chance at the French Exhibition. They are of first-

rate transparency, and as the construction which has been
adopted admits of the lenses being cemented, this object-glass

will transmit an unusual portion of light. The respective indices

of the glasses were determined by making facets on their edges
It an angle of 60", and observing spectral lines through the

prisms thus formed with a spectroscope of such magnitude as to

admit of their being placed on its table. The distinctness with
wdiich even faint lines are seen through 12 inches of the glass is a

most satisfactory proof of its purity and clearness. From these

Professor Stokes computed the curves for the lenses, and his

numbers were almost identical with those which Mr. Grubb had
obtained, I may mention that some fears had been entertained

that the equality of curvature in the adjacent surfaces might call

up a ghost, if the lenses were used uncemented, and that this has

been tried and no such effect was visible. Subsequently a rather

novel addition has been made, bearing upon the radiatioir of heat

from the stars. An object-glass intercepts so much of the heat-

rays that, to economise the infinitesimal effect which is expected,

a metallic mirror is more promising. The equatorial is, therefore,

at the suggestion of Mr. De la Rue, provided with the means of

changing the 15-inch achromatic for an iS-inch reflector; and
this has been accomplished by means notable fur their facility and
their safety. The instrument will be ready for trial in December
of the present year." The rest of the address referred to the

recent dredging expedition. The President then proceeded to

the award of the Medals. The Copley Medal was awarded to

M. Victor Regnault for the second volume of his " Relation des

Experiences pour determiner les lois et les donnees physiques
necessaries au calcul des Machines a Feu," including his elaborate

investigations on the Specific Heat of Gases and Vapours, and
various papers on the Elastic Force of Vapours. The President

remarked that the name of M. Victor Regnault had been
associated for the last quarter of a century %vith the most refined

and delicate experimental inquiries connected with the measure-
ment of heat. The amount of labour involved in his researches

upon the specific heat of simple and compound bodies, upon the
dilatation of gases and vapours, upon the comparison of the air-

thermometer with the mercurial thermometer, upon the elastic

force of aqueous vapour, upon the determination of the density
of gases, and upon hygrometry, must excite the astonishment
of all who could estimate the difficulty of the problems
attacked, the precision of the results attained, and the
fundamental character of the data which he had determined.
The Council has awarded a Royal Medal to Sir Thomas
Maclear, Astronomer Royal at the Cape of Good Hope, for his

measurement there of an arc of the meridian. The President re-

minded his audience that our sole knowledge of the figiu'e of the
southern hemisphere rested on the arc of the meridian measured
by La Caille, and now remeasured and extended by Maclear.
The original measurement, notwithstanding the well-known
ability of the great astronomer under whose superintendence
it was executed, had not commanded confidence, Maclear's

arc has an amplitude nearly four times as great as that of La
Caille, and is, on this account, as well as on account of the

greater accuracy in detail, far more deserving of confidence.

The degree which is derived from it is 1,133 ^^^^ shorter than
that of La Caille; and as La CaiUe's is 1,051 longer than that

given by the spheroid, which, according to Airy, represents the

average of northern aixs, it is evidently a near approximation
to the truth. This is even more distinctly shown by the close

agreement of the latitudes computed from the geodetic

measurements with those given by the sector—that of the north
extremity being o"*4 in defect, that of the south extremity o""5

in excess.—A Royal Medal has been awarded to Dr. Augustus
Matthiessen, F.R.S., for his researches on the electrical and
other physical properties of metals and their alloys. The
President remarked that these researches embraced the de-

terminations of the specific gravities, the expansion due to heat,

the thermo-electric properties, the electric conducting-power,

and the effects of temperature upon the electric conducting-

power. Dr. Matthiessen's investigation of the electric con-

ducting-power of commercial copper had resulted in very great

improvement of the conducting-power of the copper wire used
in submarine telegraphy. Closely connected with this branch
of his researches were the investigations which Dr. Matthiessen

carried out for the Electrical Standard Committee of the British

Association, of which he was one of the most active members.
The resistance-coils issued by that Committee, which had been
very generally adopted as standard instnunents, were all con-
structed of an alloy of platinum and tin, which, after a long
series of experiments. Dr. Matthiessen recommended as specially

fitted for that purpose. Under the auspices of the British

Association, Dr. Matthiessen undertook, a few years ago, the

investigation of the chemical constitution of cast-iron, and of

the influence exerted upon the physical properties of that metal

by the several other elements which generally occur in associa-

tion with it. He had lately elaborated a method of producing

pure iron, which promised to be fruitful in interesting and
important results in the hands of himself and the other

chemists with whom he has been associated in this inquiiy.

Dr. Matthiessen's researches published in the Philosophical

Transactions, on the action of oxidising agents upon organic

bases and on the chemical constitution of narcotics (the

latter investigation having been conducted in conjunction

with Professor G. C. Foster), furnished proofs of the suc-

cess of his labours in organic chemistry. His researches

were distinguished as w'ell for their diversity as for their

uniformly complete and trustworthy character. — The fol-

lowing officers are elected for the ensuing year :— President: Sir

Edward Sabine, L.L.D. ; Treasurer: W. Allen Miller, M.D.,
LL.D. Secretaries: W. Sharpey, M.D., LL.D.; and G.
Gabriel Stokes, LL.D. Foreign Secretary: Professor W. Hal-
lows Miller, LL.D. The other members of the Council are:
Frederick Currie, M.A. ; Wanen De la Rue, Ph. D. ; Sir P. de
M. Grey Egerton, Bart.; Professor W. H. Flower, F.R.C.S.
Eng. ; William Huggins; J. Gwyn Jeffreys ; John Marshall,

F.R.C.S. Eng.; Augustus Matthiessen, Ph.D.; Captain Henry
Richards, R.N.; the Marquis of Salisbury, M.A.; C. W. Sie-

mens; John Simon, F.R.C.S.; Archibald Smith, M.A.; Pro-

fessor H. L Stephen Smith, M.A. ; Professor John Tyndall,

LL.D.; and Professor Alexander W. Williamson, Ph.D.

Royal Astronomical Society, November 12.— First Meeting
of Session. Mr. Warren De la Rue, F.R.S., vice-president, in

the chair. The Chairman opened the meeting by referring to

the illness of Admiral Manners, the president of the society, an
announcement which was heard by all present with much regret.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and confirmed,

and upwards of 100 presents announced, Mr. Carrington read

a paper descriptive of his observatory near Farnham, Surrey, and
of a variety of ingenious contrivances for securing its efficiency,

and especially the correct measurement of time. Mr. Carrington

intends observing with an alt-azimuth, which he has designed to

ensure the comfort and consequent accuracy of the observer.

The telescope-tube rotates freely on its axis, which is always

horizontal ; it carries the vertical circle, and in front of the

object glass a right-angled prism, the front face of which may be
directed on any object by the axil rotation of the tube of the

telescope.—The Astronomer-Royal was then invited by the Chair-

man to describe his recent invention of a method of correcting

the chromatic dispersion of the atmosphere. He described the

various contrivances by which that object might be secured.
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The simplest method of all was the employment of a series of

different angles suited to the altitude of the object
;
but as this

has some inconveniences Mr. Sinims suggested the employment

of an adjustable prism, as, for example, adjustable tilting of the

field-glass jOf the eye-piece. This method, though simple, intro-

duced undesirable optical effects. It appeared necessary, there-

fore, that the correction should be effected outside the eye-piece
;

and the best method seemed to be the combination of a con-

ve.xo-concave and a conve.xo-plane lens, the convexity of the

latter fitting into the concavity of the former, and admitting of

being rotated within it, so as to vary the corrective effect accord-

ing to the state of the air or the position of the object obseiTed.

Mr. Cayley, F. R.S., aftenvards noticed that the desired effect

could be secured by comljination of two prisms, in one of which
there is a convex, and in the other a concave cylindrical surface

of the same curvature ; when these cylindrical surfaces are made
to rotate on each other, the opi)osite faces of the combination

can assume any relative position between parallelism and an in-

clination equal to the sum of the refracting angles of the com-
ponent prisms. Eoth contrivances are described in Brewster's

Optics ; and it is satisfactory to consider that the troublesome

effect of atmospheric chromatic dispersion can be corrected

effectually by contrivances so well known.—The Astronomer-

Koyal then invited the attention of the meeting to a proposition

which had been made by the American observers, that the

passage of ^'enus over the solar chromosj^here should be ob-

served by spectroscopisls during the transit of 1874, for the pur-

pose of determining the solar parallax. Mr. Huggins described

the methods of observation available for the purpose. Mr.
Proctor expressed doubts as to the accuracy of the suggested

method, remarking that the phenomenon, to be observed to the

best advantage, would require other stations than those selected

for observing uiternal contacts, and that the effect of ]iarallax,

by causing Venus to cross different jiarts of the chromosphere, as

seen from different stations, would be a fatal objection, since we
liave no reason for believing that the chromosphere is uniformly

deep. He remarked also that v\e are not merely ignorant of the

exact point at which Venus will cross the sun's limb, but of the

angle at which her path will be inclined to the limb. Mr. Stone

intimated his belief that we should fnid a number of difficulties

cropping up around the new method, which might render obser-

vations as unsatisfactory as those made in 1769 upon the hiternal

contact.—After some remarks by the Chairman upon the advan-

tages of applying photography to the coming transits, a paper by
Mr. Alexander Herschel, on the November meteors, was read to

the meeting. Mr. Herschel shows that there is evidence of a

triplicity in the meteoric stream, since in 1868 three distinct

maxima were observed in England, America, and China. In

1867 ami 1S66 also, three maxima were observed, but they were

not separated by so wide an interval.—Mr. Proctor then read a

paper on the application of photography to the transit of 1874.

The paper was illustrated by a chart exhibiting the passage of

the earth through the shadow-cone of \enus, and showing along

what lines stations should be placed, at any time, so that the

relative displacement of Venus might be along a radial line of

the sun's disk. By so selecting stations (or times) he remarked,

the whole question would become simply one of parallax, no
appreciable error would come in through misplacement of the

fiducial cross-lines, and so jjhotography would do the best work
it was capable of, for determining the sun's distance. In reply to

Mr. Proctor's comments on the importance of the coming transits,

Mr. Stone pointed out the close correspondence of the results he
has deducetl from the observations in 1769., with the various

other determinations of the sun's distance, and ex|ire5Sed his

doubts whether any important improvement can be made in 1874
and 1882.—Mr. Birt then read a paper on the spots which are

visible on the floor of the lunar crater Plato, of which he exhi-

bited an interesting drawing. — Mr. Browning read a paper on
the changes of colour which the equatorial belt of Jupiter has

recently exhibited ; and indicated the importance of a careful

series of observations directed to the determination of any
periodicity which may exist in these changes.— In describing the

American photographs of the eclipse of last August, Mr. De la

Rue remarked that they confirm the evidence already afforded by
his own observations in 1S60, and those of Major Tennant in

1868, that the corona, in part at least, is a solar phenomenon.

—

The meeting closed with an announcement on the ]>art of the

Chairman, that a medal had been struck at the Imperial Mint.of

France in honour of Hind, Goldschmiiit, and Luther, on the

occasion of the discovery of the hundredth planetoid in 1868.

Geological Society, November 24.—Prof T. H. Huxley,

LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Robert Arnold Barker,

M.D., Civil Medical Officer, Cachar, Bengal, was elected a
Fellow of the Society.—The following communications were
read :—(i). On the Dinosauria of the Trias, with observations on
the Classification of the Dinosauria," by Prof Huxley, LL.D.,
F. R. S., President. The author commenced by referring to the

bibliographical history of the Dinosauria, which were first recog-

nised as a distinct group by Hermann von Meyer in 1830. He
then indicated the general characters of the group, which he
proposed to divide into three families, viz. :

—

I. The Megalos.\URID.4:, with the genera Teratosauriis, Paltro-

sauriis, Mcgalosattriis, Poikilopleiiron, Ltclaps, and probably
Ejtskelosaitrus ;

II. The SCELID0S.\URID.E, with the genera Thecodontosmirtis,

HyUcosanrus^ Pholacaiithits, and Acanthopholis ; and

III. The Iguanodontid/E, with the genera Cetiosatirus,

Iguanodon, Hypsilophodon, Hadrosanrus, and probably Ste-

rtopelys.

Compsogiiathns was said to have many points of affinity with the

Dinosauria, especially in the ornithic character of its hind limbs,

but at the same time to differ from them in several important

])articulars. Hence the author proposed to regard CompsogiiatJuis

as the representative of a group (Ci)«/JC^«art«) equivalent to the

true Dinosauria, and fonning, with them, an order to \\hich he
gave the name of Orn'ITHOSCELid.^. The author then treated

of the relations of the Omithoscelida to other Reptiles. He in-

dicated certain peculiarities in the structure of the vertebra; which
serve to characterise four great groups of Reptiles, and showed
that his Omithoscelida belong to a group in which, as in existing

Crocodiles, the thoracic vertebra have distinct capitular and
tubercular processes springing from the arch of the vertebra.

This group was said to include also the Crocodilia, the Anomo-
dontia, and the Pterosauria, to the second of which the author

was inclined to approximate the Omithoscelida. Asa near ally of

these reptiles, the author cited the Permian Parasauriis, the

structure of which he discussed, and stated that it seemed to be a

terrestrial reptile, leading back to some older and less specialised

reptilian form. With regard to the relation of the Omithoscelida

to birds, the author stated that he knew of no character by which
the structure of birds as a class differs from that of reptiles which
is not foreshadowed in the Omithoscelida, and he briefly discussed

the question of the relationship of Pterodaelyles to birds. He
dii-1 not consider that the majority of the Dinosauria stood so

habitually upon their hind feet as to account for the resemblance of

their hind limbs to those of l>irds, by simple similarity of function.

The author then proceeded to notice the Dinosauria of the Trias,

commencing with an historical account of our knowledge of the

occurrence of such reptilian forms in beds of that age. He
identified the following Triassic reptilian-forms as belonging to

the Dinosauria;

—

Teratrsaitrus^ Pliituosanius^ and Zaitclodon from

the German trias ; Thecodontosaurits and PtiliCosauyus from the

Bristol conglomerate (the second of these genera he restricted to

P. lylpidrodi'ii of Riley and Stutchbury, their /-'. platyodaii being

referred to Thccodotttosaimis) ; Cladyodon from \\'arwickshire
;

Deiitcrosaiinis from the Ural; Anldstrodou from Central In-

dia ; Clepsysaurns and Bathygiiathiis from North America ;

and probably the South African Pfistci-osaitnts.—Sir Roderick
Murchison, who had taken the chair, inquired as to the lowest

formation in which the bird-like character of Dinosaurians

was apparent, and was informed that it was to be recog-

nised as low as the Trias, if not lower.—Mr. Seeley insisted on
the necessity for defining the common plan both of the Kep-
tilia and of the ordinal groups before they could be treated of in

classification. He had come to somewhat difl'erent conclusions

as to the giouping and classification of Saurians from those adop-

ted by the President. This would be evident, in so far as

concerned Pterodactyles, from a work on Omithosauria which he
had just completed, and which would be published in a few days.

—Mr. Etheridge stated that the dolomitic conglomerate, in which
the Thecodont remains occurred near Bristol, was distinctly at the

base of the Keuper of the Bristol area, being beneath the sand-

stones and marls which underlie the Rhietic series. There were
no Permian beds in the area. He regarded the conglomerates as

probably equivalent to the Muschelkalk. It was only at one
point near Clifton that the Thecodont remains had been found.

—

Prof Huxley was pleased to find that there was such a diversity

of opinion between Mr. Seeley and himself, as it was by discus-

sion of opposite views that the truth was to be attained. He
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accepted Mr. Ktheridge's statement as to the age of the Bristol

beds.—2. The Physical Geography of Western Europe during the

Mesozoic and Cainozoic periods, elucidated by their coral faunas,

by P. Martin Duncan, M.B.Lond., F.R.S., Secretary. The
author commenced with a notice of the typical species of the

coral fauna of the deep seas which bound continents remote from
coral-reefs, and then made some remarks upon the littoral corals.

The peculiarities of reef, lagoon, and shallow-water species were
then explained, with the relations of the two faunas to one
another. The author then referred to certain exceptional species,

indicated the genera, the species of which constitute the existing

reefs, and contributed to form those of the past, and noticed the

representatives of some modern genera in old reefs. He pointed

out that a correspondency of physical conditions during the depo-
sition of certain strata was indicated by their containing analogous
forms—the presence of compound ccenenchymal species indicating

neighbouring reefs, and their absence in places wliere simple or

non-ccenenchymal Madreporaria are found being characteristic of

deep-sea areas remote from the coral-seas. By applying tlie

principles thus elaborated to the evidence as to the condition of
the seas of the European area from the Triassic period to the pre-

sent time, the author then showed what must probably have been
the physical condition of this part of the world at different periods.

—Prof. Alex. Agassiz accounted for the circumscribed area of
many corals in the Atlantic from the young of many coral species

attaching themselves within a few hours of their becoming
pelagic. He traced to the great equatorial current which must
have traversed the Isthmus of Panama and the .Sahara in a pre-

cretaceous period, the distribution of certain forms, which the
rising of the Isthmus of Panama eventually checked. He thought
that the limits of the depth at which true reef-building corals

existed would be considerably extended in consequence of recent

discoveries by means of dredging. He mentioned the formation
of a reef at the present time off the coast of Florida, which
threw light on the manner in which mudflats were formed, and
the sea eventually filled.—Mr. J. Gwyn Jefiieys objected to the
tenn deep sea being applied to a depth of ten fathoms only,

when the tide in some places rose to that extent, and the lamin-
arian zone extended to fifteen. He suggested fifty fathoms as a
more appropriate measure. He remarked on the great vertical

rangeof some simple species of corals, such as CaryofhylUa, amount-
ing to at least 150 fathoms from low-water mark. In deep-sea
water it frequently was attached to various shells, such as Ditiypa
and Aporrbais. The only other simple coral of our seas was
never found at a depth of less than seventy-five fathoms. The
compound corals occurred only at great depths. Dr. Duncan
drew a distinction between coral-reef areas and those in which
different conditions prevailed. His argument had not so
much been based on the depth of the sea as on the presence or
otherwise of coral-reefs. The term deep sea had been given by
Professor Forbes to depths of ten fathoms and upwards. For
such depths as those explored at the present day no term short
of "abyssal" was appropriate. Specimens illustrative of his
paper were exhibited by Professor Huxley.—The President called
the attention of the Fellows of the Society to a proposed memorial
to the late Baron von Humboldt, and another to the late Prof f . B.

Jukes, in aid of which contributions weie desired. He referred to

circulars and letters which were laid on the table, and recommended
tlieae memorials to the favourable consideration of the Fellows.

Edinburgh
Royal Physical Society, November 24.—This was the first

meeting of the .session. Dr. Stevenson Macadam, the President,
delivered an address on the subject of Chemical Geology, in
which he stated that chemistry had much to do in the explana-
tion of geological phenomena, and though not a believer in the
chemical doctrine of volcanic action as generally understood, yet
he trusted to show that the geologist must accept the hand of
the chemist in climbing up to an intelligent explanation of
geological changes on the surface of the globe. The day has
now gone by for either Plutonists or fircincii, or Neptunists or
wateriiieii, to hold undisputed sway in the interpretation alike of
ancient and modern changes ; and the truth lies in the golden
mean, and may be best sought for in the earnest endeavours to
cull knowledge from all the contending elements. The first

lesson which chemistry teaches us is to proceed cautiously and
modestly to work. The geologist, with hammer in hand and a
good share of physical force, is almost taught by the nature of his
vocation to expect the same results from the same causes, opera-
ling in much the same way, and he becomes bold in theory and

difficult to dislodge in his opinion ; but the chemist is taught by
the very nature of his science to proceed w-ith slow and cautious

steps, not only in experimenting, but also in theorising, and he
learns soon that the same results need not necessarily proceed
from the same causes, and that slight alterations in the mode of
working may produce different results. More than that, the
same results can be achieved by several modes of working.
The President then alluded to chemical reaction as affecting

geological phenomena ; the weathering of rock masses ; the
influence of water holding certain gases and salts in solution on
mineral substances ; the production of limestone and other rocks

;

and the formation of coal. The effect of heat as well as water ill

the production of crystalline forms was alluded to, as well as the

artificial formation of precious minerals, such as the ruby and
sapphire. I'he cause of volcanic phenomena was neither solely

connected with tlie existence of internal molten masses capable
of being squeezed or blown through the external crust of the

globe, nor to the presence of large quantities of the alkaline

and other metals ready to be burned and ignited on the approach
of water ; but the President believed that the spheroidal theory
of the earth's crust, propounded by himself years ago, coupled
with the doctrine of the correlation of the physical forces, was
sufficient to account for all volcanic phenomena. The earth is con-

stantly under magnetic and electrical disturbance, and knowing,
as can now be proven, that the physical magnetism and elec-

tricity can become heat, there seems no necessity for fancying

the existence of reservoirs of molten matter waiting for ages to

be discharged through the ciust, or regions of uncombined
chemical elements longing for water to quench their thirst. The
President showed experimentally the passage of magnetism
into electricity and heat, by means of large magneto-electric

apparatus, which heated and fused various metals. The address
concluded with reference to spectrum analysis, as indicating the
composition of the sun and other stars, and as demonstrating
that there is a brotherhood of matter and force throughout the

universe.

The following gentlemen were elected :—.\s foreign members
on the recommendation of the Council— ^Il. C. Hitchcock, State

Geologist, Vermont, U.S. ; Premier Lieut. Dr. C. F. Lutken,
assistant in the Zoological Museum, Copenhagen ; Dr. O. A.
Loweson Morch, University Museum, Copenhagen. As resident

members—Mr. R. Scott Skiiving, Camptown— proposed by

J. M'Bain, M.D., R.N.; Mr. II. Budge, C.A., 7, .Hill Street

—proposed by M. R. Brown.

DUBLI.V

Statistical and Social Inquiry Society, Nov. 23.— Robert
McDonnell, M.D., F.R.S., read a paper on Patronage and
Purchase in making Plospital Appointments. Dr. McDonnell
condemned the system of purchase, adducing many reasons for

doing so. In discussing the question he avoided all personalities,

not alluding to the practice of any one hospital, but relying

solely on the imporLance of appointments being made, not on
account of the amount of money that a candidate could produce,
but on account of his general ability and merits.

P.A.RIS

Academy of Sciences, November 22.—M. Eecquerel com-
municated an eighth memoir upon electro-capillary phenomena,
in which he treated of respiration, and the nutrition of the tissues,

and of the muscular currents and the current of the otiier tissues.

The author stated his principle as follows : Two different liquids,

separated by a tissue, that is to say, a porous body capable of
being soaked by the liquids, give origin to electrical currents

resulting from the recomposiiion of two electricities set free in

the reaction of the liquid, the walls of the capillary spaces acting
as solid conducting bodies. These currents the author denomi-
nated ch'clro-capillary^ and the object of his paper was to

demonstrate their action in the vital phenomena above men-
tioned, in order to establish an electro-chemical theory of life,

—The dispute about wine-healing was advanced a st.age by the
presentation of a note from M. Vergnette-Lamotte in answer to

M. Pasteur's last communication.—Of two astronomical papers
by Father Secchi, the first related to the spectrum of the planet
Neptune, and to some facts in spectrum analysis, and the second
described a new arrangement for the observation of llie spectra

of the smaller stars, and referred also to the meteors of the
14th November. Tlie author stated that the spectrum of
Neptune, like that of Uranus, presents bands of absorption
which do not occur in the solar spectrum. Of the three principal

bands, one occurs at the limit of the geeen and yellow, about
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half-way between D and b ; a second in the place of the line

b in the solar spectrum, and the third, which is fainter, in the

blue. Beyond the yellow, in the opposite direction, the

spectrum suddenly terminates. The author remarlced upon

the accordance of this spectrum with the colour of the

planet, and upon the indistinctness of its outline under high

magnifying powers. The author also indicated a means of ob-

taining two superposable spectra, and stated that he had obsened

that the spectra furnished by Geissler's tubes were essentially

different according as the liglit was taken from the tubes, the

bulbs, or the luminous sheaths of the wire. In his second paper

Father Secchi stated that in order to observe the spectra of the

smaller stars, he had adopted the plan of placing a large prism

before the object-glass of his telescope, and obtained favourable

results, some of which he communicated.—A note by M. F.

Massieu, supplementary to a paper presented by him on the i8th

October, was read. It related to characteristic functions in

thermodynamics.—M. P. Gauthier communicated an essay on

the movement of a projectile in the air; M. J. Carvallo, an

investigation of the stability of beacon towers: M. E. Roger, a

note on some general properties of curved surfaces; MM. Curie

and Vigier communicated the results of some experiments upon

animals, indicating that turpentine is not, as was supposed by

M. Personne, an antidote for phosphorus. They also remarked

that the hyputliesis that the toxical action of phosphorus is due

to its depriving the blood of oxygen was not compatible witli

the small doses of phosphorus which may prove fatal.—A note

from M. Zantedeschi on the calorific rays of the moon was read,

in which he indicated that the lieating effect of the moon's rays was

demonstrated in 16S5 by G. Montanari, and in 1781 by P. Frisi.

The author also cited his own experiments.—A note on the

calculation of the going of chronometers to determine longitudes,

by M. H. de Maguay, was read, giving the results of observations

upon these chronometers, and upon tliis M. Yvon Villarceau made
some remarks.— A note by M. Bontemps on the coloration of glass

under the influence of the solar light, was presented. In this paper

tlie author adduces numerous examples of the production of a

greater or less change in the colour of glass by long exposure

to the sun's rays.—A note on the jihysical properties of arable

soils, l)y M. Ilerve-Mangon, was read, in which the author called

attention to certain physical properties of soils, such as their

calorific power, their power of condensing and holding gases,

and especially their behaviour with regard to water and aqueous

vapour, which are of as much importance as their chemical

properties in estimating the ciualities of the soils. He described

the means by which these properties of soils may be investigated.

—An extract from a letter by Mr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston,

was communicated, giving an account of the copper-mines of

Lake Superior, and of a new deposit of tin in the State of Maine.

He mentioned a mass of native copper obtained at a depth of

480 feet in the Phcenix mine last June, measuring 65 feet long,

32 feet high, and 4 feet thick at the exposed end. He estimated

that this m.tss would furnish about I, coo tons of copper, and

stated that it was contained in a true vein, cutting at right angles

several beds of trap and otiier rocks. The gangue consisted of

calc spar, quartz, and pretruite. The deposit of tin noticed by
the author was said to be in the neighbourhood of the town
of Winslow, where tlie mineral occurs in more than 40 little

veins, varying in thickness from 4 'i^ch to I foot, occupying a

space between the metamorphic limestone and gneiss which
constitute the country. The author obtained from the rough
mineral 46 per cent, of tin.—A letter from M. A. Rojas

entitled "Echoes of a seismic tempest" was communicated.

It contained an account of disturbances, chiefly manifested

by the rise and fall of water, which occurred in various parts

of South America simultaneously with the great Peruvian

earthquake of the 13th August, 1S68.—A letter by MM. E.

Harny and F. Leuomiant, dated at Thebes, was com-
municated, in wliich they announced the discovery of traces of

the Stone Age in Egypt. They found an immense quantity of

worked flints of all kinds upon a small space of the plateau

separating the valley of Biban-el-Molouk from the escarpments
which look over the ruins of Deir-el-Bahari. They compared the

place to what is known in France as a "workshop of the Neolithic

period."—M. Balbiani communicated an investigation of the

development and jiropagation of Strongyliis gigas, in which he
described the production and structure of the egg, and the

development of the embryo of that parasite, the embryo of which
he said, remains in the egg for five or six months in winter, and
way remain thcic for a whole year. The author described his

experiments, from which it appears that this parasite does not

pass directly from the egg into the animal in which it acquires its

perfect development.—M. P. Fischer described the copulation

and spawning of the Aplysice and Dolabrifertv, as observed by

him in the aquarium at Arcachon. In the Aplysiit, the same

individual serves alternately as a male and as a female ; and the

author mentioned his having several times seen five or six indi-

viduals united to form a chain, each of them, except the first and

last, performing the function of both sexes at once. In the

Dolabrifera, which islikewise hermaphrodite, the copulation of the

two individuals is reciprocal. The author described the emission

and mode of attachment of the ribbon of eggs produced by the

Aplysia:, which, according to him, is sometimes as much as 120

times the length of the body of the MoUusk.—A note on the

aanatomy of the Alcyonaria, by MM. G. Pouchet and A.

Myevre, was presented, as also some other papers of which the

titles only are given.

Italy

Royal Lombardy Institute of Science and Literature.

The following Prize Questions are proposed by this Institute :

—

ORDINARY PRIZES OF THE INSTITUTE.

Class of Lilei-ature and of Moral and Political Science.

For 1870.—To what extent is it the right or duty of Govern-

ment to interfere in the education of the people, and how
ought this interference to be exercised ?

1. To determine whether it is a riglit or a duty.

2. To inquire how the exercise of such right, or the per-

formance of such duty, can be reconciled with the

acknowledged and inalienable principle of liberty, civil,

political, and religious. (To be delivered in Feb. 1870.)

Class of Mathematical and Natural Science.

For 1871.—Required an Essay on the physical and chemical

nature of the various mineral combustibles of different epochs,

with the view of determining whether there are any means of

establishing a new classification thereof, which may serve to

diminish, if not to remove, the ambiguities relating to the

importance of the several deposits of mineral fuel, having regard

to their quality, and to the extent of their deposits. (To be

delivered in Feb. 1 871. Prizes for this and the preceding ques-

tion, 1,200 lire.)

TRIENNIAL MEDALS OF THE INSTITUTE.

The Royal Institute of Lombardy, according to the fifteenth

article of its organic regulations, "adjudges every three years

two gold medals, each worth 1,000 lire, for the promotion of

agricultural and manufacturing industry ; one of which is intended

for those Italian citizens who have contributed to the progress of

agriculture in Lombardy, by means of discoveries, or of methods

not yet put in practice, the other to those who have conspicuously

improved, or successfully introduced into Lombardy a given

manufacturing industry.

"

Those who wish to compete for these medals are requested to

present their claims, accompanied by the necessary documents,

to the Secretary of the Institute, at the Palazzo di Brera in

Milan, not later than the 1st of March, 1S70.

ORDINARY PRIZES OF THE FONDAZIONE CAGNOLA.

For 1870.—Required a Memoir, treating of the attained or

possible advantage to the agriculture of any of the provinces

of the Kingdom of Italy, and especially of Lombardy, arising

from the introduction, accomplished or possible, of the doc-

trines or practices recommended at the present day by the

progress of Physics, Chemistry, or Meteorology. (For Feb.

1S70. Prize, 3,000 lire, including a gold medal, worth

500 lire.)

For 1871.—A Monograph on the poisonous and explosive

substances extracted from coal, and on the hygienic measures to

be adopted in the preparation, commerce, and transport of

these bodies. (To be delivered Feb. 1871. Prize, 1,500 lire,

with a gold medal of the value of 500 lire.

)

For 1S72.—A Memoir giving, together with the necessary

proofs by fact, a demonstration or a refutation of the curative or

projjhylactic efficacy of the alkaline and earthy sulphites or hypo-

sulphites in intermittent fevers arising from malaria, comparatively

W'ith other means or remedies already known. (To be delivered

in Feb. 1872. Prize, 1,500 lire, and a gold medal, worth

500 lire.)

The Memoirs to which prizes are awarded in the ordinary

competitions of the Fondazione Cagnola remain the property of
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the authors ; but the latter are bound to publish them within a

year, consulting with the Secretary of the Institute as to the

aiTangements and characters, and consigning to the Institute

fifty copies, after which only will the money be paid.

The Institute and the representative of the Fondazione Cagnola

reserve the right of printing a larger number of copies at their

own expense.

EXTRAORDI.NARY PRIZE OF THE FONDAZIONE CAGiNOLA.

For 1870.—A prize of 1,500 lire, and a gold medal of

500 lire, to the author of any work, MS. or printed, in

Italian, Latin, or French, and published since 1S60, which

shall satisfactorily demonstrate the efficacy of any means for the

cure of Gout.

The Memoirs and printed works must be presented in Feb.

1S70; of the latter, two copies must be presented, with precise

indication of the passages in which the discovery in question is

treated. The prize may be awarded in part, and the award will

take place on the 7th of August, 1S70. The printing or the

custody uf tlie manuscripts to be regulated as for the ordinary

prizes of the Foundation.

PRIZES OF THE FONDAZIONE SECCO-COMKENO.

For 1S70.—Chemico-microscopic investigation of the curd of

milk, to determine whether its active principle resides in a biolo-

gical ferment, or in any other chemical agent, so as to estimate

exactly the quantity required in the making of cheese. (To be

delivered Feb. 1870. Prize, S64 lire.)

For 1S72.—To determine, on chemical principles, and by ap-

propriate experiments, what are the best anti-fermentatives or anti-

septic substances ; also the best disinfectants and deodorizers,

simple or compound, indicating their various uses and relative

costs, with special reference to recent investigations. (To be

delivered Feb. 1S72. Prize, S64lire.

)

7'he prize-memoir to remain the property of the author ; but he

must publish it within a year from the date of award, consigning

eight copies to the managers of the " Ospilale Maggiore di

Milano, " and one to the Institute, for comparison with the MS.

;

after which only will the money be paid.

PRIZES OF THE FONDAZIONE liRAMIIILLA.

For 1S70.—Prize of 3,000 lire and commemorative silver medal
to any one who, by the 30th uf Nov. 1869, shall have established

in Lombardy a manufacture of phosphates, prepared for agricul-

tural use, on a scale sufficient for the manuring of at least 200
hectares i-ier annum. (To be delivered Jan. 1870.)

For 1S71.— Prize of 4,000 lire to any one who has invented or

introduced into Lombardy an}' new machine or industrial process,

or other improvement from which the population may obtain a
real and demonstrated advantage. (To be delivered Jan. 1871.)

The competitors for the prizes of this Foundation must present

their claims, accompanied by the requisite documents, \\'ilhin the

time specified, to the Secretary of the " Royal Lombardy Institute

of Science and Literature," in the Palazzo di Brera at Slilan.

General Regulationsfor all the Scientific Competitions.

These competitions are open to all persons, native or foreign,

excepting the actual members of the Royal Institute ; the

Memoirs must be written in Italian, French, or Latin, and they

must be sent, ])ust-frce, at the times specified, to the Secretary of

the Institute, at the Palazzo di Brera in Milan ; and, according

to the academic regulations, they must be anonymous, and dis-

tinguished by a motto repeated in a sealed ]iacket,- containing

the christian name, surname, and residence of tlie author.* Par-

ticular attention is recommended to this regulation, as in default

of compliance therewith, the Memoirs \\ill not be taken into

consideration.

To avoid mistakes, the competitors are also requested to state

clearly for xuhich of the prizes proposed by the Institute they
intend to compete.

All the manuscripts will be preserved in the archives of the

Institute, authors being at liberty to have copies of them taken
at their own expense.

Authors of Memoirs to which prizes are not awarded are at

liberty to withdraw the corresponding packets within a year
after the adjudication of the prizes, which will take place in

solemn assembly on the 7th of August following the close of

the competitions.

* This regulation does not apply to the competitions for the extraordinary
prizes of the Fondazione Cagnola, or for the prizes of the Fondazione
BranihiUa.

DIARY
THURSDAY, December 2.

Society of Antiquaries, at 8 30,—A Chalice of the Fifteenth Century,
and Chahces generally : Mr. Octavius Morgan, M.P., V.P.S.A.

LiNNEAN Society, at 8.30.

Chemical Society, at 8.30.

London_1nstitution, at 7.30.—Architecture : Prof. R. Kerr.

FRIDAY, December 3.

Geologists' Association, at 8.

Philological Societ^, at 8.30.

Arch^ological Institute, at 4.

MONDAY, December 6.

Entomological Society, at 7.

Medical Society, at 8.

Victoria Institute, at 8.

London Insti pution, at 4.—Elementary Physics : Prof. Guthrie.
Society of Arts, at 8.—The Spectroscope and its Applications; Mr. J.

Norman Lockyer.
Royal Institution, at 2.—General Monthly Meeting.

TUESDAY, December 7.

Civil Engineers, atS.—On Public Works in the Province of Canterbury',
New Zealand; Mr. Edward Dobsun, Assoc. Instit. C.E.—On Ocean
Steam Navigation, with a view to its further development : Mr. John
Grantham, M. Inst. C E.

Pathologic.\l Society, at 8.

Ethnological Society, at 8—Report on the Prehistoric Remains in the
Channel Islands: Lieut. S. P. Oliver, R.A.—On the Megalichlc Monu-
ments of Brittany: The Rev. W. C. Lukis.

Svro-Egvptian Society, at 7-30.—On the Obliteration of the Name and
Figure of Amun, and the Restoration of both in the time of Rameses the
Second; Mr. Bonomi.

WEDNESDAY, December 8.

Society of Arts, at 8.—Prints and their Production ; Mr, S. T. Davenport.
Geological Society, at 8 —Notes on the Brachiopoda hitherto obtained

from the Pebble-bed at Budleigh Salterton, near Exmouih : T. Davidson,
E^q , F.R.S.—On the Relation of the Boulder-clay without Chalk of the
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J. S. Holden, M D.

Royal Microscopical Society, at 8.—On Deep-sea Dredgings from the
Vicinity of China and Japan : Prof. Rymer Jones, F.R.S.

Arch^ological Association, at 8.

THURSDAY, December 9.

Royal Society, at 8.30.

Society of Antiquaries, at 8.30.

Zoological Society, at 8.30.

Mathematical Society, at 8.

Lo.NDON Institution, at 7.30.
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than 220 Woodcut Itju^lralions.

PREHISTORIC TIMES. As Illustrated
by Ancient Remains, and the Manners and Customs of Modern Savages.

l!y Sir JOHN LUI3H0CK, Bart. F.R.S. &c.
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FACTS AND DATES; or, the Leading
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Physical Sciences, the Memory being aided throughout by a simple and
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boards. [ y»st published.
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Now ready, is. each, by SARA S. HENNELL, Author of "Present
Religion."

COMPARATIVISM ; explained as a prin-
ciple which involves Necessary Antagonism of Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS. I.
Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the means, in reality, to

the deepest kind of Harmony with Science,

London: TRUBNER AND CO.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOK.

Just published in one volume, large 8vo., elegantly bound in cloth, gilt
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THE UNIVERSE; or, the Infinitely Great
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Saturday
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With nearly Two Hundred Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S.
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Popular .Science Ke^'ii'iu.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. By G. B.
AIRY, Astronomer Royal. With Illustrations. Sixth and Cheaper Edition.

i8mo. cloth, 4^^. 6d.
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Guardian.

BY THE REV. HUGH MACMILLAN.

HOLIDAYS ON HIGH LANDS; or,
Rambles and Incidents in Search of Alpine Plants. By the Rev. HUGH
MACMILLAN, Author of " Bible Teachings in Nature." Crown 8vo. 6s.

* One of the most charming books of its kind everLiterary Churchman.-
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for 'Alpine Plants.' Its pure style, the interesting excursion details, and the
beautiful descriptions of scenery, make it a winning book to general readers."

BIBLE TEACHINGS IN NATURE:
Third Edilic Crown Svo. 61.

FOOTNOTES FROM THE PAGE OF
NATURE ; or, First Forms of Vegetation. With Illustrations. Fcap. Svo, 51.

MACMILLAN & CO, LONDON
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OBSERVATORIES, EQUATORIAL TELESCOPES, ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, LEVELS, ETC.

T. COOKE AND SONS,
optician to H.R.H.the late Prince Consort, the Royal Family, and Her Majesty's Home and Indian Governments,

BUCKINGHAM WORKS, YORK.
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]
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medical profession for indigestion. Sold in bottles and bc.\es from us., with
full directions, by MORSON and SON, Southampton-row, Russell-square,

London, and by all pharmaceutical chemists. Caution.—Seie name on
each bottle.

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY,
20, GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET,

LONDON, W.

Directed by ARTHUR VACHER.

PELICAN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
Established in 1 797,
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Directors.

Henry R. Brand, Esq. M.P.
Octavius F. Coope, Esq.

iohn Coope Davis, Esq.
[enry Farquhar, Esq.

Charles Emanuel Goodhart, Esq.

Jas. A. Gordon, Esq. M.D. F.R.S.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.
Henry Lancelot Holland, Esq.
Sir John Lubbock, Bart. F.R.S.
John Stewart Oxley, Esq.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Marmaduke Wyvill, Jun. Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.
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Accumulated Funds
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The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-class Securities,

in addition to which the assured have the guarantee of a large and wealthy
proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the Offices as above, or

to the Agents of the Company.
ROBERT TUCKER,

Secretary and Actuary.

THE MINIATURE SPECTROSCOPE.
This Instrument will show many of Fraunhofer's Lines, the Bright Lines '^f

the Metals and Gases, and the Absorption Bands in Coloured Gases, Crystals,
or Liquids.

Price, with Five Prisms ^x o o
„ with Achromatic Lenses, adjustable sHt... 220

These Instruments can be adapted to the Microscope : price £,1 2s. and
£2 I2S. 6d. New Illustrated Catalogue of Spectroscopes for 13 Stamps.

JOHN BROWNING, Optical and Physical Instrument Maker to the Royal
Observatory, &c. &c. iii, Minories, London, E.C.

SOLAR SPECTRUM.
Just published, price js. 6d.

A Chrome-Lithograph of the Solar Spec-
TRUM, (42 in. by 14 in ) containing upwards of Five hundred Solar Hnes-
To be had of W. LADD, manufacturer of Scientific Instruments, 11 & la

Beak Street, Regent Street, W.

OZONE.—EARTH'S Apparatus with pure
Oxygen retained in its nascent state by compression is specific in all Diseases
arising from impurity of blood. Maybe had on Hirewilh option ot purchase
from G. BARTH & CO. 26, Duke Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

BRAGG'S VEGETABLE CHARCOAL
or PURE CARBON BLSCUITS, a nutritious, pleasant, and healthfut diet,

which has produced great benefit and positive relief to thousands of sufferers

from indigestion, bile, acidity, foul breath, dyspepsia, heartburn, worms, &c.
There is medical testimony to its beneficial effect in th^e complaints.—Sold
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J. L. BRAGG, 14 (late 2), Wigmore Street, Cavendish Square.

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.
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RICE FLOUE IS NOT COEN FLOUR.

CAUTION.
BROWN AND POLSON

were the [first to adopt the name CORN FLOUR ; and they are greatly

interested in maintaining its reputation, which is liable to be discredited

by the unwarrantable appropriation of the name to articles of a different

character, prepared, as in one prominent instance, from Rice. The Public,

it is hoped, will discriminate between articles bearing a false name and

BROWN AND POISON'S CORN FLOUR,
which is prepared solely from Maize—Indian Corn.

B
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SHARPEY MEMORIAL.
It has been resolved, by a number of the Pupils and Friends of

PROFESSOR SHARPEY, to establish a " Sharpey Physiological Labor-
atory and Scholarship" in University College, as a pernianent Memorial of
his labours as a physiologist and as a teacher. It is further intended that
either a Portrait or a Bust of Dr. Sharpey should be placed in this Physio-
logical Laboratory, and that, if practicable, a Port rait-medal also should be
struck, for distribution among his friends.
This twofold Memorial will, it is hoped, express and record, in a gratifying

and useful manner, not only the wide appreciation of Dr. Sharpey's services
as an exponent of Scientific doctrine, but the affectionate regard enter-
tained towards him as a counsellor and friend. Already 1,500/. have been
contributed for tliese objects. Further Subscriptions will be received, and
detailed information given by the I'reasurer, Sir William Jenner, Bart., (si^

Brook Street, W. or by one of the Honorary Secretaries.
Signed, on behalf of the Committee of the " Sharpey Memorial,"

JOHN MARSHALL, 10, Savile Row, W.
J. RUSSELL REYNOLDS, 38, Grosvenor Street, W.

Hon. Sees.
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Physical Sciences, the Memory being aided throughout by a simfle and
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Political,' &c. &:c.

WM. BLACKWOOD AND SONS, Edinburgh and London.
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COMPARATIVISM ; explained as a prin-
ciple which involves Necessary Antagonism of Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS. I.

I Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the means, in reality, to
' the deepest kind of Harmony with Science.

London : TRUENER AND CO.

SOLAR SPECTRUM.
Just published, price js. 6d.

A Chrome-Lithograph of the Solar Spec-
TRUM, (42 in. by 14 in ) containing upwards of Five hundred Solar lines.

To be had of W. LADD, manufacturer of Scientific Instruments, 11 & 12,

Beak Street, Regent Street, W.

R. A. PROCTOR'S STAR-MAPS.—These
are to be photo-lithographed— not photographed, as stated in some advertise-

ments-by Mr. A. BROTHERS, F.R AS., of 14, St. Anne's Square,
Manchester, who will receive the names of subscribers. Price to subscribers

^i ; afterwards £1 $5.
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LADIES' EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
LONDON.

A Course of Twenty-four Lectures on the Elements of Geometry will be

given by Professor Hirst, in the Minor Hall, St. George's Hall, Langham
Place, on hlondays and Fridays at 11 A.M. (beginning on Jan. 17), should a
sufficient number of tickets be applied for before Christmas. I'he lectures

will be of an elementary character requiring no previous knowledge of the

subject : the extent to which it will ultimately be carried being dependent
upon the progress of the class-

Fee for the course of twenty-four Lectures £1 ii.r. 6d. Governesses £1 is-

Ladies over 17 years of age may join this or any other Course in connection

with the Association (that of Chemistry subject to the approval of the

lecturing professor) after Christmas on the above reduced terms.

Applications for tickets to be made to the Hon. Sec J. E. MYLNE, Esq.,

27, Oxford Square, W.

Dedicated by permission to Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales.

Jn the Pfvss, and will shortly be publisht'd.

JOURNAL OF VISIT TO EGYPT, CON-
STANT1N(JPLK, THti CRIMEA, GRl-.ECE, .<:c. in the siiiie of the

Prince and Princess of Wales. By the Hon. Mrs. WILLIAM UREV.

S.MITH, ELDER, & CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOK.

Just published in one handsome volume, large 8vo. , elegantly bound
in cloth, gilt top, 3ii". 6^.

THE UNIVERSE ; or, the Infinitely Great
and the Infinitely Little. Ily F. A. POUCHET, M.D. Illustrated by 343
Engravings on Wuod, of vvhich 73 are full-page size, and 4 Coloured Plates.

" Handsome illustrated gift-book, intended to serve a higher and more use-

ful end than most of the other works which come to our hands. . . . We can
honestly commend the work, which is as admirably as it is copiously illustra-

ted. "— Titnes.

BLACKIE & SON, 44, Paternoster Row.
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Prior, Foulqlihk, Rtuu, Laplante, and other Artists. Imp. 8vo. Cloth
and gold. Price 15.^.

This volume is founded upon M. Figuier's "La Tcrre et les Mers," but
so. many additions have been made to the original, and its aim and scope have
been so largely extended, that it may almost be called a new work. I'hese

additions and this e.^:tension were deemed necessary by the Editor, in order

to render it more suitable for the British public, and in order to bring it up to

the standard of geograpluc.il knowledge.

THE SWISS ROBINSON CRUSOE;
OR, ADVENTURES OF A SHIPWRECKED FAMILY ON A DE-
SOLATE ISLAND. A New and Unabridged Translation. With an
Introduction from the French of Charles Nodier.

This is an unabridged edition of a book which has always and deservedly
been a favourite with the young, but which has generally been issued in a
mutilated form. It has been entirely re-translated, and is now issued in all

its original fulness, with 300 illustrations. In the interest of its story it ranks
next to " Robinson Crusoe," while it conve>^s an amotmt of information on
Natural History subjects to which "Robinson Crusoe" makes no pre-

tensions.

"We never met the child yet whom this story did not fascinate ; and if

some publisher would have it tj'anslated iii its old _fi(hit'ss, we believe it

would have a success like that of ' Uncle Tom's Cabin.'"

—

The Spectator,

July 10, 1S69.

Toned paper 700 pages, 300 Engravings. Crown 8vo. Cloth and gold.

Price 6^.

THE BIRD. From the French ofJULES
MiCHELET. llluslraied with 210 Engravings by Giacomelli. Imp. Svo.

Cloth and gold. Price los. 6d. iMorocco elegant, 21^.

THE MYSTERIES OF THE OCEAN.
From the French of Akthuk Mangin. With 130 lliiistrattons by W. Fki^e-

MAN and j. Noel. Imp. iivo. Cluih and guld. Price lo-s". (bd. AMurocco
elegant, au.

THE DESERT WORLD. From the
French of Arthur Mangin. With 160 Illustrations by W. Freeman,
FouLQuiER, and Yan D'Argent. Imp. bvo. Cluih and gold. Price izj-. 6;/.

Morocco, 253'.

THOMAS NELSON & SONS. London; 29, Paternoster Row.
Edinburgh : Hope Park. New York : 52, Uleecker Street.

CLARENDON PRESS PUBLICATIONS.

VESUVIUS. By Professor PHILLIPS.
Contents :—Vesuvius at Rest— In Action— In the Nineteenth Century-
Periods of Rest and Activity — Characteristic Phenomena— Form and
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SCIENCE AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH
A MONG the wide range of subjects included in tlie

^^ programme of Nature, one of tlic most important

to mankind in general is certainly '• the public health.''

We propose in the following article to lay before our

readers an account of the way in which the attention of

different nations, at various times, has been directed to

this matter, until at last it is beginning to be recognised as

a necessary study for all.

It would seem at first sight hardly necessary to spend

words on defining the aims of a science, of which the

name " Health ''
is so expressive, but the various writers

on the subject have not thought so, and the old formula,
" the art of preserving the health," has been often changed,

Londe, apparently from a dietetic point of view, says,

' Hygiene is the science which has for its object the

direction of the organs in the e.xercise of their functions,"

a definition which strangely limits the subject, and even

excludes the most important and interesting part of it.

Oesterlen, desirous of bringing into view the two great

divisions of hygiene, calls it "that part of our knowledge

which has to do with the preservation and furthering of

the health of individuals on the one hand, and of the

community at large on the other."

Michel Levy says that it is " the chnical study of

healthy man," by which definition he wishes to individualise

the more general one ; but even here we do not find what

we want : indeed we prefer the original definition to all

these alterations of it. Dr. Parkes thinks so too, for he

says, " Hygiene is the art of preserving health, that is, of

obtaining the most perfect action of body and mind during

as long a period as is consistent with the laws of life ; in

other words, it aims at rendering growth more perfect,

decay less rapid, life more vigorous, death more remote."

And now we come to the extension which Bouchardat

has given to the ordinary definition, " Hygiene is the art

of preserving the health." But how can we preserve

health .' Plainly by doing our best to keep away disease.

And how can we do this? By checking the causes of

disease. To this end we must know these causes,—and

here we have the grand object of hygiene ; it is the science

which studies the causes of disease, and points out the

means of avoiding them.

The knowledge of causes is the great aim of all science

properly so called, and no study ought to be honoured

with that name which has not this end in view.

"Prevention is better than cure " is an old proverb, and,

what is more, a very true one, and it is prevention that

the hygienist studies—prevention of disease of whatsoever

kind by the removal of its causes. The means by which

diseases are prevented are often those which answer best

for their cure ; and here we perceive the link which joins

hygiene with medicine, and which constitutes what we
may call the therapeutical side of our science.

Thus we see that hygiene takes into consideration,

incidentally as it were, and in connection with medicine,

the treatment of many forms of disease by methods other

than the employment of pharmaceutical preparations^

these methods are what Fonssagrives calls " the Hygienic

Modificators," and are such as exercise, baths, change of

employment, sea voyages, residence in a different climate
and above all regimen.

As the methods for the preserx ation of health are of the

first importance to all human beings, we may expect to

find provisions to this end among the writings of the

ancients, especially in the codes of the lawgixers : and such
is the case

; take for example the writings of Moses,—
they are replete with most excellent hygienic regulations,

which his followers were obliged to observe under pain of
severe penalties.

Look at the institution of circumcision, the provisions
for the separation of the lepers from the healthy people,
the command not to eat swine's flesh, the prohibition

of the marriage of near relations. Besides these and
many other important generalities, we find the great
Hebrew legislator descending to the inmost details of

family life— giving a regimen admirable in its adaptation
to the climate of the countries for which it was intended

;

directing the burial of excrementa and refuse matter of
all sorts in the earth ; fixing the laws of marriage, of
concubinage, of servitude, and of all social relations.

It is to the strict observation of these sanitary regula-

tions that one of the best-known writers on hygiene of

the present day, ^L Michel Levy, does not hesitate to

ascribe the singular immunity of the Jewish race in the
midst of fearfully fatal epidemics ; which immunity was
so marked in the middle ages, that it brought upon them
"accusations the most absurd, persecutions the most
atrocious."

We turn now for a moment to China, and find a people
in many respects in a very high state of civilisation, a
people who had used the mariner's compass ages before
it was known in Europe ; but a people who, horn «ant of
communication with other nations, have made no advance
at all, perhaps, for thousands of years, who have gone on in-

creasing in numbers at such a rate that they now form one-
third of the population of the whole world, so that their

country is crowded to an extent hardly conceivable. Surely
we can learn something from them which u ill be of service

to us in the management of our o\-ergrown towns ! Yes
;

in one thing at least they are our masters—they waste
nothing ; what they take from the earth they give back
directly to the earth ; every atom of their sewage matter
is employed as manure ; and how otherwise would it have
been possible for so immense a population, without any
external resources, to live on such a comparatively limited

portion of the earth's surface, and to keep itfirti/c for so

many centuries ?

One ot the best instances of the power of cultivation

in improving the condition of a country is to be found in

Lower Egypt, formerly the centre of civilisation of the

world, now in a most abject condition : the inundations

of the Nile, while the country was peopled with intelligent

races, were the great source of its fertility, but are now
the cause of the insalubrious marshes that generate the

Plague, and make that country one of the most unhealthy

spots on the face of the globe.

To come nearer to our own country, let us see what
were the hygienic conditions of ancient Greece and Rome.
Had the practical application of the principles of public

health anything to do with the high state of civilisation to

which those countries rose—a state which has, in some re-

spects at any rate, never since been equalled ? Had it
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anything to do with the success which attended the Roman
armies, and led to the formation of that enormous Roman
empire ? Let the facts speak for themselves. What strikes

one more in reading the classical authors of those coun-

tries than the continual mention of gjmnasia and of

baths? We find that a certain portion of time was set

apart daily for bodily exercise, and thus a full develop-

ment of the body was produced, and the greatest resistance

given to those two great enemies of mankind, disease and
death. It is true that all this training was part of a grand
military system, that the youths were thus encouraged to

compete for the prizes in the Olympic games and in the

Roman gymnasia that they might become good soldiers
;

but did this prevent the cultivation of mental acquire-

ments ? Again let the facts give the decision. Do you
wish to see fine buildings, buildings so well constructed

that they have lasted comparatively untouched by decay
for centuries.' Do you wish to study beautiful sculptures,

statues anatomically perfect to the minutest details, and
of unsurpassed artistic elegance ? You go to Athens 1

You go to Rome ! Do not fancy that we contend for

bodily exercise as against mental studies : we merely
maintain that a sufficient daily corporal exercise is ab-

solutely necessary for the proper performance of the

functions, both of mind and body.

But we have not yet done with Rome. We have men-
tioned the baths of that city ; but how were they supplied

with water ? Ah ! here we have need to hide our faces

for shame. .Surely wc, with all the immense advantages

of scientific engineering, manage to supply our cities with

water as well as the people of two thousand years ago
;

at any rate, with all our steam engines and manufactories,

we require at least as much as they did. When we turn

to the pages of Frontinus, what do wc find ? That at the

time at which he wrote, about a.d. 92, there were actually

nine large aqueducts by which water was brought into

Rome, beside some smaller channels ; these aqueducts

were in some cases entirely covered over throughout their

whole length, and were driven underground or supported

by high arches, as occasion required. Several of them, as

the Anio Vetus, the Claudian, and the Anio Novus, were

from 42 to 49 miles in length, while the total length of

the Marcian was actually 54 miles. The water was
brought by the two Anios from the river Anio, by the

others from various springs and lakes around Rome ; the

two newest ones, the Claudian and the Anio Novus, were
made because " si'veu aqueducts seemed scarcely sufficient

for private purposes and public amusements."
The supply appears to have been equivalent to more

than 332 millions of gallons per day, or (since the popula-

tion was certainly not more than a million) at least 332
gallons per head per day—say, six times the amount that

we have now in London.

But beside the aqueducts, there was a capital system of

sewers at Rome, consisting of the " Cloaca Maxima" and
a series of smaller channels flowing into it. The above
remarks give an idea of the admirable manner in which
the means for the conservation of the public health were
made a subject of State legislation in ancient Rome, and
of the determined way in which all obstacles were van-
quished, in order that the city might be made as healthy
as possible.

Not only have we the example of the ancients in these

matters, but we have hygiene reduced to a system by

Hippocrates, and associated, as it should always be, with

medicine. In reading his Aphorisms, one is struck by the

excellent dietetic regulations which he gives, for the ob-

servance of gymnasts, and for the guidance of physicians

in treating acute and chronic diseases. His third section,

which treats of the influence of the seasons of the year,

and of the various ages of man in the production of

diseases, is also very remarkable.

The very names of the works of Hippocrates show how
great a hygienist he was. " About Food," " About the

Use of Liquids," "About the Diet of Healthy People," and

especially his treatises on " Air, Water, and Localities,"

and on " Epidemics," are works which well entitle

their author to be considered the father of experimental

hygiene.

After Hippocrates comes Celsus, during the ist century

of our era, who devotes the first chapter of his first book
" De Re Medica" to the exposition of rules concerning

diet, and recommends the avoidance of too great regu-

larity by healthy persons.

But we must not pass over the works of Galen, which

were so numerous as to form a coinplete treatise of

medicine, and which exercised so enormous an influence

over the medical practice of the whole world during many
centuries. Galen flourished during the latter part of the

2nd century after Christ, and was for some time physician

to the gymnasia at Rome. He revived the doctrines of

Hippocrates, especially the celebrated one of the four

humours (blood, bile, phlegm, and atrabile), and con-

sidered that the different temperaments were produced by

mixtures in various proportions of these humours with the

four elements—earth, air, fire, and water, and with the

four physical qualities—heat, cold, moisture, and dryness.

The .Sicilian School sprang up in the nth century, and

was the offspring of the ancient Greek and Arabian

medical schools. Its practice is handed down to us in a

quaint Latin poem, in which a great deal of truth is mixed

up with a great deal of trash, and in which we find bad

therapeutics based upon faulty pathology. It is from this

school that the doctrines of Hippocrates and Galen,

together with the fancies of later times, were spread

abroad over Europe. Thus we find that the experimental

methods of the fathers of medicine were confused with a

host of traditions derived from the Arabian alchemists
;

so that the rational methods of treatment, adopted by

Hippocrates and his more immediate successors, were

neglected ; and diseases were treated instead by a host

of supposed infallible remedies, of which the action was
not at all investigated. And what do we find as the

result of this change of practice ? That epidemics raged

with the most fearful intensity all over Europe, epi-

demics which were only known accidentally before, and
which, finding favourable conditions for their spread

in the utter neglect of hygienic observances, came front

their natural seats in hot eastern countries, and com-
mitted unheard-of ravages in Europe. Look at the

Plague, that fearful epidemic of the eastern part of the

Mediterranean ! It is true that we have accounts of

terrible visitations of it in Greece, and particularly of one

which depopulated Athens in the second year of the

Peloponnesian war, when the disease was introduced into

that city fthen fearfully overcrowded) by a ship from
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Egypt, that entered the Piraeus : at various times also,

and particularly in the year of the city 389 (before the

building of the aqueducts), the Roman capital was visited

with the same calamity : but this is nothing to the fearful

visitations with which all Europe was afflicted during the

14th, 15th, i6th, and 17th centuries.

The last appearance of the Plague in Europe was in

1719, when it was introduced into Marseilles by a ship

that had been refused admittance into the port of Cagliari

in Sardinia. Even then its course might probably have

been stopped, had its malignant nature been recognised

soon enough ; but this was not the case, and more than

90,000 persons were killed by it. Here we have a clear

proof of the value of preventive measures. Sardinia

was saved because the king refused the admission of the

ship into the port of Cagliari; Marseilles was ravaged

because a like precaution was not taken.

In England we are accustomed to manage aftairs in

a less official manner than they are managed abroad,

and the result is that improvements, although more diffi-

cult of introduction, are often more surely brought about

with us than with our neighbours. It is certainly not

because we are less hygienic in our habits than other

nations, that we have so few books on hygiene, or

that our Medical Schools have not looked upon it as a

sister science with Medicine ; but because it seemed
to take no special line, and because it seemed to be so

much everybody's business : now, however, since the

formation of the General Board of Health and the

Registrar-Generars office, such a mass of information

with regard to the statistics and to the causes of disease

has been obtained, that it seems necessary to make a

special study of this science, and no longer to allow it to

be taught accidentally as an appendage to Pathology or

Therapeutics. W. H. Gorfield

SCIENCE EDUCATION IN GERMANY
I.—THE GERMAN UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

'X'HE most striking point of difference between the

condition of science teaching in Germany and in

England lies in the great facilities and encouragements

which, in the former country, are given to the study of

science in its highest development. In primary education,

we are in England probably doing as much or more in the

way of encouraging the teaching of elementary science as

is being done in Germany, or elsewhere. It is our

richly endowed Universities which have as yet failed to

play the important part in this essential feature of modern
education which, from their position and means, we have

a right to expect them to do, whilst other less wealthy

Colleges and educational establishments, quite as capable

of giving the highest scientific instruction, have to battle

with almost overwhelming difficulties. Government, on
the other hand, tnie to its supposed function of simply

assisting those who cannot help themselves, only gives

pecuniary aid towards the science instruction of the work-

ing classes ; and, with a singular want of foresight, pro-

vides no systematic means of training the teachers,* who
arc left to pick up their education as best they may.

* The few Queen's prizes and other exhibitions for instruction in the Royal
School of Mines cannot in any respect be considered as a systKin of science
educatioti for teachers.

The university system of Germany is now so different

in character from that of England, that it is difficult to

believe that these institutions, of the same age and stand-
ing, were founded on the same type, and perhaps equall\

so to explain how they came to be so essentially different.

The cause of this difference appears, however, to me to

lie less in the necessarily varying nature of national

character and requirements, than in the simple fact that

in Oxford and Cambridge the system of colleges founded
originally as benefactions to religious societies t)y private

donors, and still retaining a party and religious character,

has swamped (or nearly so) the university ; and that the

college tuition interferes with, and is indeed often abso-

lutely opposed to, that of the proper educating body which
it was intended only to supplement. In Gennany the

college system does not exist, and the university has
always remained supreme in its locality ; it knows of

no interference, religious or otherwise, in its own sphere
;

its system of education is regulated according to one
principle, and one spirit of emulation pervades the whole
staff of teachers.

It is singular to notice that the German universities,

which are all of them Government institutions, every

professor being a civil servant of the Crown, taking the

oaths and receiving salary and pension, do not suffer from
what we are apt to consider the deadening influence of

Government service. On the contrary, this system now
holds, and has always contained, the highest and best

intellectual life of the nation, replete with energy both as

regards teaching power and original research. This may
be explained by the fact that although the universities are

State institutions, yet they are practically free as regards

their internal government. Each Professor teaches as he
thinks best, and Ministerial interference with the regula-

tions of the Senate is of the rarest occurrence. In another

point of view, it is well to compare the Government
universities of what we Englishmen are even yet too apt

to consider as the despotic and illiberal German powers
with our free (!) universities. In Germany all, from
prince to peasant, who choose, can and do come to the

university, provided they bring certificates of having passed

the e.xit examination of their gymnasium, as a proof of due
qualification to benefit from the university instruction.

Thus, the small government of Baden supports two uni-

versities, to the benefits of which persons of all classes,

of all religious denominations, and natives of all countries

are permitted to enter, without limitation of number,
without religious test of any kind, and for the payment of

ridiculously low fees. Can we say that our universities

are as free? or that we in England possess any other

institutions which fulfil for us the duties of these High
Schools for the German people .''

The university system of Germany has most certainly

succeeded in stimulating intellectual activity, and foster-

ing a spirit of original inquiry amongst the teachers, and
thus creating a true profession of learned men. On the

other hand, it oft'ers sufficient inducement to aspiring

students to devote themselves to special pursuits, and
raise their aims to something higher than mere " Brod-

studien," by opening out to them a path, often arduous

and rugged, by which a man of ability may rise, from

privat-docent and extraordinary professor, to the highest

position of university eminence. This free infusion of
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new blood into the tenching staff is one great secret of

the vitality of the German system ; another, certainly, is

the well-known principle of " Lcrn imd Lehr-Frciheit."

The professor is, on the one hand, perfectly free to treat

his subject as he thinks best ; and the student has a free

choice amongst the various teachers of the particular

department of study to which he may devote himself.

Can our system, with its far larger pecuniary means, with

its hundreds of scholarships and non-resident fellowships,

compare in these respects, as inducing men to devote

themselves to study, with the German universities ?

There is no doubt that the secondary school education

in England is inferior, in breadth and completeness, to the

strict gymnasial system of Germany. Hence our univer-

sities are obliged to act more as finishing schools, occupied

with raising the general level instead of carrying out the

more scientific, higher, and more original studies which

form the professional side of education, the "Fach-studien"

which constitute the essential elements of the German
system.

In even the smallest German university the four faculties

of Philosophy (or art studies), Law,Medicine,and Theology

exist in active operation. In the first of these faculties,

all those students enter who desire to study either Philology

and the cognate subjects. Historical science, the Mathe-

matical sciences, or any of the various branches of

Physical science.

The Law students confine themselves to their own

Faculty where the theory of the profession is brought

before them in a scientific order before they begin to learn

the practice of the law.

In Medicine, the danger of a knowledge acquired

by practice alone, and the necessity of a scientific edu-

cation, are too patent to have escaped attention even in

England ; and hence the establishment of our numerous

medical schools, attached to large hospitals. In Ger-

many, such medical schools unconnected with other

faculties are unknow-n ; medicine forms an essential

feature of every university system ; and even comparatively

small towns, as Heidelberg and Wiirtzburg, have their

large and well-regulated hospitals, and are able to draw

to themselves such men as Hclmholtz and Kolliker.

On the advantage of association of medical students

with those pursuing other studies it is needless to

enlarge.

In Theology there are frequently two faculties, one

based upon Catholic and the other upon Protestant prin-

ciples ; these are found to work satisfactorily, and in

Germany all who enter either Church must have at any

rate gone through a regular course of theological in-

struction.

Another grand point in which the German university

excels the English is the much larger proportion of

qualified teachers which we find in the former.

As an example of the enormous teaching power in

Germany, let us take the Philosophical Faculty in the

University of Berlin. Here four professors and five other

lecturers give twenty distinct courses each semestre (half

year) in the science of Chemistryalone,including several on

systematic chemistry, the history of chemistry, the chemical

foundations of geology, metallurgy, pharmacy. Sec. Under
the head of Physics the following ten distinct courses were

given by seven Professors during the summer semestre of

1868, and, in addition, a physical laboratoiy is conducted

by Prof. Magnus :

—

Hours Hours
weekly. weekly.

Experimental l'hysic5 ..41 Physiological Optics. . . 4
Technology 5 Mechanical Theory of Heat I

Acoustics 4 Hydrography I

Capillaiy Theory. ... 2
I
Physical Geography ... 2

Theory of Light and of Optical I Instruction in Methods of

Instruments .... 2
[

Physical and Geographical

;
Observations .... 3

In the Biological subjects, ten professors and lecturers

gave twenty-one courses, theoretical and practical. In

Classics and allied subjects, thirteen professors and eight

lecturers gave twenty-three courses ; and on other lin-

guistic subjects, eighteen professors and lecturers gave

forty courses. In Mathematics, six professors and lec-

turers gave thirteen courses. In what we should call

Mental and Moral Philosophy,including pasdagogy, eleven

professors and lecturers gave nineteen courses. In Eco-

nomic and Agricultural sciences, seven professors and

lecturers gave twelve courses. In History and Geography,

nine professors and lecturers gave thirteen courses. In

Bi-Iles-lcttres and the Fine Arts, seven professors gave ten

courses. It must be remembered that all the courses

enumerated above belong to the Faculty of Arts {Philo-

sopliische Facitltiit), and are exclusive of the three other

faculties, in each of which the subjects are represented in

a similar proportion.

It is, of course, impossible for us in England to attempt

to set up a system on this scale ; but we cannot be too

fully aware of the miserably insufficient way in which

these studies are represented in our country; and we may
rest assured that the existence, in due proportions, of a

plurality of teachers is an indispensable pre-requisite for

both breadth and depth of study. Where only one

teacher is charged with one leading branch of study, it is

barely within his power to provide the systematic teaching

necessary for pass-men ; whereas if, as in German uni-

versities, several teachers lecture concurrently on sub-

divisions of a subject, the more advanced students have

the opportunity of studying more thoroughly some one

section of their science. The teachers are also induced,

by the opportunity of lecturing on special subjects, to

engage in profounder investigations ; and thus that other

aim of university institutions—the advancement of science

and the promotion of a learned class—is furthered. This

is a consideration—at least, however, so far as England is

concerned—for a remote future : it is sufficient to insist

on the necessity of this plurality of teachers in order to

ensure really effective teaching. The same subdivision of

each subject appears in all the German universities.

Thus in Gottingen, by no means one of the recently

founded universities, and not subject in any special de-

gree to those influences which have so remarkably fostered

the growth of the sciences of observation and experiment,

we find the following courses given in 1868 :

—

In Gottingen, Chemistry is (against the usage in Germany)
attached to the Medical Faculty ; there are, however, three

divisions—the general, the physiological, and the agricultural.

In the first, we find Professor Wohler, with four skilled assist-

ants ; iwo of these heing also professors. In the physiological

division is another ]3rofessor, with one assistant ; and in the

agricultural division, is one jirofessor and one assistant. There
are, further, four laboratory servants.

Professor Wohler delivers the principal course of lectures on
systematic chemistry. His assistants lecture on special branches.
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The whole staff directs the laboratory ; and over and above these
are tlie two professors of jihysiological and agricultural chemistry,
who conduct their own laboratories.

In Physics, Professor Weber and his assistants, Professors
Listing and Kohlrausch, conduct an excellent physical laboratoiy,
and lecture on the several branches of physics—systematic phy-
sics, optics, electricity, &c., light and heat, meteorology. Pro-
fessor Ulrich treats of hydrostatics and hydraulics.

In Natural History, Professor Keferstein lectures on compara-
tive anatomy, and performs zootoniical demonstrations in tlie

Zoological Museum during eight hours weekly to the students
;

for four hours weekly the Museum is open to the public, when
the same Professor is present to conduct demonstrations. Two
professors lecture on Botany (each si.\ hours weekly), and com-
bine with their lectures excursions and deiuonstrations in the
Botanical Garden ; there is also a third assistant professor. Pro-

fessors Sartorius Von Waltershausen and Von Seebach lecture

each four or five hours weekly on Mineralogy and Geology, and
conduct practical demonstrations in the Museums.

In Heidelberg, as in Berlin and Gottingen, and in

some respects even in a more perfect measure, large

provision is made for the study of physical science.

The Physical Laboratory, conducted by Professor Kirch-

hoff, is very successful. Once weekly Professor Kirchhoff

lectures, with experiments, on a given subject ; in the

following week each student in the laboratory goes

through the experiments for himself, and in this consists

the essence of the course. Students can also pro-

secute independent research for several days in the

week.

The Clieinical School of Heidelberg has always been a

celebrated one, and since the appointment of Bunsen to

the university its renown has greatly increased. In no
other European laboratory, with the single exception of

that of Liebig at Giessen, have so many promising scien-

tific chemists been trained, and this has been wholly due
to the untiring interest shown in each student by the

illustrious Professor, who, devoted heart and soul to his

science, imparts to his students a portion of that interest

in, and zeal for, original investigation, which are the real

marks of a scientific spirit. Many of the chemical students

at Heidelberg come, as with us, to study the science for

the sake of its subsequent applications to manufactures,

medicine, or pharmacy (for all the German druggists and
phafmaceutical chemists are wisely compelled to attend a

regular university course), but many, probably a large frac-

tion of the number, study the science for its own sake,

most of these students intending to qualify themselves

for the higher posts of scientific instruction in various

countries. Amongst the companions of those who studied

at Heidelberg with the writer were men who are now
making rising reputations in most of the German univer-

sities, or in the various institutions of France, Russia,

Portugal, Great Britain, and America.

The Physiological Laboratory, conducted by the cele-

brated philosopher HelmhoUz, is a novel and important

feature in the Science Department in Heidelberg. A
handsome and spacious building has recently been erected

for the use of the Professors of Physics and Physiology.

This embraces lecture-rooms, laboratories, rooms for

apparatus and instruments, and for conducting special

scientific investigations, besides dwelling-houses for the

professors and their famihes.

In another article I propose to inquire more closely

into the cost of establishing and working the -Science

Department of the German universities.

Henry E. Roscoe

.-/ POINT IN MUSCULAR PHYSICS

COME Physiologists abound in statements touching

the correlation of forces in living things, and are

very fond of repeating the old parallel between a muscle

and a steam-engine. We have no desire to deny the

aptness of the illustration, but it is as well to bear in mind
that, in actual point of fact, the exact correlation of heat

and mechanical force has not, as far as muscle is con-

cerned, yet been made fully out. The point of failure

is this—suppose we have two muscles : let one muscle

when it contracts have to pull against a weight and so pro-

duce a decided mechanical effect ; let the other muscle

have no such weight to pull against, and so in contracting

produce no mechanical effect (the trifling weight of the

muscle itself we may disregard). According to the

doctrine of the correlation of forces, the heat given out in

the first case ought to be less than that given out in the

second, by reason of the total force produced by the com-
bustion of the muscle going out partly as mechanical force

instead of wholly as heat. We suppose of course that ex-

actly same amount of contraction takes place in both

cases, and indeed that the muscles are perfectly identical

in circumstances, except so far as their load is concerned.

Heidenhain some few years ago, however, found out that

there was, strange to say, more heat given out in the first

case. He also discovered the reason of it, which is that

when a muscle is put on the stretch, as, for instance, when
a muscle has in contracting to pull against a weight, all

the chemical changes in the muscle are augmented, and

that roughly in proportion to the amount of strain.

This observation by Heidenhain seems to us one of

very far-reaching and often-recurring importance, though

apparently it has hardly as yet gained the attention it

deserves. At all events it put a stop for a while to any

satisfactory settlement of the question we are considering.

Quite recently, however, Kick has devised an experiment

which seemed to him to avoid the difficulty that had

discomfited Heidenhain. The gist of it is simply this. He
has two muscles in every way treated alike except in the

following point. One muscle he allows to pull a weight

up by the force of its contraction, and then lets the weight,

when the contraction has passed over, pull the muscle

down again. The other muscle pulls up the same weight

in the saine way, but at the moment that the contraction

is at its maximum the weight is slipped off The muscle

then by virtue of its elasticity returns to the length natural

to it when unloaded ; directly it has reached this point

the weight is slipped on again, and the muscle is again

ready for a contraction.

It is obvious that in the first case the muscle does no

actual work at all ; after the contraction the weight

undoes what the contraction did. In the second case, on

the other hand, the weight is lifted up to a certain point

and left there ; real work is done.

Such being the case, the temperature of the first muscle

ought to rise higher than the second ; and when each

muscle has been made to contract a good many times

this rise ought to be appreciable. Fick finds in fact

that it is so. And so we seem here to have what we

desired ; for both muscles during contraction are subject

to the same strain ; and hence Heidenhain's objection is

obviated.
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That cautious inquirer is not, however, yet satisfied. He

asks "
if during contraction an increase of strain produces

an increase in the total chemical processes (metamorphosis)

of the muscle, are we to think that the effect of the

strain ceases to be felt immediately the contraction is

finished, and is not carried on into the period of re-

laxation ?

And moreover, putting the matter to an experimental

inquiry, he finds, as a matter of fact, that when two

muscles are treated as in Pick's experiment, one strained

at all times, and the other strained only during contraction,

the amount of chemical change taking place in the first,

as evidenced by the generation of acid, is distinctly larger

than in the second. So there the question remains for

the present.

THE PROJECTED CHANNEL RAILWAYS
n^HE first question to be asked about a railway

between England and France would be properly one

upon its importance, and on the value of such a railway

to the social and commercial interests of the two countries.

Let us consider the present situation and the circum-

stances which would affect, favourably or otherwise, a

Channel Railway.

,\ sheet of water, impassable at all times to the bulk of

a people, although a highway of their sailors, is a most

effectual barrier between two countries. Free inter-

course is checked ; the exchange of ideas and thought

limited to a small class of traders and travellers, not to

mention the learned, who in all countries form but a

minority of the people.

Two nations so situated are generally cold towards each

other, and in time materially differ in their mode of

living, in their ideas, habits, and in their institutions. A
free intercourse need not necessarily obliterate the peculi-

arities of different races ; but it has always been an

effective means of moderating prejudices.

To attempt a description of the numerous and subtle

v.ays by which the mind of populations may be taken

hold of—and even be guided—would be beyond our

present object ; but as a means of self-education

and consequent civilisation, there could not be a more

powerful instrument than railways, because they ofter the

readiest, most convenient, and the cheapest means of

communication between one individual and another.

Half-a-century ago the bulk of a nation was enclosed

within its own walls; only a small minority could aftbrd

to travel and to observe, /<? exchange and to induce thoitglit.

That in which all schools must necessarily fail, or at least

can succeed but indifferently—viz., the education of the

million—railways are accomplishing with extraordinary

rapidity ; their civilising influence is constantly at work :

they cover England more than any other country, and
accordingly England derives all the benefit which that

institution may confer on a people. Railways are also in

a great measure covering France, Belgium, Germany, &c.

;

but there is an essential difference between the effect

which they may produce in England and on the Conti-

nent. In England they interchange and mix the ideas

and habits principally of the Anglo-Saxon race, some
twenty odd millions ; on the Continent they cause to

mingle several great nations of different race : certainly

more than sixty millions are there under the operation

of railways as an institution.

The civilising influence of railways is, in England,

accordingly confined to one groove — one main Anglo-

Saxon line—and the effect on the English people cannot

but remain elementary : on the Continent, however, their

civilising power derives its material from several distinct

and essentially different sources, viz., the Teutonic and Gallic

races, and some others of minor consequence, the material

of which, interwoven and allied by the affinity of thought,

forms a compound of a different nature and character,

differing as much as compounds differ from their elements.

That these causes have been in operation in the manner
indicated, we may easily trace in the relative progress

made within one generation in England and on

the Continent. When railways were in their infancy,

England was, in her institutions and industry, much
ahead of any country. Railways have improved the

condition of every people, but has the improvement not

been very much greater on the Continent.' It may be

urged, that there was more room for improvement in those

countries : that may be so, but this would not affect the case,

for there was and is room enough for improvement at home.

Within one generation railways have produced wonder-

ful revolutions on the Continent. The despotic govern-

ments of several great nations have given way to truly

liberal institutions ; continental industry rivals already

that of England. y\nd how was all that brought about ?

The immediate causes of these changes may seem in-

numerable ; and yet, there is only one great cause at

the bottom of all this change, viz. cnlightentncnt of the

people; and we claim a large share of this result for the

institution of railways.

If, then, the combination of thought originating from

different sources has so much advanced and civilised the

Continent, what would be the effect upon England if a

railway could suddenly bring the bulk of her people in

close contact with the continental nations ? A more com-

plex, a higher compound would be formed, and what

the ultimate effect of this change might be the future alone

could tell ; all that can be said with certainty at present

is this, that enlightenment mustfollow in a potentialform.

Excursion trains would take the million to and from

either country ; excursions to and from Paris would be

made with the same convenience and comfort as now
between Manchester, Liverpool, London, and other large

towns ; in short, the social effect of the change would

be immense ; and how would it affect the commercial

interests ? Enough has already been said to show that a

channel railway in good working condition would accom-

plish wonders,and it maybe easily perceived that, though all

will be gainers by the change, England would gain the most.

This being so, then, the next point is to analyse the

different projects which have been proposed for bringing

the result about. Among these, the Bridge scheme has

naturally received considerable public attention. To the

non-professional mind it appears a plausible proposition,

and enough support has been given to its promoters to

enable them to promise wonders.

We have no definite plan of the proposed bridge, but we
have a Channel Bridge Company ; we have not even a de-

finite outline of the main engineering features, but we have

the assurance of the success of a model which, in the opinion
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of the projector, might be enlarged to any extent. The

span of the bridge is evidently not agreed upon, nor is the

construction of the piers determined ; we are assured

that we may have any span we like, and that there is no

difficulty about the piers ; in fact, the only thing wanted

to complete this great national work in tliree years, appears

to be a subscription of eight millions sterling to the credit

account of the Channel Bridge Company.

The vagueness of the scheme is the safeguard of its

promoters. We cannot even describe the propositions

without running the risk of being contradicted on cveiy

point ; it is even intimated that it is premature to discuss

the scientific questions of the Channel Bridge scheme.

\\'e have a few facts, however, on which we may safely

enlarge. It is admitted, that from Dover to Blanc Nez, a

distance of twenty-one miles, a number of piers are in-

dispensable. In 1 868, the distance was to he crossed by

ten spans, each over 9,000 feet in the clear, and we have a

diagram of that monster bridge. In 1869 rumour will

have it that the number of spans is to be increased from

ten to thirty, making the reduced span still over 3,000

feet in the clear. With the first proposition we should

have had nine piers, with the latter, twenty-nine, washed

by the waters of the Channel.

Whatever the ultimate number of piers may be, it is

evident tliat some of them must be constructed in water

exceeding 30 fathoms, or 180 feet in depth (according to

the Admiralty Chart) ; moreover, these piers are to be

360 feet above high water, making the total height of the

structure of some of them over 540 feet from the bottom

of the Channel. Let us see how one of these pyramids

is to be constructed midway the Channel.

The projector discards masonry, for no operations

180 feet below water level are practicable ; and as the

foundations themselves would have to be carried down
another indefinite number of feet, the depth and consequent

pressure would render life, and therefore work, impossible.

A new construction of piers had to be invented, and
herein should be found the virtue of the design ; let the

agents of the Channel Bridge Company tell their story ;

—

The project depends in effect on two remarkable innovations in

the con.<:truction and establishment of the piers and metallic beams.
In addition to the considerable lieight to which tlie former rise

above the water (120 yards), the bases of the piers are sunk to

the bottom at a depth varying from 28 to 52 yards. Except the

centre one, all the piers at their foundations measure 130 yards in

width and 87 yards in lengtli, diminishing upwards, and forming
at the smnniit a square of 66 yards on each side. The centre

pier will be half as large .again as the others. All the pieces
composing the work are of cast-iron, and furnish, without in-

creasing the weight, a power of resistance superior to all otiier

kinds of construction.

As such pon(!erous piers could not be erected by tlie ordinary
means, M. iJoutet proposes to construct on the sliore tlieir lower
part5; or bases to a iieight sufficient to rise ten yards aliove higli

water, and as soon as the iron skeleton is put together and
bolted, a number of large sheet-iron buoys are distributed about
the immense smface of the base. At low water tlie metallic
fr.amework thus prepared is made to slide upon the shore to low-
water mark. Tiie tide, in rising, raises this raft or base of iron
lightened by the buoys, and floats it. A tug steamer then removes
it to its place, previously indicated by one of a line of buoys at-

tached to an iron cable, stretclied across the Straits at a depth of
eighteen yards. By raising one of the buoys attached to the raft

it is made to descend very slowly, tlie top being just above the
level of tlie .sea wlien the base touches the bottom. Thus are
avoided all the preliminary works under water, which con-
stitute the greatest difficulty in the way of a bridge across the
Channel.

Certainly, we have here Baron Munchausen over

again. These cast-iron piers, with a base of 390 ft. by
260 ft., over 200ft. high, we are informed, are to weigh
about 2,500 tons. What is the thickness of their metal to

be? Information is wanting on this point; but an iron

structure of these dimensions, to bed itself on the bottom
of the Channel, could not be designed of less than ten

times the weight named.

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the rise of the

tide would float that structure away by the means above
described—and our business is to analyse the project as it

is, not to suggest or attempt to improve on it—may we
not ask with surprise, where would the centre of gravity

of this floating structure be .'' Its centre of gravity would
be about ninety feet above the level of the water, and
at least one hundred feet aboTC the centre of displace-

ment. Why do our ships not upset, what insures their

stability, and why do they right themselves .' Mainly,

because their centre of gravity is in its lowest position,

hclow their centre of displacement. Here, however, we
have a floating structure in which the centre of gravity

would be enormously above the centre of displacement,

'and in its highest position. A slight oscillation, a breath

of wind would overturn it, and suppose it could be floated

away from shore, it would topple over—right itself upside

down; the "sheet-iron buoys'' would be uppermost, and
the structure below them, forming a gigantic wreck some-

where in the Channel.

So much, then, about the piers. It may give the ordinary

reader an idea of the character of this scheme. Shall we
say anything about the 9,000 and odd feet clear span ?

At first sight it appears to be a typographical error
;

surely 900 and odd feet were meant ; but then we meet
with the fact of the Channel being divided into ini spans,

so there is no getting out of it.

The whole proposition is the offspring of a highly

imaginative mind. Of all the schemes or suggestions to

cross the Channel by rail, this is the most incoherent.

There is nothing in //—not one point of merit. It is not

bold, because it lacks the spirit of boldness, viz. Sense.

Not a trace of an engineer's mind is to be found in it.

Our asylums produce innumerable schemes of this kind,

but they are not permitted to disturb the public mind.

It is a relief to have done with it. We are glad to say

there are several projects which do not lack either

sense or ability on the part of the originators. Some of

them appear practicable, and one or two highly pro-

mising of success, and these will form the subject of our

next communication.

DANA'S MINERALOGY
A System of Mineralogy : Descriptive Mineralogy com-

prising the most Recent Discoveries. By James
Dwight Dana, Silliman Professor of Geology and
Mineralogy in Vale College, etc., aided by George
Jarvis Brush, Professor of Mineralog)- and Metal-
lurgy in the Sheffield Scientific School of Vale Col-

lege. Fifth edition, 8vo. pp. S27, figures 617. (London:
Triibncr & Co.)

I.

FORTY years ago mineralogy was a fashionable sub-

ject in England ; wealthy people collected minerals,

though probably but few of those who did so ever made
mineralogy a serious Study. But mineralogy, Uhder the
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then received doctrines of Mohs, was rather a system than

a science ; rather a system by which the place of a mineral

in a classified list, grouped after little else than external

appearances, could be determined by a few simple experi-

ments, llian a science dealing with the more subtle pro-

perties and qualities of the objects it classifies, and treat-

ing external resemblances as of no importance unless

associated with analogies in composition or chemical

type. No doubt it is to a great progress of mineralogy

in this latter direction, associated as it has been with a

corresponding development of cr)'staIlography and crys-

tallographic optics, that the falling off in the votaries of

these sciences is in a great measure due.

The mere collector for collecting's sake would prefer

now-a-days to expend his money on shells or his research

on fossils or plants, for a tolerable familiarity with which

little preliminary education is 'needed, to investing his

means and puzzling his mind with a science which has

become a department of chemistry, and needs, besides

sound chemical ideas, a thorough practical acquaintance

with another and that a mathematical science, namely,

crystallography.

To a similar cause is due, in part at least, the compara-

tive indifference with which crystallography is treated by

chemists and mineralogy by our geologists.

No doubt these two great sciences, chemistry and

geology, between them cover nearly all the ground occu-

pied by mineralogy. But our chemists are engrossed by

great problems that may be said to be involved in the

nature, if not even in the structure, of the gaseous mole-

cule ; they have hardly yet turned to that side of the

problem which will one day be illustrated by the physics

of the crystal molecule. So again the geologist in his

character of historian of the earth is occupied with the

relations of the manifold forms of life that have congre-

gated on our globe, and their distribution in time ; or else

with the great dynamical causes that have engineered this

"dxdal earth" of ours into its present superficial form.

And in England the chemical causes to which so large

an amount of change in the character and bulk of rocks

and in minerals is due are rarely within the grasp of our

leading geologists.

In Germany it is otherwise. There, a preliminary edu-

cation in mathematics or in chemistry, and by natural

sequence in crystallography and mineralogy, is the almost

universal introduction to the study of geology. .So that

to the German student, crystallography, as a science of

observation with the goniometer, and of calculation with

formula, is no rare accomplishment ; and the little collec-

tion he makes during his student years, whether of minerals

or of chemical preparations and crystals, forms a nucleus

round which is gathered a great deal of valuable and

exact knowledge, which he builds on work with his gonio-

meter and his balance, and often with the microscope at

home or his hammer in the field. The School of Mines

here is producing a few men with many of these qualifi-

cations, but it may be questioned whether a more mathe-

matical basis is not needed in that as in other similar

educational institutions in England.

At any rate we do not turn out here the many-sided

geologists that Germany produces, as witness the school

of chemical geologists with Dischof at its head, or the

admirable works on petrology by German authors ; for

the German geologist does not write on rocks till he has

acquired a scientific acquaintance with the minerals that

compose them.

In France, again, the nation of Haiiy, if mineralog)-,

perhaps from the smaller importance of French mining

industry, is not so widely pursued as it is in Germany, it

has nevertheless always had its careful, thorough, and
scientific votaries. Indeed, in our own day, the researches

of Dcs Cloizeaux, following up those of Grailich, and his

brilliant little constellation of Viennese crystallographers,

have shown how absolutely essential is the study of the

optical constants of crystals to any complete science of

chemistry or mineralogy. We may, indeed, console our-

selves for our shortcomings in England by the reflection

that to an Englishman is due a system of crystallographic

notation, and an extended use in crystallography of

spherical trigonomctr)', which have long given to that

science a greater symmetry and simplicity in its formula;;

so that now the system of Professor W. H. Miller is

gradually displacing every other on the Continent.

But when we turn from Europe to America, we should

expect that we should have to judge by other standards
;

for there a sterner call summons men to the study of

mineralogy than is the case in the Old World. Where any

pioneer on a new bit of mountain land may light upon
mineral wealth like that of the Washoo district of the

territory of Idaho, there is a need for pioneers who are

mineralogists ; and it is but justice to the American instinct

for perceiving, and genius for supplying, whatever is wanted

under novel conditions of life, to say, that in mineralogical

science and mining enterprise the Americans have been

equal to the demands and to the splendid opportunities

that the New World has presented to them.

Of this the work, the title-page of which heads this

article, is an admirable evidence. Written to meet the

wants of eager and intelligent young ore-seekers in the

vast stretches of plain and mountain between the Atlantic

and the Pacific, it has satisfied these wants perfectly, and

helped to produce (we had almost written has produced)

an admirable American school of mineralogists. But it

has done more than this : it may almost be called the

text-book of mineralogy for Europe ; and it is so for the

reason that its ingenious and talented author is laborious
;

and is not only laborious, but able to throw off" a pre-

judice like an old garment. It is this freshness of mind
and power of work that has made the successive editions

of his mineralogy not only not reprints, but essentially

original books, and even made them an interesting pyscho-

logical study of one who may be taken as a typical Ame-
rican man of science.

The chief features that distinguish the large and hand-

some volume representing Professor Dana's new, that is

to say, his fifth edition, are— Firstly, modifications in his

system of classification; Secondly,alterations in the nomen-
clature ; and Thirdly, a new chemical notation. Professor

Dana still retains his peculiar graphic method for the

representation of the zones of crystals and his notation for

their planes. Both of these, we believe, he will discard in

some future edition which we earnestly hope that he may
live to carry through. The notation is rather complicated

than simplified by the employment as symbols of the

letter i in its diff(.rcnt phases of italic and capital, which,

together with the figure i, are used to represent what, in
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fact, are the most frequently recurrent and concurrent

planes of a crystal. The far greater elegance of the stereo-

graphic projection for the representation of the zones of a

crystal than the sort of contracted and symbolised Quen-

stedtian method employed by Professor Dana will certainly

prevent this latter from ever becoming adopted in other

works. Passing from the ciystallographic to the chemical

notation, we may say that Professor Dana accepts a sort

of nuclear theor)' of chemical combination, and illustrates

this by a corresponding notation. As, however, the use

of this system is only partially introduced into the work,

we may dismiss it with the remark that, inasmuch as the

use of formute of one shape or another to express a
particular compound can only be a relative and not an
absolute expression of the modes in which its elementary

units arc combined, when one such formula or system
of formulating is to be conventionally selected for adop-

tion, that will be the best to select which expresses best the

relations between the compounds from the point of view

of the author employing them. Professor Dana's does not

seem to us to meet this requirement as from the point of

view of the mineralogist. N. Story Maskelvne.

Above
Colomdo.

6,500 ft.

4,.300 ft.

BELL'S NEW TRACKS IN NORTH AMERICA
New Tracks in North America: A Journal of Travel

and Adventure in 1867-68. By W. A. Bell, M.B.,

F.R.G.S., &c. With a map, 20 lithographs, 22 wood-

cuts, and 3 botanical plates. 2 vols., 236 and 322 pp.

(Chapman & Hall.)

'T'HIS is an unusually important book of travels, giving

interesting particulars of the vast wild Western
country which,

though still the

home of the

Apache and the

Buffalo, is every

day being more
and more
brought into sub-

jection by the

settlers, traders,

miners, capital-

ists, and railways

of the " Anglo-

Saxons "ofAme-
rica, as Dr. Bell

calls them.

The author

was well placed

for obtaining re-

liable informa-

tion, havingbeen

attached in 1867

to the surveying

expeditions of

the Pacific Rail-

M'ay as photo-

grapherand phy-

sician. In this

manner he tra-

velled " about

5,000 miles be-

yond the pale of

civilisation and

railways." His

contributions to

the physical geo-

graphy of the as-

tonishing country south-west of the Rocky range are care-

fully done. He writes a brief treatise on the natural drain-

age system of the district, and especially of the Great Basin,

which is considerably larger than France, and so-called be-

cause none of its rivers reach the sea. The reason of this is

Above
the .Sea.

— — — -— — — 5,600 ft.

— — — .. — 4,i;ooi't.

1.000 ft.
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with great rapidity. This powerful agent is stated to be

changing the face of the country : obhterating valleys,

levelling hills, turning ri^•er5 from their course, and
covering fertile

tracts miles in

extent with bare ^ r"—

*

heaps of gravel.

The most dis-

tinctive features

of the great basin

are the caiions,

those narrow,
deep, abrupt, and
continous chasms

at the bottom of

many of which

run rapid rivers,

unapproachable

by man or ani-

mal. They are

due to the action

of water, being

formed by the

passage through

a dry region of

never-failing and

rapid streams,

coming from dis-

tant sources ex-

terior to the dry country. The water has worn its way in

some instances through 1,000 ft. of granite. Where these

deep cuttings abound, the country is sterile, for they drain

it to the utter-

most, and the

streams lie far

below the reach

of surface animal

or vegetable life.

One canon, that

of the Purgatoire,

has been so

named because

of the " bright,

fiery - red sand-

stone" of whicli

its walls are com-

posed ; the effect

of the mass of

colour is said to

be wonderful. In

another, the Ara-

vaypa, a cliff be-

low the average,

was measured,

and found to be

825 ft. high.

Here, when the

sun had left the

upper world, and ''"" '^' ''''

night had really

come, the blackness of darkness around was somediing awful,

and the stars wliich covered the narrow streak of sky above
seemed to change the lieavcns into a zigzag belt, every inch of
Whieh was radiant with diamonds.

Ml'iHROOM KOCK

In the valley beyond this cation, nearly all the water of

the Aravaypa sinks into the earth. But the cation of

canons is the great caiion of the Colorada, discovered by

Lopez de Car-

denas in 1540,

which is but too

feet wide at its

narrowest, while

its greatest depth

has been baro-

metrically ascer-

tained to be 7,000

feet, or one mile

and a third. The
sun only shines

into this terrible

chasm for an

hour a day, and

it is 550 miles

long. At its bot-

tom runs the

swift river from

which it takes its

name. The ac-

count which Dr.

13ell gives of

James White's

flight for life

down this previ-

ously unexplored canon on a raft, makes a wonderful sen-

sation story, which appears to have found believers.

We reproduce from Dr. Bell's book a geological section of

this remarkable

gorge.

The alkali flats

form another dis-

tinctive feature in

the basin. They
are covered with

salts, usually ni-

trate of soda, and

being perfectly

barren, form
white glistening

sheets which, in

the dry unsteady

atmosphere of

the desert, be-

come tantalising

mirages. The
plateaux of the

bnsin region were

the last portions

of the West
which were raised

from the sea
;

even now subter-

.io,..NT:is ranean fires are

active, and it is

quite possible that gradual upheaval may be still going

on. Earthquakes are frequent ; mud-volcanoes are

still to be found in places ; huge surface cracks have
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occurred within the memor>' of living men, and Dr. Bell

counted 52 jets of steam issuing from the ground in one

valley. A considerable number of the known species of

cactus are found about the Mexican boundary line ; ofone of

these, the Cciiiis gigaiiti-iis,\\\i\c\\ is sometimes called the

Monumental cactus, we give an illustration : the mistletoe

grows in the same region. We also give an engraving of

the " Mushroom Rock," one of the many similar monu-
ments, denuded and abraded by water, which are to be

found in the arid plains of Kansas. Dr. Bell's book
contains thoughtful matter on the Indian races of the past

and present sutticient for a monograph on the subject.

He writes briefly and sensibly on the Mormons, denying

the common assertion that Salt Lake City, setting aside

polygamy, is a moral place, and stating that there is an

entire absence of religious devotion. The Joe Smith
anti-polygamy party are making rapid strides, especially

in the numerous outlying settlements in Utah and Nevada.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Lehrbuch der Chimie, gi-griindet auf <fie Wcrthigkeit

tier Elcimnti-. \oi\. A. Geuther, Prof in Jena. Erste
Abtheilung. (Jena: Doebereiner, 1869.)

The doctrine of fjuantivalence plays a most important
part in the general theory of modern chemistry ; but when
carried out to the extreme lengths which Dr. Geuther
claims for it, this doctrine, so useful in the classification

of elements, fails altogether to bear an original meaning.
The following is an extract from a table, on page 16 of the

above-named work, showing the

elements according to Geuther ;

—

H = I

V. III. I. I Na
II. I.

VII. V. III. I.

V. IV. III. II. I.

VII. V. III. I.

VI. IV. III. II.

VI. IV. III. 11.

Ouantivalencc of the

As
Ba
Br
Cs
CI
Cr
Fe
Fl (VII.) (V.) III. I.

Os
S
N
Ag
K
Mn
I

V. IV. III. II. I,

VIII. VI. IV. III. II.

VI. IV. II. I.

V. III. I.

IV. II. I.

V. IV. III. II. I.

VII. VI. IV. III. II.

VII. V. III. I.

Here, for example, we find potassium described as acting

as a monad, a dyad, a triad, a tetrad, and a pentad element,

and chlorine as a monad, dyad, triad, pentad, and heptad
element. What does this do more than express, in a
roundabout and inconvenient way, what Dalton long ago
enunciated as combination in multiple proportions—that

great law round which the whole structure of the science

is built up t

The doctrine of Ouantivalence is, in strictness, only
applicable in the case of gaseous elements and com-
pounds ; bodies whose molecular weight can be estimated

by their vapours obeying Avogadro's law of volumes, viz.

that the molecule of an element or compound is that

weight of the body which occupies in the gaseous state

the volume of hydrogen gas weighing 2 : the Ouantiva-
lence of an element being determined by the number of

atoms of hydrogen or of chlorine, or other distinctly

monad element or radical, which it may be able to take
up in this molecular volume. By an extension of this

reasoning, we term potassium a monad and barium a dyad
metal, because we tind that they each form only one com-
pound with chlorine, potassium combining with one atom
and barium with two ; and we assume that KCl and
Bad, represent the respective molecular weights of the

compound. Many metals, doubtless, may be considered
to exhibit a variation in Ouantivalence : such as iron in the

ferrous and ferric chlorides ; mercury in Hg,CL and HgCl^ :

though this difference may be also explained in the case of

mercury by the two atoms of metal being jomed together.

But to term chlorine a heptad because it forms the com-

pound HCIO4, or potassium a pentad because we know of
the body K^S,, appears to be an exaggeration of a useful
doctrine almost as unphilosophical as the divisible atoms
of M. Delavaud. Apart from these views. Prof Geuther's
book will be welcomed by all chemists as containing clear
and concise descriptions of many compounds not men-
tioned in other manuals, which are of much importance
for the theor)- of modern chemistry. H. E. R0.SCOE
Parasitology.

—

Zcitschrift fiir Panuitcnkiindt-. Heraus-
gegeben von Dr. E. Hallier und Dr. F. A. Ziirn.

Band I. Zweites Heft. Svo. pp. 126, with 2 Plates, price

y. (Jena, 1869. London : Williams and Norgate.)
There can be no more conclusive evidence of the vigour
with which scientific researches are pursued in Germany
than the fact that a circulation is found for a periodical
publication devoted entirely to the study of parasites,
animal and vegetable. We find in the present number
reports of observations on the Aspergillus glaiieits, and
two other newly-discovered parasitic Fungi, found in the
passages of the ear, and connected with certain forms of
deafness, and a description of a cure in the case of the
former species by the external application of alcohol. The
greater part of the number is dexoted to a dissertation by
Dr. Hallier on the parasites of infectious diseases. A
portion of this paper is occupied by a discussion whether
the minute Myxogastres found on deca)cd wood, grass,

&c., belong to the animal or vegetable kingdom. .Since

the only high authority who has maintained the animal
nature of these parasites. Dr. de Bary, in opposition to

Fries, Berkeley, and others, has since apparently altered

his views, the question may now be considered as disposed
of If the apparent spontaneous motion of the young-
germinating spores of Trieltia and other Fungi be con-
sidered proof of an animal nature, the same argument must
be applied to the zoospores of certain Alga:. A. W. B.

Serials

Hardwicke's Science Gossip, for December, contains,
among others, articles on the employment of wild flowers

for decoratixe purposes (in gardens), on the invasion of lady-

birds, on the structure ofthe hairs of plants, on variations in

the I'rimulaceec, on the influence of food and light on Lepi-
di>plera,VLr\6. on the natural history of the Ruff and Reeve.
The Monthly Microscopical Journal for December

(No. 12) contains some remarks on the nineteen-band
test-plate of Nobert, and on immersion lenses, by Mr.

J. J. Woodward, United States Army ; a paper on high-
power definition, with illustrative examples, illustrated

with a plate of test-objects, by Dr. G. W. Royston-Pigott

;

and one entitled " My Experience in the Use of various
Microscopes," by Dr. H. Hagen. These relate to the in-

strument and its use. The papers devoted to subjects for

investigation are—one by Mr. Staniland Wake, on the
Development of Organisms in Organic Infusions, and
further remarks on the Plumules or Battledore Scales of
some of the Lepidopiera,hy Mr. John Watson, the latter

illustrated with a plate. The Microscopical Society's Pro-
ceedings contain some interesting remarks on the Scales
of the Thysanura, in connection with Dr. Pigott's paper.

The recent numbers of the Revue des Cours Scientijiques,

a periodical which is hardly so well known in this country'

as it deserves to be, and which is intended to furnish a
general weekly statement of the proceedings of the
principal scientific societies both in France and in other
countries, contain translations of Dr. Christison's historical

account of the operations of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh from 1783 to 1811 ; of Sir Roderick Murchison's
anniversary address to the Geographical Society in May
last ; and of the first of Dr. Bence Jones's lectures on
Matter and Force, delivered before the Royal College of

Physicians. Of foreign scientific doings, we find a trans-

lation of Carl Vogt's paper on the Primitive History of

Man, read before the meeting of German naturalists at

Innsbruck, and M. Vulpian's lecture on Pathological
Anatomy, delivered at the Faculty of Medicine in Paris.
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THE DEEP-SEA DREDGING EXPEDITION
IN H.M.S. "PORCUPINE"
Natural History {coniinued)

'"F'HIS being a preliminary report, I will make only a
^ few remarks as to the Mollusca obtained in the ex-

pedition, and with respect to that part of the sea-bed
which I investigated :

—

1. The Mollusca arc mostly Arctic or Northern.—This I

have shown in my narrative as regards the western coasts
of Ireland, which have hitherto been supposed to belong
zoologically to what Professor Edward Forbes called the
' Lusitanian " province ; and the present remark applies
not only to deep water, but to shallow water, and even the
bays. In Prof. Wyville Thomson's cruise to the south-
west of Ireland occurred two species, which I was quite

unprepared to see. These were Solarium Siciilum, and
an unmistakeable fragment of Cassidaria Tyrrlicna. The
former inhabits the .Mediterranean, Madeira, Canaries,
and the coast of Portugal ; and the latter has not been
noticed north of Brittany. Such exceptions, as well as
Ostrea cochlear, Mure.v imbricatits, and Plafydia auo-
mioides, it is difficult to account for ; but as all these
species are said to inhabit deep water, the Equatorial
current may have carried them northwards in an embryonic
state ; or it is possible that they may be likewise Northern
species, and have not yet been discovered in high latitudes.

We are nearly ignorant of the Arctic Mollusca, owing to

the difficulty of exploration ; and those who assume that
the marine fauna of the circumpolar seas is poor or wants
variety, ought to see the \ast collection made by Prof.

Porell at Spitzbcrgen. The greatest depth at which he
dredged there was 2S0 fathoms. The soundings taken in

1 868 by the last Swedish Expedition reached 2,600 fathoms,
when a Cuiiia and a fragment of an Astarte came up
in the Bulldog machine. Soundings, however, are very
insufficient for zoological purposes. Judging by the results
of our own expedition this year, which have increased to

such a wonderful extent our list of the British marine
fauna living beyond the ordinary line of soundings, it may
fairly be taken for granted that the Arctic marine fauna is

much less known than ours. I have not the slightest doubt
that by another expedition to Spitzbergen, provided with
improved machinery, and under the charge of the Professor
at Lund or some other able zoologist, the species obtained
would be double the present number. It is evident that
the majority, if not the whole of our submarine (as contra-
distinguished from littoral or phytophagous) Mollusca
originated in the North, whence they have in the course of
time been transported southwards by the great Arctic
current. Many of tliem appear to have found their way
into the Mediterranean, or to have left their remains in

the tertiary and quaternar)' formations of the south of
Italy ; some have even migrated into the Gulf of Mexico,
as I will presently mention.

I cannot see much (if any) difference between the
Mollusca from the warm and cold areas of Dr. Carpenter.
The number of species from the cold area, which also
occurred in the warm area, is forty-four. Other species
from the cold area, and not from the warm area, are eleven.
Of these last, five are undescribed, and one is apparently
sub-fossil and may be a relic of the glacial epoch ; so
that there reinain five only which are Arctic and North-
American, but which were not found in the warm area.

2. Additions to the British yl/()//«jra.—Although I am
aware that the discovery of what are called " new

"

species does not rank high as a scientific fact, it is still

interesting to all zoologists as well as collectors ; and it

must not be forgotten that the important subject of
zoo-geographical distribution depends in a great measure
on such discoveries, and especially on the relation of any
local fauna to other faun;c. The number of species new
to our seas and procured in this expedition is no less than
u;. Of these, fifty-six are new to science, and eight

were supposed to be extinct as tertiary fossils. Sixteen

genera are new to the British seas, including five which
are undescribed. Some of the species and genera, how-
ever, are represented by single specimens, and a few bj'

fragments. These whet one's appetite instead of satisfy-

ing it. The total number of species of our marine Mol-
lusca, inclusive of littoral species but exclusive of the

Nudibranchs (none of which latter were met with except

in the bays), is 451, according to the latest work on the

subject, ' British Conchology :
' so that more than one-

fourth has been added in the course of a few months.
All that I could do by continual dredgings in compara-
tively shallow water during the last sixteen years was to

add about ei.ghty species to the number described by
Forbes and Hanley. I regard the present (although a

large) addition as merely an earnest of future acquisitions.

Almost every square mile of the sea-bed yields different

species, some being apparently local or restricted in their

distribution. In fact the treasury of the deep is mex-
haustible.

3. Relation to North-American Mollusca.—The late

Dr. Gould, in his ' Report on the Invertebrata of Massa-
chusetts' (1841), gave 176 species of marine Mollusca as

inhabiting that coast. Mr. Mighels, Prof. Stimpson, and
others have since described a few more species, making the

total number about 200. I attific^ leas 6ohaieddnts
of these as British, a dozen being from the present expe-

dition. The size of North-American specimens is, so

far as I have observed, smaller than that of our speci-

mens of the same species, perhaps showing that their

common origin was in the Arctic seas of Europe and not

of America.

4. Relation to Mediterranean Mollusca.— In my last

Report on Shetland dredgings, published a short time ago
by the British Association, I discussed this subject so

fully that it is needless to go further into it, except by
calling the attention of the Society and all scientific men,
particularly geologists, to the importance of ascertaining

what has caused or is still causing the remarkable con-

cordance which is observable between the marine Mollusca
in the deeper parts of the North-Atlantic and Medi-
terranean. I cannot help now thinking that this con-
cordance may be explained by the existence of an
undercurrent into the Mediterranean through the Straits

of Gibraltar, being probably a branch of the great Arctic
current. Dredging researches ought to be carried on in

the lower part of the Bay of Biscay, and off the coasts

of Portugal and Spain into the Straits for the purpose of

determining this vexed and highly interesting question.

Dr. Carpenter's last cruise to the west of Shetland, at a
depth of 290 fathoms added a remarkable species to our
Mollusca in Platydia anomioides, a rare Mediterranean
Brachiopod. The specimen is twice the size of those
from the Mediterranean. Octopus Cocco of 'Verany is

another remarkable discovery, and was dredged in 345
and 632 fathoms between latitudes 60° and 62° N. It

was only known as Mediterranean, where it is stated by
Verany to inhabit a depth of 100 metres or nearly 55
fathoms. The dimensions of our largest specimen of

this Caphalopod considerably exceed those given by
Veran)-. I may here mention that my friend Captain
Spratt, who co-operated with Prof Edward Forbes in his

/Egean exploration, has most obligingly placed at my
disposal a very small quantity of material which he
dredged in 1846, forty miles east of Malta, at a carefully

ascertained depth of 310 fathoms. It contains among
others the following remarkable species of Mollusca, all

of which were found in the Porcupine expedition, and may
be considered northern forms :

—

Lcda pcllucida (Phil.),

Leda acuminata (Jeffr. M.S.), Dentalium agile (Bars),

Hela tenella {JQiir.), PSulinia steiiostoma (jeffr.), Trophon
Barviccnsis (Johnst.), Pleurotoma carinata (Biv.), and
Philinc quadrata (S. '\Vood). This shows how imperfect
is our knowledge of the Mediterranean fauna.
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5. Relation to MoUusca of the Gulf ofMexico.— \ hope

soon, through the kindness of Professor Agassiz, to have

an opportunity of examining and comparing the Molhisca

dredged during the last three summers by Count Pour-

tales in the United States expeditions. The only species

which I have jet seen from the Gulf of Florida are

Waldheiinia Floridana and Terehratiila Ciibensis. The
former appears to be that \-ariety of Terehratiila septata

(a Nonvcgian and now British species), which Professor

Segucnza has described and figured under the name of

Waldheiinia Peloritana, from tertiar>- beds in Sicily: and

the latter is closely allied to Terehratiila vitrea (Medi-

terranean), and is perhaps a variety of that pohmorphous
species. Not only the external characters, but also the

skeletons or internal processes of these American species

correspond exactly with those of their European relatives.

I must repeat that I am no believer in the doctrine or

idea of species being "represented" in a geographical

point of view. Species may be identical or allied, but not
' representative."

6. Gulf Stream.—The northern character of the marine
fauna observed during the Porcupine expedition is cer-

tainly at variance with the general notion that this " river

in the ocean," or any branch of it, flows directly to our

coasts ; and I have elsewhere* endeavoured to show that

the occurrence in northern latitudes of tropical shells,

seeds, and timber may be accounted for by the surface-drift

arising from the prevalence of westerly winds. But there

is unquestionably a marine as well as an aerial circulation,

Equatorial and Arctic currents as v.-ell as Trade winds.

7. Nature of the sea-hcd.— In that part of my Report
which contains a narrative of the expedition, so far as I

was engaged in it, 1 have given some particulars which it is

unnecessary to recapitulate. Some of the pebbles and
gravel from my deepest dredgings (1,215 to 1-476 fathoms)

have been examined by Mr. David Forbes, the eminent
mineralogist ; and he has kindly furnished me with the

detailed report which I append to this communication.
Among the pebbles and gravel were several fragments of

true volcanic lava, which throw a considerable light on the

course of the Arctic current along the western coasts of

Ireland. He is of opinion that these volcanic minerals

came from Iceland or Jan Mayen. Mr. Forbes has also,

at my request, carefully and completely analysed a portion

of the Atlantic mud from 1,443 fathoms, the pebbles and
gravel having been previously removed from it by sifting;

and the result shows that its chemical composition differs

greatly from that of ordinary chalk. The sifted mud
contains out of 100 parts 5o'i2 only of carbonate of lime,

and no less than 2677 of fine unsoluble gritty sand or

(rock ddbris) ; while chalk consists almost entirely of car-

bonate of lime, and seldom contains more than from 2 to 4
per cent, of clay, silica, and other foreign material. But I do
not say that this single analysis is conclusive. Mr. Forbes's

further report on that head, as well as on a specimen of

Rockall (for which 1 am indebted to .Staff-Commander
Inskip, who procured it in the Porcupine surveying ex-

pedition of 1S62), also accompany this communication.
1 may observe that stony ground did not occur during
the present expedition beyond about 550 fathoms, the

sea-bed at greater depths being covered by mud or

what is technically called " ooze." This superstratum
appears to consist chiefly of decomposed animal matter
mixed with the shells of Pteropods and Glohigeriiiec, which
must have dropped from the surface of the sea. I have
myself seen living Glohigcriiia in great abundance taken
with Spiriales in the towing net ; and Major Owen's
papers in the Journal of the Linnean Society for 1865 and
1866 leave no doubt not only that Glohigeriiur and other
free Foraminifera live on the surface of the mid-ocean,
but that they have the power, by protruding their pseudo-
podia, of descending a few inches and rising again to the

*" " British Concholog>-," vol. i. Intr. pp. -xcviii. and xcix., and Report of
Britieh Association, 1868, p. 336.

surface. Sessile or fixed Foraminifera, of course, cannot
do this ; but I have found some of these living on the sur-

face and attached to floating sea-weed (Fiieiis serratus)

at a considerable distance from land. The fresh appear-

ance of the sarcode in Foraminifera taken from great

depths does not of itself prove that they live there, when
we consider the comparatively antiseptic or preservative

property of sea-water as well as the extremely minute
size of the aperture in each cell which contains the sar-

code. Some Foraminifera, however, inhabit only the

bottom of the sea.

8. Bathyinetrical conditions.—So much has been said

of late years (by myself among others) as to the

depths of the sea being not merely inhabited but

replete with life of a highly organised nature, and
as to there being apparently no bathymctrical limit of

habitability, I will content myself with noticing the Mol-
hisca which were dredged in 2,435 fathoms. The)-

were— (i) Pecten feiiestratiis, a Mediterranean species ;

(2) Daciydiiiiii vitreinii, Arctic
; (3) Serobiailaria nitida.

Finmark to Sicily
; (4) Necrra, an undescribcd species,

Norwegian ; and (5) Dentaliinn, a fine species, also un-

describcd. The first of these species was known to mhabit
depths varying from 40 to 60 fathoms, the second 50 to

300 fathoms, the third 3 to 300 fathoms, and tlie fourth

50 to 60 fathoms. The Dentaliiiiii is an inch and a half

long; and in 1,207 fathoms was taken a new species of

Fiisiis, living and two inches in length. This last spe-

cies, being one of a zoophagous triloe, must ha\e had for

its food prey of a suitable kind and perhaps of dimen-
sions at least equal to its own. Abysmal life is not

represented merely by microscopic organisms ; and I

suspect that there is no difference in size between the

animals that live in shallow water and the greatest depths.

Nor do I believe that such abysses are dark or devoid of

light. Colour is assuredly not wanting, nor the usual

organs of sight in the Mollusca and Crustacea. Living

specimens of the Dacrydiuin from 2,435 fathoms are red-

dish-brown ; and a fine live specimen of Trophon latericcus

from 440 fathoms is bright rosecolour. Dacrydiuin vitrei/in

makes a nest (like that of JModiolaria discors and Lima
hians) consisting of a narrow tubular case twice as long

as itself. This case is lined with a delicate membrane,
and covered with small Foraminifera, particles of sponge,

and coccospheres, which arc firmly agglutinated. The
Dacrydiuin inhabits the broader half, its front or ventral

margin lying in the direction of the opening of the case.

From 2,090 fathoms came a new species of Pleurotoma,
alive, and having a pair of prominent eyes on short stalks

;

and the Fiisiis from 1,207 fathoms was similarh- provided.

In both these genera the eyes are perfect and not rudi-

mentary. The eyes of the Oncopiis from 632 fathoms
are remarkably large and more highly organised than
those of many fishes. The animals of this genus crawl

with their arms, head downwards ; and the common species

(O. vulgaris) buries itself in sand and gravel. Instances

to prove that colour and visual organs arc possessed by
animals at very great depths are innumerable ; and they

would lead us to infer that light (of what nature I can-

not suggest) penetrates the sea to its profoundest base.

None of the deep-sea animals appeared to be phosphores-

cent. Perhaps in the next expedition some photometric

apparatus may be devised in order to sohe this problem.

9. Oceanic currents.— The Arctic or Northern current

probably nms with greater rapidity and force in some
places than in others, where the flow seems to be very slow

and feeble. Everywhere (as 1 pointed out in my Shetland

Report for 1863) the motion must be extremely gentle or

imperceptible at the bottom in deep water, as we find the

most fragile and delicate corallines from stony ground
quite uninjured.

10. Geological considerations.—Not the least interesting

fact derived from this expedition was the discovery, in a

living or recent state, of species hitherto supposed to be-
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long exclusively to the tertiary formation and hitherto con-

sidered extinct. Such are Letia excisa of Philippi, and an

undescribed species of the same genus (Calabrian and

Sicilian fossils), Scalaria corriii^ata of Brocchi (Subapen-

ninc), Kcllia ptiniila, Kcarajitgosa, and Cenlhium graiw-
siim, all of S. Wood (Coralline Crag), and an undescribed

species of Fiisiis, which 1 propose to name Sarsi, lately

found in the Red Crag. Mr. Wood is inclined to refer this

last species to F. Spitzhergensis of Reeve ; I regret that

I cannot agree with him in such determination. Our
Coralline and Red Crag beds notoriously contain a large

proportion of northern species; and I was not far wrong
in regarding the former as the "cradle" of the British

IMollusca. I may here remark that, as in Shetland,

valves and fragments of Pectcii Islandiciis, Tellina cat-

carla, and Mya intncata var. Uddi:valleiisis (all .'\rctic

species) were dredged in rather deep water, on the western

coasts of Ireland ; and a perfect specimen oi Lcda arctica

was found in Loch Torridon. These shells are appa-

rently in a semi-fossil condition ; but it is impossible to

say whether they arc quaternary' or recent.

As regards marine zoology, this expedition has produced

results more important than those which have ever been

obtained in any previous expedition of the kind by the

enterprise of our own or any other nation ; and I cannot

help expressing a fervent wish that it may be renewed
next year. The United States, France, Sweden, and
Norway are prosecuting with great success this line of

scientific research ; and I feel confident that Great Britain,

with her vast wealth, na\al resources, intelligence, energy,

and perseverance, will keep the lead which she has now
taken.

As one of the naturalists who were privileged to assist

in the late expedition I shall be happy again to place my
humble services at the disposal of the Royal Society in

continuation of the work, especially in conjunction with

Dr. Carpenter and Prof. Wyville Thomson.

J. GwvN Jeffreys

*#* At the Meeting of the Royal Society at which

the observations described in the above paper were com-
municated. Professor Alexander Agassiz gave an account of

the principal results arrived at by the American Dredging
Expedition. The ground explored was limited to a length

of about 120 miles by 60 to 90 miles in width between the

Florida Keys and the Northern Coast of Cuba, and
although the depth reached was by no means as great

as that attained by the last British expedition, not being

much more than one-third of it, about 820 fathoms, yet the

results were fully as striking, and agree in the main points

with the conclusions arrived at by the English explorers.

Commencing with the sponges, which contained a great

number of siliceous forms, he gave as the results of the

examination of Dr. Oscar Schmidt, of Graatz, the specific

identity of the majority of the species with IVIediterranean,

Azoric, and Atlantic species, showing a geographical range
quite unprecedented, and extending the Atlantic fauna from
the Gulf of Mexico to the Bermudas, the Azores, the Medi-
terranean, the Western Coasts of Europe, and extending

far north to the boreal regions of Norway, Iceland, and
Greenland. These same results would apply, as far as the

collections have been examined, to the Echinoderms,
Mollusca, and Crustacea, though the number of identical

species in these branches over this extensive Atlantic area

is much smaller. Among the Echinoderms, the Ecliini

specially showed several new and interesting forms, re-

calling types characteristic of the cretaceous period ; one
genus especially, the genus Salcnia, is represented in our
seas by a most interesting species. Another cretaceous

type, a new genus o{ Spataiigida (Pourtalesia) was found
in deep water in Florida, and like the Crinoid genus
Rliizocrinus, was also dredged by the Porcupine expe-
dition. Several other species of Echinoderms were also

shown to be identical on both sides of the Atlantic.

Prof A. Agassiz gave besides an instance of one of these
so-called cretaceous generic types, which was only the

young stage of a well-known genus represented from the
time of the chalk through the tertiaries, and which is now
found living in the tropical seas, showing how careful we
ought to be in our generalisations when drawn from a
class where the transformations from the young stages to

the adult arc as great as they are in Echinoderms. He
gave as an example of this the case of two species of

Echini, one of which is known under one generic name
(Stoloiioclypciis,, as the adult, in Florida, «'hile the young
is known under a different generic name {Echinocyainiis)

in Europe, and endeavoured to explain by the action of
the currents the migration of the pelagic embryos, many
of which remain in a helpless condition for several months,
and thus to show how changes of currents, brought about
by the elevation or subsidence of portions of continents,

would fully account for the present limitation of marine
faunje. The presence of corals at great depths will

also materially alter the views generally received of the

depth at which reef-builders may work, and modify to a
certain extent Darwin's theory of the reefs, and their mode
of growth. Prof. A. Agassiz alluded to the probable con-
tinuation of the exploration of the Gulf Stream by Prof.

Pierce, the superintendent of the W. S. Coast Survey,
who was carrying out the plans laid out by his pre-

decessor. Professor Bache ; and trusted that the Coa^t
Survey would carry on the investigations so successfully

inaugurated, thanks to the enlightened views of Professor

Pierce, and the executive ability of the assistant in charge.

Count Pourtales. This exploration would consist of a
series of normals to the coast of the United States, ex-

tending from Georgia to New York, completely across the

Gulf Stream, thus extending sufficiently far north to meet
upon a common ground the English expedition, which the

British Government could not fail to send in consequence
of the brilliant results of the two previous years.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND EXHIBITIONS FOR
NATURAL SCIENCE IN CAMBRIDGE

THE following is a list of the scholarships and
exhibitions for proficiency in natural science,

which are likely to be offered in Cambridge during the

ensuing year.

Trinity College.— One of the value of about ^80 per
annum. The examination (in chemistry, physics, physical

geology, including meteorology and the elements of

mineralogy) will be in Easter week, and will be
open to all undergraduates of Cambridge and Oxford.

Further information may be obtained from the Rev. E.

Blorc, tutor of Trinity College.

St. Johns College.—One of the value of ^50 per annum.
The examination (in chemistry, physics and physiology,

W'ith geology, anatomy, and botany) will be on 29th and
30th of April, and will be open to all persons who are not

entered at the University, as well as to all who have entered
and have not completed one term of residence. In this

College, moreover, natural science now is made one of
the subjects of the regular college examination of its

students at the end of the academical year (in May) ; and
exhibitions and foundation scholarships will in conse-

quence be awarded to students who show an amount of
knowledge equivalent to that which in classics or mathe-
matics usually gains an exhibition scholarship in the

College. In short, natural science is on the same footing

as classics and mathematics, both as regards teaching

and rewards.

Christ's College.—One to four, and in value from 30/.

to 70/., according to the number and merits of the

candidates, tenable for three and a half years, and three

years longer by those who reside during that period at the

College. The examination will be in April, 1870, and will

be open to the undergraduates of Christ's College ; to non-
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collegiate undergraduates of Oxford ; to all undergraduates

of Oxford ; and any students who are not members of

either University. The candidates may select their own
subjects for examination. Besides these there are three

other exhibitions perfectly open, which are distributed

annually among the most deserving students of the College.

Clare College.—One of the value of 50/. per annum.
The examination (in chemistry, chemical physics, com-
parative anatomy, physiology, and geology) will be on
March 30th, and will be open to students intending to

begin residence in October. The candidates must show
such acquaintance with classics and mathematics as will

qualify them to pass the previous examination.

St. Pctet^s College.—One of the value of 60/. per annum.
The examination (in chemistry, botany, comparative

anatomy and physiology) will be in June, and will be open
to all students who are not members of the University, or

who have not commenced residence in the University.

Downing College.—One or more, according to the merits

of the candidates, of the value of 40/. per annum. The
examination (in chemistry, comparative anatomy, and
physiology) will be in March, and will be open to all

students not members of the University, as well as to all

undergraduates in their first term.

Sidney College.—Two of the value of 40/. per annum.
The examination (in heat, electricity, chemistry, geology,

physiology, botany) will be in October, and will be open
to all students who may enter on the college boards before

October ist.

Although several subjects for examination are in each

instance given, this is rather to afford the option of one or

more to the candidates than to induce them to present a

superficial knowledge of several. Indeed, it is expressly

stated by some of the colleges that good clear knowledge
of one or two subjects will be more esteemed than a

general knowledge of several.

Candidates, especially those who are not members of

the University, will in most instances be required to show
a fair knowledge of classics and mathematics ; such, for

example, as would enable them to pass their previous

examination.
There is no restriction on the ground of religious

denomination in the case of these or any of the scholar-

ships or exhibitions in the university or the college.

Further necessary information may be obtained from
the tutors of the respective colleges.

It may be added that Trinity College will give a fellow-

ship for natural science once, at least, in three years, and
that most of the colleges are understood to be willing to

award fellowships for merit in natural science equivalent
to that for which they are in the habit of giving them for

classics and mathematics.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor docs not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. ]

Mental Progress of Animals

I H.WE failed to meet with a satisfactory treatment of this

subject either in works of mental philosophy or natural history.

Sir John Lubbock, in " Trehistoric Times," refers to the like-

lihood of the sagacity of man and the wariness of animals \ixo-

ceeding puri passu : but he does not develop the idea or aid it by
illustration, and I find that the tradition still widely prevails that

the instinct and intelligence of animals is a thing fixed and un-

changeal)le ; and that the mammals which roamed over the world
during the earlier and middle tertiary epoch must be credited with
the same amount of sagacity as their representatives of the present

day. .Such statements are assumptions opposed to the current of

any facts we possess on the subject. Much of what has been termed
cunning in anim.ils will be found to have been very much
sharpened and made evident in quadrupeds and birds, o«ing to

the new necessities imposed upon them by man the tamer or
man the destroyer,

For it is under one of these two characters that man approaches
animals, affecting them in tlie most complex and vivid manner.

No bird or quadruped so high in the mental scale as the dog,

horse, rat, rook, or sparrow, has been found in the lonely

oceanic isles or in any region free, or all but free, from human
influence; not because in these quarters such animals could not

exist, but rather it would seem because the aboriginal fauna had
no opportunity for the improvement of its wits by coming in

contact with an enemy or friend so complex, dreadful, and
ingenious as a human being.

One of the first impulses communicated to the wits of the

wild animals is that derived from the sense of new wants. Now,
this is what man supplies by his cultivated fruits and cereals. A
feast is spread before quadrupeds and birds more generous than

that of nature. But this banquet is guarded, and often becomes
a baited trap in which the simple thief is caught; but a very

slight increment of s.agacity is sometimes enough to turn the

scale, and this quickness of wit, especially in the first ages of

society, as among existing savages, would be slowly met by
improvement of trap. Necessity—on either side the mother of

invention—would at last permit only wary vigilant enemies,

since these alone could succeed, to hang round the skirts of

kraals and wigivams, appro.ich in twilight the crops near stockaded

villages, prowl about places of interment, lodge in sewers, enter

cellars; and, keenly alive to every sign of danger, multiply in

spite of poison, trap, and gun, and in defiance of trained animals

of their own and allied species, and that division of labour

which gives us special hunters.

The fear of man is a slowly acquired instinct. Mr. Danvin,

in his account of his travels, gives some interesting instances of

the fearlessness of birds little exposed to man in South America.

The crew of Byron's vessel were astonished at the manner in

which the wolf-like dog of the Falkland Islands approached

them merely out of curiosity. Compare these traits with the

admirably organised expeditions for plunder of baboons, elephants,

&c., and the rude customs acted upon for self-preservation of the

half-wild dogs of the Peninsula and the East, wherein the care

of the weak and young, the usefulness of sentries, the value of

signals, the difference between sham and real danger, and the

.advantage of confusing traces of retreat, seem all to be known,
and it will be pretty e\ident that man the thinker has to a con-

siderable extent reacted on animals wild and domestic. Even
in my own quarter it is the steady belief of the shepherds that

the coinmon sheep-dog has progressed in intelligence and docility

within the last fifty years by careful selection. " Where the dog

is not valued for intelligence, as in some Eastern countries, it is a

much more stupid animal than with us."

Now were we in vision to behold that wonderful Miocene age,

when the great mammals roamed over Europe unpeopled as yet

by man, I am convinced that both they and the birds of the

period would be less interesting and more monotonous in their

habits than those which people Europe at the present day, and

have for ages been engaged in a struggle for existence with a

being so much superior to themselves; and that in prehuman
times the horn, hoof, tooth, and coat of mail, to a far greater

extent than now, ensured victories which other and more subtle

agencies are now necessary to secure on the part of those animals

nearest to man in organisation and habits.

Nov. 21 J. S.

The Suez Canal

I NOTICE in your number of 4th inst. an article relating to

the Suez Canal (by Mr. Login, C.E., late of the Ganges Canal),

and shall be glad if you will allow me to make a few observa-

tions with reference to it.

In making his suggestions, Mr. Login appears to have over-

looked the fact that there is already a sweet-water canal connect-

ing the Nile with the centre of the i.sthmus, and passing through

the Wadi Toumilat, which it has watered and fertilised ; and,

further, that it is proposed, when the actual work of excavation

in the maritime canal is completed, to commence irrigating

operations on a large scale by means of this canal.

As to diverting the Nile, or one of its mouths, and thereby

forming the great maritime canal, that is quite another affair.

In the first place, if I reinember rightly, the water in the present

sweet-water canal, where it meets the great canal, is some
twelve feet above the level of the latter—in other words, above

the level of the sea. Does Mr. Login think, then, that to carry

the water at this level for 50 or 60 miles across and above the

shallow lakes of Menraleh and Ballah and the plain of Suei
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would have rec-iuired /ess exc.ivation than the actual scheme ? In

the second pKice, as Mr. Login says, there would be locks at

either end of the canal, which \\ould be not only costly, but most

inconvenient for ships in their passage. In the third place I

doubt very much whether the whole stream of the eastern branch

of tlie Nile would suffice to keep the canal and the great Bitter

Lakes full. Some time ago, indeed, it was disputed whether the

Mediterranean and the Red .Sea Iflgt-t/wr, pouring into the Bitter

Lakes, would raise them to the level of the sea, owing to the

influences of al)sorption and evaporation. The facts, however,

proved to the contrary.

.Still, Mr. Login is much more ambitious. With a single

stream (that is to say, taking the eastern branch of the Nile at

Damietta), less in volume than the present maritime canal, he

proposes not only filling the Bitter Lakes to the level of the sea,

but raising them to a level of at least twelve feet beyond it

(thereby nearly doubling their present volume). Lastly, if the

canal and Bitter Lakes could be filled sufficiently by the Nile

spring the dry season, it would be overflowing during the floods,

and if it could be filled only in the season of the floods, in the

dry season it would be nearly empty.

As to the question of breakwaters at the Mediterranean end,

Mr. Login rightly says that the annual deposit along the coast is

hardly perceptible. I cannot see, therefore, what improvement
the breakwaters he suggests would be upon the present ones,

seeing that the easterly current wc.' passes the extremity of the

west pier with a speed of two or three miles an hour, lie there-

fore not only proposes sending a current of at least five miles an

hour for a considerable distance up the canal (.as his plan infallibly

must)—rendering it in strong prevailing winds almost impossible

to get out from between his breakwaters—but also sacrificing a

splendid harbour of 550 acres in extent.

I quite agree with Mr. Login in thinking that the Suez Canal
will not only outlive all abuse, but become one of the greatest

blessings to the civilised world.

Birkenhead, Nov. n Edw. Rae

The Poles of Mars

I'ERMIT me through your columns to inquire whether any
experiments ha\'e been made, by polarisation, to test the state-

meiit that the light from the brilliant spots round the poles of

Mars is reflectetl ?

If nothing has vet been done, will some conespondent decide

the point ?

'

G. W.
Xov. 25

Lectures to Ladies

In the fourth number of Nature there is a letter signed " M."
on this subject, in which it is asserted that nearly all the women
who most wish to attend these lectures, and who would most
benefit by doing so, " are practically shut out from those at

South Kensington and at University College, because none of the

lectures are given in the evening." Your correspondent gives

South Kensington credit for saying something about ** persons

engaged in tuition," but she adds that it is a mere mockery, as

this very fact prevents their getting out in the daytime.

I can confidently say that the Committee for the Higher Edu-
cation of Women most earnestly desires to interest and benefit

those who are teaching others, and wlio feel the necessity of a

better education for themsehes ; but I believe that the wider and
more general object of the whole movement (of which this small
committee for .South Kensington and Chelsea forms a struggling

and isolated element) is, not so much to improve those who are

already engaged in teaching, as to elevate the tone of educa-
tion amongst girls who will eventually be teachers, whether as

governesses or as mothers.

This I think is enough reason for gi\ing the lectures in the
daytime, for it would be difficult for girls to come out .alone to

classes in the evening. Of course it is hoped that in time a
regular system may be established for the training of teachers and
students at once, but meanwhile we can but trust that even these

weak forces, if they are rightly directed, may have some good
effect, if it is only in awakening an interest in these subjects
amongst those who can helix

It is very difficult, in London especially, to get at the class of
students which \\e most wish to benefit. I think the fact is that, in

London at least, schoolmistresses and governesses are, with a few
exceptions, inclined to be narrow and conservative on the subject
of educational improvements. If they would only come forward
and interest themselves in the scheme their co-operation would
be most valuable.

I hope that your correspondent "M." and others who feel as

she does, may see this letter and will understand how difficiUt it

is at the outset to satisfy so many conflicting requirements at

once.

The course of lectures on Greek History and Literature

which Mr. W. R. Kennedy is now giving on Saturdays at the

South Kensington Museum is very thinly attended, which is

exceedingly discouraging, especially as particular pains have
been taken to make these lectures strictly educational, by means
of questions set to be worked at by the students at home.

Bromptou, Nov. 30 M. A. B.

The American Eclipse

Dr. Morton, Professor of Chemistry in the University of

Pennsylvania, has kindly forwarded me photographs of the

phenomena of totality. By combining in the stereoscope pairs

of these, separated by intervals of about half-a-minute of time,

the black globe of the moon appears projected far in front of the

luminous prominences and the corona, which are, therefore,

clearly seen to belong to the sun. Glass transparencies from
negatives specially selected for this purpose, and appropriately

mounted, wotdd show these phenomena in a very striking manner.
William Crookes

NOTES
To-Nir.HT the physicists take their turn at the Royal Society,

and the physical constitution of the sun will form one of the

subjects dealt with.

We believe that the communication to be read at the Royal

Geographical Society on Monday will be one of great interest.

A PERIODICAL, after the model of the popular Aiiitales ties

Sckua-s Nattirellcs, will be commenced in Paris at the beginning

of the year. It is to be named the Aiinala des Sciences Geolo-

giijiics. We are promised an important and fully illustrated

memoir on the Geology of Palestine, by M. Lartet. The
editors of the new journal will be M. Alphonse Milne-Edwards

for the PahTjontological, and M. Hebert for the Geological

departments.

The Swedish Academy of Sciences has just issued, under the

title " Lefnadsteckningar iifver Kongl. Svenska Vetenshaps
o

Akademicus efter Ar 1854 aflidna Ledamtiter," the first number

of a series of biographical notices of those of its members who
h.ave died since the year 1854. In the absence of the preface,

which is deferred until the publication of the second number, we
are unable to say whether all the members of the Academy are

thought worthy a special biography, or only its most distinguished

members. However this may be, we fear that very few of the

twenty men, whose lives are recorded in this first number, are

known to fame beyond the limits of their native land, notwith-

standing that most of them have left behind them honourable

records of scientific labour. We do not say all of them, because

we notice an archbishop and a bishop, whose claims to admission

to the Academy must, judging from their published works, have

rested upon their social position or general attainments , rather

than upon their scientific labours.

We have been favoured by Professor Newton, of Yale College,

with the following notes as to the November star-shower :

—" We
were unfortunate here this year in observations upon the November
meteors. Both nights, the I3th-I4th, and I4th-I5th, having

been overcast. Through breaks in the clouds we saw a few

stragglers, some of which were true November meteors, radiating

from Leo, and leaving for an instant the soft trail peculiar to

those bodies. But the number of meteors during the hour

between three and four a.m. of Monday morning was probably

not more than double or treble the usual number for any morn-

ing. The small part of the sky visible prevented any reliable

estimate of numbers. Similar weather has rendered observation

impossible at eveiy station from which I have heard."

Fro.m a preliminary report made to the Association Scientifique

de France, by M. C. Wolf, of the Imperial Observatory of Paris.
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«e leam that the corps of observers appointed to watch the

November star-shower was duly in the Marseilles district as pre-

viously arranged. On the night of the 12th, 210 stars were

catalogued at Barcelonette, 116 at Marseilles, 120 at Montpellier,

and only 31 at Orange (these last being merely sporadic). On

the 13th, 130 stars were noticed at Orange. At this place the

centre of the shower seems to have been much obscured by

clouds, to the great disappointment of the observers. But else-

where, especially at Turin, Marseilles, ^alence, and Toulon,

there was a magnificent display. The work of uniting the

manifold results obtained, and deducing the distance of the

bolides from the earth, as well as their radiant point, will shortly

be commenced.

F.\THER Secchi writes to Les Mondes that the meteors of the

14th November were splendidly seen at Rome during half an

hour when the sky was quite clear. Although this half-hour

was not the time for the maximum display, no less than 183

meteors were observed. On the evening of the 13th, the

meteors had already commenced to be visible in greater numbers

than ordinary.

The Rainfall Committee for 1860-69, ''^ their report presented

to the British Association at Exeter, remark that, as they are

now on the eve of completing their decennial return for 1860-69,

it behoves them to consider how they may best secure for the

ensuing period the attainment of the objects for which they were

originally constituted. They state that, even to those least

acquainted with the subject, it will be apparent how much more

desirable as well as easy it is to compare simultaneous obser\a-

tions than those wherein the observed values and their times are

different. The number and distribution of the existing observa-

tion stations, though incomparably superior to that which existed

some years since, is still capable of improvement ; tracts of land,

the rainfall of which as water-supply is of high importance, re-

maining without adequate observations, while other places are,

if possible, too well provided. Mr. G. Symons requests us to

announce that any persons who may be recording the fall of rain,

or intending to record it, will oblige by forwarding to him, at 62,

Camden .Square, N.W. , their names and addresses, in order that

duplicate gauges may not be started unnecessarily near to them.

.\t a recent meeting of the Ethnological .Society some photo-

graphs of the great megalithic monuments in Wiltshire were

exhibited. We understand that a scheme is now In progress to

obtain funds for the purpose of procuring a series of photographic

representations of the megalithic monuments found In England

and France, and, if possible, in Europe and Algeria. .Such a

series, in which the compass-bearings and accurate dimensions

would be given, 'would be invaluable to the student of archa;-

ology. Any of our readers interested in the work, who wish to

know more of the details, are requested to conmiunicate with

the librarian, Royal Geographical .Society, 15, Whitehall Place.

We have been favoured by a corresjiondent with an account of

a lecture given by Dr. Hector, at the New Zealand Institute, on

the subject of Mining in New Zealand. The lecturer, in consi-

dering the mineral substances excavated from the superficial

deposits, proceeded in the first place to give a short account of

the building material. According to his statement, the number of

buildingstones already worked in New Zealand is very large. They
are generally divided Into granites, limestones, and sandstones.

There is a granite quarry at Adele Island, in Blind Bay ; and

the valuable stone also exists in unbounded quantities on the

west coast of Otago, under circumstances most favourable for

excavation and shipment. There Is also very great variety in the

colour and grain, whilst the quality is generally admitted to be

excellent. Pure siliceous varieties of sandstones occur with the

coal formations. The freestones are chiefly In the tertiary forma-

tion of New Zealand, from sandstone, to clay sandstones, and

argillaceous sandy limestones, and pure limestone. The finest is

the Oamaru stone, which, the lecturer stated, excelled most

ordinary building stones in other parts of the world. Tliere are

no roofing-slate mines in New Zealand being w'orked, but there

is no doid)t that they exist. After reviewing the building ma-
terials. Dr. Hector passed on to the consideration of the valuable

sands, the character and distribution of which were thoroughlv

explained.

We have recei\ed the following note on the subject of the

Holborn Valley \'laduct :
— " From the position of the cracks in

the cohmnis it is evident that they have been bodily strained

over towards the roadsvay. This may be accounted for by the

great difference in weight between half the arch over the road-

way and half the arch over the footway. Taking one girder and

its load In each case, the \veight of that over the roadway would

be about eighty-five tons, and that over the footway only twenty-

five tons ; the additional weight over the column is eight tons,

making therefore in all one hundred and eighteen tons supported

by each column, and resting on a cap of the column which is five

feet wide. Consequently, the centre of gravity of these weights

. Is considerably out of the centre line of the column, and so tends

to " cant " it over towards the roadway. Now, since a removal

of the centre of pressure only one-sixth of the width of the cap

from the centre line will double the strain on the edge nearest to

the centre of pressure, the extra strain imposed on the side of

the column nearest the roadway may be easily conceived. If in

addition to this we assume the joints to be badly made (which

appears probable), the cause of failure can no longer be a matter

of surprise. For if the joints were made with convex faces

no force would affect the outside filaments of the column, unless

the whole column were crashed ; but if concave, it is obvious that

the edges woidd have to sustain the w-hole load. In the case of

the Viaduct, as the load is unequally applied, the evil of the

concave faces would be greatly exaggerated, and the column

would necessarily be crushed on the faces nearest the roadway

which support (as stated above) the greater weight. The report

of the engineer may be shortly expected."

We have rccei\'ed the following notes from our Duljlin corre-

spondent :—
Professor Jellett, B.D., has been .almost unanimously elected

as President of the Royal Irish Academy. One vote was recorded

for Sir Robert Kane, F.R.S.

The Botanical Gardens at Glasnevin are known to the majority

of the visitors to Dublin ; they are beautifully situated on the

banks of the little river Tolka, and contain a large collection of

rare plants. .Some years ago the Committee of Botany of the

Royal Dublin .Society, acting on the advice of the director of the

gardens, purchased a large iron shed, in which they displayed

portions of a collection of plants and their products useful to

man. This structure was from the first quite unfit for preserving

the valuable collection placed in it; the specimens w-ere neces-

sarily crowded together, and any arrangement was impossible.

Still, the large numbers that visited this room to study the

contents of the cases, and oftentimes to take notes of the history

of the specimens, as told on their labels, testified to the great

and intelligent interest that was taken in the collection by the

public.

The special function of the Science and Art Department

appears to be to provide for the improvement of the people in

science and art, and they placed on the estimates for the four years

between 1865 and 1S69. a sum of 4,000/. for building a museum at

the Botanical Gardens, close to the front entrance gate, through

which so many thousand visitors pass in the course of each year.

This sum, small though It may appear, would have been sufficient

to have built and cased a large plain building, which would have

contained all the present collection, and the additions to it, for

many years ; but though the money was voted by Parliament for
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several years, it was never applicrl to this purpose: and we think

it but justice to the cause of science in Ireland, to call the

attention of the Science and Art Department to this fact, and to

urge them to ha\c this sum inserted in the estimates for tlie

coming year.

It is scarcely necessary to remind readers of Xature of tlie

importance of having the Museum of Economic Botany as close

to tlie Botanical Gardens as possible, especially when, as in this

case, these gardens are so largely resorted to ; but it may not

be amiss to inform them that the numerous members of the

Royal Dublin Society have among themselves contributed, as

donations, almost all the specimens in the present Kconomic
Museum.

A local committee has been formed in Dublin of the "Veilch"

Memorial. Dr. Moore, F. L. S., Director of the Botanical

Gardens, Glasnevin. is the chairman, and a considerable niunlier

of subscriptions has been received.

At a meeting of the Ashmolcan Society, O.xford, Nov. 29th,

Prof. Lawson read a short paper on Chlorophyll. Although he

had made no original observations on this subject himself, he

had no doubt but that a general view of what had been done

recently by others would prove interesting to the Society. In

speaking of the optical properties of chlorophyll, he called

particular attention to the observations made on this branch of

the subject by Professor Stokes; observations which had dis-

proved the old theory that chlorophyll could be separated into

two primary substances of a yellow and blue colour (the

.\anthophyll and ^cyanophyll of M. Fremy). He dwelt also

u]ion the fact that Mr. H. L. Smith's careful comparison of the

spectrum of tlie endochrom of diatoms with that of chlorophyll

went far to prove the two substances lo be identical. C'hloro-

phyll had been formerly supposed to be a product of the

vegetable kingdom only ; but more recently a green colouring

matter, closely allied to chlorophyll if not identical with it, had

been detected in many of the lower forms of animal life. These

discoveries illustrated in a striking manner how the supposed

gaps between the two kingdoms were filled up.

At Clare College, Cambridge, a scholarship, value 50/.,

tenable for three years, will be given for proficiency in natural

science. The examination, commencing March 30, 1S70, will be

in chemistry, chemical physics, comparative anatomy, physiology,

and geology. Excellence in one or two of these subjects is pre-

ferred to a less perfect acquaintance with a greater number.

Further particulars can be obtained from the tutor of the

college.

The Pall Mall announces the publication of the seventeenth

volume of the Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission. It

comprises reports on the schools in what the Commissioners have

defined as the north-western district— namely, the counties of

Lancashire and Cheshire.

We understand that it is not the intention of the Government

to fill up the vacancy in the curatorship of the Botanic Gardens

at the Mauritius, caused by the death of Dr. Jreller, but to

promote the head-gardener to the highest post of authority.

Dr. McQrii.l.EN has exhibited in the Microscopical Depart-

ment of the Academy of Natural Sciences at Phikadelphia, slides

of blood corpuscles of men and tl.e lower animals, to which

chloroform and nitrous oxide had been administered, to show-

that there was no morphological change in these bodies after ad-

ministration of ana-sthetics, as stated by certain physiologists in

England. He showed specimens also in which, the blood cor-

puscles having been brought into actual contact with chloroform

and ether, disintegration had taken place.

On the same occasion, Mr. W. H. Walmsley called attention

to the very great merits of glycerine jelly as a medium for the

preservation of every description of objects, animal or vegetable.

With this the most delicate tissues can be perfectly seen and
examined

; it preserves the colours, is very tenacious, and "
its

refractive powers are sufficient to render all inert structures

transparent ; while even the delicate lines on tlie scales of a
mosquito's wing are as distinctly visible as if mounted dry."

The formula for the preparation of this valuable jelly is thus

set forth :—Take one package of Cox's gelatine, wash re-

peatedly in cold water, then place in a vessel and cover with cold

water. Allow it to soak an hour or two, pour off superfluous

water, add a pint of boilhig water, place vessel on fire, and boil

for ten or fifteen minutes ; remove from fiie, and when cool, but

still fluid, add the white of an egg well beaten, replace on the

fire, and boil until the albumen of the egg coagulates. Strain

while hot through flannel, and add an equal portion by mcasurc-

w<v;/of Bower's pure glycerine, and fifty drops of carbolic acid in

solution : boil again for ten or fifteen minutes, and again strain

through flannel ; place in water bath, and evaporate to about

one half; then filter (through cotton) into 2 oz. broad-mouthed
phials. When thus made, the jelly is to be used in the mount-
ing of objects as follows :—Place the stock bottle in a small jar

of boiling water ; when it becomes fluid, a sufficient quantity

must be removed to the slide (previously warmed) with a glass

rod ; the object (previously soaked for some hours in equal parts

of glycerine and distilled water, with a few drops of alcohol) is

to be placed in the drop of fluid jelly, a cover applied, and a

light weight placed upon it to exclude superfluous jelly. When
cold, clean off the slide with a knife, wash in cold water, and
finish with a ring of gold size or shellac varnish.

The volume of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of

England and W'ales, just published, consists of an important mono-
grajih on the Geology of the Carboniferous Limestone, Yordale

Rocks, and Millstone Grit of North Derbyshire and the ad-

joining parts of Yorkshire, explanatory of sheets 81 N.E. and
S.E., and 72 N.E. of the Survey Map. The work is by Messrs.

A. H. Green, C. Le Neve Foster, and J. R. Dakyns ; and con-

tains an elaborate description of the geology of the district,

illustrated with numerous important "sections and a few views.

Mr. Etheridge has contributed an Appendix and tabular list of

fossils, with indications of the localities in which they occur.

ASTRONOMY
Spectroscopic Observations of the Sun

ProI'ESSOR C. a. Young, of Dartmouth, L^S., has coni-

municate<l to the October number of the yoiinial of the Franklin
Iiistiliitc the following important observations of solar pro-

tuberances, which entirely endorse the work done by Mr. Lockyer
in this country. We are enabled to place them thus early before

our readers by the kindness of Professor Morton.
September 4th, i86g.—Prominences were noted on the sun's

limb a* 3 n. m. to-dav in the following positions, angles reckoned
from North point to the East :

—

1. -I- 70° to -I- 100°, very straggling, not very bright.

2. - 10", large an<.l diffuse.

3. - 90°, small, Init pretty bright.

September 13th, 1869. — The following protuberances were
noted to-day.

I. Between + So° and ^ iioo, a long straggling range of pro-

tuberances, whose form \\'as as in Fig. I. I dare not profess any
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very extreme accuracy in the drawings, not being a practised

draughtsman, but the sketch gives a very fair idea of the number,
form, and arrangement of the immense cloudy mass, whose
height was aljout 50" and its length 330" (22,500 miles by
1,350,000). The points a and h were very bright.

2. + 135° small, but veiy bright at the base, of this form

(Fig. 2).

3. -85° of this form (Fig. 3).

The dark spot, marked <', was very curious, reminding one

strongly of the so-called fish-mouth in the nebula of Orion. I

saw no change in it for 20 minutes, (^)n the other hand, tiie first

a,

series mentioned were changing rapidly, so that at five o'clock
the sketch which was drawn at two was quite inap]'>licable, only
the general features remaining unaltered.

4. - 12S', about 20" high, forked,|as in Fig. 4.

The structure was cirrus in every one but No. 3, which seemed
more like a mass of cumulus.

To-day, for the first time, I saw b-^ reversed
in the chromosphere when the slit was tangent
to disc ; 1474 w as easy ; the new line at 2602
cannot be detected as yet.

At 2. 25, while examining the spectrum of a
large group of spots near the sun's western
limb, my attention was drawn to a peculiar

double k)ioblnsh)iiss of the F line (on the sun's
disc, not at the edge), represented by Fig. 5, a,

Fig. 4. at the point c. In a very few moments a
brilliant spot replaced the knobs, not merely

interrupting and reversing the dark line, but blazing like a star

near the horizon, only with blue instead of red light ; it remained
for about two mintites, disappearing, unfortunately, while I was
examining the sun's image upon the graduated screen at the slit,

in order to fix its position, which was at -82^, about 43" from
the edge of the limb, about 15" inside of the inner edge of the

spot-cluster. I do not know, therefore,

whether it disappeared instantaneously
ur gradually, but presume the latter.

Fig. 5, ^\ attempts to give an idea of
the a]ipearance. When I returned to
the eye-piece, I sawwhat is represented
at P'ig. 5, <, &c. On the upper (more
refrangible) edge of F there seemed
to hang a little black mote, making a
barb^ whose point reached nearly to

the faint iron line just above F. As
given on .Angstrom's atlas, the wave-
length of F is 486-07, while that of
the iron line referred to is 485 '92 (the

U)iits being millionths of a millimetre).

This shows an absolute change of 015
Fio- 5. in the wave-length, or a fraction of its

whole amount, represented by the
decimal 0^00030, and would indicate an advancing velocity of
about 55 5 miles per second in the mass of hydrogen whose
absorption produced this barbed displacement.

The barb continued visible lor about five minutes, gradually
resolving itself into three small lumps, one on the upper, and
two on the lower line. Fig. 5, d. In about ten minutes more,
the ! line resumed its usual appearance. I did not examine the
c line, as I did not wish to disturb the adjustments and risk

losing some of the curious changes going on under my eye.
After the close of this strange phenomenon, I exammed, wilh

our large telescope of 6-inch aperture, the neighliourhood in

which this took place, and found a very small spot exceedingly
close to, if not actually at, the place. This was at 2.45. At
5.30 it had grown considerably.

Undoubtedly, the phenomenon seen was the same referred to

by Mr. Lockyer when he speaks of often seeing the bright lines

of the prominences not only at the sun's limb but on his disc.

It is the only time I have had the good fortune to sec it as yet.

V

GEOLOGY
Structure of Eophyton

The Geoloi;ical Magazine for the present month contains a
paper by Mr. Henry Hicks, describing the structure of a fossil,

from the Lower Arenig rocks of Ramsey Island, near St. David's,
which he considers to be an Eophyton, resembling E. Linihca-
nuin of Torell. The rocks m which this fossil occurs rest

conformably upon Upper Lingula flags, and tmderlie rocks of the
Skiddaw or Tremadoc series.

Mr. Hicks describes and figures the fossil under the name of
Eophyton (.^) e.xplanatnm. He describes it as a moderately
convex stem, about four lines broad, jointed, and ribbed through-
out its whole length. .\t one joint in the specimen described,
the riljs bend outwards, as if to form a branch. The stem is

covered by a very thin cortical substance, within which it is

composed of minute tubular columns, lying close together, and
running the whole length from one joint to another.

The Gtvlogii:al Magazine also contains papers by Mr. Ruskin
on Banded and Brecciated Concretions, illustrated with a plate
and several woodcuts ; by Mr. Poulett Scrope, on the pretended
raised Beaches of the Inland Slopes of England and Wales,
severely criticising Mr. 1). Mackintosh's recent volume on Geology
and Scenery ; by Prof. Harkness, on the middle FUistoceiu- de-
posits of Britain ; by Mr. R. Tate, on additions to the list of
British Brachiopoda of the secondary rocks, including a tabic
showing the distribution of the British Liassic Brachiopoda ; and
by Mr. W. H. S. Westropp, on the occurrence of "albite" in

the granite of Leinster. Lord Enniskillen contributes a cata-
logue of the type specimens of fossil fishes in his collection.

The number also contains the usual notices, reviews, and abstracts

of the proceedings of societies, correspondence, &c.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Chemical Society, December 2.—Dr. A. W. Williamson,
F.R.S , in the chair. Sir Roderick Murchison, Bart., F.R.S.,
Messrs. M. H. Cochrane, Edward Smith, T. Walton, M.R.C.S.,
G. M. Hopwood, John Wiggin, Thomas Gibb, and George
Harrison were elected Fellows. A paper on some points of the
Chemical Nomenclature of Salts by Mr. H. G. Maden was
read. The author advocated the use of the prefixes " proto

"

and "per " instead of the terminations " oils " and " ic " in the
nomenclature of salts, and expressed his preference for the sys-

tematic names formed from English words, as " copper sulphate."
Dr. Attfield recommended an adherence to trivial names like

"calomel" and "corrosive sublimate," when possible, as

changes in theory necessarily led to inconvenient alterations in

nomenclature. Dr. Williamson objected to Mr. Maden's pro-

posal to revert to the use of the prefixes "proto" and "per,"
on the ground that they had formerly produced great confusion,

particularly in the nomenclature of the chlorides of mercury. He
advocated an extension of the use of the terminations "ous''and
" ic," which inflicated the places of compounds in a series with-
out binding chemists to particular views of constitution. He
thought Mr. Maden's preference for English words might be car-

ried too far and produce such terms as " brimstonic acid" and
" charcoalic oxide. " Mr. Vernon Harcourt expressed his gene-
ral concurrence with the author. Dr. Odling pointed out that

in certain names, such as " ferricyanide of iron," it was advanta-
geous to use both English anrl Latin names. Dr Voclckcr thought
that the employment of different names for the same substance
familiarised chemists with diftcrent views of constitution. A
communication from Mr. J. Hunter on the analyses of sea-water
from different depths was read. The author gave the results of

observations made during the recent scientific expedition of the

Borcupini:.

Zoological Society, November 25.—Mr. John Gould,
F'.R.S., V.P., in the chair.—Mr. Sclater made some remarks on
the condition of various zoological gardens on the Continent
recently visited by him, and on rare animals observed in those

establishments. The secretary exhibited on behalf of Mr. John
Brazier, C.M.Z. S. , the eggs of a megapode (lUcgapodiiis) from
Banks Island, New Hebrides, indicating the existence of a species

of this genus in that group of islands. A letter was read from
Mr. W. T. Fraser, C.M.Z.S., giving some confirmatory fact--
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respecting the alleged existence of the rhinoceros in Borneo.

Mr. R. B. Sharpe exhibited a specimen of Aludo graiiJis, a rare

species of kingtisher from the lerai of Darjeeling. Mr. Andrew

Murray exhibited specimens of some articles of food sold in the

markets of Old Calabar. These consisted of examples of a

fnigivorous bat (Pteivpiis) ready trussed, specimens of a rare

crustacean (Callianassa tiinierana), and the larva: of a Longicorn

beetle found in decayed palm-trees. A letter was read from Mr.

E. L. Layard, of Cape Town, F.Z.S., containing some remarks

as to priority of discovery of the remarkable nesting-habits of

the hornbills. Mr. II. J. Ehves, F.Z.S., exhibited a fine pair of

horns of the Sinaitic Ibex (Capni imbhinn), and Mr. H. E.

Dresser, F.Z.S., some eggs of the little gull (Lams iiiiitiiliis)

recently taken in Russia. A communication was read from the

Rev. O. P. Cambridge, containing notes on some spiders and

scorpions recently collected in St. Helena by J. C. Melliss, Esq.

Tudging from this collection, which, however, was of small

extent, the character of the Aianeidect of St. Helena appeared to

bear a thoroughly European stamp. A communication was read

from Dr. O. Finsch, C.M.Z S., and Dr. G. Hartlaub, F.M.Z.S.,

on a small collection of birds recently received by the Museum
Godefroyanum from the Tonga Islands. The species contained

in this collection were eleven in number, one of which was

believed to be new to science, and was proposed to be called

Afyiolesks Ilcinci. A communication was read from Surgeon

Francis Day, F.Z.S., containing the second portion of his critical

remarks on the fishes in the Calcutta Museum. Two papers

were communicated by Mr. J. Brazier, C.M.Z.S., on the localities

of certain species of land-shells and volutes found in Australia

and the neighbouring islands, and on the species of cones met

with in Port Jackson, N.S.W. Mr. R. B. Sharpe read a paper

on the birds of Angola collected by J. J. Monteiro, Esq., which

were accompanied by the notes of the collector. The present

collection contained twenty-nine species, many of which were of

great interest. A communication was read from Mr. D. G.

Elliot, F.Z.S., containing a monograph of the genus Pdccanus.

The species of pelicans recognised by Mr. Elliot were nine in

number. Mr. Sclater exhibited a sj^ecimen of a new species of

Mexican wren from the Berlin Museum, which he proposed to

describe under the name of TInyotlionts nisoi-ius. Mr. Sclater

also read some notes on the identification of two mammals
recently described by Dr. Gray from specimens living in the

Society's Gardens. A paper was read by Messrs. Sclatei' and

Salvin on Peruvian birds collected by Mr. Whitely, being the

fifth of a series of communications on this subject. Mr. John
Gould, F.Z.S., exhibited and described a new species of kingfisher

from North-Western Australia, which he proposed to call Dacdo
pccidentalis.

LondonMathematicalSociety, November 25.— Prof. Hirst,

and subsequently Prof Sylvester, V. P., in the chair.—The Rev.

Jarnes White was admitted into the Society, and the Rev. Percival

Frost proposed for election. Dr. O. Henrici exhibited a model of

the cubic surface xyz - (|)' (.r -I- / -f ; - i
)' = O, which has three

biplanar nodes; it was constracted in cardboard to a scale of 2,^

inches, as unit. A sufficient number (eleven) of sections .v+j
+ ~ - I = constant, cut out in caidboard, are connected in a

horizontal position, and kept at their proper distance by three

vertical sections _)' = s, s = ,r, .t = _)', with regard to which the

surface is symmetrical. The model contains the central part of

the surface with the three nodes, and is bounded by a sphere of

8 inches radius, with its centre at the origin, large enough to

show the position of the three straight lines in the surface (each

counting for nine), and to give an idea how the surface extends to

infinity. The interstices between the cardboard are intended to

be filled up with plaster of Paris, so as to form a solid model.

Mr. Clifford gave an account of an extension of a theorem of

Serret's illustrated by tables, one of which, designated A, is

annexed, with its explanation.

Power.
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nation often shows that though the terrace may ran on, the rock

of which it consists is formed of thITerent sheets, which, though
lying on the same plane, have proceeded from different

vents. Mr. Geikie tlieii pointed out the stnicture of some
of the volcanic plateaux of cential France as illustrative of

those features of the Scottish plateau.\ to which he had re-

ferred. (2) While the western half of the Scottish carboni-

ferous area is characterised by the wide extent of its volcanic

plateaux, the eastern half is as strikingly distinguished by the

abundance of its points of local eruption. Traces of these in-

dependent but closely segregated vents are scattered over almost

the whole extent of Fife and the Lothians. They belong as a

whole to the lower division of the carboniferous formation. The
evidence by which their position can now be ascertained consists

of masses of stratified tuff, frequently associated with contem-
poraneous outflows of melaphyre. The number of the vents in

some parts of the country must have been very great. During
the deposition of the lower carboniferous rocks, the area of Lin-

lithgowshire and great part of Fife and East Lothian was dotted

over with little volcanoes, each throwing up its cone of ash, or

here and there emitting also a short current of lava. In some
places the vents were so closely placed together, that their ejec-

tions formed in the end one long volcanic bank, such as the

Garlton Hills and the range of heights between Bathgate and
Linlithgow. The vents were singularly local in their develop-

ment. Thus, while they continued in activity throughout Lin-

lithgowshire and Fife, as well as in Haddingtonshire, the inter-

vening area of Edinburghsliire remained almost without them.

Their long continuance in the districts where they had once
broken out is remarkable. During the time represented by the

deposition of many hundred feet of strata, the area of Linlith-

gowshire continued to be the theatre of a wonderful volcanic ac-

tivity, new cones breaking out as the old ones were washed down.
Vet the county of Edinburgh, onlya few miles to the east, remained
during that long period almost wholly unaffected by any volcanic

action. Reference was then made at some length totheextmctvolca-

noes of Auvergne and the Eifel, and it was shown that in their form
and distribution, their small size, the nature of their products, and
the protracted period during which they had been in activity,

they enable us to realise vividly what was the condition of a
great part of central Scotland during the earlier ages of the car-

boniferous period. The concluding portion of the paper dwelt
upon the denudation of the volcanic rocks of Auvergne and of

Scotland. Mr. Scrope had shown conclusively that the wide
and deep valleys of the Loire, the Dordogne, and other streams
of central France had been c.irved out of volcanic rocks and
fresh-water strata by subacrial erosion alone. The form and
structure of these valleys were compared with those of valleys

which have been excavated out of volcanic rocks in Scotland,

and it was argued that the similarity of result was in all proba-
bility due to a similarity of cause. In the .Scottish valleys the

influence of ice, and perhaps, in some cases, also of the sea,

had come into play to augment or modify that of the subaerial

forces. Yet there was every reason to believe that in Scotland,

as in France, the main share of the work had been done by
rains, frosts, and streams.

Dublin
Royal Irish Academy, November 30.—The Earl of Dun-

raven, F.R.S., V.P., in the chair. The minutes of the former
meeting, having been read and approved of, were signed. The
chairman briefly expressed his regret and that of the Academy
at the resignation of their former president, Lord Talbot de
Malahide, and stated that he was ready to receive the names of

any candidates for the vacant office. The Rev. Dr. Lloyd, F. R. S.

,

Provost of Trinity College, proposed that Professor Jellett should
be elected president. Among all the members of the Academy
he knew of none save one (Rev. Dr. Salmon, F. R. S.), who, in

his opinion, from his great scientific attainments, was so eligible

for this important post; and his friend Dr. Salmon had announced
his determination to withdraw his claims in favour of Mr. Jellett's.

Mr. Jellett was distinguished not only for his knowledge of the

higher branches of mathematics, but also for his knowledge of

their application, a combination not often to be met with in the

same individual. He felt sure that Mr. Jellett's presidency would
be as distinguished as that of any of his predecessors. Dr. Stokes,

F. R.S. (in the absence of the Rev. Dr. Russell, President of

the Royal College of Maynooth), seconded Mr. Jellett's nomina-
tion. He reminded the Academy of the importance of having
for its president one who was well versed in its affairs, and Mr.

Jellett, when secretary of the council of the Academy, h.ad acquired

this knowledge. He would not refer to Mr. Jellett's position as

a man of science, but h(i w ould remind that large and influential

section of the Academy, the antiquaries, how much assistance

they could have, and were constantly having, from science.

Archaeology was intimately connected with the natural sciences.

Even the laws relating to the flow and ebb of the tides were
shown by Professor Haughton to be thus connected, for he had
calculated the hour of low tide in the Bay of Dublin on the day
of the battle of Clontarf, and his hour absolutely coincides with
that named in the written record as translated by the late lamented
Dr. Todd. Sir William Wilde said that the pro\ost had spoken
of Mr. Jellett's position as a man of science, and Dr. .Stokes

had spoken of his general attainments and knowledge of the

Acatleniy's affairs; but he wished to speak of him as a colleague

with whom he had been associated for many years, and as an
honest, straightforward man, who, irrespective of all party feel-

ing, did what he considered right without fear, prejudice, or

favour. The Academy had Iiad "antiquarian" presidents ; it was
now time to have one scientific president, and so win back many
scientific wanderers. He felt sure Mr. Jellett would never
forget the interests of the antiquarian party in the Academy, and
he looked forward to a bright career for the .\cademy under
Professor Jellett. Dr. Stewart, as a very old member of the

Academy, supported Mr. Jellett's claims. There being no other

candidate proposed, the ballot was opened and scrutineers

appointed. The chairman announced that there appeared, for

Professor Jellett, 55 votes; for Sir R. Kane, I. He therefore

declared Mr. Jellett duly elected as president. The chairman
then, with a few graceful remarks, in wdiich he congratulated the

Academy on its choice, resigned the chair to the new president.—
Sir W. Wilde exhibited a number of antiquities found in the

counties of Dublin, Londonderry, and Queen's County, among
which were a spirally twisted gold torque, either used as a finger

ring or a head ornament, three bronze mammillary brooches, some
fragments of bronze rings and bracelets, and a semicircular brooch
of beautiful decoration and unique form. The remainder of the

collection was chiefly of iron, and consisted of three very fine

swords with hilts. .Sir William also exhibited a collection of

antiquities and casts from North and South America.—Professor

Apjohn, M.D., read a paper " On a new step in the analysis of

sugar." He stated that crude sugar and synips generally contained

three varieties of saccharine matter, and in the case of such a
mixture, the method hitherto in use only accomplished the

estimation of one of these, that usually known under the name
of Cane Sugar. The means of obtaining its amount, by the

optical sacchaiometer alone, or by Barieswil's solution, each

being applied before or after conversion, he then briefly

explained, pointing out at the same time that neither the

optical nor the chemical method could give any information in

relation to the amount of inverted sugar or of grape sugar

(crystallised glucose) which might happen to be present. This

problem, however, he thought could be completely solved by
a combination of the processes adverted to, and this he de-

monstrated by drawing attention to two equations—the one
expressing the result of an obsei-vation with the saccharometer,

the other that obtained by operating on the solution of copper
with the syrup both before and after its inversion. These
equations involved three unknown quantities, but one of the

three (the cane) might be determined by a preliminary observa-

tion with the saccharometer, and as by this contrivance the

number of unknown quantities would be reduced to two, the

problem admitted of a complete solution. This method of

analysis he had recently applied to several saccharine substances,

and with satisfactory results.

Royal Geological Society, November 10. — Dr. W.
Stokes, F.R.S., in the chair.—Rev. Professor Haughton read a
paper on the discovery of crystals of Albite in the Dalkley

granite ; the mineral was found by Mr. W. H. S. Westropp, in

small crystals mixed with crystals of fluorspar. The existence

of this felspar in the Leinster granite was predicted by Professor

Haughton some years since, but it had not been found in a

separate crystalline form until these specimens were discovered.

This fact adds a new link to the chain of oljservations made by
Professor Haughton relative to the classification and origin of

granites, and shows the connection between the three great

granite masses of Mourne, Leinster, and Cornwall, in all of

which now the presence of albite has been distinctly ascertained.

—Dr. Macalister exhibited some human and canine bones brought

by Mr. H. Ormsby, Esq., Geological Survey, India, from the

celebrated cave Uaimh Fraing, Island of Eigg. the remains of
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some of the Macdonald clan, who were smothered there in the

sixteenth centnry.—Dr. Foot exhibited liuman bones from the

cave of Dunmore, county Waterford, the remains of an Irish

tribe suffocated there in the tenth cenHiry.—Specimens of the

gold-bearing quartz of South Australia were sent for exhibition

by Mrs. Gray, of Nareebnaieeb, and of the gold-bearing quartz of

tire Rocky Mountains by Dr. Trevor, of Mentena.—Mr. Harte,

County Surveyor of Donegal, exhibited some specimens of polished

red granite from that county, which were of great beauty, similar

in appearance to that of Peterhead, Aberdeenshire.

Natural History Society, December i.— Mr. W. Andrews,
V. P., in the chair. Dr. A. W. Foot read a paper entitled
" Notes on Irish Lepidoptera collected during the past sum-
mer." These notes were chiefly records of a pleasant summer's
excursion in which no very great rarities were met with. Col'tas

edusa was found abundant in the County Kilkenny, and Vijncssa

polychloros was mentioned on the authority of a friend as having
been seen in the County Wicklow. Mr. Williams, Mr. F. W.
Kirby, Mr. Montgomery, and Dr. Haughton made remarks on
the interest of many of the facts recorded in these notes. Mr.
W. Andrews, the chairman, stated that it was a mistake to

call Chrysophanus ilispar the scarce copper ; that C. vh'gaureiT

was the scarce copper. He asserted that C. dispar was not rare

in England, and that he had met with it in Kerry. He also said

that the Limcnitis which he had exhibited some years ago as

from Tarbert, was neither L. sibilla nor L. Camilla, but some-
thing quite different from either ; and that those who thought it

was L. camilia were quite wrong. He said he would bring all

these facts before the society at another time. [Perhaps some
of our entomological readers will enlighten us on these points.

Is it possible that C. dispar \s not a scarce butterfly? Is not

C. t'irgaiirCii a continental insect? If the Limenitis referred to

is not, as competent authorities assert, the L. Camilla of the Con-
tinent, what species is it ?]

Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Chemical Society, October 28. Annual Meeting,—Mr. I.

Lowthian Bell, F.C.S., President, in the chair. After the tran-

saction of the business of the Society, the President read his

address, in which he referred to the more important subjects

which had engaged the attention of the Society at the evening

meetings. He dwelt at length upon Mr. Pattinson's paper on
the relations between English and Foreign Alkalimetry and
Chlorimetiy, which pointed out the fallacious results arising

from the retaining of the old atomic weight of soda. He also

called attention to the importance of Mr. B. S. Proctor's paper
on the Root of the Rhubarb Plant, which exposed the fallacy

which had led druggists and the medical profession, for the sake
of mere appearance, to reject the portion of the drug richest in

the active principle. The following extract from the address,

alluding to the relations of science to the public health, is par-

ticularly interesting :
—" Among the manifold applications of the

truths revealed by means of chemical research, there is none
tnore giatifying to the philosopher or to the philanthropist than

that whereby chemistry is rendered subservient to the protection

and promotion of the public health. It has been reserved almost
for our own time to have it demonstrated that the observance of

certain so-called sanitary regulations is connected by the closest

bonds with the rate of mortality. This has been proved repeatedly

in several large cities, at one time conspicuous for the high annual
death-rate among their inhabitants, but which, by the authorities

dealing with the causes of offence, now escape from the penalty
which never fails to attend on the transgression of any great

natural law. We need not, indeed, go far for an example in

illustration of the doctrine I am enforcing, for in the very

town in which we are now assembled, the rapid increase of
population had outgrown as it were some of those means and
appliances which must accompany the crowding together of

a vast number of human beings on a small area of ground.
The municipal authorities of Newcastle were no sooner pro-

perly impressed with the gravity of their position, and con-
vinced that the remedy and responsibility rested in their own
hands, than the most vigorous measures were resorted to in

order to grapple with the evil, and we have, in consequence, to

congratulate ourselves on a remarkable alteration in the death-

rate of this town. It may not be unworthy of mention that the

first quarter of 1866 exhibited a mortality corresponding to 48'4
fore\ery thousand of the inhabitants, and that the average for

the whole of that year was a mere fraction within 40, viz., 39-7.
Taking 10 years, ending with i860, it was 354 per 1000, It

cannot be othenvise than satisfactory to compare this with the

three, quarters of the present year, which is only 262, and for

the last quarter the deaths only amounted to 23 '3 per 1000 ; in

short, from having held a most unenviable position among
the most unhealthy towns of the empire, we are now con-
spicuous among those in which the mortality is the lowest.

I am glad to be able to state that the condition of our atmo-
sphere, as affected by the burning of coal and the emission of

objectionable vapours, is now engaging the attention of a Com-
mittee, with the Mayor at its head, appointed to inquire into the

subject. I trust, now that the public mind has been directed to

the evil of a smoke-obscured sky, or poisoned air, before long,

the inhabitants will experience a happy change from the result of

the labours of those charged with the investigation. It is only,

however, due to our chemical manufacturers to slate that they

are fully alive to the importance of not permitting any unne-

cessaiy escape of vapours, liaving an actual value to themselves,

and very inconvenient to others when set at large, and therefore,

that they do not intend to rest content with the occasional visit

of the Government inspector, or of their own superintendents,

but are making arrangements for the permanent and continuous
sampling of the gases after they have passed their condensing
apparatus. Their observations in this direction, will, I feel"

assured, be much lightened by a very ingenious aspirator, con-
stnicted by one of our members, Mr. Swan, now on the table, to

which I would invite inspection. I have, myself, been engaged
for some time in an examination of the state of combustion ex-

perienced by the fuel in our blast-furnaces, and I am so satisfied

that a jjroijer study of the phenomena attending it involves con-

siderations of the utmost importance to the iron-smelter, that I

intend availing myself largely of the facilities which the appa-
ratus of Mr. Swan is ca]3able of affording." The officers of last

year were re-elected by a large majority.

Norwich
Geological Society, November 11, Anniversary Meeting.

—

The Rev. John Gunn, F.G.S., President, in the Chair. The
President and Hon. Secretaries (Mr. J. E. Taylor, F.G.S., and
Mr. John King) were re-elected. In his opening address Mr.
Gunn alluded to the death of one of the hon. members of the

.Society, Mr. Bernard B. Woodward. Referring to a paper by
Mr. Harmer, F. G. S., on the Chillesford clay and the cr.ig con-

taining Tcllina balthica, he stated that he had himself published a

diagram of the coast and inland sections of Norfolk, and a de-

scription of what seemed to him a downthrow of Chillesford clay,

or an upthrow of the chalk. He had also instituted a series of

measurements of the various levels at which this bed appeared
above the water, with a view to determining the amount of

disturbance, and had found the heights ranging from fourteen

to thirty-two feet. He thought that the difference between the
coast and inland sections might be due to this disturbance. Mr.
Gunn then noticed an excursion which had been made by the

Society to Aldborough, where the Norwich crag had been found
near the railway station, associated with undoubted red crag

forms. He also adverted to the paper by Mr. Tylor (read

before the Geological Society of London) on Valley Gravels.

In the discussion which followed the President's remarks, Mr.
Harmer gave an outline of the theory he had put forth iti his

Paper with reference to the bed of shells containing Tcllina

halthica. Both he and Mr. Searles Wood held this to be the
base of the lower drift beds, and contended that a great change
in the physical geography of the Eastern counties had taken
place between the period when the upper and lower Norwich
crags had been formed, and the time when the Tcllina halthica

bf-d had been deposited. The former had been deposited in an
estuary opening to the south, the latter in a similar one opening
to the north. This argued an oscillation of level in the mean-
time. Mr. Harmer also expressed himself against the theory
that so-called valley gravels were of fluviatile origin, and pointed
to Lopham Ford, where the height of the ground was only
twenty feet above water level ; and yet which was the point of
departure for two streams whose much higher banks at some
distance were covered with valley gravels containing tlint imple-
ments. With regard to the opinion that many of the Hint

implements had been rolled doivn or transferred to the lower
levels, Mr. J. E. Ta)lor stated that at Sainton Downham these

implements v\eie found in their most perfect and totally unaltered

condition at the lowest levels. The chippings and edges were as

fresh as when the weapons left the hands of their makers. He
suggested that the vicinity of Lopham Ford might have been
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denuded by atmobpherical action since the origin of tlie present

rivers. Mr. Taylor tlien gave an account of a recent visit to

Cliillesford, in Suffolk, where he had studied the typical section,

and taken an inventoiy of the commonest fossils and their mode
of occurrence. The crag intercalated between the Chillesford

clay contained great quantities of Mactra solida. This was the

shell found so abundantly at Arminghall, near Xorwicli, in a

bed resting on a portion of the Chillesford clay. Tlie usual beds

which, in the neighbourhood of Norwich, were found underlying

this clay, were absent at Arminghall, so that the clay rested on
the .solid chalk. He had no doubt, therefore, that the interca-

lated crag at Chillesford was represented at Arminghall by the

Mac/ra solida bed.

Paris
Academy of Sciences, November 29.—The following

mathematical papers w-ere read :—On a potential of the second

kind which solves the equation with partial differences of the

fourth order, expressing the interior Equilibrium of elastic,

amorphous, non-isotropic substances, by M. de Saint-Venant,

and a note on a certain class of differential equations of the

second order by M. Laguerre. A note found among the papers

of the late M. Leon Foucault on the construction of the optical

plane was read. It gave a description of the method adopted
by M. Foucault to obtain a perfectly plane surface of glass,

and was supplemented by some remarlis of M. A. Martin on his

experience in the employment of the same method.— M. P.

Gervais presented a note accompanying preparations relating to

the anatomy of the Great Anteater.—M. Melsens communicated
a memoir on the Passage of Projectiles through Resisting

Media, in which he treats of the conveyance of air by projectiles

moving through it, and the effect of the compression of t!ie air

upon the course of the projectile.—M. .Scoutetten presented a

note on the Preservation and Improvement of Wines by Means
of Electricity. He stated that by the application of a current of

electricity generated by a battery, and passed into the wine by
means of platinum electrodes, its quality is greatly improved.

—

M. A. Gerardm remarked upon the unhealthy conditions produced
by the discharge of the water of starch manufactories into rivers,

and maintained that he had restored some rivers into a healthy con-

dition by causing the water containing albuminousand other organic
refuse to be discharged upon well-drained arable land. A jjaper

on a very simple system of floodgates with a constant yield under
variable pressure, by M. Maurice Levy, was communicated, as

also a note by the same author on a peculiar system of skew-
bridges. MM. P. Desains and E. Branly communicated some
investigations on solar radiation. They have found that the
calorific action of the sun increases in intensity w ith the altitude

of the place of observation, but that the transmissibility of the

rays through water diminishes with the altitude. The transmissi-

bility of the solar heat through water and alnm was found to be
greater in the morning than at noon, but this was not so strikingly

the case in October as in August. The authors stated that their

spectroscopic observations were in accordance with the preceding
results. A paper by M. J. Moutier on the expansion of gases
was presented, as also a note on molecular actions in chlorine,

bromine, and iodine, by M. C. A. Valson. In the latter the
author described his experiments to ascertain the amount of
molecular action in chlorme, bromine, and iodine, by determining
the height to which solutions of precisely equivalent quantities of

their salts would rise by capillary action. From his results he
inferred that if chlorine and iodine could easily be brought into a
liquid state, the cajjillary elevations of the three bodies above-
mentioned in a tube I millimetre in diameter would be respectively

6, 55, and 5 millimetres. The author suggested that the capillarity

of substances may be made available in chemical analysis, and
remarked that in its physical properties bromine stands nearly

midway between chlorine and iodine. MM. (^det and Vignon
presented an account of a new method of preparing anhydrous
nitric acid, founded upon that proposed by Gerhardt for obtaining
the anhydrous monobasic organic acids. They prepared chloride

of azotyle by the action of oxychloride of phosphorus upon nitrate

of lead or silver. The vapours of this chloride of azotyle were
directed upon dry crystals of nitrate of silver at a temperature of
140"—

1
58' F ; the products of the reaction were conveyed into

a tube immersed in a mixture of ice and common salt, where they
furnished colourless prismatic needles presenting all the properties

described by H. .Sainte-CIaire Deville. The authors described

a simplified form of apparatus in which the acid may be pro-

duced without the preliminary preparation of chloride of azotyle,

and indicated the reactions which take place. M, J. Roussin

communicated a paper on the preparation of hydrate of chloral
and on its characters when pure. His process consisted in sub-
mitting the crude crystalline mass obtained by passing dry
chlorine through absolute alcohol to strong pressure until it is

quite dry, then placing it in a retort with a little powdered chalk
and distilling it. M. Dubrunfaut presented a paper on inverted
sugar, in which he declared the results lately communicated to
the .-Vcademy by M. Maumene to be erroneous.—A memoir by
M. E. Van Beneden on the mode of formation of the ovum and
the embryonic development of the Sacciiliiur was read ; to this
we shall probably advert elsewhere.—M. Marie-Davy jjresented
a third note on lunar radiation, containing the results of his
observations on this subject during the month of November.
The following papers were also communicated :—On a new-
means of diagnosis and extraction of iron projectiles and leaden
projectiles with an iron nucleus, by M. Milliot ; on a new elec-

trical explorer for detecting foreign (especially metallic) sub-
stances in the tissues of the human body, by M. Trouve ; on
a system of aerial navigation (title only), by M. A. Vaillant ; a
description of clinical experiments upon the therapeutic effects of
bromide of morphine .and atropine, and bromide of digitaline (title

only), and an indication of a mode of curing stings by cauterisa-

tion (by the use of phenic and sulphuric .acids), by M. Delagree
;

and a note on the supposed influence of subterranean marshes in

the development of intermittent fevers, by M. Colin.

Berlin
Academy of Sciences, October 11.—Professor Magmis read

a pa]5er on the alteration of the radiation of heat by roughening
of the radiating surface, in which he described a series of ex-

periments made by him to determine the cause of this alteration,

and stated that in his opinion the increased r.adiation of a rough-
ened surface depends essentially upon the refraction which the
heat undergoes in issuing from the surface of the radiating body.
—Professor W. Peters communicated a notice of a new species

of Lizard, P/iyilodacty/iis galiipagmsis, from the Galapagos
Islands. He remarked that only five species of reptiles were
previously known from these islands—one tortoise, three lizards,

and one snake. The last he identified with Divmiciu chamissonis,

which also occurs on the continent of America, and with this

Dr. Gunther's Herpclodryas hiscrialis, from the Galapagos group,
may be synonymous. If it be distinct, the number of reptiles

from these islands will only be seven.— Prof. Pringsheim read an
elaborate memoir on the conjugation of swann-spores, the
morphological primary fonn of reproduction in the vegetable
kingdom, and a communication was presented by Dr. K.
Schultz-Sellack on the diathermancy of a series of substances

for dark heat. The author stated that he had found that

many more substances than is generally supposed allow a con-
siderable amount of the dark heat radiated by lampblack at
212° F. to pass through them. He enumerates binary com-
pounds of chlorine, bromine, fluorine, and iodine, and a number
of sulphides, and shows their behaviour in this respect by means
of percentage tables.

German Chemical Society, November 12.—The following

papers were read:—Otto on Mercuric Phenylide.—Kolbe :

Lecture Experiment to demonstrate the increase of weight of

burning substances.—Kempf on Carbonate of Phenyl.—Car-
stanjen on the .\etiou of Oxychloride of Chromium on Hydro-
carbons.—Henry on Chlorosulphide of Phosphorus.—Radizewsky
on the Wax contained in the Straw of Cereals.—A. W. Hofmann
on the Action of Iodine onThiobenzamide.— Friedel : Paris Corre-
spondence.—Richter: Petersburg Correspondence.

Bonn
Natural History Society of Rhenish Prussia and

Westphalia.—The autumnal gathering of this society took
place on the nth October, the day so widely observed as the

centenaiy of the birth of Humboldt ; and the proceedings were
naturally inaugurated by a discourse in commemoration of the

great philosopher of whom the Germans are so justly proud.

The follow'ing are the more important communications sub-

mitted to the society :—The veteran Prof Noggerath gave an
account of the earthqu.akes, four in number, which since Novem-
ber 1S68 have visited the Rhine province, .specifying the extent

of country subject to their influence, and glancing at the general

physical characters of earthquake phenomena. He was followed

by Prof Troschel, who showed the importance of a study of the

geographical distribution of animals as indicating the configura-

tion of the earth's surface, and the distribution of land and water
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at the lime of the commencement ofthe existing period ofgeological

history. The Professor's illustrations were chielly derived from

fiis investigations of the distribution of sea-fish and land-snails.

Professor F. Zirkel, of Kiel, made some communications on the

mineralogical constitution of the basalt-lavas of Laacher See and

the Eifel. Professor von Rath described a new mineral from

Laacher See, which he proposes to call Amblystegite, in allusion

to the extreme obtuseness of some of its angles. It is of a

reddish brown colour ; hardness almost equal to that of quartz ;

specific gravity 3'454 ; melts with great difiiculty, forming a

black glass insoluble in hydrochloric ccid. In composition it is

allied to hypersthene, but is distinguished from that mineral by

the absence of the characteristic cleavage. Extracts from a

paper by Professor Fuhlrott on the caves of Grevenbriick and

the Honnethal were then read ; and Professor Schaffhausen

availed himself of the opportunity of insisting upon the desira-

bleness of a svslematic exploration of the bone-yielding caves in

which Westphalia is so rich. We are glad to hear that steps

are being taken to raise funds for this purpose among the mem-

bers of the society. The most important finds in the Greyen-

briick cave are coprolites of hyxna, and two human lower jaws

of primitive form.

Vienna

Imperial Academy of Sciences, November 18.—Professor

Unger communicated a memoir on the anthracite deposits in

Carinthia. He stated that nineteen species of plants, chiefly

fenis, have been detected in the shales accomiwnying this

deposit. They agree with those of the coal-measures, and eight

of them occur also in the anthracite deposits of Styria, Switzer-

land, and the French Alps. Two uudescribed Fern-stems were

particularly noticed by the author, who took the opportunity of

opposing the ordinary notion that the Stigtnoriu: are the roots of

Stgillarur. Of the latter he regarded those species which have

not furrowed stems, as ferns.—Dr. C. Jelinek presented a pre-

liminary comnnmication upon the hurricane-like storm which

visited Vienna on the 14th November. The greatest velocity of

the wind was 46 '6 Paris feet per second, about noon ;
the dimi-

nution of barometric pressure continued until 6 P.M., when the

mercury had fallen 7-17 lines, the velocity of the wind being 36-5

feet per second.—Director Tschermak communicated a memoir

on a new salt from Hallstadt. This mineral, to which the author

gives the name of Astrakanite, occurs mixed with common salt,

anhydrite, and a mixture consisting chiefly of sodium sulphate in

the Christina gallery at Hallstadt. It forms a bhiish layer, the

colour being due to enclosures containing iron, and the crystals,

which are veiy small and occur in druses, being frequently

colourless. Its composition is expressed by the formula, WgSOj, I

NajSOj, 4aq, so that it is the third natural magnesium-sodium

sulphate with which we are acquainted. M. Tschermak also

presented a paper by M. P. Hausenschild, giving an account of

his microscopic examination of the minerals called Predazzite

and Pencatile. By the examination of thin slices of the most

homogeneous looking sjiecimens, the author found that two

minerals may be distinguished in them « ith certainty, namely,

calcite and brucite. — Dr. Samuel .Stern presented a memoir

entitled "Contributions to the theory of ordinary (not musical)

sounds, as an objective character, with reference to the special

requirements of medical diagnosis. "— Prof. E. Ludwig presented

a paper by himself and Dr. J. Hein upon the synthesis of

hydroxylamine, which, they said, may be effected by the direct

addition of nascent hvdrogen to pure nitrous oxide as follows ;

—

NO -h Rs = NH^O.
The process consists in passing nitrous oxide through a mixture

of tin and hydrochloric acid, freeing the fluid from tin by sul-

phuretted hydrogen, evaporating the filtrate from the sulphuret

of tin to dryness, washing the residue in cold and dissolving it in

hot alcohol, separating the ammonium chloride with platinum

chloride, and precipitating the pure hydrochlorate of hydroxyla-

mine by anhydrous ether. The analysis and measurement of the

crystals thus obtained proved their identity with Lossen's salt.—
The following memoirs were presented, but only their titles are

given: By Prof Hyrtl, "On a prcecorneal vascular net in the

human eye, " and "On an insular intercalated bone in the

parietal bone ;" and by Prof. B. Lapschin, of Odessa, "On the

specific giavity of the water of the Black Sea," and "On the

conductibility of cork fur heat, and its application to the con-

struction of a barometer.'' Prof. Julius \Viesner also presented

a memoir on the origin and increase of Bactria, the results of

which had been communicated to the .\cademy on the 29th .•Vpril

last.
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DARWINISM AND NATIONAL LIFE

T^HE Darwinian theory has a practical side of infinite

importance, which has not, I think, been sufSciently

considered. The process of natural selection among wild

animals is of necessity extremely slow. .Starting with the

assimiption (now no longer a mere assumption) that the

creature best adapted to its local conditions must pre-

vail over others in the struggle for existence, the

final establishment of the superior type is dependent

at each step upon three accidents— first, the accident o(

an individual sort or variety better adapted to the

surrounding conditions than the then prevailing type :

secondly, the accident that this superior animal escapes

destruction before it has had time to transmit its qualities
;

and, thirdly, the accident that it breeds with another

specimen good enough not to neutralise the superioi

qualities of its mate. In the case of domesticated animals

the progress is incomparably moi-e rapid, because it is

practicable, first, to modify the conditions of life, so as to

encourage the appearance of an improved specimen ; next,

to cherish and protect it against disaster ; and, lasth', to

give it a consoit not altogether unworthy of the honour of

reproducing its qualities. The case of man is intermediate

in rapidity of progress to the other two. The de\'elop-

ment of improved qualities cannot be insured by judicious

mating, because as a rule human beings are capricious

enough to marry without first laying a case for opinion before

Mr. Darwin. Neither would it be easy, nor, perhaps,

even allowable, to extend any special protection by law or

custom to those who may be physically and intellectually

the finest examples of our race. Still, two things may be

done : we may vary the circumstance of life by judicious

legislation, and still more easily by judicious non-legisla-

tion, so as to multiply the conditions favourable to the

development of a higher type ; and by the same means we

may also encourage, or at least abstain from discouraging,

the perpetuation of the species by the most ex-alted indivi-

duals for the time being to be found. Parliament, being

an assembly about as devoid of any scientific insight as a

body of educated men could possibly be, has not as )et

consciously legislated with a view to the improvement of

the English type of character. Without knowing it, how-

ever, the Legislature has sometimes stumbled on the right

course, though it has more often blundered into the wrong.

Our free trade policy has furnished special scope and

special advantages to the energetic enterprising character,

and so far has tended to perpetuate and intensify the type

which has given to little England her wonderful pro-

minence in the world. On the other hand, the steady

refusal to make a career for scientific men has drained

away most of our highest intellect from its proper field,

and has subjected the rest to an amount of discourage-

ment by no means favourable to increase and impro\-e-

ment. Our laws and customs practically check the growth

of the scientific mind as much as they tend to develop

the speculative and energetic commercial character.

We do not expect for a long time to hear an orator in the

House of Commons commence his speech by announcing,

(as a distinguished member of the Austrian Reichsrath

recently did, in a debate on the relation of the different

nationalities in the empire), that the whole question is

whether we are prepared to accept and act upon the

Darwinian theory. But even an average English M.P.

may be brought to see that it may be possible, indirectly,

to influence the character and prosperity of our descen-

dants by present legislation, and none will deny that, if

this is practicable, a higher duty could not be cast

upon those who guide the destinies of a nation.

A glance at the operation of Darwinism in the past,

will best show how potent it may be made in the future.

Look at English progress and English character, and
consider from this point of view to what we owe it.

There were originally some natural conditions favourable

to the growth of our commercial and manufacturing

energy. We had an extensive coast and numerous har-

bours. We had also abundance of iron-stone in convenient

proximity to workable coal. Other nations either wanted

these advantages or were ignorant that they possessed

them. These favourable conditions developed in many
individuals a special adaptability to commercial pursuits.

The type was rapidly reproduced and continually im-

proved until England stood, in the field of commerce,
almost alone among the nations of the world. And what

is there now to sustain our pre-eminence ? Nothing, or

next to nothing, except the type of national character,

which has been thus produced. Steam, by land and sea,

has largely diminished the superiority which w-e derived

from the nature of our coast ; and coal and iron are now
found and worked in a multitude of countries other than our

ow-n. Our strength in commerce, like our weakness in

art, now rests almost exclusively on the national character

which our history has evolved.

Take another example of the character of a people

produced partly by natural conditions of existence, but

far more by the artificial conditions to which evil legis-

lation has exposed it. What has made the typical Irish-

man what he now is ? The Darwinian theory supplies

the answer. Ireland is mainly an agricultural country,

with supplies of mineral wealth altogether inferior to those

of England, though by no means contemptible if they

were but developed. This is her one natural disadvan-

tage, and it is trifling compared with those which we in

our perversity created. For a long period we ruled

Ireland on the principles of persecution and bigotry, and
left onlj- two great forces at work to form the character of

the people. All that there was of meanness and selfishness

and falsehood was tempted to servility and apostacy, and
flourished and perpetuated itself accordingly. All that there

was of nobleness and heroic determination was drawn into

a separate circle, where the only qualities that throve and
grew were irreconcileable hatred of the oppressor and
resolute but not contented endurance. The two types

rapidly reproduced themselves, and as long as the external

conditions remained unaltered, they absorbed year by
year more and more of the people's life ; as, if Darwinism
is true, they could not but do. And what is the result now?

A great part of a century has elapsed since we abandoned
the wretched penal laws, and yet none can fail to see in

Ireland the two prevailing types of character which our

ancestors artificially produced, the only change being that

the two types have become, to a certain extent, amalga-

mated in a cross which reflects the peculiarities of each.

Whether future legislation may so far modifv the conditions

\
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of Irish existence as to work a gradual change in the

national character, is a question of much interest, but

too large to be discussed just now. In any case we can

scarcely expect the results of centuries upon a national type

to be reversed in less than a succession of generations.

Still confining myself to the past, let me point again to the

very mai'ked qualities which the conditions of their existence

have produced in the people of the United States. They
started with a large element of English energy already in-

grained into them ; they have been reinforced by millions

of emigrants presumably of more than the average energy

of the various races which have contributed to swell the tide.

Added to this, the Americans have enjoyed the natural

stimulus of a practically unlimited field for colonisation.

Only the resolute, self-reliant settler could hope to

prosper in the early days of their national existence ; and

self-reliance approaching to audacity is the special type

of character which on the Darwinian hypothesis we should

expect to see developed, transmitted, and increased.

How far this accords with actual experience, no one can

be at a loss to say. There is probably not a nation in the

world whose peculiarities might not be traced with equal

ease to the operation of the same universal principle.

And the moral of the investigation is this : Whenever a

law is sufficiently ascertained to supply a full explanation

of all past phenomena falling within its scope, it may be

safely used to forecast the future ; and if so, then to guide

our present action with a view to the interest and well-

being of our immediate and remote descendants. Read by

the light of Darwinisin, our past history ought to solve

a multitude of perplexing questions as to the probable

supremacy of this or that nation in times to come in the

field of commerce, as to the eft'ects of emigration and im-

migration on the ultimate type likely to be developed in

the country that loses and in that which gains the new
clement of national life, and many another problem of no

less interest to ourselves and to humanity.

The subject I have thus slightly indicated seems to me
to deserve a closer investigation than it has yet received :

and, strange as it will sound to the ears of politicians, I

cannot doubt that, in this and other ways, statesmen, if

they could open their eyes, might derive abundant aid

from the investigations of science, which they almost

uniformly neglect and despise. H.

THE PROGRESS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY
[We have been favoured by Professor Tail with the following

extracts from his Introductory Lecture to liis class at Edin-
burgh University, the object of the Lecture being "to show
that Natural Philosophy is a real science, as tested by steady
growth and progression, compared with other so-called

Philosophies, which have periodic cycles, and come back
after a generation or two into the old, old gi'oove, with the
same old rope of sand to be spun over again."

—

Kd.]

'
I
'O enumerate in detail all the advances effected in

natural pliilosophy during even the past year would take

more time than is usually devoted to a lecture, so that I

shall confine myself to a mere mention, not exposition, of

a very few of the more interesting discoveries in cosmical

science which have recently been made.

First. We have obtained an immense amount of new
information as to the constitution of the sun. The total

eclipse which was visible in India in the autumn of last

year, was singularly well fitted for applying to the strange

phenomena of the sun's atmosphere the comparatively

novel powers of the spectroscope. Another total eclipse

has recently been carefully observed in America, and the

results obtained on these two occasions agree well with

one another.

One of the most marked phenomena obserxed in a total

solar eclipse is that which, first carefully described some
thirty years ago, was called the " red flames ;" very sin-

galar protuberances issuing apparently from the dark

body of the moon, but which were conclusively proved in

1S60 to belong to the sun. Had they been lunar pheno-

mena, their dimensions would have been considerable
;

but it is easily shown that, belonging to the solar atmo-

sphere, their dimensions are ciwrnifliis, a hundred thousand

miles being often no exaggerated estimate of their diameter.

They must evidently be masses of extraordinary tenuity,

else they could not rest in the solar atmosphere, which

must be excessively rare at such an elevation. When the

spectroscope was directed to them last year, it was at once

perceived that they are fiery clouds, consisting mainly of

hydrogen gas, heated so powerfully as to becoine self-

luminous. This discovery once made, the total eclipse

was seen to be unnecessary, and obser\'ations of these

singular phenomena are now carried on every day. In

fact, in anticipation that such would prove to be their

nature, they had actually been sought for before the date

of the eclipse. The reason why we can see them, in spite

of the comparatively overwhelming light of the sun, is

simply this, that the sun's light, which may be said roughly

to consist of rays of all degrees of refrangibility, can by a

sufficient number of prisms be spread over any desired

extent, and thus weakened throughout ; while the light

from the red flames consists of but a few perfectly homo-
geneous rays, which may be indefinitely separated from one

another, but cannot be individually weakened, by increasing

the power of the spectroscope. The process, in fact,

closely resembles that by which, with powerful telescopes,

astronomers are enabled to observe stars in the day-time.

The powerful telescope diminishes the apparent brightness

of the sky ; but the star has no sensible diameter, and
remains undimmed. A singular fact observed is, that

while the bright rays in these red flames, which are due to

hydrogen, correspond exactly to well-known dark lines in

the solar spectrum, due to absorption by the sun's atmo-

sphere ; there are others, especially a curious one in the

yellow, which have no counterpart among the dark lines.

Also the hydrogen lines are sometimes broader, some-
times narrower, than the normal spectruin of incandescent

hydrogen requires ; sometimes they are slightly displaced

from their nonnal positions in the spectrum. The explana-

tion (on purely physical grounds) of all these phenomena
is now being carefully sought, and the connection of the

red flames with sun-spots, as well as the singular pecu-

liarities of the specti'a of spots, are being recorded for

future explanation. In this one direction alone a field has

been opened up for inquiries wdiich, even w'ith our present

appliances for observation, may well occupy the world for

a generation to come.

Another striking phenomenon of a total solar eclipse is

the (so-called) Corona of whitish light which appears

to surround the dark body of the moon to a considerable

angular distance. This also has been proved to belong
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to the sun. Part of its light is, no doubt, merely sunlight

reflected from the matter of the sun's atmosphere, or from

cosmical bodies revolving about the sun ; for it has long

been known to be partially polarised. But it is only

within the last few months that its spectrum also has

been observed, and found to consist mainlj- of bright

lines

—

i.e. of a few rays of definite refrangibility. The
positions of the most marked of these have been mea-

sured, and they are found to correspond with those of the

light of terrestrial auroras ! This is one of the most

startling results yet obtained by observation ; for the

aurora is intimately connected with, or at all events has

an important effect on, terrestrial magnetism, and it has

been known for some time that disturbances in the sun

have a marked effect on the magnetism of the earth.

Our sun is a variable star. It has been proved that its

spots ha\e an eleven-year period of maximum frequency.

Laborious calculations are now in progress at Kew Obser-

vatoiy, with the View of tracing the cause of this periodic

effect ; and it seems already to be traced with some
certainty to the planets, principally to Mercuiy, Venus,

and Jupiter ; the first, though very small, being very

near, and the last, though very distant, being very large.

Now, the red flames, or h\drogen clouds, are intimately

associated with sun-spots. Hence we connect ilieir fre-

quency with the variability of sunlight. Now, it is only a

year or two since an exceedingly well-marked case of a

temporary star was visible in the northern hemisphere ; a

star, usually of inconsiderable magnitude, scarcely visible

to the naked eye, suddenly blazed out w'ith brightness

rivalling that of Sirius. The spectroscope showed that it

owed this increase of its light almost solely to incandescent

hydrogen, the chief material of the flame-cloud that hovers

over a solar spot.

Nor is it only in solar and stellar phenomena that these

extraordinary recent advances have been made. Bodies

even more puzzling and anomalous than the sun and stars

are common enough in the universe. Many nebute, long

imagined to be immense groups of stars, at such enormous
distances that the several constituents were indistinguish-

able by the most powerful telescopes, have been shown to

shine as glowing gas merely, rendering it probable that

we have to deal with objects which, though certainly at

vast distances from the earth, are probably not vastly

farther away than some of the nearest stars. Possibly, in

some cases, they may be much nearer, in which case they

may be suns which have cooled, and are still surrounded

by glowing gas, due to the impacts of small cosmical

masses, or meteorites, on or near their surface. Or they

may be vast systems of small cosmical masses in the act

of grouping themselves' by mutual gravitation, impact, and
friction into a new star, the incandescent gas being due
to the impacts and the friction. In them we may be
actually watching the formation of a solar system.

Finally, let us consider what we have recently learned

about comets—bodies which have hitherto puzzled the

astronomer quite as much as have the nebulae. Several

ingenious speculations have recently been published on
this very interesting subject, but I shall only mention one
with any detail. There seem to be good grounds for

imagining that a comet is a mere shower of stones

(meteorites and fragments of iron). This at least is cer-

tain, that such a shower would behave, in its revolution

about the sun, very much as comets are seen to do, and
that, as we have reason to believe is the case with comets,

it would be drawn out after a few revolutions, if it de-

scribed a closed path, so as to be spread over the greater

part of its orbit. If the earth, then, were at any time to

intersect the orbit of the comet, it would pass through a

stream of such stones, all moving approximately in parallel

lines and with equal velocities. On entering the earth's

atmosphere with the enormous relative velocity due to

revolution aboutthe sun in differentlysized orbits, described

sometimes with a retrograde motion, these fragments

of stone would, by the laws of perspective, describe paths
all apparently diverging from one point in the heaven?,

and these paths would be rendered visible by the incan-

descence of the meteorites due to friction of the air. Now
this is exactly what we see, markedly in August and
November every year, less definitely at other fixed periods.

And the orbits of the August and November meteorites

have been determined, and found to be identical with

those of two known comets. I cannot enter very fully

into this most interesting subject now, but I may say

a few words more in explanation. Unfortunateh', since

spectroscopes have been in ever)-body's hand, no notable

comets have appeared. [How strange it 11010 seems to us

that the magnificent comets of 1858 and i860 were allowed

to pass without having been looked at through a prism by
anyone, whether as a matter of chance or of curiosity!]

Such small comets as have been observed have gi\'en

continuous spectra from their tails, so far as could be
judged with regard to an object so feebly illuminated.

This, then, it would appear, is simply reflected solar light.

The heads, however, give spectra somewhat resembling

those of the nebuhe 1 have just mentioned—the spectra

of incandescent gases. This is quite consistent with the

descriptions given by Hevelius and others of some of the

grander comets ;
which presented no peculiarities of colour

in the tail, but where the head was blueish or greenish. Now
these appearances are easily reconciled with the shower-of-

stones hypothesis. For the nucleus, or head, of a comet
is that portion of the shower where the stones are most
numerous, where their relative velocities are greatest,

and where, therefore, mutual impacts, giving off incan-

descent gases, are the most frequent and the most violent.

This simple hypothesis explains easily many very striking

facts about comets, such as their sometimes appearing to

send off in a few hours a tail many hundreds of millions

of miles in length. Wild notions of repulsive forces

vastly more powerful than the sun's gravity have been
entertained ; bold speculations as to decomposition (by

solar light) of gaseous matter left behind it in space by
the comet have also been propounded ; but it would seem
that the shower-of-stones hypothesis accounts very simply

for such an appearance. For, just as a distant flock of

scabirds comes suddenly into view as a dark line when
the eye is brought by their evolutions into the plane in

which they fly, so the scattered masses which have lost

velocity by impact, while they formed part of the head, or

those which have been quickened by the same action,

as well as those which lag behind the others in virtue

of the somewhat larger orbits which they describe, show
themselves by reflected solar light as a long bright streak

whenever the earth moves into any tangent plane to the

surface in which they are for the time mainly gathered.
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It is a most valuable principle in physical science, never

to be lost sight of, that we must not seek to explain by the

assumption of new species offorce or action any phenomena

whicli have not been recognised to be inexplicable by means

of properties of matter or motion already proved to exist.

Before leaving this subject 1 must refer to the extraordinary

fact, lately ascertained, that the spectrum of the head of

one of the smaller comets is that of incandescent vapour

of carbon, of a substance which, with the most tremendous

heat attainable in our laboratories, we cannot e\cn melt,

much less reduce to vapour : so that to find its spectrum

we are obliged to employ it as it exists in defiant gas or

other combined form. But it is premature to speculate

further on such incomplete data as we yet possess with

respect to the spectroscopic appearances of comets. It is

not rash to venture the prediction that the very first ap-

plication of the spectroscope to a really fine comet will

give us at least as much additional insight into the nature

of these bodies as the total eclipse of 186S gave with

regard to the atmosphere of the sun. P. (i. Tait

DANA'S MINERALOGY
A System of Mineralogy : Descriptive Mineralogy com-

prising titc most Recent Discoveries. By James
Dwight Dana, Silliman Professor of Geology and
Mineralogy in Yale College, etc., aided by (ieorge

Jarvis Brush, Professor of .Mineralogy and Metal-

lurgy in the Sheffield Scientific School of Vale Col-

lege. Fifth edition, 8vo. pp. 827, figures 61 7. (London:
(Triibner & Co.)

II.

"PXCEPT in the subdi\isions of tlie silicates. Professor

Dana has adhered pretty nearly to the classification

adopted in his fourth edition ; which accords also in its

general features, though not in its details, with that on

which the minerals in the British Museum are arranged.

The arrangement of the silicates in his new edition is a

step that must be called tentative towards a simpler and

more philosophical classification of these numerous and

important salts. We certainly feel some hesitation in

adopting either the terminology or the divisions Professor

Dana introduces. The terms bi- and uni-silicate are not

happy for the expression of oxygen ratios ; not so happy,

for instance, as the term singulo-silicate used for the latter

by Rammelsberg, or the ortho-silicates of Odling. We own

to a partiality for the view of Dr. Odling regarding the

difterent classes of silicates, on the ground partly of the

harmonious relations he introduces between these and

other multibasic salts, and also from the satisfactory way

in which these very important minerals group themselves

as ortho-, para-, or meta-silicates. We may take another

occasion for illustrating this, and pass on to Professor

Dana's new and scholarlike handling of the whole ques-

tion of nomenclature.

Our author has shirked no labour or odium in the way

he has faced this question. That trivial names are abso-

lutely necessary in mineralogy no one who has dealt with

the subject at all philosophically will question. Even

such semi-trivial terms as ferrous aluminic garnet, calcio-

fcrric or magnesio-aluminic garnet, are almost too long

for use ; but how should the composition of these bodies

be described by names purely chemical .'

Generally, therefore, we feel bound to acquiesce in the

use of a trivial name for each mineral, and to subscribe

to the rules Professor Dana has laid down for such names.

These may be stated as the use of the termination -itc,

except in names that have a hold on literature or use ;

some care in adhering to proper etymological principles

in derivative names ; and, finally, the law of priority of

claim accorded in general, but with proper exceptions,

to the first describer of a mineral. In applying these

rules, Dana retains, so far as wee an enumerate them,

some thirty-four names not ending in -//t-, and changesabout

forty-seven of the names more or less generally received.

We cannot, however, concur in the Professor's criticism

in his derivation of the spellings in all cases from the

pseudo-Latin names given to metals by the chemist.

Thus, to call nickeline "niccolite" and not "nickelite" is to

lose sight of an essential part of the original form of a

word of which, in fact, our familiar term " Old Nick ''
is

the English shape. Surely, too, bismuth ochre should

become not bismite, but bismuthite. Nor can we agree

with the dismissal by Dana of the term hemimorphite,

which was given to the monohydrated dizincous silicate

by Kenngott. Our author reverts to the old name of

calamine, between the use of which and of smithsonite,

as names sometimes attached to the zinc carbonate, some-

times to the silicate, there has long existed a confusion

that is best ended by the adoption of at least one new
name. And Kenngott's term had at any rate this great merit,

that it seized a characteristic of the crystallised silicate,

by virtue of which it stands conspicuous among almost

all other minerals, and certainly is distinguished from the

other calamine, the character, namely, of being truly

hemimorphous ; that is to say, of presenting a given crj'-

stallinc form all the planes that should occur on one side

of a plane of symmetry, and none of the planes of that

form that would, if the crystal were holosyminetrical, be

met with on the other side of that plane of symmetry.

We plead, therefore, strongly in behalf of Kenngott's

name. As regards the merging of the term hornblende

in that of amphibole as carried out by Dana, we

would prefer to see the whole nomenclature of these

augitic and hornblendic minerals so handled that we
might have a general term for all the groups of minerals

united under a common chemical type ; and separate

terms, still generic, that might embrace the minerals,

whether of prismatic, oblique, or anorthic type, that present

the kind of homceomorphism that demarks these groups.

The trivial names for the dift'erent species or varieties

under each group would remain nearly as they are. Now
Professor Dana selects the term amphibole for the most

general of these expressions, and he includes under a

pyroxene sub-group cnstatite (prismatic), wollastonite

(oblique^ and what he further calls pyroxene (oblique

but homcEomorphous with enstatite) ; and then after a

spodumene sub-group he introduces an amphibole sub-

group. We venture to think that the term " amphibolic

minerals " used for the whole might well be made to

embrace : Firstly, an augitic group, including as its

members, {a) enstatite, with hypersthenic minerals, {b)

diopside, with sahlite, hedenbergite, and the fassaite 1

(aluminous varieties, {c) spodumene and petalite, id) ach-
j

mite, ((•) rhodonite and babingtonite ; Secondly, a horn-
^

blendic group, embracing as its subdivisions, (a) kupft'erile

with anthophyllite, ib) trcmolite, with actinolitc, griincrite
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and the pargasitc (aluminous) varieties, {c) arfvedsonite
;

Thirdly, wollastonite.

Of course only a few leading varieties are here noticed.

As regards other names introduced by Professor Dana, we

are fain to accept even so uncomfortable a name as pro-

chlorite in place of chlorite, a term to the chemist's ears so

ambiguous in its sound. To most of Professor Dana's

other changes, also, we with more or less of readiness

subscribe ; though against the barbarous conversion, not

newly introduced into this edition of Dana, of one of

the most ancient terms in mineralogy, pyrites, into pyrite,

in flagrant defiance of all etymological principle, wc must

continually protest.

We have noticed the more important novel features in

this fifth edition. There is still much to be said regarding

the degree of fulness with which diflerent parts of the

descriptions of the minerals are given, such as the pyro-

gnostic characters, and the treatment of the chemical

analyses. But when we consider the vast amount of

matter collected into some 800 closely-printed pages, the

scrupulous care with which so enormous a number of

references has been made to the labours of mineralogists,

extending over the whole area of the scientific literary

works of a century past— ay, and often into the two or

three centuries before that ; when we remember that the

progress of the science up to 1868 is thus fully, concien-

tiously, and elaborately recorded, we can only thank Pro-

fessor Dana, in the name of European mineralogists, for

the very valuable volume by which he has so much
lightened their labours : and with his name we must asso-

ciate that of the accomplished mineralogist who has shared

his labours, Prof. Brush. If in fulness their joint work does

not come up to the now, alas ! almost obsolete work of

Hausmann,itisthree times more portable. W. H. Millers in-

valuable book,modestly called by him an edition of Phillips,

is again a mineralogical crystallography. The only book

that at present professes to cover the ground occupied by

Professor Dana's work is the admirable Manuel of Des
Cloizeaux, of which, however, only one volume has yet

appeared, but which unites to the sort of originality in

crystallographic and physical research which gives Miller's

work its value, something of the universality of treatment

which Dana gives to his mineral species. We wish,

indeed, that M. Des Cloizeaux could have given up the

microscopic fractions that characterise the French system

of crystallographic notation, and torment the crystallo-

grapher's hardly-used eyes, for the more elegant notation

of Miller, as he has in fact adopted the stereographic

projection. But we look keenly forward to the publication

of the second volume at the hands of the new member of

the Institute ; and, while we do so, we feel confident that

as in matter it will be as masterly as the first, and as in-

dispensable to the scientific mineralogist, so it will satisfy

scientific needs that differ in kind from those felt by a

large proportion of the practical men in whose hands
Professor Dana's book will still be a standard treatise.

We have said enough to point out the extreme value of
Professor Dana's book, which, taken as an indication of
the present state of science in America, is of the
best possible augury ; and we may add that mineralogy
is not the only science represented in high-class American
text-books. Chauvenet's "Astronomy" is another instance
which at once suggests itself.

N. Story Maskelyne

BIBLIOTHEQUE DES MERVEILI.ES
L'Acousligiu, on Ics Phenovthtes du Son. Par R. Radau.

Ouvrage illustrd de 114 vignettes.—Z'0///^;/c. Par
F. Marion. Ouvrage illustrt^ de 70 vignettes sur bois,
et d'une planche tirde en couleur.—Z'^T/A/r/tvA''. Par
J. Bailie. 71 vignettes.—Zt-j Foircs Physiques. Par
Achille Cazin. 58 vignettes. (Hachette ; Paris and
London.)

Thunder and Lightning. ByW.de Fonvielle. Translated
from the French and edited by T. L. Phipson, Ph.D.,
F.C.S.— 77;<- Phenomena and Laws of Heat. By
Achille Cazin. Translated and edited by Elihu
Rich. (London : Sampson Low, Son, & Marston.i

npHESE works form part of a series having the general
title, '-Bibliotheque des Merveilles," which will be

extended to about a hundred volumes, and will form a
Cyclopaedia of the more prominent wonders of the universe
—of all that is "most admirable in Nature, in the sciences
in industry, in history, in man." It is published under the
direction of M. Edouard Charton, and the main object to

be attained by it is " seconder I'heureux mouvement qui
porte aujourd'hui toutes les classes de la socie'td vers in-
struction." The majority of the volumes which have
already appeared relate to applied science, and here we may
remark that MM. Hachette have done much to disseminate
a taste for science among all classes by the publication of
works suited to the most varied capabilities and the
most varied means. Commencing at one end of his
series, we have twenty and thirty franc "editions de
luxe" of the Le del and Phc'nonienes de la Physique
class

;
and, passing through various gradations, we arrive

at length at the two-franc volumes of the " Biblioth^que
des Merveilles." The last volumes have much to recom-
mend them

;
they are, for the most part, popular in

style; they are well illustrated, well printed, and unde-
niably cheap, and they are written by men, amon"-
whom are many who are engaged in giving instruction

in one or other of the multifarious educational estab-
lishments of France. We have no series of books in this

country to compare for excellence and cheapness with
these, and this mainly arises from the fact that science
does not form an essential part of our educational system
as it does of that of France. The volumes of the "Biblio-
thfeque des Merveilles" can be sold in France at less

than one-half the price which would be demanded in this

country, because the publisher can feel certain when he
issues his work that a large number will find their way
into the various schools and colleges of the Empire.
M. Radau's "Acoustics " is quite a type of a French

popular scientific work ; with every desire to convey as
much information as possible, the author will not give up
a certain amount of light amusing matter, and a popular
style. How surprised we should be in this country to see

a woodcut of a dancing bacchante (somewhat like Salvioni)

in a chapter entitled "Le Timbre," and not far from a
representation of the " Progression d'une vibration lono-i-

tudinale." A vague unscientific reader might be led to

find an analogy between Cagniard de la Tour's syren and
Radau's bacchante ; the bacchante occupies a full page,

while the syren has a little strip of space in the text,

and we ultimately discover that the former has been
introduced solely for the purpose of showing the

crotalon. Among the many good features of this book,
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we may mention that it enters somewhat fully into the

growth of music, and traces the connection between the

science of sound and the art of music. From this we

learn that the names of the first six notes were introduced

by Guido of Arezzo, in 1026, and that they were the com-

mencement of words taken from a hymn which is still

sung on S. John's Day :

—

" L 'I queant laxis rr,ouare fibris

A/ira, gestorum yimiuli tuorum,

.Wve polluti lah'n reatum,

Sanc'.e loaiincs."

The seventh note was designated si, in 1684, by Lemaire,

and was taken from the initials of Sancte loannes. We
may mention the chapters on the reflection of sound, on

interference, and on the voice, as being of special interest.

In the first of these the famous echo of Athanasius Kircher

is described ; the echoes in this case are produced by

walls placed at certain distances apart, and at right angles

to another wall ; the observer cries :

—

" Til« \ero gratias again, quo clamore?"

and the echo answers :

—

" Clamore—.\more—More—Ore -Re.

The work on " Electricity," by M. Bailie, is of a less

popular character than the above ; it treats solely of the

applications of electricity, and is divided into four parts

:

Electric Telegraphy, Induction Machines, the Electric

Light, and Galvanoplastic Art. M. Cazin has previously

published a work on Heat in this series, and his " Forces

Physiques " is of the same character ; they are essentially

sound, accurate in detail, and are well adapted for those

who arc commencing the study of physics. Many of these

works have been translated into English, and we are

glad to know that the greater number of the books of the

" Biblioth&que des Mer\-eiUes" which have not yet ap-

peared are now in course of translation, among them

.S'sstiQ

EXPANSIVE FORCE OF FREEZING W.^TER

L'Acoustigue, which ought to be used in all schools in

which music is taught, and therefore notably in Ladies'

Schools. M. Marion's L'Optiqiie has been translated

by Mr. C. W. Quin, who has introduced a chapter on the

spectroscope, unfortunately without an illustration. The
work is concluded by a full account of the ghost illusion

of which we heard so much a few years ago. M. de

Fonvielle's "Thunder and Lightning" retrogrades some-

what from the works noticed above, in that it is of a more

sensational character. Thus we have full-page woodcuts

of " a murderer struck by lightning ;" of a broad stream of

lightning meeting a lady as she comes upstairs ; of an ex-

plosion of gas by lightning, and so on. The best wood-

cuts in the book are those which represent the photographic

reproduction of an electric spark. M. Cazin's work on

ICOTCGB-^PIliC IM.\GE OF ELECTRIC SPARK

" Heat " is strictly scientific in character, and might with

advantage be used as an elementary text-book in schools.

We hope before long to find this series of books

altogether naturalised in this country, and no time could

be more fitting, since science has at length been re-

cognised as a useful educational engine.

G. Farrer Rodwell

OUR BOOK SHELF
Chemical Exercises. — Arithmetical Exercises for

Clu-inical Students. By C. J. Woodward, B. .Sc.

(London : Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 1869).

Mr. Woodward, who is lecturer on chemistry and

physics at the Midland Institute, Birmingham, has

printed, under the above title, a set of ten very useful

cards, to assist students in familiarising themselves with

the more common numerical calculations of chemistry.

Each card contains, first the data, and secondly the

method oi a particular kind of calculation ; this is followed

by a number of questions. Ten subjects are gone over

in this way. I may describe them as : (i) the metric

system
; (2) conversion of thermometric readings, and

reduction of gaseous volumes : (3) specific gravity
; (4)

formuke as yielding percentage composition
; (5) per-

centage composition a source of formulae
; (6) weight and

chemical effect ; (7) volume and chemical effect ; (8) reac-

tions of gases; (9) the crith and thermal units; (10) specific,

atomic, and latent heat. This range is amply sufficient

for all ordinary purposes.

Although there arc great conveniences in the use of a

card system of instruction, especially when clearness in

the printing is as well attended to as in these specimens,

an objection lies against it that, in this case particularly,

a good deal of repetition is unavoidable. In Mr. Wood-
ward's data, the same symbolic values are tabulated over

and over again. Could not these have been collected in
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a single group, once for all ? Much space might also have
been gained for questions by giving what corresponds to

a title-page only on the first card. Thoroughly sys-

tematic names, based on a single principle now in

use, ought alone to be employed in elementary teach-

ing. " Argentic chloride," " silver chloride," " corrosive

sublimate," are names of three quite distinct kinds which,

we have found, the author employs without comment. A
nomenclature card would indeed be a valuable prefix to

tlie series. It would also be an advantage to append
answers to all the questions.

Clearly expressed rules, and good examples of the mode
of applying them, arc so obviously useful to students,

that it only remains to add that Mr. Woodward has done
his work well. E. J. M.

Agricultural Engineering.

—

Der CuKiir-Ingenieur. Her-
ausgegcben von Ur. F. W. Dtinkclberg. (Brunswick,
S69-)

I HIS periodical, a quarterly journal in its second year of

publication, professes to deal with all questions of applied

science affecting agriculture. The papers contained in

the present number are mostly of a thoroughly practical

character. They treat of such matters as the testing of

steam-engines at agricultural exhibitions, the examination
and adjustment of levelling instruments, the cause of
boiler explosions, the mean velocity of water in canals

and rivers, and the usefulness and profitableness of various
machines for agricultural purposes. One paper gives a
description of English locomotives for use on ordinary

roads. The journal is well got up and amply illustrated.

The Microscope and its Use. By Dr. H. Hager. {Das
Mikroskop mid seine Amuendiing. (Berlin: Springer.)

This little work gives, in less than a hundred pages, first,

a brief account of the microscope and of microscopic
appliances ; secondly, a still more rapid description of

common microscopic objects. It is, in fact, very much
like our own "Carpenter on the Microscope," on a veiy
reduced scale. The first part is written with great sense,

and very much to the purpose. We are not surprised that

the little work has received in Germany the unusual honour
of a third edition.

Freshwater Radiolaria.

—

On some Freshiuater Rhizopoda,
nezo or little kuoiun. By William Archer. {Quarterly

Journal of Microscopical Science, July and October,
1S69.)

Mr. Archer, of Dublin, who is well known as one of

the contributors to Pritchard's " Infusoria," and a careful

observer, has for the last two or three years chronicled in

the Proceedings of the Dublin Microscopical Club, pub-
lished in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,

the occurrence of Radiolarian-like Rhizopods in the moor-
pools of Ireland. At the end of last year Dr. Focke, of
Bremen, described and figured a few of the same forms,

bearing a likeness to some which have been considered as

belonging to the ger.us Actinophrys, or sun-animalcules,

of Ehrcnberg. Mr. Archer has at length published the

description of his new species, with full illustrations in

three folding coloured plates. Many of these new fresh-

water Radiolarians, like the marine fomis which they ap-

pear to represent in fresh water, carry siliceous spicules
;

they are mostly globular, and have a capsule surrounded
by protoplasmic matter, which is drawn out into very long
and delicate threads or rays, whilst the spicules arc aggre-
gated so as to form a loose sort of skeleton. In one large

species Mr. Archer found several globular capsules united
in one individual {Raphidiophrys). The contents of the
capsules are coloured green in some instances, in other
species they are red, or colourless. These most interest-

ing animals are found only in moor-pools, and are, there-

fore, not to be got at by ever>- observer. It is, therefore,

very curious that besides Mr. Archer's and Dr. Focke's
publications in this year, Dr. Richard Greef, of Bonn,
should also have turned his atteniion to them, without

being aware of Mr. Archer's work. In No. 3 of Max
Schultze's jlrchiv for this year. Dr. Greef has a paper
and plates, describing some species and genera identical
with those of Mr. Archer, who, however, has precedence
by some months. The fresh-water Radiolaria, it has been
suggested, stand in the same relation to the more exube-
rant and highly developed marine Radiolaria, as do the
fresh-water Hydrozoa represented by Hydra to the much
more numerous, morebrilliant, and varied marine Hydrozoa.

E. R. L.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History.—No. 24.
December, iS6g. (,Taylor and Francis.)

The last number of this journal contains several valuable
papers, of which the most important is undoubtedly
Mr. Carter's description of the Development of Sora's-

truni spinulosuni, which will be read with interest b)'

botanists. Dr. Lcconte, of Philadelphia, contributes a
list of beetles collected in Vancouver's Island by Messrs.
H. and J. Matthews, with descriptions of a consider-
able number of new species. Dr. Leconte does not cite

any of the species from the same locality described
by Mr. Francis Walker in Lord's "Naturalist in \'an-
couvers Island and British Columbia;" in all probability
he will find that some of his supposed new species are
already described.—Mr. T. Vernon WoUaston publishes a
continuation of his paper on the Coleoptera of St. Helena,
the general results of which we propose to give on its

completion.—A third entomological paper is by Mr. Fred.
Smith, on the Parasitism of Rhipiphorus paradoxus, in
answer to a communication in the November number by
Mr. Andrew Murray, in which that gentleman maintained
that the larva of Rhipiphorus, which is always found in

the cells of wasps, is a parasite rather in the classical than
in the natural histoiy sense of the term ; that is to say,
that it merely lives upon the food furnished to the wasp-
larva, and does not feed upon the substance of the latter.

In opposition to this view, Mr. Smith cites observations
made by himself and by the late Mr. F. Stone, which
show clearly enough that the larva oi Rhipiphorus is not
hatched until the wasp-larva is approaching maturity, that
it speedily fastens upon its companions, and appropriates
the latter's materials with so much avidity as to attain its

full growth in about forty-eight hours.— Other purely
zoological papers are—A description of a new British
spider belonging to the genus Epeira, by Mr. John Black-
wall ; descriptions of two new species of sun birds from
the Island of Hainan, by Mr. Robert Swinhoe ; and a
notice of some nondescript bones in the skull of osseous
fishes, by Mr. George Gulliver. The bones referred to in

the last-mentioned paper are to be found in the head of
the codfish at the hind part of each post-frontal bone.
There is one on each side of the head, and their form is

that of a sub-conical cup. The author calls them expost-

frontal ossicles. Similar limpet-shaped ossicles hitherto
unnoticed occur in other parts of the head.—In a joint

paper on the Nomenclature of the Foraminifera (the thir-

teenth of a long-continued series), Messrs. Jones, Parker,
and Kirkby describe the extraordinarily varied forms under
which a species, to which they attribute the name of
Troehaniniina pusilla,i;nmnls itself These forms, which
have of course received a great number of different names,
are represented by the authors on a plate ; they occur
I'ossil in almost all formations from the Permian to the
Tertiarics, and some of them are living in our present
seas.— In a short contribution to Jurassic Paktontology,
Mr. Ralph Tate indicates the necessity for breaking up
the great genus Cerithium, and notices that the genus
A7/<Y'r/w, established in 1863 by Lycett, at the expense of
Cerithium. is identical with lixelissa, Piette (1861), of
which he describes a new British Liassic species. He
also proposes the formation of a new genus, Cryptaulax,
for another group of Cerithia, in which the aperture more
resembles that of Chemnitzia, and the posterior canal is

concealed by the_ outer lip.
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THE JAPANESE

JAPAN is a country of which the outer barbarian world

as yet knows little. By slow degrees, however, the

great wave of progress is making inroads even in that

jealously guarded group of islands ; but as yet it is but m
three places, not in themselves of much importance, that

the country is open to foreign commerce. The capital is

only accessible to diplomatic agents, and the excursions

whi'ch have been made into the interior have been of an

imperfect kind.

Ycddo, with the great volcanic cone of Fusiyama pro-

minent in all the views of the city ;
Yokohama, Kanagawa,

Kagosima, the Central Sea,— these names bring before us

almost all that we really know about Japan. There are

maps of the empire to be found, which show the divisions

and towns of the great island of N ippon, and also of the

smaller islands of the group ; but we know little of them,

except their names and their relative position. The day

is yet to come when the physical geography of this fine

group of islands will be laid bare to the researches of

Western men of science. The latitude of the islands,

totJ-ether with the influence of that warm ocean current

which may be called the Pacific Gulf Stream, ensures for

them a mild climate ; and rice, cotton, and silk are among

the varied productions of this favoured country. At the

same time, it must not be forgotten that earthquakes arc

not unusual, that the volcanic fires are not yet extinct m
Japan, and that the shores are sometimes \'isited by the

fierce typhoons which desolate the neighbouring seas.

The people themselves, however, their religion and

government, their houses, their manners and customs,

have been subject to observation in the diflcrent

towns open to foreigners ; and several accounts have

been laid before the public. Of these, none is more

interesting than the narrative of his life in Japan which

has been given to the world by M. Aimc Humbert,* the

Swiss minister in Japan, who arrived there in the year

1863, and who has prepared a narrative of his sojourn in

Yokohama and Yeddo, and his excursions in the neigh-

bourhood of these places, which is extremely lively and

interesting. M. Humbert's observations arc chiefly upon

the people ; and his remarks, and the number of illustra-

tions with which the descriptions in his two magnificent

volumes are enriched, bring before us the Japanese, at least

of the cities, with very great vividness. They live and

move before our eyes : we see them in their temples, in

their court dresses, in their everyday life, in their amuse-

ments, in the pursuit of their trades and professions, in the

exercise of justice, in the celebration of their annual fetes.

The Japanese, M. Humbert thinks, are of diverse

origin. Some possibly came from China, some were

Mongols from the neighbouring Corea ;
but doubtless

many derive their descent from ancestors whose frail

boats were drifted from the Malaysian Archipelago far to

the south. The Japanese are not a tall race ;
the head

and chest are generally large, the legs short, the hands

small and often beautiful, the hair long, smooth, and

black, the nose well-defined, the eyes more prominent

than those of Europeans, the dominant colour of the skin

an olive brown, though the colour varies from an almost

copper brown to a dull white. The women are lighter in

colour than the men, and in the higher classes they are

often perfectly white.

In their domestic relations the Japanese are kindly,

especially to their children, for whom they have intense

affection, and for whose pleasure they will make any

sacrifice. The Japanese takes but one wife ;
but he has

it in his power to take secondarj' spouses, and not unfre-

quently avails himself of the privilege. The Japanese

women arc in a state of extreme subjection to their lords.

The religion of the vast mass of the people is Buddhism,

* Le Jjpon illustrS, par Aime Humbert, ancien plenipotentiairc de la

Confederation Suisse, a vols. 410. L. Hachette ct C-, Paris.

with a vast array of bonzes or priests, and great temples,

colossal idols, and a complicated system of worship. One

of the grandest of the idols is well described by M. Hum-
bert ; it is the image of Diaboudhs, the gieat Buddha;

—

"The road to the temple is distant from a 1 habitations ;

it winds between tall hedges, then a straight road mounts

up between foliage and flowers, then a sudden turn follows,

and all at once, at the end of an avenue, is seen a gigantic

divinity of copper, seated in a squatting attitude, with the

hands joined and in the attitude of contemplative ecstasy."

The acceptance of the Buddhist doctrine of the ultimate

passing of man into annihilation produces, it is said, in

the Japanese, that wonderful disregard of human life

which is one of their most remarkable characteristics.

But besides the Buddhist theology, there is also a wor-

ship of the Kamis, or ancestral divinities, which pre-

vails in Japan. The Kamis are not always the ances-

tors of separate families ; the greatest of them, indeed,

are the fabled ancestors of the whole Japanese race. But

the belief in these ancestral deities leads to a vast amount

of reverence being paid to the memory of the dead, and

to annual visits to the tombs of the departed. These

visits to the hills of the dead which surround the towns

r^:c—

^

.iT

are distinguished by much illumination of torches, and
terminate with a setting afloat of little boats, each with

lights, which drift down the river at night, and of which

the lights are one by one extinguished. There is, besides,

a belief in a number of tutelary deities, some of whom are

half-mystic heroes—gods who preside over the events of

life, whose fc/i's are occasions of much national rejoicing,

and whose influence contributes to counteract the sombre
eftccts which an exclusively Buddhist belief would produce.

Of one of these, Hotci, the accompanying illustration

gives a representation, the fac-similc of a Japanese draw-

ing. Hotel is the personification of contentment in the

midst of poverty. He is the sage who possesses no worldly

goods— the Diogenes of the great Nippon. His sole be-

longings are a scrap of coarse hempen cloth, a wallet, and
a fan. When his wallet is empty he only laughs at it, and
lends it to the children in the street, who use it for their

games. For his part, he converts it by turns into a

mattrass, a pillow, a mosquito-net : he seats himself on it

as on an inflated skin to cioss a current of water. Hotei

leads a somewhat vagabond life. He is sometimes

met mounted on the buffalo belonging to a cultivator
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of the rice-fields. All the country-folk are his friends.

He sleeps under the trees ; and the children awake him.

Then he takes them in his arms, tells them stories

of the sky, the moon, the stars, all the magnificence of

nature, treasures which no one knows better than himself

how to enjoy.

The government of Japan is a species of feudal con-

federation, with a theocratic head. The Mikado, the son

of the gods, and hereditary emperor, is the representative

of the sacred power ; but the civil and military adininis-

tration rested until xciy recently in the hands of his lieu-

tenant-general, the Tycoon, whose headquarters were in

Veddo. The great princes, or Daimios, are in many in-

stances almost independent, and they are only held in sub-

jection by being obliged to have a double residence ; one

on their own estates, and the other in Veddo, where their

families are kept as hostages for their good behaviour.

The Yaconins, or military following of the Daimios, con-

stitute a turbulent class of the population, bound solel)' to

their feudal lords, and ready for any fray that may happen.

It is among the Japanese of the upper classes that the act

uf Itam-kiri is practised. This is a suicide, nominally

accomplished by plunging a knife into the bowels, but

really, in cases of punishment, by the assistance of the

person who stands prepared to strike off the head of the

\ ictim at the moment when the knife is placed for the fatal

blow.

The Japanese are a cultivated people, with letters and
literature partly of Chinese origin, but modified in order

to adapt them to Japanese use. They have also a distinct

national history; and their literature, though not rich in

philosophical disquisitions, abounds in legends, in fables,

in satirical descriptions. The Japanese ha\e also highly

developed artistic tastes ; and painting, drawing, and
sculpture are followed as distinct professions. The
Japanese drawing does not always satisfy European
exigencies with regard to perspectixe ; but the colouring

is brilliant, and in Japanese sketches, whether of plants or

animals, people or landscape, there is a breadth, life, and
truth, which many European artists of much higher

pretensions might en\ y. In fact, the best notions that we
can obtain of Japanese life and its surroundings are to be
derived from the numerous sketches by Japanese artists

which exist, and which represent the people pursuing their

daily occupations. M. Humbert has profusely illustrated

his work w ith pictures— partly facsimiles of native work,
partly drawn after sketches made by Japanese artists.

The Japanese have what the Chinese seem to be deficient

in, a strong sense of humour ; and this they exhibit in a

\ery striking manner in their sketches, in which human
beings are represented by typical animals. Thus, sketches

may be seen in which an old bonze is represented as a
wolf, a group of Buddhist nuns as weasels, and a company
of rats acting as rice-merchants.

The artistic tastes of the people and their love of

Nature are both illustrated by their passion for flowers,

and by the skill with which they are cultivated. No feast

is considered perfect without flowers, and flower-shows
meet with as much approbation in Japan as in England.
'I'he Japanese gardeners exhibit great skill in the arts of
raising new varieties of flowers, of grafting plants, so that
different flowers and leaves grow in what appear to be
Ijranches of the same plant ; and they are, above all,

learned in the manufacture of dwarfed plants, which are
in great request as house ornaments. The Japanese
delight in gardens, and they layout small pieces of ground
with wonderful skill, contriving to "give ample space to

narrow bounds" with much ingenuity. The vast cineinlc of
Veddo encloses much garden ground, and the people make
at least three definite excursions to the suburbs at different

times of the year, to see with their own eyes how the
seasons progress. These excursions are often made as
picnics, in which merry family groups take part. The
Japanese haxe also a great fondness for aquaria ; c\ery

house possesses one, and an aquarium, with small fish in

it, is a very common object to be seen in houses.
The Japanese common people, both the tonrgeoisic and

the lower orders, take life with as much enjoyment as pos-
sible. The /i7f.9 of various gods, who are patrons of one
or other of the numerous industries exercised, afford occa-
sion for long processions, with great displays of banners
and symbols, for much merriment, and a not always digni-

fied or moderate consumption of saki. Nor are the pil-

grimages made to the sacred snow-covered Fusi-yama
and to the various habitations of holy hermits altogether
without alleviations. The events of domestic life—births,

marriages, deaths, presentations of children in the temple,
the coining-of-age of boys, when they have completed
their fifteenth year, visits to the burial-places of ancestors
—all afford occasion for friendly meetings, and for much '

ceremonial.

SILKEN ORNAMENTS

Theatrical entertainments, and the performances of
wrestlers, acrobats, jugglers, and ballet dancers are among
the public amusements to which the Japanese are pas-
sionately attached. The theatres at Veddo to which
foreigners have had access are chiefly those patronised by
the l/oiifgco!sic; but among the audience are to be found
nobles who assume a dress intended to show that they
pay their visit incognito. Wrestlers are under special
imperial patronage, and are much favoured by the people.
The contests consist chiefly of struggles as to which of
two competitors shall by mere weight push the other out
of a circle marked off by bags filled with straw. Japanese
wrestling is utterly unlike what is understood in England
by the same term ; and the men engaged in it are gene-
rally in a fleshy condition which, among ourselves, would
be considered utterly incompatible with a state of " train-

ing." The feats of performers who execute wonderful
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tricks of balancing, and of jugglers who do the " butterfly

trick," which has lately been so popular among ourselves,

elicit great applause. So popular also are ballet per-

formances, that even the priests, in some of the great

temples, engage in sacred dances to add to the " legiti-

mate" attractions of the places of worship. Fencing is

a favourite amusement, and is taught to women.

The public baths where men and women conduct their

ablutions in the sight of all the world, and the tea-houses,

at which women wait on the guests, are two features of

Japanese life which are very strange to European eyes.

The town of Yeddo has a \ery striking physiognomy,

so to speak. To the south are the suburbs on the shores

of the bay ; in the centre the citadel and the dwellings of

the nobihty ; to the south-east, the trading town ; to the

east, the quays and bridges of the great river, and on the

left bank the industrial "city of Hondjo ; to the north lie

the temples, the fields where fairs are held, the theatres

and public places of amusement. The western quarters

are occupied by the general city population ;
and the

suburbs of the north and west are full of verdure and flowers.

Vcddo has been calculated to have 1,800,000 inhabitants,

although as an important city it only dates from the

beginning of the 17th century. It is the northern termi-

nation of the great military road, the Tokaido, which

traverses the empire from Nagasaki to Yeddo, near to

which are built towns, villages, and many houses of the

nobility, and along which the Uaimois pass when proceed-

ing to their compulsory residence in \ eddo. The modes

of travel in use are either horseback, or palanquins

carried by men. These latter aie of two kinds; the

norimon, closed on all sides, and in use among the upper

classes, and the cango, light in construction, open at the

sides, and used by the common people. As the Daimois

pass along with tlieir two-sworded retinue, all passengers

give way to them, those that are on horseback dismount,

and all stand bending low till the great man has gone on

his way. The refusal of foreigners to submit to this lashion

has led to the murder of more than one.

Yeddo is a busy town. Cotton and silk manufactures

of a delicate kind, the making of porcelain, dyeing,

tanning, the working in metals, the carving of stone, wood,

and ivory, the manufactures of paper and of leather are

all carried on in the town. (An illustration of the delicate

silk embroidery which is made by the Japanese is given

in the accompanying woodcuts, which represent silken

dress ornaments!) In the suburbs, especially of the

northern part, the gardens of the florists, the rural tea-

houses, and the rice-fields are found. Minor industries

—those of the makers of chop-sticks, of toothpowder, of

dolls, of makers of mats, basket-work, and bo.xes, down to

that of the humble rag picker— are to be found exercised

in the small shops, or in the streets of Yeddo. The
streets arc full of life. The trades are carried on by the

ai-tisans, the jugglers and acrobats exercise their skill,

men, women, and children pass along, bent on amusement
or pleasure ; here an enormous artificial fish, or a flag dis-

played at a house, announces the birth of a child ; there

a wedding procession takes its way; a Uaimio passes,

and all bow to the ground ; an alarm of fire from one of

the many watchtowers of the city calls out the firemen
;

the watch goes on its rounds ; beggars exercise their arts

as a kind of sacred trade— in a word, all the complicated

machinery of a busy town life is to be seen in acti\e

operation, in w-hat was the great capital of the Tycoon.

A jealous exclusion of foreigners prevailed in Japan for

more than two centuries and a half ; the only favoured people

being the Dutch,who were permitted to build a small factory

at Decima, and to send thither annually two trading vessels.

The arrival of foreigners and their trade were regarded by

the Tycoon and the nobles with dislike, chiefly because

of the possibility that the introduction of new ideas might
upset the old order of things ; and the residence of foreign

Ministers in Yeddo was rendered so uncomfortable, and

even dangerous, that the legations settled in Yokohama
as their permanent place of residence.

Recent events have effected a great change in the
government of Japan. The Mikado, the theocratic
emperor, has abolished the office of Tycoon. He has left

his sacred city, and established himself, temporarily at

least, in Yeddo, where the legations are in greater security
than before. The export of tea and silk, already great, is

increasing : and it is possible that Japan, so long isolated,

may in time resume her relations with the outer world, and
become, as her early records show her to have been, a
busily trading, progressive nation.

It will be seen from the foregoing notice that M. Hum-
bert's volumes contain an immense mass of valuable in-

formation as well as exquisite illustrations and lighter

matter.
J. A. Chess.\r

FOOD OF OCEANIC ANIMALS
'T^HE receipt of an interesting paper by Professor

',
-•- Dickie, entitled " Notes on range in depth of marine

J

Alga>," lately published by the Botanical .Society of ICdin-

burgh, induces me to call the attention of physiologists to

the fact, that plant-life appears to be absent in the ocean,
with the exception of a comparatively narrow fringe

(known as the littoral and laminarian zones), which girds
the coasts, and of the ''Sargasso'' tract in the Gulf of
Mexico.

During the recent exploration in H.M.S. Porcupine of
part of the North .•\tlantic, 1 could not detect the slightest

trace of any vegetable organism at a greater depth than
fifteen fathoms. Animal organisms of all kinds and sizes,

living and dead, were everywhere abundant, from the
surface to the bottom ; and it might at first be supposed
that such constituted the only food of the oceanic animals
which were observed, some of them being zoophagons,
others sarcophagons, none phytophagous. But inasmuch
as all animals are said to exhale carbonic acid gas, and on
their death the same gas is given out by their decomposi-
tion, whence do oceanic animals get that supply of carbon
which terrestrial and littoral or shallow-water animals
derive, directly or indirectly, from plants ? Can any class

of marine animals assimilate the caibon contained in the
sea, as plants assimilate the carbon contained in the air?

Not being a physiologist, I will not presume to offer an
opinion ; but the suggestions or questions which I have
ventured to submit may perhaps be worth consideration.

At all events the usual theory, that all animals ultimately

depend for their nourishment on vegetable life, seems not

to be applicable to the main ocean, and consequently not

to one-half of the earth's surface.

J. GwYN Jeffreys

GOLD DIGGERS IN THIBET
a" HE Thibetan gold-field of Thok-Jalung in lat. 32'
•• 24' 26" and long. 81° 37' 38" was visited by the

pundits employed by the G. T. Survey, in 1S67 (August).

The camp was pitched in a large desolate plain of a
reddish brown appearance, the tents stand in pits seven
or eight feet deep for protection against the cold wind, the

elevation being 16,330 feet, yet the diggers prefer to work
in the winter, w hen nearly 600 tents are to be found there

;

the soil when frozen does not " cave in." They have no
wood, but use dried dung for fuel, and the water is so

brackish as to be undrinkable until frozen and rcmelted.

They live well, taking three meals a-day of boiled meat,
barley cakes, and tea stewed with butter. They will not

use tlie Himalayan tea, as too heating and only fit for

poor folks.

The gold is obtained from an excavation a mile long,

twenty-five feet deep, and ten to two hundred paces wide,

through which a small stream runs ;
the implements used

are a long-handled kind of spade, and an iron hoe.
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The water is dammed up, and a sloping channel left
;

at the bottom a clotli is spread, kept down by stones so as

to make the bottom uneven ; one man sprinkles the

auriferous earth over the channel, and another Hushes
the channel by means of a leather bag, the pieces of gold
fall into the inequalities and are easily collected in the

cloth by lifting up the stones. The yield is large, nuggets
of two pounds weight are found ; the gold sells on the

spot at rather less than thirty rupees per ounce. A gold

commissioner or "sarpon" superintends all the goldhelds,

a string of which extends along the northern watershed of

the Brahmaputra, from Lhasa to Rudok. Each held has

a chief or master, but anyone may dig who pays the

annual licence-fee of one sarapoo or two-fifths of an
ounce.

The curious posture for sleeping, universal among the

Thibetans, was obserxed here. They invariably draw
their knees close up to their heads, and rest on their knees
and elbows, huddling every scrap of clothing they can
muster on their backs ; the richer rest thus on a mattress
rising towards the head. The poorer avail themselves of

a suitable slope on the hill side, or pile stones and earth

to a convenient height. This position is most probably
adopted in order to secure as much warmth as possible

for the abdomen, the thighs pressing against it and
excluding the air.

The gold-diggers recreate themselves with tobacco
smoked in n'on pipes, and, notwithstanding the hardships
of their laborious toil, seem very merry, singing songs in

chorus, in which the women and children join.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The EJHor docs not IioUi himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. ]

Lectures to Ladies

Your correspondent "M. '' in her letter, which appeared in

N.iTURE No. IV., on the subject of the exclusion of teachers

from the lectures to ladies at South Kensington and University

College, is scarcely just in her remark that "at University Col-

lege they don't pretend to care for such an audience." The
committee of tlie Educational Association certainly do noi pretend

to care for governesses, but give a more substantial proof of their

care by admitting them on reduced terms.

All honour to " iM." for advocating the claims of governesses
;

but has she not, in her desire for improving their mental faculties,

omitted to taUe an account of their physical powers? To the

question, therefore, which she has propounded— " How can

any one who is hard at work all day go to a lecture in the fore-

noon?"— I am tempted to reply, In the American fashion, by
asking another :

" How can any one who is hiird at work all

day go to a lecture in the evening?" There is also the minor
consideration that the hire of a lecture-room (the majority of our
classes being held in a hired room) for the evenlTig is nearly

twice that of a room for the morning, so that It would be a some-
what hazardous experiment to institute evening classes on the

chance of ladies who are oigaged in teaching all day attending

in sufticient numbers to pay the rent.

In conclusion, I hope that if "iM."can spare a few minutes

of her valuable time some forenoon, she will look in at one of

our lectures ; and if she sees, or rather hears, anyone answering
the description of " Lady liarbara, who sneers aloud," I will

use my utmost endeavours to get up an evening class for "M."
even though she should be the only pupil.

The Hon. Sec. of the L.\dirs' Educational
Association, London

Chrysophanus Dispar

You ask for information about Chrysophanus Dispar. The
statement that it has been met with in Kerry is not in itself

improbable, and entomologists will be interested in having it

confirmed ; but when we find it said in the same paragraph
that the insect is not uncommon in England, it will be received

with doubt. C. Dispar has hitherto been found in only

one locality in these islands, the neighbourhood of the fens

formerly surrounding Whittlesea Mere. Other localities appear

in \\-orks on entomology', but have never been authenticated.

Owing partly to the drainage of the feus, and partly to the
indefatigable efforts of dealers and other collectors, the insect
has been quite extinct, I believe, for nearly twenty years.
Of late years the subdivision of species in entomology as well

as in other departments of Natural History has been somewhat
checked. What formerly appeared as those distinct species of
Po/yommatns, in our books of British Butterflies, under the
names of Agestis, Artaxerxes, and Salmacis, are now all re-

ferred to the first-named species. j^gestls is absent where
Salmacis is found, and both w'here Artaxerxes is found, and
the variety is referred to the difference of latitude. In the
same way entomologists no longer recognise any sjjecific

distinction between C. Dispar and C. Hippothoe, widely-
spread continental species. I possess a fine series of
r. Dispar reared from lar\a: taken in the year 1846. The
spot In which they were found is close to the Holme station,

69 miles from London on the Great Northern Railway. They
fed exclusively on the common water dock (Ruine-x Palustris).

It Is a curious illustration of the obscure causes which regulate
the geographical range of species, that though the plant is

abundant in the whole range of fen country, and generally
throughout England, the butterfly was .always confined to that
immediate neighbourhood.

C. I ir^aurecc was introduced into catalogues of British
Lepidoptera on the authority of dealers, but its claims to be
a British species were never authenticated.

Eton, Windsor. C. W. D.

The Brighton Aquarium
Would it be unduly troubling ynuwere I to ask you to inform

me, throng the medium of the columns of N.vrURE, if die
much-talked-of Brighton Aquarium is really to be "started "

?

H. 11. Mott
The Cloaca Maxima

Will you pardon me for asking a question which probably I

ought to be able to .answer myself? Mr. Corfield, in his interest-

ing comparison of the hygienic perfonnances of the ancients and
ourselves, mentions the well-known Cloaca Maxima as one of
the great glories of the Romans. Can he tell us how they got
the sewage into it? I presume the invention of Bramah was
not known In those times, and I was a little disappointed In not
finding in his .able paper a solution of a mystery which has
puzzled mc since my childhood. What did the Romans want
with a Cloaca Maxima, and how did they use it ?

Dec. nth. IGNORA.MUS

Lightning in a Clear Sky
The following extract from the "Life of Charleni.agne," by

Eijinhard, a contemporary, may be interesting to C. W. D.
" Cum Carolus imperator uitiinam in .Saxoniam expeditionem
contra Godcfridum, regem Danorum, ageret, quadam die, cum,
ante exortum soils, castrls egressus, iter agere ccepisset, vidit

re])ente delapsam caditus cum ingenti lumine faccm a dextra in

sinistram per serenum aera transcurrere ; cunctisque hoc signum,
quid portenderet, admirantibus, sublto equus quem sedebat,

capite deorsum merso, decidit, eumque tarn graviter ad terrain

clisit, ut fibula sagi rupta balteoque j^ladii dissipato, a feslinan-

tibus qui aderant ministris exarmatus non sine adminiculo leva-

retur. Jaculum etiam quod tunc fiDrte manu tcncbat, ita

elapsnm est ut viginti vel eo amplius pedum spatio longe

jaceret." J. M. W.

notes-
It is stated that the Council of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science have determined to ask the per-

mission of the Lord President of the Council to appear before

him as a Deputation, to urge upon the Government the need

of a Royal Commission to inquire into the Present State of

Science in England. W'e may congratulate ourselves that in

Lord De Grey we have a Minister whose well-known large and

scientific sympathies ensure a careful consideration of the impor-

tant proposition to be laid before him.

Most of our readers know ere this that the Government has

determined not to fill up the appointment of the Mastership of

the Mint vacant by the death of the lamented Graham. The

duties are to be performed byMr. Freemantle, \\\\o deserves all
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praise for wliat he has (lone ; and tlie Mint is, for the future, to

be loolced upon as an outpost of tlie Treasury. One Iioped,

seein" how rare are the scientific rewards in England, tliut a

post that had been held by a Newton, a Herschel, and a Gra-

ham, might have been left as it ^\as ; but we hear that the

Government have, in this case, some real justification for what

they have done. In fact, it is the tendency shown by this

action— a tendency to cut down everything, especially every-

thing scientific—and not the action itself, which is more in

question.

Theke is more and later new> from Livingslune, who, judging

from his letter to Dr. Kirh, published in the journals, is still

weak in health. All we need give is his own idea of the

work he has yet to accomplish:—"As to the work to be

done by me, it is only to connect the sources which I have

discovered from 500 to 700 miles south of .Spcke and Baker's

with their Nile. The volume of water which (lows north from

latitude 12° south is so large, I suspect I have been working at

the sources of the Congo as well as those of the Nile. I have to go

down the eastern line of drainage to liaker's turning point.

Tanganyika, Nyige Chowambe (Baker's?) are one water, and the

head of it is 300 miles south of this. The western and central

lines of drainage converge into an unvisited lake west or south-

west of this. The oulfluw of this, whether to Congo or Nile,

I have to ascertain. The people of this, called Manjema, are

cannibals, if Arabs speak truly. I may have to go there first,

and down Tang.myika, if I come out unealen, and lind my new

squad from Zanzibar.

"

We take a remarkable instance of resolute self sacrifice from

Mr. Hayward's account of the Turki rebellion against the Chi-

nese dominion in 1863 :—The Chinese garrison was shut up in

the fort of Yarkand, and for 40 days besieged by the Turki

army : the only terms offered were that all should embrace Islam.

The old Amban— the Chinese Viceroy of Turkestan—summoned

his officers to a council, held in an upper room, the lower room

was piled with barrels of gunpowder, with a train leading from

beneath the chair of state. The officers assembled, wrangling

about the probable ransom that would be taken. The Ainban's

sons moved among them, offering tea and sweetmeats, his daugh-

ters knelt weeping by his side, he himself sat calmly smoking

his long pipe. Suddenly cannon shots were heard, and the

shouts of Allah Akhbar announced the advance of the enemy to

storm. A hint of the Aniban's resolution spread among the

assembly, amidst the confusion he spoke a short farewell, and

calmly turning his piiie-l;>owI, shed the embers on the train—and

all was over.

We learn that the account of Professor Jacobi's new pro-

cess for the electro-deposit of iron, which has recently appeared

in this country, does not include several improvements of great

scientific interest which have recently been developed, an

account of which we hope shortly to give.

The following notice has been issued by desire of the Lord

Chancellor:
—"The electors to the Savilian Professorship—

namely, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor of

Great Britain, the Chancellor of the University of Oxford, the

Lord Bishop of London, the Secretary of State for the Home
Department, the Lord Chief Justices of the Queen's Bench and

Common Pleas, the Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, the

Dean of the Arches, and the Warden of New College (who may,

if it be their pleasure, call into council the Vice-Chancellor of

the University of Oxford)—will proceed to the election of a

Savilian Professor on Thursday, the lOth day of February, 1870,

or as soon thereafter as may be. All candidates are required to

be of the full age of 26 years, and, if Englishmen, to be Masters

of Arts at the least. The other regulations respecting the

Savilian Professor may be seen in the University Statute sanc-

tioned by Her Majesty the Queen in the year 1858. Candidates

are to send their applications, addressed to Gordon Whitbread,

Esq., 31, Great George Street, Westminster, S. W., on or before

the 24th of January, 1870."

Here is another note from 0.\ford :—The examiners for the

Radcliffe Travelling Fellowship—Dr. Acland, Dr. RoUeston,

and Sir B. C. Brodie—have given notice that the next examina-

tion for a Fellowship v\ill commence on Monday, January 31, at

10 a.m. Candiilates are requested to send their names on or

before Wednesday, January 19, by letter addressed to the Regius

Professor of Medicine, Museum, Oxford.

The exploration of the caves at Wellington, in the western

district of New South Wales, under the direction of Mr. Krelft

and Dr. A. M. Thomson, is making good progi-ess, and many

remains of extinct animals, some of wdiich are new to science,

have been discovered. A trial shaft is already put down in the

centre of the Breccia cave, to the depth of fifteen feet, and bones

are still found at that depth.

As already stated in this journal, the University of Edinburgh

has just made arrangements to enable ladies who wish to do so

to study medicine. Those who avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity are taught in separate classes from those of the other

medical students, each Professor at the University holding one

class for men and another for women. Five lady students have

already presented themselves for the medical matriculation

examination. In London there is a " Female Medical Society,"

under the presidency of the Earl of Shaftesbury. The objects of

the Female Medical Society are—" I. To promote the employ-

ment of properly educated women in the practice of midwifery,

and tiie treatment of the diseases of women and children. 2.

To provide educated women with proper facilities for learning

the theory and practice of midwifery, and the necessary branches

of medical science." To carry out these objects, the .Society

established a " Ladies' Medical College " five years ago, and

eighty-two ladies have during tliat period availed themselves

of the facilities it offered ; most of them have since started in

business, and are succeeding admirably.

Dr. Peterm.\.\x, of Gotha, the well-known German geo-

gi'apher, publishes an interesting article in the Cologne GawlW on

the mission of Dr. Nachtigal to Central Africa. The latter was

sent by the King of Pnissia, on the 1 8th of February, 1869, to

present Sultan Scheick Omar with some valuable gifts from King

William, in recognition of the friendly reception given by the

Sultan, in 1866, to Herr Gerhard Rohlfs and Herr Von Beuer-

mann, an ofticer of the Prussian army. Dr. Nachtigal proceeded

to Mursuk (near which place Miss Tinne was murdered), but

finding that there was no prospect at present of reaching Bornu

in safety, he proceeded on an expedition to Tibesti, in the Tibbu

country, leaving the presents at Mursuk. Similar expeditions,

says Dr. Petermann, have been undertaken by various eminent

travellers during the last fifty years. In 1820 the Tibbu country

was visited by Lyon ; in 1822 by Denham, Clapperton, and

Oudney ; in 1853 by E. Vogel ; in 1S55 by Dr. Earth ; in

1S62 by Herr Von Beuermann ; and in 1866 by Gerhard Rohlfs.

Most of these attempted to go through Tibesti, but without suc-

cess ; and Dr. Nachtigal is the only European who has ever

accomplished this dangerous feat. He left Mursuk on the 6th

of June last, and returned on the 8th of October, after a series of

wonderful adventures and escapes, which are related in a report

addressed by him to Dr. Petermann, and now in the press.

The Weekly Bulletin of the Scientific Association of Fiance,

dated the 12th instant, contains letters from Algeria recording a

series of violent earthquake shocks experienced at Biskra,

Seriana, and .Sidi Okba, in the Province of Constantine. Tlie

disturbances extended from the l6tli to the 19th of November,

and appear to have been of a very alarming character. The fact
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that no great damage was done to buildings is ascribed to tl;e

movement being chiefly vertical. The horizontal direction is

stated by an observer to be from south-west to north-east, and

by another from north-east to south-west.

ScHorE.v.\L-ER's treatise on the " Philosophy of vision and

colours," whiclr originally appeared upwards of fifty years ago,

and which has hitlierto been treated with unmerited neglect by
the great writers on physiological optics, lias just reached a third

edition. An interleaved and annotated copy of the second edition

prepared by the autlior himself in 1S54 was found amongst his

papers, and has formed the basis for the present "improved
and augmented " reissue, which appears under the editorship

of Julius Frauenstiidt.

We desire to call special attention to the singidarly interest-

ing address of the new Rector of the University of N'ienna,

Carl von Littrow, on a subject wliich does not at first sight

appear to be of a very interesting cliaracter, viz., the backward-

ness of the ancients in the sciences. This backwardness he

ascribes, firstly, to an actual want of the power of accurate ob-

servation ; and, secondly, to a restless spirit of speculation. The
illustrations of these positions are drawn from astronomy, the

science to which in early times the greatest care was devoted.

Of the instances adduced to show that the ancients, notwith-

standing their fine feeling for form, evidenced in the remains of

classic art, had not even the most primitive power of observa-

tion, we may mention the following. According to the elder

Pliny, whose estimate is very much higher than those of Hippar-

chus and Ptolemy as recorded in the Almagest, the number of fixed

stars is 1,600 ; whereas, in our own day, Argelander, working in

such a comparatively unfavourable climate as Bonn, records on his

maps no less than 3,256 stars visible to the naked eye. Again,

Argelander gives nineteen as the number of nebulre and star-

clusters visible in our latitudes, whde Hipparchus mentions

only two, and Ptolemy but five ; both of these observers entirely

passing over such remarkable objects as the nebulae in Orion

and in Andromeda. The group of the Pleiades was considered

of great importance for ancient navigation, and was constantly

watched ; and yet only seven of its stars were discovered.

Indeed most of the early observers could only see six ; the

seventh was lost sight of for centuries ; and ultimately, when
the middle star in the tail of the Great Bear first attracted atten-

tion, the conclusion arrived at was that the latter was the

missing seventh star of the Pleides. Nowadays cases are known
of people who are not astronomers seeing from fourteen to

sixteen stars in the Pleiades ; and it is by no means uncommon
for persons of good sight to see eleven. The star .( in Capri-

cornus was seen by man for thousands of years without its

being noted that it is a double star, a fact that any child

would discover now if its attention were directed to it. It

would be interesting to know what is the capacity of indivi-

duals of savage races as regards discrmiinating celestial objects.

Light might then be thrown upon the question, how far the

observational defects of the early astronomers were due to mere

carelessness, and how far we inherit a schooled eye from gene-

tions of ancestors who gradually accustomed themselves to tlie

accurate discrimination of external objects.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 9.—Dr. W. A. Miller, V.P., in

the chair. The following papers were read :—
"Spectroscopic Observations of the Sun."—Xo. V. By J.

Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.
The author first referred to several new facts of importance as

follows ;

"I. The extreme rates of movement in the chromosphere
observed up to the present time are

—

Vertical movement 40 miles a second
Horizontal or cyclonic movement . i;o ,,

"II. I have carefully observed the chromosphere when spots
have lieen near the limb. The spots have sometimes been ac-
companied by prominences, at other limes they have not been so
accompanied. Such observations show tliat we may have spots
visible witliout prominences in the same region, and prominences
without spots ; but I do not s.ay tliat a spot is not accompanied
by a prominence at some stage of its life, or that it does not re^ult

from some action which, in the majority of cases, is accompanied
by a prominence.

" III. At times, when a prominence is seen bright on the sun
itself, the bright F line varies considerably, lioth in thickness
and brilliancy, within the thickness of the dark line. The ap-
pearances presented are exactly as if we were looking at the
prominences through a grating.

'

" IV. Briglit prominences, when seen above spots on the disk,
if built up of other siibst.ances besidts hydrogen, are indicated
by the bright lines of those substances in addition to the lines nf
hydrogen. The bright lines are then seen very thin, situated
centrally (or nearly so) on the broad absiirptioii-bands caused by
the underlying less-luminous vapours of the same subs ances.

" V. I have at last detected an absorption-line corresponding
to the orange line in tlie chromosphere. Father Secchi states*
that there is a line corresponding to it much brighter than the
rest of the spectrum. My observation would s.em to indicate
that he has observed a bright line less refrangible than the one in
question, which bright line is at times excessively brilliant. It

requires absolutely perfect atmospheric conditions to see it in the
ordinary solar spectrum.. It is best seen in a spot-spectrum
when the spot is partially covered Ijy a bright prominence.

" VI. In the neighbourhood of spots the F bright line is

sometimes observed considerably widened out in several places,
as if the spectroscope were analj-sing injections of hydrogen at
gi-eat pressure in very limited regions nito the chromosphere.

"VII. The brilliancy of the brii^ht lines visible in the ordinary
solar spectrum is extremely variable. One of them, at lS7f5,
and another, at 1529-5 of Kirchholf's scale, I have detected in the
chromosphere at the same time that they were brilliant in the
ordinary solar spectrum.
"VIII. Alterations of w.ave-length have been detected in the

sodium-, magnesium-, and iron-lines in a spot-spectrum. In the
case of the last substance, the lines in which the alteration was
detected were not those observed when iron (if we accept them
to be due to iron alone) is injected into the chromosphere.
"IX. When the chromosphere 1= observed with a tangential

slit, the F bright line close to the sun's limb shows traces of
absorption, which gradually diminish as the higher strata of the
chromosphere are brought on to the slit, until the absorption-
line finally thins out and entirely disappears. The lines of
other substances thus observed do not show this absorption.

" X. During the most recent observations, 1 have been able to

detect traces of magnesium and iron in nearly all solar latitudes

in the chromosphere. If this be not merely the result of the
good definition lately, it would indicate an increased general
photospheric disturbance as the maximum sunspot period is

approached. Aforeover, I suspect that the chromosphere has
lost somewhat of its height."

The author appends a list of tlie bright lines, the position of
which in the chromosphere have been determined absolutely,

with the dates of discovery, remarking that in the case of C and
F his observations were anticipated by M. Janssen ;

—

Hydrogen
C. October 20, 186S.

F. Octt.ber 20, 1S68.

near D. October 20, 1S6S.'
f" Hydrogen .'—G. G. S 1

near G. Decemiier 22. 186S.

/;. March 14, 1869.

Sodiii:n

D. February 28, 1S69.

Barium
igSg'St March 14, 1S69.

2031-2 July 5, 1S69.

Mii'^nesium and includui line

u.
IS .

^3 \ February 21, 1S69.

A
* Comptes Rcndus, i86g. i sem. p. 35^^.

t TIlii reference is to Kirchhoff's scale.
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The spark was taken in air between two magnesium poles, so

separated that the magnesium spectrum did not extend from pole

to pole, but was visible only for a little distance, indicated by the

atmosphere of magnesium vapour round each pole.

The disappearance of the b lines was then examined, and
it was fiHiiid that tiny Miai'cil exactly as they do on the sun.

Of the three lines, the most refrangible was the shortest ; and
shorter than this were other lines, 'uhie/t Mr, Loclyer has not

detected in the spcctrniii of the chrontospheye.

This preliminary experiment, therefore, quite justified the

assumption, and must be regarded as strengthening the theoiy on

which the a^sumption was based, namely, tliat the bulk of the

absorption takes place in the photosphere, and that it and the

chromosphere form the tme atmosphere of the sun. In fact, ha.l

the experiment been made in hydrogen instead of in air, the

phenomena indicated by the telescope would have been almost

perfectly reproduced ; for each increase in the temperature

of the spark caused the magnesium vapour to extend further

from the pole, anil where tlie lines disaj^iiieared a band was ob-

served surmounting them, which is possibly connectetl \\ith one
whiclr at times is observed in the spectrum of the chromosphere
itself when llie magnesium lines are not visible.

Professor Williamson communicated a paper '* On the successive

Action of Sodium and Iodide of Etiiyl on Acetic Ether," by

J. Alfred Wanklyn, K. C. S. The author referred to a paper by
I'"rankland antl Duppa, ilescril)iug tlie products obtained on
treatment with iodide of ethyl of the yellow wax-Uke mass given
by the action of sodium on acetic ether. Besides the description

of the compounds, Frankland and Dujipa gave four equations
expressive of their view of the origin of the wax-like mass : each
one of these four ei|uations affirmed tlie evolution of an equivalent

of hydrogen by e%'ery equivalent of sodium employed ; but

according to Mr. Wanklyn neither acetic ether nur any other

ether ever evolves hydrogen by reaction with the allcali metals.

All equations which assume evolution of hydrogen in these

reactions are therefore inadmissible. In the present ]>aper Mr.
Wanklyn offers an explanation of Franklaml anil I)u]ipa's pro-

ducts, which does not involve the assumption of evolution of

hydrogen. On reference to Frankland and Duppa's paper just

cited, it will be founil that the jiroducts describetl by them as

obtained from the " wax-like mass " and iodide of ethyl are the

following :

—

A. Cj Hjj O^i, liquid boiling at 195° C,
B. Cii) Hjg O3, liquid boiling at 210' C. to 212° C,

butyric ether, caproic ether, and also some unacted-upon acetic

ether, and a considerable quantity of common ethylic ether. Mr.
Wanklyn has already sho\\'n that the direct products of tlie action

of sodium on acetic ether are ethylate of sodium and sodium-
trlacetyl. Nothing else seems to be produced directl)-. But the
excess of acetic ether, which is necessarily taken, acts on some
of the ethylate of sodium, producing alcohol and acetate of
ethylene-sodium, the extent to which this secondary action takes
place being determined by the exact circumstances of the experi-

ment. We have, therefore, in the w ax-like mass got by pro-
longing the action of sodium on acetic ether :

—

Ethylate of sodium C.2 Hj NaO
Sodium-triacetyl C^ Hg O., Na
Acetate of ethylene-sodium . . . Cj H, Na O.,

Alcohol C„ HJ O.

On the first three Iodide of ethyl acts, giving iodide of sodium
and organic liquids. From the ethylate of sodium comes the
common ether. From the sodium-triacetyl comes ethyl-triacetyl,

which Is A = Cg H,j O3, having been got by (jeuther from the
pure sodium-triacetyl. F'rom isolated acetate of ethylene-
sodium and Iodide of ethylene Mr. Wan1<lyn has recently
obtained liquid B, Cn, Hjg 63. This liquid boiled at 212° C.
and gave carbonate of baryta with baryta-water, and was
identical with Frankland and Duppa's liquid B. By the action
of liquid A upon ethylate of sodium Geuther has recently
shown that butyric ether is produced together with acetate of
ethylene-sodium, and Mr. Wanklyn predicts that liquid B will

give caproic ether by a similar reaction.

Royal Geographical Society, December 13, Sir R. Murchi-
son in the chair. The President made some comments on the re-

cent letter from Dr. Livingstone, whose return would, bethought,
very probably be delayed by the exploration of the waters, which
might prove the head waters of the Congo. The paper of the
evening was Mr. Hayward's account of his visit to Eastern
Turkestan ; a large map constructed by Captain George, from

the maps and observations sent home by Mr. Hayward, and two
views, enlarged from sketches taken by him on the spot, illus-

trated the paper. Dr. Leitner's collection of Yarkandi manu-
factures was also exhibited, and the presence of NIaz Mu-
haramed, the native of Varkand, excited much interest. Mr.
Hayward has carefully fixed all the positions In the ma]5s sent
home by him, and also sent itineraries, list of names,
and plans of towns. He mentioned the valuable pocket arti-

ficial horizon invented by Captain fleorge, whicli enabled him to

escape suspicion. Mr. Hajward left Leh Sept. 29, and pro-
ceeded by the Chang Cliennoo Pass, 18,839 feet high, to

Shadula, in lat. N. 36" 21' 11", long. IC. 78" i8', 360 miles
from Leh, the frontier fort of Eastern Turkestan, 14,745 feet

high, which Is divided from the dominions of the Maharajah of
Kashmir by the Karakorum range. Mr. Shaw had, unknown to Mr.
Hayward, arrived a few days before. The travellers were de-
tained while a messenger was sent forward to obtain permission
for them to enter the country. The opportunity was taken to tx-
]->lore the sources of the Varkaud D.uia, beycmil the Khirrir
Pass, 17,095 feet high. From this a view of the Eastern Kuin
Luen peaks was obtained, 90 miles away, the course of the rlvir
was traced and positions proved. A new pass, called the Vanrri
Pass, over the Kuen Luen, was observed, and descriljed as prac-
ticable for horses, and easily made practicable for carriages, and
even for gims. It is at present exposed to the depredations of
robbers from Huuza Nagyr, which render it insecure and little

used. Twenty days were spent in this exploration, and 300
miles of mountain districts explored. One peak rising to

28,278 feel, was observed from a spur of Kuen Luen Mountains.
The source of the Yarkand River, in lat. 35° 37' 34" N., long.
77* 50' E., was reached on December 8th. At a height of
16,654 feet above the sea, the cold experienced was intense. The
thermometer the f illowing morning showed the mercury to have
sunk to a level with the bulb, or 18" below zero. Ha\'ing returned
to Shadula, he found that permission had come for his ad\ance
to Yarkand, and started on December iSth to reach that place
by the Sanju Pass. Mr. Hayward described the Khirglzes, the
Bedouins of Turkestan, from whom he experienced kindness
and hospitality, as throughout the country seems to have been
the case. F'rom Shadula yaks were piovlded, on which the
travellers crossed the Sanju Pass. The first village entered was
Kibriz. The Turhi villages present a comfortable appearance.
The country is well cultivated, and the peo|iIe well to do. The
dress, &c., of the different classes was carefully described. Slaves
are still owned by some ; but tlie former slave trade at Yarkand
has been suppressed by Yakoob Kushbegi. Between Sanju and
Yarkand a sandy steppe was crossed, the commencement of a
desert called Tahla Makan Desert, stretchlitg to tlie east, towards
the Gobi Desert. Strange legends of former cities, now buried
in the sand, were related by the Panja Bashi. Yarkand was
entered on December 27th. It is described as a parallelogram
of 2 miles by ij, containing 40,000 houses, 120 mosques, and
120,000 inhabitants. It Is defended by mud walls 45 feet lil"h,

with bastions, and an outlying fort. The ruler of \'arkand,
Muhammed Yakoob (Kushbegle), " Alallh Ghazee '' of Eastern
Turkestan, was at his camp near Kashkar. The governor of the
city, "a well-informed, pleasant, well-read man, " received Mr.
Hayward with much courtesy. A house was assigned him, and
plentiful supjilies furnished him ; but he was not allowed, except
on visits to the governor, to leaxe the courtyard of his house
during the two months he remained in Yarkand.

February 24th, Mr. Hayward proceeded to Kashkar, «hich is

a strong town of 60,000 to 70,000 people, the central point of all

the Central Asia roads. The next d.iy he was received by the ruler,

who by his bravery and military talents has raised himself to the
chiefauthority over Eastern Turkestan. His character and abilities

impressed Mr. Hayward so much, that lie says, were Central
Asia undisturbed by foreign pressm-e, he would be another
Zenghis Khan. He received the traveller kindly, and sjioke of
his desire for visits from Englishmen, wlio had been hitherto
prevented from visiting his coimtry liy the Bokhara tragedy. He
also alluded to the death of Adolph Schlagintweit, but did not
mention that he had himself killed IluIIee Khan, the murderer of
Schlagintweit, two years ago. Mr. Hayward remained a month
in Kashkar, vainly hoping to get permission to proceed to the
Pamir Steppe, but was obliged to abandon the attempt. The
position of Kashkar was fixed by him at

City 39° 19' 37"
) N htFort 39° 23' 9"\^- '=''

and 76" 10 E. long., at an elevation of 4,165 feet. He concluded
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by some account of the revolt against the Chinese dominion,

which, after lasting a hundred years, was overthrown in 1863 ;

after which the present ruler, with his Uzbeg troops, defeated the

Tunganis, and succesii\cly made liimself master of the different

l>Iaces, and is now master of the country. But Iiis tenure is pre-

carious, and his fear of assassination causes him to change his

apartment every hour during tlie night.—In the ensuing discus-

sion, the president stated that, so far from Russia regarding our

commercial entrance into Eastern Turkestan with jealousy, the

Czar and Prince Gortschakoff had both assured Mr. Forsyth that

so long as the Atalih Ghazee confined liimself to the country south

of the Tian .Shan, Russia would not interfere with ICasteni Tur-

kestan.—The president also pointed out that Mr. Hayward's
discoveries I'.ad confirmed A. von Humboldt's theory as to tlie

salient points of the mountain systems of Central Asia. Mr.

Hayward was aljout starting to e.xplore tlie Pamir Steppe, by way
of Ghilghit.—Sir H. Rawlinson mentioned that he was enabled

to state that the Indian Government were about to arrange with the

Maharajah of Kashmir, to send officers to survey the routes to the

frontierof Turkestan ; and intended afterwards to enter into nego-

tiations with the .Atalih Ghazee for the same purpose, as to the

routes in his dominions. It is imderstood that Russia has not

recognised the Atalili Ghazee, regarding him as a rebel against

the empire of China—an ally of Russia.

Royal Microscopical Society, December 8.—The Rev. J.

B. Reade. .M.A., K. K..S.
,
president, in the chair. I'rof. Rymer

Jones, K.R. S., read a paper un Deep-sea Dredgings from China

and Japan. Professor lones stated that he had recently received

from Lieut. Ross, R.N. (grandson of Sir J. Ross), certain speci-

mens of deep-sea dredgings, obtained at a depth of 1,080 fathoms,

from the bottom of the sea near Fly Island, in the neiglibourliood

of Sandal-wood Island. After alluding to the theories which

had until a recent period prevailed with respect to the deptli at

v/hich animal life existed in the ocean, and to tlie researches and

disc )ve.-ies of Prof, I'orbes, Sir. J. Ross, and Dr. Wallich,

Prof. Jones proceeded to give a description of the contents of a

phial (a small portion of the dredgings sent by Lieut. Ross;,

from which about a grain and a half of solid matter had been

obtained. The first result of the microscopic e.vamination of this

matter was the discovery of a considerable quantity of sile.x, so

finely triturated, however, as to be scarcely visible. The ne.\t

discovery was a large number of sponge spkuLv ; many of the

spicules being sculptured in forms of the greatest beauty. Gf
these spicules there were 12 genera. Some 800 or 900 specimens

of Foi-aminifera were next found, exhibiting nearly eveiy form of

the animal hitherto found in the bed of the Atlantic. A still

more interesting discovery was that of 600 or "JOO Pohrystiiitc ;

which differed from those found in Barbadoes, in tliis respect,

that wliereas the latter were usually brouglit up fractured and

imperfect, the former were perfectly intact in all parts, displaying

the most exquisite structures, and hundreds being clothed in tliin

soft covering. From this fact it might be argued that they had

been taken from their ocean home alive, notwithstandmg the

immense pressure to which they are said to be subjected. There

were also many species present which had not as yet received

names from naturalists. Besides these, Piof. Jones had found

a large number of shields of various siiapes, resembling

the Diatomactw ; and of these there were not less than 300.

Lastly, he had found diatoms themselves, more sparsely dis-

tributed, but of larger size than those usually coming under

the notice of microscopists ; and of these there were over fifty

specimens. What larger animals lived at the bottom of the deep

sea he could not say, but as there appeared to be abundant food

for them, and as both Sir J. Ross and Dr. Wallich had found

star-fishes in the respective localities dredged by them, it might

be reasonably inferred that they abounded in the ocean bed, and

that a most extensive fauna existed there as yet entirely undis-

covered. The following papers, for want of time, were taken as

read, viz. :
" On the Stylet Region of the Ominontoplean

Broboscis," by Dr. Mcintosh, and "Organisms in Mineral

Infusions," by C. Staniland Wake, F.A.S.L. Four gentlemen

weieelectcd Fellows, and the Societyadjournedto January 12, 1870.

Entomological Society, December 9.—Mr. H. W. Bates,

president, in the chair. Seven new members were elected,

namely, MM. d'Emerich, De Marseul, and Oberthur (foreign

members). Captain Lang, R.E., and Messrs. W. Arnold Lewis,

J. Cosmo MelviU, and Howard Vaughan. Exhibitions of

Jiyineiwplcni were made by I'lof Westwood and Mr. Frederick

Smith ; of I.epidoplera, by Mr, F. Smith and Mr. J. jemier

Weir; of Colcopkra, by Prof. Westwood and Mr. Albert Muller.

Communications were read from -Mr. Robert McLachlan on
Borcus liyinenalis and y5. Weslwootiii ; from Mr. Edwin Brown,
respecting the locust captured at Burton-on-Trent and exhibited

at the previous meeting, which had been identified as Acridhim
pL-n-griiuiiu, a species distributed over a great part of Asia and
the Nortli of Africa, but not hitherto detected in, Europe.

Ethnological Society, December 7.—Prof. Huxley, LL.D.,
F.R.S., president, in the chair. At themeetingoflhe International

Congress for Prehistoric Arciireology, held last year at Norwich,
a committee was formed, under the presidency of Sir John Lub-
bock, Bart., for the purpose of inquiring into the present condition

of the prehistoric remains in the British Isles. Suljsequently,

the functions of this committee were transferred to the Ethno-
logical Society, and the first-fruits of its labours in this direction

have just ajspeared in the shape of a valuable Report on the

Prehistoric Monuments of the Channel Islands, prepared by
Lieut. Oliver, R. A. These islands are remarkably rich in mega-
lithic structures of noble proportions, but from their unprotected
state they have been subject to the most ruthless destruction. Not
only have they been demolished by the "navvy" and the mere
treasure-seeker, but they have also suffered considerably from inju-

dicious attempts at restoration. Nevertheless, they are still sufli-

ciently numerous to form the subject of an elaborate Report. Lieut.

Oliver jiointed out the resemblance between some of these mega-
lithic monuments and those in Madagascar erected at the present

d.ay by the hill-tribes of Hovas. The Report was copiously illus-

trated, and called forth a discussion, in wdiich the chief speakers
were the jiresidcnt, Mr. J. Lukis, Mr. J. W. Flower, Dr. Hyde
Clarke, and Col. Lane-Fox.—At the same meeting, a note was
read from Mr. Ache^on on a supposed stone implement, found
beneath the bed of a river worked for gold in Co. Wicklow.
—A communication was also made, by Maj. -General I.efroy, on
the Stature of the North-American Indians of the Chipewyan
Tribe ; and remarks were made upon it by Dr. Richard King.

Anthropological Society, December 7.— Dr. Beddoe, pre-

sident, in the chair. Dr. Leitner gave some further details of

his visit to Dardistan in 1S66, especially referring to the Shina
race. He briefly touched upon the main outlines of his journey,

mentioning that his experience had modified his views as to the

inconvenience resulting from the rarefaction of the air at high

altitudes, inasmuch as he and his companions had surmounted
passes of 18,000 feet without experiencing any of the usual

effects. Although the Dards were at \i-ar with the Mahaiajah of

Kashmir, and the towns apparently deserted, he was able to

assemble, by sending round a drummer, 150 to a feast, and con-

tinned on most friendly terms with them during his abode in

Ghilghit. The vocabularies and grammars of the hitherto un-

written Daidoo dialects which he has collected show a probably
parental Aryan type. It is to be much regretted that the refusal

of the India Office to grant an extension of leave to Dr. Leitner

will compel his return to India within a fortnight, and almost
deprive him of the opportunity of arranging and comparing these

hiiherto unknown languages. The Indian Government does

not seem desirous of encouraging acquaintance with Central

Asia. A traveller desirous of penetrating by Ghilghit

to the Panin Steppe had recently been refused mules. Several

interesting particulars of the customs among the Chilasis

Ghilghites and other Dards were mentioned, wdiich are alien

to Mahommedan and Hindu ideas. The place and privileges

accorded to women, who receive the visits of their husbands'

friends without any suspicion— the custom cf courtship, the use

of wine, the fondness for dogs,—all seem to point to an inde-

pendent origin of religion and manners. Tlie value set upon
dogs was illustrated by the fact that two men-slaves were given

as the price of a good hound. The Sooni ruler of Chitral not

merely sold his subjects, but his own mother, as a slave, and
when asked how he could sell her whose breasts had suckled

him, pointed to a cow, and said that she gave him milk ctmstantly,

yet lie would sell her ! and when a Moollah, wdio was to be sold,

threatened him with vengeance for selling a minister of the W'nrd

of God, he replied that everybody sold the Koran—wily therefore

should he not sell the expoundei of it. Dr. Leitner stated that

the Kafirs were certainly fairer than the Kashmiris, but his

experience hardly bore out the statement of their being excep-

tionally fair, with blue eyes and light hair. West of Balti the

general type of face approximated more to the European. He
could discover no religion or rites among them, save tliat once

a year each deposited a stone on a cairn, situated on a hi;.di

mountain. He found a species of caste division among the
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Shinas, but the different castes intermarry and eat together. He
narrated a curious Shina legend of a Shinari who fell in with a

company of one-eyed demons, and was a witness of a demoniacal
wedding. A very numerous and interested assembly listened

with marked approval ; and in reply to various questions, Dr.

Lcitner further stated that he had not remarked any megalilhic

or Druidic remains. The countries were traversed by him rather

with a view to linguistic and j^hilological discoveries. The houses

were meanly constructed ; the food evinced a rough skill in

cookery ; every Dai'd family seemed to possess a cavern, the

secret of which was known only to them, and they thus had
plentiful su]5plies of food, which they shared with him, while the

Maharajah's sepoys were starving. Strong opinions were ex-

pressed as to the refusal of extension of leave to Dr. Leitner,

and a resolution was unanimously passed calling upon the

frovernment to take measures to aid and encourage travellers to

visit these little-known regions of Central Asia. It is tn be
hoped that some means may be found to prolong the visit of

Niar jNIahommed, the '\'arkandi, and both obtain from him
information, and give him lasting impression of our resources

and hospitality. We should not omit to mention that Dr.

Leitner altogether denied the statement quoted from tlie

InvaUdc Riisse, that he had visited Herat or taken part in

the battle of .Saniarcand.

Philological Society, December 3.—Mr. A. J. Ellis, F. K.S.,

in the chair. Mr. A. Melville Bell read a paper on Pronouncing
all Languages. He showed how- all the vow^els could be produced :

first, by pbcing the tongue in nine different positions, by means
of which the extent and form of the neck wliicli unites the front

wilii the back cavity of the mouth was modified ; secondly, by
increasing or diminishing the whole of the cavities behind this

neck ; thirdly and fourthly, by altering the form of the cavities

in front of the neck in the two former cases, by the action of the

lips. The tliirty-six vowels thus produced ]iractically covered all

known vowel sounds. He also showed how the consonants could

be ])roduced by three positions of the tongue and one of the lips,

modified in six definite manners, allowing voice or breath to pass

through a simple narrow orifice ^^'ith central aperture, or a com-
pound orifice of the same description, or a double simple or com-
pound orifice, the central passage being stopped, and emission of

voice taking place at the sides ; or else by stopping breath or voice

altogether, or allowing them to pass through the nose. He also

explained how these forty-eight consonants could be varied, pro-

ducing, with the glottal and nasal actions, all the possible varieties

of articulation. He illustrated his paper by diagrams and models
of his symbols, by wdiich in each case he made the precise position

of the organs of speech necessary for producing each sound visible

on paper in a single definite ancl intelligible letter. He informed

the Society that these letters had been most effective in teaching

little children who had been bom deaf and dumb to articulate and
distinguish ^owel sounds with accuracy ; a statement which the

chairman confirmed fiom personal knowledge of Jliss Hull's

school fi)r deaf and dumb girls, 102, Warwick Gardens, Kensing-

ton. The meeting unanimously passed the following resolution :

** That this meeting of the Philological .Society desires to express

its strong sense of the beauty and great value of Mr. A. M. Bell's

system of Visible S]5eech, and its ready applicaliility to purposes

of philological investigation."

Institution of Civil Engineers, December 7.—l\Ir. C. W.
Gregory, president, in the chair. The first paper read was on
the Public Works of the Province of Canterbury, New Zea-

land, by Mr. lid ward Dobson, Assoc. Inst. C.E. In this com-
munication a history was given of the Public Works Department
of Canterbury, from its establishment, in 1S54, to the completion

of the railways, in i85S. During that period the survey of the

province, commenced under the " Canterbury Association," had
been completed by the officers of the .Survey Dejiartment ; the

eastern portion of the province had been thrown open to settle-

ment, by the construction of many hundred miles of metalled

roads ; the western goldfields had been connected with the

capital, by a coach-road through the passes of the New Zealand
Alps—a road remarkable both for the boldness of its design and
the circumstances under which it was executed ; and a complete
system of railroad had been surveyed, the key to w'hich (a tunnel

129 chains in length through the crater wall of Lyttlcton Har-
bour) had been successfully completed. Extensive harbour works
had been constructed, public buililings erected in the principal

towns, and telegraph and postal services carried to a fair state of

organisation. The total expenditm-e on public works and .surveys

during the period referred to had been, in round numbers,
1, 800,000/., out of a total Government expenditme of about
8,S8o,oco.'. The population in 1854 was about 6,000; in

1S6S it amounted to 54,000, including the mining popula-
tion of the county of Westland. The great bulk of the public

works of Canterbur)' possessed but little professional interest

—

the country being level, and the bridges chiefly of timber of or-

dinary construction. Many of the rivers run on ridges above
the general surface of the plains, and in dealing with them
it was essential to leave abundant w-aterway, as there was
little chance of any ordinary embankment standing against such
torrents as they sometimes carried. Paradoxical as it might
appear, the portions of the proposed railways which were to

traverse the level plains would require heavy earthworks, while
the lines through the ranges, being contoured on the hill-sides,

would be carried for miles on surface gradients with light side-

cutting through a mountainous and difficult country. The
principal works executed by the Government were : first, the
Summer Road from Lyttelton to Christchurch, which was
scraped out of the cliffs for a continuous length of several miles;

second, the West Coast Road, from Christchurch to Hokitika,
which was constructed in nine months, through a hundred miles

of rough and difficult country, totally uninhabited, and for the

most part densely timbered ; third, the Moorhouse Tunnel, on
the line of the Lyttelton and Christchurch Railway, 2,S6l yards

in length, driven through the crater of an extinct volcano under
a summit level 1,220 leet above the sea ; and fourth, the wharf
and jetties at the Lyttelton station, built upon a soft mud-bank
which was, in places, 50 feet in depth. In laying out roads on
hilly ground, the principle uniformly adopted was to follow the
windings of the spurs, contouring the gradients with the spirit-

level, so as to minimize both cutting and embankment, and to

dispense with culverts as far as possible. In the case of side

cuttings, the gradient was contoured with the spirit-level and
lock-spitted. The back line of the floor of the cutting was
thus ranged out, and the depth of the cutting measured at

every half-chain. The width of the slope was then calculated and
set off, and the back line of the slope lock-spitted. The work
could then be let liy contract at any future time when the funds

might be voted by the council, no plans or sections being required,

or any details, beyond the rate of slope, the total length of the

cutting, and its cubic content. A serious difficulty in the conduct
of the road works was the want of timber. The expedient

adopted was to keep constantly in stock a quantity of planks, 16
feet 8 inches long, and 8 inches by 3 inches in section, and the

bridges and culverts were built on standard patterns designed
with reference to this unit of material. This plan effected a
great saving of office labour, as no drawings were required in

ordinary cases ; and as three planks made up 100 feet (board
measure), any labourer was competent to take an account of the

timber used, all that was necessary being to count the number of
planks. Amongst the road bridges there were few that presented

special interest, with, however, two exceptions. These were-:

first, a drawbridge over the Waimakaiiri River, built on the

telescope principle, from a simple design, and which worked
satisfactorily; and, secondly, a bridge over the Taipo Kiver, on
the West Coast Road, presenting several peculiarities of con-
struction. The Harbour Works possessed considerable interest,

W'hich was enhanced by their partial failure. It was found that the

mud-bank was too soft to support the screws of the screw-pile

jetty, and, accordingly, additional lengths of piles were cast, and
a solid core of hard wood placed in the bottom of each pile, and
driven down to the solid rock, on which the weight of the structuie

was made to rest ; the flanges of the screws simply acting as

supports to check lateral vibrations. The diagonal bracing was put
in by divers without difficulty, the exact lengtli of each brace being
taken from a template applied by the diver to the work after the

piles were screwed down to their proper depth. The sea-wall

slipped forward in two places during the progress of the work,

the total amount of forward movement in each case being between
5 feet and 6 feet. The author did not consider that any ad-

vantage would have been gained by carrying the piles down to

the solid rock, as, in all probability, the outward movement of
the embankment would in that case have overturned the work
and destroyed it. He thought that the partial failure of the

work might be attributed to two causes: first, that the stone
embankment was deficient, both in bulk and weight, for the duty
it had to perform ; and, secondly, that the tipping of the clay

embankment was commenced before the stone embankment had
had time to take a solid bearing, so as to form an abutment to
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resist the pressure of tlie baeldng. The work h.id since been

completed, by driving an outer row of piles and puttnig in fresli

capsills, jointing, and planl<ing; and locomotives had been

running for twelve months o^er the emljankment without any

further slipping, or more than the ordinary amount of settle-

ment. It was worthy of notice, tliat no effect wliatever was
produced upon the sea-wall, or the jetties, by the great earthquake

wave of August l6th, 1S68, although the sea receded so as to lay

dry a great portion of the harbour; and it might have been
reasonably expected that the removal of the pressure upon the

ground in front of the sea-wall would have been accompanied by
the subsidence of the station grountl. The breakwater was still

ill progress by prison labour. — The second jiaper, on Ocean
Steam Navigation, with a view to its further Development,
by Mr. Jolin Grantham, Memb. Inst. C. E., was read in jiart,

and it was announced that it would be resumed at the ne.\t

meeting.
Edixburgii

Naturalists' Field Club, November 30.—Annual Meeting.

The retiring president, Mr. Drown, delivered an address on the

Education and Ethics of a Naturalist.—The following ofificers

were then elected for the ensuing session :—Mr. R. Scot-Skirving,

president ; Mr. A. Craig-Christie, vice-president ; Mr. Andrew
Taylor, Lecturer on Geology, hon. treasurer and secretary ; Drs.

lUack, McBain, K. N., Richardson, and Cameron, and Messrs.

Ihown, .Sadler, Jackson, Panton, C. W. Peach, Herbert (Trinity),

Kanneniyer, and Archer, council. The club recorded its thanks

to Mr. Thomas Edmonston, the late secretaiy, for his services.

Miss Pha;be Blytli, of Abbotsford Park, was admitted without a

ballot, and on a liallot the following gentlemen were elected

members :— Lieut. -Colonel Rankin (Trinity), Dr. H. W. Nachot,

and Messrs. Leitch and Macfie. The annual dinner took place

the same evening, the president in the chair.

Dublin
Royal Geological Society of Ireland, December S.—On

this date a joint meeting of the fellows of this society and of the

fellows of the Royal Zoological Society was held in one of the

lecture-rooms of Trinity College, Sir Dominic Corrigan, Bart.,

in the chair. The Rev. Prof. Haughton read a paper on the

Comparative Mechanism of the Flexor Tendons of the Feet and

Hands in Mammals, Birds, and Reptiles ; Prof. Traquair read a

paper on Gri[fitfi'!iics inuaviiti/ns, McCoy.

Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland, December 8.

—

Mr. J. Ball Greene, president, in the chair. Mr. J. Price read a

paper by Mr. \V. Anderson, one of the ex-presidents, entitled

" Record of some Experiments on Heating Water and on Con-

densing Steam by tubular and double-cased vessels."

M.\NCiit:sTi;R.

Literary and Philosophical Society, November 16.

—

]. P. ]oule, LL.D., F.R.S., president, in the chair. Professor

Osboi-ne Reynolds, B.A., of Owens College, was elected an

ordinary member of the society. A communication by l\Ir. E.

W. Binney, F.R.S., F.G.S., on the Permian Strata of East

Cheshire, was read. The author questioned the correctness of

the Goveniment map of the district lying between Macclesfield

and Stockport, as far as regards the so-called " red rock fault,"

by which the coal measures are supposed to be bounded on their

dip. According to his observations there is no more evidence of

a fault between Macclesfield and Stockport, where the trias and

permian beds cover the coal measures, than is to be found on the

eastern side of the Patniiie chain between Sandyacre and Sunder-

land, where carboniferous strata disappear under permian.

—

Professor Roscoe, Ph.D., F.R.S., communicated a paper on

the Combinations of Phosphate of Lime and Sidphuroiis

Acid, by Dr. B. \V. Gerland, of Macclesfield. Phosphate of

lime, in whatever state it may be, readily dissolves in an aqueous

solution of sulphurous acid. The solution can be obtained of

great strength : thus, from freshly precipitated tribasic phosphate

of lime a liquor was ])repared of I '3 specific gravity, and from

bone ash one of i 708 specific gravity. The former, on analysis,

gave results which agree tolerably with the formula 3CaO,

PO5, 6 SCj. The solution of bone ash in sulphurous acid of

I '1 70S specific gravity was also found, on analysis, to contain the

amount of phosphoric acid required by that formula. The
fiolutioir of jihosphate of lime in sulphurous acid possesses the

taste and smell of the acid, but to a much smaller extent than an

aqueous solution of the acid containing the same amount of

sulphurous acid. Under the influence of boiling heat the phos-

phate solution is decomposed slowly, sulphurous acid escapes,

and a heavy white crystalline precipitate is formed. Under the

microscope this appears to be composed of crystals of the hex-
agonal system, like those of rock-crystal. Washed and dried over
sulphuric acid, it gave, on analysis, results agreeing with the
formula 3CaO, PO-, SO.^, 2HO. This sulphited phosphate of
lime has no smell or taste, and is distingi\ished from all sulphites

by its staliility. Heated in an air bath for three hours to 130' C.
it lost 0'64 per cent, of water, but the amount of sulphurous
acid remained unchanged ; neither had a humid atmosphere
the slightest effect upon it. The water is held in intimate coni-

l)ination, and is only expelled at a higher temperature when
it is accompanied by fumes of sulphuric and sulphurous
acids. The residue contains, besides lime and phosphoric acid,

sulphate and sulphide of calcium. The sulphite, which with-

stands the action of the atmosphere indefinitely, is rapidly

oxidised when incorporated with soil. In the soil it

acts as a soluble phosphate of lime. It has in fact for

several seasons been used as manure, and has given great

satisfaction. The new sulphite possesses remarkable antiseptic

and disinfecting powers, and on this account will command a

general interest. The efficacy of sulphurous acid as a dis-

infectant is well known ; it would be more appreciated if

it could be conveniently applied. The aqueous solution is

expensive by transport, it is very changeable, and in many
cases it is unavailable on account of its pungent smell : whilst

for medical puqioses it can only be used in exceptional

cases, in consequence of its irritating actign. The sulphites

arc still more changeable. I'lxposed to the air they are

acted upon by carbonic acid and by oxygen, and when
mixed \\\{\\ decaying organic matter for disinfecting pur-

poses they very often increase the mischief, and sometimes
cause an abundant escape of sulphuretted hydrogen. The com-
pound of phosphate of lime with sulphurous aciti has none of

these disadvantages. Acids, .as well as ammonia, are neutralised

by it. From a sanitary point of view, ammonia is particularly

olijectionable ; being a product of putridity it helps to accelerate

it, and also serves as a vehicle for disseminating other products,

which, without it, would not be volatile, or only so to a less

degree. The sulphited phosphate, ^^'hen applied to putrid matter,

will probably do its first service by neutralising the ammonia
present (including compound ammonias), and also prevent its

further fomialion, as the test paper will show. The smell will

soon cease, or at least be greatly diminished and altered, and the

mass will be safe for a long time, so that it may be removed or

dried without danger or inconvenience. Dr. Gerland remarked that

large quantities of putrid matter in open spaces are more com-
pletely and speedily disinfected by small portions of the phos-

]>hate, than samples in glass bottles. The compound recommends
itself as a disinfectant by its physical properties. It is a clean

white powder, \\'hich stains and soils nothing, dusts off garments
or carpets, leaving no mark ; it is free from smell and taste,

and harmless to animal life. The solution of phosphate
of lime in sulphurous acid also possesses disinfecting powers,

and acts in many cases even with greater energy than the

powder. It might be used with advantage as being applicable to

places which could not be reached by the other. The neutrality,

regularity of comjiosition, utter harmlessness, and freedom from
smell and taste recommend the suljihited phosphate of lime for

trial in therapeutics. It would be of interest to investigate it in

relation to putrid puerperal fevers, pyaemia, &c.

Microscopical and Natural History Section, November 8.

—

Joseph Ba.xendell, F. R.A.S., vice-president of the Section, in

"the chair.— Mr. W. J. Rideout presented the Section with one
of the " Diotamaceen Typenplatte " prepared by J. D. Miiller,

of Holstein.—Mr. J. B. Dancer sent for the inspection of the

members a young cuckoo, which had been caught by a cat in his

garden. Old .Manor House, Tipping .Street, on the 19th August.

—The following note was read from Mr. Joseph .Sidebotham :

—

"About fifteen years ago, I had a large cabinet made, of forty-

five drawers, to contain shells and carpological sjiecimens, the

drawers being made of pencil cedar. Very st)on I found that the

resinous vapour from the wood became deposited on some of the

fruits anil shells, making them appear as if they had been dipped
in varnish. Chloroform appearetl to be the only solvent, ami the

specimens were obliged to be washed with it. This became
so bad that I had the whole of the drawers removed, and replaced

with drawers of baywood. .Some time afterwards, Mr. Carter

advised me to have the cedar drawers sized and pajjered inside,

and a new cabinet made to contain them ; accordingly he made
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me one to contain thirty drawers. These drawers were exposed

to the air for twelve months, and very well sized inside, and
p.ipered, but the resinous vapour is still deposited on the objects

in the drawers as before, and so far is a warning to every one

never to use jiencil cedar for such a purpose. I should not,

however, have thought this matter worthy of mention before the

Section, had it not been for the very curious and capricious way
in which some objects are coated with this resin, while others are

left entirely free, and for which I am totally unable to account.

In shells the genera Conns and Oliva are never touched by it, nor

are Crf-ira or MUi-ea, whilst Helix, BiiUinus, and Fcetcii, are

coated over : this is the case when there are specimens of these

and other genera in the same drawer. As this deposit is on the

genera I have named, and never on the others, it would seem to

indicate that the te.\ture of some shells would atrract the vapour

and not others. But in the case of bird's eggs, the very strange

manner in which some species are picked out as it were and others

left, is most remarkable. In the owl's eggs, for substance, the

barn owl is always free, while the tawny owl is covered with the

varnish, although side by side. The song thrush is never attacked,

and the missel thrush always." Trays exhibiting these peculiarities

•were jsassed round for inspection.—Mr. Sidebotham also sent a

li\'ing Death's Head Moth, bred from a pupa, which he had

olitained at Lytham, and exhibited that the members might hear

its curious cry or squeak when touched.—Mr. II. A. Hurst
deposited in the Library a copy of a rare botanical work by a

Jesuit jiriest, the Rev. J.
Barrelier, which contained u]jwards of

thirteen hundred carefully engraved plates of plants, which he
had collected in France, .Spain, and Italy. The work was edited

Ijy .Vntonio de Jussieu, and published in Paris in 1714. Mr. Hurst
aUu exhibited some dried plants, recently collected by Mr.

Wanklyn in the Southern States of America. Mr. Coward
exhibited species of Podosteniaceie, collected by Gardner, in

India and Ceylon. The Podostemacere, a little-known order of

Tropical Aquatics, closely resemble the Livenvorts in habit and
general appearance, but possess phanerogamous flowers and
dicotyledonous seeds. The order was placed by Von Martins

amongst Endogens, in the near neighbourhood of the Naiadacea?.

and by Lindley in his Rural Alliance of Exogens. Gardner
considers it to be nearly allied to the pitcher plants, Nepenthace.x-.

The difficulties attending the position of the order were well

illustrated in the specimens exhibited, Avhich presented a singidar

resemblance in foliation to Jungermannia and Kiccia, and in the

first view of the pedicillated rilibed capsule to the fructification

of a moss, but in essential characters the true place appeared to

be amongst the aquatic Endogens, with the anomaly of possessing

a dicotyledonous seed.

November 30.—The Rev. William Gaskell, M.A, vice-

president, in the chair. Mr. J. B. Dancer, F.R.A..S., communi-
cated a paper on the Microscopical Examination of Milk under

certain conditions, giving the results of observations made with

the view of checking those of M. V. Essling, who states that

vegetable organisms, like those found in putrefying substances,

make their appearance in milk, before the milk gets sour. On
examining a sample of unadulterated milk, Mr. Dancer was
unable to detect the appearances described by Essling. The
smallest oil globules exhibited as usual great molecular activity,

but there was no appearance of dotted matter, or any fungoid

growth when the milk was examined by powers varying from 200

to 1,500. A bottle was filled with some of this milk and securely

corked ; other portions of the milk were placed in open cups : one

cup was kept in a cabinet which was closed during the day ; the

milk of the second cup was placed in a closet, the atmosphere of

which was known to be favourable to the growth of fungi, the

xMiiior Mtici'do being the most abundant and of the same family

as that mentioned as having been found in cream by M. V. Essling.

The milk in the bottle and that in the cups was examined daily,

precautions being taken to close the bottle speedily after a portion

was removed. On the third day the milk in the open cups M^as

sour to the smell, but no change appeared visible under the

microscrope ; the upper portion of the milk in the bottle had
become very rich in oil globules by the formation of cream. On
the fourth day the casein had coagulated in the milk in the open

cups, and the flaky precipitate was visible under the microscope ;

the pellicle surrounding the oil globules now appeared to be very

easily ruptured, and with the slightest pressure some of the

globules could be joined together—sometimes a number of

globules which had been ranged in line by a current would
coalesce by a slight movement of the fluid, and form an elongated

mass. Fifth day, no appreciable alteration. Sixth day, the milk

which had been placed in the closet had patches of mould visible

on its surface : a microscopical examination of this mould showed
it to be the Miicor Miicedc, such as hafl been frequently found

on fruit which had been left in this closet. The fungus appeared
on the surface only, no trace of it could be found in the milk
taken from various depths. The milk in the cup kept in the

cabinet exhibited no appearance of the Minor Mucedo or any
other vegetable or animal organism ; it had become thickened
into a pasty mass with an intensely sour odour. These obser-

vations ^\'ere continued for eleven tlays, and the only difference

observable was in the oil globules— they began to lose their

spherical form, as if the investing pellicle had been weakened
in parts and had become expanded. These experiments were
rejjeated with a second supply of milk, and the results were alike

in both cases. The range of temperature during the experi-

ments was from 45" to 63* Fahr. These experiments led Mr.
Dancer to believe that vegetable organisms flo not as a rule make
their appearance in pure unadulterated milk unless it is exposed
for some time to atmospheric influences ; most probably the

spores are supplied by the atmosphere. He, however, con-

sidered M. V. Essling 's suggestion to bottle the milk very good,

and thought that cieam pans with covers would be a very great

improvement on the open ones as at present employed, at the

same time having due regard to the cleanliness of the apartment
and vessels in which the milk is kept.

Brighton
Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society, De-

cember 9. —The president, Mr. T. II. Ilennah, in the chair. A
paper was read by iMr. C. P. Smith on the Gemma; of Mosses.

Besides the ordinaiy mode of generation from a spore, which
gives rise to a prothitlhts, from which the perfect plant is deve-

loped, mosses have another mode of generation, 'oy means of

gemma; or sprouts, which have been defined as loose granular

bodies, capable of becoming plants. As yet, none of the Plciiro-

carpi or side-fruiting mosses have, in Britain, been found pro-

ducing gemniEe, whose situation on the plant varies in different

species. Thus, in Tortii/a pafilliis, which grows on trees in Sussex
and elsewhere, and has a thick spongy nerve, the gemmae are

found in the upper parts of the inside of the leaf—the fruit of

this moss is unknown except in Australia ; Didyinodon s^ciiniias-

ceiis, having the nerve excurrent, has the tip crowded with

gemmce ; in Tdraphis pc/liicidti they are in pedicellate clusters

at the ends of separate stems ; in Bryuni niropurpiireiiiii they

form tubercles or bulbs in the axils of the leaves. On the leaves

of Ortholrichnin Lycllii grow little strings of cells, which, pre-

senting a confervoid appearance, were named Con/t-n'a castanea:

they have, however, been demonstrated to develop into young
plants of mosses. Oitcophorns glaucits has a great number of

cells forming a dense mass at the tip of the leaf: these in

the damp season give rise to young plants, so that this moss
is common in counties where it never fmits. The subject of

the growth of gemma? has not yet been thoroughly worked out

:

he ]>urposed investigating the phenomena, when lie hoped to

have some new facts to lay before the society. The paper was
illustrated by drawings and microscopical specimens prepared

by Mr. .Smith, and exhibited by the following gentlemen, the

most striking of which were— by Mr. Hennah, Milium ciispi-

datum, M. Ilonnim, Polytruhiint comiinine, and Ncckcru
oligocarpii, showing flowers ; Mr. .Smith, Ccratodon piirpiiraim

and Ciiididium siy_^inm, showing peristomes, and Kphcineruiii

scrratiiin, with protliullus and young buds ; Mr. Sewell, section

of leaf of Pottia cavifolia and Orthotricliuiii Lyellii, with con-

fervoid gemm?e on the leaves, the Confcn'a caslanca of the

early botanists ; Mr. Wonfor, Aulocomiiion androgyuni, Ullota

phytlarjha, and Tetraphis pclliicidd, exhibiting gemma;.

P.4RIS

Academy of Sciences, December 6.—M. Andral commu-
nicated a memoir on the relation of the variations of the tempe-

rature of the human body to variations in the quantities of

some constituent principles of the blood and urine. In this

paper the author discussed the proportion to be observed between

the temperature of the body taken under the axilla and the

amount of fibrin, albumen, and globules contained in the blood,

and that of urea eliminated by the kidneys. He treated of the

comparative phenomena presented in various diseases.—MM.
Bouillard and Becquerel remarked upon this communication.

M. Faye communicated extracts from letters from MM. B. A.
Gould and L. Respighi upon the solar atmosphere and pronii-
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neiices, MiJibonic rciiiaiks upon iliem by himself. Mr. Gould's

leuer related to the luminous protuberances observed during the

last eclipse. He refeired tliem to the chromosjiht. re, which lie

reg:irdcd as tlie general atmosphere of the- sun, and he accepted

the notion that tliey indicate a predominance of hydrogen in that

region, but he inclined to ascribe to this a greater elevation than

is generally given to it, especially as the Coast Survey lixpedi-

tion had obtained photographs which show traces of it at an ele-

vation of 7 minutes. Mr. Gould also remarked upon the evidence

fu nished by the perihelion distance of tlie comet of 1843-—M.
Respighi's note referred to the relation between the protube-

rances and solar spots, and he statu! that in the neighbourhood

of the poles of the sun the protuberances are almost const.antly

wanting, tliat they are in clos relation with tlie faculx and spots,

and that the faint shadows which appear upon the photosphere

are due to the interposition of the materials of eruptions,

which may persist for many days together.—M. C. Maiignac
presented a paper on the influence of water upon saline double

decompositions, and upon the thermic effects which accompany
them. He described the mode in wliicli he experimented, and
gave the following results :—The dilution of a solution causes a

variation of temper turc in cither direction, which usually dimin-

ishes with the degree of dilution, but with sulphuric acid the

increase of temperature is augmented by dilution. The mixture

of solutions of two salts which do not decompose each other,

generally gives rise to an evolution of heat less tlian that pro-

duced by the simple dilution of the solutions. When they can

form a double salt, tiiere is usually absorption of heat. The
mixture of alkaline sulphates with sulphuric acid causes a con-

siderable absorption of heat. With solutions of the alkaline

bisuljjhates, the addition of water produces a considerable

and increasing evolution of heat. The mixture of two
saline solutions, or of a salt and an acid capable of decom-
position without producing an insoluble compound, gives

rise to consi'lerable thermic effects, which, in some c.ises,

at least, are increased by dilution. With mixtures, the result

appears to be cliffcrent acctnxUng as the dilution is effected before

or after the mixture of the solutions.

—

K note by M. H. Resal,

on the relative mnvemenls of the water in the curved floats of

Poncelet's water-\vheel was read ; as also a note by M. Bosscha
in answer to obst:rvatious made by M. Regnault upon a previous

letter of the author's on the measurfment of temperatures.—M.
Lecoq de Hoisbandciu presented a memoir on some points of

spectrum analysis, in which he confirmed Secchi's observations

on tlie spectra of different parts of Geis-ler's tubes, and com-
municated his own remarks on the spectra of the aureola of the

positive pole, of the blue light of the negative pole, and of the

spark itself. He also remarked upon differences caused by
alterations in the conditions uiitler which the spark is i^roduced.
— M. J. L. .Soret communicated a note on the illumination of
transparent bodies, in uhich iie maintained, in opposition to M.
Lallemand, that this is to be ascribed to suspended particles,

especially in water. He described some experiments made by
him. M. Chevreul in remarking upon this communication, no-

ticed the decomposition of glass by water even at a temperature of
98° C. (= 20S, 4° I''.), and referred to the action of other bodies

upon glass.—M. J. Maumcne presented a re])ly to M. Dubrun-
faut's note on inverted sugar, and M. Dubrunfaut a notice of his

investigations of the catalytic phenomena presented by the

action of acids upon crystalliseci sugar by the examination ot

the rotatory properties of its products.—M. A. I'etit communi-
cated a note on the sugar normally contained in wine, in which
he stated that he had lound in all wines a quantity of sugar vary-

ing from 0'50-5 grammes per litre. Sugar also occurs in

vinegar.— iVl. Sanson, in a note on the caballine species of

the genus Eijmis, endeavoured to show that our domestic
horses belong to eight distinct species.—A memoir on the

chemical composition of fossil bones by M. Scheurer-Kestner
was presented by M. Milne-Eduards. The author remarked upon
the conversion, in fossil bones, of a ]iortion of the oidinary
os.seine into soluble ossenie, and showed by analysis that the per
centageof ihe latter is. L\rfen's />dr/'ius, equal in bones of the same
d.ite, so that its amount may furnish an almost infallible proof of

the contemporaneity or otherwise of bones found together in

the same cave or deposit. M. Elie de Beaumont made some
remarks on this communication.—Notes were communicated by
M. RuiTneron i he preservation of meat by sulphurous acid, and on
various questions of hygiene, and by M. Coffin on the " meta-
physics of the differennal calculu;

given.
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TOWN SEWAGE
/^NE of the most imperative requirements of social
^"'^

life is some means of dealing with those waste

products of the human mechanism wliich arc dirt only

while they remain out of their proper place, but are

capable of becoming a source of serious inconvenience

and injury whenever they are allowed to accumulate in

the neighbourhood of dwellings, especially in densely

populated places. In the case of isolated dwellings, and

where the population is scattered, no great difficulty would

be experienced in devising simple measures for disposing of

this refuse so as to meet all requirements. But wherever

the population is concentrated, the difficulty of dealing

with house refuse, so as to prevent its becoming a

nuisance, and, at the same time, to make it useful, is

greatly increased. Partly on this account, and partly

because neglected accumulations of house refuse are

in the highest degree detrimental to health, the

measures adopted in towns for dealing with house refuse

have been subjected to the control of the municipal

authorities, instead of being left to the option of the

individual occupiers of houses; and in modern times

it has come to be regarded as one of the first duties of

such bodies to provide for the disposal of house refuse

so as to preserve the health and life of the populations

under their care. This sanitary axiom has indeed been

forced into recognition by the ravages of epidemic

disease, such as plague, fever, or cholera, and it may
now be deemed unquestionable, except where ignorance

overcomes intelligence, or where mistaken notions of

economy prevail.

On sanitary grounds it has been decided, or, to say the

least, very generally admitted, that the most efficient mode
of dealing with house refuse is to remove it at once from

dwellings, and by means of a copious use of water to

sweep it away through underground channels outside of

towns. In this way the domestic nuisances that were

familiar during the early part of this century have been

done away with, the town nuisance that arose from the use

of cesspools has been suppressed, and the sanitary state of

towns has generally been improved. But the removal of

those nuisances has given rise to another one, affecting

not only individual dwellings and towns, but the whole

country. The continuous discharge of vast quantities of

house refuse, distributed through great volumes of water

into rivers and streams that are often sources of water-

supply for domestic use, has rendered them so foul that

this result of sanitary improvements is acknowledged to

be a national nuisance, and one of the very highest im-

portance in regard to public health.

Hence has arisen the question, What is to be done with

town drainage ? And this question still perplexes the

Government, municipal authorities, river conscrxancies,

and legal tribunals. In many instances the sanitary works

carried out in towns at vast expense have given rise to

serious nuisances at places lower down the streams into

which the sewage is discharged ; in other cases the execu-

tion of such works is prevented by prohibition against

the discharge of sewage, and in some cases practices in

direct opposition to legal enactment are tolerated because

jio remedy seems applicable.

So much for the difficulties attending the municipal

object for getting rid of house refuse. It is now necessaiy

to consider the subject in another light, and inquire what
is the "right place" where house refuse is no longer to

be regarded as dirt, but as material of value? How is

it not only to be got rid of, but also turned to account and

made useful ? For this purpose it must be remembered
that this waste material consists of the portions of our

food which have done their work in the process of nutri-

tion, and those portions of it which were not required in

that process. In both cases plants are the source from

which the constitutent parts of this material have been
derived. Those plants again have abstracted them from

the land on which they grew, not accidentally, but as an

essential condition of their growth. Here, then, in this

fact that the constituents of house refuse are essential for

the growth of plants, lies the key to the sewage problem,

a possibility for the utilisation of town sewage. Thousands

of tons of the same substances that are constituents of

house refuse are annually imported into this country for

use as manure in agriculture—ammonia in the guano from

Peru; phosphates, or bones and phosphatic minerals, from

all parts of the world
;
potash from South America and

(Germany. Thousands of acres of land lie unproductive

from want of these substances, and some of their most

important sources are only of limited duration. Mean-
while the aggregate intrinsic value of those constituents

in the house refuse of this country amounts to several

millions annually.

There are, however, serious difficulties to be overcome

before the economic object of utilising town sewage as

manure in agriculture can be realised so as to fulfil all

requirements involved in the municipal object of getting

rid of it, and in the still more important sanitary object of

preventing it from becoming a source of injury to the

public health. These difficulties arise chiefly from the

enormous dilution of the sewage, partly by the use of water

for removing house refuse, and partly by the admixture of

surface water and subsoil drainage. Generally speaking,

the constituents of town sewage which have an intrinsic

value as manure are so much diluted that a quantity of

them which would be worth one shilling in the state of a

dry solid like guano or bones, containing only a small pro-

portion of less valuable admixture, is in sewage mixed with

from six to ten tons weight of water. Therefore, in order to

give land an ordinary dressing of manure in the form of

town sewage, it is necessary to apply a very large bulk of

that liquid. This can very often be done without any great

trouble, especially when the town from which the sewage

is discharged lies high, and is surrounded by cultivated

land at a lower level ; and even when this is not the case,

the cost of pumping the sewage to a sufficient height, and

the outlay for pumping works, would not generally be a

serious obstacle to the application of town sewage as

manure. However, the getting rid of sewage involves its

continuous daily application to land ; and here the muni-

cipal object is at variance with the agricultural object, of

using the sewage only when it is wanted. Consequently,

it would be necessary, in organising a general system of

sewage utilisation, to establish a new system of farming
;

to grow crops specially suited for the frequent application

of very dilute liquid manure, and to have the land laid out

for cropping in such a manner that there may always be a
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sufficient area available for disposing of the sewage day by

day. Innovations of such a kind are exceedingly difficult to

introduce into an art like agriculture, that is practised so

much under the influence of tradition and habit ; but, in

addition to this impediment, there is the more serious one

of cost to be incurred in adapting a farm for sewage

irrigation. For the farmer, the value of town sewage is

to be estimated, not by the intrinsic worth of the substances

it contains, but by the amount of those substances which

are effective, or at least likely to be effective, in augmenting

the produce of his land after due allowance for the in-

fluence of season. If sewage containing in each ton

twopence-worth of manure be applied to land in such

proportion that only one-fourth of the aggregate quantity

of manure constituents remain in the land or become
effective, then the sewage so applied cannot be worth

more than one-halfpenny per ton to the farmer.

It is therefore futile to estimate by calculation, as has

often been done, the value of the sewage discharged from

a town, and to anticipate, on such a basis, the possibility

of making the sewage a source of considerable revenue to

the town. Speculations of this kind have naturally even-

tuated in disappointment and the disgust of all who have

been misled by them, without making due allowance for

the drawbacks that influence the value of sewage as

manure even more than the intrinsic worth of its con-

stituents.

Another circumstance to be taken into account in this

respect is the outlay requisite for conveying sewage from

the sewer outlets where it is discharged from a town to the

land where it can be utilised as manure. Even under the

present system of agriculture, farmers «ouId often be glad

to have the command of town sewage for application to

their land during dry seasons, when the total failure of a

crop might be thus obviated. But it rarely happens that

this is practicable, owing to the want of any channel of

communication between the sewer outlets and the land

where it would be useful. Farmers, and even landowners,

would rarely be in a position to incur the expense of

making such communications, and municipal authorities

refuse to do it as being beyond their province. However,

if the importance of preventing the pollution of rivers

and watercourses wei'e fully appreciated in regard to its

influence on public health, there is much reason to believe

that the obligation of getting rid of town sewage apper-

taining to municipal bodies really extends far beyond
merely discharging it into a neighbouring stream, and
involves a considerable contribution on their part, accord-

ing to local conditions, towards the outlay necessary for

combining the attainment of their special object with that

of the farmer by getting rid of the sewage in such a

manner that it may be made useful.

It would, at present, be almost impossible to suggest

how this object should be realised ; for if town sewage is

to be applied on the same principle as manure like guano
or bones, only in such proportion as to give the requisite

dressing of manure constituents per acre of land, the area

over which the scw.agc of a large town would have to be

distributed would be enormous, and the attendant expenses

of its distribution would be very large. If, on the other

hand, the area of land to which the sewage is applied be
limited so as to dispose of the largest possible proportion

of sewage and keep the cost of arrangements for distribu-

tion within the smallest bounds, there would generally be
such a disproportion between the actual quantity of manure
constituents applied per .acre and the possible effect pro-

duced on the produce of the land, that the value of the

sewage as manure would be greatly diminished ; or, in

other words, very much of it would be wasted, and still

simply got rid of.

Here again sanitary considerations demand attention,

and the possible influence w-hich the application of town

sewage to land may have on the public health must be

taken into account. It is, for instance, indispensable that

the use of town sewage in agriculture should be conducted

in such a way as to be an effectual remedy for that pollu-

tion of rivers which has become a serious national evil.

Moreover, if sewage-irrigated farms are to be distributed

throughout the country in the neighbourhood of towns, it

is still more imperative to know that the adoption of this

course will not be productive of injury to the public health.

This point should receive the fullest elucidation before any

general measures can be taken with the object of utilising

town sewage, and the conditions under which that can be

effected without risk should be thoroughly investigated.

Such an inquiry would comprise many questions of

detail, requiring varied skill, and considerable time as weli

as labour, for its prosecution : and the British Association

Committee that contemplates carrying it out, impressed

with the magnitude and importance of the task, has felt

the necessity of much larger means for conducting the

inquiry than that small sum which the Association w-ere

able to grant for the purpose of meeting the expenses of

preliminary work. If municipal bodies and landowners

respond to the application of the Committee in a manner
commensurate with their interest in this subject, and pro-

vide adequate funds for thorough investigation, there is

reason to expect some considerable step will have been

made towards placing the question of sewage disposition

and utilisation in a more satisfactory position than it has

yet attained.

Besides the main points already mentioned, of getting

rid of sewage and turning it to account, there are yet

other questions of moment to be considered. The rapid

adoption of reformatory methods, in regard to the sanitary

state of towns, which has marked the past quarter of

a centuiy, has not always been attended with so much
improvement as might have been desired. In some
instances, serious anomalies have presented themselves

in this respect, and there is much reason to believe that

circumstances yet remain to be provided for which affect

the sanitary state of towns. Mr. Bailey Denton has

recently called attention to this matter by pointing out in

his letters to the Times the fact that, in some instances,

the sewerage works of towns have been constructed in

such a way as to admit of the soil surrounding the sewer

being permeated by sewage, and he has suggested, as a

possibility deserving of inquiry, that in this way an effect

may be produced similar to the infiltration of house

refuse from cesspools into the surrounding soil. If such

be the case, it would perhaps account for the fact that

in some towns, where every kind of known sanitary

precaution has been taken, the reduction of disease and
mortality has been but slight. Such an action, though

slower than in the case of infiltration from cesspools,

would not be less sure in its influence on the sanitary
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state of a town, and in that way sewered towns may still

be exposed to the evils arising from " excrement-sodden

soil" which the Medical Officer of the Privy Council

has pronounced to be one of the main causes of cholera

and fever.

Another point in which there is reason to believe exist-

ing sanitary arrangcment5 are defective is the facility of

communication between s;\vers and the dwellings from

which they arc intended to convey refuse. Some connec-

tion of the kind is indispensable for the use of water as a

transporting vehicle for the refuse ; but little attention

has yet been paid to the fact that the very arrangement

which facilitates the water-carriage of refuse also favours

the regurgitation of foul gases from the sewers into streets

and dwellings. The water traps and syphons commonly
attached to the connections between houses and sewers

are seldom or never sufficient to prevent the passage of

gases ; and in this way the inhabitants of sewered towns

may be exposed to the unwholesome influence of a con-

stant polhition of the atmosphere as pernicious in its

action as the use of w-ater polluted with drainage from

cesspools, or living over an excrement-sodden soil, has

long been recognised to be.

These are some of the chief points which the limits of

the present article will admit of being noticed as being

comprised in the incjuiry to be carried out by the British

Association Committee. Lenjamin H. Paul

SCIENCE FOR CHILDREN
THE schoolmasters of the present day may be divided

into two categories : those who teach, and those

who licar lessons ; the latter class, unfortunately for the

next generation, being by far the more numerous. The
mischief done to the community generally by the short-

comings of inefficient teachers is too well known to

every one who has pierced below the surface of the great

question of middle-class education. The difficulties, how-

ever, that beset a science teacher in his endeavours to

force scientific truths into the unwilling and unprepared

minds of bo)s, who have been subjected to the sway

of these same lesson-hearers, can only be realised by

those who have gone through the task. The case of a

senior science class, which has been under my charge for

some months past, will illustrate my meaning most fully.

It consists of about a doziii bays, whose ages range

between fourteen and seventeen years, and they receive

twice a week an hoar's instruction on chemistry and
physics. The class may be divided into two distinct por-

tions by a perfectly sharp line. Four of the boys have
had the advantage of six or seven years' training under

the principal of the school, who is not only a ripe scholar,

but also an efficient teacher—a very rare collocation in

these days. The rest have simply learnt lessons all their

lives. The four boys who have been /aught are as men-
tally distinct from the others, as if they were difterent

species of the same genus. The first four are bright,

attentive, wide-awake— I know of no other term to express

exactly what I mean—logical, and clear-headed ; they can

fairly follow a chain of scientific reasoning, and reproduce

it afterwards link by link ; they have a certain power of

induction and deduction, although of course, being new
to science, this power is necessarily only just awakened

;

they can connect and correlate facts and ideas, they can

enumerate a series of phenomena in logical sequence ; in

a word, although their industry and application are far

from colossal, the task of teaching them the truths of

natural science is a comparatively easy one. The other

boys, as I have said before, almost form a distinct mental

species. They cannot understand the possibility of learn-

ing anything without the aid of a book, and the idea of

finding out anything for themselves has never entered

their heads. Still they are far from stupid boys, being

all possessed of good average brains
;
yet their faculties

have not merely been allowed to remain undeveloped,

but they have been utterly entangled, stunted, and stulti-

fied by what Dr. Frankland would call their " previous

school contamination." These boys, it must be under-

stood, are the sons of parents belonging to the upper

stratum of the middle class, and have mostly been to

schools conducted by university men with honourable

initials appended to their names—men, in fact, who are

scholars but emphatically no teachers. Their great fault is

a total want of mental method, without which the greatest

brain is as nought. They are at home in Virgil and
Horace, some of them are fair Greek scholars ; they have
' been through " Euclid, and can work moderately difficult

algebraical problems in a certain mechanical fashion
;

they are well acquainted with the leading facts of English

history, and know the exact position and population of

Adrianople ; but as far as real mental power goes, any
poor boy, who has been in a National school for three

years, would beat them hollow.

These facts surely point out the absolute necessity

of beginning scientific training at a very early age ; and I

fancy this necessity has not been sufficiently dwelt upon
in the numberless essays, letters, lectures, and evidence on

the subject of scientific education with which we have

been deluged during the past decade. There seems to

have been a notion abroad, that scientific teaching should

not be begun before the age of 12 or 14; but why, I

would ask, should boys' minds be allowed to remain

fallow during all these years ? The minds of boys of

7 and 8 should surely be as carefully developed as those

of their seniors, and there is certainly no nuans of pure

mental culture so successful as scientific teaching. A boy
of this age should not be taught science so much for the

sake of acquiring a certain number of facts, as of de-

veloping his powers of oliservation and reasoning, and
giving a proper tone to his mental faculties. A boy of

8 or 9 takes a morning canter of three or four miles on
his pony, not for the purpose of getting over some 7,000

yards of ground, but to strengt'nen his muscles and
improve his carriage: his science lesson should be an in-

tellectual canter, taken with the view to strengthening and
improving his mental muscles and carriage.

In National and British Schools, and in some few

middle-class schools conducted on rational principles, this

great want is supplied by vviiat are known as " Object

Lessons." A natural object, such as a piece of lead or

sugar, is placed before the class, and its physical pro-

perties are described by the pupils with the aid of questions

from the teacher. Its origin and manufacture are also

given in the case of the older children, and the whole is

noted down on the black-board in as condensed a manner
as possible ; the lesson being reproduced in a miniature

form either vii'd voce or in writing. These lessons are
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most excellent in their way ; but as generally taught, they

are too desultory and unsystematic to effect fully their

intended purpose. The principal manuals on the subject

show a want of arrangement and system, that greatly

detracts from their value. One day the children are

supposed to learn a lesson on a piece of iron : the next

on a flower, the third on a shell, and so on. Too
much stress is laid upon cultivating the powers of ob-

servation, and too little on connecting the facts observed,

and drawing conclusions from them. The lessons, too,

are very frequently unconnected with each other, and

the facts taught lean almost too much towards the

practical and economic side of 1-cnowlcdge, and too

little to that of systematic science. Great scientific

ignorance is displayed in many cases : for instance,

one book informs us that plumbago is an ore of iron
;

tliat iron is generally found as an oxide in combination

with sulphuric and carbonic acid ; that fluor spar is

composed of fluoric acid and lime ; and that lime unites

with various proportions of carbonic acid. These mistakes

are the result of imperfect scientific knowledge, and may
be passed over for the sake of the valuable instruction

given to teachers, which cannot fail to produce most ex-

cellent results, if applied to systematic scientific teaching.

It may be urged that children of S or 9 are too

young for systematic science teaching, but facts prove the

contrary. An ordinarily intelligent boy or girl of this age is

perfectly capable of understanding the broad differences

between the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms
;

that there are more gases than one in the world; that

some of them are colourless, while others are brown or

green; that some burn and others do not; that some plants

grow from the inside, while others grow from the outside;

that some animals have jointed backbones, that others

have their bones outside their bodies, while others have

none at all. Facts such as these are perfectly comprehen-

sible to children ex'en younger than those 1 have named.

During the first two years of a child's school life, after he

has learned to read and write, he should be carried through

the whole range of physical science in a systematic

manner. The fundamental truths of chemistry and physics

should be first taught him : all theoretical considerations

being left aside. As few definitions as possible should be

given, the whole task of the teacher at the commencement

being to cultivate the child's powers of observation to the

utmost. Gradually the powers of induction and deduction

may be developed, facts and phenomena should be com-

pared, and conclusions drawn from them. Order in

thought and description should be specially insisted upon,

and occasional retracings of the ground already gone over

should take place. The objects of this preliminary science

teaching should be twofold : first and foremost, to train

the mind and form the judgment ; and secondly, to give

the child a general idea of the object and scope of the

natural sciences. At the age mentioned, the faculties are

all fresh, and in full process of development ; and such

is the desire to exercise them in intelligent children, that

their thoughts often run wild. There is nothing a child

likes so much as investigation, or " finding out all about

things," as he himself would phrase it. The boy in the

nursery rhyme who cut the bellows open to see where the

wind came from, is a type of his class. Unfortunately at

the present time, scientific teachers for children are

extremely rare, but let the want once arise, and the demand
will soon be met. We have plenty of scientific teachers

and lecturers for boys and men, but the child has hitherto

been left out of consideration. Teachers, in the true sense of

the word, are every day on the increase, and even the old-

fashioned schoolmasters arc beginning to see very plainly

that they must alter their system of instruction, and yield

to the pressure of the times. But it is not only upon these

that I would urge the necessity of beginning science

teaching at the earliest possible period, but also upon those

who have already adopted science as part of the ordinary

school curriculum for the older boys.

Charles W. Quin

THE GOLD FIELDS OF VICTORIA
Thf Cold Fields and Mineral Districts of 1 'ic/pria. By

R. B. Smyth. (Melbourne : J. Ferres. London :

Triibner and Co.)

I.

'T^WENTY short years ago, the territory of Southern

Australia comprised within the colony of Victoria

offered comparatively little attraction to the emigrant.

Its population had increased but slowly during the half

century which had passed away since the discovery of

Port Phillip Bay. Graziers, shepherds, and farmers were

its chief occupants, and by them the value of its soil was

estimated very much according to the number of cattle

or of sheep which each acre could maintain. But to-day

everything is changed. The land is dotted with hamlets,

villages, and towns, and is intersected with roads and

railways. The population has increased from 77,000 in

1S51, to 660,000 in 1867. In the former year only 57,000

acres were under cultivation, in the latter the area had

risen to 631,000. This growth in the population has been

accompanied by a corresponding increase in the value of

the imports and exports, which are now ten times what

they were ; while the value of rateable property in town

and country districts is estimated at about ^42,000,000.

This marvellously rapid rise of the colony is mainly

to be ascribed to the discovery of gold there in 1851.

Never had the prospects of the colony been gloomier than

just before that discovery was made. The able-bodied

part of the population was moving off to the gold-fields of

New South Wales, glowing accounts of which appeared

froin week to week in the newspapers. Every kind of

]jroperty was sinking in value. At last, after small finds

of gold had been reported from different parts of Vic-

toria, a public meeting of the citizens of Melbourne

was convened, for the purpose of raising funds towards

ofiering a reward to any one who should discover

a woikable gold mine within twenty miles of that

town. The attention of the colonists was now thoroughly

roused, and in the course of a few weeks reports came

from many of the surrounding districts that gold existed

in large quantities. From that time the tide of emigration

from the colony was arrested, and the population began

to increase with that wonderful rapidity just alluded to.

From the very beginning of the mining operations they

were regulated and inspected by the Colonial Government.

A mining department was instituted, with a responsible

minister at its head. Mining registrars and surveyors,

wardens of mining districts, and other officials were ap-

pointed with the view of aiding and regulating the labours
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of the miners, and collecting every variety of information

for the use of the Government. More than this, a geological

sui-v'ey was established, under the direction of one of the

ablest of the staff of the Geological Survey of the United

Kingdom, Mr. Selwyn ; and funds were furnished for the

production of maps, sections, and other publications

necessary for elucidating the geological structure of the

colony. That survey has done excellent work, the real

value of which may possibly not be understood in the

colony for some years to come. We cannot but regret,

therefore, that in a spirit of parsimony the colonial Parlia-

ment has recently abolished the survey, and deprived the

colony of the great advantage of obtaining accurate infor-

mation as to the mineral tracts which remain yet to be

explored. Nevertheless, for what has already been done

to develop her mineral resources, and to gather accurate

infomiation regarding the structure of the rocks, and the

distribution of gold, the colony may be very heartily

congratulated.

The handsome volume, whose title heads this article,

tells the story of the rapid rise of Victoria. It is a large

thick octavo, beautifully pr;nted, and embellished with

many woodcuts, sections, and plans of singular excellence,

the whole having been prepared and executed in Mel-

bourne. Mr. Brough Smyth, .Secretary for Mines to the

colony, seeing the want of any trustworthy account of the

gold-lields of that region, and having himself peculiar

advantages for the task, proposed to himself to compile a

narrative of all that was known regarding the mineral

districts, the different modes in which the gold occurs,

and the various methods in use for obtaining it. He has

carried out the project with most commendable patience,

and has produced a volume about the Victorian mines

which is itself quite a mine of information both to the

practical digger and to the geologist.

After a brief introduction, in which the author traces

the successive steps which led to the commencement and

prosecution of his work, he sketches the general topogra-

phical and geological features of the mineral districts.

He then briefly describes the circumstances attendant on

the first discovery and earliest mining of gold in Victoria,

and passes on to treat of the different modes in which

the gold occurs. The older or basement rocks are of

palaeozoic age. They are plicated and denuded very

much like our own .Silurian strata in Wales, Cumberland,

and Scotland. They are, as a whole, but little altered,

consisting in large measure of sandstones, mudstones,

and shales, which no.v and then pass into harder and
somewhat schistose varieties. Across these strata run

thousands of quartz veins, which vary in thickness from

one-sixteenth of an inch to 100 and 150ft. Although gold

has been found in small quantity disseminated between

the planes of bedding of the sandstones, it is in these

quartz veins that it chiefly occurs in iiiii. It takes many
forms— fine flakes or grains floating, as it were, in the

quartz, ramifying threads or moss -like aggregations,

spangles, thin plates like gold-leaf, well defined crystals,

irregular strings, rough lumps, and large nuggets. How
the gold got into the veins is a question on which Mr.

Brough Smyth brings forward much argumentation from

different writers holding discordant views, but which he

does not himself attempt to solve.

Overlying the palaeozoic rocks with their quartz veins

are " drifts " and alluvial accumulations of different ages.

These are very generally auriferous, the gold occurring in

detached fragments, varying in shape and size from mere
dust up to masses like the " welcome stranger nugget,"

which weighed upwards of 2280 ounces. There are

features of special geological interest in these alluvia,

which will be noticed in a second article. The very soil

is sometimes full of gold, particularly where it overlies, or

slopes from, a quartz-reef. In one place a patch of such
soil, about twelve feet square and one foot deep, yielded 30
ounces of gold, even with such rude processes of extraction

as were in use in the early days of the gold-fields.

Mr. Smyth arranges the different methods of working
gold as follows :—

-

" (i) Sid-faciiig—the washing of the thin covering of earth

resting on the tops and sides of the hills in the

close neighbourhood of auriferous quartz veins.

(2) Shallow-sinking— \.\\ft obtaining wns/tdirl from off

the surface of the old claystones, sandstones, and
slates, by sinking pits, or making excavations in

the valleys and creeks.

(3) S/uiiing ami liydraulic mining— the washing of the

auriferous earths, by streams of water, in the

guUeys and valleys where recent deposits of

auriferous gravels and clays occur.

(4) Deep sinking— ihe obtaining auriferous earths by
penetrating the deeper tertiaries.

(5) 7'tinneiiing— the obtaining auriferous earths and
veinstones by adits.

• (6) Qiear/z-mining— the obtaining gold from the mineral
veins intersecting the older sedimentary rocks."

The author gives co,jious details of these different

processes as carried on in the various claims and fields.

.Much of the information so given has necessarily but a
local interest, yet its compilation into the present accessibie

form cannot but prove of much service to those practically

engaged in gold-mining in the colony. Some idea of the

richness of the Victorian gold-fields may be obtained from
the fact that from the first discovery of the precious metal
in 185 I, up to the end of last year, there h.ad been obtained

36,835,691-2 ounces, estimated as equal to .^147,342,767.
In the year 1854, just three years after the first discovery
of gold, and when the gold-fever was at its height, the
number of miners was 65,763. Since that time the

numbers have slowly diminished, and in September, 1868,

they stood at 63,482. There has been a still more marked
diminution in the amount of gold reported. ' In 1S56 the
quantity sent out of the colony reached to 2,985,991 ounces
while last year it was only 1,657,498 ounces.

Besides gold, Victoria furnishes other valuable mineral
resources. Ores of silver, tin, copper, antimony, zinc,

lead, cobalt, bismuth, manganese, and iron occur, some of

them in great abundance. Coal, lignite, and bituminous
shales are likewise met with ; while among the mineral
produce of the colony are likewise enumerated the

sapphire and the diamond.

The author's official position as Secretary for Mines
afforded him excellent opportunities for collecting infor-

mation regarding the mines in every part of the colony.

But such official experience does not necessarily bring
with it any practical knowledge of mining, still less any
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acquaintance with the geological facts which guide mining

operations. Mr. Smyth modestly says of himself: "I

wish it to be distinctly understood that I am merely a

compiler." But his book abundantly proves that he has a

thorough knowledge of what practical mining is, and that

he is no mere tyro in geology. A tolerably good test of

the accuracy of a man's geological knowledge is often

furnished by the way in which lie draws a section. He is

compelled to put down definitely the notion which he has

formed of the structure of a district, or of the relations of

certain rocks to each other, and the manner in which he

docs this may be usually regarded as an indication of the

extent of his acquaintance, not merely with the locality in

question, but with the fundamental laws of geological

structure. At the same time, too, he unconsciously betrays

whether or not Nature has gifted him with any trace of the

artistic faculty. Now Mr. .Smyth's sections are singularly

excellent. He procured them from miners, mining com-

panies, geologists, and private friends, and no doubt, in

many cases, from his own observations. Everybody who
has ever tried to collect sections in this way knows that

they come in every conceivable style and scale, usually

grossly exaggerated cither in length or height. Such were

doubtless the sections which arrived at the V'ictorian Office

of Mines. But Mr. Smyth has recast them after his own

pattern, and they now appear in a uniform kind of drawing,

which reminds one of the artistic finish introduced many
years ago into geological section-drawing by the late Sir

Henry De la Beche.

It is hardly possible to over-estimate the advantages

which must accrue to mining interests in th.e colony when
the Government department of Mines possesses a secretary

who is evidently most thoroughly in love with his work,

and who is endowed with so much sound scientific

knowledge and experience. This book is an eminently

practical one. Yet it offers every now and then glimpses

into geological questions of the highest interest. To some
of these reference will be made in a subsequent article.

Arch. Geikie

OUR BOOK SHELF
Terrestrial Physics.

—

Problems der i<cri^hiclu-iidcn Erd-
kiindc. By Oscar Peschel. (Leipzig, 1870.)

The fundamental thesis of the author, involving his con-
ception of tlie true province of the science of comparative
terrestrial physics, appears to be this :— If a series of maps
of the globe, or any part of it, drawn at different times during
several centuries, be comp.ircd, there becomes obvious a
radical want of truthfulness in the older representations

;

such coast-lines, such mountain-chains, such river-courses

are utterly impossible. On the other hand, a modern
map convinces us at once of its internal truth. This truth

must be founded on some general laws, which must be
discoverable by studying the resemblances in the external

features of countries ; and finally a series of such resem-
blances distributed over different localities must lead to

the discovery of the conditions of their origin.

One example, taken at random, will be sufficient to

indicate the author's method of procedure. A compara-
tive study of the localities, where fiords occur, shows—
(i) that they arc mostly to be found on west coasts, and
appear generally associated, rarely single

; (2) that they
are limited to high latitudes, and excluded from the region
confined on both sides of the equator by the isothermal
line of 10' C. ; (3) that they are all within the region of
rainfall during the whole of the year. Hence the general

law is deduced, that fiords owe their origin principally to

certain climatic conditions, viz. a low temperature, a
maximum amount of aqueous deposition, and protection
from the drying influence of easterly winds.

Now, we can well admit the possibility, or even proba-
bility, that continued actual observations may lead to

similar conclusions ; but in the mean time we are at a
loss to understand how rain or isotheniial charts, represent-
ing most recent conditions, can be applied to explain
phenomena which the author himself thinks must have
happened so long ago, that the time would have to be
reckoned by hundreds of thousands of years.

M. Peschel, as it appears from his own admissions, has
never left his study to observe the phenomena on which
he reasons. He has collected, extracted, compiled, com-
pared, and—generalised. This is not the legitimate ap-

proach to Nature's secrets, and consequently the author's

work, although written in a masterly style, leaves us com-
paratively in the dark. It is the ingenious pleading of a
lawyer for the cause he has undertaken, rather than the
transparent and triumphant language with which the
genuine student of Nature proclaims his discovery to the
world. B. L.

Cinchona Plantations in Java. Dii Chinaciiltur auf
Java. Von J. W. \'an Gorkom, ans dems Holland-
ischen iibertragcn von C. Hasskarl. (Leipzig, 1S69.)

The cfibrts of the English Government to establish the

quinine-producing plants of .South America in our Indian
possessions have excited very general interest. Other
European Governments are, however, not less alive than

our own to the danger of depending any longer solely

upon the chance products of the forests of South America
for supplies of the most indispensable of medicines. Our
neighbours, the Dutch, have for more than twelve years

devoted much attention to the regular cultivation of cin-

chona trees in Java, and although the results obtained
hitherto are not so favourable as we should have hoped,
there is good reason to believe that the experience now
gained will lead to great success in the future. The scale

on which the Dutch experiments are being made will be
best indicated by the fact that en the 31st March last

there were in Java in nurseries and regular plantations

nearly a million cinchona plants under cultivation. Be-

sides these, more than 900,000 have been planted in the

jungles, but have, unfortunately, owing to a variety of

causes, already mostly disappeared. In the present pam-
phlet M. von Gorkom gives the experience of the Dutch
cultivators, as vrell as a general review of the literature of

the subject. Appended to the pamphlet are tables show-
ing the present state of cinchona-culture in Java, the

rate of growths of the plants, and the results of chemical
analyses of the various species cultivated. Monsieur
\c^^:i Gorkom has had the advantage of having his work
rendered into the more generally accessible German
language, by a gentlcm.an who has himself taken so dis-

tinguished a part in cinchona-culture as to induce a jury

of the French International Exhibition of 1S67 to confer

a gold medal upon him, while assigning to Markham,
Mclvor, and others silver medals only.

Transactions of the Bremen Scientific Association.

—

AbliaiuiluHi^cn dcs naturivisscnschaftlichcn Verens zu
Bremcji. Vol. 2. part i. (Bremen, 1S69.)

An article by Dr. Foske on the late Professor Trevirarus
points out that in some of his works the fundamental
ideas of Darv.inianism were clearly expressed, long be-
fore the theoiy was explicitly propounded by Mr. Darwin.
We would direct the attention of biologists to a paper

in the same volume, by M. Luerssen, "On the influence

of red and blue light on the plasma-stream in the hairs of

Urtha and Tradiscanfia -jiri^iiiica." It appears that the

action of red light is to disturb the molecular structure of

the protoplasm, and finally to destroy it entirely, while
blue and white light act similarly ; the blue, however, with
somewhat less energy. B. L.
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SENSATION AND PERCEPTION.— \.

\/'ERY different meanings have been attached to the

words sensation and perception by different writers
;

and this diversity of meaning is to be met with in

physiological as well as in more strictly philosophical

works. \ et it is most important that we should come to

a definite understanding upon the subject, in order to

know whether certain physiologists have been warranted

in assigning sensation and perception to different parts of

the brain, as functions of separate portions of this principal

organ of mind.
The distinct issue raised is, Are physiologists justified in

assuming that the so-called sensory ganglia, at the base
of the brain, arc the centres in which mere unconscious
nerve impressions are converted into conscious sensations?

are these ganglia, in fact, in any sense, seats of Con-
sciousness 1

Almost everyone understands that both sensation and
perception, however they may be supposed to differ from
tne another, are nevertheless conscious states, or modes
of consciousness in the special and ordinary acceptation

of the term. But there is one distinguished writer, at

least, who has most strenuously objected to this limita-

tion, in the case of the word sensation. I\Ir. G. H. Lewes
maintains* that what most other people term mere im-

pressions or unconscious nerve actions, should really be
regarded as sensations, and should be entitled also to

the attribute of consciousness— not in its more special

acceptation, but in accordance with the very general

meaning which he attaches to this word. For the sensa-

tions and perceptions of other writers—those impressions to

which our attention is given—he reserves the single term
perception, apparently because he considers there is no
fundamental distinction between them. With this latter

part of his doctrine, as will be seen, we are disposed
thoroughly to agree, though we cannot assent to the pro-

priety of so far revolutionising the meanings of the words
sensation and consciousness. The fundamental position

which Mr. Lewes assumes, and upon the strength of which
he considers it desirable to make such an innovation in

the meanings of thoroughly accepted terms is :

—
" that

sensibility is the property inlicient in ganglionic tissue—
the one peculiar 'force' belonging to all nerve centres, as
neurility belongs to all nerves.''t Now Mr. Lewes himself
points out, that the only means of upsetting his argument
(which must be otherwise logically irrefutable) is to deny
that sensibility is a property of ganglionic tissue, and to

look upon it as ^function rather of certain nerve centres.

And this really seems to us to be the conclusion most
strongly supported by obtainable evidence. Instead of

believing sensibility to be the property inherent in ganglionic

tissue, should we not rather assign to this some more
general characteristic, such as molecular instability,

conferring upon it a property of mere inipressibilily—ol

v. bich sensibility and consciousness are the most special-

ised modes, dependent upon the organisation and mole-
cular instability of certain nerve centres of the cerebral

hemispheres.' Mr. Herbert SpencerJ calls a ganglion
cell a libero-motor element ; because in the most general

conception of its property it seems to be a portion of

extremely unstable matter, in which the molecular move-
ments imparted to it by the afferent nerve-fibre undergo a
prodigious multiplication before producing their ulterior

efiects.

Just as we meet with this notable exception to the gene-
rally received meaning of the word sensation, so also has

the word perception been endowed with an altogether

special meaning, by that school of philosophers known as

Natural Realists : some of them have removed it also

from the sphere of consciousness as ordinarily, under-

stood. Space will not permit of my showing how they

dif.'er amongst themselves in minor shades of meaning :

• "Physiolo^' of Common Life." vol. ii. 1859.

t Loc. cit. p. 20. I System of Philosophy, No. so, 1868.

I will only now quote the views of Dugald Stewart.

He says :*—" In order to form an accurate notion

of the means by which we acquire our knowledge of

things external, it is necessary to attend to the dis-

tinct meanings of the words sensation and perception.

The former expresses merely that change in tlie state of the

mitui which is produced by an impression upon an organ
of sense (of which change we can conceive the mind to

be conscious without any knowledge of external objects)
;

the latter expresses the kno^uledge we obtain by means
of our sensations of the qualities of matter." This is an
explanation of perception which to most physiologists

would appear absolutely meaningless. It seems itself

utterly incomprehensible. Stewart conceived perception to

be a distinct mental act by which we obtain a " know-
ledge" of the properties of matter as existing, and in

themselves. But, strange to say, this " knowledge '' we
" obtain by means of our sensations ; " even though by the

woxA sensation Stewart understood "merely that change in

the state of the mind which is produced by an impression

upon an organ of sense." How, through such changes in

the state of the mind, we are to arrive at an immediate
knowledge of the things without which, e.v hypothesi, the

changes are not produced, we areata loss to understand
;

and neither do we see how it can be reconciled with

Stewart's own theories, seeing that, according to him,

consciousness " denotes the immediate knowledge which
the mind has of its sensations and thoughts, and, in

general, of all its present operations. ' On the one hand,

"knowledge" is made to transcend the sphere of con-

sciousness ; whilst on the other, it is said that " of all the

present operations of the mind, consciousness is an
inseparable concomitTnt."

With these exceptions, the different acceptations of the

words sensation and perception are less divergent, inas-

much as nearly all other writers suppose consciousness, in

the ordinary meaning of the word, to be an attribute of

both states. And if they are both modes of consciousness,

then the only further question to be considered is, whether

there is any fundamental difference between them, such as

would warrant physiologists in assuming the existence of

an organic centre for the realisation of sensations, alto-

gether distinct and apart from that whose functional

activity gives rise to perceptions ; or whether the two
words are applicable only to the extremes of a series

bi.tween whose terms there arc the most innumerable and
insensible gradations? If the latter view be the correct

one, if the din'erence is one of degree rather than of kind,

then we should be much more consistent in regarding

sensations and perceptions as arising from the activity of

one and the same organ ; and from a consideration of this

question we may, therefore, derive some help towards the

correct interpretation of the results of operations on the

brains of certain lower animals, which have hitherto given

rise to much discussion amongst physiologists.

Professor Bain has well shown, in his " Emotions and
Will," how sensation in its most strict acceptation does

insensibly merge into that which is more usually spoken

of as perception. He shows that the more "sensation

involves cognitive or intellectual processes, the more liable

is it to fall under the title of perception. '
" Some sensa-

tions," he says, " are mere pleasures and pains, and little

else ; such arc the feelings of organic life, and the sw-eet

and bitter tastes and odours. Others str.-tch away into the

region of pure intellect, and are nothing as respects en-

joyment or suffering ; as, for example, a great number of

those of the three higher senses." But it seems to us

that Mr. Bain stops short of the truth when he says,t
" the low-est or most restricted form of sensation does not

contain an element of knowledge." It does not contain

knowledge, it is true, in its highest sense, involving affir-

mation and belief, but as a state of consciousness it is

* Collected works of Dugnld Stewart, edited by Hamilton, vol. ii. p. 14.

t Loc. cit. p. 5S6 (.Second Edition).
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inseparable from knowledge in its essence, which implies

discri)iii)iatioit of diffcroice or agrceiiii-nt. We, in common
with others, would rather believe that no sensation, not

even the simplest, can exist without the elements of

cognition being at the same time present in conscious-

ness.

The word perception has, undoubtedly, been used for

the most part to signify something which may be termed
an intellectualiscd sensation, and in the purest form of it

the amount of mere feeling is reduced to a minimum,
whilst the amount of intellectual action involved has
undergone a corresponding increase. A perception is a
fully elaborated sensation, from which we derive our
notion of the nature of an external object—such object

being recognised immediately and intuitively, not so much
by the mere light of the single present impression, as by
the blending of this with revived memories of all other
impressions which have, at various times, been related to

the one now present. Thus we get a comprehensive
notion of the nature of the external object, though a notion
which mubt, to a certain extent, vary with the individual

according to the nature of his previous experience. A
savage who had never seen gunpowder before, would have
a very different notion called up by the sight of it, from
that with wiiich a European would be inspired who well

knew its composition and properties. To the one it would
be a simple black powder, and by him it would be perceived
more or less simply as belonging to this category ; whilst

the other's notion of the same substance would be mure
complex, containing ideas as to the ingredients of whieh it

is composed, and as to the effects which it is capable
of producing by explosion in various ways. But between
such states of knowledge, and others which might be
regarded as the simplest specimens of mere feelings or

sensations, there is not a difference in kind, only one of

degree. Any sensation, however simple, can only be
recognised as such—can only be revealed in conscious-
ness—inasmuch as it presents a certain (juality or quali-

ties, by which it can be differentiated from or classed
with previous states of feeling. Therefore even the most
simple sensation does necessitate the existence of intel-

lectual activity, since discrimination is the most funda-
mental mode of intellect. And, in those more complex
sensations, generally named perceptions, the only differ-

ence, as previously indicated, is that the feeling, as mere
feeling, is reduced to its lowest ebb, whilst the amount of
intellectual activity, combined in the form of discrimination
and memory, has proportionately increased. For by virtue

of that association always occurring during the education
of the individual between various related sensations, organic
and organised relations have been established in the brain,

so that a present sense impression rouses simultaneously
memories of other past impressions derived from any
given object, either by the same or through different

avenues of sense ; and this blending either actually or
potentially of all our past knowledge concerning the same
or similar objects with the new impression, goes to consti-

tute our then present perception. "Thus," as we have said
elsewhere,* " I see an orange at a distance : this, as an
object of visual sense, is simply a rounded yellow area

;

but past experience has led me to know what are the
tactual and muscular sensations usually associated with
the sight impressions—how it is really a spherical body
with a somewhat rough surface. Then I have learned
also that these impressions are usually associated with
a certain odour, with a certain taste, a degree of suc-
culence, and certain internal optical characters, in-

cluding a divisibility into segments, and the possible
presence of seeds within. A combmation of any of
these, or of a host of other revivable impressions, may
go to constitute my perception of an orange, and may
flash into consciousness more or less simultaneously on

* " On Uie Muscular Sense, and on the Physiology of Tiiinking." (Brit.

Med. Jour11.1l, May 1869.)

the presentation of the object to the visual sense." But
as we have previously said, between this comparatively
complex resultant, and what would be called a simple
sensation, some mere odour or taste, there are other
sensations of all intermediate degrees of complexity ; and
even such simple forms of sensation could not be realised

in consciousness without our knowing them as sensations
possessing such and such characters : to be known at all,

they must be known qualitatively, and to recognise their

qualities is to know them in relation to certain other past
impressions which we may have experienced ; and thus,

in fact, we may look upon it as almost certain, that even
the simplest conscious impi'cssion can only be known or
realised in consciousness so long as intellectual action of

some kind is brought to bear upon its recognition.

Hence it may be legitimately maintained, that there is

the strongest a priori objection to the view which has been
so generally held amongst physiologists, that there is an
inherent difference between a sensation and a perception,

and that there are distinct nerve-centres, by the activity of
which such states or acts respectively are called into being.
And whilst psychological evidence is thus strongly in favour
of the supposition that all sensations, whether simple or
complex, do reveal themselves in one oigan only, we think
we shall also be able to show that physiological evidence
is, moreover, quite in harmony with the opinion that the

cerebral hemispheres themselves are the sole seats of

consciousness, whether for simple sensations or for complex
sensations ; and that there is no lower organ for " mere
sensations" only, as they have been tenned

—

nosensoriinn
commune as ordinarily understood, in which impressions
reveal themselves in Consciousness before impinging upon
the cortical grey substance of the cerebral hemispheres.

H. Charlton Bastian

MlSTLETOl-:
\ 17' HEN the leaves are rotting on the ground, and the
• ' fruit has been converted into cider, the orchards of

Herefordshire and Worcestershire still retain something
of their verdant hue, and are green with what seems at

first to be untimely foliage. But mistletoe cannot be
unseasonable at Christmas, and there are those vvho would
be glad to have it in season " all the year round." The
supply from the West Midland Counties is practically

inexhaustible, for it has been c;dculaled that from 30 to

90 per cent, of the apple-trees are infested by tliis parasite,

two or three boughs of whieh may sometimes be seen
dependent from some old cankered limb. Its presence is

at once the cause and the sign of incipient decay. A
struggle for life between the tree and its enemy has begun,
and, if the pruning-knife or the demands of Christmas do
not interfere, the mistletoe will slowly and surely exhaust
the branch upon which it grows, penetrating further and
further into the wood as the supply of sap recedes, and
ever sending forth fresh roots in place of those which were
overpowered at first. The severity of the struggle between
these seemingly unequal foes may be sometimes seen in

the strange fantastic contortions into which the branches
twist themselves, and sometimes in the withered aspect
which the whole tree wears when, as Shakespeare says,

it stands
Forlorn and lean,

O'ercome wilh mosa and b.deful inlslletoe.

The entire e.'^istence of this parasite is full of interest,

even though the mystery of its birth has been removed.
Modern research confirms the accuracy of the old distich

which expresses thus its origin :

—

The thrush, when l.c pollutes the bou^h.
Sows [or himself the seeds of «oe ;

and perhaps the increase of mistletoe may be partly

attributable to the disuse of its product (bird-lime), and
the greater immunity which thrushes in consequence
enjoy. But those who desire to do so may easily propa-
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gate mistletoe without their intervention. All that is

necessary for success is to introduce very carefully a few
seeds into a shallow notch made in the bark of an npple-
tree, and bind it round delicately with bass or damp moss.
The apple-tree is the surest stock, for, though it is found
elsewhere, yet there is a certain constancy in the apparent
caprice shown by the mistletoe in the selection of its vic-

tims. It occurs frequently on the poplar, hawthorn, willow,

and lime ; never on the beech, holly, cherry, and walnut
;

rarely on the chestnut and pear, and only in some few
known instances upon the oak. Probably the rarity of
its occurrence on the oak contributed to the reverence
with which, under those circumstances, it was regarded by
our British ancestors. To them a mistletoe-oak was a
tree beloved of heaven—a symbol of life and death—

a

promise of renewal of strength to the leafless monarch of

the glade. When the New Year's festival came round,
the Arch-Druid, clothed in white, mounted the tree, and
cut the mistletoe with a golden sickle. As it fell into the
white cloth held to receive it, two white bulls also fell to

the ground as sacrificial victims ; and the prayer went
forth from the Druid's lips that God would prosper his

gift, and make it a charm potent against poison, and a
certain cure for sterility.

It is curious to notice how this traditional connection
between the mistletoe and New Years Day, and a belief

in its virtues, have survived among the natives of the
Western I\Iarches. In Herefordshire, at any rate, no
mistletoe enters into the Christmas decorations of house
and church ; but on New Year's Eve, many of the old

farmers and cottagers still go forth to rut their bough, and
hang it up with all solemnity as the clock strikes twelve.

Nor are the medical properties of the mistletoe forgotten

by them. Before turnips were extensively cultivated, old

Tussers precept was regularly folIoHcd :

—

If snowe doe continue, sheepe b.irtlly that f.ire

Crave mi^tle and ivie for them for to ^pare.

And even now faith in the virtues of the plant (which is in

fact a gentle tonic) may here and there be found. " What
is mistletoe good for?" asked Dr. Bull of a Herefordshire
rustic. " That do depend on what tree it comes from,"
was the reply. " It be a very fine thing for fits. My
father had the 'Icptic fits for many years, but nothing
never did him no good like mistletoe from the haw, mixed
with wood-laurel, and he took nothing else. They do
tell m.e that mistletoe from the maiden ash be a fine thing
for convulsives. I know when you get it from the maw-
pell it's good for animals. It's capital for sheep as don't

go on well at lambing-time, and for cows too. That as

comes from the apple-tree and poplins is the best to

hang up in the house on New Year's Day for good luck
through the year ; but a many people use any that comes
lirst. A piece of mistletoe from the haw—yhv« tJie haw,
sir—chopped in pieces and given to a cow after calving,

will do her more good nor any drench you can give her."

Sir Thomas Browne mentions the practice of thus admi-
nistering it among his " Vulgar Errors," but at least it is

one not likely to be attended with evil consequences.
The reason of the exclusion of mistletoe from church

decoration may be gathered from what has already been
said, and to this we must add, that its appearance there
might be likely to suggest something more ardent than
'• the kiss of peace." But in hall and cottage alike the

mistletoe reigns supreme at this season, and in London
and other great towns the artisan spends a small portion

of his Christmas wages in the purchase of a few sprigs

wherewith to decorate his house and bring good luck to

its inmates. From Herefordshire and Worcestershire
between 200 and 300 tons of mistletoe are annually ex-

ported, and during the present week nearly every train

from the West Midland district bears with it a truck-load
of branches, fraught with we know not what romance, and
bright With berries wherein is contained the destiny of the
coming jear.

THE MIDNIGHT SKY*
C URELY if ever there were an Astronomy made easy,
*~' here it is : if ever there were a sensible Christmas
present for a boy, here it is. In fact, it is impossible to
commend Mr. Dunkin or the Religious Tract Society
too highly for the work which they have jointly produced.
It is an honest, scientifically sound, beautiful book, with
appeals both to the eye and the mind : one in which the
magnificence of the heavens and the deep teachings of
modern science go hand in hand, until at last the un-
scientific reader will certainly find himself deeply in-
terested in the discussion of questions, and the following-
out of reasonings, which but a few short years ago were
generally supposed to furnish day-dreams to solitary
astronomers, who dwelt in towers far removed from the
ken of their fellows, and still further removed from their
pursuits and interests.

That such a state of things is past and gone, and that
the glories of the firmament are now eagerly revelled in
by thousands, ay, and even tens of thousands, is in the
main owing to the publication of such books as the
" Midnight Sky," and the many handy series of star-maps
which Mr. Proctor and others have produced.
The book contains carefully drawn views of the mid-

night sky, at London, looking north and south, for every
night in the year. These views are accompanied in each
case by an index-map giving the names of the principal
stars. In order that these maps may be utilised at any
other hour than midnight, Mr. Dunkin has provided the
observer with a tabular statement which gives at one view
the hour and month when each diagram of the series is

available for comparison with the sky. The descriptions
appended to these maps arc clearly written in a style
which will not be found beyond the comprehension of the
least scientific reader. Mr. Dunkin next gives a descrip-
tion of the midnight sky of the southern hemisphere, in

the months of February, May, August, and November.
Following these articles and star-maps, we find an
interesting account of the constellations, general notes on
the milky way, the magnitudes, scintillation and colour of
the stars, analysis of solar and stellar light, the observa-
tories in the southern hemisphere, and remarks on nebute
and clusters. Notes on the sun, moon, and earth, the
major and the minor planets, succeed, and the work is

concluded by a full account of meteors and shooting stars,

a copious index serving to give increased usefulness to

the book.
The Religious Tract Society has done wisely in

entrusting the writing of these familiar notes to an astro-

nomer of such high ability as Mr. Dunkin. Not only
have we at once a guarantee of correctness in the facts

themselves, but there is insured that freedom of style

which only an intimate acquaintance with a subject can
give, and, in the case of such a far-reaching and intricate

science as astronomy, this consideration is of high im-
portance—witness the flabby books written by incompetent
men.

In the latter part of the woA, which forms a sort of trea-

tise on astronomy, Mr. Dunkin dwells among other matters
on solar eclipses, and gives several very interesting anec-
dotes connected with them which we do not remember to

have seen in print before. In the notes on the sun we detect

a little hasty writing, which the author will do well to

correct in subsequent editions. In the first place the
hydrogen is the sun's chromosphere, is not in a state of
combustion but of incandescence ; and M. Le Verrier gets
credit for an assertion he made in 1S60, which, had Mr.
Dunkin printed the context, would be evidently absurd,
according to our present knowledge. Father Secchi is

credited too with having proved satisfactorily the hollow

* "The Midnight Sky." Familiar Notes on the Stars and Planets. By
Edwin Dunkin, F.R.A. S , RoyaJ Obser\'ator>*, Greenwich. Thirty-two Star-

maps aad other lilusualions, pp. ^26. Keli^icus Tract Souety.
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structure of sun spots, the fact being that Father Secchi

has only clumsily followed in the footsteps of others, and
has contradicted himself in the process. We might have
expected also a little notice of the bearing of the recent

work on the theories of the constitution of the sun and

with the timid, feeble, faith-lacking tone of many of
the more modern orthodox.

Besides the star-maps and key-maps, specimens of which
we give, there are excellent telescopic views of the star-clus-

ter in Perseus, the moon, comets, &c.,and drawings of Sir

L'N J\NIAKY 15 (MIDMGHI)

Stars, and of the new theory,

based on that work, which
has been put forward.

But enough of criticism.

No ; we have a little more.
We think the last chapter
out of place, or at all events
very unhappy in its treat-

ment, and we believe that

Bishop Hall would have
thought so too, and we com-
mend the following extract

from his Contemplations *

to the attention of the Re-
ligious Tract Society ;

—

•

" Human learning, well im-
proved, makes us capable of

Divine. There is no know-
ledge whereof God is not
the author ; He would never
have bestowed any, that
should lead us away from Himself. // is an ignorant
conceit, that inquiry into nature should make men
atheistical." This remarkable passage contrasts strongly

* Vol ii. Book I. p. 25

W. Herschel's forty-foot re-

flecting telescope, the Royal
Observatory in Flamsteed's
time and to-day, the great

Equatorial in the Royal Ob-
servatory, and of many more
interesting subjects either

astronomical in themselves
or connected in some way
with the science. From
these we have chosen an
exquisite wood- cut repre-

senting a meteoric shower
as seen off Cape Florida.

We know no better way of
giving our readers an idea
of these splendid pheno-
mena visible so rarely, than

,,^p
by placing this plate before
them. With our ordinary ex-

perience of meteor showers,
even including the brilliant one of 1866, it is almost im-
possible to believe that such a splendid sight should ever

have been realised, but the many published accounts
which we have, leave no doubt that here also Nature had
beggared description, F.R.S.
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METEORIC SHOWER AS SEEN OFF CAPE FLORIDA
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ The Editor does not JwlJ himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. No notice is taken of anonymons
coinmnnicalions. ]

Variety and Species.

In a recent number of Nature I noticed an extract from

a paper read before the Literary and Pliilosopliical Society at

Manchester, on the sul)jcct of variety as distin;4iiibhed from
species. The author sii£;gesls tlie question, "where does

species end, variety bet^in ? " From experiments, he finds that

the colours in different parts of the wings of insects treated

with, in some cases become toned down to a more sombre
hue, in others become mixed with the adjoining colour, and
that they are in every case smaller. May not these differences

be attrilniled to the effects of a confined and unnatural life. I my-
self well recollect rearing a DrinUer Moth when a boy at school,

and obtaining a small, dull-coloured specimen, instead of an

insect whose rich brown wings rival in colour those of the well-

known "oak-egger." But difference of colour does not consti-

tute the only variety which is noticed in Lepidoplent, for posi-

tion of markings and proportions of colour are equally worthy
of notice, though not so obvious to the unaccustomed (ye.

Take, for example, the common six-spot Burnet {Zy;^ana fili-

feiidula), of which I know three distinct forms—viz. (i), the

ordinary one, with three clear spots; (2), having the spots all

connected, forming an ill-defined bar of red down the centre of

the upper wings
; (3), (a form which I believe to be in general

very rarely met with, but of which I have myself captured

several specimens), having tlie red markings of (I) su|)plied by
those of a pale yellow, in both upper and ;inder wings. Now,
since these were all cayjtured in one field where the three forms

are comj^aratively connnon, may it not be more than probable

that the difference is not to be denominattd a variety, but to

be a natural dissimilarity of form ; not to be attributed to any
physical difference of circumstances, previously to the attainment

of the state of "imago," but to a purely natural and unassicted

cause ? A white horse is not considercfl a variety because his sire

was a bay, nor is the whiteness of a bullock considered a Insus

natnm if born from tawny parents. I hope to be able to make
experiments during the following year, which may perhajis lead

to more conclusive results on this subject. F.

Cuckow's Eggs
I TRUST that, although some time has elapsed since Professor

Nekton's very able paper on Cuckows' eggs appeared in Nature,
I am not too late to offer a few observations on it, the moi"e so

as I have always taken great inteiest in the breeding of the

cuckow. I cannot quite agree with Professor Ne\\ ton that

cuckows' eggs as a rule are subject to great variety. The eggs

of the Great Spotted Cuckow [O.xylophns glandarins) are cer-

tainly not subject to much variety ; for in a large series from
Africa and Spain I have found them closely resemble each other.

Of our common cuckow (Cncuhis eanoriis) abnormally coloured

eggs have several times come under my observation, but I

consider them as of vciy rare occurrence, and in several large

series I have seen, but few have struck me as differing much from
the usual type.

Of those I possess in my own collection, the most peculiar

variety is a large egg, the ground colour of which is a dirty

grey, sparingly spotted and blotched with light brown, and
somewhat resembling some varieties of the eggs of the Gar len

Warbler [Sytria hortensis). This egg was found by the late Mr.

E. Seidensacher, of Cilli, Styria, in a nest of the creeper {Cer-

tltia familiiiris), with four eggs of the foster-jiarent, and was s nit

to prove that the cuckow must have deposited her egg with her

bill, as the nest of the creeper was so i)laced that she could only
have got her head in. A German friend of mine, residmg
near Coblentz, sent me, for inspection, last vear, a most pecu-
liar cuckow's egg, which reminds one of that referred to by
Saleme. This egg was rather large for that of a cuckow, and of

a uniform bluish green colour. He did not, however, state in

what nest it had been found.

My own experience in field natural history leads me to con-

firm the opinion given liy Professor Newion, that Ihesame female
produces eggs which closely resemble each other ; but at the same
time I have not found that the same cuckow generally makes use

of the same species of bird as nurse for her offspring, and in this

I am borne out by several field naturalists with whom I have
worked.
My friend at Coblentz wrote to me some time ago, slating that

he had observed that the same female cuckow generally produces
snnilarly coloured eggs, and that he had found in a nest of

7'urdus niern/a a peculiar and abnormally coloured egg of the

common cuckow, closely resembling that of the common bunting

{Entberiza viiliarid)^ and shortly after found in a nest of the

Kobin {Sylvia riibecula), situated close to the blackbird's nest

above referred to, another similar cuckow's egg. He further

states that the cuckow is not a common bird there, and that he
had good reasons for supposing that the two eggs were produced
by the same female ; also that in 1S67 the same thing occurred,

when he found peculiarly coloured cuckows' eggs in nests of the

Chiffchaff and Willow-wren.
As far as my own experience goes, I cannot testify to the

correctness of Dr. Baldamus's theory, as amongst all the cuckows'

eggs I have collected, I find scarcely any that resemble those of

the foster-parents. I have now before me eggs of our common
cuckow taken with the following species, the eggs of wdiich I

have with each cuckow's egg, viz. : Sylvia arundinacea, S. rube-

cula^ Certhia fainiliaris, Entberiza hortulana^ Sylvia palustriSy

S. cinerea, Alotaeilla alba^ and Aeeentor modularis, none of

which, excepting that founcl with the eggs o{ Sylvia einerea, bear

any resemblance to the eggs of the foster-parent. The eggs of

the American cow bunting [Mololhrns pccoris) which, like our

cuckow, entrusts its offspring to foster-parents, seldom, I believe,

resemble those of the foster-parent, and in the instances that have
come under my own observation I have found them to differ

very widely from the foster-parent's eggs. On the other hand,

the eggs of the Great Spotted Cuckow (Oxylophus glandarins)

are so strikingly similar to those of the common Mag|iie, in whose
nests they are generally placed, that it is often difficult to dis-

tinguish them except by liandling them, the texture of the shell

being very different from that of the magpie's egg. In Spain

they are, however, occasionally found in the nests of the Azure-
winged Magpie (Cyanopiea Coohii,) from the eggs of which bird

they differ very much. H. E. Dresser

Physical Meteorology

I.v Mr. Balfour Stewart's suggestions (NATURE, p. 192) he
refers, as an illustration of his niclhod, to a frequently falling

barometer in the centre of a cyclone while air is rushing in from
every side, and asks, " What can carry off the air if there be
not an ascending current in the very heat of the cyclone ? " I

would therefore ask his consideration of the gi'ountls on which,

as I believe, such an "ascending current" must there take place

on the simple principle that great heat has been evolved.

It is well known—(I) That long-continued and heavy rainfall

takes jilace in any area of low pressure with higher pressure out-

side of it. (2) 'i'hat the greater part of the rain which falls,

dining storms, descends in the front part of the atmospheric
depression wdiich attends the storm ; and (3) That the rainfall

is proportional to the suddenness and extent of the fall of the

barometer. Now, though mere sequence does not prove a

connection as "Cause and Efl'ect," it certainly suggests it

if the supposed cause be adequate to produce the effect. Let B
represent a certain w'eight, the latent heat of vapour at {10° Cent.

)

50° Fahr. is (RegiiauU 599°. 5 Cent. ) = 1079° Fahr. But specific

heat of air is to that of water as 0.2375 • ' (Regnault). Conse-

quently B of vapour condensed would heat B of air / \

4543° of Fahr.

When a warm and very moist equatorial current meets and
intermingles with a cold polar current (from the known laws of

vapour) the column of air, thus mixed, must deposit a certain

amount of moisture. Let us assume the mixed stream to be
about 1,000 feet in thickness, and that ^V of 'i" mA\ of rain

falls suddenly on the surface. 1,000 cubic inches of air weigh
about 310

5
and -j'j cubic inch of water about 25I grains.

Consequently, the latent heat of this -f^ inch of rain would heat

310
\ 370° of Fahr. whichthe air of the 1,000 feet column

must occasion an enormous ascending current of air, thereby

producing a sudden diminution of the pressure at the surface,

and causing a large influx of air to restore the equilibrium.

We know that "whirlwinds" arise from "local healing" (as

in dust-storms or prairie-fires) ; hence a like effect must result

from such local evolution of heat through the condensation of

almosj^heric vapour, and the heated column of air will ascend

(as a wliirlwind in the upper strata) before the lilie effects are
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produncd at the surface.' In his remarks on the great storm

(at Nassau, October 1S66), Captain Chaifield observed, "that

(during the calm) while the vortex of the storm was passing over

the harbour, the atmospliei'e v as most oppressive, and the clouds

in the zenitli ajipeared to be revolving rapidly." Under certain

modifying circums:anccs, the s:.me I't^ra causa will, I believe,

account satisfactorily for the ) licnomena of "hail-storms,"

"water-spouts," cS;c But I am unwilling to trespass too much
on your space.

Clenville, Fermoy Henry Hudson, M.D.

A Cyclone in England.

Tt is so seldom we get a cyclone so well developed in these

latitudes, that I have thought the following observations would
interest the readers of N.vruKE.

Noon. Barometer, 29. 67S. Wind, S. S. W. Estimated force, 4
4]-..M. „ 29.304. „ .S.W. ,, 9
6 i>. M. ,, 29.205. ,, W. ,, 10

9.40 P.M. ,, 29.342. ,, W.N.W. ,, 9
II P.M. ,, 29.391. ,, N.W. ,, 7

It will be observed the wind began to freshen from tlic .S. .S.W.

with a falling barometer; it then veeretl to S.W., W..S.W. to

W. , the barometer falling the whole time. When the wind
arrived at W. the storm was at its height and the barometer a

miniuium. Tl.e wind then veered W. by N., W.N.W. toN.W.,
gradually becoming less violent, and the barometer rose during

that time. The storm lasted about twelve or fourteen hours.

From the abo\e, I deduce tiiat Plymouth must ha\e been in

the soutliern half of the cjclune which travelled eastward

;

hence, probably, more damage must have been done further

north than here.

I should feel obliged by any reader of Nati^re living in the

North or East of England, giving the results of his observations

during the storm. F.R.A.S.
Plymouth, 17th December, 1869.

Lectures to Ladies

I H-\VE only just seen the letter in N.-\TURE, signed " M. A.B.,"
on tlie suliject of the hour chosen for lectures to ladies. I most
sincerely hope that the morning hour will be continued. It is

certainly to be regretted if this arrangement is inconvenient to

ladies eng.aged in teaching ; but to the far larger number who
are ntit so engaged, any other hour would be prohibitoiy.

In addition to the constant inconvenience entailed on ladies by
the necessity (or supposed necessity) of their being *' fetched and
carried" every time they go out after dark, all ladies living

ordinary lives in quiet homes, know very well that it behoves
them to get their "occupations" done in the day-time, and that

if they began attending courses of lectures in the evening, their

fathers, husbands, and brothers w'ould be apt to raise a pretty

forcible outcry against the advance of female education.

If I might venture to make a suggestion, it would be that South
Kensington is a very long w ay from everywhere else, and that a

moi-e central situation would add very much to the convenience
of those who come from a distance. I am sure that no one who
attended Professor Hu.\ley's course of lectures just concluded,
begrudged the time and trouble it cost them to get there, or

thouglit it anything but well bestowed ; at the same time a

shorter and more manageable expedition would be a great boon to

many. M. T. G.

NOTES
The Go'.d Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society has, we

are informed, been this year awarded to M. Delaunay, one of the

greatest of living mathematicians and astronomers, for his many
important investigations. We are sure that English astronomers

will hail this award w ith the liveliest satisfaction.

The question of Meteorological Standards is, we learn, now
occupying the attention of the Royal Society Council. We may
hope, therefore, that the revision which has so long been needed

will now take place.

The Lecturers named for the Friday Evening Meetings at

the Royal Institution, before Easter, are Prof. Tyndall, F.R.S.,

Prof.Odling, F.R.S., Prof. Ruskin, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S.,

Mr. W. K. Clifford, Colonel Sir Henry James, F.R.S., Mr. E.

J. Reed, C.B., Chief Constructor of the Navy, Prof. Sylvester,,

F.R.S., Mr. P. W. Barlow, F.R.S , Prof. Rolleston, F.R.S.,

Prof. Roscoe, F.R.S., and Prof. Huxley, F.R.S. Prof. Tyn-
dall's discourse will be on " Flaze and Dust," and will probably

be delivered on the 21st of January. Dr. Odling proposes to

lecture on "Prof. Graham's Scientific Work ;" Dr. Carpenter

on "Temperature and Life in the Deep Sea," and Prof.

Sylvester on " Chance."

The Keith Prize of the Royal Society of Edinburgh was
awarded on Monday to Professor Tait, for his paper on the rota-

tion of a rigid body about a fixed point.

The Professorship of Botany in the Royal College of Science,

Dublin, is now vacant. Professor Wyville Thomson's resignation

having been accepted by the Science and Art Department.

The following lectures will be given in the course of the pre-

sent session of the Chemical Society :—On Vanadium, by Dr.

Roscoe ; on Refraction Equivalents, by Dr. Gladstone ; and on

the Platinic Ammoniums, by Dr. Odling.

The subscriptions to the Faraday Monument Fund, received

up to Dec. 7, amount t0;/^l,400. The object of the fund is

to provide a public memorial to Faraday, and the subscription

from one person is not to exceed five guineas.

Professor Carl Vogt, of Vienna, is actively engaged in the

formation of an Anthropological Society for Austria.

Dr. S. Coull Macicenzie has been appointed to the pi'o-

fessoi-ship of Hygiene in the Calcutta Medical College.

In a new quarterly journal devoted to public hygiene, and pro-

duced at Brunswick, in Germany, we find a carefully-written

article upon English institutions for hygiene, and English factories.

There are also contributions upon army hygiene, barrack reform,

and drainage. The journal is edited by Prof. Riclam, of Leipzig.

The Argenteuil Prize has been awarded by the Academy
of Medicine of Paris in the following way ;—To Mr. Corradi,

of Florence, 5,000 francs ; to MM. Mallez and Tripier, 2,000

francs ; to M. Reliquet, 1,000 francs.

The General Secretary of the Academy of Vienna hn<; pub-

lished as a tirage apart from the almanack of the ^icademy, a

biographical sketch of Karl Ludwig Freiherr von Reichenbach,

who, after a long and distinguished scientific career, died in

January last at the advanced age of eighty-one. Dr. Schrotter

divides the period of Reichenbach's scientific activity into three

parts : the first, that of practical work and exact research, during

which he enriched mankind by the discovery of paraffin and

creosote ; the second, that which he devoted to the study of

meteorites, a study in which his enthusiastic mind led him beyond

the boundary of accurate science ; and, lastly, the time when he

gave himself up to the investigation of so-called animal magnetism

and the imaginary odic force by which he sought to explain the

phenomena he thought he had discovered. Dr. Schrotter rightly

concludes, that however far astray P>.eichenbach may have been led

by his odic notions, lie earned for himself an honourable place in

science, his very errors being those of a highly-gifted man.

We have received the first part of the volume recording the

scientific results of the travels of Bai-on Claus von der Decken in

East Africa, during the years 1S57-1S65. The materials have

been worked up by Peters, Cabanis, Hilgendorf, Ed. von Martens,

and Semper, and comprise Mammalia, Birds,Ainphibia, Crustacea,

MoUusca, and Echinodennata. The part before us is illustrated

by thirty-five lithographic plates of great beauty, most of them

being carefully and dejicately coloured. The second part, which

is to contain the Insects and Spiders, has been entrusted to

Gerstacker.

Dr. Oldham, the president, has communicated to the Pro-

ceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal some interesting notes

on remains found in a Cromlech at Coorg. This Cromlech was
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opened out by the order of the Chief Commissioner of Mysore, on

the Moory Betta Hill, in North Coorg. The relics consist of

small earthenware vessels, as well as several beads and tubes

bored through, and evidently portions of necklaces. These last

-are of the colour of agate, and have circles in white around them,

with zigzag pattern in white in the centre.

In the early part of last year Dr. Francis Day, F.L..S., F.Z.S.,

was commissioned to examine the important subject of the Indian

River Fisheries. The result is the publication of an interesting

and comprehensive report. Dr. Day's observations were at first

directed to the fresh-water fisheries south of Madras. He
personally inspected the Coleroon anicuts, and then extended his

researches to the places lying between these anicuts and the sea.

Dr. Day commenced his examinations with the Cauvery river,

ivhich runs a course of a hundred miles in the Tanjore district,

where it gives off four large branches. At the island of Serungum,

the Coleroon becomes the main channel. At this point an anient

was erected in order to raise the water to a height of six feet by

means of a wall or barrier, to which the native name of anicutta

or anient was applied. It was subsequently found necessary

to erect a regulating dam upon the head of the Cauvery. This

dam consisted of a flooring across the stream, with a slip at each

extremity 76 feet long, 2'4 feet .above the low or middle portion.

On the northern waterway of this anient there are sluices with

vents 8 feet in width. It is stated that when, during the freshets,

the fish cannot surmount the dam, they make their way up the

river through these vents. During the last few years the decrease

of fish in the Coleroon is said to be considerable, though Dr.

Day does not entirely endorse this assertion. The most valuable

fish in the Coleroon was formerly the oolum, or sable fish,

culpca (alausa), palasah, C. and V. ; but since tlie erection of the

anient they have seldom been found. It is asserted that in 1836

the value of the sable fish captured in the river near Trindi-

nopoly was equal annually to about two lacs (^^200,000). They

were principally taken for their roe ; but when in condition they

are described as splendid eating. Unless something is done,

this fine fish, and others of value, will become extinct in the

Coleroon. Dr. Day points out how necessary it is that some

means may be tried to enable the fish to ascend the river above

the anient, that the ova may be deposited in sufficiently deep water.

According to the Boston Adierlisir, an upheaval is taking

place in the harbour at Machiasport, Maine. Vast quantities of

water, mud, and stones are being thrown up to the distance of

many feet with a loud rushing noise. During last summer this

occurrence was frequently noticed.

A German translation of Mr. Wallace's work on the Malay

Archipelago, by Dr. Adolf Bernard Meyer, has just been

published by Westermann of Brunswick.

Mr. M. J. Barrington Ward, B.A., F.L.S., Scholar of

^lagdalen Hall, Oxiord, has been appointed Natural History

Master at Clifton College.

We have to record tlie appearance of the sixth, seventh, and

eighth supplementary volumes of the Annals of the Munich

Observatory. The first contains the meteorological observations

from 1857 to 1866; the second a similar series taken on the

Hohenfrcissenberg from 1851 to 1S64; and the last, a cata-

logue of 6,323 telescopic stars between + 3° and -I- 9° decli-

nation which occur in the Munich zone observations, reduced to

the commencement of the year 1S50, together with comparison

of the observations of Lalande, Eessel, Riinker, and Schiellerur.

The second part of the results of the Geological Survey of the

West Indies has just been issued under the title " Reports on

the Geology of Jamaica." Pending a complete notice of this

important volume, we may mention that it contains in its first

thirty-seven pages a general descri])tion of the physical geography

of the island, with outlines of the different formations. The

body of the book consists of the details of the lithological

structure of the various districts. Appended to the volume is a

report by Mr. Etheridge, Palaeologist of the British .Survey, on

the organic remains. He has not only examined and classified

these remains, but has also referred them to their equivalents in

the cretaceous and tertiary deposits of Furope. Sir Roderick

Murchison, in his preface, calls special attention to the interest-

ing results of Mr. Etheridge's work.

The Royal Irish Academy have voted the following sums of

money out of their special parliamentary grant for scientific pur-

poses :—30/. to the Rev. Eugene O'Meara, A.M., to enable

him to continue his researches on the Irish DiatomaceK ; 30/.

to H. Hennessy, F.R.S., to determine the molecular condition

of fluids and their motion, when in rotation and in contact with

solids; 20/. to J. Bailey, to carry out experiments on "Flitch

Beams ;
" 20/. to B. B. Stoney, to try experiments on riveted

joints. All the reports on these subjects will appear from time

to time in the "Transactions and Proceedings of the Academy."

A SERIES of very beautiful photographic negatives has been

taken of all the more important antiquities in the Museum of the

Royal Irish Academy. The Council of the Academy intend to

have these printed from, and the prints to be sold both sepa-

rately and in series.

We hope shortly to give an article on a new artificial light

suitable for the production of photographic enlargements, by Dr.

Van Monckhoven.

The following is the result of the National Sciences Tripos,

at Cambridge, in which the examiners were—J. Hooker, LI.. D.,

W. H. Miller, M.A., O. Fisher, M.A., C. Trotter, M.A., and

J. B. Bradbury, M.D. Class I. Ds. Watson, Queen's —Class

II. Ds. Kilner, St. John's; Maxwell, King's; Lupton, Trinity

;

Lees, Trinity ; Stirling, Trinity ; Simpson, Caius ; Calliphronas,

Caius.—Class III. Ds. AUiot, Pembroke; Johnson, Jesus;

Banham, St. John's; and Colvin, Trinity — equal; Young,

Caius. A prize offered by the Professor of Botany has been

adjudged to M. J. Barrington- Ward, B. A., Scholar of Mag-

dalen Hall.

We have received the following note with regard to the

Holborn Viaduct :
— "The Report of the Engineers, published in

the daily papers, entirely endorses the opinion expressed in the

note I previously sent you. The only difference between it and

my explanation arises from the fact of the insertion in the joints

oflead-packing near the outer edge of the stone, which of course

exaggerates the evil of a 'concave face.' The variation of

temperature which has been dwelt upon as the chief cause of

failure is evidently in the opinion of the engineers quite inade-

quate to account for it."

Mr. Mei.drum has kindly forwarded us the following note:

—

"A strict watch was kept at the Mauritius for meteors during the

nights of the 12th, 13th, and 14111 November, and the expected

shower was seen on the morning of the 14th. Between midnight

of the 13th, and 4 '40 a.m. of the 14th, 439 meteors were counted

at the Observatory, Port Louis, by three observers. Of that

number, 427 were seen between 3 '20 and 4*40 a.m. Sir Henry

Barkly, at his country residence, 7 miles from Port Louis,

counted 192 between 3'15 and 4'15 a.m. At my residence, 5

miles from Port Louis, 434 were counted between midnight and

4"40 a.m., by two observers up to 4 a.m., and then by four

observers. Between 3 14 and 424 we counted 370, and between

3'55 .and 4'I3, 215. The greatest number seen by Sir Henry

Barkly in an interval of five minutes was 33 between 3 '55 and

4'o, but he saw only a small portion of the heavens. I have not

had time to analyse the observations carefully, but the time of

maximum intensity was about 4"09 a.m. The only source of

doubt in this subject arises from the circumstance that after

4-15 daylight was setting in. I have no doubt that the radiant
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point was somewhere wilhin the sickle of Leo, but I am n^t sure

as to its exact position. Most of the meteors shot westward

along the ecliptic, through Gemini and Taurus, but others in all

directions. 'I'he trains of light and the nuclei were generally

white, with a slight tinge of green, but all the prismatic colours

were seen. The time of duration of the flight was from the

fraction of a second up to 6 seconds, and the longest trains about

40°. At one time gleams of light of various forms appeared in

Leo. I had a small hand-spectroscope, but the times of duration

were too short for using it."

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Moiiitmr Sdcntifique for December I contains a transla-

tion of Dr. Williamson's memoir of the lite Professor Graham,
which appeared in the first number of N.\TURE, a review of con-

temporary ph)'sics and astronomy, a long notice of M. Paul
Champion's work on the ancient and modern industry of China,
and the usual accounts of new patents and meetings of scientific

societies. The number for December 15 completes the volume
for 1869, and gives elaborate tables of conteuts. The remaining
space is de\ oted to reports of the proceedings of the Academy of
.Sciences, abstracts of papers, notices of new publications, and an
account of the new development of the trade in false autographs.

The Revue des Cours Scieiitifiijucs for December 1 1 contains a
translation of an essay by Helmholtz on Goethe as a naturalist

.-nd a physicist, an article on the boring of Mont Cents by ^L A.
Cazin, and a t:anslation of Professor Williamson's memoir of
Graham, contributed to our first number. The greater portion
if the number for December 18 is occupied by a translation of a
raper on the Centenary of Humlioklt, read before the Boston
Natural History Society by Professor .Agassiz. It also contains
lectures on Palaeontology by NL A. Gaudry, and an imjiorlant

paper on the Mortality of Women in Labour, by Professor
Lorain.

In the Pliilosophka! Ma}^ntiin' for this month, Mr, C. Tomliu-
son, F. R. .S., gives an account of Van der Meusbrugghe's im-
portant treatise on the .Supeilicial Tension of Liquids, in which
the movements of camphor on the surface of water are shown to

form a particular case of a general theory. Mr. \V. H. Preece
contributes a proof of the Parallelogram of Forces, and Dr.
Odling a note on Condensed Ammonia Compounds. Pro-
cessor Kengott's Microscopical Investigation of the Knyahynia
Meteorite, and ^L Abicli's paper on Hailstorms in Russian
tjeorgia (both of which are accompanied by plates), arc well
deserving of attention.

In the Cheniic-al A^e-us for December 17, Mr. Edwin Smith
describes an interesting series of experiments on the Electrical
Phenomena of Plants, suggested by a chapter in Pecquerel's
treatise. A paper read befire the Glasgow Philo.sophical
Society by Mr. R. R. Tatlock, F.C S., on the Estimation of
Iodine and Bromine, with special reference to the Analysis of
Kelp, is reproduced. Mr. W. T. Suffolk, F.R.M.S.,
continues his useful articles on Microscopical Manipulation

;

and Mr. H. C. Sorby, F.R.S., describes the aj plication
of the Spectrum Microscope to the Valuation of Wines.
!n a paper on the Constitution of the Compounds of Sodium,
.Mr. J. A. Wanklyn, F.C.S., adduces new arguments in support
c f his opinion that the metal sodium hnd a polyvalent character.
The books noticed in this number are Dr. Pence Jones's Memoir
of Faraday, and a treatise on the I.eclanchc Battery. Corre-
spondence from Dr. Mennicr and Dr. J H. Gladstone, and
' 'hemical Notices from Foreign Journals, make up the rest of the
'.'.umber.

A Paper by M. Felix Plateau, on the Flight of the Coleop-
'. -ra, read before the Physical and Natural History Society of
Geneva, in September last, has just been published in the
Ihbliothiijue Uiihcrsdte ct Kcvuc Suisse. The conclusions arrived
at are as follows : -(l), The difference of flexibility between the
two edges of the wing are not sufficient to account completely fur

the phenomena of flight. (2), The wing makes a wide angle with
! 'le plane in which it moves. (3), It is deflected more rapidly than
i: is elevated. (4), The extent of surface of the wing is greater
i 1 the movement of deflection than in the movement of elevation,

'i he influence of the elytra, their form and mode of action, as
well as some other considerations, are reserved for a memoir
^vl^ich the author hopes to publish shortly.

ASTRONOMY
Oppolzer communicates to the Aslrononiische NachrUhtcn the
following elements of Comet 11., 1869 :

—

T = Oct. 9'266 Berlin mean lime.

TT — 139° i' I-

ft = 311° 27' 51" V Mean Eq. 1S69-70.
1 = III" 26' 40"

)

log. q = o '0901
4°

Professor C. H. F. Peters, of Clinton, N.Y., has discovered
still another new planet, 97 mag., the elements of which arc as
follows :

—

- = 1S69, Oct. o'O Berlin mean time.

M = 338° I' 477"
ir = 53° 8' 20 8"

fl = 5° 3' 52 3"

' - 8° 9' 59-4"

= 16' 43' 30-2"

;a -= SoS"32

log. a o'42S2Si

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Astronomical Society, December 10. — Second
Meeting of Session. Admiral Manners, president, in the chair
during the e.irly part of the meeting; afterwards (the president
finding his health not sufficiently restored to enable him to re-

main), Mr. De la Rue, F.R. S., vice-president, took the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed, and
thirty-two jirescnts announced, including a magnificent represen-
tation of the solar .s]icctruni from France (showing the jiart be-

yond the violet end), presented by Mr. Ladd. Mr. Williams,
the assistant secretary, then read a series of extracts from an
elaborate work on Chinese Astronomy, upon w hich he has been
engaged during the last three years. He exhibited in a very
complete and lucid manner the Chinese mode of reckoning
time by cycles of sixty years, the several years of each cycle

being indicated by certain characters called Kca Tszc. He
then showed how any year in ordinary chronology, whether
B.C. or A. n. , can be represented in the proper cycle, and in

its right place in that cycle. He described the division of the

hea\'ens into thirty-one parts ; three, called "Yuen," of large

size; the remainder, called "Suh," representing lunar houses, and
very irregular in extent, both from east to west and from north to

south. While one, for instance, extended nortii and south from
Perseus to Canopus, another consisted mainly of a few stars in

the heail of Orion Other extracts exhibited the ci-rrectness of

the positions assigned by the Chinese to the equinoxes and the

solstices, and the evidence their estimates give respecting the

date at v.diich their observations were made. He mentioned
inUT alia that the Melonic Cycle had been known to the Chinese
astronomers 2, coo years before Meton's day. The occurrence

of the names of our modern asterisms in Cliinese records must
not be held to indicate the antiquity of our constellation-figures,

because it cannot be doubted that the Jesuits taught the Chinese
tlicse new names. In fact, the Chinese we:e led to remodel
their system of astronomy according to the instructions of the

Jesuits—a misfortune, ]3erhaps, since, al hough the old system of

astronomy liad had the flisid\'antn<je of beini^ inexact and scarcely

inlelLgible, the chan; e destroyed many of the clues by which we
ni'g'it have found clearer idea.-, as to what the Chinese astroncmers

ready meant to record.—The Astronomer Royal indicated his

hiL;h 0]iinion of the value of such researches as those in which
Mr. Williams had been engaged. Astronomy is the science

which of all others brines most together the past, the present,

and the future, and, therefore, all studies of long past eras, even

though the astronomical observations then made were compara-
tively inexact, cannot but have a high value. Mr. Stone, F. R.S.

,

called attention to the general value of the matter brought before

the society's notice by Mr. Williams, but expressed his regret

that the Chinese records named only the day on which any

phenomenon was observed- Mr. De la Rue ihen mentioned

that the greater J^art, if not all. of Mr. Williams's work, would be

printed in the Society's Memoirs.—The Astronomer Royal de-

scribed an arrangement for correcting atmospheric chromatic

dispersion, even simpler than tho^e he had before devised. It

had occurred simultaneously to himself and to Mr. Simms, the
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optician, and consists simply in giving the eye-glass of an eye-

piece such a motion that while the face towards the field-glass

presents an unchanged curvature, the other face (plane) is

slightly inclined. This is clearly equivalent to the addition of a

prism to the eye-glass, only there is no loss of light, as there

would be were a separate prism added. The new eye-piece will

serve also to correct errors in the centreing of an object-glass.

—Professor Cayley discussed certain geometrical relations con-

nected with the problem of determining the ]")'acc of a body
revolving roimd the sun, from three observations. He remarUed
t'lat encii obs-^rvatioa sliows that the body lies on a known line.

If we tnke ihc-'e three lines in space, what the probkm really

requires is, that we should iletermine the posi'ion cf a plane
passing through the sun, and intersecting these lines so that

a conic ihrcugh the points of intersection should have the

s'ln in its focus, and the areas between vecto-al radii to the points

proportional to the two observed time-in'ervals. IFe then

considcrcil the Ircus of the orbit-pole, (i) for an assunieil

eccentricity, (2) for an assumed period, on a stercographic

jirojcttiou of a portion of the sphere— eqral in extent to one
half, but not actually a hemisphere. The /nri for poles to ;-.,;/

orbits — that is, orbits having all three ]>^.ints on one branch

—

exhibit a singular figure, liie true locus iiaving p.'ijjts d^ariri

on the bounding-bnes of the half-sphere of pr* jec'.ion. In answer
to quc.-.lions by the Astronomer Royal, Mr. I)e la Rue, and Mr.
Stone, Professor Cayley indicated that his paper was intended

rather as a contribu'.ii'U to the geomciry of the problem than to

its practical solution.— I)r. H;dfour Stewart then read a paper on
terrestrial magneti'-ni. Aftir referring lo tl:e views he has
already j^ublished resj^cctirig tl-.c eajlh's m.ignetic character, he
indicated liis belief that the zodiacal light is a phenomenon of

tcn-estrial magnetism, owing its existence to the magnetic effects

produced by the upper nir-cnrrents (th.e counter-trades) ; these

effects not being reeoj;nisable, of course, in ordinary observations.

He suggested also that the motion of the titlal wave might account
for the magnetic variitions, whose ]xr!od corresponds to the

lunar diurnal molioi\ The ,\slri.nomer Royal remarked on the
complexi'y of the whole problem of tw'rrestrial magnetism, which
he characterised as Iiaiiliy behiiging to the class of subjects

usually dealt with by the Society.—Mr. Proctor gave a brief

sketch of a new theery of the Milky Way. He regards the
galaxy as neither a clo\en di.sc, as Sir W. Merschel opined,
i;or a fiat ring as .Sir

J. He;Svhcl has suggested, but a spiral cf
a figure which he indicated as serving to explain all the most
striking peculiarities of the Milky Way, as seen upon the heavens.—.\nolliir paper by Mr. Proctor, on Great Circle .Sailing, and a
letter from Lieut. Tuimian about the November meteors as
seen in Kg'ypt, remained unread owing to the lateness of
the hour.

Geological Society, December 8.—Professor T. H. Huxley,
l.LT)., F. K.S., president, in the chair. The following commu-
nications were read :— I. "Notes in the Kraehiopoda hitherto
obtained from the Pebble-bed at Budleigh Salterton, near
Kxmouth, in Devonshire," by Thoni.is Davidson, Esq., F.R..S.,
KCS., lie. 'I he author fiist desLribed the general chaiacteis,

and discussed the opinions that have been put forward as to the
origin of the pebbles forming this bed. Nearly forty species
of Brachiopoda have been obtaij.ed from them. The fossils

contained in the pebbles ha^e been regarded as of Lower
Silurian age ; the author considered the great majority of the
Lraehiopoda to be Devonian. 'Ihe species identified with Silu-
rian fossils are :

—

Lingnla Lfiueuri (Rouault), L. Rouaulti
(Saltei), and L. I/ini;'.n (Rouault). The species regarded by
the author as undoubtedly Devonian (i.e. either previously de-
scribed from Devonian deposits or associated with such species
in the same pebble) are tuelve in ir.unber, namely :

—

Spirifcr
Vernniilh (Murch), .S. v.acropkni (Goldf ) Allnris hiidlcii^liL-iisis

(sp. n. ), Alryf-ti {rctu-uhiris f)^ KhyiuhoiulUi iiuunita (Sandb.
),

K. tUiptua (Sehnurr.), K. \'uaryi (sp. n.), and two undeter-
mined species tjl RhytichoiiJla, Strcplorhynihus crciihtrU (Phil.)
Froductus I'icaryi (Salt.), and an undetermined Chondcs. Eiglit
species occurring in the same rock, three of which have been
doubtfully identified, are considered by the author to be probably
Devonian. 1 he species su[iposed to be detennined are :

—

Oithis
redux (Barr.) and O. Birl/wsi (Rouault), Silurian ; and Spiri/cr
cctoplkulus Ciovi.), Devonian and Carboniferous, but possibly
identical with the Silurian .J. eiefaliis (Dalm.) The others are
two new species of Orthis, and a new Rhynchonilla (?), and an
undetermined species of Terebratiila (?) 'and Strophomeiia (?).

Finally, the author noticed fourteen species (all new, except

Orchis pulvinata. Salt.) only known from these pebbles, but
which were stated to possess a Devonian fades,— Mr. Etheridge
agreed with Mr. Davidson as to his determination of the species.

He had, however, examined the extensive collection of Mr.
Vicary, and, from their general ySir/Ai-, he was inclined to assign
them to the Middle Devonian ami Carboniferous beds. The
attribution of the fossils to Upper Llandovery beds was founded
on the presence of Z/;/;n'//(7 rrr/wt-;/*? ; but he thought he could
give some cine to the locality from which the pebbles had Veen
derived. It had first, from the liihological character of the
pebbles, as well as from the fossils, been thought that they were
of Lower Cnradoc age. He himself assigned the position of the
rocks from which the pebbles had hecn derived lo the Hangman
group of North Devon. At Anstis Cove, Mr. Tawney had
found a series cf the same class of fcssils in a matrix exnctly
like that of the pebbles. He had examined the spot, and there

recognised an extension of the sandstones of North Devon (the

Hangman Grits) on the -south ccast, end certainly, so far as

lithological character is concemetl, the rocks are the same as
the pebbles. It did not, hfiwever, follow that the pebbles came
from that p.-:rticular d'sirict, but probably [x:-\n the dcnuilation

of the large tract of country r.f Devonian age to the north. There
are, however, .Silurian species in the pebbles, and these he
would refer to the denudation of rocks in an area mainly to the
south of what is now the Devon coast. The fauna at Budleigh
.Salterton is essentially British, and not French, though some
few species are common to lx)th areas. The bivalves, indeed,
were hardly known in France. On the whole, he concluded
that the fossils in the pebbles were Devonian, with a slight ad-
mixture of Silurian and probably Carboniferous forms, derived
from rocks at no great distance from the spot where the pebbles
are found.— Professor Ramsay pointed out that in conglomerates
it might be expected to find pebbles of rocks of various ages.

He commentetl on the difheulty pakvontologists seemed to

labour under in determining a fossil if it came out of a pebble
instead of from a rock the position of wldch was definitely

known. He adverted to the statement that the beds containing
the peljbles had been depositetl in the New Red Sandstone sen,

whereas Mr. Godwin-Austen had regarded the New Red deposits

as formed in large inland lakes ; and th.e local character of the

beds supported tliis latter view.—Mr. Prestwich was glad that

some other source had been suggested for the quartzite pebbles.

He had found somewhat simiLar quartzitcs between Lisicux and
Cherbourg, in France.—The President observed that he would
like to see the rise of a new race of pala-ontologists, relying

simply on zoological chai'acterislics, antl not on geological posi-

tion. A considerable simplification of our classification would
probably result.—Mr. Etheridge briefly replied.

2. " On the relation of the Boulder-clay without Chalk of the

North of England to the Great Chalky Boulder-clay of the
.South," by .Searles V. Wood, jun., I'^sq. , F.G..S. The author
described the Yorkshire glacial clays as of tuo kinds—the lower,
containing chalk debris, and belongjig to the uppermost member
of the glacial series in eastern and east-central England ; the
upper containing chalk sparingly in its lower part, and gradually
losing this upwards. On the coast the latter occurs only north
of Flambro'. He stated that, palajonlologically, the lower and
middle glacial deposits closely agree witli the cr.ng, and are quite

distinct from the deposits at Bridlington, which he pLaced im-
mediately above the "Great Chalky Clay." The absence tt

chalk debris in the deposit north of h lambio' has been regarded
as evidence of a drift fiom north to south ; but the author stated

that the purple clay without chalk extends over much of the

north-eastern part of the Wolds, from the sea-level to an elevation

of 450 feet, and that outliers of it occur at intervals along the
Holderness coast-section as far as Dimlington, foity-two miles
south of the northern limit of the Wolds. In the direction of
F'lambro' and York the clay was said lo be destitute of chalk,

which would not be the case had the Wolds formed a sea-shore
causing a drift from the north to pass either to south-east or

south-west. The author desciibed the characters of the great
chalky boulder-clay in the eastern and central counties of Eng-
land, and maintained that the chalk found in it (equal, according
to him, to a layer of at least 200 feet over the entire Wold) could
only have been detached by the agency of moving ice, which he
believed to have covered nearly the whole Woltl for a long
period. The author slated that boulders of Shap Fell granite are
confined to the deposit of clay without chalk; and discussed the
means by which they could have been distributed. He ascribed

their disjjersion to the agency of floating ice during au adequate sub-
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mergence of tl\e district. He supposed them to have passed from
Shap Fell by what isnow the pass of Stainmoor. Thus he ascribed

the formation of the "gieat chalky clay" to the extrusion from the

sea-foot of a s^eat sheet of ice, of materials abraded by the
latter, the land beinc^ depressed 600 to 700 feet below its present

level ; and that of the clay without chalk and w ith boulders of

Shap Fell granite to deposition during a period of much greater
depression (aliout 1,500 feel), throughout which the sea bore
much floating ice. He considced that the "great chalky
clay" indicated a long jier'od during which the land, with its

enveloping ice, remained stationary, and that during this period,

when intense cold prevailed, the arctic fauna of Bridlington
became established. He thought that the recommencement of
.subsidence was indicated by the reddish-brown or brownish-
I'urple sediments of Holderness, in which some chalk occurs.

He then indicated the species of mollusca which have occurred
in the purple clay without chalk about .Scarbro' and Whitby, all

of which were said to belong to existing forms, and thus be in

accordance with the date assigned by him to that deposit. The
molluscan fauna of MocI Tryfane was referred to by the author,

who stated that he regarded it as belonging to the period of
emergence from the deepest depression during which the clay

without chalk was assumed to have been deposited, i.e., to the
earliest part of the post-glacial period, to which the stratified

drifts of Scotland are referred by Mr. A. Cieikie. Mr. C'>wyn

Jeffreys had found the shells of Kelsea and elsewhere in York-
shire to be mainly arctic ; and Mr. Prestwich, in his paper on
the boulder-clay near Hull, h.ad first pointed out their glacial

character. In the late dredgings in H.M.S. y'();-<;(;*/«c several

of the species before known as fossil at Bridlington, but not as

existing in the Brilish seas, had been discovered. In fact, he
believed that the Bridlington species, with but few exceptions,

had now been found in the Brilish seas. Similar sjiecies had
also been found in the boulder-clay in .Scotland. Prof Ramsay
was pleased to find the author's views so closely correspond with
his own published some years ago as to the glacial phenomena
of North \Vales, though based on another part of the country.

He thought that shells might be found by careful search in the

low-lying boulder-clay in other places than those enumerated, as

they had been disco\ered in the western part of F!ngland. Mr.
I'restwioh, though inclined to accept the divisions of the boulder-
clay in Yorkshire as suggested by the author, was not so clear

as to his divisions in the south. He thought the presence of
chalk in the clay might be traced to the contiguity of the outcrop
of the chalk stratum. The shells being to a very great extent

recent, the grouping might be due to accidental or local circum-

stances. 1 he Chillesffird clays, in his opinion, mark the com-
mencement of the great glacial period. Mr. Eiheridge suggested

that Attcula CobboldiiF, Cardita siinilis, and some other shells

not found in the British seas, proved the arctic character

of the Bridlington fauna. Sir Charles l.yell remarked
that if the fauna of the lower and middle glacial really corre-

sponded so closely with that of the crag, it afforded a strong

argument against their being of the same age as the Brid-

lington beds. Perhaps, eventually, some palajontological con-

nection might be traced throughout the series, and a chrono-

logical scale established. The President suggested a difficulty

in the marine transport of ice from .Shap Fell to Bridlington,

not only from the wind lilowing rarely in the necessary direc-

tion, but from the current caused by the gieat submerged ridge

also tending to carry any bergs in another direction. He
thought the transport by sheet-ice more probable. The Rev.

]. L. kome had traced the .Shap granites over the valley of

the Eden, across Stainmoor, to the Yorkshire side. There
might have been difficulties in their tr.ansport, but there they

are. Though they were found in Teesdale, yet the intervening

ridge of millstone-gr-it, 2,000 feet, had prevented them finding

their way into Swale Dale. Mr. Searles V. Wood, jun., slated

that he had relied on Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys's works for his classifi-

cation of the shells as being arctic or otherwise. He regarded

the succession of the various members of the glacial series as

well established, and as borne out also by the molluscan re-

mains. He utterly repudiated the notion that the ChiUesford,

I'ridlington, and Kelsea Hill beds were on the same horizon.

He beiieved the whole of the Scotch beds to be newer than

those of England. He quoted Professor Phillips as suggesting a

change in the elevation around Shap Fell since the dispersion of

the boulders, and offered as his own explanation of the hypo-

thesis, that the passes by which the boulders travelled were those

which, though at the higher levels, were the soonest freed from

ice. He thought that the direction of the current was influ-

enced by other causes than the general trend of the rocky divid-
ing ridge.

The following specimens were exhibited to the meeting ;

—

Fossiliferous I'ebbles from Budleigh Salterton, exhibited by
Professor Tennant and K. F.theridge, Esq.
Zoological Society, December 9. —Dr. E. Hamilton, V.P.,

in the chair. The Secretaiy read a list of the moie remarkable
of the recent additions to the Society's menagerie, amongst
which were particularly noticeil two gibbons [Ihtohates lar),

deposited by G. S. Roden, Esq. An extract was re.ad from a
letter addressed to the Secretary by Capt. ('.. E. Bnlger, C.M.Z.S.,
correcting an error in a former jiaper by him on the birds observed
at Wellington, in the Neilghcrry Hills, published in the Society's
Proceedings. Professor \V. 11. F'lower, F.U.S., gave some
account of the external characters of the fin-whale, recently
stranded in Langston Harbour, near Portsmouth, which he
considered referable to the species usually called Bal.tuoptera
niusculiis. Mr. Flower concluded his remarks with a sketch of
the species of the Balaenoid, or whalebone-producing, whales,
which occur in the British seas. These, according to our present
knowledge of them, appear to be six in number, namely:

—

PaLtna biscayensis, Megaptera longimana, and Balienopter<t
musciilus, SibbnUii, laliceps, and rostrata. A communication was
read from Surgeon Francis Day, F.Z.S., on the fresh-water fishes

of Bnrmah, being an account of the specimens of this class of
animals obtained during a recent inspection of the fisheries of
Pegu, and during a short visit paid to the capital of Upper
P>urmah. A second communication was read from Surgeon
F'rancis Day containing the third part of his critical notes on the
fishes ttf the Calcutta Museum. Mr. G. FVench Angas gave
descriptions of twelve new species of land-shells belonging to
different subdivisions of the family HclkidtT, from the Western
Pacific Islands. Mr. P. L. Sclater read a list of the birds that

had bred in the (hardens of the Society during the past twenty
years. The total number of species enumerated in this list was
108. Mr. R. B. .Sharpe i^ointed out the characters of a new
kingfisher belonging to the genus Tauysiptcra, which he proposed
to call y. Klliott. A communication was read from Mr. Harper
Pease on the classification of the molluscs of the genus Heluter.

A paper was read by Messrs. P. L. Sclater and O. Salvin on
birds collected by Mr. W. H. Hud.son at Conchitas, near Buenos
Ayres, being their third communication to the .Society upon this

subject. Mr. Sclater exhibited and pointed out the characters of
two new species of birds of the sub-family A''/(7.'/.r.r/K<r, proposed
to he called Syiiallaxis ciirtata and Ltptnsthentim aitdicola. A
communication was read from Capt. G. E. Bulger, entitled Notes
on Two .'\nimals observed near Wind-Vogel-berg, .South Africa.

Mr. K. Swinhoe, F'.Z.S., read a paper on the Cervine Animals
of the Island of Hainan, Southern China, which he stated to be
referable to three species, namely:

—

Cet-i'ulus vaginalis, Cet-i'us

[PaJtolia] Eldi, and a Rusine Deer allied to Cetinis hippcUiphus.

A communication was reatl from Mr. W. T. Blanford on the
species of Jfyra.r inhabiting Abyssinia and the neighbouring
countries, which he believed to be four in number. Dr. J. E.

Gray communicated the description of a new species of Ktnys^

living in the Society's Gardens, which he proposed to call

E. fhn'ipes, from an unknown locality.

Mathematical Society, December 9.—Professor Cayley,
president, in the chair. Professor H. J. S. Smith communicated a

noteon the F'ocal Properties oftwo Correlative F'igures. This paper
was an appendix to a former paper by the same author, on the

Focal Properties of nomographic Figures. By the term "focal
properties " are intended those properties which arise from
considering the imaginary circular points at an infinite distance in

either figure, and the ]ioints corresjionding to them in the other

figure. These properties ajipear to be much less varied in their

character in the case of two correlative figures than in the case

of two homographic figures ; and the two following theorems

(of which the first is well known) will suffice to give an idea

of the general nature of the results :— 1. In two correlative

figures in space there are always two corresponding tetra-

hedia, such that three adjacent edges of each are rectangular
;

the three edges opposite to these being at an infinite dis-

tance, and the edges at a finite distance in either figure

corresponding to the edges at an infinite distance in the

other. 2. If we consider any point in either figure, and its coiTe-

lative plane in the other, we have two definite planes passing

through the point, and two corresponding pointsupon the plane,

which may be called respectively the cycUc planes of the point
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and Ihe foci of llie plane. Ifwe ta1(e any tliird point in the plane,

the angles which its focal radii vcctores mahe with the line joining

the fnci are equal to the angles which the traces of the corre-

sponding planes upon ihe cyclic planes make with the line of

intersection of those two planes. These tlicorcnis suppose only

that in the two conehnive figures the plane at an infinite distance

in either figure answers to a point at a finite distance in the other.

Mr. Tucker (Hon. .Sec.) read a ]noof (by Mr. M. W. Crofton,

F. R. S ) of Gauss' Theorems and Napier's Analogies. The proof, a

purely geometrical one, was extremely neat and simple. The
perpendicular bisector of the base is produced to meet the ex-

ternal bisector of the vertical angle, and from the point of inter-

section (P) arcs are drawn perpendicular to the sides containing

the said vertical angle. This point (P) is also connected by

arcs with the extremities of the base ; the results readily follow

from the equality of certain triangles.—Mr. S. Ixoberts, M A.,

gave an account of a short jiaper On the Order of the Discrimi-

n.ant of a Ternary Form. The main theorems, the author states,

have been geometrically obtained by, and are due to. Professor

Cremona(Mr. Roberts' paper contains an analytical proof of them),

and relate to the influence of common multiple points on the

number of double points of a pencil or involution of curves. The
method employed was applied to the determination of the dis-

criminant of a ternary form when certain of the terms are want-

ing, viz. the form (-r, y) >'(.r, s)'!. The communication also

haci reference to ap.Tpcr on Discriminants, by Dr. Hcnrici, pub-

lished in the Society's Proceedings, in which the result had been

arrived at iiidirtrt/y- and Mr. Roberts' aim was to dear up an

apparent discrepancy in the results obtained by Professor Cre-

mona and Dr. Henrici. The latter gentleman joined in a discus-

sion on the subject.—The President gave an account of his

investigations on the cen ro-surface of an ellipsoid (locus of the

centres of curvature of the ellipsoid). The surface has been
studied by Dr. .Salmon, and also by Professor Clebsch, but in

particular the theory of the nodal curve on the surface admits of

further development. The principal sections of the surface (as

is known) consist eneh of them of an ellipse counting three times,

and of an evolute of an ellipse : the evolute and ellipse have four

contacts (twofold intersecrions) and four .simple intersections,

but the contacts and intersections respectively are in the different

sections real <-)r imaginary. The form of the principal sections

then is : a real contact at P in the ])lane of .v~, and a real in-

tersection at Q in the plane of xy ; and thus there are an exte-

rior and an interior sheet, but (instead of meeting in a conical

point, as in the w'ave surface) these intersect in a nodal curve

QP. The curve has a cusp at Q, and a node at P, thus ex-

tending beyond p, but from that point is acnodal, or without
any real branch of the surface passing thiough it. Several

simple relations were established, but the leduclions were of

some complexity.

Syro-Egyptian Society, December 7th.—W. H. Black,

Esq. in the chair. Mr. Bononii read a paper on the defacement
of the name and figure of the god Anum on all Egyptian tem-
ples, obelisks, and statues, during the reign of the successor of

Amnnohph III., and the subsequent restoration of both during
the reign of Rameses II. Mr. Bonomi conjectures that the
amount of skilled labour and expenses of scaffolding necessary
to effect these changes prove that they were considered of great
importance in a religious point of view ; and he staled that

there was scarcely a public or jirivate collection of Egyptian anti-

quities in Europe that could not furnish examples of it. The
beautiful drawings and photographs exhibited by Mr. Bonon'i,
to illustrate the subject, enhanced the interest of his able paper.

Institution of Civil Engineers, December 14.— Mr. Chas.
Hutton Gregory, president, in the chair. The paper on Ocean
Steam Navigation, with a view to its future development, by
Mr John Graniham, M. Inst. C.E., partly read at the meeting
on the "th inst., was concluded ; and a brief abstract of the whole
is now given. The author contended that steam-ships could be
employed more extensively on routes partially occupied by them,
and on others where regular steam-lines had not yet been estab-
lished. Rapid and regular voyages both for passengers and
goods were now fully appreciated, while the greatly-increasing
intercourse of all nations furnished freights which would support
lines of ex])ensive ste.im-ve.ssels. He tr.aced the rise of ocean
steam navigation, and showed that the route from Liverpool to
New York was the principal field on which it was first fully

developed. He descr-ibed the efforts made by the Americans to
maintain by steam the prestige so long secured by their sailing

ships
;
gave the reason for the great change that had taken place

;

and stated that not one American steamer was now running be-

tween Europe and America. Some of the causes of this were
to be found in the fact, that iron shij-s, worked by the screw

propeller, could alone be tmplc)ed successfully, and that such

ships in America were too expensive, both in their constiuclion

and in their working, to enable them to compete with English

vessels. The foim of, and various improvements in, the boilers

and the engines were described, shov.ing that a much higher

pressuie of steam was now employed, that the expansive system

and surface condensation were at present considered essential to

success in economising fuel, and ihat the amount of coals con-

sumed had in the best vessels been reduced to 2,|,lb. per indi-

cated horse-power per hour, but it was anticipatecl that a

reduction to 2lb. might soon be attained. A map on Mercator's

projection was exhibited, indicating the princi|)al ocean routes in

connection with the trades between Great Britain and the rest

of the world ; and the improved system by great circle sailing,

as recommended by Mr. Towson, of Livcr]3ool, was described.

A table was also exhibited of the relative distances between
London and Liverpool, and the various ports shown on the map,
both by long sea, and by the Suez Canal and the Pacific Railroad ;

from which it appeared that, as I'egardcd the Northern Hemi-
sphere, a great saving of diatanee and time would be effected.

The number of ocean steam-ships now working in connection
^^ ith tills country was stated to be 364. The performances of

the best ships of various companies were then alluded to, and
the result showed that on the North American lines the highest

average rale of speed w-as maintained, but by a large expenditure

of fuel ; that the Pacific and Colonial Companies' ships gave
excellent results, as regarded economy of fuel ; and that some
new vessels, lately built for the Royal West India Mail Com-
pany, seemed to promise the best performances with respect to

speed and economy combined. A table taken from the Board of

Trade lieturns for 1868 .sho\\'ed that, wiih North America, the

tonnage of steam-ships nearly equalled that of sailing ships ; but

in the Mediterranean trade steam-ships largely exceeded sailing

ships. On the other hand, in the regular trades with India,

China, and Australia, steam tonnage, by long sea, comprised only
about I per cent, of the whole. A calculation was then made to

show what might be expected if the trade with the East was in

future carried through the Suez Canal, and of the number of

large steam-fleets which would be required to work it. Some
facts were also recorded relative to the eflect of the Pacific

Railroad, and tlie probability of letters and passengers from
China, Japan, and We-tern Australia going by that route. It

was shown that several days' saving in time would be effected.

The author considered that the vo)age to Melbourne cculd be
best ]ierfornied by long sea, as there would be no saving either ill

distance or in time by way of Suez. The paper held out

great prospects of advantage to England and to British ship-

builders, from the immense changes that \\ere apparently about
to take place.

Anthropological Society, December 14.— LV. Charnock,
V.P., in the chair. Mr. Wake read a paper on the Race
Affinities of the i\Iadecasses. The agreement of the llovas with
the other inhabitants of Madagascar in language and customs
forbids us to refer the former to a Malayan origin. Moreover,
the division into dark and light tribes is found in the Malayan
Archipelago, and also in South Africa. Comparison of physical
and mental characters, and of customs and superstitions, sho\(3
that the daik Madeeasses, the Kafirs, and the Papuans, all

belong to the same race. By a similar comparison, an analogous
affinity between the Hovas, the Hottentots, and the Malays (as

representative of whom the paper took the .Siamese), can be
established. The South African relationship of the Madeeasses
is supported by the verbal and grannnatical affinity of the
Malagasy to the Kafir and Hottentot dialects, which are shown
to be related between themselves, and also to the Polynesian
dialects. The arr.angement of peo|)les on the African area is

opposed to the idea of a continenial origin of the M.idec.asses,
while their numerous African altinitics prevent their beiii" traced
to a Malayan source. The Madeeasses are more really atilo-
chtlwnous than any other race except the aborigines of Australia,
and probably Madagascar w.as connected with both the African
Continent and the Malay Archipelago when it was first inhabited
by man. The inhabitants of iMad.agascar possess the domestic
ox, sheep, and fowl, and are skilled in the smelting .and working
of iron. This island was probably (according to the author)
the seat of man's primilive civilisation.
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Dublin
Royal Irish Academy, December 13.—The Rev. Trofesscr

Jelletl, president, in the chair. Professor Sullivan, Ph.D., read

a paper on the lieds of Thenardite of the Valley of Jarania, in

connection with climatal effects supposed to be due to the varia-

tion of the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, according to the
calculations of Messrs. Croll and Moore. The author remarked
that M. Adhemar endeavoured to account for change of climate

in geological time by the precession of tlie equino.xes, and the
change of position of perihelion. These effects are modified by
another astronomical movement— the change in the eccentricity

of the earth's orbit. At the instance of Sir C. Lyell, Mr. Stone
made some calculations to determine the eccentricity of the

orbit in former periods, which Mr. Croll, by the aid of I.ever-

rier's formula, has completed for one mdlion years before 1800 in

parts of a unit equal to the mean distance of the earth from
the sun. These calcidations are given by SirC. Lyell in the last

edition of his "Geology," with the addition of some calculations

made by Mr. John Carrick Moore, of the mean temperature of the

hottest and coldest months in the latitude of London, sup-

posing other causes which may inlluence the distribution of heat
to remain the same as at present. According to these tables,

several periods of e.streme temperature should have occurred
within the million of j-ears. Tlie most marked of them should
occur at 200,000, 210,000, and 750,000 years befoie i^co,

when the mean teiupeiature of the hottest month should be
113° Fahr., and of the coldest i°-9, o°7, and o°-6 respec-

tively. Professor Tyndall has well pointed out that glaciers re-

quire heat as well as cold to produce them, so that extreme
temperatures appear to represent the conditions required. These
views appear to receive an unexpected support from a pheno-
menon which, being purely physical, gives more definite results

than can in general be obtained from biological ones. In the
Valley of tlie Jarania, a branch of the Tagus which receives

the waters of the Manzanarcs, which flows through Madrid,
occurs a series of beds,— thenardite, glauberife, gypsum, and clay,

—having a variable thickness of from 16 to 19 metres. Through
this the alluvial plain of the river has been cut. The formation
of anhydrous sul]ihate of soda requires that the solution from
which the salt separates should be abo\e 35° Cent, or 95° Lahr.
This Is a temperature which even a shallow lake could only
attain if the tenqierature of the air \\'ere considerably above that

point. On the other hand, the conditions under which the sul-

phate of soda could be formed in the first instance requires a low
temperature. So that, like glaciers, these beds require gi'eat heat

and cold, the limits of which are, however, fixed in this case. If

the temperature of the hottest month in the latitude of London
were 1 13°, it woukl be still higher on the plain of Madrid, where
even 120° Fahr. in the shade is sometimes even now attained in

the locality of these beds. The circumstance which should exist

at either of the glacial periods indicated by Mr. Croll's and Mr.
Carrick Moore's calculations, would be sufiicient to account for

those beds ; it would be difficult to account for them on the sup-

position of a period of intense cold. These beds were fully

described in a paper by Professors Sullivan and O'Reilly, pub-
lished in 1S63 in Vol. iv. of the Atlantis, and afterwards in

"Notes on the Geology and Mineralogy of the Spanish
Provinces of Santander and Madrid." (London: Williams and
Norgate. 1863.) Professors Apjohn and Hennessy tcok part

in the discussion of the paper. J. R. Garstin, A.M., was elected

a mcinber of council in the room of Professor Jellett.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 13.—M. H. Sainte-Claire

Deville brought under the notice of the Academy a siderostat

constnicted by the late M. Leon Foucault, and communicated a

note upon it by M. C. Wolf. Its action depends upon the

production of a perfectly plane mirror, the mode of obtaining

which was described in a posthumous paper by M. Leon
Foucault, read to the Academy at a recent meeting (see N.\TUKt',

p. 177), and its object is to furnish the observer with a perfectly

reflected image of .any sidereal body for examination by the

telescope. A figure of the instrument, which is provided with

a clockwork movement, is given in illustration of M. W^olfs

note.—M. Laugier remarked upon the employment of the plane

minor, and noticed that .'\iago had called attention twenty years

ago to the advantages which might be derived from it. M. P.

A. Favre presented some remarks upon the electric explorer

described by M. Trouve (see Nature, p. 177), for the detection

of metallic substances in wounds, and claimed for himself the

invention, in 1S62, of an electrical sound for the same purpose.

—

Marshal Vaillant announced that M. Pasteur was engaged at
Trieste in completing a work upon sericulture, and in organising
a silk-worm cultivation on a large scale, to be carried on in
accordance with his system.—M. Haton de la Goupilliere pre-
sented a memoir on the system of metallic floodgates which re-
quire the minimum of attraction.—A memoir on the dispersion of
light, by M. M. Ricour, was communicated by M. Combes.
General Morin presented a note by M. II. Morton, on the origin
of the luminous band which is obseri'ed in contact with the
margin of the moon's disc in the photographic pictures of various
eclipses. In preparing negative photographs of eclipses, a slight
band surrounds the border of the moon's shadow, in which the
deposit of silver is more dense than elsewhere, producing a light
band in that positive. The author has produced a similar eflcct

by substituting a disc of dark jiapcr for the moon's shadow, and
he comes to the conclusion that the phenomenon is simply
chemical, and due to the extension, during the development of
the plate, of the nitrate of silver from the )iart protected by the
shadow, to a short distance beyond the latter.—A note by M.
Hugo Schiff, on the constitution of am)-gdaline and phloridzine,
was communicated by M. Wurtz. The author describes and
formulates these substances and their derivatives.—M. E. J. Mau-
mene communicated another memoir on inverted sugar, in reply to

M. Dulirunfant, in which he states that none of the latter's

assertions .are in accordance with experiment. He s.ays that
inverted sugar, properly prepared, is a mixture of three optically

neutral bodies, which are neither glucose, nor levulose, nor any
of the sugars possessing a rotatory power. The fermentation of
inverted sugar is accompanied by no elective phenomena.— M.
Dubrunfant presented a communication on spectrum analysis

applied to the investigation of simple gases, and of their

mixtures, in which he described the phenomena presented by
various gases and gaseous mixtuies under different conditions
of pressure, and indicated that the supposed multiple spectra of
certain gases are probably due to admixture. Thus it apjiears to

be impossible to obtain hydrogen free from nitrogen, and under
a low pressure the spectrum of the latter alone appears.—M.
Jos. Boussingault communicated an analysis of the *' morallon

'*

emeralds from the mines of Muso, in New Granada.—.\ memoir
was presented by M. Martin de Brettes on the determination of

one or more of the following quantities, the others being given :

The diameter of an oblong projectile, its weight, its initial velocity,

the curve of its tr.ajectory, and the weight of the gun from
which it is fired. He gives the formulre for working out these

questions, and indicates their applications to artillery and small
arms.—Of two zoological papers, one, byM.Lacaze Duthiers, calls

the attention of naturalists to the Harbour of Roscoff, on the

north coast of France, as a locality where the so-called Pcntactifius

airo/aiiSy the young form of Anfedon rosairrts, is to be found in

abundance. From his description, the Bay of Roscoff is a
paradise for the student of marine zoologj".—The second memoir,
by M. F. Lenormant, discusses the question of the antiquity of

the ass and the horse as domestic animals in Syria and Lg>pt

;

and the author states, in opposition to Professor Owen,
that the ass is represented very frequently upon the earliest

known monuments. The horse, on the contrary, remained un-

known in the countries south-west of the luiphrates until the

time of the shepherd kings, or .about the nineteenth century B.C.

M. Milne-Edwards remarked upon this communication that it

agreed with the conclusions of zoologists as to the distribution

of the species of the genus Equus ; the ass is to be regarded as

an essentially African species, whilst the horse is a native of

central Asia and part of Europe. He added that if the shep-

herd peoples introduced the horse into Egypt, this might throw

some light upon their origin. M. Elie de Beaumont remarked

that these facts were favourable to the opinion that the existing

slate of things on the surface of the globe was not of very ancient

date.— M. J. Reboux communicated the results of some Prehis-

toric Archaeological researches upon the quartemary beds of Paris,

in which he indicated the character of numerous worked flints

obtained by him from these beds (from a depth of twelve metres

upwaids), and gave a long list of animals, the remains of which

were found intermixed with the flints.—M. Guerin-Meneville

remarked upon the conditions of production of truffles.—A note

was presented from M. Namias, describing lis employment of

hydrate of chloral with beneficial effects at the Hospital of

Venice ; and another from M. Thuau on a process for the in-

stantaneous lighting and extinction of gas-lamps by means of

electricity.
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Brussels

Royal Academy of Sciences, November 6. — Various

meteorological reports were presented to the Academy, namely ;

On the Aurora Borcalis of the 6th of October, 1869, by MM.
A. Quetelet and F. Terby ; and on storms observed in various

parts of Belgium, by MM. A, Quetelet, Brauch, Malaise,

Dewalque, and Leclercq, the last giving an account of the storm

phenomena of tlie neighbourhood of Liege for the year 1S69.

—M. C. Montigny communicated a note on the phenomena of

coloration of tlie edges of the sun's disc "when near tlie horizon,

in which he referred especially to the appearance of rose-coloured

undulations upon tlie i5lue arch of the upper margin of the sun,

remarked upon certain facts "which seem to indicate that these

are not produced liy atmospheric dispersion or interference, and
suggested that they may be due to the protuberances of the chro-

mosphere.—M. K. IMorren presented a paper on tlie contagion

of the variegation of plants by means of grafting, both from
the stock to the gra.ft, and from the graft to the slock. His
observations relate to Alnttilon Thontf'SOHi, and otiier species of

the same genus.—A note on the wax of straw, by Dr. B.

Radziszewski, was communicated by M. L. Henry. This sub-

stance, which is analogous to the wax obtained from the sugar-

cane, was first observed in a paper-factory at Willebroeck ; it

IS solid, white, insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and ether,

and crystallises from its alcoholic solution in small nacreous
scales.—An important memoir, by M. E. Van Beneden, on a new
and very large species of Gregaiiua was read ; to this we shall

revert elsewhere.

Berlin'

German Chemical Society, December 11.—On this date

there was a general meeting for the purpose of electing its

officers for the year 1S70. The following gentlemen were
elected :— President : Professor Rammelaberg, with 34 votes

against 25 given to Professor Baeyer. Vice-presidents : Pro-
fessors Baeyer, Hoffmann, Magnus, and Rose. Secretaries and
Vice-Secretaries : Dr. Eichermann, Dr. Martins, Dr. Oppenheim,
and Dr. Wichelhaus. Treasurer : Mr. Scherinn. Librarian

:

Dr. Scheiblcr. Resident Committee : Professor Finkener, Dr.
Jacobser, Dr. Kunheim, Dr. .Schultzen, and Dr. Vogel. Non-
resident Committee : Professors Illasiwetz of Vienna, Hoppe-
Scyler of Tuebingen, Kekule of Bonn, Wislicenus in Zurich,

and Wagner in Wurtzburg. Obituary notices of the late hono-
rary member. Professor Graham, and the late member Mr. Bey-
rick in Berlin, were then read by the President.

December 13.—The following papers were read :—Riebermann
and Grabe on Anturacene-monocarbonic Acid. Baeyer and
Emmerling: Synthesis of Indole. Ascher: The Transformation
of Angelic into Valerianic Acid. Ilofmann and Gentz on Bro-
minated Derivatives of Xylidine and on Dixylyle-guanidine or
Meloxylidine. Hofmann on an Isomeric diphenylated Guani-
dine ; and on Sulphocyanate of Xylylo. Hobreller on the Action
of Sulphuret of Carbon on Sulphuretted Ure.i. Naumann : The
Law of Avogadro considered as a consequence of the laws by
which the movement of gases are regulated. Bel-Trederi on a
Third Monochlorinated Phenelo-sulphurous Acid. Cossa on the
Constitution of Native Carbonates. Thomsen on the Inaccu-
racy caused by the use of Favre and .Silbermann's Mercury-
calorimeter. Rathke on Molecular Combinations. Ladenburg
on the Molecular Weight of certain Protoxides and Protochlo-
rides. Fleury on the Action of Pentachloride of Phosphorus on
Phenolic Ethers.

Vii;nn,\

Imperial Academy of Sciences, December 2.—Professor
Zepharovich presented a fourth instalment of his mineralogical
communications, in which he referred to crystals of uUmanite and
pyrite, and to the fine twin-crystals of spliene which were found
in 1S63 on the Rothenkopf A telegram ^^as communicated from
M. Tcmpel announcing the discovery of a comet at Marseilles on
the 27th November. 'I'liis comet was, in consequence, obsen-ed
at \'ienna by Professor Weiss on the 29th No\ember, and sub-
sequently by Dr. Theodor Oppolzer, who communicated the
elements of its orbit and its ephemeris up to the 6th Tanuary,
1870, deduced from the obsei-vations at Marseilles, Vienna,
Leipzig, and Carlsrulic. A memoir entitled " Development of
the tetratosymmetrical division of the hexagonal crystal-system,
with remarks upon the occurrence of circular polarisation,"
by M. Aristidcs lirczina, was communicated by Professor Lang.— Professor von Ilochstettcr communicated a' third paper on
the earthqu.ike-wave in the Pacific Ocean, in August 1868, con-

taining observations made in Australia.—M. Schrauf presented
the first part of his investigations of Labradorite, containing a
description of the mineral and a microscopical examination of its

enclosures, and an account of the phenomenon of avanturinisa-

tion as presented by it.

Dublin-

Royal Dublin Society, December 20.—G.J. Stoney, A.M.,
F. U.S., in the chair. Mr. John Adair read a paper on the

Acclimatisation of Plants as a help to the advance of civilisation.

The author treated this interesting subject from a practical point

of view, leaning rather to the possibility of plants being acclima-

tised—at least sufficiently so to bear the ordinai-y winter climate

of this country. Dr. Moore, Professor E. Perceval Wright, and
others, took part in the discussion of the paper. Mr, A. G.
More exhibited from the museum of the society three fine speci-

mens, probably the only three known, of the Blue Mountain
Duck of Jamaica [Pterodroma CczriNxrn Carte) also a large speci-

men of the Grey Seal {Hulitharus griseiis Nils), which he had
shot during the last summer on the coast of Galway. Dr.

Flmerson Reynolds exhibited a collection of flint arrowheads
found in Ireland, and a photograph of a portion of the Giant's

Causeway. Pie mentioned having obtained for the museum a
series of the Causeway basaltic column-;, consibting of a central

column and six encircling ones.

[This abstract reached us too late to be inserted in its proper
place.—P^D.]
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A DEDUCTION FROM DARWIN'S THEORY
"T^HERE is one important consequence deducible from

Darwin's profound theory which has not yet been

noticed so far as I am aware. The tlieory is capable

under certain reasonable conditions of accounting for the

fact that the highest forms of civilisation have appeared

in temperate climates.

Although some apparent exceptions might be adduced,

it is no doubt true that man displays his utmost vigour

and perfection, both of mind and body, in the regions

intermediate between extreme heat and extreme cold,

allowance being made for the reduced temperature of

elevated mountain districts. The explanations hitherto

given of this fact are of a purely hypothetical and
shallow character. It is said, for instance, that the

prolific character of the tropical climate too easily

furnishes man with subsistence, so that his powers are

never properly called into action. On the other hand in

the Arctic regions nature is too sterile and no exertions can
lead to the accumulation of much wealth. This explana-

tion obviously involves the gratuitous hypothesis that

man has been created with powers exactly suited to be

called forth by just that degree of difficulty experienced in

a temperate climate. There are those even who maintain

our peculiar British climate to be the very best possible,

because it taxes our powers of endurance to the last point

which they can bear, and tlms calls forth the greatest

amount of energy. But here again is the assumption

that the British people and the British climate were

specially created to suit each other.

The theory of natural selection, on the other hand,

represents that great method by which infinitely numerous
adaptations will always be produced throughout time.

Whatever happens in this material world must happen in

consequence of the properties originally impressed upon
matter, and our notions of the wisdom embodied in the

Creation must be infinitely raised when we understand,

however imperfectly, its true method. The continual

resort to special inventions and adaptations must surely

be below the greatness of a Power which could so design

and create matter from the first that it must go on thence-

forth inventing and adapting fonns of life without apparent

limit, in pursuance of one uniform principle.

I conceive it to be the essential consequence of Darwin's

views that no form of life is to be regarded as a fixed

form ; but that all living beings, including man, are in a
continual process of adjustment to the conditions in which
they live. If this be so, it will of necessity follow that the

longer any race dwells in given circumstances, the more
perfectly will it become adapted to those circumstances.
A migratory race, on the contrary, will always be liable to

enter climates unsuited to it, and less favourable to the

development of the greatest amount of energy. Negroes
can bear a tropical heat simply because the race has
grown more accustomed to it than Europeans, who bring
vvith them indeed a superior degree of energy and intellect,

but soon sicken and fail to reproduce themselves in equal
perfection.

The intellect of man renders him far more migratory
than most other animals, and when we look over long

periods of time we must regard him as in a constant state

of oscillation between the equator and the borders of per-

petual snow. It will of necessity follow that the race, as

a whole, will be better adapted to a medium than to an
extreme climate. Not only may the same race have
passed alternately through colder and hotter climates, but

it is obvious that the tribes which intermix and intermarry

in temperate regions will have come, some from a hotter

and some from a colder region. The amalgamated race

will therefore be precisely adapted to a medium climate.

The inhabitants of the Arctic regions, on the contrary,

must have come entirely from a warmer climate, and
those of a tropical region from a colder climate, so that

ages must pass before either re-adapts itself perfectly to

its new circumstances.

It is hardly to be expected that history can afford com-
plete corroboration of this theory ; but I do not think that

historical facts can be adduced in serious opposition to it.

The progress of archieological and linguistic inquiry shows
more and more clearly that the civilised pnrts of the earth

have been inhabited by a succession of different races.

A really aboriginal and indigenous people, growing upon
a single island or spot of ground without kinship with

other races, is not known to exist ; and it is almost certain

that all races have descended from a few stocks, if not from
a single one. The evidences of extensive and frequent

migrations are thus most complete, even if we had not

distinct historical facts concerning the rapid and extensive

movements of the Goths, Huns, Moors, Scandinavians,

and many other races.

If the historical evidence disagrees with the theory in

any point, it is that the migrations from temperate to ex-

treme climates greatly over-balance any opposite move-
ment. It would hardly, perhaps, be too much to repre-

sent the temperate regions of the Old World as the

birthplace of successive races, which have diverged and
died aw-ay more or less rapidly in distant and extreme
climates. But if such be the conclusion from historical

periods, it would only indicate that the human race had
already acquired, in prehistoric times, a constitution dis-

playing its greatest vitality in temperate regions. There
can be no doubt that, were the rest of the world unin-

habited by man, a very inferior race, such as the negroes
of tropical Africa, would gradually re-people it ; but they
cannot do so in the present state of things, because they
come into conflict with races of superior intellect and
energy.

I would add In conclusion that the utmost result of

speculations of this kind, supposing them to be valid,

would consist in establishing a general tendency, so that

the probabilities will be in favour of a great display of

civilisation occurring in temperate climates rather than
elsewhere. I do not for a moment suppose that any
common physical cause, such as soil, climate, mineral
wealth, or geographical position, or any combination of

such causes, can alone account for the rise and growth of

civilisation in Assj-ria, Egypt, Greece, Italy, or England.
Material resources are nothing without the mind which
knows how to use them. No physiology of protoplasm,

no science that yet has a name, or perhaps ever will have
a name, can account for the evolution of intellect in all

its endless developments. The vanity of the Comtists
leads them to suppose that their philosophy can compass
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the bounds of existence and account for the evolution of

liistory ; but the scientific man remembers that however

complicated the facts which he reduces under the grasp

of his laws, yet beyond all doubt there remain other

groups of facts of surpassing complication. Science may

ever advance, but, like an improved telescope in the hands

of an astronomer, it only discloses the unsuspected ex-

tent and difficulty of the phenomena yet unreduced to

law. W. Stanley Jevons

THE STATE TELEGRAPHS

OUR Government—always the last among European

Governments to endow the nation with any benefit

resulting from the advance of science—has at length

awakened to the fact that the electric current is the scientific

modern equivalent for the ancient post-boy, and we arc to

have a State Telegraph as we have a State Postal system.

As early as 1854, Mr. Thomas Allan, the electrician,

published a paper entitled " Reasons for the Government

Annexing an Electric Telegraph System to the General

Post Office," in which he recommended the adoption of a

shilling rate, for messages of twenty words, throughout

the United Kingdom. This paper was published a second

time in 1863. In 1856, Mr. Baines, an officer in the

General Post Office, submitted to the Lords of the

Treasury a plan for the annexation of the telegraphs,

and a general charge of sixpence for messages of twenty

words. In 1S61, a memorandum by Mr. Ricardo, chair-

man of the Electric and International Telegraph Com-
pany, recommending the transfer of the telegraphs to the

Government, was forwarded to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer. Late in the year 1865 the proposition was

again brought forward in the report of a committee ap-

pointed by the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce " to

consider the present condition of telegraphic commu-
nication in the United Kingdom, with a view to its im-

provement." In June 1866, Mr. Edwin Chadwick also

forwarded a like scheme to the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer. The substance of all these papers was to the

effect that the existing charges were too high, that the

rapidity of transmission of messages was bad, that im-

provements are slow where they have to be made by

competing companies fighting for high dividends, and

that telegraphing in consequence was in a more backward

state in the United Kingdom than in Switzerland and
Belgium.

In September 1865, Mr. Scudamore was requested by
the Postmaster-General to take the whole subject into

consideration, and to report thereon. His first report

was presented in July 1866, followed by a second in

February 1S68. These reports set forth that before

December 1862 messages of twenty words were trans-

mitted for fifteen pence to or from any. part of Belgium,

in which country the telegraphs are under the control of

the State. At the end of 1S62 the charge was reduced to

tenpence, and in December 1865 the charge was still

further reduced to fivepencc. The hours of business in

the telegraphic offices in Belgium are much the same as

those adopted in England. The clerks have the power,
which they use largely, of altering the wording of mes-
sages so as to make them read clearer, and to prevent
mistakes—a plan which manifestly would not work in

England, and which would lead to many legal and other

difficulties. The result of the reductions in charges was,

that in i860 one telegram was transmitted in Belgium to

every 218 letters passing through the post ; in 1S63, one
message was transmitted to every 1 14 letters ; and in

1866, the proportion was one telegram to evei-y 37 letters.

He also reported that the charge for the transmission of

messages of twenty words between any two towns in

Switzerland was tenpence. In 1S60, one telegram was
transmitted in Switzerland to every 84 letters ; in 1863, one

telegram to every 74 letters ; and in 1 866, one telegram to

every 69 letters. In the United Kingdom the proportion

of telegrams to letters was, in i860, one to 296 ; in

1863, one to 197; and in 1866, one to 121. At the

close of the year, the telegraphic systems of Belgium and
Switzerland had been in operation about fifteen years, and
the working expenses during that period had amounted in

the case of Switzerland to about 68 per cent., and Belgium

62^ per cent, of the total revenue during the period. At the

end of the year 1 866, both Governments had a good surplus

on hand from the telegraphic departments. The post

offices of Switzerland and Belgium have less workthan that

of the LInited Kingdom, as shown by the following table,

giving national statistics for the year 1865 :

—

Nation.
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been fitted up in the General Post Office, with tele-

graphic instruments, in order that the clerks on the

premises may learn to work them ; and "dummy" instru-

ments for the use of learners have been sent to the post

offices in the provinces. The apparatus for common use

will be the Morse printing telegraph and the single needle

instrument ; a wise selection, for long experience has

proved them to be the best to place in the hands of un-

scientific clerks. They are not very liable to get out of

order, and are veiy certain in their indications.

The following are among the changes that will be

gradually made, some of them, howe\er, at so distant a

date that even the preliminaries have not been arranged

as yet. The nine large district post offices in London will

be made central stations, and each one will be connected

by wire with the subordinate offices in its district. The
chief post office in each of the largest provincial towns

will be made a central telegraphic station, and the chief

provincial towns will be placed in direct communication
with three of the largest central London offices, namely,

those in the West Central, Western, and South-western dis-

tricts, in addition to the chief office in the East Central

district. Suborbinate offices will be opened throughout

the kingdom at the money-order offices in all places

having a population of 2,000 persons and upwards.

Messages will be received at all post offices for trans-

mission by hand in the ordinary way to stations in con-

nection with the telegraphic lines
;

pillar boxes will be

places of deposit for messages written on stamped paper

;

and, as a rule, all messages will have to be paid for in

stamps. The charge for transmission of a message of

twenty words from any one part of the United Kingdom
to any other part will be one shilling ; but when it has to

be delivered at a considerable distance from the nearest

terminal station, it will be forwarded from that station by

post for a penny, or by special messenger at sixpence per

mile. Facilities will be given for the transmission of

money-orders by telegraph, and as soon as possible the

charges for messages to foreign parts will be reduced.

.Such are the plans which will be carried out, some of

which will be in a very forward state in a few weeks' time.

THE GOLD FIELDS OF VICTORIA
The Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria. By

R. Brough Smyth. (Melbourne : J. Ferres ; London :

Triibner and Co.)

II.

ALTHOUGH large quantities of gold are obtained

from the detrital accumulations which overlie the

palseozoic rocks of Victoria, there can be no doubt that

they have come originally from the decomposition and
removal of the auriferous quartz veins by which these

rocks are traversed. The gold is simply a part of the

detritus, in the same way that the fragments of quartz,

sandstone, and slate are. Each nugget and bit of gold is

only a more or less water-worn pebble, its edges being, as

a rule, less worn, and its size larger, the nearer it is found

to its parent reef. Yet some writers have endeavoured to

show that the nuggets really grow by a kind of accretion,

each fragment of gold becoming larger by successive

depositions of the metal held in solution in the water

percolating through the gravels. Mr. Brough Smyth, in

discussing these and other disputed questions, usually

avoids the expression of any decided opinion of his own.

He treats them very much as a judge treats the evidence

at a trial, and he leaves the decision to the jurymen, his

readers. Yet we can very commonly guess what his

opinions are, though he may not expressly state them.

He gives us a tolerably copious account of opinions

which have been published relative to the origin of quartz

veins, and among these a valuable series of notes and
sections specially made for him by a mining engineer of

repute in the colony. The whole of this subject is, he

says, involved in obscurity; "and though it is not pos-

sible for any one who has given attention to it to attach

equal weight to the several theories which have been

proposed, he would do wrong rashly to dismiss any of

them as altogether improbable." Perhaps a judicial sum-
ming-up of this kind was, in the circumstances, better

than the keen advocacy of any one theory. What is of

value to the engineer in the colony is, to know what has

really been written about the veins ; and this he can

learn with ease and satisfaction from Mr. Smyth's pages.

Allusion was made, in the previous notice of this

volume, to the excellence of the geological and mining

sections. It is rare to meet with such sections, so clearly

conceived, so tastefully drawn, and carrying with them

such conviction of their truth. The plate illustrative of

the Ballarat gold fields is quite a model of clearness

and clever drawing. No colour is used, but the various

rocks are sharply defined, while, by the kind of drawing

given to each, the internal structure of the mass is feh-

citously rendered. In the way of illustrations, the book

seems to have only one failing, but it is a serious one :

there is no geological map of the colony. The map at

the end does not supply the want. A little coloured

sketch-map, giving a general outline of the distribution of

the geological formations, would have been an invaluable

addition to the book, and would have certainly been

worth a whole chapter of description.

One of the most striking facts brought out by the data

compiled by Mr. Smyth is the high geological antiquity of

the present land-surface of Victoria, or, in other words,

the immense period during which that surface has re-

mained above the sea.' The pala:ozoic strata form the

framework out of which the contour of the land has been

moulded. These strata have been curved and folded,

thrown on end, inverted, fractured, and upheaved.

But the surface outhnes are not found to bear any close

relation to the direction of the subterranean movements.
" There is scarcely one range in the colony which is not

due to denudation, and those following lines of upheaval

have been so modified by the action of water, through

countless ages, as to make it difficult to determine where

and how the elevating forces have operated." The

pateozoic rocks were carved out into systems of valleys

by the descent of rain-water from the watersheds to the

lower grounds. Along these valleys river-gravels were

laid down. In later times many volcanoes broke out,

and thick streams of basalt rolled into the valleys and

buried the ancient river-courses. Thus, in many places,

the surface and the drainage of wide areas were wholly

changed. New streams began to flow and to excavate

new channels, which often flowed across the trend of the

older valleys lying buried beneath them. By slow

degrees these later valleys sank deeper into the frame-
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woik of tlic country, oficn cutting clown through the

older water-courses. Speaking of Gippsland, the author

remarks that the streams " have scooped out deep valleys.

The lofty hills have not been upheaved in isolated masses,

but are the remains of formations which have been

swept away by the slow action of water. If all the rock-

formations could be restored and placed in the positions

which they once occupied, Gippsland would be an immense

nearly level plateau. As a familiar illustration, we may
liken the mountains fomied of paleozoic rocks to the

humps of earth left by the navvy when he digs a cutting

The grass on the surface of the hump shows what was

once the height of the ground which has been removed
;

and the recent tertiary formations on the tops of the hills

in Gippsland are evidence of the original height of the

whole area. The rocks which once occupied the inter-

vening spaces have been eroded by water; and the height

of the hills above the valleys affords some hint as to the

vertical extent which has been cut away." The author

believes that Victorian surface-geology affords "an answer

to those geologists who have urged that the greater amount

of erosion everywhere has been effected by marine agency,

and not by rivers, rains, and the wasting action of the

atmosphere." And, indeed, no one can study the maps
and sections in this volume without being convinced that

the erosion of the present and of the old valley-system

has been wholly a sub-aerial process.

Mining operations have done a good deal towards

elucidating the older system of water-courses which were

overflowed and buried beneath basalt. These water-courses

or " leads," as the miners call them, contain richly auri-

ferous " drifts," and they are accordingly explored and

ransacked by shafts and adits. Thus, at Ballarat, the

river Yarrow-ee must have had its course shifted con-

siderably eastward by the overflow of basalt. Its old

winding channel has been explored under the overlying

basalt, and the channels of its tributary rivulets from the

east have been followed under the bed of the present river.

From the shafts and the natural sections along the sides

of the valleys, we learn that the volcanic phenomena
continued to manifest themselves for a prolonged period.

Showers of ashes and streams of basalt were thrown out

at long intervals, during which gravel and sand were

accumulated in the water-courses above the last erupted

materials. Hence we now find sections where sheets of

basalt alternate with stream-gravel and with layers of

clay and ancient soil. As in Auvergne, the lapse of time

which separated the oldest from the most recent volcanic

rocks cannot but have been great. On the one hand,

some of the basalt plateaux have been trenched by valleys

several hundred feet deep, and fragments of the plateaux

have been left isolated ; on the other hand, there occur

craters and cones of ash so fresh that not many centuries

may have passed away since they ceased to be in enjption.

But the changes of level effected by the outpouring of

volcanic rocks at the surface have not been the only

causes at work in greatly modifying the drainage of the

country. In comparing the water-courses with the quan-

tity of water flowing in them, still more in examining the

endless lines of water-course in which there is no water at

all, we are forced to conclude that the rainfall must be
much less now than it was in a very recent geological period.

Over a large part of Victoria the ground is low and sandy

;

and there the streams which come down from the hills,

after wandering hopelessly about among pools and scrub,

disappear altogether, being partly evaporated and partly

absorbed into the parched soil. Mr. Smyth mentions an
interesting fact when he says that the old drainage system

of the country can often be traced only by the vegetation.
" The Murray pine, in the midst of small Eucalypti, marks
distinctly the line of the ancient water-courses." " The
beds of old lakes and tributary creeks can now be dis-

covered in some places only by the timber which they

bear." This general desiccation of the countiy points to

some wide-spread geological cause. I'ossibly it may be

due—in part at least—to a comparatively recent elevation

of the northern part of Australia, whereby the northerly

winds, having a broad belt of land to pass over, lose much
of their moisture before they reach the high lands of

Victoria and New South Wales. The want of an abundant

and constant supply of water is in some parts of the colony

a serious obstacle to improvement. In particular, it

operates most prejudicially upon gold-mining : no pains

ought to be spared, therefore, to prevent the destruction

of timber, and to take every opportunity of planting it

where it is likely to be of service.

In conclusion, the volume which Mr. Smyth has pro-

duced, though too bulky and too detailed for general

readers, is a storehouse of information on the subject of

which it treats, and will undoubtedly take its place as one

of the standard works of reference for all that relates to

the occurrence and the mining of gold. Arch. Geikie

OLIVER'S INDIAN BOTANY
First Book of Indian Botany. By Daniel Oliver, F.R.S.,

F.L.S., Keeper of the Herbarium and Library of

the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Professor of PiOtany in

University College, London. With numerous Illus-

trations. Small Svo. pp. xii. and 394. (London

:

Macmillan and Co. 1869.)

"T^HE want of special v.orks introductory to the study

of the botany of the principal tropical and southern

countries of the globe has long been felt. The m.edical

man, the student, and the amateur resident or travelling

in India and our principal colonies, find it hard v.-ork to

keep up or get up their botany by introductions and class-

books founded on British plants, whilst the schoohnaster

would find himself very much abroad who should attempt

to teach his pupils Australian Botany by Henfrey's or

Balfour's Introductions, or by Oliver's Elements. Hence
the need of a scries of works devoted to the teaching of

botany with a special reference to the wants of t'-.e

sojourners in foreign parts, and illustrated by the common
plants to be found therein. With the exception of the

admirable text-books of American Botany, of Asa Gray,
we know of no work of the nature indicated, illustrative

of any extra-European Flora. There was, indeed, some
;alk a few years ago of a series of such works, embracing
all departments of Natural History, being authorised by
the local governments of India,— but nothing has come
from that quarter : and much as we then regretted

the supineness of the Indian authorities in the matter, wc
no longer do so; for India could assuredly never have
produced a work of so high an order as that whose title

stands at the head of this notice, for a better considered
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and better executed uoik of llic kind it has never been
our good fortune to meet Hitli, and it at once places its

author first in the rank of English writers of Botanical

Class-books.

Professor Oliver states in the preface that his book is in

substance his " Lessons on Elementary Botany," adapted
for use in India : but wo find that it is this and a great

deal more ; for after following that excellent model in the

part that relates to the structure of plants and the functions

of their organs, a larger portion of the book is taken up
with concise descriptions of 1 16 principal natural orders of

India, illustrated by a clear analysis of the parts of a very

common Indian flower, insomuch that, if we were asked
what is the best text-book for a student in this country who
wishes to acquire more knowledge of botany than is need-

ful for a mere pass examination, without at all setting aside

\'ciEieal Section of flower of Nclujitbtuitt, showing the Iiypogynous stamen
and carpels singly immersed in a turbmatc receptacle

the former work just mentioned, we do not know any to

which we could so conscientiously direct attention, as

almost all the plants in question may be easily found in any

good botanic garden. Attached to each of the descriptions is

a schedule of the floral characters on Henslow's plan, and

a brief sketch of the principal matters of interest, structu-

ral, physiological, and economic, to be observed in Indian

plants of the order, whilst the greater part are further

accompanied by beautiful and original drawings and
diagrams by Fitch, which delineate the floral organs

graphically and naturally. We may add, too, that the

more advanced and inquiring student has his attention

occasionally directed to matters on which additional in-

formation is desired ; as, for example, in the genus Drosera,

where our author writes :
" Some species exhibit a low

sensibility or irritability in the leaves, which curl upon
particles placed on their glandular hairs. Is this the case

with Indian species ? and do they appear to discriminate

between organic and inorganic matter offered to them?"
Or, again, in Campanulaceae ;

" Two small flowered

Campanulas of Northern India exhibit the curious phe-

nomenon of dimorphic flowers. Besides the flowers of

usual form, there are smaller ones about the size of

coriander seeds, which never open, but which nevertheless

mature abundant seed. The latter must necessarily be
self-fertiiised, while the flowers of ordinary form are often,

if not always, crossed by the pollen of other flowers of the

same species. The pait which these hermetically-sealed

flowers play in the economy of plants is not yet well made
out. They arc found in isolated species and genera
belonging to \\ idely different natural orders, and it would
be worth while to look for

fresh examples amongst
Indian weeds."

We consider such sugges-

tions ofextrcme importance,

as some stimulus of this

kind is wanted to urge

students to something more
than the requirements of the

passing time. It is notori-

ous that though great acute-

ness is often shown amongst
the higher proficients in

botany who come- before

public examiners, not one

in a hundred goes a step

beyond what is wanted to

secure a certain class or

scholarship. There must,

we imagine, be something

in the style of pubhc teach-

ing on such subjects which

seems to check all real

interest, much less to excite

a spirit of love or enthu-

siasm for science itself,

without which it is quite

certain that we shall ha\-e

no new fellow-workers.

In conclusion, we would recommend a close study of

the precision of our author's descriptions, and the clear-

ness and terseness of his diction, to the writers of

Sacred Lotis {ychtti:l-h<rrt sji.-cir-

stttn), about one-tenth to one-
fifteenth natural size

_^Vtafi-Vv^-«|-
\

Screw Pine {P,tnt^,tm<s), bhouing ae;iat adventitious roots

botanical text-books, as worthy of their imitation. These

are qualities which improve the mind of the pupil more
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than is usually supposed. They are conspicuously present

in French class-books, but their absence is too often as

conspicuous in English ones.

The author states in his preface that his chief dil^iculty

has been in the selection of suitable plants to illustrate the

natural orders, especially as types which are common in

some parts of India, are absent in others. We think,

however, that he has been extremely judicious in his selec-

tion, which certainly required no little local knowledge,

and he has very properly recorded his obligations in this

respect to our two great authorities on Indian botany. Dr.

Hooker and Dr. Thomson.

If we were required to point out the especial part of

the volume in which we think the authors tact has been

more peculiarly developed, we would instance that in

which he might be supposed to be lea-st familiar. We have

read with pleasure the observations on the cryptogamic

orders, in admiration of the immense mass of information

which is condensed within a short compass, and of its

intrinsic value. We arc glad to observe that some defini-

tions are to be found in the very copious index, which did

not come within the authors views in the text, and it

Avould add greatly to their value if in a future edition little

illustrations of such matters could be added in the margin.

We have selected some woodcuts which are fair speci-

mens of the 240 engravings in the book.

M. J. Berkeley

OUR BOOK SHELF
Literature of Natural History.

—

Bi-richt iiher die wisseii-

schaftUilicn Lcisliuigiii in dcr Naturgcschiditc der

iiii-dnrn Tliicie liHihrend dcr Jaltrc 1S66 uiid 1867.

\'on Dr. Rudolph Leuckart. (Berlin, l86g. London:
Williams and Norgatc.)

Now that original observers in every branch of natural

history are to be found in all civilised countries, it is only by
means of such reports as this that the working naturalist

can keep himself accjuaintcd with the actual state even of

that department of his science which he himself more
particularly cultivates. When, as in the present case, a

man of real eminence as a naturalist has at his command
all the chief languages of Europe, and gives us year by
year no mere dry list of papers but full analyses accom-
panied by critical remarks, we feel that it is not easy to

exaggerate the importance of his labours as affecting the

general progress of zoology. For the sake of any worker
who ma)' be unacquainted with Prof Leuckart's reports,

we may mention that they embrace the groups Vermes,
Echinodermata, Ccelenterata, and Protozoa, as defined by
German writers. The Rotiferi and Br\'Ozoa are included

under the Vermes.

Parsons on the Rose. A Treatise on the Propagation,
Culture, and History of tlie Rose. By Samuel B.

Parsons. Pp.215. Illustrated. (New York. London:
Triibner and Co.)

The horticultural portion of this work, occupying its first

nine chapters, is a digest of some of our best English
authors on the subject. Chapter IX., on the Diseases
and Insects attacking the Rose, is confessedly little more
than a reproduction of the writings of Harris on the same
topic, and of use only to the American cultivator.

The historical part, contained in Chapters X. to XV.,
exhibits a remarkable collation of gleanings from
history—ancient, mediaeval, or modern—of legends, fables,

ceremonies, &c., all having some connection (although in

some instances rather remote) with the rose. R. C. K.

TItc Roinanee of Natural History. By Philip Henry
Gosse, F.R.S. ist and 2d series. (London: James
Nisbet and Co.)

The popularity of these well-known volumes may be
looked upon as a standing protest against the common
opinion that the exact study of natural objects is inimi-

cal to a poetic conception and romantic love of nature.

We know of no more delightful New Year's gift for an
intelligent boy than Dr. Gosse's eloquent and well-illus-

trated work.

Our Dumb Neighbours ; or. Conversations of a Father
liiith his Children on Domestic and other Animals.
By the Rev. T. Jackson. (London : S. W. Partridge

and Co.)

This is a first-rate picture-book of animals for children.

The text is not up to the level of the woodcuts.

Gcdiichtnisrede auf Ahwander I'on Humboldt. A^on H.
W. Dove. (Berlin : Harrwitz und Gossman, 1869.)

Alexander von Hunduddt. Festrede \on Dr. A. Bastian.

(Berlin : Wicgandt and Hemfel, 1869.)

These are addresses delivered, on the occasion 'of the

recent Humboldt Centenary, before the Prussian Academy
of Sciences, and the joint meeting of the scientific socie-

ties of Berlin. The memoir of Professor Dove records

many interesting personal characteristics of the great

German sa'oant.

Montldy Bulletin of the Imperial Society ofyleelimatation
Second Series, January to November 1869.

The Acclimatation (or, as we term it, Acclimatisation)

Society of Paris, was founded in 1854, and appears
to be in a most flourishing and active condition. The
beautiful gardens of the society in the Bois de Boulogne
are known to every visitor of Paris ; but the work done
by the society can be best judged of by glancing at its

" Bulletins." An important part of the operations of the

society consists in the distribution of animals and plants

to its members, who may wish to experiment in endea-
vouring to acclimatise such useful species as the society

may oljtain. Pisciculture of all kinds, marine and fresh-

water, occupies a large share of the attention of the

society : ostreo-culture also and the coral-fisheries—which
the French Government has most anxiously fostered on
the coast of Algeria— are noticed in articles giving account
of recent progress in these departments of industry. The
cultivation of the silkworm, howe\-er, calls forth the most
notable exertions of the society. Large districts in the

south of France are given up to this employment. On
some of the limestone plateaux north of Nimcs—which
are bare for miles and present no soil— holes are excavated,

and the necessary earth in which to place the midberry-

trees which are to feed the crops of silkworms reared by
the inhabitants of this district is fetched from thirty miles'

distance—so valuable is the crop of silk when obtained.

To these "Bulletins" we shall return as they make their

monthly appearance. At present, on glancing through
the year's accumulation, we find, amongst other facts of

more than economical interest, an account of the intro-

duction of the salmon of the Rhine into the Lake of

Geneva. It has always been held doubtful as to whether
salmon could thrive when access to the sea was impossible.

The great length of the Rhone, and the overpowering force

of its waters at the spot near Bellegarde, called ia perte

du Rhone, renders the Lake of Geneva practically closed

from communication with the sea for all icthyological pur-

poses. Hence it is exceedingly interesting to find that

success has attended the efforts of Dr. Chavannes and
others to introduce the Rhine salmon to this area. Speci-
mens, put in among many thousand others in 1857, have
been recaptured, weighing over four pounds, and with roe

;

whilst others, evidently the offspring of these, have been
also taken. Further experiments arc being made on an
actuallv closed lake.
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A PLEA FOR THE MATHEMATICIAN
[At llie request of the Editor, Trofessor Sylvester has furnished

tlie foUowing abridgment of his opening address to the

Mathematical and Physical Section of the British Association

at Exeter, with some supplemental notes appended in the

course of its passing through the press.

—

Ed.]

I.

IT is said of a great party leader and orator in the

House of Lords that, when lately requested to make
a speech at some religious or charitable meeting, he
declined to do so on the ground that he could not speak
unless he saw an adversary before him—somebod)- to

attack or reply to. In obedience to a somewhat similar

combative instinct, I set to myself the task of considering
certain recent utterances of a most distinguished member
of this Association, one whom I no less respect for his

honesty and public spirit than I admire him for his genius
and eloquence, but from whose opinions on a subject

which he has not studied I feel constrained to differ.

Gothc has said

—

" Verstandige Leute kannst du irren sehn
In Sachen niimlich, die sie nicht verstehn."

hiidcrstanding people you may see erring— /;/ tlwse things,

to luit, luhicli they do not understand.

1 have no doubt that had my distinguished friend, the

probable President-elect of the next Meeting of the

Association, applied his uncommon powers of reasoning,

induction, comparison, observation, and invention to the

study of mathematical science, he would have become as

great a mathematician as he is now a biologist ; indeed
he has given public evidence of his ability to grapple
with the practical side of certain mathematical questions

;

but he has not made a study of mathematical science as

such : and the eminence of his position and the weight
justly attaching to his name, render it only the more im-
perative that any assertions proceeding from such a
quarter, which may appear to be erroneous, or so expressed
as to be conducive to error, should not remain unchal-
lenged or be passed over in silence.

He says "mathematical training is almost purely
deductive. The mathematician starts with a few simple
propositions, the proof of which is so obvious that they
are called self-evident, and the rest of his work consists

of subtle deductions from them. The teaching of
languages, at any rate as ordinarily practised, is of the

same general nature—authority and tradition furnish the
data, and the mental operations are deductive." It would
seem from this that, according to Prof. Huxley, the
business of the mathematical student is from a limited

number of propositions (bottled up and labelled ready for

future use) to declare any required result by a process of
the same general nature as a student of language employs
in declining and conjugating his nouns and verbs : that

to make out a mathematical proposition and to construe

or parse a sentence are equivalent or identical mental
operations. Such an opinion scarcely seems to need
serious refutation. The passage is taken from an article

in Macmit/an^s Magazine for June last, entitled " Scientific

Education—Notes of an After-dinner Speech," and I

cannot but think would have been couched in more guarded
terms by my distinguished friend had his speech been made
before dinner instead of after.

The notion that mathematical truth rests on the narrow
basis of a limited number of elementary propositions, from
which all others are to be derived by a process of logical

inference and verbal deduction, has been stated still more
strongly and explicitly by the same eminent writer in an
article of even date with the preceding, in the Fortniglitly
Review, where we are told that " Mathematics is that

study which knows nothing of observation, nothing of
experiment, nothing of induction, nothing of causation."
I think no statement could have been made more

opposite to the facts of the case : that mathematical
analysis is constantly invoking the aid of new principles,

new ideas, and new methods, not capable of being defined
by any form of words, but springing direct from the
inherent powers and activity of the human mind, and
from continually renewed introspection of that inner world
of thought of which the phenomena are as varied and
require as close attention to discern as those of the outer
physical world—to which the inner one in each individual
man inay, I think, be conceived to stand in somewhat the
same general relation of correspondence as a shadow to

the object from which it is projected, or as the hollow palm
of one hand to the close fist which it grasps of the other

:

that it is unceasingly calling forth the faculties of obser-
vation and comparison, that one of its principal weapons
is induction, that it has frequent recourse to experimental
trial and verification, and that it affords a boundless scope
for the exercise of the highest efforts of imagination and
invention.*

Lagrange, than whom no greater authority could be
quoted, has expressed emphatically his belief in the
importance to the mathematician of the faculty of obser-
vation :t Gauss has called mathematics a science of the

* The annexed instance of Mathematical Euristic is, I think, from its

intrinsic interest, worthy of being put on record. The so-called canonical
representation of a binar>' quartic of the eighth degree I found to be a
quartic multiplied by itself, together with a sum of powers of its linear
factors, just as for the fourth degree it was known to be a quadric into itself,

together with a sum of powers of its factors : but for a sextic a cubic multi-
plied into itself, with a tail of powers as before, was not found to answer.
To find the true representation was like looking out into universal space for
a planet desiderated according to Bode's or any other empirical law. I found
my dcsicicrntu))t as follows : I invented a catena of morphological processes
which, applied to a quadric or to a quartic, causes each to reproduce itself:

I then considered the two quadrics and two quartics to be noumenally dis-
tinguishable (one as an auto-moi-phic derivative of the other), although phe-
nomenally identical. 'Ihe same catena of processes applied to the cubic gave
no longer an identical but a distinct derivative, and the product of the two
I regarded as the analogue of the before-mentioned square of the quadric or
of the quartic. This product of a cubic by its derivative so obtained together
with a sum of powers of linear factors of the original cubic, I found by
actual trial to my great satisfaction satisfied the conditions of canonicity, and
it was thus I was led up to the desired representation which will be found
reproduced in one of Prof Cayley's memoirs on Quantics and in Dr. Salmon's
lectures on Modem Algebra. Here certainly induction, observation, inven-
tion, and experimental verification all played their part in contributin.g to the
solution of the problem. I discovered and developed the whole theory of
canonical binary forms for odd degrees, and, as far as yet made out, for even
degrees too, at one evening sitting, with a decanter of port wine to sustain
nature's flagging energies, in a back office in Lincoln's-Inn- Fields. The work
was done, and well done, but at the usual cost of racking thought—a brain
on fire, and feet feeling, or fcelingless, as if plunged in an ice pail. That
flight ii'C slept no more. The canonisant of the quartic (its cubic covariant)
was the first thing to offer itself in the inquiry. I had but to think the
words "Resultant of Quintic and its Canonisant," and the octodecadic skew
invariant would have fallen spontaneously into my lap. By quite another
mode of consideration M. Hermite subsequently was led to the discovery of
this, the key to the innermost sanctuary of Invariants— so hard is it in Euristic
to see what lies immediately before one's eyes. The disappointment weighed
deeply, far too deeply, on my mind, and caused me to relinquish for long years
a cherished field of meditation : but the whirligig of time brings about its

revenges. Ten years later this same canonisant gave me the upper hand
nf my honoured predecessor and guide, M. Hermite, in the inquiry' (referred to
at the end of this address) concerning the invariantive criteria of the con-
stitution of a quintic with regard to the real and imaginary. By its aid I
discovered the essential character of the famous amphigenous surface of the
ninth order, and its bicuspidal imiversal section of the fourth order (otherwise
termed the Eicorn), as may be seen in the third part of my Triology, printed
in the Philosophical Transactions.

t f was under the conviction that a passage to that effect from Lagrange had
been cited to me some years ago by M. Hermite of the Institute of France ;

on applying to him on the subject, I received the following reply :

—

" Relativement a I'opinion que suivant vous j'aurais attribuee a Lagrange,
je ni'empresse de vous informer qu'il ne faut aucunement, a ma connaissance,
Ten rendre responsable. Nous nous sonimes entretenus du role de la

facnlte d'obsey"u-atton dans Ics etudes que itons avons poiirsiih'ies de coneert
pettdaJtt hien des annees, et c'est alors, sans doute, que je vous aurai conte
line anecdote que je tiens de M. Chevreul, M. Chevreul, allant a I'lnstitut

dans la voiture de Lagrange, a ete vivement frappe du sentiment de plaisir

avec lequel ce grand geometre lui faisait voir, dans un travail manuscrit, la

beaute e.xterieure et artistique, si je peu.x dire, des nombreuses formules qui
y fi"uraient. Ce sentiment nous I'avons tous eprouve en faisant, avec
sincerite, abstraction de I'idee analytique dont les formules sont I'expression
ecrite. II y a la, n'est-il point vrai, un imperceptible lien qui rattache au
monde de I'art le monde abstrait de I'algebre et de I'analyse, et j'oserai meme
vous dire que je crois a des sympathies reelles, qui vous font trouver un
charme, dans les notations d'un auteur, et dans les repulsions qui eloignent
d'un autre, par I'apparence seule des formules."

I am, however, none the less persuaded that on one or more than one
occasion, M. Hermite, speaking of Lagrange, expressed to me, if not as I

supposed on Lagrange's, then certainly on his own high authority, " tliat the
faculty of observation was no less necessary for the successful cultivation of
the pure mathematical than of the natural sciences."
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eye, and in conformity with this view always paid the

most punctihous attention to preserve his text free from

typographical eiTors : the ever to be lamented Ricmann

has written a thesis to show that the l^asis of our concep-

tion of space is purely empirical, and our knowledge of

its laws the result of observation ; that other kinds of space

might be conceived to exist, subject to laws different from

those which govern the actual space in which we are

immersed ; and that there is no evidence of these laws

extending to the ultimate infinitesimal elements of which

space is composed. Like his master Gauss, Riemann
refuses to accept 'Kant's doctrine of space being a form

of intuition,* and regards it as possessed of physical

and objective reality. I may mention that Baron Sar-

torius von Waltcrshauscn (a member of this Associa-

tion), in his biography of Gauss (''Gauss zu gcdachtniss"),

published shortly after his death, relates that this great

man was used to say that he had laid aside several ques-

tions which he had treated analytically, and hoped to

apply to them geometrical methods in a future state of

existence, when his conceptions of space should have

become amplified and extended ; for as we can conceive

beings (like infinitely attenuated book-worms in an

infinitely thin sheet of paper) which possess only the notion

of space of two dimensions, so we may imagine beings

capable of realising space of four or a greater number
of dimensions.! Our Cayley, the central luminary, the

Darwin of the English school of mathematicians, started

and elaborated at an early age, and with happy conse-

quences, the same bold hypothesis.

Most, if not all, of the great ideas of modern mathematics

have had their origin in observation. Take, for instance, the

arithmetical tlieory of forms, of which the foundation was

laid in the diophantine theorems of Fermat, left without

proof by their author, which resisted all the eftbrts of the

myriad-minded Euler to reduce to demonstration, and only

yielded up their cause of being when turned over in the

blowpipe flame of Gauss's transcendent genius ; or the

doctrine of double periodicity, which resulted from the

'^
It is very common, not to say universal, with English writers, even such

authorised ones as Whewell, Lewes, or Herbert Spencer, to refer to Kant's

doctrine as affirming space " to be a form of thought," or ' of the understand-

ing." This is putting into Kant's mouth (as pointed out to me by Dr. C. M.
Ingleby), words which he would have been the first to disclaim, and is as

inaccurate a form of expression as to speak of " the plane of a sphere," meaning

its surface or a superficial layer, as not long ago T heard a famous naturalist do

at a meeting of the Royal Society. Whoever wishes to gain a notion of Kant's

leading doctrines in a succinct form, weighty with thought, and free from all

impertinent comment, should study Schwegler's Handbook of Philosophy,

translated by Stirling. He will find in tbe same book a most lucid account

of Aristotle's doctrine of matter and form, showing how matter passes un-

ceasingly upwards into form, and form downwards into matter ; which will

remind many of the readers of Nature of the chain of depolarisations and
repolarisations which are supposed to explain the decomposition of water

under galvanic action, eventuating in oxygen being thrown off at one pole

and hydrogen at the other (it recalls aUo the high algebraical theories in

which the same symbols play the part of operands to their antecedents and
operators to their consequents): at one end of the Aristotelian chain comes
out TTpwTtj v\n, at the other, iiy)ihTuv ei^oc. We have, then, only to accept and
apply the familiar mathematical principle of the two ends of infinity being one

and the same point, and the otherwise mimoveable stumblingblock uf duality is

done away with, and the universe reintegrated in the wished-for unity. For
this corollary, which to many will appear fanciful, neither Aristotle nor
Schwegler is responsible. We perfectly understand how in perspective the

latent polarities of any point in a closed curve (taken as the object) may be

developed into and displayed in the form ofaduad of ^«(w/ points at an infinite

distance from each other in the picture. In like manner we conceive how
actuality and potentiality which exist indistinguishably as one m the absolute

may be projected into seemingly separate elements or moments on the plane
of the human understanding. Whatever may be the merits of the theory in

itself, this view seems to me to give it a completeness which its author could

not have anticipated, and to accomplish what Aristotle attempted but

avowedly failed to effect, viz. the complete subversion of the ' Platonic

Duality," and the reintegration of matter and mind into one.

t It is well known to those who have gone into these views, that the laws
of motion accepted as a fact suffice to prove in a general way that the space
we live in is a flat or level space 'a " liomaluid"), our existence therein being
assimilable to the life of the bookworm in a flat page : but what if the page
should be undergoing a process of gradual bending into a curved form?
Mr. W. K. Clifford has indulged in some remarkable .^peculations as
to the possibility of our being able to infer, from certain unexplained pheno-
mena of light and magnetism, tl.e fact of our level space of three dmiensiijus
l>cuig in the act of undergoing in space of four dimensions (space as incon-
ceivable to us as our space to the supposititious bookworm) a distortion analo-
gous to the rumpling of the page. I know there are many, who, like my
honoured and deeply lamented friend the lale eminent Prof. Donkin, regard

observation by Jacobi of a purely analytical fact of trans-

formation ; or Legendre's law of reciprocity ; or Sturm's

theorem about the roots of equations, which, as he informed

me with his own lips, starecl him in the face in the midst

of some mechanical investigations connected (if my
mcmoiy serves mc right) with the motion of compound
pendulums ; or Huyghen's method of continued frac-

tions, characterised by Lagrange as one of the principal

discoveries of " that great mathematician, and to which

he appears to have been led by the construction of his
" Planetary Automaton ;" or the new algebra, speaking of

which one of my predecessors (I\Ir. Spottiswoode; has

said, not without just reason and authority, from this chair,

''that it reaches out and indissolubly connects itself each

year with fresh branches of mathematics, that the theory

of equations has almost become new through it, algebraic

geometry transfigured in its light, that the calculus of

variations, molecular physics, and mechanics" (he might,

if speaking at the present moment, go on to add the theory

of elasticity and the developments of the integral calculus)

"have all felt its influence."

Now this gigantic outcome of modern analytical thought,

itself, too, only the precursor and progenitor of a futui'e

still more heaven-reaching theory, which will comprise a

complete study of the interoperation, the actions and
reactions, of algebraic forms (Analytical Morphology in

its absolute sense), how did this originate? In the

accidental observation by Eisenstein, some twenty or more
years ago, of a single invariant (the (^uadrinvariant of a

Binary ()uartic) which he met with in the course of certain

researches just as accidentally and unexpectedly as M.
Du Chaillu might meet a Gorilla in the country of the

Fantees, or any one of us in London a White Polar Bear
escaped from the Zoological Gardens. Fortunately, he

pounced down upon his prey and preserved it for the

contemplation and study of future mathematicians. It

occupies only part of a page in his collected posthumous
works. This single result of observation (as well entitled

to be so called as the discovery of Globigerinje in chalk

the alleged notion ofgcneraHsed space as only adisguised form of algebraical

formvdisation ; but the same might be said with equal truth of our notion
of infinity in algebra, or of impossible lines, or lines making a zero angle
in geometry, the utility of dealing with which as positive substantiated
notions no one will be found to dispute. Dr. Salmon, in his extensions of
Chasles* theory of chaiacteristics to surfaces, Mr. Clifford, in a question
of probability (published \\\\.\\^ Educational Times), and myself in my theory
of partitions, and also in my paper on Burycentric Projection in the Phih-
sophical Magazine, have all felt and given evidence of the practical utility-of

handling space of four dimensions, as if it were conceivable space. More-
over, it should be borne in mind that every perspective representation of
figured space of four dimensions is a figure in real space, and that the pro-

perties of figures admit of being studied to a great extent, if not completely,
in their perspective representations. In philosophy, as in sesthetic, the Iiighe^t

knowledge comes by faith. I know (from personal experience of the fact)

that Mr. Linnell can distinguish purple tints in clouds where my untutorei
eye and unpurged vision can perceive only confused grey. If an Aristotle,

or Descartes, or Kant assures me that he recognises God in the conscience, I

accuse my own blindness if Ifail to see with him. If Gauss, Cayley, Riemann,
Schalfli, Salmon, Clifford, KrOnecker, have an inner assurance of the reality

of transcendental space, I strive to bring my faculties of mental vision into

accordance with theirs. The positive evidence in such cases is more worthy
than the negative, and actuality is not cancelled or balanced by privation, ai
matter plus space is none the less matter. I acknowledge two separate
sources of authority—the collective sense of mankind, and the illumination
of privileged intellects. As a parallel case, I would ask whether it is by
demonstrative processes that the doctrine of limits and of infinitely great ^

and smalls, has found its way to the ready acceptance of the multitude ; or
whether, after deducting whatever may be due to modified hereditary
cerebral organisation, it is not a consequence rather of the insensible
moulding of the ideas under the influence of language which has become
permeated with the notions originating in the minds of a few great thinkers i

I am assured that Germans even of the non-literai-y classes, such as ladies
of fashion and novel readers, are often appalled by the habitude of their

English friends in muddling up together, as if they were nearly or quiie
the same thing, the reason and the understanding in doing into English thj
words Vernunfl and Verstand, thereby confounding distinctions now become
familiar (such is the force of language) to the very milkmaids of Fatherland.
As a public teacher of mere striplings, I am often amazed by the facility arid

absence of resistance with which the principles of the infinitesimal calcului
are accepted and assimilated by the present race of learners. When I wa-.
young, a boy of si.vteen or seventeen who knew his infinitesimal calculus
would have been almost pointed at in the streets as a prodigy, like Danttr,
as a man who had seen hell. Now-a-days, our Woolwich cadets at the snni';

age talk with glee of asymptotes and points of contrary flexure, and discus,
questions of double maxima and minima, or ballistic pendulums, or motion
iji a resisting medUiiri, under the familiar and ignoble name of sums.
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or of the Confoco-ellipsoidal structure of the shells of the

Foraminifera), which remained infructuous in the hands
of its distinguished author, has served to set in motion a

train of thought and propagated an impulse which have
led to a complete revolution in the whole aspect of modern
analysis, and will continue to be felt until Mathematics
are forgotten and British Associations meet no more.

J. J. Sylvester

TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TV /T ANCHESTER at all events is beginning to be alive
-'•-' to the present situation, and at a meeting on the

iSth inst., the following document, expressing the views
of the Council of the Society of Arts, was read.

1. The Council of the Society of Arts have received a com-
munication from Owens College E.xtension Committee, Man-
chester, asking their co-operation in the extension of technical

education, or, more properly. Scientific Instruction ; and it

affords them mucli pleasure to do whatever lies in their power to

advance this important national object. With this view, the

Council have invited the members of the Society, and especially

lliose resident in the locality, as \\'ell as the authorities of Owens
College, to meet them in conference on tlie suljject, to discuss

the best means by which scientific instruction may be promoted,
and to establish an organisation which will keep an inlluence at

work to accomplish what is so tirgently needed.
2. The necessity and importance of improved scientific in-

struction for the people of the United Kingdom, in order that

they may be placed in a favourable position in the race of in-

dustrial competition witli other nations, has, for some time past,

been forced upon the notice of the Society of Arts, whose char-

tered objects are the Promotion of Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce.

3. The great international displays of industry in 1S51, 1S55,

1862, and 1S67, have shown unmistakeably that, if this country
is to maintain her position as a commercial and manufacturing
power, the jieople (and in this term are comprehended not only
artisans, but also persons of higher position in the social scale)

must have at their command the means of education improved
in its general character, and embracing, if not based ujion,

science to a far greater extent than has hitherto been the case.

The official jury reports at all the exhibitions abound in declara-

tions of this character, and tlie country can' no longer afford to

ignore the fact, but must earnestly set to work to bring about a
change. These reports, as well as those of the artisans who
were sent to the Paris Exhil^ition of 1867 by the .Society, one
and all point out the great educational facilities which are avail-

aljle for all classes, and especially the artisan class, upon the

Continent.

4. The Council are of opinion that existing schools and col-

leges, where science has hitherto been all but excluded, should

adopt some means for its being tauglit ; and that where such
teaching already exists, measures should be taken for extending

the usefulness of the institutions, and rendering them more easy

of access to the great body of the people ; whilst in localities

where no such facilities exist, means should be talcen to secure

their foundation. The localities must themselves stir in this

ref_)rm, and their efforts should be aided by pecuniary assistance

and countenance by the State.

5. The nation must set itself earnestly to work to bring about
the sought-for change in the education of the people. The evils

have been so often pointed out, that it is unnecessary to enter

into detail ; our duty is to supply the remedy. This the Council
believe to be by the localities setting themselves heartily to

work, and when they have &ho\\'n tliemselves in earnest by rais-

ing funds and organising establishments for the teaching of

science, they should be entitled, as of right, to aid from the
State.

6. In order, however, that such establishments, colleges, or

schools should be of value to the mass of the people, so that

they can take advantage of the facilities which would then be
offered to them, it is absolutely necessary that elementary educa-
tion, commonly known as primary education, should be ex-
tended far more widely than at present. To an ignorant popu-
lation the establishment of colleges and schools for the teaching
of science will be of little avail, and unless the blessings of an
ordinary elementary education, i.e., reading, writing, and arith-

metic, at least, can be more difiTuscd, so as to place our peojilc

on a par with those of Switzerland, Prussia, S.ixony, &c. , the
attempt to extend the teaching of science \\'\\\ be in vain. Again,
not only must we have improved elementary education, but
these elements must themselves be taught by improved methods
and organisation, so that less time may be occupied in acquiring
them, thus leaving free for the learning of elementary science
some of those years which are now unnecessarily taken up in

mastering the mere rudiments of knowledge. Abroad it is the
custom of the Slate only to deal with this and many other
matters of public concern, but such is not the case here. The
Council do not recommend State interference as of choice, but of
necessity. This work of education must be done, and will

have to be done, wholly by Government, if not otherwise. Ex-
perience proves that it can be done by a combination of volun-
tary efforts with Government aid, as in the existing system of
primary education, and in the instruction aided by the Science
and Art Department. The Council think that the work is to be
done in part nationally, in part voluntarily, but not upon a hap-
hazard system.

7. Adam .Smith, the earliest, and, perhaps, the first English
writer on political economy, as well as Mr. J. Stuart Mill, its

present most able exponent, recommend scientific instruction as

profitable to the nation. Her JNIajesty's Government must not
plead economy as an excuse, for the highest and wisest economy
comes out of wise expenditure.

8. The Council believe that this is the feeling of the country,

which the Government will regard with respectful attention.

Go\"ernment must be urged to co-o]3erate with Owens College
and other bodies, either existing or to be established. Parlia-

mentary grants are now made to the old universities of England
and Scotland, and to the Queen's Colleges in Ireland, and there

is no reason why the same principle should not be extended,
and grants made to modern educational establishments in the
great centres of industry. The Council are of opinion that a
Government resulting from a wide representation of the whole
people ought adequately to represent the highest intelligence

and aspirations of that people for improvement, and not limit its

responsibility and its labours to matters of police. There can
be no more profitable investment of national capital drawn from
taxes paid by the whole nation, than in promoting the best

education among all classes of the people, and the widest exten-

sion of sound knowledge, on which the Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce of a kingdom rest.

At the meeting, the following resolution, proposed by
Professor Jack, was carried unanimously :

—

"That the best interests of the country demand the establishment

of a complete system of primary education, the extension of the

.system of science classes under a responsible department of the
Government, and under a definite plan, and especially the establish-

ment of .Science Colleges in the principal industrial centres of the

United Kingdom ; and such colleges ought to be established

and maintained partly by local efforts, and partly by liberal

assistance from the State ; and existing institutions such as

Owens College ought to be made available for the purpose."

For the present, we content ourselves with chronicling

these facts, and calling upon other centres of industry,

such as Birmingham, to help to bring the pressure of
public opinion to bear upon the members of the Govern-
ment, who, perhaps, more than anyone else, require to

be taught the vital importance of technical education to

the future national life.

WHENCE COME METEORITES?
IN examining a mass of meteoric iron found in the

Cordillera of Ueesa (Chili), M. Stanislas Meunier, of

the Museum of Natural History in Paris, has discovered

evidences of an unexpected relationship between this iron

and two meteorites fallen at a great distance from Chili

;

viz. a mass of iron found at Caille (Alpes Maritimes),

and a stone which fell at Sdtif (Algeria) June 9, 1867.

The meteorite of Deesa is a mixture of these two rocks :

it is composed of iron which is identical with that of

Caille, injected in a state of fusion into a stone which is

identical with that of Setif. The iron of Deesa is thus

evidently an eruptive rock, and it is the first hitherto
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observed among meteorites. Besides this, it is asserted

that the iron resemWing that found at Caille, and the stone

resembling that of Sctif, have been mutually connected by
stratification upon an unknown globe, and it is the first

time that such a connection has been materially demon-
strated.

M. Meunier remarks that the meteorites which now arrive

upon the earth are not of the same mineralogical nature as

those which fell in past ages. Formerly iron fell ; now stones

fall. During the last 118 years there have been in Europe
but three fails of iron, whereas there have been, annually,

on an average, three falls of stones. The greater number
of meteoric irons, which exist in the Paris collection, have
fallen on the earth at undetermined epochs ; all the

meteoric stones are of comparatively recent date. Perhaps
we are even justified in saying that stones of a new kind

are beginning to arrive, for falls oi carbonaceous meteorites

were unknown before the year 1803, and four have been
observed since then.

From this assemblage of facts, M. Stanislas Meunier
concludes that meteorites are the fragments of one or

more heavenly bodies which, at a period relatively recent

(for these waifs are never found e.\cept in superficial

strata), revolved round the earth, or perhaps round the

moon. Having, in the course of ages, lost their own
proper heat and become penetrated by the cold of space,

they have arrived, much sooner than the moon, by reason
of their inferior volume, at the last term of the molecular
actions which are operating upon our satellite, and which
are rendered evident to our eyes by the enormous crevices,

the deep fissures with which it is furrowed. Split in all

directions, they have fallen to ruin, and their fragments,

remaining scattered along the orbit, so as to form a circle

more or less complete, have at the same time become
arranged, according to their density, in zones concentric

with the focus of attraction towards which they are

constantly impelled by the resistance of the ethereal

medium through which they move. The masses nearest

to the centre, and which were principally composed of
iron, were the first to fall ; afterwards came the stones, in

M'hich period we now are. Hcicafter, perhaps, will arrive

meteorites analogous to our crystallised formations, and
perhaps e\-en to our stratified beds.

Thus meteorites, the veritable products of demolition,

represent, according to M. Meunier, the last period of the
evolution of planetary bodies. The incandescent orb, the
sun, figures at the present day in our system as the sole

representative of the primitive state through which the earth,

and all the other bodies which revolve around it, have
passed ; the moon representing the future which awaits the
terrestrial sphere, now in all the plenitude of life ; and,
finally, meteorites show us what becomes of the dead
stars, how they are decomposed, and how their materials
return into the \ortcx of life.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor docs not tiolJ Jiiiiisetf rcspousiblefor opinions expressed

by his Corrcsfoitdents. Xo notice is talcen of cinonyinons
coinnuimcations.

]

Dr. Livingstone's Explorations.
I r certainly is to be regretted that the information received

from Dr. Livingstone should be .so imperfect. Still, though in-

suflicient in itself, perhaps, to warrant our arriving at any positive
conclusion respecting his claim to have discovered the chief
sources of the Nile, the information furnished Ijy him affords
material aid towards the solution of that great problem of
African geography, and is generally of much greater value, in my
estimation, tlian it would appear to be in that of your learned
correspondent " KK.G.S."

Before adverting to the main subject, I desire to point out, in
the lirst place, that Dr. Livingstone has definitively settled that the
Cliambeze—the New Zambesi of some of our maps—is not an
affluent of the well-known river Zambesi, which flows eastward

into the Indian Ocean, but is a distinct stream^ of which the

course is to the west and north-west. On this point it is due to

Mr. Cooley to say, that, although he was mistaken respecting the

upper course of the Zambesi itself, he has long contended for the

separate existence of the "New Zambesi," or Chambeze.
Secondly, Dr. Livingstone has ascertained that the Chambeze,

in its lower course beyond the capital of the Cazembe, is joined by
another large river, llie Lufira, coming from the south and south-

west, which drains the western side of the country south of

Tanganyika, as the Chambeze drains the east side. The Lufira

was not seen by the traveller ; but when he was at some place,

not named by him, in 11° .S. lat. , that river was pointed out to

him as being at some distance west of that spot, and was de-

scribed as being so large there as always to require canoes ; for

so I read his words :

—
" I have not seen the Lufira, but, pointed

out west of 11° ,S. , it is there asserted always to require canoes ;"

—which shows that it must come from a considerable distance

south of that parallel.

\\\ the next place. Dr. Livingstone informs us that the Cham-
beze enters Lake Bangweolo, and then changes its name to

Luapula ; that this river flowing north enters Moero Lake, and
"on leaving Moero at its northern end by a rent in the mountains
of Rua it takes the name of Lualaba, and passing on N.N.W.
forms Ulenge in the country west of Tanganyika." Tjris, it

must be remarked, is not native information, but the result of

the traveller's own personal observation on the spot. His letters

are dated "near Lake Bangweolo ;
" and in speaking of the Lua-

laba he says, " I have seen it only where it leaves Moero,
and where it comes out of the crack in the mountains of Rua."
To make it more certain that he is speaking of the Lua/(/i^(7,

and not of the iMapula, the traveller expresses his intention " to

follow down the Lua/f^/'i? and see \vhether, as the natives assert,

it passes Tanganyika to the west, or enters it and finds an exit by
the river called Locunda [or Loanda] into Lake Chowambe ;"

which lake, he says, " I conjecture to be that discovered by Mr.
Baker;"—adding, "I shall not follow \A\^taba by canoes," &;c.

Nothing could well be more explicit than this. And yet your
correspondent represents Dr. Livingstone as saying that " he saw
the Lua/«/rt only at this gap in the mountains," and describes

the \A\d.iaba as being a month's journey further west, and as

falling into the Lulua and so joining the Zaire, or gitat river of
Congo, on the west coast of Africa. There nnist clearly be
some mistake here.

I think, too, there must be some misapprehension respecting

"the great salt marshes, which chiefly supply the interior of
Africa," described by " F.R. G. S." as situated on the banks cf the

Lualaba, a great running stream of fresh water. Is it not more
likely that those salt marshes lie in some extensive deiiression in

the interior of the continent, having no outlet, but in \\hieh the

rivers that may flow into it are absorbed and lost ?

Further, according to Dr. Livingstone, the Lualaba, after leav-

ing Moero beyond the town of the Cazembe to the north, forms
Ulenge, either a lake with many islancis or a division into several

branclies, wliich are taken up by the Lufira. This I understand
to mean, that the junction of the Lualaba and tire Lufira is in

Ulenge, north of the Cazembe's residence. "F.R.G.S." says,

on the contrary, that the Lufira "flo.vsinto the Luapula from the

west .about 100 miles S.W., or S.S.W., from the Cazembe." How
are these two statements to be reconciled ?

Then "F.R.G.S." says, "When our author speaks of the

Luviri (Lufira) entering Tanganyika at Uvira, he evidently casts

the dimly discerned views of the natives into his own i^recon-

ceived mould, and clothes them in his own language." But Dr.

Livingstone could scarcely have li.ad any " preconceived " notions
on the subject, unless he took with him Mr. Coolcy's map of 1S52,
in which the Chambeze, under the name of the New Zambesi, is

laid down as joining the Luviri and then, under the name of
Luapida, falling into the lake of " Zangailika " on its west
side in about 8° S. lat. And this o|iinion j\lr. Cooley would seem
to regard still as the correct one ; for in a letter which appeared
in \\\<t Daily Telegraph of the 27tli August last, with his initials

" W. D. C. ," he expressly states that " the drainage of the Cazembe's
country is all into the Nyanza on the east." Though why this

name should be applied to the Lake of Tangarryika is not patent.

We know the " Victoria Nyanza " of .Speke, the "Albert Nyanza "

of Baker, tlie "Lake Tanganyika" of Burton, and the "Lake
Nyassa" of Livingstone. We also know that in Mr. Cooley'u
maps of 1845 and 1852, Tanganyika and the more southerly
Lake Nyassa arc made to form one continuous body of water
under the name of "Nyassa, or (he Sea." But the present
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seems to be the first time that the designation of "Nyanza"
has been applied, without any qualificaiion, to the separate

Lal^e Tanganyika. . I perceive that "F. R.G. S." associates

Captain Burton with this "Nyanza;" but such a name was
ne\er given to it by its discoverer, neither is it generally known
by any other designation than that of "Lake Tanganyika:"
whether or not it should properly be called the "Lake of
Tanganyika" is of no moment.

I cume now to the consideration of Dr. Livingstone's claim to

the discovery of the sources of the Nile, which will be best given

in his own words : "I think that I may safely assert that the

chief sources of the Nile rise between 10° and 12" south latitude,

or nearly in the position attributed to them by Ptolemy, whose
river Rliaptus is probably the Rovuma. " On this " F. R. G.S."
acutely remarks :

" Here two different problems are attempted to

be solved at once— the one touching the sources of the White
Nile, and the other those of Ptolemy's Nile ;" in which remark
he is no doubt substantially correct. Into the question of

Ptolemy's sources of the Nile, on which subject "F. R. G. S. "and I

differ widely, I need not now enter : what I have here to do with,

is the question of the chief sources 'of the Nile. And in order

to decide whether Dr. Livingstone has really discovered these

sources, it is, in the first instance, requisite to define the limits

of the basin of the Nile, so as absolutely to determine where
the sources of the river can or can not be situated. As those

limits were approximativcly determined in a paper "On the Nile
and its Tributaries," communicated to the Royal Geographical
Society in 1S46, and published in the seventeenth volume of the

Society's Journal, 1 cannot do better than reproduce the portion

of it relating to this particular subject.

After describing the physical character of the table-land of
Eastern Africa, of which Abyssiiiia forms the northern extremity,

and its rivers as far as they were then known,— on which subject

I need not dilate, as the substantial correctness of iny_\iews is

now established,—1 proceeded in these terms :

—

" All the streams of the plateau or western counter-slope of
the Abyssinian chain are affluents of the Nile, and their eastern-

most branches take their rise at the c.\treme eastern edge of the

table-land, which is the limit of the basin of the Nile, and the

watershed between its tributaries and the rivers flowing li. and
S. E. towards the Indian Ocean. On the seaward side of this

watershed, the decli\ity being much more abrupt and its extent

much more limited, the rivers must necessarily be of se-

condary importance. Thus, proceeding from the N., we
do not meet with a stream deserving of name until we come
to tlie Hawash; and even that river is, near Aussa, lost in Lake
Abhubbad before reaching the ocean. The river Haines of

Lieutenant Christopher, which is the next in succession, appears,

in like manner, not to have sufficient power to reach the sea,

at least not at all times of the year. Further to the S. we
find the river Gowin [i.e. Wabbi-Giweyna) or Jubb, possess-

ing a substantive cliaracter as an ocean stream ; but this river,

dining the dry season, has at its mouth a depth of only two feet.

At a short distance to the S. of the equator is the Ozay,
which liver, though said to be of great extent, has very little

water at the entrance. Further S. the same law appears to

]irevail, as is exemplified in the Lufiji or Kwavi (Quavi), the

Livuma [Rovmna] and the Ivwama (Quama) or Kilimane (Qui-

limane), which rivers rise on the eastern edge of the elevated

)ilain in which Lake Zambre or N'yassi is situate, and flow into

the Indian Ocean. //tVY, hozuevcr, the soittheni extreinity of the

basin of the Nile having been passed, the larger streams of the

counter-slope no longer join that river, but take their course

westwards into the Atlantic, belonging in fact to a distinct

hydrographical basin."

What I thus wrote three-and-twenty years ago requires now
but little modification. The erroneous identification of Lake
Zambre with N'yassi was simply adopted from Mr. Cooley's
learned and valuable paper in the fifteenth volume of the
Society's Journal, which was then our only authority on the
subject. I also followed him in his alteration of the spelling

of the name " Zambre," which in mv paper was printed " Zam-
beze," with the explanatory note, " This name is usually printed
Zembere, Zerabre, or Zambre. It is the Lake Ularavi of the
maps." Thougli even this was wrong; for Nyassa is properly
Lake Maravi, and Tanganyika is the Great Lake, or Zambre.
The blending of the two together by Delille and D'Anville was the
primaiy cause of thelong-existing misa]:>prehension of the subject.

In my paper fmrn which the foregoing extract is taken, when
speaking of the lakes and swamps of the Upper Nile as then

known, I added in a note, " May not Lake Zambre ( ' Zambeze '),

or Nyassi, be the continuation of this series of lakes? In this

case it would be simply the upper course of the Nile."
Acting on this suggestion. Professor Berghaus, in 1S50, laid

down Mr. Cooley's "Nyassi, or the Sea" as the head of the
Nile ; but, as I pointed out to him, he had under any cir-

cumstances caiTied the river too far south, because the Chevalier
Bunsen and I had in the jirevious year come to the positive

conclusion, on the reports of the Church missionaries at Mombas,
that Zambre (now Tanganyika) and Nyassa were two separate
lakes, a conclusion which every fresh discovery only tended to

confirm.

The Cuaraa and (^uilimane mentioned by me were all that
we then well knew of the Zambesi, the great western extent of
which river only became revealed to us through the former ex-

plorations of Li\ingstone. He thus absolutely closed the liasin

of the Nile in that direction ; though the fact of his having
done so was not then demonstrable, ^\'hen he wrote to Lord
Clarendon in February 1867, as he says in his present letter,

he " had the impression that he was then on the watershed
between the Zambesi and either the Congo or the Nile." His
present determination of the want of connection between the

Chambeze and the Zambesi, and of the western and north-

western course of the former rixer, has proved the soundness
of his impression of February 1S67.

The question is therefore now narrowed to this :—Do the
united streams of the Chambeze and the Lufira, under the name
first of Luapula, and then of Lualaba, flow into the Nile or into

the Congo ? I am of opinion that they join the former river,

and that the explorations of Dr. Livingstone have established

the correctness of the views I have long entertained, and
especially those enunciated in the AtheiiiTum, No. 1.969, of July

22, 1865, on the first announcement by Sir Samuel B.iker of his

(unconscious) discovery of the main stream of the Nile under the

name of "Albert Nyanza," and consequently I believe we are at

length enabled to strip the veil from the Nile Mystery.

Ch.vrles Beke
Bekesbourne, December i

Food of Oceanic Animals
Under the above head, in a note wliich appeared in N.vture

of the i6th Dee. p. 192, Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys "calls the attention

of physiologists to the fact that ]5lant-life appears to be absent in

the ocean, with the exception of a comparatively narrow fringe,

known as the littoral and laminarian zones, which girds the
coasts, and of the 'Sargasso' tract in the Gulf of Mexico." He
then proceeds to say that, "during the recent exploration in

H.M.S. Forenpine of part of the North Atlantic, he could not
detect the slightest traee of any vegetable organism at a greater

depth than fifteen fathoms. Animal organisms of all kinds and
sizes, living and dead, were everywhere abundant, from the surface

to the bottom . . . some of them being zoopliagons, others
sarcophagous, none phytophagous. " And, lastly, after asking
"whence do oceanic animals gel that supply of carbon which
terrestrial and' littoral or shallow-water animals derive, directly

or indirectly, fiom plants ?" and ''can any class of marine animals
assimilate the carbon contained in the sea, as plants assimilate the
carbon contained in the air?" Mr. Jeffreys sums up his con-
clusions on the subject in the following words:—"At all events,

the usual theory, that all animals ultimately depend for their

nourishment on vegetable life, seems not to be applicable to

the main ocean, and consequently not to one-half [sic] of the
earth's surface."

As Mr. Jeffreys has been constituted an authority on deep-sea
exploration, and now claims the view above cited as original, I

must be permitted to point out that he has either forgotten what,
at one period, he professed to have read and acquiesced in, in one
of my writings ; or that, for some unaccountable reason, he now
repudiates both my opinions and those which were once his own.
As the entire absence of plant-life, even in its primitive phases,

in the deeper- abysses of the ocean, and the process whereby the
nutrition of the lowest animal forms is secured in the alisence of
even the rudimentary digestive apparatus which is observable
amongst the higher Rhizopods, were fully discussed by me in my
"Notes on the Presence of Animal Life at great depths in the
Ocean" (p. 27), published in 1S60; in my work on "The North
Sea-bed" (pp. 131-2), published in 1862; in a note which
appeared in the Annals and Magazine of Natural IlistOiy for

August 1863 (p. 166) ; and more recently in two papers con-
tributed by me to the Monthly Journal of Microscopical
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Sacnc,; No. i, pp. 32-33, and No. 4, pp. 231-2-3, publi.'^Iied

in tlie present year,—it will, I think, be admitted that Mr. Jeffrey.s

can hardly claim originality in his statement.

But to prove thai I^Ir. Jeffreys «as well acquainted with my
previously published observations on the subject, I invite attention

to two distinct statements of his w'hich appeared in his Reports on

Dredging, and were published in the Annals and Magazine of

Katut-al History, on the respective dates given below:—
AriTials, N0V.-1866, p. 391.

I

Annals, Oct. i

" Dr. G. C Wallich, in his admi-
rnble and philosophic treatise, with

Ai'hich all marine zoologists and geo-

logists are, or ought to be, familiar,

believed," &c. &c. " As to the accu-

racy of his statements, «c reasonable

doubt can be entertained."

p. 305.

" Coccospheres and Foraminifera

cover the bed of tlie Atlantic at

enormous depths. The occurrence,

therefore, of such organisms on the

floor of the ocean, at great depths,

does not prove that they ever lived,

there. / should rather be inclined

to believe that they dropped to the

bottom when dead, or after having
passed through the stomachs of other

1
animals which had fed on them."

It thus becomes manifest that Mr. Jeffreys had studied my
writings, but that the opinions entertained by him in 1866 became

revoked irr 1868; whilst those held by him in 186S were in turn

superseded by views formed and published in 1869! This

circumstance is the more significant, inasmuch as Dr. Carpenter,

in his "Official Report on Dredging," for 1S6S (p. iSl), actually

singles out the opinion published by Mr. Jeffreys, as above, in the

autumn of the same year, as an authoritative illustration ofthe want

of credence which my discoveries had met with

!

With regard to ^Ir. Jeffreys' new division of oceanic animals

into zoophagons and sanophagons, I have nothing to urge beyond

my avowed inability to discern any physiological difference

between creatures that are zoophagous and those that are

sarcophagous. It only remains for me to express my belief that,

up to the present period, I have .stood alone in maintaining,

against Ehrenberg and others, that plant-life, even of the lowest

types, becomes extinct :tt depths exceeding four or five hundred
fathoms ; and in endeavouring, by a series of observed facts, to

prove that the nutrition of the Foraminifera and certain other

oceanic Rhizopods is effected by a special vital process, which
enaljles them to eliminate and apply to the formation and
sustenance of their body and shell-substance, through their

surfaces only, the materials which exist in the medium in which
they reside.

Kensington, Dec. 21 G. C. W.\LLlcn

Colouring of the Cuckow's Egg
As I see Professor Newton has, iu his very interesting paper on

Dr. Baldamus' theory of the colour of Cuckoo's eggs, noticed my
"stigmatising" the Doctor's theory as "wild," in my "Birds of

.Somerset," will you be kind enough to allow me S]xice for a few

lines on the subject? Although it is with great diffidence that I

venture to difler from Professor Newton, I still cannot help con-

sidering Dr. Baldamus' theory as "wild," not perhaps as it

appears under the manipulation of Professor Newton, for he

seems to me to have pruned and pared it down so nicely that

there is but little of the original left ; and I think he would not

much differ from me in my opinion as to the wildness of the

theory, if he had to accept all the allegations in Dr. Baldamus'
paper published in Naninannia." For instance, compare the

following passage in Professor Newton's paper in No. III.

of Nature with some passages from Dr. Baldamus' paper :
—

" Having said tlius much, and believing as I do the Doctor to

be partly justified in the carefully-\^orded enunciation of what he
calls *a law of nature,' I must now declare that it is only
* approximately, ' and by no means universally true, that the

Cuckow's egg is coloured like those of the victims of her impo-
sition. Increase as we may by renewed obsen'ations the number
of cases which bear in favour of his theory, yet, as almost every

bird's-nesting boy knows, the instances in, which wc cannot,

even by dint of straining our fancy, see resemblances where none
exist, are still so numerous as to preclude me from believing in

the generality of the practice imputed to the Cuckow. In proof
of this I have only to mention the many eggs of that bird which
are yearly found in nests of the Hcdgc-Sparrow in this country,
tait/iotit ever bearijig thefaintest similar ily to its well-kno'ton green-
Hue eggs. One may grant that an ordinary English Cuckow's
egg will pass well enough, in the eyes of the dupe, for

* Where I have quoted from this paper, I have quoted from the transla-
t-.on by the Rev. A. C. Smith, published in the Zoologist for t868, which
professes to be an accurate translation, and there seems to be no possible
reason to doubt its being so.

that of a Titlark, a Pied Wagtail, or a Reed Wren, wdiich

according to my experience are the most common foster-parents

of the Cuckow in this country ; and indeed one may say, per-

haps, that such an egg is a compromise between the three, or a

resultant, perhaps, of the three opposing forces ; btU any likeness

between the Heclge-Sparroiv^s egg and the Cneho7o's so often fmnd
alongside of it, or in its place, is not to be traced by the niost fertile

imagination. We must Iceep, therefore, strictly to the letter of the

law laid down by Dr. Baldamus, and the practice imputed to the

Ctickow is not universally, but only approximately true. " This
certainly is very different from Dr. Baldamus' own statement

:

— "If Mr. Braune, the forester of Griezland, had not cut this

large Willow Wren's (.Shippolais) egg (as it seems) out of the

ovary of the Cuckoo, which was killed as she was flying out of

the Willow Wren's nest ; if Count Rodern, of Breslau, was not a

reliable authority that this ajiparent Redstart's egg was taken out

of the nest of the Redstart (Kntieilla phanicurus) ; if M. Halricht

had not taken this large Tree Pipit's egg out of the nest of a

Tree Pipit (Ant/nis arboreus] ; if I myself had not taken out of

the nests of the Red-backed Shrike (Lanius eollnrio) this red-

dish and this green-greyish peculiarly marked Cuckoo's G^^, one
might indeed entertain doubts whether this variously-coloured

collection—these green eggs, with and withoni markings ; these

on while, grey, green, greenish, brownish, yellowish, reddish,

and brown-reddish ground ; these grey, green, olive green, ash

grey, yellow brown, yellow red, wine red, brown red, dark
brown and black ; these spotted, streaked, speckled, grained and
marbled eggs could one and all be the eggs of our Cuckoo !

And yet this is indeed the fact!" How different this from the

much more cautious and limited statement of Professor Newton,
first quoted, which would entirely sweep away some of these

varieties, especially those resembling the eggs of the Redstart or

the Hedge-Sparrow, for the eggs of these two species do not differ

much from each other, and what might be said of the eggs of the

one would apply equally to those of the other
; yet these are two

of Dr. Baldamus' selected species, for, a little further on, he gives

a list of the various species from the nests of which Cuckoo's
eggs have been taken resembling those of the foster-parent.

Of the eggs of the Redstart he says :
—"These four specimens,

which were found in the nests of liutieilla phanicurus, are

all of a light-green ground colour ; two of them have the larger

and more or less brownish spots, which on one of them form a

zone ; the third has similar markings, but only sparingly scat-

tered over the whole surface, wh.ilst the fourth is without any
marking at all—herein it is identical with one in the possession

of Dr. Dehne, which is uniformly light-greenish blue, 'without

any markings loliatsoever.
"

(Jf the single specimen of the egg resembling that of the Hedge-
Sparrow, No. 15 in his list, he says :

—" One of the most interest-

ing of the Cuckoo's eggs is a beautiful blue-green one, which was
taken out of the nest of Accentor modularis, 7oithout any
markings, and which even to the shell, the grain, and the size

(bis auf .Shale, Korn, und Grosse) is like a very dark egg of the

Hedge-Spairow." On reading this quotation from the statement

of the facts on which his theory is founded by Dr. Baldamus in

the paper in Kauma}niia, and comparing it with Professor

Newton's paper above quoted, w'e cannot help seeing that there

is a decided issue of fact between them, especially as to the eggs

of Accentor modularis.

The conclusion which Dr. Baldamus draws from the facts

stated by him is that Nature, by means of such arrangements, has

ensured and facilitated the preservation of a species other\\ise

much exposed to danger, and that she has attained this object

by investing every hen Cuckoo with the faculty of laj'ing eggs
coloured exactly like the eggs of the bird of whose nest she
prefers to make use, according to the locality. Now if this were
really the case, and it were really true that this colouring of the
eggs were essential for the preservation of the species, ^\ould
it not be just one of those laws of Nature which we should
expect to find universal, or so nearly so that there would be
but very few exceptions ? But according to Dr. Baldamus
himself the exceptions are numerous, and Professor Newton
would make them still more numerous, and would no doubt be
quite right in doing so. How, then, do the eggs in the excep-
tional cases prosper? Does the Hedge-.Sparrow or the Reilstart

throw the egg of the Cuckoo out of its nest because it does not
resemble its own ? or do the birds to whose tender mercies the
Cuckoo, according to Dr. Baldamus himself, is occasionally
obliged to entrust its eggs when it cannot find a fitting nest in

which to place them, do so ? This does not appear to be at all
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tlie case, but the eggs remain iii the nest in which they were
originally ]ilacetl by the parent Ciicl<oo, and are duly hatched by
the foster-parent. That being so, the necessity for the law of

nature which the Doctor wislies to estalilish falls to the ground.

I do not like to put forwaixl my own opinion agninst such great

authorities as Dr. Baldanius and Professor Newton, h\A I think

tlie inquiry now set on foot in this country by tlie publication in

Ijiglish of Dr. Baldamus' paper in A'aiimaniiui will be to show
tliat thickoo's eggs do not in fact vary from each otlier more tlian

those of many otliers, and that the resemblances to the eggs of

many other species are not greater than sometimes arises in

many ordinary cases. Cecil Smith

The Cloaca Maxima

Voi'R correspondent "Ignoramus" will find some account of

the drainage of Rome in Pliny (" Hist. Nat.'' xxxvi. 15, s. 24).

He will also find further particulars in Livy (i. 38), and in

Ulpian (" Dig." 43, tit. 23, s. I).

History repeats itself. Just as the London sewers were origin-

ally natural brooks or artificial ditches by which the rainfall of

the district was carried off, and into which it was penal, down to

the year 1S15, to turn any "sewage" proper; so the Cloaca
Maxima was built originally, in very early times (by Tarquinius

Friscus, according to Livy), to carry off the rain-water from the

Forum. Afterwards, however, all kinds of liquid refuse were
allowed to find their way into it ; and this seemed such a con-

venient way of getting rid of troublesome matter, that the whole
city was eventually undermined liy a network of sewers, includ-

ing small pipes of wood and earthenware connecting the houses

with the main sewers. Whether " traps" were also used I am
unable to say, but I think it very probable that some simple

combination of trap and cess-pit, in masonry, was used to pre-

vent an up-blast of foul gas into the ati-iuni.

\\'hat became of the solid refuse I do not know, but from all

that I can gather I imagine it must have been carted away peri-

odically. I trust some of your readers may have compassion for

our ignorance, and, by enlightening us on this point, completely

restore to "Ignoramus" that peace of mind which he lost in

early childhood.

I trust also that the days of river cloacal pollution, in this

country at least, are numbered, and that the advances which
other sciences have made in the last 2,000 years will at last make
our engineers ashamed of their ignorant violation of what I hope
I may be allowed to call one of the laws of Nature.

W. Hope

Hydro-carbon Colours

C.'VN your readers inform me of any book in which I can get

to know all that is known on the " Hydro-carbon colours, and
tlieir application to Art industry," or direct me to any sources

where the information can be obtained?
Plymouth, December 18 T. W. Freckelton

NOTES
'YnY.youriial of Botany will pass into new management with

the commencement of the year. The leading English botanists

have promised their co-operation towards making it a complete

record of the progress of botany at home and abroad during the

month. It will in future be edited by Mr. W. H. Trimen, M.B.,

of the British Museum, author of " A Flora of Middlesex."

The persistent decrease in the yield of our sea-fisheries has

assumed a serious aspect, and urgently calls for systematic in-

vestigation at the hands of the Government. The usual machinery

for such investigations, namely, a Royal Commission, could,

however, hardly obtain the exact kind of information necessary for

a determination of the probable cause of the mischief. Nothing

short of the appointment of Inspectors of Sea Fisheries, with

analogous functions to those discharged (with such beneficial

results) by the Inspectors of Salmon Fisheries, can afford the

opportunity for a thorough examination of the subject, and

prepare the way for useful legislation. This course is ably

advocated in the last number of Land and Water, and we feel it

incumbent upon us strongly to s?cond the recommendations of

our contemporary on this point.

The Ethnographical Section of the Geographical Society of

Berlin, which has existed in a more or less definite form for

about three years, has just separated itself from the parent

organism, and entered upon an independent career as the Society

for Anthropology and Ethnology. The first ordinary meeting of

the new society took place on the loth instant, when a paper was
read by Professor Virchow on the North-German Pile-works. As
compared w^ith the great majority of such remains in Switzerland

and South Germany, the pile-works of the North are not of very

high antiquity. There is only one colony, that of Wismar, which
belongs to the Stone period ; even the older forms of bronze are

rarely met with. The mode of construction of the pile-works

likewise indicates an advance on that employed in Switzerland.

Professor Virchow is of opinion that some, at least, of the earth-

works found in certain districts are contemporary with the lake

habitations : evidence on this interesting point is promised at

some future time. That the pile-works, although of compara-

tively recent date, are really pre-historic, is indicated by the dis-

covery of the remains of beaver and elk. The latter animal is

not mentioned by the old chroniclers of Brandenburg and Pome-

rania ; neither do we find mention of any lake-dwelling people

in the ancient Scandina\'ian or Polish historians.

We understand that steps are being taken to found an anthro-

pological society in Hamburg, but no particulars have as yet

reached us.

We extract the following from the last Weekly Bulletin (26th

inst. ) of the Scientific Association of France:—"The vine occupies

in France almost 2, 500, 000 hectares (6, 175,000 acres). This con-

stitutes the one-and-twentieth part of the French territory, and

the sixteenth part of itssoil capable of cultivation. The gross pro-

duce amounts to more than 1,500,000,000 francs. This industry

occupies six million men, women, and children, and nearly two

million merchants, agents, traders, &c. Sixty-nine departinents

cultivate the vine, frorn the Gironde, which reckons more than

150,000 hectares (370,500 acres), to the department of lUe-et-

Vilaine, which only possesses 104 hectares {256 acres)."

The commission appointed by the Imperial Academy of

Medicine in Paris to investigate the subject of vaccination has

just concluded its labours by the presentation of its Report,

which has been adopjted.

Mr. J. MiERS, so well known for his researches in the Botany

of South America, is about to publish the second and third

volumes of his "Contributions to Botany," which will include a

complete monograph of the MenispermacaE, and of the South

American species of Ephedra, showing that this genus does

not belong to the Gymnosperms or naked-seeded plants, as

generally believed.

In a letter of the 17th ultimo, addressed to the Astronomische

Nachrichtcn, Dr. Oppolzer discusses the observations of a faint

comet discovered by Pons in February 1808, and arrives at the

conclusion that it is exceedingly probable that the comet referred

to is identical with that named after Winnecke. Dr. Oppolzer

is at present engaged in working out the observations of the latter

comet, more especially in reference to its supposed identity with

Comet II. of 1766.

We regret to learn from the recent report of the Miners'

Association for Cornwall and Devonshire, that that useful body

is in danger of being dissolved in consequence of the inadequate

support it receives from the mining interest. The importance of

combining scientific knowledge with practical experience, if we

intend to maintain our present position in mining and metallurgy

as against the highly-trained miners of other countries, is acknow-

ledged by every competent ])erson. Surely, then, when owners

of mines and shareholders in mining companies learn that the

Miners' Association not only discusses and publishes important

scientific papers of a practical character, but is at the present
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moment educating in its classes more than a hundred young men

in chemistry, mineralogy, geology, and mining, they will not

suffer so important an institution to die out or languish for %\-ant

of funds. Mr. Robert Hunt, F.R.S., keeper of the Mining

Records, is the hon. general secretary of the association. The

Report for 1869 is published at Truro (Heard and Sons), and is

to be had for a shilling.

Benzol has been applied to a somewhat novel purpose.

If poured on a piece of ordinary paper, immediate trans-

parency is produced, to such an extent as to enable one to

dispense entirely with tracing-paper. On exposure to air, or,

better, a gentle heat, the liquid is entirely dissipated, the paper

recovers its opacity, and the original design is found to be quite

uninjured.

We are glad to learn that the acceptance, by Dr. Czennak, of

an honorary professorship in the University of Leipzig is likely

to lead to a departure from the rule hitherto observed in the

German universities, of treating physiology as an integral part of

the medical course. No doubt lectures on general physiology,

with a more particular view to the special requirements of the

medical student, will always be necessary ; but the claims of the

general student to a sound knowledge of the principles and

methods of this science can no longer be ignored. Independently

of the fact that physiology deals with subjects of the highest

possible general interest, it must not be forgotten that in its

present stage of development it can hardly be looked upon

otherwise than as an extension of the physical and chemical

sciences. The lectures which Prof. Czermak contemplates giving

for the general benefit of the University of Leipzig are not

intended to be of a so-called popular nature. They will be of

the same general character as the ordinary lectures on physics,

logic, or general history. The Professor insists very strongly

upon the absolute necessity of direct observation for a thorough

understanding of tlie subject ; and it is solely the want of a

suitable theatre and apparatus for enabling large audiences to

view physiological experiments, that prevents his entering upon

the promised course of lectures this winter. Dr. Czermak spoke

so eloquently and so thoroughly in earnest on this subject on the

occasion of his recent installation as Honorary Professor, that we

make no doubt he will be able to carry out liis plans successfully

during the ensuing summer term.

We have a fresh illustration of the intimate alliance between

science and commerce. Mr. Winwoode Reade recently set out

from Sierra Leone to explore the inteiior, the funds of the expe-

dition being defrayed by the munificence of Mr. Andrew .Swanzy,

a London merchant. Communications have been recently i-eceived

stating tliat Mr. Reade, travelling on a line to the south-east of the

routes of Park and Caillie, has reached a point farther south than

any of his predecessors. The solitaiy traveller, after surmounting

many difficulties, was rewarded by reaching a hitherto unknown
town named Farabana, situate about 10" N. lat. and 10° W. long.

He had crossed several rivers, flowing we presume from the

watershed of Mount Loma. and was among the head-waters of

the River Niger. The town, Farabana, contains about io,ckx)

inhabitants, well-disposed, and eager for trade. Mr. Reade
mentions his liaving experienced protection and help from the

Sultan of Bornir ; we suppose, by orders issued to his subordi-

nate chiefs and headmen, in this outlying district of his kingdom.

We may hope that Mr. Reade's discoveries will enrich our

maps with accurate geography of tlie country to the north of the

Cong Mountains, as marked on the maps, and of the Niger from
its source to the point where previous travellers have struck

its stream.

The theory ol the derivation of the primitive population of

Western Europe from an African source is likely to receive

some confirmation from recent researches in Algeria, A Mr.

Faidlierbe, who has examined a necropolis of 3,000 Megalithic

graves at Roknia, in the province of Constantine, reports that

the skulls obtained have led him to the conclusion tliat th^

Lerbers w-ere the original people of the Atlas ; and that they do

not resemble any African or Semitic race, but rather the earliest

inhabitants of Western Europe.

The "Transactions of the Swedish Academy of Sciences for

1S68" contain a paper proposing the use of the reindeer moss

and various other species of lichen as a material for the manu-

factm-e of sugar and alcohol. By means of dilute sulphuric or

muriatic acid, the cellulose of the plant is turned first into dextrine,

and then into grape-sugar. No experiments on a large scale have

as yet been made, but the author of the paper is sanguine as to

the economic success of such an undertaking. Of the other

papers printed in this volume of "Transactions," we may mention

the following:—"On a remarkable species of sponge living in

the North Sea," by Professor Sven Loven, and "Swedish and

Norwegian Diatoms," by P. T. Cleve. These communications

are illustrated by drawings. The other papers, with the ex-

ception of three by Edlund, detailing researches in reference to

the electric spark, relate chiefly to the fauna and geology of

various parts of the Swedish kingdom. The Memoirs of this

Academy for the year 1868, containing the more important papers

presented, have not yet reached us.

The Native Guano Company, now successfully treating the

sewage of the town of Leamington by the A. B.C. process, have

applied to the Metropolitan Board of Works to enter into a

treaty with them for the concession of the sewage on the south

side of the Thames. The question has been referred to the Works
Committee. Sliould the concession be granted, the movements

of the company will be watched; witli great interest, as their

success or failure will tend greatly to settle the question of the

possibility of making the purification of the sewage o{great towns

a commercial success.

Herr Karl Bruhns, director of the Berlin Observatory, is

preparing for publication a scientific life of Humboldt, to which

several illustrious German scientific men have promised to con-

tribute. The first portion, from the pen of Dr. Ave Lallemand,

will' contain the life, properly so called, of Humboldt. The
second part will be devoted to an account of his researches and

discoveries. This latter part will occupy eight chapters, and

will be' confided to writers possessing special qualifications for

the task. Persons having in their possession mipublished mate-

rials relative to the life or labours of Humboldt are requested to

transmit them to Plerr Bruhns.

Oysters are now so dear in London that we may reap some

contentment by learning that they are sold wholesale in San

Francisco, at the rate of six shillings a dozen. These oysters are

said very much to resemble our "natives;" being round, fat, full-

flavoured, and very good ; but they do not suit the taste of those

who have loiig enjoyed the luxury of the large, delicate molluscs

of the Atlantic seaboard. There are fine beds of the long-

shelled oyster in the Gulf of California, and as they will not grow

in the Pacific, they are transported 1,7*^ niiles by steamer to

"Frisco ;
" about half the cargo dying on the passage. Notwith-

standing all the oyster controversy and oyster literature of recent

years, it is still very hard to understand why they should be so

dear in London. At Van Laar's shop, in the Kalverstraat, at

Amsterdam, the very finest oysters, thought by many to be much
superior to the "natives," may be eaten at the rate of 50 cents

(lo.y.) the dozen.

The first part of a Hand-List of Genera and Species of Birds,

by Mr. G. R. Gray, has just been issued from the British Museum.

It includes the Accipitres, TfnuiiVitrcs, and Deiitirostrcs, and

forms an octavo volume of 400 pages. All the recognised genera,

sub-genera, and species are enumerated, and not merely the
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species represented in the national collection. The latter are,

however, specially indicated. Some notion of the marvellous

variety of bird-form may be gathered from the fact that this

volume gives the name and habitat of no less than 6,057 species.

The second and concluding volume is stated to be far advanced

towards completion. We have also to chronicle, for the benefit

of our entomological readers, the appearance of Part II. of the

Catalogue of Specimens of Dcrniopicra Saltatoiia in the British

Museum, by Mr. Francis Wallser.

A L.VRGE depot of petroleum has just been discovered in the

Caucasus. It is situated on the east of the Caspian, where there

are large numbers of these springs, many of them occurring in

close pro.\imity. This new spring is said to be capable of pro-

ducing 40,000 livres daily. The American method has recently

been adopted with the greatest success.

Dr. Robinet, formerly president of the;Pari3 Academy of

Medicine, member of the Municipal Council, and at one time

president of the Hygienic and Sanitaiy Commission of the City

of Paris, has just died. His decease was due to an affection of

tlie chest, contracted whilst on a scientific expedition in Gennany.

Dr. Robinet had completed Iris 72nd year.

It appears that the surface glass which contains soda undergoes

considerable change after a lengthy exposure to the air. Bluish

glass undergoes no such alteration, but that which has originally

a greenish tinge becomes brown after a time, whilst very pure

^^lute deteriorates rapidly, showing first a yellow, then a brown,

and finally a violet fihii. At this season of the year we do not

require this additional colouring to the appearance of our already

discoloured atmosphere. It has been noticed that some modem
stained glass on a foggy day has almost the richness of the ancient.

We need not go far for a solution of this. The old glass has ac-

iluired in the course of ages a film which takes the place of a

]icrmanent fog, especially on those colours which, like tlie ruby,

are formed by a thin coaling of the coloured glass on a thicker

plate of transparent metal.

The Agricultural Society of France has recently addressed the

following questions to each of its members, and to the presidents

of all the French Agricultural Associations:—"I. Can the depre-

ciation in the price of wool be remedied ; and, if so, by what

means ? Does the rise in the price of meat afford a sufficient

compensation to the producers of wool ? 2. Do the production

and sale of cereals meet with any obstacle demanding the atten-

tion of the legislator ? 3. Is there any defect in the facilities for

increasing the domestic consumption or the exportation of wine?

4. Have the agricultural industries, especially those which pro-

duce alcohol and sugar, any need o modification as regards the

economic regulations to which they are subject 'i 5. Are there

in your district any other branches of agricultural produce

suffering from a crisis to which it would be necessary to call

public and legislative attention ';"

We have been requested to state that the cable laid between

Salcombe and Finisterre (Dec. 2nd) was manufactured at AV. T.

Henley's Telegraph Works, North Woolwich.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Ln the Aimales dcs Stieiicgs I^^aHircIlcs {Zoologie, Tome xii.

Nos. 3 and 4), M. Marcy continues his elaborate paper on the

flight of Insects and Birds. Prof E. Lartet describes and figures

Tycchontys Bomimi/ii and two other fossil rodents of the Eocene
of Paris. New observations on the Zoological Characters and
Natural Affinities of the jEpyornis of Madagascar are given by
MM. Alphonse Milne-Edwards and Alf Grandidier. Their
paper is illustrated by a fine series of figures of the bones of these

gigantic fossil birds : even the enormous bones of the lower limb
are drawn the size of nature. The present double number of the

Aitnalcs is concluded by a communication from M. Edward
Perrier, entitled " Researches on the pedicellaiia and amlndacra
of star-fishes and sea-urchins.

"

The November, number of the Aimahs lie Chivue et tie Pity-

siqtic contains the termination of a long memoir by Lecoq de
Boisbaudran, on Supersaturation ; a memoir by Des Cloiseaux,

on Gadolinite, a mineral whose anomalies are very lucidly con-

nected and explained ; a very interesting paper by Boussingault,

on the Function of Leaves, in which the influence of light is

studied as affecting the decomposition of carbonic acid ; Obser-
vations on a Note of M. \'elter as to the agricultural utility of

salt, by Peligot ; a Chemical Study of Egyptian wheat, by Aug.
Houzeau ; the Polarisation of the Blue Light of Water, by J. L.

Soret (taken from the Geneva Archives) ; and an account of

Roberts's elegant experiment, showing the increase of volume
undergone by palladium in combining with hydrogen.

The November number of Reichert and Du Bois Reymond's
Archiv fur Aiiiitoiuie contains the following papers;—"The
Influence of Artificial Respiration on Reflex," by Dr. P.

Urspensky, of St. Petersburg; "Musculi subcrurales et Sub-
anconaci," by Dr. M. Kulaewsky ; "The 'Ramus collateralis

ulnaris nervi radialis again," by Professor W. Krause, of Got-

tingen ; "The Inter-aryta:noid Cartilage of the Human Vocal

Organs,"by Professor H. von Luschka, of Tubingen (plate) ; "On
the Influence of the Curara Poison on the IZlectromotor Power of

Muscles and Nen'cs," by Hermann Rocher ; "The Nervi

Splanchnici and the Ganglion Cteliacum, " by F. Bidder, of

Dorpat ; "On the Musculus Broncho-resophagvis Dexter," a

communication by Dr. Wenzel Gruber, Professor of Anatomy
at St. Petersburg.

Poggendorfe's Anitakn der Fhysik iiiui C/iemii%iS6g. (No.
II. Vol. cxx.\viii. Part 3). The physical papers in this number
(the last published) are :

—
(I.) " On the applicability of Ohm's Law to Electrolytes, with

a numerical determination of the Electrical Resistance of dilute

sulphuric acid by means of alternating currents," by F. Kohlrausch
and W. A. Nippoldt (pp. 370 to 390). This paper forms the

continuation and conclusion of one begun in the previous number
of the "Annalen. " After discussing the special difficulties that

lie in the way of accurate determinations of the galvanometric

properties of electrolytes, the auth(_»rs show how the most im-
portant of them, the polarisation of the elcctiodes, may be over-

come by substituting for a continuous current in one direction

a rapid succession of currents of short duration in opposite

directions. .Such currents were obtained by the rotation of a

steel magnet inside a coil of wire ; and the employment of tliem

necessitated the use of a Weber's bifilar dynamometer, instead

of an ordinary gah-anonieter. There is a full discussion of the

action of the rotating magnet, showing the ]nean electromotive

force due to a given velocity of revolution, and the action of the

resulting current on the dynamometer. In the part of the

paper now published, the strength of the current traversing a
column of dilute sulphuric acid is proved to be proportional

to the electromotive force even when the latter does not

exceed 7>j part of that of a Grove's cell. By using thermo-
electric currents, the proportionality between electromotive

force and strength of current, in the case of solution of sulphate

of zinc between amalgamated zinc electrodes, is shown to hold

good even when the electromotive force is only 4 .; i,',, (, „ of that

of a Grove's cell. The paper concludes with a series of nume-
rical determinations of the specific resistance of dilute .sulphuric

acid of various degrees of concentration, from -which we quote
the following :—At 22° C. the maximum conducting power is

possessed by sulphuric acid of specific gravity i'233 (containing

31
'5 per cent, hydric sulphate); taking the conducting power of

mercury at 0° as unity, the conducting power of such acid is

o'oooo77274.

(2.)
" On a Comparable Scale for Spectroscopic Obsen-ations,"

by A. Weinhold (pp. 417 to 439). In order to compare the

indications of various spectroscopes, the author proposes to denote

the various parts of the spectrum by reference to the interference-

bands seen in the spectrum of light reflected from a thin plate of

biaxial mica ; and to reduce the results obtained by the use of

plates of various degrees of thickness to a common denomination,

by taking two definite parts of the spectrum, e.g., Fraunhofer's

lines D and F, as fixed points, and dividing the interval between
ihem into 100 parts. The bands of the interference-spectrum

then become comparable with the divisions on an arbitrarily

graduated thermometer, the value of which is determined by
observing two fixed temperatures. The paper contains a full and
careful description of the way of carrying out the proposed

method in practice.

(3.) "Experiments on Retarded Ebullition " (third part), by
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G. Kiebs (pp. 439 to 448). The aullior describes expeviments,

with tiresome fuhiess of detail, in proof of the fact that the pres-

sure iipon water wliicli lias been long boiled may be reduced

considerably below the maximum tension of aqueous vapour at

the temperature of the water, without ebullition taking place
;

but if, under these circumstances, a further sudden diminution of

pressure tal;es place, or if tlie water is heated, very rapid or

even explosive ebullition is liable to occur.

(4). "Lightning without Thunder," liy Prof. Th. Iloh (p. 496).

In the night between the 25th and 26th July, the author observed

forked lightning unaccompanied by tliunder.

The other papers in this number are :
" Investigation of Mica

and allied minerals," liy M. Bauer (pp. 337 to 370) ; "Studies of

the oxygen-compounds of the Halogens," by Hermann Kiimmerer

(pp. 390to4l7);"Mineralogica'. Communications" (eighth part),

by G. von Rath (pp. 449 to 496).

BOTANY
The Diffusion of Plants

Prof. DELriNO, of Florence, has published some interesting

researches on the relation between the diffusion of plants and

animals. The life of every plant has three principal objects:

its nourishment, its reproduction, and the distribution of its

seeds ; for each of these three objects special bio logical con-

ditions being requisite. The fertilisation of many plants can be

effected only by some particular animal ; as Arum ilaliaim,

Aristo/oc/iia, and Asnmni, hy gnats ; the fig tribe by different

species of Cynips (or gall-fly) ; Arum dracunculus, Stapdia,

and Rafflesia, by blue-bottle flies ; many others by different kinds

of flies or bee-like insects (//yinciiff/era), anil some even by
small birds belonging to the family of Trochilidtr, or humming-
birds ; Rosa^ Ptronia^ and ATagnoUa graiuiijlora, by beetles of the

chafer tribe ; others again by small slugs. If in any particular

locality the animal necessary for the fertilisation of a particular

phant is absent, it is certain that the plant cannot spread ; and
thus the conditions for the diffusion of plants are dependent on the

geographical distribution of animals. A remarkable illustration

is furnished by two plants belonging to the same genus, grown
in the botanic gardens in Italy, Lobelia syphilifica and L.ftd^s^cns

;

the flowers of the former are abundantly visited by Bonthris kr-

7-estris and ilalicus, and freely produce seeds ; the latter, not-

withstanding its beauty and its great store of honey, is never

visited by insects in the neighbourhood of Florence, and never

bears seeds s]>ontaneously, but can be readily fertilised by artifi-

cial impregnation. Prof Delpino conjectures that it is naturally

fertilised by humming-birds. He believes that the scarlet colour

of the' corolla, so common in the tropics, but comparatively rare

with us, is especially attractive to small birds, but offensive

rather than otherwise to Hyinoioptcra. As a rule, scarlet flowers

are large, bag-like in form, horizontal in position, and willi the

nectar completely separated, which would of itself perfectly pre-

vent their fertilisation by insects. The largest European flowers,

such as the |i;eony and large bird-weed {Convolvulus sipiuiu) are

fertilised by sphinxes and rose-chafers. [Botanische Zeitung.]

The Victoria Regia
Tmis magnificent plant has thri\"en to an unprecedented degree

during the past summer in the Botanic Garden at Ghent. Several

leaves ha\e attained a diameter of nine feet, and have supported

a weight of 250 lbs., and one even the enormous weight of

500 lbs. Seven of the gigantic leaves completely covered the

basin of 164 feet square, and they were obliged to be removed
to make room for the young leaves which continued 10 develop

in the centre. Kvery four or five days a fresh flower appeareti,

which lasted only two days, or rather two nights, opening in the

morning of a perfectly while colour, diffusing about fi\e or six

P.M. a very powerful odour of vanilla, closing the next morning
at S or 9 A.M., opening the same day towards evening, this time

of a beautiful carmine, and finally closing the next morning.

The magnificent leaves last through the summer ; the plant

begins to dwindle in October, and dies towards December.
About this time the seeds, which have been obtained by artificial

fecundation, arrive at maturity. They are sown in January, and
appear abo\e the ground in about six weeks. Their infancy is

very critical ; but once past this period, the young plants grow
wilh astonishing rapidity ; the plant in the Ghent Botanic
Ciardens, unquestionably the finest that has ever been cultivated,

arrived at its full development in five months.

CHEMISTRY
Lenz on Electrolytic Iron

The remarkable results of Graham's experiments on the

occlusion of gases have induced Lenz to examine the relation of

galvanically-deposited iron to this important function. With the

aid of a Sprengel pump and apparatus differing but little from

that employed by (_iraham, he has arrived at the following

conclusions. Iron and copper, prepared by the reducing action

of a gahanic current, contain gases, hydrogen more especially.

The volume of the gas absorbed by iron varies within very wide
limits, but may amount to 1S5 times the bulk of the iron, to the

surface of which its presence is pirincipally confined. The gas

extricated from such iron, at temperatures under 100°, consists

almost solely of hydrogen.

MINERALOGY
Des Cloiseaux on Gadolinite

This rare mineral has been studied by different crystallo-

graphers with apparently contradictory results. Haiiy, Phillips,

Levy, Scheerer, and Waage have included it in the clino-rhombic

system ; Miller, Nordenskit^ld, and Von Lang regard it as ortho-

rhombic. The question could not be definitively settled by angrdar

measurements, inasmuch as the primitive prism is a limiting

form, bearing upon the corresponding elements of its anterior

and posterior portions modifications whose incidences only differ

by a few minutes. The author showed in 1S60 that some species

of gadolinite are mono-refractive, some bi-refractive, and some are

mixtures of those two kinds ; but it was not until the summer of

last year that he was able to accumiUate sufficient material for an .

exhaustive investigation. It now appears (i) that the Hitterrie

crystals measured by Waage and the author, and analysed by
Scheerer, have an energetic bi-axial refraction on two optic axes ;

the orientation of these axes, that of their bisectrix and their

inclined dispersion, prove that the primitive form is an oblique

rhomboidal prism, whose plane of symmetry is the same as that

of the axes : this variety contains 10 to 12 per cent, of glucina.

(2) The most homogeneous of the Ytterly crystals, measured by
Von Lang and analysed by Berlin, are mono-refractive ; they

exhibit a certaiir munbcr of peculiar modifications, in addition

to those shown in the Ilittercie crystals, of which they are the

pseudomorphs; and they do ;m/ contain glucina. (3) The hetero-

geneous specimens are forms in transition from the first to the

second variety; they contain from 2 to 6 per ceirt. of glucina.

These three kinds of gadolinite differ entirely in their symbolic

chemical relations. The bi-refractive kind has the formula RjSi

;

the mono- refractive is a sort of peridotc, R„ .Si; and the transition

forms give an undecided result, the ratio between the oxygen of

the silica and that of the bases varying from 3 : 4 to 4 : 5. These
differences of constitution probably originate in local circum-

stances. The Hitteroe mineral seems associated with malacon
and polycrase, in a granitic vein composed of quartz, orthose,

and oligoclase (with a little mica), and crossing the "gabbro" of

which the greater part of the island of Hitteroe is formed : but

that of Ytterby is chiefly accompanied by yttrotantalite and
fergusonite, and imbedded in a red lamellar orthose, divided by
large plates of black mica. [Ann. Ch. et Phys. (4) xviii. 305.]

ZOOLOGY
Development of Sacculina

I.N a note, published last February, on the development of the

^^^ in those curious crustacean parasites, the Saeeuli/m^ M.
Gerbe stated that the ovules of these animals are formed at first

of two transparent vesicles or cells, each furnished with a
nucleus and a common membrane ; that one of these cells

enlarges considerably, and that at the maturity of the ovum, the

large cell in which the elements of the vitellus have been
developed predominates to such an extent that the smaller one
forms only a mimue prominence at one pole of the ovum. M.
Gerbe compared the large cell to the yolk in the eggs of birds,

and regarded the small one as representing the germ or cicatri-

cula. This homology was also applied by him to the ova of the

AtacJmida and jMyriopoda,

M. E. van Beneden finds that the ovules are not at first com-
posed of two closely applied cells, but that they form a single

cell, formed of a transparent protoplasm, containing a few
strongly refractive globules, and of a vesicular nucleus with a

nucleolus. With these are observed others ofan elongated form,
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and possessing two nuclei, Ijut showing no signs of division,

and otliers, again, whicli present at one end a small bud, the size

of -wliich increases until it equals tliat of the mother-cell, when
one of the nuclei passes into the daugliter-cell, and as the divi-

sion between the two cells becomes more distinct, the appearance

described by M. Gerbe is ]:)roduced. M. van Beneden could

could not, however, detect any cell-membrane.

The development of the ovule then goes on much as described

by M. Gerbe, one of the daughter-cells being enlarged much
more rapidly than the other, and acquiring a vitelline cliaractcr.

When it has attained a diameter of o'oi5—o'oiS millimetre, a

cell-membrane {vitelline membrane) may be detected, which,

however, only covers the larger cell. With these ova others are

found in which the smaller or polar cell is no longer to be
distinguished, but which present at one point a depression repre-

senting the surface to which it was attached ; the ova when
deposited never present the least trace of the polar-cell ; but

after oviposition the ovaries contain numerous cells, resem-

bling the original mother-cells, which are really the polar-cells

thrown off from the mature ova. These, M. van Beneden
believes, become the motlter-ceUs of a tuiv set of ovules. He
supports this opinion by several instances derived from Crustacea

of other groups, such as Caligiis, Calvelta, LentaiUhropiiSy

Congericola, Ancliorella, Lerneopoda, &c., in which analogous
phenomena occur.

M. van Beneden remarks, that in the ova of Sacculina seg-

mentation of the whole contents of the ovum takes place, and he
describes the process. This, as he says, excludes the idea of a

cicatricala, which occurs only where a great part of the nutritive

material exists outside the protoplasm of the ovicell, as in birds.

Hence there can be no comparison between the egg of the

Sacculina: and that of birds, nor has it any special analogy to

that of the Araclinida and Myriopoda.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Ethnological Society, December 2 1.— Prof Huxley, LL.D.,
F. R. S., president, in the chair. An ancient calvaria, which has

been assigned to Confucius, was exhibited and described by
Prof. Busk, F. R. S. This calvaria was formerly set in gold,

richly ornamented, and mounted on a tripod, probably for

use as a drinking vessel. It was taken from the Emperor of

China's Summer Palace at Peking. The author has discovered

four figures upon the skull in faint relief ; that upon the frontal

portion being the letter A in a Tibetan fomi of Sanskrit, refer-

able to about the seventh or eighth century of our era. The
skull was evidently that of a male advanced in age, but all the

evidence tended to show that it ought not to be attriliuted to

Confucius. The President suggested that those portions of the

skull which now appear sculptured in relief might have been
originally covered with some solid material wliich would have
served as a protection, while the surrounding surface was worn
down by constant handling. The Australians still use calvaria:,

ornamented in a like manner. Mr. Fergusson alluded to the

character of the workmanship displayed by the ornamentation,

which had been barbarously removed. He regarded the skull

as that of a distinguished personage— either a friend or a foe

of some Chinese emperor ; and thought that its use as a

drinking-cup was supported by a passage in "Herodotus."
Mr. Mummery, the present owner of the calvaria, explained

the curious manner in which it came into his possession. Dr.

Campbell referred to the Buddhist practice of using human
thigh-bones as trumpets for calling to prayers. Mr. Donovan
regarded the skull, from its small size, as belonging to an
uneducated female.—At the same meeting Major Millingen,

F.R.G.S., read a long paper on the " Koords and Armenians,"
in which he gave his reasons for identifying the modem Koords
with the ancient Karduks mentioned by Xenophon. The lan-

guage spoken in Koordistan is entirely different from either

Persian or Turkish, and is said to be divided into several

dialects. The Koords were described as a rapacious and faith-

less people, rejoicing in plunder and slaughter; and not the

least interesting part of the paper was the description of a
peculiar system of female brigandage. The Koordish race were
said to be remarkably handsome, and to exhibit a great variety

of complexion ; a dark skin, with black hair and black eyes, is

the most common, but light hair and blue eyes are also to be
seen.

Statistical Society, December 21. ^-Mr. Newmarch, F.R.S.,
president, in the chair. A Report on the Seventh International
.Statistical Congress at the H.ague was read by Mr. Brown, after

which Mr. R. II. Inglis Palgrave read a paper "On the House
Accommodation of England and Wales." Mr. Palgrave com-
menced by slating that the population of England is now
probably better housed than at the commencement of the cenluiy.
The average number of inhabitants to a house has slightly
diminished since iSoi. Mr. Palgrave continued to point out
that, co\ered by a general average, which apj^erred to show
ample accommodation, were great inequalities. 'l"he information
obtained in the English census inquiries scarcely gives the means
of tracing the subject further ; but the last census in Scotland
showed that one-third of the population lived each family in

dwellings of only one room ; anotlier third in dwellings of two
rooms ; only the remaining third being lodged with comfort and
decency. I\Ir. Palgrave showed Ijy an analysis of Mr. Dudley
Baxter's calculations, th.at the lowest section of the population in

England was nearly twice as closely packed as the general average,
in dwellings more than proportionately inferior ; and by a refer-

ence to the Report on the Employment of Children andWomen
in Agriculture, that the condition of some rural districts ajjpa-

rently well provided for was scarcely superior to that of .Scotland.

Mr. Palgrave concluded by proposing that the census inquiry
for 1S71 should include more details on the house accommoda-
tion of England, Wales, and Scotland, thus to ascertain present
deficiencies, and to assist those who desire to remedy the evils

arising therefrom. The following gentlemen were elected
Fellow.s, viz.:—Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P., Hon. H. N. D.
Beyts, Dr. Macaulay, Messrs. J. O. Chadwick, A. H. Smee,
C. Inglis, M.D., Hammond Chubb, S. Ingall, and James M.
Davies.

Institute of Actuaries, December 21.—Mr. S. Brown,
president, in the chair. The following gentlemen Avere elected

members, viz.:—Fellows, Messrs. Cornelius Walford and Joseph

J. Dymond ; and Associates, Messrs. A. C. \\'aters, Ainslie,

Talon, E. J. Sims, jun., Henry Jeula, James D. Hobson, J.
Ashton, J. H. Elder, and Joseph Burne. Mr. J. B. Sprague,
M.A., read a paper " On the rate of mortality prevaihng among
assured lives, as influenced by the length of time for which they
have been assured."

Edinburgh
Royal Society of Edinburgh, December 20.—Professor

Kelland, president, in the chair. The Keith Prize for the
biennial period ending May 1S69 having been awarded by
the Council to Professor P. G. Tait, for his paper "On the
Rotation of a Rigid Body about a Fixed Point," the medal
was formally delivered to him, after \\hich Professor Kellanti,

in making the presentation, said he had great pleasure in

accompanying it with the sum of ^£'57 OS. lod. He briefly

referred to the manner in which Prolessor Tait was apply-
ing the method of quaternions, and mentioned that he was
now putting on a more solid basis -v\\iA they might call the
mechanical sciences. On every account Professor Tait was
entitled to the honour which had been conferred upon him, and
he had no hesitation in saying that this was only the first of a
series of successes.— Mr. Archd. Geikie read a paper " On
the Geological Structure of some Alpine Lake Basins." In this

paper the author reviewed the arguments which had been adduced
by the geologists of Switzerland to prove that the great lakes of
that country are essential parts of the architecture of the Alps.

He stated that this view was untenable, for the lakes, instead of
coinciding with the foldings and fractures of the rocks, ran
directly across them. He entered in some detail into the geolo-

gical structure of several of the Alpine lakes, particularly of the

Lake of the Four Cantons, with the view of showing that

between the contortions and dislocations of the rocks and the

trend of the lake there is no ascertained connection. By a series

of diagrams he pointed out how vast an amount of rock had been
removed from the site of the lake and the adjacent mountains,

and that it was physically impossible that any remnant of the

original surface at the time when the rocks were folded could

now remain. Particular attention was called to the fact that the

greatest of the known dislocations of the Alps—the fracture

which has brought down the miocene against the older tertiary

and secondary rocks—has not given rise to lakes and valleys,

but actually crosses them, as at the lakes of Geneva, Thun, and
Lucerne, and in the valleys of the Rhine and Linth. After

combating the explanation by which the lakes are referred to
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general and special movements of subsidence, the author dwelt

upon the intimate connection between the Alpine lakes and the

innumerable rock Ijasiiis of the rest of the northern hemisphere.

This connection, he said, could hardly be accidental. It pointed

to some general cause which had been at work during a recent

geological period, and he could not doidjt but that this general

cause was tlie thick mantle of ice which, from independent

evidence, can be shown to have enveloped a great part of Europe
and North America. The idea of the erosion of lake basins by
tlie grinding power of land ice had been first propounded by
Professor Ramsay, and there seemed eveiy reason to believe that

this view would come eventually to be accepted even by the geo-

logists of Switzerland. — Professor Turner read a preliminary

notice of the gieat finner whale recently stranded at Longniddiy.
It was so seldom that one of these large whales found its way to

our very doors, and there were still so many unsolved problems
to be worked out in connection with the structure and classifica-

tion of the larger cetacea, that he gladly availed himself of tlie

arrival of the rare visitor to devote such time as he could spare

to the study of the huge creature. The length of the animal, he
said, measured from the tip of the lower jaw to the^end of tlie

tail, 78 feet 9 inches. The girth of the body, immediately behind
the flii:)]ier, was 45 feet. Its girth, in line with the oval orifice,

was 2S feet, \\'hilst around the root of the tail it was only 7 feet

6 inches. The inner surface of the lower jaw close to its upper
edge and on the border was concave, and sloped inwards so as to

admit tlie edge of the upper jaw within it. Tlie length from
the angle of the mouth to the top of the lower jaw, along the

curved border, ^^'as 21 feet S inches. The dorsum of the upper
jaw was not arched in the antero posterior direction. It sloped
gently upwards and backwards to the blow holes, from which a

low but readily recognised median ridge passed forwards on the
back, gradually subsiding some distance behind its tip. On each
side of this ridge was a shallow concavity immediately in front

of the blow holes, the ridge bifurcated and the forks passed
backwards, enclosing the nostrils for several inches, and then
subsided. The outer borders of tlic upper jaw were not straight,

but extended forward from the angle of the mouth for some
distance in a gentle curve, and then rapidly converging in front

formed a some^^hat pointed tip. Their rounded palatal edges
fitted within the arch of the lower jaw. The transverse diameter
of the ujiper jaw over its dorsum between the angles of the
mouth was 13 feet 3 inches. From the blow holes the outline of

the back, curved upwards and backwards, was uniformly smooth
and rounded, and for a considerable distance presented no
dorsal mesial ridge. From the tip of the lower jaw to the
anterior border of the dorsal fin, tlie measurement was 59 feet

3 inches. Behind the dorsal fin tlie sides of the animal sloped
rapidly downwards to the ventral surface, so that the dorsal and
ventral mesial lines were clearly marked, and the sides tapered
off to the tail. Tlic ventral surface of the tliroat, and the sides

and ventral surface of the chest and belly, were marked by
numerous longitudinal ridges and furrows. When he first saw
the animal, the furrows separating the ridges were not
more than from i to f of an inch broad, whilst the ridges

themselves were in many places 4 inches in breadth
;

but as the body began to swell by the formation of gas
from decomposition, the furrows were opened up, became wider
and shallower, and the ridges-imderwent a corresponding diminu-
tion in breadth. The flipper projected from the side of the body
thirty-one feet four inches behind the top of the lower jaw, and
fourteen feet behind the angle of the mouth. It curved out-

wards and inwards, terminating in a free, pointed end. The
distance between the two flippers, measured over the back be-
tween the anterior borders of their roots, was eighteen feet six

inches. On the dorsum of the beak and of the cranium, on tlie

back of the body, and for some distance down its sides, the
colour was dark steel, amounting in some sights almost to black.

On a line with tlie pectoral flipper the sides were mottled with
white, and on the ventral surface irregular, and in some cases
large patches of sih'er grey or whitish colour were seen. The
dorsal fin was steel grey or black, except near its posterior border,
where it was a shade lighter and streaked with black lines. The
anterior of the lobes of the tail, its upper surface near the root
and for the anterior two-thirds, were black. The upper surface
of the flipper was steel grey, mottled \\ith white at the root, at

the tip along its posterior or internal border and on the under
surface white patches were seen, on tlie upper surface near the
tip, and here they were streaked with black lines running in the
long axis of the flipper. White patches also extended from the

root of the flipper to the adjacent parts of the sides of the
animal. The outside of the lower jaw was black, wliilst the

inside was streaked with grey and brown. The tongue of the

whale was of enormous size. The dorsum was comparatively
smooth in front, but at the posterior part it was elevated into

hillocks, which ^\ere separated by deep fur/ows. The baleen
had a deep black colour, and consisted on each side of the plates

which projected from the palate into tlie cavity of the mouth.
The plates were arranged in rows—370 were counted on each
side
—

"wdiich lay somewhat obliquely across the palate, extending
from near the base of the gieat mesial palatal ridge to the outer

edge of the palate. The plates diminished in size so much that

at the tip, where the two sets of baleen became continuous, they
were merely stiff bristles. He was happy to state, however, that

the skeleton had been secureil by the directors of the Museum of

Science and Art in tliis city, ^\lio had granted him permission

to examine it as soon as it was in a fit state. Prof. Al'Donald
gave it as his opinion that the whale which stranded at Long-
niddry was a water-breathing animal, and not an air-breathing

animal.—The other paper read was " On the Aggregation in the

Dublin Lying-in Hospital."

Milan
Royal Lombardian Institute, November 11.— Professor

Schiaparelli communicated a note upon a recent pamplilet by
Signor Gaetano Baratta, proposing a method for the geometrical

trisection of any given angle. He .showed by a table of measure-
ments that the first angle obtained by M. Baratta's rule is always
greater than one-third of the primaiy angle.—Professor Emilio
Villari presented a memoir on the electro-motor force of palla-

dium in gas batteries. The author was led by the consideration

of the great attractive force of palladium for hydrogen, and the

fact that the hydrogen thus held by palladium possesses gi-eat

chemical activity, to apply it to the construction of gas batteries.

He described the mode in ^^hicll he constructed his batteries and
the e.xperiments performcil \\ itli tliem, \\liicli showed very com-
plex actions, but proved that a palladium-element has a greater

electro-motor force than one of Grove's gas-elements, because
hydrogen in contact with palladium is considerably more oxydis-

able than hydrogen in contact with platinum. This electro-

motor force is still further increased if the palladium which is in

contact with oxygen (/.<•., the positive electrode) is o.xydised.

—A new determination of the orbit of Clytie (asteroid 73), with
ephcmerides, by Signor Giovanni Celoria, was communicated by
Professor .Schiaparelli.

Montreal
Natural History Society, November 29.— Principal Daw-

son in the chair. Mr. Billings read a paper on the genus
Scolithiis, and some allied Fossils. The fossils known under the

names of ScoUthus and Arenicclites were described as consisting

of cylindrical or rod-like bodies, which penetrate the layers of

sandstone perpendicularly downwards, to a di.stance varying from
a few lines to two or three feet. There are several varieties, the

most common of which has the rods from one-twelfth to one-fourth

of an inch in diameter ; in another more rare form they have at the

surface of the beds a wide trumpet-shaped expansion, two or three

inches across, but taper to a point below, where they are, in

general, more or less curved. Under certain circumstances, they
can be entirely separated from the rocic, and then present the

appearance of simple cylindrical or conical rods of sandstone
with ho internal stnicture. All the varieties are more or less

distinctly marked by a series of oblique annulations—a charac-

ter which Mr. Billings thought to be of importance, as it seemed
to show they were all members of one family of organisms. So
long as these fossils were only known by specimens exhibiting no
internal structure, it was impossible to decide to which division

of the animal or vegetable kingdom they belonged. The
Geological Survey had, however, ascertained that the Potsdam
formation included a considerable deposit of limestone, in which
the same fossil forms were found, with the internal structure

beautifully preseiwed. By these it was proved that tliey were
not the casts of worm-buiTows, but sponges. Mr. Billings believed
that these ancient sponges, or at least many of them, lived in

the sand or soft ooze of the ocean's bottom, with their some-
times wide and trumpet-shaped mouths either e\en with or a
little elevated above the surface. During the discussion that

follo\\'ed tlie reading of the paper, Dr. Dawson said that if Mr.
Billings was right, it would appear that in the seas of the earlier

ages protozoic life had the preponderance. In reply to a ques-
tion liy j\Ir. Whiteaves, Mr. Billings said that siliceous spicula;
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were found in great abundance in association with these sponges.

They were generally of an elongated pyriform shape (the "ace-
rate " form of Eowerbank). He supposed they were originally

calcareous, but had become siliceous during the progress of fossili-

sation.—The next communication was from Dr. Carpenter upon
" Different modes of Computing Sanitaiy Statistics, witli special

reference to the opinions of Mr. Andrew A. Watt." Upon this

subject, which related exclusively to the statistics of population

of the city of Montreal, there was an animated discussion.

Norwich
Naturalists' Society, November 30.—The Rev. J. Cromp-

ton, the president, in the chair. Mr. Southwell read a long and
interesting paper "On the Flight of Birds." The seeming im-

possibility of a heavy body supporting itself in mid-air, gliding

along, changing its direction at will, apparently violating all the

known forces of nature, is sufficiently astonishing to attract the

attention and engage the researches of scientific men ; and yet,

till of late, the subject has been neglected, or the theories formecl

to account for so remarkable a phenomenon have been altogether

erroneous. The great stumbling-block to the arrival at the

truth seems to have been the very natural idea that buoyancy was
the first essential to llight, whereas it is now shown, that so far

from being an essential, it is an actual impediment. Hunter dis-

covered the presence of air-cells in the bones and dispersed over

various parts of the bird's body, and it was believed that by this

means heated air was used to render them lighter, and that it was
possible by thus inflating the body to increase the bulk, at the

same time decreasing the weight ; forgetting that additional

bulk without a corresponding increase of weight would but

enlarge the surface presented to atmospheric resistance, thereby

rendering the too buoyant body of the bird the sport of every

wind that blows. Sir Charles Bell follows up this idea of exces-

sive lightness ; but Captain Hutton, in a paper on "The Birds

inhabiting the Southern Ocean," shows that in order to bring

the specific gravity of the albatross to that of the atmosphere,
the air-cells in its body should contain 1,820 cubic feet of air

_heatecl to 108 degs.—equal to a sphere of more than 15 feet

in diameter; or, in other words, they must be 1,200 times the

size of the body itself, " which," he adds, "would give it, when
flying, an aldermanic appearance which I have never observed."

It is obvious, therefore, that the air-cells are not intended to aid

the bird in flight by rendering it lighter than the air itself

After referring to the opinions of Sir Charles Bell, Mr. Southwell
gave an account of the principles enunciated in France by M. de
Lucy, who has shown that three great properties are absolutely

essential in all winged animals— (i) weight, or the force of

gravity
; {2) surface, or the area presented to atmospheric resist-

ance ; and {3) force, or the power of projection. Without weight

the object might float, but it could never fly, there would be no
resisting force to form a fulcrum to its mo\'cments, and it would,

in fact, be part of the atmosphere and subject to it, wafted hither

and thither without the power of resisting. The bird being
elevated in the air, possesses, in virtue of its weight, a force

always exerting itself in a downward direction, thereby producing
motion, which, if it has the power to control, will prove the main-
spring of its flight. In order to counteract this downward
motion, surface is called into request. The expanded wing is

presented to a column of air perpendicular to itself, and a new
law of nature comes into operation— that of atmospheric resist-

ance. This is not sufficient to counteract the force of gravity

without some mechanical action on the part of the bird, but it

would in a great measure break the force of the fall, causing it

to descend in a series of zigzags, as a sheet of paper falls from
a balloon. We should expect to find the surface increase in pro-

portion to the weight ot the animal; but, strange to say, it has
been shown by M. de Lucy that the extent of surface is always
in an inverse ratio to the weight of the winged animal. The
heavier the animal, the smaller its wing surface, referred to a

fixed standard. This is shown remarkably in flying insects ; the
body is very light, but the wing surface is enormous. The bird

would soon be brought down from mid-air but for the muscular
power of depressing the expanded wing forcibly and rapidly so as to

cause the elastic column of the air beneath to rebound with sufficient

force to destroy the remaining effects of gravity and so to equalize

all the forces as to leave the bird rearf;ly to pursue its course at will.

The most striking thing about the skeleton of a bird is its great

lightness combined with strength. By a beautiful arrangement,
the greatest power is given to the wings. The front part of the

wing, that first presented to the air in forward flight, is stiff

and unyielding, well adapted for cutting its way through the
air ; the other feathers become weaker and more plialjle as they
are placed nearer to the body of the bird. The feathers, which
are divided into two portions by a nearly central shaft, overlap
each other, the anterior with, which is the strongest and stift'est,

being uppermost. When the down stroke is delivered, the
wing presents to the air an impenetrable and unyielding surface,
but when the corresponding up stroke is made, the yielding
posterior web of each feather becomes depressed by the resist-

ance of the air above, thus separating the feathers so as to
allow of the free passage of the air ; by this means giving the
maximum amount of force to the down stroke, which would
otherwise be neutralised by the resistance of the up stroke. But
this is not all ; the under surface of the wing is more or less

concave, while the upper surface is convex. It is obvious,
therefore, that when the up stroke is made, the air will rush
off and through the wing in all directions, but when the motion
of the wing is reversed, the air will be gathered up in its

hollow, and the resistance immensely increased. By a wonder-
ful contrivance, the same stroke which elevates the bird gives
it a forward motion a-lso. Mr. Southwell then gave an elaborate
description of the mode in which forward motion is effected,

from the Duke of Argyll's work, "The Reign of Law." Those
birds with very long and pointed wings possess the greatest
]Jowers of flight ; as, for instance,- the sharp-winged martin
for speed, and the long-winged albatross for both speed
and endurance. The power of turning in flight appears to

be the result of an involuntary effort, as we turn or incline to the
left or right in walking. It is a matter of consider.able difficulty

to obtain reliable data as to the actual velocity with which birds
travel through the air. The fliglit of a hawk, when its powers
are fully exerted, has been calculated at 150 miles an hour ; the
usual flight of the eider duck at the rate of go miles an hour.
Audubon estimates the flight of the American passenger pigeon
at a mile a minute, and the carrier pigeon to possess, probably, an
average of 50 or 60 miles in a long flight, although over short
distances, as when pursued liy a hawk, its speed is much greater.

The flight of rooks "going home to bed with full stomachs," and
taking it easy. Major Holland estimates at about 26 to 30 miles
an hour ; the speed of the albatross whilst coursing in company
with a ship, he reckons at about 90 miles an hour. The flight of
other birds, such as the swallow, the eagle, and the peregrine
falcon, has been estimated as of much greater speed. The
power of passing with case and rapidity over long distances is of
vast importance to birds living in communities. Rooks, for

instance, would soon exhaust the supply of food in their own
neighbourhood. Mr. SteA'enson is satisfied that the guillemots
and gulls seen feeding in Yarmouth and Lowestoft Roads in

summer, come from the gi'eat nesting-places on the Yorkshire
coast ; and Mr. Yarrel states, on the authority of Dr. Jenner and
(he Rev. N. Thornbury, that the domestic pigeons about the

Hague " make daily marauding excursions at certain seasons of

the year to the opposite shore of Norfolk, to feed on vetches—

a

distance of forty leagues. " Mr. Southwell quoted many instances

of the extraordinary power of birds to endure protracted Jlights
;

and concluded by saying that man with all his boasted skill has
not been able to construct a machine to enable him to navigate
the air, and, even with the bird before his eyes, he has failed to

learn its lesson. In the discussion which ensued, Mr. Southwell
said he hoped his paper would attract attention to the subject of the

flight of birds, as very little was known about it ; and the very

fact that in modern days men attributed the powers of flight in

birds to the air-cells being filled with hot air, showed how little the

principles of flight must have been considered.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 20.—M. E. Becquerel

presented a note by M. J. M. Gaugain on the electromotive forces

developed by platinum in contact with various liquids, The
author stated that when two platinum electrodes, not platinised,

have remained in an acidulated liquid until they furnish no
sensible current, if one of them be washed in distilled water
and dried with blotting paper, it becomes negative on being again

placed in the liquid. The opposite effect is produced with

solution of potash. The effect in the latter case is much greater

when the electrodes are platinised. The author ascribed this

phenomenon to a modification of the electrodes consisting

in a superficial adherence set up between the platinum and
the acid or alkaline substance. He also remarked upon the

difierence of function in platinised and non-platinised electrodes,
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and staled that with these substances as opposite electrodes an

electromotive force, equal, to more than one-fourth of that of a

Daniell's coujile,' is at first developed, but that this gradually

diminished. This was ascribed by him to the slow modification

of the electrodes in opposite directions. According to the author,

the modification in question takes some time for its production,

but it is also long persistent ; and he indicated that this property

of platinum electrodes may be applied to the determination

of the acid or allvaline nature of liquids, eveir when these

are so dilute as to have no action upon test-papers.

—

M. Peligot read a note " On the presence of potash

and the absence of soda in most plants." He maintained,

as on former occasions, that soda is not necessary for the

nutrition of plants, and cited experiments made with potatoes

cultivated close to and far from the sea, which showed no

difference of constituents ; soda was always absent. M. Boussin-

gault remarked upon this communication that he had already

shown, by analysis, that soda was in many cases far inferior in

iuiportance to pota^li, but he thought the question was especially

a geological one, the composition of the ground appearing to be

of much importance. M. Payne considered that spectrum

analysis should be made use of in this investigation.—A discussion

was raised by M. Pertrand on M. Carton's note for the demon-
stration of the proposition that the three angles of a triangle

cannot be less than two right angles. M. Bertrand explained

M. Carton's proposed demonstration,—M. Faye called attention

to a passage in Genesis, in which mules are mentioned as exist-

ing in the time of Abraham, and suggested that where there

were mules the horse must have been known. MM. Roulin

and Milne-Edwards remarked that the passage cited by M. Faye
probably related to the Ilemiomis.—1 he following papers were

also communicated :—A note by M. Bulliani on the Constitution

of the Ovum in the SaLCuliiuc ; a note showing that cedema does

not always result from the mere ligature of vessels, but that this

must be accompanied by paralysis of the vaso-motor nerves, pre-

sented by M. Claude Bernard on the part of one of his pupils
;

a second note by M. Perizeux on the .Secular Acceleration of

the Movement of the Moon ; a note on the Modifications pro-

duced in .Skins by the operation of Tamiing, presented by

M. Boussingault on the part of one of his pupils ; and a note by
M. Blaserga on the Graduation of Galvanometers.

Prague
National Museum of Bohemia, Natural Sciences Sec-

tion, Nov. 20.— Prof. T. Krejci gave a ic'sw/u' oi his researches

on tire Permian str.ita at the foot of the Kiesengebirge, on tlie

nortliern frontier of Bohemia. The most interesting district is

that near Schwadowitz. The Permian strata and tlie cretaceous

grit here form a crest about 2,000 feet in height, the Falten-

gebirge, which fills up the space between the two masses of the

Kiesengebirge and the Adlergebirge. Its elevation is attribut-

able to an extensive fault situated at its southern foot ; this same
fault having occasioned the denudation of the coal strata of

Schwadowitz which have been actively worked for some years past,

'i'lie latter belong partly to the carboniferous formation, partly

to the Permian, which possess a good number of species in com-
mon, just as in the basin of Schlan, near Prague, thus indicating

a gradual transition from the one of these formations to the

other. To the south of the Schwadowitz fault extends an
abruptly -elevated ridge of Permian and cretaceous grit, the

former of which is in reality the margin of an ancient fjord of

the cretaceous sea running up (from the direction of Hronar) far

into the Permian strata. Similar cretaceous fjords are found in

the primitive strata near Czaslaw, in the centre of Bohemia, and
at Kieslingswalde, in Silesia. At the northern foot of the F^al-

tengebirge, near Radoventz, there is also a deposit of coal sup-

posed for a long time to be carboniferous, but now acknowledged
to be Permian.—M. O. Feistmantel reported on the fossil plants

of Schwadowitz collected by himself and M. Krejci, in 1S69.

This deposit yields in point of richness to that of Kadnitz :

nevertheless, M. Feistmantel has discovered among nearly 2,000
specimens forty-eiglit species, only one of wdiich (from this mine)
was known to M. littingshausen. These remains are arranged
ill tlirec zones. The lowest, that of the pure schist, contains
PterideK {Lonclioptcris, AlepthoplL-yis, A'curoptcris, Sphfiwptfiis,

Ad'ianlitci, Cyatheritcs), and Fquisetaceie (Cif/nOTAj, Astcrophyl-
lilc-s, Annularia, iipJuiiopkyl/iim). The second zone, that of
the black schist, contains Lycopodiacea: (Lepidodendron, Le-
pidostivtius, Lycopodiiis, Sagcnaria), Nbggerathioe (

Cordailcs,

NoggcnUhia], and Sigillarice (Sidllaria, a/k'maria). ' The third.

that of coal, contains only SigiUaria and .Stigmaria. At Rad-
ganice, where fossil trunks of Araucaria in the red grit ^vere the

only remains of plants heretofore observed, M. F'eistmantel

obtained from the Permian coal eleven species of the genera

Afuniiaria^ AsUrophyU'Ucs^ SpJteiiophyUttm, AldtsopUris^ Cy-

athcrites, Ciilainih's, and Stigmaria. A fine specimen from this

locality shows that Hiittonia spkata is the fruit of Calamity
Snckowi, and the constant presence of Stigmaria without Sigil-

laria is a strong argument against the received doctrine that

.Stigmaria is the root of .SigiUaria.

November 24.—Prof J. Blazek demonstrated, by an elegant

method, and without making use of the higher calculus, a series

of theorems relating to fo!yhedra maxima inscribed in an ellip-

soid of three axes. The latter being considered as a sphere dis-

torted according to certain laws, the author demonstrates that

the corpora maxima inscribed in the sphere are distorted accord-

ing to the same laws, and that this likewise holds good for the

corpora maxima of the derivative ellipsoid.— M. T. Palacky ex-

plained his views of the botanical geography of Asia. M.
Grisebach has recently divided Asia into four botanical pro-

vinces—Western, or that of the steppes; Eastern, or Chinese;

Boreal, or Siberian ; and Southern, or that of India. M. Palacky

only admits two provinces, the o.ne .Southern, the other Boreal,

including in the latter the whole of Asia beyond the Himalayas,

because the first three provinces of M. Grisebach do not appear to

him to differ more from one another in regard to their flora than the

sub-provinces of each do. The author lays special stress upon
the tropical species inhabiting China—where they are not arrested

by steppes—as far as Pekin, and even as far as the Amoor.
According to him the existing flora of Central Asia is an invasion

of the Mediterranean flora, which took place after the elevation

of the Turcoman plateau in the ]ilace of the ancient post-tertiary

sea between Europe and Asia. The principal obstacle in the way
of researches connected with botanical geography is the diversity

of the views adopted by various botanists ; one species of Hooker,

Wallich, &c., being at least equivalent to twenty-five species

of Maximowicz, Ruprecht, and most of the German botanists.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1S70

OX THE LABOURING FORCE
HUMAN HEART

OF THE

'7"'HERE is no organ in our bodies that has a more
important influence upon health, at all ages of our

lives, than the heart, whose rhythm and force are governed

by laws of nerve-force, of which we are at present almost

totally ignorant. Regarded, however, from a mechanical

point of view, as a hydraulic pumping machine, our know-

ledge of the heart is more accurate, and may yet lead the

way to greater knowledge of the physiological action of

this vital organ.

I propose, in the present communication, to give an

estimate of the daily labouring force of the human heart,

and to compare it with that of other muscles, such as

those used in rowing or climbing, reserving for a future

communication the proof of the data to be now employed.

The heart, regarded as a pumping machine, consists of

two muscular bags {ventricles), one of which drives the

blood through the lungs, and the other through the entire

body. This blood is forced, by a pumping action, repeated

seventy-five times each minute, through both lungs and
body, and experiences in each case a resistance which is

measured by the hydrostatical pressure of the blood in

the pulmonary artery and aorta. The resistance offered

to the circulation of the blood, by the capillary vessels of

the lungs and body, is different ; but the total quantity of

blood that passes through the lungs and body in a given

time, must be the same ; from which it follows, that the

resistance offered by the capillaries must be in the pro-

portion of the hydrostatical pressure in the great arteries

leading from the ventricles of the heart. If, therefore

we knew that pressure for one side of the heart, and the

relative forces of the two ventricles in contracting, we
should know the entire resistance overcome by the heart

at each of its beats.

If, in addition to the hydrostatical pressure in one
ventricle, and its ratio to that in the other ventricle,

we knew also the quantity of blood forced out of each
ventricle against this pressure, we should have all the

elements necessary to calculate the labouring force of the

heart, as will be presently shown.

I demand, therefore, that my reader shall grant me,
provisionally, the following postulates, which arc neces-

sarily three in number :

—

I. That three ounces of blood are driven from each
ventricle at each stroke of the heart.

II. That the hydrostatical pressure in the left ventricle

and aorta, against which the blood is forced out, amounts
to a column of blood 9"923 feet in vertical height.

III. That the muscular force of the left ventricle, in

contracting, bears to that of the right ventricle the pro-

portion of 13 to 5.

With these postulates granted, we may now proceed to

calculate the daily labouring force of the heart as follows.

At every stroke of the heart, three ounces of blood are forced
out of the left ventricle against a pressure of a column of
blood 9-923 feet in height. Thework done, therefore, at each
stroke is equivalent to lifting three ounces through 9-923
feet. This work is repeated 75 times in each minute,
and there are 60 x 24 minutes in the day. Hence, the

daily work of the left ventricle of the human heart is

3 X 9-923 X 75 X 60 X 24 ounces lifted through one foot
;

or, since there are 16 ounces in the pound, and 2,24olbs.

in the ton, the work done by the left ventricle of the heart

J 3X9-923X75X60X24 vu A i\, 1
in one day is -—2-i-^—i2 1 tons lifted through

•' 16 X 2,240
°

one foot. Multiplying and dividing out this Quantity, we
find the daily work of the left ventricle is 89-706 foot-tons.

The work done by the right ventricle is five-thirteenths of

this quantity (post. III.) ; the daily work of the right ven-

tricle is therefore 34-502 foot-tons. Adding these two

quantities together, we find for the total daily work of the

human heart 124-208 tons lifted through one foot.

It is not easy for persons unaccustomed to these cal-

culations to appreciate quickly the enormous amount of

labouring force denoted by the preceding result ; but in

order to. facilitate this appreciation, I shall compare it

with the following descriptions of labour :

—

1. The daily labour of a working man.

2. The work done by an oarsman in an eight-oar boat-

race.

3. The work done by locomotive engines, or animals

climbing a height.

1. The daily labour of a working man, deduced from

various kinds of labour, from observations spread over

many months, is found to be equivalent to 354 tons lifted

through one foot, during the ten hours that usually con-

stitute the day's work. This amount of work is less than

three times the work done by a single heart, beating day
and night for 24 hours : thus, three old women sitting

beside the fire, alternately spinning and sleeping, do more
work, by the constant beating of their hearts, than can

be done in a day by the youngest and strongest " navvy."

2. If an Oxford eight-oar boat be propelled through

the water at the rate of one knot in seven minutes, the

resistance offered by the water may be estimated at

81-36 lbs. by calculation, or at 74-15 lbs. by actual obser-

vation. From this result, and from the fact that 575
ounces of muscle are employed by each of the eight

oarsmen, we can calculate that 15 foot-pounds of work
are expended by each ounce of muscle during each

minute of work.

No labour that we can undertake is regarded as more
severe than that of the muscles employed during a boat-

race ; and yet this labour, severe as it is, is only three-

fourths of that exerted day and night during life by each
of our hearts.

The average weight of the human heart, w Iiich increases

with age (for obvious reasons), may be estimated from
the following tables ;

—

Average oz.

1. Meckel 100
2. Cruveilhier 7-5

3. Bouilland 8-4

4. Lobstein q-5

5. Boyd (fet. 30

—

.\o) . . . . 10-4

6. Boyd (jet. 40—50) . . . . 10-5

Mean .... . . 9-39

From this weight, and the work done by the heart in

one day (124 foot-tons), we can calculate the work done
by each ounce of the heart in one minute, as follows :

—

Work done by the human heart, in foot-pounds per
124-208 X 2240 , ,ounce per minute,
^.^^ x 24 X bo

"" 20-576 foo'.-pounds.
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This amount of work exceeds the work done by the

muscles during a boat-race (as aheady stated) in the pro-

portion of 20 to 1 5, or of 4 to 3.

3. There is yet another mode of stating the wonderful

energy of the human heart. Let us suppose that the

heart expends its entire force in lifting its own weight

\-ertically ; then the total height through which it could

lift itself in one hour is thus found, by reducing the daily

work done in foot-tons (i24'2oS) to the hourly work done

in foot-ounces, and dividing the result by the weight of

the heart in ounces :
—

Height through which the human heart could raise its

i24'2oSX 2240 X 16
own weight in one hour = = l97S4ft.

24 X 9'39

An active pedestrian can climb from Zcrmatt to the

top of Mont Rosa, 9,000 feet, in nine hours ; or can lift

his own body at the rate of i,coo feet per hour, which is

only one-twentieth part of the energy of the heart.

When the railway was constructed from Trieste to

\'ienna, a prize was offered for the locomotive Alp engine

that could lift its own weight through the greatest height

in one hour. The prize locomotive was the "Bavaria,"

which lifted herself through 2,700 feet in one hour ; the

greatest feat as yet accomplished on steep gradients.

This result, remarkable as it is, reaches only one-eighth

part of the energy of the human heart.

From whatever mechanical point of view, therefore, we
regard the human heart, it is entitled to be considered as

the most wonderful mechanism w'e are accjuainted with.

Its energy equals one-third of the total daily force of all

the muscles of a strong man ; it exceeds by one-third the

labour of the muscles in a boat-race, estimated by equal

weights of muscle ; and it is twenty times the force of the

muscles used in climbing, and eight times the force of the

most powerful engine invented as yet by the art of man.

No reflecting mind can avoid recognising in its per-

fection, and regarding with reverential awe, the Divine

skill that has constructed it.

.Samuel Haughton

1

THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE
Darwinism tcsicdby the Science ofLanguage. Translated

from the German of Professor August Schleicher,

by Dr. Alex. V. W. Bikkers. (London: J. C.

Hotten, 1869.)

J T is not very creditable to the students of the Science

of Language that there should have been among them
so much wrangling as to whether that science is to be

treated as one of the natural or as one of the historical

sciences. They, if any one, ought to have seen that they

were playing with language, or rather that language was

playing with them, and that unless a proper definition is

first given of what is meant by nature and by natural

science, the pleading for and against the admission of the

science of language to the circle of the natural sciences

may be carried on ad infinitum. It is, of course, open to

anybody so to define the meaning of nature as to exclude

human nature, and so to narrow the sphere of the natural

sciences as to leave no place for the science of language.

It is possible also so to interpret the meaning of growth

that it becomes inapplicable alike to the gradual formation

of the earth's crust, and to the slow accumulation of the

humus of language. Let the definitions of these terms be

plainly laid down, and the controversy, if it will not cease

at once, will at all events become more fruitful. It will then

turn on the legitimate definition of such terms as nature

and mind, necessity and free-will, and it will have to be

determined by philosophers rather than by scholars.

Unless appearances deceive us, it is not the ten-

dency of modern philosophy to isolate human nature

and to separate it by impassable barriers from nature at

large, but rather to discover the bridges which lead from

one bank to the other, and to lay bare the hidden founda-

tions which, deep beneath the surface, connect the two

opposite shores. It is, in fact, easy to see that the old

mediaeval discussions on necessity and free-will are

turning up again in our own time, though slightly dis-

guised, in the discussions on the proper place which man
holds in the realm of nature ; nay, that the same anti-

nomies have been at the root of the controversy

from the days when Greek philosophers maintained

that language existed either (pvu-ei or Oiaci, to our own
days, when scholars range themselves in two hostile

camps, claiming for the Science of Language a place

either among the physical or the historical branches of

knowledge.

It is by supplying a new point of view for the considera-

tion of these world-old problems, that Darwin's book "On
the Origin of Species " has exercised an influence far

beyond the sphere for which it was originally intended.

The two technical terms of " Natural Selection " and
" Struggle for Life," which are in reality but two aspects

of the same process, are the very categories which

were wanted to enable us to grasp by one effort of

thought the reciprocal action of the one on the many and

of the many on the one; the mutual dependence of in-

dividuals, species, and genus ; or, from another point of

view, the inevitable limitation of spontaneous action by

the controlling influences of social life. I may be

allowed to repeat what 1 said on a former occasion :

—

" Who has thought about the changes which are brought

about, apparently by the exertions of individuals, but

for the accomplishment of which, nevertheless, individual

exertions would seem to be totally unavailing, without

feeling the want of a word—that is to say, in reality, of

an idea—to comprehend the influence of individuals on

the world at large, and of the world at large on individuals
;

an idea that should explain the failure of Huss in reform-

ing the Church, and the success of Luther ; the defeat of

Pitt in carrying parliamentary reform, and the success of

Russell .' How are we to express that historical process

in which the individual seems to be a free agent, and

yet is the slave of the masses whom he wants to influence
;

in which the masses seem irresistible, and are yet swayed by

the pen of an unknown writer ? Or, to descend to smaller

matters, how does a poet become popular ? How does a

new style of art or architecture prevail ? How, again, does

fashion change?— how does what seemed absurd last

year become recognised in this, and what is admired in

this become ridiculous in the next season ? Or take

language itself How is it that a new word, such as 'to

shunt,' or a new pronunciation, such as 'gold' instead of

^ goo/d,' is sometimes accepted, while at other times the

last words newly coined or newly revived by our best

writers are completely ignored or fall dead ? We want an

idea that is to exclude caprice as well as necessity—that
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is, to include individual exertion as well as general co-

operation—an idea applicable neither to the unconscious

building of bees, nor to the conscious architecture of

human beings, yet combining within itself both these

operations, and raising them to a new and higher con-

ception. You will guess both the idea and the word, if I

add that it is likewise to explain the extinction of fossil

kingdoms and the origin of new species :— it is the idea of

' Natural Selection ' that was wanted, and being wanted

it was found, and being found it was named. It is a

new category, a new engine of thought ; and if naturalists

are proud to affix their names to a new species which they

discover, Mr. Darwin may be prouder, for his name will

remain affixed to a new idea, to a new genus of

thought." *

Professor Schleicher, whose recent death has left a gap

in the ranks of the students of language which it will be

difficult to fill, has written down the impressions which

he, as a comparative philologist, received from a perusal

of Mr. Darwin's work, in a letter addressed to his dis-

tinguished colleague, Professor Haeckel, of Jena. It is

but a slight sketch, and it would not be fair if the English

public took the measure of Professor Schleicher's powers

from the translation of his pamphlet which has just been

published by Dr. Bikkers, under the somewhat inappro-

priate title of " Darwinism tested by the Science of

Language." Professor Schleicher could hardly have

thought that the truth or falsehood of Mr. Darwin's theories

depended on any test that can be applied to them by

the Science of Language. But he thinks rightly that the

genesis of species, as explained by Mr. Darwin, receives

a striking illustration in the genealogical system of lan-

guages, and particularly of the Aryan and Semitic

languages ; and he very properly calls attention to the

fact, that as this ramification of human speech took place

within what may be called, if not historical, at least post-

tertiary times, it may be useful as a kind of confirmation

of Mr. Darwin's theory, which postulates a similar process

in far more distant periods of the world's historj'. " We
observe," he says, " during historical periods how species

and genera of speech disappear, and how others extend

themselves at the expense of the dead. I only remind

you, by way of illustration, of the spread of the Indo-

Germanic family, and the decay of the American lan-

guages. In the earlier times, when languages were

still spoken by comparatively weak populations, this

dying-out of forms of speech was, no doubt, of much
more frequent occurrence, and, as the idioms of a higher

organisation must have existed for a very long time, it

follows that the pre-historic period in the life of speech

must have been a much longer one than that which falls

within the limits of historical record It is very

possible that many more species of speech perished

during the course of that time than the number of those

which have prolonged their existence up to the present

day. This explains the possibility of so great an exten-

sion as, for instance, that of the Indo-Germanic, the

Finnic, the Malay, and South African families, which,

over a large territory, branched off into such a multitude

of directions. A similar process is assumed by Mr. Darwin

with regard to the animal and vegetable creation ; that is,

* " Lectures on the Science of Lcnguagc." Second Series. Second
Edition, p. 309.

what he calls ' the struggle for life.' A multitude of

organic forms had to perish in the struggle in order to

make room for comparatively few favoured races.''

Although this struggle for life among separate languages

exhibits some analogy with the struggle for life among the

more or less favoured species in the animal rnd vegetable

kingdoms, there is this important difference that the defect

and the gradual extinction of languages depend frequently

on external causes, i.e. not on the weakness of the lan-

guages themselves, but on the weakness, physical, moral,

or political, of those who speak them. A much more
striking analogy, therefore, than the struggle for life

among separate languages, is the struggle for life among
words and grammatical forms which is constantly going on

in each language. Here the better, the shorter, the easier

forms are constantlygainingthe upper hand,and they really

owe their 'success to their own inherent virtue. Here, if

anywhere, we can learn that what is called the process of

natural selection, is at the same time, from a higher point of

view, a process of rational elimination ; for what seems at

first sight mere accident in the dropping of old and the

rising of new words, can be shown in most cases to be

due to intelligible and generally valid reasons. Sometimes
these reasons are purely phonetic, and those words and
forms are seen to prevail which give the least trouble to

the organs of pronunciation. At other times the causes

are more remote. We see how certain forms of grammar
which require little reflection, acquire for that very reason

a decided numerical preponderance ; become, in fact, what

are called regular forms, while the other forms, gene-

rally the more primitive and more legitimate, dwindle

away to a small minority, and are treated at last as

exceptional and irregular. In the so-called dialectic

growth of languages we see the struggle for life in full

play, and though we cannot in every instance explain the

causes of victory and defeat, we still perceive, as a general

rule, that those words and those forms carry the day which

for the time being seem best to answer their purpose.

Why did the French use inaison, i.e. mansion, for house ?

Because casa having dwindled down to cht'2 was not

sufficiently distinct in pronunciation, and because dovuts

being frequently used for ecclesiastical buildings, was no

longer sufficiently precise in its meaning, if applied to an

ordinary house. Why do verbs in iy, Yiko Ji/i/r, form the

plural /loi/s Jinissons, instead of nous Jiiions ? Because

the example which was set in Latin by the early formation

of so-called inchoative verbs, like ditrcsccrc, floresccrc,

iinptescerc, gcmiscere, proved attractive, partly on account

of its removing any doubts on the exact termina-

tions of a verb, partly because of its giving a fuller body

to monosyllabic verbs. Thus Jiiiisccrt' was substituted for

finirc in all tenses but the infinitive, the perfect, the future,

and the conditional ; and while this new species, the so-

called second conjugation, was gradually being established,

a few scattered remnants only survived of the former race,

fossilised, petrified, or, as they are called in grammatical

parlance, irregular, such as nous venous from vcnir,

nous partons from partly, &c.

There is one point on which Professor Schleicher seems

to have misapprehended the meaning of Mr. Darwin.

According to him, the dift'erent species of the Aryan as

well as of the Semitic languages presuppose each a

typical language from which they are genealogically
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derived. There was, according to him, an ancient Aryan

language, not only perfect and complete in itself, but so

constituted that it contained the germs of everything

which we find in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, German,

Celtic, and Slavonic. Such a language may no doubt

be constructed theoretically, in the same manner as

out of French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, some

kind of Latin language might be reconstructed. But

such Latin would be very different from real Latin.

Historically the admission of type-languages is perfectly

impossible. No one would think of deriving the ancient

Greek dialects from one actually existing common language

containing within itself the germs of every dialect. No
one could realise a language which should be at the same

time both High and Low, and yet neither High nor Low
German. What kind of language could the primitive

Celtic have been, if it had to combine the peculiarities of

the Gadhelic and the Cymric branches .' How could a

common Italian language have existed, if it had to main-

tain and to neutralise the distinctive features of Oscan,

Latin, or Umbrian speech ? What applies to the dialects

of each language, applies with the same force to all these

languages in common, when considered themselves as

dialects of Aryan speech. As we cannot derive the Greek

dialects from a presupposed primitive ko.j"/, we should not

attempt to derive the great dialects—viz. Greek, Latin,

Celtic, Teutonic, and Slavonic—from a presupposed

primitive Pateo-Aryan type of speech. In tracing the

origin of species, whether among plants or animals, we do

not begin with one perfect type of which all succeeding

forms are simply modifications, but we begin with an

infinite variety of attempts, out of which by the slow but

incessant progress of natural selection, more and more

perfect types are gradually elaborated, some of which are

still further improved by artificial domestication. It is

the same with languages. The natural state of language

consists in unlimited dialectic variety, out of which, by

incessant weeding, more and more definite forms of

languages are selected, till at last by hteraiy cultivation

those highly elaborated classical languages arc produced

which, in spite of their beauty, are nevertheless abnonnal

and unnatural, and invariably die without leaving any

offspring. New languages do not spring from classical

parents, but draw their life and vigour from the spoken

rustic and vulgar dialects. No reader of Mr. Darwin's

books can fail to see that an analogous process pervades

the growth of a new species of language, and of new species

of animal and vegetable life. But these analogies should

not be carried too far. At all events we should never

allow ourselves to forget that, if we speak of languages as

natural productions, and of the science of language as

one of the natural sciences, what we chiefly wish to say is,

that languages are not produced by the free-will of indi-

viduals, and that if they are works of art, they are works

of what may be called a natural or unconscious art—an

art in which the individual, though he is the agent, is not

a free agent, but checked and governed from the very first

breath of speech by the implied co-operation of those to

whom his language is addressed, and without whose

acceptance language, not being understood, would cease

to be language.

There are other spheres of mental activity to which
the same remark applies, but to none so much as to

language. It might be said, and it has been said by
high authorities, that neither in framing his codes of

law, nor in settling the rules of morality, nor in believing

the truths of religion, is man an entirely free agent, but

that the freedom of the individual is necessarily limited by
the pressure exercised by all upon all, and by the circum-

stances and conditions of the age in which we live.

It is true, also, that the science of psychology, which

forms the basis of juridical, ethical, and religious science,

is imperfect unless it has its foundations in physiology.

" La tendance de la physiologie moderne," as M. Claude

Bernard remarks, " est done bien caracterisde ; elle veut

expliquer les autres phenomenes intellcctuels au meme
litre que tous les autres phenomenes de la vie ; et si elle

reconnait avec raison cju'il y a des lacunes plus consider-

ables dans nos connaissances relativement auxmdcanismes

fonctionnels de I'intelligence, elle n'admet pas pour cela

que les me'canismes soient par leur nature ni plus ni moins

accessibles k notre investigation que ceux de tous les

autres actes vitaux V
But in none of these spheres of mental activity is the

freedom of the individual so completely absorbed, and all

but annihilated, as in the sphere of language. Not only

are the first iinpulses of language purely physical ; not

only is the material of language entirely dependent on the

physical organs, such as they are ; not only does the

activity of the functional nervous centre of speech become
quickly habitual, automatic, and almost instinctive, but even

in its purely mental aspect, language rests from the very first

on an unconscious compromise. Speech in its very nature

is mutual : even a mere exclamation is nothing unless it

is understood. Even now we do not speak to others as

we should speak to ourselves, but speak their language

rather than our own. So it was, only in an infinitely

higher degree, in the first formation of speech. If we
represent the individual speaker by ', and the unlimited

number of his fellow-creatures by x, the conscious free-

dom of action which can be claimed for any individual

speaker may be expressed by V^> a quantity oscillating

between one divided by one, and one divided by infinity.

With every generation this x becomes larger and larger,

because it includes not only the present, but the more
powerful influence of the past, till at last use and habit

exercise the power of a tyrant,

'' Quern penes arbitrium est et jus et norma loquendi,"

and whose behests we can no more think of disobe\'ing

than the laws of nature.

It is but fair to state, in conclusion, that the first sug-

gestion of the necessity of admitting some of the so-called

moral sciences to the circle of the natural sciences came,

not from the students of psychology and glossology, but

from the historian of the inductive sciences, who saw that

the old definition ofnatural science was becoming too narrow,

and that with a new definition the circle of physical know-

ledge had necessarily to be widened. Dr. Whewell wrote in

1845 :

—"We have seen that biology leads us to psychology,

if we choose to follow the path ; and thus the passage from

the material to the immaterial has already unfolded itself

at one point ; and we now perceive that there are several

large provinces of speculation which concern subjects

belonging to man's immaterial nature, and which are

governed by the same laws as sciences altogether physical.
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It is not our business to dwell on the prospects which our

philosophy thus opens to our contemplation
; but we may

allow ourselves, in this last stage of our pilgrimage among
the foundations of the physical sciences, to be cheered and
animated by the ray that thus beams upon us, however
dimly, from a higher and brigliter region."

Max Muller

THE UNIVERSE
The Universe or, the Infinitely Great and the Infinitely

Little. By F. A. Pouchct, M.D., &c. Pp. 790, 343
engravings, 4 coloured plates. (London : Blackie
and Son.)

" "XirHAT a charming title ! " was the thought which first

came to us when wc saw the announcement of

this splendid book. " What a terrible title ! " was the

till now unnoticed and unread ? Will it speak of the oozv
mother of living things, w-hich lies and creeps and grous
over the whole bottom of the ocean's depths, and conies
and goes in every little stagnant pool and slimy puddle .'

^^'iIl it teach us of the quivering flight of atoms in every
fire that burns on earth, and in the flaming ministers
which rush through illimitable space ; of the fairy chains
which are welded when the chamber window is sculptured
with the frost, and which hold in bonds the elements of
the salt that is spilt ; and of the giant chains which curb
the comets and bind the invisible stars to us ? Will it

make us to know the great pulsations which shake the
earth, and the little throbs which stir the tiny cells of every
thing which lives and dies ?

All notions of this kind were scattered to the winds
when the volume came into our hands. The prophets of

(, I// / / rx

thought which swiftly followed. Is it a message from
some modern prophet to a people, who, having eyes, see
not, and having ears, hear not ; imploring them to take
heed to the tale written in every character in all space,
and chanted in every note by every atom, so long and so
often in vain ? Will it tell us of the signs written in lines
of light and lines of black, which have been travelling
earthward from the outermost space since the oldest time.

dlsitilaiona, Liiiit.)

old were clothed in sackcloth and ashes, and those of

to-day go about in black, mourning for the sins of the

people ; but this work is resplendent in purple and gold—
a veiy Dives among books. And every anticipation of a
prophetic wail died away when we found that the author

was a Frenchman.

It is just such a work as might be e.xpccted from a
nimble-witted gyrating Gaul, a sort of petit maitre of
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omniscien.c. Wc remember to have heard a criticism

passed on a contro\-ersial work, made up of many short,

somewhat disconnected chapters, to the effect that it

reminded the reader of a dog in a kennel coming out at

intervals to have a short sharp bark, and then quickly

going in again. '' The Universe," in a somewhat similar

manner, reminds us of the dissolving-views at which the

lecturer goes in and out at every view. It is, in fact, a

pictorial entertainment, in which M. Pouchet takes the

reader, agreeably and without exertion, through all time

and all space, with remarks by the way. A picture is

presented and the author tells us a little about it, playing

all the while (so that the affair may not be tedious) a

pretty accompaniment of eloquent diction, charming

fancies, and pleasing sarcasm ; then another picture is

put before the readers, and again another entertainment

is begun and finished in like fashion. In this way the

author brings before his audience something about

most things, treading with a light fantastic mind over

the animal and vegetable kingdoms, the formation of

the globe, fossils, volcanoes, glaciers, the sun, the stars

and immensity, and many other things besides ; and

as dissolving-views generally end, or used to end, with a

chromatrope, so M. Pouchet finishes with an amusing

chapter on monsters and superstitions. To every topic

there is a picture. We have reproduced two of the

smallest and simplest ; but a very large number of them
are extremely beautiful full-page drawings. And if in

them the naked truth is anywhere departed from, it is

only for the purpose of heightening the entertainment.

Our readers will already have seen that we regard the

letter-press as subsidiary to the pictures ; and as far as

we can judge, that seems to be also M. Pouchet's own
view. The great fault we have to find with the writing,

relates to the extreme elegance of the diction. In Eng-

land we generally talk of bird's nests, but M. Pouchet

dwells with zest on the Nuptial Arbour of the Bower
Birds ; and in the same spirit we have a good deal about
" the Nuptials of Plants." In the next edition we shall

probably hear something about the Hymcneals of Ba-

thybius.

It is an old question which has puzzled many genera-

tions of mothers and nurses, " whether it is better to give

a child his powder in jam until he discover the deception,

or to be straightforward from the beginning and make the

powder go down all nasty as it is." And we may take it

for granted that to the general reader simple naked
scientific truths are at first as unpalatable as medicine ; so

that with them too the question of what the old apothe-

caries used to call "a vehicle" has always to be con-

sidered. This question wc do not pretend to decide,

however strong our own private convictions may be ; but

to those who range themselves on the side of jam we may
recommend this volume as a most skilfully prepared, and
not unwholesome confection, with not too much medicine
in it. The author states in his prefiice that he wrote it

in the hope of exciting some love of science in his readers,

and the researches which have made his name distin-

guished, are evidence that he has himself a real love of
science to no small degree. We can readily imagine how
a mind, especially a young mind, fascinated by these
beautiful pictures and interested in the lightsome narrative,

should let the things grow upon him until there sprang

up an actual fondness for plain scientific truth, and he came
at last to think that " the medicine was food." To such,

and towards such an end, we can heartily commend it.

OUR BOOK SHELF
The Origin of the Seasons. By Samuel Mossman. (Edin-

burgh : Blackwood & Sons. 1S69.)

A PLEAS.^NTLY written and interesting work, spoiled by
being coupled with a preposterous theory. Mr. Mossman
boldly attempts a difficult task. He proposes to solve a
complex problem on very simple principles. Unfortu-
nately his principles are unsound ; and overlooking this,

there remains the objection that they do not solve his

problem. This problem is the well-known fact that in

bygone ages plants existed in high latitudes— as far north
as England, for example—whose analogues are now only-

found in the tropics. Mr. Mossman explains this very
simply. The obliquity of the ecliptic is now slowly de-
creasing ; therefore it must once have been increasing,

and doubtless—though astronomy objects— there was at

one time no obliquity : in those days perpetual spring
reigned on the earth. But there began a series of up-
heavals, he says, "directed chiefly towards the northern
hemisphere almost exclusively," and this hemisphere be-

coming overweighted, naturally began to incline. The
inclination became at length perhaps twice as great as at

present, or even more ; but then the southern hemisphere
Ijegan in its turn to be upheaved, and so checked the in-

crease of inclination, and caused the present process of slow

decrease. Mr. Mossman thinks there is nothing in this

"contrary to the universal law of gravitation," an opinion

which he would modify were he more familiar with that

law. The want of balance he speaks of would aftect pre-

cession and nutation, but not the inclination of the earth's

axis. Supposing gravity were on his side, however, and
we granted his extension of the tropics, he should re-

member that the Arctic regions would be equally extended.
If he brings the northern tropic to the latitude of London,
he has brought the Arctic circle to the latitude of Madrid.
Tropical plants in the latitude of Paris, say, would fare ill

under this arrangement.

Rccherchcs sur la Faunc dc JSIadagascar ct dc scs Depen-
daiiccs. P^" Partie : Relation de Voyage. Par
Francois P. L. Pollen. (Leyde : Steenhofif, 1868.)

M. Pollen, being fond of sport, and having a mind
to travel, after consulting Professor Schlegel, started

for Madagascar, and spent there a considerable time
exploring that and the neighbouring islands, having
M. C. Van Dam for companion and preparer of skins, &c.

He now publishes the results of his expedition, in large

quarto, with profuse illustration in the form of lithographic

plates. There are to be five parts to this work— (
i ) The

account of the expedition, (2) the mammifers and birds,

(3) the reptiles, (4; the fish, (5) the insects, Crustacea, and
molluscs. M. Pollen writes the first himself, whilst Pro-

fessors Schlegel, Blocker, VoUenhoven, Herklots, and
Selys Longchamps assist in t'ne more strictly scientific

portion. At present we have only M. Pollen's account of

his voy.age before us, which is written in a popular style

—

as he says in the preface—and is as interesting as could

be expected. We should suppose that M. Pollen is not

himself profoundly scientific ; but he has good assistance

for the rest of his work.

Country Walks of a Naturalist with his Children. By
Rev. W. Houghton. (London : Groombridge and
Sons, 1869.)

If the author had aimed at interesting chikh'en of a some-
what larger growth tlian he has had in view, we think he
would have succeeded. The trivial parts of the book
will hardly please boys and girls capable of understanding
the more solid portions.
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A PLEA FOR THE J/.-i TIIEALl TICE-IX

II.

I
MIGHT go on, were it necessary, piling instance upon
instance to prove the paramount importance of the

faculty of observation to the process of mathematical dis-

covery.* Were it not unbecoming to dilate on one's personal

experience, I could tell a story of almost roinantic interest

about my own latest researches in a field where Geometry,
Algebra, and the Theory of Numbers melt in a surprising

manner into one another, like sunset tints or the colours

of the dying dolphin, " the last still loveliest " (a sketch of

which has just appeared in the Proceedings of the London
Mathematical Society),f which would very strikingly illus-

trate how much observation, divination, induction, experi-

mental trial, and verification—causation, too (if that means,
as, if it mean anything, I suppose it must, mounting from
phenomena to their reasons or causes of being)—have to do
with the work of the mathematician. In the face of these

facts, which every analyst can vouch for outof his own know-
ledge and personal experience, how can it be maintained,
in the words of Professor Huxley (who, in this instance, is

speaking of the sciences as they are in themselves and
without any reference to scholastic discipline), that Mathe-
matics " is that study which knows nothing of observation,

nothing of induction, nothing of experiment, nothing of

causation "? J
I, of course, am not so absurd as to contend that the

habit of observation of external nature
||
will be best or at

all cultivated by the study of mathematics, leastways as

that study is at present conducted ; and no one can desire

more earnestly than myself to see natural and experiinen-

* Newton's Rule (subsequently and for the first time deduced to demon-
stration in No. 2 of the London Mathematical Society's Proceedings) was to

all appearance, and according to the more received opinion, obtained in-

ductively by its author. .So also my reduction of Euler's problem of the
Virgins (or rather one slightly more general than this) to the form of a
question (or, to speak more exactly, a set of questions! in simple partitions

was (strangely enough) first obtained by myself inductively, the result

communicated to Prof. Cayley, and proved subsequently by each of us in-

dependently, and by perfectly distinct methods.
+ Under the title of " Outline Trace of the Theory of Reducible

Cyclodes."_

I Induction and analogy are the special characteristics of modem mathe-
matics, in which theorems have given place to theories and no truth is regarded
otherwise than as a link in an infinite chain. " Omne e.\it in infinitum"
is their favourite motto and accepted axiom. No mathematician now-a-days
sets any store on the discovery of isolated theorems, except as affording hints

of an unsuspected new sphere of thought, like meteorites detached from some
imdiscovered planetary orb of speculation. The form, as well as matter, of
mathematical science, as must be the case in any true living organic science,

is in a constant state of flux and the position of its centre of gravity is liable

to continual change. At different periods in its history', defined with more
or less accuracy, as the science *of number or quantity, or extension or

operation or arrangement, it appears, at present, to be passing through a phase
in which the development of the notion of continuity plays the leading part.

In exemplification of the generalising tendency of modern mathematics,
take so simple a fact as that of two straight lines or two planes being in-

capable of including "a space." When analysed this statement will be
found to resolve itself into the assertion that if two out of the four triads

that can be formed with four points lie respectively f;; (//>t-t"/«;;/, the same must
be true of the remaining two triads : and that if two of the five tetrads

that can be formed with five points lie respectively in plana, the remaining
three tetrads (subject to a certain obvious exception) must each do the same.
This at least is one way of arriving at the notion of an unlimited rectilinear

and planar scheme of points. Tlie two statements above made, translated

into the language of determinants, immediately suggest as their generalised

expression my great " Homaloidal Law," which afifirms that the vanishing of

a certain specifiable number of minor determinants of a given order of any
matrix {i.e. rectangular array of quantities) implies the simultaneous evanes-
cence of all the rest of that order. I made {inter alia) a beautiful application

of this Law (which i.s, I believe, recorded in Mr. Spottiswoode's valuable
treatise on Determinants, but where besides I know not) to the establishment
of the well-known relations, wrung out with so much difficulty by Euler,
between the cosines of the nine angles which two sets of rectangular ones in

space make with one another. This is done by contriving a m.atrix such
that the six known equations connecting the nine cosines taken both ways
in sets of threes shall be expressed by the evanescence of si.x of its minors :

the simultaneous evanescence of the remaining minors given by the
Homaloidal Law will then be found to express the Eulerian relations in

question, which are thus obtained by a simple process of inspection and
reading off, without any labour whatever. The fact that such a law, containing
in a latent form so much refined algebra, and capable of such interesting im-
mediate applications, should present itself to the obserz<ntion merely as the
extended expression of the ground of the possibility of our most elementary
and seemingly intuitive conceptions concerning the right line and plane, has
often filled me with amazement to think of

I]
As the prerogative of Natural Science is to cultivate a taste for obser\'a-

tion, so that of Mathematics is, almost from the starting point, to .stimulate

the faculty of invention.

tal science introduced into our schools as a primary and
indispensable branch of education : I think that that study
and mathematical culture should go on hand in hand to-

gether, and that they would greatly influence each other
for their mutual good. I should rejoice to see mathematics
taught with that life and animation which the i^rescnce
and example of her young and buoyant sister could not
fail to impart ; short roads preferred to long ones ; Euclid
honourably shelved or buried "deeper than did ever
plummet sound" out of the schoolboy's reach ; morpho-
logy introduced into the elements of Algebra

;
projection,

correlation, and motion accepted as aids to geometry
;

the mind of the student quickened and elevated and his

faith awakened by early initiation into the ruling ideas
of polarity, continuity, infinity, and familiarisation with
the doctrine of the imaginaiy and inconceivable.

It is this living interest in the subject which is so wanting
in our traditional and mediitval modes of teaching. In
France, Germany, and Italy, c\erywhere where I have
been on the Continent, mind acts direct on mind in a
manner unknown to the frozen formality of our academic
institutions ; schools of thought and centres of real
intellectual co-operation exist ; the relation of master and
pupil is acknowledged as a spiritual and a lifelong tie

connecting successive .generations of great thinkers in an
unbroken chain, just as we read, in the catalogue of our
French Exhibition, or of the Salon at Paris, of this man
or that being the pupil of one great painter or sculptor and
the master of another. When followed out in this spirit,

there is no study in the Avorld which brings into more
harmonious action all the faculties of the mind than the

one of which I stand here as the humble representative

and advocate. There is none other which prepares so
many agreeable surprises for its followers, more wonderful
than the transformation scene of a pantomime, or, like

this, seems to raise them, by successive steps of initiation,

to higher and higher states of conscious intellectual being.

This accounts, I believe, in part for the extraordinary
longevity of all the greatest masters of the Analytical art, the
Dii M.ajorcs of the matheinatical Pantheon. Leibnitz lived

to the age of 70 ; Euler to 76 ; Lagrange to 77 ; Laplace
to 78 ; (iauss to 78 ; Plato, the supposed inventor of the
conic sections, who made mathematics his study and
delight, who called them the handles or aids to philosophy,
the medicine of the soul, and is said never to have let a
day go by without inventing some new theorems, lived to

82 ; Newton, the crown and glory of his race, to 85 ;

Archimedes, the nearest akin, probably, to Newton in

genius, to 75, and might have lived on to be 100, for aught
we can guess to the contrary, when he was slain by the
impatient and ill-mannered sergeant sent to bring him
before the Roman General, in the full vigour of his
faculties, and in the very act of working out a problem

;

Pythagoras, in whose school, I believe, the word mathe-
matician (used, however, in a soinewhat wider than its

present sense) originated, the second founder of geometry,
the inventor of the matchless theorem which goes by his

name, the precognizcr of undoubtedly the miscalled Coper-
nican theory, the discoverer of the regular solids and the
musical canon (who stands at the very apex of this

pyramid of fame), if we may accept the tradition, after

spending 22 years studying in Egypt and 12 in Babylon,
opened school when 56 or 57 years old in Magna Grsecia,
married a young wife when past 60, and died, carrying on
his work with energy unspent to the last, at the age of
99. The m.athematician lives long and lives young; "the
wings of his soul do not early drop oft", nor do its pores
become clogged with the earthy particles blown from the
dusty highways of vulgar life.'

.Some people have been found to regard all inathematics,
after the 47th proposition of Euclid, as a sort of morbid
secretion, to be compared only with the pearl said to be
generated in the diseased oyster, or, as I have heard it

described, "unc excroissance maladive del'esprit humain.
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Others find its justification, its " raison d etrc," in its being

either the torch-bearer leading the way, or the hand-
maiden holding up the train of Physical Science; and a

very clever writer in a recent magazine article, expresses

his doubts whether it is, in itself, a more serious pursuit, or

more worthy of interesting an intellectual human being, than

the study of chess problems or Chinese puzzles.* What is it

to us, they say, if the three angles of a triangle are equal

to two right angles, or if every even number is, or maybe,
the sum of two primcs,f or if every ecjuation of an odd
degree must have a real root ? How dull, stale, flat and
unprofitable are such and such like announcements

!

Much more interesting to read an account of a marriage
in high life, or the details of an international boat-race.

But this is like judging of architecture from being shown
some of the brick and mortar, or even a quarried stone of

a public building—or of [lainting from the colours mixed on
tlie palette, or of music by listening to the thin and
screechy sounds produced by a bow passed haphazard
over the strings of a violin. The world of ideas which it

discloses or illuminates, the contemplation of divine

beauty and order which it induces, the harmonious con-

nexion of its parts, the infinite hierarchy and absolute

evidence of the truths with which mathematical science

is concerned, these, and such like, are the surest grounds
of its title to human regard, and would remain unimpaired
were the plan of the universe unrolled like a map at our

feet, and the mind of man qualified to take in the whole
scheme of creation at a glance.

In conformity with general usage, I have used the word
mathematics in the plural ; but 1 think it would be desir-

able that this form of word should be reserved for the

applications of the science, and that we should use mathe-
matic in the singular number to denote the science itself,

in the s:,me «ay as we speak of logic, rhetoric, or (own sister

to algebra:}:) music. Time was when all the parts of the

subject were dissevered, when algebra, geometry, and
arithmetic either lived apart or kept up cold relations

of acquaintance confined to occasional calls upon one
another ; but that is now at an end ; they are drawn
together and are constantly becoming more and more
intimately related and connected by a thousand fresh

ties, ard \.'e nir.y confidently look forward to a time
when thi y s!;all form but one body with one soul.

Geometry formerly was the chief borrower from arith-

metic and algebra, but it has since repaid its obligations

with overflowir.g usury ; and if I were asked to name,
in one v.ord, the pole-star round which the mathematical
firmament rexolvcs, the central idea which per\ ades as a

hidden spirit the whole corpus of mathematical doctrine,

I should point to Continuity as contained in our notions

* lb It not till, same tlisregard of principles, the same intlijferetice to truth
for its own sa/.T, vvhieh prompts the question " Where's the good of it ?" in

r'='ference to speculative science, and "Where's the harm ofh'i" in reference
to V. liite lies and pious frauds? In my own experience I have found that the
very same jjeople who delight to put the first question are in the habit of
acting upon the denial imp. led in the second, ^-l/iit i/i jitorcs incuria.

1 This theorem still awaits proof; it is stated, 1 believe, in Euler's corre-
spondence v\ jth Goldbaeli : 1 re-discovered it in ignorance of Euler's having
mentioned it, in connection with a theory of my own concerning cubic forms,
fhc evidence in its favour is /«</?/t f/.'w of the undemonstrative or purely accu-
mulative kind, and it may or may not turn out eventually to be true. As
a most learned scholar w ho heard this address given at E.xeler remarked to

me not many days ago, it is certainly by no process of deduction that we
make out that five times six is thirty. I mention this, because I know some,
who agree, or did agree, with Professor Huxley's published opinions about
mathematics, are under the impression that the higher processes of mind in

mathematics only concern "the aristocracy of mathematicians:" on the
contrary, they lie at the very foundations of the subject, 'there are besides,
and in abundance, mathematical processes which only by a forced interpre-
tation can be brought under the head of demonstration, whether deductive or
inductive, and really belong to a sort of artistic and constructive faculty,
such for example as evaluating definite integrals, or making out the best way
one can the number of distinct branches, and the general character of each
branch of a curve from its algebraical equation.

t I have elsewhere in my Trilogy published in the " Philosophical Trans-
actions") referred to the close connection between these two cultures, not
merely as having Arithmetic for their common parent, but as similar in their
habits and affections. I have called " Music the Algebra of sense. Algebra
the Music of the reason; Music the dream, Algebra the waking life— the
soul of each the tame i

"

of space, and say. It is this, it is this ! Space is the

Grand Coiitinnu»i from which, as from an inexhaustible

reservoir, all the fertilizing ideas of modern analysis are

derived ; and as Brindlcy, the engineer, once allowed before

a parliamentary committee that, in his opinion, rivers were
made to feed navigable canals, I feel sometimes almost
tempted to say that one principal reason for the existence

of space, or at least one principal function which it

discharges, is that of feeding mathematical invention.

Everybody knows what a wonderful influence geometry
has exercised in the hands of Cauchy, Puiseux, Riemann,
and his followers Clebsch, Gordan, and others, over the

very form and presentment of the modern calculus, and
how it has come to pass that the tracing of curves, which
was once to be regarded as a puerile amusement, or at best

useful only to the architect or decorator, is now entitled to

take rank as a high philosophical exercise, inasmuch as

every new curve or surface, or other circumspection of

space, is capable of being regarded as the synthesis and em-
bodiment of some specific organised system of continuity.*

The early study of Euclid made me a hater of geometiy,
which 1 hope may plead my excuse if I have shocked the

opinions of any in this room (and I know there are some
who rank Euclid as second in sacredness to the Bible

alone, and as one of the advanced outposts of the British

Constitution) by the tone in which I have previously

alluded to it as a school-book ; and yet, in spite of this

repugnance, which had become a second nature in me
whenever I went far enough into any mathematical
question, I found I touched, at last, a geometrical bottom

;

so it was, I may instance, in the purely arithmctrical theory

of partitions ; so, again, in one of my more recent studies

the purely algebraical question of the invariantive criteria

of the nature of the roots of an equation of the fifth degree
;

— the first incjuiry landed me in a new theory of polyhedra,

the latter found its perfect and only possible completef
solution in the construction of a surface of the ninth order
and the sub-division of its infinite contents into three

distinct natural regions.:}:

Having thus expressed myself at greater length

* M. Caniille Jordan's application of Dr. Salmon's Eikosi-hcptagram to

Abelian functions is one of the most recent instances of this reverse action
of geometry on analysis. Mr. Crofton's admirable apparatus of a reticu-

lation with infinitely fine meshes rotated successively through indefinitely

small angles, which he applies to obtaining whole families of definite

integrals, is another equally striking example of the same phenomenon.
+ Coniptttc in the sense of utiiz'ersai, more than perfect or complete in the

ordinary sense. Two criteria are absolutely fixed ; but in addition to these two
an additional criterion or set of criteria must be introduced to make the system
of conditions sufficient. The number of such set may be either one or what-
ever number we please, and into such one or into each of the set (if more
than one) an indefinite number of arbitrary parameters (limited) may be
introduced. Now the geometrical construction I arrive at contains implicitly

the totality of all these infinitely varied forms of criteria, or sets of criteria,

and without it, the existence and possibility of such variety in the shape of
the solution could never have been anticipated or understood. My truly

eminent friend M. Charles Hermite (Membre de I'lnstitnt), with all the
efforts of his extraordinary analytical power, and with the knowledge of my
results to guide him, has only been able by the non-geometrical method to

arrive at one form of solution consisting of a third criterion absolutely definite

and destitute of a single variable parameter. As is well known, I have made
a \ery important use of a criterion of the same form as M. Hermite's, but
containing one arbitrary parameter (limited). The subject will be found re-

sumed from the point where I left it, and pursued in considerable detail by
Prof Cayley, in one of his more recent memoirs on Quartics in the Philo-
sophical Transactions. M. Hermite it was who first surprised Invariantists
(I'Eglise Invarianti\e, as we are sometimes styled) by an a priori demon-
stration that the nature of the roots or factors of quartiCs could in general
be found by means of invariantive criteria. This was known to be possible up
to the y<>«rM order of binary quartics, and impossible for thsyourt/t. M.
Hermite showed that this negation which seemed to stop the way to further
progress was an exceptional case ; that whereas fur the second, third, fifth,

sixth, and all higher degrees the thing could be done, for the fourth alone it

was impossible : as regards linear quartics, the question does not arise. I

look upon this failure of a law for one term in the middle of an infinite

progression as an unparalleled miracle of aitthnutic, far more real and
deeper seated than the one alluded to by Mr. Babbage in connection
with the discontinuous action of a supposed machine in his ninth Bridgwater
Treatise.

t So I found, as a pure matter of observation, that allincation [ali^ictnctit)
in ornamental gardening

—

i.e. the method of putting trees in positions to form
a very great number or the greatest number possible of straight rows, of which
a few special cases only had been previously considered as detached porismatic
problems, forms part of a great connected theory of the pluperfect points
on a cubic curve, those points, of which the nine points of inflection and
Pliicker's twenty-seven points serve as the lowest instances.
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than I originally intended on the subject, which, as

standing first on the muster roll of the Association, and
as having been so recently and repeatedly arraigned

before the bar of public opinion, is entitled to be heard in

its defence (if anywhere) in this place,—having endea-

voured to show what it is not, what it is, and what it

is probably destined to become, I feel that I must enough
and more than enough have trespassed on your forbear-

ance. J. J. Sylvester

The remarks on the use of experimental methods in

mathematical investigation led to Dr. Jacobi, the eminent
physicist of St. Petersburg, who was present at the delivery

of the foregoing address, favouring me with the annexed
anecdote relative to his illustrious brother,C. G.J. Jacobi*

—

" En causant un jour avec mon frere defunt sur la necessite

de controlerpar dcs expei'iences reiterees toute observation, meme
si elle confirme Thypolhese, il me raconta avoir dcicouvert un
jour une loi tres-remarquable de la thcorie ties nonibres, dont il

ne douta guere qu'elle fut generale. Cependant par un exces de
precaution ou plutot pour faire le superflu, il voulut substiluer un
chiffre quelconque reel aux termes generaux, cluffre qu'il choisit

au^hasard, ou, peut-etre, par une espece de divination, car en eftet

ce chiffre mit saformule en defaut ; tout autre chiffre qu'il essaya

en confinna la generalite. Plus tard il reussit a prouver que le

chiffre clioisi par lui par hasard, appartenait a un systcme de
chiffres qui faisait la seule exception a la regie.

" Ce fait curieux m'est reste dans la memoire, niais comme il

s*est passe il y a plus d'une trentaine d'annees, je ne rappelle j^lus

les details. "M. H. Jacobi
"E,\eter, 24 Aout, 1S69."

THE NEW TELESCOPE AT ETON
T N furtherance of natural science work at Eton, an cx-
' cedent telescope has been recently given to the school

by the energy and liberality of some of the masters.

The instrument is a refractor, with object glass of 5'9

inches clear aperture, and 88 inches focus, and was made
by Messrs. Cooke and Sons, of York, who also supplied

the observatory and superintended the erection of the

telescope. It is, as will be seen from the engraving,

mounted equatorially on the German system, with decli-

nation circle reading to lo"of arc, and hour circle reading
to 2' of time. The mechanical details do not, with one
exception, deviate materially from; the pattern usually

adopted by Messrs. Cooke, whose name is a guarantee
for skill of design and excellence of workmanship. The
exception alluded to is in the construction of the driving

clock, the speed of which is not regulated, as usual, by a
centrifugal governor, or fly, alone, but by a fly supple-

mented by an ordinary clock escapement. This arrange-

ment is cpiite new, and is the invention of the late Air. T.
Cooke, the senior partner in the firm. It was described

by him in a paper read before the Royal Astronomical
Society a short time ago. The details would hardly be
intelligible without drawings, but the general mode of

action is as follows :

—

The barrel is connected with two trains of wheel-work :

one (the lowest wheel of which gives motion in the ordinary

* It is said of Jacobi, that he attracted the particular attention and friend-
ship of Buckh, the director of the philological seminary at Berlin, by the
zeal and talent he displayed for philology, and only at the end of two years'
study at the University, and after a severe mental struggle, was able to

make his final choice in favour of mathematics. The relation between these
two sciences is not perhaps so remote as may at first sight appear; and
indeed it has often struck me that metamorphosis runs like a golden tjiread
through the most diverse branches of modern intellectual culture, and forms
a natunal link of connection between subjects in their aims so remote as
grammar, philology, ethnology, rational mythology, chemistry, botany, com-
parative aiiatomy, physiology, physics, algebra, versification, music, all of
which, under the modern point of view, may be regarded as having mor-
phology for their common centre. Even singing, I have been told, the
advanced German theorists regard as being strictly a development of
recitative, and infer therefrom that no essentially new melodic themes can
be invented until a social cataclysm, or the civilisation of some at present
barbaric races, shall have created fresh necessities of expression, and called
into activity new forms of impassioned declamation.

way to the telescope) is terminated by a fly of insufficient

power /£'; se to reduce the speed within proper limits ; the
other train is terminated by a half-dead escapement of the
usual kind. One of the wheels of the fly-train has a broad
rim, on which presses a brake actuated by a wheel in the es-

capement train. When the escapement is stopped, this brake
presses on the wheel with sufficient force to stop the motion of
the clock entirely. When the escapement is set to work the
brake is released, and the fly-train moves, communicating
motion to the telescope. If the speed becomes too great,
so as to outrun the escapement, the latter immediately
applies increased brake-power, and checks the motion of

THE ETON EQUATORIAL

the fly ; and vic£ versa, if from increased friction or other
cause the motion is too slow, so that the fly lags behind
the escapement, the brake-spring is relaxed by the latter

until the due speed is regained. Thus the two trains are
balanced against each other, and since one of the wheels
of the escapement-train is, as in some forms of train

ri'?iwn/oires, supported in a swinging-frame (which frame,
in fact, controls the brake-spring), the intermittent motion
of the escapement docs not reach the telescope. This
clock seems to work very smoothly ; and not the least

advantage of the arrangement is the facility with which
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the speed may be altered from sidereal to lunar rate by
merely raising the bob of the pendulum through a small

space, so as to diminish the time of oscillation.

For special purposes, still greater accuracy might be

obtained if the escapement were worked by the observa-

tory clock by means of a small electro-magnet connected

with the pendulum of the latter. Conversely, the escape-

ment train might, with slight modifications and the addi-

tion of a dial, be made to serve as a journeyman-clock,
and show sidereal time with sufficient accuracy to be very

useful in finding stars during two or three hours' work.

There is, by the way, another important modification

well worthy of notice. When astronomers wish to deter-

mine the position of a star, the diameter of a planet, &c.,

with rigorous accuracy, they employ a micrometer with

spider webs, which in the daytime are visible in the field

of view. At night, however, they, or the field itself,

require to be lit up. This is managed by a lamp out-

side and a reflector inside the tube, and to make this lamp
perform effectively in everj- position of the telescope is a
difficult matter ; so difficult, in fact, on the old arrange-
ment, that Messrs. Cooke and Sons, with their wonderful
ingenuity, have entirely superseded it in this their latest

instrument. Their exquisite contrivance will be seen from
the annexed woodcut.

THE COOKE ILLUMI.S'ATING APPARATUS.
L is the lamp. P, a prism to reflect the light on to the tube D, a disc with

diaphrams to regulate the quantity of light. B, a disc with glasses to
regulate the colour of the light. S, spring catches to clamp these discs.

C, counterpoise of lamp. (J, Gravity poise.

The telescope is furnished with a sufficient battery of
eye-pieces, of powers ranging from 30 to 400, and also with
a bifilar micrometer. The position circle is permanently
attached to the lower end of the main tube.

The observatory is erected on the roof of the western
tower of the New Schools. It is square, and surmounted
by a revolving dome. It is obvious that an instrument
erected on a tower cannot be wholly free from vibration

;

but the latter is reduced to a minimum by supporting the
telescope on two massive trussed iron girders stretching
across the tower. The floor of the observatory is sup-
ported quite independently.
Owing to the unfavourable weather of late, the final

adjustments of the telescope have not been completed;
but it is hoped that before long it will be in a condition
for ^ood and accurate work, such as will justify the en-
lightened liberality which has placed it where it is.

H. G. Mad.\N

REMARKS ON TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM
{Being the substance of a paper read at the Royal

Astronofnical Society, on Friday, Dec. 10)

COME years since I was led to the belief that earth
'-' currents and aurora? are secondary currents pro-
duced by rapid, though small, changes in the earth's
magnetism.

In this hypothesis the earth was viewed as similar to

the soft iron core of a Ruhmkorff's machine, and the

upper and rarer strata of the atmosphere and the moist
upper surface of the earth as conductors in which
secondary currents would be generated whenever any
change took place in the inagnetism of the core.

This hypothesis is, I think, confirmed by the very
interesting and valuable photographic traces of earth

currents obtained by Mr. Airy, at Greenwich, in which,

during times of great magnetic disturbance, the earth

currents are seen to be very strong, and to vary alter-

nately from positive to negative, lying about equally on
both sides of the zero.

It has occurred to me that this method of viewing
things is capable of extension, and that it ought to be
borne in mind that secondary currents are produced, not

only in a stationary conductor such as that of the Ruhm-
korff's machine, where the magnetic core is made to vary,

but also in a conductor which moves in the presence of a
magnetic core of constant strength.

Have we not in the earth such conductors in constant
motion? We have the return trades constantly proceeding
at a high elevation from the equator to the poles, the

upper strata of which, from their tenuity, may no doubt
be considered to be conductors ; in their journey they
cross the lines of the earth's magnetic force : ought they

not, therefore, to be the vehicles of electrical currents ?

My friend Mr. Lockyer has lately impressed upon me
that the zodiacal light may possibly be a terrestrial phe-
nomenon, and, therefore, that it may be connected in

some way with the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism.
May it not be the return trades rendered luminous
through electric currents in the higher regions of the
atmosphere, and may there not also be two species of
aurorse, the one occurring in stationary conductors, when
the earth's magnetisin changes, and the other, in moving
conductors, when the earth's magnetisnr is constant ?

But again, it must be allowed that these conductors
conveying currents must react on the magnetism of the
earth, and we might therefore expect that at those periods
of the year at which the system of currents, viewed as

meteorological phenomena, change most abruptly, the
earth's magnetism would also be particularly liable to

change. May not this be an explanation of the excess
of magnetic storms about the times of the equinox ?

But besides these great terrestrial currents, we have the

daily convection currents caused by the sun, which, when
they reach the upper regions of the earth's atmosphere,
we may imagine to be conductors ; and as they also pass
across lines of magnetic force, we may suppose them to

convey currents. Ivlay not these, to some extent at least,

account for the diurnal variations of terrestrial magnetism ?

If this be the case we should have a ready explanation of
the likeness observed by Mr. Baxendell between the wind
curves and those of the declination.

I have hitherto alluded only to atmospheric currents,

but there are also oceanic currents, and more especially

there is the tidal wave, which occurs twice every lunar
day. No doubt the influence of the tidal wave, as a
moving conductor, must be very small : but may it not
help to account for the lunar-diurnal variation, which is

very small likewise ?

But if there is an electric current of this kind in the
ocean, it ought to be detected by the system of earth cur-

rent wires which Mr. Airy has at Greenwich, inasmuch as
the surface of the earth and the ocean are in electric

communication with each other. Mr. Airy has, if I am
not mistaken, detected indications of lunar-diurnal in-

equalities in the results of his observations. On the other
hand, he has detected no current with a single daily period
that would account for the diurnal variation—a result in

accordance with these views, since the currents producing
such would be in the upper regions of the atmosphere.
These views are given in order to invite criticism and
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comment ; and they will have served their purpose if they
direct attention to the part played in the phenomena of
terrestrial magnetism by moving conductors. It will be
noticed that they leave untouched the mysterious and
important connection between sun spots and magnetic
disturbances. B. Stewart

P.S.— Since writing the above, Prof. Sir W. Thomson has
informed me that Faraday tried to detect induction currents
by tides in the Thames, but found no positive result. In
an article in the Pliilosppliica! Magazine, Dec. 1S51,
Prof Sir W. Thomson quotes this idea of Faraday, and
makes a proposal to test it from tides in the Channel. He
also discusses the part which may be played in the pheno-
inena of terrestrial magnetism by moving conductors.

BRITISH RAINFALL
lY/TR. G. J. SYMONS (62, Camden Square, N.W.,
'-^^ December 22, 1869) sends us the following list of
localities whence observations are "urgently required;"
we think he will have many volunteers :—Cornwall :

Falmouth, Jacobstow. Devon : Hatherleigh, Hartland,
Kxmoor. Dorset : Bere Regis. 0.\ford : Thame. Surrey:
Redhill. Suffolk : Halcsvvorth, Mildenhall. Lincoln :

Kirton. Nottingham : Mansfield. Warwick : Stratford-
upon-Avon. Shropshire : Bishop's Castle. Yorkshire :

.Milford Junction, Pateley Bridge, Kettlewell, Askrigg,
Driffield, Bridlington, on the North York Moors. Lanca-
shire : Broughton. Northumberland : Haltwhistle. Cum-
berland : Kirkoswald. Westmoreland : Ravenstonedale.
Isle of Man: any part of the Island. Pembroke: Tenby,
Fishguard. Cardigan : Aberaeron, Brecknock, Llanwrtyd.
Radnor : Builth, Knighton. Montgomery : ftlontgomery,
Llanfyllin. Merioneth : Barmouth, Harlech. Carnarvon :

Pentrevoclas. Wigtown : Northern part of Kirkcud-
bright : Western part of. Peebles : Teebles, Biggar. Ayr

:

Muirkirk. Argyle : Mull of Cantire, Ballimore, Glencoe,
near Ben Cruachan. Perth : North-west part of. Forfar :

Western part of. Inverness : along the Caledonian
Canal, and in Lochaber. Aberdeen : North-west part of.

Nairn: any part of. Banff": Southern part of Ross:
any place inland, or in Lewis or Harris. Sutherland :

any place inland. Caithness: any place inland. Ireland:
except from the vicinity of Belfast, Dublin, Londonderry,
and Waterford, where there are many observers, returns
are required from nearly all parts of the country.

THE LA TE PROFESSOR MICHAEL SARS, OF
CHRISTIANIA

'T'HIS eminent zoologist died on the 22nd of October
-* last ; and his loss will be much felt by all naturalists

who have benefited, as I have done, by his long, laborious,

and conscientious investigation of the invertebrate fauna
of the Norwegian seas.

He was born on the 30th of August, 1S05, at Bergen,
where his father was a shipowner. After finishing his

icademical studies at Christiania, and evincing at an
early age his predilection for natural science, he entered
into priest's orders, and in 1830 became pastor at Kinn,
in the diocese of Bergen. Ten years afterwards he had
charge of the parish of Manger in the same diocese. As
both these parishes were oh the sea-coast, Sars had con-
stant opportunities of pursuing his zoological researches.
In 1829 he published his first essay, entitled " Bidrag til

Soedyrenes Natur-historie," and in 1846 the first part of
his celebrated work " Fauna littoralis Norvegiae." In
1S54 he was appointed Professor Extraordinarius of
Zoology at the University of Christiania, a position which
he filled up to the time of his lamented death with great
honour to his country, and to the satisfaction of the whole
world of science. His celebrity as a zoologist, as well as
a paleontologist, was fully recognised by all naturalists

and geologists, and he was elected a member of several
foreign scientific societies. Our own distinguished countrj'-
man, the late Edward Forbes, individually showed his
appreciation of Sars's labours in eloquent pages (66 and
67) of his own posthumous work, "The Natural History
of the European Seas," when he said, " More complete or
more valuable zoological researches than those of Sars
have rarely been contributed to the science of Natural
History, and the success with which he has prosecuted
investigations claiming not only a high systematic value,
but also a deep physiological import, is a wonderful
evidence of the abundance of intellectual resources
which genius can develop, however secluded and
wherever its lot be cast ; " and he added that the
name of this Norwegian priest, "who reaped reputa-
tion when seeking no more than knowledge familiar to
every naturalist in Europe and America, in Asia, and at
the Antipodes— for there are great naturalists settled far
in the south, and many in the far east—is a sufficient
proof that able work brings the rewards of applause and
veneration, even when they be unasked for." 15y the ob-
servations of Sars on the development of the Medusae he
greatly advanced our knowledge of that remarkable phy-
siological phenomenon known as the alternation of gene-
rations, which Chamisso had first indicated in the Salpc-e.

His last publication, " Mcmoire pour servir h la connais-
sance des Crinoides vivants," caused especial interest, by
showing that a race of animals, supposed to be extinct for
a period so long as only to be measured by the duration
of several past geological epochs, occurred in a living
state in the abysses of the Norwegian seas.- This disco-
very mainly induced the recent exploration of our own
seas at great depths, which has produced such wonderful
results; and the living Crinoid, or "stone-lily" {R/iizo-
criniis Lofotensis)., has now been ascertained'to inhabit
many parts of the Atlantic from the Loffoden Isles to the
tiulf ol Mexico. The published works of Sars are seventy-
four, and they are not less sound and valuable than nu-
merous. One of his sons, Dr. George Ossian Sars, in-

herits the zoological inclinations and talent of the late
Professor, and is second to none in the knowledge of the
Sessile-eyed Crustacea.

It is exceedingly to be regretted that, in spite of the
most rigid economy, the large f.imily of Professor Sars is

left in very impoverished circumstances, six of his chil-
dren being wholly unprovided for. May I hope that
naturalists and lovers of science will assist me in making
a subscription for the temporary relief of this distressed
family, and that they will by such tribute to his memory
express their admiration of his career and services.'' I

shall be very glad to receive any contributions.

J. GwvN Jeffreys

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor docs not liold /timse!/ rafioiisiblefor opinions expressed

I)}' ills Correspondents. No notice is talicn of anonymous
continiitiications. ]

Cuckows' Eggs
I AM very grateful to Mr. .Sterl.ind for asking for further iu-

fonnatiuu " on some points of difficulty " in my recent paper
on Cuckows' Eggs, because it .shows me \\hcre I ha\e failed in

making myself plainly understood. In endeavouring to reply so
far as lies in me to his questions, I will take them in order.

I. "Are they [Cuckows' Eggs] so variable as some assert?"
Mr. Sterland supports the doubt here indicated by the statement

of "one of the most eminent and experienced of living oologists ;"

but who this oologist may be he leaves to be guessed, and I

venture with all respect to remark, that quoting an anonymous
authority in natural history is quoting no authority at all. 1 am
tlierefore not willing to bring such experience as I myself have
had into conflict with that of this eminent but nameless person.
Still, as Mr. Sterland is not satisfied with the opinion on this
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point of tlie Gcmian aiuliors* cited by Dr. I'>aldamu5, I \vill here

adduce the following passages :

—

"Quant au genre Coucou (Cucii/us) et notamment a I'espece

type du genre, notre Coucou Chanteur (C. canoriis), on sail

quelle etonnante diversite olTre la coloration de son ceuf, toujours

de forme ovt'e, diversite telle que nous nous abstiendrons

d'en aborder la description detaillee."

—

Des Murs, Ti-aiti

Ghieral d'Oologie Or>iitlhlogiquc,iLC. Taris : 1S60, p. 219.
*' Ces oeufs sent tres-petits relativement a la taille de I'oiseau, et

varient beaucoup pour la couleur. lis sont ou cendres, ou
roussatres, ou verdatres, ou bleuatres avec des taches petites et

grandes, rares ou nombreuses, d'un cendre fonce, vineuses,

olivatres ou brunes, avec quelques points et parfois des traits delies

noiratres. Nous en posscdons deux du blanc le plus pur, et

un autre d'une seule teinte bleu-verdatre, pris dans un nid de
Stapazin."

—

Degland et Gerbe, Oniilhologic EiircpL-cnne, &c.

Paris : 1S67, vol. i. p. 163.

1 produce this testimony as to facts with the greater confidence,

because the ophtions of the witnesses differ from my own, and not

one of them, so far as I can gather from their works, was
acquainted with Dr. Baldamus's essay.

2 and 3.
" Were these [sixteen varieties of eggs] seen to be

deposited by the bird, or how were they identified as those of

thecuckow?. . . . Is there not room for error here?"
The evidence on wliich the eggs in question were rcfencd to

the Cuckow has been printed in full by Dr. Baldamus and the

translator of his essay. To repeat it here would occupy much
space and, I think, be unnecessaiy. It is of much the same kind
as the evidence with regard to most Cuckows* eggs. I ^vill freely

grant that it might be more satisfactory—if it were so my former

paper would never have been written, since naturalists must then

have at once accepted the theory. But, on the other hand, I have
a right to ask this : If the eggs in question were not Cuckows',
what l)irds laid them ? .Surely not those in whose nests they

were found, because it is a fact whicli most oologists will confirm,

that when birds lay larger eggs than usual the colouring is

commonly less deep, and though exceptions may occasionally be

found, yet here we have sixteen which are at the same time larger

than usual, and of a colour at least as deep, supposing them to

belong to the nest-owners. SixUcn cases are too many to be
exceptional, but this is the number only of the specimens JigureJ

by Dr. Baldamus ; upwards of sixfy are more or less fully

discrilicii by him.

4. " How then is this process effected?"

In answer to this, Mr. Sterland quotes a very brief summary of

my own explanation, to which I have nothing now to add.

5 to 9. The next five questions, for brevity's sake, I will not

repeat. They are very pertinent, but are far more easily asked
than answered, for they open a wide field of speculation and
investigation, since all the hitherto unexplained phenomena of

"Dimorphism," " Trimorphism, " and "Polymorphism," seem
to enter here. But with respect to one of the questions {No. 6),

I submit that even if there were no other instance satisfying the

conditions imposed by Mr. Sterland than that which I alleged,

it is no true argument against the truth of what I advanced.
But I think there is an indication of it in other species bearing

vei'y directly on the point. Take the Blackcap ^^'arbler and the

Tree- Pipit. The eggs of the first are well known to present at

least two very different appearances, and those of the second are

still more variable. Since Mr. Sterland will not allow that my
Eagles fulfil his conditions (and of course he has a ]5erfect right

to do so), perhaps he will permit me to bring forward these birds.

I have some reason for believing that the same hen Blackcap
constantly lays eggs of similar colour. Do the birds of this

species hatched from eggs Mith reddish shells lay eggs of tlie

same character, or brownish ones, and vke versd? If of the

same character, we have such an example as is required. If of

tile other colour, it becomes a case in some measure of "Alter-
nate Generation," but still reducible to a law. That there should

be no law at all seems to me at least unlikely, though I fear its

discovery is hard.

Certain facts of Dimorphism and Polymorphism are known,
but I have not met with any attempted explanation of the phe-

* They are Naumann, Thienemann, Brehni, Gloger, and Von Homeyer.
"Unfortunately, Dr. lialdamus does not refer to the passages in their writings
wherein this opinion is expressed

; and .as most of these writings are somewhat
vuluminous, I have not always been able to find what are the passages meant.
I presume that Mr. Sterland has been more fortunate, for he would scarcely
doubt the assertions without knowing what tliey were, and I should be much
indebted to him if he will tell me where they occur—indeed, I am uncertain
w'lich of the lirelims and which of the Von Homeycrs is intended.

nomena even in such decided and remarkable cases as those of
the Malayan Butterflies given by Mr. Wallace (Trans. Linn. Soc.
vol. XXV. pp. 5-1 1). Why the different forms of one species of
Papilio inhabiting the same district remain distinct is perhaps
more unaccountable than that the different forms of Cuckows'
eggs should be preserved, for it does not seem to me unlikely
that the colour of the egg and the maternal instincts should depend
upon the Ju-n bird ; in which case, granting the hereditariness (if

I may make such a word) of the qualities already specified, I
think there would be no difficulty.

10. A full reply to Mr. Sterland's last question would lead me
to anticipate much that I intend to say when you again permit
me to trespass on your readers' forbearance. Consequently, I

must defer it until I come to the consideration of " Cuckows'
Dupes." Alfred Newton

Cambridge, Dec. 11, 1S69

By way of postscript of my letter of the 1 1 th of December (for

the delay in publication of which I am in no way accountable*),
permit me to offer a few remarks on the communications of
Mr. Dresser and Mr. Cecil Smith which have since appeared.

Mr. Dresser says (p. 218) that he "cannot quite agi-ee with
Professor Newton that Cuckows' eggs as a rule are subject to
great variety." I am not aware that I had made such an
assertion. The nearest ap]3roach to it that I can find is my
statement (p. 74), that "it has long been notorious to oologists

that eggs of the Cuckow {i.e. of the Common Cuckow of Europe
—the only species I had mentioned) are subject to very great
variety," and in proof thereof I have since furnished some other
(and, I think, satisfactory) evidence. Mr. Dresser himself has
also brought two or tlirce additional examples \\liich confirm my
statement. For the knowledge of these I am much obliged to

him, as well as for stating the result of his own experience in

support of my supposition that the eggs of the same hen Cuckow
resemble each other.

Mr. Cecil Smith (p. 242) seems to me to be as unfortunate in
his interpretation of my remarks as he was in that of Dr.
Baldamus's (p. 75, note), I feel sure that I have not " pruned
and paved" down the doctor's theory so " that there is but little

of the original left.'' To the facts alleged by that naturalist I
have taken no exception—on the contrary, I have borne witness

(pp. 74, 75) to their general truth ; and in tlie attempt to offer p.

reasonable explanation of them, I am certain that my " manipula-
tion " is not open to any such charge as that made by Mr.
Smith. My "cautious and limited statement'" is not dilTerent

from that of the doctor, nor does " it entirely sweep away " a
single assertion of his as to matters of fact. Mr. Smith, appa-
rently, thinks because I have referred to the number of
Cuckows' eggs yearly found in nests of the Hedge-Sparrow in
this country, without ever bearing any resemblance to the eggs
of that bird—a fact, of course, fully admitted by him—that I must
thereby deny the single exceptional case adduced from Gennany
by Dr. Baldamus ; but I have never maintained, because no
likeness is to be traced in a great many instances, that none was
ever perceptible, and accordingly there is no " issue of fact

"

between the doctor and myself. I must take the liberty of add-
ing, that Mr. Smith, having, as I before showed, misunderstood
Dr. Baldamus, has now misunderstood me ; and this being the
case, it is perhaps needless for me to take up more of your
space. Alfred Newton

Janu.ary 3, 1S70

The Veined Structure of Glaciers

I THINK there is no one point in connection with glaciers
more interesting than their veined structure, or one upon
which so much has been written that remains equally unsettled.

The difference of opinion about it between the authors wdio have
published most upon the subject are not less remarkable than
the phenomenon itself: no two are agreed, except in considering
it as a constitutional feature.

Professor Agassiz maintains [AHatitic Monthly, Dec. 1863)
that the horizontal layers of pure ice which are formed between
the beds of snow from which a glacier is born, constitute many
of the identical veins or jilates of pure ice wliich pervade the
glacier when it is in full life and activity ; and attributes the
inclination which they make, in the latter case, to their former
horizontal position, to the contortion, bending, or folding, to

* [The delay in tlie publication of Prof. Newton's letter is owing to an
oversight. It was received prior to the communications of Mr. Dresicr and
Mr. Cecil Smith, printed in our eighth and ninth numbers.

—

Ed.J

\
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\\Iiich tliey have been subjected on their downward course ; but,

at the same time, he distinguishes between these veins—tlie

result of stratification, and others which he tenns bands of

intiltration, and which he beheves to have been formed by the

infiltration and freezing of water.

The late Principal J. D. Forbes maintained (" Occasional

Papers on the Theory of Glaciers," 13th letter) that the veins

of stratification w-ere annihilated at a certain point, and that

at precisely the same time other veins, approximately at right

angles to the former ones, were formed. These effects he
referred to intense pressure.

Professor Tyndall (" Glaciers of the Alps," pp. 380, 425-6),

agrees with Professor Forbes "in ascribing to the structure a

different origin from stratification, " and, if I understand him"

rightly, does not believe that atiy portion of the (approximately)

vertical veins have such an origin. He divides the veins into

marginal, transverse, and longitudinal structure, and asserts that

all are produced by pressure, which causes partial liquefaction of

the ice, and that the water is refrozen when the pressure is

relieved.

If any one cause produced the whole of the veins of pure ice

that are found in the imperfect ice of glaciers (which all are

agreed are a constitutional feature of those bodies), it is obvious

that that cause would have to be equally generally distributed.

It is indisputable that all the veins are not veins of stratification,

because examples have been frequently observed crossing (cutting)

the strata lines at a larger or smaller angle. But although such

obser\'ations prove conclusively that all the veins must not be

attributed to stratification, they do not prove any more. I

believe, with Professor Agassiz, for reasons advanced elsewhere,*

it can be demonstrated, equally conclusively, that many of the

veins which are seen in the lower courses of glaciers in the Alps
are veins originally produced by stratification, and dissent entirely

from the "annihilation" of Principal Forbes. But as it is

proved that some have a different origin, we must look to other

causes for an explanation. It is probable that the theories

quoted above offer a practical solution of the difficulty, although

they are unfortified by direct proofs. But I have seen examples

which it was difficult to explain l:>y either one or the other.

There is one means by w'hich the veins might be produced,

which, if not overlooked, is at least not generally advanced. All

glaciers have crevasses ; a glacier is known by its crevasses. The
sides of all crevasses become more or less weathered and coated

with a glaze of pure ice. When they close up again, when the

sides join by virtue of regelation, does this leave no trace ? Can
it be annihilated ? Or, do the two coalesced films leave their mark
as a vein of pure ice throughout the generally whitish mass of the

glacier ? I consider a large number of the veins of pure ice which
constitute the "veined structure" of glaciers as nothing more
than the scars 0/ healed cm'asses.

It is not easy to say whether this was the meaning of the follow-

ing passage, taken from p. 201 of Forbes's " Occasional Papers :"

" I\Iost evidently, also, the icy structure is first induced near the

sides of the glacier where the pressure and working of the interior

of the ice, accompanied with intense friction, comes into play, and
the multitudinous incipient fissures occasioned by the intense strain

are reunited by the simple effects of time and cohesion." Judged
by his preceding pages, it is not, and I am unaware that it has been,

advanced in any other place. Some of your readers may perhaps
be alile to throw some light upon the subject.

Dec. 13, 1S69 Ed\v.\rd Whymper

Irish Lepidoptera

In reply to the note appended to the report of the Dublin
Natural History Society's Meeting, Dec. 1st (Nature, No. 6,

p. 176), allow me to say that I perfectly remember the specimen
of Liminitis to which jlr. Andrews refers, and which he exhi-

bited some years ago as Z.imitiitis Sihylla from Tarbert in the

county of Limerick. It was subsequently given by him to my
friend Mr. A. Dunlop, of Sutton, near Dublin, and sent to me
for identification.

I examined it carefully, and it is a specimen of Liminitis
Camilla, and of Continental origin. How it came to be mixed
with Mr. Andrews's Irish specimens remains for him to explain.

To say that the insect is neither Sibylla nor Camilla is absurd
;

these are the only two species of the genus which inhabit Europe

;

and Camilla, to which i\Ir. Andrews's specimen belongs, is the
most unlikely of the two to occur in Ireland, as Sybilla is found
in England, but not Camilla. However, the insect is in Mr.

* British .Association, 1S66 (Nottlngliam).

Dunlop's Collection, and I am sure that gentleman will have
pleasure in allowing anyone to inspect it.

As to Chrysoplianus Virgaiirea, there is no British specimen
known, nor is tliere any trustworthy record of the capture of the
species in the British Islands.

CItrysophanus Hifpothoe (variety Di^par) was foiTiierly taken
in profusion in the fen districts of Cambridge and Hunting-
don, but not that I am aware of in any other part of England.
It has been extinct for many years as a British insect, and there
is no record of its capture in Ireland at any time. Mr. Andrews's
statement that he "met with" Dispar in Kerry is indefinite.

Did he capture it ? or did he only see it, or suppose he saw it ?

The most experienced collector may mistake an insect on the
wing ; and delighted as entomologists would be to welcome back
the long-lost Hippothoe, they will require very different proof of
its reappearance to any which has yet been adduced.

Edwin Birch.^ll
Airedale Cliff, Newlay, near Leeds, Dec. 20, 1S69

Deep Sea Corals

In the postscript to Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys's report on the
" Deep-sea Dredging Expedition in 11. M.S. Porcupine" I notice

the following sentence :

—
" The presence of corals at great depth

will also materially alter the views generally received of the

depth at which reef-builders may work, and modify to a

certain extent Darwin's theory of the reefs and their mode of
growth. " This opinion hasgained much credence, but it is founded
upon error, and is a mistake. Count Pourtales has been good
enough to send me the commonest corals which he dredged
up off Florida and the Havana from depths greater than 1 00
fathoms. He has forwarded also the description of the species,

and a note upon the nature of the genera represented in the
depths of the Gulf of Mexico, and which have not been as

yet described. I have received the greater part of the corals

dredged up during the expedition in the Porcupine, and have
examined the specimens carefully. Being thus acquainted with
the deep-sea coral fauna of both sides of the Atlantic, and
having a previous knowdedge of the species of the Mediterranean,
I have no hesitation in asserting that there is not one species

found in these deep seas which is " reef-building" in its habit or

whose structures resemble those of the true reef forms. Mr.
Darwin's theory is therefore as yet as strong as ever.

Dec. 23, 1S69 P. M.\rtin Duncan
A Meteor

My attention has just been called to an error in my letter

of November 6, which appeared in Nature, p. 58, respect-

ing the meteor of that evening. I refer to the statement that,

of the meteor-cloud, the "longest axis was in the line from the

north-w-est point of the horizon to the pole-star." Instead of

north-7uest, it shoidd have been sonth-tvest, or, perhaps, more
correctly, S.W. by W. Wm. Pengeli.y

Lamorna, Torquay, Dec. 31, lS6g

NOTES
The trigonometrical suiYey of England and Wales, on the scale

of one inch to a mile, has been completed during the past week.

It was commenced in the year 1791.

Telegraphic connection with Australia is about to be carried

out by the British-Australian Telegraph Company. The w-ork

will consist of 563 miles of cable from Singapore to Batavia,

and will join the Dutch line which crosses to the south-eastern

extremity of Java, from which point another cable of 1,163 niiles

is to be laid to Port Darwin. A land line of about Soo miles will

connect this with all the Australian colonies. From England to

Singapore the messages will be taken by the Falmouth and

Malta, the Anglo-Mediterranean, and the British-Indian Exten-

sion Companies ; thus forming a complete route.

The eighth part of Wurtz's Dictionnaire Je Chiniie has just

been issued. The Perne ties Cours Scientijiques, to which we are

indebted for this announcement, calls particular attention to the

articles Eaiix and Composes diazoiques by M. Gautier, Dissocia-

tion by M. H. Debray, and Engrais by M. Deherain.

The Agricultural Academy of Poppelsdorf, near Bonn, has

recently sustained a severe loss in the death of its able and ener-
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getic director. Dr. Edward Hartstein ivas not only a man ol

wide scientific attainments, but a good practical farmer, and

thoroughly acquainted with the English and Scotch systems of

agriculture in their more advanced phases. Appointed to the

directorship of the Poppelsdorf Academy at the early age of 32,

he devoted himself heart and soul to the interests of that institu-

tion, and to the advancement of agi'iculture in his native country.

He was the author of various worUs on rural economy, and for

some time immediately previous to his death had been busily

engaged in working up the materials for a book which should

combine the results of his practical experience with the most

recent conclusions of the botanist, the chemist, and the physio-

logist. Dr. Hartstein was born in 1S23, and died on the 14th

ultimo, a victim to over-work. He was a member of the Royal

British Agricultural Society, a distinction which he highly prized.

The Engineer states that a meeting of Government science

teachers was held in Manchester on Monday week, when it was

resolved to submit to the Department of Science and Art an

expression of regret and disapproval of the sudden and unan-

ticipated mode in which that department has repudiated its

engagements with tlie teachers, chiefly with reference to lectures.

The received theory that public companies have no conscience

seems to be very generally true of public departments, except

when they happen to be dealing with interests strongly repre-

sented in the House of Commons.

M. LoRTET, Professor at the .School of Medicine in Lyons,

has undertaken the Natural History Course at the Faculty of

Sciences in that city, \ice M. Joindan, -who retires.

The Council of the .Society of Arts have decided to create a

new office, that of Inspector of the Educational Department, and

have selected for this appointment Mr. Critchett, who has been

for thirteen years Assistant-Secretary. The latter office will not

be filled up.

The series of public lectures on scientific subjects which is

given every winter at the Sorbonne commenced on the 23rd

ultimo, when M. Fernet discoursed on the subject of optical

illusions. The other lectures comprised in this course are as

follows:—Jan. 6.—M. Gamier, Mining Engineer, "The Island

of Otaheite." Jan. 13.—M. A. Cazin, "The Motor Forces."

Jan. 20.— " M. 1'. Bert, Professor at the Faculty of Sciences of

Paris, " Sympathetic Nervous Actions." Jan. 27. — M. Lies-

Bodard, Professor at the Faculty of Sciences at .Strasbourg,

"Ozone." Feb. 3.—M. Janin (of the Institute), "Sound and

Light." Feb. 10.—.M. Wolf (of the Imperial Observatory), " The
Shape of the Eai-th." Feb. 17.—M. Jansen, "The Eclipse of

the iSth August observed in the East Indies." Feb. 24.—M.
Bouley (of the Institute), " On Insanity." March 10.—M. Faye

(of the Institute), "On the Figure of Comets." March 17.—M.
G. Ville, Professor at the Musetim of Natural Idistoiy in Paris,

"Theoretical Agriculture." When shall we be able to announce

a like series of lectures by men of scientific eminence, as open

free to all comers in our own metropolis ?

A COMMITTEE has been formed at Leipzig to collect funds for

the purchase of the celebrated museum of the late Dr. Klemm,
of Dresden. This museum consists of some 14,000 admirably

arranged objects, illustrative of what is known in Germany as the

history of civilisation. Should the committee succeed in raising

sufficient money to attain their purpose, the collection will be

handed over to the University of Leipzig, on condition that it is

made available for all classes of society. In consideration of the

scientific importance of keejiing together such a collection as

this, the representatives of Dr. Klemm are willing to sell it to

the committee for the moderate sum of 10,000 thalcrs.

The first number of the Annal.-s dcs Scienrcs Gcologh^ucs, a

periodical on the same plan and of the same size as the Annahs
des ScUncts A'aturellcs, has just been issued. M. Hc'bert, Pro-

fessor of Geology at tlie Faculty of Sciences of Paris, is the

geological editor ; M. Alphonse Milne-Edwards undertakes the

palajontology. One volume, consisting of four numbers, will be

jiublished annually. The greater portion of the number before

us is occupied by the first part of an important treatise by M.
Louis I.artet, secretary of the French Geological Society, "On
the Geology of I^alestine and the neighbouring countries." This

treatise embodies the observations obtained during the course of

the expedition of the Due de Luynes to the Dead Sea. M.

Hebert contributes a paper "On the Lignite-bearing grit of

Helsingboi-g and Hoganas in Southern .Sweden."

We have been requested to contradict the statement contained

in our last number, that the yoiirnal of Botany will in future l)e

edited by Mr. Henry Trimen, of the British Museum. Dr.

Seemann will continue to edit the journal ; but greater promi-

nence' than hitherto will be given to British Botany, and that

department will be under the joint superintendence of Mr. Trimen

and Mr. Baker, of Kew.

A .SrECl.\L Journal for the pulilication and discussion of

observations of shooting-stars and bolida? is about to appear

under the editorship of M. Kieselmeyer, of Dresden. It will be

published at irregular intervals dependent upon the amount ot

material in the hands of the editor. The price will be from

2rr. 5oe. to ifr. , according to the number of subscribers.

The culture of the Cinchona, or Peruvian bark, in St. Helena

is progressing satisfactorily, The plants are all in excellent

health, and have a fine, green, vigorous appearance. There are

now about 4000 jilanted out, and it is thought a sufficient number

can be obtained from them to stock the whole colony.

The Southampton Town Council have decided to adopt the

"ABC" process for the utilisation of sewage, and to make
such arrangements with the Native Guano Company as may be

agreed upon.

Authentic cases of the successful' treatment of snake bites are

of some interest. Dr. Bell supplies two in his "New Tracks in

North America." On the Rio Grande, in October, 1S67, two

horses were bitten by the same rattlesnake, while grazing. A few

hours afterwards the submaxillary, parotid, and all glands situated

about the head and neck were greatly enlarged ; from the nostrils

and gums, a clear, mucous discharge ran down ; the eyes were

glairy, with the pupils greatly dilated, and the coat was rough

and staring. To each animal Dr. Bell gave half-a-pint of whisky,

with a little water, and half an ounce of ammonia, while the

woupds were fomented with a strong infusion of tobacco, and

afterwards poulticed v.'ith chopped tobacco leaves. Both horses

recovered. One, although reduced in flesh, and thrown out of

condition, was fit for work ni a week, but the other only just

escaped with his life, becoming a .perfect skeleton, and only

commencing to mend at the end of three months. Dr. Bell adds

that a little weed, common throughout the_,W'estern States (called

by Engelmann, Euphorbia lata, and by Torney, E. dilatata), is

said to be a specific for the bite of the rattlesnake, but at the very

time the plant was wanted it could not be found, although con-

tinually met with elsev.diere, along the route, so that the experi-

ment could not be tried.

Professor Giebel, of Halle, reports the results of some

interesting experiments which he has made with the object of

ascertaining the correctness of the popular notion that sparrows

are destructive animals, feeding chiefly on grapes and stone-fruit.

He found on examining the intestines of seventy-three young

sparrows, between the iSth of April and the 24th of June last,

that furty-six of them had fed exclusively on insects (beetles,

caterpillars, &c. ), and seven only exclusively on stone-fruit,

the rest having all more or less fed on insects. An examination

of forty-six old sparrows gave similar results; three only were

fruit-cater; and the rest chiefly insect-eaters.
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A iiArPY idea, very ingeniously carried out, is the riir.rma-

ceutical or Medico-Botanical Map, of the World, produced by
Mr. George Barber, of Liverpool. In a very clearly printed and
carefully-coloured map we are shown at a glance the habitats of

all the medicinal plants and drugs in general use, as well as the

mean annual temperature of the countries whence they are

obtained. The map is published by Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.

M. E. LippM.^NN has communicated to the Annalcs Indits-

tridh's an account of the operations for sinking the Artesian

\st\\ at La Chapelle. The engineers employed by the authorities

i)f the city of Paris to execute this great work, are MM.
Degosee, Laurent, and Co. When completed, this well will

>upply water to one of the most populous quarters of Paris. It

is intended that the well shall not only strike the water-bearing

stratum—at a depth of about 2,cxx> feet—into which the great

well at Passy penetrates, but shall extend through the stratum to

a total 4epth of 2,950 feet. In this way, other water-bearing

layers will be intersected. Tlie work was at first commenced
by the ordinary method of sinking a masoniy shaft 2 metres

(6ft. 3iin.) in diameter to a depth of 445 feet through the

tertiary strata which lie above tire 'chalk. Many difficulties

presented themselves, chiefly due to the looseness of the' earth

through whicli the excavation penetrated, and to the insufficient

pumping-power. After two years of persistent^labour, it was
decided to try another system. At this period the shaft had
reached a depth of 113 feet; new boring machinery driven by
steam power was now set up, and until the present time the

work has proceeded most satisfactorily.

ASTRONOMY
Prizes for the Discovery of Comets

The following circular has been issued by the Imperial Aca-
demy of Sciences at Vienna :

—

For several years past there have been remarkably few dis-

coveries of new comets. The cause of this fact, which seems
inconsistent with tliat of the wider distribution of telescopes
suitable for such discoveries, may be due to the special attention
that has been given to the small planets. It is, however, much
to be regretted that there has been such slight increase in our
knowledge of the comets, in view of the recently established
connection between the shooting stars and the comets. It is

exceedingly desirable that we should know more than two or
three hundred out of tlie many thousands of comets which
undoubtedly belong to our system, especially as most of those
which we know move in parabolic orbits. A\'ere our knowdedge
of comets more complete we should surely know of more meteor
streams and comets belonging one to the other. Mindful of Herr
•Schumacher's words "it is natural that astronomers intrasted with
the administration of a well furnished observatoiy should have no
time left for sweeping the sky so minutely and so perseveringly
as is necessary for discovering these faint bodies, whilst, on the
contrary, it seems certain that to the many amateur astronomers
^^ho have less extensive means of observation liardly any more
useful kind of activity could be recommended," the Imperial
Academy of Sciences at Vienna is induced to propose for the
discovery of comets_ during the three years from May 31,1869,
to May 31, 1872 eight prizes annually, consisting, as the
receiver may choose, of a gold medal, or of twenty Austrian
ducats representing its value in money.
The award of these prizes will be subject to the foUowing'regu-

lations :

—

1. The prize will be given only for the first eight comets dis-

covered in each of the three years named, and only for such
comets as are telescopic at time of discovery, that is, invisible to

the naked eye. The comet must not have been before seen by
another observer, and must be one whose appearance could not
be predicted with certainty.

2. The discovery must be communicated immediately and
without waiting for further obsei-vations, to the Imperial Aca-
demy of Sciences, by telegraph if practicable ; and otherwise by
tlie earliest post. The Academy undertakes to transmit the news
immediately to other observatories.

3. The time and place of discovery with the plan and course

of the comet must be given as exactly as possible with the first

notice. This first notice is to be supplemented by such later
observations as may be made.

4. If the discovery should be confirmed by other obsei-vcrS;

the prize will not be .awarded unless the observations of the dis-

coverer suffice for the determination of the orbit.

5. Tlie prizes will be awarded in the general meeting of the
Academy held at the end of May of each year. In case the first

notice of a discovery arrives between the 1st of January and the
end of May, the final award of the prize will be deferred till the
general meeting in May in the following year.

6. Application f>r the prize must be made to the Academy
within live months from the time of the arrival of the first notice.
Later applications will not be considered.

7. The Imperial .\cademy will procure the decision of the
permanent astronomers of the Observatory at Vienna as to the
fulfilment of the conditions in Nos. i, 3, and 4.

The New Planet (103)

In the Astroiiondsche Nachrichtcn, 1779-S0, there is a long
and important article on Piazzi's observations by M. Argelander

;

also the approximate place of this planet, discovered by Prof.
Peters of Clinton, New York.
The following elements of the Planet are by Prof Peters,

and are considered by him to be nearly accurate. We print in a
parallel column the elements for the same planet as furnished
by Prof Axel Moller, of Lund. The latter are calculated from
obsen'ations taken at Clinton on Oct. 13th, Leipzig ^fov. Sth,
and Lund Nov. 26th, 1S69 :

—
Epoch 1S69, Oct. O'O Berlin mean time.

Mo =337 I 3-35"
T = 55° 53' 4S0"
n = A' 51' 45 H"/
' = 7° 56' 56-55"

</> = 17° 25' 14-13"
!

^ = So9"5So
log a = 0-4278314.

350° 53' 28 -6"

4° 57' 30-
8" 3' 57-S"

17° 27' 51-0"

8oo"476-

CHEMISTR V
Transformation of Chlorinated into lodated Compounds
Ad. Lieben has made important experiments on this kind of

transformation. Ethyl chloride, mixed in a sealed tube \\ith three
or four times its weight of strong hydriocHc acid, sp. gr. 1*9, and
heated for five hours to 130^, is almost wholly converted into
ethyl iodide, according to the equation

—

C^HjCl + HI = C„H5l -h HCl.
In like manner ethylated ethyl chloride (liutyl chloride), and
aniyl chloride are converted by strong hydriodic acid into the
corresponding iodides, without formation of secondaiy products.

Ethyl-chlorinated ethyl oxide = »* 2 s'
( o is converted,

by an excess of strong hydriodic acid, chiefly into ethyl iodide,

and ethylated ethyl iodide (butyl iodide) ; but there are also

some secondary products formed, viz. butyl cliloride, alcohols,

and a substance having a carbonaceous aspect, the quantity of
these secondaiy products increasing as the hydriodic acid is less

concentrated and present in smaller quantity.

To determine whet'ner the action of hydriodic acid is a simple
double decomposition or a case of the action of masses, the
converse reaction was tried by heating ethyl iodide with a con-
siderable excess of hydrochloric acid in a sealed tube to 130°.
A small quantity of ethyl-chloride was thereliy obtained, together
with hydriodic acid and free iodine, showing that the inverse of
the first-described reaction does really take place; but the quantity
of ethyl chloride, which it yields, is very small, even when the
action is continued for 50 hours. The result of the two supple-
mentary experiments, namely, the decomposition of ethyl chloride

by hydrogen iodide, and of ethyl iodide by hydrogen chloride,

may be represented, though somewhat crudely, in the following

manner

—

(Affinity of H for I) -I- (Affinity of C.JIr, for CI)

< (Affinity of H for CI) + (Affinity of CHs for I).

The decomposition of ethyl chloride, and its homologues by the
action of hydriodic acid, is analogous to the decomposition of
silver iodide by the same reagent.

As an example of the action of hydriodic acid on organic
chlorides of other series, chloroform CHCI3 w-as - introduced,

together mth II times its weight of hydriodic acid of sp. gr. I'g,
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inlo a sealed tube, and heated for 7 hours to 125°. The prin-

cipal results of this reaction were hydrochloric acid, free iodnie,

and methylene iodide CH.J.,. Now, remembering the fact, de-

monstrated by Kekule, that iodides, submitted to the action of

hydriodic acid, undergo an inverse substitution, the reaction just

described may be explained by supposing that the chloroform is

in the first instance converted into iodoform, which is then con-

verted into methylene iodide by the action of the hydriodic

acid, thus

—

CHCI3 -f 3111 = CHIj + 3HC],

and CHI3 -t- HI = CHJ;, -h L.

In other cases, the action represented by the second equation

goes so far as to remove all tlie iodine from the iodated product

formed in the first instance, and convert it into the corresponding

hydride. Such, indeed, is the case with compounds belonging

to the aromatic series. Berthelot [Bull Soc. Chim. (2) ix. 30]

has shown that Julin's chloride of carbon, or perchlorinated

benzene, CgCl,;, is converted into benzene, CgHf,, when heated to

280° with a large excess of hydriodic acid ; and Lieben finds that

monochlorobenzene, CJI5CI, heated to 235°, for 15 hours, with

from three to five times its weight of hydriodic acid, likewise

yields benzene.

The action of hydriodic acid on organic chlorine-compounds

appears, then, to exhibit two cases :—(I.) The chloride is easily

converted into the corresponding iodide by double decomposi-

tion, whereas the transformation of the iodide into the corre-

sponding hydride is difficult, and takes place only at high tem-

peratures. In this case, if the experiment is well conducted, an

iodide is obtained without a trace of hydride. Such is the case

in the action of hydriodic acid on tile chlorides of the series

C„H.„4.iCl. (2.) The chloride is attacked by hydriodic acid with

difficulty, and only at a high temperature, whereas the conver-

sion of the iodide into hydride takes place easily, and at a com-

paratively low temperature. In such cases, as witli the chlorides

of the aromatic series, tlie product of the reaction is a hydride

without any trace of iodide. In some cases, as that of chloro-

form, intermediate jjroducts are obtamed, only part of the iodine

being removed by the inverse reaction. [Giurnale di Science di

Palermo, v. 130.]

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Archives dc-s Siieiices Physijiies et Naturelles for December

15, contains a paper by Professor Heer, on the Miocene Flora of

.Spitzbergen. Tlie writer gives a preliminary account of tlie fossil

]ilanls collected and sent to him by the Swedish Polar Expedition

of 1S68. The number of species found in the 'Spitzbergen Ar-

chipelago amounted to 131, of which 123 were phanerogamic,

and 8 cryptoganiie. Figures and a detailed description of tlie.se

are promised to appear in the Memoirs of the Stockliolm

Academy. The next paper is an extract of Thomsen's Tliernio-

chemical Researclies (taken from Poggendorff's Annah-ii), to

wliich Marignac has appended some valuable comments. Prof.

Marignac adds a paper of his own, on the influence of water

on the double decompositions of salts, and on the thermal

plienomena whicli accompany them. Tlie author was induced to

publish this preliminary memoir in consequence of tlie appearance

of I'homsen's results. He points out some interesting cases of

retardation of chemical equilibrium, and intends to investigate

them further. The rest of this number— the last of the year

—

is occupied by the usual Btdlctin Scifiilifttpie, Meteorological

Observaticms, and an index to the volume (xxxvi. N. S.)

In PoUi's Aiinali di Chiiitica appiicata alia Midicina for

December, we observe, among other papers, a note on the action

of hydric sulphate on iodides, by Dr. Vitali. It is generally

supposed that the action referred to terminates with the pro-

duction of sulphurous oxide and iodine ; but Vitali has noticed,

in addition, the formation of hydric sulpliide and sulphur—fresh

instances, consequently, of the reducing energy of hydric iodide.

In a paper on Ferric Albuminate, Peretti shows that albumen is

capable of dissolving Ferric oxide. Tlie fiUered solution, if

evaporated at a gentle heat, dries up to a rose-coloured pellicle,

which can be again dissolved in water, and coagulates at 75 •

Details are given as to some of the reactions of the solution.

Bellini contributes an 'article on the therapeutic (pharmaceutical)

formuU-e of sulphur. There are also .several papers on dietetics,

hygiene, and pathology, (S:c. , taken from other journals, and an
i.idcx to the volume, of which the present is the concluding
number.

The last two numbers of the Revue des Coiirs Scieiitifiques

(Dec. 25, 1869, and Jan. I, 1S70), contain an elaborate paper on
Vaccination, by M. Brouardel ; a translation of Dr. Bence

Jones's Croonian Lectures ; an account of Schimper's Researches

in Vegetable Palaeontology, by M. Ch.Grad ; and a lecture given

by M. Bouchardat at the Paris Academy of Medicine " On the

Mortality of Foster-children."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Geological Society, December 22, 1869.—Prof Huxley,

LL.D., F.K.S., in the chair. Messrs. Hopkinson, J. Sanders,

and Jabez Church, C.E., were elected Fellows of the Society.

The following communications were read :— I. " On the Iron-

ores associated with the Basalts of the North-east of Ireland."

By Mr. Ralph Tate, Assoc. Linn. Soc., F.G.S., and John S.

Holden, M.D., F.G.S. The authors introduced their account

of the iron-ores of the Antrim basalts, by stating that since 1790
an iron band had been known in the midst of the basalt of the

Giant's Causeway, but that only within the last few years have
further discoveries been made, which have developed a new
branch of industry in the north-east of Ireland. The iron-ore

of the numerous exposures was considered to represent portions

of one sheet extending uniformly throughout the basalt and over

a very large area. Indeed everywhere the iron band and its

associated rock-masses present identical features, from which the

authors deduced the following generalised section :—Tlie under-

lying basalt gradually passes upwards into a variegated litho-

marge of about 30 feet thick, graduating insensilily into a red

or yellow ochre or bole of about 56 feet in thickness, which
passes into a dense red ochreous mass of about 2 fe«t, charged

witli ferruginous spheroids consisting chiefly of a protoxide and
]>eroxide. The spheroids are of the average size of peas ; they

increase in number and size towards the upper jiart of the band,

and not unfrequently constitute that portion of it. The line of

junction between the iron band and the overlying, and usually

more or less columnar basalt, is in all cases v\ell deimed, and in

a few instances exhibits decided unconformability. The authors

discussed the several theories that may be suggested to account

for the origin of the present condition of the pisolitic ore, and
proceeded to point out what appear to have been the several

stages of metamorphic action by which the pisolitic ore had been
elaborated out of basalt. From field obsei-vations and chemical

analysis, they have been led to consider the bole and litliomarge

as the resultants of aqueous action in combination witli acidu-

lated gases, which, dissolving out certain mineral substances, has

effected the decoiiiposilion of the basalts ; and to assume that the

bole underlying the iron band was a wet terrestrial surface, and
that the subsequent outflow of basalt effected, by its heat, pres-

sure, and evolved gases, a reduction of the contained oxides of

iron into the more concentrated form in which they occur in the

pisolite, the aggregation of the ferruginous particles Ijeing a result

of the same actions. The ferruginous series, with inter^lratificd

plant-beds at Ballypalidy, was next described, and demonstrated

to be of sedimentary origin ; the ferruginous conglomerate re-

sulting from the degradation of the pisolitic ore, of whicii it is

chiefly reconstructed, and of the underlying ochres. Many addi-

tions were made to the list of plant reniailis from these beds
;

and priority of discovery of plants in the Antiim basalts was
accorded to Dr. Bryce, F.G.S. Mr. D. I'"orbcs was not pre-

pared to admit some of the theoretical conclusions of the authors,

and objected to calling in metamorphism tn account for all that

was hard to be understood. He could not recognise tiie division

of beds so similar in character into two classes. He wished to

know, assuming that the iron-ore merely^ resulted from the de-

composition of the basalt, what became of all the silica and
alumina which constituted three-fourths of the mass. The origin,

of the pisolitic ores was in fact organic. In Sweden certain

lakes were regularly dredged each year for the jiisolitic ore still

ia course of formation by means of coiifervoid algx. He there-

fore regarded the whole of these beds as in a certain sense sedi-

mentary, and though due to organic agency, yet still deriving

tlieir original mineral matter indirectly from the basalt. The
basalt contained a considerable amount both of phosphorus and
sulphur ; and if the ores had been derived directly from the

basalt, both these sul_istances would have been present in them.
This was an argument against any direct metamoqihisra. The
jiresence of venadium afforded additional reasons for regarding

tliese ores as formed in the same manner as bog iron and
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similar ores. Sir Charles Lyell Iiad observed in the basalts of

Madeira red ochreous bands, \vhich represented old land surfaces,

in one of which Mr. Hartog and he had discovered a leaf-bed

containing vegetation of much the s.ame character as that of the

island at the present day. Near Catania, in a recent lava-stream,

he had seen the junction of the lava with the soil of the ancient

gardens ; and in character the soil now under the lava resembled
the red beds in Madeira. Mr. W. W, Smyth was on the whole
inclined to admit the power of nietamorphism to produce such
changes as had been here efTected. He commenteil on the ad-

vantages of employing this Irish ore for admixture with hiema-
titic ore, on account of the abundance of alumina present.

Possibly there had been some difference in the chemical cha-

racter of the different flows of basalt. Mr. Evans suggested

that the Ballypalidy beds might be the littoral deposits of a lake

in which the pisolitic ores of the other parts of Antrim were
deposited farther from the shore, and subsequently buried under
a basaltic flow. Mr. Etheridge inquired whether the pisolitic

ore had been subjected to microscopic examination, with a view
of finding traces of organic forms, such as GallioHdta. Mr.
Tate, in reply, defended his views as to metamorphic action.

He thought the uniformity in thickness and character of the

pisolitic ore band over so large an area showed that it could not

be a lacustrine deposit. He had not as yet examined the sphe-

roids under the microscope.
** Notes on the Structure of Si^illaria," By Principal Daw-

son, F.R.S., F.G.S., Montreah In this paper the author criti-

cised the statements of Mr. Carrathers on the structure of

Sigillnria (see (J. J. G. S. xxv. p. 24S). He remarked that

Sigillaria, as evidenced by his specimens, is not coniferous ; that

the coniferous trunks found in the Coal-formation of Nova Scotia

do not present discigerous tissue of the same type as that of

Sigillaria ; that no conifer has a slender woody axis surrounded
by an enormously thick bark ; that Calamodatdron was probably
a gymnosperm, and allied to Sigillaria ; that although Siigmaria
may not always show medullary rays, the distinct separation of

the wood into wedges is an evidence of their having existed
;

that the difference in minute structure between Sigillaria and
Siigmaria involves no serious difticulty if the former be regarded
as allied to CycaJacece ; and further, that we do not know how
many of the Sligniari^c belong to Sigillaria proper, or Favularia^

or to such forms as Clatltraria and Ldoderma, which may have
been more nearly allied to Lepidophloios ; that the fruit figured

by Goldenberg as that of Sigillaria is more probably that of

Ltpidopldoios, or may be a male catkin with pollen ; and that he
has found Trigottocarpa scattered round the trunks of Sigillaria-,

and on the surface of the soil in which they grew. He agreed
with Mr. Carruthers in regarding Mr. Binney's Sigillaria vascu-

laris as allied to Lcpidodiitdron. Prof. Morris thought that

Clatltraria and Lcpidophlois ought to be discriminated from the
Sigillaria; as being rather more nearly allied with cycadaceous
plants, especially the former. He pointed out the manner in

which certain vascular bundles communicating between the

centre of the stem of Sigillaria and allied genera and their bark
might be mistaken for medullary rays.

" Note on some new Animal Remains from the Carboniferous
and Devonian of Canada." By Principal Dawson, F.R.S.,
F.G.S., Montreal. The author described the characters pre-

sented by the lower jaw of an Amphibian, of which a cast had
occurred in the coarse sandstone of the Coal-formation between
Ragged Reef and the Joggins Coal-mine. It measured 6 inches

in length ; and its surface was marked on the lower and posterior

part with a network of ridges enclosing rounded depressions.

The anterior part of the jaw had contained about i6 teeth,

some of which remained in the matrix. These were stout,

conical, and blunt, with large pulp-cavities, and about 32 longi-

tudinal striie, corresponding to the same number of folds of den-

tine. The author stated that this jaw resembled most closely

those of BapheUs and Ds}idrerpeton, but more especially the

former. He regarded it as distinct from BapJuUs planiceps, and
proposed for it the name of B. minor. If distinct, this raises

the number of species of Amphibia from the Coal-measures of

Nova Scotia to nine. The author also noticed some insect

remains fount-l by him in slabs containing Sphettophyllitm. They
were referred by Mr. Scudder to the Blattarite. From the

Devonian beds of Gaspe the author stated that he had obtained

a small species of Cephalaspis, tlie first yet detected in America.

With it were spines of Machairacanthus and remains of some
other fishes. At Gaspe he had also obtained a new species of

Psilophvton, several trunks of Prototaxitcs, and a species of

Cyclostigma. The President objected to the term Reptiles be-
ing applied to Amphibia, from which they were totally distinct.

He questioned the safety of attributing the jaw to Baphdes, of
which no lower jaw had been previously found. Mr. Etheridge
remarked that the Ctphalaspis differed materially in its propor-
tions from any in either the Russian or British rocks.

"Note on a Crocodilian Skull from Kimmeridge Bay, Dorset."
By J. W. Hulke, F.R.S., F.G.S. The author described a large
Steneosaurian skull in the British Museum, from Kimmeridge
Bay, which had been previously regarded as Pliosaurian, and
was recently identified with Dakosaurus by Mr. Davies, sen.

From the agreement of their dimensions, and their occurrence
near together, the author thought it probable that this skull and
the lower jaw described by him last session belonged to the same
individual. It differs from the Steneosaiiriis roslro-miiwr in the
greater stoutness of its snout, in the presence of an anterior pair

of nasal bones prolonged into the nostril, and in the number of
its teeth. The author proposed to name it Steiieosaiirus Mansdi,
after its discoverer.

" Note on some Teeth associated with two fragments of a

Jaw, from Kimmeridge Bay." By J. W. Hulke, F.R.S., F.G.S.
The author described some small teeth associated with fr.agments

of a long slender snout not unlike that of an Ichthyosaur, but
too incomplete to be certainly identified. The teeth are peculiar

in the great development of the cementum, which gives the base
of the tooth the form of a small bulb. The cxserted crowns are

slightly curved, smooth, cylindrical, and pointed. The attach-

ment to the dentary bone was probably by means of the soft

tissues, and the teeth seem to have been seated in an open
groove in the surface of the j.aw-bone. Until additional material

reveals the true nature of this fossil, the author proposes to place
it alone, and to call it provisionally Etdhckiodon. The follow-

ing specimens were exhibited :—Fossils and Rock-.specimciis

from Antrim ; exhibited by Ralph Tate, Esq., F.G.S. Fossils

from Kimmeridge Bay; exhibited by J. \V. Hulke, Ef-j.,

F.R.S.

Photographic Society, Dec. 14, 1S69.—J. Glaisher, F.R.S.

,

president, in the chair. The Secretary read a paper by Dr. Vaji
Monckhoven, "On a new artificial light suitable for the production
of photographic enlargements," of which we give the following
abstract :—In M. Kirchhoff's analysis of the sun, he has shown
that there are incandescent upon the sun's surface large quantities

of calcium, sodium, iron, magnesium, chromium, &c. Whether
these metals exist in a free state on the sun's surface, or whether
they are in the form of volatile compounds, the presence of a veiy
high temperature, i.e. combustion, would be sufficient to yield
not only an extr^iely dazzling light, but also one possessed of
considerable chemical power. These conditions actually exist in

the sun, the chemical action of whose rays is due mainly to the
presence of chromium, titanium,* and magnesium. The author
has found by experiment that nearly all the metals of the alkalies

and alkaline earths, as likewise many of the metalloids, when
burning in oxygen, give rise to a large emission of chemical rays,

due to the production of an oxide at a high temperature, and that the

same phenomenon is evident when the same oxides are produced
by the decomposition of the metallic salts in a volatilised con-
dition at a very high temperature. Magnesium produces oxide
of magnesium heated to whiteness by the flame. If we direct

the jet of an oxyhydrogen lamp upon the carbonate or the chloride

of magnesium, we produce in either case oxide of magnesium
(magnesia) at a high temperature, and moreover obtain in both
instances flames rich in chemical rays. So long as the salt is not
entirely decomposed the light is sustained in all its brilliancy, but
when nothing but magnesia remains the light loses its brightness,

and at the same time the greater portion of its chemical activity.

If metallic oxides (such as lime, magnesia, alumina, zirconia)

are employed and heated by the oxyhydrogen flame to a veiy

high temperature, the illumination is very brilliant ; but it is

much less photogenic in its character than when the oxide in a

nascent condition is produced at a high temperature, as in the

case of chlorides, carbonates, cic. In the latter instance the

coloured lines of the spectrum inherent to each metal may be

observed, but not in the former, and this circumstance induces

me to believe that the chemical action of the sun is due to the

cause mentioned. Magnesium is well known to emit an abun-

dance of actinic rays ; chromium is possessed of far greater

chemical intensity. If dry hydrogen gas is passed through chloro-

chromic acid and afterwards ignited in a current of oxygen, oxide

* It is only recently that this metal has been discovered in the sun.
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of chromium is produced at a very high temperature, and at tlie

same time, a flame of such extiaordinaiy chemical power, that

chloride-of-silvcr paper held at a distance of twenty centimetres

(eiglit inches) l>!ackens sensibly in tliirty seconds, or about as

quickly as in full daylight. The same experiment may be con-

ducted with equal success with chloride of titanium, which gives

a blue flame of extraordinary chemical power. Unfortunately,

these chlorides can be manipulated only by persons well versed

in scientific rese-irch, as they become decomposed under the in-

fluence of moist gases, and the lamp then emits a consiiderable

amount of vapour, as in the case of metallic magnesium. Mag-
nesium, chromium, and titanium, all of which exist in the sun,

are the sources of light most suitable for the purpose. The
author is at the present moment occupied in establishing

the coincidence of the ultra-violet rays of the spectrum

with those of these metals. For the purposes of photo-

graphic enlargement, the author uses the Drnmmond system,

substituting for the cylinder of lime, one of very pure

carbonate of magnesia, free from soda, baryta, and iron,

either alone in a very compressed state, or containing titanate

of magnesia obtained by a mixture of chloride of titanium

and carbonate of magnesia. The pillars are square at their base,

three centimetres in diameter, and eight in height ; they burn for

an hour and a half, nnd cost less than half a franc apiece. They
emit a very brilliant and economical light. Instead of pure

hydrogen gas, ordinary coal gas, or even alcohol, together with

oxygen, may be used. The preparation of oxygen, on the

author's plan, is very easy, and free from danger. He employs

for the purpose calcined oxide of manganese ; it is then finely

powdered and passed through a sieve. The chlorate of potash

he uses is also pulverised and sifted ; 600 grms. of brown
manganese and 1,200 grms. of chlorate are well mixed by hand

in an earthen vessel and sifted, care being taken not to allow

any organic matter to enter, and the whole is then introduced

into the wrought-iron retort A (fig. i). The cork stopper E,

covered with tinfoil, is put into its place, and the junction F,

Fig. I.

which places the retort, by means of the leaden pipe G and
rubber tube I, in communication with the gas-bag, is adapted.

The delivery tube (I) should be of at least half an inch internal

diameter, and the wash-bottle H must be half filled with

water. A small quantity of ignited charcoal is thrown into the

little furnace B C, or a gas jet maybe used, and after the lapse of

a few minutes the india-rubber bag begins to inflate, and in twenty
minutes it is full of oxygen ; it is necessaiy during this operation

to remove the weights and pressiu'e-boards from the tO]3 of the bag.

When the operation is finished and the retort some« hat cooled,

the junction F is unscrewed, the cork E taken away, and war-m
water poured in until the retort A is filled. The water is

allowed to remain for an hour, and the contents are then poured
into a large jar, where, after the lapse of an hour or so, the

oxide of manganese subsides. The clear water is decanted off,

and the black deposit put upon a plate near the hearth to dry,

after which it is again ready for repeated employment as often as

desired. With ordinary native manganese a much higher tem-
perature is necessaiy, the mixture having a tendency to puff up,

and the operation becomes dangerous. For this reason it is

advisable to use a cork stopper, E. A kilogramme of chlorate

of potash yields 270 litres of oxygen, and this quantity will supply

the lamp for two or three hours ; thus the cost of our light, includ-

ing coal-gas and the magnesia, amounts to two francs per hour.

The oxyhydrogen burner used (shown in figs. 2 and 3) is veiy

Flu. 3

convenient. Those who have gas laid on in their houses will

use the apparatus with two jets of gas (fig. 2) ; others will find it

more expedient to employ the S]nrit-Iamp arrangement (fig. 3).

In both figures the same initials refer to similar details ; A is the

pillar of magnesia fixed upon a stem, B, which may be turned,

lowered, or raised upon the rod C. E F is the stand or support,

and G the pinion by means of wliich the light is adjusted in the

centre of the apparatus. The jets for the two separate gases are

formed by two concentric tubes, R, ST, sliding at S, so that the

upper portion of the tube S T may be raised when it is desired

to heat the top of the magnesia pillar A. Two stopcocks, O, P,

lead the gases into the apparatus, the letters H and O being

marked upon them to distinguish the oxygen sup]ily-tube from

that of the hydrogen or coal-gas. By means of a screw, I, the tubes

R, .S T, may be approached to, or removed from, the magnesia
pillar. Tlie coal-gas docs not mix with the oxygen, excepting in

the flame itself. The manner of employing the apparatus is

exceedingly simple. The tube and stopcock marked H (con-

nected with the supply of coal-gas), is first opened arid the gas

ignited ; the stopcock marked O (in connection •\\ith the bag of

Fig. 4.

oxygen) is also opened, and the tube 13 then raised in such a
manner that the top of the pillar A is heated by the flame, the

extremity of the tube T being brought almost into contact with

the magnesia. The heat soon indents the pillar, and it is only

iv/ini a c.ivily has ban formed that the liglit attains its liigliest
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IrlHian^' ; at this stage the stopcock H is partially closed until

the maximum amoimt of light has been secured. The apparatus
(fig. 3) is very similar to the other. The lamp P is filled with
alcohol, the wick being round and cut obliquely, as in fig. 4,
the extremity of the jet N O being near enough to the wick to

touch it lightly. The wick iM should be almost in contact with
the pillar A, which is brought about by the screw I (fig. 3). To
this apparatus there is connected but one india-rubber tube, O O',

in communication with the oxygen bag. Fig. 4 shows the exact
position that the jet N O should occupy in relation to the magnesia
pillar. The cnlarging-apparatus is shown in fig. 5. A case of

polished oak, I J, surmounted by a chimney, H, with do "is at the
sides, G, furnished with green glass, contains the lamp. Tie optical

apparatus is contained in the box E ; it is formed of two lenses

of very white flint glass, of which one is seen at A. These two
lenses condense the light and transmit it through another lens,

D.* Between this latter and the lenses. A, is plactd the negative
to be enlarged (held in the frame C). The lenses which condense
the light are prepared from very translucent (lint glass rather than
crown glass, which latter possesses to a considerable degree the
power of absorbing chemical rays emitted at a low temperature,
as is here the case. For further particulars, the reader is referred

to the riioloi^raphic yoiirnal. No. 212.

Ar.\N'CHE'sTER

Literary and Philosophical Society, December 14, 1S69.

—

J. P. joule, LL.D., F.R.S., &c., president, in the chair. Sir
Charles Lyell, Bart., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R..S., &c., and Henry
Clifton Sorby, F.R.S., F.G.S., were elected honorary members
of the society. Mr. R. Routledge was elected an ordinary mem-
ber.—Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S., exhibited a stone-hammer
and rude splinters of flint, brought over by Mr. Bauerman from
the turquoise mines of the promontory of Sinai. These mines

* In apparatus where the lenses. A, are ten inches in diameter, one of them
may be removed, and the case. I j, also ; tlicn. by adjusting a reflector, it is

possible to work by s-jnlight when the same is pronir.ible.

were worked, according to the evidence of the hieroglyphic in-

scription; en the rock, by the Egyptians from the third to the
thirteenth of the dynasties meniiuned by Manelhn. The IocjIs

and Hint flakes found there in and around the woi kings, exactly
coincide with the grooves in the rock made in the e.\cavalion,

and evidently have been blunted liy such u^e. There was no
evidence that melal of any kind %vas used in the work. Mr.
Bauerman also satisfied himself that the hieroglyphs were cut
with implements similar to (hose used in the mining. This dis-

covery is very important, because it opens up the question as to

what tools the Egyptians used in working their wonderful monu-
ments of granite and syenite. If it were worth their while to
conduct turquoise mining with flint flakes in the Sinaitie pro-
montory, and if they used the same tools in the hieroglyphs that

fix the date of these mines—and of this there can be no reason-
able doubt— it is very probable that they employed the same
means for the same end el.sewhere, and that, to say the least, a
part of their marvellously minute sculpture in Egypt has also

been wrought with (lint. There is no evidence that they were
acquainted with the use of steel. Iron and bronze are not hard
enough for the purpose.

—
" On the Hades, Tlirows, Shifts,

&c., of the Metalhferous Veins of the North of England," by
Mr. J. Curr\', of Boltsburn, Eastgale, County of Durham. Com-
municated by E. W. Binney, F.R.S., F.G.S. The new views,

contained in this paper, are embraced tinder the consideratioir

that the hades, throws, shifts, &c. , may have been chiefly accom-
plished by peculiar modes of depositing of the sediments, during
the contemporaneous building of the veins and strata. These
modes were minutely described and illustrated by diagrams,
which are requisite to convey a cliar conception of the pro-

cesses.

riiysUal ami Mathentaiical Sirtlcn, December 7, 1869.—E.
W. Binney, F.K.S., F.G..S., president of the section, in the
chair. "On the Mean Monthly Temperature at Old Trafford,

Manchester, 1S61 to 1S6S, and also the Mean for the Twenty
Years 1849 to 1S6S," by G. V. Vctnon, F.R.A.S., F.M.S.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 27, i86g.—M. H. Sainte-
Claire Deville called attention to the Aiiniiairc du Bureau dcs

Longiludes for 1870, and indicated that it contained a series of
observations on the densities and co-efficients of dilatations of
bodies which would render it useful in chemical laboratories.—M.
C. Sainte-Claire Deville, in presenting a portion of the Bulletin
Metejrolof^iijue de I' Oliscrvntoire de Mculsotiris, noticed the pro-
gress of that establishment and the steps that are being taken
for the cultivation of meteorology in France.— General Morin
made a communication on some successful experiments wdiich
have been made on the acclimatisation of the CiiicUona c/jieiualis

in the island of Reunion.—An extract from a letter of M. I.

Pierre to M. Peligot, on the presence of potash and soda in

various parts of plants, was read, in which the author stated

that from his inve^tigation of M'heat, it aj^pcared that where salt

exists in the soil, both soda and potash occur in the plants

grown on it, but that the latter increases in quantity up to the
ear, whilst the soda is found especially in the lower parts of the
plant. The amount of potash in different pans of the plant is

in harmony with the amounts of nitrogen anel phosphoric acid.

—

.\ note by M. S. Cloe?, on the disinfection of commercial sul-

jihide of carbon, was presented. His process consisted in agi-

tating the crude substance with i per cent, of its weight of finely-

powdered corrosive sublimate, which throws down a scmifluiel

compound of disagreeable odour. The supernatant liquid is

then decanted and distilled. — Some chemical researches on
copper, by Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, were communicated. The author
referretl to tlie resemblances existing bet\\'cen perchloride of
silver anel protochloride of copper, which also extend to the

oxides. He described the behaviour of protoxide of copper with
various chlorides, especially those of magnesium and iron, and
also that of peroxide of copper with protochloride of iron.—M.
Daubree presented a note liy M. Tcrrcil on the modifications

undergone by minerals by the action of saline solutions. It

related to the action of the alkaline inonosulphieles upon the

natural metallic sulphides, selenides, and tellurides, singly or in

combination.

—

\ note by M. J. Personne, on the iireparation

and properties of hydrate of chloral, was read. The author
described the differences in the physical properties of the sub-

stances obtained by him.self anel M. Roussin as hydrate of

chloral, anel indicated that these are due to the fact that the
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compound prepared by the latter is not pure, but contaminated

by tlie presence of a considerable amount of alcohol.—M. Du-
brunfant continued the discussion on the nature of inverted sugar,

by a description of his method of separating levulose fr. m it.

He effects the separation by the addition of hydrate of lime to a

solution of inverted sugar, presses the crystalline magma pro-

duced, and removes the lime by treating both the solid residue

and the expressed fluid with an acid. This process, according

to the author, effects the nearly complete separation of the two
forms of glucose, and he suggested that it might become of imjjort-

ance, as levulose possesses far higher sweetening powers than right

glucose.—Mr. T. L. Phipson communicated a note on some sub-

stances extracted from the fruit of the walnut. From the green en-

velope of the fruit he obtained a yellow, crystalline substance, of

little stability ; this, in a few hours, produced a black, amor-
phous, resinous substance, Cg Hg Oj-, which the author called

rei^ianic acid. With alkalies it forms soluble salts of a magni-
ficent purple colour, and with oxide of lead a violet-brown in-

soluble salt. For the yellow body he proposed the name of

regianine. A substance occurring in the episperm of the nut was
called nitcitannbie ; it is the cause of the harsh taste of that

skin. From it, by treatment with mineral acids, the author
obtained glucose, ellagic acid, and a red, insoluble body, which
he named rot/iic actd. Its composition was said to be C.jg Hj^ Oj^.

The green envelope, when fresh, absorbs oxygen with avidity

from the air ; when mixed with soda, it absorbs oxygen much
more rapidly than phosphorus.—In a note on the simultaneous
action of the intra-pilar current and nascent hydrogen upon
organic acids, M. E. Royer described his treatment of oxalic

acids by these agencies. Concentrated solution of that acid,

placed in the porous cell of a Grove's battery, furnished a con-

iidenablc quantity of formic acid in a few days, the oxalic acid

having been split, and hydrogen having combined with each of
the two half-molecules. No carbonic acid was set free.—M.
Delafosse presented a report upon M. Kokscharow's contribu-

tions to the mineralogy of Russia, indicating the general character

of that work.—M. Fell exhibited some specimens of heavy glass

{Faraday's glass), prepared by a new process which enables it to

be produced in large masses. He also sent in some examples of
artificial gems.—A note by M. M. A. Gaudin, on the production
of artificial gems, was also communicated ; it was accompanied
by a small collection of specimens.—A memoir was presented on
tlie general movements of the atmosphere, by M. Peslin ; also one
on the graduation of galvanometers, by M. P. Blaserna ; and
another, containing the first part of a new method for the solu-

tion of problems in mechanics, by M. Piaron de Mondesir.—Of
biological papers, M. Lacaze-Duthiers communicated a first

memoir on the morphology of the moUusca, relating to the

Gasteropoda. To this we may probably refer elsewhere.—M.
P. P. Deherain presented a paper on the metamorphoses and
migrations of the proximate princii)les in herbaceous plants, in

w hich tlie autlior traced the course of the more important vege-

table compounds from one set of organs to another during the
life of the plant, and indicated the changes which they undergo
in different parts. He ascribed the transport of soluble mate-
rials from one part of a plant to another to the varying amount
of aqueous evaporation from the surface. The accumulation of

insoluble proximate principles in the seed was also accounted
for by the author on the supposition (experimentally arrived at) that

wherever in a system fully charged with liquids there is a point at

which the dissolved elements become insoluble, they tend towards
that point in order to maintain the equilibrium. Of the means by
which the soluble elements are converted into insoluble ones, the
author attempted no explanation.—M. Milne Edwards presented
a note by M. Balbiani on the constitution and mode of formation
of the ovum in the Sacciiliiiir, in which that author contests

some of the points insisted on by M. E. van Beneden in a former
paper (see Nature, p. 246).—The question of the antiquity of

the horse in Egypt formed the subject of notes by MM. F.

Hement, F. Lenormant, and Faye. M. Lenormant disposes of

the passage in Genesis in which ^mdes are supposed to be
referred to. He seems inclined to consider that the word trans-

lateil mules (which occurs nowhere else in the Bible) really signi-

fies hot springs. M. Faye, in opposition to all authority, holds
fast by the ordinary modern version, and also cites the passage
in the same book in which horses are mentioned among the
nnimals taken by Joseph in exchange for corn during the years of
famine in Egypt. From the fact tliat horses are here familiarly
mentioned, M. Faye infers that their employment in Egypt as
lomestic animals must then have been of long standing.—M. E.

Decaisne communicated a paper on suckling by mothers ; and
Mr. T. L. Phipson a note on the explosion and fall of meteorites.

Papers were also presented by M. Bonjean, on the detection of
hydrocyanic acid and cyanides in cases of poisoning ; by M.
Guyot, on the toxical effect of rosolic acid ; by M. Trouve, on
the employment of electricity in seeking metallic bodies in

wounds, &c. ; by M. L. Colin, on telluric emanations and their

connection with fevers ; by M. Gouteyron, on the influence of
the shell of iron vessels upon the compass ; by M. Jouglet, on
the production of an explosive powder by the action of coal-gas

upon nitrate of copper ; and by M. Dupuis, on a new hydraulic
lever.
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GOVERNMENT AID TO SCIENCE
T N our present issue will be found a letter from Mr.

Wallace on Science Reform, a subject which we lately

brought before our readers, and which is attracting, at last,

the attention which its immense importance demands.

We have the greatest respect for Mr. Wallace, and

therefore willingly give him the opportunity of stating his

views, though we entirely dissent from them, and though

we regret to see such a question as this dealt with in what

we must describe as a narrow spirit calculated to win only

popular approval. Mr. Wallace's letter opens with a

denunciation of the Education movement as a madness of

the public mind, and with an imputation upon the Science

Reform mo\'ement as a scramble for the loaves and fishes.

It is only consistent with such an exordium that the

benefits of Science should be depreciated, and that its

cultivation should be spoken of as a matter more of

personal than of national concern.

"The broad principle 1 go upon," says Mr. Wallace, "is

this—that the State has no moral right to apply funds

raised by the taxation of all its members to any purpose

which is not available for the benefit of all." And further

on he writes :
" I maintain that all schools of art, or of

science, or for technical education, should be supported

by the parties who are directly interested in them or

benefited by them." We understand Mr. Wallace to

mean by these and many similar passages, that the main

result of cultivating Science is merely the gratification of

those directly engaged in the pursuit, arid that they who do

not take this personal interest in it derive little or no

benefit from it ; and hence, that it would be unjust to tax

the bulk of the community to enable a few individuals to

indulge their philosophical tastes. If that is not the

position which Mr. Wallace desires to take up, we must
declare our inability to understand the letter before us

;

if the position be tenable, we need hardly say that no

greater error can be committed than that of seeking aid

to Science from the State.

But is it tenable for a moment 1 Is it really necessary

to tell any educated man of the nineteenth century that

science, art, literature, with one or two other matters, are

simply civilisation ; and that civilisation affects, not

particular classes, but whole coinmunities ? To confine

ourselves to our own province. Science, does Mr. Wallace

really believe that the discoveries of chemists, naturalists,

astronomers, and physicists do not directly benefit even

the ignorant masses who cannot appreciate them ? Does
he know of a single class, we might say a single tax-

paying being in England, who does not derive direct

advantages from contrivances and processes which place

at his disposal properties of matter and laws of nature

unknown to uncivilised people ? The material results of

scientific labour, such as superior clothing and dwellings,

more varied food, better medical and surgical appliances,

sanitary improvements, easier locomotion, are accessible

to all in proportion to their means, however ignorant they

may be of the scientific principles to which they are

indebted for them,—as accessible to them as to the very

philosophers by whom those principles were discovered

and applied. Where, then, is the injustice of taxing all

classes, in proportion to their means of commanding the

results of science, for advantages which, if not so taxed,

they would obviously gain at the cost of others ? We
are surprised to find it necessary to insist on truths of so

elementary a character.

Justice to the taxpayer may be a good electioneering

cry, but in such a discussion as the present it will com-
mand no hearing. The question for us to consider is

whether the taxpayer shall possess greater material advan-
tages than those he now enjoys, and by what agency they

may be most efficiently conferred on him : whether, as a

nation, we shall strive for a still higher civilisation, and
liow it is to be attained : whether these objects will come
to us unsought, or whether, as a nation, we must exert

ourselves vigorously and systematically to gain them.

The resulting benefit to the taxpayer will, we need not

doubt, far exceed the price he pays for it.

At present, the British taxpayer contributes to the

maintenance of a Royal Observatory, of a School of

Mines, of a Museum of Natural History, of a Museum of

Art, of an Ordnance Survey. The advocates of the status

quo are bound to show, not merely that catalogues of

stars, collections of minerals, animals, statues, mosaics

and paintings, and elaborate maps of the kingdom are

useful to the taxpayer, but that no other institutions can
be added to these with advantage to him, and that those

we have named have attained to absolute completeness

and perfection, admitting of no further development or

improvement. The existence of these institutions settles,

once for all, the principle that it is just to tax the com-
munity for Science. If not, abolish them. But if taxation

for these particular objects be just—which even Mr.
Wallace does not deny—then the question whether there

are not other objects that should be added to them is one

that may fairly be asked.

The examination of this question involves the passing

in review of all existing, and all possible, scientific institu-

tions, in order to select those which are properly matters

of national concern ; the principle of selection being that

the nation should charge itself with those only which
have the two-fold character of general utility and of being

beyond the means of individuals to maintain ; it also

involves the consideration of the mode in which the

scientific affairs of the nation should be administered.

A recent article in the Pall Mall Gazette powerfully

exposes the failure of local, as contrasted with central,

administration. The principles so ably contended for by
our contemporary are perfectly applicable to the business

of science. The time indeed is gone by for declamation

against centralisation. The bugbear of the past has

become the necessity of the present. Armies, fleets,

railroads, telegraphs, commerce, literature, enterprise in

every form, even well-ordered private households, as

pointed out in the article to which we refer, are all exam-
ples of centralisation—and the tendency is daily to add to

the catalogue. It might have been better that each man
should suffice for himself, but as a matter of fact he does

not. He relies on co-operation for the attainment of

objects which he cannot compass alone, and however
small the number who so unite for a common purpose,

one usually directs the operations. What is true of indi-

viduals is true of a nation. Nothing that concerns the

well-being of the community can be, or is, left to the
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chance efforts of individuals ; an organisation is formed

with a directing, a centralised authority, to which the

whole body defer.

This is now wanted in England for Science, which can-

not be cultivated without system, nor can it be governed

without system. In a former number of this journal an

article from the pen of Prof. Roscoe gave an interesting

picture of the scientific organisation of Germany, which

may be taken as typical of the Continent. Their arrange-

ments, which carry Government intervention to a point

not as yet contemplated by anyone in England, so far

from having the deadening effect imputed to Government

aid, has produced in large numbers men of the highest

attainments and the largest and most original views, and

is developing a continuity of results of the greatest prac-

tical and theoretical value. The physical education and

intelligence of the people is confessedly ahead of that

which the same classes in England can boast. The arts

in which we once justly claimed pre-eminence are in many
instances now more advanced with them than with us

mainly because the principles on which they depend are,

more assiduously studied, and the artisans by whom they

are practised more thoroughly instructed by them than by

ourselves. Many branches of trade in England already

painfully attest their superiority. As a matter of fact,

individual enterprise, which it is so easy glibly to pro-

nounce the incarnation of vigour, has not borne the fruit

at home which Government support, with its supposed

emasculating tendency, has yielded abroad.

Are we, then, to fall back in the race of nations, to see

our trade and our manufactures dwindle away, and our

naval and military systems take second rank, because

there is an apparent noble independence in the attempt

to do single-handed what single hands are proved inca-

pable of doing? We assert that, other things being as

nearly equal as variations in religion, customs, and form

of government will admit, the degree of cultivation of

Science by nations will ultimately determine their places

in the human family. No nation on earth has a greater

abundance of natural resources and of accumulated wealth

than we ; no people have higher gifts or nobler aspi-

rations ; none need less fear despotic interference from its

Government ; no nation, therefore, is better qualified to

carry out a system which has proved so successful in less-

favoured countries.

The question that presses for decision is, What shall we
call on the Government to contribute to scientific advance-

ment, and in what manner shall the scientific administra-

tion of the future be constituted ? The present Govern-

ment is ready, we doubt not, to perform its part, if only

the necessity be shown by competent testimony to exist.

It is the duty of men of science, who alone'can speak on

the subject with authority, to give this testimony, and to

help the Legislature to place on a footing worthy of a

great nation a department of its duties which has hitherto

been, to a most injurious e.\tent, overlooked.

THE THAMES SUBWAY
CEVERAL attempts have been made to pass under

the Thames. The chalk and alluvial deposits of

the valley at Gravesend would even now offer formidable,

if not insurmountable, difficulties to the attempt, once

made, to tunnel through strata with water sources so un-

manageable. The Thames bed at Limehouse had

hidden dangers, which, however, did not succeed in

stopping the bold attempt, made some forty years since,

to pass beneath the river—an attempt carried in fact to

a successful issue in spite of innumerable difficulties,

but at an overwhelming expense. The skill and
ingenuity displayed were equal to the occasion, but the

object attained was not commensurate with the magni-

tude of the work, and for years it served rather as a warn-

ing than an example to be followed.

A better geological knowledge of the Thames valley

has, however, been gradually acquired during the last half-

century ; and it has become evident that while some parts

of the valley present the greatest difficulties to the execu-

tion of any such work as a tunnel under the river, other

parts present conditions singularly favourable for such

works. It is found that the chalk e, Fig. 2, which disappears

at Croydon and reappears at Watford, passes under London

at a depth of from 200 to 300 feet ; that next over the

chalk come beds of sand, shingle, and clay, from 80 to

100 feet thick taken together, c and d ; next above these is

a single massive formation of clay, in round numbers from

100 to 200 feet thick under London, and acquiring a still

greater thickness—as much as 450 feet— at places not far

distant. This clay is so compact and tenacious, that,

except in a few places, it is perfectly impervious to

water. The various railways in the neighbourhood oi

London, as at Primrose Hill, Copenhagen Fields, Norwood,

and elsewhere, show how readily tunnels can be made
through it. It has also been ascertained that this clay,

known to geologists as the London Clay, though thin

and uncertain at Limehouse, dips westward from that

place and gradually acquires a greater thickness, until at

London Bridge it forms a mass 129 feet thick. It there-

fore became evident that while, at and below Limehouse,

any tunnel passing under the Thames would have to

pass through the soft and permeable beds of sand and

shingle lying between the London Clay and the chalk

—

beds charged with water—forming in fact originally the

great water-bearing beds under the London Clay at

London, and therefore almost impassable to any tunnel

under the Thames ; above Limehouse, and thence to

London Bridge, the gradually increasing mass of London

Clay presents ground more and more favourable for the

execution of such a work. If a place could be found

where, 011 the one hand, without going to too great a

depth, the alluvial beds on the surface and any accidents

in the Thames bed itself, and on the other hand the beds

of sands and shingle below the London Clay, could be

avoided, while at the same time the intermediate London

Clay was thick enough to allow of the passage of a tunnel

and for a sufficient thickness of roof and floor, it was clear

that at such a place the conditions for the construction of

a tunnel would be as favourable as could be desired.

The first to apply this knowledge was Mr. P. H. Barlow,

C.E., F.R.S., who fixed upon a spot intermediate between

London Bridge and Limehouse (where the thickness of Lon-

don Clay must be about So ft.), and at a sufficient distance

below London Bridge to render an underground passage

of the Thames a work of great public utility. A space of

vacant ground near the western entrance to the Tower

was obtained from the Crown ; and on the Middlesex side

a small wharf offered sufficient width for the tunnel to
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pass under, and be carried to the shaft in Vine Street.

Allowing for any likely greater depth of a former channel,

or for any effect the river might have had on the clay,

Mr. Barlow considered he would be safe in allowing a

minimum thickness of 20ft. of London Clay to exist between

the river and the top of the tunnel—a conjecture, the

correctness of which has been fully proved in the execu-

tion of the tunnel ; for not the slightest percolation of

water from the river was detected during any part of the

work. It is a question, in fact, whether a less depth might

not have sufficed. Greater difficulties were apprehended

in the making of the two shafts, as the gravel on either

side of the river was known to be charged with w'ater

—

that on the Middlesex side especially. On the north side

of the river the ground rises at Tower Hill, and thence

towards the City, to a height of about 40ft. above Thames
high-water mark ; and the London Clay is capped by a thick

bed of gravel, the spring at the base of which supplies so

many of the City pumps. This gravel, however, does not

slope down to the river, but is cut off at the sloping

ground. When the shaft on the north side came to

GRAVEL ;;'.*
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be made, it was found, after passing this 14ft. of made
ground, that the site of it was exactly on this intermediate

hill of clay, and that the gravel which thinned out only a

few feet higher had therefore been escaped. The shaft con-

sequently was carried without difficulty through the 14 feet

of made ground and 44 feet of London Clay to a depth of 58
feet. On the south side, the gravel, alluvial, and made soils,

a, were found to be 35 feet thick, and charged with water,

which rose and fell with the tide (highest just before low
water) in the river, to the extent of 3 feet. By the use of

iron-tubing, a passage through has been effected, although

with more difficulty, and the shaft carried to a depth of

1 7 feet in the clay b, or a total depth of 52 feet. Between
these two points Mr. Barlow laid the tunnel at a slight

curve, so as to have a depth in the centre 18 feet greater

than at the ends. The shafts have a diameter of 10 feet

at top and 8.1- feet at bottom. The tunnel is 7 feet in

diameter, and is formed by cast-iron tubing in lengths of

I ^ feet each, each ring being composed of thin segments
with a key piece. An iron shield, devised by Mr. Barlow,

was pushed on in advance of the work, and the tubes

fixed in as soon as the requisite length of excavation had
been completed, and the small space left between the

clay and tube filled in at once by concrete. The work
was carried on day and night, and advanced without

interruption. No subsidence occurred in any part, and a
regular and steady progress of 9 feet daily was made.
Mr. Barlow, junior, is the engineer of the work,
and Mr. Greathead the contractor ; and the whole
plan and execution of the work does very great credit

both to the projector, Mr. Barlow, and to the en-

gineer and contractor. With the exception of a slight

leak in the iron tubing of the shaft on the south side, and
which has been remedied after but a short delay, not the

slightest mishap has occurred in the execution of the

work, nor has a single fatal or even serious accident
happened to any of the men. Last month the junction

between the north and south side was effected, and the error

of direction from the two ends was found not to amount
to one inch. The passage under the river will be made in

an omnibus, by means, probably, of a stationary engine
;

and lifts on either side will take the passengers up and
down. A few minutes will suffice for the journey, and it

is hoped that the work may be opened to the public in a
few weeks. A remarkable feature of this interesting work
has been its small cost. Mr. Barlow^s estimate was
16,000/., and it is nowtolerably certain that the entire cost

will be under 18,000/. Another feature has been the

rapidity of execution. The shaft on the north side was
commenced on the i6th of February last. On the

26th of April the tunnel, which is 1,320 feet long, was
commenced, and on the 8th of October the passage under
the river was safely effected. Before the public at large

was aware that another Thames Tunnel was completed,

the old London wonder has been duplicated.

As the object has been chiefly to speak of the geological

problem, a section is annexed to show the structure of the

ground at this part of the river.

Fig, 1

\'ery few fossils were found, and these chiefly in the

clay of the north shaft. They consist of Cryptodon

angiilatum, Corbula globosa, Pinna nffinis, Dentahtin

nitens, Fusus, and column of Pentencrinite. In the

tunnel pieces of wood pierced by the Tt-redo, and some
teeth of Shark, were met with. As the London Clay

thickens to the west and north-west, and extends uninter-

ruptedly to Windsor on the one hand and to Watford on

the other, covered in places near London by beds of gravel

and sand, which never, however, exceed thirty to forty

feet in thickness, and rarely exceed fifteen feet, there is

thus in this area a formation which lends itself singularly

well to the construction of subways and tunnels.

J. PRESTWICH

THE MAMMALIA OF SWITZERLAND.
Faune des Vertebrc's de la Suisse. Par Victor Fatio

Dr. Phil. Vol. 1. Histoirc Naturelle dc-s Alainiiti-

fh-es. (H. Georg, Geneve et Bale, 1869.)

1\ /T FATIO'S book is one which will be valuable to all

Swiss naturalists, and to those who take an interest

in the productions of the mountainous region of central

Europe. It fulfils its function admirably as far as it goes,

but, like all works treating of local Faunas or Floras, its

general interest is diminished in proportion to the diminu-

tion of the area investigated. It has not, for example, the

importance or value to a distant reader which such a

volume as the" Naturgesch. der SaugethiereDeutschlands

und Mitteleuropas" of Blasius possesses ; but to local natu-
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ralists itwillbe asuscfiilas are the various volumes on British

Zoology pubUshcd by Mr.Van Voorst, to British zoologists.

At the same time, there is always a gain where there is a loss

in these matters : what we lose in comprehensiveness we

gain in detail ; and accordingly in M. Fatio's book we find

much that is valuable on account of the great care which

he has taken m personal investigation ; whilst the interest

of the whole subject is enhanced by the peculiar and

varied conditions of the ice-ploughed Switzerland, to

which it relates. Such a valley as that of the Rhone in

the Valais presents conditions of climate and vegetation

comparable with those of the southern shores washed by

the Mediterranean ; whilst an extensive region of perpetual

snow is within a few hours' walk of this favoured spot.

The Alpine valleys of the Orisons, again, present peculiar

conditions in their great elevation. M. Fatio finds, how-

ever, that the encroachments of man, and his destruction

of forest, have a more powerful influence on the distribu-

tion of animals than mere circumstances of altitude.

M. Fatio gives the number of mammals inhabiting

Switzerland in the wild state— that is, excluding the cat,

dog, horse, ass, ox, sheep, and goat—as fifty-eight, or as

sixty-one, if the rabbit (which is not indigenous, but

has been imported of late years) be reckoned, and the

two minute forms, Sorcx pyginai(s and AIus miiiiitus,

which have been said to occur, but which M. Fatio has

not himself succeeded in finding. This list does not

include the ibex, the stag, or the Mus agrarius, which

have become extinct. Some mammals which occur in

adjoining countries are remarkable for their absence in

Switzerland: thus, the two bats Rhinolophus clivosKS and

R. Emya/f, which occur in Lombardy, Mus agraiiiis,

occurring near the Rhine on the north, and by Como to

the south, Ai'vicola siibterrancns, also found near the

Rhine, and A. Savii, found in Lombardy, are not met
with in Switzerland.

M. Fatio has increased the catalogue of Swiss mam-
mals, as given by some of his predecessors, by the addition

of nine species of bats, two insectivora, and four rodents,

one of which is considered a new species altogether.

This new species of M. Fatio, is a little black mouse,

very- much like the common house vaowse(Miis musculiis),

but having a very dark black-coloured fur ; the two

presenting much the same contrast as do the J\fi/s raitus

and Mus Alcxandrinus, which M. Fatio agrees with

M. Arthur de I'Isle in considering one and the same
species. The new mouse, however, which is called Mus
Poschiavuius, from the locality where it was observed,

presents more important differences when compared with

Mus musculus than those of colour and proportion only.

The palatine ridges in M. Poschiavinus are four in

number, in place oi five in the common species, and the

anterior simple ridges are of a different form.

The strange thing about this little black mouse, which is

found at Poschiavo in the Orisons, is that it lives on
tobacco. It was first noticed in a tobacco-factory, and
was found to make great ravages among the stores of the

nicotian weed. When first caught, M. Fatio thought he
had possibly got hold of young specimens of the black
rat, but subsequently he obtained specimens bearing evident

signs of maturity. It docs not appear to have suggested
itself to M. Fatio's mind, that his Mus Poschiavinus may
be only a sample of ilic deleterious effect of indulgence in

the noxious herb to which these rodents are addicted.

What if this new black mouse is but a stunted race of the

black rat ? It w'ould furnish an invaluable argument
to the anti-tobacconists.

A very pretty coloured plate, representing two Poschi-

avinian mice helping themselves to cigars, illustrates the

description of this species. It is not a little remarkable

that an animal should normally feed on tobacco. Monkeys,

as is well known to the frec|uenters of menageries, are

exceedingly fond of the end of a cigar, and an elephant has

been seen gravely to accept such an oft'ering ; but one

would have supposed that the amount of nicotine in a

pinch of snuff was enough to make a mouse unwell. The
indifference of these mice to the toxic action of tobacco,

calls to mind the similar indifference on the part of

pigeons (rodents are like birds in many things) to the

toxic action of opium in the largest doses, as lately

noticed by Dr. Weir Michell.

Among the rarer and more interesting forms noticed

by M. Fatio as still existing, or as having existed—for he

notices the contents of the quaternary deposits in Switzer-

land—are the Bear (Ursus nrclos), the WoM {Cam's lupus),

the Wild Cat {Fells eatus), the Lynx {Felts lynx), the

Bouquetin or Ibex {Capra ibex), the Chamois {Capella

rufflcapra), and the Stag {Cerviis elaphus). With regard

to this last, it appears that, eighty years since, very fine

specimens inhabited the Swiss valleys ; now it only

appears when driven from the German forests lying to

the north ; its remains are found in quaternary deposits.

The fallow-deer is represented neither in the present nor

in the quaternary fauna ; the Roebuck, or Chevreuil, is

the only cervine species still inhabiting the country.

Wolves, lynxes, and wild cats are not uncommon in

the forests of the Jura ; but the lynx has not been found

in the quaternary deposits, which is noteworthy, since

Dr. Ransom, of Nottingham, has found it in England in

such beds.

The bear is commonest in the Orisons ; every year

there is some bear-hunting to be done in these wild and

elevated valleys. The ibex, though no longer found in

the Swiss Alps, occurs in the immediately adjacent territory

of Lombardy ; where, however, it is now strictly preserved.

The ibex of the Alps, of the Pyrenees, of Siberia, and of

Crete, each have very distinctive characters, in the direc-

tion and length of their horns, but are hardly to be

considered as distinct species. Some naturalists, how-

ever, distinguish a second species in Spain, as JEgyceros

Hispanicus, occurring farther south than the so-called

ALgyeeros Pyrenaicus. The domesticated Capra lilrcus,

has no doubt largely taken the place of the indigenous

ibex; natural hybrids between the two are not uncommon.

The industrious Swiss have sometimes exhibited to

curious tourists an eccentric specimen of the common
goat as a living ibex. M. Fatio mentions such an instance,

which may put naturalist travellers on their guard. A
specimen presented by the King of Italy may be seen

in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park. The chamois

are still very numerous in Switzerland, though the

large herds of eighty and a hundred, which used to be

seen in past times, are not now met with. A certain

amount of care is exercised now in regard to the time

of hunting, and the animals are allowed to breed in

securitv, so that thc^' arc on the increase in localities
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where they had become scarce. M. Fatio mentions an

old hunter who boasted of having killed as many as 3,000

chamois.

The Alpine marmot, which is so common and to well

known to Alpine tourists, is not the mammal which

attains the highest elevation of habitat in Switzerland
;

another little rodent, the Amicola nhmlis, has that dis-

tinguished honour, living at a greater altitude than any

other European mammal.
Both this species and the marmot live among the oases

tif rock and herbage which stand out amidst the vast

masses of mountain ice. The Bobac marmot does not

occur in Switzerland, being confined to the north-eastern

districts of Europe. The Alpine marmot inhabits

the Carpathians and the Pyrenees, as well as the Alps.

!\I. Fatio's book is illustrated by eight plates, giving

figures of new or rare forms. Synoptical tables of the

families and genera are also given, so as to enable the

least experienced naturalist to determine with facility the

species which may come before him. A second volume,

to include the reptiles, batrachia, and fishes, and a third,

treating of the birds, are soon to be brought out by the

same careful and enthusiastic observer.

E. R.-\v Laxkester

OUR BOOK SHELF
Mining Geology.

—

DieLagerstcitten dcrniitzbnrenMiiii^ra-

licit. Von Johann Grimm. (Prague : J. G. Calve).

The author of this volume is an Oberbergrath, and also

Director of the Imperial Mining Academy at Pribram.
During the last seventeen years he has from time to time
published notices of the mineral veins and other mining
features of Transylvania, Hungary, and Bohemia ; and he
now presents to the public a gener.al treatise or handbook
of the useful minerals. His experience has not been wide
enough to enable him to write a book that fully justifies

the title he has chosen for it, and his acquaintance with
the literature of his subject appears to be limited to the
German language. But the book is the work of a prac-
tical man, is well arranged, and contains much useful

information. Fresh illustrations even of well-known facts

are always interesting, more especially when they carry
with them some little features that are novel. In this

respect, mining geologists in this country will find it worth
their while to hear what Herr Grimm has to say of the
minerals, veins, beds, faults, and other mining features of
various parts of the Austrian Empire. A. G.

Practical Astronomy and Geodesy.

—

Gcogra^hische Orts-
bestivimiDtgcii vnt Hulfsiafcln. 4to. pp. 88. By W.
Valentiner. (Leipzig: 1869. London: Williams and
Norgatc.)

The purpose of the author was to afford the astronomers
engaged in the great European Triangulation tables for

facilitating the reduction of the observations made for

finding azimuths and the altitude of the pole. The work
is, however, of more than a transient merit, for it will

probably be of much assistance to our Indian officers

engaged in the great trigonometrical survey of the Penin-
sula, and some of the tabular matter might henceforth in

a modified form be well included in works on higher
geodetic operations generally.

The author, by differentiating some of the fundamental
equations which connect the latitude of a place with the
altitude of a heavenly body above the horizon, its decli-

nation, azimuth, hour-angle, and parallactic angle, shows
the influence which the errors in the observed quantities
exert upon those that are dependent upon them, and comes
to the conclusion that circumpolar stars are best adapted

for azimuth determinations. He especially recommends
to the observers engaged in the arc measurement the star
Urscs minoris, which is seen at all hours with telescopes
of about I J to 2 inches aperture, and the succeeding
formula have been calculated with special reference to
that star. Thus, taking the fundamental equations, in
which z, a, 8, t, (^, are the well-known symbols for zenith
distance, azimuth, decimation, hour-angle, and latitude
respectively, the author obtains by division, transforma-
tion, and expansion, and substituting p for go°— 8, the
following elegant expression for the azimuth :—

a = p sin t sec <^ + M sin 2t -j- N
The values of M and N being essentially dependent on
t and alone, admit of tabulation with t and <^ as argu-
ments, and are given by the author for all latitudes
between 36° north and 64°, this being the extent of the
arc to be measured ; t is given from ten to ten minutes.
The formuke for the altitude of the pole arc discussed

very carefully on the same principles. The whole is the
result of much labour, and I\L Valentiner well deserves
the sincere gratitude of the numerous computers whose
work he has facilitated. B. L.

Manual of Physics.

—

Lchrbii:.h der Physik, cinschlicsslich

dcr Physik dcr Liift {Meteorohgie), des Himmels
{Himtnelkunde), mid der Erde {Physikalischc Geo-
graphic). Von Dr. Paul Reis. Erste Halfte, pp.
256. (Leipzig: Ouandt und Handel. 1870.)

This is the first half of a treatise on Elementary Physics
from a highly scientific point of view. Dr. Reis considers
that the principle of the conservation of force— as he
puts it, " Die energie des Weltalls ist constant " (the energy
of the universe is constant)—is at the root of all science,
and that it is possible to deduce a large part of physics as a
mathematical consequence of this principle. We confess
to a little doubt whether it is advisable to introduce it in

this form in the first instance in an elementary text-book.
The attempt is one, however', that must be made no doubt
at an early date, in some form or other.

The first instalment of the work contains an introduc-
tion of considerable length on the elementary ideas at
the root of physics—such as space, time, matter, rest and
motion, matter and force— the forces whicli appear in all

phenomena, molecular, chemical, cohesion, adhesion,
gravitation— and the fundamental axioms of physics,
which he gives us in six statements not materially differ-

ing from Newton's three laws. After 80 pages out of
500 have been occupied in this way, we confess that we
doubt whether sufficient room is left for the adequate
treatment of the enormous range of subjects which is to

follow. The mechanics of solids, fluids, and gases occupy
the author for the next 100 pages, and the last 70 of this

first part are given to wave-motions and acoustics.
The book is carefully worked, and full of examples for

the student. The new form in which familiar things are
presented makes it interesting to those who are acquainted
with the subjects it treats of It appears to be con-
scientiously brought up to the science of the present day,
but we must reserve our opinion as to the question
whether it accomplishes the task it proposes to itself, or
whether, in its present form, it will be valuable as a text-

book till the appearance of the second half, which com-
pletes the work. It claims to possess a plan of its own,
and it must be estimated according to that claim.

W. J.
Meteorology.

—

Dtc Theoric und Das allgeincinc geogra-
pjiisclie System der Wiitde. (Gottingen, 1S69. Lon-
don : Williams and Norgate.)

The author is an opponent of Dove's school of meteorolo-
gists. The facts discussed by him are well known, and
far more concisely stated in any recent work on meteor-
ology. The theories founded by the author on those facts

are too fanciful, and of his speculations—founded on no
facts at all— the least said about them the better.
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ON THE PERIODICITYOF THE SOLAR SPOTS
MOST of our readers are aware that the Kew ob-

seivefs, Messrs. D# la Rue, Stewart, and Loewy,

have for some time past been ellgagpd in investigations,

which, as far as they have ahxady extended, go to show that

there is an intimate and, as yet, unexplained connection

between the configuration of the planets and the position

and number of the spots on the sun. This result,

which St orice soems to land us in a sort of modern astro-

logy, and which is So extraordinary, is, we suppose, on
that ground, for we know of no nthef, questioned by
many European astronomers. In this state of the case,

no apology is needed, then, for reproducing, from the

Prncfedivgs of the American Philosophical Society, .the

results of a I'ecclit independent investigation of this

subject by Ur. Kirkwood, together with some historical

matter of some interest.

Dr. Kirkwood commences by reminding us that the

most ancient observations of sun-spots of which we have
any record, are those of the Chinese in the year 321 A.D.

;

the first notice of their detection by Europeans being
found in the annals of the Frankish kings. A black spot,

according to Adelmus, was seen on the sun's disc,

March 17th, 807, and continued visible 8 days. Similar

phenomena were again observed from the 28th of May
to the 26th of August, A.D, 840. The year 1096 was also

signalised by the appearance of spots so large as to be
visible to the naked eye. The next date, in chronological
order, is that of 1 161, when a spot was seen by Averroes.
Finally, on the 7th, 8th, and l6th of December, 1590, "a
great blacke spot on the .sunne," apparently "about the

bignesse of a shilling," was observed at sea by those on
board the ship " Richard of Arundell." The foregoing
are, we believe, the only undoubted instances in which
these phenomena were observed previous to the invention

of the telescope.

From 1610 to 1750 the sun was frequently observed
through instnmients of various optical power, and the

sparseness, or even the entire absence of spots, during
considerable internals of time, as w'ell as their great

number and magnitude at other epochs, were noticed by
different astronomers. We come now to a most inte-

resting and most remarkable epoch in the history of solar

physics—an epoch in which the periodicity of the spots

gradually come out.

The w-Ycar Period of Schiuabc.—In 1S26, Hofrath
Schwabe, of Dessau, commenced a series of sun-spot

observations, which have been continued without inter-

ruption to the present time (1869).

Schwabe has shown a very marked periodicity in the

spots ; the interval between two consecutive maxima or

minima being, according to him, about 10 years. .Soon after

the announcement of this interesting discovery. Dr. Lament,
of Munich, detected a corresponding decennial period in

the variation of the magnetic needle ; the epochs of

maxima and minima in the latter coinciding with those in

the former. These results have also been confirmed by
other obser\-ers in places quite remote from each other

;

so that the decennial magnetic cycle may be regarded as

well established. The equality of this period with that of

the solar spots naturally suggested the hypothesis of their

intimate relationship. Such a causal connection may be
difficult of explanation ; the fact, however, is placed beyond
doubt by the researches of Wolf and Sabine.* The
former, besides carefully obsei-ving the sun-spots since

1847, has discussed all accessible recorded observations,

both solar and magnetic, bearing on the subject. He had
thus ascertained a number of epochs of maxima and

* These magnetic variations, which will not be discussed in the present
p.aper, are mentioned to give completeness of view to the phenomena under
consideration. It is also worthy of remark that the Aurora Borealis is be-
lieved to exhibit a corresponding periodicity. [We believe that Sir E. Sabine
was the first to remarlt the connection between sun-spots and magnetic dis-
turbances.

—

Ed. ]

minima anterior to those observed by Schwabe,—from all

of which he has determined the period of the spots to be
in I years. He undertakes to show, moreover, that this

period coincides more exactly with that of the magaetic
variation than the lo-year cycle of Lamont.

TIte '^(>-Ycar Period.—Besides Schwabe's period of
II years. Wolf finds a larger cycle of 55 years, in which
the solar activity passes through a series of changes. It

is not, however, so distinctly marked as the cycle of
Schwabe. Its last maximum was about 1837, and that

preceding, about 1 780.

Ilie 22i3-Daj' Period.— Professor Wolf, after carefully

discussing his own and Schwabe's observations, claims tc»

have discovered two or three minor periods of solar

activity. " By projecting all the results in a continuous
curve, he finds in it a series of small undulations succeed-
ing each other at an average interval of 7 '65 months,"
or 233 days.

IVte 2"]- Day Period.—The same astronomer thinks
he has detected a short period of variation corresponding
to the sun's time of rotation with respect to the earth, or
about 27 days.

The 584-/)^/ Period.—De la Rue, Stewart, and
Loewy, have found a period varying between 1 8 and 20
months ; the mean being about 5 84 days. Other periods

ofmaxima and minima will probably be detected ; but those

we have enumerated arc perhaps the only ones sufficiently

well established to justify any attempt at explanation.

That the solar spots are produced in some way by the

planetary disturbance of the photosphere, is now generally

admitted. As yet, however, the manner in which this in-

fluence is exerted can be little more than matter of con-

jecture. If the action is analogous to that of the moon
on the earth, the relative disturbing power of the difterent

members of the system will be as follows :

*

Name.
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there, then, any independent probabihty of the truth of

this hypothesis ? It is well known that the formation of

spots occurs chiefly between particular parallels of

latitude^ and that the numbers are greater in the northern
than in the southern hemisphere. It seems, therefore, at

least not improbable that a like difference may exist in

regard to longitude. " Sommering directs attention to

the fact, that there are certain meridian belts on the sun's

disc, in which he had never observed a solar spot for

many years together." * Buys-Ballot, of Utrecht, has
found, from an elaborate discussion of a great number of

meteorological observations, that there is a short period

of variation in the amount of solar heat received by our
planet ; the period from maximum to maximum coinciding,

at least approximately, with that of the sun's rotation with
respect to the earth. Sir William Herschel also believed
that one side of the sun, on account of some peculiarity

in its physical constitution, was less adapted to radiate

light and heat than the other.

On Dr. Kirkwood's hypothesis, the sun-spot period
would be equal to the interval between two conjunctions
of the disturbing planets on the hcliographic meridian
(designated by I\l) of that] part of the surface most sus-

ceptible to their influence. It would depend, therefore, on
the ratio of the sun's period of rotation to the intcr\al

between two consecutive conjunctions of such planets. Or,
as ?ilercury's influence is extremely variable, a maximum
would be produced by this planet's perihelion passage,
when the most susceptible part of the sun's surface had
the same, or nearly the same, heliocentric longitude. In
order, then, to test this hypothesis, wc must first inquire
what is the most probable period of the sun's rotation 'i

On account of the pi'opcr motion of the sol.nr spots,

the time of the sun's rotation as determined by their

apparent motion across the disc, varies from about 25 to

29 days. The proper motion of the spots has recently
been discussed with great labour and ability by Professor
Sporer, of Anclam, and Mr. Carrington. in England, who
have shown conclusively that the rapidity of movement
\-aries regularly with the latitude. The equatorial portions
have the greatest angular velocity ; in other words, the
proper motion of the spots is in a direction contraiy to
that of the sun's rotation. The formula: by which the
astronomers named expressed the law for the dependence
of the sun's apparent period of rotation on the latitude are
as follows :

—

According to Carrington, ^= 865'— 165' .f/«
I /. . . (i)

„ „ Sporer, |= j6-8475'- 3-3812° sin
(41° 13' + /-) (2)

where f is the arc described in a solar day. The true
time of rotation is supposed to be that indicated by an
equatorial spot ; and on this assumption, (i) gives

P= 24-97i i(/. = 24rt'. 23//. i8/«. 23J.
(3)

or, (2) gives

V = z\'ii2\if-d.=^2\d. 14//. S9W. oj-
(4)

The true value is probably between the results here given.
But will this modifying element in the theory of

planetary action afford a satisfactory explanation of the
periodic recurrence of maxima and minima of solar spots .'

Let us consider.

(a) The w-Year Cycle.—The anomalistic period of
Mercury is 87'9702(/., and

87-9702^!'.X46=4046'6292^. = iro77_>/.= T, . . (5)

This is very nearly equal to Wolf's value of the cycle,
and agrees at least equally well with recorded facts.f

* Humboldt's Cosmos, vol. iv., p. 378.

+ The following astronomical cycles are also nearly equal to this period of
variation ;

—

I. 18 periods of Venus = 11074J'. 1 4. i-jt^=^j.Vo-^oy,
1. 35 syn. per. of Mer. = ii'io4 5. 28i'2=ii'oS2
3. I period of Jupiter =11 '860 j 6. 45^3^11-063

where t^ — the syn. per. of Venus with respect to Jupiter ; t-. = syn. per. of

Again, —-! = 24'82594(t'.= 24(/- 19//. 49;/?. 2i.f.

163
(6)

which is nearly a mean between Spdrer's and Carring-
ton's values of the sun's period of rotation. With this,

therefore, as the time of the sun's axial revolution, we
have 46 times the period of Mercury—equal to 163 times
that of the sun's rotation. • The recurrence of maxima at

mean intervals of il'077 years would thus be accounted
for.* Again, the epochs at which sun-spots were seen

before the invention of the telescope may be presumed,
with much probability, to have been nearly coincident
with the maxima epochs of Schwabe's cycle. Now, it is

a remarkable fact that all of those dates, except perhaps
the last, harmonise with the \alue which we have adopted
for Schwabe's period of variation. Thus :

From 321, A.D. to 1S60, wchavc 139 periods of 1 1 '072 + yrs. each.

44
3 »>

23
6 „

39
14

7

The variability of the period will be
sidered.

{l>.) Wolf's Cycle of $6—57 Years.—The synodic revolu-
tion of Mercury is I I5'8774S^!'., and

ii5-S774S<i'.x 177= 205 io-3i396r/. = 56-i5324j'. = T, (7)

In this period the line of conjunction of Mercury and
the earth advances 56'i5324 revolutions. Now,

- = 24'8262Sf/. = 24r?'. 19/?. 49W. 50.9,

321
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1S67, is in a great measure due to the disturbing action of

Venus.
6. Wolf's 56-year cycle is determined by the joint

action of Mercuiy and the Earth. And,

Finally, the liypcthesis proposed accounts^ as wc have

seen,for all the well-defined cycles of spot-variations.

NOTE ON THE CORRELATION OF COLOUR
AND MUSIC

\ 1 /H I LST engaged in the preparation of an article on
» » the Analogy of Light and Sound for the current

number of the Quarterly Journal of Science, I was led

to e.Kamine the grounds of the frequently-assumed rela-

tionship between the colours of the solar spectrum and
the notes of the musical scale. It is well known that

Newton found a connection between the relative spaces

occupied by each colour and the relative vibrations of the

notes of the scale. But this, I presume, cannot be more
than an accidental coincidence. The common basis of

comparison is obviously the ratio of the wave-lengths in

the two cases. Although according to the tables given in

text-books no satisfactory connection can be found, yet

many considerations appear to justify a stricter comparison

of these natural scales of colour and sound.

The ratio of wave-lengths of the two extremes of

the spectrum is usually taken as i ; 0.57, or corresponding

to the interval of a seventh in music.

But this statement is only tmc when a glass prism is

employed ; the ultra-violet rays are then suppressed.

Substituting quartz for glass, light of higher refrangibility

is seen : the limits of the spectrum can thus be extended

from the solar line A to the solar line L.* Now, the wave-
o

length ofA (according to Angstrom") is 760 millionths of a

millimetre, and the wave-length of L (according to Mas-
cart) is 381 millionths of a millimetre, or as the ratio of

I : o'5o, exactly corresponding to the interval of an octave

in music.
The ratios of the extreme colours of the spectrum and

the extreme notes of an octave are coincident.

The next object is to compare the ratio of wave-
lengths giving rise to the intermediate colours of the

spectrum with the ratio of wave-lengths giving rise to the

intermediate notes of the scale.

The most careful localisation of the colours of the

spectrum with which I am acquainted is that by Prof.

Listing.t In his recent memoir on the wave-lengths of

the spectra of the metals, M. Thalen gives Prof Listing's

estimation of the extreme limits of each colour as follows -.t

Table I. Limiting

Name. Wave lengths in ten-millionths

of a millimetre.

Red 7234 to 6472
Or.inge 6472 to 5S56
Yellow 5856 to 5347
Green 5347 to 4919
Blue 4919 to 4555
Indigo 4555 to 4241
Violet 4241 to 3967

Taking the juean of the two limits to represent the

average wave-length of each colour, we have the follow-

ing series :

—

T.\DLE II.

Name. Mean wave-lengths in ten- Ratio,
millionths of a millimeter.

Red 6853
Orange 6164
Yellow 5601
Green 5133
Blue 4737
Iii'ligo 4395
Violet 4104

* Mr. Crookcs informs me that on favourable occasions he has even seen
beyond L.

t Poggendorff's ".^nnalen," 1868, vol. 131, p. 564.
I Trans. Roy. Soc. Upsal, third series, vol vi. : also Annales de Chimie

et de Physique, October iS6q, and Nait'RE, No. 2.

100

89
81

75
69
64
60

Calling the wave-length of the mean red lOO, the num-
bers in the third column express the corresponding ratios

of the mean wave-lengths of the other colours.

In the next table is given the similar data as regards
sound. The first column contains the names of the
musical notes ; the second their actual wave-lengths start-

ing from the middle C ; the third column gives the rela-

tive wave-lengths in fractions of C ; and the fourth, the

ratio without fraction, C being taken as loo.

Tadle
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and of notes in the scale is the most harmonious that

can be found ; any disturbance of the order in either case
makes the succession less pleasant. Discord or harmony
mav be the result of the combination of certain notes,

by C and G, or the harmonious interval of a fifth ; the
latter combination corresponds to C and F, or the slightly
less pleasant interval of a fourth.

This apparent correlation of music and colour suggests

SCALE OF ACTUAL WAVE LENGTHS Or SPECTRUM IN lOOOOOIM OF A MILLIMyRE.

T f fII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1
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be impossible, for there are only 375.000 Turks in the

province, most of whom reside in the towns in all parts of

Bulgaria, while the total population is between four and

five millions. Evidently M. Lejean reckoned among his

Turks the Mahometan Bulgarians, who reside for the

most part in the eastern districts.

The whole of this valuable little pamphlet is contained

in seventeen pages, and its usefulness is considerably in-

creased by a good map. The map embraces all the country

occupied by the .Southern Slavonians, from Galicia to the

^gean Sea, and seems to be very accurate ; but it is a pity

that Dr. Petermann did not leave out the shading of the

mountains. This, in a map on such a small scale, is totally

useless for topographical purposes, and only occupies

space which would be much more profitably employed by
the insertion of more names of places, besides obscuring

the names which already exist. The districts inhabited

by Slavonians are painted green, thus showing at a glance

their geographical position. It would have been better

to distinguish by a different colour the Bulgarians—who,

like the Russians, are Slavonians grafted on a Turanian
stock, from the pure Slavonians, such as the Servians,

Croats, and Ruthenians.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor docs not Jiold himself responsible f/^r opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. No notice is taken of anonyvious

communications.
]

Government Aid to Science

I VENTURE to hope that you will allow me space in your

columns to express opinions on this suhiect which are not popular

with scientific men, and which are evidently opposed to your own
views as indicated in your recent article on Science Reform.

The public mind seems now to be going mad on the subject of

education ; the Government is ol)lii;ed to give way to the

clamour, and men of science seem inclined to seize the oppor-

tunity to get, if possible, some sliare in the public money. Ait

education is already to a consirlerable extent supplied by the

State,—technical education (which I presume means education in

"the arts") is vigorously pressed upon the Government, —and

Science also is now urging her claims to a modicum of State

patronage and support.

Now, sir, I protect most earnestly against the application of

public money to any of tlie above specified purposes, as radically

vicious in principle, and as being in the present state of society a

positive wrong. In order to clear the ground let me stale th.at,

for the pui|)ose of the present argument, I admit the right and

duty of the State to educate its citizens. I uphold national

education, but I object abs(>lutely to all sectional or class educa-

tion ; and all the above-named schemes are simply forms of class

education. The broad principle I go upon is this,—that the

State has no moral right to apply funds raised by the taxation

of ail its members to any jiurpose which is not directly available

for the benefit of all. As it has no right to give class preferences

in legislation, so it has no right to give class preferences in the

expenditure of public money. If we follow this principle,

national education is not forbidden, whether given in schools

supported by the State, or in museums, or galleries, or gardens,

fairly distributed over the whole kingdom, and so regulated as to

be equally available fnr the instruction and amusement of all

classes of the community. But here a line must be drawn. The
schools, the museums, the galleries, the gardens, must all alike be

popular (that is, adapted for and capalxle of being fully used and
enjoyed by the people at large), and must be developed by means
of public money to such an extent only as is needful for the

highest attainable popular instruction and benefit. All beyond
this should lie left to private munificence, to societies, or to the

classes benefited, to supply.

In art, all that is needed only for the special instruction of

artists, or for the delight of amateurs, should be provided by
artists and amateurs. To expend public money on third-rale

prints or pictures, or on an intrinsically worthless book, both of

immense value on account of their rarity, and as sucli ofgreat
interest to a small class of literary and art amateurs and to them
only, I conceive to be absolutely wrong. So, in. science, to pro-
vide museums such as will at once elevate, instruct, and enter-

tain all who visit them is a worthy and a just expenditure of
public money ; but to spend many times as much as is necessary
for this purpose in forming enormous collections of all the rarities

that can be obtained, however obscure and generally uninteresting

they may be, and however limited the class who can value or
appreciate them, is, as plainly, an unjust expenditure. It will,

perhaps, surprise some of your readers to find a naturalist advo-
cating such doctrines as these ; but though I love nature much I

love justice more, and would not wdsh that any man should be
compelled to contribute towards the support of an institution of

no interest to the great mass of my countrymen, however inte-

resting to myself.

For the same reason I maintain that all schools of art or of

science, or for technical education, should be supported by the

parties who are directly interested in them or benefited by them.

If designs are not forthcoming for the English manufacturer, and
he is thus unable to compete with foreigners, who should provide

schools of design but the manufacturers and the pupils who are

the parties directly interested ? It seems to me as entirely beyond
the proper sphere of the functions of tlie State to interfere in this

matter as it would be to teacli English bootmakers or English

cooks at the public expense in order that they may be able to

compete with French artistes in these department;. In both
cases such interference amounts to protection and class legisla-

tion, and I have yet to learn that these can be justified by the

urgent necessity of our producing shawls and calicoes, or hard-

ware and crockery, as elegantly designed as those of our neigh-

bours. And if our men of science want more complete labora-

tories, or finer telescopes, or more expensive apparatus of any
kind, who Init our scientific associations and the large and wealthy
class now interested in science should supply the want? They
have hitherto done so nobly, and I should myself feel that it was
better that the march of scientific discovery should be a little less

rapid (and of late years the pace has not been bad), than that

Science should descend one step from her lofty independence and
sue nifornui pauperis to the already overburtliened taxpayer. So
if our mechanics are not sowed able as they might be to improve
the various arts they are engaged in, surely the parties who ought
to provide them with the special education required are the great

employers of labour, who by their assistance are daily building

up colossal fortunes ; and that great and •wealthy class which
is, professionally or otherwise, interested in the constructive or

decorative arts.

I maintain further, not only that the money spent by Govern-
ment for the purposes here indicated is wrongly spent, but also

that it is in a great measure money wasted. The best collectors

are usually private amateurs, the best workers are usually home
students or the employes of scientific associations, not of govern-
ments. Could any Government institution have produced re-

sults so much superior to those produced by our Royal Institution,

with its Davy, Faraday, and Tyndall, as to justify the infringe-

ment of a great principle ? Would the grand series of scientific

and mechanical inventions of this century have been more tho-

roughly and more fruitfully worked out, if Government had taken
science and invention under its special patronage in the year

iSoo, and had subjected them to a process of forcing from that

day to this? Ko one can really believe that we should have got

on any belter under such a rcj^inie, while it is certain that much
pow-er would have been wasted in the attempt to develop inven-

tions and discoveries before the age was ripe for them, and which
would theief ire liave inevitably languished and been laid aside

v^'ithout producing any great results. Experience shows that

public competition ensures a greater supply of the materials and
a greater demand fur the ]iroducts of science and art, and is thus

a greater stimulus to true and healthy progress than any Govern-
ment patronage. Let it but become an established rule that all

institutions solely for the advancement of science and art must
be supported by private munificence, and we may be sure that

such institutions would be quite as well supported as they are

now, and I believe much tietier. If they were not, it would
only prove more clearly how unjust it is to take money from the

public purse to pay for that which science-and-art-amatcurs would
very much like to have, but are not willing themselves to pay
for.

The very common line of argument which attempts to prove
the wide-spread uses and high educating inlluences of art and of

science, are utterly beside the question. Every product of the

human intellect is more or less valuable ; but it does not therefore

follow that it is just to provide any particular product for those
who want it, at the expense of those who either do not want, or are

I
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not in a condition to make use of it. Good architecture, for in-

stance, is a very good thing, and one we are much in want of

;

but it will hardly be maintained that architects should be taught

their profession at the public expense. The history of old china,

of old clothes, or of postage stamps, are each of great interest to

more or less e.xtensive sections of the community, and much
may be said in each case to prove the value of the study ; but

surely no honest representative of the nation could vote, say, the

moderate sum of a million sterling for three museums to exhibit

these objects, with a full staff of beadles, curators, and pro-

fessors at an equally moderate expenditure of ;{^IO,000 annually,

and a like sum for the purchase of specimens. But if we once

admit the right of the Government to support institutions for the

benefit of any class of students or amateurs however large and

respectable, we adopt a principle which will enable us to offer

but a feeble resistance to the claims of less and less extensive

interests whenever they happen to become the fashion.

If it be asked (as it will lie) what we are to do with existing

institutions supported by Government, I am at once ready with

an answer. Taking the typical examples of the National Gallery

and the British Museum, I maintain that these institutions should

be reorganised, so as to make them in the highest degree enter-

taining and instructive to the mass of the people ;—that no

public money should be spent on the purchase of specimens, but

what they already contain should be so thoroughly cared for and
utilised as to make these establishments the safest, the best, and
the most worthy receptacles for the treasures accumulated by
wealthy amateurs and students, who would then be ready to

bestow them on the nation to a much greater extent than they do

at present. From the duplicates which would thus accumulate

in these institutions, the other great centres of population in the

kingdom sliould be proportionately supplied, and from the

Metropolitan centres trained olTicers should be sent to organise

and superintend local institutions, such a proportion of their

salaries being paid by Government as fairly to equalise the

expenditure of public money over the whole kingdom, and thus

not infringe that great principle of equality and justice which I

maintain should be our guide in all such cases.

This communication will doubtless call forth much opposition,

but I trust it will also elicit the support of some of those eminent

scientific men, who I know hold similar genei-al views, and who
are so much better able than I am to explain and support them.

Alfred R. Wallace

Kant's View of Space
In the very remarkable contribution by Professor Sylvester,

(Nature, No. 9) this sentence occurs : "It is very common, not

to say universal, with English writers, even such authorised ones

as \Vhe\\ell, Lew'es, or Herbert .Spencer, to refer to Kant's

doctrine as affirming space to be a ' form of thought '
' or of

the understanding.' This is putting into Kant's mouth (as pointed

out to me by Dr. C. M. Ingleby) words which he would have
been the first to disclaim."

It is not on personal grounds that I wish to rectify the miscon-

ception into which Dr. Ingleby has betrayed Professor Sylvester.

When objections are made to what I have written, it is my habit

either silently to correct my error, or silently to disregard the

criticism. In the present case I might be perfectly contented to

disregard a criticism which any one who even glanced at my
exposition of Kant would see to be altogether inexact ; but as

misapprehensions of Kant are painfully abundant, readers of

Kant being few, and those who take his name in vain being

many, it may be worth while to stop this error from getting

into circulation through the channel of Nature. Kant assuredly

did teach, as Professor Sylvester says, and as I have repeatedly

stated, that space is a form of intuition. But there is no dis-

crepancy at all in also saying that he taught space to be a *' form of

thought," since every student of Kant knows that intuition with-

out thought is mere sensuous iuipresiiou. Kant considered the

mind under three aspects. Sensibility, Understanding, and Reason.

The a piiori forms of Sensibility, which rendered Experience
possible, were Space and Time : these were forms of thought,

conditions of cognition. It was by such forms of thought that

he reoccupied the position taken by Leibnitz in defending and
amending the doctrine of innate ideas, namely, that knowledge
has another source besides sensible experience,—the intdlcchisipsc.

While, therefore, any one who spoke of space as a " form of

the understanding " would certainly use language which Kant
would have disclaimed, Kant himself would have been surprised

to hear that space was not held by him as a "form of thought."

January 3 George Henry Lewes

Transcendent Space

As my name has been mentioned by Prof. Sylvester, at p. 238
of N.VTURE, in connection with this subject, I must ask you to

allow me to make a brief remark thereupon. With the late

Prof Donkin I have not the least doubt as to this notion being

"only a disguised form of algebraical formulisation. " I observe

that Prof. Sylvester, while hypothctkally mentioning his own
blindness, backs up his belief by the names of seven great

mathematicians, who are hypothctically assumed to have *' an
inner assurance of the reality" of space of four dimensions. A
roll-call of great names is no evidence of a strong position, and
in the present case the citation is somewhat unfortunate. My
old friend Dr. Salmon, who is one of the seven mathematicians

cited, would, I am sure, disclaim any such "inner assurance."

Without any breach of confidence I may quote his own reply to

a question which I put to him long before the delivery of Prof.

Sylvester's address. It was in these words :
" I do not profess

to be able to conceive affairs of four dimensions. ... I advise

you to believe whatever Sylvester tells you, for he has the power
of seeing things invisible to ordinary mortals."

It would be more satisfactory to unbelievers like myself if the

gifted author of the address were to assure the world that he had
an insight into, or clear conception of, this transcendent space,

According to my own view, space cannot have vtoye or less than

three dimensions ; but if a form of extension having four dimen-

sions were once revealed to us, tridimensional space (in which

we now "live and move and have our being," and which is for

us one of tico only universal forms of sense)^ together with all

that it contains, would become zero, and thenceforward we
should only be able to conceive tridimensional space as a limit

to the finite contents of quadridimensional space. Nay, more,

the new space would be inevitably fatal to the law of gravitation,

which is a transcendental deduction from the three only dimen-

sions of space. Of course I see plainly enough that the Hamil-
tonian theory of "quinaries" (which is at present concretely

interpretable only in time, i.e. as applied to sets of five points in

time) might be developed into a rectorial system of Quinions,

wdiere the four symbols of operation would express the rotation

of a straight line about four symmetrical axes ; but the form of ex-

tension required for the interpretation of such a system is not only

inconceivcvble, but is seemingly opposed to the very intellect itself.

Ilford, January S C. M. Ingleby

The Cyclone

In answer to the request of your correspondent, F.R. A.S., of

Plymouth, in No. 8 of Nature, I venture to send the following

observations of the storm of Dec. 16, in West Suffolk. The
barometer is reduced to sea level and 32' Fahr.

Dec. 16— 2 p.m. : bar. 29'598, having fallen about "15 since

the morning : air temp. 44° ma.x. of day hours ; wind fresh, S.,

sky overcast.

5 p.m. : bar. 29 '334, air temp 42°
; W'ind S. S.E. high, with

heavy rain, which had begun about 4.

ID p.m. : liar. 28'82I, a fall of '5 in 5 hours ; wind S. W. gale ;

rain stopped. The rainfall amounted to '53 in. During this gale

the temp, rose to 54°. The wind veered, at times blowing with

great violence, attaining its maximum a little before II p.m.

Direction nearly W. After 1 1 the force began to abate.

12 mid. : bar. 29 '031, a rise of '2
; wind high from W.N.W.

Dec. 17.— Bar. 29'625, wind still very fresh from W.N.W.
The movement of the barometer from 2 to 10 p.m. of l6th,

was 07S in., and on morning of 17th the pressure returned to

the same point as on 2 p.m. of i6th. The maximum of the wind
force occurred a little after the minimum of air pressure, when
baromelerwas rising (compare Capt. Toynbee's " Isobaric Curves"

pp. 6, 7). The veering of the wind shows that the track of

the centre of the storm passed to the N. of this latitude

(52' N.) M.A.
Haverhill, Suffolk, Dec. 28

I ONLY noticed this morning a request of one of your corre-

spondents, who wishes some one in the north or east of England

to give an account of the storm which occurred on the 17th

instant, as he considers it a remarkable instance of a cyclone.

I enclose the hourly readings of the barograph and anemo-

graph at Stonyhurst during the storm that occurred on the 17th

and 19th, but I doubt whether they will be found very confirma-

tory of the supposed nature of the storm. The fall and rise of

the barometer agree remarkably with the complete circuit through

which the wind veered from W.S.W. through S. and N. back

to W.S.W., but the storm, as is usually the case, began about
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four hours after the barometer had passed its minimum : the

storm lasted 14 hours 30 minutes. The rainfall was moderate.

I have given you the readings on the l6th on account of the in-

teresting coincidence between the veering completely round of

the wind, and the gradual fall and rise of the barometer. On
the 19th a greater storm occurred, but with a less marked con-

nection between barogram and anemogram.
Htonyhurst, Wlialley, Dec. 29 S. J. Perry
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"including the names of tlic two Miuray scholars, the chief

prize now given for general proficiency in the university."

We have received the report of the Council of the Birming-

ham Midland Institute, presented at the annual meeting on Mon-

day last. It is altogether of a satisfactory character. Addi-

tional accommodation is required, and an appeal to the town is

about to be made, which we hope will be heartily responded to.

The following statistics of the use made of the Science Classes

by students, will show the gradually increasing utility of this

single side of the Institution:— 1S57, 578 students; 1S62, 717

students; 1866, 1,371 students; 1869, 1,538 students.

We learn from the British Medical yotiriml that the follow-

ing courses of lectures will be given at the Royal College of

Surgeons during the present year :— I. Six Lectures " On Der-

matolog)'," by Prof. Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S., commencing on

the 31st inst. 2. Eighteen lectures by Prof. Flower, F. K..S.,

"On the Anatomy of the Mammalia, " commencing February

14th. 3. Si-x lectures "On the Nature and Treatment of New
Growths," by Prof. Birkett. 4. Three lectures "On the Minute

Anatomy of the Eye," by Mr. Hulke, F. R.S. Professors

Wilson and Flower will lecture on Mondays, Wednesdays, and

Fridays, at 4 o'clock. The third and fourth courses will be given

in the month of June.

The following course for the Experimental and Natural Science

Gold Medals in Trinity College has been agreed on for 1870.

Physics : Jamin, Cours de Physique; Lloyd, Elementary Treatise

on the Wave-Theory of Light. Chemistry : Regnault, Cours

de Chimie ; Naquet, Principles of Chemistry, Second Edition

by Cortis ; Fresenius, Chemical Analysis, Fourth Edition.

Mineralogy and Geology: Dana, System of Mineralogy; Rose,

Elements de Crystallographie, Edit, par Regnault ; Dana,

Manual of Geology, Parts I. II. and iv. Botany, Zoology and

Palaeontology : Henfrey, Elementary Course of Botany, Parts I.

.and III.; Lindley, Descriptive Botany, 185S; Bentham, British

Flora ; Haughton, Three Kingdoms of Nature, Part III. ;

Greene, Manual of Protozoa and of Ccelenterata ; Huxley,

Lessons in Elementary Physiology; Dana, i\Ianual of Geology,

Part III.

The Erasmus Smith Professorship of Natural and Experi-

mental Philosophy in Trinity College, Dublin, is now vacant.

'Ihe second half of the examination for candidates will be held

on the 2 1st. The examiners are the Provost (Dr. Lloyd) and

Professors Apjohn, Galbraith, and Jellett. The emoluments of

the office are, to a Fellow, if elected, about 600/. a year ; to the

I'iofessor not being a Fellow, 200/. a year.

The Horticultural Society of Cologne is about to extend its

original scheme so as to include a school for the scientific teach-

ing of horticulture. It is stated that a range of buildings, to in-

clude halls, lecture-rooms, chemical laboratory, dwelling-rooms,

tSic, is to be immediately erected ; and that the society intends

to enlarge or rebuild the present orangeries, conservatories, and

forcing-houses.

The Pall Mall ffflcrf/i? of Monday last reports at great length

a lecture " On the Forefathers and Forerunners of the English

People,' given by Professor Huxley, at a meeting held on the

preceding evening, under the auspices of the National Sunday
League. The lecturer, referring to tlie arguments now com-

monly brought forward, upon the assumption that the Irish and

English nations belong essentially to different races, denied that

there was sufficient proof of the existence of any difference what-

ever between Celt and Anglo-Saxon, except that of language.

He thinks it probable, moreover, that Ireland as a whole con-

tains less Teutonic blood than the eastern half of England, and

more than the western half. Our readers may remember that

the question of the amount of the Celtic element in the existing

English nation was prominently brought before the public in a

recent Chancery suit. The claims to originality put forward by
the plaintiff in that suit are now disputed by Dr. Daniel Wilson,

of Toronto, who comniunicates to the last number of the Cana-
dian Journal a somewhat verbose article pointing out that the

results obtained by the plaintiff from craniological investigations

were anticipated in all essential particulars in earlier writings of

Dr. Wilson's.

The pressure on our space is so great that we have been
unable to lay before our readers the communications on the

Suez Canal, presented to the Royal Society by Mr. Bateman,
and to the Geographical Society by Lord Houghton ; they have,

however, been given at some length in the daily press. One
point of great scientific interest came out in the discussion at

the Geographical Society. Mr. Fowler stated that the evapora-

tion from the Bitter Lakes would require a supply of 250,000,000

cubic feet daily, i.e., a flow in the Canal of ij miles per hour.

On all hands the Canal is acknowledged to be a complete

success, and its probable influence on the trade of Mediterranean

ports may be estimated from the fact mentioned by Lord
Houghton, that the Emperor of .Austria said that " he was there

to represent Trieste."

We are glad to learn from the Architect that it has been
decided to establish a School of Science and Art at Dover.

The Swiss are about to supplement, or supersede, their great

"Dufour"Map, by another upon a much larger scale. The
" Dufour" Map, on a scale of ; ^'^ jm {about f of an inch to a
mile), is in twenty-five sheets, and is printed in black only ; but

the new map is to be on a scale of li^Sto fo'' '^^ plains, and ^TiVir

for the mountainous districts. It is to be printed in three colours,

and will contain no less than 540 sheets. Roads, towns, and
trees are inserted in black, and rivers and glaciers in blue : the

third printing, in red, is devoted to contour lines. The distance

between each contour line expresses a height of 100 Swiss feet in

the mountains, and 33 '3 Swiss feet in the plains. It was
intended at first to have a fourth printing, in green, for the

forests, but tliis has been abandoned on account of the expense.

Several sheets of this map, all admirably executed, have already

been issued. At the same time they are reducing the "Dufour"
Map to the scale of -ir^VjTr' This reduction will be in four

sheets, and for tourists or for general use will be much more
handy than the larger map. It is said that it will be even

superior to the original map in the picturesque relief, for which

tlie latter is so remarkable. Three years more will be required

to finish the reduced map, of which two sheets are already

publislied.

M. Bouis has been appointed Professor of Toxicology at the

Upper School of Pharmacy in Paris.

We cull the following notes from the last number of the

yournal of the Society of Arts

:

—
The Royal Agricultural Society has been giving its attention

to the adulteration of manure^ and feeding cakes, and is conduct-

ing some analyses.

The oxy-hydrogen light is now largely used in Paris for illu-

minated advertisements and theatrical purposes. Carts with

metal reservoirs containing the compressed oxygen for the supply

of customers may be seen in the streets. At the Gaiete Theatre,

which is one of the largest consumers, cylinders of magnesia or

zirconia take the place of the lime cylinders ordinarily used for

this light.

In connection with the systematic destruction of timber in

Australia, it is mentioned that in the Ballarat district this

destruction has been accompanied by a corresponding diminution

in the rainfall, and that since 1S63 there has been a more or less

regular reduction from 37'27in. in 1S63 to I4'23in. in lS68.

The Government has recently appointed an Inspector of State

Forests, whose duty it will be to prevent the waste of timber, and

establish nurseries of forest trees in various parts of the colony.
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THE BESSEMER PROCESS UNDER
PRESSURE

MR. BESSEMER has lately patented a method of conducting

his process of converting cast-iron into steel under pressure,

in order to raise the temperature of the metal during the process

of conversion, and to obviate the inconvenience experienced when

ce lain of tlie purer qualities of Swedish pig-iron made with

clurcoal, and also some of the less grey and the white hematite

pi:^'-irons of this country, when treated by the ordinary process,

do' not produce sufficient heat in the converting vessel to allow

all the steel made from them to retain complete fluidity until

it i^ poured into moulds.

The following description of the apparatus is extracted from

Eiiginceriit!:, to the editor of which journal we are indebted for

the use of the woodcuts.
In the annexed engravings. Fig. i is a vertical section of a

Bessemer converter constructed on this plan, a being the upper
part of the converting vessel ; « x , the lining of ganister ; and

q, the strong riveted iron shell or vessel on the inside of the

sure in the vessel from 8 to 15 lb. on the square inch will give

good results, and in but few cases will a pressure of 20lb. per

square inch be necessary. It will be understood that the pres-

sure of the blast of air forced into the converting vessel must be
increased in proportion to the back pressure caused by the pen-

ning up of the gases within the vessel.

Another arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 2, which represents

a vertical section of the upper portion of a converting vessel or

chamber in which molten pig or other carburet of iron is to be

treated either by the injection of the fluid nitrate into the molten

metal, as patented by Mr. Bessemer in March last, or in which

vessel the nitrates or other o.xygen-yielding salts or substances

are so brought in contact with the hot metal as to be decom-

posed. The outer shell, //, of the vessel or chamber is made of

thiclc plates of iron or steel securely riveted and caulked at all

joints, and capable of withstanding safely a pressure of from five

to ten or more atmospheres. For the convenience of lining the

vessel, the upper part may be removed by unbolting the stout

flanges, /;', and one or more hoops, P, are riveted to the e.v-

mouth of which the iron hoop, c, is riveted ; while d \% z.

flanged iron ring bevelled on the inside, and secured by screwed
studs or cotter bolts to the hoop, e. A moulded ring, c, of flre-

bri>jk or other suitable refractory material, forms the escape
opening or mouth of the vessel ; it is retained in place by means
of the flanged ring, d.

The aperture in the movable mouth of the vessel thus formed
m:;y in some cases be made small enough to retain the gaseous
products resulting from the combustion of the carbon or other

m *.tter contained in the pig-iron under a pressure much above
ll.at of the surrounding atmosphere, so that the comljustion
gi/ing on in the converting vessel may be under "high pressure,"
an I by reason of the combustion so taking place under a
pressure much greater than that of the external atmosphere a
m ire intense Iieat would be produced and imparted to the metal.
A-i a guide to the workmen, Mr. Bessemer states that for the con-
vtision of the purer kinds of Swedish charcoal pig-iron and for
nio'.tled or white hematite pig-iron mixed with grey a back pres-

terior of the vessel to strengthen it. A lining of fire-brick,

ganister, or other refractory material, /, is used to defend the

outer shell from the high temperature generated within ; and pre-

vious to its use for conversion, Mr. Bessemer prefers to make a

fire in the interior, so as to highly heat the lining and lessen its

power of absorbing heat from the metal.

On the upper part of the dome an iron ring, w, is riveted,

to which a Hanged ring, 11, is fitted. The inside of this ring is

conical, and is made to embrace the conical fire-clay ring, /',

through which the gaseous matters evolved during the process

are allowed to escape. A cone of fire-clay or of iron, g, is at-

tached to the guide rod r, for the purpose of closing or diminish-

ing the area of the outlet opening in the fire-clay ring^p, and on
the upper end of the rod r are placed weights, s, to regulate the

pressure. The rod r is guided vertically upward and downward
by passing through the tubular guides and stuffing-box formed
at / /, on the curved exit passage n, which leads to a chimney
and conveys away the gaseous products escaping from the con-
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verting cliamlicr. On o!ie fide of tlie vessel or chamber is a pro-
jection, -', on the upper part of which a ring of fire-brick, a', is

retained in place by a conical flanged iron ring, x. The opening
in the ring -u serves for the admission of the molten metal to the
vessel, after which the cone y smeared with fire-clay is lowered
do^^•n into the opening of the moulded fire-brick tc, and by means
of the weight z is retained in place and prevents the escape of
gaseous matters during the converting process.
The cone, r, and its rod and weight, z, are suspended by a

chain in the position shown during the period of running in the
metal. When the metal so run in comes in contact with the
nitrate or other oxygen-yielding materials, large volumes of
gaseous matters are evolved, these matters instead of escaping
freely from the converter rapidly accumulating in the vessel until
the pressure witliin it is sufficient to raise the cone^, and escape
by the small annular opening thus made, the pressure being regu-
lated by the weights. Hence the combustion of the carbon
contained in the molten iron by reason of its union witli oxygen
derived from the decomposition of the nitrates or other oxygen-
yielding materials will be effected under considerable pressure

;

and the gaseous jiroducts, instead of expanding freely as under
the ordinary conditions of combustion, will be in a highly con-
densed state, by which means their temperature will be consider-
ably raised, and the intense heat so generated will be imparted
to the metal and cause it to retain its fluidity.

It will be extremely interesting to watch the working of this

new process.

BOTANY
[A^'c have been f.n-oured by the Count Marshal of Austria with the

follon-ing abstracts of Botanical papers read at the Innspnick Congress,]

Prof. Hildebrand on the Impregnation of Plants

Plants intcnnediate between Papaveracea: and Fiimiin'cr gave
the greatest quantity of seeds when impregnated with the pollen
of another individual of the same species, less when the pollen
was taken from another flower of the same individual, and least

when the impregnation took place within tlie flower itself. For
Eschscholtzia Californka, the proportion of seeds in these three

cases was as 24 to 9 to 6. Professor Fenzl says that he obtained
abundance of seeds from two species of Abutilon by fecundation
with pollen from other individuals, and that these operations are
best performed between S and 9 A.^r.

Prof. Fenzl on the Genus Lupinus
Seeds arc with difficulty ol>tained from plants of this genus in

the gardens of Vienna, probably on account of the unfavourable
condition of the soil. The species of this genus are still very far

from being duly determined, and two-thirds of them, at least,

may be eliminated. Professor Koch observes, that lire greatest

amount of seeds is to be obtained in sandy soil, and that the great
number of hybrids are merely varieties in form ; the different

colours of blossoms being a result of external agents, in the same
way as A'ymphaa gives us lengthened leaves when impregnated
with the pollen of MiignoVia.

Bail on Androgynous Inflorescence

Such inflorescences have been found on Zea, Pofiilus, Fai^iis,

Carpifi-us^ Bt'tula /inmilis and Bctula alba, as also on Pijiits

nigra, the small scale, considered as a part of the female blossoiu,

developing itself into an anther.

Prof. Koch on Transformations of Parts of Flowers
In a fruit of Solauiiu! nu-bofig^im, the five anthers have been

transformed into five smaller capsules. A capsule of poppy offers,

in the centre of its cavity, a small elevation (the continuation of
the axis), bearing a ninriber of smaller capsules.

Prof. Bail on Parasitic Fungi on Insects

Enipusa, attacking especially the larva^ of the Fir-Molh, in-

vades also those of Bombyx Caja, which were found, sitting on
branches of oaks, birches, and firs, killed by this parasite. Larva'
of Cossiis ligniperda, of all sizes, all thickly covered with the
white mucor issuing from their bodies, were found beneath the
bark of a completely dried-up birch. These larvfe being kept in

moist pots, PenkilUum glaucuin broke out first from their bodies,
and was soon superseded by Isaricr, the larvte being covered with
moist moss. Tliose of Mdoloiitha majatis are, as well as the per-
fect insect, destroyed by fungi. The destructive action of tlie fungi
has, however, been exaggerated by the periodical press. Of more
than 4,000 larvae from about ten forest-districts of Prussia and
Pomerania, scarcely 29 to 30 per cent, have been destroyed by fungi.

The chief morbific fungi were IsarUt faiinosa, identical in all de-
tails of structure with Penicillium, and Coydiceps ?>n/itaris. The
Melauospora parasitica Tulasne, found (1858) on all specimens of
Isaria in the environs of Meran, and on those which had come
to their full development, is considered by Dr. Bail to be the
higher form of fructification of Botrytis Bassiana. Cordiceps
mililaris, with thick, carneous, orange-yellow fructiferous clubs,
differs altogetlier from Isaria.

Prof. Koch on the Formation of the Germen
This is not, as generally supposed, a concretion of so-called

" Fruit-leaves." The germen is part of an axis, supporting the
parts of a flower ; it may be longer or shorter, as these parts are
more or less distant from each other. The apex of the recep-
tacle, or of the axis in general, may become suddenly stationaiy,
and lie wrapped up in plastic cellular tissue, a cavity open above,
including tlie ovules (inferior germen), being thus formed ; or this
cavity includes the germina, either non-connate with the inner
wall {Rosa, Cnlycardhns, etc.), or connate with it (Cotoneastcr,
many Leptosperms), or mutually connate, as in the Pomaceous
fruits. Such a fruit-receptacle not infrequently includes whole
blossoms {Picas). The development of the genuine apex proceeds
in two w-ays. Either the formation of cellules proceeds from the
apex itself (as generally in inferior germens), and tlien its basis is

the newest and the apex the oldest portion ; or the new formations
proceed from the margin of the wall, enlarging upwards, the
increase ending in the uppermost portion, as in the fig. Professor
Schuler observes, that this takes place only in figs ripened in the
second half of the year, whenever the refrigerating action of the
north wind has retarded their growth. Professor Kocli replies, that
the same increase of the margin is observable in the fruit of the
Legiiminosii:. Probably the germina of Papayacete, Passijlorecc,

Capparidcic, and genuine Liliaccc, likewise take their origin from
the axis. The abnormal growth often observed on roses, a sudden
prolongation of the axis through the cavity of the fniit-bearing
blossoms (sometimes 3 above each other) and leaves, proves the new
formations to proceed from the included centre of the extreme apex.

Prof. Martins on the Flora of Southern France
Many genera of the miocene and pliocene deposits of this and

other countries are represented in the living flora of South France.
Such ure Laui'us iiobilis, L. {= Laura canariensis). Picas carica,
Punica granatnvi, Finns Alcppensis (found fossil in Unalaska),
Cercis siliqitastrum ( near Aix), and JSferium oleander, in some
localities near Toulon and Nice. All these species have lived
through the glacial period ; they exist now, however, only on the
banks of rivers and ri\ailets, in localities protected against cold.
It must be observed that severe cold is not the necessary conse-
quence of extensive glaciers. A decidedly Indian form, not yet
found fossil, is Anagyris faiida {Piptanthns iVepalcnsis, Don.),
which brings forth its leaves in October, and its blossom.s in
January and F'ebruary. Other extraneous forms are : Mvrtus
communis (represented in Peru by Myrtns myricoides), C/iani'a-rops

humilis (near Villefranche and Toulon, represented in the
Caroline Islands by Cham, scrrulata, Pursh, and Cham, hystrix),

and Ceratoniasiliqna, wdiose native country is still doubtful. Cham,
humilis is now extirpated by the avidity of collecting botanists.
Professor Koch says that Anagyris faiida belongs rather to the
Cytisea;, or Genisteae, than to any e.xotic family, and doubts
Ceiatonia silliqua being a leguminose. Professor Martins re-

plies that he thinks Anag. fa-tida to be closely related to Ther-
mopsis, and observes that about 200 Lapland species occur
in South France ; that the littoral plants are partly the same as
those on the coasts of the Atlantic, except Spartina versicolor, an
exclusively American form, and hints at the importance of the
study of fossil plants for the thorougli knowledge of those existing
in the present period.

Prof. Hildebrand on Marsilia

Specimens of this plant, growing beneath the surface of
water, regularly produce leaves which spread over its surface,

and follow its level, while, if kept dry, they never produce such
leaves. The leaves grown in air have stomata on both their

surfaces ; those grown in water have stomata only on tlieir upper
surface. Dr. Reichardt observes, that wild specimens of Marsilia
have constantly been found provided only with large floating

leaves. Professor Hoffmann says, that abundant fruits are ob-
tained from Marsilia by cultivating it in slimy soil. Professor
Hildebrand remarks, that specimens grown in water, and not
bearing fruit, propagate themselves with astonishing rapidity
without any fecundation.
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SCIENTIFIC SERIALS

The Tanuavy number (N.S., No. 37) of the Quayterlyjcurml

of Microscopical Science opens with an article entitled Iv otes on

Snon-es" by Prof. E. Perceval Wright. In this the author indi-

cates "some peculiarities of the structure of the sponge-body of

Hvalonema miralnlis, and describes two new species of deep-

sea sponges, namely AphrootlUslcs Bocaga, which is exquisitely

ficrured by Mr. Ford, and the type of a new genus which the

au'hor names Uyvillethomsonia IVallichii. We cannot help

crotesting against this new generic name, as being barbarous in

the highest degree. Mr. William Archer, of Dublin, contmiies

his valuable descriptions of new or imperfectly-known fresh-

water Rhizopoda, and Mr. W. S. Kent desciibes and figures a

curious new form of Polyzobn, from the Victoria Docks, where the

animal lives attached to the surface of specimens of the Cordylo-

thora laaistris. For this Polyzoon, which the author regards as

the type of a new family {HomodiLCtiMe) of the Ctenostomata, he

proposes the name of Vtctorclla pavida. A singular crustacean

parasite found on Nereis cultrifera is described and figured by

Dr W. C. Mcintosh. Besides these, we have a paper on the

distribution of nerves to the vessels of the connective tissue in

the hilus of the pig's kidney, and on the ganglia connected with

these nerves, by Dr. James Tyson, of Philadelphia ;
an abstract

of a dissertation on the minute structure of the human nmbihcal

cord by Dr Koster ; a translation of Dr. E. Van Beneden's de-

scription uf his Grcgarina giga,:tea (with a plate) ;
and an abstract

of an important memoir, by Dr. Kowalewsky, on the relationship

of Ascidians and Vertebrates. The only original article on the

microscope itself is one by Dr. G. W. Royston-Pigott, on

certain imperfections and tests of object-glasses. This number

also contains a review of Mr. Hincks's "History of British

Hydroid Zoophytes." ^ , ,

In the Geological Maga:^i>:e for the present month (No. 67), the

most important paper is the first part of a memoir on the sequence

of the Glacial Beds, by Mr. Searles V. Wood, jun., in which

the author indicates his views as to the best classification to be

adopted in the treatment of these difficult deposits, and discusses

the characters of the beds and evidence attainable as to the

sequence of the phenomena attending their deposition. Mr.

David Forbes publishes some remarks on the contraction of

igneous rocks in cooling, in which he again maintains, chiefly

from his own experiments, that the amount of this contraction is

much less than is generally believed, on the authority of Bischof.

His paper is really a vindication of himself from some remarks

in a memoir by the Rev. O. Fisher. Mr. John Rofe describes

some peculiar perforations observed in the lower surfaces of slabs

uf mountain limestone, at considerable elevations, in various

localities, which have already been noticed by several writers,

and ascribed by some to lithndomous marine moUusca. Mr. Rofe

regards them as produced by snails, either by the rasping action

of their odontophores alone, or by this aided by an acid salivary

fluid. Mr. Ruskin continues his notices of banded and brecciated

concretions. Mr. J. Clifton Ward remarks upon the denudation

of the lake-district, which he ascribes chielly to subaerial action.

In a paper on the formation of the Chesil Bank, Mr. T.

Codrington maintains, in opposition to Messrs. Bristow and

Whitaker, that the streams coming from the land have had

nothing to do with the production of this bank, or the excavation

of the channel by A\hich it is separated from the mainland. He
ascribes the formation of this and similar banks solely "to the

heaping-up action of waves breaking when they reach a depth of

water about equal to their own height."

The Reinie des Cours Scicntifiijues for the 8th inst. contains a lec-

ture, by Prof. Lorain, on the application of the graphic method to

the clinical study of disease. Translations are likewise given of

Prof. Helmholtz's address to the meeting of German Naturalists

and Physicians at Innsprack, and of Mr. Geikie's account of the

same meeting, published in the first number of Nature.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 16, 1869.—The following were

among the papers read :

— " On the Thermodynamic Theory of

Waves of Finite Longitudinal Disturbance," by Prof. Rankine,

F.R.S. ; "On Approach caused by Vibration," by Prof.

Guthrie. The author observes that when a vibrating tuning-

fork is held near to a piece of cardboard, the latter has a tendency
to approach the fi:irk. Starting from this experiment, a series of

experiments is described, having for their object the determina-

tion of the cause and conditions of the fundamental observed

fact. It is shown that no sensible permanent air-currents, having

their source at the fork's surface, are established ; and hence that

the approach of the card to the fork is not due to the expansion

of such currents, as in M. Clement's experiment. The modifica-

tions are examined which Mr. Faraday's surface-whirlw inds on a

vibrating tuning-fork undergo when the fork vibrates in the

neighbourhood of a sensibly rigid plane. It is shown that a

delicately-suspended card approaches the fork wdien either of the

three essential faces of the fork is presented to the card, and that

the approach takes place from distances far exceeding the range

of Mr. Faraday's air-current. That the action bet\\een the card

and fork is mutual, is shown by suspending the latter. Also one

vibrating fork tends to approach another in whatever sense their

planes of vibration may be towards one another. The mean
tension of the air surrounding a vibrating fork is examined by

enclosing one limb of the fork in a glass tube. It appears that

the vibrating fork displaces air. The question whether the equi-

librium between two equal and opposite forces acting on a body is

disturbed by submitting one of the forces to successive rapid, equal,

and opposite alterations in quantity, is answered in the negative by

an experiment which shows that the equilibrium of a Cartesian

diver is not disturbed by submitting the water in which it floats

to vibration. A^arious modifications are introduced into the

nature of the surface which receives the vibrations, such as

making it a narrow cylinder with one end closed, making it of

cotton-wool, &c. It is found that in all cases the suspended

body approaches the vibrating one. The author concludes that

the effect of apparent attraction is due to atmospheric pressure,

and that this pressure is due to undulatory dispersion. It is

suggested that the dispersion of the vibrations which consti-

tute radiant heat may cause bodies to approach, being pushed,

not dulled.
—" On Abstract Geometry," by Prof. Cayley. "I

submit -to the society the present exposition of some of the

elementary principles of an abstract w-dimensional geometiT.

The science presents itself in iwo ways : as a legitimate extension

of the ordinaiy two-and three-dimensional geometries ; and as a

need in these geometries and in analysis generally. In fact,

whenever we are concerned with quantities connected together

ill any manner, and which are, or are considered as, variable or

determinable, then the nature of the relation between the

quantities is frequently rendered more intelligible by regarding

them (if only two or three in number) as the co-ordinates of a

jioint in a plane or in space ; for more than three quantities there

is, from the greater complexity of the case, the greater need of

such a representation ; but this can only be obtained by means

of the notion of a space of the proper dimensionality ; and to use

such representation, we require the geometry of such space. An
important instance in plane geometry has actually presented itself

in the question of the determination of the curves which satisfy

given conditions; the conditions imply relations between the

co-efficients in tlie equation of the curve ; and for the better

understanding of these relations it was expedient to con-

sider the coefficients as the co-ordinates of a point in a space

of the proper dimensionality. A fundamental notion in the

general theory presents itself, slightly in plane geometry, but

already very prominently in solid geometry ; viz., we have here

the difficulty as to the form of the equations of a curve in space,

or (to speak more accurately) as to the expression by means of

equations of the twofold relation between the co-ordinates of a

point of such curve. The notion in question is that of a X--fold

relation,—as distinguished from any system of equations (or one-

fold relations) serving for the expression of it,—and giving rise

to the problem how to express such relation by means of a system

of equations (or onefold relations). Applying to the case of

solid geometry my conclusion in the general theory, it may be

mentioned that I regard the twofold relation of a curve in space

as being comjiletely and precisely expressed by means of a system

of equations (P = o, Q = o, . . T=o), when no one of the func-

tions, P Q, . . . T as a linear function, with constant or variable

integral coefficients, of the others of them ; and when e^ery sur-

face whatever which passes through the curve has its equation

expressible in the form U = AP -H BQ . . .+ KT, with constant or

variable integral coefficients, A + B . . . K. It is hardly neces-

sary to remark that all the functions and coefficients are taken to

be rational functions of the co-ordinates, and that the word in-

tegral has reference to the co-ordinates."

January 6.—"Some account of the Suez Canal in a letter ad-

dressed to the president," by J. F. Bateman, P'.R.S.
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Entomological Society of London, January 3.—Mr. H.
W. Bates, president, in the chair. The fiftli part of tlie " Trans-
actions for 1S69" was on the table. A splendid collection of
butterflies was sent for exhibition by Mr. Hewitson ; it included

135 new species, and many other rarities, the whole liaving been
captured by Mr. Buckley in South America. Observations thereon
were made by Mr. Buckley, the President, Mr. Higgins, and
Mr. Wallace.—Professor Westwood, Mr. Bond, Mr. Pascoe,
Mr. Alljert -Miiller, and Mr. Quaritch, also exhibited various

objects, and made remarks thereon.—Papers were read on Ephc-
iiuTuhv, by the Rev. A. E. Eaton ; on Caltidiyas, by Mr. .V. G.
P.utler ; on Cafasaniis, by Mr. F. P. Pascoe ; and on the genera
"i Co/copi^rn, studied chronologically (Part I., from 1735 to 1801),

by Mr. G. R. Crotch.

Royal Horticultural Society, December 21, 1S69.

—

SiUnttfic CotKuiitUc.—Mr. W. W. Saunders in the chair. The
secretary. Rev. M. J. Berkeley, exhibited a leaf of Aerides "Fox-
brush" with a peculiar form of spot, differing from any he had
previously seen.—Mr. Laxton sent specimens of peas of the most
varied character, the result of a single cross.—A very interesting

paper " On the Fertilisation of Grasses," from Dr. R. Spruce,
from which the following are extracts, was communicated through
Dr. Masters. The paper had reference to the statement of M.
Bidard that grasses are usually self-fertilised while in the bud :

it will be published in e.xUnso in the Journal of the Society ;

—

" In gently-flowing rivers of tropical .'Vmerica grow many fine

aquatic grasses, species of iMzioIa^ Oryzii, Lcersia^ &c. The
following note is from my journal, under date December 1S49,

when threading in my canoe among the islands of the Trom-
betas :

—
' This channel was lined on both sides by a beautiful

grass—a species of Lnziola—growing in deep water, and stand-

ing out of it two or three feet. The large male flowers, of the

most delicate pink, streaked with deep purple, and with six

long yellow stamens hanging out of them, were disposed in a
lax terminal panicle ; while the slender green female flowers

grew on the bristle-like branches of much smaller panicles

springing from the inflated sheaths of the leaves that clothed
the stem. As the Indians disturbed the grassy fringe with the

movement of their paddles, the pollen fell from the anthers in

showers,' and would, doubtless, some of it, attain the female
flowers disposed for its reception. A parallel case to the above
is that of the common maize (Zm Mays, L.), where the male
flowers are borne in a long terminal raceme or panicle, and the

female flowers are densely packed on spikes springing from the

leaf-axels.. Here the male flowers must plainly expand before

the pollen contained in their anthers can be shed on the female
organs below, whether of the same or of a different plant. That
there are frequent cross-marriages in maize is evidenced by the nu-
merous v.arieties in cultivation in countries where it isa staple article

of food, as in the Andes of Ecuador, where nine kinds, varying
in the colour of the grain (through, white, yellow, and brown, to

black), in its size, consistence, and flavour, are commonly culti-

vated ; besides many others less generally known. In Pharus
scaber (H. B. K.) another tall broad-leaved grass, the spikelets

stand by twos on the spike—a sessile female spikelet, and a
stalked m.ale spikelet. In the same forest grasses of the genus
Olyra, whereof some species, such as 0. micrantha (H. B. K.),

rise to 10 feet high, and have lanceolate leaves above 3 inches
broad, .and a large terminal panicle, with capillary branches, like

those of our Aria cccspatosa : it is the lower flowers that are male,
with large innate (not versatile) anthers, and the upper that are
female, with two large stigmas, that are either dichotomously
divided, or clad with branched hairs, thus exposing a wider sur-

face to the access of the pollen. And as the panicle is often

pendulous, many of the male flowers, although placed lower
down the axis, are actually suspended over the terminal female
flowers. It is generally to be remarked of diclinous grasses, that

either the male flowers are very numerous, as in Zej Afays, or
the stamens are multiplied in each male flower, as in Pariana,
Lcersici, Guadtia, &c. ; or the stigmatic apparatus of the female
flowers is enlarged, so as almost to insure impregnation, as in

Olyrr. and Tripsacunt. In the Bamhisar I have gathered
belonging to the genera Gundiia, Ukrostachys, and Clntsquea,

the flowers are more or less polygamous, and the stamens of the
male flowers often doubled. But there is scarcely a genus in the
whole order which is not described as having some flowers by
abortion, neuter or male, and especially those that have biflorous

spikelets, such as the Fnnkece. Some grasses, of normally her-
maphrodite genera, are not unfrequently truly unisexual, such as

certain species oi Andrcfo^on. I have occasionally seen panicles

of Orl/iocladiis rarifloi-iis (Nees), a grass peculiar to the Amazon,
quite destitute of stamens, and therelbre purely female. To come
home to our own country : is all the pollen wasted that a touch
or a breath sets free from the flowers of grasses in such abun-
dance ? Watch a field of wheat in bloom, the heads swayed by
the wind, lovingly kissing each other, and doubtless stealing
and givuig pollen. Consider, too, that throughout Nature,
heat or moisture, or both, are essential to the emanation of
the impregnating influence. In all our Fesliueiv, as well as in

Cynodoii, Lirrsia, and some other genera, the stigmas are pro-
truded from the side or from the base of the flower at an early
stage, often before the stamens of the same flower are mature

—

thus as it were inviting cross-fertilisation from the more precocious
stamens of other plants which are already shedding their pollen.
All who have gathered grasses will have remarked that some have
yellow anthers, others pink or violet anthers ; and that anthers of
both types of colours may co-exist on distinct individuals of the
same species. The same peculiarity is just as noticeable in
tropical grasses, and (without professing to give a complete
physiological explanation of it) this is what I have observed
respecting it. The walls of the anther-cells are usually of some
shade of purple, but are so very thin and pellucid, that when
distended with mature pollen the yellow colour of the latter is

alone visible. When the pollen is discharged, the anthers re-

sume their original purple colour, shortly, however, to take on
the pallor or dinginess of decay. Where the anthers emerge of
a purple hue, and change from that to brown, it will probably be
found that they have discharged their pollen while still included
in the flower. These observations, made without any reference

to the question now in hand, require to be renewed and tested •;

and in them, as in all that precedes, I am open to correction. Of
grasses with bisexual flowers, there are two ways in which the
ovary may be fertdised, viz., either by the pollen of its own
flower (closed or open), or by that of other flowers, after the
manner of the diclinous species. In the latter case, the pollen
may be transported by the wind, or in the fur of animals (as I

have observed the seeds of Selaginellas in South America), or in

the plumage of birds. The agency of insects has not been
traced in the fertilisation of grasses, but may exist. The littlfi

flies I have seen on the flowers of grasses seemed bent on de-
positing their eggs in the nascent ovaries, but may also have
aided in cross-fertilisation. In the Amazon Valley glasses are
often infested by ants, who, indeed, leave nothing organic un-
visited throughout that vast region ; and they also, I think, can-
not help occasionally ti'ansferring giains of pollen from one flo\\'er

to another. The flowers of palms and grasses agi'ee in being
usually small and obscurely coloured, but contrast greatly in the
former being in many cases exquisitely and stronglv scented,
whereas in the latter they are usually quite scentless. The odour
of palm-flowers often resembles that of mignonette ; but I think
a whole acie of that ' darling ' weed would not emit more per-
fume than a single plant of the fan palm of the Rio Negro
(Mauiitia Carara, Wallace). In approaching one of these
plants through the thick forest, the sense of hearing would
perhaps give the first notice of its proximity, from the merry
hum of winged insects Avhich its scented flowers had drawn
together, to feast on the honey, and to transport the pollen of
the male to the female plants ; for it is chiefly dicecious species
of palms that have such sweet flowers. The absence of odori-
ferous flowers from the grasses seems to show that insect aid is

not needed for effecting their fecundation, but does not render its

accidental concurrence a whit less unlikely. That glasses, not-
withstanding their almost mathematical character, vary much as
other plants do, is plain from the multitude of osculating forms (in

such genera as Eragrostis, Paniciim, and Paspalu/n), which
puzzle the botanist to decide when to combine and when to sepa-
rate, in order to obtain what are called ' good species. ' Hence
the conclusion is unavoidable that in grasses, as in other plants,

variations of surrounding conditions induce corresponding modi-
fications of structure, and that amongst the former must be
enumerated cross marri.ages, however brought about. If the
flowers of grasses be sometimes fertilised in the bud, it is pro-
bably exceptional, like the similar cases recorded of orchids and
many other families. To conclude : the more I ponder over
existing evidence, the more I feel convinced that in its perfect
state every being has the sexes practically separated, and that
natural selection is ever tending to make this separation more
complete and pennanent ; so that the hypothesis of Plato, that
the prototype even of man was hermaphrodite, may one day be
proved to be a fact !

"
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—Mr. Saunders alluded to the circumstance that the dead bodies

of a species of fly might occasionally be found imprisoned in the

flowers oi Lohum pL-rcnnc, as if the plant exerted some poisonous

influence on the insect. Mr. A. W. Bennett stated, as a result

of his observations, that it is impossible to predicate of any given

family, whether its members are self or cross-fertilised. In the

same group some species may be cross-fertilised, others self-

fertihsed. Many winter-flowering plants are self-fertilised, and

amongst them the common Poa annua. Mr. Home stated that

in India different varieties of maize remain constant, even though

grown in adjacent fields, so that it would seem as if no crossing

took place in this instance.—A conversation then ensued as to

tlie best method of conducting in future the meteorological obser-

vations at Chiswick, when Mr. Glaisher stated that he would be

willing to reorganise the system of observation in such a manner

as to introduce the requisite changes, without impairing the value

of the record ke])t at Chiswick for upwards of forty years. In

reference to ground temperature, he stated that at a depth of

twenty-five feet the ground was coldest in July, and warmest in

January.

Institution of Civil Engineers, December 21.—Annual

General Meeting. Charles Ilutton Gregory, Esq., president, in

tlie chair. Referring to the business at the ordinary general

meetings, of which there were twenty-two during the past session,

attention had been directed by the papers read, and by the dis-

cussions upon them, to the use of machinery in lieu of gunpowder

for "getting" coal; to cylinder foundations for bridges and

other similar structures ; to the Midland line of the Mauritius

railways, where exceptionally steep gradients and sharp curves

were necessarily adopted ; to some of the chief peculiarities

of American locomotives and rolling stock ; to works carried

out in connection with the river Witham and estuary, for the

drainage of the fens and the improvement of the naWgation ;

to the past and present condition of the outfall of the river

Humber, and of its peculiar feature, Spurn Point ; to the New
Ferry and the New Brighton piers and landing-stages on the river

Mersey ; to the Low-water IJasin at Birkenhead, and the exten-

sive sluicing operations for maintaining the basin at its proper

depth ; to tlie lagoons and marshes on certain parts of the shores

of the Mediterranean ; to the mechanical details of construction

of lighthouse apparatus and lanterns ; to the Roman Rock light-

house. Cape of Good Hope ; to the standards of comparison for

testing the illuminating power of coal-gas ; and lastly, to an able

summary, by a foreign engineer, of the present state of knowledge

as to the theory of the strength and resistance of materials of con-

struction. The originality, labour, and ingenuity displayed in

tliese communications, had led to the award of Telford Medals and

Premiums of Books to Messrs. Jules Gaudard, W. Shelford,

T. N. Kirkham, J. EUacott, and D. T. Ansted, F.R.S. ; of a

AVatt Medal and a Telford Premium of Books to Mr. Z. Col-

burn ; of Telford Premiums of Books to Messrs. W. H.Wheeler,

J. R. Mosse, I. Bell, J. Milroy, S. P. Bidder, jun., and C. J.

Chubb ; and of the Manby Premium of Books to Mr. D. M.
Henderson.

In addition to the ordinary general meetings, tliere were sbt

supplemental meetings, for the reading and discussion of papers

by the students. For the papers read at these supplemental

meetings. Miller Prizes had been awarded to the following

students : Messrs. E. Bazalgette, F. H. Mort, T. J. Ellis, T. R.

Gainsford, C. H. G. Jenkinson, and G. H. Roberts.

After a statement of the financial condition of the institution,

it was announced tliat tlie council had recently talien vigorous

measures to vindicate the honour of the profession, which

had been unjustifiably assailed by the Government of India, in a

notification, the plain intention of which could only be to charge

civil engineers with recognising as legitimate the receipt of com-
missions from others than their immediate employers, and in

addition to their salaries, where so remunerated. The .Secretary

of State for India had put on record " that he regards with im-

plicit confidence the indignant repudiation by the institution of

the recognition of any such practice as that referred to," and
that he would call upon the Governor- General in Council for an
explanation of the circumstances which led to the issue of the

objectionable notification. A sufficient time had not yet elapsed

for an answer to be recei\'cd from India to the remonstrance of

the institution. In the meantime, the council felt assured that

the steps they had taken would meet with cordial approval.

In inviting attention to this report, the presentation of which
terminated the trust confided to them by the last annual general

meeting, the council observed that they had laboured so to direct

the affairs entrusted to them, that the discharge of their duties

might be attended with advantage to the institution.

The following gentlemen were elected to fill the several offices

in the Council for the ensuing year ;—Charles Blacker Vignoles,

President ; Joseph Cubitt, Thomas Elliot Harrison, Thomas
Hawksley, and George Willoughby Hemans, A'ice-Presidents

;

James Abeniethy, William Henry Barlow, John Frederic Bate-

man, Josejjh William Bazalgette, Nathaniel Beardmore, Frede-

rick Josejih Bramwell, James Brunlees, John Murray, George
Robert Stephenson, and Edward Woods, Members ; and
Edward Middleton Barry and Lieut. -Col. Andrew Clarke, C.B.,

R.E. , Associates.

Edinburgh
Royal Physical Society, December 22.—Professor Duns,

president, in the chair. The following gentlemen were elected

members :—Messrs. Gibson and Durham. The ofi'ice-bearers

for the sessions were elected as follows :— Presidents, Professor

John Duns, D.D., R. F. Logan, C. W. Peach; Council, E. W.
Dallas, T. S. Wright, M.D., James M'Bain, M.D., R.N., R.

Brown, Stevenson Macadam, A. Wilson ; Secretary, John A.
Smith, M.D.; Treasurer, G. Logan, W.S. ; Assistant Secretary,

J. Boyd Davies ; Honorary Librarian, A. Taylor.—Notice of

the occurrence of Go?iopIax angnlafa off the coast of Mull, by
M. Watson, M.D. This rare crab was taken in September last

by Dr. Watson, wdien dredging in "Bloody Bay," on the north

coast of Mull, in about twenty-five fathoms water. The dredge

was filled with soft mud, along with a gieat quantity of the

Penna/iila and P'irgaelaria. As far as he could learn, it was the

first time it had been taken on the Scottish coasts. Mr. Bell, in

his "Brit. Crustacea," says it is not known to have been taken

in Scotland. This species has not been taken on the east coast

of Scotland nor in Shetland. Mr, Peach stated it was got on
the south coast of England, on the Welsh coast, and also in

Ireland. It is a Mediterranean species. The specimen was a

young male, and was an interesting addition to the list of Scot-

tish Crustacea. Dr. Duns exhibited a fine species of Gurnard
(7>-4'/«), which had been forwarded to the New College Museum
by the Rev. Walter Wood, Elie, to whom it had been brought

as a novelty liy a fisherman. He pointed out a number of

features in which the specimen differs from those described by
Yarrell, Fleming, Gunther, antj others, but was inclined to regard

it as a variety of Trivia piiU (Block).

DiniLlN
Natural History Society, January 5.—The Rev. Professor

Haughton, M.D., P". R..S., in the chair. Mr. W, Andrews read

a pajier "On the inhabitants of rockpools and caves. Dingle

Bay. " The rockpools of Dingle Bay had been examined in

October 1S6S, and were teeming with animal life. After

reminding the members of the pleasure of being naturalists, Mr.
Andrews said that in the present paper he would speak of the

Actinozoa that he had met with in Dingle Bay, and among the

species that he mentioned the following appear to be of most
interes as being apparently unrecorded as Irish :

—

Aiptasia

couchii ; Ceriantlms, a species near C. LhiyJii, Stromphia
churchitr, BalanopJiyllia regia. Living specimens of Caryophyllia

smithii were dredged in fifty fathoms of water. Mr. Jeffrey's

paper " On Deep-sea Dredging" (Vide Nature, p. 135), was
referred to, as proving that this coral was a deep-sea species,

whereas Mr. Gosse and Professor Wright twelve years ago

described it as being a littoral zone species. Great quantities of

Nullipara compressa were met with, and many beautiful coloured

specimens of the egg-cases of Pyrpitra lapillus with the young
shell in them. The author then proceeded to refer to coral-reefs,

and stated that he now believed that the JMilUpora alcicornis

Linn, was not a coral. It was a true Eschara, and took the

place in these seas of the Paiillopora of the tropics. At another

time he would refer again to the stony corals met with in Dingle

Bay, and enter into the full history of their affinities and struc-

ture.—Dr. A. Macalister read a paper " On the Mode of Growth
of Lhiivalve .Shells. " Referring to Canon Moseley's memoir on the

geometrical forms of turbinated and discoid shells, he stated

that he had made a large number of measurements to determine

the logarithmic spiral of the different families of Gasteropods,

with the hope that the number found to express the ratio of the

geometrical progression of the dimensions of their whorls might

be of use in classification. In this he had to a certain extent

succeeded, as the tables exhibited showed. Mr. Lalor was gJad

to see the result of Dr. Macalister's work, as it quite corroborated

some investigations that he had made on this interesting subject

several years ago.—The Rev. Professor Haughton then read a
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paper " On the Geometrical Characters of Muscles." He alluded
to the researches of J. A. Borelli, as given in his " De Motu
Aninialiiim," published at Rome in 1680, and stated that the
classification of muscles therein mentioned was surprising for its

accuracy. Dr. Haughton had modified and added to it as

follows :— I. Muscular fibres being on same plane : i. The fibres

parallel ; 2. The fibres intersect ; 3. The fibres curved (sphincter).

11. Muscular fibres being on curved surfaces: I. Where the
fibres formed right lines ; 2. Where no line on the surface was a
right line.—Mr. Lalor read a paper, not containing any original

matter, "On the Anatomy of the Oyster."

M.-VXCHESTER

Literary and Philosophical Society, December 28, iS6y.

—

J.P.Joule, LL.D., F.R.S., &c., president, in the chair. "On Pollen

considered as an aid in the Differentiation of Species," by Charles

Bailey. The author, having recently e.xamined the pollen of

several thousand species of plants, is led to think that the

characters presented might prove useful as a means of differenti-

ation in allied species ; the following notes are thrown out as

indications of some of the more noticeable distinctions to be
drawn :

—

1. Form.—It has long been noticed that certain types of

pollen are characteristic of the natural order to which the

plants which produce them belong, as, for instance, the jiecu-

liar pitted polyhedral pollen of the Caryophyllaccct, the spherical

spiny pollen of the A/ahmr^a:, the large triangular pollen of

the UnagraceiT, the peculiar pollen of the Conifem, or the

elliptical pollen of the Liliaceie and other monocotyledonous
orders ; in fact, most orders possess a type sufficiently marked
to be characteristic of each. This statement, however, must
be accepted with limitations ; the Composiiir, for instance, have
three or more well-marked types, represented by the beautifully

sculptured pollen of the Chicory, the minute oval spiny pollen of

the Asters, Calendulas, Cacalias, &c., and another fonn wholly
destitute of spines, as in the Centiuirm Scalnosa. There are,

besides, other natural orders where similar variety'occurs. But
differences of form are met with in plants of the same genus,

by which the one species or the other is readily marked off

by its pollen ; thus, the pollen grain of Anemone sulphurea is

roundish, but that of Anemone monlnna is elliptic ; the pollen

of Aronkum Doionkum is much more elongate than that of

A. scorpioides ; and while the grains of Ranunculus philonolis

are round and yelloAV, those f^ii R. platanifolhts are elliptic, white,

and smaller.

2. Markings.—The pollen of the Geraniacece sxiA Campanu-
lacecE is for the most part globular, but while some of the gi"ains

are quite smooth, others are covered with spines ; thus, the pollen

of Campanula Media has a number of short spines sparsely scat-

tered over the surface of the grain, but C. rapunculoides is wholly

destitute of them. In other plants these spines are replaced by
tubercles, and both spines and tubercles vary greatly in length

and number ; for example, in Valeriana tuberosa the spines are

only half the length of those on the pollen of K. montana, the

grains being also slightly smaller. The pollen of the Liliaeeee is

often covered with a more or less prominent reticulation, which

is subject to much variation ; compare, for example, the coarse

network which invests the pollen of Lilium croceum with the

finer reticulation of L. canadense, the grains of the latter species

^leing much more globose and smaller.

3. Dimensions.— Some instances of the differences observable

in the size of pollen grains have already been published by Pro-

fessor Gulliver, whose measurements of the pollen of various

species of Ranunculus show the help that may be derived from
this character ; R. arz'cnsis is nearly twice the size of R. hirsutus

their dimensions being respectively ^5 and 5-|^ of an inch.

For some noticeable differences, compare the smaller pollen of

Epilobium hrachycarpum with the larger pollen of E. Fleischeri,

or that of Senccio gallicus with S. incanus, the spines on the

latter species being also much coarser. Again, the pollen of

Silene acaulis is but half thcsize of that of ^. alpina, the latter

having some beautiful markings in addition ; the pollen grains of

this genus differ from the usual caryophyllaceous type in not

having the pits or depressions common in the order, so that the

grains become spherical rather than polyhedral.

4. Colour.—This is not so reliable a character for differentia-

tion as the others noticed, since species differ amongst each other

according to the soil, &c. The pollen of Ajuga genez'cnsis is

yellow, but of A. pyramidaUs is usually white ; again, while the

grains of Oinit/wgalum umbellatum are large and yellow, those of

O. nutans are small and white. In regard to the mounting of
these objects for the microscope, they show to the best advantage
when put up perfectly dry ; the cells should be sufficiently shal-
low to admit of no more than a single layer, and at the same
time deep enough to pennit the grains to move about. If pollen
is mounted soon after it has been discharged from the fresh
anthers, the fovilla is apt to condense on the covering glass, and
the slide soon becomes useless. The stamens taken from an un-
opened flower-bud furnish the best and cleanest pollen, and these
should be selected in preference to those taken from the fully-

developed flower. Canada balsam, glycerine, and other media
are occasionally helpful in making out structure ; thus the pores
of Campanula rotundifolia, Phyteuma Halleri, and other allied

species are made much more distinct when mounted in balsam.
Microscopical and Natural History Section.—December 6, l86g.

—
^J.

Watson, Esq., president of the section, in the chair. Mr.
W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A., F.R.S., was elected a member of the
section. Mr. J. B. Dancer, F.R.A.S., read a short paper on
some of the new Hydro-carbon Compounds from which he had
obtained very beautiful polarising objects for the microscope.

Paris
Academy of Sciences, January 3.—M. Coste was elected

vice-president, and MM. Chasles and Decaisne members of the
general administrative committee. The outgoing president,

M. Claude Bernard, gave an account of the present condition of
the publications of the Academy, and announced the changes
among the members and correspondents during the past year.

The following memoirs and communications were then presented :

" On the demonstration relative to the sum of the angles of a
triangle," by M. Bertrand ;

" On the nascent state," by M. H.
Sainte-Claire Deville ;

" On the constitution of the solar aureola,

and on some peculiarities of Geissler's tubes, " by Father Secchi.

The publication of Father Secchi's letter is delayed on account
of some illustrations which accompanied it not being ready.
The memoirs presented to the Academy were as follows :

— " On
the poinfonnage (piercing) of metals and plastic substances,"

by M. Tresca ; "On a postulate of Euclid," a note by
M. Lionnet, and a note on the same subject by M. Fleury. Of
the correspondence addressed to the Academy, the more im-
portant were a note by M. Treve on the action of magnetism on
gases, a communication by M. Houzeau " On the origin of

nitrogen gas in oxygen supposed to be pure," one by M. Gaudin
indicating the process employed in the fabrication of artificial

precious stones, and one by ^I. Prillieux on the movements of
grains of chlorophyll under the influence of light. Some account
of M. Treve's note, which is of very great interest, will be given
subsequently. The other elections are referred to elsewhere.

Berlin
German Chemical Society, Dec. 27. — The following

papers were read :—Ed. Scliaer: "On some relations shown by
Coppersalts in the presence of Cy.anides."—Th. Zincke: " On the
Synthesis of Aromatic Acids." (The author treated the ether of

monochloroacetic acid with bromide of phenyle and molecular
silver thus producing botaylic ether).—Kempf: " On Chloro-
carbonate and Carbaminate of Phenyle."—Vogel: " On recog-
nising Sulphuret of Carbon in Gas."

Italy
Reale Institute Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere.

—

" Report of Researches in the Class of Mathematical and Natural

Sciences." (Session, iS6S-6g.) By Professor Schiaparelli.

Mathematics.—In a memoir "On the Equations which de-

termine the points of contrary flexure of Elliptic Curves," Prof.

Brioschi gives the methods of determining the points of flexure

of those curves of the ^i'th order which have — —- double
2

points or cusps. Prof Cremona has studied '

' The Transforma-
tion of Hyperelliptic Curves," that is to say, of those curves

whose co-ordinates may be expressed rationally by means of a

parameter A, and the square root of an integral function of even
order of this same parameter. The " Number of Moduli of the

Equations and Algebraic Curves of a given genus " has been
investigated by I'rofessors Cremona and Casorati, whose results

tend to support the rule given by Riemann for determining the

said number, also the different rule proposed for the same pur-

pose by Cayley. A memoir by Prof Boltrami of Bologna
contains "Researches on a new element introduced by Chris-

toffel into the Theory of Surfaces," which is nothing else than

the quantity by which it is necessaiy to multiply the infinitesimal

angle between two geodetics proceeding front the same point, in
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order to obtain the length of the arc of any orthogonal trajectory

to the two geodetic lines in question, comprised between the

same lines. Prof. Geiser of Zurich has generalised, for any
numljer of dimension^, or translated into an analytical fact for

any given number of variables, " A theorem of Steiner relating

to properties common to all tlie Maximum Triangles inscribed in

a given Ellipse." A communication from the illustrious Clebsch,
professor at Gottingen, refers to those " Surfaces which have the

property of being ropresentable point by point above a plane."

Such representations are known to afford an extremely powerful
instrument of geometric analysis. Prof Bardelli has collected

and demonstrated all the formuli^ proposed by various geometers
(Euler, Monge, Rodrigues Broschi), for the very useful problem
of the "Transformation of Co-ordinates in Space, " showing the
relation and the geometric significance of the several systems of
auxiliary variables adopted by those authors. Finally, amongst
the mathematical researches may also be included a note by
Schiaparelli on "The principle of the Arithmetic Mean in the
calculation of Observations," and one by Prof Porro, "On the

new Cleps-cyclic Theodolite," an instrument invented by the
author for rajnd surveying.

Hydraulics.—The memoirs presented to the Institute under this

head were chiefly of local inierest, relating to the rivers and
canals of Upper Italy. There is also one by Senator Lom-
bardini, entitled "Geographical and Ilydiological Researches
in the Regions of the Upper Nile and Central Africa."

Astroiwiny, Meteon.lo^)', and Tf/restrial Physics.— In a memoir
entitled the " Variations of the Eccentricity of the Eartli's Orbit,

and of Terrestrial Climates in the Geological Epochs," Schiaparelli
endeavours to prove that the changes of eccentricity in the orbit

cannot be the cause of the great os .illation; of temperature which
have taken place in geologic epochs, and iliat the origin of the
glacial periods must be sougiit elsewhere.— Prof. Cantoni, speak-
ing of "The Rains of the Autumn ot 1S6S in Upper Italy,"

discusses the cause of the terrible inundations ol that year.
Cavalleri communicales an "Observation on tlie Aurora Bo-
realis of the IJth of March, 1S69," which was visible over a large
part of Europe ; and lastly, Prof Riaiti of Forli communicales
a note "On the Cause ol the Incandescence of Bolides," which
gave occasion to Prof Cantoni to make a calculation respect-
ing the heat developed m bolides by the resistance of tlie air,

analogous to those which had been made on the same subject by
Reiclienbach in Germany and Marsh in America.

Physics.—Prof Cantoni has made a series of researches on
" Frictional Electrical Machines." and especially that of Holtz

;

the "Theory of the Electrophorus and of Electro-static Induc-
tion," respecting which the author modifies essentially the ideas
hitherto generally received; "The application of the Galva-
nometer to the study of electric phenomena," in which part of
the research Cantoni was assisted by Prof Brusotti of Pavia

;

" The relations between the variations of intensity of a current,

and those of the temperaturj in a voltaic circuit ;" and other
subjects connected with the preceding.—The memoirs of Prof.

Vdari relate to " The Influence of Magnetisation on the Electric
Conductivity of Iron and Steel ; the Currents induced between
Iron and other Metals ; the Heat developed by Caoutchouc when
submitted to Traction ;

" and in association with Dr. Marangoni,
on "The limits of perception of Sounds with respect to their

duration."

Chemistry.—Prof. PoUi, in examining the intimate mode of
action of Sulphurous Acid and AlkaUne Sulphites on Fermentable
Organic Matters, has endeavoured to show that the mode of ac-
tion of these preparations consists in an isomeric modification of
the molecular aggregation, without alteration of the elementary
chemical composition.—Prof Sehni, of Mantua, has communicated
his experiments on the miasmatic air of Mantua.

Natnrnl History and OVoAjuj'.— Under this head there are two
botanical memoirs by Prof Gorovaglio : one on a New Species of
Sensitive Plant, cultivated in the botanic Garden of the Univer-
sity of Pavia ; the other containing a project for the establish-
ment of a laboratory of Cryptogamic Botany, with the view ol

studying the maladies of plants and animals produced by crypto-
gamic pav.asites.— In connection with zoology, there is a note by
Crivelli and iMaggi on the Corpora fimbriala of the Frog, and
another by TigrI, on the Silkworm Disease.—In Geology, Paolo
Garmi communicates a paper on a method of producing experi-
mentally Ihe phenomena of Glaciers.— Leopold Maggi commu-
nicates his researches on Lacustro-glacial Deposits ; and, lastly,
Negi-j and Spreafico have presented a inemoir on the Geology of
the Environs of Varcse and Lugano.
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THE PROJECTED CHANNEL RAILWAYS
II.

T^^O connect England and France by a railway througU

a submarine tunnel is not a novel idea. From time

to time English and F"rench engineers have revived the plan

of tunnelling under the Straits of Dover with some modifi-

cation or other. Among these the latest and most care-

fully considered proposition is that by Messrs. Hauk-
shaw, Brunlees, and Low, in connection w'ith Messrs.

Talabot, Chevalier, and Gamond. The scheme of these

engineers will be best understood from their report to a

committee of promoters, and we will give those passages

of the report which are essential for the clear comprehen-

sion of the plan :
—

"The undersigned engineeis, some of whom have been en-

L;:iged for a series of years in investigating tlie subject of a tunnel

lietu'een France and England, having attentively considered

tliose investigations and the facts which they have developed,

Leg to report thereon iuintly for ihe information of the com-
mutee.
'These investigations supported the theory that the .Straits

of T)over were not opened liy a sudden disruption of the earth

at that point, but had been produced naturally and slo\\'ly by
the gradual washing away of the u;iper chalk ; that the geolo-

gic. il formations beneath the .Straits remained in the original

iirder of their deposit, and were identical with the formations

of the two shores, and were, in fact, the continuation of those

formations.

"Mr. I,ow proposed to dispense entirely with shafts in the

sea, and to commence the work by sinking pits on each shore,

driving tlieuce, in the first place, two small parallel driftways or

galleries from each country, connected at intervals by transverse

<irift«ays. l!y this means the air could be made to circulate as

in ordinary coal-mines, and the ventilation be kept perfect at the

face of the workings.
" Mr. Low laid his plans before the Emperor of the French

ill April 1S67, and in accordance wuh the desire of liis Majesty,

a committee of French and English gentlemen was formed in

furtherance of the project.
'" For some years past Mr. Ilawkshaw's attention had been

directed to this subject, and ultimately he was led to test the

questitju, and to ascertain by elaborate investigations wdiether

a submarine tunnel to unite the railways of Great Britain

with those of France and the Continent of Europe were prac-

ticable.
" Acconlingly, at the beginning of the year 1S66 a boring was

commenced at St. Margaret's Bay, near the South Forelanil
;

and in March 1866 another boring was commenced on the

Frcuch coast, at a point about three miles westward of Calais ;

and simultaneously with these borings an examination was carried

on of that portion of the bottom of the Channel lying between
llic chalk cliffs on each shore.

"Tiie principal practical and useful results that the borings

have determined are, that on the proposed line of the tunnel

the depth of the chalk on the English coast is 470 feet below
higli water, consisting of 175 feet of upper or white chalk and

295 feet of lower or grey chalk ; and that on the French coast

the depth of the chalk is 750 fee below high water, consisting of

270 feet of upper or white chalk and 4S0 feet of lower or grey

chalk ; and that the position of the chalk on the heel of the

I'liannel, ascertained from the e.\amination, nearly corresponds

witli tliat which the geological inquiry elicited.

" In rcsjject to the execution of the work itself, we consider it

]iroper to dri\e preliminary driftways or headings under the

Channel, the ventilation of which would he accomplished by
some of the usual modes adopted in the best coal mines.

•*As respects the work itself, the tunnel mi;^ht be of the

ordinarv form, anil sufficiently large for two lines of railway,

and to admit of being worked by locomotive engines, and arti-

ficial ventilation could be applied ; or, it might be deemed
advisable, on subsequent consideration, to adojjt two single lines

of tunnel. The desirability of adopting other modes of traction

may be left for future consideration."

This, lh;n, is the great Tunnel sche.n:;, which a com-

mittee of piKimoters and engineers submitted to his

Majesty the Emperor of the French in June 1868 ; and wc
are informed " His Majesty was pleased to refer the

matter to the favourable consideration of his Excellency

the Minister of Public Works, who appointed a special

cominission to inquire into the subject in all its bearings."

This special commission reported in March 1869 ; and a

summary of this report on the main ciuestion is contained

in the following three resolutions, viz.

—

"I. The commission, after having considered the documents
relative to the geology of the Straits, which agree in establishing

the coutiiuiity, homogeneity, and regularity of level of the grey
cluilk between the two shores of the Channel,

" Are of opinion that driving a submarine tunnel in the lower
part of this chalk is an undertaking which |ircsenls reasonable

chances of success.

"Nevertheless, they would not hide from themselves the fact,

that its execution is subject to contingencies which may render

success impossible.
" IT. These contingencies may be included under two heads :

cither in meeting Avith ground particularly treacherous—

a

circumstance which the known character of the grey chalk

renders improbable ; or in an influx of water in a quantity too

great to be mastered, and which might find its way in either by
infiltration along the plane of the beds, or through cracks crossing

the body of the chalk.
" Ajjart from these contingencies, the work of excavation in a

soft rock like grey chalk appeals to be relatively easy and rapid
;

and the execution of a tunnel, under the conditions of the project,

is but a matter of ime and money.
"III. In the actual state of things, and the preparatory

investigations being too incomplete to serve as a basis of calcu-

lation, the commission will not fix on any figure of expense or

the probable time which the execution of the permanent works
would require."

Having laid before our readers the Channel Tunnel

Scheme in the words of the originators, we shall now
proceed to analyse it, and for the purpose vvc also publish

a map forming part of the engineers' report, and
which we reduce to a scale of six miles to one inch.

, The first important statement with which we meet in

the engineers' report is that under section 2, viz., on the

theory of the formation of the Straits of Dover. We
admit that in all probability the Dover Channel was not

produced " by a sudden disruption of the earth at that

point," but we cannot endorse the hypothesis that it

has been formed by gradually w.tshing away the upper

chalk.

In order that the chalk may be washed away more at

that point than at others, it is necessary that the current

should be stronger. To begin with the operation of

washing away, we must have a current, a strong current,

which could only flow in a valley or channel, previously

forined either by depression of the surface or by the ele-

vation of the land adjoining that surface. Whichever

way we take it, the original channel of Dover must, it

would seem probable, have been formed by a geological

disturbance of the earth's crust.

The current within that geologically-formed channel

may have further deepened it, although this is not pro-

bable, because at the bottom of a channel from 100 to

200 feet deep, the speed of a current can be but a small

fraction of its superficial velocity, and this fraction is

assuincd to have abraded chalk rock.

Looking at the chart attached to the report of the

engineers, we find a series of lines running from the

English to the French coast, which are assumed to indi-
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cate the position of the strata of various rocks—of the

same rocks which compose the hills on either side : so,

for example, the district A between the dotted lines is

assumed to be that of the upper or white chalk ; B, the

lower or j;re\ chalk ; c, . to be the place of a series of

strata, such as the upper green sand ; the jjault, the

Folkestone, Sandgatc, and Hythe beds : Atterfield clay,

&c., &c.

The only question that presents itself to our mind is,

whether this chart be correct ; whether the geological lines

there indicated arc the result of test and observation, or

whether those lines are based on the theory of the

engineers, that the strata of the hills on either side of

the Channel pass "undisturbed" in plane surfaces across

the Channel, assuming that the strata which formerly

of the Channel. If this be so, it would not be necessary

to divert the tunnel as indicated on the plan. Nothing

short of an actual test across the Channel on the line

selected for a tunnel could, however, settle the question of

stratification, and determine at what depth a special kind

of rock, suitable for tunnelling, would be met with.

The operation of driving the tunnel would have to be

carried on many hundred feet below the mean level of the

Channel, and, apart from other difficulties attending the

e.vecution nf such an immense tunnel, for which we have

no precedent even on a small scale—the first question

would be, whether it may be reasonably expected that

tunnelling would be practicable under such circumstances

without meeting with an insurmountable influx of water.

'I'hat we should meet with manv fissures and cracks

PROPOSED RAILWAY TUNNEl UNDER THE CHANNEL.

....Ccclcffif-cil Line,
— Ten I'^allictiiliinr

.

A, upper or white chnlk. B, lower or grey chalk. C, upper green sand, gault, Folkestone, Sandgate, and Hythe beds. D, region

probably occupied by the Hastings sands. E, Neocomlau sand. F, Portland stone and sand. G, Kimmeridge clay. H, Weakl
clay. .SS, Borings.

occupied the Channel were cut away or carried off ; and

whether the lines indicated on the map may not princi-

pally have been produced by constructing the intersec-

tions of those inclined surfaces with the present bottom

of the Channel. We fear the geological lines of the

diagram were mainly obtained on the above theory of

the engineers, and will therefore in a great measure be

imaginary.

It is probable that the strata which fonii the hills on

either side will also form the bottom of the Channel, at a

different elevation ; but it would be rash to say how much
the difference might be. It will probably vary across the

Channel, the thickness of the strata remaining nearly the

same ; so it may be presumed that chalk will be found

within the Dover Straits at certain depths below the bed

is a matter of course, for it would be difficult to select on

a rocky surface a few square yards without indications of

fissures. That water will find its way along cracks we

know from experience, and as in this instance no water-

tight strata intervene between the sea and the rocky

material through which it is proposed to drive the tunnel.

so, consequently, we must expect that the work of driving

the driftways and the tunnel would be " wet." Although

the work may be very wet, it will still remain a question

of quantity, and not only one of quality ; and, accord-

ingly, we must ascertain whether the quantity of water

that might find its way into the workings w'ould be un-

manageably large.

On this point a great deal of misconception may be

found in "professional" papers. It is asserted, that the
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piessure due to n colunin of 40D or 500 feet of water

—which is equal to about 200II3. per square incli

—

would not only cause iiitiltration through fissures and

cracks, but would in a short time enlarge them, abrade

the \er\- rock, and so day by day increase the flow into

the driftways. As a general assertion, this evinces a con-

fusion of the static with the dynamic laws of hydraulics.

If we stop the flow from a crack, and if the water can-

not be diverted, the full hydrostatic pressure due to the

whole column will be established at the very margin of

the crack where it was artificially closed. But if we do

not stop the flow from it and allow the discharge, the

pressure at the margin within the tunnel will by no means

be equal to the full hydrostatic column ; for, in passing

water along a fissure with a certain velocity, by far the

largest part of that column will, under ordinary circum-

stances, be destroyed or consumed in overcoming the

friction of the water over the large area of the fissure, and,

as a rule, the effective pressure at the end of a fine crack

within the tunnel would be only a small fraction ofthcwhole

column of water—probably not one per cent., so that no

aljrasion could take place, and the flow of the water,

whatever it might be, would not increase day by day.

This being a very important question in reference to

the proposed tunnel, let us take an example.—Assume a

fissure I yard long and ixt'stt part of an inch wide—about

the thickness of tissue paper. Let this fissure continue

in a vertical direction for a distance of 100 yards, to the

bottom of the channel, and assume above that fissure 30

fathoms of water. What quantity of water will find its

way through that fissure, and what will be the pressure at

its margin within the Tunnel? We assume a clear

opening throughout, and yet that fissure could only pass 4
gallons per hour into the tunnel, and the eff'ective pressure

at its margin would only be ^J„ lb. per square inch.

The effect of such a crack or opening would therefore

be quite insignificant. Let all the circumstances remain

the same, but assume the fissure 10 times as wide, viz.,

,

,ij[y part of an inch in the clear : it w-ould then pass

into the tunnel 136 gallons per hour, with a marginal

pressure of j'- part of a pound per square inch ; let it

be ,'|7 inch wide in the clear, and it will pass 4,392

gallons per hour, with a marginal pressure of 5 of a pound

—and if we assume the fissure i inch wide in the clear,

it will pass 139.905 gallons per hour, with a marginal

pressure of 4I pounds per square inch.

It then becomes chiefly a question of the naliire of the

fissures with which we may have to deal, and while a fine

crack one yard long would only admit an insignificant

\olume of water into the tunnel, a similar crack one inch

wide w ould be a serious matter, very few of which would

drown the drift. But even in the latter case no abrasion

uf the rock could take place, for a pressure of four pounds

per square inch has no effect upon chalk.

But though the fissures within the driftways might be

very fine, each passing or oozing out a comparatively

small quantity of water, easily to be dealt with within a

moderate length of the driftways, their number within a

distance of twenty-two miles would be legion, and, we
believe, would overpower all appliances. These fissures

should not be permitted jointly to send water into the

driftways ; they should be closed as soon as practicable.

How is that to be done ? By keeping a water-tight main

tunnel close upon the face of the driftway. As soon,

however, as the cracks would be closed by the main
water-tight tunnel, the full hydrostatic pressure of many
hundred feet would be resting on it. The main tunnel

would collapse unless it could bear a pressure of about

fifteen tons per square foot on its superficial area. This

circumstance determines the form and the material of the

tunnel. It could not be an ordinary tunnel in any sense.

Its form must be circular, and its principal material iron.

No brickwork coifld stand that pressure at whatever

thickness, within practicable limits, it might be assumed,

because by increasing its thickness its superficial area

would also increase. Nor could any brickwork be water-

tight against such pressures, and, unless it be so, water

will find its way into the tunnel very nearly as fast through

the lining as without it.

We cannot, therefore, help dift'ering from the resolution

of the engineers that

—

"In respect of tlie execution uf the work itself, we cuusidei il

proper lo chive preliminary driftways or lie.adings under the

channel, the ventilation of which would be .acconiplishod Ijy

some of the usual modes adopted in llie best coal-mines."

We consider this resolution fraught with danger. The
driftways could never be accomplished w ithout the aid of

the main tunnel ; nor woidd the proposed ventilation

through the driftways be adequate. Why should the

ventilation be similar to that adopted in our best coal-

mines? Is the proposed tunnel to be driven through the

coal measures ? No, it is to be through the grey chalk,

and a ventilation which may be adequate in coal measures

would certainly fail in the chalk, from which a large

amount of an irrespirable gas would exude. This is

another reason why the main tunnel should be kept

closely behind the face of.the driftway, viz., to exclude the

surface of the chalk. And wdiy have two driftways to

begin with ? Moreover, there is no difficulty in sending into

the tunnel through ordinary piping, to the face of the head-

ing, ten times as much pure air by mechanical power as the

best mode of ventilating coal-mines could possibly ensure.

The tunnel could only be worked by pneuinatic pressure:

this is obvious from recent investigations of eminent

engineers ; it could not be for a double line, because

that system is not applicable to it ; and the old atmospheric

plan failed above ground.

We are of opinion that it is not an unreasonable pro-

position, to drive a tunnel under the Channel, but that

in some measure it must be a venture. If we are

to undertake such a venture to gain a magnificent

prize, of immense \alue to the English and French

nations, we must be prepared to meet all ordinary even-

tualities, and we must not fail in the attempt by want

of foresight, energy, and by dint of proper means. It

will cost a great deal, but not too much, with proper

manageinent and a little good fortune. The first stej)

towards accomplishing the object would be to obtain

a geological section across the Channel, on one, or perhaps

on several lines ; not a section constructed upon certain

theories and assumptions, but one obtained from actual

test of the materials which compose the bed of the

Channel, following Mr. Hawkshaw's steps on shore also

across the Channel, for which purpose the assistance of

the Governments of England and France may be con-

fidently expected.
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DR. BALFOUR S TEH'. I

R
'PSME TEOROLOGICAL

IlLOCKADE
IMAGINE a line drawn round any district, and consider

all the air that passes over that line outwards and

inwards in any time. Let the whole quantity of vapour

of water carried across the boundary line by this air be

determined. If during any particular interval of time

there is just as much vapour carried outwards as inwards,

there must be in that interval either no r.iinfiU on, and

no evaporation from the district, or there must be just as

much rainfall as evaporation. If more vapour is carried

out than in, there must be more evaporation than rainfall.

Or, if more vapour enters than leaves, the dilTerence falls

in excess of rain above evaporation.

Dr. Stewart proposes to establish a cordon of meteoro-

logical stations, and to arrange a reduction of observations

taken at them, so as to keep, as far as possible, an exact

account of the quantity of vapour entering and leaving

the space over the surrounded district. This appears to

me a most valuable proposal, which, if well carried out,

must have a very important influence, tending to raise

meteorology from its present empirical condition to the

rank of a science. The object of the present notice is to

suggest that the saine system of account-keeping ought

to be applied to electricity.

Whatever we may think as to the nature of electricity,

it certainly has, in common with true matter, the

property of being invariable in quantity. This property

is conveniently enough expressed, as it were, mechanically,

by the one-fluid hypothesis, which asserts that positive or

negative electrification of any piece of matter consists in

the presence of more or less than a certain quantum of

the electric fluid ; that quantum being the amount

possessed when the matter in question exercises no at-

tractive or repulsive force, varying with artificial variations

of the electric condition of the testing body presented to it.

On this hypothesis, " quantities of electricity," positive and

negative, are excesses of the quantity of the hypothetical

fluid above or below the " quantum " cori'csponding to

zero of the electric tests.

The ordinary fair-weather condition in our latitudes

presents us with negatively electrified air in the lowest

stratum, extending at least as high as our ordinary houses

above the surface of the earth ; and positive electricity of

greater amount, on the whole, in the higher regions. The
atmospheric electrometer indicates in absolute electrostatic

units the total quantity of electricity in the atmosphere, over

a certain area of the place of observation ; being the excess

of the amount of positive above the amount of negative

electricity in the whole column. This excess infair weather

is generally positive. The fact that it is not the electricity in

the lower regions alone, but an effect depending on the

whole electricity of the atmosphere from lowest to highest,

that is the thing observed in the ordinary observation of

atmospheric electricity, renders this subject more suitable

even than moisture for the application of Dr. Stewart's

blockade. Thus, the hygrometrical blockade is complete

only if both moisture and the effective component of wind
are known at all heights above the surface ; the electrical

blockade is complete when, besides the electrometer

measurements at the observatory, the effective component
of the wind at all heights is known. But among the many

unknown quantities involved, the two departinents of the

blockade combined will give means for eliminating some

and estimating others for which the hygrometrical blockade

alone, or the electrical one alone, would be insufficient.

WlLLI.-iM THO.VISON

THE SCENERY OB ENGLAND AND WALES
The Scenery of England and Wales, i/s Character and

Origin. By D. Mackintosh. (Longmans and Co.)

T) EADERS of some of the geological journals are

sufficiently acquainted with the name of Mr-

Mackintosh. They know him as a writer who, for the

last four or five years, with wonderful perseverance, has

kept on enunciating certain views of denudation which he

has adopted. His papers, however, do not suggest that

their author possesses the large grasp of the subject,

the range of acquirement in geological studies, and the

gifts of style which must necessarily belong to the inan

who would successfully expound the history of the scenery

of the country. The task is a difficult one- much more

difficult than even geologists themselves usually believe

—

and the announcement that it had been undertaken by

Mr. Mackintosh probably took a good many readers by

surprise. They could not but award him the credit of

great boldness, whether or not they found, on examina-

tion, that he deserved also the praise of success.

i\lr. Mackintosh, as a writer on geological subjects, is

under the influence of one dominant idea. He believes

in the Sea, the whole Sea, and nothing but the Sea. It

seems to haunt him like a nightmare. To his car all

sounds in Nature are drowned in the thunder of waves,

the rush of ocean-currents, the beating of multitudinous

billows, that batter and grind the solid substance of the

land. A mist of ocean spray is ever in his eyes. He can

but dimly sec that any other powers are at work around

him save the everlasting breakers. The fall of rain, the

roar of rivers, the silent majesty of glaciers and snowfields,

have little charm for him, and can never wean his

affections from his first love. He can be brought to turn

his thoughts neither to the right hand nor fo the left,

but keeps his eye stedfastly fixed on the one grand object

of his faith and adoration. If, indeed, for a tnoment the

contending claims of some other power in Nature obtrude

too pertinaciously upon his notice, he clings to some

bigger wave, or dashes into some stronger ocean-cuirent

until the temptation has passed away.

It is seldom that we meet with one governing idea so un-

flinchingly followed to the exclusion of anything and every^

thing which might modify it ; seldom that we encounter

mental colour-blindness so thorough as to admit of the

discrimination of apparently but one hue. Not merely

does he everywhere and always reiterate that "the greater

part of the land surface, at any given time, must present

the form given to it by the sea," but he traces this marine

sculpturing down to the niinutest details of contour, even

though rains and frosts and streams seem to rise up in

protest to his face. The tendency unduly to exalt the

power of the sea as a geological agent has always

characterised the writings of English geologists, jirobably

from the greater prominence which the sea acquires in

the eyes of islanders. But the tendency never recei\ed

such an extreme development as it has done in Mr.
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Mackintosh's pages. He complacently remarks that hi:

views " more or less agree with opinions held by Sii

K. 1. Mmchison, Sir Charles Lyell, Professor Phillips

Mr C. Darwin, and others. This argiimentum ac.

/lominem, we imagine, will hardly be relished by some at

least of these gentlemen. Mr. Mackintosh should remem-

ber that if his views are sound, the citation oT such hames

is not neeessary, while, if they are erroneous, not all the

big names in England can save them from the oblivion to

which they are doomed.

The author of this volume has evidently never travelled.

He tells us, too, that he purposely refrained from rendint;

until his views were formed, " lest a bias should be given

to his opinions." And his reading, since these unbiassed

opinions were elaborated, appears to have consisted

mainly of the recent journals and magazines in which

he himself has been writing. And yet a man without

travel, and without reading, sits down to write a book on

the character and origin of the scenery of a country !

He has taken his own little corner of the earth and

framed his theory out of it, forgetfid of the wide

world Outside, which must be studied as a whole, if

one would well understand any part. White reading the

book witli laudable perseverance, we have had four

lines of '• Don Juan'' constantly suggesting themselves,

where the poet describes a certain easy-minded old

gentleman as one who
" S.iw with his own eyes (he moon was round,

Was also certain that the earth was square,

]iecaiise lie had journeyed fifty miles and found

No sign that it was circular anywhere."

We presume that Mr. Mackintosh's views would " more

or less ag-ee" with those of this philosopher as to the

shape of the moon, and generally as to matters of fact

regarding which there can be no dispute. Like the same

worthy, too,he does not take things on trust. He uses

his own eyes and draws his own inferences. He is certain

of his convictions, because he has journeyed so many
miles and found no sign that these convictions could be

anything but true. Unfortunately, however, he has either

made his journeys with a foregone conclusion in his mind,

or they have been too limited to enable him fully to under-

stand what the subject really is of which he proposes to

treat ; or, what is probably the truth, he lacks that ground-

ing in e.Kact knowledge of geological structure which

is absolutely necessary to one who wishes to elucidate the

history of a land surface.

So much for the general purpose of the volume. Its

plan and execution are sadly unmethodical. It is divided

into three books ; but, in spite of the explanation of this

arrangement given in the preface, it is not easy to trace

any clear distinction in the subjects of the divisions. The
reader is jerked from orte topic to another, getting of some

of them the merest glimpse, so that after a little he begins

to experience something of the feeling of unrest which

comes over him at another time when he tries to pick out

the details of a landscape from the window of an express

train. There is no index to the book, and unless a passage

is specially noted down at the time of perusal its svibse-

quent recovery is troublesome. Altogether the volume

suggests to the reader the idea that he has here a multi-

farious collection of jottings and excerpts from note-books,

strung together with not much reference to their con-

icction. For example, the First Book, according to the

cable of contents, consists of " Introductory remarks on

the causes of dentidation and origin of hatui-al scenery

in various parts of the world." Under this coinprehensive

title come just twenty-one pages, in which a word or two

are said about faults and fractures, the fact that rains,

frosts, rivers, and glaciers are denuding agents is alluded

to and not denied, while about fourteen pages, or two-

thirds of Book I., are devoted to desultory remarks on

sea-bottoms, Irish eskerS, oceanic currents, waves in

Norway, waves in Shetland and Caithness, waves on the

coast of Ireland, sea escarpments in Ireland, remarks on

Irish cliffs, sea-coast cwms in Ireland, beachless shores,

denudation of Norway, denudation of South America and
Australia. This introduction is really a very fitting one

to the rest of the book. It shows how the hue of the

author's spectacles not only colours all his own observations,

but will not let him see the true tint of the observations

of other people. For instance, he professes to condense

from Forbes's work an "account of the most striking

physical features of Norway, r.vtTptiiig tliasc resulting

from glnci'i! action^ Hanihi with the Prince of Den-

mark omitted was nothing to this. If there is one

country in the world more marvellously eloquent of

glacial action than other countries it is Norway. That is

the one grand physical feature of the peninsula ; every

fjord, every fjeld points to the grinding power of ice. Yet

a writer on denudation, anxious as to the impartiality of

his views, ventilres to write about the sculpturing of the

present physical features of Norway, and to pass the

glaciers and snowfields by. Again, he cites Australia as a

recently emei'ged area, where there cannot have been any.

" long-continued action of rains and streams.'' But he

takes no note of the old river gravels, with cappings of

basalt, hundreds of feet above the level of the present

streams, which point to the passage of a vastly protracted

period of subaerial erosion.

Perhaps no passage in the book shows better the author's

obliquity of vision, and his consequent (though no doubt

unintentional) unfairness, than one in this same introduc-

tory chapter, where, in lieu of giving the reader a general

view of what denudation is, he states, on the authority of

Mrs. Somerville, that a tidal current in the Shetlands runs

at the rate of fifteen miles an hour, while " the avcras,c

velocity of the river Rhone is not a mile and a half an

hour." No one unacquainted with the subject would be

likely to escape the inference which the writer probably

intended should be drawn, that even a rapid river like the

Rhone has not more than a tenth of the erosive power of

some marine currents. Now, though there can be no

doubt that sofne of the most rapid currents known flow

among the Orkney and Shetland Islands, yet we take leave

to question whether any of them ever reach by any means

so high a velocity as fifteen miles an hour. Yet even grant-

ing that they do, they are quite exceptional, and it was

long ago shown by Dr. Fleming that their erosive power

over a surface of rock is nearly, if not whollyj nil, for they

cannot even rub off the crust offender barnacles. But to

set down the average velocity of the Rhone as " not a

mile and a half an hour !" Shade of old Rhodanus ! have

mercy upon Mr. D. Mackintosh if that gentleman ever gets

near enough the " rushing of the arrowy Rhone. " A mile

and a half an hour ! why, that is a Very feeble velocity
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for most of our comparatively sluggish British rivers.
'

The Thames flows at the rate of two or three miles an

hour, the Sexern at three or four miles, and most of our

upland streams run still faster. .Surely there is just cause

of complaint against a writer who. in support of a theory

which he has adopted, cites facts which are wholly excep-

tional without saying that they are so, while at the same
time he is led in his ardour unconsciously to misstate the

facts which do not tell in his favour.

We have read this book with a I'eeling of regret that it

should ever have been published. Its author is evidently

a hard-working observer, and perhaps had he been less

ambitious, and been content to wait some years longer

until his experience had widened, and he had found time

to mature and methodise his opinions, our verdict upon
his labours might have been different. As it is, he has

hastened before the world with a book of which, in a

year or two hence, no one m ill see the crudity more keenly

than he will do himself A work which aims at giving a

popular version of any branch of scientific inquiry should

be eminently clear, accurate, and readable. Mr. Mackin-

tosh's volume fulfils none of these conditions, and we
onh- fear that its cftcct may be to discourage readers from

seeking to learn more of what is in reality one of the

most fascinating tields of geology.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Medical Chemistry. — Manuel ,lc Cliiniie Mi-Jicali' el

Pharmaceutiqiic. Par Alfred Riche. 8\-o., pp. 771,
figures 104. (Paris : Germer-Baillicre, 1870. Lon-
don : Williams and Norgate.)

We have here a comprehensive text-book of cliemistry, in

which the medical and pharmaceutical applications of the

science are specially noticed. The author is one of the

professors in the School of Pharmacy at Paris, and the

"mineral chemistry"' of the manual is essentially a repro-

duction of liis course of lectures. The " organic che-

mistry ''
is based on the course of Professor Herthelot,

and the toxicological portions of the work reflect the
teaching of Professor Bonis. Though designed for the

use of students of medicine and pharmacy, this manual is

primarily a systematic exposition of the fundamental facts

of chemistry, and its technical character is revealed only
in incidental explanations. Thus, sulphuric acid is noticed
with the oxygenated sulphur compounds, and its proper-
ties, preparation, commercial manufacture, purification,

and chemical constitution, receive adequate tieatment
before its medical employment and its action as an irri-

tant poison are considered. Again, in the section on the
natural alkaloids we get the chemical history of each of the
more important opium bases before we obtain any informa-
tion respecting the assay of opium, the action of the drug
on the human system, or the symptoms of poisoning by
opiates. The officinal processes for preparing the che-
mical substances used in medicine are plainly but briefly

described, and practical directions are given for testing
the purity and estimating the strength of commercial pro-
ducts. The author has devoted 150 pages to " biological

chemistry,'' an important section of the science which
receives scant notice in most manuals, and has minutely
described methods of analysing milk, lilood, urine, and
calculi, wliich may be adopted by the physician to obtain
trustworthy indications of the progress of disease or the
effects of medicines. Professor Riche's manual has so
many good qualities that we reluctantly call attention to
a characteristic which detracts from its value as a treatise
iin general chemistry. While admitting that the modern
or molecular notation is preferable to the notation based
on the old equivalents, the author deliberatelv rejects the

former " because it is not yet recognised in the official

programmes." Consequently, the book is filled with sym-
bolic formulae which do not accord with accepted theories.

In the introduction to the "organic chemistry," M. Riche
attempts to adapt the exoteric notation of his school to

modern ideas by doubling the symbols of oxygen, sulphur,
and carbon ; but English students will look with little

favour on the hybrid formula' thus produced. We trust

that the author Mill burst liis bonds of red tape before the

second edition of his rpanual is issued. J. C. R.

Heads ami Tales ; or, Aiiecdoles and Slaries of (2>iadni-

peds and oilier Beasls, chiefly conneeled luith Incidcnls
in the Hislories of more or less Dislhii^nishcd Men.
By Adam White, late Assistant in the Zoological

Department, British Museum. fLondon : Nisbet and
Co. icS/o.j

The idea of bringing together the anecdotes of animals
recorded in the biographies of great or well-known men
is a good one ; but the notion of interlarding these anec-
dotes with facetiit selected chiefly from Mr. Mark Lemon's
"Jest Book" can hardly be commended. .Mr. White is

sadly mistaken if he supposes that well-written stories of
animal life require to be made palatable to school-boys
by the addition of puns and shallow witticisms. School-
boys may well be amused at the solemn way in which the

author announces his discovery (in the pages of Macaulay)
of the cause of the death of William 111. ; but they will

think it beyond a jest when they themselves discover that

six pages which should have been filled with anecdotes are

occupied by Macaulay's account of the last days of King-

William. Mr. Wliite does not exclude man from what
he is pleased to term his anecdotical treatment of the

great order .Mammalia. Three stories of a ludicrous

character, however, suffice to illustrate the human species.

The schoolboy reader is duly warned against the theory

of the genesis of man by natural causes in the following

terms :

—
" Let us never for a moment rest in such falla-

cious theories, or accept the belief of Darwin and Huxley,
with a few active, agitating disciples, that animals, and
even plants, may pass into each other. Darwin and
Huxley cannot change nature. They may change their

minds and opinions, as their fathers did before them. It

is, we expect, only the old heathen materialism cropping
out.'' This extract is, perhaps, sufficient to show the

author's mental calibre. It is not necessary to praise the

illustrations of this book ; it is quite sufficient to mention
tliat tlie\ are from the drawings of J. Wolf

P'aels and Dales ; or. The Leading Events in Saered and
Profane Hist07y,andthe Principal J^'aels in Ihevarions
Physical Sciences : the memory being aided through-
out by a simple and natnral method. By the Re\

.

Alex. Mackay, LL.D. (Blackwood and Sons.)

A .si)-c.Ar.EErj system of mnemonics may possibly be of

use to young men cramming history and geography for

competitive examinations ; but we see no room for it in

science-teaching. The scientific facts capable of being
expressed by numbers, and which it is desirable to com-
mit to memory, are really very few. Indeed, we believe

they are so few in any given science, that it would take

most people longer to master Dr. Mackay's system of

artificial memor_\ than to learn the numbers themsehcs.
The author has spent a good deal of labour in so framing
his mnemonic sentences as to contain ideas having some
connection with the fact intended to be remembered.
This is all very well; but the essential fault of his system,

and of every such system, is, that it is not sufficient to

remember the iilea contained in the mnemonic sentence :

e\ery word of it must be accurately retained. We are

sorry to sec that Dr. IVIackay is sadly afflicted with the

Great Pyramid craze. The introduction of such a matter
as the pretended scientific revelation into a book intended

for school use is very much to be deprecated.
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SENSATION AND PERCEPTION
11.

'"["'HE doctrine that there is a distinct organ for the
-' realisation of Sensations only, apart from that for

Perception, has been very generally taught, and has been
insisted on by no one more strongly than by Dr. Carpenter

in his otherwise most able and suggestive expositions of

nervous physiology. He says:* "The general rule of

action appears to be that the impressions made by ex-

ternal objects upon the afferent nerves, when transmitted

to the spinal cord, ascend towards the cerebrum without

exciting any reflex movements in their course. When
such an iinpri'ssion arrives at the sensorium,f it excites the

consciousness of the individual, and thus gives rise to a

st-iisiitimi ; and the change thus induced being further

propagated from the sensory ganglia to the cerebrum,
gives occasion to the formation of an iiicii.'' And that

Ur. Carpenter here means by the word 'idea' what we
have previously spoken of as that complex intellectualised

sensation generally called a ' perception,' seems obvious

from the following passage occurring on another page,

where the same author says :
" It is further important to

keep in mind the distinction between the sfHsa/ioiis them-
sehcs and the ideas which are the immediate results of

those sensations when they are perceived by the mind.
The ideas relate to the cause of the sensation or the

object by which the impression is made" (p. 711). But
since, in Dr. Carpenter's view, the sensory ganglia con-

stitute the seiisoriinn, in which impressions become con-

scious sensations; and because he naturally thinks it very

improbable that there are two distinct organs of conscious-

ness, he is compelled to adopt the hypothesis that the

superficial grey matter of the cerebral hemispheres, in which
intellectual operations are principally carried on, is not

itself endowed with the function of consciousness. Thus he
assumes—as the most probable inference to be drawn
from various kinds of evidence—"that the sensory ganglia

constitute the seat of consciousness not merely for impres-

sions on the organs of sense, but also for changes in the

cortical substance of the cerebrum ; so that until the

latter have reacted downwards upon the sensorium we
have no consciousness either of the formation of ideas or

of any intellectual processes of which these may be the

subject. "J And, although we are quite unable to agree

with the conclusions themselves as to the absence of con-

sciousness in connection with the actixity of the cerebral

hemispheres, and as to its presence as a functional attri-

bute of the sensory ganglia alone, still it is sufficiently

interesting, in a philosophical point of \ iew, to find Dr.

Carpenter declaring so confidently in favour of a distinct

organ of consciousness, even altogether separate from
those parts of the cerebral hemispheres in which what we
have called § potential knowledge is produced—meaning by
this term what is called know ledge, so far as it can exist

minus the attribute of consciousness. The elaboration of

this potential knowledge is, in fact, a process the possi-

bility of which has been ably discussed by Dr. Carpenter

in the section in which he speaks of " unconscious cere-

bration."

We must, however, briefly inquire into the reasons

which ha\e induced Dr. Carpenter to regard these so-

called sensory ganglia as the seat of consciousness
;

though, before doing so, it will be well to draw the reader's

attention to the following considerations. As it is quite,

true that different nerves, coming from the sense organs or

surface of the body generally, do pass through the sensory

ganglia on their way to the higher centres in the cerebral

hemispheres, it is obvious that the impressions made upon
any one of these lower centres must be qnalijied to a

Principled of Comparative Physiology, fifth edititm, p. 707. 1854.

t Constituted by certain ganglionic structures at the base of the brain, in

relation with the various sensory nerves, and usnally spoken of as the

sensory ganglia.

I Loc. cit., p. 546.

§ See paper on " Consciousness," in ycnr. ofMail. Scic'icc, p. 512.

certain extent, inasmuch as they are the middle terms of
a series, and therefore are related to their antecedents
and to their consequents in the same way that these are

related to one another—the antecedents being the external
impressions, and the consequents the resulting perceptions.
For, when an impression of a certain kind is made upon
any given part of the surface of the body, this impression
traverses definite nerve-fibres, in order to reach functionally

related portions of the cerebral hemispheres, and so we
may well suppose that the fibres, on their way, must neces-
sarily pass through definite parts of the sensory ganglia,

and produce, in certain of the ganglionic elements there
situated, impressions of a definite /cind.

Thus, therefore, although we may believe that no
state of consciousness is aroused by this molecular action

taking place in these lower sensory ganglia, the impression's
made upon them may be, nevertheless, definite enough in

kind and place to ensure a partial transference of such
molecular movement along given and accustomed outgoing
motor channels ; such organic possibilities of motorial
response having been slowly built up and elaborated, in

past time, under the guidance of then co-existing and
related conscious states. Thus, movements may at times
be produced in every wa\- similar, as regards mode of

origin, to those automatic or reflex movements occurring
through the intervention of the spinal cord alone ; though
they may be as much more complex, and apparently
purposive, as these higher centres are more complex than
the spinal centres. And it is, we think, because the
movements are produced by reflections from the highest
motor centres, w/iose eoniple.vity renders the most purpo-
sive movements possilde, that such mo\'emcnts have been
supposed to be invariably the sequences of conscious
impressions or sensations, and ha\-e hence received the
appellation of sensori-motor. This name, however, begs the
question in dispute— as to whether impressions reaching
thus far would be revealed in consciousness or not ; and
from what has been already said it will be seen that in

the settlement of this question we must not rely too much
upon the purposive nature of the movements as evidence
that they are the results of conscious impressions.
Reasonings of this kind led Pfliiger to suppose that the
spinal cord was also a seat of consciousness.
We quite agree with Dr. Carpenter* and others, however,

in the opinion that the organic possibilities of executing
all combined muscular movements of which the individual
is capable, reside in the spinal cord and medulla, and also
still higher in the motor centres in immediate connection
with these so-called sensory ganglia—by virtue of definite

nerve connections therein established. So that all the
facts with which we are acquainted, as he says, " tend
strongly in favour of the \iew that e\'en \-oluntary move-
ments are executed by the instrumentality of the automatic
apparatus, and that they differ only from the automatic or
instinctive in the nature of the stimulus by which they
are excited." This doctrine may be aptly illustrated by
reference to the act of coughing, since this is an instance
in which a complicated set of movements usually produced
automatically may nevertheless be incited bv a voluntai)'

determination. When so produced, the will is directed to

the production of the result as a whole ; no attempt being
made to single out the different movements, and then to

combine them ; so that, as Dr. Carpenter also says, "the
will thus seems obviously to take the place of the
larj'ngeal or tracheal irritation as the primum mobile of
the series, which, in its actual performance, is as automatic
in the latter case as in the former." In each case, the
same organised set of nerve connections in the higher
motor centres (constituting the organic representatives of
the combined muscular movements of the act of coughing)
are called into activity ; now by a volitional incitation

descending from the cerebral hemispheres, and, at another
time, as a result of an afferent stimulus reaching the

' Human Physiology, fiftli edition, p. 516.
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related sensory centres from some part of the respiratory

passages themselves.

Bearing these facts in mind, and also the psychological

view of the essential unity in the mode of evolution of all

sensations or conscious states—whether simple or com-

plex—we shall find that the performance of many acts of

the so-called sensori-iiwtor type do not necessarily lend

such support to the supposition that the sensory ganglia

are the seats of consciousness as they have been supposed

to do. That the movements of an infant or of an idiot

should appear to be automatic in
'
nature, is only to be

expected if we consider that they are responses to con-

scious iinpressions excited in quite undeveloped cerebral

hemispheres, in which, as yet, the possibilities of intel-

lectual and volitional action of the lowest type only are

organised. Thus, the only action which at this time could

po'ssibly emanate from the operation of the intellectual

centres would be such as Dr. Carpenter has supposed to

depend upon the stimulus of mere sensations ; and it does

not at all follow, as he seems to suppose, that such move-

ments are excited by sensations, realised as such in the

sensory ganglia and thence reflected w^ithout the inter-

\ention of the cerebral hemispheres. Neither do we
think his doctrine receives any stronger amount of sup-

port from the fact of our ability to perform certain habitual

movements whilst the cerebrum is occupied with some
engrossing train of thought.

It is, we think, an altogether improbable assuinption

to suppose that the so-called " secondary automatic

"

acts take place, as a general rule, altogether without

the intervention Of the cerebral hemispheres. Taking

the instance cited by Dr. Carpenter, of the individual

who, falling into a deep reverie whilst making his

wav through the streets, nevertheless walks with ease

along accustomed routes, though his attention may be

entirely absorbed by some particular train of thought, it

is supposed that these movements are characteristic

instances of scnsori-motor acts, that they are brought

about solely by reflections from some of the sensory

ganglia, and without the intervention of the hemispheres.

But it seems to us much more reasonable to suppose that

the cerebral hemispheres have been concerned to some
extent, even though the consciousness of the individual

has been otherwise monopolised. In proportion to the

frequency of the repetition of such movements—to the

degree in which they have become habitual, so can we the

more easily understand that the cerebral action involved

may take place without arousing consciousness, and so

quite independently of trains of thought which are mono-
polising the person's attention. A motor incitation now
really volitional, may, though similar in all other respects,

at another time be purely reflex and unconscious, even

though passing over from regions of the cerebral hemi-

spheres themselves;* the consciousness or the uncon-

sciousness of the incitation depending upon the particular

direction of the attention of the individual at the time

being. This view seems rendered all the more pro-

bable if we consider what are the effects on man of

even small injuries of parts of the cerebral hemispheres
above the level of the sensory ganglia. If, in the instance

above alluded to, the person maintains the erect position,

and even walks perfectly well, tlirough the intervention

of nerve-centres no higher than the sensory ganglia, how
is it that the same man would be completely paralysed on
one side of his body for months or perhaps years by an
effusion of blood into, or a softening of, a portion of

brain tissue quite above these sensory ganglia— by a lesion,

for instance, of a portion of the opposite hemisphere out-

side its corpus striatum f We may set such an individual

upon his legs as often as we choose, but no amount of

mere sensory impressions are capable of exciting the

supposed sensori-tuotor mo\ements ; the paralysed limb

See .article on " Physiology of Thinking," Fortnightly Rn-ieWy Jan.
1869.

is utterly powerless, and even the mere attitude of stand-

ing, when the individual is unsupported, is found to be
impossible.

The experimental evidence which has been appealed to

is also capable of receiving different interpretations ; and,

indeed, physiologists themselves have already expressed
directly contrary opinions upon this subject. The evidence
is, in fact, of such an uncertain nature as to be quite in-

capable of leading to a very definite conclusion, unless we
have formed some decided opinion as to the real nature of a

sensation, and as to how this differs from w'hat is called a

perception. Flourens denies, for instance, that birds or

mammals whose cerebral hemispheres have been removed
are anylongcr capable of appreciating sensory impressions

;

whilst Magendie, Longet, Vulpian, and many others main-
tain that such animals are capable of feeling simple sen-

sations, and that they are therefore, to a certain extent, in

possession of consciousness. But it may be fairly main-
tained that the way in which such animals respond to

external influences acting upon them are explicable with-

out postulating the existence of consciousness, if we bear

in mind that they do still retain their sensory ganglia and
all the related motor centres in organic connection with

these ; and if we bear in mind also what has been already

said as to the degree in which impressions, reaching only

so far as these sensory ganglia, and not revealing them-
selves in consciousness at all, are, nevertheless, yuatijieii,

and therefore capable of exciting those purposive move-
ments which exist potentially in the related motor centres in

the form of definite nerve connections. The molecular mo-
bility of these centres has only to be disturbed in order to

bring about, with machine-like precision, the natural move-
ments themselves. Longet and Vulpian look upon iYiC pous
I 'arolii as the seat of general sensibility* and there cer-

tainly seems much more evidence in favour of this view than

in support of the doctrine of Dr. Carpenter that such is the

function of the optic thalami. Evidence of different kinds
seems quite opposed to the latter view ; but much may be
said— even though, as we think, to little purpose— in

favour of the opinion of Longet and Vulpian. The cor-

pora quadrigemina are similarly supposed to be the seats

of perception for optical impressions. And one of the

strongest facts that has been recorded in favour of the

supposed scnsori-niotor nature of certain movements was
observed in a pigeon, which lived eighteen days after its

cerebral hemispheres alone had been removed by Longet.
When this animal was taken into a dark room, every time
a light was brought near its eyes the irides contracted, and
often even winking occurred ;

" mais chose remarquable,''

Longet says,f "aussitot C]ue j'iinprimais un mouvement
circulaire i. la bougie enflamm8e, et k une distance asscz

grande pour qu'il n'y eut point sensation de chaleur, le

pigeon executait un mouvement analogue a sa tete."

Nevertheless, it is said that this same animal sometimes
seemed to avoid obstacles, and sometimes knocked
himself against them. So that when we consitder how
closely the movements of the eyes are bound up with

visual impressions generally, this following of the strong

light, which seems so much to suggest consciousness,

may be capable of explanation without ha\ing recourse

to such a supposition. Dr. Carpenter has called attention

to the fact that when the eyelids are closed, if we attempt

to move the eye-balls in any given direction, w-e can only

do this with considerable difficulty, and with an extreme
sense of effort— " This sense being the result of the state

of tension in which the muscles are placed by the effort to

move the eyes without the guiding visual sensation." He
then adds :

—" Now, on the other hand, the will may
determine to fix the eyes upon an object ; and yet this

' These conclusions were arrived at from an observation of birds and
mammals whose cerebral hemispheres, corpora striata, thalami. corpora
quadrigemina, and cerebellum had been all renmved, leaving within the

cranial cavity only \\\<t frits, or tul'cr ninnilaTi\ and the medulla. (Longet,
"Traite de Physiologic," 3rd ed. t. iii. p. 156.)

t Loc. cit. p. 428;
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^ely fixation may be only attainable by a muscular move-
ment, which movement is directly excited by the visual

sense without any exertion of voluntary power over the

muscles. Such is the case when we look steadily at an
object whilst we move the head from side to side ; for the

eyeballs will then be moved in a contrary direction by a

kind of instinctive eli'ort of the external and internal recti,

which tends to keep the retina in their first position, and
to prevent the motion of the images over them." These
are said to belong to the category of voluntary movements, '

and yet we are not ourselves conscious that they are taking
j

place ; we know of it only, as Dr. Carpenter says— or
j

rather learn to infer the existence of such movements in i

ourselves—by observing what takes place in other persons. ;

We must make due allowances, therefore, for facts like

these, when attempting to interpret what takes place in

animals from whom a part of the brain has been removed ;

and we must also bear in mind that the endowments of

the lower nerve-centres are different amongst different

classes of animals, before we come hastily to the conclu-

sion that movements of the kind mentioned in the pigeon
were indicative of consciousness on its part ; and still

more before we conclude from such phenomena that the

sensory ganglia in man are also seats of consciousness.

.\s regards motor power, the differences are most notable

amongst different groups of animals. Thus, after com-
plete removal of the cerebral hemispheres, fish, reptiles,

birds, and the lower mammalia experience extremely little

diminution in their powers of movement. Carp and frogs

continue to suim as well as before ; a pigeon when aban-
doned in the air tlies to the ground, settling lightly on
its feet ; whilst a rabbit runs away when irritated,

performing these movements with no appreciable

difficult)-, and with only a slight evidence of weakness.

The weakness becomes much more notable when the

operation is performed upon a dog, though it is less

marked in proportion as the animal is. a young one. An
adult dog deprived of his cerebral hemispheres is, how-
ever, no longer capable of maintaining the erect position,

though it can still mo\c its legs freely uliilst lying down.
The effect in man, of even limited injuries to one

or other hemisphere, in producing paralysis of the oppo-
site side of the body, has been already referred to. .Such

\ariations must be taken into account in our interpreta-

tions of Longet's experiments with the pigeon. But even
Longet himself, though he makes the pons the centre for

general sensibility and the corpora qiiadrigciiiiiin the

centre for visual sensations, seems, after all, to entertain

considerable doubts or to whether he is warranted in

making use of the word "sensation." Thus he says :

' Certes en prenant le mot sensation dans son acceptation

rigoureusement metaphysique, et ne I'appliquant qu'i

tous Ics cas d'exercice de la sensibilite avec conscit-iiCi\ on
devra admettre que la protuberance, siege de la sensibilite

generalc, et les lobes cerebraux, siege de I'intelligence,

doivcnt necessairement mettrc, pour ainsi dire en com-
muii leur activite', et concourir au meme acte.'' But then he
adds, ' Mais ii la rigucur, ne pourrait-on pas permettre aux
physiologistcs de distinguer la perception simple (en

quelque sorte brute) des impressions, de I'attention qui leur

est accordde, de I'aptitude ^ former des idees en rapport

avec elles ? '' To this question we would reply that the

power of simple perception with which Longet wishes to

endow these lower centres is probably not attended by
Consciousness, as he himself seems to intimate, and
therefore such a word is altogether unsuitable to express

that niiconscious discrimination of impressions, which
may be followed by apparently purposive movements,
resulting from the excitation of these lower centres. How
this unconscious discrimination may occur, and how it

may result in definite mo\ements, have been shown.
Thus, we think the experimental evidence leads us

to the conclusion that unconscious or organic discrimina-
tion takes place in the sensory ganglia, just as it takes

place in the spinal cord ; only that the discrimination in

the former is of a higher type, and results in the more
purposive movements, because it takes place in nerve-
centres of higher rank. For the production of a distinct

state of feeling or sensation, however, even of the
simplest kind, conscious intellect is needed, and this can-
not be brought into operation without the conjoint activity

of the cerebral hemispheres.
We do not consider that such a conclusion is in the

least shaken by the e\ idence furnished by comparative
anatomy, notwithstanding what Dr. Carpenter * says to

the contrary. He writes as follows ;

—" Thus we are led

by the very cogent evidence which comparative anatomy
supplies, to regard this series of ganglionic centres as

constituting the real sensoriuni, each ganglion hax-ing the

power of rendering the mind conscious of the impressions
derived from the organ with which it is connected. If this

position be denied, we must either refuse the attribute of

consciousness to such animals as possess no other ence-
phalic centres than these, or we must believe that the

addition of the cerebral hemispheres in the vertebrated
series alters the endowment of the sensory ganglia,—an
idea which is contrary to all analogy.'' We feel most
surprised that Dr. Carpenter should ha\ e expressed this

latter view ; in the first place, because it is quite adverse
to the general doctrines of \'on Baer, or, in other words, to

the doctruies of Evolution which he has done his best to

elucidate : and, secondly, because such a notion is opposed
to the infoimation afiorded by actual experiment as to the

alteration in the endowment of the motor centres (to which
we have already referred) in ascending the vertebrate scale.

.\s specialisation of structure occurs, so must we get spe-

cialisation of function : and we are glad to find that an idea,

long familiar to ourselves, has also occurred to i\Ir. Herbert
Spencer, and has been thus clearly expressed by him t :

—

" It does not follow, as it at first sight seems to do, that

feelings are never located in the inferior nervous centres.

On the contrary, it may well be that in lower types [of

animals] the homologues of these inferior centres are the

seats of consciousness. The true implication is. that in

any case the seat of consciousness is that nervous centre

to which mediately or immediately the most heterogeneous
impressions are brought ; and it is not improbable that

in the course of nervous ex'olution, centres that were once
the highest arc supplemented by others in which co-ordi-

nation is carried a stage further, and which, therefore, be-

come the places of feeling, while the centres before

predominant become automatic.''

The conclusions at which we have arri\ed have an
important psychological bearing. Thus, Herbart in

Germany, followed by Sir William Hamilton in our own
country, made Cognition or discrimination the funda-
mental fact of Mind, rather than Sensation or mere feeling

(which is regarded as its basis by many others), and it must
be confessed that physiological evidence accords with the

former rather than with the latter view. In the first place,

because no consciousness in the form of sensation can
take place without the aid of intellectual activity under the

form of cognition or discrimination ; whilst, on the other

hand, cognition or intellectual action may take place

under the form of a mere organic or unconscious discri-

mination, without the intervention of consciousness. Thus,
in the individual, consciousness or feeling comes to be
superadded as an additional accompaniment to certain

mere organic discriminations; so that consciousness, with-

out which sensation cannot exist, is secondary, whilst

cognition, in the form of unconscious discrimination, is

primary. (Jut of this primary undifferentiated organic dis-

crimination, siich as alone pertains to the lowest forms of

animal life, there has been gradually evolved that which
we know as feeling and consciousness.

H. Ch.\i?i.-ion B.astian

I ip. 1 \ Piiiici|)les of I'sycliok.sy. Del 186S, Xo.
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THE GERMANAND SWEDISH EXPEDITIONS
TO THE ARCTIC REGIONS

ENGLAND seems ready to resign the position she

once held as chief of all the competitors in Arctic

exploration. Our flag has been carried within 7! degrees

of the North Pole ; our seamen have forced from the

ice-bound straits which lie to the north of America
the secret of the North-Western Passage

; and from the
days of Scoresby until those of Franklin we have been
foremost in scientific researches within the dreary Arctic
wastes. But now the answer to all who would emulate
the deeds of a Parry or a Ross, a Beecher or a Franklin,
is the stereotyped citi bono. A business account of the
probable gains of an Arctic journey must be rendered
before England will send men or ships to the Polar seas.

In the meantime, Swedish and German explorers are
pushing their way boldly into the regions where England
won her Arctic

laurels— perhaps
wcoughtratherto
say, ice-wreaths.

Already the most
northerly spot
reached by our
seamen has been
all but attained,

and there is yet

room for suppos-
ing that this very
year the second
German expedi-

tion may push its

way to the Pole
itself. Scientific

results ofextreme
value have also

been attained.

The course of the

Gulf Stream (if

Mr. Findlay will

permit the name)
has been tracked
into very high
latitudes, its

depth has been
gauged, and the

nature of the cur-

rents which run
beside it, or be
neath it, has been
carefully inquired

into. The various

forms of life

which people
those Arctic seas
have been examined with Io\ing care (extending c\ en
to a judicious use of powder and shot, or nets and fish-

hooks, as the case might be) h\ the naturalists who have
accompanied the expedition. And lastly, a very important
addition, about which 1 hope to make some remarks
on a future occasion, has been made to our knowledge of

the variations of the magnetic needle in Arctic regions.

The primary object of all three expeditions has been to

attain, if possible, the North Pole of the earth. Dr. Peter-

mann, who had the principal |)art in planning the German
expeditions, has a theory about Greenland, wliich was
associated, perhaps not very fortunately, with the other
objects of the German voyagers. But undoubtedly the
attainment of the highest possible northerly latitude was
their principal aim.
A glance at the accompanying map will show the nature

of the .'\rctic regions, so far as they hai-e yet been ex-
plored. The circle 10 degrees from the North I'ole has

hitherto been crossed in only two neighbourhoods. The
figure shows (l) where Parry made his most northerly point
in I S27. The Swedish and German expeditions of last year
pushed their way towards the same region, and the crosses

numbered (2) and (3) indicate the spots they respectively

reached. In 1854 Dr. Kane crossed the circle of 10
degrees near (4), having pushed his way along the inlet

above the north-western point of Greenland. And in 1865
Dr. Hayes reached the same point, after traversing a
large part of Greenland in sledges drawn by Esquimaux
dogs.

Notwithstanding the hopes which M. Lambert has
formed of attaining the North Pole by passing through
the Straits between Asia and North America (shown near
the top of the map), there seems every reason for believing

that if the North Pole is ever reached by man it must be
either along the course pursued by Kane and Hayes, or

by the path which Parry followed. In fact, it is reasonable

to confine our at-

tention wholly to

the latter course,

since Dr. Hayes'
journey sufficed

to showthat with-

out the means of
crossing the sea,

further passage
northwards from
\\) is impossible,

and it is incon-

ceivable that any
suitable sea-boat

could be carrfed

to (4.) either by
Kane's or Hayes'
loute.

The Swedish
expedition to (2)

is perhaps the
most hopeful sea-

journe)' that has
yet been made
towards the
North Pole.
They had been
engaged until
late in the Arctic
season in scien-

tific researches
on the coast of
Norway; yet they
succeeded in

pushing their way
within a few miles

of the most nor-

therly point yet

reached, and were even then only impeded by the dangers
due to the approach of winter. There seems every reason
to believe, that had they started a few months earlier they
might have pushed their way much further north.

The German expeditions, undertaken in the two years,

seem to have followed a course less likely to be success-

ful. Dr. Petermann holds that Greenland extends much
further towards the north-west than its shores haveyet been
traced—nay, even past the Pole, perhaps, to the neighbour-
hood of Behring's Straits, between Asia and America.
Both expeditions sought to reach the north-eastern shores
of Greenland with the object of ascertaining whether this

theory, or General Sabine's view that Greenland has some
such figure as is indicated by the dotted line in the map,
is the more correct.

Twice in 1868 Captain Koldewey was forced to abandon
this attempt, and each time after his defeat he made for

the shores of Spitzbergen. Thus, on July 18, he had
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already crossed the 80th parallel, and was close to the

station marked (3^ ; but thence he again made, by a long
(it'tour, for the shores of Greenland. It was after his

second repulse that he reached his most northerly point

(3), close to the most northerly limit of the Swedish
expedition.

This year, Captain Kiildewey, now in a steamship, has
pursued the same tactics, except that he has been less

ready to accept defeat, and has persistently sought to

penetrate the ice-laden seas which surround the Green-
land coast. The dotted line shows the general course of

the second expedition ; and it will be seen that when last

heard of they were close by Greenland, and far south of

the 75th parallel. Captain Gray, who brought the latest

intelligence of their doings in this neighbourhood, states

that on August i, although the sea was still much en-

cumbered with ice, it was becoming rapidly clearer, so

that the Cermania was likely to have little difficulty in

reaching the Greenland coast. I confess, however, that I

do not share the hopes which have been expressed of the

successful progress of the expedition this year. The
result of the expeditions of 1868 seems to point very
clearly to another course than that which the Gcrniania is

now seeking to pursue : and there is nothing in the whole
history of Arctic expedition to encourage a hope that a
way can be found so far to the west (at least in latitudes

below 80 ), to the neighbourhood of the North Pole.

The figure indicates the course of the mean summer
and autumn isotherm of 3^ Reaumer (about 39^ Fahr.\
in the North Atlantic. Along the course marked by
arrows a branch of the Gulf Stream has been traced (in

summer) as far north as latitude 814^; the main stream
making its way towards Novaia Zemlia.* Does not
Nature herself seem to point out this track past Spitz-

bcrgen as the proper course for North Polar explorers ?

Here, in the first place, the mildest temperature is found
;

and in Arctic voyaging this is a matter of no small im-
portance. Here also is an assisting current

—

valeal qiiati-

tiun valere liebct. But the chief circumstance to be
noticed is, that the course followed by the Gulf Stream
shows that there is open water— ice-encumbered, no dotiljt,

l)ut still not ice-bound—in this direction. It is well worth)
of notice, too, how deep the sea is along this part of tin-

Atlantic. Herr von I-'reeden remarks, tliat the whole I'f

the I'ernese Oberland might be hidden, " its presence
unbetrayed even by an eddy," under the ocean to the

north-west of Spitzbergen. Long ago, indeed, Scoresby
found no bottom with a two-mile line. Here, then, if any-
where, a ship might expect to find her way, though ex-

jjcrience has shown again and again that that way is full

of dangers.

Either along this course or along the track suggested
by Herr von Freeden, the Pole, 1 doubt not, will yet be
reached. It will be remembered that Sir Edward Parr\

,

setting forth from Spitzbergen on his famous "boat and
sledge'' expedition, was foiled by an unforeseen difficulty.

The whole mass of ice over which he had tracked his «ay
for more than a hundred miles began to drift southward,
so that, as fast as Parry and his party travelled northwards,
they were set back by the relentless sea and wind. Now,
Parry's defeat shows at once the hopefulness of the

course suggested above, and of Von Freeden's proposition
that an expedition like Parry's should be commenced
earlier In the season, when the ice is as yet unbroken.
The very fact that Parry's great ice-ship floated freely

shows how wide and deep the seas must be even far to

the north of the spot he reached. For not only could he
see no sign of water in front—and the Arctic voyager can
recognise a" water-sky " at a great distance

—

but thepoint

• Pelerm.inn's Geog. Mittheilungen, Part vi. The paper on " the scientific

results of the first German North-polar E.xpeditioii," by Herr W. von Free-

den, in this number of the Mittheiiimgen, will well repay careful study. In
Part ix. the progress and results of this year's cxpeduion, so far as they
arc yet known, are detailed in a series of letters from the people on board the

Gfrmania.

where he turned must have been a few days before some
hundred miles at least further north, for he and his

party had been floated back more than a hundred miles.

There must then have been, that year at least, a course
round the floating ice-fields which would have carried a
daring seaman to an open sea between the North Pole
and station i, and far to the north of the latter point. On
the other hand, the ease with which Parry's party pursued
their way northwards shows, as Herr von Freeden justly

remarks, that it would be no very difficult matter to attain

the Pole itself over the ice, if the journey were made in

early summer. Rich.^rd A. Proctor

IMPROVED ECLIPSE CAMERA
T T is to be hoped that shortly, in view of the approaching
•'• total eclipse in December next—to observe which we
trust a Government expedition will be organised—English
astronomers will be making arrangements for obtaining as

valuable a series of photographs as the one which
rewarded the efforts of the American astronomers last

year.

We therefore append a description of the important
modifications successfully introduced by ProfessorMorton,
of Philadelphia.

A B represents the face plate of the camera, to which
the eye-piece tube was attached, its other end being
screwed to the telescope. The diaphragm plate, D E,
moved across the axis of the instrument, being drawn
downwards by the combined spring, C F. The strength

iilp

of this spring could be reduced by raising the outer end
of one or both the upper strips so as to disengage the

forks at their end from the lower spring, and then turning

them forward in a direction normal to the front of the box,

out of the way.
The spring was attached to the diaphragm plate by a

swivel hook.
A number of diaphragm plates were provided, with slits

respectively of j',-5, ^^j, Trg and ^ of an inch in width.

These plates could be readily interchanged, and, in

combination with the springs, gave a very wide and yet

delicate series of fixed adjustments for the times of

exposure.
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To make the exposure, the plate was drawn up until the

projecting pin, D, could be caught on the lever, K, which
would then retain it. ( Ju depressing the outer end of this

lever, however, with the linger, the hold on the pin was
disengaged, and the plate llashed across the axis of the

tube, allowing light to traverse the narrow slit as it flew

past. The plate was then arrested on the end 'of the

second lexer, (".. When an exposure of some seconds was
required, as during the totality, a plate having a round
orifice exposing the entire held of the eye-piece was
substituted for the one with the narrow slit, and was so
.arranged that, when caught by the upper lever, it covered
the lens, but when fallen to the second lever, exposed it

entirely ; when, however, this le\ er was in turn touched,
the plate descended again far enough once more to close

the lens. By touching these two levers in succession, it

was then possible to make a '• time exposure '' with great

nicety and accuracy, as pro\ ed by .ictual experience during
the eclipse.

To secure a chronographic record of each exposure, a

binding screw" was provided to make one connection with
the general mass of the face-plate including lever K, and
another at L, to carry on the circuit when the downward
motion of the lever brought the spring at its side in

contact with the point projecting from L. In raising the

lever for a new exposure, tlie spring at its side was pressed
back so as to pass the point without contact.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor docs not //old himsdf n'sponsiblc for opiiikois expressed

by his Correspondents. Xo notiee is token of anonvinons
eoinmnnieot/ons,]

Kant's View of Space

The following paragra])li'-, I belie\e, faitlifuUy render .sundry

passages of Kant's w'riling^ : -

"Objects are given l" us liy means of sense (Sinnlichkeit),

which is the sole source of intuitions (Anschauungen) ; bnt they

are tliought by the understanding, from which arise conceptions

(Bcgriffe)." ("Kritik,"p. 55. Hartenstein's Edition.)

"The understanding is the Aiculty of thought. 'Thought is

knowledge by means of conception." {/bid, p. 93.)
"The original consciousness of space is an intuition (} /^riori,

and not a conception (Begriff)." {/bid. p. 60.)

"Space is nothing else than the form of all the phenomena of

tlie external senses ; that is, it is the subjective condition of

^ense, under which alone external intuition is jiossiljle for us."

{/bid. p. 61.)

"Our nature is such, that intuition can never be otherwise
than sensual (Sinnlich) ; that is, it only contains the modes in

wliich we are affected by objects. On tlie other hand, the power
of thinking the object of sensual intuition, is the understanding.
Neither of these faculties is superior to llie other. Without
sense, no object would be given us, and without understanding
none \\ould be thought. Tlionghts witliout contents are em])ty,

intuitions without conceptions (Begriffe) are blind." {/bid. p. 82.)
" Time and S])ace are 'mere forms of sense' " (Fornien nnserer

Sinnlichkeit, "Prolegomena," p. 33) and "mere forms of intui-

tion." (" Kritik," p. 76.)

With these passages before one, tliere can be no doubt that

that thorough and acute student of Kant, Ur. Ingleby, was
jierfectly right when he said that Kant would have repudiated
the aftirmation that "space is a form of thought." For in these

sentences, and in many others which might be cited, Kant
ex|)ressly lays down the doctrine that thought is the work of the
imderstanding, intuition of the sense ; and that space, like time,

is an intuition. The only " forms of thought" in Kant's sense,

are the categories. T. H. llfxi.Ev
January 14

I DO not believe Professor .Sylvester has been betrayed, as

Mr. G. H. Lewes asserts, into any misconception of this matter
liy me.
When Kant, at the outset, says, "AUes iJenken aber muss

sich, es sei geradczu odc-r im Umschweife, vermittelst gewisser
Merkmale, zulet/t auf Anschauungen.. .beziehen," it would take
the veriest dunderhead not to sec that all forms of intuition must be,
ndirectly at least, forms of thought. I never dreamed of disputing

so obvious a position. But I object to the phrase "forms of
thought," as designating Space and 1'ime, on the ground of pre-

cision. They are peculiarlv f.)ruis of general Sense, and not
forms of Thought os T/ionglit. Kant, I believe, eschewed the
phrase in that sense, and, f >v all 1 see, might for tlie same reason
have disclaimed it.

Ilford, Jan. 14 (.'. M. iNm.F.iiv

It is not nty habit ''when objections are made to what I ha\e
written, silently to correct my error or silently disregard the

criticism." If the objections are well founded, I think it due to

the cause of truth to make a frank confession of error, and in

the oi^posite case to reply to the objections.

Witli reference, then, to Mr. Lewes's strictures in N.vturi'.'s

last number, I beg to say that Dr. Ingleby has " betrayed " me
into no error. If I have fallen into error, it is with my eyes open,
and after satisfying myself by study of Kant, that to speak of

Space and Time, wdiethcr as forms of understanding, or as forms
of thought, is an unauthorised ami misleading mode of expression.

Space and Time are forms of sensitivity or intuition. The
categories of Kant (so essentially in this point difl'ering from those

of Aristotle) do not contain Space ami Time among them, and
are properly called forms of imderstanding or thought.

To the existence of thought the operation nf the understanding
is a necessary preliminar)'.

Sensibility and intuition are antecedent to any such operation.

Can Mr. Lewes point to any passage in Kant x\liere Space and
Time are designated yi7;"wj of t'lon^/it .' I shall indeed be sur-

prised if he can do so—as much surjirised as if Mr. Todhunter or

Mr. Routli, in their Mechanical Treatises, were to treat enerj^y antl

foree as convertible terms. To such a misuse of the word energv
it would be little to the point to urge that /oree 'ioitJiottt energy is

a mere potentnd tendency. It is just as little to the point in the

matter at issue, for Mr. Lewes to inform the readers of Xaj 1 i<i

that intnition witliout tJioiigJit is mere sensuous impression.

Jjr. Ingleby has rendered, in my opinicjii, a very gi'eat service

to the Knglish reading public, by drawing attention to so serious

and prevalent an error as that of confounding the categories (the

proper forms of thought os t/ioiig/il) with .Space and Time, the

forms of intuition, the Sentinels, so to say, who keep watch and
ward outside the gates of the Undei'standing.

AtheuLVum Club, Jan. 15 J. J. S\i.\i-srEH

Correlation of Colour and Music
SoMK twenty-six or twenty-.-.even years ago, in a lecture

on Light at the London Institution, I suggested an analogy
between the octaves of Sound and Light ; not then knowing the
view of Sir J. Herschel to which Dr. I'ereira suhsequentlv
called my attention.

I emieavoured to support the hypothesis of three primary
colours by supposing the intermediate colours to arise from the

blending of the primary. Thus orange would result from the

blending of red and yellow, green from yellow and blue, anil

viulet from the secondary red imiiinging on the blue or indigo.

This seemed to me a less arbitrary explanation than that of .Sir

D. Brewster of a superposition (in degrees of intensity cliosen to suit

the hypothesis) of all the primary colours throughout the whole
spectrum. .Spectrum analysis has now much changed our views
on this subject.

'ihe interesting article in your number for lamiary 13, by Mr.
Barrett, has recalled my attention to the matter, and induces me
to as); whether he, or any of )-our contributors, can explain a

i iihenomenon which I have very often obser\cd, as have doubt-
i less others, but which I have never seen noticed in any work on

;

kight.

I It is this. When a very brilliant solar-rainbow is seen, there
is ])lainly visible within, and forming a continuous spectrum

I

with the main rainbow, a repetition, but in much narrower bands,

i

of the lainbow ; the same seven colours in the same order ; and
within this again, I have, on certain occasions, detected a third.

Are these repetitions of the s|iectrum as suggested by Sir J.
Herschel? If so, we should have two, three, and more reds, and
so of the other colours, in wdiich light, jiroducing the impression
of the same colour on the retina, would have different wave-
lengths, say, in the ratios of one, two, four, &c. ; or is the

phenomenon due to some other cause? W. K. Gko\ E
January 15

I VICN'TURE to call attention to a curious point in connection
with the very interesting note by i\Ir. W. F. Barrett on the
" Correlation of Colom- and Mui-ic, " which appeared in yester-
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day's Nature (January 13). The researches of Helmholtz
and others have (as is well known) overthrown, to a certain

extent, tlie old idea of the three primary colours—red, blue,

and yellow— and have shown that if any tlirci: are to be selected,

red, blue, and i^reen have greater claims than the former. Now,
in Mr. Barrett's diagram these correspond to the following

notes :

—

Red. Yellow. Green. Blue-Indigo.

C. E. F. G.

Tonic. Third. Sulj-dominant. Dominant.

Tlie old triad, red, yellow, blue, correspond to the common
chord ; but the new triad, red, green, and blue, to the tonic, sub-

domiiiatil (or fourth) and doiiiinniit (or fifth) ; or, in other words,

to die three notes which constitute in music \.\\iL fundameiifal base

of the scale. F. De Chaumo.nt, M.D.'
Army -Medical .School, Netley, Jan. 14

Government Aid to Science

I CANNOT but feel tl.attered that my letter on this subject should

have been thought so dangerous as to reipiire a leading article in

the same number by way of immediate antidote, but I must lieg

you to allow me to correct one or two errors into wdiicli you have

fallen as to the views I really hold, and which it seems 1 failed

clearly to exfjress. You say, you '* understand Mr. Wallace to

mean that the main result of cultivating science is merely the

gratification of those directly engaged in the pursuit, and that

they who do not take this personal interest in it derive little or

no benefit from it."

The first half of this passage does express, though imperfectly,

what I believe to be the truth ; the latter half expresses the exact

opposite of what I have ever thought or intended to write on the

subject. The main result of the cultivation of science I hold to

be, undoubtedly, the elevation of those who cultivate it to a

higher mental and moral standpoint ; while the secondary, but

not less certain result, is the acquisition of countless physical,

social, and intellectual benefits for the whole human race. But

if these are the secondary and not the printaty results of cultivat-

ing science, it seems to me to be radically unsound in principle,

and sure to fail in practice, if by means of any system of State

support we seek to find a short cut to these secondary results.

Tlie only logical foundation for advocating the furtherance of

scientific discovery by the expenditure of public money, would

be the belief that science can be most successfully pursued by

those whose chief object is to make practical and valuable dis-

coveries ; whereas the whole history of the progress of science

seems to me to show that the exact opposite is the case, and that

it is only those who in a noble spirit of self-sacrifice give up their

time, their means, even their lives, in the eager and loving search

after the hidden secrets of Nature, who are rewarded by those

great discoveries from which spring a rich harvest of useful

applications.

One more point. I do not admit that it is just to tax the com-

munity for all the Government institutions you name, but in the

short space at my command I could not go into details. I have

stated how I think some of these institutions require modifica-

tion to make them accord with the fundamental principle of just

government ; and if that principle is a sound one, it is easy to see

it) what way the others should be dealt with. As an example I

may indicate, that a detailed survey, like that of the large-scale

Ordnance-maps, being primarily a boon to the landowners of the

country, should not be %i</iolh' paid for by the public.

Ai.i-RED R. Wallace

Food of Oceanic Animals

I FIND on my return home that Dr. Wallich is vexed at my
not having given him the credit of having already answered the

question which I ventured to put in the ninth number of Nature,
and that he apparently accuses me of inconsistency as regards

my estimate of his observations on deep-sea life. I hasten to

assure him that my opinion in that respect has never changed ;

nor do the extracts wdiich he has given from my reports warrant

such an inference.

I certainly overlooked some of his remarks in the " North

Atlantic .Sea-bed " bearing on my question, in which he says

(page 131), it may be asked " imder what other conditions than

exceptional ones can marine animal life be maintained without

the previous manifestation of vegetable life, as must be the case

if it exists at extreme depths?" And he answers this inquiry

by submitting that " in the majority of the marine Protozoa— as

for instance in the Foraminifera, Polycystina, Acanthometrte,

ThalassicoUidre, and Spongidce—the proof of these organisms
being endowed with a power to convert inorganic elements for

their own nutrition, rests oh the indisputable pcwer which they
possess of separating carbonate of lime or silica from waters

holding these substances in solution." But this tloes not appear
to be a satisfactory answer to the inquiry ; because a limpet

separates carbonate of lime from sea-water in order to

construct its shell, yet it cannot be assumed that this

animal (which is well known to be a vegetable-eater) has

also the power of converting other inorganic substances for

its own nutrition. Among the Protozoa, many, probably alh

of the Rhizo]>ods are aiiinial-eaters. With regard to sponges,

Dr. Bowerbank says (Mon. I., p. 122) that in the greater

number their nutriment *'is probably molecules of both animal
and vegetable bodies, either living or derived from decomposi-
tion," and that " the fajcal matters exhibit all the characteristics

of having undergone a complete digestion."

J. GwYN Jeffreys

P.S.—In the loth number of Nature, Dr. Martin Duncan,
under the head of "Deep-Sea Corals, " opposes a statement in

what he calls a postscript to my report on the " Deep-.Sea

Dredging Expedition in H.M.S. Porcupine." This statement

was not part of my report, nor had I anything to do with it.

J. G. J.

My attention has been directed to a paragraph in one of the

late numbers of Nature referring to Professor IMckie's interest-

ing remarks on the bathymetrical distribution of Alga", and raising

the question of the mode of nutrition of the great sheet of animal

life, which is now shown to extend over the bottom of the sea

at all depths.

This curious problein was of course one of the first which
engaged our interest when workmg up the results of the dredging

cruise of the Li'^/ilning. In .\pril last, I proposed a solution

in one of the "Afternoon .Scientific Lectures" in connection

with the Royal Dublin Society, which was afterwards reprinted

in full in the " Annals and Magazine of Natural History." I

see from notices in several newspapers that this question has

excited considerable interest ; I may, perhaps, therefore be

allowed to quote the passage in the lecture specially bearing

upon it :

—

"The question of the mode of nutrition of animals at these

great depths is a very singular one. The practical distinction

between plants and animals is, that plants prepare the food of

animals by decomposing certain inorganic substances which
animals cannot use as food, and recombining their elements into

organic compounds upon which animals can feed. This process

is, however, constantly effected under the influence of light.

There is little or no light in the depths, and naturally there are

no plants : but the bottom of the sea is a mass of animal life.

On what do these animals feed ? The answer seems to be sufli-

ciently simple : nearly all the animals— practically all the animals,

for the small number of higher forms feed upon these—belong to

one sub-kingdom, the Protozoa, whose distinctive character is that

they have no special organs of nutrition, but that they absorb nou-

rishment through the whole surface of their jelly-like bodies. Most
of these animals secrete exquisitely-formed skeletons, sometimes

of lime, sometinies of silica. M'here is no doubt that they extract

both of these substances from the sea-water, although silica often

exists there in quantities so small as to elude detection by
chemical tests. All sea-water contains a certain proportion of

organic matter in solution. Its sources are obvi(.)US. All rivers

contain a large quantity : every shore is surrounded by a fringe

which averages about a mile in width of olive and red sea-weeds :

in the middle of the Atlantic there is a marine meadow, the

Sargasso Sea, extending over three millions of square miles : the

sea is full of animals wdiich are constantly dying and decaying ;

and the water of the Gulf Stream, especially, courses round

coasts where the supply of organic matter is enormous. It is,

therefore, quite intelligible that a world of animals should live in

these dark abysses, but it is a necessary condition that they

should chiefly belong to a class capable of being supported by

absorption, through the surface, of matter in solution ; developing

but little heat, and incurring a very small amount of waste by

any manifestation of vital activity. According to this view, it

seems highly probable that at all periods of the earth's histoiy,

some form of the Protozoa, rhizopods, sponges, or both, pre-

dominated greatly over all other forms of animal life in the

depths of the warmer regions of the sea ; whether spreading,

compact, and reef-like, as the Laurentian and Palieozoic eozobn

;
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or ill Ihe fonn of myriads of separate organisms, as the globi-

geriiia; and ventriculites of tlie chalU. 'Tlie rhizopods, like the

corals of a shallower /"-one, form huge accumulations of carbonate

of lime, and it is probably to their agency that we must refer

most of those great bands of limestone which have resisted time

and change, and which come in here and there •« ith their rich

imbedded lettering, to mark, like milestones, the progress of the

passing ages."

The following passage, referring to another aspect of the
(juestion, was pulilished in the 1 14th \umber of the '

' Troceedings
of the Royal Society'';

—

"The vitreous sponges along with the living Rhi/opods and
other Protozoa which enter largely into the composition of the
upper layer of the chalk-mud, appear to be nourished by the
absorption through the external surface of their bodies of the
assimilable organic matter which exists in appreciable quantity
ni all sea-water, and which is derived iVom the life and ileath of
marine animals and plants, and, in large cpiantity, frt)m the
water of tropical rivers. One principal function of this vast

sheet of the lowest type of animal life, which probably extends
over the whole of the warmer regions of the sea, may possibly

be to diminish the loss of organic matter by gradual decomposi-
tion, and to aid in maintaining in the ocean the 'balance of
organic nature.'

"

I cannot at present enter into detail, as the whole subject of
the conditions of life at great depths will be fully discussed in the
second part of the preliminary report to the Royal Society on
the PorcKpiiic Expedition. I may mention, however, that the
much more extended researches of the past summer have in-

creased our confidence in the general accuracy of our former con-
clusions ; while careful analys.es by the physicists who accompanied
the expedition have proved the existence in the w'ater at all

de|jths of a \ery ajipreciable and tolerably constant proportion
of organic matter in a condition suitable for assimilation bv
animal organism^. Wyville Thomso.x
January 7

My friend Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys informs me that he is not
answerable for the postscript to his letter, a sentence in which I

noticed in a letter published by yon in the last number of
Nature. Will you kindly insert this statement.

Lee, January 10 V. M.\rtin Dunian
[The postscript was editorial, and so appears on the face of it.]

NOTES
It was announced by i\Ir. Lockyerat the meeting of the Royal

Astromonical Society, on Friday last, that the great refractor of

25 inches aperture, constructed by the Messrs. Cooke, of \'ork,

is so near completion that it will be erected in the obser\-atory

prepared for it at (lateshead early next month. The comjiletion

of this magnificent instrument, with wdiicli Mr. Newall has

endowed science, marks an epoch in astronomy. Mr. Newall
has in fact done what the French Government has alreaily done,

and what our (ioveriinient ought to ha\e done ; he has furnished

observers with an instrument capable of grappling with the

|iliysical problems which lia^e now to be solved—one on a level

with our present requirements : and wc doubt nut that when it is

once at work, the wish of its owner, thai ^cience may be ad-

vanced by it, will be amply fullilleil.

We are informed that the Senate ol London Univcr^itv have
jiroposed to establish a Faculty of Science.

The last number of the journal of the German Chemical
Society contains a biographical .sketch of the late Trofessor

(;rahani, in which hi^ scientific merits are more fully analysed

llian in the iiUercsting sketch lately published by I'rofessor Wil-
liamson in the columns of X.vrEKE. Professor Ilofmann, the
author of the (Jennan biographical notice, has added a photo-
;.;iaph iiribe late Master of the Mint, and an autographic copy of
.1 li-lier .if |,articular interest to the society. It runs as folkjws :

-'4, Goidoii Square, London, Dec. 28, 186S. My dear Ilof-

mann,— I am much gratified by the receiiit of your kind letter,

and have since recei\ed the ofticial intimation of my election as
.in houoraiy member of the Berlin Chemical Societv over ii-hich

you preside, \\ Inch 1 esteem a high compliment and great

honour. I have written a line to Messieurs the secretaries in

acknowledgment, which I lieg you to forward to them. There
is a communication of mine before the Royal Society at present,

which 1 believe will amuse you, or at least the hardiesse of the

thing will surprise. What do you think of Hydrogenium, a white

magnetic metal of the specific gravity 2 ?— I remain, dear Hof-

mann, sincerely yours, Titos. Gr.'VH.\m." — On Saturday,

January S, this society ga\e a dinner to Professor Ilofmann,

on his retiring from the presidency. The presence of a

great number of the celebrities of the town added to the

significance of this meeting. Professor Magnus (who acted as

chairman on the occasion), Dove, Virchow, Rose, Dubois-Ray-

niond, Kronecker, Curtius, and others, as also some of the

Ministers of State, the American Ambassador (Jlr. Bancroft),

&c., honoured the meeting with their presence, and partly with

their speeches. A great number of the foreign members sent

messages from England and France, or from distant parts of

Germany. The following telegram was receiied from M. Dumas,
at Paris :

— " Felicitations et voeux ! Longue prosperite a la

societe I Longue vie a Ilofmann ! ^'otre fete est la fete de

famille des chimistes du monde entier, qui tons I'admirent et

raiment.'' A photolithograph re])resentiiig' Dr. Hofniann, the

discoverer of compound Ammonium, as Jupiter Amnion, sur-

rounded by a halo of Aniline colours, was distributed and

explained by the artist, and a hymn to Aniline, composed for

the occasion, gave a humorous tone to the latter part of the

festival.

Ale readers of the "Origin of Species" are aware that the

theory now universally (and rightly) known as "Darwinian,"

was independently conceived and thought out by a naturalist

who knew nothing of Darwin's views of the operation of natural

selection, and who w'as at that time thousands of miles away
from England. The English jiublic are therefore not likely to

forget that to Mr. Alfred Wallace, as well as to Mr. Darwin,

belongs the distinction of having discovered "a new idea, a new
genus of thought." In Ciermany, where Darwinism has excited

such piofound interest, the claims of Mr. Wallace have been

somewhat overlooked by the distinguished men who have ex-

pounded the theory of natural selection. This has now been

rectified by the publication of a pamphlet entitled "Charles

Darwin und Alfred Russell Wallace," in which Dr. A. B. Meyei'

reprints the ]iapers by which the theory was first made known ;

narrates the circumstances of their publication ; and gi\'es slight

sketches of the lives of their authors. Dr. Meyer adds to these

biographical sketches, lists of the writings of their subjects. Such

lists are sometimes not brought down to so late a date as they

should be ; but in the case of Mr. Wallace, so far is this from

being the case, that we see noted as published in the pages of

Natii^k an article on Geologic Time, which we regret to say we
ha\e not yet been able to lay before our readers, owing to the

extraordinary pressure upon our columns.

PROEESSoii Mayer i\a> elected, at the nieeling of the French

Academy on Januaiy 10, a conespondent of the section of

Physics in ]ilace of the late Prof. Matteucci. Of 47 votes. Prof.

Mayer received 40 ; of the remainder, 5 Mere given to Prof.

Kirchhoff, and I each to M. Angstrom and Sir W. Thomson.
A\'e are indebted to the Krciic iles Coins Scientifi,jiics fur the fol-

low ing information with regard to vacancies in the lists of corre-

sponding members of the various sections of the Paris Academy of

.Sciences. The Astronomical section has four corresponding

members to replace, namely, Enke, Admiral Smyth, Petit, and
\ alz; but as the most recent vacancy occurred so long ago as 1S67,

it is probable that the section considers that the number of places

for corresponiling members exceeds that of the foreign and pro-

vincial astronomers worthy of the honour. In the Physical

section, into which, as our readers are aware. Prof. Helmholtz of
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Heidelberg and Dr. Mayer of Heilbronn, have recently been

elected, there is still a vacancy caused by the death of Principal

Forbes, which took place in December 186S. In the section

for (leography and Navigation no successor has yet been ap-

|iiiinte<l to M. A. d'Abliadic, elected nicinhrc titnlaire in April

iSijy. In the Chemical section there ai'e two vacancies, that of

licrard of Montpellier, who died in June last, and that of I'rof

(Iraham, the Master of the Jlint, who died in September.

Tliere are likewise two vacancies in the Mineralogical section,

which includes the (leologists and Pakvontologists. They were

occasioned Iiy the promotion of Sir Roderick Murchison to the

rank of Foreign Associate, and the death of M. Fournet of

Lyons. M. llarr.nan has been nominated by this section for the

first place ; Dr. \V. II. Miller of Cambridge will probably obtain

the second. Mr. Dana is, however, also spoken of; likewise two

l''rencli geologists, M. I.ory of Grenoble and .M. I.eymerie of

fiiulouse. The Zoological and Anatomical section has three

fnttUiiils to dispose of, thoie of I )uoy of Brest, C'arus of Dresden,

and Purkinje of Prague. One of them will in all probability be

.i>signed to Prof Huxley. Lastly, there are two vacancies in

ihe Medical section, those of Pani/./.a of Pavia and Sir \V.

Lawrence. Prof I.ebert of Breslau will almost certainly be

nominated by the section for one of the vacancies.

I'liK Chancellor of the Xorth-tierman Confederation hr.s

presented to the Federal Council the report of the Scientific

Commission on the best means of observing the transit of Venus

In 1S74. The detailed report proposes to send two expeditions

to different points of the northern, ami two others to different

localities in the southern hemisphere.

The third volume of Dr. Percy's admirable "Metallurgy" will

shortly be issued. There will still be another ^'ohmle to com-

plete the work.

Tiiii Royal Irish .\cailemy at their last meeting approved of

some alterations in the bye-laws proposed by the Council. By
the^e alterations the Council for the future will be divided into

two Committees : one of .Science, consisting of eleven members,

:'-n 1 one of Polite Liter.ature and Antiquities, consisting of ten

members. The Committee of Publication to consist of four

members from each of the Committees of Council. This change

will \ ery much simplify the management of the Academy. The
first election under the new bye-laws will take place on the i6th

.March next, and we trust that at least one biologist may be

elected into the Committee of Science. l""or many years past

neither a zoologist nor a botanist has been electetl into the
( 'nmcil.

/.'//n///;//'hasannouncedthat fromthebeginningof the new year

it will open its columns to the discu:^sion of scientific subjects of

interest to the public at large. We hold that it is an important

part of the work of a weekly scientific journal to afford oppor-

tunity f )r instructing others than scientific -worker.s, and also to

afford opportunity for a more careful and thorough sifting of

most scientific questions than is possible at the meetings of

learneil societies or in the pages of periodicals published monthly

or quarterly. It is satisfactory to us to find that our views on

this head are endorsed by so long established and ably conducted

a journal as I.'liislkuL As the space \\hich we can devote to

letters is nece^iarily limited, we take thi^ opportunity of begging

that our corres[>ondcnts will m.ike their communications as short

as is consistent with clearness.

I-N a paper published in a recent number of the Jourihil of Ihf

Society of Arts, Mr. Alexander Wallace expresses his conviction

that the cultivation of the silkworm may now be successfully and
profitably carrie<l out in England, as the causes which led to the

failure of the attempts made by the British, Irish, and Colonial

Silk Compaiiy some forty years ago have been greatly modified.

He advocates the adoption of the oak-feeding silkworm of Japan,

Bombex Vama-mai, and thinks that the experience of a few
more seasons will show the limits of temperature and l(icalit\-

wherein it may be acclimatised.

Ha\ i.Ni; adverted in our number of last week to the view

recently maintained by Prof. Huxley that the difference between
Celt and Saxon is merely one of language, we think it right to

call attention to the rejoinder of a "Devonshire Man," printed

in the Pttll Mall Gazette of Tuesday last. The writer energeti-

cally opposes Prof Huxley's attempt to prove identity of race

between the natives of Tipperary and the men of Devonshire.

He shows further, that Ca'sar was fully alive to the essential

difference of character between the Celts and the Teutons, and
that he defined those characters in language which for accuracy

and precision could not be exceeded in our day. The " 13evon-

.shire Man" did not, however, adduce any evidence depending on
physical characters in support of his view of the question

;

probably leaving this powerful weapon to some one who has

made a special study of European ethnography.

Mu. W. Ch.vnulkr RoiiERTS has been appointed Chemist to

the Mint. The .selection of this gentleman to fill this important

office is a good one : many points arise during the working of

the precious metals that require careful in\estigation, and Mr.

Roberts will doubtless also continue the \alunblc researches

interrupted liy the death of Professor Ciiaham.

We have received sjo^cimens of a new process of photo-

mechanical printing, patented by Messrs. Edwards and Kidd,

of 22, Henrietta Street, Coveut G.irden. It seems admirably

adapted for the reproduction of the works of the great masters of

etching and engraving. We are unable as yet to speak of the

process as applied to photographs of landscapes.

I'm; Royal Danish Society of Science-; has offered the follow-

ing prizes for scientific memoirs, which may be written in Latin,

French, hmglish, German, Swedish, or Planish, and must be sent

to the secretary of the Society, Professor J. S. Steenttrup, before

the end of the month of October next. A gold medal for a

memoir establishing a mathematical theory of some branch of

assurance hitherto destitute of any such foundation ; a gold

medal for an experimental and theoretic.il essay on the law of

Cauchy relating to the dispersion of coloured rays, with especial

reference to the number of constants necessary to be introduced

into the formula ; and the Classen prize of 303 rixd. (about

34/.), fijr an inxestigation of the movement of the air in a

system of ventilation. Full details of the questions, in F'rencli,

will be found in the " Over>igt " of the Societv for 1869,

Xo. r.

M R. J.\MR-\CH, of St. George's Street East, in a letter addres,sed

to Land ami IVater, gives the following extraordinary list of

animals now on sale at his establishment :
—" i pair of South

African lions, i brown hyena, i striped hyena, S Tasmanian

devils, I large rare dasyurus, 8 dasyuriH maugeii, 6 ichneumons,

4 banded ichneumons, i musk cat, i African skunk, i pair

^\merican black bears, i pair zebras, i pair imported yaks, G

llamas, 2 Iceland ponies, a new deer, a Brocket de;r, a spring-

boc, a harnessed antelope, 2 female and i male Wapiti deer, a

female nylghaie, a pair fat-tailed sheep, 10 kangaroos, I broad-

nosed wombat, I jiair moutlon, a Formosa pig, 8 large crested

porcupines, 4 Java porcupines, i Java hare, 4 vulpine phalangers,

2 black phalangers, i pacca, 4 baboons, i pair large drills, i

mandrill, 2 Mona monkeys, i ringtail monkey, 3 green monkeys,

I blue fox, I pair flying opossums, i pair emus, a maraboo, a

pair Mexican cranes, a pair fJemoiselle cranes, 5 spur-wing

geese, 16 pair Carolina ducks, i pair Australian wild ducks, 2

pair white peafowl, i pair line.ited pheasants, sand grouse,

Mogadore partridges, a New Zealand rail, large I^uropean vul-

ture, I black hawk, i condor, a female Bateleur eagle, a secre-
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tary, 2 caracaras, i Australian thick-knee, I snapping turtle, 20

grey parrots, 12 green jiarrots, 20 king lories, i China lori, 4

Pennant's parakeets, 3 Roselle's parakeets, 12 large cockatoos,

16 rose cockatels, 5 Leadbeater's cockatoos, 3 Xasicu cockatoos,

I China cockatoo, 10 pair cockatilles, 4 large white-crested

cockatoos, I male bloodwing, i mealy rosella, 6 ringnccked

parakeets, 2 Alexandrine parakeets, i dwarf parrot, 2 rare

Amazones, 7 pair Carolina parrots, piping crow, I mynah, 60

pair African love-birds, 80 nonpareils, I hang nest, I Indian

crow pheasant, 55 pairs St. Helena wax-bills, 60 Virginian

ni<^htingales, 20 grey cardinals, 16 popebirds, 20 pair Java spar-

rows, Wydah birds (yellow-backed, red-shouldered. Cape of

Good Hopel, Madagascar grosbeaks, zebra waxbills, chesnut

finches, Napoleon bishops, common bishops, harlequin doves,

zebra doves, Australian doves, necklace doves, 3 blue Australian

porphyrios."

We notice that an individual was examined on Tuesday at Wor-

ship Street on the charge of sweating sovereigns. The details of

the case, which are of considerable importance to the public,

will be watched with interest. It appears that the coins are dis-

solved by acid, aided by a battery, and that the loss in some

cases equals about two shillings in the sovereign.

In the track of vessels from .Australia to China lies an island

called Pleasant Island. Previous to 1865, the natives had a bad

reputation. A Captain Brown reported favourably of them in that

year, and mentioned that he was told that an Englishman was

residing there. In August 1S6S, Captain Hall, of the barque

GlaiisL; was boarded by the island canoes, and two whale-

boats, with two Englishmen, one of whom had been twenty-

eight years on the island, and had a son eighteen years of age.

They told him they tried to visit all ships passing within easy

distance, and seemed anxious for it to be known that they could

supply ships with pigs and cocoa-nut oil. By his advice they

purposed to cultivate potatoes, and gave hirii an advertisement to

put in the colonial papers. Unfortunately, this document has

Ijaffled all attempts to decipher it, from the faulty writing. The

island was stated by them to be nine miles across, and twenty

two miles in circumference.

AXTHROPOLOGV AND ETHNOLOGY
[We have been favoured by the Count Marshal of Austria with the

following abstracts of the more important papers read at the Innspruck
Congress.]

Prof. Semper on the Natives of the Pellew Islands

These natives have come to a comparatively rather high

degree of civilisation, and have been wronged by being ranketl

among the primitive savages. Prof Semper, who has lived

several months among them, proves his assertion by a detailed

exposition of their political, social, and religious institutions. The
residence of the pontitf-king and the house where the cliieftains

of tribes hold their meetings, are decorated with painted basso-

relievos. The traces of a commixture of the natives with the

Malayan race are insignificant ; they seem, however, to have mixe#
notably witli the Papuans.

Prof. Strobel on the Paraderos of Patagonia

These " Paraderos " (from the Spanish verb /.Tcffr, to stay)

are accumulations of remnants of repasts, fragments of pottery, un-

polished stone-knives, arro«'-heads, iS:c., superficially covered with
blown sand. In one of these accumulations a human skeleton,

and several skulls of brachy-hypocephalous type, were found. The
potter)' hafi evidently been sliaped by hand, and burnt hard by an
open fire—not in furnaces. The distinction between a Pahvolithic

and a Neolithic period cannot be maintained with respect to the

southern-most portion of South America ; no polished stone-imple-
ments having hitherto been found south of St. Luis in the centre
of the Pampas, although grinding-stones and polisliable miiierals

are not wanting there. The polished stone-implements found at

St. Luis may have been imported from Peru. The objects

found in the Paraderos must be anterior to the European inva-

sion ; neither the Patagonians nor the Indians of the Pampas
using at present any stone-weapons, but being armed with
lassoes, bolas, and lances. Arrows and bows having gone out of

use since the introduction of horses by the Europeans. I'he

Indians of Chaco and the inhabitants of Terra del Fuego,
who have refused to use horses, still use arrows as a weapon.
Horsemanship seems not to have had any diminishing action on
the size of the Patagonians, still conspicuous for tallness ; the

inhabitants of Terra del Fuego, though no horsemen, being

rather of small size. Prof C". \'ogt said that the collections

made in South America by Mr. Claray have safely arrived in

Europe, and that among them is a human lower jaw of un-

common size. Prof Seligmann observed that the skeleton of a

giant, in the museum of Innsbruck, offers likewise an uncom-
monly de\elopeti lower jaw, a jieculiarily mentioned by Prof
Langer as generally connected with gigantic size. Prof A'ir-

chow remarked that the outline of the jaw in question is rather

curved than angular.

Prof. Virchow on Comparative Measurements of

Crania

It is uncertain whether the great number of crania found in

Denmirk in sepultures of the .Stone Period, belorvged to the

persons of rank, or to those immolated to honour them— as

.Mr. Worsaae concludes from the circimistances untler which the)-

have lieen found. At all events, they must have belonged to inha-

bitants of the Danish isles, or of their immediate neighbourhood.

Ninety-six crania have been extracted from one single sepulture

near liorreby. Those from the first part of the Bronze Period,

when the dead were buried unburnt, are not abundant. Eschricht

and Nilsson agree in ascribing the crania of the Stone Period to

Lajilanders or Esquimaux. The crania of the (ireenlanders are

conspicuously Dolichocephalous, not to say Scaphocephalous.

The insertions of the temporal muscles are unusually distinct,

the temporal ridges reaching beyond the liihia pariitalia :

the root of the nose is very narrow and the eyes very near to each

otiier ; the faci.1l portion is more developed than in any otiier

race. Tue few Dolichocephalous crania found in the .sepul-

tures are far (rom offering any analogy to those of Greenlandeis.

The Laplanders are known to be a Brachycephalous race,

whose outward form is evidently the re--.ull of tiieir mode of

living. The temporal diameter of the crania of this people is

ordinarily very considerable, the root of the nose is very broad,

and tlie middle of the lower jaw conspicuously compressed.

Tlie crania from the sepultures do not bear more than a

distaitt resemblance to the type just described. The crania of

the Finnic race— abstraction made of individual variations

—

a-e ielati\ely Brachy-hypocephalous. The Danish crania here

in question may be possibly of Finnic origin, the more, as

history proves this race to have spread formerly far more
southward in Scandinavia tlian at present. Two forms may
be distinguished among these crania, not so discrepant, howeuer.
as to indicate the co-existence of two distinct nations, although

a commixture lietween two nations may have taken place. The
.Slavonians are nearly generally admitted to be Bi-achyceplia-

lons, arid the Germans to be Dolichocephalous ; the Poles and
the Wends, however, make an exception to this rule, being

anything but Brachycephalous. Crania from peat-bogs of

Ninth Germany exhibited to the .Anthropological Congress,

held at Paris in 1867, are decidetlly Dolichocephalous, not

Prognathous, without a decidetlly ferocious expression, &c.

Those extracted from the Danish peat-bogs exactly resemble them,

and have, moreover, the greatest analogy «ith the crania of the

B.isques, a nation which (as may be historically ascertained)

had spread in ancient times over Southern F'rance and North

Italy under the denomination of " Iberians. " It results from

all this, with some degree of probability, that the natitm to

which the skulls in the peat-bogs are to be referred was rather

of Meridional than of Septentiional origin. Chronological

dates, relating to the crania here in question, are still insuf-

ficient. At present, no trace of man's existence during the

reindeer-period has been ascertained in North Germany.
Remains of reindeer have been found in Mecklenburg and

lately (probably) in the Uckermark, but not associated willi

any products of human industry. The co-existence of the

Dolichocephali, whose remains have been found in peat-bogs,

with the reindeer, is therefore not yet proved, allhough in some
degree probable.
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Prof. Seligmann on Exostoses in the Meatus auditorius

of Peruvian Crania

Some years ago Prof. Seligmann found on Peruvian crania

rif the Titicaca form (cylindrical, elongated by bandages)
consideralile exostoses on the external meatus auditonus, a very

rare morhitl affectioti. No traces of such exostoses were found
iin the other variety of Peruvian crania so nearly related to tlie

North American form, and, like these, flattened by pressure be-

tween boartis. The crania lirst referred to are most similar to the

so-called Avariaii skulls, to be met with from .Vustria as far as into

France; but exostoses have never iieen fouml on any of tl ese

last. The cause of these exostoses was at last found out iit the

n.irrative of the conquest of Peru Ijy coeval .Sp.anlsh authors, all

describing the solemn inauguration of the desLe:idants of the

1 ncas, who had conie to the age of sixteen years. They were then
compelled to undergo most exciting exertions of body and mind,
and the hardest privations ; the ceremony of piercing the ears

beins; the term of these severe trials. The lobes of both ears

were widened by introduction of metallic cylinders, so that a

gold or siKer disc of the diameter of an orange could find room
in each of them. The .Spaniards designated the wearers of this

distinction as "Orejoncs" (dreat-ears). A .Spanish author says, it

would scarcely be credible that the lobes of the ear could bear

such a weighty ornament if they were not sustained by a loop of a

finger's size. The excitement attentling the trials, the compara-
tively late epoch of the operation, together with its rapid and
violent motle of performance, may ppssibly have pro\oked a

))atht3logical process affecting the cartilaginous, and, subsetiuenlly,

the osseous portion of the ears. JIany tribes lengthen the

lolies of their ears by introducing pieces of wood, &c., and a

South American tribe is named " Orejones" on account of this

custom ; in these cases, however, the lengthened portion is

relaxed. If the above supposition is exact, it leads to the follow-

ing result : all the Peruvian crania of the Titicaca form, offering the

above-described exostoses, are those of male intlividuals of high
caste, having passed their sixteenth year ; and the appellation
" Inca crania," hitherto applied to flattened Peruvian skulls, is

inexact. Deafness was not the necessary consequence of these

exostoses, the narrowest aperture of the meatus auditorius being

sufficient for the perception of sounds.

Dr. Glatter on the Influence of Race -differences on
the Vital Processes

Ttlis influence is evi.lent in the descendants of an Italian

colony, living at I.emberg, who are in the habit of entrusting

themselves for treatment to native Italian physicians, who, accord-

ing to their custom, treat then- patients with frequent bleedings, to

the amount of 8 to 10 ounces, without any damage to their health, i

Poles, submitted to the same treatment, often suffer very bad
consequences from it. The natives of Alpine regions established at

\'ienna are endowed with a high degree of vitality, and generall}'

of longevity. The Servians are very prolific in their nali\e

lountry ; north of Mohacs, however, the number of births among
them is diminishing, so that the po}iulationof Ser\ian places ap-

proaches extinction. Births are numerous and easy, and deaths
comparatively few among Jews in every country, thus proving
their strong accommodative power, and consequently their

aptitude for commercial business. At Pesth, Jewish mer-
chants reach a higher avei'age age than Christian ones ; the

reverse is the case there among workmen, as tailors, &c.

Suicide is rare, mental alienation frequent among Jews. Among
Magyars, the number of births is moderate, the mortality

rather great, and as a necessary consequence, the Slavonian
])opulation is more and more encroaching on them. Notwith-
standing the very notable introduction of Tm-kish blood during
the long occupation in the sixteenth and seventeenth century, the

I'innic race and characters have sufi"ered but little alteration, as

proved by the striking similitude between Magvar and P^innic

crania. The Hungarian Slovacks possess a high degree of

vitality, and, notwithstanding certain noxious customs (hot wine
given to women immediately after parturition, and brandy given

to sucking babes), the mortality among them is anything hut

considerable. The Wends, li\ing in groups in the Comitate of
Wieselburg, are tall, with small heads, and, notwithstanding
their irregular and excessive mode of living, generally attain to a

good old age. The Germans in the Comitate of Pesth are all

\ery prolific, but their number increases but moderately, as the

rate of mortality is rather consitlerabie. The Roumanians are

reported to be generally of small size, with rather light brain,

and to be subject to tuberculo.iis and to caries of the teeth.

The Poles are more affected by epidemics than tl;c Ruthen'ans
;

deaths among them are more numerous than births, while the

Ruthenian population is constantly increasing in numbers. Prof.

Sigmund has observed in the case of Italians and .Spaniards,

that wounds are more inclined to gangrene than in individuals

of other races.

Prof. C. Vogt on a Microcephalous Subject

'\\\M. data concerning this subject have been comnuniicated by
M. de Vilanova, Professor of Geology at Madrid. His name
is Vincenzo Ortis, of Codina, born at Castillon del Duca
(province of Valencia), in 1813. The dimension^ of his head
are : facial angle, 59° ; circumference of the cranium, o'46
metres ; upper arch, O'lg m. ; longitudinal diameter, 0'14 m.

;

transverse diameter, 12 m. His total length does not exceed I

metre. The sternal limbs are very long, with a rudimentary
sixth finger on each hand ; the abdominal members are short,

with a sixth toe on each foot ; his w'hole body is covered with
long hairs. His character is rather meek and timid ; when irri-

tateil he tears his clothes without doing harm to others. He is

unable to speak, but makes very expressive faces. His mode of

progression is by leaps. The comparatively advanced age ot

fifty-six years, and the existence of six fingers and toes, make
Ortis an exception among Microcephalous subjects.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 13.—The following papers were
read:—"On the Mineral Constituents of Meteorites, by Nevil
Story-Maskelyne, I\I.A., Professor of Mineralogy in the Uni-
versity of Oxford, and Keeper of the Mineral DepartmenI,
Prilish Museum. Communicated by Prof H. J. .Stephen .Smith,

F. R.S. [We are compelled to postpone an abstract of this

paper.]

"On Fluoride of Silver." Part I. By George Gore, F.R.S.
This communication treats of the formation, preparation, analysis,

composition, common physical properties, and chemical behaviour
of fluoride of silver. The salt was prepared by treating pure
silver carbonate with an excess of pure aqueous hydrofluoric acid

in a platinum dish, and evaporating to dryness, with certain pre-
cautions. The salt thus obtained invariably contains a small
amount of free metallic silver, and generally also traces of water
and of h\drofluoric acid, unless special precautions mentioned arc
observed. It was anal}sed by various methods : the best method
of determining the amount of fluorine in it consisted in evaporat-
ing to dryness a mixture of a known weight of the salt dissolved

in water, with a slight excess of pure and perfectly causlic lime in

a pl.atinum bottle, and gently igniting the residue at an incipient

red heat until it ceased to lose weight. By taking proper care,

the results obtained are accurate. The reaction in this method
of analysis takes place according to the following equation

:

C.AgF-f CaO = CaF.j -1- 2Ag + O. .Sixteen parts of oxygen ex-

pelled equal thirty-eight parts of fluorine presuit. One of the
nietluids employed for determining the amount of silver consisted

in jiassing dry ammonia over the salt in a platinum boat and
tube at a low red heat. The results obtained in the various
analyses establish the fact that pure fluoride of silver consists of
nineteen parts of fluorine and loSof silver. Argentic fluoride is

usually in the form of yellowish brown earthy fragments ; butwhen
rendered perfectly anhydrous by fusion, it is a black horny mass,
with a superficial satin lustre, due to particles of free silver. It is

extremely deliquescent and soluble in water; one part of the salt

dissolves in "55 part by weight of water at IS^'S C; itevolves heat
in di-solvmg, and forms a stroirgly alkaline solution. It is nearly
insoluble in absolute alcohol. The specific gravity of the earthy-
brown salt is 5 852 at 15° 5 C. ; the specific gravity of its aqueous
solution, at 15°

'5 C, saturated at that temperature, is 2 61. By
chilling the saturated solution, it exhibited the phenomenon of

supersaturation and suddenly solidified, with evolution of heat,

on immersing a platinum plate in it. The solution is capable of

being crystallised, and yields crystals of a hydrated salt ; the act

of crystallisation is attended by the singular phenomenon of the
remainder of the salt separating in the anhydrous and apparently
non-crystalline state, the hydrated salt taking to itself the whole
of the water. The fused salt, afier slow and undisturbed cooling,

exhibits cry.stalline markings upon its surface. The dry salt is

not decomposed by sunlight ; it melts below a visible red heat,

and forms a highly lustrous, mobile, and jet-black liquid. It is

not decomposed by a red heat alone ; but in the state of semi-
fusion or of complete fusion it is rapidly decomposed by the
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inoibture of Ihe air wilh sc-paiation of metallic silver; dry air

does not decompose it. In ' tlie fused stale it slightly corrodes

vessels of platinum, and much more freely tliose of silver. The
salt in a state of fusion with platinum electrodes conducts elec-

tricity very freely, a))parently with the facility of a metal, and

without visible evolution of g.TS or corrosion of the anode ; a silver

anode was rapidly dissolved liy it, and one of lignum-vit.X' charcoal

w as gradually corroded. A saturated ai[ueou5 solution of the salt

conducted freely with electrolysis, ciyslals of silver lieing deposited

upon the cathode, and a blacl; crust of pero.\ide of silver upon
the anode ; no gas was evolved ; with dilute solutions gas was
evolved from the anode. Piy electrolysis of anhydrous hydro-

Huo)ic acid with siher electrodes, the anode was rajiidly corroded.

The electrical order of substances in the fused salt was as follows,

the Ihst-named being the most |)osilivc: silver, platinum, charcoal

of iignum-vit;v, palladium, gold. In a dilute aipieous solution

of the salt, the order found was : aluminium, magnesium, silicon,

iridium, rhodium, and carbon of lignum-vitoe, platinum, silver,

palladium, tellurium, gold. The chemical behaviour of the salt

A\'as also imestigated. In many cases consideral.ile flestruction of

the platinum vessels occurred, cither in the experiments them-
selves, or in the jirocesses of cleaning the vessels from the

products of the reactions. Hydrogen does not decompose the

dry salt, even with the aid of sun-light, nor does a stream of that

gas decompose an aqueous solution of the salt, but the dry salt

is rajudly and i")erfectly decomposed by that gas at an incijnent

red heat, its metal being liberated. Nitrogen has no chemical

effect upon the salt, even at a red heat, nor upon its aqueous
.solution. Dry ammonia gas is copiously absorbed by the dry
salt. In one experiment the salt absorbed about S.44 times its

volume of the gas. The salt iir a fused state is rapidly

and perfectly deconi]iose<l by dry ammonia gas, and its siher
set free. A saturated solution of the salt is also instantly

and violently decomposed by strong atjueous ammonia. Oxygen
has no effect either upon the dry salt at 15' C, or at a

red heat, nor upon its aqueous solution. Steam perfectly and
rapidly decomposes the salt at an incipient red heat, setting free

all its silver. No chemical change took place on passing either

of the oxides of nitrogen over the salt in a state of fusion. By
passing anhydrous hydrofluoric acid \'apour over perfectly anhy-
drous and previously fused fluoride of silver, at about 60° Fahr.,

distinct evidence of the existence of an acid salt w^as obtained.

This acid salt is decomposed by a slight elevation of tempcratiu'e.

Numerous experiments were made to ascertain the behaviour of

argentic lluoride in a state of fusion with chlorine, and great

difficulties were encountered in consequence of the extremely
corrosive action of the substances when brought together in a

liealed state. Vessels of glass, platinum, gold, charcoal, gas
carbon, and purified gra])hite were employed. By heating tlie

salt in chlorine, contained in closed vessels, formed partly of

glass and parti)" of platinum, more or less corrosion of the glass
j

took place ; the chlorine united with the platinum and fluoride of 1

silver to form a double salt, and a vacuum was produced. By
similarly heating it in vessels composed wholly of jilatinum, the

same disappearance of chlorine, the same double salt, and a
similar vacuum resulted. Also, by heating it in vessels composed
partly of gold, an analogous double salt, the same absorption of

|

chlorine and production of rarefaction was jModuced. And by
employing vessels partly comjtosed of j^uritieil graphite, a new

,

compound of fluorine and carbon was obtained.
]

" .\p])roximate determinations <^f the Heating Bowers of
|

Arcturus and a Lyrrc." By E. J. Stone.—About twelve months
ago the author began to make observations upon the heating-

]iower of the stars. At the February meeting of the Koyal
Astronomical .Society he first became aware of what Mr. lluggins
had done upon this (jueslion : his arrangements, howe\er, did

not appear to the author to meet the difficulties. After some
trials, he arranged his apparatus in the following novel manner :

—Ileuses two pairs of plates of compounds of antimony and
bismuth. The areas are about (o'075)- inches, and their dis-

tance is about o'25 inch. The poles are joined over in opposite
directions to the terminals of the jiile and galvanometer. The
whole pile is screwed into a tube of one of the negative eyepieces
of the great equatorial. This completely shuts the pile up in the

telescope-tube. A thick flannel bag is then wrapt over the eye-

piece and terminals. The bag is prevented from actually touching
the case of the pile, and is useful in ]ireventing the irregular action
of draughts upon the case of the jiile and terminals. The wires
are led from the terminals of the pile to the observatory lil)rary.

j

The two faces of thepile are so nearly alike, that the currents which
j

are generated by any eipial heating of them are exceedingly
feeble. The telescope is first directed so that the star fall's

between the two faces, and allowed to remain thus until the
needle is nearly steady at the zero. The star is then placed
alternately upon the two faces, and the corresponding readings
of the galvonometer taken as soon as the needle ajipears to have
taken up its position, which usually takes place in about ten
minutes. The author next referred to the wayin which he refers his

results to those produced by independent sources of heat at

known distances. The mean result of the observations on two
nights iso^'oigS F., as a measure of the heating effect of A returns

in raising the temperature of the plate of antimony and l)ismulh
when the heat is condensed by the C)bject-glass of 12'75 inches.

The direct effect \i ithout oliject-glass would be o''oooooo6S5 F.

The author had not yet determined the coefficient of absorption for

the object-glass, but if it be pro\'isionally taken at |, the direct heat-

ing effect of Arcturus =o''ocoooi27 F. The result may be
otherwise slated as follows :—That the heat received from
Arcturus is sensibly the same as lliat from the face of a Leslie
cube containing boiling water at 3S3 yards. In the case of a
Lyra? the heating power is =o°'OoSS F. This result is so much
smaller than those obtained from Arcturus, although the obser-
vations of .'Vrclurus were made under more unfavom'aljle circum-
stances, that the author cannot but regard it as a fact that the
star Arcturus does give us more heat than a. Lyne—a result

probably due to the same cause which gives rise to the difference

in colour between these stars, viz., the greater absorption of the
red end of the spectrunr in the case of a Lyr;e than in the case of

Arcturus. He mentioned that on June 25, i86y, he made a

comiiarison between Arcturus and a Lyrx. The result gave for

the heat recei\"ed from .\rclurus : to that from a Lyr.x : : 3 : 2
;

but on account of the observations of a. Lyra' having been inter-

rupted by cloud, they were not, however, sufficiently numerous to

eliminate mere errors of reading. From these ob.servations the
author concludes that Arcturus gives to us considerably more
heat than a Lyr.e ; that the amount of heat received is diminished
\ ery rapidly as the amount of moistme in the air increases ; that

nearly the whole heat is intercepted by the slightest cloud ; that

as first approximations, the heat from Arcturus, at an altitude of
25°, at Greeirw ich, is about equal to that fiom the cube containing
boiling water at a distance of 383 yards. The heat from a Lyra;
at an altitude of 60 is about eijual to that from the cube at a
distance of 860 yards. The form given to the pile appears likely

to be useful in many inquiries respecting differences of heating
power.
Ethnological Society, January 11.—Dr. Richard King in the

chair. Col. Lane Fox react a note on the use of the mere or
pattoo-pattoo of New Zealand, in which he showed that this

weapon is used as a thrustiug-instrument, and should not, there-

fore, be referred to the type of the club. He regards it as ha\ ing
had its origin from the stone celt, since a series of transitional

forms, may be traced connecting the two implements. The
author's opinion on the use of the mere was su]3ported by a
letter from the Rev. J. \Y. Stack, of Kaiopoi, communicatee! to

Dr. Hooker, C.B., in which the writer explained that the mere
was always used for thrusting and not for striking.—A commu-
nication was read from Dr. Ilaast, F.R. S., on some stone
implements discovered in Bruce Bay, New Zealand. A polished
stone chisel and a sharpening-stone w ere found by a ])art)- of
miners in an auriferous "lead." Advancing inland fronr the

present shore of the bay, several distinct belts of land may be
ol>ser\*ed, each characterised by peculiar vegetation ; and it was
in the fourth belt, at a distance of 525 feet from the present
high-water mark that these implements were found. They
are now deposited in tlie Canterbury Museum, N.Z.
Although these polished implements are much more higlily

finished than are the roughly-chipped implements hitherto found
in or near moa-ovens, the author does not venture to express an
opinion on the relative antiquity of the two types : indeed, he
considers it probable that they may ha\e been used simultaneously
by two races co-existing in the islamls—the more highly-civiliseil

using polished tools and dwelling near the coast, while the
inhabitants of the interior retained the use of roughly-chi)-.ped

implements, and followed the dinornis as it retreated inland.

Mr. Bonwick referred to the great antiquity of these gold-bearing
terrace-deposits.—At the same meeting Dr. Ciustav Oppert read
a jiaper on the Kitai or Kari-kitai. 'i'hese are a small race of
about 50,000 persons, dwelling near the Caspian Sea in the
Russian ])rovincc of Derbcnd, and in the Siberian district of
tiuldja. They are the descendants of a race which once ruled
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nver China and Central Asia. One of tlieir great princes,

Velintaslie, was identified Ijy the author with the celebrated

I'rester John or Presbyter Joliannes. Dr. Oppert referred to the

use of tile names of metals by the Tatars as proper names an<l

titles of dynasties—such as the Iron dynasty, Golden dynasty,

&c. According to their own historical records, the Tatars had
come from a district abounding in gold and iron. Dr. Hyde
Clarke contrasted the valuable philological arguments brought

forward in the present paper witli the frivolous mode in \\ Inch

comparative philology is often employed. He alluded to the

ethnological cause of the decline of the gi'eat empire of tlie

Kitai, and referred it to the inability of any small dominant race

to hold in sul.ijection a large poimlation composed of mi.\ed races.

Royal Microscopical Society, January 12. — The Rev.

J. B. keade, F.R.S., president, in the chair. Mr. J. Browning
read a paper on a new mode of measuring spectra bands.

Mr. Browning described an ada]itation, by himself, of the micro-

meter screw to tlie microscope, wliicli afforded an easy and
accurate method of measuring the bands of the absorption spec-

trum, and the invention was accepted as a valuable improvement
on the method liitherto employed for tlie purpose.—Mr. W. .S.

Kent, F.Z.S., of the British Museum, read a paper on "the
CaUarcous spicuhv of the Gorgonaiuir, their modification of

form, and the importance of their characters as a basis for

genuine and specific diagnosis. " This paper was illustrated by
an claliorate series of drawings of tlie animals and the spicula of

the various species.—In consequence of the time occupied l>y the

reading of the previous papers, a contribution from Mr. A.

Sanders, M. R.C. S. , " On an undescribed stage of development

of 'rctrarhynchus ivrn/lii/iis" was taken as read.

Dublin
Royal Irish Academy, January 10.—Sir Robert Kane in the

chair. The Rev. Dr. Dickson read an account of some portions

of the " Ars moriendi," preserved in the manuscript room of the

College Library, and compaied it with the photographs of the per-

fect copy of this work in tlie collection of Herr Weigel, of

Leipsig. It is an excellent .specimen of block-printing. The
fragments in the library appear to have been portions of an early

printed volume, as well as of one |iriiited witli great care, and

belonged to the edition in small folio of twenty-four leavesprinted

on the one side.—Dr. John Barker read a paper on the " illumi-

nation of microscopic olijects. " One of the most important im-

pirovenients of late years in object-glasses of high powers has

been tlie immersion of objectives of a particular construction into

a film of water placed on tlie glass covering the object, whereby

it is found that the definition, light, magnifying power, and
working distance are each much increased. The object of the

paper was to show how the present principle could be

applied with great advantage to the general illumination of

oiijects. The results of some experiments were then detailed.

Wenliam's ]3araboloid was altered as follows : the tip was ground

flat, and a (ilm of water was introduced between it and tlie under

surface of the glass slide containing the object, free action of the

stage movements being tlius allo\^ed, and no light was lost. This

form of illumination is suitable to all kinds of axial illumination,

though it is but right to add that it has only practically been tried

in a form corresponding to Wenham's paraboloid. Details of the

construction of the paraboloid, its size, and curvature were given;

and the paper concluded by tlie author claiming for this mode of

illumination the following advantages :— I. Objects are seen by
light reflected from their surfaces, and, if transparent, from tlieir

interiors. 2. No disturbing light impinges on tlie retina. 3. All

shadows are avoided. 4. The oblique rays of light are econo-

mised. 5. The light is purely achromatic. 6. The interior of

partially transparent objects can be lit up. 7. Definition is im-

proved. 8. It is easy of application ; and, lastly, it is not ex-

liensive.—Dr. Stokes presented, on behalf of W. T. De Visnie

Kane, Esq., a large stone celt found in Ireland. A copy of the

second volume of the " Brehon Laws, "just published, was laid

on the table. The following were elected members :—W. Archer,

Professor R. Ball, R. Day, Sir T. lismonde, Bart., T. A. Jones,

Rev. J. P. Mahaffy, and J. P. O'Reilly.

Paris
Academy of Sciences, Jami.ary 10. — M. Delaunay com-

municated a memoir on the physical constitution of the moon,
and Father Secclii one on the constitution of the solar corona,

and some peculiarities presented by rarefied gases when ren-

dered incandescent by electric currents : we shall return to

these papers.—M. Becquerel presented the second part of his

eighth memoir on electro-capillary phenomena, in which he
treats of the muscular, nervous, and other currents.— M. K.

Becfiuerel communicated a note on the determination of weak
electromotor forces, in which he described a method of deter-

mining the amount of force developed in organic bodies and
their parts.—M. Piarron di Mondesir communicateil the second
jiart of his paper on a new method for the solution of problems
in mechanics, and iM. Verdeil a note indicating two experiments
to be made, by means of the pendulum, to determine the varia-.

tion of the resistance of the air with the velocity.—A dis-

cussion on the proposed demonstration of Euclid's postulate
of parallel lines, by M. Bertraiid, was raised by the open-
ing of a sealed packet deposited by M. Lionnet on the 27th
December last. M. Boillot maintained that it is impossible to

get rid of the idea of infinity when we attempt to demonstrate
Euclid's postulate ; and M. J. Hoiiel, the impossibility of demon-
strating the principle of the theory of parallels by means ofa plane
figure. M. Fuix called the attention of the meeting to a demon-
stration of the postulate, independent of the idea of infinity

given by him in a published work.— In a memoir on nitrous acii-l

by M. \i. Fremy, the author stated that pure nitrous acid dis-

solves without decomposition in a great excess of cold water,

but that it is split into nitric acid and deiitoxide of nitrogen by
the addition of pulverulent bodies. He also referred to the

reducing properties of nitrous acid, and to its behaviour and
modification by substitution under the influence of hydrogenated
bodies.—MM. Odet and \'ignon presented a paper on the action

of dry chlorine upon dry nitrate of silver, in which they described

an experiment confirming their previous supposition that in the

preparation of anhydrous nitric acid by this means, the reaction

combines two phases, namely : i. Production of chloride of

a/otyle with evolution of oxygen; and 2. Reaction of the chloride

of azotyle upon the excess of nitrate of silver.—A memoir was
also presented by M. A. Boillot, on the synthesis of hydro-

sulphuric acid by exposing flowers of sulphur to the action of

the electric spark in contact with hydrogen ; and one by M. T.

Schlccsing, containing anab'ses of the mineral contents of the

waters of arable lands.—M. Feil addressed a reply to a previous

note by M. Gaugain on the manufacture of artificial gems ; and
MM. A. Riche and P. Champion a memoir on the manu-
facture of tom-toms and cymbals.—Of biological papers onl\'

few were communicated, the chief one being a continuation of

M. Lacaze-Duthier's researches upon the morphology of the

Mollusca, in which the author treats of the Laindlibranchiate-

Aci'phala, or ordinary bivalved molluscs.—M. Colin discussed

the question whether there is any relation between the intelligence

of animals and the development of the nervous centres, and
showed by numerous tables that there is no exact relation between
the size of the encephalon and the observed intelligence.—M.
licrgeon noticed the purpose of the lachrymal glands, which he
considered to be chiefly the moistening of the air passages, and of

the air passing through these to the lungs, so that they are really

comiected with the function of respiration. — M. Drouyn dc

Lhuys communicated an extract from a letter noticing the attacks

of an .Unriis upon the grape-vines at the Cape of Good Hope.
The parasite is said to live upon the roots, and between the bark

and wood of the plants.

Vienna
Imperial Academy of Sciences, December 9, 1869.

—

Dr. L. J. Fitzinger comuiuuicatcd the first part of a critical

revision of the Rhmolophous family of Bats. It treated of the

genera Civlops, Phylloikitia and Ascllia.—Director Tscheniiak
presented a memoir on the form and composition of the Felspars.
— Dr. J. Peyritsch communicated a memoir on abnormities of

structure in the Umbellifera^, containing the description of a

series of malformations of the flowers in Carum Carui, Danctis

Carota^ l^orilis anthriscitSy and Pcuccdanmn C/ialirai.—In con-

nection with these the author discussed the axial or carpellar nature

of the fruit of the Umbelliferic, and remarked that such cases

show that the distinction between leaf and axis is not well founded

in nature.— M. Schrauf noticed the occurrence of Brookite in

iron-glance from Piz Cawradi, to the south of Chiamut in the

Tavetsch valley of Graubiindten.—The table of observations at

the Central Meteorological Observatory, for the month of

November, was communicated.
December 16, 1S69 — Professor Reuss communicated a

memoir by Dr. Manzoni "On the Italian Fossil Bryozoa," in

continuation of previous papers by the same author. The
present paper related exclusively to the genus Ltpraiin^ of which

the author described and figured 2i species, 15 of them as new
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forms. Of the species describcLl, 12 are from the' middle

miocene of Turin, 4 from the middle pliocene of Castelartpiato,

and the remaining 5 from the upper pliocene of the neighbour-

hood of Reggio in Calal)ria.— Professor A. Winckler presented

a memoir on some formula; and methods relating to the theory

of definite integrals.—Dr. Tide, of Bonn, and Dr. T. Oppolzer

communicated statements of the elements of Comet III., 1S69,

and the latter a memoir on the determination of the path of a

comet.—Professor E. Hering presented a first memoir on the

influence of respiration on the circulation of the blood, in which

he maintained that the system of the vasomotor nerves expe-

riences a periodic innervation by the respiratory nervous centre,

which causes periodic contractions of the muscular coat of the

vessels. These he regarded as respiratory movements of the

vascular system.— Dr. F. Steindachner communicated the

second portion of'his memoir on the Fishes of the Senegal, in

which he described the species (28 in number) belonging to the

families Gobiidre, Mugilida*', Gerrida;, Chromidce, Anabatida%

Ple\ironectidni, and a part of the Siluridce. Four of these were

described as new, namely : Eleotris sutegaUnsis^ dagaiwusist

and Lebretonis^ and Mitgil Ditincyili. The first two belong

to Bleeker's sub-genus Cu/ius, the previously known representa-

tives of which occur in tlie Indian Ocean and Polynesia. 'J"he

autiior regarded Chromis tnossamhicus (Peters) as specifically

distinct from C. niiotitus, Ilcmirhromis biriiacidatiis and aitritus

(Gill), and //. giittatus (Gunther) as varieties of one species,

Chrysichthys aaUirostrb {Giinther) as identical with C. nigro-

(iigitatus {L.^.c.), and Genrs octaciis {BXgqVqv) y\\\\\G. /nelaiioptLrns

of the same author.

Berlin'

German Chemical Society, January 10. — The fol-

lowing papers wure read r^Wichelhaus, "On a base isomeric

wiih cyanide of ammonium." By the action of the tribasic

formic ether CH (OCoHj)^ on acetamide NHgC.jH^O, a base of

-the following composition, CH . Is'C^H^O . KfiCjHaO, was
obtained. This substance is converted by water into the acetate

of the new base CH . NH . NH^. The latter is a volatile liquid,

yielding crystallised salts.— Philipp, "On pcrchloride of iodine;"

Hansen, "On the ethylides of thallium;" P. W. Hofmann,
"On the manufacture of sulphuric acid." The author, who is

at the head of the manufactory of Dienze in France, accounts for

the loss of oxides of nitrogen in the manufacture of sulphuric

acid, by proving that these oxides are partly reduced to nitrogen,

when the sulphuric acid in the lead-chambers sinks below a cer-

tain strength. The loss can therefore be avoided by carefully

regulating the steam admitted into the chambers.—Schoras, (i)

"t>n the influence of sunlight on the reduction of metallic

chlorides through oxalic and tartaric acids ; " (2) " On the

colorisation of dry platinocyanides through traces of mois-

ture."— P"riedel and Ladenburg, "On silicopropioxic acid;"
Tieman, "On derivatives of guanidine;" Junning, "Mechani-
cal explanations of chemical reactions;" Schuchard, "On the

preparation of zirconium."

Conn
Lower Rhenish Society for Natural and Medical

Science

—

Chevikid S^ctwHy November 13. — Professor Binz
exhibited a new body, "Dihydroxylchinin," obtained byG. Kerner
from quinine by treating the latter with potashic permanganate.
It gives all the reactions of the alkaloid, but differs from it

amongst other things in the want of basic properties and the

absence of influence on tlie organ of taste. It likewise differs

from it essentially in its iihysiulogical properties, being entirely

indifferent even in large doses. Dr. Zinke gave an account of

new synthesis of aromatic acids. He has obtained pheuyl-acetic

acid from Monochloroacetic acid, and brombenzol by treatment

with finely-divided silver. Professor Kekule communicated the

results of some exj^eriments of Dr. Thorpe, showing that bromine
free from iodine enters the ethyl-group of ethylbenzole even at a

low tem|ierature, and that from the bromide thu> furmed various

derivatives can be obtained, some of which have already been
proved by Berthelot. Dr. Budde gave a pieliminary report on
his researches on the electric conducti\ity of hydrogen, oxygen,
and nitrogen, at varioius pressures. His results agree most nearly
with those of Faraday, and show a greater decrease of resistance

than of pressure.

November 27.— Dr. Muck communicated his recent researches
on the lormaiion of manganic sulphide fr(jm various manga-
nese salts and various s(jluble sulphides. Professor Rhitthausen
likewise made some communications on the occurrence (not
hitherto observed) of amygdaJine in vetch seeds.

DIARY
THURSDAY, January 20.

RovAL Institution, at 3 —On the Chemistry of Vegeuble Products

:

Prof. Odiing.
Royal Society, at 8.30 —On the Mechanical Performance of Logical

Inference: W. Stanley Jevons —Preliminary Paper on certain Drifting
Motions of the Stars : U. A. Proctor.—On Jacobi's Theorem respecting
tlie relative Equilibrium of a Revolving Ellipsoid of Fluid, and on Ivjry's

Discussion of the Theorem : J. Todhunter, F. R S.

LiNNEAN Society, at 8.—On the Flora of Iceland : Prof. Eabington.—On
_New British Spiders: Rev. O. P. Cambridge.
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DUST AND DISEASE
pROFESSOR TVXDALL'S lecture lastFridaynight at

the Royal Institution, which we give /// exteitso in

another column, has excited unusual interest, not only

on account of the Professors beautiful demonstration of

the presence of organic dust in our London atmosphere,

but from the manner in wh'ch he has sought to connect

this presence with certain theories of disease held by
part of his audience.

The revelations made by an ordinary sunbeam passing

through a hole in the shutter are familiar enough ; and the

changes produced on the beam by a candle flame or a red-

hot poker (an experiment used long ago by Dr. Wollaston

for another purpose) will show in a rough manner the

nature of the investigations.

Their practical result may be thus stated : London air

contains a large amount of organic particles powerfully

reflecting a light thrown upon them ; and these particles

cease to reflect light when the air containing them is

submitted to the action of a high temperature, or when it is

passed through a strainer or filter. Some of the appearances

produced by certain modifications of the experiments are

striking. Such, for example, as the disappearance of

reflected light when air of a temperature below the incan

descent point is made to rise through the beam showing
the dust ; or when certain gases are used instead of

warmed air. In these cases the reflection of light from

the dust particles disappears, and blackness takes its

place. We are not, however, convinced that the Profes-

sor's explanation of this striking phenomenon is quite

tenable. It presupposes a rapidity in the gas and air

currents greater than can be followed by the more sluggish

dust particles ; so that these are left behind, or thrown to

one side, and the rarefied air or gas deprived of dust par-

ticles enters the beam, and becomes invisible from absence

of reflecting particles.

One would suppose that, sooner or later, the particles

must follow the air in which they float, unless the heated

air or gas become so much lighter than the particles

that the latter will tend to fall downwards. This point

however, is one which admits of further demonstration.

The microscope, on its side, has not been behindhand

in the same field, and has told us something more about

this organic air dust. It is found to vary in character

according to the objects from which it proceeds, and
according to the degree of ventilation in an apart-

ment. A microscopist, with his air analyser, would

very likely have told Professor Tyndall's audience

how they were breathing fragments of each other's

clothes, and the scurf skin of each other's hands
and faces, besides other matters brought into the

Institution by the listeners, or wafted in through the

windows ; and if a whiff of sewer air had entered

the room, living vibrioncs would probably have been
among the subjects of the microscopist's demonstra-
tion. Chemistry also has been at work in the same
direction, and by means at her disposal she has been able

to estimate approximately the amount of organic matter
in air ; and this application of chemical methods is now in

common use for determining the state of ventilation

in inhabited buildings, as well as the comparative purity

of the air in town and country. We are glad that Prof.

Tyndall has enlisted optical analysis in the same
useful field of inquirj'. His lecture, from the perfection

of his experiments, was well adapted to impress the

advantages of pure air on the minds of his audience and
the public at large.

We cannot help feeling, however, that it would
have been well if the able lecturer had confined his

statement strictly to the scientific aspects of his

subject. The germ theory of disease has nothing in

coinmon with it, and yet it was referred to as if to show
that the fact of organic dust existing in the air rendered

the existence of " disease germs," as they are called, more
probable than they were before. In scientific subjects we
cannot accept mere theories for facts. Let the advocates
of disease germs first prove their existence, and then

possibly optical and microscopic analysis will throw light

on their mode of conveyance.

In imperfect science, as in other imperfect things, the

first false step may lead anywhere, as the following extract

from Dr. Bryden's singularly interesting report on Indian

cholera, one of the supposed germ diseases, will show :

—

" The facts of the first European invasion showed that aerial

transmission did not account for all the phenomena observed,
such as the transmission of cholera by fomites, and the occasional
infection of attendants on the sick. Hence there was initiated

(«) the doctrine that cholera might be propagated by human in-

tercommunication, and, as the latest phase of this doctrine, we
find the confident assertion promulgated as a truth, that cholera
is always and not occasionally so propagated. To prop
up this assertion it was necessary to make a second as-

sumption or theory. And hence arose the doctrine (A) that
cholera is multiplied in the human economy. But this also
must have stood alone and unsupported, unless it could be shown
how and where the multiplication took place. And this led on
to the starting of the third theory (c), which asserts that cholera
is multiplied in, and is spread around by, the intestinal evacua-
tions of those already suffering from the disease. But even this,

although urged in the most forcible manner, did not meet all diffi-

culties; and there arose the demand that it should be supplemented
by a fourth theory. In relation to this demand, the latest theory
(d) alleges that the evacuations of an individual in whom cholera
has not become apparent, and never will appear, may be the
means of spreading cholera around."

By endeavouring without observation to attain to know-
ledge which can only be arrived at by observation, theory
has, in this instance, walked round in a circle and left

science outside. In great questions affecting the health
and life of nations, theories are quite out of place. They
do no good, cost money, and bar scientific progress.

Practically, so far as health is concerned. Professor
Tyndall has given us a scientific account, not only of cer-

tain optical properties of impure air, but likewise of the
benefit of several popular practices, such, for example, as
lighting fires during epidemics to purify the air, the use
of gauze curtains in malarious districts as a protection

against fever, covering the mouth with a cloth during
sleep in fever countries, and the like. He has further

given us an additional means of estimating the purity or
impurity of the air we breathe. He has shown that heat
purifies, more or less, impure air ; and that impure air

can be deprived of its suspended impurity by filtering it,

as is the case with water. On the real proximate aerial

cause of disease, if such there be, no new light has been
yet thrown either by the optician, the microscopist, or
the chemist.
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] -EuETABLE MONSTROSITIES
Vegetable Teralologv : An Account of the Principal Devi-

ations from the iisnal Construction of Plants. By
Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. With nurneroiis

illustrations by E. M. Williams. (Published for the

Ray Society. 1869.)

T N the volume before us we have the most complete
A account that has yet been given to the public of the
various aberrant forms which are froin time to time pre-

sented by the different organsof whichplants arc composed.
Such investigations are no mere idle amusement for the
leisure hours of naturalists, but have an important scientific

bearing. Since botanists have attempted to arrange the

vegetable kingdom in a classification possessing a higher

claim to the title of " natural ''

than that proposed by Lin-

nffius, it has been acknow-
ledged that the true, though
hidden, relationships of a

genus may often be indicated

by an abnormal or monstrous
variety. A new interest has
been given to these inquiries

by the theory, now so gene-
rally adopted by naturalists,

that affinity in structure is

but an indication of con-
sanguinity in descent ; these

exceptional forms or "sports
"

being regarded as frequently

reversions to an ancestral type
of structure. Apart, however, from such modifications as

arc of importance in systematic botany, there are others
which are noteworthy as throwing light on controverted

points in morphology, and
on the relation to one ano-

ther of the different organs.

Among these are the exact

morphological character of

the carpel, viewed in the light

of a metamorphosed leaf

;

and of the so-called " in-

ferior " ovary, whether its

covering is to be considered
as a united calyx-tube, or

as a modified continuation

of the axis. The occasional

substitution of one organ
for another is carried to a
far greater extent in the

vegetable than ever appears,
even occasionally, in the

animal kingdom. As Dr.

Masters remarks, the animal
physiologist would regard as

an incredible monstrosity
the replacement of sperm-
cells by germ-cells, or the

converse ; although these

are comparable to abnormal
growths, of which several

arc recorded, where ovules

are borne by stamens, or

pollen is produced inside

ovules. The two wood-cuts
which we give illustrate

these remarkable trans-

formations.

De CandoUe was the first

systematic botanist to draw
attention to the importance

of Vegetable Teratology : he was followed by Moquin-
Tandon, Morren, and others ; and the great work of

OvLilc-bc.iring .'\iitlier of Cuclirlill.i

Moquin-Tandon has been followed by Dr. Masters in

the main in classifying the phenomena under discus-

sion. This classification of an enormous number of

isolated facts presents considerable difficulties. It might
at first sight appear as if the most natural arrange-
ment would be to arrange under one head all the known
modes of malformation or aberration of each organ :

but this plan would involve much repetition, from the
frequency with which it happens that similar organs are

abnormally affected in the same manner ; as when the
parts of the calyx and corolla are both unduly increased
in number. The plan adopted by Dr. j\Iasters, though
very artificial, possesses the advantage of clearness and of

easy reference. He divides the phenomena of Teratology
into four sections : i, Deviations from ordinary Arrange-
ment ; 2, Deviations from ordinary Form

; 3, Deviations

from ordinary Number
; 4, Deviations from ordinary

Size and Consistence ; each with several subdivisions.

Until we know more of the cause of these variations from
ordinary structure, a more scientific classification would
appear to be hopeless.

The work is essentially one of reference, a collection of

facts rather than a statement of theories. An enormous
number of instances, illustrative of every conceivable

variation from normal structure, has been collected with

unwearied assiduity from English and foreign records,

and with that personal knowledge of the subject which few

possess to so great a degree as the author. Where Dr.

Masters so far strays from his subject as to enter into

morphological questions, as when he discusses the irre-

gular monandrous flower of Orchids, we are tempted to

wish that he had permitted himself more digressions of

the kind.

The text is illustrated by a large number of woodcuts,
original and copied, which add greatly to the clearness of

the descriptions ; and not the least valuable portion of the

work is the long list of references at the end of each section

to papers and monographs bearing upon it, foi'ming a
complete bibliography of the subject. In the lists of plants

which are mentioned as peculiarly subject to each de-

scription of malformation, we could wish that more care had
been taken not to designate the same plant by more than
one scientific name, a practice confusing to the student.

We also regret that in some instances recognised botanical

terminology has been departed from ; as in the distinction

drawn by Lindley and Oliver between ''regularity" and
" symmetry." These, however, are but minor defects in a
work which we can cordially recommend to all students

of botany, who are interested in the real structure of the

various organs of plants. A. W. BENNETT

// TTFIELD -S CHEMISTR V
Chemistry : General. Medical, and Pharmaceutical, in-

cluding the Chemistry of the British Pharmacopccia.
By John Attfield, Ph.D., F.C.S. i vol. pp. 624.

(London : Van Voorst.)

'T'HIS book is mainly intended to supply the want of a

manual more expressly suited to the requirements of

students of medicine and of pharmacy. A work of this

nature necessarily differs in many particulars from the

ordinary run of chemical manuals, and it would be unjust,

therefore, to judge of it altogether by the standards gene-

rally employed in determining the degree of excellence of

such books. It is obviously impossible for the medical

student to make himself acquainted with the multitude of

organic compounds known, the greater portion of which

are simply interesting to the scientific chemist on account

of the theoretical opinions based on them ; and hence it

would manifestly be absurd to censure the author of this

book for the fact that much of what constitutes modern
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organic chemistry is either but cursorily treated, or al-

together omitted. Nor, on the other hand, should he be

blamed for giving what might otherwise appear undue

prominence to the descriptions of substances which are

simply interesting from the fact of their application as

remedial agents, but of which the chemical constitution is

citlier entirely unknown or but imperfectly understood. In

all that concerns the most immediate objects which the

author had in view in its compilation, his book is a faithful

record of the present state of the science. Thus, on page

353 we notice a very complete description of the method
of preparing the newly-discovered alkaloid apomorphia, the

remarkable physiological effects ofwhich have lately attrac-

ted so much attention. The plan of the work is entirely novel.

The author commences with some very pertinent advice

to candidates as to the best method of studying the book
in order to fit themselves for examination by the various

boards. After the usual introduction, the student passes on

to the practical study of the general properties of the non-

metallic elements, and when he has familiarised himself

with the various manipulative processes, and acquired a

certain amount of chemical knowledge, he proceeds to the

study of the general principles of chemical philosophy-

The properties of the various metallic elements, their

official preparations, and the tests employed in their

detection, next engage his attention ; after which he is

put through a systematic course of qualitative analysis.

The student next occupies himself with the study of the

compounds of vegetable and animal origin, with the re-

actions of the alkaloids and of someotherorganicprinciples,

and of the various substances which the author dis-

tinguishes as Galenical, and which can only fairly be regarded

from a pharmaceutist's point of view, many of them being

"not yet brought within the grasp of the chemist." The
principles of toxicology, and the various methods employed

in the examination of morbid urine and calculi, are then

explained, and the different classes of official. Galenical, and

chemical preparations enumerated. A course of quanti-

tative analysis, sufficiently comprehensive for the student's

requirements, and consisting of both gravimetric and
volumetric processes, next follows. Several of the gravi-

metric methods are, however, in our opinion not the best

at the disposal of the analyst. Thus, for the estimation of

nitric acid Frankland and Armstrong's method of deter-

mining the amount of that acid in potable waters, is the

only one recommended. This method, although doubtless

excellently adapted to the purpose for which it was devised,

is not, however, generally applicable. Wc would recom-

mend the method of Vernon Harcourt to Dr. Attfield's

attention. With some slight modifications, this method is

pronounced by Professor Bunsen, of Heidelberg, in whose
laboratory it is constantly used, to be by far the best of

the many processes hitherto proposed for the estimation of

TiiTric acid ; and in the laboratory to which the writer is

attached it is frequently employed with the most satis-

factory results. The account given of the processes for

the ultimate analysis of organic substances also appears

to be somewhat defective, and the statement that the best

combustion-furnace is that known as Hofmann's is open

to dispute. The furnaces of Eslemneyer and of Donny as

modified by Glaser are certainly to be preferred ; indeed,

we understand that the Berlin professor has already

renounced the use of the furnace which bears his name. Dr.

Attfield is surely in error, also, in recommending (page 460)

that the boiling point of a liquid should be determined by
inserting the bulb of the thermom.eter in the heated liquid.

Kopp pointed out long ago the errors incidental to this

method of procedure. These, however, arc defects of but

minor importance, and may easily be remedied in future

editions. We have derived much satisfaction from the

perusal of Dr. Attfield's book : it is eminently practical in

its character, and is written with a just appreciation of

the small amount of time for the study of chemistry at the

disposal of the student in medicine and pharmacy.

T. E. T.

OUR BOOK SHELh
Japanese Shells.

—

yapanischc JSteercs-coiichylieii. By Dr.
C. E. Lischkc. (Cassell : 1869.) Quarto, with 14
coloured plates.

Jap.\n is not less remarkable for the works of its

people than for its natural productions. Its sea-shells are
of a mixed character, arctic and tropical. Some species
range to the Mediterranean ; for ]'erticordia grannlata of
-Segucnza, from the .Sicilian tertiaries, which I have now
discovered living in the Gulf of Egina at a depth of 130
fathoms, was lately dredged by Mr. A. Adams in the seas
of Japan, and is described by him as V. mnlticostata.

Another species of Verticordia—or perhaps more correctly
Hippagus—the H. acutlcostatus of Philippi, a Calabrian
and Sicilian fossil (which occurs also in our Coralline Crag,
under .Sowerby's name of V. caydiifonnis), is the V. Des-
haycsiana of Fischer, and l'. Japonica of A. Adams, from
China and Japan. The only other known living species of
Hippagus {Trigoiuilina oriiata, D'Orbigny =//. «c)7v///-

costatus, Adams and Reeve) is common to the West Indies
and China. Unfortunately we know far too little of the
former and present course of those great currents which
traverse the ocean in every direction, to be able to explain
satisfactorily the geographical distribution of the marine
fauna. Nevertheless, although physical data are wanting,
zoological facts arc accumulating ; and Dr. Lischke, as well

as Mr. Arthur Adams, have rendered great assistance

by their investigation of the Japanese mollusca. The pre-

sent is not a complete treatise on the subject ; but it shows
great care and critical acumen, and it is beautifully illus-

trated. The author is Oberburgomeister of the large manu-
facturing town of Elberfeld, and finds time not only for his

onerous public duties, but also for good scientific work
;

so that in other countries besides our own, writers on
natural history are not confined to tJie class of paid pro-

fessors. J. GwYN Jeffreys

Chemistry for Schools.

—

An Introduction to tlic Practical
Study of Cluinistry. By C. Haughton Gill, Assistant
Examiner in Chemistry at the University of London.
(London : Walton.) 8vo. pp. xv. and 315. 1869.

During the last few years the subject of science teach-
ing in schools has occupied so much attention that a
special class of manuals has been originated for the
schoolmaster's use. Those which treat of Chemistry
have been in some cases experiments, seldom remarkable
for true appreciation of their professed purpose, or, per-

haps, merely the pecuniary speculation of an ignorant

writer. Under such circumstances, it is gratifying to

meet with a book of this kind, which really is what it was
intended to be— " a sufficient manual of chemistry for

schools and junior students, and an aid to teachers wish-

ing to introduce the science into the ordinary course of

school study."

Mr. Gill's experience as teacher of chemistry and expe-

rimental physics at University College School appears to

have been embodied in his book, if we may judge from
its decided and perspicuoustone, and an evident intention
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tint the pupil should strive, not only to l.-noiu, but to

reason. It is, indeed, precisely at this point that the

power and merits both of teacher and writer become most

apparent ; and we have no hesitation in sajing that it is

in this sphere that the efficacious distinction between one

nnnual and another lies.

After "Directions to the Reader" (as to the most
adrantageous mode of using the book), a list is given of

the chapters into which the subiect is divided. An
exhaustive series of questions follows each chapter. A
.;;rcat deal of space has been gained by printing many of

the necessary comments and descriptions in a smaller

type than the more important text ; and the illustrations,

t lough generally of diminutive size, are no doubt large

eiough, and certainly distinct enough, for most readers.

It need hardly be said that the province of CJiemistryfor
.Sriiools is comprised within the limits of the "metalloids"

and their immediate allies. The nomenclature employed
IS throughout what has been termed " Berzclian," but is,

in fact, derived from the hereditary Latin forms, which have

been common for centuries to the whole of natural

science, and are still the only ones which can be legiti-

mately adapted to the requirements of our own language.

The writer terminates with some useful appendices, not

the least valuable of them being a list of necessary appa-

ratus and chemicals, with approximate cost.

Mr. Gill has fairly earned the thanks of scientific

chemists ; nor will the schools be slow to appreciate a

manual which has been thus well devised and executed by
an author who has himself been a successful school

teacher.

The Blow-Fly.

—

A Monograph on tlie Anatomy and
Physiology of the Blow-Fly. By Benjamin Thomp-
son Lowne. (Van Voorst.;

In this little volume, just issued by Van Voorst, Mr.

Lowne has treated the subject of his monograph very

exhaustively. The text is judiciously divided into two

parts, the first comprising a neat popular sketch of the

organisation of this familiar and pertinacious little com-
panion of domestic life ; and the second containing the

more technical and elaborate account of the author's own
dissections and investigations, which are illustrated by ten

very beautiful plates, engraved by his own hand from his

own microscopical demonstrations.

The book is eminently satisfactor\-, as being a clear and
complete statement of what is known of fly-organisation.

Hut it has also, in some degree, the stamp of original re-

search upon it, and represents a remarkable amount of

labour and industry. The nature of the all-embracing

integuments, and the way in which they are modelled to

form the external organs and implements of the creature's

active life, are in the first instance dwelt upon. The
theme then passes on to the examination of the digestive

and assimilative apparatus, the arrangements for circula-

tion and respiration, (he nerve structure, and the organs

of special sense. It would be possible to pause upon
matters of particular moment and interest in each

one of these departments of the treatise. Rut it

must, for this occasion, suffice to draw attention to the

explanation of the way in which the so-called false trache;t;

of the trunk are modelled into an exquisite strainer, to

enable the fly to draw off the finer and more nutritious

parts of the half rotten pulpy matters that are used as

food, and to the manner in which the terminal lip of this

sucking trunk is furnished with supplementary rasping

teeth and salivary pores, to allow such matters as loaf

sugar to be broken down and dissolved into a juice also

available for suction. The description of the manner in

which the poisers, properly the abortion of the second

pair of wings, are turned to account as ears which receive

the vibrations of sound upon terminal knobs, instead of

within trumpet cavities, is also most worthy of notice.

But before all must stand Mr. Lowne's demonstration of

the fiy brain. He shows that the fly has a sense-centre,

or cephalic ganglia, some thirty times larger than that of

the most portly beetle, which sufficiently accounts for the

energy and vivacity of the insect's life ; and that it has also,

in common with the bee and the ant, a small rudimentary
convoluted brain, attached by a little footstalk to the

larger and simpler nerve-mass of the head. Mr. Lowne
holds that the fly clearly exhibits some trace of mental
faculty, such as memory, in virtue of this shadowing forth

of true cerebral organisation.

Terrestrial Physics.— Uebcr die Lehre 7vj;/ den Mceres-
strbnitiJigen. By Dr. Adolf Miihry. (Gottingen,

1869. London : Williams and Norgate.)

This is a very successful attempt to introduce something
like order into the complicated phenomena of oceanic

currents. The author sketches first the two well-known
main systems, viz. (i) the great west-current which forms
a belt of nearly 50° of latitude on both sides of the equa-

tor, and to which the earth's rotation, combined with the

inertia of the ocean, is assigned as cause
; (2) the great

thermal circulation from the poles towards the equator,

with its compensating current in the opposite direction
;

both are, according to the author, produced by the differ-

ence in density of cold and warm water, and he refutes,

with great knowledge and sagacity, the opinions of pre-

vious writers, of Mauiy among others, who seek the cause

in differences in the amount of evaporation and rain,

the prevailing winds, and the amount of saline matter in

the sea.

Then follows an expose of comparatively local systems.

Here the author supplants the incompleteness of known
facts by his own speculations, which are neither always
clear nor above the suspicion that doubtful points have
been decided by the author, with a view of confirming his

own hypotheses. Thus a very elaborate chapter on the

currents in the North Polar Basin rests entirely on his

assumption that sea-water behaves like pure water as

regards the temperature at which it has the greatest

density. He describes some veiy crude experiments made
by him, which prove the fact in his opinion, but are con-
tradicted by the well-known experiments of such a distin-

guished physicist as Desprctz, who found different points

of maximum density for different saline solutions.

B. L.

Protozoe Helvetica. — Miltheilungeii ans dem Berner
Museum der Natunieschiclite iiber tnerkwiirdige

'I hier-iind PUanzenreste der sehu'ci2crtsclie7i Vor-

ivelt. Edited by W, A. Ooster and C. von Fischer-

Ooster. Parti. }5asle and Geneva, i86q. 4to. pp. 14.

map and two double plates. (London : Williams and
Norgate.)

This is the first fasciculus of a series intended to illustrate

the palaeontology of Switzerland. The work is intended
chiefly as a means of making known by descriptions and
drawings a number of interesting fossils from the animal
and vegetable kingdoiri, in part at least new to science.

Most of these have been derived from the .Swiss Alps, and
are now preserved in the Bern Museum of Natural His-
tory. It is also intended to serve as the organ for shorter

palffiontological communications from the whole extent of

.Swiss territory, the several authors being answerable for

their own views. The first part contains a short paper,

just completed, " On the Red Limestone of Wimmis and
its Fauna ; " the next will contain plates and descriptions

of various remarkable fossils from the Swiss Alps.

Three, or at most four such parts will form a volume,
when a title-page and index will be issued.

We need only add that the plates before us contain figures

of fish-teeth (Oxyrrhina, sp.), mollusca {Inocerumus lUiin-
tieri, and an undetermined species), and echinodermata
{Ccliyrites J-'ri/iuigensis and C. eapistrata), that the draw-
ings are of large size, and, except for occasional flatness

in the shading, well-executed. H. B. B.
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ARE ANY OF THE NEBUL.E STAR-SYSTEMS?

THIS may seem a bold question, for it is commonly
believed that SirWilliani and Sir John Herschel— the

Ajax and the Achilles of the astronomical host—have

long since proved that many of the nebula; are star-

systems. If we inquire, however, into what the Herschels

have done and said, we shall find that not only have they

not proved this point, but that the younger Herschel, at

any rate, has expressed an opinion rather unfavourable

than otherwise to the theory that the nebula; are galaxies

in any sense resembling our own sidereal system.

Sir William Herschel, by his noble plan of star-gauging,

proved that the stars aggregate along a certain zone,

which in one direction is double. He argued, therefore,

that presuming a general ecjuality to exist among the stars

and among the distances separating them from each

other, the figure of the sidereal system resembles that of

a cloven disc.

And as the only

s y s t e in from
which he could

form a probable

j u dgm e n t— 1

mean the plane-

tary system—
presented to him
a number of
bodies, widely

separated from
each other and
each a globe uf

considerable im-

portance, he rea-

soned from ana-

logy that similar

relations exist in

the sidereal
spaces. This
being so, his clo-

ven disc theory

of the sidereal

system seemed
satisfactorily es-

tablished.

Then, of course,

t li o s e n e b u I ;l'

which e-xhibit a

multitude of mi-

nute points of

light very close to-

gether, and those

other nebuhe
which, while not

tlius resolvable

into minute points, yet in other respects resemble those

w hich are, came naturally to be looked upon as distinct

Irom the sidereal system. The analogy of this system, in

tact, pointed to them as external star-systems, resembling
it in all important respects.

I'hen there were certain other objects, which seemed to

present no analogy either to the sidereal system or to

separate stars. These objects Sir Wm. Herschel con-
sidered to belong to our sidereal system ; for he could
not put them outside its range without looking on them
as objects siii generis, which would have been to abandon
the argument from analogy. In order to explain their ap-
pearance, he suggested that they might be gaseous bodies,
by whose condensation stars would one day be
formed.
The value of Sir Wm. Herschel's work is not in the

least affected even if science have to reject every one of

these opinions. He himself held them with a light hand;
he had once held other opinions ; and he was gradually

modifying these. Had he seen one sound reason for

rejecting any or all of them he would have done so in-

stantly. For it belonged to the strength of his character
that he was never fettered by his own opinions, as weak
men commonly are.

Sir John Herschel did for the southern heavens what
his father had done for the northern. He completely sur-

veyed and gauged them. It is commonly believed that

the results of his labours fully confirmed the opinions
which his father had looked upon as probable.

Let us see if this is so.

Sir W. Herschel thought the Milky Way indicated that
the sidereal system has the figure of a cloven disc ; Sir

John Herschel judges rather that the sidereal system has
the figure of a flattened ring. Sir Wm. Herschel thought
the stellar nebula; are probably external galaxies ; Sir John
gives reasons for believing that they lie within our system,
and Whewell considered that these reasons amount to

absolute proof.

It has been
further believed

and stated that

the researches of

the elder Struve
go far to confirm
the opinions put
forward by Sir

W. Herschel as

probable.

Let us inquire

how far this is

true.

Struve found
that the numbers
of stars of given
magnitudes ex-

hibit nearly the
same proportion

in different direc-

tions. Thus sup-
posing that in a

given directicn

there are three
times as many
stars of a certain

magnitude as
there are of the
next highest mag-
nitude, then in

other directions,

also, the same
relation is ob-
served. This is

a very striking

law ; but to male
it serve as a proof of the opinion which Sir William
Herschel had put forward as probable, it would be neces-

sary' that another law should be exhibited. For clearly, if

that opinion were just, it would be easy to calculate what
the relation should be between stars of different mag-
nitudes. Had Struve been able to show that the numbers
actually seen corresponded to the relations thus calculated,

he would have gone far to render that view certain which
Herschel always spoke of as merely an assumption.

But Struve found no such law of stellar distribution.

On the contrary, he found a law so different, that in order

to force the facts into agreement with Sir William Her-

schel's views about the sidereal system, he had to invent

his famous theory of the extinction of light in traversing

space. Now, according to this theory, we cannot see to

the limits of our sidereal system, even though we could

increase the powers of our telescopes a million-fold
; so

that if the theory is true, the cjuestion which heads this

paper is at once disposed of Obviously, we cannot sec
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galaxies beyond the sidereal system if we cannot see to

the limits of that system. And I may note in passing

that (independently of .Stru\e's theory) the most powerful

telescopes cannot render visible the most distant stars of

our sidereal scheme ; so that if the nebute are really ex-

ternal galaxies, the stars we see in them must be
enormously greater than those in our galaxies, suppos-
ing Herschcl was right in thinking these tolerably uniform
in magnitude.

Before proceeding to exhibit the evidence which has led

me to the conviction that the nebula; belong to our sidereal

system, I may mention some reasons for believing that if

Sir William Herschers labours in the sidereal heavens
were to be begun now, not only would he not have been
led to adopt as probable the view on which he formed his

opinions, but he would have rejected it as opposed to

known analogies.

He had argued that because the planetary system ex-

hibits a definite number of bodies separated by wide
distances, therefore analogy should lead us to regard the
sidereal system as similarly constituted, though on a
much larger scale. This was perfectly just. Despite the
various differences which no one recognised more clearly

than he did, this view was the only one he could safely

adopt for his guidance, ninety years ago.
But would not he have been the first to reject that view

if he had known Mhat we now know of the solar system ?

If he had known that besides the primary planets, there
are hundreds of minute bodies forming a zone between
the orbits of Mars and Jupiter ; that the rings of Saturn
are formed of a multitude of minute satellites ; that innu-
merable meteor-systems circle in orbits of every conceiv-
able degree of eccentricity ; that near the sun these
systems grow denser and denser ; that the comets of the
solar system must be counted by millions on miUions

;

that, in fine, every conceivable form of matter, e\ery con-
ceivable degree of aggregation, and every conceivable
variety of size, exists within the limits of the solar system,
—would he, then, have been led by analogy to recognise
in the sidereal system only discrete stars and masses
forming into stars ?

I-'rom a careful study of all that Sir William Herschel
has written, I feel certain, that in the case I have ima-
gined, he would have been prepared, even before com-
mencing his labours, to expect precisely that variety of
matter, size, and a^'gregation, which modern obser\ations,
rightly understood, prove actually to exist within the range
of the sidereal system.
The Herschels, father and son, discovered about 4,500

nebula.'. Other observers have brought up the number to

about 5,400. When these are divided into classes, it

appears that some 4,500 must be looked on as irresolvable
into discrete points of light. But of these the greater
proportion so far resemble resolvable nebuli- as to lead
to the belief that increase of optical power alone is want-
ing to resolve them.
Taking these irresolvable nebulae, hov.e\-er, as we find

them, and marking down tlieir places over the celestial

sphere, we recognise certain peculiarities in their arrange-
ment. In the northern heavens they gather into a clus-

tering group as far as possible from the Milky \\'ay. In
the southern heavens they form into streams, which run
out from a region nearly opposite the northern cluster of
nebula; ; but the extrctnities of the streams are the region
where nebulae are most closely crowded. The Milky
Way is almost clear of nebula;.

This withdrawal of the nebula; from the Milky Way has
been accepted by many as clearly indicating that there
is 710 association between them and the sidereal system.
The opinion of the Herschels, if they had been led to
pronounce definitively on this point, would have been dif-

ferent, however ; for the younger Herschel quotes fas
agreeing with it) a remark of his father's to the effect that
the peculiar position of the northern nebular group is not

accidental. If not accidental, it can only be due to some
association between the nebular group and the galaxy.
Every other conceivable explanation will be found to make
the relation merely apparent—that is, accidental, v\hich
neither of the Herschels admit.
But yet stronger evidence of association exists ; evidence

which I do not hei-itate to speak of as incontro\ertible.
Space will only permit me to treat it very brielly.

There is a certain well-marked stream of nebula in the
southern heavens leading to a well-marked clusterof nebulae.
There is an equally well-marked stream of stars leading to
an equally well-marked cluster of stars. The nebular stream
agrees in position with the star-stream, and the proba-
bility is small that this coincidence is accidental. The
nebular cluster agrees in position with the star-cluster,

and the probability is still smaller that this second coin-
cidence is accidental. Such are the separate chances. It

will be seen at once, therefore, how small the chance is

that both coincidences are accidental.

The cluster here referred to is the greater of the cele-

brated Magellanic Clouds. When it is added that the

evidence is repeated point for point in the case of the
lesser Magellanic Cloud, the indications of association
appear overwhelmingly convincing. If the nebula; really

are associated in this manner with fixed stars, the question
which heads this paper is disposed of at once.

But there is yet further evidence.

The nebuke pass by insensible gradations from clusters

less and less easily resohable, to nebulae properly so
called, but still resolvable, and so to irresolvable nebula;.

Now clusters are found not only to aggregate in a general
manner near the Milky Way, but in some cases (on which
Sir John Herschel has dwelt with particular force) to

exhibit the clearest possible signs of belonging to that
zone. If they then belong to the Milky Way, can any
good reason be given for believing that the various other
classes of nebulas are not associated with the sidereal

scheme? Where should the line be drawn ?

Again, some of the nebulae are gaseous, and all the gaseous
nebulas exhibit the same spectrum. Now, two classes of
gaseous nebulae, the planetary and the irregular nebulae,

exhibit a marked preference for the Milliy Way, and
therefore we must admit the probability that they, at any
rate, belong to the sidereal scheme. But then a large
proportion of the irresolvable nebulas are also gaseous,
and as they are formed of the same gases, we see good
reason for believing that they also must belong to our
galaxy. This, however, brings in all the nebulas, since the
recent detection by Lieut. Herschel of the same bright
lines in or rather on the continuous spectrum of a star-

cluster, shows the great probability which exists that with
more powerful spectroscopes all the nebulas may be
found to exhibit these bright lines, that is, to contain
these particular gases. I pass over the facts, that many
nebulas are found to be closely associated with stars, and
that if any doubt could remain as to the association being
real and not apparent, it would be removed by a picture of
the nebula M 17, as seen in Mr. Lassell's great reflector at

Malta. The reader will be more interested by the follow-

ing quotation, which I extract (by permission) from a
letter of Sir John Herschel's :

—

"A remark which the structure of Magellanic Clouds
has often suggested to me has been strongly recalled by
what you say of the inclusion of every variety of nebulous
or clustering forms within the galaxy, viz., that if such be
the case

—

i.e. if these forms belong to, and form part and
parcel of the Galactic system—then that system includes
'withui itself miniatures of itself on an almost infinitely

reduced scale ; and what evidence, then, have we that

there exists a universe beyond— unless a sort of argument
from analogy, that the Galaxy with all its contents may
be but one of these miniatures of a more vast universe,

and that there may, in that universe of other systems on
a scale as vast as our galaxy, be the analogues of those
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other nebulous and clustering forms which are not minia-

tures of our geilaxy ?"'

It will be seen that, while Sir John Herschel is quite

ready (should the evidence require it) to adopt altogether

new views about the nebuhi;, he is not ready to forego

the grandeur of those noble views of the universe which
he and his father have established, thereby earning the

well-deserved gratitude of every lover of astronomy.
And then with regard to the actual form of our galaxy

or Milky Way, the figure introduced shows that its apparent
one as projected on the heavens may really be due to an
arrangement differing both from the cloven disc or llattened

ring, a point to which I shall return in a subsequent
article.

Richard A. Proctor

THE CROSSNESS WELL-BORING
'T^HIS boring, which was commenced by the Metro-

-'- politan Board of Works for the purpose of supphing
the engines and dwelling-houses at Crossness with pure
water, has, as ma)' be seen from the accompanying dia-

gram, reached a depth of 961 feet without piercing the

Lower Greensand, where it was expected a good supply

would be found.
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Made ground.

Peat and Silty Clay.

(Grey Subangular Flint Gravel, with Iron

{ Pyrites and Blue Clay.

"' Sand with Flints and Shells.

Fine Light Woolwich Sand.

(Chalk, with layers of Flint 8 ft. apart, and
{ from 7 to 9 inches thick.

— Chalk Marl, with few Flints.

— G.ault Clay.

Section of Crossness Well-boring.

In consequence of the great difficulties attending the
extraction of broken rods, &c., from the boring at that

great depth, together with the uncertainty of the Lower
Greensand being present, the boring has been discon-
tinued. This is much to be regretted, as, if persevered
with for a further depth of 40 or 50 feet, it would un-
doubtedly pass through the gault, which seldom exceeds
200 feet in thickness, 147 feet of which are now entered,

and would thus add to the knowledge we at present
possess of the substratum of London.
The chalk and gault clay at their outcrop to the north

and south of London are underlaid by the Lower Green-
sand, which is from 150 to 400 feet thick ; this, if con-
tinuous, as are the chalk and gault, would give a water-
bearing strata of great capacity.

Cut it has been proved that its continuity is broken
;

as at Harwich, where after boring 1,000 feet through chalk,
some carboniferous slates were found, and at Kentish
Town, where beneath chalk and gault were found red sand-
stone and clay, though whether they belong to the Old or
New Red Sandstone group, could not be ascertained. Mr.
W. AVhitaker very reasonably supposes that there is an
underground ridge of older rocks crossing the London
basin, which was an island when the Greensand was
deposited, as the accompanying sketch shows, thus
accounting for its absence in the places above men-
tioned.

Section across London Basin, showing Probable Position of Ridge of

Old Rocks.

If the Crossness boring were continued, and the

Greensand were not found, the direction in which this

ridge runs would be ascertained, and thus would be
prevented much fruitless outlay to those contemplating
well-boring ; in addition to which, some important

facts connected with the London water supply would be
made known ; further, it might decide the question

as to the existence of the coal measures beneath London,
at a practicable depth, which, it will be admitted, is

a question of universal interest. L'nder these circum-

stances, surely Government aid ought to be invoked, as

the Board of Works are unwilling to proceed with the

boring on their own responsibility.

UTILISATION OF SEIVAGE
THE British Association Committee on the Treatment

and Utilisalion of Sewage has recpiested us to state

that a number of towns and private individuals have
already sent in or promised subscriptions for defraying

the expenses of the contemplated investigation referred to

in the circular published in N.\ture of the and of

Decemlier, and that a Special Meeting of the Committee
will be held on the 15th of February next to decide what
further steps are to bo taken in furtherance of the object

in view.

The Committee therefore requests that town and
district authorities who have not yet replied to the cir-

cular will at their earliest convenience communicate with

the Committee, and state what sum will be subscribed
;

or, if it be decided not to subscribe, what is the reason

for declining.

Should the total amount subscribed lie insufficient for

adequately continuing the inquiry, it is the intention of

the Committee to return the subscriptions received.

The following Towns and Districts have subscribed, or

signified their disposition to do so :—Stoke-upon-Trent,

Exeter, Plymouth, Devonport, Paisley, Coventry, Oxford

Maidstone, Torquay, Wakefield, Dewsbury, Hereford

West Hartlepool, Kendal, Weymouth, Enfield, Penzance
Balsall Heath, Bromley, Bridport, Malvern, Abingdon
Atherton, Toxteth Park, and Walton-on-the-Hill.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor docs not hold himself responsible for opinions expressed

by Ills Correspondents. No notiee is taken of anonymous
communications .'\

Kant's View of Space

Although I do not fuel myself called upon to modify in

the least what was said in my former letter on this subject, the

three letters which appear to-day in answer to it are too impor-
tant to be left unnoticed.

The case is briefly this: In the "History of Philosophy" I

had to expound Kant's doctrine, and to criticise it, not only
in itself, but in reference to the great question of the origin

of knowledge. In the pages of exposition I unfirmly speak of

Space and Time as fo.ms of Intuition; no language can be
plainer. I also mark the distinction between Sensilulity and
Understanding, as that of Intuition and Thought. After enu-

merating the Categories, I add, "In those Categories Kant finds

the pure forms of the Understanding. They render Thought
possible."

But when, ceasing to expound the system, I had to criticise it,

and especially to consider it in reference to the great question
;

there was no longer any need to adhere to a mode of expression
which would have been obscure and misleading. I therefore

uniformly class Space and Time amoia; the forms of Thoui;ht,

connecting them with the doctrine of Necessary Truths and
Fundamental Ideas, wluLh, accurtling to the a priori school, are

furnisheii ready-made—brought by tlie Miiul as its native dowry,
not evolved in it through Experience.
Now the question is, Have I put language into Kant's mouth

\vhich he would discb.im, or is such language misleading? That
Kant would have said the language was not what he had em-
liloyed, I freely admit ; but that he would have disclaimed it as

misrepresenting his meaning, I deny. I was not bouuil to follow
his language when the task of exposition was at an end ; but
only bound not to translate his opinions into language which
would distort them.

In classing Space and Time amon_i; the Forms of Thought I

classed them M/.A- the Categories of the Understanding and the
Ideas of Reason, i.e., the purely intellectual conditions existing

a priori in the Mind. 'I'he Mind is said by Kant to be endowed
with three faculties—Sensibility, Understanding, and Reason.
The activity of the Mind is threefold -Intuitive Thought, Con-
ceptive or Discursive Thought, anil Regulative Thought. There
could not be an equivoque in my using the word Thought in its

ordinary philosophical acceptation as expressive of all mental
activity whatever, exclusive of mere sensation ; although Kant
assigns a more restricted meaning in his technical use of the
word, i.e., what we call Logic. And that Kant meant nothing
opposed to the ordinary interpretation is obvious. It is obvious
because, as I said in luy former letter. Intuition without Thought
is mere sensuous impression. Mr. Sylvester demurs to this,

so I will show it in a single citation:—"In the transcendental
/Esthetic," says Kant, "we will first isolate Sensibility by
separating from it all that the Understanding through its concepts
thinks therewith, so that nothing but empirical Intuition remains.
Secondly, we will lop off from this empirical Intuition every-
thing relatuig to Sensation {Empfindunf) ; so that thereby
nothing will remain but pure Intuition and the lucre form of
phenomena, which is the one thing that Sensibility can furnish a
prion. Uy this investigation it will appear that there are two
pure forms of sensuous Intuition which are a priori principles of
Cognition." ("Kritik,"§ I. ed. Hartenstein, p. 61).

Mr. Sylvester correctly says, that Intuition and Thought are
not convertible terms. But he is incorrect in assuming that they
differ as potential and actual ; they differ as species and genus

;

therefore whatever is a form of Intuition, though not a form of
Eogic, must be a form of Thought ; unless intuitive Thought be
denied altogether. How little Kant denied it is evident in every
section of his work. In asserting that Space and Time as In-
tuitions belong to the sulijective constitution of the Mind—toi4-

jectiven Beschaffenlieit unseres Geinuths (p. 62)—he expresses this
;

but it is unec|uivocally expressed in the following definition :

—

" A perception, w hen it refers solely to the subject, as a modifi-
cation of its states, is sensation, an objective perception is cogni-

'""','. '!'" " either Intuition or Concept, ' intuitus vel conceptus. '"

("Kritik," p. 294.) Is not thought implied in cognition?
Again :—" The proposition 'I think' is an undetermined empiri-
cal Intuition, i.e.. Perception; consequently, it proves that
Sensation, which belongs to Sensibility, must lie at the

basis of this proposition I do not mean thereby that the
' I ' in the ' I think ' is an empirical representation

(
Vorstel-

liiiif), on the contrary, it \s purely intellectual because it belcngs to

thought III general. But without some emjiirical representation
which would give Thought its material there could be no such
act of Thought as the ' I think ' "

(p. 324, note).

"Man is always thinking, " says Hegel, " even when he has
nothing but intuitions ; denkeiid ist der Mensch iiniiier aiich wenn
er niir anschaiit." (Encyclop. g 24.)

If, because Kant has a restricted use of the term Thought, all

who venture on the more ordinary use are said to misre]>resent

his philosophical meaning, I must call upon those who criticise

this laxity to refrain henceforth from speaking of Reason as

Thought, since Kant no less excluded Reason from the province
of the Undei standing. If "the only forms of thought, in Kant's
sense, are the Categories," this sweeps away Reason on the one
side, as it sweeps away .Sensibility on the other ; and Ideas are

not more correctly named Thoughts than Intuitions are. Kant, it

is true, speaks of the concepts of Reason, and defines an Idea to

be a "Vernunft begriff" (page 294) ; but Kant, equally and in

a hundred places, speaks of the "concept of Space" (Kegriff des
Kaumes). The truth is, as already intimated, that in spite of his

technical restriction of Thought to the formalion of concepts, he
recognised intuitive and regulative Thought no less than dis-

cursive Thought ; nor wouUl his system have had any coherence
without such a recognition. Wliy does he call his work the
" Critik of Pure Reason," unless he intended to display the

common intellectual ground of Sensibility, Understanding, and
Reason ? and does not the word Thought, in ordinary philo-

.so|ihical language mean this activity of the Intellect? When, bv
Sir W. Hamilton, Ur. Whewell, Mr. S|iencer, and myself, the
phrase Forms of Thought is used, does not every reader under-
stand it as meaning Forms of intellectual acti\'ity ?

In conclusion, I affirm that in the oiilinary acceptation of the
term Thought—the activity of the Mind—.Space and Time as

forms of Intuition are forms of Thought, conditions of mental
action ; and to suppose that because Kant's language is different,

his meaning is misrepresented by classing forms of Intuition

among the forms of Thought is to misunderstand Kant's doctrine

and its purpose. George Henrv Lewes
Januaiy 22.

Dk. Ingleuv, I should think, is quite entitled to say not only
that Kant might, but that he would, have disclaimed the phrase
Form of Thought as applied to Space or Time taken simply.
The remark of Mr. Lewes, that " intuition without thought i-.

mere sensuous impression,"— or, as it might have been put, that

|ihenomena of sense (constituted such in the forms of Space and
Time) must further be thought under Categories of Understanding,
before they can be said to be known or to become intellectual

experience—cannot be a sufficient reason for making a Form of
Thought proper out of a F'orni of Intuition.

There is, ne\'crtheless (anti Mr. Lewes does not fail to suggest
it), a sense in which, when taken along with the Categories of
the Understanding, and with or without the Ideas of the Reason,
the Forms of Intuition may be spoken of as Forms of Thought :

Thought being understood, with the same extension that Kant
himself gives to Reason in the title (not the body) of his work,
as equivalent to faculty of Knowledge in general. It is in this

sense that Kant calls all the forms alike, ii priori principles ol

Knowledge ; and the aml.iiguity of the worti Thought is so well
recognised, that the English writers, arraigned by Prof Sylvester,

take no great liberty, when for their purpose, \vhich commoni)-
is the discussion of the general question as to the origin of
Knowleilge, they talk generally of Kant's " Forms of Thought."
If, indeed, any of them ever speaks of Space as a "form of the
Understanding," which was part of the original charge, the case
is very different ; Kant being so careful with his I'erstaiid. But
Mr. Lewes at least would never be caught speaking thus, even
though his main reason for merging Intuition in Thought might
seem to justify this also. G. Ckuo.m Rubkrtso.n

University College, January 22.

Vou will perhaps permit me to make a remark on a controversy
at present going on in your columns. There has seldom, I belie\e,

been a grosser or more misleading perversion of the Critical

Philosophy than ascribing to Kant the view that Space and Time
are in any meaning of the terms "forms of thought." One of
his chief grounds of complaint against Leibnitz is, that the latter
" intellectualised these forms of the sensibility" (Meiklejohn's
Translation of the " Critick," p. 19S) : and lest the import of this
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asseitioii slioukl be mibtaken, he explicitly tells us that " Space
and Time are not merely forms of sensuous intuition, but intui-

tions themselves " (Meiklejohn's Trans., p. 98) : that is, sensuous

intuitions, as he has been just before asserting that all human
intuitions must be. It is precisely on this distinction of pure
sensibility and pure thought that Kant founds the possibility of

Mathematics—a science which could never be derived from a

mere analysis of the concepts employed, but only from the

construction of them in intuition. He ridicules, for e.vample, the

idea of attempting to deduce the proposition, " Two right

lines cannot enclose a space," from the mere concepts or

notions of a straight line and the number two. " All your

endeavours," says he, "are in vain, and you find yourself

compelled to have recourse to intuition, as in fact Geometry
always does." (Meiklejohn, p. 39 : see also his long contrast of

Mathematical and dogmatical methods in the beginning of the
" Methodology.") And not only is Kant's Mathematical theory

founded on this distinction but his Physical theory also, since it

is only by means of pure intuition that he connects pure thought

with sensations (see the "Schematism" and still more the

"General Remark on the System of Principles," Meiklejohn,

pp. 174-7) ; '>"'' when he fails to make out this connection he
regards the Ideas of Pure Reason as possessed of no objective

validity ('I'ranscendental Dialectic). In the first edition of the

''Critick" he went still further, and in his remarks on the Second
Parahigism of Rational Psychology he speaks of "that some-
thing which lies at the basis of external phenomena, which so

affects our sense as to give it the representations of spme, matter,

form, &c." And while he abbreviated his discussion in the

second edition he tells us in his preface that he found nothing to

alter in the views put forward in the previous one.

I might quote whole pages of the "Critick" in proof of these

views, but I ought rather to apologise for writing so much after

the letters which you have already published. I believe the

mistakes as to Kant's doctrine of Space and Time, his refutation

of Idealism, and his discussion of the Antinomies of the Pure
Reason, are almost without a parallel in the History of Philosophy.

Trinity College, Jan. 22 W. H. Stanley Monck

State Aid to Science

I OBSERVE that both in your leading article and in the correspon-

dence upon Mr. Wallace's letter, the soundness of his theory of

taxation seems to be conceded, though you quarrel with his

inference that Science ought not to receive Government aid. But

will his theory hold water for a moment? The theory as I under-

stand it is this :
" No money raised by general taxation ought to

be applied for any purpose which does not directly benefit every-

body." In other words, "It is not fair to take A"s money and
use it for the benefit of B." Why not, if at the same time you
take a proportionate amount of B's money and use it for the

benefit of A? Suppose you tax people who don't want gratuitous

education for themselves, and spend the money on primary

schools. This is expenditure for the direct benefit of one class

only ; and indirect benefits, according to Mr. Wallace, are not to

be taken into account. This, according to the theory, would be an

unfair application of public money. But if at the same time

you apply a proportionate amount of public money for the

benefit of all those who reap no direct good from gratuitous

schools, you exactly redress the injustice ; and, so far as it goes,

expenditure on Science is an expenditure of this character.

If Mr. Wallace's theory were sound, there is no conceivable

ajiplication of public money which it would not condemn. There
is no public expenditure which directly benefits all. Take the

payment of dividends on Consols, which eats up a third of our

revenue. How does an agricultural labourer benefit by this ?

Not directly, certainly, and I am not sure that he does even indi-

rectly. The only indirect good is, that it maintains public credit,

and enables the Government to borrow again and to go to war on

the strength of it. What good does that do to the labourer?

Perhaps it may be said it is the fulfilment of a moral obligation.

But whose moral obligation? Not Hodge the ploughman's. Even
the least exceptionable of all outlay, that on police, is of very

doubtful benefit to those who have nothing to lose. And the

theory, if sound, must go a step further than Mr. Wallace carries

it. If all public expenditure ought to benefit all, it ought by the

same reasoning to benefit each in exact proportion to his contri-

bution, and no system of taxation and expenditure even pretends

to approach this condition.

Obviously Mr. Wallace could not have meant what he said.

He must have meant this: "Public expenditure as a whole

ought to benefit taxpayers in proportion to what they pay."
Put in this way it is a fair doctrine, to which our actual adjust-

ment of taxation and expenditure ought to approximate as
nearly as may be. But this is quite consistent with special
expenditure for the benefit of special classes, provided it is

fiirly balanced by other special expenditure for all other classes.

If, on the whole, men of science are getting more than their share
of the good things going, by all means stop the supply ; if

they are getting less than their share, give them something
more. This is surely fair, and it is an intelligible working
principle. Mr. Wallace's principle has only this to recommend
it, that it would be impossible to find any object which would
justify the levying of a single sixpence from your humble servant
or any other Taxpayer

P. S.— I hope that in discussing Mr. Wallace's argument on
his own grounds, I shall not be supposed to agree with him that
the direct and immediate benefit is the only thing to be looked
to. If a man or a class gets a benefit, it does not lose its

value by coming indirectly. And, as a matter of fact, expen-
diture on Science does, as you and others have sufficiently

pointed out, confer indirect benefits on the non-scientific classes,

incomparably beyond any little direct advantage to the scientific

students whose work is promoted by it.

Use of the word "Correlation"

I OUSERVE in your last number you adopt the phrase of Mr.
Barrett, " Correlation of colour and music." Will you and Mr.
Barrett pardon a criticism on the application of the word "corre-
lation?"

I believe I was the first who ever used the word at all as an
English word, though the words "correlate," "correlative," &c.,

are to be found in Johnson. At all events, I stretched the mean-
ing, and apologised for so doing in my essay on the " Correlation

of Physical Forces." Wherever the word " correlative" was used
to express a mutual and inseparable relation of two ideas, such
as parent and offspring, height and depth, &c. . I ventured, for

want of a better term, to apply it, and the new substantive " cor-

relation " to reciprocal relations of phenomena, such as heat and
electricity, electricity and magnetism, &c.—not then (1842) sup-

posed, except by me, to be relations of necessity, and not even
now supposed to be inseparable in idea.

The application of the word has latterly been much extended,

and we hear of correlation of growth, correlation of diseases,

correlation of sciences, iS:c. I rather regret this ; there is nothing
of greater importance, especially for works on physical science,

than accuracy, as far as may be, in the use of words : perfect

accuracy is impossible.

Mr. Barrett has, I think, extended the import of the word
beyond reasonable limits. There is no correlation between colour
and music, further than there is a correlation between anything and
everything. The word "analogy," used also by Mr. Barrett, is,

in my humble judgment, far more accurate as apjilied to the

classes of phenomena he treats of I hope he will excuse a

"parent" when complaining of ill-treatment to his "offspring,"

although the offspring may have had a little congenital deformity.

JaniK\iy 22 W. R. Gro\"E
Rainbow Colours

I .\M reminded by Mr. Grove's statement at \>. 314 (that he has
seen three repetitions of the spectrum within the ]:)rimary) of a

splendid rainbow, which I saw at the P'alls of ihe Handeck, near
Meyringen, last summer.
The sun was very bright, about midday, and looking down at

the Fall there ap-q^eared the most beautiful rainbow 1 ever saw.

The colours were intense, probably from the sj^ray being in

fine drops ; and I observed between the jiriniary and secondary,

i.e. between the two violets, a band of ':i fine rieh In-i^un eo/onr.

I have often observed when rainbows are bright, that there

is a dark band of a neutral tint between the two. This effect

was shown very beautifully in a drawing by Mr. Alfred W. Hunt,
exhibited at the Water Colour Society two or three years ago.

He appears to have seen the same effect, but I had never seen

the rich brown colour before. It was no eftect of background,
for when I varied my position the brown moved with the bows.

I have also often seen four or five, what may be called ter-

tiary bows, inside the primary. They are grouped together as

it were, and form a band of alternate red and green, becoming
fainter as they recede from the primary. They appear to be a
repetition of the primary in which the red and green are the

most prominent colours.

Gateshead, January 23 R. S. Newai.l
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Cuckows' Eggs

Will you kindly allow me space to thank Prof. Newton for

the trouble he has taken in replying to my inquiries, although

1 must confess I am still unconvinced ?

My omission of the name of the eminent oologist in my last

letter was entirely accidental, for I had no purpose in concealing

it, but rather the reverse. My quotation was from a letter of

Mr. Hewitson's, in the TvV/^/ of M arch 17, 1S68.

Ml'. Newton mentions the eggs of the Black Cap Warbler and
the Tree Pipit, as some indication of the e.xistence of a condition

which I doubted in my si.xth question. I have not found the

^gg^ of 'he Black Cap vary more than this, that in some the

ground colour was of a warmer tone than in oth( rs. Tire eggs
of the Tree Pipit, I freely admit, do vary greatly, but their varia-

tions are all confined to different shades of nearly the uiiiic

colour—viz., purple; ranging from purplish red on the one .side,

to bluish purple on the otiier, but these variations have, never-

theless, so much similitude that there is no difficulty in at once
recognising them.

.Mr. Newton says :
" If the eggs in question were not cuckows',

what birds laid them ? " My reply is, simply, that they were laid

by the birds in wlrose nests they w'ere found. It seems to me far

more likely that an egg laid by a certain bird should vary slightly

from the rest of her eggs in the same nest, than that another
species should lay eggs varying to the extent mentioned by Dr.
Baldamus—viz., from vinous red to greenish blue, olive green,

plain brown, &c. , or even pure white, or light blue green, men-
tioned by Degland and Gerbe, as quoted by Mr. Newton.

Mr. Newton will excuse me for saying that I did not refer to

the German authors mentioned by him in the footnote to his

letter, excepting %\'here quoted by Dr. Baldamus, for unfortu-

nately I do not possess a knowledge of the German language,
and am therefore unacquainted with their w ritings.

The doubts I have expressed, and still feel, have nothing per-
sonal in them, but only apply to the theor\' and the evidence on
which it is supported. It does seem to me singular that these

extreme variations of colour in the eggs of the cuckoo should only
have been remarked in Germany. They do not appear to have
been observed in Britain. Mr. Nekton does not say he has
foimd them himself, and admits that the evidence on which these

German eggs are pronounced cuckoos' might have been more
satisfactory. Mr. Hewilson says "few eggs differ less," and
Mr. Dawson Rowley has remarked, in a letter to the Field, " I

believe few men have taken with their own hands so many eggs
of cKculus caiioius as myself ;

" and yet his experience dues not
confirm the theory, but the contrary.

I cannot help feeling that we still want more positive informa-
tion on this point. Were all the varied eggs alleged to be
cuckoos' really laid by that bird ? I can easily conceive an en-

thusiastic naturalist, with a favourite theory to maintain, imagine
when he takes out of the nest of the hedge-sparrow, or tree

pipit, an egg rather larger than the rest, but marked and
coloured in a similar manner, that it is that of the cuckoo. I

hold, however, that nothing less than positive proof that it was
deposited by a cuckoo «'ill suffice. I admit this may be difficult

to obtain, but it is not the less necessary. A dogma like the
one in question must be based on evidence that is not only un-
impeachable, but above suspicion, and this I think the advocates
of the theory have not yet furnished.

May I ask you to be good enough to allow my orthography
of the word "cuckoo" to remain? With all deference to so
high an authority as Prof Newton, I prefer and always use the
common mode of spelling the \\ord to the one adopted by him,
as better representing the call-note, from which the name is

derived. W. J. Sterl.\nd
January 17

Dr. Livingstone's Discoveries

In the conclusion of a letter which has lately ajipeared in your
journal on the subject of Dr. Livingstone's recent letters, Dr.
Beke gives the opinion that the river and lake chain which forms
the main part of the great traveller's latest discoveries, is the
head stream of the Nile. Though I am imwilling to differ from
such an autliority as Dr. Beke, yet there appear to me to be
considerable dilTiculties in the way of his conclusions,

Will you allow me to show how it seems equally, if not more
probable, that Dr. Livingstone, whilst he has ascertained the
sources of the Nile, has also the merit of being the discoverer of
the head streams of one of the great rivers which flow to the
Atlantic, perhaps of the Congo. The Chambeze, the head stream

of the lake chain in question, has its rise somewhere in the
eastern part of the great plateau or ridge which skirts the whole
side of Africa, next the Indian Ocean. Dr. Livingstone crossed
it in lat. 10° 34' south ; from this it flows first westwards to

Lake Bangweolo, then north to Lake Moero. The position of
Lake Moero can only be determined as yet by leference to that

of Lunda, the capital of the kingdom of the Cazembe, twelve
miles beyond which town the lake is said to begin. Portuguese
travellers are the only Europeans who are known to have pre-

viously visited this town, and the two routes from which we can
assign it a i^osition on the map, are those of Dr. Lacerda in

179S, and of Major Monteiro in 1831. These two travellers, with
their escorts, have passed over almost the same route from I'ete on
the Zambesi to the Cazembe. From the former traveller there

remain two astronomically fixed positions in the middle of this

route, and the latter has published a volume which contains the

distances and directions of his journey, but no astronomical
positions. The route of Monteiro then, justified by the now
ascertained position of Tete at the beginning, and by the positions

formerly determined by Lacerda for its middle course, gives the

place of the Cazembe tOA\n of Lunda, at its termination, in lat.

S" 40' S., Ion. 28° id E.

Dr. Livingstone describes Lake Moero as beginning t\\'elve

miles below this position and extending for fifty miles to north-

ward. Since he [iroceeded north from Cazembe town along the

eastern shore of Lake Moero, in his attempt to reach Ujiji in the

end of 1S67, the great bulk of this lake must lie to westward of

the meridian of Lunda. The centre of Moero would then be in

the latitude of the south end of Tanganyika, and at about 120
miles to westward of its longitude. Dr. Livingstone has seen

the river at its outflow from this lake and also at tlie point where
it emerged from the "crack in the mountains of Rua, " when,
according to his own observation, the river turned to jiorth-iiorlli-

'i'est to form lUenge, a third lake or marsh in the country west

of Tanganyika.
This north-north-westerly direction would carry this river quite

out of the line of Tanganyika or of the Alhert Nyanza; besides,

both of these lakes appear to be closed in on the western side

by high mountains.
The levels of the river also appear to present a great obstacle

to its joining the Nile lakes.

Leaving the Valley of the Loangwa, Dr. Livingstone tells us

that he ascended to a great plateau which extends for 350 miles

stjuare, southward of Tanganyika. This table-land is at an ele-

vation of from 3,000 to 6,000 feet above the sea. The valley of

the Chambeze crosses this jslateau from east to west, and the
river descends from it into the great valley of the Lakes Bang-
weolo and Moero, not far west from the point where it was
crossed by Dr. Livingstone. The valley of the Chambeze is no
doubt one of the greatest hollows in this plateau, and so the

bed of the river here may be taken to be at the lowest general
height of the plateau given by Dr. Livingstone— that is, 3,000
feet, or 200 feet above the Tanganyika. From the jioint at

which the Chambeze was crossed, its course is for perhaps 200
miles westward to Lake Bangweolo, and in this part of its flow

from the plateau to the valley the fall of the river must be con-
siderable. Between Bangweolo and Moero the course of per-

haps 120 miles to northward seems to be through a more level

part of the valley. Still, here there must be another descent to

Lake Moero. According to the Portuguese traveller, Monteiro,
the kingdom of the Cazembe extends on the east and north-east to

the land of the Auembas, apparently the same as the Luwemba
of Burton and S])eke on the south-east of Tanganyika. His
country is described as low and flat, and this would seem to be
confirmed by the absence of current in the marshy rivers visited

by the Portuguese to the east of Cazembe's town, and also by the

Lake Liemba of Dr. Livingstone, which he has found to be the
termination of a long river-like arm of Tanganyika, stretching

south-south-east to the north edge of the before-mentioned pla-

teau. Lake Moero, then, cannot be above the level of Tangan-
yika, else its outflow would surely be over this level countiy,

and not through the mountains to northward. From Lake
Moero the river flows on through a " rent in the Mountains of

Rua." In passing through this gorge, it appears certain that

the river must have a further and rapid descent, lowering its bed
still more beneath the level of Tanganyika.

In his letter of 30th May, 1869, from Ujiji, which has the
brevity of a telegram. Dr. Livingstone says :

**
'i'anganyika, Nyige

Chowamlje (Baker's) are one water, and the head of it is 300
miles to south of this. The western and central lines of drainage
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converge into an unvisited lake west or south-west of this." If

the expression " one water" here means that these two lalies are

united by an extension of one into tlie other, and not by a river,

then it is evident that the river and lake chain under considera-

tion can never tlow up to join eillier of them after having passed

down tlirough the rent in the Mountains of Uua ; if it means
that these lakes are joined together by a river, still the small

difference in height between that computed for Lake Tangan-
yika by Mr. Finlay, of 2,800 feet (afterwards so curiously con-

firmed by Livingstone's height of Lake Liemba), and that found
for the Albert Nyanza by Uaker, would not give a sufficient low-

ness to the latter lake to allow this river to flow down to it

through the five degrees of latitude which separate its outfall

from the Mountains of Rua, from the southern end of the Albert
Lake. Dr. Livingstone's statement in his letter above quoted

from Ujiji, that the head waters of the Tanganyika and Albert

Lakes are 300 miles south of that place, is not at all opposed to

the view that the Chambeze River and its lake chain may join

the Congo, for the streams which flow into his Lake Liemba
may rise at this distance from Ujiji. In this case the sources of

the Nile wouUl be side by side with those of the Congo ; and the

man who has the claim to be called the gi'ealest explorer that

tile world has ever known, has the double honoiu' of having
solved the two greatest of .\frican problems.

74, Strand, W.C. Keith Johnston, Jun.

Physical Meteorology

Assuming with your correspondent that there is an ascending

current in the heart of a cyclone, no doubt latent heat will play

its part. 1 presume, however, your cones]jondent does not

imagine that air is ever actually heated by such means to

370° F-

Suppose, for instance, that two cubic feet of saturated air,

both at thirty inches jiressure, but one at the temperature 32° F.

and the other at the tenijierature 90^ F., become mixed.

The cubic foot at 32^ F. will contain 2*37 grains of vapour,

that at 90^ Y . 14*50 grains. Hence, after mixture the average

weight of vapour in unit of volume will be 8
'43 grains. This

would saturate a temperature = 71
7° !. But this is greater

llian the mean between the two temperatures or 6l° F. There
will, therefore, be hardly enough heat to keep the mixture at

7i°7 F'. and prevent deposition.

On the other hand, we cannot imagine the temperature of the

mixture to fall as low as 61' F.

The temperature of the mixture will therefore, I presume, be
greater than 61" and less than 71 '7".

B. Stewai^it

Veined Structure in Ice

Few men have had better opportunities of examining glacial

jihenomena than Mr. Whymper, and his explanation of the veined

structure is certainly an ingenious one. I venture, howe\'er, to

doubt whether it can be regarded as generally satisfactory,

although, possibly, it might explain some isolated cases.

The following, which, so far as my experience goes, are com-
mon facts in glaciers, appear to me ditficult to reconcile with his

explanation.

{!.) One common case in which the veined structure becomes
conspicuous is after the glacier has been pressed into a narrower

channel than has been occupied by its nivt'. The structure

] 'lanes are then roughly parallel to the sides of the channel. Dr.

'I'yndall has pointed this out in his " Glaciers of the Alps, " p.

387, and I have frequently observed the same thing myself

Three instances occur to me at this moment ; one on the Ciorner

Cdacier, under the Gomer Grat ; another in the middle part of

the Glacier de la Pilatte (Dauphine); a third on the upper part

of the Mer de Glace. Did I search through my note-book I

have no doubt I could find plenty more. If now, say in the

second examjile, the veined structure was due to the crevasses in

the ice fall below the Col du Sele, surely its planes would hardly

be twisted through a right angle in the comparatively short dis-

tance intervening between the ice fall and the rocky spur from

the Crete des Bceufs Rouges which causes the " nip." Moreover,

if the planes have been turned by the unequal motion of the

centre and sides of the ice stream, ought we to find them so uni-

form in direction as they now are, often extending with a very

general parallelism over the greater part of the glacier?

(2.) If the veined structure is the result of healed crevasses,

how are we to explain the great number of these plates of different

coloured ice on glaciers which are not remarkable for very nume-

rous crevasses. For example, on the Roseg Glacier, near Pon-
tresina, these plates of blue and white ice alternate with each
other for at least several hundred yards as you walk up the

glacier, and are commonly only an inch or so thick. I liave in

my notebook a diagram of a piece to exhibit the weathering of

the two kinds of ice, in which are shown five plates, three blue
and two white. One of the former is about an inch thick, and
all the rest are thinner. Each of the white is about half an inch,

aufl I remember that this was a fair sample of most of the ice

near. If, then, the crevasses, from whose healing this platy
structure has resulted, were formed simultaneously or in close

succession, how are we to explain the thinness of the white
portion, its layers being, if anything, thinner than the blue?
Crevasses are not usually so near together as this, and if they
were not thus formed is it probable that the plates would be so

produced as to be, for about as far as one could trace them,
parallel one to another, so accurately that my diagiam looks like

a bit from a cliff of midland lias '{

Cambridge, Jan, 7 T. Ci. liJNNEY

Personal Equation of Astronomical Observers

In the number for Novemlier iS, 1869, ofN.\TURE, "J." asks
if an experiment has hitherto been tried to ascertain the value of

the personal equation of astronomical observers. The fact is,

that it has been tried in different manners, as by Mr. Wolf in

Paris, and Mr. Ilirsch in Neuchatel, but first of all by Dr. I'.

Kaiser, Astronomical Professor, and Director of the Observatory
of Leiden. The apparatus of Prof Kaiser was first constructed

in 1851, but was afterwards higldy improveil, so that it is

fitted equally well for observations with or without the

chronograpli.

A description of the method and apparatus of M. Kaiser is to

be found in the '* Archives Neerlandaises des ..Sciences exactes et

Naturelles, "vol. i. p. 194, and of the improved oire in the reports

and communications of the Royal Academy of Science of the

Netherlands (\'erslagen en metledeelingen tier Koninklijke
Academic van Wetenschappen), .Second .Series, vol. ii. ; the

former is written in French, and titled :
" Sur la determination

absolue de I'erreur personelle dans les observations astrono-

miques ;" the latter, in German :
" L^ebereinen neuen Apparat zur

absoluten Bestimmung von personlichen Fehlern bei astro-

nomischen Beobachtungen.

"

H. A'oN de St.mjt, Ph.D.
Arnheim, Netherlands, January 3

Anatomical Lectures to Female Medical Students

I II.WE great pleasure in hearing that the Professors of

Anatomy in .Scotland have not all foigotten that women ought
to be treatetl with some degree of chivahy.

Professor Struthers, of Aberdeen, and Professor Bell, of .St.

Andrews, hearing that the five ladies who are studying at the

Edinburgh University are excluded from the opportunity of

studying anatomy there, have severally offered their services as

instructors. Many a lady will rejoice that the numbers of those

willing and ready to hel]> in the good cause of fuller knowledge
for women are increasetl by two pi'ofessors, who have bravely

come forward with much moral courage and chivalrous feeling.

Edinburgh, Jan. 22. A Non-medical Woman-

NOTES
The Physical Section of the Academy of .Sciences at their

last meeting recommended Professor Kirchhoff, of Heidelberg,

to fill the place of correspondent of the section, vacant by the

death of Principal Forbes. The other candidates were MM.
Angstrom, Billet, Dove, Grove, Henry (of Philadelphia), Jacobi,

Joule, Lloyd (of Dublin), Riess, Stokes, Tyndall, Volpicelli, and

Sir William Thomson.

In our statement last week that "the Senate of London Uni-

versity has proposed to establish aFaculty of Science, " "London
University" should have been " University College, London ;" the

fact being that the Senate of the University of London—in ad-

vance of every other university of the kingdom—established a

Faculty of Science ten years ago ; constituting, at the suggestion,

and with the advantage of the advice, of the ablest men of science

in this country, a scheme for graduation in science, W'hich has

continued in efficient operation from that time to the present.

And we may add that in the new building of the University the
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four Faculties—Arts, Sciences, Law, and Medicine—are typified

by the four sitting statues over tlie portico, representing Milton,

Newton, Benthani, and Harvey.

We are liajipy to be able to announce that the council of the

Chemical Society has decided to have a report of their proceed-

Kw"'!, and an abstract of the papers read before the society drawn

up immediately after its meetings, and to offer copies of this

report to the editors of journals who may be likely to wish to

publish it. The days when the newest results of science were

regarded as something secret —or, at .all events, of no concern to

the ordinary man of education—are gone by, we trust, for ever.

It may now be confidently expected that the example of the

Chemical Society in thus seeking a wide publicity for the reports

of their proceedings will Ije followed by those societies—such as

the Linnean and the Astronomical—which have not offered

hitherto such facilities to thosewho endeavour to inform the general

scientific public and the \\'orkl of letters of the latest researches

in science.

We learn from the fifth annual report of the Sanitary Com-

missioner with the Government of India, just received, tliat the

first scientific report on the inquiry into epidemic cholera in India,

the instructions for which «'ere prepared by the Army Sanitary

Commission, has been presented. The reporters state that they

have been making ''careful and systematic e.vamiiiations of

cholera e.vcreta, and the changes taking place in them during

decomposition as compared ^^•ith healthy excreta, and the

changes occurring in them as well as in other fluids and solids

during the same process. These changes have been studied as

occurring under various circumstances, associated with various

substrata and media. In addition to the above experiments,

others on the effects of cholera excreta on growing rice plants

have been entered upon. Careful daily observations have been

made, and notes and camera luciJa drawings of all the clianges

observed to occur have been accumulated. As far as the obser-

vations have as yet gone, they have not been confirmatory of

those of Hallier. For, though fungi have frequently appeared

on choleraic materials, yet—(I) several species have appeared;

{2) the same species have occurred in abundance on other sub-

strata in like circumstances
; (3) the species observed have not

belonged to the cholera series of Hallier. As yet, however, it

would be premature to draw any definite conclusions in the

matter, as any series of observations on such points is beset with

innumerable difficulties and fallacies, necessitating careful and

frequent repetition of each experiment before coming to a final

decision as to the value of its results." Observations are being

conducted at various stations to ascertain whether Pettenkofer's

theory of the relation of cholera to subsoil water level is borne

out in India.

The Boston Society of Natural History, at its last meeting,

passed the following vote :

—

" That the net proceeds of tlie celebration of the centennial

anniversary of the birth of Humboldt, together with the money

received from the sale of Prof Agassiz's Address, previous to

Jan. I, 1S70, and the money subscribed at the solicitation of the

society's committee, be given to the trustees of the Museum of

Comparative Zoology at Harvard College, in trust, for the esta-

lilishment of an endowment, under the title of the Humboldt

Scholarship, the income of which is to be solely applied, under

the direction of the Faculty, toward the maintenance of one or

more young and needy persons engaged in study at said

museum."

The subject of the Ravizza prize of a thousand lire for 1S70

is, the effect which emigration to foreign countries and removal

to cities produce on the population of agricultural districts.

Manuscripts are to be marked with a motto, and accompanied

by a sealed letter containing the author's name. They must be

written in Italian, addressed PiesiJenza del Rcgio Liav, Cisan,

Beccaria, Milan, and delivered not later than the last day of

December next.

A MO.NTHLY Journal, devoted to social and sanitary economy,

is advertised to appear on the ist proximo, under the title of the

Food Jotii-nal. Judging by the names included in the published

list of contributors, we may confidently expect that the important

subjects to be dealt with in this periodical will be treated of with

ability, and in accordance with the most recent results of scien-

tific research.

That interesting and useful periodical the American

Naturalist, which is devoted to the popularisation of Natural

History, commences a new volume in March next. The first

article in the volume will be an illustrated paper by Mr. E.

G. Squier, the eminent arclia;ologist, on the Ancient Megallthic

Monuments of Peru compared with those in other parts of the

world. The second article will be on Sponges, by Prof. Leidy,

of Philadelphia.

We have received from the Mannheim Association for Natural

.Science the annual report published in F'ebruary of last year, and

giving an account of the society's operations during the year

186S-9. The usefulness of the Association appears to have been

somewhat limited by the want of funds. To the same cause

must doubtless be ascribed the fact that the only papers published

with the report before us are on the meteorology of Mannheim.

We are glad, however, to learn from the Secretary that the

volume for 1870 will shortly appear, and that it is to contain

several interesting astronomical, meteorological, and botanical

communications.

M. DuMERiL, Member of the Institute and Professor at the

Jardin des Plantes, commenced on the 15th inst. at the Museum
of Natural History, a course of lectures on the general history

of reptiles, batrachians, and fish.

Mr. Dyer, of Cirencester College, has been appointed by

Earl De Grey to the Professorship of Botany in the Royal

College of Science, Dublin.

It was some time since announced that the prize offeied by

Lieut. -Colonel Scott, R.E., the secretary of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, for an essay on the Principles of Floral Criti-

cism, would bo awarded on January 19th. It is now stated

that the award will not lie made till Wednesday, May 4th, 1870.

We note the appearance of a new edition of the very handy

geological map of Germany, France, England, and the neigh-

bouring countries, originally drawn up by Von Dechen in 1S39.

It will be found very useful to any continental tourists who have

some geological knowledge, and who care to take an intelligent

survey of the countries they travel through. Copies may be

obtained of Messrs. Nutt, 270, Strand. The scale is 1:2,500,000.

A Committee has been formed at Liverpool for the purpose

of establishing a Zoological Society. It is hoped that the corpora-

tion will grant a site for the society's garden in one of the public

parks.

Melhourn'e has recently acquired a fresh utility and ornament

in the sliape of a turret-clock, the first manufactured in the

colony, which for perfection of work and peculiarities of con-

struction challenges the admiration of all horologists. The dials,

six feet in diameter, consisting of frames of cast-iron—the rings,

figures, and minute marks (eight iuches long and one broad) all

formed in one casting—are eighty feet from the level of Bourke

Street. The weight is about 120 pounds, suspended on a barrel

seventeen iuches long ami ten inches in diameter, revolving

twenty-nine times a week, giving a downfall of about seventy

feet. The pendulum swings once in two seconds, and consists of

a dry and varnished pine rod fifteen feet six inches long, with a

cylinder of lead weighing 320 pounds. As it was thought

desirable to make the hands move by easily seen imjiulscs every
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lialf-minute, so as to ascertain the time to a second, a special

arrangement, called a spring remoiitoirt, has been added, by

means of which the wheels of the clock are detained for thirty

seconds and escape at the half-minute, allowing the weight to

nio\e the hands over half a minute's space, and wind up a small

dock-spring in the spindle, which revolves in two minutes. This

keeps the pendulum and the escapement going while tire rest of

ihe works are held back. The following is a technical descrip-

tion of this reiiwntoii-i

:

—"The wheel in the spindle, whicli

revolves once in five minutes, drives a second pinion with eight

teeth, the spindle of which projects through the back of tire

clock frame, and carries a little cylinder with two notches at the

end, one broad and shallow, the other narrow and deep. At the

end of the remoittoire arms are two steel projections, one of

which passes through the broad notch and the other through the

narrow one. As the two-minute spindle revolves, with the

notched cylinder, it brings a notch in a right |)osition to let one

ijf tlie arm projections through every lialf-minute, allowing the

irain to move the hands, and wintl up tlie small spring. To
cl'fect this the pinion with sixteen leaves is loose on the two-

uiinute spindle, and is only attached to one end of the spring.

The clock is also supplied with Denison's double three-legged

gravity escapement.

The Mount Washington Railway, which ascends the White

Mountains, Xew Hampshire, U..S., is about three miles in length,

the average gradient being a little more than I in 4j which is in-

creased in some places to the extraordinary extent of i in 3. The

engine draws itself up the line by means of a "pinion," which

works into a strong "rack" fixed between the rails, and the

ascent of three miles is completetl in about one hour.

M. MoHX, Director of the Observatory of Christiania, has

recently surveyed the hcvc field of Fostedalsbroen, which

occupies 750 square kilometres. He finds that it feeds twenty-

two glaciers of the first order and more than 200 smaller ones.

The nhv is seventy kilometres from the sea.

Messrs. Bell .\xn D.\LUV have just issued the first part of

a work bearing the title "Natural Phenomena and Chronology

of the Seasons," and containing a chronological register of the

remarkable frosts, droughts, thunderstorms, gales, floods,

earthquakes, &c. which have occurred in the British Isles since

A.L). 220. The author, Mr. E. J. Lowe, F.R.S., the well-

known meteorologist, wishes it to be understood that his chief

object in publishing what is confessedly a very imperfect record

is to call attention to the subject, and elicit further information

for a more extensive work, embracing the more remarkable

natural phenomena of foreign countries. The compilation of a

catalogue of this nature, if it is to be of any real benefit to

science, involves an enormous amount of labour and much
critical skill. The original authorities for the phenomena

recorded should, in each case, be referred to so precisely that

the quotations may be readily verified. It is hardly satisfactory

to see the Preston Herald quoted in support of the assertion

that 1,500 houses were unroofed and destroyed in London, in

the year 944.

Mr. John H. Martin, secretaiy to the Maidstone and Mid-

Kent Natural History Society, has just brought out the first

number of a new publication, " Microscopic Objects figured and

described," containing t6 wood-cuts and short descriptions of

vegetable objects, from the yeast-plant to the spiral-vascular

tissue from garden rhubarb. The work is intended, when com-

plete, to contain about 200 figures, all of them original, to be

issued in monthly numbers. It is proposed to commence with

the primary forms of vegetable life, and to proceed onwards

through the tissues to the woody structures of the Exogens and

Endogens, next descending to the Acrogens, and so passing to

the extreme limits of vegetable life, as the Dcsmidiie, iS;c., thence

to the lower forms of animal life, the Infusoria, and on through

the Kadiata to the Insects, which will be drawn and described in

their various orders, and the minute organs figured separately.

The Arehitect states that Lieutenant Cole, R. A., and three

sappers, sent out by the Secretary of State for India to take casts

of the Sanchi Tope, have arrived in Calcutta. For the benefit

of those of our readers who have not had the privilege of seeing

Mr. Fergusson's magnificent work " On Tree and Serpent

Worship," we may mention that the .Sanchi Tope, a monument

of very high antiquity, is surrounded by walls and gateways

(Covered with elaborate sculptured- decorations of the greatest

interest to the student of the early history of the human
race.

The Field of Saturday last contains some interesting notes on

special agricultural training-schools in France, Germany, and

Switzerland. At Riitte in the Canton of Berne, aird at Santhoven

in Bavaria, particular attention is given to the theory and practice

of dairy operations, and the general treatment of cow stock.

The school of Lezardeau, on the estate of Count Conedic, in the

Department of Finisterre, offers special facilities for the study of

draining and irrigation. In this school there is a technical library,

a museum, a collection of meteorological instruments, a laboratory,

and tools of all descriptions. The general course of study

includes elementary mechanics, agricultural chemistry and botany,

the pruning and grafting of fruit-trees, the making of roads, and

other practical knowledge. At Gtirtz, in Austria, is a special

institution for silkworm culture, supporting a journal exclusively

devoted to that branch of industry. The Atkenaiim states that

the Ottoman Government is giving its support to a project of

M. Netter, of Constantinople, to found an agricultural school fi)r

Jews in Palestine.

We have been requested to notify that the following premiums

have been placed at the disposal of the Council of the Society

for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,

for the term of seven years, by M. Septimus Piesse :— i.

A premium of £^, for one pound of Otto of Bergamot, of

the \'alue of 16^. or more in the London market, being the pro-

duce of plants (Citrus bergamia) grown in Australia, New
Zealand, Natal, any of the British West India Islands, or any

other British Colony or Dependency. 2. A premium of £$, for

one ounce of Otto of Roses, of the value of 20j-. or more in the

London market, being the produce of any variety of roses gi-own

together in one plantation in Australia, New Zealand, Natal,

any of the British West India Islands, or any other British

Colony or Dependency. 3. A premium of^^io, for a canister of

En^o^^ered Butter or Fat, so scented with any kind or sort of

flower, either by infusion or enfleurage, or by means of these

processes jointly, of the weight of 3 lbs. or more, and of the

value of 6s. per lb. in London. The said butter or fat to be

enflowered or infused with flowers grown for the purpose

in Australia, New Zealand, Natal, any of the British West

India Islands, or any other British Colony or Dependency.

ON HAZE AND DUST
COLAR light in passing through a dark room reveals its track
'^ by illuminating the dust floating in the air. "The sun,"

says Daniel Culverwell, "discovers atonies, though they be

invisible by candle-light, and makes them dance naked in his

beams."
In my researches on the decomposition of vapours by light, I

was compelled to remove these " atomes " and this dust. It was

essential that the space containing the vapours should embrace no

visible thing ; that no substance capable of scattering the light

in the slightest sensible degree should, at the outset of an experi-

ment, be found in the "experimental tube" traversed by the

luminous beam.
For a long time I was troubled by the appearance there of

floating dust, which, though invisible in difitise daylight, was at

I
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once revealed by a powerfully condensed beam. Two tubes were

placed in succession in the path of the dust : the one containing

fragments of glass wetted with concentrated sulphuric acid ; the

other, fragments of marble wetted with a strong solution of

caustic potash. To my astonishment it passed through both.

The air of the Royal Institution, sent through these tubes at a

rate sufficiently slow to dry it and to remove its carbonic acid,

carried into the experimental tube a considerable amount of

mechanically-suspended matter, which was illuminated when the

beam parsed through the tube. The effect was substantially the

same when the air was permitted to bubble through the liquid

acid and through the solution of potash.

Thus, on the 5th of October, 1 868, successive charges of air

\\'cre admitted through the ]50tash and sulphuric acid into the

exhausted experimental tube. Prior to the admission of the air

the tube was opt'wtdly empty ; it contained nothing competent to

scatter the light. After the air had entered the tube, the conical

track of the electric beam was in all cases clearly revealed. This
indeed was a daily obsei"vation at the time to which I now refer.

I tried to intercept this floating matter in various ways ; and
on the day just mentioned, prior to sending the air through the

drying apparatus, I carefully permitted it to pass over the tip of

a spirit-lamp flame. The floating matter no longer appeared,
having been burnt up by the flame. It Avas therefore ovi^ank

matter. When the air was sent too rapidly through the flame, a

fine blue cloud was found in the experimental tube. This was
the smoke of the organic particles. I ^vas by no means prepared
for this result ; for I had thought, with the rest of the world,

that the dust of our air was, in great part, inorganic and non-
combustible.

Mr. Valentin had the kindness to procure for me a small gas-

furnace, containing a platinum tube, which could be heated to

^ivid redness. Tlie tube also contained a roll of platinum gauze,
^\ hich, while it permitted the air to pass through it, ensured the
jiractical contact of the dust with the incandescent metal. The
air of the laboratory was permitted to enter the experimental
tube, sometimes through the cold, and sometimes through the
heated tube of ])latinum. The rapidity of admission was also

varied. In the first column of the following table the quantity
of air operated on is expressed by the number of inches which
the mercury gauge of the air-pump sank wdien the air entered.

In the second column the condition of the platinum tube is

mentioned, and in the third the state of the air which entered
the experimental tube.

Quantity of Air. St.ite of Platinum Tube. State of Expcriment.il Tiilje.

15 inches . . . Cold . . . Full of particles.

15

15

15

15

Red-hot
Cold
Red-hot
Cold
Red-hot

Optically empty.
Full of particles.

Optically empty.
Fidl of particles.

Optically empty.

The phrase " optically empty " shows that when the condi-
tions of perfect combustion were present, the floating matter
totally disappeared. It was wdioUy burnt up, leaving not a trace

of residue. From spectrum analysis, however, we know that
soda floats in the air ; these organic dust particles are, I believe,

t!ie rafts that support it, and when they are removed it sinks and
vanishes.

When the passage of the air was so rapid as to render imper-
fect the combustion of the floating matter, instead of optical

emptiness a fine blue cloud made its appearance in the experi-
mental tube. The following series of results illustrate this

point :

—

ri.itinum Tube.

Cold . .

Red-hot

Qnanlily.

15 inches, slow

15 ..

15 ,, quick

Experimcnt.'il Tube.
Full of particles.

Optically empty.
A blue cloud.

A fine blue cloud.Intensely hot

The optical character of these clouds was totally difTcrent from
that of tlie dust Ailnch produced them. At right angles to the
illuminating beam they discharged perfectly polarised light. The
cloud coidd be utterly quenched by a transparent Nicol's prism,
and the tube containing it reduced to optical emptiness.
The particles floating in the air of London being thus proved

to be organic, I sought to burn them up at the focus of a conca\-e
reflector. One of the powerfully convergent mirrors employed
in my experiments on combustion by dark rays was here made
use of, but I failed in the attempt. Doubtless the floating par-
ticles are in part transparent to r.-i.diant heat, and are so far incom-

bustible by such heat. Their rapid motion through the focus

also aids their escape. They do not linger there sulficiently long

to be consumed. A flame it was e\ident \\'ould burn them up,

but I thought the presence of the flame ^\uldd mask its own
action among the particles.

In a cylindrical beam, which powerfully illuminated the dust

of the laboratory, was placed an ignited spirit-lamp. Mingling
with the flame, and round its rim, were seen wreaths of darkness
resembling an intensely black smoke. On lowering the flame
below the beam the same dark triasses stormed upwards. They
were at times blacker than the blackest smoke that I have e\-er

seen issuing from the funnel of a steamer, and their resemblance
to smoke was so perfect as to lead the most practised observer to

conclude that the apparently pure flame of the alcohol lamp
required but a beam of suflicieut intensity to reveal its clouds of

liberated carbon.

But is the l.ilackness smoke? The question presented itself in

a moment. A red-hot poker was placed underneath the beam,
and from it the black wreaths also asceniled. A large hydro-
gen flame was next employed, and it produced those whirling
masses of darkness far more copiously than either the spirit-

flame or poker. Smoke was therefore out of the question.

What, then, was the blackness ? It was simply that of stellar

space ; that is to say, blackness resulting from the absence from
the track of the beam of all matter competent to scatter its

light. ^^'hen the flame was placed below the beam the
floating matter was destroyed in situ ; and the air, freed from
this matter, rose into the beam, jostled aside the illuminated
particles, and substituted for their light the darkness due to its

o\vn perfect transparency. Nothing could more forcibly illus-

trate the invisibility of the agent which renders all things visible.

The beam crossed, imseen, the black chasm formed by the

transparent air, while at both sides of the gap the thick-

strewn particles shone out like a luminous solid under the

powerful illumination.

liut here a difficulty meets us. It is not necessary to burn
the particles to produce a stream of darkness. Without actual
combustion, currents may be generated which shall exclude the

floating matter, and therefore appear dark amid the surroutiding
brightness. I noticed this effect first on placing a red-hot copper
ball below the beam, and permitting it to remain there until its

tempei'ature had fallen below that of boiling water. The dark
currents, though much enfeebled, Avere still produced. They
may also be produced by a flask filled with hot water.

To study this effect a platinum wire w-as stretched across

the beam, the two ends of the ^vire being connected with
the two poles of a voltaic battery. To regulate the strength

of the current a rheostat was placed in the circuit.

Beginning with a feeble current the temperature of the

wire was gradually augmented, but before it reached the
heat of ignition, a flat stream of air rose from it, which
wdien looked at edgeways appeared darker and sharper than one
of the blackest lines of Fraunhofer in the solar spectrum. Right
and left of this dark vertical band the floating matter rose up-
wards, bounding definitely the non-luminous stream of air. \\'hat

is the explanation? Simply this. The hot wire rarefied the air

in contact with it, but it did not equally lighten the floating

matter. The convection current of pure air therefore passed
upwards among the particles, dragging them after it right and
left, but forming between them an impassable black partition.

In this way we render an account of the dark currents produced
by bodies at a temperature below that of combustion.

Oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, so prepared as to

exclude all floating ]iarticles, produce the darkness when poured
or blown into the beam. Coal-gas does the same. An ordinary
glass shade placed in the air with its mouth downwards permits
the track of the beam to be seen crossing it. Let coal-gas or

hydrogen enter the shade by a tube reaching to its top, the gas
gradually fills the shade from the top do\\nwards. As soon as it

occupies the space crossed by the beam, the luminous track is

instantly abolished. Lifting the shade so as to bring the com-
mon boundary of gas and air above the beam, the track flashes

forth. After the shade is full, if it be inverted, the gas passes
upwards like a black smoke among the illuminated particles.

The air of our London rooms is loaded with this organic dust,

nor is the country air free from its pollution. However ordinary
daylight may permit it to disguise itself, a sufficiently powerful
beam causes the air in which the dust is suspended to appear as

a semi-solid rather than as a gas. Nobody could, in the first

instance, without repugnance place the mouth at the illuminated
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focus of the electric beam and inhale the dirt revealed there.

Xor is the disgust abolished by the reflection that, although we
do not see the nastiness, we are churning it in our lungs every

hour and minute of our lives. There is no respite to this con-

tact with dirt; and the wonder is, not that we should from time

to time sufl'er from its presence, but that so small a portion of it

would appear to be deadly to man.
And what is this portion ? It was some time ago the current

belief that epidemic diseases generally were propagated by a kind

of malaria, which consisted of organic matter in a state of inotor-

licctiy; that when such matter was taken into the body through the

lungs or skin, it had the power of spreading there the destroying

process which had attacked itself. -Such a spreading power was
visibly exerted in the case of yeast. A little leaven was seen to

leaven the whole lump, a mere speck of matter in this supposed
stale of decomposition being apparently competent to propagate

indefinitely its own decay. Why should not a bit of rotten malaria

work in a similar manner within the human frame? In 1S36 a very

wonderful reply was given to this question. In that year Cagniard
de la Tour discovered the )r<;.r/ plant, a living organism, which
when placed in a proper medium, feeds, grows, and reproduces

itself, and in this way carries on the process which we name
fermentation. Fermentation was thus proved to be a product
of life instead of a process of decay.

Schwann, of Berlin, discovered the yeast plant independently,

and in February 1S37 he also announced the important result,

that when a decoction of meat is effectually screened from
ordinary air, and su]')plied solely with air ^\•hich has been
raised to a high temperature, putrefaction never sets in. Putre-

faction, therefore, he afiirmed to be caused by something derived

from the air, which something could be destroyed by a sufli-

cienlly high temperature. The experiments of .Schwann were
repeated and confirmed by Helmholtz and Ure. But as regards

fermentation, the minds of chemists, influenced probably by
the great authority of Gay-Lussac, who ascribed putrefaction

to the action of oxygen, fell back upon the old notion of
matter in a state of decay. It was not the living yeast plant,

but the dead or dying parts of it, which, assailed by oxygen,
produced the fermenlation. This notion was finally exploded
by Pastetn'. He proved that the so-called "ferments" are not
such ; that the true ferments are organised beings which find

in the reputed ferments their necessaiy food.

Side by side with these researches and discoveries, and
fortified by them and others, has run the .^,';v« theory of
epidemic disease. The notion was expressed by Kircher, and
favoured by Linnaeus, that epidemic diseases are due to germs
which float in the atmosphere, enter the body, and produce
disturbance by the development within the body of ]>arasitic

life. While it was still struggling against great odds, this

theory found an expounder and a defender in the President of

this Institution. At a time when most of his medical brethren
considered it a wild dream, Sir Henry Holland contended
that some form of the germ theory was probably true. The
strength of this theory consists in the perfect parallelism of the
phenomena of contagious disease with those of life. As a
planted acorn gives birth to an oak competent to produce a
whole crop of acorns, each gifted with the power of reproducing
its parent tree, and as thus from a single seedling a whole
forest may spring, so these epidemic diseases literally jilant

their seeds, grow, and shake abroad new germs, which, meeting
in the human body their proper food and temperature, finally

take possession of whole populations. Thus Asiatic cholera,

beginning in a small way in the Delta of the Ganges, contrived

in seventeen years to spread itself over nearly the whole habit-

aftle world. The development from an infinitesimal speck of
the virus of small-pox of a crop of pustules, each charged with
the original poison, is another illustration. The reappearance
of the scourge, as in the case of the Dreadnous^ht at Greenuich,
reported on so ably by Dr. Budd and Mr. Busk, receives a satis-

factory explanation from the theory which ascribes it to the lin-

gering of germs about the infected place.

Surgeons have long known the danger of permitting air to

enter an open abscess. To prevent its entrance they employ a
tube called a cannula, to which is attached a sharp steel point
called a trocar. They puncture with the steel point, and by
gentle jsressure they force the pus through the cannula. It is

necessary to be very careful in cleansing the instrument ; and it

is difficult to see how it can be cleansed by ordinary methods in

air loaded with organic impurities, as we have proved our air to

be. The instrument ought, in fact, to be made as hot as its

temper will bear. But this is not done, and hence, notwithstand-
ing all the surgeon's care, inflammation often sets in after the
first operation, rendering necessary a second and a third. Rapid
putrefaction is found to accompany this new inflammation. The
pus, moreover, which was si\eet at first, and showed no trace of
animal life, is now fetid, and swarming with active little organisms
called vibrios. Prof Lister, from whose recent lecture this fact

is deri\'ed, contends, with every show of reason, that this rapid
putrefaction and this astounding development of animal life are
due to the entry of germs into the abscess during the first opera-
tion, and their subsequent nurture and development under favour-

able conditions of food and temperature. The celebrated

pliysiologist and physicist Helmholtz is attacked annually by
hay-fever. From the 20th of May to the end of June he suffers

from a catarrh of the upper air-passages ; and he has found
during this period, and at no other, that his nasal secretions are
peopled by these vibrios. They appear to nestle by preference

in the cavities and recesses of the nose, for a strong sneeze is

necessary to dislodge them.
These statements sound uncomfortable ; but by disclosing

our enemy they enable us to fight him. When he clearly eyes
his quarry the eagle's strength is doubled, and his swoop is

rendered sure. If the germ theory be proved true, it will

give a definiteness to our efforts to stamp out disease which
they could not previously possess. And it is only by definite

effort under its guidance that its truth or falsehood can be
established. It is difficult for an outsider like myself to read
without sympathetic emotion such papers as those of Dr. Budd,
of Bristol, on cholera, scarlet-fever, and small-pox. He is a
man of strong imagination, and may occasionally take a flight

beyond his facts ; but without this dynamic heat of heart, the

stolid inertia of the free-born Briton cannot be overcome.
And as long as the heat is employed to warm up the truth

without singeing it over-much ; as long as this enthusiasm can
overmatch its mistakes by unequivocal examples of success, so

long am I disposed to give it a fair field to work in, and to

A\'ish it God speed.

But let us return to our dust. It is needless to remark that

it cannot be blown away by an ordinary bellows ; or, more
correctly, the place of the particles blown away is in this case

supplied by others ejected from the bellows, so that the track

of the beam remains unimpaired. But if the nozzle of a good
bellows be filled with cotton wool not too tightly packed, the

air urged through the wool is filtered of its floating matter,

and it then forms a clean band of darkness in the illuminated

dust. This was the filter used by Schroeder in his experi-

ments on spontaneous generation, and turned subsequejitly to

account in the excellent researches of Pasteur. Since i858
I have constantly employed it myself

But by far the most interesting and important illustration

of this filtering process is furnished by the human breath.

I fill my lungs with ordinary air and breathe through a glass

tulje across the electric beam. The condensation of the

aqueous vapour of the breath is shosvn by the formation of a
luminous white cloud of delicate texture. It is necessary to

abolish this cloud, and this may be done by drying the

breath previous to its entering into the beam ; or still

more simply, by warming the glass tube. When this is done the

luminous ti"ack of the beam is for a time uninterrupted. The
breath impresses upon the floating matter a transverse motion,
but the dust from the lungs makes good the particles displaced.

But after some lime an obscure disc aj^pears U]")on the beam, the

darkness of which increases, until finally, towards the end of the

expiration, the beam is, as it were, pierced by an intensely black
hole, in which no particles whatever can be discerned. The air,

in fact, has so lodged its dirt within the lungs as to render the

last portions of the expired breath absolutely free from suspended
matter. This ex]ieriment may be repeated any number of times

\\ith the same result. It renders the distribution of the dirt

within the lungs as manifest as if the chest were transp.rrent.

I now empty my lungs as perfectly as possible, and placing a

handful of cotton wool against my mouth and nostrils, inhale

through it. There is no difhculty in thus filling the lungs with

air. On expiring this air through the glass tube, its freedom from
floating matter is at once manifest. From the very beginning of

the act of expiration the beam is pierced by a black aperture.

The first puff from the lungs abolishes the illuniinated dust and
puts a patch of darkness in its place, and the darkness continues

throughout th.e entire course of the expiration. When the tube

is placed below the beam and moved to and fro, the same
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smoke-like appearance as that obtained with a flame is observed.

In short, the cotton wool, when used in sufficient quantity,

completely intercepts the floating matter on its way to the lungs.

And here we have revealed to us the true philosophy of a

practice followed by medical men, more from instinct than from

actual knowledge. In a contagious atmosphere the pliysician

places a handkerchief to his mouth and inhales through it. In

doing so he unconsciously holds back the dirt and germs of the

air. If the poison were a gas it would not be thus intercepted.

(Jn showing this experiment with the cotton wool to Dr. Bence

lones, he immediately repeated it with a silk handkerchief. The
result was substantially the same, though, as might be expected,

the wool is by far the surest filter. The application of these ex-

periments is obvious. If a physician wishes to hold back from

the lungs of his patient, or from his own, the germs by which

contagious disease is said to be propagated, he will employ a

cotton-wool respirator. After the revelations of this evening

such rcs|nrators must, I think, come into general use as a defence

against contagion. In the crowded dwellings of the London
)ioor, where the isolation of the sick is difficult, if not impossible,

the noxious air around the patient may, by this simple means,

be restored to practical purity. Thus filtered, attendants may
breathe the air unharmed. In all probaliility the protection of

the lungs will be protection of the entire system. For it is ex-

ceedingly probable that the germs which lodge in the air-

l)assages, and which, at their leisure, can work their way across

tlie mucous membrane, are those which sow in the body epi-

demic disease. If this be so, then dise.ise can certainly be

warded off by filters of cotton woob I shoulil be most willing

lo test their efficacy in ray own person. And time will decide

whether in lung diseases also the woollen respirator cannot abate

irritation, if not arrest decay. IJy its means, so far as the germs

are concerned, the air of the highest .^Ijis may be brought into

the chamber of the invalid. JOHX Tyndai.i.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Zf'ilu-lirifl fiir Cliemii (Vo. I) contains an account of

some unfmished ex]icriments by Muck on manganous sulphide,

and a note by Ur. li.iumhauer, of Bonn, on the action of acpieous

hydric chloride on nitrolienzol. In the latter of these the

author points out the interesting fact that dichloraniline is a

l>iincipal product of the reaction. Robert Otto communicates

several papers containing the results of experiments which he

has performed, for the most part, with the co-operation of

lLu"en Dreher. The sul-ijects of the papers are "Mercuric

Diphenyl," under which title a tolerably exhaustive account of

this body is given; "Mercuric Ditolyl," which was not so

extensively examined ;
' On the deportment of Dibenzyl at a high

temperature" (it splits into Toluol and Toluylene) ; "On the

transformation of hydro-phenylic sulphide into phenylic

sulphide " (the mercuric derivative decomposes thus at lSo° :

—

(CuH5).,H._,S2 = (C^MoJ.j.S^ ¥ H^) ;
" (Jn mercuric dinaphtyl,"

from which it appears that the presence of ethylic acetate i^ very

advantageous in the usual mixture whereby the body is |3repare 1 ;

" On mono-ethylic and niono-methylic mercuric acetate ;
" and

" On the preparation of organic sulphur-compounds by means

of sodic hyposulphite."—A. Geuther contributes a short article

" On the volatile acids of croton oil." He finds that the oil

contains no crotonic acid, which name is consequently a misnomer.

Of the two metamers, C^HgO., he consequently designates the

solid modification telrauylk, and the liquid variety i/iiiutt>ivlic

acid. Croton oil contains a metamer of angelic acid, for which

the author proposes the name tig/iiiic acid.—Markownikoff finds

that the butylic (fermentation) alcohol, when transformed into

iodide, and then, by alcoholic potash, into olefiant, furnishes

with hydric iodide the tertiary pseudo-butylic iodide.— I'etrieff

describes solid awj.xytoluide (fusing at 57°).

The Anncihs lA' Chimie et de Phys'ujuc for December last con-

tains a short note by M. Solid on an ocular micrometer, the

principle of which was discovered independently by I'rof. Ciovi

and himself. The rest of the number is wholly occupied by

abstracts of foreign scientific papers.

The Aiutals and Magazitu- of Natural History, fourth series,

No. 25. The January number of this journal contains the con-

clusion of Mr. Wollaston's descriptions of the Coleoptera of St.

Helena, to which we shall refer elsewhere. Mr. D. Sharp also

publishes a paper on the species of Philhydrns found in the

Atla.itic Islands, which may be regarded as supplementary to

and rectificatory of Mr. Wollaston's works on the Coleoptera of

those islands. Dr. Lycett describes a byssiferous fossil Trigonia

(71 carniitta Ag. ) Messrs. A. Hancock and R. Howse describe

in considerable detail the remains of a fossil fish (Janassa
bituminosa Schloth.) from the Permian marl-slate of Midderidge
in the county of Durham. They identify with the genus
y(7//(?j.f(i the coal- measure form described by Messrs. Hancock
and Atthey under the name of Clwuixodus liitgiiir/or/nis, and
regard the genus as belonging to the Rays, and probably allied

to Mylii^lhitfs. The known specimens consist chiefly of the teeth,

which were originally described by .Schlotheim as Trdobites, under
the name of T. bituiiiiiwsus ; different examples have been
described as fish-remains under various names, and the authors

refer to tlieir species the 'Jtinnssa aiigitlata,\ Uuniboldti, bititmi-

fiosd, and clu-tt'd, /h'ltc'ii striata and Byzcnos latipinnatus of

Count Minister, and the Acrodiis larra of Professor Agassiz

This paper is illustrated with two excellent plates. Dr. Carl

Semper describes the Ildix iimi/nalis (Pfeiff.) from Australia as

forming a new genus of Testacellida', to which he gives the name
of Rhytida. Professor E. Perceval Wright describes and figures

a new ])arasitic Crustacean, Pt:H>ulla ortl/agorisci, olitained from

a sun-fish in Cork Harbour ; and Mr. John Gould describes a

new Pigeon, Otidipliaps iiobilis, forming the type of a new genus.

—The only botanical pa|ier in the number is the thirty-first

instalment of the Rev. W. A. Leightoii's " NotuUie Liclienolo-

gica;," containing an analytical examination of certain new
characters in the species of the genera Nephroma and Ncphro-
mium.—Besides the translations and abstracts of foreign papers

which appear among the miscellaneous contributions, this number
contains the fir--<t part of a translation of Professor Hackel's

memoir on the organisation of sponges, and their relationsliip

to corals, in which the author maintains that the corals (Antlw-

zoa) are very nearly related to the Sponges, that the latter belong

to the great group of the Ccelenterata, and that " the sole mor-
phological character M'hich sharply and decidedly separates"

them from the rest of the Cielenterata is to be found in the

"deficiency of the urlicating organs in all sponges."

The Moiiitcur Scicutifiijuc for January 1st has much of its

space occupied by an account of the legal inquiry resulting from
the remarkable explosion of polassic picrate which occurred in

the Place de la Sorbonne on the l6tli June last. The evidence

and the speeches of counsel are given at considerable length.

M. Dubrun''ant contributes an arlicle on the Saline .Vnalysis of

Sugars, and on Melassimetry. There is also the usual account

of the sittings of the Academy of .Sciences ; a Photographic
Review, and a review of foreign journals—both veiy carefully

written. A new feature in this serial, introduced this year, is a

price-current of the principal products referred to in the papers

it contains, and for the general use of subscribers. We cannot,

however, help thinking that our able contemporary, in seeking

to o!)lige its reatlers, has untlertaken a task \vliich, from the

smallness of available space, it cannot adei|uately fulfil. A full

price-cuirent ought to have a perit)dical to itself.

Revue des Cours Scientifiqiies, January 22.—The first paper
consists of extracts from an eloquent obituary notice of Trousseau,
read by M. J. Bechard, the Secretary of the French Academy of
Medicine, at the recent annual general meeting. "In this cloge

of the man who is one of the most distinguished personifications

of the old empirical medicine, M. Bechard has skilfully contrived

to afford us a ghnipse of the at.lvent—possibly close at hand—of

scientific medicine." A lecture by M. I.ortet on the physio-

logical effects of mountain climbing is the second paper in the

present number of the Rei'iie. \\e hope shortly to lay before

our readers a full account of M. Lortet's observations. The
other papers are one by Prof. M.ayer, of Heilbronn, the recently

elected Corresponding Member ol the Institute <jf P' ranee, on the

necessary consequences and inconsefpiences of the mechanical
theory of heat, anti a communication, lately presented to the

Academy of Sciences, by M. St. Claire Devilie, on the nascent

state of bodies.

Tlli-: Amerieait Naturalist.—In the number for the present

month there is an original article on the microscopic exami-
nation of shavings, and two others on the birds of Massachusetts

;

likewise a continuation of a review of Professor Huxley's Classi-

fication of Animals, in which the opinion is expres.sed that the
publication of that book will not endanger the Cuvicrian system.

A reprint is also given from the J'opular Scieiue Rericia of the
temperate and well-written article in which Prof. Cleland, of
Glasgow, once more lays tlie ghost of phreuolog)', and gives, in a
popular way, much solid information.
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nOTANY
British Museum Herbarium

The national Herbarium at the British Museum, tliough not

equal in extent to that at Kew, is one of very great value to

hotanists from the numbers of " type-specimens " it contains
;

that is, specimens named by the original discoverer or describer,

thus serving as a standard for reference. According to the

olTicial report lately issued by the Curator, Mr. J. J. Bennett, the

herbarium has received large and important additions during the

past year, by i)urchase and donation, from all parts of the world,

including (lowering plants, ferns, lichens, mosses, sea-weeds, the

microscopic Diatoms, fossil plants, sections of wood, &c. ; whilccol-

lections j)reviously received have been arranged and incorporated.

Wood for Gunpowder
Although the materials of which gunpowder is made have

not varied since its hrst invention, there has been considerable

variety in the kind of wood from which tiie charcoal has been

obtained. Dense woods are always rejected and the lighter kinds

chosen, especially those most free from silica, and capal)le of

producing a friable porous charcoal which burns cjuickly and
leaves the least possible quantity of ash ; the kiml now generally

used by gunjiowder manufacturers is known as "Dog-wood,"
and is usually described as being obtained from the small tree

popularly known under that name, the Connts sangiiinea.

Dr. Hooker has, however, recently discovered that this is a popu-
lar error, and that the wood is really almost universally obtained

from the Buckthorn, or Rhantnits /ran^iihi ; the former tree

being now never used for this jjurpose, if indeed it ever was. Till

a few years since, the bulk of the Buckthorn wood used in

this manufacture was supplied from English plantations in

.Suffolk, Norfolk, Esse.x, and Kent, but the great increase

recently in the demaml for the finer descriptions of gunpowder
has rendered this source insufficient ; and it is now cultivated

in immense districts of forest and marsh in North Clermany,

lying betw-een Berlin and Frankfort, where it forms the natural

undergrowth. From the high price oVitained for the wood,
10/. to 15/. per ton, its cultivation would be exceetlingly lucra-

tive in this country, as it will grow in almost any soil.

Action of Ether on Plants
Tup, action of ether as an .ana-sthetic on the animal frame has

induced J)r. Maxwell Masters to experiment on its effects on
jilants. He states that if a drop is placed gently on the leaf of

the Sensitive plant, it produces a paralysing effect, rendering it

insensible to subsequent contact. It, however, the ether impinges

on the leaf with force, or is allowed to dro)) from a consideral.^le

height, contraction of the leaf immediately takes jilacc, the

impact of the falling drop counteracting any paralysing power.

It is well known that in the contraction of the leaves of the

Sensitive plant a certain amount of vital force is expended, and
that if often repeated the plant becomes exhausted, and a time

of rest is required before the phenomena are repeated.

Viridescence of Leaves
M. Prili^ieux has established, as the result of a large number

of observation'* on the leaves of barley, that viridescence is more
rapid in tiiffused light than in the direct light of the sun, in con-

trast to the produ::tion of oxygen, which is more abundant the

stronger the light. He introduced into a dark chamber a pencil

of solar rays, and, by means of a lens, produced a diverging

cone, in which he placed the barley at ditferent distances Irom
tile lens, consequently under different intensities of light deter-

minable with precision. He found that near the lens, that is,

]ilaced in a very intense light, the etiolated leaves scarcely

became green, while at a greater distance the viridescence took

place more rapidly, and attained its maximum at a distance of

three or four metres, beyond which the activity decreased ; so

that in a too feeble light the elTect was the same as in too strong

a light. [L'Institut].

MoLT.ER has prepared a beautiful microscopic slide, containing

300 distinct species of Diatoms, showing an extraordinary variety

of form, and arranged with marvellous regularity. It forms one
of the most interesting objects for the microscope we have s<^en.

The "Prodromus .Systematis naturalis Regni vegetabilis, " the
vifork of three generations of De Candolles, is now approaching
completion, as it is not intended to contmue it beyond the

Exogens. The first section of the sixteenth volume, just pub-
lished, includes two important monographs, the Urticactw by
Weddell, and the Pipa-acen: by Casimir De CaBdoUe.

SOCIETIES AXD ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 20.—The following papers were
read :

—

"On the mechanical performance of logical inference," by
W. Stanley Jevons, M.A. Lonl., Professor of Logic, &c., in

Owens College ; communicated by Professor E. Roscoe, F. R.S.
The author first referred to the general use of mechanical contri-
vances for the purpose of mathematical computation, and then
contrasted this fact with the utter absence of machines for aiding
logical operations. This absence he attributed to the incomplete-
ness of the old logical doctrines. The problem of logical science
in its complete generality was first solved by Boole. His logical
views, when simplified and corrected, give us a method of indirect
deduction of extreme generality and power, founded directly upon
the fundamental laws of thought. A proof of the truthfulness
and power of this system is to be found in the fact that it can be
embodied in a machine just as the calculus of differences is em-
bodied in .Mr. Babbage's calculating machine. To explam the
nature of the logical machine alluded to, it may be pointed out
that the third of the fundamental laws of thought allow us to
affirm of any object one or the other of two contr.adictory attri-

butes, and that we are thus enabled to develope a series of alter-

natives which must contain the description of a given class or
object. Thus, if we are considering the propositions,

Iron is metal.

Metal is element,
we can at once affirm of iron that it is included among the four
alternatives :

—
Metal, element.
Metal, not element.

Not metal, element,
Not metal, not element.

But according to the second law of thought, nothing can com-
bine contradictory attributes, and this law prevents us from sup-
posing that iron can be iiol-nietiil, while the first premiseaffirms that
it is mdal. The second premise again preventi our supposing that
the combination mdal, iiot-cli'incnt, can exist. Hence the onlv
combination of properties which the premises allow us to affirm
of von is mdal, element. In a similar manner a complete
solution of any logical problem may be effected by forming the
complete list of combination in which the terms of the problem
can manifest themselves, and then striking out such of the com-
binations as cannot exist in consistency with the conditions of
the problem. The logical machine actually constructed repre-
sents the combination, 16 in number, of four positive terms,
denoted by A, B, C, D, and their corresponding negatives,
(7, /', (", (/. The instrument is provided with eight keys, repre-
senting these terms when appeanng in the subject of a proposition,
with eight keys, placed to the right hand of the former, repre-
senting the terms when occurring in the predicate of a proposition,
and with the certain operation keys denoting the copnior of the
proposition, ihefull stop at the end of it, and the conjunction or,

according as it occurs in the subject or predicate. There is also
a key denoting the _finis or end of an argument, which has the
effect of obliterating any previous impressions, and making the
machine a ta/inla rasu. If now each of the letter terms,
A, B, C, D, be taken to represent some logical term or noun,
and propositions concerning them be, as it were, played upon
the machine, as upon a telegraphic instrument, the machine
effects thereby such a classification and selection of certain rods
representing the 16 possible combinations of the terms, that only
those coniljinations consistent with the propositions remain
indicated by the machine at the end of the operations. When
once a series of propositions is thus impressed upon
the machine, it is capable of exhibiting an answer to
any question which may be put to it concerning the
possible combinations which form any class. The machine
thus embodies almost all the powers of Boole's logical
system up to problems involving four distinct terms, and to
represent problems of any complexity involving any number
of terms only requires the multi|>lication of the parts of the
machine. The construction involves no mechanical difficulties,

and depends upon a peculiar arrangement of pins and levers,
which it would not be easy to explain without drawings. In this

arrangement of the jiarts the conditions of correct thinking are
oliserved ; the representative rods are just as numerous as the
laws of thought require, and no rod represents inconsistent
attributes. The representative rods are classified, selected, or
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rejected by the reading of a proposition in a manner exactly

answering to tliat in wliich a reasoning mind should treat its

ideas, and at every step in the progress of a problem the machine
indicates the |iroper condition of a mind exempt from mistake.

It is believed tliat this logical machine may be usefidly employed
in the logical class-room to exhibit the con4]:ilete analysis of any
argiunent or logical problem ; and it is considered by the author

sui^erior for this purpose to a more rudimentary contrivance, the

logical abacus, constructed by him for the same purpose. But
by far the chief importance of the machine is in a theoretical

point of view as demonstrating in the simplest and most evident

manner the character and powers of a universal system of logical

deduction, of v\hich the first, although obscure solution, was
given by Dr. Boole.

" On Jacobi's theorem respecting the relative equilibrium of

a revolving ellipsoid of fluid ; and on Ivory's discussion of

the theorem," by I. Todhunter, F.R.S. Jacobi discovered the

theorem that a fluid ellipsoid revolving with uniform angular

velocity round its least axis might be in equilibrium. Ivory
discussed the theorem, and made several statements regarding

the limitations of the proj^iortions of the axis. Ivory's statements
contain various errors, and truths based on erroneous reasoning.

The object of the present memoir is to correct Ivory's errors, to

supply his imperfections, and to add something to what is already
known respecting the theorem.

Geological Society, January 12.— Professor Huxley, LL.D.,
F.R..°;. ,

president, in the chair. Messrs. J. Aitken, J. P., presi-

dent of the Manchester Geological Society ; E.Allen, C. Cadle,

A. W. Edgell, C. F. Leaf, F.L.S., and S. J. Smith, were
elected Fellows. Prof. Otto Torell, of Lund, was elected a

foreign correspondent. The following communications were
read :—I."On the geological position and geological distribution

of the reptilian or dolomitic conglomerate of the Bristol area.

"

By R. Etheridge, Esq., F. G. S., Paleontologist to the Geological
Survey of Great Britain. The author noticed the history of our
knowdedge of the dolomitic conglomerates of the Bristol area

from which the remains of dinosaurian reptiles have been ob-

tained, and then described their mode of occurrence and distri-

bution over the district near Bristol. He regarded these deposits

as due to the action of the sea-waves of the later or middle
Triassic periods upon the roeks of older Triassic (Bunter) or

Permian age during the gradual elevation of the land,

and as the probable representatives in point of time of

the Muschelkalk, otherwise deficient in Britain. The author

tlien noticed the influence of the conglomerate upon the produc-
tion of certain minerals, such as calamine and ha:matitic iron-

ores, and discussed at some length the probable course of the

phenomena of denudation which fimiished the materials for the

formation of the conglomerate at different levels, in w-hich he
recognised two great periods of oscillation, the first witnessing a

down\^ard movement of the palaeozoic lands and lasting through-

out the deposition of the New Red marl and sands, and the

second, during which the accumulations of the former were
again, at least partly, denuded. With regard to the time
at which the remains of thecodont reptiles were imbedded
in the conglomerate, the author inferred from the evidence

that this took place late in the period of the Keuper.
The President inquired on v^hat ground the author considered
these reptiles to belong to a late period in the Keuper, and v\as

infcjrmed that the author spoke especially with relation to the

Keuper of the Bristol area, of v\diich the beds containing them
occupied the highest position. Prof. Ramsay considered these

conglomerates not merely as of marine origin, but as breccias

which had covered the old land surface, wdiich had been worked
up by the water of the New Red period. He objected to the

term Sea having been introduced into the paper; as, though the

tracts may have been islands and promontories, and though the

water which surrounded them was salt, there was no open sea,

but merely a large inland salt-lake, in which the New Red Marl
was formed. The marl was less connected with the New Red
Sandstone than with the Lias. The Mu.schelkalk being absent,

it Avas constantly the case that the marl rested immediately on the

palaeozoic rocks without the intervention of the Bunter Sand-
stone. He thought that there were good grounds for connecting
the Rhretic beds with the New Red Marl below and the Lias above.
The probability was that the change in character was due to a

gradual influx of the sea into the inland lakes. He thought that
the Thecodont Saurians might also eventually be found even in

beds of Liassic age. Prof. T. Rupert Jones remarked that

Mr. Tawney and Dr. Duncan had already intimated the St.

Cassian aspect and character of the Sutton beds. The freshwater

character of some of the Keuper beds was, he remarked, indicated

by the presence of Esthcr'uc, and he alluded to the fact of the

Bristol palasosaurians having been erroneously used as Permian
characteristics in Russia and Carolina. Mr. \V. Boyd Dawdiins
had found at Cheddar that the Dolomitic conglomerate formed
two great tongues running up ravines in the older rocks, \\hich

had probably been due to subaerial action. Prof. Morris alluded

to some sections wdiich seemed to corroborate the views of
Mr. Etheridge, and pointed out the relation of the conglomerate
beds to the overlying strata at those points. He also mentioned
certain peculiarities in the structure of the conglomerate itself.

Mr. Etheridge stated in reply that the marls in the Bristol area

were the exception, the greater part of the New Red beds being
sandstone.

2. "On the superficial deposits of portions of the Avon and
Severn Valleys and adjoining districts." By Mr. T. G. B.

Lloyd, C.E. , F. G..S. The author, after describing the general

characters of what he termed the Drifts of the Upper and Lower
series, and the freshwater gravels of the LoA\'er Avon, comprised
within the district of the Avon Valley bet\A'ecn Tewkesbury and
Rugby, and of the Severn Valley abo^e and below the town of

Worcester, endeavoured to show that there was a balance of
evidence in favour of the existence of an upper and lower plat-

form of drift is the main valley of the Lower Avon, the upper
one being of marine origin, and probably belonging to the same
epoch as the stratified beds of gravel in the neighbourhood of

Worcester, which contain marine shells and mammalian remains,

whilst the lower one, of freshwater origin, had been derived from
the former by fluviatile action, as supposed by the late Prof.

Strickland. Further, that there was no evidence to warrant the

supposition of the existence of high and low level river-gi'avels

in those portions of the .Severn and Avon Valleys under review,

and that the a|iparent absence of any freshwater shells in the

gravels of the Severn Valley between Bridgnorth and Tewkes-
bury led to the inference that the freshwater gravels of the Avon
were not represented in the adjoining portions of the Severn
Valley, although remains of some of tlie same species of mam-
malia occurred in both localities. After staling his opinion that

the time had not yet arrived for indulging in theoretical specula-

tions concerning the phenomena of the Drifts of the Upper and
Lower series exhibited in so small an area as the one under con-

sideration, the author concluded by expressing hopes that the

facts which he had brought forward would contribute their share

of help to the further elucidation of the question.

3. " On the surface-deposits in the neighbourhood of Rugby."
By Mr. J. M. Wilson, F.G.S. The author commenced by
noticing the general configuration of the surface of the district

under review, which he stated to consist of an elevated plateau,

bounded and rendered irregular in its outlines by valleys. The
district consists chiefly of Lower Lias, with a few patches of

Middle Lias. The surface-deposits on the plateau and on similar

high lands in the neighbourhood consist of— I. Flinty or

quartzose drift ; 2. Sugary sand, with grains of chalk
; 3. Clay,

with ]")ebbles, principally of chalk, and distinctly striated. The
valleys bounding the plateau were described as belonging to two
systems, those of the Avon and Learn. The bottom of each
valley is generally a narrow striji of alluvial soil, bordered by
sand in some places, and by drift in others. The author has

bored down into the surface-deposits in the valley of Low
Morton. In one boring, which reached a depth of 53 feet, he
stopped in a greyish clay containing chalk-particles ; in another,

through similar clay to a depth of 57 feet, tiie rock was reached,

and fragments of limestone were brought up.

Mr. .Searles ^^ Wood, jun., had long been aware of the exist-

ence of the Middle Glacial Sand near Rugby. He pointed out

the difference in the fauna of the sands of the Severn Valley
below the glacial clay and those of similar deposits in the east of

England, but notwithstanding thought they might be of the

same age. Mr. Givyn Jeffreys was doubtful as to the authen-
ticity of some of the shells which had been brought to Mr.
Maw. The fossil shells from the .Severn Valley, \\'olverhamp-

ton, Manchester, and Mod Tryfaen were nearly identical, and
indicated raised beaches. Fie thought it possible that a

definite line of such beaches might eventually be recognised

through that part of England. Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins
did not consider that there w-as any marked difference in the

mammalian fauna of the Avon and .Severn Valleys. He had
failed to disco\er any traces of Elcf/uis antijiiiis in either.

Mr. Prestwich thought that the author liad probably divided
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the superficial beds into too many separate deposits, tliough the

facts brought forward were of great value. Mr. Evans mentioned
that he had receixed information of the discovery many years

ago of a (lint implement in association with the bones of extinct

mammals at Lawford. This implement had been exhibited at

the time to tlie Cicological Society, but had disappeared after the

meeting. Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Wilson briefly replied.

Chemical Society, January 20.—Professor Williamson,

President, in the chair. The following gentlemen were elected

Fellows :—T. IJeli, A. Bird, G. R. Hislop, E. Lapper, H.
Seward. The first paper read was a note on the absorption of

mixed vapours by charcoal, by John Hunter, M.A., Queen's

College, Belfast. The author some time ago, published in

the Journal of the Chemical Society (iMay 1868), the results

obtained liy absorbing the mixture of two vapours by means of

cocoa-nut charcoal. He found that the absorption was increased

w hen one of the vapours was at a temperature near to its point

of condensation ; and he explained the phenomenon by assuming

tliat when a fragment of charcoal is introduced into a mixture

of two vapours, the one which is nearest to its point of conden-

sation is first absorbed, and this, in its condensed state, aids the

absorption of the other. According to this view, a succession

of condensations is going on. Tlie theory is strikingly illustrated

in experimenting with a mixture of water va|:iOur and ammonia
gas—obtained by heating an aqueous solution of ammonia of spec,

grav. o"S8—wdien the mixture is much more largely absorbed than

either thegas or the vapour separately. The mean of a set of experi-

ments made at 100' Cand 7o6'2 mm. pressure was3i6'6 vols, of the

mixture absorbed by one vol. of cocoa-nut charcoal. The Presi-

dent remarked that the results of the experiments were entirely

in accordance with what x\'as expected on theoretical grounds.

—

The next communication was "On the composition of iron

rust," by Dr. Grace Calvert. The author had lately occasion to

analyse rust obtained from t\:'o different places—from the outside

of the Conway Bridge, and from Llangollen, North Wales—and
he found both specimens to be composed as follow's :

—

.Sesquioxide of iron .... 92*900
Protoxide of iron 6'I77
Carbonate of iron o'6i7
Carbonate of lime 0"295
Silica 0'i2i

Ammonia traces

This result induced the author to inquire to which of the con-

stituents of the atmosphere the formation of rust is chiefly due.

With the view of ascertaining this, carefully cleaned blades of

steel and iron "were put into tubes filled respectively with
oxygen, oxygen and a little carbonic acid, oxygen and moisture,

&c. The blades were introduced into gas-collecting cylinders,

which were then filled above mercury with oxygen, &c. But
this proved to be an unsatisfactory method, inasmuch as always
some globules of mercury remained adhering to the iron,

whereby a galvanic action was produced which of course

inducecl a rapid oxidation. To avoid this the tubes were filled

simply by displacement of atmospheric air. The blades were
then left exposed to the action of the different agents for a

period of four months. The results were as follows :

—

Blades in diy oxygen . . . . No oxidation.

,, moist ,, .... Out of three experiments only

in one a slight oxidation.

,, dry carb. acid . . No oxidation.

,, moist ,, . . Slight incrustation of a white
colour. (Out of six experi-

ments two did not give this

result.

)

,, dry carb. acid and
oxygen . . . . No oxidation.

,, moist carb. acid

and oxygen . . . . Most rapid oxidation.

,, dry oxygen and
ammonia . . . . No oxidation.

„ moist oxygen and
ammonia . . . . No oxidation.

These facts led the author to assume that it is the presence of
carbonic acid in the atmosphere, and not oxygen or water
vapour, which determines the oxidation of iron. The author
next investigated the behaviour of iron in water in which suc-

cessively oxygen, carbonic acid, a mixture of the two gases, &c.

,

were conducted. Pie immersed only a part of the blade in the

water. The results were analogous to those above mentioned,
inasmuch as the most rapid oxidation took place when a mix-
ture of oxygen with carbonic acid was introduced into the
water. The action commenced immediately, and in a short time
a dark precipitate covered the bottom of the vessel. Now the

oxidation in this case was not due to a fixation of the oxygen
dissolved in the water, but to oxygen liberated from the water
by galvanic action ; the occurrence of large quantities of hydrogen
above the liquid in the bottle proved this sufficiently. A striking

evidence in favour of the supposition that the iron is oxidised

through the decom])osition of the water, is to be found in the fact

that when a bright blade was introduced into distilled water which
had previously been deprived of all its absorbed gases by long-

continued boiling, it became, in tlie course of a few days, covered
here and there with rust. The spots upon which the rust ap-
peared proved to be impurities in the iron. It is obvious they
induced galvanic action, just as a mere trace of zinc placed
on one end of the blade would establish a voltaic current.

—

Finally, Dr. Calvert investigated the state of iron in alkalies,

and lie discovered that not only the solution of caustic soda, but
that of the carbonate of it as well, protects iron against any
oxidising action.

Linnean Society, January 20.—Prof Babington read a

paper, being a revision of the Flora of Iceland. He gave an
extempore sketch of the country, its climate and character, and
then read the introductory part of his paper containing an his-

torical account of what had been done towards ascertaining the
vegetable products of the island. It ap]3ears there are about

450 species of phanerogamous plants (the exact number at pre-

sent recorded is 467), of which only about 60 are not natives of

Britain. None are peculiar to the island ; all the remainder,

with thi"ee exceptions, are to be found on the European conti-

nent, chiefly in Scandinavia ; the three arctic plants not other-

wise known as European are Gentiana iletousa, Pleiiroi^vne rotata^

and Epilobiiiin lali/oliiuit. No woods are now to be found in

the country, although some existed recently : they have been
destroyed by the carelessness of the inhabitants. Now that

more care is taken of their remains, it is expected that they will

again spring up. The trees were all birch, nor is there any
trace of the former existence of pine or other trees. Extensive
W'Oods of dwarf birch-trees are found in several places, and some
fruticose willo\A's exist, especially an abundance of S. lanafa.

No grain of any kind is grown on the island.

Zoological Society of London, January 13.—John Gould,
F.R.S., V.P., in the chair. The secretary called attention to

certain additions to the society's menagerie during November
and December last, amongst which was particularly noticed a
rare American monkey {I'ithecia ouakari) from the Rio Negro,
deposited by L. Joel, Esq., CM. Z. S.—A letter was read from
Lord Lilford, F.Z..S., relating to the exact locality of a speci-

men of Oliis capeiisis, lately living in the society's gardens.—A
letter was read from Dr. A. Ernst, of Caraccas, C. M.Z. S., con-
taining some notes on animals recently obtained in the vicinity

of that city.—The Rev. H. B. Tristram, P'. R.S., exhibited a

pair of tawny eagles {Aquila mevioides) obtained near Etawah,
N.W. India, by Mr. W. G. Brooks, C.E., being the first

authentic examples of this species received from that country.
— ^Ir. Swinhoe exhibited and made remarks on some skins of

tigers and leopards from various parts of China.—Mr. Gould
exhibited a new and very remarkable pigeon, supposed to be
from New Guinea, which he had recently described under the

name Otidiphaps noliilis.— A communication was read from Mr.
Henry Adams containing descriptions of a new genus, and of

eighteen new species of land and marine shells from the Red
.Sea, Hainan, and other localities.—A communication was read

from Dr. Cobbold containing the description of a new generic

type of Entozoa, discovered in a specimen of the Aard-wolf
{Proteles erislatiis)^ which had recently died in the menagerie.

To this were added remarks on the affinities of this Entozoou,

especially in reference to the question of parthenogenesis.—

A

communication was read from ^ir. Morton Allport, F.Z.S., con-

taining a brief history of the introduction of the salmon (Salnio

salar) and other Salmoiiidie to the waters of Tasmania.—Dr.

Murie read a paper containiiig additional memoranda on irregu-

larity in the growth of salmon. Dr. Marie's observations were
founded principally upon specimens hatched and reared in the

society's fish-house.
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The Institution of Civil Engineers, January 11.—Mr.

C. B. Vignoles, F. R. S., president, in the chair. Five candidates

were balloted for and declared to be duly elected, %-iz. : Mr. A.

A. Langley. engineer and manager to the Hereford, Hay, and

Brecon Railway; Mr. R. White, first-class engineer upon the

(Jreat Southern of India Railway; and Mr. E. Wragge, chief

engineer on the Toronto, Grey, and Bruce, and the Toronto and

Xipissing Railways in Canada, as members ; and Mr. W. Raw-
linson, engineer and manager of the Brazilian Street Railway
Company, and Mr. C. Willman, Middlesbrough, as associates.

—

A report was brought up from the council, stating that, under the

provisions of .Sect. iv. of the Bye-laws, the following candidates

iiad recently been admitted students of the Institution :—\V. F.

Alphonse Archibald, B.A., A. J. Hess, A. Innes Liddell, W.
Aliingham Magnus, and H. Goulton Sketchley.

Statistical Society, January 18.—William XewTnarch,

F.R.S., president, in the chair. The following gentlemen were

elected Fellows:— Messrs. Iltuduo Thomas Prichard, Henry
Moare, David Maclagan, and Josiah Samuel Parker. Profes'^or

Levi read a paper on "the statistics of joint-stock companies
from 1814 to the present time; and of companies with limited

and unlimited liability formed since the year 1856."

Dublin
Royal Zoological Society of Ireland, January 11.—Dr.

Banks in the chair. Rev. Dr. Haughton read the report for 1869,

from which it appeared that the number of visitors to the Gardens
was 9,000 more for 1S69 than for 1868, and that the receipts for

1S69 exceeded those of 1868 by 137/. It would appear that

there are now in the Gardens 143 mammals, 219 birds, and 25
reptiles— specimens, not specie.s, we presume—and that their

health and condition are excellent. The fact is mentioned that

since 1S57 twenty lions and 31 lionesses have been bred in the

(iardens. The Earl of Mayo was elected president for this

year.

Royal Geological Society of Ireland, Januan- 12.— Mr.
W. Andrews in the chair. The secretary read a paper by
Dr. L. Lindsay on further researches in the gold-fields of .Scot-

land. Rev. Professor Haughton read a paper by Mr. J. D.
Latouche on a spheroidal structure occurring in some Silurian

Rocks of Wales. As supplementary to the views put forward in

Mr. Latouche's paper. Dr. Haughton stated that this spheroidal

structure shows on a small scale what cleavage does on a large one,

and that he believed that the latent stnicture was brought out by
the weathering, not caused by it ; indeed, the cleavage stream of

force might be compared to that of a great river— it might flow

along for miles through a country in an even uninterrupted

course, then some small obstacles came in its way, and as the

result a series of eddies were formed. Spheroidal structures were
representatives of these eddies of force, and the ordinary cleavage
planes were representatives of the uninterrupted stream—the one
was the other on an immense scale. Dr. Haughton also showed
that it followed rigorously from the mathematical laws of

cleavage, that the parallipipedal blocks formed by cleavage
must have themselves an internal spheroidal structure, of a
concentric kind. This was the latent structure brought out by
weathering in the manner shown in the beautiful drawings of
Mr. Latouche.—Dr. Macalister exhibited a portion of a skull

which had been dug up recently, while some repairs \\ere being
made to the vaults of Trinity College Chapel. This fragment
\vas found laid along with other bones, and had evidently been
dug up when the foundations of the chapel were being laid, and
then, with the other bones found on that occasion, again buried.

The skull was of a low type. Rev. Dr. Haughton agreed with
I>r. Macalister as to the low tv-pe of the skull. Mr. J. J. Lalor
did not agree with Dr. Macalister that this skull was of a low
type. He had made a series of accurate measurements of skulls

in conjunction with Dr. Carpenter, of London, and therefore
could speak on the subject. Absence of forehead was no evidence
of absence of brain capacity ; lowTiess of skull was considered a

mark of beauty by some. He could not venture to say whether
it was the skull of a man or a woman, but its brain capacity did
not authorise one in saying that it was a low skuU ; it might have
been the skull of a Provost, and certainly was one of more than
ordinary capacity. Dr. Macalister in reply stated that he saw
no reason to alter his view on the subject, as it had been based
on careful measurements and on exact reasoning, neither of which
he thought admitted of contradiction.

Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland, January 12.

—

Mr. J. Ball Greene, C.E., in the chair. Mr. B. Stoney read a

paper by Mr. C. P. Cotton on a novel means of transit for

minerals in the county of .Sligo. An extensive barytes quarry
was worked on the side of a steep hill, the mineral had to be
lowered a depth of over 1,000 feet, and this was effected by
means of boxes s^vung on ropes, forming a wire rope railway.

Mr. A McDonnell read a paper on workshop machiner)' driven

by rapidly moving ropes.

Royal Dublin Society, January iS.— Mr. John Adair in the

chair. Professor Macalister read a paper on "The Curves in

the Spine considered from an aathelical point of view." Dr. J.
Emerson Reynolds read some notes on "the determination of

the flashing point of petroleum oils, as settled by Act of

Parliament." The author described in detail the apparatus

directed to be employed, and pointed out the difficulties and
sources of error to be guarded against in using the Government
test. He suggested the adoption of an uniform mode of esti-

mating the flashing point of mineral oils, which experience
proved to be that most suited for aiTording reliable results; and
further propo.sed that in all doubtful cases—a special method—
which he indicated, should be employed in order to sen'e as a

test of the accuracy of the parliamentarj- process.—A drawing
of the Xebulje in Argos, and Dr. Monckhoven's new light for

photography were exhibited.

Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society, Januarv- II.—Ordi-

nary Meeting.—Mr. E. W. Binney, F.R..S., F.G..S., vice-presi-

dent, in the chair. The chainnan described the aurora borealis, as

observed by him at Cheetham Hill on the evening of Monday,
the 3rd inst., at 7-30 p.m. Dr. Joule, F. R. S., said he had
noticed some remarkable disturbances of the magnetic dip on the

3rd inst., which no doubt w-ere connected with the auroral display.

He had also noticed similar disturbances of the dipping needle

during the gale on Saturday, the Sth inst.—Letters were read

from Mr. A. H. Green and Mr. E. Hull, defending the accuracy
of the Geological Survey map in the matter of the red rock fault

referred to in Mr. Binney's paper, read before this society on
Xovember i6th (see Nature, No. 7K—The chairman, with all

respect to Messrs. Green and Hull, again denied the correctness

of their map and .sections so far as the "red rock fault" was
concerned. He stated that he was prepared to maintain his

position on the ground where the sections were exposed between
Stockport and Macclesfield.—Dr. Joule exhibited his current

meter, and with it, in connection with a galvanometer, made an
experiment to determine the horizontal intensity of the earth's

magnetism in absolution measure ; the result gave 3 '83 as the

value of this element in the hall of the society. The current

employed was produced by a single cell of a Bunsen's battery.

Microscopical and Natural History Sec/ion, January 3.—R. D.
Darbishire, B.A., F.G..S., in the chair.—Mr. J. Sidebothamread
the following paper :

—
" Notes on the pupa and imago of Ac/ter-

oiitia atropos.'' The peculiar cry or squeak of the death's-head

moth is very well known. It has been by some observers thought
that this sound is produced by the friction of the joints of the

prothorax and mesothorax ; this conclusion is, in the opinion of

the author of the paper, much strengthened by the following cir-

cumstance. A few weeks ago, when he was replacing some
damp moss on some pup?e, he heard the peculiar cry of the moth,
but much weaker. On examining the pup^e he selected the one
from which the cry proceeded, and placed it in the palm of his

hand ; when at rest there was no sound, but the pupa at once
produced it on being touched or pressed gently; on taking hold
of it between the finger and thumb, if the head alone were
confined, there was no .sound, but if the tail, the motion of the

joints was more energetic and the sound louder. In five da\s
aftenvards a very fine female moth emerged from the pupa,
apparently none the worse for his experiments. The fact of the

pupa ever producing this cry, disproves all ideas as to its being
produced by expelling air through cavities, against a membrane,
since in the pupa state all the muscles are as it were bound up in

a homy case, and only those able to move which work the joints

of the thorax and body, and besides this the amount of air which
could be taken through the spiracles of the pupa would be
obviously insufficient to produce such a volume of sound.

Paris
Academy of Sciences, January 17.—ISL de Vemeuil pre-

sented and made some remarks upon a geological map of the

Ural, published by JL de Moeller, a Russian officer of Mines.

He stated that M. de Moeller had referred the sandstones of

Artinsk—regarded as Permian by .NLM. Murchison, Keyserling,
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and liimsclf—to the Caiboiiifcious series, on the ground of their

containing GoJiiatiUs, Nautili^ and Productus CaccrliiL M. de
\'erneuil was not incHned to accept this change, as it is possible

tliat a mixture of Carboniferous and I'ermian types may occur in

the same deposit, as has l^een found to be the case at Nebrasl<a.

A memoir was presented by M. B. RenauU on some silicitied

plants of tlie environs of Autun. I le noticed the structure of the

stem in Zygoptcris and Anac/uvvph-iis, studied by liim in two
new species, which he named Zygopteris Byottgniartii and Ajia-

choropUris Dccaisitii; also that of the stems ofsome Lycopodiacic,—
JI. Delaunay presented a report on a memoir by M. Puiseux, on
the secular acceleration of the movement of the moon.—M.
Ricour presented a second note on the dispersion of light, and
M. Delaurier a memoir containing an account of experiments on
electricity, with objections to the electro-chemical theory.—M.
Faye presented a note by M. A. Wiillner on the spectra of the

simple gases, in which he disputes the results announced by M.
l^ubrunfant at a former meeting of the Academy (Dec. 13, 1869).

A memoir was read by M. Dumery on the results obtained and
obtamable on railways by traction on a single rail, in whicli the

author maintained that railways on this principle can be con-

structed nearly 50 per cent, cheaper than ordinary railways, and
can also be \\orked very advantageously.—M, L'audiimont stated

that he had prepared artificial garnets with bases of magnesia, lime,

strontian, baryta, and oxide of lead, and had them cut ten years

ago. lie forwarded specimens for the inspection of the Academy.
—M. Maumene read a memoir on a general theory of chemical
action, and the necessity of its employment in order to avoid

error. No abstract of this memoir is given. — M. Becquerel and
M. Dumas remarked upon the electro-chemical deposition of

nickel ; and M. Wurtz communicated a paper by M. A. Rossi on
the synthesis of normal prophylic alcohol by means of a;thylic

alcohol. The author's process consisted in converting a^thylic

alcohol, first into cyanide of ^thyle, and then into propionic

acid ; from the latter he prepared ]>ropionic aldehyde, and
obtained propylic acid by the action of nascent hydi'Ogen upon
the aldehyde.—M. P. Levert forwarded for the Breant prize

a note on the action of bitters, especially sulphate of quinine,

upon the economy, in the cure of fevers of all kinds ; M. A.
INIarinier exhibited a collyrium for the treatment of affections

of tile eyelids, and a filtering injector ; and M. Guyot presented

a notice on the toxical effects of some products of the phenic

group, including phenic acid, rosoHc acid, and coralline.—

A

memoir on the " mulberry-tree and the silkworm, considered in

themselves and in their relations," by M. Tigri, was read. The
author treated of the production of disease with presence of

Bacteria in the silkworm {Maladii dcs morts-flats), which he
ascribed to alterations in the condition of the mulberry-leaves.

—

M. Robin presented a communication from M. S. Feltz, in which
the author denied that the leurocyta, or white corpuscles of the

blood, traverse the walls of the capillary vessels, as stated by
many writers.—In a note on the movements of the grains of

chlorophyll in vegetable cells under the influence of light, M.
E. Roze referred to the observations of M. Prillieux, communi-
cated to the Acailemy on the 3rd January, and stated that by
examining the leaves of Fcrnaria hygtrmdrka under a tolerably

high power, he observed that the chlorophyll grains were united

by filainents of a viscous, transparent jjlasma, which undergo a

slow displacement, and carry «ith them the chlorophyll grains.

—

M. Anez communicated a note on the development and habits

of Phvlloxera vastatrix^ and M. Rouby a description of an
artificial mineral spring, of ^^•hich the titles only are given.

MlL.\N

Royal Lombardian Institute, November 25, 1869.

—

Professors Garovaglio and Gibelli presented a memoir on the

Eudocarpens of Central Europe and Italy, containing a mono-
graphic revision of the species of that group of lichens.—
Dr. Andrea Verga presented a communication on chloral. He
stated tliat the hydrate of chloral prepared in the Laboratory of

the Society of Encouragement at Milan was in brilliant prismatic

crystals, whilst that obtained from Paris formed a white, opaque
mass. — A further note on the production of Infusoria in

glass vessels sealed hermetically and heated above 212^ F. was
communicated by Professor G. Cautoni. The author referred

to previous experiments of his, in which vibrios were produced
in great numbers in rich solutions of organic materials heated to

212°, 221^, 230°, and even 242"6^ F. in vessels hermetically

sealed and enclosed in a Papin's digester. He now gave the

results of fresh experiments made with an aqueous solution of the

so-called Liebig's extract of meat, containing about one part of

the latter to about 35 parts of water, heated to various tempera-
tures from 212°—244 "4° F. maintained for about ten minutes in

the digester. The vessels, heated to 230° and more, showed no
traces of vibrios in a fortnight, nor were any produced in them for

twelve or fifteen days after their interior had been brought into

communication with the air by breaking the sealed extremity of
their necks. The solutions which had been heated to 212° and
221°, on the contrary, produced, in two days, an abundance of
vibrios and Liptotkrix whilst still in sealed vessels. The author
remarked that the above-mentione<l liquid contained considerably
less of protein matters than solution of natural flesh or yolk of
egg, \\hich might tend to lower the limit of temperature for the
production of Infusoria. He referred to some other experiments, and
argued from them in favour of heterogenism.—Dr. G. Bizzozero
presented a report upon tlie investigations of Dr. G. Milani
on some pathological alterations of the lymphatic glands.

CorEXH.\GF.N

We have received the " Oversigt over det Konglige Danske
Videnskabernes Selskabs Forhandlingar " for the first half of the
year 1S69, which contains only one strictly scientific paper of
importance, namely, a Crystallographico-chemical investigation
of the double haloid salts of platinum, by M. Haldor Topscie.
The remaining papers are chiefly of antiquarian interest, and
consist of a discussion of the plant known to the ancients under
the name of Silpliion or Silphiiiin, by Prof. A. S. Oersted, with
an appendix on the Vase of Arcesilas, by M. J. L. Ussing, and
a dissertation by tlie latter on the Apollo Belvedere. The silphium
is regarded by M. Oersted as a species of iVarl/ux, allied to the
Asajixtida, and is named by him Xartlu-x silphium. Of the last

two papers, abstracts in French are given.

PlIIL.VDEI.rill.V

American Philosophical Society, January 7. — A
memoir on Fossils from the Marshall Choup of Michigan and
adjoining States, by Prof. Alexander \Yinchell, Director of
the Geological Survey of Michigan, was read by Prof J. P.

Lesley. Prof Cope read a paper on New Etheostomine Perch
from Tennessee and North Carolina. Professor Cope gave the
results of investigations on the structure of the extinct Saurian,
the Megadactylus Probyzclw! of Hitchcock, from the red sand-
stones of the Connecticut valley in Massachusetts. He mentioned
that in 1S67 he had stated it as his belief that the so-called bird-
tracks of the above formation were those of Dinosauria, and that
in the following year that view had been confirmed by Prof.
Huxley. He stated that at the same time he proposed a
system of the Dinosauria which was very similar to one
very recently proposed by the same excellent authority.
The Megadactylus was the only species whose remains
had been found in the beds and locality in question,
in sufficient preservation for determination, and it was
clearly one of those whicli had made the tracks. The
fore limbs were four-toed, the hind limbs three-toed, and with
a long nietastarsus. The animal was a Dinosaur, and a true
representative of the sub-order Symphypoda, \\'hich was typified
by the Coinpsoguathus of the Solenhofen beds. As in the
latter the astragalus and calcaneum were cocissified with the
tibia and fibula, and the carpal bones were much reduced.
The bones were pneumatic, and possessed of excessively
thin walls. The ischiatic bones were projected far back-
wards, were in contact for much of their length, forming
a solid style which supported the animal when in a sitting

position. Length about four feet. He also stated that
the red sandstone beds in Pennsylvania and North Carolina
contained remains of Dinosauria. The Cadontia (Belodon)
and Labyrinthodonts, nearly allied to those of the Keuper of
Germany. They occurred in the lower part of the series,

which he had already parallelised with the Keuper. On the
other hand, the occurrence in the upper part of the series of
Symphypoda in Massachusetts and Pterosauria in Pennsylvania
Kliabdopelix loiigis piiiis Cope) rendered it highly probable
that an approach to the lias •\\as to be found in those strata,

while the intermediate portion of the whole might be found
to represent the time intervening between the Tri.assic and
Oolitic (Purassic) periods.—Prof Lesley remarked that these
investigations threw the first rays of light on a very dark
]iart of American geology. Prof. Marsh gave an account of
the impressions of the ischiatic bones behind the tracks on
specimens in the museum, Vale College, which he had always
referred to as such, though some believed they were made by
the tail.
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Society of Natural History, Xovemljer 3. 1869.—^Tr.

\V. II. I»a]I made a few remarks upon the distribution of marine
animals, asserting that tlu-ir raiii^e was influenced more by the

temperature of tlie water tlian Iiy the depth or other conditions.

He showed that tlie noatint,^-ice line of Uehrinfj Sea (which passes

between the PribyloH'and St. Matthew groups of islands, touch-

ing^ the continent near Kuskoqnim Bay) governed the distribution

of the fish and molluscs of those waters. It is the northern limit

of all tlie more soutlirrn forms, some of which range as far south

as Monterey. Tt is the southern limit of almost all the truly

arctic species. The fur seal is never found to the north of it,

though often erroneously spoken of as coming from Behring
Strait ; the polar bear never passes to the south of this line ; the

cod invariably keep to the south, and the mullet to the north, of

it. It is also the limit of distribution of many fuci and seaside

plants. Where the water is cooled by northern currents, or by
glaciers, deep-water species of molluscs, especially brachiopods,

are found at or even above low-water mark. Where the surface-

water is warm, these molluscs, wliich in the north are found near

the shore, are only obtained at a depth of many fathoms.

Serfion ofMicroscopy^ November 10.—Mr. R. C. (Ireenleaf in

the chair. Dr. H. Hagen called the attention of the section to

the statements of Professor Listing, of ("tottingen, who had
recently (Nachr. d, kgl. CJesell. der Wissench., 1869, No. I, and
Poggendorff's Atmalen, 1S69, T. xvi. p. 467) given some sugges-

tions concerning the further improvement of the microscope. In

all microscopes the dioptric arrangement is now analogous to the

astronomic spy-glass ; they have but one real image, from which
the virtual image is fomied and brought to the eye of the observer.

Professor Listing proposes to have two real images, and in this

way to form three successive augmentations instead of two, as
,

before. It is well known that by a prolongation of the draw
j

lube, or l)y increasing the distance between the objective and the
;

eye-piece, the image becomes successively greater, but the defmi-
j

tion and penetration is by no means better. Professor Listing

has made some experiments, and states that with an eye-piece of

his construction (a double eye-piece with four lenses, similar to

those of terrestrial telescojies) the magnifving power of the

instrument, and also to nearly the same degree the penetration,

is raised, Ity a tube of 420 millimetres, 20, 2.8, 5c;, 97, and I37per
cent, {the latter, of course, with diminution of the field), more
than the same objective (Hartnack,s, No. 7) and eye-piece (N0.3)

with a tube 200 millimetres in length. The object was Pleuro-

si^^ma au^iilalinn, and Professor Listing assures tis that the

latent power of the objective is developed by this means in an

astonishing manner. He also remarked that the so-called Erectors

have long been used, but always with a low power and rt short

tube. The most advantageous form for the eye-piece would be,

for the two sujierior glasses, achromatic lenses from 15 to 20
millimetres in diameter, and with a diaphragm between, having

an aperture of from S to 9 millimetres. For the two inferior

lenses, a common Huyghen's eye-piece would be the best. Such
a combined eye-piece, with a tube 420 millimetres long, would
raise the power of the instrument 97 per cent. The use of an

achromatic condenser adapted for oblique illumination is neces-

sary for high powers. The ex^ienment was only successfully

made with the best olijectives of English artists, or with the ex-

cellent new Hartnack objectives. According to his calculation,

an objective of one millimetre distance will give the first real

imnge at a distance of 200 millimetres from the second chief

point of the objective, and combined with an eye-piece in List-

ing's manner, having a power of 25 diameters by itself, and a

lube 405 millimetres long, the magnifying power of the whole

instrument would be 5,000 diameters. In the common arrange-

ment of the microscope, the dioptric cardinal points are in the

same order as in a concave lens, and the focal distance of the

whole microscope (not of the objective) would be equal to — "5

millimetres, with a magnifying power of 400 diameters for a

visual distance of 200 millimetres. In the Listing instrument

the order of the cardinal points would be inverted and analogous

to a convex lens, with a focal distance of the whole microscope

equal to x "04 millimetres, with a magnifying power of 5,000
diameters. In the first case the objective would have a focal

distance of 3 millimetres, in the last of I millimetre. The dif-

ference between the two chief points of the whole microscope is

in both cases nearly equal to the whole length of the tube. In

the last arrangement the whole microscope is analogous to a

convex lens with very short focal distance.
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THE ATMOSPHERIC-GERM THEORY
\^/'E have heard much during the last week or two

concerning the presence of organic matter in the

atmosphere, and the degree to which this is filled with

"germs" of hving things. It would have been better,

perhaps, had it been always pointed out more distinctly

that the two expressions were by no means uniformly

convertible. There is unquestionably much mere organic

di'bfis in the atmosphere which nobody could regard as

germs of living things.

The transition, in the minds of many at the present

day, however, from the idea of organic matter in the

atmosphere, to the identification of this with germs of

actual animal and vegetable organisms, occurs only too

easily. The air is supposed by them to be teeming

with potential living things most varied in kind. Each
square foot of atmosphere is thought to contain repre-

sentatives of innumerable varieties, which are only await-

ing the advent of suitable conditions in order to commence
their growth and development. Men talk most glibly about

germ-theories of disease, and the share which germs take

in the origin of epidemics, as though these were proven

facts of science rather than, as they are at present, mere
questionable hypotheses. And, just as these germ-theories

concerning epidemic disease have grown out of the more
general panspennic doctrine, so did this doctrine itself

grow out of the great "spontaneous generation" contro-

versy somewhat more than a century ago. As it was with

the derived, so was it with the original doctrine : in each

case it was produced, not so much on account of any
direct evidence in favour of the e.\istence of such germs,

but rather on account of the inherent difficulty in the

explanation of the subject to which it referred. Pre-

vious to the period mentioned, however, no such doc-

trine had been started. There were, of course, the

old pantheistic doctrines of Anaxagoras and his fol-

lowers—the notion of the universal dift'usion of an active

principle or vovs pervading all things, which was
itself the cause and source of all the life on our globe :

there was also the doctrine of Leibnitz, concerning
" Monads," as centres of force and life existing in all

things ; but anything like the present " panspermic " doc-

trine was still wanting.

The Aristotelian notions concerning the " spontaneous

generation " of even complex living things, received a

severe blow by the experimental demonstration of Rddi,

in 1638, before one of the Italian academies. He showed
that the larva; found in putrefying flesh had been deposited

there by flies, and had not been engendered (as had been
previously supposed) by changes taking place in the flesh

itself. Hence a very desirable modification of their

views was necessitated on the part of the hetero-

genists. It was not, however, till about a century after

this that the " spontaneous generation " doctrines were
again prominently brought before the scientific world.

Then, too, they appeared in a fonn more suited to our

present notions. The long controversy carried on between
Needham, the English champion of heterogeny, and the

Abb(5 Spallanzani, resulted in the promulgation by the

latter of the celebrated " panspermic " doctrine. The

question pressing for solution was. What is the mode of

origin of the myriads of the lowest forms of life which so

soon teem in organic solutions ? According to Needham
many of these lowest living things had been evolved dc novo
owing to changes taking place in the organic matter of the

infusion
; according to Spallanzani they had been ulti-

mately derived from "germs" which, floating everywhere
in the atmosphere, had, in spite of all precautions, gained
access to the solutions. Spallanzani did not pretend that

he had seen these "germs," their existence was a mere postu-

lation and no other evidence of their reality was alleged than

the occurrence of the very phenomena which their presence

was supposed to explain. His position was intcrpretablc

in this way. He seemed to think that such new evolution

of life was impossible. If living things occurred, there-

fore, they ni2ist have originated from pre-existing germs.

Against unchangeable convictions of this kind, occurring

either then or now, of course no amount of experimental

evidence would be of any avail. Spallanzani preferred to

believe that the atmosphere carried with it everywhere

myriads of germs of elementary organisms, or, at all

c\-&'nX.%,%\\x\dxyprincipcs preorganiscs, invisible and imagi-

nary though they might be. On this subject he says* :

—

" The infusorial animalcules undoubtedly take origin, in

the first place, from certain principcs prt'orgaiiisi's ; but

Xhese pi'incipes, are they eggs, germs, or other similar cor-

puscles ?" To which he most honestly adds :

—
" If it is

necessary to offer facts in reply to this question, I frankly

acknowledge that we have no certain knowledge on the

subject."

Bonnet was the contemporary of Spallanzani, and he
was also the advocate of a doctrine similar in its tendency,

though infinitely more extravagant. Bonnet's leading

notion of the " emboitement des gcrmes" is thus illus-

trated in one of the earlier chapters of his work t :
—" The

sun, a million times larger than the earth, has for an
ultimate constituent a globule of light, of which several

thousand millions enter at once into the eye of an animal

twenty million times smaller than a flesh worm .... But

reason can penetrate even further. From this globule of

light it can see issue another universe having its sun, its

planets, its plants, its animals, and amongst these last an

animalcule which is to this new world what that, of which

I have just spoken, is to the world which we inhabit."

Now, it would certainly be wrong to restrain any man in

the exercise of his fancy, but it surely is deplorable when
we find the results of such exercise—such mere figments

of the imagination as this— warping the reasonings of

succeeding generations when they come gravely to argue

about questions of fact.

Such, then, has been the origin of the " panspermic "

doctrine. Its first supporters commenced with assump-

tions, which could only be supported by the occurrence of

the very phenomena that were the subjects in dispute,

and to explain which the assumptions had been started.

This was the doctrine of which M. Pasteur first attempted

the experimental verification. How far he succeeded in

the attempt is another question. On the part of those who
first promulg.ated the " panspermic " doctrine, there cer-

tainly was nothing but mere fancy and hypothesis.

* Opuscles de Physiques, animale et vegetale. Pavie, 1787. Tom. I.

p. 230.

t Considerations sur les Corps Organis^es, Amsterdam: 177*.
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ENGLISH SPORT IN THE FIFTEENTH
CENTURY

The Debate between the Heralds 0/ France and England.
Translated and edited by Henry Pyne. (London:
Longmans and Co. 1870.)

T T is not easy to obtain an accurate knowledge of the

fauna of England before the sixteenth century, or to

ascertain with anything like precision the distribution of

wild animals throughout our country. Contemporary

authorities are few, and allusions in them to the facts of

Natural Histoiy are vague and scanty: vague enough to

whet our curiosity, and rare enough to augment the interest

attaching to them. We are, therefore, grateful when we

can derive from any fresh and well-accredited source a

side-light upon this obscure subject, and such we seem

to have found in a few incidental remarks that occur in a

very early tract, bearing the unsuggestive title of "A
Debate between the Heralds of France and England."

This debate, now for the first time translated into English,

appears from internal evidence to have been written by

Charles, Duke of Orleans, about the year 1460, and to

have been first published in Paris in 1500. Its author;

taken prisoner at the battle of Agincourt, was detained in

England for some five-and-twenty years, dividing the

period of his captivity between London and the Castles

of Windsor, Pontefract, Ampthill, Bolingbrokc, and Wing-

field. To a man of quick observation, as the Duke un-

doubtedly was, this lengthened exile gave ample oppor-

tunity of forming a tolerably correct opinion of the

relative merits of the land of his birth and the land of

his captivity. Patriotism has, of course, occasionally

coloured his views, but on the whole his judgments are

wonderfully impartial, and his statements may be accepted

with very little qualification. It must, however, be borne

in mind that the Duke's acquaintance with England was

almost wholly confined to the eastern side, which has

very little in common with the rest of the country, and

has probably undergone far fewer changes in later times.

Thus, in his estimate of the capabilities of our country

for sporting purposes, he makes the English Herald say:

" England is a level country, well cultivated, and not

covered with trees or bushes, which might hinder the

game from being easily found and caught ; and it has

also many partridges, quails, and other birds, as well as

hares in great abundance. And with regard to the sport

of fowling, no one can imagine a more delightful country,

for there are numerous little streams which flow into the

great rivers, where it is a fine thing, during the season, to

see what a profusion there is of wild fowl." This description

is true enough of the eastern counties,especially if we under-

stand the term " wild fowl " to include snipes, plovers, bit-

terns, and other fen-haunting birds. But, in lauding the

superiormerits of French sport, the Dukegives some further

details, which are not without their value, as illustrating

what we may call the antiquarian side of Natural History.

" In France," he remarks, "we have not only all the wild

animals which you (English) have, as stags, rocs, and
deer, but we have many other animals for the chase

besides these : for we have wild boars or wild black swine,

and we have also wolves and foxes, while you have none."

Now, it is hardly necessary to observe that the popular

story of the extermination of wolves in England by
Edward I. must be received with some reservation.

There seems some ground to believe that in the valley of

the Findhorn, in Scotland, wolves have bred as late as the

seventeenth century, and that even in the wilder parts of

England—the fells of Yorkshire, and the forest of

Dartmoor—they have existed in the fifteenth, and perhaps

in the sixteenth century, if we are to give any credence

to local traditions. Certain it is that in 1280, John

Giffard, the Baron of Brimsfield, had license from King

Edward to hunt wolves with dogs and nets in all forests

in England ; we have also little doubt that a diligent

search through the public records would disclose similar

grants of later date. Some ten years ago a young wolf

was caught in a vermin-trap at Ongar, in Essex, but its

occurrence was explained by the fact that the master of a

neighbouring hunt had recently imported some fox-cubs

from France, and that the wolf had been included in the

hamper by mistake. The comparatively small amount of

woodland and covert in the East of England would render

the breeding of wolves, to any extent, an impossibility, and

in a less degree the same remark applies to foxes also.

Fox-hunting, in the modern sense of that term, is a sport

of recent growth, and such a thing as the preservation of

foxes for hunting purposes cannot boast of any antiquity

at all. Gervase Markham, indeed, classes the hunting of

the fo5c and the badger together, and describes them as

"chases of a great deal lesse use or cunning than stag

and hare-hunting, because they are of a much hotter

scent, and are not so much desired as the rest,"—an

observation which may be balanced by the French

Herald's remark, that wolves and foxes "are blood-

thirsty animals, so that it requires persons of great

courage to overcome them." Wild swine in England

were either destroyed or domesticated at a very early

period. Pannage was too valuable a privilege to be other-

wise than jealously guarded against such unwelcome

intruders. Charles I. turned out in the New Forest some

boars and sows which he had imported from Germany,

and fifty years ago their descendants might be recognised

by the smallness of their hind-quarters and greater

development of sinew.

The next position asserted by the French Herald in the

Debate, if true at the time, has since been curiously

reversed. He claims precedence for his countiy, not only

in respect of hares and game-birds generally, but especially

or exclusively for the great red-legged or Grecian

partridges, and an abundance of pheasants. Hares have

always been common in England, but the prevalence of

red-legged partridges throughout the stubbles has not

been a long-standing grievance to the Suffolk sportsman,

for, if Pennant be right, they were introduced from France,

as late as the year 1 770, and, perhaps from their dislike to

a humid soil and atmosphere, have never spread themselves

far inland.

With regard to English pheasants, the Duke's experience

must, we think, have been exceptionally unfortunate.

The bills of fare, in olden times, invariably make mention

of them, and Mr. Pyne refers to a statute passed in 1494,
j

prohibiting their destruction by unlicensed persons, and 1

clearly implying that they were common enough. Gos- '

hawks and tercelets for hawking purposes were, no doubt,

imported from France in the fifteenth ccntur)-— the

accuracy of the French Herald's statement on this point

being confirmed by several passages in the Fasten Letters.
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Wc arc rather surprised that no mention of the bustard

should be made in the tract. Though now extinct in

England, the bird was by no means uncommon in the

open country at the commencement of the present century.

We can only suggest that the cause of its omission from
the Herald's Hst and its gradual extinction in England, is

one and the same. Being slow to take wing, the bird is

of little or no use for sporting purposes, and nature has
implanted in it a rooted aversion to those enclosures

which, in a land like ours, alone are sacred to game.

Charles J. Robinson

POPULAR LECTURES ON PHYSIOLOGY
Popiilare: Physiologischc Vortriige gchalten in Akadc-

viischcii Rosensaalf zu ycna, 1867- 1868- 1869. Von
Prof. Dr. Joh. Czcrmak. (Wien, 1869. London :

D. Nutt.)

'X'HE daily increasing recognition of the importance of

Physiology as an element of liberal culture, no less

than as a distinct branch of science, may be said to be
intimately connected with the gradual displacement of the

old vitalist conception. The old conception of Life as

something essentially mysterious and removed from out the

circle of natural causes, has been set aside in favour of the

conception of Life as something more complex, indeed, but

not otherwise more mysterious than other natural pheno-

mena, and dependent upon the physical and chemical agen-

cies recognised in operation in other provinces of research.

The consequence of this changed view has been to dis-

close the need of an incessant application to Physiology

of those instruments and methods which have enlarged

and given precision to our views of Nature ; and a further

consequence has been that the problems are found to be
more capable of popular exposition, that is to say, the

great results of research can now be shouni to an intelli-

gent public, and made thus to form an element in general

culture.

It is under this second aspect that Prof. Czermak's

Lectures call for remark. Himself an original investigator

and inventor, he here gives excellent examples of the kind

of teaching that may become generally effective—namely,
an intelligible exposition, for the laity, of the painfully-

acquired results of science. This exposition is not con-

fined to an oral statement of results, which statement

might be imperfectly apprehended and quickly forgotten,

but is accompanied by a visible demonstration which

f.xcs it in the memory as with a burin. In his first

lecture he expounds the action of the heart, and the in-

fluence of the nervous system on the circulation. In this

he exhibits the instrument formerly invented by him, the

Cardioscope, which enables an immense audience to sec

the rhythmic beating of the heart when taken from the

body ; and by the directions and the plates here supplied

teachers and private students may easily furnish them-
selves w^ith the ingenious contrivance. Indeed, we may
say at once that this volume will be especially useful to

teachers who will gain from it several effective aids for

their lectures.

The second lecture is on the Ear and Hearing, and
gives a lucid account of all but the very latest discoveries

(the startling and disturbing discovery \k\\\c\\ robs the

Corti apparatus of its former significance being subse-

quent to the publication of this volume). The third and

fourth lectures are on the Voice and Speech, accompanied
like the others with excellent and instructive diagrams
and a very intelligible explanation of the instrument with
which Prof. Czermak's name has been carried all over
Europe and America—the Laiyngoscope.
A mere glance at this volume, and the elaborate appli-

cation of mechanical aids which it suggests, will indicate
at once the great change which has come over physiolo"-i
cal investigation in the last twenty years. Not to speak
of such works as those of Richerand and Majendic in
France, or of Elliotson and Mayo in England, where
there is scarcely a trace of the physical and chemical in-

vestigation now considered indispensable, let even the
great work of Miiller be opened at the places where the
heart, the ear, and the voice are treated, and compared
with these lectures, addressed, be it observed, to a miscel-
laneous audience of ladies and gentlemen, not to students
in a class-room, and the contrast will, as the French sav,
leap at the eyes. The changed direction is one that
attempts to reduce physiological problems to visible

and measurable processes, which leave no room for

vagueness or ine.xactness, and which, without getting rid

of the mystery of Life, reduces the phenomena of Life to

what Prof. Huxley finely names the " realm of orderly
mystery." GEORGE Henry Lewes

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY IN FRANCE
VEcole dcs Engrais Chimiques; premieres notions de

Icmploi des agents de fertilite. By M. Georges
ViUe. i2mo., pp. 108, with one plate

;
price one

franc. (Paris : Libraire Agricole de la Maison
Rustique, 1869.)

INTELLIGENT visitors to the last annual meeting of
the Royal Agricultural Society, held at Manchester,

could hardly fail to draw one very important conclusion from
the sight of that vast array of implements, machines, and
produce, namely, that year by year farming is brought
more and more under the application of scientific principles.

It is found, too, that farm labourers, not quite so stupid as

was thought, are capable of managing agricultural machines,
and of adapting themselves to the improved style of work
which these necessitate. And among our farmers the

number of those increases who know that, however much
plants may differ in appearance and properties, they have
a character in common, and owe their formation to

certain elements which suffice for their requirements, as

th; letters of the alphabet suffice for the requirements of

writing and printing. And their sons at school will learn

that of these plant-forming elements, the more important

are, carbon, h)xlrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus,

sulphur, chlorine, silicon, calcium, magnesium, potassium,

sodium, and iron. Schools and colleges ha\-e taken

the subject in hand, and have demonstrated that the

study of the sciences on which agriculture may be said

to depend, involves no small amount of intellectual culture

—a culture fraught with lasting interest.

On the Continent, also, a movement has begun for the

improvement of agriculture, and it wiil be instructive to

look at what has been accomplished in France. Among
the subjects on which lectures are given by the able

professors at the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes is

la chimie agricole—agricultural chemistiy—and, in the

hands of Prof. G. Ville, who has been e.\perimenting
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thereon for the past twenty years, it has produced surprising-

results. Having established his propositions single-handed,

and at his own cost, a portion of the imperial domain at

Vincennes was allotted to him, as an experimental farm,

and the crops he there produced, the Confirenccs Agricclcs

he there held among the crops, together with his numerous

Comparative size of wheatshcaf produ pletcly manurc'J-

published works, and the effect of his lectures, have made

such an impression, that his method of cultivation has

been adopted at more than five hundred places in France
;

while from Spain, Portugal, Italy, Belgium, and Germany,

and from the French colonies, farmers and cultivators

have resorted to Paris and to the experimental farm at

Vincennes, to acquaint themselves with the method which

under ordinary circumstances would more than double

their harvest.

Pi'of \'ille's method of instruction is as simple and
definite as his method of fertilisation, as if he had in view

the large number of small peasant proprietors in France,

and wrote and lectured for their especial benefit. You
may sow wheat, he says, in soil wanting nitrogenised

matter, phosphates, potash, and lime, and it will grow

and bear grain, but the stalk will be very short, thin, and

weak, and the vegetation precarious. Mix with the soil

a substance composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,

the result will Ije exactly the same. And why .' Because

plants take all the carbon they need from the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere, and hydrogen and oxygen from

water. Hence, to add these three elements to the soil is

useless ; on the other hand, if some substance containing

assimilable nitrogen be added, a salutary effect is at once

produced, for plants derive nitrogen partly from the soil,

partly from the air. But this effect is as nothing compared

with that of manures affording certain mineral elements :

mL\ these as well as the nitrogenised matter with calcined

earth, and its fertility will equal that of the richest soil.

The vegetation, no longer thin and starved, acquires vigour

and activity, the plant grows straight and strong, is of a

rich green colour, and produces a well-formed ear filled

with large and heavy grain.
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mental plot, and the appearance of the crop will tell him
what is deficient in the soil. And in making his experi-

ments, he is not restricted to any special kinds of plants,

for the method may be applied to the sugar cane, the

sorgho, and other natives of the tropics, to maize,

beetroot, the Jerusalem artichoke, the potato, colza, and
I ither varieties of cabbage, and to flax and hemp. Whether
saccharine, or oleaginous, or fibrous, or starchy, the plants

may be developed to the utmost limit of their productive-

ness by proper treatment.

The complete fertiliser, or ciigrais coniphf, as Prof

A'ille calls it, varies slightly in composition according to

the nature of the crop required. For wheat it is com-

posed of acid calcium phosphate (superphosphate of

lime), potassium nitrate (nitre), ammonium sulphate, and

calcium sulphate (gypsum). These materials require to be

skilfully mixed, so as to retain all their beneficial properties

when spread upon the land. The " engrais complet" is to

^n regarded as the typical fertiliser—the standard by which

to judge of the value and the lastingness, so to speak, of

any chemical manure. A field properly treated with this

will return three or four crops of wheat in immediate

succession, without further manuring in the meantime.

For the proper carrying on of the experiments, it would

be necessary to have

—

1. The complete compost.

2. Compost without potassium salts.

3. „ without phosphates.

4. „ without nitrogenised matter.

These are to be applied to the experimental plots of

land. If then, number 2, or 3, or 4 produces the same
effect as number i, it is evident that the substances repre-

sented by those numbers exist already in the soil, that the

vegetation has profited by them, and that there is no need

to apply them to the land. If, on the contrary, the com-

post in which any one of the four substances is wanting

produces a deficient crop, there is a certain proof that

this particular clement of productiveness is deficient in

the land.

Here, then, is a method of analysing the soil of fields

and gardens which even an intelligent labourer might

practise. He could hardly continue the practice without

learning, better than from books, the true principles of

agricultural science. He could determine step by step

the loss of any one or more of the fertilising elements, and

consequently ascertain which was required to restore the

fecundity of the soil.

In support of this argument, Prof. Villc brings forward

some remarkable results obtained on his experimental

f;irm at Vincennes, giving tables showing the cost of

cultivation and the yield of each experimental plot. He
also places before his readers a series of figures in which

the results obtained with wheat are displayed in a most

forcible manner. The two examples here given indicate

the limits of his experimental system. The sheaves are

represented on the same scale, so that the results of good

feeding and starvation may be readily compared. The
intervening figures may be imagined.

If the experiment be made with peas, there is a marked

difference in the result : the nitrogenised matter which

tells in the culture of wheat has little or no effect on

leguminous plants ; the reason being that wheat takes up

from the soil most of the nitrogen it requires, and that

leguminous plants derive it mainly from the air. To
produce a good crop of the latter we must employ a
manure containing an excess of potassium salts, and for

turnips we require an excess of calcium phosphate.
These are important facts, for they show that besides

variation and rotation of crops, there can be also rotation

of manures. Take any average field, and apply to it the
materials which act on the required crop, and so pass
from one to the other until the land shall have received
all the materials which make up the complete compost.

This, briefly sketched, .and with omission of certain

practical details, is Prof Ville's system for the improve-
ment of agriculture in France. The five million small
proprietors, who own each from 3 to 14 hectares, have
herein a simple and efficacious method, by which their

profits may be largely increased, and their own con-
dition materially ameliorated. To quote the Professor's

words, " The tiller of the soil is always in presence of a
Power superior to himself. Seasons, temperature, rain,

and sunshine, which enter so largely into the success of
his labours, arc above his influence. He learns that skill,

foresight and economy are required of him ; he knows
also that when he has done all that depends on himself
he must be resigned and wait. By temperament, as much
as by condition, he becomes above all the friend of order,

and, in case of need, its firmest support."

OUR BOOK SHELF
Liuuhvirtlischaftlklu- Zoologie. Von Dr. C. G. Giebcl.

Svo. pp. 827, with 510 woodcuts. Glogau, 1869. Carl'
Fleming. (London : Williams and Norgate.)

Although the study of economic zoology ought to be
of some importance in this country, w-e can point to very
few English publications relating to it,—Curtis's " Farm
Insects," and the translation of KoUar's "Garden Insects,"
by Westwood and Loudon, being almost the only special
works on the subject that we can call to mind, and these
are now of old date. This may perhaps be due to the
fact that the advantage of attempts at the practical ap-
plication of zoological and, especially, of entomological
knowledge, is very frequently doubtful, but it is certain
that in many cases an acquaintance with the natural
history of animals must be most valuable to the farmer or
gardener, by enabling him to distinguish beneficial from
injurious creatures

; it is therefore much to be regretted
that we possess no good treatise which would place the
necessary knowledge within reach of our English agri-
culturists.

There is another point of view in which the study of
economic zoology is of great importance. From the
very nature of their relations to man and the organisms
which he has taken under his care, useful and injurious
animals acquire a remarkable prominence, and thus
the phenomena of their existence are brought near to
us and, as it were, magnified in such a manner
as to render their investigation comparatively easy.
Accordingly, there can hardly be any better means of
acquiring a practical general knowledge of natural his-

tory and, especially, of the intimate and intricate relations

of organised beings, than the study of the enemies and
benefactors of the farmer and gardener.

Dr. Giebel seems to have taken this view of the matter,
and his "Agricultural Zoology" is really a complete
natural history of terrestrial animals, the illustrative

examples being drawn from domestic animals, or from
species which exert a more or less direct influence upon
the results of agricultural operations. Of all these, the
natural history is given by Dr. Giebel in considerable
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detail, and in this way we get most of the famihes of mam-
malia, birds, insects, and arachnida legitimately illustrated,

whilst bv stretching a point here and there, even the classes

of reptiles, fishes, and mollusca are more or less repre-

sented. Under the Vermes we find a good account of the

curious natural history of the Entozoa. Either as a

practical guide for the cultivator, or as a first book in

the study of general zoology. Dr. Giebel's volume will be

found of great value, and we can only repeat our expres-

sion of regret that we have nothing like it in our own
language.

History of Meteors and of the Grand Phenomena of
Nature. By J. Rambosson. (London and Edin-

burgh : Williams and Norgate.)

Nothing is more sublime, or more engrossing, or at

times more awful than the phenomena of Nature on the

large scale ; and yet nothing is more prosaic than most
of the treatises on meteorology.

Those terrible statisticians with their columns of figures

have certainly succeeded marvellously in creating a distaste

for the study of the greater natural phenomena. A
cyclone at sea is one of the most glorious and awful

sights that can be imagined, yet in the pages of meteoro-

logical journals it becomes a barometric difference of an
inch and a half, a wind equal to 12, and a sea disturb-

ance equal to 9.

But IVI. Rambosson, with that talent for elucidation

which so many Frenchmen and so few Englishmen
possess, has spared neither trouble nor expense in order

to produce a thoroughly popular and, at the same time,

thoroughly scientific description of the grander class of

natural phenomena.

THE AUKOKA

Being himself a traveller as well as a man of science,

his descriptions and illustrations are particularly good
;

and no student can read the book without retaining a

vivid impression of the aspects of Nature in her wilder

moments. Some of the illustrations remind one of

Gustave Dord ; that of a hurricane on land and sea. Fig.

3, is particularly good ; so is that of a hurricane in the

desert. Fig. 33 ; also his pictures of lightning, Figs. 62, 63,

64 ; on the other hand, some few illustrations might pos-

sibly be dispensed with.

It has often occurred to us that while the student of

chemistry and of physics is made acquainted in the

laboratory with the forces with which he reasons, so the

student of meteorology should, if possible, like the author

of this book, be brought iace to face with the grander
class of natural phenomena ; failing which, a well illus-

trated book, like that of M. Rambosson, is an admirable

substitute lor the personal e.\perience which lew can

have. 1j- ^•

Our Own Birds. A Familiar Natural History of the Birds

of the United States. By W. J. Baily. Revised and
edited by G. D. Cope, Cor. Sec. Acad. Nat. Sci. With
illustrations, after Audubon. (London : Trubner).

Although the object of this work is not to treat orni-

thology scientifically, but rather to present the subject in

a pleasing manner to the young, Mr. Cope's name on

the title-page is a guarantee of its scientific accuracy ; and
although the birds of the United States are mainly dealt

with, the volume will doubtless be welcome to many young
naturalists in this country, for the habits and interesting

peculiarities of each bird are fully dwelt upon. Some ot

the illustrations are admirable.
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MR. BATES'S ADDRESS TO THE
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY

T N printing the following extracts from the address delivered to
-* the Entomological Society on the 24th iilt. by the President,

Mr. H.W. Bates, we must express our regret that we cannot find

space for the insertion of the whole of that able and interesting

discourse.

Referring to the ** Transactions" of the Society, Mr. Bates

remarked :—The volume for the past year comprises twenty-

seven memoirs, of which twenty-five belong to the department of

systematic or descri]")tive Entomology, and two only—welcome
contributions from Mr. Jenner Weir and Mr. Butler, on the

. selection of insects as food by insectivorous animals—to other

branches of the science. To those who might object that too

large a share of our work is occupied by mere descrij^tions, I

would remark that many original and valuable observations on
relationships, geographical distribution, and other deeply inte-

resting philosophical questions, are contained in some of our

descriptive papers. In fact, it is not at all a necessary conse-

quence that a descriptive treatise should be nothing more than a

string of dry definitions. It will become, I hope, more and
more the practice of entomologists to give, together with their

descriptions, the new data on relationships, distribution, com-
parison of faunas, &c., which the handling of such subjects most
usually brings forth.

In speaking of the contributions of importance which have
been made to the science in this country outside the Entomo-
logical Society, the President alluded to the examination by Mr.

Wollaston of the largest collection of insects which has yet been
made in St. Helena. This suggested the following observations :

As you are aware, the great interest which attaches to the fauna

and flora of oceanic islands arises from the prol.)lems involved in

the modes in which they oljtained their species of animals and
plants, and those are rendered more complicated by the exist-

ence on some island of anomalous forms, representative, it is

considered, of types ages ago extinct on continents. Such
islands, however, differ greatly from each other as to degree of

peculiarity in their productions ; and it often happens that species

identical, or nearly so, with those found in the nearest continent,

form nearly the whole of their present inhabitants. Thus the

investigation of the origin of their faunas and floras is necessarily

exceedingly complex. Geology has to be invoked to ascertain

whether the islands are of recent or ancient elevation above the

sea-surface, and whether the supposition is admissible of a

recent connection with the neai*est continental land. Oceanic
hydrography, deep-sea soundings, and the force and direction

of currents and winds, have to be studied in reference tofthe

depth of the surrounding seas ; for these must all be taken into

consideration in discussions on the probable derivation of the

curious mixture of forms which is often found on these isolated

spots. On the other hand, it must be noted that the fauna and
flora themselves throw light on the geographical and geological

relations of the islands to the nearest land. In fact, the classifi-

cation of islands into oceanic and continental, is founded quite as

much on resemblance or difference in organic productions,

between islands and the mainland, as on relative proximity.

Thus Great Britain is classed as a continental island, quite as

much because its fauna and flora are nearly identical with those

of continental Europe as because it is separated only by a shal-

low sea, and is now known to have been actually connected in

recent geological times. In these investigations entomology is

now generally admitted to have great importance, owing to the

large number and variety of species which it offers, as elements
in the elaborate comparisons which have to be instituted.

The following remarks well illustrate the high scientific im-
portance of studying the geographical distribution of insect life :

—

The idea of the value of localities in connection with specimens
or species, with some entomologists, I am afraid does not reach
very far. They like to know in what countries the different forms
are found, and perhaps, as in French collections, show the

distribution by writing the specific names in their cabinets on
labels coloured according to the part of the world the species

inhabit ; the primary divisions of the world, as Europe, North
and South America, Africa, Australia, perhaps the West Indies,

and so forth, being considered sufficient. This brings out the

leading facts of distribution very well, such as the restriction

of many genera and groups of genera to each of the great

divisions, and the distinctive facies which all the products
from one region possess ; but we seldom see it carried

further, and it remains a pretty association of geography with
natural history, and no more. Results infinitely more suggestive

are brought about if the student labels each specimen witli its

locality, instead of recording it on the ticket which bears the

specific name placed below all the specimens, and if he is fortunate

enough to be able to amass a large suite of specimens, accurately so

ticketed, of genera abounding in local varieties and closely-allied

species, indications of the conditions under which varieties, local

races, and perhaps species, are formed in nature, are revealed by
this method, and a field of investigation is opened which connects

the study of a few insect species with some of the most difficult

problems that are now engaging the attention of philosophers. The
most common event that happens, when a student works at a series

of species in this way, is the discovery that even the most constant

species vary in some parts of their area of distribution ; the next,

that a small well-marked difference in a species is generally a local

difierence, and embraces all the individuals of the district iu which
it occurs. As the collection increases, further curious facts come
out. It is found, for instance, that some highly-variable species

give rise to one set of varieties in one area, another distinctly

different set in another area, and so on ; and farther, that in

some areas one, or perhaps more, of these variations will he

better marked than, and preponderate in number over, the otiier

varieties of the same species. Still further, it is found that in

some districts one sivch variety alone occurs, having apparently

prevailed over all the others. To be properly impressed, how-
ever, with the great truth and reality of these facts, the student

should himself have travelled as an entomological collector over

an extent of countiy embraced by many local varieties of vari-

able species ; otherwise his attention will not be sufficiently

excited to the curious facts nature presents to him, and he will

not take the trouble to amass and obtain the exact localities of

numerous specimens of common variable species. Perhaps the

most important result of this attention to distribution of varieties

is, that a fine gradation of forms or degrees of variation will be
found, from the " sport " or variety, such as is liable to be pro-

duced in the same brood, to the well-segregated race living in

company with another race referable to the same stock. As
such, most authors, perhaps rightly, consider these latter

as good and true species ; and thus the formation of species

out of mere variations is illustrated by the facts of geographical

distribution.

But it is not this branch of the subject with which we are so

much concerned, when we wish to compare the productions of

the different Andean valleys and their vertical ranges, as that

relating to the nature of barriers to distribution. It has been
received as a principle in zoological and botanical geography, that

grand physical barriers, such as mountain ranges, form an impas-

sable limit to the faunas and floras of the plains on each side of

them. It is repeated, in almost every manual of physical geogra-

phy, after Humboldt, who, I believe, was the originator of the

statement, that the species are all different on the two sides of the

Andes of South America. Such a fact, if well established, would
be interesting in many ways. First, it would throw liglit on the

geology of the country, as proving that the Andes must have
existed as a ridge, sufficiently lofty to prevent the creatures of

the plains crossing it, before the origin of the species which now
people the plains on each side. Now, it is possible that this

broad and important generalisation may have been made on a

too slender foundation of facts. Of course, in those parts of

the Pacific coast-region {two-thirds of the whole line within the

tropics), where the conditions of soil, climate, and vegetation

are totally different on the two sides of the Andes, no community
of species is possible. A lofty mountain barrier would be here

unnecessary, for a few steps of level road, in many parts of the

world, would suffice to bring the traveller from the domain of

one fauna to that of another—for instance, from an arid plain to

a luxuriant forest along some river-valley. This would be a

difference of "station," and not of area of distribution,—a dis-

tinction long ago recognised in Botany. The question is, then,

limited to this : In those parts of the Pacific coast-region, such

as Guayaquil, where a humid forest-country exists on both sides

of the Cordillera, are the species of the two sides entirely dis-

tinct ? This would test the efficacy of mountain-barriers better

than almost any other case. For the species, at least of insects,

which inhabit humid forests near the equator, are probably

unable to exist at a higher altitude than 4,000 or 5,000 feet, and

no pass over the Cordillera exists of half this depression, through-

out the whole line of the Andes from Bolivia to the Isthmus

of Darien. The species could not voluntarily pass over, nor by
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gradual migration along the coast could tliey well double the

end of the chain near the mouths of the Atrato and Magdalena,

and so pass to the eastern side ; for the Sierra Nevada bars the

way.
Insects, I believe, would offer better data in discussing this

question of barriers than almost any other group of land animals,

or tlian plants ; they are more limited in ran^e than tlie species

of birds, afford a much larger body of facts than reptiles, mam-
mals and shells, and are not so much subject to accidental means

of transportation as plants. But although many Entomological

collectors have visited Guayaquil and the Cordillera, we have no

published lists and no authentic information about localities.

Mr. Buckley's journey offers us, then, the chance of obtaining

the details so much required, since he collected assiduously all the

way up from the level of the sea to the edge of the snow, and

the same conversely on the opposite side, writing the locality on

the envelope of eveiy specimen.

I am inclined to think that the efficacy of physical or geographi-

cal barriers in limiting the distribution of animals and plants has

been much over-estimated, and that this circumstance has vitiated

much of the reasoning that has been employed in discussing

various difficult problems in Natural History. By physical bar-

riers, of course, are meant barriers of the inorganic world, such

as a continuous mountain-range «'ith regard to species of the

plains and, conversely, a continuous plain with regard to species

of the mountains {e. g. Parnassius, Erebia, Oreina, Nebria, &c.

)

Tlie sea is thus a barrier to land-species, a water-shed to fresh-

water species, a continuous tract of forest to species of the

savannah or steppe, and so on. Barriers of the organic world,

which of course are "physical" also, are quite a different set of

agencies. They are the hindrances offered to the dissemination

of a species by other species already in full possession of the

domain and well adjusted to its conditions by constitution and

habits. To this may be added the limitations to distribution

observable without any physical obstacle being perceptible.

There are certain classes of facts which seem to me to indicate

that these less obvious kinds of barrier are far more effective

than those more imposing ones of mountain, desert, sea, and

so forth.

One set of these facts is exemplified by the well-known case of

distribution of insects between tlie east and west in the southern

iiart of our own island. I am not aware that comparative

lists have yet been published ; but it will not be disputed

that many hundreds of species of Coleoptera, for instance,

are known in the east, many of them abundant, which are

totally unknown in the «-est, and a smaller number are

known in the west which are not found in the east. In

In cases like these a difference of climate may be the cause of

the limitation. But there is another set of facts requiring quite a

different explanation : this is the limited ranges of closely-allied

species in the plains of Tropical America. I have already

elsewhere recorded the fact that, in the forest plains of the

Amazons, where there are no differences of level worth mentioning,

and no physical barriers, the species of a large number of

(^enera are changed from one locality to another, not more than

200 or 300 miles apart. This is most distinctly marked on the

Upper Amazons, where the country may be majiped out into

areas of a few hundred square miles each, every one containing

numerous species of such genera as Ithomia, Melina^a, Eubagis,

Doryphora, Erotylus, &c., &c., allied to but quite distinct from

their representatives in the others. From what I have seen of

Mr. Buckley's collections on the eastern side of the Andes, I think

the same limitation of areas must occur there also; and judging

from the few species I know as coming undoubledly from the

Guayaquil side of the Cordillera, the butterfly faunas of these areas

in the uniform country of the east are jjretty nearly as distinct from

each other as the species east of the Andes are distinct from those

west of the mountains. We here again feel the want of facts,

sucli as Mr. Buckley collected, but which have not yet been
published, to teach us exactly what species are found east and
what west of the mountains, and how the great multitude of

closely-allied species are ilistribuled in the narrow tract explored

on the east. My own observations in the level plain, a few

hundred miles further cast, show distinctly, however, that the

most effective possible barriers are there opposed to the spread of

hosts of species without any physical barrier which is perceptible

by our senses. The explanation of the fact, I believe, is this,

that there really are subtle differences of physical conditions

from place to place, even in a uniform region ; slight dif-

ferences in soil, humidity, succulence of foliage, and so forth.

which require in each a re-adjustment of the constitution

of any new immigrants from adjoining areas ; but that each

area being kept well stocked with allied species already

adjusted to its minute conditions, such migration rarely occurs.

Thus a limit is put to the spread of species by species them-
selves, wliich produces similar results on the actual distribu-

tion of forms throughout the world, to those produced by mighty
physical barriers such as the Andes.

There is yet one other consideration remaining. If these

barriers are not required to explain the limitation of faunas, it

does not follow that they do not act as barriers all the same ;

but it is, I think, difficult to prove it. If 1,200 miles of sea do
not form a sufficient barrier against the stocking of the Azores
with insects from Western Europe, I do not think sixty miles of

mountain should be assumed to prevent for tens of thousands of

years, the transport of species, in the egg state, by birds or

currents of air, from one side to the other. I may add, in

conclusion, that if the efficacy of barriers of this nature has

been overrated, some important conclusions regarding changes
on the earth's surface will have to be reconsidered ; such, for

instance, as that of the extension of a glacial epoch over nearly

the w'hole earth—a hypothesis conceived by Darwin to explain

the existence of the same genera and sometimes the some species

in high latitudes, both in the northern and southern hemisphere,

whilst absent from the intervening zones. I believe that, with

some very obvious exceptions, such as Mammals and Batrachians,

there can be no limit placed as to the dissemination of a

species, provided there are unoccupied areas suitable to it, in

any part of the earth, and provided also time sufficient be

allowed for the process.

T/fE GRESHAM LECTURES
'T'WC) lectures were delivered in Gresham College on the
-* evenings of the 14th and 15th January, by Dr. Symes
Thompson, the Gresham Professor of Medicine.

The first of these lectures embraced a theme admirably adapted

to fulfil the popular object with which this City professorship has

been established, and as eminently suited to the present season:

it treated of "Catching Cold."
The Professor first described, by reference to large drawings,

the structure and arrangement of the parts concerned in the dis-

order—laying open the arcana of tlie nose, frontal sinuses, throat,

voice-box, and chest, and showing the intimate relations by which
these parts are connected, and the way in which modern science

has found means to bring their inmost recesses under observation,

and contrasting the precise knowledge of the present period with

the ante-Schneider days, wdien all catarrhal defluxions were held

to be outpourings of the brain. It was demonstrated that the

ordinary cold is simply, in the first instance, congestion of the

warm, moist, blood-charged membrane, which lines all these

cavities and is continuous throughout the series of them
;

but that this congestion is apt to pass on, under unfavourable

circumstances, to inflammation, and to consequent derangement
of structure. The congestion merely means that more blood is

thrust upon, and retained in, the minute channels and vessels of

the membrane, than those channels and vessels can healthily

accommodate The first cause of this forced engorgement is

that cold is extensively applied to the internal skin, which then,

under the constringing and contracting influence, drives its own
blood out, ])arlly into these surcharged tracts of mucous mem-
brane. Tlie injurious effect known as " cold" is now sure to be

realised if this external chill is experienced when the general

system is weakened by exhaustion. It is also, in some persons,

more ajst to be produced at certain regular periods.

The prevention of colds is to be accomplished by keeping the
skin in a healthy and vigorous state, so that it may at once
resume its jumper and normal condition when chills ha\e been
suddenly ajiplied to it : then the internal congestions are avoided
or removed simultaneously with the external contraction and
stagnation. The habitual use of cold bathing in the early morning
is one very powerful means to this end : it trains the vessels of
the skin to rise vigorously into renewed action after the applica-

tion of a chill. The relaxing influence of over-heated apartments
should be avoided, because that saps the power of vigorous
reaction ; but, in cold weatlier, the utmost care should be taken
to have the entire skin efficiently protected by warm clothing.

The powers of the system in periods ])rone to the jiroduction of
colds, and most especially when the temiJcrature of the extenial
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air is between 32 and 40 degrees of Fahrenheit's heat scale (for

that is the condition in which tlie danger is found to be most
certainly incurred), should be most carefully maintained by the

judicious use of sustaining food, and by the avoidance of every
kind of injurious derangement or excess. When once internal

congestion has been set up, and the cold has been "caught," the

thing to be done is immediately to bring back vigorous circulation

and exhalation in the skin. The Turkish bath is one of the
most convenient and certain of all contrivances for ensuring this

object : in its absence the vapour bath, or hot air bath may be
employed. The action of the bath is to be reinforced by the
administration of stimulants, first and foremost amongst which
stands concentrated food. Indeed, the Professor's pet stimulant
seems to be " Whitehead's Solid Essence of Leef, " a New .South

Wales preparation, in which the nutritious principle of an ox is

condensed into about nine pounds of easily transportable material,

in which thirty pomids of beef are concentrated into one
pouml of little cakes, each about the size of an ordinary silver

li\e-shilling piece, and \\'eighing half an ounce. One cake is

calculated to prepare two large breakfast cups of good beef-tea.

This preparation differs from Liebig's Extract of Meat chiefly in

containing I he gelatinous as well as the fibrinous constituents of the

Hesh. The Gresham Professor scattered the little round cakes, out
of neat half-pound cases, liberally to his audience, recommending
them to begin at once to fortify themselves against the inclement
atmospheric influences. lie gave one very interesting instance

of the value and power of this preparation by alluding to a case
that h.ad fallen within his experience on the very day of the
lecture. A patient had been brought into the Brompton Hospital
in a sinking state, resulting from inability to take food. He was
at the time all but pulseless and cold, and evidently on the brink
of the grave. He w'as placed in bed, and a cupfull of the beef-

tea prepared from the "solid Essence" administered. The px'e-

paration was retained in the stomach, and in ten minutes from
the time of its administration, there was steady warmth all over
the skin, and restored circulation.

There is one expedient both for preventing and curing " colds."

which was not alludetl to upon this occasion, but which is never-
theless as powerful as any of the measures which were described,

and it may sometimes be drawn upon in circumstances when
those plans cannot be adopted, in consequence of the sufferer

being compelled by the exigencies of life to continue to meet
exposure to chilling influences. This is abstinence from drink,

and liquid food of any kind, until the internal congestion is

removed. The remedial action through the skin does its work
by drawing away the superabundance of the circulating

fluid from the overcharged part. But this desirable result is

even more certainly ensured if the general bulk of the circulating

fluid, or blood, is diminished by withholding supplies of the more
liquid, or watery, ingredient ; which may be done where the

digestive power is unimpaired, without in any \vay diminishing

the richer, or more immediately nourishing portion. The instant

the general bulk of the circulating blood is diminished, the excess

contained in the congested and overcharged membranes is with-

drawn and the cold is relieved. Somewhat severe thirst sets in ;

hut curiously enough, simultaneously with the occurrence of this

thirst, the congested internal membranes grow moist, and exhale
gently and naturally in consequence of the relief of the over-

charged vessels. All that is then necessary is to keep the supply
of drink down to the point which enables some measure of thirst

to be maintained ; and during its maintenance there is not the

slightest chance of the recurrence of the cold. Dr. Thompson
dwelt emphatically in his lecture, upon the fact that, whereas
certain ailments, such as the eruptive fevers, bring with them an
almost comjilete immunity from the recurrence of the affection,

it is just otherwise with ordinary colds. The more frequently

they occur, the more frequently they may be looked for. They
bring with them increased susceptibility of the internal

membranes to congestive derangements. Under such circum-
stances diminution of drink, sustained at the point of persistent

moderate thirst, is the most powerful and certain preventive

of congestive disorder, and the most sure remover of undue
internal susceptibility, that can be adopted.

The second lecture was mainly devoted to a description of

stimulants, and an experimental explanation of the way in

which the amount of the saccharine, acid, and spirituous ingre-

dients of wines may be ascertained. There is one very note-

worthy peculiarity in all these lectures, which renders them pecu-
liarly fit for the class of audience at which the Gresham College
is aimed : Dr. Symes Thompson is a master of the art of giving

a clear notion of the whereabouts of a fact, or principle, to
popular apprehension. It is to be extremely regretted that in
a vast metropolis like ours, and, indeed, in all our large towns,
such courses as these Gresham Lectures are not more common.
It is absolutely impossible to over-estimate the good they can
do, not only, as in this case, in showing what " to eat, drink, and
avoid," but generally in inducing thought and work. Further
lectures of the Gresham course are announced for the months
of April, June, and September.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\_The Editor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. A'o notice is taken of anonymons
comnninieations. ]

Where are the Nebulas ?

Mr. Proctor's interesting paper in your last number re-
minded me of an essay on "The Nebular Hypothesis," ori;;!-

rtally published in 1858, and re-published, along with otliers,''in

avolume in 1863 ("Essays : Scientific, Political, and Speculative."
Second Series), in which I had occasion to discuss the question
he raises. In that essay I ventured to call in question the infe-
rence drawn from the revelations of Lord Rosse's telescope, that
nebulce are remote sidereal systems—an inference at that time
generally accepted in the scientific world. On referring back to
this essay, I find that, besides sundry of the reasons enumerated
by Mr. Proctor for rejecting this inference, I have pointed out one
which he has omitted.

Here are some of the passages :

—

" ' The spaces which precede or which follow simple nebuke,'
says Arago, 'and, A fortiori, groups of nebula, contain generally
few stars. Herschel founcl this rule to be invariable. Thus,
every time that, during a short interval, no star approached, in
virtue of the diurnal motion, to place itself in the field of his
motionless telescope, he was accustomed to say to the secretary
who assisted him, "Prepare to write; nebulie are about to
arrive."' How does this fact consist with the hypothesis that
nebulx are remote galaxies? If there were but one nebula, it

would be a curious coincidence were this one nebula so placed in
the distant regions of space as to agree in direction with a starless
spot in our own sidereal system? If there were but two nebuki:,
and both were so placed, the coincidence would be excessively
strange. What, then, shall we say on finding that they are
habitually so placed? (the last five words replace some that are
possibly a little too strong) When to the fact that the
general m.iss of nebuku are antithetical in position to the general
mass of stars, we add the fact that local regions of nebulte are
regions where stars are scarce, and the further fact that single
nebula; are habitually found in comparatively starless spots, does
not the proof of a physical connection become overwhelm-
ing''"

The reasonings of Humboldt and others proceeded upon the
tacit assumption that differences of apparent magnitude anion"-
the stars result mainly from differences of distance. The necessary
corollaries from this assumption I compared with the hypothesis
that the nebulx are remote sidereal systems in the loUowinf
passage :

—

" In round numbers, the distance of Sirius from the earth is a
million times the distance of the earth from the sun ; and
according to the hypothesis, the distance of a nebula is somethino
like a million times the distance of Sirius. Now, our own
' starry island, or nebula,' as Humboldt calls it, ' forms a lens-

shaped, flattened, and everywhere-detached stratum, whose m.ajor
axis is estimated at seven or eight hundred, and its minor axis at

a himdred and fifty times the distance of Sirius fom the earth.'

And since it is concluded that our solar system is near the centre
of this aggregation, it follows that our distance from the remotest
parts of it is about four hundred distances of Sirius. But the
stars forming these remotest parts are not individually visible,

even through telescopes of the highest power. How, then, can
such telescopes make individually visible the stars of a nebula
which is a million times the distance of Sirius ? The implication
is, that a star rendered invisible by distance becomes visible if

taken two thousand five hundred times further off
!"

This startling incongruity being deducible if the argument
proceeds on the assumption that differences of apparent magni-
tude among the stars result mainly from differences of distance, I
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have gone on to consider what must be inferred if this assump-

tion is not true ; observing tliat " awkwardly enough, its truth

and its untruth are alike fatal to the conclusions of those who
arfjue after the manner of Humboldt. Note the alternatives" :

—

"" On llie one hand, what follows from the untruth of the

assumption ? If apparent largeness of stars is not due to com-

parative nearness, and tlieir successively smaller sizes to their

greater and greater degrees of remoteness, what becomes of the

inferences respecting the dhnensions of our sidereal system and

the distances of the nebula; ? If, as has lately been shown, the

almost invisible star, 61 Cygni, has a greater parallax than

o Cygni, though, according to an estimate based on Sir W.
Herscliel's assumption, it should be about twelve times more
distant—if, as it turns out, there exist telescopic stars which are

nearer to us than Sirius, of what worth is the conclusion that the

nebula: are very remote, because their component luminous

masses are made visible only by high telescopic powers ? . . . .

On the other hand, what follows if the truth of the assumption

be granted ? The arguments used to justify this assumption

in the case of the stars, equally justily it in the case of

the ne1)Hla;. It cannot lie contended that, on the average,-

the apparent sizes of the stars indicate their distances,

without its being admitted that, on tlie average, tlie afparent

sizes of the nebulas indicate their distances—that, generally

speaking, the larger are the nearer, and the smaller are the

more distant. Mark, now, the necessary inference respecting

their resolvability. The largest or nearest nebulie will be most
easily resolved into stars ; the successively smaller will be suc-

cessively more difficult of resolution ; and the irresolvable ones

will be the smaller ones. This, hoNvever, is exactly the reverse

of the fact. The largest nebula; are either wholly irresolvable,

or but partially resolvable under the highest telescopic powers
;

while a great jiroportion of quite small nebulx are easily resolv-

able by far less powerful telescopes."

At the time when these passages were written, spectrum-
analysis had not yielded the conclusive proof wliicli we now
possess, that many nebula; consist of matter in a diffused form.

But quite apart from the evidence yielded by spectrum-analysis,

it seems to me that the incongruities and contradictions which
may be evolved from the hypothesis that nebulae are remote
sidereal systems, amply sutilice to show that hypothesis to be
tmtenable.

37, Queen's Gardens, Jan. 31 HERBERT Spencer

Kant's View of Space

In answer to my invitation. Mr. Lewes now " freely admits

that Kant nowhere speaks of Space and Time as ' Forms of

Thought,' " but still contends that 'Kant would not have dis-

claimed suclt language, as misrepresenting his meaning.' As
well might he argue that although Euclid never uses the word
tpipeJon (our English word plane or plain), to signify a curved

surface ((TrKpoLvaa), he would not have remonstrated against the

use of the term cylindrical epipedon or conical epipedon, to denote

the surface of a cylinder or cone, in a professed exposition or

criti:ism of his Elements of Geometry, because in common life

we speak of rouglr or undulating plains, or Iiecause a plane

admus of being bent into the shape of a cylindrical or conical

surface. I think the ladies who are getting up their Planes and
Solids at St. George's Hall would be of a different opinion from
Mr. Lewes in this matter, and with good reason on their side.

Mr. Lewes, reiterating a statement contained in his previous

letter, goes out of his way to afiirm that he " uniformly speaks
of Space and Time as forms of Intuition in his pages of exposi-

tion" of Kant's doctrine in his " History of Philosophy." Were
the fact so, it would not in any material degree excuse the

inaccuracy of subsequently styling them "forms of Thought ;"

and, moreover, the real point at issue is not Mr. Lewes's general

accuracy or inaccuracy, but whether a mode of speech which he,

along with others, employs, is right in itself and ought to be
persisted in.

However, as Mr. Lewes has thought fit to put in a sort of
plea in mitigation of former wrong-doing, I have taken the
trouble of looking through his exposition and criticism of Kant
iu his History (ed. 1867), and in no single instance have I come
upon the phrasey<»r7;/j- (7/;;//////w« applied to .Space and Time,
either in tlie one or tlie other ; altliough he states he has uniformly
spoken of tlictn as such in tlie former. I have marked the word
intuitions as occurring once, uniforms 0/sensil'ility several times,

but forms 0/intuition never. I!form ofsensibility is as good to use
as form of intuition, form of understanding ovight to be as good

SlS form of thought ; but Mr. Lewes owns that the former is

indefensible, whilst he avers that the latter is correct. If Mr.
Lewes has ever called Space and "i'wae forms of intuition in the

History, it will be easy for him to set me right by quoting the

passage wliere the phrase occurs, although that circumstance

would not in any degree better his own position, and still less

excuse the assertion of his uniform use of the term.

If Mr. Lewes cannot quote correctly from his own writings,

it will surprise nobody that he misquotes the language of an
opponent. He repeats, *' Intuition without thought is mere
sensuous impression," and adds, " Mr. Sylvester demurs to this."

"My words are" (Nature, Jan. 13, 1870): " To such a misuse

of the word energy it would be little to the point to urge that

force without energy is mere potential tendency. It is just as little

to the point in the matter at issue for Mr. Lewes to inform the

readers of Nature that intuition luithout thought is mere
sensuous impression." So tliat, according to Mr. Lewes, to say

that a proposition is little to thepoint is demurring to its truth.

I sliould not hesitate to say if some amiable youth wished to

entertain his partner in a quadrille with agreeable conversation,

that it would be little to the point, according to the German pro-

verb, to regale her with such information as how

" Long are the days of summer-tide,
And tall the towers of Strasburg's fane,"

but should be surprised to have it imputed to me on that

account that I demurred to the proposition of the length of

the days in summer, or the height of Strasburg's towers.

In anollier passage, Mr. Lewes gives me credit for " saying

correctly that Intuition and Thought are not convertible terms "

—

a platitude I never dreamed of giving utterance to ; but that I

am "incorrect in assuming that they differ as potential and
actual "—words whicli, or the like of which, in any sort or sense,

never flowed from my pen. Surely this is not fair controversy,

to misquote the words and allegations of an opponent. It seems to

me too much lilce fighting with poisoned weapons. I decline to con-

tinue the contest on such terms ; and, passing over Mr. Lewes's

very odd statement about species and genus with reference to

Inluition and Thought, shall conclude with expressing my surprise

at his and Mr. G C. Robertson's confident assumption that Kant
uses in the title of his hoo];. pure reason in a far wider sense than

in the body of his work, simply because to arrive at the Piue
Reason he lias to go through the Critick of the Sensibility and of

tlie Understanding. If in a history of the Reign of Queen Victoria

the author should find it expedient to go back to the times of

the Normau and Saxon conquests, would it be right to infer

therefrom that he used in his title-page the name Victoria iu a

generalised sense, to include not only her most Gracious Majesty,

but also the Tanner's daughter and Princess Rowena ?

Perhaps by this time many of the Natuialistic readers of the

journal who regard the human intelligence as forming no part of

the scheme of Nature, wish .Space at the bottom of the sea ; but the

more the subject is canvassed, and the greater the number of Eng-
lish authorities brought forward to back up Mr. Lewes in wresting

the words of Kant from their pjroper scientific signification, the

higher meed of praise seems to me to accrue to Dr. Ingleby for

stemming the tide of depravation, and banishing, as I feel con-

fident this discussion will have the effect of doing, from the

realm of Englisli would-be philosophy, such a loose and incau-

tious way of talking as thai of giving to Space and Time the

designation which the Master has appropriated to the categories

of his system, and to them alone. J. J. Sylvester

P.S.—I should be doing injustice to the very sincere senti-

ments of respect I entertain for Mr. Lewes's varied and brilliant

attainments (which constitute him a kind of link between the

material and spiritual sides of Nature) and of gratitude for the

pleasure the perusal of his " History of Philosophy " has afforded

me, were I to part company with him without disclaiming all

acrimony of feeling, if perchance any too strident tones should
have seemed to mingle with my enforced reply. In naming him
in the original offending footnote (the fountain of these tears),

my purpose was simply to emphasise the necessity of protesting

against what seemed to me an unsound form of words, lipropos

of Kant, which went on receiving countenance from such and
so eminent writers as himself and the olliers named ; and I

should be false to my own instincts did I not at heart admire
tlie cour.ageous spirit with whicli, almost unaided and alone (like

a good knight of old), he has done his best to defend his posi-

tion and maintain his ground against all oppugucrs.

J. J. S.
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It is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of the ques-

tion now under discussion in Nature, *'\Vhat was Kant's view
of Space ? " A mistake there is simply fatal. I therefore rejoice

to find the columns of that paper are so generously thrown
open to those who, like myself, are not primarily concerned
with physical science. But this question, like all others in phi-

losophy, has a proclivity to indefinite expansion, and unless its

discussion be rigidly restricted to the main issue involved in it,

the conductors of Nature will have to ostracise it. Their
space is not an infinite form, but a quantum to be carefully

economised. It is, for example, an unwarrantable waste of that

commodity to make Hegel the exponent of Kant on a point

where Hegel taught that Kant was wrong.
It is fortunate for our interests, as students of Kant, that Mr.

Lewes, while committing the strange ovet'sight of criticising

Kant's Intuition from Hegel's standpoint, in his last letter

(N.ATURE, Jan. 27) enables us to dt-mcler the main issue from
the mass of questions which entangle it. He evidently, if

tacitly, slights the plank I threw to him, viz., that Thought, in

its ultimate relation to Intuition, borrows, or has reflected on it,

the forms peculiar to Sense. What are Kant's Bc-griff z'Otn.

Kaitvic, Bc'griff der Zeit^ but this? {With these expressions,

compare the following :—Also ist die urspriingliche Vorstellung
vom Raume Anschauung a priori und nicht Begriff Transac.
^sth. s. 3, 4. ) This reflection of form is not what Mr. Lewes
is after. He maintains that, according to Kant, " the activity

of mind is threefold— Intuitive Thought, Conceptive or Discur-
sive Thought, and Regulative Thought." (Is not Regidative
Thought discursive?) So, then, the main issue bet\^'een Mr.
Lewes and (I think) Professor Croom Robertson on the one
hand, and Professors Sylvester and Huxley, Mr. W. H. S.

Monck, and myself on the other, is plainly this. Did Kant nieiui

to teach titat man has Intuitive Thom^ht^ i.e.^ IittdUrtual Intui-

tion '^ Now that I must be understood emphatically to deny
;

and in the event of the shortcomings of better men than myself,

I hold myself prepared to establish the negative of that question,

understanding by Thought the genus of which Understanding
and Reason are species.

Ilford, Jan. 31 C. M. Ingleby

Dust and Disease

The extremely important discoveries brought to light by Pro-
fessor Tyndall will call forth great exertions on the part of
tliinking |)ersoirs to carry his plans into operation, and I have no
doubt, wlien due precautions are taken to sift infected air as it

passes into the lungs of those whose duties take them where con-

tagion abounds, we shall have the happiest results.

So great will be the tide of interest in this direction, that I am
anxious to cast into it a theory I have long held, in hopes tliat it

may drift in some one's way to be turned to use ; I commend it

to the travelling portion of your readers especially.

W^hilst travelling in some very unhealthy parts of Africa, more
jiarticularly amongst the marshes bordering on the Shire and
Zambesi rivers, it was often necessary to camp at night just

where the canoe happened to be moored when daylight failed us.

Reeds, rushes, and mud were never many feet off, and the accu-

mulation of scum, decaying vegetation, &c. , lodged in the sedge,

made the situation as deliglitful to mosquitoes as it was trying to

the constitution of the European.
Still, with all this, as long as it was possible to rig up a mos-

quito cmtain, I am convinced that really less danger existed in

thus sleeping in the midst of miasma than in other places where
less of it was supposed to be present, but where the traveller felt

no necessity to stretch this thin covering over him.

I have in tliis way done canoe journeys of twenty to twenty-five

days in length without a day's iUness from fever, and I could
instance similar experiences on the part of others.

Now the reason I assign is this : the mosquito curtain is to

miasma, wliat the Professor's cotton-w^ool respirator is to the
poison of scarlatina, we will say.

The curtain, after being used once or twice, saturated with
dew, folded up whilst damp and crammed into the limited

space generally provided for it in the safest place, becomes
just so much affected by this treatment that each thread loses its

smooth glaze, and is soon flufiy and fuzzy for want of a better

expression.

The little honeycomb holes in the fine '* net " are now a series

of small six-sided sieves, each Ciiveredover witli tlie fine filaments

of cotton \\hiLh have got disturbed and frayed up. Dew, falling

upon a surface of this kind, quickly turns it into an exquisitely

fine strainer—in fact almost a film of water—through which all

the air has to pass which is breathed by the person reposing

beneath it.

Now, it is an old notion that the miasma which produces the

bilious remittent fever (the pest of this part of Africa in question)

and various other diseases of the tropics, cannot pass across

water.

I believe that acting upon this theory, the Admiralty provides

that boats' crew^s shall sleep in their boats anchored off shore in

malarious rivers. However, be this as it may, I have a strong

belief that the "wet sieve " docs stop tlie poison in some way or

other, and that it is a great safeguartl to the voyager in these

places.

Tlie whole subject of miasm is in the dark ; it is lawless as a

cause of disease ; it baflles the most astute, but the day may be
coming when such hints as tliese of Prof Tyndall's shall fit into

an organised attack upon it, and we shall be able to overcome
it in a measure.

A curtain, properly made, and taken care of with that instinct

which alone is begotten by the buzz of mosquitoes, is perhaps

the most valuable possession a man can have a gainst deadly

attacks in the night whilst men are asleep : were its merits

studied more, we should not find men stufling their companions
so perpetually with quinine, to the keeping up an unhealthy tone

by this abuse alone, and to the confusion of this most in\aluable

medicine when it is really called in to do its duty upon tlic fever-

stricken patient.

Chatham, Jan. 24 Hor.\ce Waller, F.R.G.S.

Scenery of England and Wales

The willingness you have hitherto shown to give authors an
opportunity of defending themselves against being misunderstood,

induces me to hope that you will allow me to disclaim being the

author of certain statements, and to deny the truth of other

statements, on which an anonymous reviewer in your last number
mainly founds the charge of boldness he brings against me for

writing the work entitled ".Scenery of England and Wales," &c.

In one part of the review / am made to say that I "purposely
refrained from reading;" in another it is assumed that my reading

has "consisted mainly of the recent journals and magazines ;

"

and further on it is asserted that I wrote the book " without

reading."

The facts are, that for many years I devoted more or less

time to reading on the subject of Denudation, and that, as

stated in the Preface, until lately I purposely refrained from
"reading -eery much (a distinct thing from not reading) lest a

bias should be given to my opinions."

My reason for not quoting the remarks of the late Principal

Forbes on the glaciers of Norway, was not, as implied by your

reviewer, because I wndtrrMei ihs denuding power 0/ glaciers,

but because Forbes said very little on the subject.

Mrs. Somerville's estimate of the velocity of the Rhone may
be incorrect, and perhaps, likewise, her statement that the

declivity of the river is I foot in 2,620; but this is no reason why
your reviewer should leave the reader to suppose that I misquoted

Mrs. .Somerville. In other parts of the work I have referred to

the velocities of many currents besides the one off the southern

promontoiy of Shetland.

The argument against denudation by currents, derived from
the non-displacement of barnacles, would, I think, never be
brought forward by any one acquainted with the fact that sea-

waves often remove stones and large blocks while barnacles in

the immediate neighbourhood are left undisturbed—that waves
and currents, by their insinuating, undermining, overturning, and
removing action, can carry on the work of denudation within a

few inches of an unabraded rock-surface—and that a certain

amount of resistance to be overcome is necessary to enable all

denuding agents to produce effects which can be immediately

perceived. On the western shore of Morecambe Bay, sea-waves

and cun'ents detach and remove fragments of limestone rock by
a lateral process, while tlie brink of the unremoved mass of

rock retains its glacial polish ; and many other instances illus-

trative of this subject might be stated.

The fact that for more than twenty years I have confined my
observations to England and Wales, and devoted nearly my
whole time to visiting, re\'isiling, and studying every part of the

country, is no reason why I should not have ventured to write a

work on the Scenery of England and Wales in connection

with Denudation. 'The countiy stands almost alone as regards

the variety and importance of its geological phenomena, including
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surface-features and types of scenery. My work is not confined,

as your reviewer asserts, to a defence of marine denudation, for

more than a third of it is devoted to the consideration of the

real or assumed effects of atmosplieric agents ; and instead of

being put forward in a self-confident spirit, as your reviewer

would likewise lead the reader to suppose, I have stated in the

Preface that "my object will be gained if I have said enough

to stimulate the geologist and intelligent tourist to further

observation." D. Mackintosh

" Correlation of Colour and Music."

Analogies between tone and tint are a tempting subject;

and sound and light have enough admittedly in common to make
it rash to say that the connection may not extend to their effects

on the ear and eye ; but that your correspondents (Jan. 13th and
20th) are seeking for unity in a direction in which it is not to be

found, seems to me to be rendered pretty certain by the very

evidence to which one of them. Dr. de Chaumont, appeals

(Jan. 20th); I mean by that of "the researches of Helmholtz
and others."

I have often wondered at the small attention paid to the

general law which these researches have established. Even
M. Jamin, in his Cours dc Physique, dismisses Newton's theory

of compound colours as "empirical," and apparently of no
significance. It is as much and as little empirical as the New-
tonian astronomy; both consist of general laws applied hy means
of particular constants: the evidence for the laws is in both cases

equally inductive, and the determination of the constants equally

empirical.

Stated without reference to the geometrical and dynamical
analogies which I suspect have had something to do with ob-
scuring its significance and tainting it with "empiricism," the

fundamental law of composition of colour is this ;

—

0/ any four colours -w/ialiivr, either there is one which may be

viatchici.1 by a compound of the other three, or there are t'co ivhich

mav he compounded so as to match a compound of the other t^uo.

It is ol.)vious that if negative values of an ingredient can be
admitted, these alternative cases are the same ; and the geome-
trical and dynamical analogies depend on the fact that, if

addition of vectors is substituted for composition of colours, the

proposition remains true, becoming in fact a very elementaiy
one. And it follows that all colours may be co-ordinated, by
means of three independent variables, with reference to any
three colours whatever.

Accordingly, when differently coloured lights reach the eye
together, the combination produces a single resultant colour

varying according to the proportions of the ingredients, and
completely superseding them ; whereas, when two sounds of

different pitch are sounded together, we still hear both : and,

though we hear certain other tones besides, these other tones
have each a pitch determined by the pitches, but independent of
the intensities, of the original sounds.

The truth is, that the ear and eye deal with impressions in

totally diflferent manners. The ear deals with a complex musical
sound exactly as a system of resonators does ; it sensibly de-
composes the sound into certain simple tones, just as the complex
harmonic motion which produced the sound is theoretically

decomposed by Fourier's theorem into the simple harmonic
motions which would produce the simple tones. In order to

understand the manner in which the eye deals with a compound
colour, we must turn our attention to that particular unidimen-
sional series of colours which constitutes the spectrum. As this is

what your correspondents have done, the issue will be all the
closer.

By the law above stated, all the colours of the spectrum might
be co-ordinated with reference to any three colours chosen in the
spectrum or out of it. But it has been ascertained by Mr. Max-
\\-ell' (to whose labours we are chiefly indebted in England for

what we know of the composition of colours) that there are three
colours in the spectrum to « hich all the rest stand in relations

giving these the character of " primary " colours. They are the
particular red, green, and blue, whose wave-lengths are, in Fraun-
nofer's measure, respectively 2328, 1914, 171 7: .and they
divide the spectrum into three parts, in each of which evei7
colour, it appears, may be matched by a compound of the two
(out of these three) between ^^hich it lies. This is very accu-
rately the case between 232S and 1914 and between 1914 and
1717 : it is much less accurately the case on the red side of 232S

* Phil. Trans, i860, pp. 57— 84. On the theory of compound colours and
the relations of the colours of the spectrum.

and on the violet side of 1717 ; but in this region observation is

difficult, and various eyes variable ; and it seems probable that, as

Mr. Maxwell infers, every colour in the spectrum, and therefore

every colour in nature, is, as felt by us, a compound of three

elementary sensations of colour excited separately by those

three rays.

Now it must be observed that this result does tend to justify

so nmch of the anticipations mentioned by Mr. Barrett as Sir

John Herschel and Mr. Grove had long ago committed them-
selves to : it shows that the spectrum, like the musical scale,

does in a manner return into itself. Beyond this the analogy
fails.

In the first place there are, in music, no fixed tones with refer-

ence to which other tones possess any general properties at all ;

much less the property of being matched by combinations of

them. In relations of tone, the constant quantities are not
constant tones, but constant intervals between tones. .Still, no
doubt, if the tliree primary colours stood (as Dr. de Chaumont
seems to think they do) in the arithmetical relations of tonic,

fourth, and fifth, the fact would be as remarkable as two numerical
coincidences could make it. But the case is not so. The ratio

2328: 1914 (or i'2ii) corresponds not to the interval of a fourth,

but to an interval about two-ninths of the way from a minor
third (6 : 5 or I '2) to a major third (5 : 4 or I '25) ; and the ratio

2328: 1 71 7 corresponds not to the interval of a fifth, but to an
interval about a third of the way from a natural fourth (4 ; 3 or

I '333) lo a sharp fourth (45:32 or I'4o6) ; intervals which, I

presume, one can make nothing of
Mr. Barrett's principal argument depends upon Prof Listing's

demarcation of the colours answering to the names red, orange,

&c. : much too vague a basis, I should have thought, for exact

inference, even if .Mr. Barrett had not been obliged to sacrifice a
boundary to obtain his most important interval ; moreover the,

correspondences in Table IV. are somewhat exaggerated for

orange and yellow by errors of computation. -Mr. Barrett does
certainly get a good fourth, fifth, and sixth ; but these coincidences

seem to me to offer a simpler and more effectual key than that

which he has applied to the lock. What this key is will be
evident on substituting for the numbers in Table I. or II., the

reciprocals of the same numbers. Take Table I. and divide ten

millions by each of the numbers. The results, with a column of

differences, are as follows :

—

'3S2-3 162-8
^545-1 ,62-6
17077 162-^
^S^°'^

62-^7
^°32-9 162-5
2^95-4

J62-5
^357-9 162-9
2520-8 ^

I suppose this speaks for itself. Professor Listing has simply
divided his spectrum into seven equal parts upon some scale

which varies inversely as the wave-length. Such a scale would
of course be furnished by comparative rapidities of vibration;

but it is no use guessing. Whatever led him to this particular

measure, it is evident what his measure virtually was, and it

nearly corresponds with the ratios of the musical scale because
these approximately form a "harmonic" progression.

The other suggested analogies are less definite. " The juxta-

position of two colours nearly alike is bad^'''' but surely not what
would be called discordant^ except for the sake of finding an
analogy between colour and music. The fact probably depends
upon the extreme sensitiveness of the eye to the effect called

rdicf; a sensitiveness shared in a different degree by the ear,

but shared also by all modes of feeling, even the least material,

as men count materiality. The best results of juxtaposition are

generally those given by complementary colours : but the relation

between complementary colours is one which depends partly on
relief and partly on the laws of composition above stated, and
has nothing corresponding to it in music. But indeed I am sur-

prised that anybody should even look for an analogy between the

effect oi simidtaiieoHS sounds and the effect oi contiguous^ not co-

incident^ colours.

For these reasons I venture to think it is only by the unphilo-
sophical restriction of the word physical^ which excludes biolo-

gical relations, that "harmony in colour and music" can be said

to " have a common physical basis."

With regard to the coloured bands within the rainbow, it is

not doubtless without solid reasons that Mr. Grove can have
decided against identifying the phenomenon he describes with
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Ihe phenomenon usually attributed to the interference of the

two rays which, distinct at incidence, coincide on emergence.
However this may be, the fact can have notliing to do with the

present question. It is impossible, when the most refined spec-

troscopic obsei'vation hardly gives us one octave, that the rain-

bow should disclose three or four.

Hyeres, Jan. 25 C. J. Monrd
Flight of Birds

"With reference to an abstract of a paper by Mr. Southwell
on the flight of birds, wliich appeared in your paper a few weeks
back, I venture to make the following note and inquiry.

A late brother of mine wlio had been round the Cape, and
had frequently observed carefully the flight of the albatross,

told me that though he liad watclied individual birds on several

occasions for many minutes together, he had seldom or never
seen any of them flap tlieir wings. Has this fact been observed
by other persons, and if it be authenticated, has Mr. Southwell
any explanation to offer ? J. H.

Turdus Whitei

It may interest some of your ornithological readers to know-
that a specimen of White's Thrush, Turdns IVhiUi, was killed

near here on the 7th inst. It was shot by Mr. J. Beadon, of

Gotten House, and presented by him to Mr. Cecil .Smith, of

Lydeard House, for his collection. This is, I believe, the fourth

occurrence of this bird in Britain ; it is, I think, even less

known on the Continent. W. BiDGOOD
Museum, Taunton, Jan. 15

THE SARS FUND
Al rE are glad to find that the appeal made in our pages
• ' by Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, on behalf of the family of

the late Professor Sars of Christiania, is being warmly
seconded in Paris by M. Alglavc, the Editor of the Reduce
dcs Cours Scicutijiqiics. In the last number of the Revue
Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys' article is reprinted //; extenso, and an
announcement made that subscriptions to the Sars Fund
will be received at the office of that journal. But M.
Alglave has not waited for the publication of his notice

before beginning his good work ; he has already collected

the sum of 2,026 francs (81/.), and publishes with the

notice a first subscription-list containing the names of

many of the most eminent naturalists in France. We
have now the pleasure of giving in our advertising

columns a list of the contributions already promised to

Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys. Sars belonged to the best type
of scientific men, the genuine lover of science, con-
tented to work in obscurity without thought of honours
or reward. His family have a special claim to help,

inasmuch as the distress in which they are left is not

due to neglect or extravagance on the part of the la-

mented Professor, but is solely attributable to his having
devoted himself to studies, which, notwithstanding the

most self-denying labours, did not enable him to make
any provision for the future. Those of our readers who
have visited Norway, who know the genuine unworldly
ways of the Norwegians, and who have enjoyed the enthu-
siastic welcome so readily given to the English, have now
a graceful opportunity of reciprocating the kindly feeling

shown them by the countrymen of Sars.

NOTES
Lord De Grey will to-morrow receive the Council of

the British Association, as a deputation to urge upon her

Majesty's Government the desirableness of a Royal Commission

being issued to inquire into the present state of Science in this

country.

The Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical Society have

both a]5pointed committees of council, to report upon the steps

which it may be desirable to take in connection with the

total eclipse of the sun, visible in Algeria, Spain, and .Sicily,

in December next.

It is proposed to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the

Royal Astronomical Society by a dinner on the day of the

annual meeting, February 11.

The lectures annually delivered in the theatre of the Royal
College of Surgeons were commenced yesterday by Professor

Erasmus Wilson, F.R. S., «ho will deliver si.\ lectures on
Dermatology. To illustrate that of yesterday, there were a
large number of exquisitely-prepared models, duplicates of those

prepared for the Hopital St. Louis, Paris. Professor Wilson's
course will be followed by Professor Flower, F.R.S., Con-
servator of the Museum, who will deliver iS lectures introductory

to the study of the anatomy of the class mammalia.

There is a terrible rumour to which we are compelled to

refer, though it has reached us in a—let us hope—doubtfid way.

The news is, that Livingstone has been murdered and burnt

ninety days' journey from the Congo.

The Zoological Society of London have now in the press a

memoir by Dr. O. Fiusch, of Bremen, one of their corresponding

members, upon the birds collected by Mr. William Jesse during

the recent Abyssinian expedition. This memoir, which was read

before the society at one of their meetings last year, will appear

in their quarto Transactions, and will be illustrated by coloured

figures of the new or little-known species. It will be in the

recollection of some of our readers that Mr. Jesse was selected

by the Zoological Society, at the request of the Treasury, to

accompany the Abyssinian expedition as zoologist, and that the

society undertook the task of bringing the results of his investi-

gations before the public. Dr. W. Peters, of Berlin, has under-

taken to prepare a memoir upon some of the rarer mammalia
obtained by Mr. Jesse during the expedition, wdiich will likewise

appear in the Transactions. Mr. W. T. Blanford, who was
sent out by the Indian Government as geologist to the expedition,

is preparing a separate work upon his discoveries, which will be
published by Messrs. Macmillan.

At its last meeting (January 24), the Academy of Sciences

elected a new correspondent for the Physical section in the place

of tlie late Professor Forbes. M. Kirchhofl^, who was the

successful candidate, obtained forty votes ; Mr. Lloyd and Sir

William Thomson received one vote each.—A committee of the

three sections of Astronomy, Geometry, and Navigation selected

the following candidates for the vacancy in \.\\e. Bureau dis Longi-
tudes

:

— I. M. de la Roche Poncie ; 2. M. Gaussin.

It is no secret that the present regime at the Observatory of

Paris has been rather more autocratic than could be patiently

endured, even in a country subjected to eighteen years of personal

government. Matters have at length reached a crisis, and the

Minister of Public Instruction is placed in the awkward position

of having to dismiss from the public service one of the most
eminent of modern astronomers, or accept the resignation of the

whole of the rest of the staff of the Observatory.

The chair of Chemistry at the University of Tubingen has

been offered to Prof Fittig,

We regret to have to announce the death' of a naturalist of

great promise. Dr. Wilhelm Keferstein, Ordinary Professor of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of Got-

tingen. He died on the 25th ult., at the early age of 37.

Those of our readers who are acquainted with the grand

series of ethnographical photogvaphs contained in the four

volumes already published of the work entitled the " People of

India, " will be glad to hear that four more instalments completing

the volume are now in progress. The publishers are Messrs.

W. H. Allen and Co., of Waterloo Place.

M. ScHAFARlK, Professor of Chemistry in the Polytechnic

Institute of Bohemia, writing on the 15th ult. to the Bohemian
newspaper Politik, announces the discovery of a diamond m a
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granite quarry in the DIasclikowitz estate uf Count ScluJnliorn,

about eight miles nnrtli-west of Prague. The stone weiglis 57

milhgranis, is of a light yellow colour, and nearly cubtical in

shape, the edges and corners being slightly rounded. In hard-

ness it equals the Kast Indian, and exceeds the Brazilian

diamonds. After the careful examination which the stone has

been subjected to, by Prof. Schafarik, there can be little doubt

of its genuineness ; but that simple fact will hardly justify us in

believing that a diamond has really been found associated with

basalt and other minerals of plutonic origin, seeing that the beds

which, in other parts of the world, have yielded this precious

stone, are all sedimentary deposits. The Dlaschkowitz dia-

mond had confessedly passed through the hands of a lapidary

(who was unable to polish it on account of its hardness) before

it reached M. Schafarik, and it would be reasonable, for the

present, to suppose that an East India diamond had by some

accident become mixed u]) with the various Bohemian stones sent

to the lapidary. It has been suggested in Bohemia that the

Dlaschkowitz diamond is nothing but zircon ; but the stone

does not agree with that mineral, either in specific gravity or in

hardness. To those of our readers who are interested in the

diamond discoveries in the Cape Colony we may commend an

article " On the Diamond Regions of South Africa " in the Field

newspaper of the 22nd ult.

In a recent number of N.\ture we gave an account of some
experiments by Lenz on the occlusion of hydrogen by electro-

deposited iron. It will be remembered that in the discussion

that followed the reading of M. de Jacobi's paper before the

British Association at Exeter, Mr. W. Chandler Rolierts stated

that electro-type iron occluded at least twenty times its volume

of hydrogen. The extraction of the gas was followed by a con-

traction of the metal. This Mr. Roberts considered important,

from its connection with the behaviour of Palladium under

similar conditions.

The last bulletin of the Association Scientifique de France

publishes three accounts of shocks of earthquakes at Marseilles

and Toulon on the morning of the iSth ult. M. Stephan, of

Marseilles, speaks of a smart shock at 2.50 a.m., the direction

of the oscillation being from north to south, and lasting three

seconds. Another slight shock, having the same direction, was

noted by him at 3.5 A.^r. M. Ferrier, of Marseilles, observed

prolonged oscillations at 2.45 A.M. According to him, there

were twenty or twenty-five oscillations from south-west to north-

east, the intensity of the oscillations being all equal, and the

duration of each one-third of a second. M. Zurchen, writing

from Toulon, mentions two violent shocks at 3.7 A.M. There

was an interval of two seconds between them. The oscillations

appeared to be from north to south.

In the matter of sewage, as in so many other particulars, the

metropolis allows itself to be outdone by provincial towns.

Leamington, for example, has had its sewage examined by Dr.

Letheby ; one sample after it had passed the charcoal filter, the

other before being subjected to that process, although it had
undergone chemical influences. In one of these, Dr. Letheby

found only 8 '40 grains of organic matter (in solution), and in

the other, only 9^40 grains; whereas, ordinary London sewage

contains 15 'oS grains. Again, of mineral or organic matters in

suspension, the two Leamington samples yielded none whatever,

but on the other hand, the London sewage contained 22'04 grains

of mineral, and i6"ii grains of organic matters in suspension.

Now, why is there this contrast? And yet nearly all the towns
of the Thames valley are imder strict orders from the con-

servators to discontinue draining into the river at a given time.

According to the Avenir of Auch, 130 tumuli, one of them
containing a hundred skeletons, have just been discovered in the
laiida of Ossun.

Pkok. R. S. Bai,i. will commence a series of twenty lectures

on Mechanics, in the Royal College of Science, Dublin, on the

7th of February. It is expected that this course will be found

useful to artisans, as well as to students commencing the study of

mechanics.

The Natural History Museum of the Royal Dublin Society

has been open for the last few months on one evening in each

week to the public. The success that has attended this experi-

ment has been something quite unexpected. The artisan class

have flocked into the Museum in such numbers as to incon-

veniently fill it ; the building, which can scarcely accommodate

2,000, being on at least one evening overcrowded with upwards

of 3.000. In the meanwhile, the Department of Science and

Art is greatly to blame in not increasing the number of porters,

whose duty it is to regiUate the movements of this great crowd

as it circulates up staircases not four feet wide, and along the

narrow slender galleries. If we except one porter, who acts as

"turnstile " (counting the number of visitors), and another who
takes the pennies for sticks and umbrellas, there are not t/iree

porters to do the duty of a dozen. The success of the experi-

ment ought not to be endangered for the sake of a little

expense.

On Saturday last M. Murez resumed his lectures at the College

of France, on the mechanism involved in the flight of birds.

His lectures of last year on this subject were published in the

Revue des Coiirs Scientifiques.

Mr. Hull's paper read last week at the Royal Society has a

value beyond that of recording the temperature of the strata

through which the shaft of a coal-mine was sunk near Wigan.

A mine S08 yards deep, nearly half-a-mile, is the deepest in

the world, penetrates the "crust" of the globe farther than

any other mine, and so has an especial interest for those who
concern themselves about our supplies of coal. Geologists

have told us that if we dig down through the "old red" we
shall find coal-beds of greater extent than those which we have

worked so profitably for the last two hundred years. This,

however, did not comfort those uneasy people who looked

forward to the exhaustion of coal ; for the " old red " is so

thick, it w^ould never pay to raise coal from such a depth !

And here the Rose Bridge Colliery, near Wigan, above referred

to, becomes of especial importance. It may be regarded as

an experiment towards a solution of the question of very deep

mining. Already the proprietor finds that the cost of "getting"

the coal is greater than when the mine was but 600 yards

deep. This is the natural consequence of increase of tem-

perature and increase of pressure. The temperature of the

coal at the bottom of the mine, as stated in Mr. Hull's paper,

is ninety-three degrees and a half ! How long will the timber

props last in such a temperature and under such a pressure

as they have to bear? If the mine yields a profit under such

circumstances, then some enterprising coalowner may be

tempted to go deeper.

We learn from the AtJieinrum that the sixth and concluding

part of the first volume of annals of the Public Museum of

Buenos Ayres has been issued, and that the work still bears the

name of Dr. Burmeister as editor. The papers contained in this

part, which is handsomely illustrated like its predecessors, are as

follows :

—
" Descripcion de Cuatro Especies de Delfines de la

Costa Argentina," and " Catologo de los Mamiferos Argentinos

con los del Museo Publico."

The election of the new Council (Commission Centrale) of the

French Geographical Society took place on the 7th ultimo with

the following result :—President, M. de Quartrefages ; Vice-

Presidents, MM. d'Avezac and E. Cortumbert ; General Secre-

tary, M. Mannoir; Assistant Secretaries, MM. R. Cortambert
and C. Delaman'e.
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SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
PoLI.l's AnttaU di Chimica applicati alia Medkina (No. I,

1S70) has a long preface relating to miasms palustrc and the use

nf febrifu;^e.s ; tiiese topics l)eing discussed in view of the compe-
tition for which the Royal Institute of Lombaruy has oilered a

\iv\zz in 1872. Tlie competition is restricted to a discussion of

t'lo use of sulphites and hyposulphites in intermittent fevers.

1 !ie editor adds to his preface a list of thirty-seven memoirs
which have been published on these subjects between 1S63 and
iS3^. Carlo Pavesi contributes a note on a speedy method of

preparing mercurial ointment, in which the use of oil of turpen-

tine as an ingredient is specially recommended. Eelardi draws
..'.icntion to the fact that pharmaceutical preparations of bismuth

,11^- liable to contain antimony. Pagano gives an illustration of

the therapeutic value of magnesic sulphite; and Moretti records

some cHnical observations on the use of the same salt as well as

sodic suljihite.

The Motiilcin- Scienlifique (January 15th) contains an unne-

cessarily tedious article on Sodic Bromide, by Casthelaz, which
does not contain any original matter. M. E. Koi)p contributes

e.vtracts from foreign journals (practical chemistry). M. J. Per-

sonne compares the process of Roussin for preparing hydrated

chloral, which he condemns as imjierfect, with tliat given in

Dumas' TraUe de Chiniie^ which he eulogises (it yields 1S5 per

cent.) M. Jonglet reports ably on the progress of the sugar in-

dustry in France.

The Astronomische Nacrichten, No. 1788, January 19, 1S70,

contains (i) Observations with the Reichenbach Circle at the

Warsaw Observatory, by C. Deike, .Second Assistant at the

Olxservatory
; (2) Observations of Comet III., 1S69, by Arge-

lander ; (3) and (4) Elements and Ephemeris of the same
Comet, by Bruhns and Von Littrow. Von Littrovv states tliat

the comet will hardly be visible after the end of January, as its

brilliancy on 13th January only amounted to one-fifth the bril-

li.mcy at the time of its discovery. The fifth paper in the jMesent

number is by Peters, and gives Elements and Ephemeris of

b'tdicitas (109) from January 30th to 22nd March. In the si.\th

and last paper Dr. Oppolzer communicates a definitive determina-

tioii of the orbit of the planet (64) Angelina.

Anfin/cs de Chimic ef d'.' P/iysi^ut% January.—M. Achille Cazin
contributes a memoir on " internal work in gases." It contains a

tlieoretical discussion and an experimental proof of such work,
the latter being in principle a repetition of Joule's experiment, in

which air is allowed to fiow from a full into an exhausted receiver.

M. Boussingault determines carbon in iron by mixing the filings

with mercuric chloride and a little water, allowing the mixture to

repose in contact with aqueous hydric chloride for about an hour,

filtering and igniting the precipitate (carbon, mercurous chloride,

&c. ) in hydrogen. Successive ignitions in air and hydrogen then
give the Lontbimd carbon ; successive ignitions in oxj'gen and
hydrogen next give tlie graphite. This numljer also contains air

unfinished paper, by iM. Vicaire, on the "temperature of flames

and dissociation."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
LO.NDON

Royal Society, Januai7 27.—The following papers were read

:

" (Jbservations on the temperature of the strata taken during

the sinking of the Rose Bridge Colliery, Wigan, Lancashire,

1S6S-69." By Edward Hull, M.A., F.R.S., Director of the

(Geological Survey of Ireland. The manager of the Rose Bridge
Colliery, Mr. Bryham, sensiljle of the value of observations of

the temperature of the strata in what is probably the deepest
colliery in the world, certainly in Britain, made a series of

observations with as much care as the circumstances of the

sinking of the shaft would admit, and entrusted theiri to Mr.
Hull for publication. The mode of taking the observations was
as follows ;—On a favourable stratum, such as shale, or even
coal, having been reached, a hole was drilled with water in the
solid strata to a depth of one yard from the bottom of the pit.

A thermometer was then inserted for the space of thirty minutes,
the hole having been sealed and made air-tight with clay. At
the expiration of the half-hour the thernronieter was taken up
and the reading noted. While the temperatures of the strata

were being measured, observations were carried on pari passu on
those of the open j^it during the descent. These are given in the
Table_ annexed. By a comparison of the results in the two

columns, it will be observed that, as the depth increased, the
differences between the corresponding temperatures in the pit and
the strata tended to augment ; in otlier wortis, tlie temperature of
the strata was found to augment more rapidly than that of the open
pit. The effects of the high temperature and pressure on the strata

at the depth of 2,425 feet are making themselves felt, and cause
an increase in the expense both of labour and timber for props.

This colliery, in fact, will be in a position to put to the test our
views and speculations on the effects of high temperature and
pressure on mining operations. In order to obtain the average
rate of increase of heat, as shown by the experiments at Rose
Bridge Colliery, we may assume (in the absence of direct obser-
vation) the position aiad temperature of the i}wartable stratum to

be 50 feet from the surface and 50" E., which is probably nearly

the mean temperature of the place. With these data, the in-

crease is 1° F. for eveiy 54'57 feet, which approximates to that

obtained by Professor Phillips at Monkvvearmouth of I*^ F. for

about every 60 feet. If, on the other hand, for the purpose of
comparison, the measurements for the invariabU stratum as

obtained at Dukenfield be adopted, the rate of increase is found
to be I* F. for every 47*2 feet as against l" F. for every 83 "2 feet

in the case of Dukenfield itself. So great a discordance in the
results is remarkaljle, and is not, in the opinion of the author,

attributable to inaccuracy of observation in making the experi-

ments. On the other hand, he suggests that it is due, at least in

some measure, to dissimilarity in the position and inclination of
the strata in each case.

Thekmometrical Observations at Rose Bridge Colliery.

Date.
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travelling load in addition to the fixed load ; and he finds the
results of the two methods to agree in every respect.

" Remarks on the recent eclipse of the sun as observed in the
United States," by J. N. Lockyer, F.R.S.
By the kindness of Professors Winlock, Morton, and New-

ton, I ha\'e been favoured with photogi-aphs, and as yet un-
published accounts, of the results of the recent total eclipse of
the sun observed in America. I am anxious, therefore, to take
the opportunity afforded by the subject being under discussion, to
lay a few remarks thus early before the Royal Society.

Tiie points which I hoped might be more especially elucidated
by this eclipse were as follows :

—

1. Is it possible to differentiate between the chromosphere and
the corona ?

2. What is the real photograpliic evidence of the structure of
the base of the chromosphere in reference to Mr. W. De la Rue's
eiilarged photographs of the eclipse of 1S60?

3. What is the amount of the obliterating effect of the illumi-
nation of our atmosphere on the spectrum of the chromosphere ?

4. Is there any cooler hydrogen above the prominences ?

5. Can the spectroscope settle the nature of the corona durino-
eclipses? °

With regard to i, the evidence is conclusive. The chromo-
sphere, mcludmg a "radiance," as it has been termed by Dr.
Gould (the edge of the radiance as photographed being strangely
hke the edge of the chromosphere in places viewed with the open
slit), is not to be confounded with the corona.

_

On this subject, in a letter to Professor Morton, Dr. B. A.
Gould writes :—" An examination of the beautiful photographs
made at Burlington and Ottumwa by the sections of your partym charge of Professors Mayer and Haines, and a comparison of
them with my sketches of the corona, have led me to the con-
viction that the radiance around the moon in the ]5ictures made
during totality is not the corona at all, but is actually the ima-e
of what Lockyer has called the chromosphere.

°

"This interesting fact is indicated by many different con-
siderations. The directions of maximum radiance do not
coincide with those of the great beams of the corona-
they remain constant, while the latter were variable. There is a
diameter approximately corresponding to the solar axis, near
the extremities of wliich the radiance upon the photographs is a
minimum, whereas the coronal beams in these directions were
especially marked during a great part of the total obscuration.
Ihe coronal beams stood in no apparent relation to the pro-
tuberances, whereas the aureole seen upon the photographs is
most marked in their immediate vicinity ; indeeil the great
protuberance, al 230° to 245°, seems to have formed a southern
limit to the radiance on the western side, while a sharp northern
limit IS seen on all the photographs at about 350", the inter-
mediate are Ijeing thickly studded with protuberances which the
moon dispkayed at the close of totality. The exquisite masses of
flocculent light on the following limb are upon the two sides of
that curious prominence at 03", which at first resembled an ear
ot corn, as you have said, but whicli, in the later pictures, after
It had been more occulted, and its southern branch thus rendered
more conspicuous, «-as like a pair of antelope's horns to which
some observers compare it. W'hatever of this aureole isshown upon
the photograplis was occulted or displayed by the lunar motion
precisely as the protuberances were. The variations in the form
of the corona, on the other hand, did not seem to be dependent
in any degree upon the moon's motion. The singular and ele-ant
structural indication in the special aggret^ations of lioht on^tlie
eastern side may be of high value in guiding to a further know-
ledge of the chromo,phere. They are manifest in all the photo-
graphs by your parties which I have seen, but are especially
marked m those of shortest exposure, such as the first one at
Ottumwa. In some of the later views they may be detected on
tlie other side of the sun, though less distinct ; but the very
irregular and jagged outline of the chromosphere, as described
by Janssen and Lockyer, is exhibited in perfection."

2. The second point is also referred to in tlie same letter. I think
the American photographs afford evidence that certain appear-
ances in parts of Mr. De la Rue's photographs, which represent
tlie chromosphere as billowy on its under side, are really due to
some action either of the moon'.s surface or of a possiljle rare
hmar atmosphere, so that it is not desirable to confound these
effects Nvith others that might l)e due to a possible suspension
of the chromosphere in transparent atmosphere, if only a scclhm
01 the cliromosphere were photographed,

Dr Gould wntes:-"Vou will observe that some of the
brighter petal-like flocculi of light have produced apparent
indentations m the moon's limb at their base, like those at the
bases of the protuberances. These indentations are evidently
due to specular reflection from the moon's surface, as I stated to
the American Association at Salem last month. Had any doubt
existed in my mind previously, it would have been removed bvan inspection of the photographs."
Where the chromosphere is so uniformly bright that the actinic

eff^cct on the plate is pretty nearly equal, the base of the chromo-
sphere IS absolutely continuous in the American photographs
but in the case of some of the Larger prominences, notabTy those
at + 145 (\ oung) and - 130 (Young), there are strong apparent
indents on the moon s limb. ° ^*

3. I next come to the obliterating effect of the illumination of
ouratmosphere on the spectrum of the chromosphere

1 his IS considerable
; in fact, the evidences of it are very much

stronger than one could have wished, but hardly more decided
than I had anticipated. Professor Winlock's evidence on this
point, in a letter to myself, is as follows :-" I examined the
principal protuberances before, during, and after totality I saw
t^liree lines (c, near D and F) before and after totality, and eleven
during totality; eight were instantly cxtinguishcl on the ftr^t
appearance of sunliglit."

This effect was observed with two flint prisms and seven inches
aperture. Professor Young, ^^itll five prisms of 45° and four
inches aperture, found the same result in the part of the spectrum
Ire was examining at the end of the totality.
He writes:—"I had just completed the measurements of

2,602, when the totality ended. Thh line disappeared instantly
but 2, 796 [the hydrogen line near G] was nearly a minute in
resuming its usual faintness."
These observations I consider among the most imiwrtant ones

made during the eclipse
; for they show most unmistakably that

as I have already reported to the secretary of the Government-
Grant Committee, the new method to be employed under the
best conditions must be used with large apertures and lar"e dis-
persion. °

On the 4th point the evidence is negative only, and there-
fore in favour of the view I have some time ago communicated
to the Koyal Society.

5. We next come to the question of the corona, a question
which has been made more difficult than ever, in appearance only
I think, by the American observations.

I propose to discuss only the spectroscopic observations of
t rolessors \ oung and Pickering in connection with Dr. Gould's
before-quoted remarks.

[After this discussion, for which we have not space, the author
continues :—

]

I have first to do with the continuous spectrum, deduced
from Professor Pickering's observations.

I think in such a method of observation, even if the corona
«ere terrestrial and gave a dark line spectrum, the lines visible
with such a dim light would in great part be obliterated by the
corresponding bright lines given out by the long arc of chromo-
sphere visible, to say nothing of the prominences, in which it
would be strange if C, D, E, b, F, and many other lines were
not reversed. 1 his suggestion, I think, is strengthened by the
snatement that two bright lines were seen " near C " and "nearL

;
should H-e not rather read (for the "near" shows that we

are only dealing with approximations) C and F, which is exactly
what we might expect ?

But even this is not all that may be hazarded on the subject
of the continuous spectrum, which Has also seen by Prof. Vomi"
under different conditions. "

Assuming the corona to be an atmospheric effect merely, as Ihave before asserted it to be, in iiart at least, it seems to nie that
Its spectrum should be continuous, or nearly so ; for is it not asmuch due to the light of the prominences as to the li-ht of the
photosphere, which it may be said roughly are complementary
to each other ?

' 1 /

\\'ith regard to the .aurora theory, I gather from Prof Youn-'s
note that, il not already withdrawn, he is anxious to wait till thenext eclipse for further facts. I consider the fact that I often
see the hue at 1,474, and often do not, is fatal to it, as it shouldbe constantly visible on the proposed hypothesis. The observa-
tion of iron-vapour, as I hold it to be at this elevation, is of ex-treme value couple<I with its simple spectrum, seen dnring an
eehpse, as it entirely confirms my observations made at a lower
level in the case, not only of iron but of magnesium.
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Geological Society, January 26.—Professor Huxley, LL.D.,
F. K. S. ,

president, in the cliair. Thomas Daniel Bolt, Esq.,

20, Osborne Villas, Talfourd Roail, PecUham ; Edwin Buckland
Kemp-Welch, Esq., 3, Beaumont Terrace, Bournemouth ; James
Parkinson, Esq., F.C.S., Sarum House, Church Road, Upper
Norwood, S. ; Henry Sewell, Esq., Villa del Valle, Mexico; and
Thomas F. \V. Walker, Esq.,M.A., F.R.G.S., Athena:um Club,

London, and 6, Brock Street, Bath, were elected Fellows of the

society. The Rev. Dr. Oswald Heer, of Zurich, was elected a

foreign member of the society. The following communication
was read :

— " On the crag of Norfolk and associated beds." By
Joseph Prestwich, Esq., F. R.S., F.G.S. The author com-
menced by referring to his last paper, in whicli he divided tlie

Red Crag into two divisions— a lower one, of variable oblique

bedded strata, and an upper one of sands passing up into the

clay known as the Chillesford clay. In 1849 he h.ad alluded to

the possibility of this clay being synchronous with the Norwich
Crag. He has since traced this upper or Chillesford division of

the Red Crag northwards, with a view to determine its relation

to the Norwich Crag. He has found it at various places inland,

but the best exhibition of it occurs in the Easton Bavant Cliffs.

He there found in it a group of shells similar to those at Chilles-

ford, and under it the well-known bed of mammaliferous or

Norwich Crag, with tlie usual shells. Tlie author also showed
that in tliis clilf and the one nearer Lowestoft traces of the Forest-

bed clearly set in upon the Chillesford clay. He next traced

these beds at the base of Horton Cliff, and then passed on to

the well-known clift's of Happisburgh and Mundesley. He con-

sidered the Chillesford clay to pass beneath the Elephant bed,

and to represent some part of the Forest-bed. The same clay

may be traced to near Weybourne. The crag under these beds

he refeiTed to the Chillesford sands. Mention was then made
of the sands and shingle above the Chillesford, to which the

author propo.sed the names of " Soutliwold -Sands and Shingle"
These usually are very unfossiliferous, but at two or three

places near Southwold the author found indications of an
abundance of shells (Afyliliis, &c. ) and Foraminifera in some
iron sandstones intercalated in this series. In the Norfolk cliffs

these beds contain alternating seams of marine and freshwater

shells. Tile inland range of tile beds to Aldeby, Norwich, and
Coltishall was next traced, and the Chillesford clay shown to be

present in each section, and the sands beneatli to be referable to

the Chillesford sands, as already shown by otlier geologists on
the evidence of the organic remains. Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, who
had carefully examined the shells of the Norwich Crag for the

author, stated that a considerable number of Arctic species were
found in the Norfolk Crag which did not occur in Suffolk.

While, therefore, the Norwich Crag seems to be synchronous

with a portion of the SulTolk Crag, that portion is the upper
division, and, therefore, the triple arrangement proposed by Mr.
Charlesworth and advocated by Sir C. Lyell, together with the

fact of the setting in of a gradually more severe climate, pointed

out by the late Dr. Woodward and by Sir C. Lyell, are con-

firmed. Mr. Prestwich then referred to the origin of the materials

of the Southwold shingle, and showed that, with few exceptions,

they came from the south. In it he had found a considerable

number of worn fragments of chert and ragstone from the Lower
Greensand of Kent. He considered this a convenient base-line

for the Quaternary period ; as then commenced the spread of the

marine gi'avels over the south of England, andsoonaftercommenced
the gi-eat denudations which give the great features to the country.

Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys observed that no littoral shells occur in the

Coralline Crag, while in the Red Crag they abound. In the

Norwich Crag there is also evidence of littoral conditions, but in

certain places the shells e.xhibit a deep-water character. In the

Norwich Crag, after eliminating as derivative or extraneous

certain species (as had already been done by the late Dr. Wood-
ward), he finds, exclusive of varieties, 140 species, of which 123
are living, and 17 are supposed to be extinct. Of these 123, loi

still live in the British Seas, 12 are Arctic and North American,

8 Mediterranean, and 2 Asiatic. The southern species were
probably derived from the Coralline Crag. The two Asiatic

species were the Corbicula Jluminalis and Palndbta joiicolor.

Twenty species in the Norwich Crag have not been found in the

Red or Coralline Crag, and he therefore thought there was some
difference in their geological age, the Norwich Crag being both

more recent than the Red Crag, and its shells of an Arctic or

more northern kind. Tdlina ballhica he regarded as signi-

ficant of brackish water conditions. Actcvon Noa, a charac-

teristic shell of the Red and Norwich Crag, had been found

fossil by Prof. Steenstrup in Iceland. Sir Charles Lyell
had been struck with the similarity of the beds at Chillesford
and at Aldeby, in which also the shells, though 40 in one
case and 70 in the other, were very similar in character

;

but in neitlier was Tdliita balthka found, though common in the
glacial beds. He called attention to the condition of the shells

as they occurred at Aldeby, and suggested that wdiere the two
shells of a bivalve were found in contact, they would probably
afford some evidence whether they were derivative or no. Mr.
Searles V. Wood, jun., was inclined to differ to a large extent
from the autlior, especially with regard to the beds above the
Chillesford clay. The sands containing Telliiia solidnla he jjlaced

as the lowest member of the glacial series ; the fauna they con-
tain is different from that of the Chillesford Ijed. He regarded
the sand-beds at Kcssingland as above the lower boulder-clay
and contorted drift of Cromer, and considered that it might be
traced as occupying this position along a great part of the coast
of Norfolk. Pie had, in company with Mr. Harmer, surveyed a
great part of the Norfolk and Suffolk district, and they intended
to place their maps and sections at the disposal of the Geological
Society and the Survey. He recommended that any examina-
tion of the country should commence from the east rather than
from the west. Mr. Boyd Dawkins, speaking of the fossil

mammalia of the crag, mentioned that, at the base of the crag
at Horstead, immediately on the chalk, was a bed exhibit-

ing an old land-surface, and in this were found the principal

perfect mammalian remains, whereas in the crag above they
were water-worn. But though these bones occurred in the
marine deposit, the animals had lived on the land, and there
was no evidence but that they belonged to a much earlier period
than that at which it was submerged. He thought that the
facies of the Cervids found at Horstead was that of an early
Pliocene age. The mammals of the London Clay had in some
cases become confounded with those of the Suffolk Crag, but
these he regarded also as belonging to an old Pliocene land-
surface. He differed from the author in not regarding the
Forest-bed as Quaternary, as the remains of Rhinoceros elnisciis,

Ursiis a>iYnteiisis, and Eleplms mcyidioiiii.'is, &c., had occurred
in it, in many cases in fine condition. He could see no reason
for splitting up the Cainozoic series into four divisions, as there
was no break in the life between the Tertiary and Quarternary
periods. Though there might be a break in England, the fonns
of life were continuous from the Miocene of Pikermi on the
Continent. The President suggested that if we were to admit a
Quaternary period we must go back to the Miocene, as the
mammalian fauna of that period was the direct ancestor of that of
the present day. Mr. Prestwich, in reply, remarked that he did
not quite agi'ee with Mr. Jeffreys as to the number of derivative

species in the different members of the Crag. The fauna, how-
ever, required further investigation. With regard to the ob-
jections of Mr. Wood, he had not on this occasion intended
going into details as to the beds above the Chillesford clays

;

his object had rather been to show that these latter extended
over a large area, and contained in other places than Chilles-

ford the same shells as those occurring there. He did not
attach the same value to the presence of Tdlina ball/iica as did
Mr. Wood, it being a shell now living and found on the coast.

He had not overlooked the importance of the mammalian re-

mains, but, like Mr. Dawkins, he had felt the uncertainty which,
in the case of the Crag, so often attached to their origin, and
therefore had not much insisted on them. He thought the divi-

sions of Miocene and Pliocene were well known and generally
accepted ; and though the division was arbitrary, he thought the
setting in of the Glacial period a good epoch at which to com-
mence the Quaternary period. If we were to go back to sonic
break in the forms of life, we might go back indefinitely.

Ethnological Society, January 25.— Professor Huxley,
president, in the chair. The following new members were
announced at this and the preceding meeting :—The Earl of
Dunraven and Mount-earl, K.P., Lord Rosehill ; Messrs. J.
W, Barnes, T. H. Baylis, D. Duncan, M.A., J. E. Edwards, J.
F. McLennan, W. Morrison, M.P. , and R. L. Nash. Dr.
Hooker, C.B., exhibited a collection of figures in unbaked clay,

modelled by a native Zulu ; and Colonel Lane Fox exhibited

some stone mullers used for pounding grain.—Mr. Borwick,
F. R.G.S., read a paper on the origin of the Tasmanians
geologically considered. The Tasmanians have now become
almost extinct, an old woman being the only survivor of the

race. They were related in manners and in general physique to
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the neighbouring Auslrali:ins, I'ut wcvo allied by black skin and

woolly hair to the distant Africans, while they were assimilated

by resemblance of language, customs, and habits of thought to

many races scattered over vast areas. The author sought to

explain this relation by constructing an ideal southern continent,

whence all the dark-coloured races surrounding the Indian

Ocean, and extending into the Pacific and Southern Oceans, may
have radiated. He regards the Tasnianian as probably older

than the Australian. Dr. Hooker, whose authority had fre-

(|uently been quoted in the paper, pointed out the similarity

and differences that obtain between the floras of Australia, Tas-

mania, New Zealand, South Africa, &c. It has recently been found

that the flora of the Howe Islands is very unlike that of Australia,

although so near to the coast. He protested, however, against

the inference that the line of migration followed by plants is

necessarily the same as that pursued by the higher animals.

The President alluded to the great difference between the Aus-
tralian and Tasnianian, especially in the character of the hair,

and he regarded it as physically impossible that the Tasnianian

could have come from Australia. He suggested that an inter-

rupted communication, by a chain of islands, may have extended

from New Caledonia to Tasmania, similar to that which now
connects New Caledonia with New Guinea ;

and that by this

means a low negrito type may have spread eastwards over tliis

area.— Mr. Howorth's paper, " On a frontier-line of Ethnology

and Geology," was then read. .Siberia and North America
form a well-defined province, botanically, zoologically, and eth-

nologically. North of the isothermal line forming the southern

boundary of this province dwell the Ugrian races, whose conditions

of existence were compared by the author with those of the pre-

historic period. In Europe the isothermals have been gradually

twisted to the north by tlie Gulf Stream ; and the author believes

that the gradual advent of tlie stream may be traced from no
earlier period than about the twelfth century B.C. ; Remarks on
this paper were made liy the President, Dr. Hyde Clarke, Dr.

Kichard King, and Colonel Dane Fox. —Mr. Atkinson read a

"Note on the Nicobar Islands," and exhibited some grotesque

figures carved in wood, taken from the Nicobars by Capt. Edge
in 1S67, and recently brought to this country by Capt. Mackenzie.

These figures are to be placed in the Christy collection, and similar

objects have been forwarded to the Museum in Edinburgh.

London Mathematical Society, January 13.—Prof. Cayley,

jiresident, in the chair. Mr. Walker gave an account of a paper
" On the Equations of Centres and Foci of, and Conditions for,

certain Involutions." In this communication it is shown that

the three jioints corresponding to one having an assigned distance

{x) from the origin, in one of three involutions determined by a

quartic, and found from the equation

—

(abcd)kx\l)\ (l>cJe){x',\y\ (fdef)ix',lf, {dtfg){x',\f, (x,lf= 0,

the sextic covariant of the quartic being written {a b c de/g )i -^yY'j

This fomi has been arrived at in carrying out a suggestion of the

jiresident. Prof. Cayley. It contains the equations giving the

three centres of the involutions determined by the quartic, as

well as that giving the six double points (the geometrical signi-

ficance of which latter equation has been already pointed out by
Dr. Salmon), by making x' infinitely great, and equal to x,

successively. The case of the quartic breaking up into two
quadratics is next discussed, when the roots of one correspond
respectively to those of the other. The condition for two cubics

(;( 2') determining an involution, of such a kind that the three

roots of one correspond each to a root of the other, is investigated.

This has (since the meeting) been identified by the author with

AS'"-a'6- = o, a, a', being discriminants of n and --,

while 6 9' are the co-efficients of \ and A^ respectively in the

discriminant of ji + \ v. The ecjuations for determining the

centre and double points—or, more generally, that determining

the point corresponding to an assigned one—in the involution

determined by two cubics, satisfying the above condition, are

also investigated. Dr. Ilenrici, Prof. Hirst, Mr. Clifford, and
the President took part in a discussion on the paper. The Presi-

dent then made a statement of some results he had arrived at

with reference to quartic surfaces. Mr. Roberts exhibited and
explained diagrams of the ])edals of conic sections which he had
constructed by the nietliods described in his paper read before
the society, January 14th, 1869.

Quekett Microscopical Club, J.anuary 28. — P. Le
Neve Foster, Esq., president, in the chair.—A paper was
read by Dr. Robert Braithwaite on the geographical distribution
of mosses. The paper gave an abstract of the arrangement pro-

jioscd by Prof, Schimpcr, who di\ides the wliole of Europe into

three areas in latitude—viz. (i), a northern zone, comprising
N. Russia, .Scandinavia, and N. Scotland

; (2), a middle zone,
extending south of this to the foot of the Alps, and including all

central Europe
; (3), a southern zone, reaching from the last to

the Mediterranean. More important than these is their distri-

bution in altitude, or height above the sea level, and for this five

regions are indicated, each characterised by certain predominant
species, and marked out liy lines gradually falling in altitude as

we pass northward to the pole, where the extreme limits, or that

of the sea level and the line of perpetual snow, become co-

incident. Commencing at the sea level, the dimensions in alti-

tude are—(i), the Campestral region, or that of the cultivated
field and fruit trees, embracing the greatest varieties of soil and
conditions of surface

; (2), the Montane, or lower mountain
region, marked at its upper limit by the disappearance of the
beech

; (3), the Sub-Alpine region, extending from the upper
limit of the beech to the upper limit of the spruce fir; (4), the
Alpine region, embraced between the commencenient and termi-

nation of growth of the dwarf pine, and marked by the presence
of dwarf birch ; (5), the .Supra-Alpine region, reaching above
the limit of the trees named to the line of perpetual snow. A
brief sketch was then given of the various habitats affected by
mosses, and lists of the characteristic species given ; these em-
braced the dwellers on walls, roofs, trees, heaths, bogs, and
rocks. They were illustrated by a fine series of specimens of
mosses and their associated flowering plants, prepared by the
late Mr. N. B. Ward, who thus ingeniously attempted to work
out the idea of representing the wliole flora of a locality at one
glance. Conspicuous among these were the sheets from Ben
Lawers, Ben Voirlicli, Heidelberg, Killarney, and Eridge
Rocks.

Anthropological Society, January 18. — Annual General
Meetmg.—John Beddoe, Esq., M.D., president, in the chair.

The report of the auditors showed the income of the society in

1869 to have been 1,091/. 91. ^d., the expenditure 964/. 9.r. &/.,

and the balance in hand on the 31st December 126/. \<)s. qd.
The report of the council was read and adopted. The president
then delivered the annual address, including a full obituary
notice of Dr. James Hunt, founder of the society. The ballot

for the election of officers and council to serve in 1S70 was taken
with the following result :—President, John Beddoe, M.D. ; vice-

presidents, H. Beigel, M. D., Captain R. F. Burton, Dr. Char-
nock, J. i3aniard Davis, M.D., F.R.S., Captain Bedford Pirn,

R.N., Dr. Berthold Seemann ; director, Thos. Bendyshe, M..\.;

treasurer. Rev. Dunbar I. Heath, M. A.; council, J. Gould ."Vvei-y,

J.
Burford Carlill, M.D., S. E. Collingwood, Walter C. Dendy,

George Harris, Jonathan Hutchinson, \V. B. Kesteven, Kelburne
King, M.D., Richard King, M. D., A. L. Lewis, St. George J.
Mivart, F.R.S., Major S. R. I. Owen, Edward Peacock, F.S.A.,

J. Spence Ramskill, M.D., C. Robert Des Ruffieres, John
Thurnam, M.D., W. S. W. Vaux, F.R.S., C. Staniland W.ake,
Alfred Wiltshire, M.D., E. Villin.

Entomological Society, January 24. — Annual General
Meeting, Mr. Frederick .Smith, vice-president, in the chair.

The Report of the Council for 1869, and an address by Mr. H.
W. Bates, the retiring president, were read. The following
thirteen members were chosen to form the council for 1870, \iz:

Messrs. Bates, Dallas, Dunning, Fiy, Grut, M'Lachlan, Parry,

Pascoe, Saunders, Stevens, Wallace, and Wormald. Mr. Alfreil

Russell Wallace was elected president for 1870 ; and the
following officers were re-elected :—Mr. Stevens, treasurer

;

Messrs. Dunning and M'Lachlan, secretaries ; Mr. Janson,
librarian. The thanks of the society were voted to the officers

and members of the council for tlieir services during the previous
year.

Gl.\sgo\v

Philosophical Society of Glasgovif, January 12.—Dr.
Francis H, Thomson, vice-president, in ths chair. The presi-

dent. Dr. James Bryce, F. G. S., gave an account of the " Geo-
logical Structure of Skye and the West Highlands." The
difficulty and danger of thoroughly studj'ing the peculiar geolo-
gical structure of Skye were so great that no geologist, in the
author's opinion, should undertake it without the company of
an associate ; and as he considered that no such person should
ascend the moimtains for the first time unaccompanied, the
author specially recotnmended Angus Nicholson as a reliable

guide. Dr. Bryce dwelt at some length upon the wonderful
peculiarities in the structure of the Cuchullin mountains, which
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foi-m such a characleiistic feature of the island in the vicnuty

of Glen Sligachan. Tliey rise to a height of about 3,300 feet,

the last 400 feet being absolutely inaccessible, owing '» ''";

peaked, spiry, or pinnacled structure. Thorouglily skilled

Alpine climbers had been quite baffled by the CuchuUm moun-

tains, unless tliey had gone to the ignominious extremity of

using ladders to aid them in making the ascent. That structure

was entirely due to the great abundance of one single mineral,

a variety of augite known as hyperstJuiie, the intense hardness

of which was owing to the presence of large quantities of oxide

of iron and oxide of manganese {query, silicate ot u'on and silicate

oimc.-rnesia?). While referring to the rock-features of Skye,

Dr. Bi7ce remarked that of late geologists have been too

much led away by the attractiveness of palajontology

as a means of geological research, overlooking the superior

claims of mineralogy. He considered that in Skye there were

two chains of mountains—one black, in which the hypersthene

prevails, and the other red, owing to the presence of syenite—

and that they had come up in two, if not even in four eruptions,

through a liassic basin, the thickness of which is probably not

less than 1,500 feet. Besides the lias, he found gneiss, sand-

stone, quartzite, marble, numerous whin dylies, and ci7Stalline

slates from 10,000 to 20,000 feet in depth. When the country

was examined closely two syenites were found, one intrusive,

the other disruptive. The granites and syenites of Skye were

very closely approximated to each other, each rock shading off

into the other. On the coasts there were beds of oolite and

traps, but they were difficult of examination, and indeed there

were many points in the geology of the island yet to be explored.

Dr Bryce referred to the separate examinations of Skye made

by Sir Roderick Murchison and the late Prof. Edward Forbes,

but he differed in opinion from some of the conclusions of those

reologists on the geology of the West Coast, and he expressed

himself inclined to support the crystalline schist view of Trof.

Nicol, of Aberdeen, rather than the Silurian theory which Sir

Roderick Murchison and Mr. Geikie had promulgated, although

the latter was the popular theory. Dr. Young said he could not

agi-ee with Dr. Bryce in his remarks regarding the relative claims

of mineralogy and paleeontology in geological inquiries. He
dissented from some of the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Bryce,

and on other points he confessed and regretted his mability to

understand him. Dr. Bryce briefly replied.

Chemical Section, January 17.—Alexander Wlutelaw, Esq.,

vice-president, in the chair. Two papers were read,—the

first by Mr. J.
Wallace Young, on "Artificial Alizarine,'

recently obtained from anthracene, one of the coal-tar products.

Ill reference to the question of price, a member having much

experience, said that manufacturers felt quite satisfied tliat they

could supply artificial alizarine in large quantities, in half tons if

it was wanted, and at a price much under that of natural alizarine

as extracted from madder.—The other paper read was, "On
the estimation of iodine and bromine in the mother liquors from

saltpetre and in kelp." By Dr. John Clark.

Ekrlin

German Chemical Society, January 24.—F.Riidorff showed

a simple experiment to prove the expansion of water when

freezing. Cylindrical bombs cast in iron, of half an inch in thick-

ness, and measuring three inches in length, and one in diameter,

were entirely filled with water, previously freed from air by boil-

ing, and then closed by a tightly fitting screw. They were then

covereil by a mixture of pounded ice and common salt. In from

ten to twenty minutes' time they exploded with a loud report

like that of a pistol, breaking in different directions.—Mr.

Ilolljeiii exhibited animals, from mussels up to small mammalia,

which had been preserved in a solution of creosote in water {one

of creosote to twenty parts of water). This process appeared

particularly suited to the preservation of fishes.—A. Baeyer

spoke on a third isomeric form of hydromellithic acid, adding

interesting cousidetations on the transformation of isomeric

bodies one into the other, which will not bear abbreviation.—^^A.

Horstmann reported on the vapour density of acetic acid, which

he found to be normal at low temperatures, when the acid vapour

was diluted with air.—Prof. Lieben (of Turin) sent in a paper

published conjointly with Rossi on normal butvlic alcohol pro-

duced by the reduction of butyric acid,— Prof. Rose reported on

the first' diamond found in Europe. A small diamond, recog-

nised as such by Schafarik in Prague, has lately been discovered

in an alluvial formation in Bohemia, in which garnets, hyacinths,

and sapphires have been found for years.

Prague
National Museum of Bohemia, December 18, 1869.—Prof.

Krejci continued his account of the Permian formation of the

N.E. of Bohemia, and discussed the section of Stepanitz, near

Paka, at Belohrad. Three deposits are there distinguished.

The lowest is schistose and rich in fossil fish ; the next is com-

posed of glauconitic grit, and contains trunks of auracaria in situ ;

the upper is calcareous, finely laminated, full of beautiful con-

cretions of polished stones, of chalcedony and agate,
_
often

arranged in rows parallel to the stratification. This is the

original deposit of the celebrated Psaronites (silicified trunks of

Marattiacde arborcscentes. M. Krejci calls this stratum the

Kalva beds. This simple arrangement is disturbed by numerous

fiuilts and discolorations, united apparently by niclaphyr. M.

Krejci believes that all the numerous portions of melaphyr in

this neighbourhood exhibited originally only a single level ; he

insists on the fact that in the sections frequently exposed of late

in the course of railway operations ; the nielapliyr is

intercalated conformably between the sedimentary deposits

;

thus leading to the supposition of a metamorphic change

of schist or phyllite into melaphyr. He allows, moreover,

that the mountain. Grand Levin, near Horka (Falgendorf) arose

apparently through a cleft only one to two metres wide. As

regards the band of melaphyr and red porphyiy, which, at the

southern foot of the superb basaltic mass of Mount Kozakov, rests

against the very sloping beds of the cretaceous scries, and ex-

tends towards Mount Jeschken for a distance of at least ten kilo-

metres, M. Krejci prefers to the idea of an irruption, that of a

fault into which the beds of porphyiy and melaphyr have slid

on the one side to reappear on the other.

January 17.—M. Schafarik announced the discovery of the

diamond in Bohemia. A note on the subject will be found in

another page. We may add here that the Dlaschkowitz dia-

mond has been presented by Count Schonborn to the National

Museum of Prague.—The Royal Society of Bohemia held no

public meetings during the month of December.

Boston

Society of Natural History, November 1

dent in the chair. Prof. N. S. Shaler read

occurrence of the remaias of Tarandiis miigij,

Bone Lick, in Kentucky. At
sented the evidence in support

—The presi-

note on the

Gray, at Big

previous meeting was pre-

of the conclusion that one

of the large mammals of North America, the buffalo, had

recently changed its limits, and had only ranged in the Ohio

valley within the past few centuries. The same locality supplies

us with evidence that the caribou existed in abundance in this

river basin at a time anterior to the coming of the buffalo, and

probably not very long after the disappearance of the Elephas

primigenius. Since the coining of civilised man into America,

the caribou has been confined to a narrow area in the north-east

part of the continent ; it is questionable whether it has ever

ranged during this time south of the southern limit of the State

of Maine. The position in which these remains were found

leaves the precise relationship in time of this species to the mam-

moths and mastodons a little questionable. There is, however,

little doubt in my mind that, if not in existence during the later

part of the time of these pachyderms, it came immediately after

them. Its bones are always found below the line of the buffalo

and the Virginia deer. The remains of this latter species are

found only among the most recent deposits of the swamp. The

disappearance from this region of this eminently boreal animal

immediately after the passing away of the ancient elephants from

the Mississippi valley, goes to confinn the conclusion that the cli-

matic change which closed the period of the mammoths was from

cold to warmth, and not an alteration of the opposite character.

Section ot Entomology, November 24.—Mr. Edward Burgess

in the chair. The following paper was presented:
—

" American

Lepidoptera. II. Phahenida: Latr." by Charles S. Minot. .\i

the Jtme meeting of the section, I presented a paper entitled

"American Lepidoptera, No. I." which contained descriptions

of four new Geometrida: {Phalanidce Latr.), and was published

without further introduction. I should now like to say a few

words on the intended purport of the series. I propose that it

shall contain any papers of a miscellaneous nature which may

aid in completing our knowledge of the natural history of the

Lepidoptera ; such as descriptions of new species, or of the meta-

morphoses and lists of insects found in particular localities or

States, with their times of appearance, and perhaps ultimately ana-

tomical communications. The descriptions of new species will, for
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the present,be principally, ifnot entirely,confined to the PhaL-Enidae.

Mr. W. H. Dall remarked that while passing over the Portage

to the Yukon River, in Alaska, when the temperature was below
zero of Fahrenheit, he shot a Canada jay, which had in its moutli

the caterpillar of an Arctian; afterwards, when the thermometer
was sixteen degrees below zero, he found one of the same cater-

pillars crawling upon the snow. On the middle of the frozen

river, whenever the sun shone for a short time upon the crust,

he saw upon the snow a s]5ecies of Lepisma or Podura in great

abundance, although the cold was intense. The caterpillar of
Vanessa Antiopa was twice noticed alive during the winter, and
the perfect insect was seen at Nulato, May 20th, when the

nightly temperature was below freezing.

December 3.—The president in the chair. Dr. C. T. Jackson
presented, in the name of Mr. Daniel McCain, specimens of
native carbonate of magnesia from Greece, California, Maryland,
and Kansas. These minerals are used by the Union .Stone Com-
pany in making calcined magnesia, which is one of the ingre-

dients of their artificial stone, serving, when combined with
chloride of magnesium, as the binding material. Dr. Jackson
gave a detailed account of the method of making the artificial

stones, and of casting bas-reliefs, busts, and ornamental mould-
ings. He said the processes had been so improved that now
artificial grindstones made of quartz-sand and of emery had
been constructed, which were as solid and durable as any natural
stone. The emery wheels made of these materials are vastly

better than those made with a paste of vulcanised indiarubber,

since they do not glaze, but wear away in such a manner as to

always expose fresh particles of emery. He regarded this new
manufacture as of great value for architecture and the mechanic
arts, and as showing the importance of the mineral native car-

bonate of magnesia, which had been before used only for the
manufacture of Epsom salts, of which a limited supply only is

wanted. Professor N. S. Shaler offered some remarks on the
relation of the rocks in the vicinity of Boston.

PuiLADELnil.A.

American Philosophical Society, January 7.— Mr. Pliny
E. Chase made some observations on the comparison of different

mechanical equivalents. He stated that recent determinations,
by the different methods of Thomson and Farmer, fix the mecha-
nical equivalent of light, in a wax candle burning I26i grains
per hour, at 13 'I foot-pounds per minute, the equivalent of one
gi-ain being 6-213 foot-pounds. According to Dubourg, the
heat evolved during the combustion of one grain of olive oil in

oxygen is sufficient to heat 96S2 grains of water 1° C. Accord-
ing to Favre and Silbermann, one grain of oil of turpentine,
burnt in oxygen, would heat 10,852 grains of water 1° C. It

may therefore be presumed that the total heat given out by the
combustion of one grain of wax is about sufficient to raise

10,000 grains of water 1° C, or lS,0OO grains 1° F. This repre-
sents amechanical equivalence of {18, 000 x 772-^ 7,000 = )I9S5 '143
foot-pounds, which is 3 19 5 times as great as the corresponding
equivalent of the light given out during the combustion. Tyndall,
in his lecture on Radiation, states that the visible rays of the
electric light contain about one-tenth of the total radiated heat.
The relative luminous intensity of an electric lamp would, there-
fore, appear to be about 31 '95 times as great as that of a wax
candle. This ratio resembles that of solar to terrestrial super-
ficial attraction, and the connection of electric and magnetic cur-
rents with solar radiation is so evident, that additional experi-
ments, to furnish materials for a great variety of similar com-
parisons, seem desirable. While it is possible that the resemblance
in the present instance may be accidental, the numerous har-
monies which exist between the manifestations of cosmical and
molecular forces render it at least equally possible that it may
have a weighty significance.

Academy of Natural Sciences, August 3, 1869.

—

Prolessor Cope called attention to a thin slab of shale contain-
ing foot impressions of vertebrate animals found some time ago
by Professor Gabb, from the subcarboniferous slate in Schuylkill
County. The position of the slab was about 300 feet above the
conglomerate. The impressions found by Dr. Isaac Lea some
years back were from a position about 700 feet below the con-
glomerate, and, therefore, more ancient. Professor Cope thought
that the impressions found by Dr. Lea were neither reptiles nor
fishes, but air-breathing vertebrates—5«/ra^A;a».f. But these
tracks were different from most Batrachia, showing slender digits
and long tarsus. The fore-feet are smaller than the hind. They
are probably referable to a Salamandroid animal.

DIARY
THURSDAY, Febeuarv 3.

RoVAL SociETV. at 8.30.—On the Fossil Mammals of Australi.1. Part III.
Diprotodoii Australis Ow, : Prof. Owen, F. K.S.—Note on an E.xleiision
nf the Comparison of Magnetic Disturbances with Magnetic Effects,
inferred from Observed Terrestrial Galvanic Currents, and Discussion of
the Magnetic Effects Inferred from Galvanic Currents on Days of
Tranquil Magnetism : The Astronomer Royal, F.R.S.

LiNNE.VN Society, at 8.—Revision of the genera and species of capsular
gamophyllous Lilinccie: J. G. Baker, F.L.S.—On a new form of Cepha-
lopodous Ova : Dr. Coilingwood, F.L S.

Antiquaries, at 8.30—On some Ancient Oaken Coffins discovered in
Northumberland : T. W. Snagge, Esq.

Chemical Society, at 8.

FRIDAY, Feskitarv 4.

Philological Society, at 8.15.

RovAL Institution, at 8.—Verona and its Rivers : Prof. Ruskin.
Archaeological Institute, at 8.

Geologists' Association, at 8.

MONDAY, Feiieuary 7

Royal Institution, at 2 —General Monthly Meeting.
Entomological Society, at 7.

Medical Society, at 8.

London Institution, at 4.

TUESDAY, February 8.

RovAL Institution, at 3—On the Architecture of the Human Body:
Prof Humphry,

Royal Medical and Chirukgical Society, 318.30.
iNSTnUTio.N- OF Civil Encin-eers, at 8.—Discussion upon Mr. Harrison's

Paper " On Railway Statistics and E.\penditure
"

Photographical Society, at 8-—Anniversary INIeeting.
Ethnological Society, at 8 —On the discovery of Flint Flakes under

a Submerged Forest in West Somerset: W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S.

—

(3n Remains of Pre-historic man in the neighbourhood of the Crinan
Canal, Argyleshire : Rev, R. J. Mapleton.

Royal Microscopical Sqcietv, at 3.—Anniversary Meeting.
Arch.cological Association, at 8

WEDNESDAY, February 9.

Geological Society, at 8.—The Fossil Corals of the South-Australian
Tertiaries. Prof. P. Martin Duncan, F.R.S., Sec G.S. — Note on a
very large undescribed Wealden Vertebra: J. W. Hulke, F.R.S.

—

Additional Observations on the Neocomian Strata of Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, with Notes on their Relations to the Beds of the same Age
throughout Northern Europe : J. W. Judd.

Society of Arts, at 8.—On Loss of Life at Sea : Mr. J. W. Wood.

THURSDAY, February 10.

Mathematical Society, at 8.— Quartic Surfaces: Prof. Cayley.
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AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE.
The following very impoitcint Australian Works are published by

TRUBNER & CO.,
S, & 60, ratenioster-iow.

THE GOLD FIELDS AND MINERAL
DISTRICTS OF VICTORIA, with Notes on the Modes of Occurrence of

Ooldand other iMctals and Minerals. By Dr. R. BROUGH SMYTH.
F.G.S., Assoc. Inst, C.E., Hon. Cor. Mem. of the Society of Arts and
Sciences of Utrecht, Secretary for Mines for the Colony of Victoria, &c. &c.
Printed and Published at the expense of the fJovernment of Victoria, In

One Volume, 410., profusely Illustrated with Plates, Maps, and Woodcuts,

pp. viii. 644. Cloth, jCi ss.

DISCUSSIONS OF THE METEORO-
LOGICAL AND MA0N1:tICAL OBSERVATIONS made at the Flag-

staff Observatory, Melbourne, during the Years 1858— 1863. By CiEOR(iE
NEUMAYER, Ph.D., late Director of the Flagstaff Observatory, Member
of various Scientific Societies. 4I0. pp. viii. 142, bo. xlvi. and 25 tables.

Cloth boards, £1 is.

THE SNAKES OF AUSTRALIA: An
Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of all the known species. By
GERARD KREFKT, F.L.S., C.M.Z.S., &c., &c, Curator and Secretary

of the Australian Museum. 410 pp. xxvi. and 100, and 12 Plates. Stift"

wrappers, plain Plates, 28^. Coloured Plates 42^.

A MONOGRAPH OF AUSTRALIAN
LAND SHELLS. I!y JAMES C. COX, M,D..
Edin. Royal Svo. pp. 112, and 28 Coloured Plates.

Univ. Edin.. FR.CS.
Cloth boards, ^2 :-s.

The following inijiort:int Works are also published Ijy

TRUBNER & CO.

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF A JOUR-
NEY IN BRAZIL; containing a full account of the Geology and Physical
Geography of the coinitry. By C. F. HART, Professor of Geology in

Cornell University, and Professor AGASSIZ, Chief Associate in the Expe-
dition. Together with about 100 pages descriptive of the Marine and Fresh-
Water Animals and iheir Natural History. By Professor AGASSIZ. With
nearly 100 Illustrations and Maps.

MANUAL OF GEOLOGY; treating of
the principles of the Science, with special reference to American Geological
History. For the use of Colleges, Academies, and Schools of Science. By
JAMES D. DANA, M.A. LL.D. Illustrated by a Chart of the World,
and over One Thousand Figures, mostly from American Sources. Svo. pp.
798, cloth. 21S.

A TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY, designed
for Schools and Academies. By J- D. DANA, LL.D. Illustrated by 375
Woodcuts. Crown Svo. pp. vi, and 3^4, cloth, 7^". 6J.

MANUAL OF MINERALOGY: including
observations on Mines, Rocks, Reduction of Ores, and the Applications of
the Science to ilic Arts ; designed for the use of Schools and Colleges. New
Edition, revised and enlarged. With 260 Illustrations. i2mo. pp. .\ii. and
456, cloth, -js. 6d.

A SYSTEM OF MINERALOGY.—
DESCRIPTIVE MINERALOGV. comprising ihe MOST RECENT
DISCOVERIES. By JAMES DWIGHT DANA, aided by GEORGE
JARVIS BRUSH. Fifth Edition, Rc-writlen and Enlarged, and Illus-

trated with npw.irds of Six Hundred Woodcuts. 8vo. pp. 900, and
numerous Woodcuts. Price £1 16s.

THE GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE ; or,
MONTHLY JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY: with which is incorporated
•The Geologist" Edited by HENRY WOODWARD, F.G.S., F.Z.S.,
of the British Museum. Assisted by Professor JOHN MORRIS, F.G S.,

&c.. &c., of University College ; and ROBERT ETHERIDGE, F.R.S.E.,
F.G. S., &c., of the Museum of Practical Geology. Price 20s. The yearly
volume for 18C9.

THE LIFTED AND SUBSIDED ROCKS
OF AMERICA, with their influence on the Oceanic, Atmospheric, and
Land Currents, and the Di.stributian of Races. By GEORGE CATLIN.
With a Map. \ln preparation.

London : TRUBNER & CO., 8 and 60, Paternoster-row.

CLARENDON PRESS PUBLICATIONS.

VESUVIUS. By Professor PHILLIPS.
Contents:—Vesuvius at Rest—In Action—In the Nineteenth Ccntur>'—

Periods of Rest and Activity — Characteristic Phenomena—Forms and
Structure—Minerals—Lava and Ashes, &c. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo. \os. 6d.

" Contains much historical and scientific matter reduced to a pleasant and
readable form. Of the volume as a whole, wc can only speak in terms of the
highest praise, and we regard it as a work which deserves a place on the
shelves of every student of physical science."

—

Exami/icr.

" A work of high value both to the student and to the tourist on the shores
ol the ^ay oi n3.\>\^s."—Pail Mail Gazctic.

" This is an attractive book for those who have no enthusiasm for 'Alpine
Plants.' Its pure style, the interesting excursion details, and the beautiful

descriptions of scenery, make it a winning book to general readers."

—

Record.

OXFORD : Printed at the CLARENDON PRESS, and Published by

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON, Publishers to the University.

CLARENDON PRESS SERIES.
Extra fcap. 8vo- price 7jr. Cd.

A SYSTEM OF PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION. Theoretical and Practical ; with numerous Illustrations drawn by

A. Macdonald. By ALEXANDER MACLAREN, The Gymnasium,

Oxford.

"It is marked In every line by good sense, and is so clearly written that no
one cin mistake its rules. We earnestly hope that the book will find not only
many readers, but earnest disciples."

—

Lancet.

Recently published, in Crown Svo. pnce qs. 6d.

EXERCISES in PRACTICAL CHEMIS-
TRY: Qualitative Analysis. By A. G. VERNON HARCOURT, F.R.S.

Lcc's Reader in Chemistry at Christ Church, Oxford, and H. G. MADAN,
F.C.S. With numerous Illustrations.

"The plan of the book appears to us to be admirable, and the'directions

given for performing the various operations involved in the course are

wonderfully precise and clear."

—

Chemist and Druggist,

Second Edition, with Solutions.

CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS. By
A. W. WILLIAMSON, Phil. Doc, Professor of Chemistry, University

College, London. Extra fcap. Svo. Cloth. Price %s. 6d.

" This volume is really a too rare example of what a good elementary text-

book in any science ought to be : the language, brief, simple, exact ; the

arrangement logical, developing in lucid order principles from facts, and
keeping theory always dependent upon observation ; a book that keeps the
reason of the student active while he strives to master details difficult but never
without interest, and that furnishes him with means for practising himself

in the right management of each new tool of knowledge that is given to him
for his use."

—

£.raviincr.

Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, price 7.?, Od.

ELEMENTARY TREATISE ONAN
HEAT, with numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams. By BALFOUR
STEWART. LL.D., F.R.S., Director of the Observatory at Kevv.

" This compact little treatise is commendable both as an elementary expo-
sition of the chief phenomena of heat and their practical applications, and
also as a brief exposition of the philosophical theories which have recently

given a new interest to the phenomena. The structure of the work is also

excellent." —FortniglUly Reviexv.

I.^emy Svo. cloth, 856 pp., price 2\s.

DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY. A Hand-
book for the Genera! Reader, and also for practical Observatory work. With

224 Illustrations and numerous Tables. By G. F. CHAMBERS, F.R.A.S.,

Barrister-at-Iaw.

The aim of this work, briefly expressed, is general usefulness, whether in

the hands of the student, the general reader, or the professional observer.

Great pains have been taken to present the latest information on all branches
of the science. The development of Astronomy is now "io rapid that unless

an author exercises constant vigilance his book must fall behindhand : and ii

is believed that this volume not only contains the most recent discoveries and
deductions, but that in it will also be tound information hitherto to be met
with only in the publications of learned societies, difficult of access and incon-

venient for reference even to the Astronomer, and absolutely out of the reach
of the general reader.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

Printed by R. Cl.w, Sons, & Taylor, at 7 and 8, Bread Street Hill, in the City of London, and published by Macmillan & Co.,
at the Office, 63, Bleecker Street, New York.

—
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ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES,
JEKMVN STREET.—Professor RAMSEY, LL.D.,F.R.S., will commence
a Course of Thirty-six Lectures on GEOLOGY, on Tuesday next, the 15th
February, at Two o'clock, to be continued on each succeeding \Yedncsday,
Thursday, Monda'y and Tuesday, at the same hour. Fee for the Course,;^ 3.

Professor (JOODEVE, M.A., will commence a Course of Thirty-si.v

Lectures on APPLIED MECHANICS, on Tuesday next, the 15th of
February, at Twelve o'clock, to be continued on each succeeding Wednesday,
Thursday, and 'I'ucsday, at the same hour. Fee for the Course, £i.

TRENKAM REEKS, Rci:islyay.
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Friends and 'Members of
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NEW CHEMICAL TEXT BOOK.
Just published, 100 Illustrations, small 8vo. 4.V. 6-i.

CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS.
An Introduction to the Practical Study of Chemistry- By C. H. GILL,
Assistant Examiner in Chemistry at the University of London, late Teacher
of Chemistry in University College School.

"Mr. Gill has fairly earned the thanks of scientific chemists ; nor will tlic

schools be slow to appreciate a manual v.hich has been thus well devised and
executed by an author \\ho has himself been a successful school teacher."

"Nature.
" This little book, is, we believe, a perfectly sufficient manual of chemistrj'

for schools and junior students. Its object'is to supply the means of training

the mind in habits of correct observation—a most important one in itself.

Beyond this it attempts to lead the student by clear and careful reasoning,

from facts to genei-alisations, and thus to cultivate scientific habits of

thought. "

—

A tltcucEuvi.

London : JAi\IES WALTON, Bookseller and Publisher to University

College, 137, Gowcr Street.

R. A. PROCTOR, Esq., F.R.A.S., on
Sunday next, February 13. at 7, on "The Physical Condition of other

Worlds." at South Place Chapel, Finsbnry, followed by Selections from
"SAMSON" and other Oratorios, by Miss ARABELLA SMYTH, Mr.
AVNSLEY COORE, 8:c. Chorus of 80. Tickets, 3.-/., 6(/.,and iJ.,at the

doors. Professor HUXLEY'S lecture on "The Races of Great Britain,'

verbatim, \d.

Office : 256, High Holbom, and of Newsagents.

Now Readv, with an Index. Post 8vo. 7.^. (>J.

A GEOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOK OF
ALL THE KNOWN FERNS, divided into Six Territorial Divisions.

Ccinpiled from the most recent Works, liy K. M. LYELL.
JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Mr. DURR of LEIPZIG has been ap-
pointed Agent to the Publishers of "NATURE" for GERMANY and
EASTERN EUROPE. Books for Review, Orders, and Advektise-
MENTS may be forwarded direct to him. Address : Alphons Durr, Leipzig,

Germany.

SHARPEY MEMORIAL.
Subscriptions towards the Fund for establishing a "SHARPEY PHY-
Sl(.)LO(HCAL SCHOLARSHIP," in conneciiun with a "SHARPEY
PHYSIOLOGICAL LIBRARY and LABORATORY," in University

College, and for procuring a Portrait or Bust of Dr. Sharpey, to be placed

in that Institution, continue to be received, on behalf of the Committee, by
the undersigned.

Sir WM. JENNER, Bart., 6;, Brook Street, W.
JOHN MARSHALL, 10. Saville Row, \V.

J. RUSSELL REYNOLDS, 38, Grosvenor Street, W.
London, ist Jan., 1870.

BRAGG'S VEGETABLE CHARCOALr
or PURE CARBON BISCUITS, a nutritious, plcn^.-int, and healthful diet,

which has produced great benefit and positive relief to thousands of suflTercrs

from indigestion, bile, acidity, foul breath, dyspepsia, heartburn, worms, &c.

There is medical testimony to its beneficial eflect in these complaints.—Sold

in tins, li., 25., 4,?., and 8j. each, by all chemists, and by the manufacturer,

J. L. BRAGG, 14 (late 2), Wigmore Street, Caveiuhsh Square.
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OBSERVATORIES, EQUATORIAL TELESCOPES, ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, LEVELS, ETC.

T. COOKE & SONS,
opticians io H.R.H. tJie late Prince Consort, the Royal Family, and Her Majest/s Home and Iniian Governments,

BUCKINGHAM WORKS, YORK.
Illu>^truteJ Catalogues of Obsei-vatorles, Equatorial :inj all other descriptions of Telescopes, Astronomical CiocVs, Theodolites, Levels,

Clinometers, Gold Band Aneroids, &c., manufactured by T. COOKE and SONS, may be had on application to the Works.

MAGNETO ELECTRICITY.
A New and Grcitly Improved form of Electro Magnetic Machine. From
its elegance, and the ea,se and certainty with which it can be worked, it is

admirably adapted for a scientific present. For the application of the power
as a curative agent it possesses special advantages, as by the application or

a new commutator the current is made to flow continuously in one direction.

Price, on amboyna wood stand, with glass shade, or in mahogany case for

travelling, ^2 io.c. Illustrated Circular on receipt of a stamped envelope.

JOHN BROWNING, Optical and Physical Instrument Maker to the

Royal Observatory, &c , &c., iii, Minories. Prize Medal, 1862.

Established 100 years.

Price One Shilling, Monthly,

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
No. 124, for FEBRUARY.

Contents.

"A BR.WE LADY." Bv the Author of "John Halifax, Gentleman."
Chapters XVI, and XVlI.

CANON WESTCOTT on "CATHEDRAL WORK." Conduded.

" VALENTINIANA '• By Mr. MARWOOD TUCKER.
"THE TR.4NSL.\TI0N OF FAITH."

"ESTELLE RUSSELL." Concluded.

"A SPORTS.MAN'S APOLOGY." By W.

JIARV RU.SSELL MITFORD." By the Author of "MARY
POWELL.

AN ARK BY THE RIVER-3. MISS AGNES T. HARRISON'S
SIDE."

9. "APOSTOLIC.E SEDIS."

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

MACMILLAN AND GO.'S PUBLICATIONS.
In pri^paration,

New Book by the Author of " The Malay Archipelago."

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY
OF NATURAL SELECTION. By A. R. WALLACE, F.L.S.

THE RUSSO - INDIAN QUESTION.
Considered Historically, Strategically, and Politically ; with a Sketch of
Central Asiatic Politics and a Map of Central Asia. By CAPTAIN F.
TRENCH, F.R.G.S., coth Hussars. Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

United Scti'icc Magazine.—" We recommend it to all who would with brief
expenditure of time make themselves fairly acquainted with the ' Russo-
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THE RO YAL COMMISSION ON SCIENCE
'X'HE Council of the British Associntion for the Advance-

ment of Science was received on Friday last by Earl

de Grey, Lord President of the Council, as a deputation to

urge on the Government the issuing of a Royal Commis-

sion to inquire into the state of Science in England.

That such a body, representing as it does, not only

the science but the intellect of the nation, more fully

than, perhaps, any other association in the kingdom,

should take so decided a step is sufficient proof that in

the judgment of those best qualified to guide puljlic

opinion on the subject, our scientific system needs

reform.

The truth is that we have no scientific system, properly

so called. Nothing can be more distinct than Prof.

Stokes's statement to Earl de Grey as to the incomplete-

ness of our arrangements. We have it on his authority

that a certain class of Astronomical observations is carried

on at the Royal Observatory and that natural objects are

displayed at the British Museum ; but that experimental

research receives " little or no support " from the State.

It is not easy to frame a plausible distinction between

these branches of science, which shall justify support

in one case and neglect in the other. The existing

anomaly may be explained by the facts that astronomy and

natural history have engaged the attention of man from

the earliest ages and that they appeal palpably to his senses

;

whilst chemistry and physics are comparatively recent

studies, whose aims and processes and even many of

their results are understood and appreciated only by the

few, though ministering to the welfare of all. Chemistry,

in the modern sense of the word, is not a century old
;

electricity and electro-magnetism are younger still. Mainly

by private means, these and cognate branches of science

have been advanced in England to their present stage
;

"but," says Prof. Stokes, "it was perfectly obvious that

there were many investigations which it was desirable

to carry out and which would require the main part of a

man's time ; but which involved appliances on so large a

scale as to be beyond the power and scope of a private

establishment." The plain inference from this pregnant

statement is that these desirable investigations cannot be

carried on for want of means. It is notorious, indeed,

that progress is stayed in many important directions for

want of those " appliances and establishments " and that

" time " which it is hopeless to expect from private

sources.

Still, it may be urged that there is not so much need

for these investigations as to demand that the State

should undertake them ; or, that the help of the State has

something noxious about it which tends to paralyse the

spirit of philosophical inquiry. Let us examine these

two very different objections. The simple answer to the

first is given by the very proposal of the deputation. They
do not, on their sole representation, weighty though that

must be admitted to be, demand that Government physical

laboratories shall be established. They say, "We think

such things are wanted ; but do not take our word for it.

Inquire ; constitute a commission composed of persons

of station, independence and statescraft, to receive our

statements and to sift from them our interested en-

thusiasm, reducing what may be oiu' too soaring aspira-

tions to practical and business-like proportions. Inquire

first and then act, if you see fit ; but do not persist in

neglecting, without inquiry, things that ought to be done."

With regard to the second objection, namely the para-

lysing eflect of State aid, we can only treat it as a purely

sentimental notion. Does Mr. Airy's salary paralyse

astronomy.' Does Sir Henry James's salary paralyse

Geodesy ? Does the money spent on art at South Ken-
sington, on pictures for the National Gallery and on

collections at the British Museum, paralyse those estab-

lishments .'' Is there something so peculiar in experi-

mental labours as to place them in a category by them-

sehcs, subjecting them to malign influences from

which the whole of the rest of the business of life is

exempt ? Are such labours so exceptional in their nature

that whilst a public body like the Royal Institution shall

purchase apparatus and pay salaries and thus stimulate the

genius of Davy, Faraday and Tyndall, tlie same apparatus

and stipends given to them by the State must have

reduced these men to torpor ?

But to return to practical matters. The main points

for a Royal Commission to throw light upon are these.

First, is it right that science should be aided at all by the

State? Secondly, is the aid now given exactly what is

needed—neither too much nor too little ? Thirdly, the

degree and direction in which science should become a

State business having been settled, what will be the best

organisation for the purpose? Not one of these points

has ever yet been thoroughly considered in England. At
present all is arbitrary, inconsistent and incomplete : or,

to use Prof. Huxley's comprehensive word, " chaotic.''

The British Association wishes naturally to reduce

chaos to order and they wisely begin— not by defi-

nite requisitions for things which few out of their

charmed circle know the value of; but by a moderate

demand for inquiry. This cannot possibly be refused to

them. The nation is thoroughly awakened to a sense of

its shortcomings as to education and it will be quite

prepared to further those ends to which education is

merely a means. The outlay which it will be called upon

to provide need not be great ; indeed, at first we shall

have to deal more with the utilisation of what we already

possess, than with the creation of new means. The great

point is first to establish a sound principle of working and
then to apply it by degrees, with caution and economy.

The word education reminds us of its occurrence in the

course of the proceedings before Lord de Grey. Educa-

tion and Science so naturally associate themselves in the

mind that it is hardly possible to discuss the latter as

independent of the former. Almost all the great conti-

nental scientific endowments include instruction in some
form or othei'. And in this country the greater number

of our most distinguished men of science are professors

and teachers. The question of scientific instruction must,

therefore, necessarily be considered by those who inquire

into the question of scientific research. This will be by

no means the easiest part of their labour. The complaint

now is that men eminently qualified for research have too

much of their time occupied in teaching. It will be difficult

so to apportion the two functions that they shall reinforce

and not obstruct each other. And again, there are some
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departments of science which experience has shown may

be safelydissociatedfrom instruction. Astronomy furnishes

an example. Mr. Airy would probably not consider that

the teaching of a class would aid him much in liis peculiar

duties.

We have said that this part of the inquiry will be

difficult. The whole inquiry is indeed fraught with diffi-

culty. It means nothing less than the constituting of a

department of the State of which even the nucleus can-

not be said, as yet, to exist. To do this liberally and

efficiently and yet, with such regard to economy as shall

make the result visibly beneficial to the community on

whom the cost will fall, will be an achievement worthyof any

statesman's ambition ; but beyond no real statesman's reach.

We do not doubt that the Commission will be granted.

Lord de Grey and Mr. Forster are too experienced to

attach undue importance to the apparent want of harmony

between some of the opinions expressed, or to suppose

that all the grounds on which the Commission was asked

for could be given in an hour's conversation. They will

rather be swayed by the representative character of those

who asked for it.

PETROLEUM AND ITS ALLIES

r^'ONSIDERABLE anxiety has for some time past

prevailed as to the existence of danger attending the

use, storage and transport of the mineral oil now used

for illuminating purposes and, as the questions involved

are not only of great importance in many respects ; but

likely to be soon brought prominently before the public,

some account of the sources of mineral oil and of its

characteristics will probably be acceptable to our readers.

Thirty years ago, or less, the materials which form

the subject of this article were almost unknown to either

commerce or manufacturing industry. With some few

exceptions, such as the use of the petroleum of Miano,

in Italy, for lighting the streets of Parma and Genoa in i Soo,

natural mineral oil was only in scanty demand, under the

name of Persian naphtha,for some few minor purposes and

it was generally rare, even as a curiosity, in mineralogical

collections. The analogous oils obtained artificially, by

the distillation of coal and other bituminous materials, were

even less familiar ; for no material w-as then known that

would yield them in sufficiently abundant proportion to

admit of their being manufactured on a commercial scale.

For this reason mainly, the various attempts to produce

such oil were a succession of failures commercially and it

was not until about the year iS40that Mr. James Young, of

Glasgow, had the good fortune to meet with a peculiar bitu-

minous mineral— the precise character of which has been

the occasion of much controversy— capable of yielding a

very much larger proportion of oil by distillation than

any other material of a similar kind. The discovery of

this material and the recognition of its oil-yielding capa-

bility, were speedily turned to account by Mr. Young and

his colleagues, forming the basis of a manufacture that

has now assumed gigantic proportions and furnishing a

commodity which is, for many thousands of people, a daily

necessary.

But scarcely had this paraffin oil, now so well known,

begun to come into general use as an illuminating mate-

rial, than a formidable competitor appeared in the market

in the shape of natural mineral oil, derived, at fu st and for

a brief period, from Burmah and subsequently, in over-

whelming abundance, from certain districts of North

America, chiefly Pennsylvania and Canada. Since the

first working of the petroleum deposits of America— about

the year i860, the exportation of this material, or of pro-

ducts manufactured from it, has increased rapidly and

it now amounts to little less than one hundred million

gallons a year.

The character of the refined petroleum imported from

America has had much influence in extending its use
;

for, its pleasing appearance and comparative freedom

from disagreeable smell, have gained for it a popular pre-

ference that so far is not unfounded.

American petroleum, however, contains a large propor-

tion of a very volatile oil or spirit and, consequently, since

the introduction of American refined petroleum into the

market, the greater part of the oil derived from that source

has been characterised by a greater degree of inflamma-

bility than the oil manufactured from Rangoon petroleum

and from coal or shale ; this difference being due to the

fact that the volatile spirit, so abundant in American petro-

leum, is not completely separated in the process of re-

fining. By leaving this spirit in the refined oil, a larger

produce is obtained by the manufacturer and there is a

further advantage gained in this way, owing to the fact thai

the volatile spirit, when separated, generally sells for only

half the price of lamp oil.

The practical question in regard to the safety of mineral

oil and its fitness for domestic use, is as to the extent to

which the more volatile portions of the crude materials

should be separated in the refining operation. Although

in reference to this question, the possibility of careless

and improper usage of the oil cannot reasonably be

regarded as justifying any considerable restrictions iir the

application of a material so useful ; still some allowance

requires to be made even for that possibility, taking into

account the conditions under which mineral oil is carried,

stored and used in a general way. The point to be

ascertained is not merely what oil may be used without

necessary danger ; but w-hat description of oil will best

answer the purposes for which it is intended, without

requiring a greater degree of caution in its use than can

fairly be expected, or any unreasonable restriction on the

trade. Hence it would seem to be desirable for the con-

venience of those engaged in the mineral oil trade, as well

as for ensuring public safety, that every branch of this

trade should be subject to appropriate regulation: that the

degree of inflammability of mineral oil should be limited;

a definite standard estabhshed and, a mode of testing the

oil adopted, which would not admit of discrepant results

being obtained, either by accident or otherwise.

With this general object an Act of Parliament "for the

Safe Keeping of Petroleum " was passed in 1862, prohibit-

ing the storage of more than forty gallons of petroleum

within fifty yards of a dwelling-house or building in

which goods were stored, except in virtue of a license

granted by local authorities who had the power to annex

to their licenses any conditions thought necessary for

diminishing risk of damage by fire or explosion. The
application of the term "petroleum" in this Act was

specially limited to crude petroleum, or any product of it

giving off inflammable vapour at a temperature less
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than 100" Fahr. This Act may be said to ha\-e been

entirely without effect on the refined petroleum sold for

use in lamps and, another Act, passed in l86S to amend it,

has been but little more effective in this respect ; so that

the facts as to the storage and sale of mineral oil, of all

degrees of inflammability, remain much the same as they

were before.

The abortive character of this Act is probably to be

ascribed,in great measure, to a conflict of interests, supposed

to be opposite, when the bill was before Parliament and

a further reason for its inoperative character, consists in

the absence of any sufficient or fitting organisation for

carrying out its provisions and regulating the trade in

mineral oil. Strange to say, the licensing bodies have,

generally speaking, no power under the Act to inspect and

test mineral oil, except as a condition of licenses granted

by thcni and the persons who are specially authorised

by the Act to inspect and test, are not in most cases under

the control of the licensing bodies. Of still greater

influence in nullifying tlie provisions of the Petroleum

Acts, is the want of any properly-constituted authority for

instituting proceedings in cases where those provisions

have been infringed. Any person may prosecute ; but, as

is generally the case with a duty so general, everyone

leaves it for some one else to do so.

But perhaps one of the cliief reasons why the Petroleuin

Act of 1868, has proved inoperative, is to be found in the

unsatisfactoiy nature of the test by which the fitness of

mineral oil for domestic use is directed to be ascertained

and in the vague terms by which the operation of testing

is described in the schedule appended to the Act. The
point to be ascertained is the temperature at which mine-

ral oil gives off inflammable vapour and, since any danger

that may arise in this way, would exist chiefly in the ordi-

nary use of the oil in lamps, it would seem to be an

obvious necessity that the test, applied to ascertain that

point, should be conducted under conditions as nearly

resembling those obtaining in the actual use of the oil as

could possibly be devised. The Act, however, prescribes

a test under conditions which are the direct opposite of

these. In using a mineral oil lamp, the oil is heated in a

closed vessel partly filled with air ; in testing the oil it is

directed to be heated in an open vessel with the surface of

the oil freely exposed to the atmosphere. In the test, any

vapour that is given off from the oil is liable to be blown

away by draughts and by diffusing into the surrounding

air, to become so much diluted as to lose its inflammaljle

character ; while, in the lamp, any vapour given off is

confined and forms an explosive mixture with the limited

quantity of air contained in the oil reservoir. There is

indeed, generally spealcing, little real danger attending

such a result as this, for the quantity of inflammable

vapour produced in the reservoir of a lamp would rarely

be sufficient to cause any dangerous explosion ; but the

flasli resulting from the ignition of this vapour, would cer-

tainly be enough to startle almost any persons and cause

them to drop the lamp. It is probably in this way that

many of the accidents with mineral oil have taken place,

since the lamps are very generally made of glass and

since the oil readily takes fire when spilt upon linen,

paper, or any such material.

Besides this cardinal defect in the prescribed test of

mineral oil, the various directions given for conducting it

are so vague and general, that they leave much to the

fancy and option of the operator. Moreover, it is to be

doubted whether inspectors of weights and measures, who
are the persons authorised under the Act to test mineral

oil, are generally competent to conduct these tests in a

satisfactory manner.

Although the Act has been in operation only a few

months, it has already given rise to much difficulty and
inconvenience, without being productive of any benefit.

Within the last few weeks, a series of trials of mineral oil,

purchased indiscriminately at shops in various parts of

the metropolis, has brought to light the fact that, out of

75 samples tlius obtained, 39 of them were below the legal

standard in regard to inflammability, when tested in strict

accord with the directions of the Act.

These facts are sufficient to show that there is great

need of further legislative action in this matter ; this need
has long been felt by those engaged in the mineral oil

trade and there is every reason to believe that a well-

digested enactment, providing for the safe transport,

storage and use of mineral oil, would be of great benefit,

not only to the public at large ; but also to those engaged in

all branches of the trade connected with this useful

commodity.

HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION
An Address on the General Principles which shotild be

Observed in the Construction of Hospitals. Delivered
to the British Medical Association at Leeds, by
Douglas Galton, C.B., F.R.S. (London : Macmillan
and Co., 1869.)

'X'HIS able address with the discussion which followed

it, brings fully before us the question of hospital

constiTiction. The Address itself is exclusively practical :

it goes direct to its object and, by appealing to the results of

every day's experience of the benefit of cleanliness, space

and fresh air ; it points out how these essential elements

in the management of the sick, have been embodied in

recent hospitals and it indicates by implication, what
errors should be avoided.

After stating briefly the work done in this matter by
different Sanitary commissions in this country, Mr. Galton

gives the following enumeration of objects which must be

attained in hospital buildings :

—

" I. Pure air, that is to say, there should be no apiireciable

difference between the air inside the ward nni.1 that outside tlie

building.

"2. The air suppUed to the ward should be capable of being
warmed to any required extent.

"3. Pure water, so supplied as to ensure the removal of all

Impurities to a distance from the hospital.
" 4. The most perfect cleanliness witliin and around tlie

building."

To realise these conditions the first step in hospital

improvement is to select healthy sites, away from irre-

movable sources of air impurity and, having by this

means obtained a pure moving atmosphere, the author

proceeds to show how the site is to be used so that the

pure atmosphere may not become a disease generator in

the wards. The building must be so arranged as to inter-

fere as little as possible with the free, natural movement
of the outer air and this free outside movement should be

kept up, as far as practicable, within the wards. "Stagnant

air is foul air," especially in a hospital.
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It has been experimentally shown that ward-air moves

most readily when care is taken to combine as far as

possible the following requirements :— 1st, To let the

prevailing outer air currents strike the siWt's of the wards

;

2nd, To provide that the sun shall shine on the opposite

sides of the wards every day he shines : 3rd, To have

windows on opposite sides of the wards, with the beds

arranged between them. A proper use of those opposite

windows is the si/ie qua no:i of ward N-cnti!ation and of

ward healthiness. But, in cold variable climates, provision

has to be made for graduating the ventilation and for

warming a portion of the air.

The subsidiary means which have been found to answer
in practice are foul air shafts, fresh air inlets close to the

ceiling, and warm air stoves—of a peculiar construction

described in detail— so contrived that, while the ward is

heated by radiant heat, the air warmed is not Vv-nrd air

but fresh air.

The cubic space per patient is determined primarily by
the superficial area per bed, which, in its turn, is deter-

mined by tlie area required for efficient nursing. From
90 to 100 square feet per bed is sufficient, e.xcept in

hospitals where there arc medical schools. The cubic

space per bed hence depends on the height of the ward.
There is but one test of ventilation and that is fresh-

ness of the ward air. No quantity test is of any avail,

hence ventilation, that is, the proper use of the means of

ventilation, is an essential part of ward administration.

No man or woman who has not a sensitive nose and who
has not also a perfect horror of bad smells or closeness,

should ever take office in a hospital.

The central point in hospital construction is the v,-ard

itself and the following figure shows the usual arrangement
of the ward and its offices, in the new class of hospitals.

Na^^f^

WARD

Scale

On one side of the entrance is placed a nurses' room
;

on the other side of the entrance is placed a small scullery.

In the ward itself the beds are arranged two and two
along the wall spaces between the windows, with a bed at

each corner. At the further end of the ward is a large
end window. On one side of this window there is a build-

ing, thrown out from the corner, in which are placed the

water-closets. The other building, at the opposite corner,

contains the lavatory and bath-room.
The next figure shows the simplest arrangement of

these ward units in a regimental hospital. Such a building
can be constructed on one or two floors. The administra-
tive portion, together with two or four small wards for

special cases, occupies the centre of the block and the
kitchen is detached. The larger wards project at either

end. (A, fig. 2.)

A very important question, raised by I\Ir. Galton, is

the manner in which hospital accommodation should be
provided for recurring epidemics, fevers, cholera and the
lik.\ He shows that the cheapest and most effectual

provision consists of temporary huts, a result which we
commend to those who consider that 7arge, costly, per-

manent fever hospitals arc necessary for London.
Vv'ith this general statement of the principles wo must

refer our readers to the address itself for the numerous
points of detail which require to be attended to for secur-

ing due care and prompt attendance on the sick. They
are all in strict accordance with scientific requirements
and, if intelligently applied, will save many valuable
lives.

We wish we could say as much of some portions of the

discussion v.hich followed the address. Wc allude to the

obtrusion of the "germ" disease hypothesis into the hospital

question. This theory, it is true, met with little coun-

tenance from the meeting ; but there it was. In one sense

its introduction was useful as showing what the final

results of such a doctrine are. Of disease itself vre know
little scientifically as yet ; nevertheless, it has become
a fashion of late to sujDplement lack of knowledge by
assuming that certain diseases are separate specific ex-

istences like animal or vegetable species, each springing

from a " germ "' or seed introduced from ^^^ithout ; hence

in the discussion it was averred that the supposed de-

structive influence of carbolic acid on these " germs " can

be made to supply the place of fresh air in hospital wards,

and, as a consccpience, that the danger has to be en-

countered, not in foul air but in disease " germs."

There may be disease "germs" for anything we know
;

but, until their existence is proved physically and until it

is shown that there are germs with different distinctive

specific characters, each of which germs can be shown to

produce always the same group of symptoms in the human
body, which symptoms can arise from no other cause ; we
can in no sense recognise the existence of disease germs.

In scientific questions of this kind, ' dc aoii apparentibus

ci dc noil cxisic'iitibus cadcm est ratio."

To neglect the ventilation and other sanitary arrange-

ments of hospitals for a mere theory, would be to undo all

that has been done in hospital improvements in Europe,

with the inevitable result of destroying life.

Mr. Galton concludes his paper with some pertinent

remarks on the cost of useless ornament in hospitals,

which we commend to the consideration of hospital

architects. Hospital resources are limited, patients are

many—too "many we should say.

Miss Nightingale begins her admirable "Notes onHos-
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pitals"—a book which has done great good—with this

startHng passage :

—" The very first requirement of a

hospital is that it should do the sick no harm." Have
hospitals, then, done harm to tlie sick ? We are sorry to say

that there are few of the older, badly constructed, ill-

ventilated hospitals in any country which have not their

calamitous records of immense death rates at all times

and, especially, during epidemic seasons.

No one can read Wx. Gallon's address without re-

cognising that, from first to last, it is a protest against

hospitals. Why are all these precautions and costly

appliances necessar)', unless it be to enable the sick poor

to be grouped together in hospitals without destroying

their lives ?

Are not all these precautions a tacit admission that in

breaking the family tie, in sickness, we arc acting against

Nature .'' She has bestowed the " family" with its common
joys, sorrows and duties, on the human race. If, in order

to aid the poor in sickness, it is necessary to break up
the family tie and to expose the sufferers to risks in

hospitals which they might escape at home, we would
• suggest whether there be not a prior question—namely,

whether we cannot improve the dwellings of the people,

make them better adapted for sickness as well as for

health and thus look forward to the abolition of hos-

pitals altogether.

We are, as yet, far from this consummation and, if we
must have hospitals, we are bound to make them not only

harmless, but useful. Mr. Gallon has added a valuable

contribution to the literature of hospitals in showing how
this may bo done.

ENTOMOLOGY IN AMERICA
A Guide to the Study of Insects and a Treatise on those

Injurious and Beneficial to Crops : for the Use of
Colleges, Farm-Schools and Agriculturists. By A.

J. Packard, Jun., M.D. With upwards of 500 En-
gravings. Parts I.-VII I. (Salem : published by the

Essex Institute, i868-6g. London : Triibner and
Co.)

TT must be confessed that our American brethren are

hiclined in the present day to advance in the study

of natural history, as in everything else. We can call to

mind a dozen or more thriving institutions for the advance-

ment of Science, especially natural history, in various

towns in the United States, some of the names of which are

hardly known to us, except by their scientific publications.

The Governments, both of the whole Confederation and

of the different States, show a liberality in patronising

scientific researches and in diflusing the results of those

carried on under their auspices, which we should be glad

to see imitated nearer home. A great number of American

naturalists enter boldly upon investigations which but few

of their distant relations on this side of the Atlantic, seem
inclined to take up : their papers are generally of

interest, and, not unfrecjuently, of great value.

In no department of zoology are the zeal and energ>' of

the American naturalists more clearly shown than in the

study of entomology. Doubtless, in the United States,

as elsewhere, there arc a great many amateurs, who rush

into print with crude notions and write perhaps too

hastily ; but amongst the American entomologists there are

several who are doing excellent work in the elucidation of

this branch of the natural history of their country and
even attacking groups, such as the Ichneumouido', in face

of which German or Scandinavian pertinacity recoils

baffled, or makes but little way.

Dr. Packard, the author of the " Guide to Entomology,"
of which eight parts (out of ten) arc now before us, is well

known as a writer on American insects, chiefly Ilymenoptera
and Lepidoptera,—he has also made some original investi-

gations upon the anatomy and physiology of insects. The
first portion of his book, occupying nearly two parts, is

devoted to general entomology and furnishes an ad-

mirable, though necessarily brief, account of their orga-

nisation, of their reproduction and development in the

egg and of their metamorphoses. The most recent

memoirs connected with these subjects, have been made
use of by the author and this part of his work is certainly

the best manual of entomology which the English reader

can at present obtain. The author concludes the general

section of his work with directions for collecting and
preserving insects, followed by a short bibliography and
then proceeds to discuss the classification of insects.

In his classification. Dr. Packard departs somewhat
from the generally received views, especially in regarding

the class of insects as including, along with the true six-

footed and generally winged forms, the Spiders and
Myriapods, which have either eight or many feet. It is

true that the Myriapods approach the true insects very

closely ; but the passage indicated by Dr. Packard from

the Diptera to the Spiders appears to be founded solely

on superficial resemblances and it by no means warrants

the union of the Arachnida with the Insecta, although that

of the Myriapoda may perhaps be accepted. Of course,

as the boundaries of the class of insects are thus enlarged,

the true insects of other authors have to occupy a lower

rank in the system and Dr. Packard treats them as

forming a single order of his class insects. He then

adops the usual seven ordinal divisions as " sub-orders "

and indicates their arrangement in two slightly divergent

scries as follows :—The Neuroptera, or lace-wingcd flies,

form a common starting point, from which issue, on the

one hand, the Orthoptera, Hemiptera and Coleoptera
;

on the other, the Diptera, Lepidoptera, and Hymcnoptera,
the latter series being the highest. The author does

not state that he regards this as a genealogical tree, or

as expressing the course of evolution of the groups ; in

any case the relationship of the Hemiptera to the Cole-

optera does not seem very clear.

These slight objections to some of our author's theo-

retical views of classification do not, however, apply in the

least to his exposition of the classification itself, which is

admirably clear and complete. Under each order he
gives a general account of the structure and habits of its

members, followed and illustrated by a, more detailed

description of the characters and mode of life of particular

species, arranged under their respective families. The
examples selected by the author consist, for the most
part, of the commonest species inhabiting the United

States, a circumstance which will necessarily form a little

drawback to its usefulness in this country ; although, from

the fact that great numbers of the North American insects

have their allies, if not representatives, in Britain, the

descriptions of habits, at any rate, will be generally

applicable.
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The study of economic entomology, especially with

reference to insects injurious or beneficial to agriculture,

has long been zealously followed in the United States,

and the writings of Harris and Fitch are well known on

this side the Atlantic.

OUR BOOK SHELF
The Sun. By Amcdife Guillemin. Translated by T. L.

Phipson, Ph. U. Pp.296. 58 illustrations. (Bcntley.)

MON.siEUR Guillemin is favourably known among us

by his beautiful book " The Heavens " and the present

volume may be regarded as a considerable expansion of

his chapters on the sun in that work, with additional

matter, giving an account of the recent solar discoveries.

The expansion has been very judiciously done ; but the

new matter introduced has been added, in too mucli
haste and consequently the recent conquests of Science
do not come out so satisfactorily as they utight otherwise

have clone. In " The Heavens," M. Guillemin did what
Frenchmen very rarely do—he took the trouble to inform
himself on what was done in England, America and
Germany. In the present instance he has taken his infor-

mation from French sources exclusively and the result is

poor.

Still, for those whose purpose it is to inform themselves
on the sun generally, the book fills a gap and may be
safely recommended. Mr. Phipson has done his part

well—except where he has added notes and the book in

its English dress is pleasant to the eye.

Handbook of Physical Geography. By Kcilh Johnston,
Jan., F.R.G.S. Pp. 22J. (\V. a?id A. K. Johnston,
Edinburgh and Lorkdon. 1870.)

This is the text to accompany the altogether satisfactory

half-a-crown atlas we noticed some time ago and in

saying that tlie te.st is as good as the mips, we intend to

convey high praise. Within the limits of somewhere
about 200 pages, Mr. Johnston has contrived to give a
very admirable account of the various natural phenomena
with which physical geography has to deal ; the facts are
well and widely chosen. The style is clear and the
arrangement a very model.
Of the four divisions of the book—Topography, Hydro-

graphy, Meteorology and Natural History, the two
central ones possibly present evidences of the greatest
care; for instance in Map iS (the Mediterranean basin),

the contour lines both of height and deptli have been
investigated by Mr. Johnston expressly for this work and
in Map 13 (Physical Geography of Palestine) the isotherms
have been worked out from observations at Ale.xandria,

Cairo, Jerusalem, lieirut, Damascus, .Aleppo and other
places.

We heartily comii^ad this book botli to teachers and
students.

The Advanced Atlas: consisting of Thirty-two Maps,
containing all the Latest Discoveries and Changes in

Boundaries ; The Progressive Atlas: consisting of
Thirty-two Maps—and The Primary Atlas: con-
sisting of Sixteen Maps. All constructed and en-
graved by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. (William
Collins, Sons, & Co. Glasgow, Edinburgh and
London.)

-All these maps, even including the sixteen in the
"Primary Atlas" which sells for sixpence, are printed in
colours ; their engraving is of a high order, the maps
being rendered clear by a judicious omission of names.
It would have been better for the young student if the
boundaries between States, r.^., Turkey and Greece, had
been made more decided in the " Advanced Atlas." Great
care has been taken in many cases, Africa for instance, to
introduce the most recent discoveries.

Echoes in Plant and Flower Life. By Leo H. Grindon,
Lecturer on Botany at the Royal School of Medicine,
Manchester. (London: Pitman, 1S69.)

We opened this little book in the hope of finding some
new light thrown on the fascinating subject of Miitictism.

The writings of Mr. Darwin, Mr. \Vallace, and Mr. Bates
have made even the non-scientific reading public familiar

with the existence of wonderful e.xternal resemblances
between animals belonging often to widely dift"erent

natural orders ; resemblances which those writers have
sought to explain on the theory of Natural Selection.

Though the most remarkable instances of Mimetism to

which attention has been drawn, are chiefly to be found
in the tropics, scarcely less interesting examples are fur-

nished by certain families of our own native Hymenoptera
and Diptera : even in the vegetable kingdom we need
not seek far for superficial resemblances which are not

underlain by any corresponding similarity of organic

structure. To trace these " echoes " in plant life (why
" Plant and Flower Life" we do not know), is Mr. Grin-

don's hobby and to say that he rides his hobby too hard
is only what might perhaps be expected. There is only

a very limited number of ways in which anthers can open
to discharge the pollen and to call the dehiscence by
recurved valves of the bay tree, an " echo " of the same
method in the barberry, seems to us an instance of de-

cidedly hard riding. Nevertheless the writer has col-

lected together a large number of very interesting facts

which will be of service to anyone who hereafter attempts

a scientific explanation of these phenomena. The writer

does not ; we hope some one else will and he will then

find this little book of some value. The style in which it

is written, is not such as to commend it to the man of

science. In his preface the writer says, " to be a philo-

sophical treatise, the treatment must be EESthetic." When
we find the flowers of plants described as " those sweet
harp-strings which, vibrating for ever, preserve to us the

melodies of ancient Eden and by which they will be
floated down the ages yet to come," the treatment of the

subject may be lesthetic ; we can hardly admit it to be
philosophical. Would Prof. Huxley or Dr. Hooker recog-

nise the following description.' "Every true naturalist

enjoys a renewed puberty of the soul. While other people
are young but once, he, lilce the cicada, in age recovers

his spring-time. In this respect he is abreast of the man
of genius, whose privilege, like that of the sunshine, is to

weave as lovely a sky for the evening as for the morning."
A. W. B.

British Lichens—Lichencs Britannici ; scripsit ' Rev.
Jacobus M. Crombie, M.A. (London : L. Reeve and
Co 1870.)

Mr. Crombie is well-known as an indefatigable hunter
after lichens and one who has added a considerable
number of new species to the British flora. This little

book contains a record of the habitat and distribution of

the 658 species of lichens at present known as inhabitants

of Great Britain and Ireland, together with references to

the authorities where descriptions are to be found and
tlie synonymy. The classification followed is that of the

veteran lichenologist Nylander, to whom the work is

dedicated and the whole is written in Latin. It ought
to be in the hands of everyone interested in this brancli

of our cryptogamic flora. A. W. B.

Chiinie Organigue en 1 868.

—

Rapport mcthodiqiie siir les

proi^res de la Chimic organique pure en 1 868. Par
L. Mice. Large 8vo. pp. 446. (Paris : Bailli^re.

i86g.)

When wc opened this work and found that the author
had attempted, for the first time, what he truly designates
as " neither an easy nor a glorious task" and that he in-

tends his book to be a sufficiently concise and yet detailed
annual report, a suitable '' vade-mecum for a professor of
'high-class instruction," we formed expectations which
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were not quite realised on further perusal. M. Micd wrote
this report at the request of the SocictJ dcs Sciences Phy-
siques et Natiirelles, who purpose publishing similar reports

annually. The title, it will be perceived, is perfectly

general and it might have attracted any student of organic
chemistry. But the author informs us (p. i) that his book
" can only be useful on condition of being methodical
and containing no more t/ian a Faculty professor can de-

liver,from memory, in his lectures." We should strongly
recommend M. l\1ic(?, especially as he proposes to extend
this plan to the entire domain of chemistry, to alter his

title-page before again proceeding to publication. " Lec-
ture Notes for Professors of Chemistry " would be a much
more appropriate designation ; less pretentious, certainly,

but having the great advantage of accuracy. Undoubtedly,
the author has succeeded in producing a rapport metho-
digue; but it is decidedly not a rapport sur lesprogres de la

Chimie organique pure, nor has it that nice adjustment be-
tweendetailsand conciseness which is the essential require-
ment ofsuch a treatise. The only work which fulfils and ably
fulfils these conditions, is the German '" Jahresbericht der
Chemie," a model of patient and deliberate composition.
M. Micd will find prefi.Kcd to it a list of some sixty or

seventy periodicals, containing the various original papers
to which it refers. We may fairly ask him whether many
French professors ((/// haul enseignement) will be satisfied

with the basis he has selected, viz., five French journals
and the 3rd edition of MM. Pelouze and Fr^my's " Traite
de Chimie." Considering that the author has had recourse
to such a method of shortening his labours, it is not sur-

prising that the performance should exhibit a generally
hasty character. At p. 117, for example, we find the fol-

lowing passage: — "Thdine gives up a quarter of its

nitrogen, creatine a third, the other natural and artificial

alkaloids one-half" It so happens that the experiments in

this particular case, instead of being carried out with all

nitrogenous organic bodies, were pardonably limited to

nineteen instances. We regret we cannot commend this

work, as fulfilling either the promise held out on its

title-page, or the more limited intention expressed in its

opening paragraphs.
History of Creation.

—

Im Creation d'apres la Ge'ologie et

la Phitosophie A'aturelle. Par J. B. Rames. (Paris :

Hachette.)
This is an odd book. Even in these days of sensa-
tional works on science we are not sure that, in his own
style, M. Rames has been surpassed. His purpose is to

describe in a kind of prose epic, the history of our planet
and its inhabitants, from the nebulous condition of the
solar system down to the present day. Apostrophising
sun, moon and stars by turns, he tells them how
they have been fashioned and of what uses they are.

Tyrants and philosophers come in for appropriate ad-
dresses and then the writer plunges into the depths of the
primeval ocean in which the Laurentian rocks were
formed. He finds its waters hot, charged with silica and
in the act of depositing crystalline rocks in the form of
gneiss and schist. One day—whether in the depths of
the thermal ocean, or in the lakes that dotted the lonely
islets, he cannot tell—" Life, one of the special forms of
solar heat pervading the universe like all the other
natural forces, finds, for the first time upon our globe in

little aggregations of inert matter, the conditions which
allow of its manifestation, and thus rises dimly the dawn
of an organic kingdom." The subsequent development
of these primal germs into the complex genera and species
of the animal and veget.T.ble world, through its succeeding
geological formations, forms the subject of the remaining
portions of the book, of which, however, only the first

part, reaching into the Permian period, is published.
M. Rames seeks no adventitious aid from sensational
pictures : not a single illustration occurs in his book. He
trusts wholly to the powers of his pen and has certainly
produced a lively, if not very trustworthy, narrative.—A.G.

THE WORK OF THE SEA
T^'HE work done by the Sea is infinitely various, im-
^ measurable in quantity and of inexpressible value

to the inhabitants of the earth. It is the one ceaseless
worker, never restmg and ever accomplishing the tasks it

has to pertbrm. The land and the sea may appear to
some to be for ever fixed and unalterable, and the map
of the world represents to them the geography of the globe
ol 6,000, or 60,000 years ago, the geography of to-day, and
the geography of 60,000 years hence. Still not only does
Geology show by the testimony of the far-distant past the
impossibility of this being so ; but it has been given to
man to see and record the constant rising and falling of
the land, within the periods of history and even to measure
the movement with sulSclent accuracy and such certainty
as to enable him to venture predicting, to some extent, on
the probable geography of the future.

The Earth is born of the Ocean. Continents and islands
rise out of the sea, new, luxuriant and vigorous ; and like

ourselves they grow, mature and do their appointed work
;

then wane and seem to die, though they do not die. They
sink beneath the waves, apparently lor ever ; but only to

be regenerated, renewed, quickened into life and born
again remodelled. And the sea—the invigorating and
ever-toiling Mother—works this wonder.
Mons. Quenault, Sous-Prefet de Coutances, in a little

book called " Les JVIouvements de la Mer," has lately given
us some exceedingly interesting facts, which he has
gathered from old records, as well as from his own
observation and other sources, respecting the sinking of
the land and the encroachments of the sea on the coasts
of Brittany, Normandy and other places on the western
borders of France. Thus, in the Gulf of Cordouan at the
mouth of the Gironde, the sea has advanced 730 metres,
within twenty-eight years ; the buildings on the Pointe de
Grave have often been destroyed and rebuilt and the
lighthouse is now removed, for the third time, more
inland. The sea flows more than ten metres deep o\-er

what a short time since was a sandy beach. Twenty-five
more years and the Atlantic will flow over the marshes of
Soulac and Verdun ; the Gironde will enter the sea by a
second embouchure and the Isle of Cordouan, detached
from the continent, will gradually become a mere rock.

The legends which are recounted among the population
of Brittany lead one to think that many places in the
neighbourhood of the coast—to-day immersed—were
formerly above the level of the sea. In their native poetiy
and with their passion for the marvellous, the country
people refer these facts to supernatural agency, where the
Devil plays a prominent part. The bay of Uouarnenez,
where at high water the depth is considerable, is the site

of a once flourishing city, the town of Ys, the capital
of Cornouaille. At the south side, when the tide is low,
are distinguished clearly, five or six metres under water,
Druidical remains, altars, portions of walls and ruins of
various monuments. Again, on the opposite side, near
Cape Chfevre, they are to be found, though not so easily
seen and not so numerous ; but that they can be seen
under favourable circumstances there is no doubt what-
ever. The fishermen there believe all the reefs and rocks
in the bay to be portions of the ruins. In the i6th cen-
tury, when the water in the bay was not so deep as now, the
Canon Morcau was able then to follow the lines of a vast
enclosure (enceinte) of masonry, and above the sand, in

the shallower places, he discovered funei'al urns, stone
sarcophagi, &c. The traveller Comby also adds, that
after a storm which excavated and scooped out portions
of the sands, one could perceive traces of elm trees,

disposed with a regularity which shows that a plantation
existed at this spot.

Submerged forests have been found on the coasts of

Brittany and particularly in Finisterre, in the neighbour-
hood of Morlaix. There are historical documents to
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prove that at the bay of Mont Saint-Michel the coast

has been submerged within a period subsequent to the

Roman domination. Rouauh, Cure de Saint-Pair, says ;

—

"About the year 400 there was in the Basse Nomiandie
towards the west a large forest named Scicy, extending
from the rocks of Chausey to the Mont de Tomba"—now
Mont Saint-Michel. In the twelfth century the trou-

badour Guillaume de Saint-Pari referred to this submerged
forest in a quaint bit of old French, which may be freely

translated thus :

—

*'Not far from Avranclies, on Crilfaiiy's shore,

Quokelonde forest spread out of yore
;

Hut that famous stretch of fertile land
Is hidden now by the sea and the sand,

No more will its venison grace tlic disli

—

The ancient forest yields nought IhU fish."

This forest of Scicy, or Scissiacum, was said to have
been full of wild beasts—" prxbens altissima latibula

ferarum''—and peopled by half-savage natives, to whom
succeeded, in Christian times, a number of Anchorites
who sought retirement there, far from the tumult of the

world. The parishes of St. Louis, Mauny and La Fcuil-

lettc have disappeared beneath the waves since the 13th

centuiy. A story is told of a priest of the diocese of

Dol, that, having in 1685, learned by tradition that there

was formerly, in the place then (and now) occupied by
the sea, a parish named St. Louis, informed the Court
of Rome that this living was vacant ''per obitnin." Upon
this they consulted the registers and found actually that

there had been presentations to this living by former Popes.
A priest of LSasse-Bretagne was therefore appointed and
he departed at once to take possession. But on arriving

in sight of Mont Saint-iVIichel, what was his surprise

when he was shown on the sands and in the sea, the place

where was formerly situated his pretended parish.

There is eveiy reason to believe that the whole of the

Channel Islands were, at one time, part of the mainland
of France and there is positive proof of the island of

Jersey having been so. There arc certain existing manu-
scripts belonging to the monastery of Mont Saint-Michel,
which tell us that, in the sixth century, the district of Jersey
was separated from the mainland of Coutanccs by only

a narrow rivulet, bridged by a single plank which the
inhabitants were bound to keep in repair for the Arch-
deacon of the mother church to pass over on his periodical
visitations. In the register of the taxes of the island,
there is an entry referring to rents received from various
persons for the privilege of allowing pigs to feed on the
acorns in the forest of St. Ouen—now the bay of that
name—but, M. Ouenault's informant adds rather un-
necessarily, " elles ne sont plus paydes aujourd'hui !

"

There are also many other manuscripts quoted and
instances given of the great alteration that has taken
place in the outline of the Channel Islands and the coasts
of France, of which there is given an exceedingly in-

teresting map by M. Descliamps-Vadeville— a fac-siinile

of a chart copied in the year 1406 from one of a much
older date. This map, which we reproduce in miniature,
shows the coast line from Cape Finisterre down to St.

Malo to have been, at that time, from six to tw-elve

miles farther west than at present. The island of

Jersey is part of a peninsula, ten or twelve miles wide,
stretching out from the French coast to a point some
three or four miles west of that island as it at present
exists. Guernsey also is shown to have then been con-
siderably larger than the Isle of Man now is. Through-
out the w-hole area of this departed coast, are depicted the

positions of some score of places where evidences of the

existence of submerged forests have been discovered.

The sinking of the land which has taken place vvithin

the periods of history, has occurred only between the
parallels of 10° S. and 55° N. lat. North of this, it is

gradually becoming more and more elevated. Of this

phenomenon M. Ouenault gives an ec|ually interesting and
detailed account, with numerous facts and voluminous
evidence which cannot be recounted within the limits of
the present article. M. Ouenault concludes—with regard
to the depression of the land—" One gathers from all these

evidences, that the movement, since the eighth century,

has been about two metres a century. If it continues at

the same rate for ten centuries more, the peninsula of
Cotentin will be an island and all the ports of La Manche
will be destroyed. Some centuries later and Paris will be
a seaport, waiting only to be submerged in a score of
centuries. Thus in a period, less than half as long as that

duringwhich the pyramids of Egypthave braved theravages
of time, Paris itself—if it is not burned down during
one of the revolutions of its inhabitants, as amiable and
spiritiicl as they are inconsistent—Paris will probably be
engulphed in the Atlantic, a master before whom the

intractable Parisian must haul down his flag. Let him
take warning !

"

Ch.\rles W. Whitaker

MICROSCOPICAL INVESTIGATION 01
METEORITES

A PAPEK on the above subject, forming part of an investi-
-'"^ gallon commenced two-and-adialf years ago by its author,

Prof. Slaskelyne, of the British Museum, was read at a recent

meeting of the Royal Society. We are indebted to the author for

enabling us to lay before our readers the following full abstract

of the paper :

—

With a view to obtain some more satisfactory means of

dealing with the aggregates of mixed and minute minerals,

which constitute meteoric rock, the author sought the aid

of the microscope, having in tlie first place sections of small
fragments cut from the meteorites so as to be transparent.

Uy studying and comparing such sections, one learns that a
meteorite has jiassed through changes and that it has had
a history of which some of the facts arc written in legible

characters on the meteorite itself and, one finds, that it is not

difficult roughly to classify meteorites according to the varieties

of their structure. One also recognises constantly recurring

minerals; but the method affonls no means of determining

what these are. Even the employment of polarised light,

so invaluable where a crystal of which the crystallographic
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orientation is at all known, is examined by it, fails, except in rare

cases, to be a certain guide to even the system to wliich such minute

crystals belong. It was found that the only satisfactory way of ileal-

ingwith the problem, was by employing the microscope chiefly as

a means of selecting and assorting out of the bruised debris of a

part of tlie meteorite, the various minerals that compose it and

then investigating each separately by means of the goniometer

and by analysis—finally recurring to the microscopic sections

to identify and recognise the minerals so investigated. The
present memoir is concerned with the former part of this inquiry.

Obviously the amount of each mineral that can be so obtained

is necessarily small, as only vei-y small amounts of a meteorite

can be spared for the purpose. On this account one has to

operate with the greatest caution in performing the analysis of

such minerals and the desirableness of determining the silica

with more precision than usually is the case in operations on such

minute quantities of a silicate, suggested the process wliicli,

after several experiments in iierfecting it, assumed the following

form. After the se]3aration, by alternate treatment with hydrogen

chloride and potash, of all silicate that gelatinises with acid,

i)ie pounded and weighed mineral was placed in a small retort

of platinum with a little ball of the same metal and digested

with an excess of pure hydrogen fluoride, containing some 32

per cent, of absolute acid, for two hours, at 100° C. Uy little

platinum delivery tubes with wliich tlie retort was provided, a

current of hydrogen was allowed to traverse the apparatus and
afterwards to bubl^le through some concentrated aqueous solution

of ammonia. After the lapse of the two hours the retort was
placed in a bath of paraffin and its temperature slowly raised till

132° C. was reached, at which point the siliciam difluoride is

evolved and is carried by the current of gas into the ammonia.

In a few minutes the operation is complete and it must be repeated

with fresh charges of acid and ammonia, till all silicium has been

driven into the receiver. This done, a little hydrogen sulphate is in-

troduced into the retort and the retort once again heated in paraffin.

If o'2 gramme of silicate be taken, twice charging of the retort

with hydrogen fluoride will suffice ; if half a gramme, the process

may have to be repeated three or four times. Tlie greater portion

of silicium is removed by the first operation and the ammonia
becomes semi-solid with deposited gelatinous silica. This

is slowly evaporated together with the later amn-,oniacal cliarges

and the washings of delivery tube and receiver in a platinum

dish, and, as the excess of ammonia passes off, a point is reached

where the last flock of suspended silica is taken up by the hot

solution ; the dish is now removed from the water-hath and to

its contents, when cold, are added a slight excess of potassium

chloride and the requisite volume of absolute alcohol. After

24 hours have elapsed, the precipitated potassium hydro-fluo-

silicate is filtered off and weighed in the usual manner. The
metallic oxides present in the mineral, remain in the retort as

sulphates.

The Biisti JSTeUorile.—This meteorite fell on the 2nd of

December, 1S52, about six miles south of Busli, a station

Iialf-way between Goruckpoor and Fyzabad, in India. The
fall was attended by an explosion louder than a thunder-clap

and lasting from three to five minutes. The explosion

that shattered the metCQrite, must have occurred soon after its

passing tlie longitude of Cioruckpoor. There was no cloud

in the sky at the time. The stone, which weiglied about

3lb., was presented to the collection at the British Museum by
tlie Secretary of State for India. The Busti aerolite bears a

great resemblance to the stone that fell on the 25th of iVIarch,

1S43, at Bishopsville, South Carolina, U.S.

The meteorite consists for the most part of the mineral

ensladte; at one end, however, weie embedded a number of

small chesnut-brown spherules, in which again one detected

minute octahedral ciystals, having the lustre and colour of gold.

These two minerals seem scai'cely to have been affected by the

heat that fused the silicates which surround and encrust them.

The brown sjiherules are sulphide of calcium (named by the

author Oldhamite) and they also occur sparsely in the Bishops-

ville aiirohte. This mineral forms small, nearly round sphemles,

w hose outer surface is generally coated with calcium sulphate.

It cleaves with equal facility in three directions, which give

normal angles averaging 89° 57' and are no doubt really 90°.

Its system, therefore, is cubic ; indeed, in polarised light it is

seen to be devoid of double refraction. Its specific gravity is

2'5S and its hardness 35 to 4. AVith boiling water it yields

calcium polysulphides and in acids it easily dissolves with

evolution of hydrogen sulphide. Chemical analysis indicated

the following as the composition of the spherules :

—

Oldhamite
Calcium monosulphide
Magnesium monosulphide

Gypsum
Calcium carbonate
Troilite

I.

89-369
3 '246

3'95i

3'434
2-303

loo'ooo 100 000

The presence of such a sulphide in a meteorite, shows that the

conditions under which the ingredients of the rock took their

present form, are unlike those met with in our globe. Water and
oxygen must have alike been absent. The existence of iron

in a state of minute division, as often found in meteorites, leads

to a similar conclusion. But, if we bear in mind the conditions

necessary for the formation of pure calcium sulphide, the evidence

imported into this inquiry by the Busti aerolite seems further to

point to tlie presence of a reducing agent during the formation of

its constituent minerals; whilst the crystalline stiucture of the Old-

hamite and of the Osbornite nextdescribed must certainly have been
the result of fusion at an enormous temperature. The detection of

hydrogen in meteoric iron by Professor iSraham tends to confirm

the probability of the presence of such a I'cducing agent. Osborn-

ite is the name given by the author to the golden-yellow micro-

scopic octahedra imbedded in the Oldlianiito, in honour of Mr.
Osborne and in commemoration of the important service that

gentleman rendered to science in preserving and transmitting to

London, in its entirety, the stone which his zeal saved at the time

of its fall. These minute octahedra gave the angles of the

regular octahedron ; but the amount, about 0-0O2 gramme, was

too small for anything but qualitative experiments. These
showed the little metallic-looking crystals to contain calcium,

sulphur and a metal which gives the reactions of titanium in

some singularly stable state of combination. The next mineral

described was an augite, of which the measurements and analyses

were given in detail. Its formula was (f Mg, | Ca) Si O3. The
greater part of the meteorite, however, consisted of enstatile,

\ihich presents itself in three apparently diflercnt characters :

in each, however, the mineral is nearly pure magnesium mono-
silicate. Of this mineral, the measurements and analyses were

recorded. The iron contained in small amount in this remarkable

meteorite, gave as the result of its analysis 79-069 per cent, iron,

3-205 nickel, and foo per cent, schreibersite.

The Manegaum Meteorite of 1843 was next described and

was shown to consist almost entirely of an ehstatite, \vith

the formula (t Mg, J Fe) Si O3, associated with small

quantities of Chromite and of meteoric iron. In publishing

the results obtained in the attempt, so far as this memoir
goes, to treat exhaustively of the mineralogy of two im-

portant meteorites, the author wished to record his obligations to

Dr. Flight, assistant in his department at the British Museum,
for his valuable aid in the chemical portion of the incpiiry.

In March, last year. Prof Maskelyne recorded in a preliminary

note, read before the Society, his discovery in the Meteorite of

Breitenbach, of silica in the rhombic system with the speci.fic

gravity of fused quartz. It was associated with enstatite w it!i

the formula (4 Mg, \ Fe) Si O3. It is singular that the measure-

ments of the crystals of this enstatite, made at the Britisli

Museum and published by Prof Viktor von Lang (Silzungsb.

Akad. Wien, vol. lix.. 1S69, p. S48), accord closely with those

recently published by Von Rath as the crystallographic constants

of a kind of enstatite to which he has given the name Ambly-

stegite.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions cxfress d

by his Correspondents. No notice is taken oj anonymous

communications. ]

Japanese Sea Shells

Since writing the notice of Dr. Lischke's work wliicli

appeared in No. 13 of Nature, I have received from Dr. Lea
of Philadelphia a typical sjiecimen of his genus I/ipfagus and

the volume of his "Contributions to Geology." I'or such a

valuable communication I would publicly acknowledge my
obligation to that veteran conchologisl. I was misled by Philipiu

and Scarles Wood, in considering f/i/pn^i.'s and J \rtu-ord:i: Ihc
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same genus. Hippagiis is closely allied to Crendhi, as the latter

is represented by C. glaiiiiula of Totten and, indeed, I cannot
delect any character to distinguish them generically. These agree
i.i shape, sculpture, hinge, muscular impressions and inflexion

of the beaks. The genus V^ylicordia of S. Wood is very different

and belongs to another family, viz. that of Lyonsia.
Mr. Arthur Adams informs me that he has several Japanese

species, which he believes are also found in the Mediterranean,
and I have identified many British species with those of North
Japan. J. GwvN Jefi-reys

An Oversight by Faraday

It is not often that Faraday committed an oversight ; but such I

think he must have done in his well-known paper concerning the
existenceof alimit to vaporisation. ( "Experimental Researches
in Chemistry and Physics," p. 119.*) Faraday showed experi-

mentall)', that mercury emitted no appreciable \apour below
20° F. and accounted for this on the ground that "the elastic

force of any vapour which the mercury could have produced at

that temperature, \v'as less than the force of gravity upon it and
that, consequently, the mercury was then perfectly fixed." He
adds, "I think we can hardly doubt that such is the case, at

common temperatures, with respect to silver and with all

bodies which bear a high temperatui'e without appreciable loss

by volatilisation, as platiua, gold, iron, nickel, silica, alumina,
charcoal, &c., and that, consequently, at common temperatures,

no portion of vapour rises from these bodies or surrounds
them."

lias not Faraday overlooked the fact that though gravity
might pic\ent the rise of vapour, it would assist the fjU of
vapour from the sides or under surface of a body suspended
ill vacuo ? If Faraday's theory had any grounds in truth, it

Avould be possible to distil a substance from above downwards
by the sole force of gravity, but I know of no experiment to

support the idea. Were all the other forces which could act upon
the molecules, exactly balanced in unstable equilibrium, the force

of gravity might undoubtedly upset this equilibrium, so that

vapour ^\•ould be produced from the under surface of a suspended
solid when it could not be produced from the upper surface.

Uut a very slight estimation of the forces which may enter into

such a problem, shoHs how unlikely it is that the case could ever
h a;ipen.

I do not mean to say that the force of tenacity of solid sub-
stance, is identical with that which is opposed to volatilisation

;

but it is possibly comparable with it iu amount. Now a copper
wire, having a section of one square millimetre, will bear a weight
uf 90 lbs. and this force of tenacity only acts between portions
i.f metal in absolute contact and continuity. Compare now the

weight of a film of copper, say ^n P^'' of ^ millimetre thick, with
t'.ie force by which it adheres to the remainder of the mass of
copper with which it is continuous. Taking the specific gravity at

S 9, the weight will be, per square millimetre, O'ooooSg gramme;
the force which would be required to tear it from the remainder of
the mass would be, for the same surface, 4oSi9' grammes. The
Ibrce of tenacity, therefore, exceeds the weight rather more than
450,000,000 (450 million) times. This seems to show that
the molecular forces which tend to maintain the integrity of a
solid metal, are almost infinitely greater than the gravitation of
the same molecules towards the earth. To cause these molecules
to fly off in free vapours, we must call iu the aid of forces of
heat, electricity, or chemical afiinity which can cope with the
])rodigious force of solid cohesion. It is practically impossible
that v,'e should ever meet with a case, where these forces were so
exactly balanced that the exterior force of gravity, many million
times less in amount, should produce a perceptible disturbance. .

These considerations do not, however, appear to affect the
v.alidity of WoUaston's speculations concerning a definite limit to

the earth's atmosphere as caused by the gravity of the aerial

particles.
J.

Where arc the Nebulae ?

I ,\M unaffectedly glad to find that one whose opinion has
such weight as Mr. Spencer's must have, should have anticipated
me iu the matters lo which he directs your attention in his

interesting letter. There can be no question as to his priority;
since in 1863 I had not only formed no views respecting the
nebuke ; but had no further knowledge of astronomy than I

derived from a very faint recollection of what I had learned in a
hasty two hours' perusal of Goodwin's Astronomy (Course of

riiil. Tr.ins- iZiC', p. .]34.

Mathematics) the night before our examination on the subject in

the "Three days'' at Cambridge.
In considering the subject of the nebula; recently, however,

the points touched on by Mr. Spencer had not escaped me. In
five papers in the Intellectual Observer and Student called "Notes
on Nebula?," " Notes on .Star-streams," and "A New Theory of
the Universe" (three parts), I touched on these and many other
proofs that the nebula; are not external galaxies ; but part and
parcel of the sidereal system.

I have since found that Dr. Whewell, in his "Plurality of
Worlds," had adopted the same view. But as a matter of fact,

we owe the enunciation of clearly convincing evidence respecting

the true nature oi the nebukt to Sir John Herschel ; while Sir

W. Herschel, when as yet the available evidence was incomplete,
indicated his belief that the Orion nebula (amongst others) is

within the sidereal system.

Strangely enough, the point first d«'elt on by Tilr. Spencer was
boldly quoted by the Rev. C. Pritchard (V. P.K. A.S.) as a proof
that the nebula; are external galaxies, immediately after I had
read my communication on the distribution of the nebula; to the

Astronomical Society. I asked at once if we were to regard
those vacant spaces as the spy-holes, so to speak, of the sidereal

system, through which alone the nebula; could be hopefidly looked
for and Mr. Pritchard said "Yes." Mr. Stone, also, pointed
out subsequently, that the glare from the stars might elsewhere
obliterate the nebula; (at least the fainter ones) from view. This
Avould be a point to be attentively considered were it not that in

the Nubecula" we have evidence that the glare from many stars

does not obliterate faint nebulx'.

The second point di\elt on by Mr. Spencer affords a remark-
able instance of the way iu which considerations that should be
perfectly obvious, escape even practised astronomers. Strangely

enough, I dwelt on this point, only three days ago, in a letter I

addressed (not for publication) to the editor of the Speetiitor. It

is commonly understood and stated that telescopes which are

only just able to show stars of the tenth, twelfth, or fourteenth

magnitude as the case may be, are able to exhibit the component
stars of certain external galaxies, which must (according to

the theory) be thousands of times farther from us than the
fourteenth magnitude stars. Not a thought has been given
to the obvious conclusion that these component stars, to be thus

visible, must be millions of times larger than the memliers of our
galaxy.

In a letter addressed last August to Sir John Herschel (a por-

tion of the answer to which was cjuoted in my article in N.itljre
for January 27), I pointed out half-a-century of reasons for be-

lieving that the sidereal system is differently constituted than has
been supposed and that the nebulte are not external to it.

(This would have involved an egregiously long letter had I been
writing to an ordinaiy correspondent, but in the actual case a
few words served sufficiently to indicate each reason. ) These
reasons were not interdependent—each afforded good and
most afforded perfectly sufficient ground for rejecting the ac-

cepted theory. In his repiy. Sir John (always kind, courteous

and encour.iging) was good enough to speak of the "number
and variety of the striking facts brought together and the evi-

dent bearing of a large proportion of them on the great problem
offered by the sidereal system to man's contemplation." Amongst
the facts which afibrd the strongest evidence of all, are two I left

unnoticed in my late paper, viz., (i) the relatively large proper
motion of the fainter stars and (2) the drift of whole groups
of stars in a definite direction. These facts apply to the struc-

ture of the sidereal system, rather than to the position of the

nebula; ; but, as a matter of fact, the two matters are so closely

related, that evidence bearing on one carries with it conclusions

affecting the other also. RicuD. A. Proctor
February 4

Analogy of Colour and Music

I I'IND in your number of January 13 an interesting paper by
Mr. Barrett on the Correlation of Colour and Sound. It seems

to me that Mr. Barrett depreciates the phenomenon of Newton's
rings by saying that the "connection between the relative spaces

occupied by each colour and the relative vibrations of the notes

of the scale" .... "cannot be more than a coincidence." The
diameters of the rings are functions of the wave-lengths and, there-

fore, expressions of a physical condition. Mr. Barrett's own
process is, to say the least, very rough and, after taking " the

mean of two limits," rather wide apart for the length of the

waves of each colour, he obtains a series of numbers which
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differ not inconsiderably from tliose which belong to the musical

scale and he is obliged, after all, to place blue and indigo together,

taking their '* mean rates " as corresponding with G. I do not

know Iiow far Newton's measurements are correct ; but I find

tliat Professor Zannotti, of Naples, gives for the diameters of the

rings from red to red the cube-roots of the numbers I, f, 'i, \, -j,

?. fir> i- The intervals between these, taken successively, are

s; if> Vi t. V> rfi I; tli^t is—major-tone, semi-tone, minor-

tone, major-tone, minor-tone, 1-tone, major-tone. Calling the

major-tone J/, the minor tone w, and the semi-tone x , for tlie

sake of brevity. I will give the five different forms of which the

musical scale is capable—expressed by the succession of intervals

—and show that the above series of intervals is one of them :

—

(I)
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every facility afforded. If this lie not the duty of the State it is

diflicult to eNplain its raison iVitre.

Tlie question from the economical point of view is—Shall we
pay heavy rates for prisons and workhouses, or shall we try to

lighten them by tlie spread of education ? It is well to remember
that the law of supply and demand will not avail here, for they

who most want it are the least likely to ask for instruction.

Perhaps, Mr. Wallace's chief objection is to the unsatisfactory

way the money raised by rating, is expended. And here is room
for large reforms, if not retrenchment. His proposal regarding

the British Museum seems admirable. It is painful to see what
excellent opportunities for teaching those who really require it,

are lo:>t in that magnificent collection, for want of a little, a very

little^ more expense and trouble.

These remarks are made from the very lowest stand-point, the

principle of self-interest— a principle, I believe, your correspon-

dant would heartily despise ; for the man of science is essentially

liberal, essentially averse to huckstering calculations of profit

and loss, essentially unqualified for scrambling after loaves and
fishes. E. G. A.

Kant's View of Space
I AM quite willing to leave the readers of Nature and the

students of Kant to decide on the propriety, in English philo-

sophical discourse, of calling Space and Time "forms of

Thought," the more so as .Sir W. Hamilton— a great stickler for

philosophic precision—uses the term in that sense and would
have been surprised to hear that he had misrepresented Kant in

so doing. My opponents persist in limiting the term Thought to

the restricted meaning given to it in Kant's terminology, which,

in English, is restricting it to Conception or Judgment : on this

ground they might deny that Imagination or Recollection c<:)uld be
properly spoken of as Thought. Throughout I have accepted

Thought as equivalent to mental activity in general and the
" forms of Thought " as the conditions of such activity. The
"forms of Thought" are the forms which the thinking principle

(Kant's ////£* Reason) brings with it, antecedent to all experience.

The thinking principle acts through three distinct faculties: Sensi-

liility (Intuition), Understanding (Conception), and Reason
(Ratiocination) ; to suppose Thought absent from Intuition, is to

reduce Intuition to mere sensuous impression. Therefore, what-
ever is a form of Intuition must be a form of Thought.
The following passage from Mr. Mahaffy's valuable transla-

tion of Kuno Fischer's work on Kant, may here be useful :

" Sensibility and understanding are cognitive faculties differing

not in degree but in kind, and form the tiK'O original fatuities of
the hitina)i mind" .... The general problem of a Critick of

the Reason " is subdivided into two particular objects, as human
Reason is into two j^articular faculties of knowledge. The first

oliject is the investigation of the sensibility ; the second, that of

the understanding. The first question is, How is rational

knowledge possible through sensibility? The second question,

How is the same knowledge possible through the understand-

ing? "
(pp. 4, 5.)

Those who maintain that it is improper to speak of Space and
Time as forms of Thought, must either maintain that Kant held

Sensibility not to be a f^aculty of the Mind (thinking principle)
;

or that the term Thought is not, in English discourse, a correct

expression for the activity of the thinking principle. I be-

lieve that the student will agree with me in saying that,

although Kant restricted the term Thought to what we call

Conception or Judgment, he understood by the activity of the

mental faculties (Pure Reason) what \v'e understand by Thought.
It is not, however, to continue this discus:>ion that I again

trespass on your space ; but to reply to the personal part of Mr.
S\lvester's letter. He charges me with misquoting myself and
with misquoting him. I said that, in my exposition, Space and
Time were uniformly spoken of as forms of Intuition and I say

so still. Mr. .Sylvester has taken the trouble of reading that

exposition without taking the trouble of understanding it ; he
declares that he " has marked the word intuition as occurring

once and forms of sensibility several times ; but forms of in-

tuition never." His carefulness may be estimated by the fact

that the word intuition occurs four times on the two pages : his

eomprehension by the fact that it is perfectly indifl^erent whether
Sensibility or Intuition be the term employed, since sensibility

is the faculty and Intuition the action of that faculty. Mr.
Sylvester, not understanding this, says " If form of sensibility is

as good to use as form of inluition, loim of understanding ought
to be as good as form of thought ; but Mr. Lewes owns that

the former is indefensible, whilst he avers that tlie latter is

correct." Considering that this passage occurs in a letter which
charges me with unfair misquotation, it is curious. So far from
owning that the former is " indefensible," it is wh.at I declare to

be true ; and, with regard to the latter, though I do think a
form of Understanding is a form of Thought, my statement was
altogether away from it, namely, that Space and Time as

forms of Sensibility, would be incorrectly spoken of as forms of
the Understanding.
With regard to the alleged misquotation of his own words,

which he characterises as unfair and as " too much like fighting

with poisoned weapons," it was a charge which both astonished
and pained me. There are few things for which I have a bitterer

contempt than taking such unfair advantages of an adversary. I

beg to apologise to Professor Sylvester for any misrepresen-
tation which, unintentionally, I may have been guilty of But, in

accepting his denial of the construction I placed upon his lan-

guage, I must still say that, after re-reading his letter, I am at a
loss to see what other construction it admits of, that has any
bearing on the dispute, and that he has not expressed his

meaning with sufficient clearness. Intuition and "Thought are
there compared witli Force and Energy as terms " not convert-

ible" ; F'orce is detached from Energy as potential from actual

and Intuition without Thought, is made to hold an analogous
position. Here is the passage ; let the reader judge :

—

" Can Mr. Lewes point to any passage in Kant where Sjiace

and Time are designated yi?r;//j (^/" Thought? I shall indeed be
surprised if he can do so— as much surprised as if Mr. Todhunter
or Mr. Routh in their Mechanical Treatises were to treat energy

and/o/re as convertible terms. To such a misuse of the word
energy it would be little to the point to urge that /oree without
energy is a mere potential t-nJeniy. It is just as little to the

point, in the matter at issue, for Mr. Lewes to inform the readers

of N.\TURE that intuition 'vithont thought is mere sensuous
impression.

"

Is it to use " poisoned weapons" to interpret this as assuming
that Intuition and Thought differ as potential and actual ? I repeat

that, since Mr. Sylvester disclaims the interpretation, my only
course is to apologise for it ; but, after his own misinterpretations

of ine, he will not, I hope, persist in attributing mine to a desire

to take an unfair advantage. If I make no reply to the other
jioints roused in the various letters it is in order not to prolong
the discussion.

George Henry Lewes

I LO not know whether Mr. Sylvester and Dr. Ingleby will

be satisfied with Mr. Lewes' letter in yours of the 27th. I ara

not and I think, in defending his former mistake, Mr. Lewes has
fallen into additional errors.

It is undoubtedly fair to translate an author into your own
language before criticising him, provided you found no criticism

on the language that you have put into his mouth. But this I

think Mr. Lewes has done. He accuses Kant of inconsistency

in speaking of pure a priori cognitions, when, on his own system,
pure thought only supplies one element to these cognitions, the

other being derived from sense or intuition. Now (not to insist

here that Kant conslantly uses the term cognition in a wider
sense than that which Mr. Lewes insists on fastening upon him),

this criticism is evidently invalidated by the simple remark that

Kant admits pure intuitions, as well as pure concepts and ex-

plains the nature of aiathematics, as a s\ stem of<i/;/<7n cognitions,

by the fact that its object-matter consists of nothing but pure
intuitions.

Mr. Lewes now informs us that Kant's Intuition and Thought
"differ as species and genus." According to Kant they differ in

kind ; and Liebnitz was as wrong in making sensibility a species

of thought as Locke was in making Thought a species of sen-
sibility. Space and Time, Mr. Lewes adds, are forms of
"mental activity" and, therefore, are properly termed "forms
of Thought," in the meaning of the latter term which is usually

current in this country. If they were forms of mental activity

they would be forms of Thouglit, accmding to Kant, likewise
;

for the criterion by which Kant distinguishes between Intuition

and Thought (under which term he includes both the under-
standing proper and the reason proper) is that, in the former, the
mind is passive (receptive) while, in the latter, it is spontaneously
active ; and it is precisely on this ground—the passive reception
of them by the mind— that he refers Space and Time to Sensibility

r.ilhcr than Thought. This is repeatedly brought out in the
Transcendental Deduction of the Categories. See in particular
Sections 11 (Meiklejohn, p. 80) and 18 (Meiklejohn, p. 9c).
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1 think if Mr. Lewes will turn to the preface to the first edi-

tion of the "Critick," he will see that the transcendental logic

only (and perhaps I might limit it to tlie transcendental dialectic)

grapples directly with tlie problem indicated by the title of tlie

book. The /Esthetic is a preliminary inquiry, which proves after-

wards of great use ; but is not to be considered as a Critick of

Pure Reason in this particular department. Misusing the term
" concept " of space, is ccilainly confusing ; but its explanation,

I think, is to be found in a passage in the "Transcendental
Exposition" of this "concept" (Meiklejohn, p. 25), where he
says, " It must be ori^in.^JIy intuition, for from a nurc concejJtion

no propositions can be deducted which go out beyond the con-

ception and this happens in geometry. " In the preceding page
he similarly riualilies his statement that Space is an intuition.

" No concej^lion as such^^'* he says, '' can be so conceived as if it

contained, within itself, an infinite multitude of representations.

"

We may wcrj have a concept as well as an intuition of .Space and
Time ; but the intuition was the original form of the idea and it

is to the intuition tliat we must always have recourse in mathe-
matics when we wish to discover a new truth.

I think, if Mr. Lewes will again read over the Transcendental

I

./Esthetic and the parts of the Transcendental Analytic which are

closely related to it, he will see that Kant never designates the

or/i,'//;/;/ representations of space and time "concepts," or refers

their origin to " pure reason." W. H. Stanley Monxt-c
Trinity College, Dublin, Jan. 29

[Tliis correspondence must now cease.

—

Ed.]

NOTES
The Gold JMcdal of the Roy.al Astronomical Society will be

presented to M. Delaunay, the president of the Paris Academy
of Sciences, to-morrow. It is to be regretted that the stay of

the distinguished French savant in England is but short.

We referred last week to the "situation" at the Paris Obser-

vatory. The action of the French Government has been of the

promptest and M. Le Verrier is no longer Director. This step

indicates very clearly—too clearly we fear—the strength of the

case put before the Minister of Public Instruction, in the

memorial, of which a copy has been sent to us. This document,

^\hich is signed by all the chefs de scivice—Villarccau, Marie-

Davy, Wolf, and Loewy—and the astronomcs adjoiiits without

exception, discusses all points connected with the administration

of the Observatory, scientific and otherwise. It is to be sin-

cerely hoped that jNI. Le Verrier may be able yet to do service

to astronomy, in some other capacity, some position Avhere his

great talents alone wUl be called into play. Mis is a name that will

never die, let us hope it is but momentarily eclipsed.

The Trustees of the Johnson Memorial Prize for the en-

couragement of the study of astronomy and meteorology propose
" the laws of wind" as the subject for the next essay :— I. With

regard to storms ; 2. With regard to average periodical phe-

nomena at given places on the earth's surface. The prize is open

to all members of the University of Oxford and consists of a

gold medal of the value of ten guineas, together with so much
of the dividends, for four years, on 33S/. Reduced Annuities as shall

remain after the cost of the medal and other expenses have been

defrayed. Candidates are to send their essays to the registrar of

the university under a sealed cover, marked "Johnson Memorial

Prize Essay," on or before the 31st day of March, 1871, each

candidate concealing his name, distinguishing his essay by a

motto and sending at the same time his name, sealed up under

another cover, with the same motto written upon it. No essay

will be received after the 31st day of March, 1S71.

A new office has been constituted under the Public Works
Department and Mr. Douglas Galton, C.B. , F. R. S., has been

appointed to it with the title of Director of Works and Buildings.

We may cungiatulate ourselves that our public building will be

looked after by one so eminently qualified by his high scientific

attainments and great experience in such matters.

At the meeting of the French Academy on January 31, the

two candidates recommended for the vacancy in the Bureau des

Longitudes were ]M. de la Roche-Poncie and M. Gaussin. The
former received 40 votes out of 43. At the same meeting the

mineralogical section presented a list of candidates for the

vacancy in the list of correspondents to replace Sir Roderick

IMurchison, who has recently been nominated a foreign associate.

The candidates were, in the first rank, Prof. C. F. Naumann ;

in the second, in alphabetical order, MiNI. Abich, Gustav

Bischoff, Aral Boue, Dana, von Dechen, Domeyko, James Hall,

von Ilauer, von Hehnersen, C. T. Jackson, Kjerulf, von Kok-
scharow, W. E. Logan, W. M. Miller, Ferdinand Rorner,

.Scacchi, A. Sismonda, and Studer.

The Goloss, of St. Petersburg, says that a special commission

will shortly be appointed by the Academy of Sciences there, for

the purpose of observing the transit of Venus on the 26th of

November, 1S74 (old style). The members of the commission

are to be Messrs. Struve, Savitch and Wild, of the Russian

Academy ; Messrs. Dijllen and Vv'agner, superintendents of tlie

Observatory at Pulkova ; Vice-Admiral S.J. Seleny and Major-

General Forsch. The Goloss adds that the reason the commis-

sion will be appointed so early, is that much time will be

required for making the necessary preparations and that similar

commissions have been already appointed in England, France

and Germany.

Prof. W. H. Flower, who has recently been a])pointed

Munterian Professor of Comparative Anatomy and Physiology,

will commence a course of eighteen lectures introductory

to the study of the anatomy of the class Mammalia, on Mondaj',

February 14, 1S70, in the Theatre of the Royal College of

Surgeons. The lectures are to be delivered on succeeding

Monday.s, Wednesdays and Fridays, at four o'clock and will

treat of methods and aims in the study of morphology: classifi-

cation of the_mammalia; osseous system of the mammalia: Axial

skeleton—vertebral column; modifications of the characters of

the vertebra; in the cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral and caudal

regions in_, different mammals; sternum, cranium, hyoid arch.

Appendicular skeleton—essential structure and modifications of

the bones composing the shoulder-girdle and anterior extremity

;

structure and modifications of the pehic girdle and posterior

extremity; comparison between the structure and the functions of

the anterior and the posterior extremities. Tegumentaiy system

and its appendages: the dermis; modifications of the integument

mainly due to peculiar conditions of the dermis; ossifications in

the integument; the epidermis and its modifications; callosities,

scales, nails, claws, hoofs, horns, hairs, spines, antlers, glan-

dular organs connected with the integument, or opening on the

external surface of the body; scent glands; mammary glands.

Dental system: stracture and essential characters of teeth; classi-

fication and nomenclature of teeth; development and succession

of teeth; modifications of the characters of the teeth in the

different groups of the Mammalia; horny structures taking the

place of teeth in certain mammals. Baleen, iS:c. These lectures

are open to Fellows and Members of the College of Surgeons

and of learned and scientific bodies in the United Kingdom.

The death is announced of E. W. Brayley, many years con-

nected with the London Institution, and a frequent lecturer on

scientific subjects. Mr. Brayley was well known for his scientific

attainments and has contributed to scientific literature, some

valuable papers on geology, astronomy and other subjects.

The second course of Cantor Lectures for the present Session

will be given by Dr. Benjamin Paul, F.C.S. The course will

consist of four lectures, " On the Phenomena of Combustion and

the Chemical and Physical Principles involved in the Use of

Fuel and in the Production of Artificial Light," to be delivered

on Monday evenings, the 7th, 14th, 2lst, and zSth of March, at

8 o'clock.
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The third part of the nineteenth volume of the yahiinuh

der kais.-kon. gcologischeii Reichsanstalt, including the more

important pajjers communicated to the Austrian Geological

Institute during the months of July, August, and September,

1869, has just reached us. It contains some valuable memoirs

for the students of general geology. JNI. D. Stur describes the

characters and mode of occurrence of the brown-coal in tlie

district of Budafa, in Hungary. He has ascertained tlie existence

of two layers of useful coal, the upper one varying from two to

three feet in thickness, the second being usually from four to six

feet and sometimes as much as eleven feet thick. Borings

indicate a third liorizon having coal from eiglit-and-a-half to ten

feet thick; but the quality of this coal has not been ascertained.

Dr. M. Neumayr's contributions to tlie knowledge of the fossil

fauna of the Austrian dominions consist of lists and numerous
descriptions of fossil shells, from the late Tertiary freshwater

marl of Dalmatia and from the Congerian beds of Croatia and
West Sclavonia. Tliis paper is illustrated witli four plates.

M. D. Stur reports upon tlie geological survey of the environs of

Schmollnitz and Golhiilz, in Hungary, including especially the

mountain-mosses of the Volovee and Branisko. It includes an
" Eozoonal " rock and deposits belonging to the Carboniferous,

Permian, Triassic and Liassic formations. The other papers arc :

A description of the Ampliibole-Trachyte of the Matra in Central

Hungary, by Dr. Joseph Szabo ; an account of mineralogical

investigations in the chemical laboratory of the Institute,

communicated by Karl Ritter von Hauer and a translation, by
Dr. E. Bunzel, of the account given by Drs. Carpenter and
Wyville Thomson of their dredging operations on board tlie

Lighlniiig, in 18O8.

The Canadian Entomologist for January announces that the

Council of the Agricultural and Arts Association of Ontario has
appropriated the sum of four hundred dollars to aid the Ento-
mological Society during tlie present year in forming a cabinet of

insects useful or prejudicial to agriculture and horticulture, for

continuing the journal and making an annual report. It con-

tains also notes on some of the common species of Carabid^v

found in temperate North America, by P. S. Sprague ; on the

currant worm, by W. Saunders ; remarks on the history and
architecture of wood paper-making wasps, by W. Cowper ; a list

of Colcoplcra taken at CJrinisliy, Ont., by J. Pettit and miscel-

laneous notes.

The Nedeilandsclie Maatscliappij ter bevordering van Xijver-

heid—that is, Tlie Netherlands Society for the Promotion of

Industry—offer, for the year 1S71, a prize of a gold medal worth

150 florins and three hundred florins in money, for tlie best

method of illuminating floating buoys so that they can be seen

at night. The contrivance, whatever its form, is to be self-

lighting, for obvious reasons. Here, then, is another task for

those who are skilful in sending sparks through long wires. We
remember that Mr. .Siemeus had some project of the sort a year

or two ago. Is tliis a fitting opportunity for trying to work it

out ? If Dutch mariners feel it desirable that their buoys should

be lighted at niglit, so do those of all other nations. Compe-
titors for the prize are to send their documents and models to

the general secretary of the society, H. F. W. Van Eeden, at

Haarlem, before September 30, 1871.

We learn from the Atlinucum tliat Dr. Andrews, Vice Prin-

cipal of Queen's College, Belfast, has been elected an Honorary
Fellow of tlie Royal Society of Edinburgh, in the room of tlie

late Master of the Mint.

A CONTROVERSY is going on in the Medical Times and
Gazette as to the sufficiency of a test for Morphia, involving

serious considerations as regards toxicological inquiries. The
point is, whether the production of a blueish purple tint on
mixing a substance witli a molybdate and sulphuric acid, is

sufficient proof of the presence of morpliia, or \vhether the

same colours may not be produced by other substances which
are quite innocuous.

News has this week been received from Mr. C. F. Tyrwhitt
Drake of Trinity College, to whom, last autumn, the University

of Cambridge granted a ;^sum of money out of the Worts
Travelling Bachelors' Fund, to enable him to collect zoological

specimens while accompanying Mr. E. \V. Palmer of St. John's

College, the distinguished orientalist, in exploring tlie Tih country

—the " Wilderness of the Wanderings." Tlie Arabs were by
no means prepared to find Englishmen travelling without the

luxuries to wliicli they are accustomed and, in consequence, were

suspicious of their object in visiting tlie country. It is to be

hoped, however, that nothing will hinder our adventurous

explorers from accomplishing their wisli of reaching the Jordan

liy the route traditionally followed by the Israelites. Mr. Drake's

journal and collections can scarcely fail to be of much interest.

We understand that one of the two zenith sectors, constructed

by Messrs. Troughton and Simms from the designs of Lieut.

-

Col. Strange, for the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, has

reached its destination—Bangalore, in the Madras Presidency.

Tliis instrament differs entirely from all of its class. Ramsden's and

Graham's cumbrous though most ingenious structures of timber

were superseded by the far more efficient sector designed some
years ago for the Ordnance Survey bythe Astronomer Royal. But

even Airy's zenith sector was too heavy for transit over tlie rugged

and pathless mountain chains of Hindustan. It weighed, witli-

out its packing-cases, upwards of i,ioo lbs. The instrument

of which we now speak has been reduced to 600 lbs., without

loss of power. The telescope has an aperture of 4 inches with

a focal length of 4 feet and the sectors are portions of a circle 3 feet

in diameter, read by means of 4 micrometer microscopes. This

class of instrument is intended solely for the determination

of latitude. Hitherto it has been used for this purpose, in

measuring the zenitli distances of known stars, as its name
implies, which we may call the absolute method. But of late

years another mode of determining latitude has come much into

favour,— this we will call the differential method. It consists in

measuring, with a micrometer attached to the eye-end of the

telescope, the difference of zenith distance of two stars nearly

equidistant from the zenith, one nortli, the other south. Its

merit consists chiefly in the simplicity of the means necessary for

tile purpose, namely, a telescope firmly mounted with a good

micrometer and a good level, no circle or sector being required.

Colonel Strange has, we hear, adapted his instrument to both

methods, which may therefore be thus submitted to a comparative

trial under circumstances equally fair to each. The instrument is in

the hands of Capt. J. Herschel, R. E. , who is about to employ it for

the twofold purpose of furnishing data for improving our know-

ledge of the figure of the Earth and of throwing liglit on the

interesting physical problem of local attraction. It will be

remembered tliat some years ago the operations of the Russian

.Survey indicated the presence, in a particular locality, of a

liuge subterranean cavity, the existence of which would never

have been suspected, had not anomalies in observed latitudes

established the fact. We may expect to hear of similar

plienomena being discovered by the same means in India when
observations are multiplied by a more portable instrument

than any hitherto used of equal power. The facts that cavi-

ties may exist where least suspected and that hidden masses

of higher specific gravity than the surrounding rocks are known
to occur, render it imperative that in geodetic operations the

latitude, which is affected by such irregularities, should be

more frequently observed than was formerly tliought necessary.

It is satisfactory to find that such scientific desiderata are

appreciated and so liberally provided for, l)y tlic Indian

Administration.
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The purity of the metropolitan water supply has been seriously

affected by the winter floods. Professor Franlvland, in his last

monthly report, states that the water supplied by the East London

Company was veiy turbid and contained vibrios. This is the

first occasion in which Dr. Frankland has detected these organisms,

which are abundant in putrid sewage, in the London water.

.\ VERY interesting paper on the Pearl, Coral and Amber
Fisheries, was read at the meeting of the Society of Arts held

on the 19th inst. The chair was occupied by Professor Owen,

who in projiosing a vote of thanks to the lecturer, Mr. T. L. Sim-

monds, made some instructive remarks on the origin of pearl,

coral and amber. Both the paper of Mr. Simmonds and the

observations of Professor Owen, will be found at full length in

the last number of the Society's Journal.

We are glad to know that an " Athenfeum " has been estab-

lished in Belfast. It contains a large reading-room, provided

with most of the daily and weekly papers and the monthly and

quarterly reviews. There is also a commercial, literary and

scientific reference library and all the usual accessories of a club.

Such an undertaking deserves eveiy support. A series of lec-

tures on scientific and literary subjects has already been com-

menced in connection with this institution.

The Lowndean Professor of Astronomy in the University of

Cambridge intends to give a course of lectures on the Lunar

Theory, with special reference to M. Delaunay's method of

treating the subject.

Land and Water announces that the Prince Pless, who has

large possessions in Siberia, has succeeded in crossing the com-

mon Red Deer with the Wapiti (Cerzms Canadensis) and the

perfect fecundity of the hybrids appears to be well established.

According to Les Mendes, the Mont Cenis tunnel will cer-

tainly be finished during the present year. On the 1st ult.,

tlie galleries opened measured 10,598 metres and there only

remained 1,621 metres to be excavated.

The Photographic Knus announces that a Photographic Society

has just been formed at Dresden. Among the members arc the

names of Krone, president, Ilahn, Hanfsta-ngl, &c. The
society publishes a monthly journal entitled Helios, this being

the sixth photographic journal published in Germany.

Is Sicily about to lose the monopoly of sulphur which she has

so long enjoyed ? By recent intelligence from America, we
learn that a bed of pure sulphur, 135 feet in thickness and

about 530 feet below the surface, has been discovered on

an island in Bayou Choupique, in the delta of the Mississippi.

The place is within ten miles of the sea, from which it

may be anticipated that shipment of the mineral will be

comparatively easy. The extent of the deposit has not yet

been ascertained ; but the local formations are such as to lead to

the inlerence that it is "unmense. " Besides the sulphur, there

is a deposit of gypsum, of perhaps equal extent ; hence we
may anticipate that the company fonned to work the one, will

also turn the other to profit. Sulphur is so much in demand for

the manufacture of sulphuric acid and for many other purposes

in the arts, that this discovery of a deposit in a country teeming

with energy and enterprise, seems opportune. When in full

work it will most likely occasion a fall in the price of sulphur

and a corresponding falling off in the use of pyrites. This

sulphur bed was discovered during the sinking of a well

in search for petroleum. But instead of " oil" the boring dis-

charges a copious stream of water, which is described as a

saturated solution of sulphuretted hydrogen, combined with a

small amount of gypsum and common salt. It is clear that the

comi-iany which is about to explore the sulphur, will have to

provide for an abundant drainage, as well as for ventilation.

The locality may be found on a good map, near Lake

Calcasieu, on the western border of the Mississippi delta.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The new number of Pfliiger's Archiv. (III. i.) contains a

paper by Prof L. Hermann "On the absence of currents in

uninjured inactive muscle. " Muiik's views are criticised and a
new experiment described, in which the gastrocnemius of a frog

is prepared for investigation, in such a way that no contact
between the cutaneous secretion and the surface of the muscle
(a source of currents in previous observations) takes place.

With a galvanometer of 1,600 windings, giving a deviation of
300 sc. for an ordinary nerve current, the muscle so prepared
gave only a deviation of 10 to 20 sc. " We are hereby justified,"

says the author, "in supposing that with a still more careful

method of preparation, by the avoidance of yet other unknown
causes of injury, we shall at last get a muscle perfectly free

from currents.*'

In another paper " On the course of the development of
cuirents in dying muscle," Prof Hermann shows that when
part of a muscle is killed and rendered rigid by exposure to a
temperature of 40^ C, the development of the current takes
place just at the moment when rigormortis makes its appearance.
The same author has also a paper " On the danger of drinking

cold water when the body is heated," in which an attempt ij

made to submit the matter to an experimental inquiry. The
only result obtamed, ho\\ever, was that in curarized animals,
the injection of ice-cold water into the stomach caused a sudden
and great rise in the arterial tension in the carotid and crural

arteries, apparently from spasm of the visceral arteries in the
neighbourhood of the stomach. Such a sudden increase of ten-

sion would prove dangerous in the case of unsound vessels.

When the animals, however, were not curarized, very little rise

of tension was observed, suggesting the idea that some compen-
sating mechanism was at work, e.g. respiratory movements.

There are also papers "On acute phosphorous poisoning,"
" On convulsions due to disturbances of the cerebal circulation

(venous obstruction) " and " On simultaneous contrasts " by Prof.

Hermann and his pupils ;
" On the action of Hydrocyanic acid

on the red blood corpuscles" by Geinitz; "On the interference

of the bile with gastric indigestion " by Hammarsten; and, " On
serum-albumin " by Zahn.

Revtie des Cotirs Scientifiqiies, February 5.— This number con-
tains an interesting paper read by M. P. I. Van Beneden, of
Louvain, at the Belgian Academy of Sciences, on what he terms
"commensalism" in the animal kingdom, or certain associations

of animals for feeding purposes, wliich are not, in the ordinary
sense, cases of parasitism. The author gives several illustrations

of this fact, and he defines the parasite as an animal which lives

upon another, while the commensal or messmate is merely a
feeding companion. He distinguishes free and fixed commensals.
Of the former there are numerous instances in the class Crustacea.

The most interesting examples of the latter are the Tubicinclla

diadenia or coroniila covering the skin of whales ; the Rewora,
found in the Mediterranean, and made use of, in fishing, by the
inhabitants of Mozambique after the manner of a falcon on land.

This number also contains a lecture by M. Ch. Robin, on
Histology, delivered at the Faculte de Medicine in Paris.

In Silliman^s yournal for January, Professor B. Silliman

has a paper on the relation between the intensity of light

produced by the combustion of coal gas and the volume of gas
consumed, read at the Salem meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science last year, in which he gives

as the result of many trials the theorem that, within ordinary
limits of consumption, the intensity or illuminating power of

gas flames increases as the square of the volume of gas consumed,
according to which the methud of compulation hitherto adopted
in photometry, would involve an error amounting to 40 per cent.,

in the case of rich gas, burning at the rate of 3! feet an hour
with an observed effect of 20 candles—the illummating power
reduced to the standard consumption of 5 cubic feet an hour,

being in this case equal to 40 candles instead of 2857 candles.

Hence it follows that all photometric determinations obtained by
computation from volumes greater or less than the standard of 5
cubic feet an hour, in the simple ratio d the volumes consumed,
must be considered as absolutely worthless. This applies also to

the case of sperm candles burnt at a rate different from the

standard of 120 grains per hour. As a consequence of these

observations it would ap'pear to be essential for photometric ob-

servers, in their determinations, to bring the rates of consumption
both of gas and sperm to the agreed standards. For the con-

sumer of gas it is evident, also, that where it is important to obtain
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the maximum economical effect from gas, this result is best at-

tained with burners of ample flow. Prof. W. D. Alexander de-

scribes, in a Idler to the editor, tlie results of a careful .survey of

the crater of Haleakala in the island of Maui. F. W. Clarke

gives a new method of separating tin from arsenic, antimony

and molybdenum, based on the solubility of the sulphides of

tin in oxalic acid solution. E. Billings, paleontologist of

the Canadian Geological Survey, continues his notes on the

Criiwidcc, Cystidca and Ulastoidiii. A paper on a new spectroscope,

Avith contributions to the spectrrd analysis of the stars, by
Dr. ZoUner, is translated from the I'rccecdings of the Royal
Society of Saxony. H. J- Clark has a paper on Polarity and
Polycephalism, extracted from a forlhcoming memoir on the

anatomy and physiology of Lucfntaria, in vvliich he treats of

the discussion that has of late years prevailed as to whether the

lower compound denizens of water are individuals or organs

forming only a j")art of an individual. Dr. Sterry Hunt contributes

a paper on Laurentian rocks in Eistcrn Alassachusetts, in which
he announces the discovery of Eozoon in the limestone of that

district, by Mr. Eicknell. In a pnj^er on the chemistry of

common salt. Dr. Goes=mann treats of tl;e origin, occurrence and
manufacture of salt. J. Lawrence .Smith gives an .account of the

fall of meteoric stones in Akabama, with analyses, and points out

the importance of a thorough re-cxamiiiation of tile mineral

nature ofmeteoric stones. A. hi Vcrrillcontinueshis contributions to

zoology, from the Museum of Yale College, by describing Echino-

derms and Corals from tlie Gulf of California and gi\es also a note

on the generic relations and synonymy of the Common .Sea-

Urchin of New England (EtiryccJiiinis Drohachicnsis) in vdnch
he replies to a criticism by M. Agassiz upon the author's classi-

fication of the species here referred to. E. .S. Morse has a paper

on the early stages of Brachiapods, describing the development
of Tcnitratulina ScptentrwuaUs, abundant in the waters of East-

port (Maine) and Dr. Jeffries Wyman has a paper on the

existence of a Crocodile in Florida, said to have been killed

near the mouth of the Miami river and considered by the

author, as belonging to the sharp -nosed species (C ccuttis].

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London'

Royal Society, February 3.—The following papers were read:

— " Note on an Extension of the Comparison of ilagnelic Dis-

turbances with Magnetic EITects inferred from observed Ter-

restrial Galvanic Currents—and Discussion of the Magnetic

Effects inferred from Gahanic Currents on days of tranquil

magnetism." By George Biddell Airy, Astronomer Royal.

(Received December 22, 1869.) The author, referring to his

paper in the Philosophical Transactions for 1S68, stated that he

had examined the whole of the galvanic currents recorded

during the establishment of the Croydon and Dartford wires

(from 1S65 April I, to 1S67 C)ctober 24). The days of observa-

tion were diviiled into tliree groujjs : No. i comprising days of

considerable m.agnetic disturbance ; No. 2, dajs of moderate

disturbance, of v\hich no further use was made and No. 3,

days of tranquil magnetism. The points most worthy of notice

are, that the general agreement of the strong irregularities, gal-

vanic and magnetic, is very close ; that the galvanic irregulari-

ties usually precede the magnetic, in time and tliat the northerly

niagrictic force appears to be increased. The autlior remarks

that no records appeared open lo doubt as regards instnnnental

error, except those of western declination ; and to remove this

he had compared the Greenwich curves with the Kew curves

and had found them absolutely identical. In the discussion of

the galvanic current-curves, on days of tranquil magnetism, for

inde|)endenl examination of the galvanic laws, the author

explained the method of measuring the ordinates and connecting

the measures into expressions for magnetic action, at every hour,

grouping the measures, at the same nominal hour, by months and
taking their monthly means for each hour. As these exhibited

sensible discordance, they were smoothed by taking the means
of adjacent numbers, taking the means of the adjacent numbers
of the new series and so on, repeating the operation six

times. The author explained the theory of litis process and
the w'ay in which it tends lo degrade the periodical tenns of

higlier orders. He then explained an easy method of resolving

the numbers so smoothed, into periodical terms recurring once or

twice, or thrice in the day, &e. and applies the method lo the

numbers for every month. ^Vhen these quantities (wliich from

month to month are perfectly independent) are brought together

in tables, they present such an agreement, with gradual change
accompanying tlie change of seasons, as lo leave no douljt of their

representing a real law of the diurnal changes of the galvanic
currents. They also show the existence of a constant turn

towards the north (explaining the apparent increase of force to

the north observed in tlie results for days of great disturbance),

and a still larger force towards the west (also well marked on the

days of great disturbance). No light is obtained as lo the origin

of ih.ese turns ; but tliey ap]}ear to be probably pure galvanic

accidents, depending on the nature of tlie earth-connections.

The autlior then exhibited, in curves, the diurnal inequalities of

magnetism whicli the galvanic currents must produce. The
form generally consists of two parallel lobes, making wdth the

magnetic meridian an angle of nearly 60° from the north ton-ards

the west. Tlie greatest east-and-west difference of ordinates, in

the month of April, is 000044 of total horizontal m.agnelic force;

it corresponds in the hours to which those ordinates relate,

nearly witli the ordinary diurnal inequality. But it is much
smaller than the ordinary diurnal inequality and the daily law
of the galvano-magnelic inequality differs greatly from that of

diurnal inequality. For the greater part, llierefore, of diurnal

ineiiuality the cause is yet to be found.
" On the fossil mammals of Australia.—Fart III. Diprotodoit

austvalis, Owen." By Prof. Owen, F.R.S., &c. Received
December 10, 1S69. In this paper the author communicated his

descriptions of Di/roiodon ars/n:/is, with figures of the fossil

remains at his command, wh.ich have been received from various

localities in Australia, since the first announcement of this genus
founded on a fragment of lower jaw and tusk described and
figured in the "Appendix" to .Sir Thos. Mitchell's "Three
Expeditions into the Interior of Eastern Australia," Svo, 1838.

Tlie fossils in question include the entire cranium and lower

jaw, with most of the teeth, showing the dental formula

of i=5- 28
;
portions of jaws and teetli

0— -i ^^'^

I— i' o-o'

exemplifying characteristics ol age and sex ; many bones of the

trunk and extremities. The author described the skull and teeth

and the result of the comparisons, establishing the marsupial charac-
ters of D?j'rofcdoni}.Yi(\ its combination of cliaractcrs o[ A/aav/us
and Pliascolamys witli special modifications of its own, which are

more fully and strongly manifested in the bones of the trunk
and limbs, subsequently described. The pelvis and femora pre-

sent resemblances to those in Froboscidea, not hitherto observed

in any other remains of large extinct quadrupeds of Australia.

But in all the bones described, essentially marsuj^ial characteristics

are more or less determinable. A summary of the characters of
Dipivlodoii illustrated the conditions of its extinction, its analo-

gies with the ]\Iei;athcriitin, its aflhiities to existing forms of

Ulat'supialia and the more generalised condition which it mani-
fests of that mammalian type. A table of the localities, in

Australia, from which remains of Diprotodoit have been obtained

and a table of tlie principal admeasurements of the skeleton, are

appended to the text.

Royal Astronomical Society, January i5.—Third meeting
of the .Session.—Mr. De la Rue, vice-president, in the chair.

The chairman announced that the president, though he was
recovering his health, was not able to take the chair. Th.irty-one

presents were announc:id and the thanks of the society voted to

tlieir respective donors. The first paper read was a communica-
tion from Sir John Herschel, having reference to a supplementary
list of eighty-four double stars observed at Slough since the year
1820. Amongst these were many observed by the elder Struve
and an interesting portion of the communication referred to the

relation between Sir John llerschel's estimate of the magnitudes
of stars and Struve's. It appeared from tlie comparison that

Hcrschel's magnitude 3*0 corresponded to Struve's 2 "6 and the

difference gradually widened from successive magnitudes until

from the lowest orders the two lists were altogetlier dis-

cordant. A similar relation was observed (we believe by
Mr. ICnott) between the magnitudes in Admiral Smyth's
Bedford catalogue and Argelander's estimates. — A com-
munication from i\Ir. Joynson, having reference to observations

made on occultations and on phenomena of Jupiter's satellites,

was then read.—In a paper containing a list of occultations.

Captain Noble referred to an estimate, by Mr. Penrose, of the
latitude of the former's observatory as deduced from an occulta-

lion of (,' Ceti.—I'he next paper, by Commander Davison, on the

November meteors as seen at Santa Barbara, California, con-
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tainj;l several iiiterestiiij iliajrAnis.—The aunual statement of

the observations made o'.i the s-.iii at Kew was then read. It

appeared from this th.it s;i:i-sp:5ts have scarcely been so nume-
rous as was to have beer, expected so near the cpoc'r of maxi-
1 1 spot-frei^uency. The sun was observed on 96 days during

'.ear 1S69 ; there were no days when the sun was without
^ and 224 nevv' groups made their appearance.—Mr. Brown-

i.i,' tiien read a:i acejunt of a new method of measuring the

p i,i;ion of line; i.i the speetrum. In this arrangement an ilUi-

1 1 '.ted cross is made to tirvvcse tlie speetram by turning a

! imeterscrev.-. Mr. liro.vning mentioned that he liad found
i ii -ifeetly iniposiible, liy the crdmary mode of measurement, to

il ,;1 with the faint speclram of the planet Jupiter. The spectrum
it- Jf was nearly obliterated and the line; in it were rendered

I altogether invisible. He remarked that though J"P'te'' is so
I bright, its spectrum is fainter than that of a second magni-
tude star, even when the latter spectrum is made as wide
a, that of the planet (a peculiarity obviously depending
on tlie fact that we use bat a portion of a planet's light

in oliserving its spectrum, v/hile the linear image of a star

iiclades the whole of the star's light). Mr. Bidder, referring

to Mr. Browning's method of bringing the illuminated cross

upon the spectrum, said that he had often tiiouglit .Sir W.
llersche'.'s plan of comparing double stars with movable lights

pi ',ced at some distance from the observer might, with modiiica-

ti las, be applied to the micronietrical measurement of double
s;ais. He described an arrangement he had tried for this

purpose. Messrs. Huggins and Lockyer made some suggestions

on the mode of measuring the plan of lines in the spectrum,

the former pointing out the necessity of having the cross

differently colourel for measuring lines in different p.arts of the

spectrum and showing how this might be done by means of a

small prism : tlso latter remarking that some arrangement was
desirable by wdiicli the lantern might be so shifted, v.'hile the mi-

crometer screw was turned, as not to alter the conditions

mider which the spectrum was observed. At the chairman's

request, Mr. Lockyer then gave an account of Mr. Nesvall's

great telescope, a Cooke refractor, 25 inc'ies in clear aper-

ture, remarking that it was a noteworthy circumstance,

that a telescope of this size should have been mounted in the so-

called German manner ; that is, not on a long polar axis ; but on

\
the Fraiinhofer stand, familiar to his hearers. He said that INIr.

Newall proposed to devote the powers of this instrument in the

most generous manner to the interests of science and that when
it had been erected in a suitable climate, astronomical workers

would be invited to avail themselves of its powers. The chair-

man then asked if any information could be given respecting Mr.
' Buckingham's 2 1 -inch refractor, from whose performance so much
had been expected. Mr. Buckingham, who was present, said

t'nat he had only that evening been observing Jupiter with it
;

and he had to rem.ark, with reference to the ruddy colours of th.e

equatorial belt which had recently been attracting so much atten-

tion, that in his powerful instrument he could clearly discern red

masses resembling clouds in shape, on a white background.

One band, in tlie red part of the spectrum, was at present invisible.

The chairman invited .Mr.Buckingham to make some frequent com-
munications respecting the great telescope's performance. He also

confirmed the statements made by Mr. Buckingham respecting

the present aspect of the planet. Colonel Strange then gave a

most interesting account of a transit instrument constructed by

the late INIr. Cooke on tlie Russian plan (so called) and Mr.

Car'rington mentioned that the instrument should properly be

called the Harris transit, after a countryman of our own who
devised the method. The instrument, which is intended to be

used liy those engaged in the survey of India, was exhibited at

the meeting. Instead of the ordinary arrangement, the optical

axis of the instrument is divided into two halves at right angles

to each other, one corresponding to the object half of an ordinary

tr.ansit, the other being in the horizontal axis of the instrument ;

so that the eye-piece is placed at one end of the horizontal axis

and the observer stands on one side of the instrument. Tlie

advantages of the arrangements are obvious : the eye is always

at the same height and the vision always directed horizontally.

On the other hand. Colonel Strange remarked that he could not

altogetlier get rid of his dislike to the plan. He thought all

w'no had been engaged in actual observation would agree with him
that the less the cone of light forming the object-glass was
tampered with the better. But passing over that and minor objec-

tions, there remained this important point to be considered. In

the ordinary arrangement, any disturbance of the collimation,

whether taking place at the object-end or at the eye-end of the
instrument, produced effects varying inversely as the distance
separating the oljject-glass from the eye-glass. In the new
arrangement, if the prism by wdiich the rays from the object-

glass wore reflected towards the eye-glass were disturbed, the

effects would be increased in precisely the same proportion that

the distance betueen the prism and tlie object-glass is less tlian

that between the eye-piece and the object-glass in the ordinary
arrangement. The answer to this was, that the prism in effect

never does get disturbed ; but, for his ovrn part, he thought
this could hardly be looked upon as established. There was
this further objection (first pointed out by Captain Clarke) to be
considered, that there was a variation in the collimation— errors

according to the position of the instrument. An interesting discus-

sion ensued, during the course of which the possible disturbances

resulting from the heat, or from the weight of the observer,

were discussed and the pei-formance of the instrument compared
with that of such an instrument as Mr. Carrington is ab.uit to

employ, in which the whole of the telescope's axis is always
horizontal. Mr. Stone was then invited to give an account of

his researches into the heating powers of the stars, which he did

in a most interesting and lucid manner. The substance of
his remarks has already appeared in tliese columns under another
heading.

Zoological Societj', January 27.—Prof >i"cwtoa, V. P., in

the chair.—A letter was read from Mr.R. B. White, concerning the

hairy tapir (Tapirus roidini) of the Andes of New Granada, of

which he was endeavouring to obtain specimens for the Society's

menagerie.—Dr. Cobbold, F. R.S., exhibited specimens of, and
made remarks upon, the new entozobn from the Aard-wolf,

described at the last meeting of the society, and proposed to be
called Acanthocheilo]iema. dracunculoidcs. — Mr. G. D. Rowley,
exhibited and made remarks upon a specimen of the .Siberian

lark [AlaiiJa sibirica), recently taken at Brighton, and believed

to be the first example of this species that had occurred in the

Britisli Islands. He also exhibited some other rare birds from
the same locality.—Prof Newton, in exliibiting a specimen of

the North American Zoiwlrkhia albicoUis, shot near Aberdeen,

and sent to him for that purpose by Mr. W. C. Angus, called

attention to the injudicious practice of many ornithologists who
are prone to give the name of *' British Birds" to all such

foreign species as occasional stray to this country.—A communi-
cation was read from Professor Owen, containing a letter

received from Dr. Haast, F. R. .S., on the discovery of

cooking-pits and kitchen-middens containing remains of various

species of /Jiiiornis, in the province of Canterbury, New
Zealand.—Mr. P. L. Sclater read a paper on some new or little-

known birds from the Rio Paran.a, collected during the second

survey of the river by Captain Page, U.S.N, and submitted to

him for examination by the .Smithsonian Institution. — Dr.

W. Baird communicated a description of a new genus and
species of shells from Whydah, on the West Coast of Africa,

]iroposed to be called Prcionia, together with some remarks on
the genus Proto of Defrance.—JMr. R. B. .Sharpe read a paper

on the genus Ftlargojtsis of the family AlccdiiiidiC and pointed

out the geographical distribution of the eight species of this

genus in the Indian and Australian regions.—Mr. Sharpe also

exhibited and pointed out the characters of a new species of

Caiiipfp/iaffd from Damara-land, which he proposed to call

Cainpephaga Andcrssoni, after the late Mr. C. J. Andersson, its

discoverer.—Dr. j. E. Gray communicated some notes on the

skulls of the wh.ales of the genus Oixa in the British Museum,
and a notice of a specimen of the same genus from the Seychelles.

—A communication was read from Dr. J. C. Cox, containing

descriptions of seventeen new species of land shells from the

South Sea Islands. The original specimens were stated to be in

the cabinet of Mr. John Brazier, of Sydney.

—

1\ communication

was read from I.ieut. -Col. Playfair, containing an account of a

fresh-water fish recently discovered in the vicinity of Aden, which

appeared to referable to the widely-distributed Cy]3rinoid, Dis-

cognatluts lainta.—Dr. J. Murie read a note upon a larval a;strus

found in the orbit of the hippopotamus, to which was added a

list of the species of mammals in which .xstri-larv.u have hitherto

been found.—Dr. Murie also read a- note on a specimen of the

so-called Aqitila Barlhclcnyi recently living in the Society's

Gardens, which appeared to be nothing more than a variety of

the Golden eagle Aqiiila fulva.

Chemical Society, Fe'oruary 3.—Prof. Williamson, F.R.S.,

President, in the chair. Mr. Chapmaiwead a note on the
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organic matters contained in llie air. Some time ago the authnr

in connection with Mr. Wanklyn and Mr. Smith, found that

the smallest traces of nitrogenous organic matter in water

could be detected by converting the nitrogen of the organic

matter into ammonia and estimating the latter with the

Nessler test. It occurred to the experimenters that the

process might be extended to the investigation of the air by

washing it with water. But Mr. Chapman found the opera-

tion of washing the air more difficult than he had expected.

It seemed the most obvious method to draw air through water,

or through some other medium which would have afterwards

to be washed with water. The absorption by water alone

proved insufficient. Filters of cotton wool and gun cotton

acted very well ; but neither of the two materials could be

obtained free from traces of nitrogenous substances. Asbestos

seemed to be sufficiently good ; but the preparatory treatment it

has to undergo before its use in the experiment, is too trouble-

some. Lastly, finely powdered ]:iumice-stone was tried as a

filtering medium and was found satisfactory in all respects. It

has to be heated to redness before it is employed and is then

moistened with some water spread over coarser pieces of pumice,

which rest on wire gauze fitted into a funnel. The funnel is con-

nected with one neck of a Wolfe's bottle, whilst the other neck

is joined to an aspirator. When a sufficient quantity of air

—

say 100 litres—has been drawn through the apparatus, then a

pumice is transferred to a retort which contains water freed

from ammonia and organic matters and the operation is now
proceeded with exactly as if it were an estimation of nitrogenous

organic matter in a sample of water. By this method Mr.

Chapman found that the air of crowded rooms contains sus-

pended fixed organic particles, as well as volatile bases. The
first can be removed by filtration through cotton wool, the

latter pass through the filter and when conducted into water can

be detected therein. Air collected from the neighbourhood of a

sewer contained notable quantities of those volatile bases. The
author thinks it would be of interest to investigate by the above-

described method the air in hospitals, fever wards and the

like places. With respect to the examinationof the volatile b.ases

occurring in the air, Dr. Mills suggested that the charcoal out of

the " Stenhouse air filter" might furnish a good means for

collecting those bases.—In another paper Mr. Chapman
communicated some new reactions of alcohols. Amylic alcohol,

as commonly obtained, consists of two liquids, one rotating the

polarised ray, the other not. The two may be separated by

distilling the mixture from soda, calcic chloride, &c. The non-

rotating alcohol is retained, the rotating distills over. But

by repeated distillations it was found that the rotating

alcohol is converted into the non-rotating by the very

treatment employed to separate the two. No difference in

the physical properties of the two alcohols is perceptible. The
compounds of the non- rotating liquid do not turn the ray of

polarised light ; those of the rotating do and that in an opposite

direction to the original alcohol. These facts seem to indicate

that the internal structure of organic compounds is not so perma-

nent as the habit is of thinking them. Another observation

Mr. Chapman made whilst pursuing these experiments was, that

caustic soda is not merely unable to dry alcohol, as is well known,

but that it actually moistens it. On proper investigation, it

turned out that the sodium replaces the hydrogen of the alcohol,

whilst the displaced hydrogen takes the place of the sodium in

the caustic soda and thus produces water. Referring to this

latter observation, the president remarked that it confirmed

the idea of a double decomposition taking place when potas-

sic hydrate is dissolved in alcohol, an idea derived from

the well - known reaction of carbonic action on a solu-

tion of potassic hydrate in alcohol, whereby ethylo-potassic

carbonate as well as potassic carbonate is formed. — Mr.

Perkin exhibited a modification of Berthelot's method for the

synthesis of hydric cyanide (prussic acid) by direct union

of acetylene and nitrogen under the influence of the electric

spark. Mr. Perkin takes advantage of the fact that

nearly all the hydro-carbons, when submitted in the state

of vapour to the action of the spark, yield more or less ace-

tylene. Nitrogen was caused to bubble through benzole, then

to pass through a globe in which the spark was discharged

and thence into a solution of silver. Even after a few

seconds, abundant evidence of the formation of hydric cyanide

was obtained. Hydric cyanide is further produced when the

spark is discharged in a mixture of ammonia-gas and ether

vapour. If, however, nitrogen instead of ammonia is employed,

no prussic acid is formed. Mr. Perkin's modification of

Berthelot's method is well adapted for purposes of lecture

demonstration.

Royal Geographical Society, January 24 —SirR. Murchison.
president, in the chair. A letter from Mr. Hayward detailing hus

plans of reaching the Pamir Steppe, by way of Gliilghit, was
read. He expected to winter in Ghilghit and hoped to be at

Lake Karakol next May ; he proposed to thoroughly lay down
the positions of the Pamir Steppe and the basin of the Jaxartes.

An account of Easter Island, or Rapa Nui, by Mr. Palmer,
R. N., was then read. The island lies in 27° 8' 46" S., long.

109° 24' 36" W., about 1,000 miles from Pitcairn. It is volcanic

and contains several extinct craters, the highest point being

1,100 to 1,200 feet high. The principal craters are Te Rana
Kau, the depth of which is 700 feet ; Te Rano Hau, whence
came the tufa of which the hats or crowns of the images are

made ; and Te Rana Otu Iti, where the images were sculptured

of grey lava. There is no w'ater, save in pools, which are

26 feet deep and one spring, mineral, but potable. The coast

is ironbound, without harbours. The character of the natives

has been much improved by the teaching of the Jesuit Fathers

and they now are scrupulously honest. They are perfectly idle,

content to starve rather than work ; number about 900—600
women to 300 men and will probably, ere long, die out. They
make and sell well-carved wooden figures, with eyeballs of

obsidian, ornamented with double-headed "aronies," or birds—
and other figures. They are described by all visitors as a tall,

almost white, race ; the women handsomer than those of the

Marquesas. They are not idolatrous, but believe in a Great

Spirit. The dead, swathed in grass, are laid on platforms,

heads to seaward. They have a tradition that they came from

Oparo. The platform for the images faced the sea, supported

by a stone wall seven or eight yards high, built of dry stones six

feet in length ; the platform was 100 paces long and thirty

feet deep, terminating landwards in a step three feet high. It

was strewn with bones; all the images had been thrown down.
Near that, on an area paved with large stones, stood a pillar of

red tufa, six feet high, on which were two skulls, apparently

twelve or fourteen years old. A place of cremation was near

this. The images amount to several hundreds, some unfinished.

In the crater of Otu Iti they vary in size from thirty feet \oi which

the head measures two-thirds) to five feet. They are marked
by excessive shortness of the upper lip ; the eyeballs, of obsidian,

are lost ; the cars display very long pendant lobes ; each image
has its own name ; some have " hats " or crowns, some have the

heads cut flat to receive them ; the tools seem to have been Icmg

boulders ground down with obsidian—only one specimen was
found. The paper was illustrated by numerous drawings made
on the spot and enlarged pictures taken from them. Mr.

Markham pointed out the resemblance between these remains

and the Imarra works in the vicinity of Lake Titicaca, in Peru

and advocated the theory that this island had been a stepping-

stone for the successive arrivals of immigrants into Peru and
perhaps revered as a holy isle whither the Incas sent ships.

The Peruvian images were dispersed like those of Easter Island,

as though walking through the country ; the present islanders

were simply Polynesians and probably not descendants of the

sculptor-race. Mr. Franks pointed out the resemblance of some
peculiarities in the wooden figures now made and the stone

images ; at the same time the woe den figures brought home by
Cook and now in the Museum, differed materially from those

brought in 1840—the change of style, therefore, would not imply

a change of race. The want of forest timber might have

occasioned the employment of the soft volcanic tufa and a

long lapse of time would account for the numbers of images

found. Sir G. Grey stated that all Polynesians were addicted to

carving— if the wooden figures carved in New Zealand had not

decayed there would be now thousands of them ; there were in

these islands traditions of stone figures brought from other islands.

Mr. Palmer said, in reply, that he had not formed any theories on

the subject ; but only recorded what he saw ; the people had all

been withdrawn to the settlement in consequence of the Peruvians

having kidnapped some hundreds to work the guano deposits.

Anthropological Society of London, Febiu.ary i.—Cap-
tain Bedford Pim, R.N., V.P., in the chair, "On the negro

slaves in Turkey," by Major Frederick Millengen, F. R.G.S.

The author exposed first the particulars connected with the sale

of negro slaves in Mussulman countries, then described the con-

dition of negroes in Turkey and concluded by some general
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observations. The negroes imported into the Sultan's domi-
nions come from the countries situated on tlie liigher basin of

the Nile; and tliough that valley is the route followed by the

cargoes of slaves on their way to the markets, numbers of second-

ary channels exist, through which slave-dealers convey their mer-
chandise. The causes of the supply are the feuds of the negro
races, the causes of demand are that slavery is inherent in tlie

I religious system of Mussulman nations, inherent in their social

I

system and congenial to their ideas and manners. The author
' considered that Sir Samuel Baker's expedition to put a slop to

I

the slave trade must end in failure; and he quoled the speech of

I "td Houghton plainly avowing the disappointment felt by his

:id Sir Samuel Baker on seeing the Mussulmans hostile to his

inc. In conclusion, the author said that, if the Sultan and
l.licdive really intend doing away with slavery, they have nothing
I

I

-e to do but to open wide the gates of their harems.

Dublin
Natural History Society, February 2.—Mr. R. P. Wil-

liams in the chair. Dr. A. W. Foot exhibited a young bitch

tLiiier suO'cring from goitre and made a few remarks on the

cct of goitre in animals. The list of animals affected with

complaint includes the lion, hyaena, racoon, monkey, cat,

'! 'L[. liorse, mule, pig, cow, sheep and mouse. The geological

»-' >iiLiitions which appear to be connected with the occurrence of
1' t- disorder in animals were discussed and commented upon,

lof Macalister read a paper " On some points in the anatomy
lie sartoiius muscle. "- Dr. A. W. Foot exhibited thirteen

ics of dragon flies, collected during the past summer in the

iity of Wick low; Agi'ioji e/t\^nfis^ minittm^ puJla^ cyathi^^erum ;

Lt'^tt's jiytnj>/ia^ Calypteryx virgo, spkndens^ yEsc/ma pratensis^

jiincea^ grandis^ Libdlula qnadiintaadatay striolaia and caini-

h-scais,

Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society, January 25—J. P.

Joule, LL.D., F.R.S., &c., president, in the chair.

" On organic matter in the air." By Dr. R. Angus Smith,

F. R. S., &c. In referring to the new experiments by Prof.

Tyndall on this subject, the author mentioned that he had long

ago proved the existence not only of inorganic and organic mate-
rial; but also of organised bodies in the atmospliere. He did not

claim to have originated the idea that this is the case ; but ratlier

to have furnished proof and quantitative demonstration of the

fact, as far back as 1846, when he brought a notice of the subject

before the Chemical Society and, in 1848, iii a report to the

British Association ; having also foUow'ed up the inquiry since

then, in conjunction with Mr. Dancer and published his results

at various times. In conclusion he says we must not be panic-

stricken because of the presence of organised germs in the air.

Some are hurtful; but it may be that others are required for the

maintenance of healthy animal life exactly as in vegetable fer-

mentation.

Prof. Williamson exhibited some specimens affording addi-

tional information as to the organisation of calamites. Through
Mr. Butterworth he had succeeded in obtaining examples whose
structure was intermediate between calamodendron and cala-

mopitus. In the general arrangement of separate parts the new
specimens corresponded closely with the type figured by Mr.

Binney; but they differ in two important particulars. All the

fibro-vascular tissues are of the reticulate type seen in calamo-

pitus and dictyoxylon, with a few scalariform vessels here and
tliere. The cellular laminx separating the vascular wedges exhibit

remarkable variations even in the same specimen ; the cells being

sometimes elongated into vertical forms of prodenchyma—some-

times extended transversely and still more frequently they con-

sist of ordinary parenchyma. In some the fibro-vascular tissues

of the wedges are separated by masses of cellular tissue, both at

the nodes and internodes. These tissues, or modified medullary
rays, are so numerous in one example, that more than two
vertical vessels can scarcely be found in contact without the inter-

vention of one of these vertical row's of mm"al cellular tissue. In

other specimens these medullary rays are much more scanty, as

if connecting the type under consideration with that figured by
Mr. Biimey. In these new examples, the verticillate medullai-y

radii of calamopitus are wholly wanting. Additional proof is

thus aftorded that all three of the types may be only variations

of the common calamodendron and it thus becomes more
demonstrable that in the Lancashire coal-field, at least, we have
no evidence of the existence of an equisetiform type of calaniite

distinct from the calamodendroid one. The author further

announced the discovery by Mr. Butterworth of a young cala-

niite in which the vertical layer is well preserved, presenting a
parenchyma of somewhat remarkable structure and of a thick-

ness equal to the ligneous zone which it invests. Its further
description will be given after investigation.

'"On the so-called molecular movements of microscopic par-
ticles." By Professor StanleyJevons, M. A. In studying the pheno-
menou first pointed out by Robert Brown in 1S27, the author
found that silicates appeared to be generally the most active sub-
stances in this respect, pure quartz crystal in fine powder maintain-
ing rapid oscillation : but charcoal, red phosphorus, antimony
and sulphur were also very active. Metallic oxides and earthy salts,

such as carbonate of lime, appeared to be less active ; but it can-
not be said any substance is fiee from such motion. On varyin<^

the liquid, however, by dissolving salts in it, the fact became-
apparent that pure distilled water gave rise to the greatest
activity. The motion appeared to be closely connected with the
suspension of fine powder in water, a fact already noticed by
Dujardin.* All acids, alkalis, or salts which checked the motion
were found to facilitate the subsidence of suspended material.

Gum arabic, on the contrary, prevents subsidence and it has a
remarkable power of exciting the molecular motion. The author
was soon convinced that the motion was due to electrical action,

by the close analogy with the circumstances under which electri-

city is produced by the hydroelectric machine, pure water alone
producing much electricity, while almost any salt, acid, or alkali

prevented the action by rendering the water a conductor. Am-
monia, however, is a remarkable exception in this respect and it

does not stop the molecular motion or facilitate subsidence of
suspended material. Boracic acid, likewise, is a non-conductor
and does not cause subsidence.

However, acetic acid, which Faraday stated did not render
water a conductor, does, in common with other vegetable acids,

occasion subsidence. It is probable that silicic acid does not
render water a conductor, since silicate of soda tends to increase

the molecular motion rather than otherwise and this is another
exception to the general influence of soluble substances in causing
subsidence.

The author is of opinion that this motion of suspended par-

ticles is closely connected with the phenomena of osmose as a
case of action and reaction ; for, if a liquid be capable of im-
pelling a particle in a given direction, the particle, if fixed, woukl
be capable of impelling the liquid in an opposite direction with
an equal force. The earthenware jars used by Graham were
composed of a substance highly active under the microscope,
and the fact that osmose is chiefly an affair of very dilute solu-

lutions, certainly accords with the electric origin of the molecular
motion, which the author considered to be established experi-

mentally, pointing to the experiments of Wiedemann on electric

osmose as suggesting a speculative explanation. Solid particles

of organic substances also exhibit the motion ; albumen, distrin,

sugar, starch-solution, alcohol, &c., have little power to arrest

the motion. The author thinks it not unlikely that, when these

phenomena are fully investigated, they will give strong support to

the theory lately put forward by Becquerel, that the movements
of liquids in animals and plants are really due to electric action.

Mr. Dancer stated that particles approaching to a spherical form
showed the greatest activity with some few exceptions, as in the
case of sublimed mercury and sulphur. He did not regard
electric action as a satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon,
and thought the results of many experiments pointed to heat as

a probable cause.
—"On a general system of numerically definite

reasoning," by Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, M.A. The substance
of this paper was given in the report of the Royal Society's

proceedings for Januaiy 20.

Liverpool

Naturalists' Field Club, January 14.—The Rev. H. II.

Higgins, president, in the chair. The President informed the

members that Mr. H. S. Fisher was in commtmication with some
botanists in the south of England, with the view of obtaining

exchanges of specially local plants and that he had been successful

in supplying a gentleman in Cornwall with fifty or sixty specimens
of plants, placed in a list of desiderata forwarded by him—among
them Centaiirea latifolia—a plant peculiar to Crosby in this

neighbourhood. He also mentioned that he had witnessed the

phenomenon known as the Zodiacal Light at Rainhill on the

19th of December last, at 4.25 p.m. In substance, but not in

form, it resembled the tail of a comet.—Mr. Gibson then read a

Manuel Complet de I'Observateur aii Microscope. Paris : 1841. P 60.
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Ehort paper on the Parasitic character of Pyrohi rotnndifolia—
Wintergreen—and stated his belief, founded on minute personal

iuvesti<^tion, that it is Parasitic on the root of the dwarf willow,

Salix "irpais. He never found Pyrola where the willow was

absent and in some cases he detected the fibrous roots of the

Pyrola apparently growing on those of the willow.

liRicmoN

Brighten and Sussex Natural History Society, January

13.—The president, Mr. T. H. liennah, in the chair. The
receipt of a copy of a paper by Mr. C. Roper, on the IJecapod

Crustacea found at Eastbourne, was announced.—Mr. J. E.

Mayall communicated a note on what he believed to be a new
fact in connection with ccal gas. AVhile engaged in the spectrum

analysis of organic bodies, he had found his results interfered

with by the presence of copper. Examining the solutions and

no trace of copper being found, it occurred to him that it micrht

be present in the common coal gas used in the Bunsen lam]5, in

which the incandescence of the organic matter was produced.

Having candles v\'ith wicks dipped in the chlorides of various

metals always at hand as standard spectra, on comparing the

flame of a copper candle with that of the gas under examination,

their spectra were found to be identical. From this l.e inferred

the copper was generated from pyrites contained in the coal.

Mr. J. E. Mayall then read a paper on Volcanic Theories.

P,\RIS

Academy of Sciences, January 24.—M. Lecoq de I'ois-

bandeau communicated a note on the continuity of luminous

spectra, in which he developed his theory of the production of

spectra by inequalities in the luminous molecules, and referred

especially to the ph.enomena presented by rubidium, ca-sium,

and potassium.—At this meeting there were no other papers on
subjects of any special importance.

January 31.—M. Verard de Sainte-Anne read a Memoir on a

project for establishing a communication between France and
England. The author proposes the establishment of a railway

bridge, either open or tubular, across the Straits of Dover. A
continuation of M. J. Boussineq's memoir on the theory of the

flow of a liquid through an orifice in a thin partition was pre-

sented by M. de .Saint-Venant.—M. Gaiffe communicated a

letter containing remarks on the process employed by Mr. Adams
to produce deposits of nickel by electrolytric action, in which he
maintained that the neutral chloride and sulphide of nickel and
ammonia -with no trace of free fixed alkali can alone funiish

workable baths.—M M. Becquerel maintained that the presence

of soda and potash does not hinder the deposition of the

nickeh—M. A. Lallemand stated that when a solution of sul-

phur in sulphide of carbon is exposed to solar light concentrated

by a lens, insohd^Ie sulphur is produced : the spectrum of the

emergent light is deficient in all the rays between G and 11 and
the ultra-violet spectrum has entirely disappeared. A solution

of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon is similarly acted upon.

—M. Cahours presented a note by M. L. Daniel, giving an
account of some interesting experiments with vacuum-tubes
under the influence of magnetism. — A note on the heat

of combination of boron with chlorine and with oxygen,

by MM. L. Troost and P. Hauteville, was presented by Mr.
II. .Sainte-Cl.aire Deville, who also communicated a paper

l>y Mr. Landrin on the division of a limited quantity of

acid between two bases employed in excess. From his experi-

ments it appears that the oxides are dissolved in simple equiva-

lent proportions, i.e., I to 2, 3, 4, 5, 1^:0.—A note by M. E.

Bourgoin on the cause of the imequal loss of oxalic acid at the

positive and negative poles and on the nature of oxalic acid when
dissolved in water, was presented by M. Bussy. The loss by
decomposition is three times as great at the positive as at the

negative pole ; the gas disengaged at the former is pure carbonic

acid, at the latter hydrogen. The author concludes that the

composition of oxalic acid in solution in water, is C'' H- O", 2

H-, 0-.—M. C. Dareste read a paper on the convolutions of the

brain.—M. P. Gervais presented a reply to the observations

of M. Balbiani on the ova of the Sacailinir, by M. E. Van
Beneden and M. A. L. Donnadieu noticed a case of monstrosity

(hcmiterism) in a carp.—M. A. Chatin communicated a note

on the cause of the dehiscence of the anthers of plants, in

which he denies that this phenomenon is due exclusively

to the fibrous cells of the endothecium as supposed by Purkinje

and shows that in some cases certainly and in many otheis pro-

bably, the exothecium or ei)idcrmic layer plays an important part

in it.

DIARY
THURSDAY, Fehkuakv 10.

Royal Society, at 8.30.—On some remr.rk.nble Speclr.i of Compounds of

Zirconia and the Oxides of L^ranium : H. C. Sorby, F.R.S.—On the

Mathematic.-tl Theory of Stream Lines, especially those with four foci

:ind upwards : Professor Rankine.—On Linear DilTcrential Etinations:

W. H. L. Russell. F.li.S.

Mathem.\tical Society, at 8.—Quartic Surfaces: Prof Caylcy.
ZuOLOGiCAL Society, at S. 30.—On a new Cervine Animal from the Yang-

tze-Kiang: R. Swinlioe.—On the Size of the Re.i Corjiuscles of the

Blood of JMosclius, Tragiibts, Oryctcropus, Ailiirits and some other
mammalia, wilh historical notices : G. Gulliver.

An'tiqi'akies, at 8.30.

London Institctio.n', at 7 30.

FRIDAY, Febhuaev ii.

Qcekett Microscopical Clud, at 8.—For e-\hlbition of ohjccts and
microscopic gossip.

Roval Institution, at 9.—The Deep Sea : Dr. Carpenter.
AsTUONOMiCAL Society, at 3.—Anniversary ]\Iceting.

SATURDAY, FEiiEfAKY 12.

Royal Eotanic, at 3.30.

MONDAY, February 14.

Medical Society, at 8.

Royal Institute of British Architects, at 8.

TVESn.AY, February ts.

Anthropological Society, at 8.— On the Aborigines of the Chalham
Islands: Dr. Barnard Davis and A. Welch.— Polygamy: Dr. John
Campbell.— Inscribed Stone from Venezuela : R. Tate.

P.\tholooical Society, at S.

St.vtistical Society, at 8.—On International Coinage and the Variations

of Foreign Exchanges during recent years : E. Seyd.
iNsTnuTioN op Civil E.ngineers, at 8.

Royal Institutio-n, at 3.—On the Architecture of the Human Ecdy:
Prof. Humphry.

WEDNESDAY, Fep,ruary 16.

Society of Arts, at 8.—On Emigration : T. Plummer.
Meteorological Society, at 7.

THURSDAY, February 17.

Royal Institution, at 3 —Chemistry ; Prof Odling.
Linn-ean Society, at 8.—On the Tree Ferns of British Sikkim : Mr. Scott.

Chemical Society, at 8.

Zoological Society, at 4.

Antiouaries, at 8.30.

Rov.M. Society, at 8.30.
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MAGMILLAN & GO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.
SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.

It is tlie intention of the Publishers to produce a complete

scries of Scientific Manv.als, affording fidl and accurate elementary

infornir.tion, convej'ed in clear and lucid Eni;lish. The authors

are well known as among tire foremost men of tl;cir several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the l.igh

cliaracter of the books. Subjoined is a list of tliose manv.als

that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others

are in active preparation ; and the wliole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whether for pri\-ate study or for school instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPUL.Al-l ASTRONOMY' V,'i:h Illiistr.-.tion.s. By G. B.

AIRY, Astronomer lioy.nl. Sixth and che.iper Edition. i8ino. cloth. 41. 6;/.

This work consists of six I:clnrcs, which .ire intended " to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Obscr\'atory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the obser\'ations made with these instruments are

treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
.System, and of a few stars, omitting all miiuuite of fornnds;. and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this vohmie is the direct

reference of every step to the Observatory, and the full description of the

methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARV LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. With C-.!..iircl Dl:igmm of
ihe Spectra of the Sun, Surs. antl Nebula;, and numerous llIu^itvaUDns. By
J.NORMAN LOCK.YER, F.R.S. Fourth Thousand. iSmo. 5^.6;/.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulae : the Sun ; the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places oE the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances .ind Dimen-
sions ; Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated. Mr. Lockyer's wurk supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Ilhis-

trations. V>y T. H. HUXLEY, F. RS-, Professor of Natural History in the
Royal School of Mines. TwelAh Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4J-. (jd.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the
principles of Human Ph3-sioloe>' ; or the Structure and Functions of the
Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the
Circulation ; the Bl.jod and the Lymph : Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of
Gain to the Blood : the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion ;

Sensations and Sensory Organs : the Organ of Sight : the Coalescence of
Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the
Nen'ous System and Innervation ; Hi'^rotorjy, cr the Minute Structr.re of the
Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended
The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravin'^s. The manual is

primarily intended to scr\e as a text-book for teachers and learners in boys'
and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. T;y ]- ALCOCK, ^LD. iGmo. i.? o./.

These 0'"^^'''-"^"'' were drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of
young i)ei>ple in l'hy.-.iology.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. \Vith nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
i8mo. cloth. A,s. tfi.

This book is designed to teach the Elcm.ents of Botany on Professor
Henslow's plan of selected Types and by the use of Schedules. The earlier
chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-
cluding chapters ore entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and ** How to describe
Plants." A valuable Glor;^ary i.s appended to the volume. In the prepara-
tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the
late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN KI.EMFNTA1:Y CHh.MlSTRY, INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. ByHICNRY RUS'.OE, F.RS.. Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Cliromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.
New Edition. Twentv-f>ri,t Tlumsand. iSmo. cloth, ^s. 6<i.

It has been the endeavoiu- of the author to arrange the most important
facts and principles of Modern Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific
form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the
purpose of facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the
subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-
metric scale, are used throughout the v.-ork. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions end improvements, and includes the
most important of the latest discoveries.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERYATIONS. Crown Svo. cloth.

In order to spare astronomers and obscrvcrr, in n.itural philosophy the
confusion and Iol;s of time which are produce I by referring to the ordinary
treatises embracing l'j!/t branches of probabilities (the first relating to
chances whicli can be altered only by the changes of entire units or in-

tegral multiples of units in the fundamzntal conditions of the problem ;

the other concerning tli.i.e chances w'lich have respect to insensible
graJations in the value of the element measures) the present tract has been
drawn up.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for tlic Use of -Students in the University. New Edition. Cruv.n
Svo. cloth. Gs. 6(i.

The plan of this tract Ins been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIHRATIONS. With the Malhem:ilic.il F.l:m.-ii;s of Muhi.;.—Designed
for the Use of Students of the Uni'. cisily. Crrnvn i\'o. ^}S.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the Use of Colleges arid Schools. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A., ]\Iathe-

matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Evo. cloth, isi'. 6d.

This book embraces all those branches of Astronomy which have, from
time to time, been recommended by the Cambridge Board of Mathematical
Studies : but by far the larger and easier portion, adapted to the first three
days of the Examination for Honours, may be read by the more advanced
puijils in many of our schools. The author's aim has been to convey clear
and distinct ideas of the celestial phenomena.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a IVIof Sk-tch of the Pn,b!em up to the
time of Newton. By HL'GII tJODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, revised.

Crov.n Cvo. cloth. $s. Oif.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANAL^'SLS-" Lecturcsdclivcrcd in iS'"3, V.'ith Appendices, Chromo-lltho-
graphs, Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 21s.

U'cst/ainster Kcvzeiv.—" The lecti;res themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendered it equally valuable as a tc.\l-book for advanced stu-
dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCl'lONS, ANDTHE FIGURE OF THE EARTH
By JOHN H. PRATl'. MA.. Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
I\IatliematicaI Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.
Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The author's chief design in this treatise is to give an ansv.-er to the
question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in

a fluid state ?"

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECH.ANICS. l;y JOSEPH r,.^YMA, S.J., Professor of Philosophy,
Stonyhurst College. Demy Svo. cloth. loJ. 6f/.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY IHEORV. ^Vith a cnllcctlm uf Problems. By
C. H. It. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Zvo. cl.uh. 6s. 6d.

In this volume, an attempt has been made to produce a treatise on the
Planet.ary tbeoiy, which, being elementary in character, should be so far

complete, as to contain all that is usually required by students in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. II. l_-|IEYNE. M ^X Crown Svo. 3.-. Gd.

The first part of lliis work consists of an application ^>i tlie method of the
variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formula; arc applied to the particular case of the
earth.

CAMBRIDGE COURSE OF ELE-
MENTARY NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, for the Degree of B.A.
Originally compiled by J. C. SNOWBALL, I\I.A., late Fellow of St. John's
College. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, arid adapted for the Middle-
Class Examinations by THOMAS LUND, B.D., late Fellow and Leciurrr
of St. John's College, Editor of Wood's Algebra, S:c. Crown Svo. cloth.
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Directed by ARTHUR VACHER^
IMPROVED MAGNETO MACHINEr—

"Mr. BROWNING, of the Minories, has just introduced a magneto
machine of nuvcl form and arrangement, in which the disadvantages ol the
old machines have been completely removed. Two armatures are suppUed
with each machine. With the quantity-armature the following effects can be
produced :—Half an inch of platinum wire, placed between the poles at E,
can be made white hot in a few seconds. An induction coil may be made to

give off bright sparks or illuminate small induction tubes. Bells may be
rung, or telegraphs worked, even at a distance of many miles. Water or
chemical salts may be decomposed. With the intensity-anniture, Abel's
Aues may be fired, and most powerful physiological eflcctis may be produced.
'I'he power of the shock-current may, however, be modified to any extent at

tlie will of the operator. For any purpose, the effects of a moderately-power-
ful voltaic battery may be produced, without the trouble and inconvenience
attending the use of batteries. The instrument is elt;gant in appearance,
and always ready for instant use."

—

Student, January i86g.

Price, with 2 magnets and changeable armatures, ^6 10.J. Ditto, with 4
magnets in mahogany case, very powerful, £,\o 10s. Illustrated circular for

stamped envelope. JOHN BROWNING, Optical and Physical Instrument
Maker to Her Majesty's Government, the Royal Society, the Royal Obser-
vatory, &c., &c.. Ill, INIinories, E., London. Established 100 years.

Now ready, crown 8vo, price i.J,,

AN INTRODUCTION to the Study of
CHEMISTRY, written for the People. By CUTHBERT C. GRUNDY.
'J'he author has attempted to give a short and simple explanation of the
leading principles of Chemical Philosophy, in the hope of affording help to
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THE MEASUREMENT OF GEOLOGICAL TIME
I.

MODERN j^eological research has rendered it almost

certain, that the same causes which produced the

various formations with their imbedded fossils, have con-

tinued to act down to the present day. It has therefore

become possible that,by means of changes which are known
to have occurred in a given number of years, some measure-

ment of the time represented by the whole series of

geological formations might be obtained. It is true, that

changes in the earth's surface, the records of which con-

stitute the materials for geological research, occur very

slowly, yet not so slowly as to be quite impcrccptilile in

historical time. Land has risen or sunk beneath the sea,

rivers have deepened their channels and have brought

down sediment which has converted water into land, cliffs

have been eaten away and the surface of the earth has

been, in many ways, perceptibly and measurably altered

during an ascertained number of centuries. But it is

found that these changes are too minute, too limited and

too uncertain, to afford the basis of even an approximate

measurement of the time required for those grand mutations

of sea and land, those contortions of rocky strata many
thousands of feet thick, those upheavals of mountain-

chains and that elaborate modelling of the surface into

countless hills and valleys, with long inland escarpments

and deep rock-bound gorges, which form the most promi-

nent and most universal characteristics of the earth's

superficial structure. Another deficiency in this mode of

measurement arises from the fact, now universally ad-

mitted, that the record of past changes is excessively

imperfect, so that even if we could estimate with tolerable

accuracy the time required to deposit and upheave the

series of strata of which we have any knowledge ; still that

estimate would only represent an unknown proportion,

perhaps a minute fraction of the whole time which has

elapsed since the strata began to be formed.

But there is another class of geological phenomena

which enable us to measure those very gaps in the

record of which we have just spoken, and it is now
generally admitted that the continual change of the

forms of animal and vegetable life which each succeed-

ing formation presents to us, affords the best means of

estimating the proportionate length of geological epochs.

Though we have no reason to think that this change

was at all times effected by a uniform and regular pro-

cess
;
yet believing, as we now do, that it was due to the

action of a vast number and variety of natural causes

acting and reacting on each other, according to fixed

general laws, it seems probable that, with much local and

temporary irregularity, there has been on the whole a

considerable degree of uniformity in the rate at which

organic forms have become modified. It may indeed be the

case that this rate of variation has continually increased

or diminished from the first appearance of life upon the

earth until the present day, or has been subject to

temporary changes ; but so long as we have no proof that

such was the case, we shall be safer in considering that the

change has been tolerably uniform.

To measure geological time, therefore, all we reqiure is

a trustworthy unit of measurement for the change of

species : but this is exactly what we have not yet been able

to get ; for the whole length of the historical period has
not produced the slightest perceptible change in any living

thing in a state of nature. Moreover, though, the much
longer time that has elapsed since the Neolithic or Newer
Stone age, has been sufficient for some changes of physical

geography and has, to some extent, altered the distribution

of animals and plants, it has not effected any alteration in

their form. It is only when we get back to the Pakeolithic

or Older Stone age, when men used chipped flints for

weapons and Europe was, probably, either just emerg-
ing from the severity of the glacial epoch, or in some of the

intercalated milder periods, that we meet w^th a decided
change in the forms of life. Elephants and rhinoceroses,

bears, lions and hyenas then inhabited Europe ; but they
were nearly all of species slightly different from any now
existing, while the reindeer, the musk-sheep, the lemming
and some other animals, were the same as those that still

live in the Arctic regions : all the mollusca, however, were
identical with living species. In the newer Pliocene

Crag, on the other hand, which seems to have been
deposited just as the glacial epoch was coming on, there

are 1 1 per cent, of extinct species of shells and about 55
per cent, of extinct mammalia. What we want, therefore,

is to be able to estimate, by means of the physical changes
before alluded to, the time since the beginning or the end
of the glacial epoch. Then we should have the unit we
require for measuring geological time by the repeated

changes in the forms of life as we go further and further

back into the past; but before showing how this may per-

haps be done, something must be said about physical and
astronomical determinations of the age of our globe.

A few years ago, Sir \V. Thomson startled geologists by
placing a liinit to the time at their disposal, which they had
been in the habit of regarding as practically infinite. He
showed, from the known laws of heat and the conservation

ofenerg)', that there are determinable limits to the age
of the sun. Then, applying the same principles to the

earth, he showed that, from the known increase of heat

towards its interior and from experiments on the rate of

cooling of various rocks, it cannot have existed in a

habitable state for more than about one hundred million

years. It is within that time, therefore, that the whole series

of geological changes, the origin and development of all

forms of life, must be comprised. But, geologists had
been accustomed to demand a much vaster period than this

for the production of the series of fossiliferous deposits in

the crust of the earth ; while the researches of Mr. Darwin
render it almost certain that, however vast the time since

the Silurian and Cambrian epochs, yet anterior to these,

at least an equal, and probably a much longer, series of

ages must have elapsed since life first appeared upon the

earth, in order to allow for the slow development of the

varied and highly organised forms which we find in exist-

ence at those early epochs. Sir Charles Lyell is not dis-

posed to admit the accuracy of these calculations, and
Professor Huxley has criticised them in detail, with a view

of showing that they are, in many respects, unsound
;

while Mr. CroU as strenuously maintains that they are

sound in principle and accurate within certain limits.

We have now to consider the bearing of Astronomy
upon the problem. In a series of admirable papers in

the Philosophical Magazine, Mr. Croll has fully discussed
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the question, how far variations in the excentricity of

the earth's orbit, together with the precession of the

equinoxes, have produced variations of chmate in past

ages. He has endeavoured to show that the date of

the last glacial epoch and those preceding, may be deter-

mined by such considerations. With this view he has

laboriously calculated tables showing the amount of

excentricity for a period of three million years, at intervals

of 10,000 years for a large portion of that time, and 50,000

for the remainder. These tables show that the amount of

excentricity is alternately great and small at intervals of

50,000 or 100,000 years, as represented with sufficient

accuracy in the diagram, which I have constructed by

ineans of his figures. Owing to the precession of the equi-

noxes, combined with the revolution of the apsides, either

pole will be presented towards the sun (constituting

summer in that hemisphere and winter in the opposite

one) at a different point in the earth's orbit on each

succeeding year, the motion being such as to cause a

complete revolution in 21,000 years. If, therefore, at any

one period, winter in the northern hemisphere occurs

when the earth is nearest the sun or in perihelion (as is

the case now), in 10,500 years it will occur in aphelion
;

at the one period the winters will be shorter and warmer,

at the other longer and colder. When the excentricity

is great (say two, three, or four times what it is now),

million years probably includes a large portion of the tertiary

period, which therefore should have mainly consisted of

alternations of warm and cold climates in each hemi-

sphere, the latter generally forming true glacial epochs.

This seems the legitimate deduction from Mr. Croll's

reasoning and from the tables of excentricity with which

he has furnished us ; but, as he very justly argues, we

cannot expect to find geological evidence of all these

changes of climate. The warm and temperate periods

will naturally leave the best records, while the cold epochs

will generally be characterised only by an absence of

organic remains. Besides, we must consider 10,500 years

as a very small fragment of time in geology and we have

good reason for thinking that several such periods might

pass away without the occurrence of those exceptional

conditions which Mr. Darwin and Sir C. Lyell have

shown to be necessary for the preservation of any geological

record. As to physical proofs of ice-action, very few

could survive the repeated denudations, upheavals and

subsidcncies, which the surface must have undergone

since any of the earlier glacial epochs ; so that it may be

fairly argued that these repeated changes of climate may

have occurred and yet have left no distinct record by

which the geologist could interpret their history.

Throughout the whole of his argument, Mr. Croll

considers astrnnomical causes to be the most important

.07a

k/'

ZJdiUion Years,.

Mr. Croll shows tliat, from the known laws of heat

in reference to air and water, winter in aphelion will

lead to an accumulation of snow, in the polar regions,

which the summer will not be able to melt. This will

go on increasing for many thousand years, till winter occurs

near the perihelion, Avhen the snow will be melted and

transferred to the opposite pole. When the excentricity

was very great a glacial epoch would occur in each hemi-

sphere for more or less than 10,500 years, the other portion

of the period of 21,000 years being occupied by an almost

perpetual spring,with two transition periods from that to the

glacial epoch. By examining the diagram of excentricity,

we see that during the last three million years there have

been more than twelve periods of great excentricity, each

long enough to admit two or three, and several of them

eight or ten, complete revolutions of the equinoctial points,

thus sufficing for the production of not less than fifty or

sixty glacial epochs in each hemisphere, with intervening

phases of perpetual spring or summer.

The diagram also shows us (and this is of very great

importance) that the present amount of excentricity is

exceptionally small. During the last three million years

there have only been five occasions, always of very short

duration, when it has been less than it is now, while

periods of high excentricity have often lasted for two

hundred thousand years at a time. This period of three

MN. -

and effective agents in modifying climate, while .Sir

Charles Lyell maintains that the distribution of land

and water, with their action on each other by influencing

marine and aerial currents, are of prepondering import-

ance. He has certainly shown that these causes have an

immense influence at the present time. The eflects

which, on Mr. CroU's theory, ought to be produced by the

existing phase of precession combined with even the small

amount of excentricity that now exists, is not only neu-

tralised, but actually reversed by terrestrial causes. Dove
has shown that the whole earth is really warmer when it

is furthest from the sun in June, than when it is nearest in

December, a fact which is to be explained by the northern

hemisphere (turned toward the sun in June) having so

much more land than the southern. So, the northern

hemisphere being three millions of miles nearer the sun in

winter than in summer, while the southern hemisphere is

the reverse, the northern winter ought to be warmer and
the northern summer cooler than the southern ; but this,

too, is the opposite of the fact, for the southern summer is

more than 11' Fahr. cooler than ours, while its winter is

nearly 5° Fahr. warmer. The immense differences of

temperature of places in the same latitude, sometimes

amounting to nearly 30° Fahr., can also be traced, in

almost every instance, to the distribution of land and

water and of winds and currents. Sir Charles Lyell further
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argues that the existing distribution of land is so extremely
irregular—such an undue proportion being near the poles,

while there is such a deficiency at the equator and in

the south temperate zone— that whatever ditiferences may
liave occurred in past time, they can hardly fail to have often

been such as to cause a more uniform climate. Therefore he
believes that if the poles were tolerably free from land, so as

to admit of the uninterrupted circulation of the warmer equa-
torial waters and to afford no lodgment for great accumula-
tions of snow and ice, a glacial epoch would be impossible

c\en during the most extreme phases of excentricity.

We have now much evidence to show that three distinct

modifications in physical geography occurred just before or

during the Glacial epoch, which would each tend to lower the

temperature. The first is the submergence of the Sahara,

which would have caused the southerly winds to be charged
with aqueous vapour, condensing on the Alps into snow in-

stead of being, as now, dry and heatedand acting powerfully

to melt the glaciers. The second is the submergence of

Lapland, which would have admitted the cold iceberg-laden

\\aters of the Arctic Sea into the very heart of Europe.
The third is the probable submergence of part of Central

America, causing the Gulf Stream to be diverted into the

Pacific. The only proof of this is the fact that one-third

of the known species of marine fishes are absolutely

identical on the two sides of the isthmus of Panama; but
it is impossible to conceive any means b)- which such an
amount of identity could have been brought about except

by a recent, if only a temporary, communication. A sub-

sidence and elevation no greater than what occurred in

Wales about the same time—as proved by Arctic shells of

existing species in drift 1,300 feet above the sea—would
have effected the communication by a broad and deep
channel. Now if any two of these changes of physical

geography occurred together, we may be sure that a very

small increase of excentricity would have led to a more
severe glacial epoch than would be possible, under existing

conditions, with a much larger excentricity. We must
keep this in mind when attempting to fix the most pro-

bable date for the last glacial epoch. A. R. WALLACE

FARADA V
The Life and Letters of Faraday. By Dr. Bence Jones.

Two vols. 8vo. (Longmans, 1869.)

T F none but Apelles was fit to paint Alexander, where
shall we find a biographer worthy of Faraday ?

Shortly after his death, many sketches of his character

and work appeared, among which that of Ue la Rive may
be specially mentioned. These were succeeded by Tyn-
dall's two Friday evening discourses on " Faraday as a

Discoverer," which were afterwards embodied in an ad-

mirable little book. But a more complete biography was
wanted, and the question was frequently asked, " Who
understood him sufficiently well to draw his portrait?"

Eventually it was rumoured that the materials had been
placed in the hands of Dr. Bence Jones. First there

appeared an unusually long obituary notice in the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society, consisting of little else

than a catalogue of the papers published, lectures deli-

vered, reports written and honours won by the great

philosopher in each year during half a century ; showing
that Dr. Jones had a rare collection of interesting docu-

ments, so as to whet our appetite for the coming work.

Now it is before us-—" The Life and Letters of Faraday "

—in two goodly octavo volumes.

The preface tells us what we are to expect : not a com-
plete likeness either of the man or of the philosopher ; but
a kind of " autobiography "—for, as the author truly says,
'' front his letters, his laboratory note-books, his lecture-

books, his Trinity-house and other manuscripts, I have
arranged the materials for a memorial of Faraday in the
simplest order, with the least connecting matter." The
ver)- abundance of that material was a source of embar-
rassment, and the necessity for omissions seems to have
been felt more strongly as the work advanced ; so that
while very nearly half the first volume is devoted to three

years of Faraday's life—when he was between twenty and
twenty-three years of age and before his "earlier scientific

education at the Royal Institution " commenced—the latter

years of his life are so rapidly passed over, that some of

his latest scientific work—for instance, the adjustment of
apparatus in lighthouses—is not even alluded to.

An autobiography has great advantages, especially when
it is, as in this instance, an unconscious one ; but it is not
without its defects. It gives a picture only from one
point of view, and Faraday was too modest always to do
himself justice. We want to know what impressions other
people formed of him, and those who have enjoyed his

company would wish to find, in the book, some reflex of

his own brightness, some of those characteristic anecdotes
which are told in scientific circles. The best, almost the

only sketch of this kind in the book, is by one of liis

nieces. Miss Reid, who gives charming details of her
uncle's treatment of her when a little girl, and of his

habits both at work and play. Tyndall's book, though
professing to describe Faraday only as a discoverer, gives

a far more vivid impression of the man. I propose at

some time to w-rite down my own reminiscences of him
;

but at present there is not room to deal with more than
the way in which he is presented to the world in the " Life

and Letters."

The career of Michael Faraday was marked by stead)'

progress rather than by strikmg events ; there were few
changes in his life save such as rose naturally from his

increasing knowledge and ever-growing fame. We find

him born in London in 1791, of poor parents, taught little

more than the rudiments of reading, writing, and arith-

metic ;
beginning active life as an errand-boy at a

bookseller's in Blandford Street, and shortly afterwards

apprenticed to a bookbinder. Here, however, we see him
taking every opportunity of gaining knowledge, making
experiments in natural science, and presently, on intro-

ducing himself to the notice of Davy, obtaining the post

of assistant in the laboratory of the Royal Institution.

That was in March 1813. His travels with Sir Humphrey
about the Continent, for a year and a half, are minutely

described in copious extracts from his diary and his

letters home : we see here how he came into contact with

many other bright intellects, and learned what to copy
and what to avoid. In 1816, at the City Philosophical

.Society, he gave his first lecture, and, in the Quarterly

foitriial of Science, he published his first paper

—on native caustic lime— the beginning, in each case,

of a series which for many years delighted and
instructed his contemporaries. In 1821 commenced his

happy domestic life, through his marriage with Miss Sarah
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Barnard. Immediately afterwards he became a member

of the Sandemanian Church, in which eventually he held

the office of elder, and frequently preached. When he was

appointed Director of the L.aboratory at the Royal Insti-

tution, in 1825, his first act was to invite the members to

evening meetings with experimental demonstrations, thus

commencing the Friday evening discourses, while in the

same year he started the juvenile lectures at Christmas.

Eight years afterwards he was appointed FuUerian Pro-

fessor of Chemistry. He continued to discharge these

various duties at Albemarle Street till failing health

rendered it impossible. During this time we see Faraday

working often for the Government and regularly for the

Trinity House, while the researches in his laboratory were

never intermitted, except through illness. To enumerate

his investigations here would be out of the question, but

was desired by the great as well as by the wise of the

earth. He received unsought no fewer than ninety-five

honorary titles and marks of merit, while both the Royal

Society and the Royal Institution in vain requested him
to become their president.

The book consists in a great measure of Faraday's own
words ; to a few intimate friends, as Mr. B. Abbott,

Huxtable, his wife, Schonbein, and De la Rive, both father

and son, he poured out his thoughts in a rich stream.

From these various writings it is very tempting to make
extracts. Here are two or three :

—

"The philosopher should be a man willing to listen to

every suggestion, but determined to judge for himself.

He should not be biassed by appearances ; have no

favourite hypothesis ; be of no school and, in doctrine,

h -ve no master. He should not be a respecter of persons,

FARADAY S KOOM AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION

all Students of science will remember something of what he

accomplished in the liquefaction of gases, the preparation

of steel and optical glass, the ventilation of lighthouses,

and, especially, that magnificent series of researches in

electricity which extended from 1831 to 1855, comprising

the induction of electric currents, the evolution of electri-

city from magnetism, the explanation of the voltaic pile,

with the definiteness of electro-chemical decomposition,

the influence of magnetism on a ray of polarised light,

diamagnetism, the polarity of bismuth and other crystal-

line bodies, the effect of heat on magnetic force, as well

as the mutual relation of these various powers of nature.

These discoveries were made known principally in the
" Philosophical Transactions,'' extending his reputation so

much that, though living in great simplicity, his friendship

but of things. Truth should be his primary object. If to

these qualities be added industry, he may indeed hope

to walk within the veil of the Temple of Nature."

" When a mathematician engaged in investigating

physical actions and results, has arrived at his own
conclusions, may they not be expressed in common
language as fully, clearly, and definitely as in mathe-

matical formulas .' If so, would it not be a great boon

to such as we to express them so—translating them out

of their hieroglyphics that we also might work upon them

by experiment .'' I think it must be so, because I have

always found that you could convey to me a perfectly

clear idea of your conclusions, which, though they may
give me no full understanding of the steps of your process,

gave me the results, neither above nor below the truth,
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and so clear in character that I can think and work for

them."
" I do think that the study of natural science is so

glorious a school for the mind, that with the laws im-

pressed on all created things by the Creator and the

wonderful unity and stability of matter and the forces of

matter, there cannot be a better school for the education

of the mind."

his imagination,—as a man, truthfulness, kindness, and
energy. He speaks also of the great influence of

religion on his character.

To fortii a complete conception of Faraday we must
picture him calmly, patiently, and honestly asking questions

of nature in his laboratory, and following up the intui-

tions of his genius ; now chatting with his friends in a
strain of kindly sympathy or genial playfulness, then
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BOOKSELLERS SHOP IN BLANDFORD STREET WHERE FARADAY WAS AffRENTICED

For giving us this correspondence we owe no small

debt of gratitude to Dr. Bence Jones, who has also enriched

the biography by letters which Faraday received on

various occasions from many eminent men. In conclu-

sion he enumerates what he conceives to be the chief

characteristics of the subject of his memoir : as a philo-

sopher, the trust which he put in facts, and the power of

giving forth the results of his own or others' discoveries

to large and rivetted audiences with perfect simplicity of

thought and language ; experimenting before them v.ith

marvellous dexterity ; writing learned papers and invent-

ing useful applications; but ever enriching mankind both

by the wealth of his discoveries and the beauty of his

e.\ample.
J. H. Gladstone

OUR BOOK SHELF
Sorghum and its Products.

—

An Account of recent Inves-
tigations concerning the Value of Sorghum in Sugar
Production, Hir'c. &-v. By F. L. Stewart. (Lippencott :

Philadelphia. 8vo. 1869. London : Triibner.)

Mr. Stewart informs us that sorghum was introduced
in 1S54 into the United States from France, whither it

had been carried from China. It is now grown on a

large scale and quite successfully, in North America.
The little treatise now before us is intended as a manual
for the manufacture of syrup and sugar from this plant :

the author has divided his work into thirty chapters,

treating consecutively of the history and cultivation of the

sorghum, the extraction of sugar from it and the mode
of utilising the various waste products obtained.

Mr. Stewart's manual may be read with interest, not

only by manufacturers— who will find it most practically

written—but by all who feel a pleasure in the success of

economic chemistry. The author does not, however,
carry his description so far as the final stage of a finished

process. He seems to hax'e contented himself with writing

merely for farmers of about 75 acres, and instructing them
how to prepare on their own land " a golden syrup, unex-
celled either in colour or flavour by the best products of

the refineries" (p. 153), or " a fair yellow sugar." This is

not the proper condition of a great national industry. The
successful manufacture of sugar, indeed, can hardly be

attained without the concentrated effort of a large capital,

aided, even then, by considerable special knowledge. The
class of cultivators described by the author would consult
their own advantage by contenting themselves with the
humbler office of contributing the raw material.

Vegetable Essences.

—

Die Pflanzenstoffe in cheniischer
physiologischer, pharmakologischer, and toxicolo-

gischer Hinsicht. Bearbeitct von Dr. Aug. Huscn:aim
und Dr. Theod. Husemann. Erste Liefcrung ; Bogen
1— 16. (Berlin: Springer, 1870, London : Williams
and Norgate.)

The first section of an important work on those products
of the vegetable kingdom which are of importance to the

chemist, the physiologist, and the physician. These
substances the MM. Husemann classify as follows :— A,
Simple combinations

;
(i) Bases or alkaloids

; (2) Acids,

both those of general distribution and those of specir^.l

development ; (3) Neutral substances, with the same
distinction. B, Compound substances

;
(i) Volatile oils

;

(2) Resins
; (3) Fats. In each section the substances are

arranged under the natural orders to which the plants

belong ; and we have an account of their discovery, mode
of preparation, properties, composition, products of

decomposition, behaviour with various reagents, and
physiological and toxological effects. The present part

does not exhaust the alkaloids. A. W. B.
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ON THE DAILY LABOURING FORCE OF THE
HUMAN HEART

U.

IT remains for me to explain the manner in which the

two elements of the calculation of the daily labouring

force of the heart (seep. 255) have been ascertained. These

elements are, the capacity of the left ventricle of the heart,

and the hydrostatical pressure of the blood inside the

xcntricle at each pulse.

The average capacity of the left ventricle is ascertained

by Irlling it with melted wax, at a pressure equivalent

to that of 9 ft. vertical, of blood ; and afterwards weigh-

ing the solidified wax cast of the ventricle and com-

paring its weight with that of a known volume of

the same wax. In this manner, it has been found that the

average capacity of the left ventricle does not differ much
from 3 ounces.

In the unavoidable absence of any direct experiment on

the hydrostatical pressure of the blood in human arteries,

we are obliged to have recourse to indirect methods of

estimating its amount. The first attempt made by me
was the following :—On the 22nd of March, 1S63, I had

an opportunity of witnessing the removal of a large fibro-

cellular tumour from the left groin of a middle-aged, large

sized man, in the operating theatre of the Meath Hospital.

In the course of the operation, the external epigastric

artery (which appeared enlarged to feed the tumour) was

divided, and before it could be ligatured, strong jets of

blood were thrown from it in various directions about the

floor of the theatre. I noticed, as the poor fellow struggled

on the operating table, that the jets of blood fell short, or

enjoyed a longer range, according to the angle of elevation

of the orifice of the bleeding artery, and that there was a

certain maximum range on the floor of the theatre, which

was not exceeded. Having afterwards measured the

vertical height of the bleeding artery, and the horizontal

distance of the squirts of blood corresponding to the

maximum range, I found them to be 3 ft. 6 in. and 8 ft.

respectively. From these data, I readily calculated (by

the parabolic theory of maximum range of projectiles on a

descending inclined plane) the velocity of the blood issuing

from the orifice of the artery, and found it to be I2'905 ft.,

corresponding to an hydrostatical pressure of 2'586 ft.

This result, although of great value, leaves us still in

ignorance of the hydrostatical pressure of the blood in-

side the arteries when they are intact ; for, owing to the

wonderful perfection of the mechanism of the heart, its

force of contraction is exactly regulated by the resist-

ance it is compelled to overcome, and as soon as a

l.uge artery is opened, the heart instinctively feels that

the resistance is lessened, and spontaneously reduces its

force of contraction, to correspond with the diminished

resistance of the circulation. The beneficial effects of

this reiTiarkable property of the heart, in the case of

v.ounded arteries, are evident, for its reduced force of

contraction greatly diminishes the loss of blood.

Dr. Hales, in the course of his H;\;mastatics, remarks

that the blood did not spout much higher than 2 feet from

tlie wounded artery of the horse, although the pressure

inside the arteries, when the circulation is complete,

exceeded 9 feet of blood. The difference in the force of

the heart in the two cases arises from the resistance

olTered by the capillary circulation.

We find ourselves, therefore, obliged to estimate the

force of the ha:mastatical pressure in the human arteries,

not by direct experiment, but by the following indirect

reasoning.

The experiments of Poiseuille on the discharge of

liquids through capillary tubes, prove that the resistance

offered by such tubes is directly proportional to the length

of the tubes and inversely proportional to the squares of

their cross sections.

The quantity of liquid discharged by a capillary tube
in a given time is inversely proportional to this resistance,

and may be expressed by the following formula :

—

= A x^'-f-

In this expression O denotes the quantity of liquid dis-

charged in a given time, A is a constant, h denotes the

charge or hydrostatical pressure, and d and / are the

diameter and length of the capillary tube.

Now, there is reason to believe that in animals, similar

in bulk, the arrangement and structure of the capillaries

are such that the ratio of the squares of their cross sections

to the total lengths of the capillaries is practically con-

stant, as may be proved from the following comparison
of the sheep and dog. The left ventricle of a sheep's

heart, according to Hales, contains r85 cubic inches, and
its pulse beats 65 times in a minute;. the Cfuantity of

blood passing through its capillaries in a given time being
obviously proportional to the product of these two quan-
tities. The hiemastatical pressure in the arteries of the

sheep (Hales) is 6'46 feet of blood.

If we bring to the left hand side of equation (i) the

quantities depending on capillary resistance, we find

, d' O 1-85x65

The number thus found is to be regarded as the capillary

coefficient of the sheep. The average of the capacities of

the left ventricles of six dogs measured by Dr. Hales,

was o'954 cubic inches ; and the average htcmastatical

pressure in the arteries of sixteen dogs, was 475 ft. of

blood ; while the pulse of the dog beats ninety-seven times

in the minute, on an average. Hence we can obtain the

capillary coefficient of the dog,

ti* Q 0-954 X 97AX7- = j =
475

19-6.

The sheep and dog differ from each other, as much as

man and the horse do, in size of heart and rate of pulse
;

they also differ in hiemastatical pressure
; yet, notwith-

standing these differences, the capillary coefficient depend-
ing on them all, comes out to be nearly the same in both
animals.

The capillary coefficient of the horse is double that of
the sheep and dog, showing that the resistance to circula-

tion in the horse is only half that of the smaller animals.

The left ventricle of the horse contains 10 cubic inches,

the rate of pulse is 36 beats in a minute, and the average
hxmastatical pressure is 9-14 ft. of blood. Hence we
find for the capillary coefficient in the horse

/+ 10 X 36- '
- - 39-3-A X

/ 9-14

I now assume that the capillary coefficient in man is the

same as in the horse ; or, in other words, that man bears
to the horse, in regard to blood circulation, the same
relation as the dog bears to the sheep.

On this assumption, the haimastatical pressure in the

human arteries may be thus found. The human heart

has a capacity, in its left ventricle, when in action, of 3
ounces, or 5-2 cubic inches, and beats 75 times in a
minute. Solving equation (i) for //, we fincl

O

Substituting for O, the product of the capacity of the ven-

tricle and rate of pulse ; and for the capillary coefficient,

its value in the horse, we obtain

h =
5-2 X 75

39'3
= 9-923 ft. of blood.

This is the hjemastatical pressure used in the preceding
paper on the force of the heart.

Samuel Haughton
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ T/ie Editor does not hold liimsdf responsible for opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. A^o notice is taken of anonymous
I commutiications.\

Scientific Queries

Mav I venture to ask you, or one of your readers, for infornia.-

lion on the following points :

—

1. What is Le Verrier's Law of Storms ?

2. What the latest state of our knowledge regarding the
pecuhar changes undergone by the Mexican Axolotls during their

nretamorphoses ? Have changes, similar to those observed in 1S66
by Dumeril been noticed in the Zoological Gardens or elsewhere?
Have any observations regarding generation in the so-called

Pereniobranchiates been made on any other animals besides the
Axolotl and the Siredon ?

3. Where can I find any account of the earliest obser\'ations

on the peculiar nesting arrangements of the Hornbills, as described
l)y Wallace ? 1 see that Captain Layard has sent a note on this

subject to the Zoological Society, but I have no means of ascer-

taining what he states.

4. In a lecture published by Blanchard in the Re-jue des Cours
Siientijiques a few months ago, on the Progress of Natuial His-
tory in the Departments of France (excludmg Paris), I see that

a medal has been lately awarded to M. Lespes for his entomologi-
cal researches. Are these recent researches, or are they those
described several years ago by Mr. (now Sir John) Lubbock in

the Natural History Re-ciew ?

5. Is it not the general opinion of your readers that Sir John
Lubbock would confer a great favour on those who possess the
first edition of his PreJiistoric Times, by i")ublishing in the form of
a pamphlet the chief additions which are introduced i)Uo his

second edition ? F. K. S.

Haze and Dust

Dr. Tyndall, in his lecture upon Haze and Dust, says "that
if a physician wishes to hold back from the lungs of his patient,

I

or from his own, the germs by which contagious disease is said
to be propagated, he will employ a cotton-wool respirator ;

"

and, further on, " time will decide whether in lung diseases also
the woollen respirators cannot abate irritation, if not arrest decay."
May I ask if there is any necessity for the unsightly respirators

one sees over the mouths of people during the winter months
nnd cold evenings? Has not Nature already provided us with
an efficient one—one which, on experiment, will doubtless prove
to be quite astrastworthy as the artificial one, withoutany of its in-

conveniences ? I refer to the hair-sieve with which the sinuosities

of the nasal passages are supplied ; the hairs besetting its path
freeing the indrawn air from contaminating particles of dust, whilst
it is effectually warmed in its inward passage.

That the air is thus filtered might, I think, be ocularly demon-
strated by inhaling exclusively through the nostrils, and then
expiring through the glass tube, when the floating matter will be
found absent, having been arrested in the nose ; I suggest this

experiment, because, from the eminent professor applying a
1 handful of wool to his mouth and nose, I infer that he did not

I
give his natural respirator a fair chance of showing its capabi-
lities.

Apart from the use of respirators, en passant, I may perhaps
be allowed to echo the opinion of our best medical men in saying
that the mouth is not the organ for respiration ; if it were, sliomkl

\\ e not find the olfactory nerves developed there also ? By
respiring through the mouth you do not properly exercise your

I

sense of smell, you allow the hairs lining the nasal cavities to

dwindle away and become suppressed through non-use, and
finally, you clog up the minute tubercles of the lungs with all

kinds of rotten matter.

It is a well-known fact, that people who habitually breathe
through the nose are less liable to inlectious diseases and pulmo-
nary complainls, one very common benefit derived by such who
sleep with the mouth closed, is that they never awake with the
painful and disagreeable sensation produced by a parched throat
and cracked lips. This may be a small matter, but I think it is

deserving of attention. When we break Nature's laws we must
pay the penalty. A. L.

The Solution of the Nile Problem

I HAVE read with much pleasure Mr. Keith Johnston's
remarks in your impression of the 27th ult. on the subject of
Dr. Livingstone's explorations, not only because they manifest

an intimate acquaintance with the general physical features of
the field of inquiry and a proper estimate of the merits of the
question

;
but because they help to establish the correctness of

my opinion, that the Chambeze and its lakes belong to the Nile
system, and not to that of the Congo. I have only to explain
that, in my letter of December ist (Nature, No. 9), I did not
" give the opinion that the river which forms the main part of
the great traveller's latest discoveries is the head stream of the
Nile,'' but merely said that it "joins "

it.

(_)n the question of levels your correspondent is substantially

correct, and if he will look to the Illustrated Travels of the 1st

inst., he will see how far I agree with him. From Dr. Livingstone's
statements it appears that the general drainage level of the
basin of the Chambeze does not exceed 3,000 feet ; and it is not
improbable that in the passage of the waters northwards on the
west side of Tanganyika, they fall two or even three hundred
feet lower, so as to descend nearly if not entirely to the level of
the Albert Nyanza. But even if this be the case, I fail to see
how the difference in height, however small, " could not gi\'e a
sufficient lowness to the latter lake (Albert Nyanza) to allow
this river (Chambeze) to flow down to it through the five degrees of
latitude which separate them." The levels of the Lakes Liemba,
Tanganyika, and Albert Nyanza—of which the first is in about
10° S. lat. and the last has its northern end in about 3° N. kit.

—

are respectively c//yi7 2,Soo, 2,844, ^'"1 -.7-° feet; and as the
continuity of these three bodies of water is assumed by Mr. Keith
Johnston, it follows that there is here a virtual dead level ex-
tending over not five, but thirteen degrees of latitude, or 7S0
geographical miles ! If then it is possible for the waters of Lake
Liemba, the head of Livingstone's "eastern line of drain.age,"

to flow into the Albert Nyanza, it is equally possible for those
of the Chambeze and its lakes, forming that traveller's central

line of drainage, to do so.

In his last letter from Ujiji, Dr. Livingstone says that " the
western and central lines of drainage converge into an unvisited
lake west or south-west of this "—that is to say, situated in the
unexplored regions west of Tanganyika, in the north-north-west
direction in which he saw the Lualaba (as he calls the lower
course of the Chambeze) flowing, after it had emerged from the
crack in the mountains of Rua, north of Lake Moero. This
"unvisited lake" is evidently the Lake Chowambe of the
traveller's former communications, which by his now calling

Baker's Albert Nyanza by the name of " Nyigi Chowambe," he
would seem to identify with it. But this is quite consistent with
Baker's own statement, that, to the south of about 1° 30' S. lat.,

the Albert Nyanza "turns suddenly to the west, in which
direction its extent is unknown."

"Albert Nyanza," "Nyigi Chowambe," and this "unvisited
lake west or south-west of Ujiji," are, therefore, one continuous
body of water, which, being on the lowest level of all, must
form not merely the "western line of drainage," but the maiit
drainage ot the upper Nile Basin ; and as, on its eastern side, it

is the recipient of the waters of the lakes Victoria Nyanza and
Tanganyika, so, on its western side, it receives those of the
great lake discovered by Signor Piaggia, with an ele\ation (as I

believe) of four or five thousand feet.

This is entirely in accordance with the opinion I have always
entertained that the water-parting between the basin of the Nile
and those of the rivers flowing into the Atlantic— the Ogowai
the Kuango (Congo), the Kwanza, and the Kunene— is on about
the twentieth meridian of east longitude, as it is, in fact, m.irked
on my maps of " The Basin of the Nile " of 1S49, 1859, and 1864.
The Mossamba range of mountains, situate to the east of the
Portuguese colony of Benguela, on the west coast of Africa,
forms the southern extremity of this Avater-parting, and it

is in these mountains that I find the head of the great
river, which with the Lufira forms Livingstone's " western line

of drainage, " or, as it should be more correctly designated, the
main stream of the Nile. This river is the Kasai, Kassavi, or
Loke, whose sources are in the forests of Quibokoe or Kibokoe,
on these Mossamba Mountains, w ithin 300 miles of the Atlantic
Ocean ; which river was crossed by Dr. Livingstone within
160 or 170 miles of its head, on February 27th, 1854, in his

adventurous journey across the African continent, and is described
by him in page 332 of his "Missionary Travels," and
the lower course of which river was followed down by
the Hungarian traveller, Ladislaus Magyar, in 1850, as far as
about 6' 30' S. lat., where he heard that it fioived eashvard into
Lake " Nhanja"—a statement strikingly in accordance with
Mr. Cooley's assertion, adverted to in my fonner communica-
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tion, that " the drainage of the Cazembe's country is all into the

Nyanza on the east."

The Nile of Egypt, in thus having its source at the opposite side

of tlie conlinent of Africa, within a short distance of that ocean

into which it does not i\ow, only follows an almost general law of

Nature. In the Al/ifUieiiiii of July 22nd, 1865, when commenting

on Sir Samuel Baker's announcement of his discovery of the

Alljert Nyanza, I compared the Nile and its Lakes with the Po
and its Lakes, pointing out how the two rivers have some of

llicir sources in .f«<)?t<i' mountains, not at the extremity hut at the

side of their respective basins. Ur. Livingstone's present dis-

coveries seem to establish the fitness of this comparison, and to

extend it. For as the I'o, who^e exit is in the Adriatic, has its

head sources in the L'otli.an and Maritime Alps, within a few

miles of the Gulf of Genoa ; so, in like manner, the Nile, which

Hows into the Mediterranean, has its he.id on the Mossamba
Muuntains, within 3CK> miles of the Atlantic Ocean.

The spot which 1 liave thus discovered to contain the hitherto

hidden Source of the Nile, and so to reveal

— lliiori c:iusas per scecula t.-inta latentes,

Ignotuiii'-jue caput,

is the most remarkable culminating point and water-parting

of the African Continent, if not of the whole world ; for,

within the space of a degree east and west (between iS° and 19° K.

long. ) and half as much north aad south (between II'' 30' and 12°

S. lat. ) it includes not oidy the head of the mighty Nde, which

runs northwards over one-eighth of the entire circumference of

tlie globe, but likewise tliose of the Kuango, (Congo), the

Kuan/.a and the Kunene Howing westwards ; those of the Kuivi

and the Kubango running to the south ; and that of the Lunge-

bungo having its course eastward and forming the head stream

of the Zambesi. It is, in fact, wdiat I have been endeavouring to

determine since 1846, "the greai /lyiirofi/iylacitim of the con-

tinent of Africa, the central point of division between the waters

flowing to the Mediterranean, to the Atlantic, and to the Indian

(,)ccan'" (Joui^ihil 0/ the Royal C\vgrap/ika/ Sofiety, vol. xvii.

p. 82), as likewise to Lake Nyami, or some otlier depression in

the interior of the continent.

lickcsljourne, Feb. 2 Chari.es Beice

Analogy of Colour and Music—Supernumerary
Rainbows

In what I saw of a recent discussion in your paper as to the

analogy between the colours of light and musical notes, I did

not observe any reference nude to an analogy on this subject,

published, I believe, in 1845, by Prof. Mossotti, of Pisa. The
analogy is pointed out at the end of a paper concerning the dif-

fraction spectrum. This spectrum, the disposition of the colours

in which depends solely on the wave-lengths, has its point of

maximum brightness in the middle, which in this spectrum is

occupied by a shade of colour rather nearer to the line E than

D. Fig. I represents the positions of the lines in the diffraction

spectrum ; and fig. 2 represents the spectrum formed by refrac-

tion through a certain Hint glass prism which belonged to Fraun-
hoffer. The oixlinate of the curve which is drawn above eacli

spectrum represents the intensity of the light at eacli place ol

that spectrum. The curve drawn above fig. 2 is that due to

Fraunhoffer's actual observations with tlie prism above referred

to. The intensity of the light in the neigh'bourliood of the prin-

cipal lines is given by him by the following numbers :

—

B C D E F G H
•032 094 -64 -48 'ibS '031 •0055

These intensities were determined by comparison with the light

of a lamp placed at various distances. It is hard to say, however,
what physical and physiological facts are included in these numbers.

Tlie curve given in fig. I is constructed by Mossotti analyti-

cally, on a principle which amounts to this :—He takes hold of

the spectrum in fig. 2, and shifts it so that the fixed lines come
into the positions of fig. I, and decreases or increases the ordi-

nate representing the brightness in the neighbourhood of each

fixed line in exactly the proportion that the spectrum has been
expanded or contracted in the neighbourhood of that line. The
change of place of portions of colour not in the immediate
neighbourhood of one of these lines is regulated by a formula

founded on a certain physical investigation of Mossotti's as to

the dependence of the refraction index upon the wave-length,

which formula has its constants determined by the method of

least squares, so as to represent with suificient accuracy the truth

at tlie fixed lines.

Following a method similar to that adopted by Newton,
Mossotti supposes the spectrum in fig. I to be bent round the

complete circumference of a circle, and he finds that if .r be the

wave-length in miUionths of a millimetre at a point distant by
an arc whose circular measure is .r, from tlie brightest portion of

the spectrum, then x is given for the fixed lines with sufficient

accuracy by the formula

a- = 553-5 + 184-5 ^,

extending this formula to the ends of the spectrum, it constrains

the longest wave-length to be 73S, and the shortest 369niillionths

of a millimetre. 'I'his result Mossotti regards as sufficiently

near the actual wave-lengths of the extremities of the spectrum.

The longest and shortest wave-lengths taken in conjunction
with the wave-lengths of the biightest part of the diffraction

spectrum and of the fixed lines B c u E F i; 11 form ten wave-
lengths, w-hich Mossotti thus compares with the notes of the

diatonic scale :—

73S

73S

The first line represents the number of vibrations necessary to

in-oduce tlie notes of the diatonic scale. The numbers in the

second line have the same ratio as the numbers in the first, and
therefore the tlenominators of these fractions represent the wave-
lengths of the respective notes. The third line represents the

lengths in millionths of a millimetre of the waves corresponding
to the lines respectively placed under them.

I need not here give any opinion as to the utility or inutility of

such analogies, but I shall be glad if this letter should call the

attentic'U ol any of your reatlers to tlie remarkable symmetry of
the diffiaclion -.[lectriun, which is in fact Nature's own graphical

method of exliiliiiing the numerical wave-lengths wliich corre-

spond to eacli part of the spectrum.
Trinity College, Cambritlge, Feb. 9 James Stuakt

In your journal of January 20lh Mr. Grove has honoured my
little note on *' Colour aiul Music" by a letter on the subject, in

which attention is directed to a rainbow, or series of rainbows,
luithiii the primary. Mr. Grove asks if a description of this

phenomenon has been published, and whether the effect may
not be a repetition of the colours ol the spectrum after the
manner surmised liy Sir John Ilerschel. I will endeavour as

briefly as possilile to reply to these inquiries.

So far as I can trace, the mention of inner or " supemumerary"
bows first occurs in the Phil. Trans, for 1722, p. 241. It is

there described by a Dr. Langwith,who had seen the phenomenon
no less than four times in the course of that year. On one occa-
sion it was so favourably seen, and lasted so long, that lie is able

to give the following careful description. L'ndcr the usual

primary bow. Dr. Langwith says, *' was an arch of green, the

upper part of which inclined to bright yellow, the lower lo a
more dusky gieen ; under this were alternately two arches of
reddish purple and two of green, under all a faint appearance of
another arch of purple, which vanished and returned several

times so quick that we could not readily fix our eyes on it."

17
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I do not know if this be similar to that Mr. Grove has seen,

but it evidently corresponds with tlie appearance Mr. Newall

describes in your journal for January 27tli. The next mention

of inner rainbows is in llie Phil. Trans, for 1749, p. 193, when
Mr. Daval, the then secretary of the Royal Society, corroborates,

from his own e.Kperience, Dr. Langwith's description. Dr. Thos.

Voung ne.\t refers to the phenomenon in order to give his e.\plana-

fion of it in the Phil. Trans, for 1S04, and he also twice alludes

to it in his published lectures on Natural Pliilosophy. Further,

at p. 374 of his "Optics," Brewster describes supernumerary

bows that, at ilifferent times, he has seen within the primary

rainbow ; and, also, he mentions an analogous appearance ob-

served without the secondary, a fact previously surmised liy Dr.

\"oung.
^^

An explanation of the plienomenon is first attempted by Dr.

Pemberton (Phil. Trans. 1722), who classes it with the colours of

thin plates, according to the theoiy of "fits." Dr. Young, in

his paper on Pliysical Objects (Phil. Trans. 1S04), disputes Dr.

Pemberton's explanation, and shows that the appearance is

readily explicable by the interference of two pencils of light,

regularly reflected from the posterior surface of the drops of rain.

The drops must, in this case, be between ,Vth and ^Vth of an

inch in diameter. Evening appears to be the time these snper-

lutmerary bows are generally seen, and invariably they are ob-

served beneath the upper part only of the primary bow. Hence,

I presume, the phenomenon is similar to the diffraction colours

seen in the cloud that is precipitated when the first portions of

air are promptly removed from a receiver.

I have, in conclusion, to thank Mr. Gro\e for pointing out,

in his second letter, that the word " correlation " implies too

much when applied to the relationship of colour and music.

" Analogy " is certainly far more appropriate to express what is

merely a parallelism, and not a necessary or complementary

relationship between light and sound.

Woodlands Grove, Isleworth, Jan. 29 W. F. B.\RRETr

P.S.—Since the foregoing letter was written,—which was sent

to your office on the date it bears,—several contributions on the

subject of my "note" have appeared in your journah I will

not now venture to intrude further upon your space, but, with

your permission, shall reply to your other correspondents in a

subsequent letter. W. F. B.

February 12

Sensation and Perception

Having in the Journal ofMental Science tried to show how
Sensation and Intellect are distinguished from each other, allow

me to state, in regard to Dr. Bastian's views on this head, that

Dr. Lockhart Clarke, after a careful review of what has been

written on Sensation, rejects Sir W. Hamilton's statement that

"it is manifestly impossible to discriminate, with any rigour,

sense from intelligence." "Although, in the lowest animals,

there is this apparent identity of sense and intelligence, which

seem as it were to be fused into one common state of conscious-

ness, yet wlien we find thenr in the course of development, either

in the foetus or in the scale of animal life, emerge each in a distinct

and different form out of that common or indifferent state, are

we to ignore the distinction, and assert with Sir W. Hamilton

and others, that sensation is simply a function of the intellect ?

It might with equal reason be maintained that there is no real

difference between any other two organs of the body, because in

the ovum they are developed out ol one homogeneous tissue or

common germinal mass." t According to ^'on Baer's law, it

seems that while in the lower animals sense and intelligence

are fused into one, in the higher they become differentiated,

each having a separate seat. When Dr, Bastian, then,

contends, with the metaphysicians, for the identity of sense

and intelligence, he seems to be reversing the method of

evolution, and going back to the medley out of which well-

defined organs with improved functions were evolved. Pie

would make us believe that as the sense-ganglia become more de-

fined and eliminate the rudiments of intelligence, they assume a

lower function than tliey had before, one not to be distinguished

in kind from that of the excito-motor system previously differ-

entiated. Is this likely ? As to the impossibility of discrimin-

ating sense from intelligence there are the following facts indicat-

^ Sir D.'ivid Brewster, moreover, refers to the occurrence, spoken of by

Mr. Newnll, of a dark-coloured zone between the primary and secondary

l)Ow : a somewhat similar dark fringe is, on a priori grounds, apparently

predicted by Dr. Votmg, at p. 369 of his " Lectures on Natural Philosophy,"

1845 edition.

\ iledical Critic and r'ychotogical Journal, vol, ii. p. 574, et set;.

ing the contrary. Physiology shows that the external object of

the many must be revealed in a seat that is not at the periphery;

but such an object is not an idea or notion; therefore, there is a

maiked distinction between an external object in sense and an

idea of one in intellect. A sense-object may be common to two

distinct sets of ideas, as when it is now interpreted to be a ghost,

now the stump of a tree. A sense-object is antecedent to an

ideal object, for the latter only exists as a representation of the

former. A feeling in sense may cause coughing or sneezing, f.,^.

,

in spite of the veto of the intellect. A feeling in sense may be so

intensely painful as, for the time, to paralyse intellectual energy.

But what about the following argument ? What is known at

first hand is known as it is, for if you say not as it is ; but as it is

not, you imply that it is not known at first hand, but through

something which does not even represent it, which is absuul.

Therefore, as sense and intelligence must be known at first hand,

and, as thus known, are distinguishable from each other in iiiaiiy

respects, pre-eminently, the one as the sphere of objects at first

hand, the other at second hand ; the one as pertaining to the

organic ego, the other to the non-organic ego— each must be

known as it is, not as it is not.

Aberga\eimy. W. G. D.VVIES

Transcendent Space

In Nature for January 13 I was permitted, as it were, to

speak the prologue to the correspondence on "Kant's View of

Space," now happily, if not satisfactorily, closed. I now ask

jjermission to speak the epilogue, in strict reference to the sub-

ject of my first letter.

The most interesting period of incubation in Sir William

Rowan Hamilton's discovery of Quaternions was October 15,

1843. On that day, as he relates in a letter to a friend, he was
walking from his Observatory to Dublin with Lady Hamilton,

when, on reaching Brougham Bridge, he "felt the galvanic cir-

cuit of thought close ; and the sparks %vhich fell from it were the

fundamental equations between i, j, k ; <'jrric//)' «/c/; " as he used

them ever since (AWt/i British AV.-vWc, September, 1866, p. 57).

Two days after he wrote a letter to his friend and coadjutor, Air.

y. T. Graves, a brother of the present Bishop of Limerick, giving

"a most interesting narrative of his transition from Triplets to

Quaternions. It is here that I found, after much search and re-

search, the confirmation of a notion which had floated for years

in my mind, that Hamilton's speculations had borne a very re-

markable relation to Transcendent Space of Four Dimensions.

The letter in question is printed in the supplement to vol. xxv.

(third series) of the I^. E. and D. Philosophical Magazine, and of

late years has escaped the notice of mathematical students, en-

grossed, as many are, in the geometrical and physical applications

of t^uaternions. It seems that after Hamilton had completed

his Theory of Conjugate Functions, he endeavoured to obtain an

.algebra of Pure Space, and for this purpose employed, after the

Germans, the symbol i to express one root of negative unity, and

introduced a new symbol, j, to express another root of negative

unity. Further, he employed an operant, /•; and \\ith these

elements he worked out a theory of Trijilets in which ;
° =7'- = - I

,

and ij= -ji, while k remained ambiguous. Assuming, at length,

that //=/(, andyV= -/, and leaving it still undecided whether

X-= o or not, there dawned on him, as he phrases it, " the notion

that we must admit, in some sense, afourth dimension of Space

for the purpose of calcukiting in triplets."

Now this curiously interesting phase in the generation of

Quaternions is an admirable instance of w hat I mean by affirming

(juadridimensional Space to be a mathematical figment springing

out of an otherwise uninterpretable formula. Observe, in this

ease, what was the eflect of the completion of the theory. So

soon as Hamilton had passed from Triplets to Quaternions, and

he had made his / a third root of negative unity, this transcen-

dent space vanished out of thought. The ghost of a fourth

dimension, which had haunted Hamilton's Triplets, was imme-

diately laid ; and thenceforth his system was, what he originally

sought, an Algebra of Pure Tridimensional Space. The haunting

notKin, thus banished from Triplets, took refuge in Quinaries

and other transcendent algebraical formulisations. To me it is

a spurious product of "mental activity," not, even possibly or

potentially, a form of mental receptivity, and ii fortiori externally

denied to experience.

In conclusion, I protest that in denying (for Kant) to Space

and Time the title of Forms of Thought, 1 do not restrict the term

Thought to the technical limits of Kant, but use it as synony-

mous with mental activity m general.

Ilford, Feb. 14
»'• M- Ingi.kI'V
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TilE ODSERVATOm' FOK THE NEWALL TELESCOPE

THE NEWALL TELESCOPE
THE 25-inch Equatorial Telescope, commenced several

years ago by T. Cooke and Sons, of York, for R. S.

Newall, Esq., of Gateshead, is now so far completed that

it has been removed from the works at York into its obser-

vatory in Mr. Newall's grounds, at Fern Deal.

The completion of a telescope with an object glass of

25 inches aperture, marks an epoch in astronomy,
and its completion in England again places us in the

front rank in the matter of the optical art, as we were in

DoUand's time.

The history of the progress of the manufacture of tele-

scopes since the time referred to, shows very clearly the

long-lasting effects of bad legislation ; for it is not too inuch
to say that the duty on glass entirely stifled, if indeed it

did not kill, the optical art in England. Hence we depended
for many years upon France and Germany for our telescopes

to such an extent indeed that the largest object-glasses at

Greenwich, Oxford, and Cambridge are all of foreign make.
The labours of the Germans culminated in the two magnifi-

cent instruments of 15' inches aperture in the observatories

of Pulkowa and Cambridge, U.S. And then for a time
America, thanks to the genius of Alvan Clarke, took the
lead with the i8?r inch glass now beginning to do good
work in the observatory of Chicago. This instrument is

at last eclipsed by the magnificent one now being erected

at Gateshead.
In what we have said we have purposely omitted to

touch upon reflecting telescopes, in the construction of
which, since the time of Newton, England has always
been pre-eminent, because we shall take occasion to refer

to the reflector of four feet aperture, completed last year
by Mr. Grubb, of Dublin, and now erected at Melbourne
when it is fairly at work.

The general design and appearance of this monster
among telescopes, which will be gathered from the

accompanying woodcut, is the same as that of the well-

known Cooke equatorials ; but the extraordinary size of

all the parts has necessitated the special arrangement of
most of them.
The length of the tube, including dew-cap and eye-end,
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is 32 feet, and it is of a cigar shape ; the diameter at the

object-end being 27 inches, and at the centre of the tube

34 inches. The cast-iron pillar supporting the whole is

29 feet in height from the ground to the centre of the

declination axis, when horizontal ; and the base of it is

5 feet 9 inches in diameter. The trough for the polar axis

alone weighs 24 cwt., the weight of the whole instrument

being nearly 9 tons.

The tube is constructed of steel plates rivetted together,

and is made in five lengths, screwed together with bolts

and flanges. The plates of the central length are one-

eighth of an inch thick, and those of each end one-

sixteenth thick, so as to reduce the weight of the ends

as much as possible, and avoid flexure.

Inside the outer tube are five other tubes of zinc, in-

creasing in diameter from the eye to the object-end : the

wide end of each zinc tube overlapping the narrow end of

the following tube, and leaving an annular space of about

an inch in width round the end of each for the purpose of

ventilating the tube, and preventing, as much as possible,

all interference by currents of warm air, with the cone of

rays. The zinc tubes are also made to act as dia-

phragms.
The object-glass has an aperture of 25 inches (nearly),

and in order as much as possible to avoid flexure from

unequal pressure on the cell, it is made to rest upon three

fixed points in its cell, and between each of these points

are arranged three levers and counterpoises round a

counter-cell, which act through the cell direct on to the

glass, so that its weight in all positions is equally distri-

buted among the 12 points of support, with a slight excess

upon the three fixed ones. The focal length of the lens

is 29 feet. A Barlow lens is arranged to slide on a brass

framework within the tube. The hand is passed through

an opening in the side of the tube, and by means of a

handle attached to the cell, the lens may be pushed into or

out of the cone of rays.

Attached to the eye-end of the tube are two finders,

each 4 inches aperture ; they are fixed above and below

the eye-end of the main tube, so that one may be readily

accessible in all positions of the instrument. It is also

supplied with a telescope having an O. G. of 61". This is

fixed between the two finders, and is for the purpose of

assisting in the observations of comets and other objects

for which the large instrument is not so suitable. This

assistant telescope is provided with a rough position

circle and micrometer eye-pieces, and is illuminated by

new apparatus lately described in N,\TURE.

Two reading microscopes for the declination circle are

brought down to the eye-end of the main tube ; the circle

—38 inches in diameter—is divided on its face, and read

by means of the microscopes and prisms.

The slow motions in declination and R. A. are given by

means of tangent screws, carrying grooved pulleys, over

which pass endless cords brought to the eye-end.

The declination clamping handle is also at the eye-end.

The clock for driving this monster telescope is in the

upper part of the pillar, and is of comparatively small

proportions, the instrument being so nicely counterpoised

that a very slight power is i-equired to be exerted by the

clock, through the tangent screw, on the driving wheel

(seven feet diameter), in order to give the necessary

equatorial motion.

The declination axis is of peculiar construction, necessi-

tated by the weight of the tubes and their fittings, and
corresponding counterpoises on the other end, tending to

cause flexure of the axis. This difficulty is entirely over-

come by making the axis hollow, and passing a strong

iron lever through it, having its fulcrum immediately over

the bearing of the axis near the main tube, and acting

upon a strong iron plate rigidly fixed as near the centre

of the tube as possible, clear of the cone of rays. This
lever, taking nearly the whole weight of the tubes, &c.,

off the axis, frees it from all hability to bend.

The weight of the polar axis on its upper bearing is

relieved by friction rollers and weighted levers ; the lower

end of the axis is conical, and there is a corresponding
conical surface on the lower end of the trough ; between
these two surfaces are three conical rollers carried by a

loose or "live" ring, which adjust themselves to equalise

the pressure.

The hour circle on the bottom of the polar axis is 26

inches in diameter, and is divided on the edge,* and read
roughly from the floor by means of a small diagonal

telescope attached to the pillar ; a rough motion in R.A.

by hand is also arranged for by a system of cog-wheels

moved by a grooved wheel and endless cord at the lower

end of the polar axis, so as to enable the obser\'er to set

the instrument roughly in R.A. by the aid of the diagonal

telescope.

The declination and hour circles will probably be
illuminated by means of Geissler tubes, and the dark and
bright field illuminations for the micrometers will be
effected by the same means.

Mr. Newall, after the preliminary testing of this magni-
ficent instrument at his own residence, purposes to erect

it in some climate favourable for astronomical obser-

vation. It is very unfortunate that this means in other

words that the telescope cannot remain in England.

It is or should be among the things generally known
that every increase in the size of an object-glass or

mirror increases the perturbating effects of the atmosphere,

so that the larger the telescope, the purer must be the air.

In the absence of this latter condition, a "big" telescope is

a " big evil," and skilled' observers, mindful of this, reduce

the apertures of their instruments when the air is not

good.
We may regard this telescope as a clear gain to English

science, for Mr. Newall with princely liberality has e.x-

pressed his intention of allowing observers with a special

research on hand to have the use of the instrument during

certain regulated hours.

The obserxatory, of which we also give a sketch, is

nearly 50 feet in diameter, and notwithstanding the

enormous weight of the dome, like the telescope, it is

easily moved into any required position.

When complete it will have attached to it a transit-

room and the observer's dwelling. And this reminds us

that Mr. Marth, so well known for his good work done at

Malta with the Lassell Reflector and elsewhere will have
charge of this noble instrument of research.

NOTES
The anniversary meeting of the Geological .Society takes

place to-morrow, when Professor Huxley will deliver his address,

which, it is expected, will be of great scientific interest. The

Wollaston Medal of the society has this year been awarded to

tlie eminent French Malacologist, M. Deshayes, professor at tlie

Musee d' Histoire Naturelle, anfl the proceeds of the Wollaston

fund have been awarded to M. Marie Roualt, who, though iii

humble circumstances, has contributed largely to the advance of

the paUx'outoiogy of France. The choice of president for tlie

coming year has fallen on Mr. J. Prestwich— a clioice which will

lie hailed on all sides with the liveliest satisfaction.

In reply to an address of last Session, Her Majesty has made

known to the House of Commons that she \\ill give directions

for the can7ing out of the arrangements necessary for observing

the transit of Venus, which will take place in the year 1S-4.

The Rev. Charles Pritchard, of St. John's College, Cambridge,

has been elected to the Savilian Professorship of Astronomy, as

successor of the late Professor Donkin. Astronomers may con-

gratulate themselves on this appointment, as Mr. Pritcliarc''s

leaching powers are of the first order, the interest he takes in

* The Jiniir circle is also divided on its face, and read by micrometer
microscopes.
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the science is well-known, and his labours for its advance,

especially in connection with the Royal Astronomical Society,

have now extended over many years.

The President of the Royal Society has sent out cards for

two evening receptions, which are to be held at Burlington

House on March 5, and April 23.

We understand that 75 towns have signified their intention

of contributing to the fund required by the British Association

Committee on the Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage, for

the investigation of this subject, Manchester heading tlie list with

a contribution of 100/.

At the ensuing meeting of the Geological Society on the 23rd

Inst., a paper of especial interest will be read, on the subject of

copper mining at deep levels in the Soutli of Ireland, experience

having disproved the dictum of Irish geologists as to the non-

existence of metalliferous strata at any considerable depth.

TiiE number of candidates for election as members of the

Uoyal Institution may, we hope, be taken as a fair indication of

tlie daily increasing interest taken in scientific matters. The
number elected last year was forty-seven. The number of can-

didates proposed during the first six weeks of the present year is

forty-two.

M. Naumann has been elected a corresponding member of

the mineralogical section of the Academy of Sciences in Paris,

in tlie place of Sir Roderick Murchison, who has been made a

foreign associate. He received 27 votes out of 44, of the

remainder 10 being recorded in favour of our countryman, I'ro-

fesior Miller, and 5 for Professor Studer, of Berne.

At the meeting of the Academic des Sciences, on the 31st

of January, M. de la Roche Poncie was erected to the place

rendered vacant in the Bureau des Longitudes by the death of

M. Darondeau.

M. Alglave announces in the Rcx'iu Jes Coiirs Siiciilijii/iKs,

that the total amount subscribed to the Sars Fund, is now up-

wards of l6o/., including the subscriptions of twenty-eight mem-
bers of the Royal Belgian Academy, the same number of

members of the Anthropological Society of Paris, M. Drouyn

de Lhuys, and several members of the Zoological Society. We
have the satisfaction to announce further subscriptions to the

fund in this country, which appear in our advertising columns.

We hear that the eminent geographer Kiepert is about to pro-

ceed to the Holy Land, and spend some time there, for the pur-

pose of personally determining geographical positions. He has

tire advantage over our University explorers, recently sent out, in

being a skilful and experienced geodetist, and of acquaintance

with the country obtained during a former sojourn of several years.

A Committee has been appointed to inquire into the educa-

tion of naval officers, consisting of Rear-Admiral Shadwell,

C.B., President ; Captain W. H. Richards, R. N., Hydrographer,

Captain A. A. Wood, R.N., Director of Naval Ordnance, the

Rev. Dr. WooUey, Admiralty Director of Education, the Rev.

A. Barry, D. D., Principal of King's College. S. P. Butler, Esq.,

Barrister-at-law, Richard Saintbill, Esq., R.N., Secretary.

Prizes are offered by the Royal Belgian Academy for essays

on the following subjects :— i. To give a rhunie of and to

simplify the theory of the integration of equations containing

partial derivatives of the first two orders. 2. A study of

electrical cui'rents based as far as possible on ne\s' experiments.

3. To fix by new researches the place to be occupied in the

natural system, by the species Lycopodium, Sdagindla, Psilotiim,

Tmesiptcris, and Phylloglossiim. 4. To describe the mode of

reproduction of eels. 5. New researches to establish the

composition and mutual relations of albuminoid substances.

The gold medal to be given for the first and fifth of these

questions is to be worth 40/., that for the second, third, and

fourth questions, 24/. The essays must be written in Latin,

French, or Flemish, and addressed paid to M. Ad. Quetelet, the

Perpetual Secretary, before the 1st of June, 1871. The Academy
will require the greatest exactness in the quotations, and the

pages as well as the editions of works cited, must be given.

Anthropology is being publicly taught in Paris by one of

tlie most distinguished masters of that science, Dr. Paul Broca.

The conferences are held every Monday and Friday at 3 o'clock

at the Anthropological Laboratory, No. 15, Rue de I'Ecole de

Medecine. Tlie instruction given has reference chiefly to

craniology and the comparative anatomy of man and the apes.

We also learn from Herr F. von Ilauer that a new Anthropo-

logical .Society has been formed at Vienna. It already numbers
twenty-four members, among wdiom are several distinguished

men of science. The society will publish a journal. In a

prospectus which has been issued it is stated that the study of

the natural history of man has now reached a st.ige in whicli

active support by association appears to be imperatively needful.

At a recent meeting of the Zoological Society of London,

Professor Owen communicated a very interesting letter, which lie

had lately received from Dr. Julius Haast, F.R..S., of Canter-

bury, New Zealand, on the subject of the extinction of theMoa,
or Dinoriiis. Dr. Haast was of opinion that these gigantic

birds had been extinct many hundreds of years, and had been so

before the arrival of the Maories in New Zealand, having been

exterminated by a race which previously inhabited these islands

near the mouth of the river Rakaia. He had recently been so

fortunate as to find the remains of a former large encampment of

these " Moa hunters." The kitchen-middens and cooking-ovens,

which were still completely preserved, were spread over more
than forty acres in extent. Numerous stone weapons were dis-

covered, consisting either of hard sandstone or of chipped lliiil.

The Moa bones were very almndant, but belongeil chiefly to the

smaller species, Dinornis casniariniis^ D. didi/oi'inis^ and />.

crassus. There were also some bones of D. clep/mnlopus, and of a

small Piilfipteryx ui'^ens, but none of Z*. gii^ijntcus and D. robustus.

The leg bones of these birds had all been broken at the ends, so

as to allow the marrow to be extracted, and the skulls scooped out

from below, so that the brain might be reached. The middens

likewise contained bones of the domestic dog, sea-gull, and the

tympanic bones of several species of whale, but no human
remains had been found amongst the heaps, so that it might be

presumed that the Moa-hunters were not cannibals.

Professor Liebig disputes Pasteur's view that the decom-

position of sugar in fermentation, depends on the development

and multiplication of yeast-cells and that fermentation generally

is only a phenomenon accompanying the vital process of yeast.

He expresses the opinion that Pasteur's researches have not

explained fermentation ; but have only made known another

phenomenon—the development of yeast—which equally requires

explanation.

A NEW Flora of India by Dr. Hooker and Dr. Thomson is

in preparation, and the first volume is expected in the course of

the present season. This will supersede the old " Flora Indica"

by the same authors, the first volume of which was published in

1855. The fifth volume of Mr. Bentham's "Flora Australiensis
"

is also announced as nearly ready.

At the monthly session of the Imperial Geographical Society

of Russia, held December 3rd, under the presidency of Count

F. de Liitke, a memoir was read from M. Popow, of the Russian

embassy, Pekin, on the " export of tea from Hankow," amounting

to 50,coo,ooolbs.— one-third of the total export from China—of

which I5,oc)0,ooo is sent by twenty-eight Russian merchants.

Among the measures adopted by the council in November
was one concerning Mr. Hayward's expedition in Central Asia.
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At the request of Sir Roderick Murchison, president of the

Royal Geographical Society, London, the council sent a re-

quest to tlie Governor-General of Turkestan, that he would

welcome Mr. Hayward if he reached the Russian frontier. M.
Ivaschintzew read a paper on the "eastern coast of the Caspian

Sea, with reference to the commercial routes to Central Asia."

The Volga, the only means of communication between the in-

terior of Russia and the Caspian countries, presents great difficnl-

ties, there being only one channel available, the Western, which

is navigable only by boats drawing four to five feet. The eastern

coast of the Caspian is described as generally bare of any vege-

tation. From the Emba to the Atrck there are no springs ; wells

of brackish water are found, apparently the sea-water infiltrated.

The north-east coast is inaccessible : vessels cannot even approach

within sight of the shore. Among the important points on the

south-east shore are Sarytasch and Manghischlak coalfields, and

the port Tubkaragan, tlie gulfs of Karabougaz and Balkan. The
bay of Krassnovodsk—the occupation of which was recently an-

nounced—does not freeze in the winter ; navigation, however, is

reported by the Turcomans to be impeded for fifteen days by

floating ice. The writer gave an account of the various explora-

tions of Central Asia, including the attempts of the English from

the sixteenth century, the expedition of Prince Bekovitch, the

attempt of Voiniovitch to establish commercial relations at Astra-

bad in 17S1. The new routes to Central Asia from the centre of

Russia are superior to the old, as avoiding the Kirghiz-steppe.

The necessity was shown of interesting the Turcomans and the

inhabitants of Khiva in commerce, and of making accurate sur-

veys of the country between the Caspian and the ,\mu-Daria.

The Acaitemy states that M. Leon de Rosny, Professor of

Oriental languages at the Lnperial College, has published a

French translation of a Japanese treatise on the rearing of silk-

worms. This work is pulilished "par orde de son Excellence le

Ministre de 1' Agriculture. " It is the first French translation of a

Japanese work.

The Lancet in speaking of the arrangements of hospitals,

instances, as much needing reform, the system of grouping together

indiscriminately in medical wards, cases of various affections, in

an atmosphere which may be destructive to some patients while

it is suitable to others. Thus we may find lying side by side a

case of bronchitis and one of fever ; a patient with phthisis and

another with gangrene of the lung ; next perhaps one of

rheumatic fever closely adjacent to a paralytic with offensive bed

sores.

The Royal Irish Academy has voted the sum of 25/. to

Professor King, to enable him to carry out his researches "on
the jointing, foliation and cleavage of rocks," also the same
amount to Professor Ball, to enable him to carry out his ex-

periments "on the velocity of smoke rings in air."

A NEW instance of the earnestness and liberality with which
tlie King of Prussia encourages the prosecution of geogra-

phical discovery, has been communicated to us. The enterpris-

ing traveller, Gerhard Rohlfs, receiving kindness from the ruler

of Kuka, he promised that presents should be sent from the

King of Prussia, and Herr Nightingale is now on his way as the

bearer of the presents. Poor MissTinne's death having proved the

danger of the way beyond Mursuk, the Prussian Government
has consented to send a guard of fifty soldiers (volunteers for the

duly) to escort him in safety through the Touaregs to Kuka.

TK^Acadt-my reports that Herr O. Liebreich has found chloral

may be employed with good results as a counteractive to poison-

ing by strychnine. On the other hand, the evil effects of .an

overdose of cliloral may be remedied by the use of strychnine.

M. GoRSEix states in a letter, communicated to the Academy
of Sciences, by M. St. Claire Deville, that Santorin was still in

active cluption on the 6th of last month.

MAGNETIC AND SUN SPOT PHENOMENA
FOR 1870

APPEARANCES would indicate that wc are now
-'*- approaching the epoch of maximum, both as regards
the disturbances of terrestrial magnetism and also as
regards solar disturbances or sun spots ; for these
interesting phenomena are believed to iliarch together.
There is still a third phenomenon intimately connected
with magnetic disturbances, and that is, the Aurora
Borealis, a meteor which seems to sympathise with the
terrestrial magnetic system to such an extent that when
this is fluctuating and disturbed, displays of the Aurora
are almost sure to follow.

Finally, those of us who are of an intensely practical

turn of mind will be delighted to know that this interest-

ing chain of facts is bound by one of its links, if not by
two, to the practicalities of everyday life. For, in the
first place, displays of the Aurora are hardly ever un-
accompanied by spontaneous currents making their ap-
pearance in telegraphic wires, and causing not a little

confusion in the transmission of messages ; and, in the
next place, some mineralogists are of opinion that these
very currents are connected in some way with metalliferous

deposits.

Perhaps, after all, the relation between sun spots and
California may be that of cause and effect !

The first great magnetic disturbance recorded at Kew
Observator)', during the last month, began about 7 a.m.
on January 3, by considerably and abruptly diminishing
the declination and the horizontal force, without greatly

affecting the vertical force. It lasted for about 16 or 17

hours, and during its continuance an Aurora was visible.

A sinaller disturbance began on January 8, about 9p.m.,
its tendency being to diminish the declination and the

vertical force, without much affecting the horizontal force;

it was likewise accompanied by an Aurora.
The solar disc was photographed at Kew Observatory

nine times during the month of January, with an average
of fi\c groups of spots on the sun's surface, one of them
being always large. Thus we ha\e :

—

January I 6 groups 2 of them rather large,,65,, 2 rather large

,, 10 5 ,, 2 large

,, II 6 ,, I large

,, 12 5 ,, I very large, another large

13 S >- > large

,, 14 4 ., I large

,, 24 5 ., I very large, another large

,, 29 4 ,, I large

February promises to be a still more active month,
but we must wait.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS

Munilcur Sciinitifiijiic, February I.—In this number M. Emile
Kopp gives an account of Weldon's well-known process for the

regeneration of " manganese. " In a note on the Infinitesimal

Calculus, M. Nehay maintains that neither the infinitely great

nor the infinitely small can be considered as real quantities ; thai

the algebraical relations established in the calculus for such

quantities depend solely on the conser\'ation of certain ratios and
not on any particular unit, and are hence true fur magnitudes as

great or as small as we please ; and that infinitesimals can alwav--

be exchanged for finite [iroportionals. BoUey finds on analysis

that tlie artificial alizarine of Meister, Lucius, and Co. has ver\'

exactly the formula CjiHgOj.

Rcine dcs Cours Sctcntifiqucs, February 12.— This number con-

tains a long list of subscribers to the Sars Fund ; a report by M.
Cazalis de Fondouce, of the proceedings of the Anthropological

Congress at Copenhagen ; also a lecture deliveretl at the Faculte

de Medecine at Paris, by M. Onimus, on the balanced forces [forct-s

tn teiniou) and active forces (forcfs 7'h'fs) in the animal organism.
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INDIAN GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
The Committee of the Geographical Society of Bombay

appointed to prepare an index of geographical names in India,

in vernacular and English spellings, with memoranda—geogra-
]iliica], etymological, antiquarian, and statistical—have published

tlie outline of a general plan to guide in the formation of the

proposed index, and to enumerate the particulars it might properly

include.

The object is primarily _^t\'.;';'£7//^/('(7/ and etymological^ but the

( ommittee hopes information may be placed at its disposal to

make it also historical and statistical.

The committee, therefore, considers that a full index of tlie

kind ouglit to embrace

—

1

.

Names of towns, villages of any size or note, railway

stations, &c., with the taluka and district or state in

which each is situated, its longitude and latitude ; the

population ; name of the river or stream on which each
is situated ; altitude above the sea-level ; the dates and
names of founders ; the etymology of the name ; the

Sanskrit or ancient name ; notes of connected events,

peculiar products or manufactures
;

places of note,

temples, commemorative pillars, &c. , in their viclnitv,

with references to fuller descriptions already published.

2. Names of the talukas or divisions in each district, with
the area, chief town and population.

3. Shrines and places of pilgrimage, with notes of the

objects of adoration or pilgrimage, dates of fairs, &c.,

and precise locality.

4. Rivers, their rise, course, and confluence or debouchure
;

lakes, with their size or area and products ; hot springs,

with their temperature.

5. Mountain ranges, with average heights
;
peaks, with their

greatest altitudes ; hill forts, with notes of events con-
nected with them and their present condition.

6. Valleys, plateaux, &c., having particular designations,

with notes on their peculiarities.

7. Tribes and peculiar sects, with notes of their habitats,

castes, race, peculiar deities, occupations, &c.
These notes are not intended to be lengthy and need seldom

extend to half-a-dozen lines ; but may generally be restricted to

one or two : whilst all detailed information collected might be
preserved liy the Geographical Society for reference.

If this plan can be well filled up, the proposed list will include
the names on the maps of Rennell, Arrowsmith, Allen, Walker
and Keith Johnston and in the road-books, with many others in

addition. It would thus be of considerable extent and require

a large amount of patient labour, besides the collection of much
information that has never yet been brought together from the

many districts of so vast a country.

The Committee proposes to compile every name in the
characters of the vernacular or vernaculars of the district in which
it occurs and in the language to wdrich the name belongs.

Purely Muhammadan names must be given in Urdu and in the
characters of the Hindu dialect of the place; Hindu names in

the form or forms used by educated Hindus of the vicinity,

whether Hindi, liengali, Panjabi, Kashmiri, Sindhi, Kaclihi,

Gujarati, Marathi, Uriya, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalim, Singalese,

or Burmese ; but, for convenience in printing, it may be best to

use the Devn.agari alphabet for all the Sanskritic dialects at least.

Each name should be followed by its transliteration into Roman
characters according to the alphabet of Sir William Jones, as

now written by the Royal Asiatic and other Societies and by
most orientalists, the English spellings in common use anil on
the Trigonometrical Survey maps, both the English and verna-
cular forms being arranged so that, either being known, a name
may at once be found in its alphabetical place in the index.

The committee hopes to add any peculiar forms of Indian
names found in the best-known historical and descriptive works
on India, such as the writings of Orme, Dow, Elphinstone, Grant
Duff, Mill, Wilson, Thornton, Montgomery Martin, Rennell,
Hamilton, &c. ; also the flreek and .Sanskrit ancient names so

far as they have been identified by Lassen, De Saint-Martin,
Cunningham, (\:c.

Considering the nature and extent of the work, the committee
feels that it must be mainly dependent upon fresh information

from each locality. Believing also that with adequate .assistance

such an index would be of permanent value to all connected with
this country, it recommends the Geographical Society to bring
the matter before the Government at Bombay, with the request

that the committee and society be afforded that assistance in

procuring the desiderated information, which Government alone

caji afford, by obtaining the services of its officers in the Revenue,

Educational and other departments, in collecting the vernacular

names and other particulars and that the Govermnent of Bom-
bay graciously use its influence in obtaining lor the society

similar assistance from the other Governments of India.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
The Secretary of the Philosophical Society of Glasgo^o wishes :ts

to state that the report of the proceedings of that Society in our
Number of the yd inst. was not an official one. In acceding to

this request we ivoiildpoint out the desirableness oftheSecretaiies of
all Societies seiuiingjis official reports, since it is only dy that means
that accuracy can be insured. JVhen this clear duty of an official is

performed by an ordinary /nembr, 7c<ho, without ha7jing access to

documents and notes, is yet anxious that the 70ork of his Society

should be represented, and sends a report faute de mieux, // is

impossible always to guard against error. All reports forwarded
to us should be as short aspossible, distinctly written, and deal onlv

with advances on our previous knowledge.

London
Royal Society, February 10.—The follo\\'ing pa]Ders were

read : "On some remarkable Spectra of Compounds of Zirconia

and the Oxides of Uranium." No. i. By H. C. Sorby, F. R.S.
We shall return to this communication.—" On linear differential

equations,'' No. 2. W. H. L. Russell.

"On the mathematical theoiy of stream-lines, especially those
with four foci and upwards." W. J. Macciuorn Rankine. i\

stream-line is the line that is traced by a particle in a current of

fluid. In a steady current, each individual stream-line pre-

serves its figure and position unchanged, marking the track of a

filament or continuous series of particles that follow each other.

The motions in different parts of a steady current may be repre-

sented to the eye and to the mind by means of a group of

stream-lines. Stream-lines are important in connection with
naval architecture ; for the curves wdiich the particles ol water
describe relatively to a ship, in moving past her, are stream-
lines. - If the figure of a ship is such that the particles of water
glide smoothly over her skin, that figure is a stream-line surface

;

being a surface which contains an indefinite number of stream-
lines. The author in a previous paper proposed to call such
stream-lines A'eoids ; that is, ship-shape lines. He refers to

previous investigations relating to stream-lines, especially to those

of Mr. .Stokes, in the Cambridge Transactions for 1S42 and
1850, on the " Motion of a liquid past a solid," of Dr. Hoppe,
on the " Stream-lines generated by a sphere," in the Quarterly

fournal of Mathematu's for 1856, and his own previous papers
on " Pl.ane water-lines in two dimensions, " in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1864, and on ".Stream-lines," in the Phu'o-

sophical A/agadne {or th:it yea.r. He states that all the Neoid
or ship-shape stream-lines whose properties have hitherto been
investigated in detail, are either unifocal or bifocal; that is to

say, they may be conceived to be generated by the combinatitin

of an uniform progressive motion, with another motion con-
sisting in a divergence of the particles from a certain point

or focus, followed by a convergence either towards the same
point or towards a second point. Those which are con-
tinuous closed curves, when unifocal, are circular, when
bifocal, they are blunt-ended ovals, in which the length may
exceed the breadth in any given proportions. To obtain an
unifocal or bifocal neoid resembling a longitudinal line of a ship

with sharp ends, it is necessary to take a ]iart only of a stream-

line : there is then discontinuity of form and of motion at each
of the two ends of that line.

The author states that the occasion of the investigation

described in the present paper, was the communication to him by
Mr. William Froude of some results of experiments of his on the

resistance of model boats, of lengths ranging from three to

twelve feet. A summary of those results is printed at the enil

of a Report to the British Association on the State of "Existing

Knowledge of the Qualities of Ships. " In each case two models
were comjiared together of equal displacement and equal length ;

the water-line of one was a wave-line with fine sharp ends, that

of the other had blunt rounded ends, each joined to the midship
body by a slightly hollow neck ; a form suggested, Mr. Froude
states, by the appearance of water-birds when swimming. At
low velocities, the resistance of the sharp-ended boat was the
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smaller ; at a certain velocity, bearing a definite relation to the

length of the model, the resistances became equal ; at higher

velocities, the round-ended model had a rapidly increasing advan-
tage over the sharp-ended model.

Hence it appeared to the author to be desirable to investigate

the mathematical properties of stream-lines resemliling the water-
lines of Mr. Froude's bird-lilie models. He has found that end-
less varieties of such forms, all closed curves free from discon-
tinuity of form and of motion, may be obtained by using /i""" foci

instead of two. They may be called from this property y«(;</;-^>(<;/

stream-lines., or, from the idea that suggested such shapes to Mr.
Kroude, Cycno'ids ; that is, swan-like lines.

*

Those lines are not to be confounded with the lines of a yacht,
haviug at a distance the appearance of a swan, which was
designed and built some years ago by Mr. Peacock, for the
figure of that vessel is simply oval. The paper contains four
chapters. The first three are mainly cinematical and geometri-
cal, relating to the forms of stream-line surfaces in two and in

three dimensions, es|iccially those with more than one pair of
foci and surfaces of revolution— the method of constructing
graphically and without calculation (by means of processes first

applied to lines of magnetic force by Mr. Clerk Maxwell) the
traces of such surfaces, which methods are exemplified bv
diagrams drawn to scale—the motions of the particles of liquid

past those surfaces. The fourth chapter is dynamical : it treats

of the momenlum and of the energy of the disturbance in the
liijuid, caused by the progressive motion of a solid that is

bounded by a ship-shape stream-line surface of any figure what-
soever -the ratio borne by the total energy of the dis-

turbance in the liquid to that of the disturbing body when
that body displaces a mass of liquid equal to its own mass, which
ratio ranges in different cases from ^ to I—the acceleration and
retardation of ships as affected by the disturbance in the \\'ater

—

the use of experiments on the retardation of shiiis in finding
their resistance— the disturbances of pressure which accompany
the disturbances of motion in the liquid. Up to this point, the
dynamical principles arrived at in the fourth chapter are certain
and e.xact, like the geometrical and cinematic principles in the
three preceding chajiters. The results obtained in the remainder
of the fourth chapter are in some respects approximate and con-
jectural, being to a great extent designed to suggest plans for future
experiments and rules for their reduction. These results relate to
the disturbance of level which accompany the disturbances of
motion, when the liquid has a free upper surface— to the waves
which originate in those disturbances of level and to the action
of those waves in dispersing energy and so causing resistance to
the motion of the vessel;—to friction, or skin-resistance and to
the "wake" or following current which that kind of resistance
causes the disturbing solid body to drag behind it—lastly, to the
action of propelling instruments in overcoming different kinds of
resistance. The resistance caused by viscosity is not treated of,

liecause its laws have been completely investigated by Mr.
.Stokes, and because, for bodies of tlie size of ships, moving at

their ordinary velocities, that kind of resistance is inconsiderable
compared with skin-resistance and wave-resistance. The re-
sistance caused by discontinuity of figure is stated to be analogous
in its effects to friction; but it is not investigated in detail, be-
cause ships ought not to be built of discontinuous (commonly called
" unfair ") figures. In a supplement the author calls attention
to the agreement between the po.sition of the points at which
there is no disturbance of the pressure on the surface of a sphere,
as deduced from Dr. IToppe's investigation, published in 1856
(
Quarterly "Journal ofMathematics), or on the surface of a short

vertical cylinder with a flat bottom, as determined by the experi-
ments of the Rev. E. L. Berthon before 1850 (f'roc. Roy. Soc,
vol. V. 1850 ; also, " Transactions of the Society of Engineers,"
Gth December, 1869. The theoretical value of the angular
distance of those points from the foremost pole of the sphere is

sin -15=41° 49'; the value deduced from the experiment is

41° 30'. The author then adds some remarks on a suggestion \

made by Mr. William Froude, that the wave-resistance of a ship 1

is diminished when two series of waves originating at different
'

points of her surface partially neutralise each other by inter-
ference ; stating that, with regard to this and many other questions
of the resistance of vessels, a great advancement of knowledge
is to be expected from the publication in detail of the results of
experiments on which Mr. Froude has long been engaged.
Zoological Society of London, Februaiy 10.—Mr. John

(iould, in the chair. The secretary stated the principal

additions to the society's menagerie during January, amongst
which was a specimen of the Great Northern Di\'er (Colyminis
glacialis), captured in Cornwall, and presented to the society by
A. R. Hunt, Esq.—A letter was read from Mr. W. H. Hudson,
of Buenos Ayres, containing some observations on the ornitho-
logy of La Plata.—A communication was read from Mr. R.
Swinhoe, describing a new deer from China, which Mr.
Swinhoe regarded as constituting a new genus of the family
Ce}-'id<c, distinguished by the large canines and the entire want
of horns in both sexes. This deer was stated to be common on
the islands on the lower part of the river Yangtze-Kiang near
Ching-Kiang, and to be often brought into the market of that
city, but appeared hitherto to have escaped the observation of
naturalists. Mr. .Swinhoe proposed to call it Hyttropotes inennis.—A communication was read from Mr. George Gulliver, on
the size of the red corpuscles of the blood of Moselius, Tra-
guliis, Oryctero/iiis, Ailiiriis, and some other mammalia, to which
were added some historical notices relating to the same subiect.—A communication was read from Surgeon Francis Dav,
containing the second portion of his paper on the fishes uf

Burniah.—The Rev. O. P. Cambridge communicated a monn-
gra]ih of the genus IJiops belonging to the family Mygalides, in

which were included descriptions of three species considered to

be new to science. — A communication was read from Mr.
John Brazier, containing descriptions of three new species

of shells from the Australian coast belonging to the genera
Valuta and Coiiits.—Mr. Henry Adams communicated a descrip-

tion of a new species of mollusk of the genus Colus from the
L'.\gulhas Bank, Cape of Good Hope, which he proposed to

call Colus ventricosus.

Ethnological Society, February 8.—Dr. A. Campbell in

the chair. The following new members were announced : Sir
Charles Wentworth Dilke, Bart., M.P., Rev. A. S. Farrar,

Messrs. M. C. Fisher, V. R. Munton, and F. B. Wright. " On
some flakes of flint and chert discovered in the angular detritus

beneath a submerged forest at Porlock and Minehead in West
Somerset." Mr. Boyd Dawkins. These objects of human
workmanship ]irove that man must have lived on the old land-

surface before the destruction of the forest, and the accumulation
of the series of overlying deposits. It has been supposed that

this detritus was of glacial age ; but the author doubts this. He
believes, however, that there is evidence to show that the latest

date which can be assigned to these remains is an early stage in

the Neolithic period. Dr. Richard King, Colonel Lane I''ox,

Rev. Dr. Nicholas, and Mr. McLennan spoke upon this commu-
nication.—The Chairman then read some notes introductory to

a paper on the remains of prehistoric man in the neighbour-
hood of the Crinan Canal in Argyleshire. This canal is

nine miles in length, and connects Loch Fyne with Loch
Crinan. The Rev. Mr. Mapleton described with great precision

the prehistoric remains in this locality, among wdiich the most
curious were some jieculiar cup-shaped cavities and concentric

rings rudely sculptured on certain stones. In addition to these

petroglyphs, there are many menhirs, and numerous cairns of
various forms : crannoss occur in most of the lochs, but are

usually merely solitary dwellings. Several duns, a vitrified fort,

a l>rough, and a flint-manufactory are also among the remains in

this district. The Rev. Dr. Nicholas and Colonel Lane Fox
made some remarks upon this paper.—The assistant-secretary

exhibited and described a stone hammer-head found by Mr. R.

iMouat in the old workshop of a copper-mine in Portugal.

Entomological Society, February 7.— Mr. A. R. Wallace,
jTresulent, in the chair.— Mr. Bates, ^lajor Parry, and Mr.
Pascoe were nominated as vice-presidents. It was announced
that the council offered two prizes of the value of five guineas

each, for essays of sufficient merit, drawn U]i from personal

observation, on the anatomy or economy of any insect or insects.

The essays to be sent in before the end of November next.

—

Mr. Bond and Prof. Westwood exhibited se\eral butterflies, the

colouration of each being partly that of the male and partly that

of the female character. Mr. Bond, on behalf of Dr. '\^"allace,

exhibited cocoons from various parts of the world, of Bombyx
Yamamai and Atithertea Pernii. Mr. Stainton exhibited a

large box full of Micro- Lepidoptera, each specimen being sepa-

rately labelled to show the locality and date of capture. Mr.
Bond exhibited some more specimens of Acndium pere^iuum,
from Plymouth ; Mr. Fred. Smith made some observations upon
the Locusta migratoria of Linne, and L. Cliristii of Curtis.

Prof. Westwood exhibited a new form of Cynipidcr, from the Sula
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Islauils. Mr. Jaiijon, on behalfof Mr. Crotch, exhibited Pliiimithjis

ciralritosus^ Dyschii'ius angitstatits^ Hydroparns uiiistfiatiis^ and
//. urtiatissiinttSy four recent additions to tlie list of British beetles.

.—M.ijor Tarry exhibited Ilka^^us obscitrus^ a Xorth-.\mcrican

sjiecies placed by Leconte among the Scarahtridic^ of which it has

since been suy:gested that it might possibly belong to the Lu-
caniJir.—The secretary read a letter from i\Ir. Roland Trinien,

on the habits of some Soutii-African species of Paitssid<c.—Tiie

fillowing papers were read ;
— " A revised catalogue of the

l.Hianoid rolcopkr.i^ with remarks on the nomenclature and
descriptions of new species " (the concluding part), by Major

Parry ;
" On the species of Chnrnxcs described in the ' Reise der

Nov.iva,' with desijriptions of two new species." by Mr. A. G.

IJi.itler. Mr. M'Lachlan presented the M.S. of "A catalogue

of the Xenro/itcru of the British Isles,'' being the fir.st instalment

of the proposed, list of all our indigenous insects.

ElMNBtlRGH

Royal Physical Society. January 26.—Mr. R. F. I.ogan,

president, in the chair. Mr. F. W. Lyon, M. D.. and Mr. B. N.
Peach, of the Geological Survey, were elected resident mem-
bers. The following communications were read :

—

"Notes on the meteoric shower of November 1869, a^ ob-

served at the Cape of Good Hope ; and on the supposed fall of

an aerolite there.'' By H. R. Kannemeyer. ,\ number of

specimens of star-fish and echini, recently added to the British

fauna, from Shetland, Sic, were exhibited and commented on
by Mr. Charles W. Peach. The specimen first mentioned by
Mr. Peach was Cotitafula rosacM, for a long time the only known
representative, in our seas, of the fossil encrinites ; two other

L species aie now known, viz., Antcdon Sarsii, of which several

. specimens have been taken in 80 to 100 fathoms off Unst, and
\ A'ltcdon Cfl/inn, which has been captured in the Minch and

Sleat of .Sound, and about 10 years ago in the Sound of Skye.
The other specimens exhibited were as follows:— Ophinra n^iiis

—got on both sides of .Shetland, at Wick, N.B., and off the
coast of Northumberland ; was taken for Oplitnronia hdlis.

J.uidia Snrsii—Shetland in deep water, at Wick, N. B., and in

Cornwall. Aychastei- Pnr/rii—Two specimens only were taken
off .Shetland in 1864 and iSrty ; the most beautiful of our native

stars. Goniastcr oeuleatKni—\'ariety of G. f/iyri^iainir : very deep
water off Unst, .Shetland, 1864, two specimens only. Crihclla

('//r/j — \'ariety C. sniii^}(iiiohitfa^occwx^ between tide-marks from
Cornwall to Shetland. Cuiaris papillnta—the '* Piper" of the

Shetlanil fisherman . although not new, has hitherto been considered
as verv rare ; has tumefl up in numbers on the west coast of Shet-

land in 100 to 1 10 fathoms. /iV///7/?/.r A'f'rrv'ivVvM' has been also

found occasionally in great number.s in deep water, same locality,

with Toxopfi.-iistcspicltn^ another beautiful addition. The one of

the greatest interest is Spnfmigjis mcrid'onaU^, from equally deep
water, same locality, it being especially a Mediterranean form ;

it is a magnificent S]iecies. Several of the above species are

also found in the Mediterranean and as these are living in the

same spot with Boreal and /Vrctic forms, it would be interesting

to know how they got there, as it is now ^vell ascertained that

the Guif Stream does not reach those seas. All the above are

!
additions to the British list. lie w-as at present unable to give

their names. Although he was a\^'are that Tn^ny nQW //ohfhuritc

had been found, he did not notice them.

Remarks on the Bill and Food of the Indian .Skimmer
i.Ryiirhof<^ nllncoUis). By Mr. William Bell. Communicated
by Dr. Davidson. Tt has been stated that the African species

of the genus feed on the ground, searching the soft mud with
their bills. Mr. Bell had watched these birds near .Saharanpore;

he had ^(^ty^ them on the mud, but never searching it as if for

fond. They were well named skimmers, as with their long and
po\^er^^d wings tliey flew along the surface of the water ; they
opened their bills very wiile and struck the water at a low angle
of 10 deg. or 15 deg. , dipping into it in this way to catch
small fish and other inhabitants of the Avater and he had found
their stomachs filled with the hones of fish.

Notice of Lnrii! miitiitus, the Little Gull, recently captured
in Berwickshire, &c. By John Alex. Smith, M.D. (the specimen
was exhibited).—This rare gidl, the smallest of the genus Laritf,

was shot in the harbour of Coldingham, Berwickshire, on the
27th of December. It v.'as the property of Mr. Andrew Wilson,
Coldingh.am. It is a native of Eastern Europe, migrating from
the Baltic and Gothland, where it breeds, to the South of Europe
and Caspian Sea in the winter and is a rare straggler to Scotland,

only some two or three specimens having been previously ob.served.

The bird is a young male in immature plumage. Ter.iminck

states that it feeds on insects and worms and very little is known
of its haljits. Dr. .Smith found the stomach and gullet of this

bird filled with fishbones and was able to detect among these

part of the fifteen-spined stickleback, Gasterosteous spinttcJila.

The bird was easily distinguished by its small size, measuring
only iii inch'.'s from the bill to the extremity of the tail.

Dr. .Smith exhibited a fine adult male Mi^ixnsalbdlus, the seamew
recently shot, he believed, in Forfarshire ; also a specimen of tiie

Jl/cTiiy! 'us nJlr, the little rotche shot in the end of December at

Seacliff. He had hoped to be able to exhibit a very fine

specmicn of the rare Alnnda alpi'stris^ the shore lark, which he
had exanrined. It was killed at St. Andrews in company witli a

flock of snow buntings, on the 31st of December and is the

property of Mr. R. Wardlaw Kamsav, jun. He had just learned

that another specimen had been killed at Dunbar in the beginning

of this month and was in the possession of Mr. F. Balfour of

W'hittinghame. Very few instances are on record of this bird

h.aving been seen in Scotland. Mr. Scott Skirving was inclined

to think that the general resemblance borne by this bird to the

buntings might help to make it overlooked, and that it might
not be so very rare as it was considered to be.

Dl'RLIN

Royal Irish Academy, January 24.—The Rev. Dr. Jellett,

president, in the chair. Mr. Eugene A. Conwell read a paper
on a tumulus and chamber in the Island of Gavr' Inis, Mor-
bihan, Brittany ; and described the conditions of the purchase of

the Island in 1832, in regard to the treasure supposed to be con-

cealed in this tumulus, and the subsequent clearing out of the

interior chamber and gallery, measuring 50 feet 8 inches in

length. The large blocks composing the walls and roof were not

of the native rock of the island ; and, excepting three, which were
quartz, were granite, and must have been procured from the ad-

joining continent. Supposing this monument to have been
erected by an essentially primitive people, and at a period sub-

sequent to the time when the present island of Gavr' Inis was a

portion of the adjoining continent, what a miracle of mechanical
power must have been exerted to drag these immense blocks to

the shore, to place them on solid rafts, and, after disembarking
them, to haul them to the opposite en<l of the island, where the

tumulus is erected, adjoining a cliff! The paper was illustratcil

by three large sheets giving minute details of the general plan

and section of the tumulus, with ground plan, elevations, and
measurements of the stones composing the interior chamber^
planned and drawn in 1869 by Sir Henry Diyden, Bart., and
Rev. W. C. Leid<is—together with 2t sheets of drawings of the

sculp'ures on the stones, executed by .Sir Ileniy Dryden. No
capstone, and onlv one pavement-stone, was found sculiitured.

Twenty-two of the upright stones were profusely covered
with sculptures, of the intended significance of wdiich,

wdiether ideographic, symbolic, or intended merely for orna-

mentation the author could offer no explanation.—Mr. Con-
well also exhibited two series of drawings from the cairns on
.Sliabh-na-Caillighe, one to show the kindred character of the

ancient scidptnres of Ireland and Britt.any, and the other the

sculptures on twenty-eight inscribed stones in a single cairn on
Sliabh-na-Caillighe, exhibiting an elaborate diffuseness and a

variety of characters unequalled in any single cairn hitherto

opened and described in any part of the world.—Professor R. S.

Ball read a paper "On the small oscillations of a rigid body
about a fixed point under the action of any forces, and more
particularly when gravity is the only force actmg. "—Dr. .Sigerson

read an account of some examinations of the minute organisms
found floating in the air of cities, comparing them with those

met with in the sea breezes and in country air.

Royal Geological Society of Ireland, Februarj' 9.—Mr.
G. Dixon in the chair. Professor Macalister read the Annual
Report of the Council. The Rev. Professor Haughton, M.D.

.

read a paper "on the mineral constituents of the granites of

Scotland." Dr. J. E. Reynolds exhibited a new mode of

exhibiting ordinary hand specimens of minerals to a class, by
means of the lime light.

Institution of Civil Engineers in Ireland, February 9.

—

Mr. J. Ball Greene in the chair. The chairman delivered the

annual address.

Glasgow
Geological Societ}' of Glasgow, January 27. —Mr. John

Young, vice-president, in the chair. On the " Sutherlandshire

gold-fields." Mr. Willi.am Cameron. The author referred to a
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paper he had read before this society in 1866 upon the Auriferous

Rocks and Drifts of Victoria, in which he stated that it was

possible there might yet be found in Scotland fields where, with

modern appliances, gold might be profitably worked. This con-

jecture has since been realised as a fact. He exhibited a rough-

sketch mai>, showing the geographical position and geological

structure of the gold-bearing districts of Scotland, also several

interesting sections of the rocks and drifts in the vicinity of Kil-

donan, describing the prominent geological features of the

country as lower Silurian, consisting of mica schist, gneiss,

granite, chloritic schist, &c. , with occasional quartz veins. No
(Uscoveiy of gold /';/ siin had yet been made, and the question as

to the true matrix of the Sutherland gold had yet to be decided.

In regard to this question, it was pointed out that the materials

.associated with gold in the drifts arc the same as those of the

surrounding rocks. Moreover, the gold of each stream varies in

character, apparently pointing to some local peculiarity rather

than to a glacial origin. The chairman said he could not detect

glacial stria? in the drift, which resembled usual river gravel.

Dr. Boyce agreed with Mr. Cameron as to the probable local

origin of the gold.

KoRi-uLi-;

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society, January
25.—The president, the Rev. J. Crompton, in the chair. Two
Richards pipits, two shore larks, an immature goshawk, and a

fulmar petrel were exhibited by I\Ir. Gunn, all procured on the

Norfolk coast during the present winter. The Rev. J. A. Law-
rence, of Bergh Apton, exhibited some remarkable fasciated

stems of the holly [Ilex aqiiifolhiiii)^ one specimen resuming its

ordinary growth at the summit, the branches into which it sepa-

rated being clothed with leaves in the usual manner. —Mr.
Stevenson read a paper on the rare l.urds which have visited us

during the past autumn and wirtter, in which he stated that no
less than thirteen shore larks had been killed on the Norfolk

coast between the 7th of November and the 12th of January.

Of this species, at one time considered a very great rarity, thirty-

two specimens have been procured in Norfolk since 1830. Of
those recently obtained, it was remarkable that only four out of

thirteen proved to be males, whereas out of eleven examples

killed between 1830 and 1S62, all were males but two ; but in

the winter of 1866-7, f^^^f pairs were males and females. .Six

specimens of Richards pipits had been procured in Norfolk ;

and the present season was remarkable for the number which
had been obtained in other and more southern counties, amounting
to eleven examples in the neighbourhood of Brighton alone. This

species was apparentlya bird of jiassage, but out of its ordinary line

of migration, when thus accidentally met with upon our Eastern

coast. The go>ha\\ k may now be ranked amongst the rarest of

our raptorial visitants. He knew of only ten examples procured
in Norfolk during the last forty years, of which all but two were
young birds. Mr. Stevenson alluded to the unusual number of

woodcocks killed during the past autumn, including a strange

melanoid variety killed near Cromer. He mentioned the follow-

ing birds as having been killed on the coast in October and
November:—the pomarine skua, Buffon's skua, purple sand-

piper, little gidl (immature), and a considerable number of storm

l)etrels, some of which had been found far inland. Mr. South-

well stated that the food of one of the Richards pipits, which he
examined, consisted of a small species of lady-bird, and that two
of the sliore larks (which were very fat) had been feeding entirely

on seeds of An-nnria pc'ploidcs.— Mr. Crowfoot, of Beccles, read

a paper on rare European birds, their nests and eggs, and ex-

hibited eggs of the wall creeper ( Tichodroma muraiia), taken in

Switzerland; Baillon's crake, from Potter Heigham, Norfolk, in

lS66; the little crake, and little gull, the latter eggs taken on
31st of May, on Lake Ladoga.

r.\R!s

Academy of Sciences, February 7.—^L C. Sainte-Claire

Deville communicated a note by M. C. Naudin, describing an

extraordinary fall of snow at CoUioure, in the Eastern Pyrenees.

This fall commenced on the 2Ist January, about 5 .\.M., and
Lasted until the morning of the 23rd, or for at least forty-four

hours. M. N.audin estimates the average thickness of snow
which fell during this jjeriod at o'8o metre (about thirty-two

inches) ; the thermometer during the fall departed very little

from the freezing point (0° C). Great damage was done to the

olive-trees, which were broken by the weight of the snow, but

the author stated that jialms, although pressed flat by the snow
and afterwards encased in ice for ten or twelve days, received no

injury.—M. de Saint-Venant presented a report on a memoir by
M. Maurice Levy, entitled " An essay on a rational theory of the
equilibrium of recently moved soils, and its applications to the
calculation of the stability of supporting walls," supplementing
it by a memoir of his own on the approximate determination of the
thrust exerted by soils without cohesion, against a wall of a certain

inclination.—M. E. J. Maumene presented a memoir on the
general theory of chemical action, embodying a fresh proof of
the lueaking down of the chemical type in the so-called actions
ot substitution.—M. Delaurier forwarded some investigations

on thermo-electricity, 1\L de Plagniol a further note on the silk-

worm disease (Morts-Jlals), and M. (jaudin a letter relating to

his mode of manufacture of artificial gems.—M. Bontemps
offered for the acceptance of the Academy some manuscript
works of M.Charles, who first employed hydrogen gas in balloons.
—AL Faye communicated a note by AL Laussedat on the appli-
cation of the graphic method to the prediction of eclipses of the
sun ; and also two notes by AL Heis on observations of the
zodiacal light and of the aurora borealis at Miinster in

Westphalia.—A note was received from M. H. de Kericuff
on the determination of the parallax of Venus.—The fourth
and concluding portion of the paper by M. Piarron de
Mondesir, "On a new method for the solution of mechanical
problems," was presented by M. Sainte-Claire Deville, who also

communicated a paper by MM. L. Troost and P. Hautefeuille
" On the heat of combination of silieium with chlorine and
oxygen," to which he aijpended some remarks.—Other chemical
papers communicated were:—"On a new method for the
synthesis of the organic acids," by AL Berthelot, and " On the

simultaneous formation of isomers in definite proportions," by
AT. A. Rosenstiehl.—^L li. Becquerel communicated a note by
AL E. Bouchotte on a simplification of Holtz's electrical machine,
and on a process for the estimation of the relation existing between
the dynamical work expended and the electricity produced.

—

MM. A. Bechamp and A. Estot presented a note "On the
nature and origin of the blood-corpuscles," in which they maintain
that these globules are "aggregations of microzynmta, " which
may become developed into Bacteria, B.acteridia, &c. — M.
Lacaze-Duthiers communicated a valuable paper " On the organi-
sation of the Aspcrgilliiin Javainim.—A note by M. G. Cotteau
on the genus Astcrostoma, a group of fossil sea-urchins, probably
of cretaceous date, was communicated by M. de Vemeuil. The
author described two new species from Cuba, viz., A. jimcnoi
and A.ciibeiisis ; only a single species was previously known.

—

A note by M. Gorseix on the present state of the volcano of
Santorin was also read, and W. F. Lenormant presented a note
on the antiquity of the ass and horse among the Aryan peoples.

Berlin

Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences, November 8, 1S69.
—AL H.agen read a paper on the movement of water in tubes
directed vertically downwards.— Prof. Ehrenberg communicated
an extract from a letter received fiom Dr. Julius Haast, of Can-
terbury, New Zealand, describing his discovery of an old
dwelling of moa-hunters, with its cooking-places and other objects

of interest. The stone implements found in this place were
made of flint, and not polished ; they resembled those found at

Amiens. Dr. Haast considers that his researches confirm the
opinion that the moa-hunters belonged to a different race from
the Maories, who, he added, have no tradition concerning the
former existence of the extinct gigantic birds.

November 25.— Prof. Poggenclorff read a long and elaborate
paper on Holtz's rotation electricity and the force manifested
by it, which he regards as the most powerful yet produced by
frictional electricity.—Prof. W. Peters communicated descriptions

of some new species of .Saurian reptiles and Batrachia, namely:
Polychrus {ChatineLrniKS, subg. n.) iiiu/Zicarinatiis, from Costa
Rica ; Tropidohfisnia Rkliardi, from North Australia ; Gytniio-

dactyhis Steiuhwri, from Sennaar ; CycIoyJiainplnis fasciaius, from
Chili ; and Ilvla graciUtita^ixom North-east Australia.—Professor
Hoffmann read a memoir on the sulphuretted urea-compounds,
and another upon the action of iodine upon thiobenzamide.—

A

supplement to the Noveml.ier Miniatsbcrichl contains 1\L du Bois-

Rcymond's memoir on the movement of magnets under the influ-

ence of moisture.

Vienna
Imperial Geological Institution, January 4.—A note by

M. von I^ipold relating to M. Krezci's views on the " colonies
"

of the Silurian basin of Bohemia was communicated by Mr.

J. Barrande, who also presented his reply to M, Lipoid's remarks.
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M. J. Rumpf presented a notice of the magnetic pyrites of

Leoben in Carinthia, and of crystals of magnesite from Maria-
Zell in Styria. M. C. von Ettingshausen read a paper on tlie

fossil flora of Sagor in Carniola, wliich presents the characters

of tlie Aquitainian flora. Prof. E. Suess noticed the occurrence

of Fusulimv in the upper carboniferous limestone of the Southern
Alps, which he had already compared with the Russian />««//«(;-

limestone. The species foimd agrees with the F. robusta of

Meek, from California. Abich has described a F. spJuerica from
the upper carboniferous limestone of .\rmenia, whch is probably
identical with /". >vh{stii. /". i')'//«i/;vVi2 occurs in Spain. M. Karl
von Hauer communicated a paper on the occurrence of sulphur

near Szwosyowice in Galicia ; and M. K. M. Paul exhibited tlie

geological map of the northern parts of the counties of Zemplin
and Ungh in Hungary, and made some remarks upon the

geology of the district.

Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences.—August 17.—Dr. Leidy
made some remarks on a tooth of Ei;iiiis fratcriius, reading an
extract from a letter by T. C. Broadhead relating thereto.—

A

paper on *' Brevoortia " by Alphonzo Wood was read.

September 7.—Mr. Meehan made some remarks upon the de-

velopment of the buds of plants. He said it was well known
that all vegetable physiologists taught there were two classes of

buds in plants—one called adventitious buds, which had a kind
of nomadic existence, the other axillary buds, ^^hich were sup-

posed to owe their origin to the leaf from the base of which they

sprang. It was customary to speak of these as the parent leaves

of the axillary buds. He would show that the leaf not only did

not aid the axillary bud formation, but was rather a foe to bud
development. He exhibited vigorous shoots of the Kentucky
coffee and honey locust trees, and hichorins of walnuts, showing
what had either been entirely overlooked by other botanists or

passed over of no importance, that there were in these two or

three buds instead of the usual axillary bud, one above another in

direct line, and that in all these instances the farthest removed
from the base of the leaf, and, of course, the one the least under
its influence, was the largest and best developed. He gave the

results of extended observations as proof of the same principle

from single bud cases. He exhibited specimens of some maple
shoots of the present season's growth. — jlr. C. H. Redfield stated

that the Aspuiium aculeattim (L. ), though widely distributed over

the globe, had, in the United States, been restricted, as was
supposed, to the mountains and mountain gorges of New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, and Northern New York, and to Northern
Minnesota. He had, hovvever, recently found it growing in abun-
dance in the Stony Clove of the Catskill Mountains, about two
degrees farther south than it h.ad before been noticed, and under
conditions very similar to those in which it grows in the notch of

Mount Mansfield, Vermont.
October 5.—A written communication w-as received from Prof

Ennis, entitled "Meteors, their composition and the Cause of

tlieir Ignition," and another, "On v.triations in the genus
.-EgUothtis," by Elliott Cours, A.M., Ph.D.

I

October 12.— Mr. Meehan presented a paper for publication,

entitled " On the Law ofDevelopment in the Flowers of Amirosiu-
{lytimisillfolia." Mr. Meehan accompanied the presentation

with verbal remarks illustrated by the plants.

October 19.—Mr. A. H. Smith made some remarks in regard

to a plant discovered some years back by Michaux, and named
by him Carex miliaris. Some time ago, near Moosehead Lake,
Mr. Smith discovered plants which, when submitted to Gray,
were called by him Carex rdiaidata, and Canx pidla. These
plants were immature ; afterwards procuring perfect plants

Mr. Smith thought that they were identical with the Cavcw
miliaris of Michaux.
December 21.—Prof. Cope made some remarks on a cranium

of the Ifyperaodron bidens from the coast of Rhode Island, pre-

sented by Samuel Powell of Newport. lie s'ated that it was a

female which entered the harbour of the latter place with a calf.

A male was some time after cast ashore dead near Dennis,
Mass., and was preserved complete in the Mus. Comp. Zoology,
Cambridge. (See Allen, Mammals, Massachusetts.) He
said that the muzzle of the female was longer than repre-

sented for European specimens, but that of the male was
as short, and that no difference could be detected in

the skeleton of either. He, therefore, retained the name
H. bidtiis. He stated that Mfsoplodon Smverbiciisis also

occurred on the coast of Nantucket. He next exhibited the left

ramus of the mandible of a finner whale of the miocene of Edge-
combe Co. North Carolina. He pointed out its characters were
nearest those of the Eschrichtius cepha/iis, but that there was a
groove inside the upper edge of the jaw. He called it

Eschrichtius polyponts. He exhibited a number of remains of
fossil reptiles from Sampson Co. North Carolina, of cretaceous
age, which were intrusive in miocene beds. Among these were
humenis, tibia, fibula, metatarsus, caudal vertebra, and, perhaps,
cervical vertebra and dermal bone of a gigantic Dinosaur, found
together by Prof H. C. Kerr, Director of the Geological Survey
of North Carolina. The remains indicated a species having the
same general form and size as the Hadrosaiirus Foulkei. The
caudal vertebra was of very different form, and resembled
more that of Hylsosaurus minus the diapophysis. This vertebra
was elongate, depressed, and angulate. The animal presented
various other points distinguishing it from Hadrosauriis, and was
named Hypsiherma crassicaiida.

Two caudal vertebra; of another animal from the same county,
but different locality, indicated a true Hadrosaurns. One, near
the thirtieth caudal, was twice the size of that of // Foulkei, the
vertical diameter of the centum being 4-5 inches. It presented
so many peculiarities of form that Prof. Cope thought it to have
belonged to a species distinct from //. Foulkei. A caudal
apparently terminal was shorter than the same in that species.

He named it Hadrosaurus tripos. Another reptile from tlie

same locality was indicated by an elongate conic tooth. He
named it Polydetes biturgidus.

January 4.—Dr. Linz exhibited the broken extremity of the
snout of a large extinct mammal brought by Dr. Hayden from
Colorado Territory, which resembled in some respects the genus
Sivatherium , especially in presenting a horn core on each side of
the front. The nasals were even shorter than in Sivatherium,
and the horn cores appear to be in advance of the orbits. He
suggested that it might belong to Titanothcrium, but named it

^[egacerops coloradensis. He stated that he had received from the

same region remains of a large reptile allied to Porcilopleurum.
Prof. Cope exhibited the ischiatic bones of two Dinosaima.
One of these, the Megadaclylus polyzebus of Hitchcock, had
probably been one of those that left its tracks in the strata of
the Connecticut valley sandstone. With tliese a subround bi-

lobed impression had frequently been found, just behind the heels

on the median line. This he showed to be the impression of

the extremities of the ischia. These bones were directed back-
wards, and for the posterior half of their length were in close

contact, forming an elongate rod, on which the animal rested

when in a silting position. The structure ml.aclnps was shown
to be quite similar.—Prof. O. C. Marsh, of Vale College, ex-

hibited a tooth of a new species of Rhinoceros from the miocene
ofSquankum, New Jersey, which he regarded as representing a
species distinct from those already known. He called it R. matu-
tinus, and stated that it w'as the first species discovered east of

the Mississippi. He exhibited several vertebrae of a Hadrosaurus
from the upper cretaceous greensand of Banierbaro, New Jersey,

whicli belonged to a species of smaller size than the /P. Foulkei.

He regarded it as distinct, and called it // minor. He ex-

hibited a large tooth of a mosasauroid reptile, of a shorter and
thicker form than usual, and wiiich had been taken from a
fragment of a jaw, which indicated a species with short,

massive muzzle. It is from North Carolina. He proposed to

call it Mosasaurus crassidus. The vertebra of another Mosa-
sauroid was exhibited, which he referied to the genus Liodon
(regarded by Prof. Cope as synonymous with liPacrosaurus), and
which presented peculiarities which separated it from L. lacris

and L. validis. Its diapophyses were prolonged to an unusual
distance on the caudal series of vertebrie. He proposed for it

the name of Liodon laticaudus.—Thomas Meeham referred to

his former observations that the so-called leaves of conifero; were
but phylloid branchlets, and that the real leaves existed chiefly

in the form of adnate scales. In some coniferx these adnale

leaves had the power of elongating into free foliaceous awns.

The larch was an instance. In Pinus tliis had never been noticed.

He now exhibited specimens of Pinus serotina, in which the

leaf scales under e.ach fascicle of phylloidre had developed into

leafy awns two inches in length, demonstrating the correctness ol his

original observation. He further remarked that those adnate

true leaves were as different on different species, as the leaves

of other plants, and afforded excellent specific characters, much
better in fact than many derived from the number of phylloida;

in a fascicle, or even from many points in the cones. Specimens

to illustrate this were exhibited.
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BUIKALO

Society of Natural Sciences, December 9, 1S69.—Annual

nieetiii"-.—The presitlent, G. W. Clintun, in the chair. The fol-

lowing officers were elected fur the ensuing year :—Presi<lent,

(ieo. W. CHnion, LL.l>. ; vice-presidents, A. T. Chester, D.D.,

Kverartl Palmer, and Henry A. Richmond; treasurer, James

Sweeney; librarian. Otto Bessar. Dr. Bird, of Sioux City,

Towa, and Johnson Pettit, of Grimsby, Ontario, were chosen

eorrespondinj^ members.

Boston

Society of Natural History, December 15, 1S69.—The
following paper w.is presented :—" Notes on the mammals of

Iowa." By Mr. J. A. Allen._

The list of the mammals given in this paper is based mainly

upon notes gathered during three months spent in the state

of Iowa in the summer of 1867, fur the purpose of collecting

and studying its animals and plants. A i^w species have been

inserted upon the authority of other authors, while a few others

are given from their known occurrence in nearly all the adjoining

slates, though not, to the author's knowledge, yet reported from

this. The vvliole number enumerated is forty-eight, and probably

but two or three remain to be added to perfect the list of the

indigenous mammals of the state. Attention is also called to

such others as are most Ukely to occur. If three or four northern

ones be found to reach the northern paiis of the state, thewdiole

number, including the introduced house-rats and mice, may
be increased to about fifty-five or fif"Ly-six, which is a num-
ber somewhat greater than is found in many of the Atlantic

states, excluding the marine species, the seals and cetaceans.

Iowa being situated in a prairie region, it necessarily difters

considevalily in the general chai-acter of its fauna, and especially

in respect to its mammalia, from that of the wooded portion of

ihe United States to the eastward, as all who have given attention

to the geographical distribution of animals must be aware, ^'et

we do not in this state fairly enter upon the so-called Middle
Province of tlie continent, which differs so markedly, both in

fiuna and Mora, from the Eastern Province. A great change in

the fauna and flora is met with, however, at the point of junction

of the wooded and woodless regions of the eastern half of the

eontinent, wliich in the latitude of Iowa occurs more than a hun-

dred miles to the eastward of that state. At this point as great

and as abrupt a change occurs as usually takes place between
two contiguous faunal districts, one of which lies to the north or

to the south of the otlier, or where the line of division is an
i-^othermal one, separating different climatic and zoological zones,

A few only, if any, of the species embraced in this list seem to

lind their eastern limit of distribution in this state ; but, with

two or three exceptions, ihey range through southern \Vi^consin,

Illinois, and even into north-westein Indiana and southern Michi-

gan, or to ihe eastern limit of the prairies. Also, with very lew

exceptions, none are restricted to it iu either their northward or

southward range. A few of the more northern species, whose
southern range is restricted to the southern border of the Alle-

ghanian fauna, may reach the northern counties of Iowa,

as a few essentially southern species may approach, or even

be found occasionally within its southern borders. Iowa is

hence mainly embraced within the Carolinian fauna, at least so

far as its mammals, birds, and reptiles are concerned, though

generally heretofore supposed to l)elong, in great part, at least,

lo the Alleghanian. Among tlie strictly prairie mammals re-

presented, are at least four rodents {Spe^'mophilus trida'cni-

lincatus, S. Franklinii^ Geomys bursarius^ Hesperomys michi-

ganeiisis), two carnivores [Canh latrans^ Taxuiea amencaiia),

and at least one insectivore {Sai/ops argentatas). Only one

eastern species, the red squirrel (Sciurus hiidson'ms)^ appears

to lind at the prairie line its western limit, if, as some have
supposed, it be true that this animal does not range across the

continent. Hence the difference between the mammalian fauna

of the prairies of the Upper Mississippi valley and that of the

forest region to the eastward consists in the addition of a number
of species peculiar to the prairies. Since all the larger species

of mammalia are everywhere rapidly disappearing before the

revolutionising influences of civilisation, and since great and
general changes occur in the faunal and floral features of every

country when brought under cultivation, it becomes a matter of
unusual interest to preserve as correct a record as possible of the

primitive conditions of our own country in this respect, for com-
parison with its subsequent altered status, as well as a history of
the change.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Publishers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary

information, conveyed in clear and lucid English, The authors

are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-

jiartments ; and their names form a I'eady guarantee for the high

character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others

are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

A\hether for private study or for school instniction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROVAL.—POPULAR ASTROXOMV. With Illustrations. I^y G. B.

AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Sixth and cheaper Edition. iSmo, cloth. 4?. ^d.

This work consists of six lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instrunrients of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the observations made with these instruments are

treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutiae of formulae, and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct

reference of everj' step to the Observatory, and the full description of the

methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagram of
the Spectra of the Stni, Stars, and Nebulae, and numerous Illustrations. By
J.NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fourth Thousand. iSmo. 55. 6</.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and Ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebula; : the Sun ; the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope

;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions ; Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated. Mr. Lockyer's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations. By T. H. HUXLEY, F.R.S., Professor of Natural History in the

Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4^. 61/.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the
principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the

Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the
Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph : Respiration : Sources of Loss and of
Gain to the Blood ; the Fimction of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion

;

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Organ of Sight ; the Coalescence of
Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the

Nervous System and Innervation ; Histology, or the Minute Structure of the
Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.
The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravings. The manual is

primarily intended to ser\'e as a text-book for teachers and learners in boys'

and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, M-D. i8mo. xs. td.

These Questions were drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of
young people in Physiology.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
iSmo. cloth. 4.J. (id.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's plan of selected Types and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original "Types. The con-

cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe

Plants." A valuable Glo'^sary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-

tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester, With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.

New Edition. T\ventv-firs.t Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4^. dd.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important
facts and principles of Modern Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the

purpose of facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the

snbject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-
metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the

most important of the latest discoveries.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer RoyaL
ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND

NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown 8vo. cloth.
6j. &d.

In order to spare astronomers and obser\*ers in natural philosophy the
confusion and loss of time which are produced by referring to the ordinary
treatises embracing both branches of probabilities (the first relating to
chances which can be altered only by the changes of entire units or in-
tegral multiples of units in the fundamental conditions of the problem ;

the other concerning those chances which have respect to insensible
gradations in the value of the element measures) the present tract has been
drawn up.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
I
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Cruwii
Svo, cloth. 6s. 6</.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIBRATIONS. With the Mathematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University. Crown Svo. <>r.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the U^e of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAV. M.A., Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Svo. cloth. i-2S. 6d.

This book embraces all those branches of Astronomy which have, from
time to time, been recommended by the Cambridge Board of Mathematical
Studies: but by far the larger and easier portion, adapted to the first three
days of the Examination for Honours, may be read by the more advanced
pupils in many of our schools. The author's aim has been to convey clear
and distinct ideas of the celestial phenomena.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a Brief Sketch of the Problem up to the
tiinc of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, revised.
Crown Svo. cloth 5^. 6if.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in 1868. With Appendices, Chromo-litho-
graphs, Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo, 21^.

U'estmiiister Revit"..o.—"The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendt^red it equally valuable as a text-book for advanced stu-
dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS, ANDTHE FIGURE OF THE EARTH
By JOHN H. PRATT, M.A.. Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Editiun.
Crown S\o. cloth. 6^. 6d.

The author's chief design in this treatise is to give an answer to [lie

question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in

a fluid state ?"

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH HAY.MA, S.J., Professor of Philosophy,
Stonyhurst College. Demy S\o. cloth, los. 6d,

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY. With a collection of Problems. Bv
C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth, fo. 6d.

\n this volume, an attempt has been made to produce a treatise on ilic

Planetary theorj', which, being elementary in character, should be so far

complete, as to contain all that is usually required by students in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 3^:. 6^/.

The first part of this work consists of an application of the method of the
variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formula; are applied to the particular case of the

earth.

CAMBRIDGE COURSE OF ELE-
MENTARY N.VTURAL PHILOSOPHY, for the Degree of I! A.
Originally compiled by J. C. SNOWBALL, M.A,, late Fellow of St. John's
Colleste. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, and adapted for the Middle-
CKass-E.-iaminations by THOMAS LUND, B.D., late Fellow and Lecturer
of St. John's College, Editor of Wood's Algebra, &c. Crown Svo. cloth.
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VESUVIUS. By Professor PHILLIPS.
CoNTKNTs:—VeMiviiis at Rest—In Action— In the Nineteenth Conlury—
Periods of Rest aiiJ Activity — Characteristic Phenomena—Forms and

Structure—Minerals -Lava and Ashes, &c. With numerous lUustrations.

Crown Svo. lOJ" 6.:/.

" Contains much historical and scientific matter reduced to a pleasant and
readable form. Of the volume as a whole, we can only speak in terms of the

highest praise, and we regard it as a work which deserves a place on the

slielves of every student of physical science."

—

Examiner.

" A work of high value both to the student and to the tourist on the shores

ot the Bay of ^^\>\c^"—Pail Mail Gazcite.

" This is an attractive book for those who have no enthusiasm for 'Alpine
Plants.' Its pure style, the interesting excursion details, and the beautiful

descriptions of scenery, make it a winning book to general readers."

—

Record.

OXFORD ; Printed at the CLARENDON PRESS, and Published by

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON, Publishers to the University.

CLARENDON PRESS SERIES.
Extra fcap. Svo. price 75, 6d.

A SYSTEM OF PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TlON. Theoretical and Practical ; v.ith numerous Illustrations drawn by

A. Macdonald. By ARCHIBALD MACLAREN, The Gymnasium,
Oxford.

" It is marked In every line by good sense, and is so clearly written that no
one can mistake its rules. We earnestly hope that the book will find not only
m.iny readers, but earnest disciples."

—

Lancet.

Recently published, in Crown Svo. price 7^. 6if.

EXERCISES in PRACTICAL CHEMIS-
TRY: Qiialiiative Aiuilysi.s. By .A. G. VERNON HARCOURT, F.R.S.

Lee's Reader in Chemistry at Christ Church, Oxford, and H. G. MADAN,
F.C.S. With numerous Illustrations.

"The plan of the book appears to us to be admirable, and the "directions
given for performing the various operations involved in the course are
wonderfully precise and clear."

—

Cheutist and Druggist.

Second Edition, with Solutions.

CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS. By
A. W. WILLIAMSON, Phil. Doc, Professor of Chemistry, University

College, London. Extra fcap. Svo. Cloth. Price Zs. 6d.

*' This volume is really a too rare example of what a good elementary text-

book in any science ought to be : the language, brief, simple, exact ; the
arrangement logical, developing in lucid order principles from facts, and
keeping theory always dependent upon observation : a book that keeps the
reason of the student active while be .strives to master details difficult but never
without interest, and that furnishes him with means for practising himself
jn the right management of each new tool of knowledge that is given to him
for his use."

—

Exumhirr.

Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, price 7^'. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
HEAT, with nnnicnnis Wooaciits and Diagrams. By BALI OUR
STEWART. LL.D., F.R.S., Director of the Observatory at Kew.

" This compact little treatise is commendable both as an elementary expo-
sition of the chief phenomena of heat and their practical applications, and
also as a brief exposition of the philosophical theories which have recently
given a new interest to the phenomena. The structure of the work is also
excellent." —Fortitighily Kcview.

Demy Svo. cloth. S56 pp., price 2i.r.

DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY. A Hand-
book for the General Reader, anJ also for practical Observatory work. With
224 Illustrations and numerous Tables. By G. F. CHAMBERS, F.R.A.S..

Barrister-at-law.

The aim of this work, briefly expressed, is general usefulness, whether in

the hands of the student, the general reader, or the professional observer.
Great pains have been taken to present the latest Information on all branches
of the science, The development of Astronomy is now so rapid that unless
an author exercises constant vigilance his book must fall behindhand : and il

is believed that this volume not only contains the most recent discoveries and
deductions, but that in it will also be tound information hitherto to be met
with only in the publications of learned societies, difficult of access and incon-
venient for reference even to the Astronomer, and absolutely out of the reach
of the general reader.
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THE MINISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
T7 NGLISH politicians have peculiar ways of giving us

what we want. For some time every one has felt, as

it were, by a sort of instinct, that we shall at last have what

all other civilised nations have long known to be indis-

pensable,—a Minister of Public Instruction. Out of

Parliament this has been on all sides spoken of as a

matter of course. But in Parliament it is different.

When the inevitable time comes for it to be spoken of

there, it must be carefully avoided, or only coyly glanced

at, by those who have thoroughly determined to give it,

for etiquette imposes on them the necessity of appear-

ing to yield to external importunity. A very pretty ex-

ample of this parliamentary coquetiy occurred last week

on the first reading of the new Education Bill. Mr. Forster

displayed no little ingenuity in avoiding the slightest allu-

sion to a provision which everyone of his hearers knew

to be absolutely essential to the success of the great

measure he was introducing. He said, " The first thing

that would suggest itself probably to the minds of all hon.

members would be a system of organisation throughout

the country," knowing perfectly well that "the first thing"

that must suggest itself would be a central authority to

create and direct that organisation. But the suggestion

must not come from a Minister. It was not long, how-

ever, in coming from other quarters. Sir John Pakington,

as a leading member of the Opposition, and other

speakers, promptly supplied the deficiency, and the pro-

posal was received with " ministerial cheers." All men
know that the meaning of this amusing, and no doubt

most necessai-y, little comedy is, that we may now hope soon

to have a Minister of Public Instruction. That being the

case it may not be amiss therefore that the probable

scope of the duties connected with such an office should

be briefly considered.

Such a Minister should, we think, take charge of the

whole range of natural knowledge in all matters in which

the State in any way intervenes to advance such know-

ledge. We understand the comprehensive term natural

knowledge to include Education, Science, the Fine Arts,

and Music. Towards the promotion of all these the

Government at present, more or less contributes its

direct influence. In order to ensure continuity of system

and avoid its interruption when the head of the de-

partment vacates office with the change of Ministers, it

will, we believe, be found necessary to place over each

of these subdivisions a permanent, that is unparliamentary,

Under Secretary of State ; unless indeed the two last. Fine

Arts and Music, may be found capable of being united

under one head. But Education, Science, and Fine Arts,

with Music, should certainly be kept distinct, not only

with a view to division of labour, but to the special

efficiency of each.

The Education branch would include the national sys-

tem of compulsory primaiy education about to be estab-

lished, public schools, universities, and agencies of all

kinds aided by the State, which have for their object the

training of youth. It would include also general litera-

ture in so far as that is recognised or subsidised in any

way by the State.

The Science branch would include all establishments,

in receipt of Government assistance, in which Science is

taught as a special study ; all those in which scientific

observations or investigations are conducted under State

auspices, and all museums in which natural objects are

displayed for scientific purposes.

The Fine Arts branch would include all national collec-

tions of paintings, sculpture, and decorative works, na-

tional schools of design, the national buildings and

monuments, whether of the present or the future.

The Music branch would include subsidies for cul-

tivation of music, and rewards for pre-eminence in the

art.

Such, it can hardly be doubted, will be the broad

classification. No doubt a debateable ground will be

found to exist between the different subdivisions, through

which it will be difficult to trace a clear line of separa-

tion. For instance, between Science and Fine Arts

there will be points of contact requiring perhaps careful

re-adjustment ; as in the cases of the British and

South Kensington Museums, in each of which both Art

and Science collections are under one roof. The
opportunity 'presented by the institution of the new

Minister is perhaps the last that will ever be

afforded us of deciding whether collections differing

so entirely in their characters and objects as those of

Art and Science should be in juxtaposition. It is certain

that the classes who visit collections of Natural History,

bctidjide for instruction, are not at all aided, and but little

interested, by the immediate presence of antiquities and

objects of vertii. The classes who only visit museums

for amusement, are doubtless interested in both. But in

creating a consistent system, which of these two classes

should be chiefly considered ? If the latter, is there not

considerable danger of our falling into the error of making

such collections mere places of amusement ? Again, the

minds best qualified to organise and maintain Art collec-

tions do not usually possess equal knowledge of, or feel

equal interest in, Science, and vice versa. It seems

desirable then that the question of separating the two

of kinds collections should now be settled once for all.

Coincident with the re-classifying of our national

collections should be an endeavour to engraft on some of

them, in which the want has long been felt, arrangements

for facilitating the study of their contents.

Assuming that the scope of the new Minister's jurisdic-

tion will be generally such as we have indicated, we may
be at ease with respect to the Education branch. This

has received so much attention of late, and the whole

subject has been so thoroughly mastered by Mr. Forster,

who will, let us hope, be our first Minister of Public Instruc-

tion, that he will enter with confidence on this part of

his duties. But with Science it is far different. Our

present very meagre and partial scientific arrangements

are dislocated and scattered over every existing depart-

ment of the State, as if with the express object of putting

consistency, system, and efficiency out of the question.

The first step towards organising this branch of know-

ledge must be by collecting facts and opinions relating to

it. This step can only be taken through the agency of a

Royal Commission instructed to give the widest possible

scope to its inquiries into everything relating to both

Instruction and Investigation in Science.
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PROTOPLASM
As regards Proloplasiiu in relation to Professor Huxlefs

Essay on the Physical Basis of Life. Pp. 68. By

James Hutchinson Stirling, F.R.C.S., LL.D., Edin.

burgh. (Blackwood and Sons. 1S69.)

w'HEN one of the most powerful representatives of

the Transcendental school of philosophy, himself

possessing a knowledge of biological science, consents

to do battle against the modern doctrines concerning Life

and its assumed material substratum, Protoplasm, we

may expect, at least, that the strongest arguments which

can be adduced will be brought to bear against the ob-

noxious theories and their supposed materialistic ten-

dencies. Still more especially must we prepare ourselves

for battle a outrance, when the champion that steps for-

ward is one who has already grappled so manfully with

the " Secret of Hegel" and is otherwise so distinguished

a leader amongst the adverse school of thinkers.

Although differing altogether from Prof. Huxley on the

main subject of his essay, we find that in one respect the

opinions expressed therein are perfectly in accordance with

those of Mr. Stirling. With reference to the views enun-

ciated concerning Com.tc and his writings, Mr. Stirling

sa)S :
"

I acknowledge in Mr. Huxley's every word the ring

of a genuine experience." Mr. Stirling is even more severe

on the hitherto much-lauded Positive philosopher than

Prof Huxley himself. He says :

—

There is not a sentence in his book that, in tlie hollow elabora-

tion and windy pretentiousness of its build, is not an exact type

of its own constructor. On the whole, indeed, when we consider

the little to which he attained, the empty inflation of his claims,

the monstrous and maniacal self-conceit into which he was

exalted, it may appear, perhaps, that charity to M. Comte himself

to say nothing of the world—should induce us to wish that

both his name and his works were buried in oblivion.

When the phrase " Physical Basis of Life " was em-

ployed, this was intended to convey the notion that there

was one kind of matter, that is, one genus— including an

almost infinite number of specifically different, though

closely related, kinds— comtnon to all living beings : this

matter being named Protoplasm. In connection with this

doctrine, though based upon other facts, there was a further

inference. Life was believed to be a function of living

matter rather than of living form—whether cellular or

other. No secondary visible organisation, at all events,

was supposed to be needed, though a primary but invisible

molecular organisation was deeined all essential for the

display of vital manifestations. Such a doctrine being

once admitted, there is, as Mr. Stirling points out, no

logical halting-place short of Prof Huxley's further con-

clusion, " that all vital action whatever, intellectual in-

cluded, is but the result of the molecular forces of the

protoplasm which displays it."

Let us see, then, what is to be said in favour of a matter

of Life, and how far Mr. Stirling's objections to this

doctrine are valid.

At the time when the doctrines of Schleiden and Schwann
— that the 'cell' was the ultimate morphological unit capa-

ble of displaying 'vital' manifestations—were announced,

and long after, the simplest independent living things,

whether animal or vegetable, were supposed to be unicel-

lular organisms. Form and visible organisation were,

therefore, regarded by most as necessarj' for the manifesta-

tion of Life : it was supposed that a more or less spheri-

cal structure was needed, possessing a distinct cell-wall,

with a nucleus, and other cell contents. But, of late

years, increasing knowledge and faithful investigation has

necessitated much change of doctrine, in regard to the

nature of those simplest parts of complex organisms

which are capable of displaying a vitality of theis own,

and in regard to the nature of the simplest independent

living things.

Some of the principal modifications in the 'cell' doc-

trine of organisation are thus sketched by Mr. Stirling

himself :

—

The first step taken in resolution of this theory was completed

by Max Schultze, preceded ,by Leydig. This was the elimina-

tion of an investing membrane. Such membrane may, and does

ultimately form ; but, in the first instance, it appears tlie cell is

naked. The second step in the resolution belongs, perhaps, to

Briicke, though preceded by Bergman, and though Max Schultze,

Kiihne, Haeckel, and others ought to be mentioned in the same
connection. This step was the elimination, or at least subor-

dination, of the nucleus. The nucleus, we are to understand

now, is necessary neither to the division nor to the existence of

the cell.

Thus, then, stripped of its membrane, relieved of its nucleus,

what now remains of the cell ? Why, nothing but what was
the contained matter, the intracellular matrix, and is— Proto-

plasm.

Thus, then, we seem to reach our elementary life-stuff

—

our living matter. But Mr. Stirling would warn us against

coming to any such conclusion—he will not so easily

yield. He tells us we are quite wrongif we think we have got

rid of the cell and have reduced ourselves to a simple matter

of Life. And why ? " Because," as he says, " all the great

German histologists still hold by the cell, and can hardly

open their mouths without mention of it." But, if this be

so, after what Mr. Stirling has himself told us, to what

else can we ascribe the practice, save to a seeming reality of

that reputed fondness in the German mind for courtesy

or conventional titles ? Some such excuse there may be,

but assuredly no other. We would ask Mr. Stirling to

reconsider the bearing of the statements which he has

himself adduced. In place of the old morphological

vital unit—the cell—w'ith its definite characters, we are

reduced to a mere naked, non-nucleated bit of protoplasm,

as the simplest material substratum adequate to display

all those vital manifestations, previously considered to be

the essential attributes of the formed elements above

mentioned. The power of displaying vital manifesta-

tions has, in fact, been transferred from definitely

formed morphological units, to utterly indefinite and

formless masses of Protoplasm. Instead, therefore,

of an obvious form of Life, we are reduced to a

matter of Life, presenting no appreciable morphological

characters. It becomes evident, moreover, that if the

old term "cell" is still applied to these mere bits of living

stuff or protoplasm—not because they are morphological

units, but simply because biologists have been compelled

to transfer the power of manifesting vital characteristics

to such indefinite protoplasmic masses—then this term,

thus employed, must be seen to have so entirely lost its

old signification, that it can be regarded only as a mere

courtesy title. Vital power has obviously been transferred

from a definite morphological unit— the cell—to mere

li\ing matter, and if any people do persist in still calling

a portion of such mere matter by the name of the morphc-
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logical unit, simply because this was of old also assiiined

to be the vital unit, wv must not allow such mere con-

fusion in language to confuse us as to the real facts and

inferences.

There is another point of view, also, to which I\Ir. Stir-

ling docs not seem to have given an adequate attention.

The old doctrine did well enough at a time when the

lowest known living things w-ere " unicellular organisms,"

closely approximating in their characters to those morpho-

logical units of which the higher plants and animals are

built up. But, since our knowledge has" increased—since

we have become more familiar with the various living

things constituting the lowest groups of Professor

Haeckel's third organic kifigdom—PROTISTA—the main-

tenance of such doctrines has become im possible. Do
we not now know that although the Protoplasta are

amoeboid animals possessing the old cell characters— that

is, having a distinct nucleus, and a definite bounding

membrane—there are, nevertheless, adult animals, leading

an entirely independent existence, composing the lowest

group Monera, some of wh ich have no bounding membrane,

though they have a nucleus, whilst others, simpler still,

are mere bits of protoplasm— naked, non-nucleated,

structureless ? Yet, such minute, homogeneous, and alto-

gether indefinite bits of protoplasm, are as capable of

displaying the fundamental characteristics of life, as are

the more definite unicellular organisms to which such

attributes were formerly supposed to be restricted.

Without visible structure, they nevertheless assimilate

materials from their environment, and grow; they constantly

vary their shape, and are capable of executing slow move-

ments ; though possessing no nucleus, they are able to

divide and reproduce their kind.

It seems only fair to mention in this place, that so

far back as 1853, before the doctrine as to the constitu-

tion of the "cell" had undergone such a modification, or

rather, as we should have said, before it had been gene-

rally acknowledged that vital manifestations could be

displayed by mere bits of protoplasm lacking the supposed

necessary elements of form. Professor Huxley had put

forth a powerful remonstrance against the then all-preva-

lent " cell theory " of organisation.* His 'opinions were

announced even five years before Virchow, the last great

champion of the doctrine, issued his celebrated " Cellular

Pathologie." Following, in the main, the doctrine of

Wolff and Von Baer, Prof. Huxley contended that the

primitive organic substance is a homogeneous plasma, in

which a certain differentiation takes place, but that there

is no evidence whatever to show that the molecular forces

of this living matter (" vital forces " of most modern
writers) are, by this differentiation, localised in any one part

rather than in any other part—be it cell, or be it intercel-

lular tissue. "Neither is there any evidence," he says,

" that any alteration or other influence is exercised by the

one over the other ; the changes which each subsequently

undergoes—though they are in harmony—having no causal

connection with one another, but each proceeding, as it

would seem, in accordance with the general determining

laws of the organism." Whilst believing that the peri-

plast—corresponding with the cell-wall and intercellular

tissue of other writers— is the seat of all the most im-

portant metamorphic processes out of which the various

* Brit, and For Med. Chir Review, 1853, p. 306.

tissues are produced, he also believes that this difteren-

tiation is not brought about by any mysterious action on the

part of the cell or nucleus, but that it is rather the result

of intimate molecular changes taking place in the plastic

matter itself, after a definitely successive though inexpli-

cable fashion. Prof. Huxley's fundamental position was,

in fact, that " the primary difl'erentiation is not a neces-

sary preliminary to further organisation—that the cells

are not inachines by which alone further development can

take place ; they are rather mere indications of accustomed

modes of evolution." This main position he has further

illustrated by saying :
" We have tried to show that

they [the cells] are not instruments, but indications—
that they are no more the producers of the vital phenomena
than the shells scattered in orderly lines along the sea-

beach, are the instruments by which the gravitative force

of the moon acts upon the ocean. Like these, the cell

only marks where the vital tides have been, and how they

have acted."

Certainly the essence of this doctrine is, that the

vital forces are "molecular forces"—that they are not

dependent upon morphological forms or "cells" and, there-

fore, that essentially vital manifestations may take place

in mere formless living matter—Protoplasm, if you will.

As we have just seen, this is precisely the doctrine to

which so many other distinguished biologists have now
given in their adhesion. They too—Max Schultze, Haeckel,

Kiihne, and others— have gradually recognised that a

something of definite form is no longer necessary : that

there are independent living things, even lower in the

scale than the old "unicellular organisims": that to

constitute one of these, or to constitute a vital unit

of one of the higher living things, all that is needed

is mere formless, indefinite Protoplasm-— or, as Mr.

Stirling contemptuously expresses it, a mere " shred

"

of the matter of Life.

Much of what immediately follows, in Mr. Stirling's

essay, we consider to be somewhat irrelevant. We think

it has been written under the influence of a misconcep-

tion as to Professor Huxley's real meaning. Mr. Stirling

argues against Protoplasm, on the assumption of its being

a substance definite in kind—as definite, we may say, as

chloride of sodium— whilst apparently. Professor Huxley's

meaning was rather that Protoplasm was the name of a

genus of matter, or else of a species including almost in-

numerable varieties : that it was a proteinacious sub-

stance, in fact, of which there might be as many hundreds

of isomeric modifications, as there are similar varieties of

protein itself.

We regret that we are unable to follow Mr. Stirling

into this second part of his essay. It seems to us to be
the most interesting part of it, and we recommend our

readers to study it for themselves. Much, however, of its

reasoning, is, for us, deprived of its seeming cogency, be-

cause we cannot agree with Mr. Stirling in his previous con-

clusion as to the non-existence of a matter of Life. This, as

he fully admits, is the really fundamental question about

which the difference of opinion exists. And, if we cannot

agree with him upon this first point, it is useless for us to

follow him into his subsequent reasonings. We cannot,

however, but admire his candour when he says :

It is to be acknowledged . . . that Rlr. Huxley would be very

much assisted in his identification of differences, were but the
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theories ot the molecularists* on the one hand, and of Mr. Darwin

on the other, once for all established. The three modes of

theorising indicated, indeed, are not without a tendency to

approach one another ; and it is precisely their union that would

secure a definitive triumph for the doctrine of materialism. Mr.

Huxley, as we have seen—though what he desiderates is an auto-

plastic I'ivingwM/to- that, produced by ordinary chemical processes,

is yet capable of continuing and developing itself into new and

higher fonns— still begins with the egg. Now, the theory of the

molecularists would, for its part, remove all the difficulties that,

for materialism, are involved in this beginning ; it uviild phue

protoplasm Kudcniablv at length on a iiurely cliemical Ici'd ; and

wouldfairlv amble Mr. Dai-d'in, supplemented fy such a Ufe-stujff,

to account by natural means for ererjthing like an idea or thought

that appears in creation.

Nothing could be more outspoken and candid than this

utterance of Mr. Stirling. He evidently believes that such

doctrines of the " molecularists " concerning the new evolu-

tion of living things will have long to "await the proof" ;
but

we, on the contrary, firmly believe the time to be not far

distant when this will be as much an accredited dictum

of science as are the other doctrines of the Correlation

of the Physical Forces, and of the Correlation of the Vital

and Physical Forces which have been its necessary pre-

decessors. We would ask the Transcendentalists, at

least, to speculate upon the possibility of this. Let them

learn in the meantime how they may best readjust their

doctrines, so that when the time comes in which such

change will be absolutely necessp^-y— if their views are to

be in accordance with the established truths of science

—

there may be no sudden bewilderment, no feeling as if

the very ground were being swept from underneath their

feet. To such a thinker as Mr. Stirling, we should

imagine the necessary modification of doctrine would not

prove difficult. For, after all, the acceptation, to the

fullest extent, of the doctrines concerning Life to which we

have been alluding, involves, even from the Transcen-

dentalists, only a somewhat different point of view. So

long as Matter, and Force or Spirit, are but two aspects of

a something one and indivisible, there is still room for

opposite philosophical systems. The old questions may

be discussed as earnestly as ever by those who have the

leisure and the taste for such ontological inquiries. And,

if perchance lured into such discussions, it would often

be found that he who was most vehemently charged with

Materialism would, from an ontological point of view,

prefer to rank himself amongst those who professed the

principles of a pure Idealism.

H. Charlton Bastian

AGRICUL TURAL CHEMISTR V
How Crops Grow : A Treatise on the Chemical Composi-

tion, S/ruclurc, and Life of the Plant, for Agricul-

tural Students. By Samuel W. Johnson, M.A., of

Yale College, U.S. Revised, with numerous addi-

tions, and adapted for English use, by A. H. Church
and W. T. Thiselton Dyer. I vol. 8vo., pp. 399.

(London, 1S69.)

'HP HIS revised edition of an excellent American work
-^ ought to find its way into the hands of a'very numerous

class of youths whose future avocations will require a spe-

cial acquaintance with the phenomena concerned in the

growth of plants—either naturally or under the influence

* Mr. Stirling so designates those who believe in the possibility of an
evolution of living things ; or, in other words, those who believe in the

possibility of a so-called spontaneous generation."

of cultivation—some famiharity with the general struc-

ture of plants, with the functions of their several organs

and the nature of the various materials which it is the

work of vegetation to produce for the food of animals

and for numerous other purposes.

It is surprising that in a country where the practice of

agriculture is one of the chief sources of wealth and

is, directly or indirectly, the means of employing a vast

Fig. t.—Section of cells in a cabbage stem, shewing at ti the union of the

cell-walls and the intercellular spaces at b.

amount of capital and labour, very little should have been

done towards the scientific elucidation of agricultural

practice so as to ensure improvement of the art. Yet such is

still the case in this country with some rare exceptions like

the experimental farm at Rothamsted, where Messrs.

Lawes and Gilbert have done so much to aid the farmer

in applying manures and cattle-feeding materials to the

best advantage. The Royal Agricultural Society, the

Highland Agricultural Society, and the Agricultural Col-

lege at Cirencester, have also contributed towards the

attainment of the same object ; but, as a rule, agriculture

is practised almost exclusively under the guidance of mere

traditional principles and habitual routine, without those

engaged in this business having any appreciation of the

phenomena and natural laws which govern the growth of

plants, even so far as they are known to science. This

fact is, in part, no doubt a consequence of the general

00000

Fig. 2.— Section of a flax-seed, highly magnified, exhibiting « cells contain-

ing mucilage, e cells containing caseinc and drops of oily.

disregard of scientific teacLing in this country ; but it is

also referable in some degree to the absence of any orga-

nised scientific investigation of plant-life in relation to

agriculture, such as that carried on of late years in Ger-

many by the aid of the various governments and with

the hearty support of farmers. It is indeed strange that in

a country like ours, where agriculture is no longer a mere
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gathering of the natural produce of the earth, but has

become, more thoroughly than elsewhere, the art of manu-

facturing food, there should not be an activity in the

teaching and prosecution of agricultural science propor-

tionate to that existing where agriculture is in a more

primitive state.

However, a beginning is being made in this direction,

and it is to aid students in acquiring a knowledge, both

technical and scientific, of the less obvious aspects of

plant-life, that the volume mentioned above has been

written. The classification of the subjects treated of is

Fig. 3.— Section of outer cells of an oat grain : a and c containing chiefly

caseine, and h starch granules.

adapted both to this object and to the wants of the lecture-

room, while the illustrations of particular phenomena are

in all cases chosen with reference to agricultural

practice.

The first division is devoted to the chemical composi-

tion of the plant. Here the elementary substances of

which plant organs and their materials consist are briefly

described, chemical force is defined and the technical lan-

guage of chemistry explained ; then follows an account of

the characters and composition of substances which are

common products of vegetation in all its forms, of others

which are more or less peculiar to certain plants ; and lastly,

the impirtant subject of the ash of plants is discussed

in regard to its general and special character, the e.xtent

to which its constituent parts are accidental or essential,

and the functions it or its several parts may perform in

the growth and development of the plant.

The special organized forms in which the common
materials of plants present themselves are well illustrated

Fig. 4.— Forms of various albuminoid grains : a from vetch seed ; b from
the castor bean ; c from flax seed ; d from Myrica Cerifrra ; and e from
the aril of the nutmeg.

by numerous woodcuts, of which figs. 1,2, 3, and 4 will

serve as examples.

Copious references to special investigations and

monographs are given throughout this division of the

book; but unless we have credit for doing even less than

has been done in this country, it would seem that the

references are too exclusively to German authorities.

Only in one instance are the elaborate observations of

Lawes and Gilbert mentioned (p. 316), and French
experimenters are also but rarely referred to.

One excellent feature of this division consists in the

tabulated statements of the amounts of particular con-

stituents contained in various plants, in a form that will

be not only instnictive to the student, but very useful for

reference.

The second division deals with the structure of the

plant, the offices of its organs, the nature of the plant

cell, the organs of nutrition and of reproduction, with their

several functions.

The third division treats generally of the life of the

Fig. 5.—Voung wheat plant with earth adhering to roots at e, w>ile the root
tips W, and the other parts of the primary roots f, and of the secondary
roots n are bare. 6" is the seed and b the blade.

plant, describes how the seed germinates, what is the food

of plants, how it is taken up, the nature and the motion
of the sap and the various forces by which this is

influenced, the mode of reproduction, and, lastly, the

death of the plant.

Then follows an appendix, with copious tables of the

composition of agricultural plants and products, cattle

feeding materials, &c., which cannot fail to be useful.
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The first and third divisions of this work seem

unexceptionable ; but the more purely botanical portion

might be improved by revision, thus, for instance, at

p. 178, cystoliths and crystallised concretions in plant-

cells are treated of in a manner which suggests want of

familiarity with the microscopic examination of plants,

and is calculated to make a beginner suppose all the

crystalline concretions of plants are cystoliths of some

sort.

At p. 216, it is stated that " In some cases, cells consist

only of protoplasm and nucleus, being destitute of cell-

walls during a portion or the whole of their existence," and

a single line might have been added to explain the ex-

ceptional conditions under which these cells—that are

not cells— present themselves. Again, at p. 218, after

the passage "many cells are altogether empty, and

consist of nothing but the cell-wall," there might have

been added " after cessation of the functions."

The Screw pine referred to at p. 227 is not a palm
;

and while the term " imbricated buds " is awkward, the

reference, on the same page, to roots that have no buds

seems to suggest that buds are generally present on roots

inconsistently with what precedes.

Before concluding the notice of this work we must refer

to one part of the introductory chapter, where the author

very justly condemns as a delusive error the notion that

there is any opposition or conflict between science and

art, or between theory and practice. " They are, as they

ever have been, and ever must be, in the fullest hannony.

If they appear to jar or stand in contradiction, it is

because we have something false or incomplete in what we

call our science or our art ; or else we do not perceive

correctly ; but are misled by the narrowness and aberra-

tions of our vision. It is often said of a machine, that

it is good in theorj-, but fails in practice. This is as

untrue as untrue can be. If a machine fail in practice,

it is because it is imperfect in theor>'. It should be

said of such a failure—the machine was good, judged

by the best theory known to its inventor, but its inca-

pacity to work demonstrates that the theory had a

flaw."

It is the boast of some who affect to gloi^ in the suffi-

ciency of practice and to decry theory, that the former is

based upon experience, which is the only safe guide. But

this is a one-sided view of the matter. Theory is also

based upon experience, if it be truly scientific. The vague

surmise of an ignorant and undisciplined mind is not

theory. Theory, in the proper and good sense, is always

a deduction from facts—the best deduction of which the

stock of facts in our possession admits. It is the inter-

pretation of facts. It is the expression of the ideas which

facts awaken when submitted to a fertile imagination and

well-balanced judgment.

If the appreciation of these views were at all equal to

their truth, and if the importance of their bearing on the

advancement of agriculture were at all adequately recog-

nised, there would probably be Uttle reason to lament the

want of attention either on the part of the farmer or the

statesman, to the scientific aspects of that pursuit, and less

scope for that blatant obstructive, the " practical man," who

shuts his eyes and cars against everything his grandfather

did not know of, believes only in the folly of wisdom, and

is supremely happy in his own ignorance.

OUR BOOK SHELF
A Geographical Handbook of all known Ferns, with

Tables to show their Distribution. By K. M. Lyell.

(Murray, 1870.)

This useful and unpretending, but elegant little volume,

consists of two parts. In the first, the genera and species

of ferns are enumerated under a number of geographical

divisions and subdivisions, which appear to have been
judiciously selected. The stations, habitats, and
geographical range of each species, are given with much
care, and the authorities fully quoted. It thus forms a

series of fern catalogues for eighteen divisions of the

globe. The second part consists of a systematic list of

all the species, with their range of distribution indicated

in eighteen columns. Sir William Hooker's arrangements
and limitations of species have been followed throughout,

and this gives a unity to the work w-hich has its value.

But as ferns have generally so wide a range that genera

restricted to any one part of the globe are exceptional, we
think it would be as well in a work of this nature, to adopt

the additional genera of John Smith and others.

We would also suggest for another edition, that a sum-
mary of the genera and species might be usefully given at

the head of each geographical subdivision. Thus for

" Europe Proper" we should have :

I.
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sufficient interest in science. We may hope that in the

vearly volumes of a periodical like Nature, the general

reader will find everything brought down to the latest

date, with a sufficiently clear account of all important

discoveries. There is needed, however, a sort of " bird's-

eye \-iew" book of the year's work, in which a great deal

that emerges every week and is of little permanent import-

ance, may be left out, and really considerable discoveries

alone given. It is necessary, besides, that the narrative

of these discoveries should not be written from the point of

\'iew of the man of science, who knows at once wliere to

place them in relation to his previous knowledge. A brief

account must be added of that part of what has been
.iccepted or known which the new acquisition illustrates,

supplements, or contradicts.

Thus in the description of Wiillner's interesting investi-

gations, confirming those of Frankland and Lockyer as to

the alterations which take place in gas spectra when the

pressure of the gas is altered, it is necessary to give some
account of the previously accepted doctrine of Plucker's
'• spectra of the first order,'' and '' spectra of the second
order." Again, it is useless to describe discoveries relating

to circular polarisation without recalling to the general

reader the meaning of the term.

We need not attempt in this place to give any account
(if the new discoveries which are explained in \\\tjalirbuch.

It is a closely-printed volume of 416 pages, with 43 illus-

trations, and its execution appears to us as excellent as

its plan. There is a full account of the acquisitions in

solar and stellar physics, which have made the year 1S68

memorable in science. In molecular physics we have
(jraham's discussion of the absorption of hydrogen by
jjalladium. In acoustics we have a careful compendium
of Regnault's recent laborious and excellent work on the

velocity of sound propagation and of the less gigantic

experiments by Kundt, which have since been followed

out by Schneebeli and Seebeck with promise of bringing

us to results more interesting and important from a

theoretical point of view than those of Regnault. In

heat there is a full account of the investigations, espe-

cially with regard to dark heat by Magnus and
Dessains. We have all the modifications and improve-

ments in "influence machines," like that of Hohz, which
have been realised in the year. For domestic readers

there are 25 pages on the sewing machine—single stitch,

double stitch, and lock stitch, and 7 more on the knitting

machine. Fmally, there is a mass of detail, much of it

extremely interesting, on the latest chemical discoveries,

appropriately introduced by an account of Bunsen's

method of washing and filtering precipitates under the

pressure of a column of water. W. J.

Mohr's Titrirmethode.

—

LehrbiicJi der Chcmisch-Analy-

tischcn Titiinnethodc. Von Dr. Friedrich Mohr.

Third and improved edition. Part I. (Brunswick :

1870.)

We are glad to see that Dr. Mohr's well-known work on

volumetric analysis has reached a third edition, and that

the author, who well deserves to be called the foster-

parent of this branch of chemistry, has taken advantage

of the opportunity to recast it entirely. We cannot do

better than state his own account of its contents :

—

"The work proffers, in the first place, an introduction to the

manipulation and use of instrumental appliances, of which

the best forms are completely described. Then follows

Alkalimetry, under which are comprised all analyses that

terminate with the saturation of acids and alkalies. The
determination of potash, soda, ammonia, earths, and free

acids generally is here described.
" The third section embraces analyses by reduction and

oxidation, and especially their subdivision, according as

permanganate, dichromate, or iodine solution is added in

the fin.al stage. It will be found to contain the determina-

tion of chlorine, iodine, bromine, chromic acid, all per-

oxides, and generally all substances which evolve or

combine with oxygen, chlorine, cyanogen, &c. The next
section includes analyses by precipitation, the estimation
of silx-er, chlorine, cyanogen, copper, lead, &c.—where a
precipitation begins or ends the process.

" The conclusion of the work " (which has not yet
reached us) " is the practical part, which teaches the
application of individual methods to the entire course of
an analysis. Complete methods are stated for the analysis
of alkalies, salt-cake, mineral waters, soils, guanos, and the
ores of copper, zinc, and iron."

Those of our readers who are acquainted with the
previous edition will perceive, from the above account of
the contents of the present one, that Dr. Mohr has very
much extended his original plan. Accordingly the new
Lein-buck contains six additional sheets, and thirteen fresh
woodcuts. We need hardly say that the author has
executed his work with the detailed care and enthusiasm
which are known to characterise him ; and the numerous
illustrations, for which Messrs. Vievveg are responsible, are
as remarkable for sharpness and portraiture as those in

most English manuals are deficient in these respects. We
shall feel much interested in reading the conclusion of the
book, which will supply a want long felt in certain de-
partments of manufacture. For the sake of English
experimenters who are not familiar with German, a trans-
lation of the entire work, adapted to the prevailing nota-
tion, would be very desirable.

THE TRIAL OF THE PYX
"T^HE trial of the Pyx is the formal testing of the coin
^ of the realm, to ensure its being of the requisite

weight and fineness. The name is derived from the Py.x,

or chest, in which the coins selected for the purpose are
contained. The first trial of the Pyx took place in the
ninth and tenth years of Edward I. And as the last

observance of this ancient ceremony was held during the
past week, a few brief notes may not be without interest.

The authority under which the trials were made varied
considerably. First, the members of the King's Council,
then the Barons of the Exchequer constituted the court,

King James I. presiding at one trial. The court now con-
sists of several members of the Privy Council, under the
presidency of the Lord High Chancellor and a jury selected
from the Hon. Company of Goldsmiths.

Last week the high officers of the Mint assembled at

the Treasury, and in their presence the Lord Chancellor
charged the jury to examine the coin of the late

Master of the Alint, Thomas Graham, F. R.S., and to
ascertain whether it was within the latitude of " remedy "

allowed by law.

This remedy amounts to 12 grains on each troy pound
of gold coin, or to 0^257 grain on each sovereign ; and 24
grains on each pound troy of silver coin. Portions cut
from standard test-plates were handed to the jury who
adjourned to Goldsmiths' Hall. They then opened the
Pyx-chest and tested the coin by weight ; having done
this, a certain number of gold coins were melted into an
ingot, which was then assayed ; the same process being
.adopted with the silver coin. In the present instance the
Pyx represented a coinage of 14 millions gold and i million

of silver coin ; the verdict of the jury being, that the coin
both as to weight and fineness was within the remedy
allowed by law. The details, however, were most favour-

able to the late illustrious Master who has so lately

passed away.
An adverse verdict would probably have been followed

by no more serious penalty than the forfeiture of the
Master's sureties, but it is interesting to note that in

the reign of Henry I. the money was so debased as to

call for the exemplary punishment of the " Moneyers,"
while in Anglo-Saxon times the chief officer or Reeve
would have been punished by the loss of his hand
should he fail to clear himself of the charge uf producing
false coinage.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opitiions expressed

bv his Corrcsfondcnts. No notice is taken of anonymous

ecmmnnications. ]

Red-Necked Grebe

A FINE specimen of the Red-necked Grebe, picked up alive,

but wounded, near Bedford, on the nth of February, has been

sent to me dead, and is being stuffed. It is a female, in winter

plumage.
Taunton, Feb. 16 \V, TucKVVELL

Professor Listing's Amplifier

In reference to your report of the Boston Natural History

Society in Nature of 27th January, nothing more is requisite

to amplify the power of a microscope than to cut off the rims of

two or three eye-pieces and insert them in pairs into the ends of

a draw tube. Any degree of amplification can be obtained

whilst the achromatism is preserved. Tlie Huyghenian eye-piece

has generally been preferred because the dust accumulating on the

inverted eye lens of a positive eye-piece is inconveniently magni-

lied, and obscures the field of view. To those who are desirous

of trying Professor Listing's plan, described in your last number,

this simple method of mounting may be acceptable.

l.ansdowne Crescent, W. Royston Pigott

Analogy of Colour and Music

It appears to me that in the discussion raised by Mr. Barrett's

letter in your columns, too little attention has been paid to diffe-

rences between harmony in music and harmony in colour, which
are sufficiently great to show that the coincidences pointed out

cannot be regarded as more than numerical. Your correspon-

dents have hitherto regarded the subject rather from an optical

than a musical point of view. I propose, with your permission,

to make a few remarks from the latter stand-point. It is well

known that to get a good concord, exact tuning is requisite

—

i.e., that a slight deviation from the right pitch is sufticient to

make a concord into a discord. Moreover, the better the con-

cord, the more intolerable is any appreciable variation of its

pitch. Thus rniisons, fifths, and octaves are the most sensitive

to defective tuning, while the intervals adjacent to them, such as

minor seconds, sharp fourths, and sevenths are the harshest

discords in the scale. The degree to which this holds will be
seen at once by the following diagram, roughly copied from
Helmholtz's " 'Ton-empfindungen." The ordinates of the curve
represent the amount of "roughness"

—

i.e.', discordancy cor-

responding to the intervals marked on the line of abscissae.

The qaalily of tone selected is that of the violin.

A glance .it llie ligure will show that the sounds wliich pro-

duce the most discordant effects with the key-note lie in the

immediate neighbourhood of the unison, the octave and the
fifth ; and further, that a very .slight departure from accurate

pitch in any concord will provoke a harsh dissonance.

If we now turn to the spectrum, the state of things is widely
different. The various colours .shade off insensibly one into the
other, and in any one colour there is very little, if any, change of

tint, except close to its extremities. Thus, then, as far as mere
colour goes, any part of any one colour-division jjroduces an
equally harmonious effect on the eye, and has an equal claim to

be compared to a concord of the gamut.
Mr. Barrett, by taking the central point of each band of tlie

spectnmi as the basis of his comparison, has left tliis important
circumstance out of sight. If we take it into consideration, the
result will, I thiidi, be to deprive Mr. Barrett's comparison of
any serious importance.

In order to fix our ideas, let us assume that the mean red of
the spectrum corresponds to middle C of the pianoforte with

264 vibrations per second. Taking the limiting and mean
wave-lengths as quoted from Prof Listing by Mr. Barrett, and
calculating the number of corresponding sound-vibrations per
second, we get the following table :

—

Wave-lengths
in 10 millionths

Red

Orange

nf .1 millimetre.

1 7234
6853
6472

]6i64

Yellow

Green

Blue

Indigo

Violet

5S56

5601-5.

5347 .

J5133

I

4919 •

J4737
4555 •

4398 .

1
4241 .

j
4104 .

3967 •

Number of
sound vibrations

per second.
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after one trial of this spectral music, to take refuge in the awful

solitudes described by Dante;

—

" Aoyit il Sol tace."

Trinity College, Cambridge Sedley Taylor

Solar Spots Visible to the Naked Eye
Owing to tlic smoke and clouds which generally obscure the

sky at Glasgow, opportunities to observe the phenomena of the

heavens are very rare.

When gazing at the sun this morning (February l6th), I ob-

served on its disc a dark line on the upper half of the disc. In

order to convince myself that it was not a delusion, I directed a

small pocket telescope (magnifying power about sLx times linear)

and observed several spots. The principal one, as near as I

could guess, was 5' long by I' broad.

I would be glad to hear the extent of it from any one of your

correspondents, who has measured it, as it must have been of

enormous dimensions.

Argyle Street, Glasgow Robert M'Clure
[The dimensions of this spot have been taken by M. Tremis-

chini, who communicated his observations to the French
Academy of Sciences at the meeting on the 14th inst., as will be
seen from our report of the proceedings further on.— Ed.]

Flight of Birds

In reply to J. H.'s query respecting the flight of the albatross

mentioned in a paper of mine on the flight of birds, read at the

November meeting of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists'

Society, I beg to assure him that no bird is able to fly without
flapping its wings.

The birds observed by your correspondent's brother were per-

forming one of the most beautiful feats of '* wingnranship "—

a

feat which can only be indulged in, to any extent, by birds pos-

sessed of a superabundance of ^\ing-power. The albatross is the

great master of this style of flight. Having by repeated flap-

pings of the wings raised itself into the air, and acquired a
certain degree of velocity, it brings its body and outstretched

wings to such an angle that the pressure of the breeze against its

surface is sufltcient, or nearly so, to neutralise the force of gra^'ity;

it can then " sail " un as long as the momentum lasts. It has

been known to sail in this way, with the wings and body perfectly

motionless, for more than an hour (though this is an unusually

long time) , and when the momentum becomes exhausted, a few
strokes of the wing are sufficient to restoi"e it. From its frequent

indulgence in this sailing flight, the albatross may be said

seldom to flap its wings, but certainly cannot be said never to

do so.

Inserting this explanation may be what J. H. requires.

Norwich, February 7 T. Southwell

Relations of the State to Scientific Research

As an old worker in science, and as one who, had Nature not

been unkind, might have been eminent, I desire to say a few

words on the relations of the State to Scientific Research, a

matter likely, I understand, to be the subject of a "Commission."
I take it for granted that it is a natural and proper function of

the State to assist and develop labours, the results of which
are of national importance, though their market value cannot

be satisfactorily ascertained at the time they are being carried

on, and therefore they can seldom be immediately remunerative.

Of the seed sown to-day, the nation will reap in years to come,

long after the sower is dead and gone. It is only right that

the nation should help in the sowing. To continue, as of old,

merely to reap where others have sown, may seem good in the

sight of temporising politicians ; but it will not seem so when
there comes to be a scanty harvest by reason of the sowers having

been feeble and few. It was bad political phUosophy when the

rulers of the great city overlooked the poor wise man.
But what I wish more particularly to deal with now, is the

manner in which the State can best perform this acknowledged
duty. In what way can Government most beneficially interfere

with the spontaneous energy of original scientific labourers ?

And this I confess is a matter of no little difficulty. Let us suppose

that a certain large sum of money should be set aside, in order

to enable a large body of elect men to prosecute original inquiries

undisturbed by the bark of the wolf at the door ; in other words,

let us suppose that Government pays directly for simple scientific

investigation. In that case, such elect men will either have to

work by the piece, being paid for and by their results when they

have brought them forward, or they will have to receive a salary.

—to be paid beforehand for work which they will be expected
to do. The former plan is, in the first place, impracticable, for

the simple reason that the value of the work cannot be satisfac-

torily gauged,.—in the second place it would be most pernicious,

and inevitably bring about a deluge of delusions. It would be a
gigantic system of prize essays, and we all know that nothing
but lies and nonsense proceed out of the mouths of prize essays.

The second plan flies in the face of a fundamental law ot

human nature. Suppose a hundred men to receive each, say,

seven hundred a year, paid quarterly, in order that they may
devote themselves to original research. How much of the
divine afflatus would list to come into the mii:ds of ninety and nine
of them ? The morning after they had received their quarter's

salary, they would take up their apparatus and sit down by the
side of the pool waiting till the waters should be stirred. But
the stirring would never come. They would always be paulo-
post-futurists ; they would ever be writing title-pages of books
that would never be seen. They would become admirable critics,

keenly sensitive of the follies .and errors of the pushing,
squabbling, busy, outside mob of unpaid workers ; but they, the
ninety and nine, would not produce. As they grew old they
would ask permission to retain their salaries while they went to
live in a land in "which it always seemed afternoon." And
when they, the first batch, died, those who succeeded them would
boldly declare, as I am told the Fellows of the old Universities

do, that they were paid not for the work of which their

ability gave promise, but as a reward for having shown themselves
worthy of filling the posts. The one man who would do any
work at all would be the man who would find the greatest

difliculty of getting into the guild, and he, most probably, would
only get in by accident after all.

There may be a little exaggeration in the above. As an old
man I am prone to be garrulous ; but of this I feel above all

things assured, that in all the higher functions of the scientific

man, in all work that is not mechanical, help from Government or
from elsewhere must be given—not directly and in exchange for

actual scientific work, but indirectly for some other tasks that do
not demand original thought—and given in sucli a way tliat active

private research may comfortably be carried on at the same time.

In the good old times when the ties which bound together
State and Church were not such ticklish ties as now, they used
to reward abstract unremunerative learning indirectly by bestowing
on it the rich offices of religion. Greek and philosophy took
the bishoprics which rightly belonged to piety.

It is possible for science to copy the indirectness and yet to

avoid the injustice of this old method ; to retain the good while
rejecting the evil of such a method of payment not by results.

How such a plan may be carried out, 1 will venture with your
permission. Sir, to trace in a succeeding letter.

In Sicco

NOTES
In the last number of the Revue des Cours Scientifiques, M.

Alglave again announces further subscriptions to the Sars Fund
amounting to 40/., half this sum being a prize awarded by the

Zoological Society of Paris in recognition of Sars's works.

M. St.\s has been elected director of the Classe des Sciences

in the Royal Academy of Belgium.

A DEPUTATION consisting of Earl Fortescue, the Right Hon.
C. B. Adderley, Dr. Farr, and others, had an interview with

Mr. Shaw-Lefevre at the Board of Trade on Saturday to recom-
mend the legalisation of metric weights and measures in the Post

Office, and the legal substitution of metric weights for the troy

weight which the Standard Commissioners propose to abolish.

All who are interested in the science of ethnology in this

country, and their number is daily on the increase, will be glad

to learn that the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons are

in treaty with Dr. Nicolucci of Nola di Sora, for the purchase

of his fine collection of Italian and Greek skulls. This collec-

tion, comprising 165 specimens of ancient and modern crania,

upon which the celebrated Italian ethnologist's well-known

researches into the history of the races of Southern Europe
have been mainly founded, will prove a valuable acquisition to

the already extensive series in the Hunterian Museum.
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Me. Scott, the Director of the Meteorological Office, has

requested us to state that the French minister of the marine

department has made arrangements for hoisting the "drum"

signal at all semaphore stations on the French coast, between

Dunkerque and Nantes, on receipt of telegraphic intelligence

from the Meteorological Office. This signal will, therefore,

have the same significance at those ports as on the Elbe and at

our own stations. Herr von Freeden in the report of the

Norddeutsche Seewarte states, that out of thirty telegrams which

might be considered re.il storm-warnings, there were thirteen

instances when the storm followed the same evening or next

day ; four when it was the previous day (in three of these

instances a Sunday intervened and no telegranr could be sent),

six instances when the weather proved squally, and seven when

it remained fine. On two occasions no telegram was received ;

in one of them on account of an interruption of the wires. As
the result of observation, Herr von Freeden considers that the

N.W. gales take a southerly direction from Ireland towards the

Bay of Biscay, ami therefore, do not affect the mouth of the

Elbe. He also thinks further investigation would show a con-

nection between them and S. \V. winds, further westward, which

liave been blowing hard before reaching the Channel and have

veered to N.W., though not enough to exclude the British Isles

from their effect, while in North Germany the compensating

current comes from S.E. These facts are of value in showing

the utility of the system of "Weather telegraphy" instituted by

the Meteorological Committee of the Royal Society.

Wtc have just received from Herr F. von Hauer the three first

sheets of his geological map of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,

compiled from the Survey of the Geological Institute ; also a

map by Mr. Foetterle, showing the occurrence, production, and

distribution of coal in Austria. The subsequent sheets of the

geological map are in the press and will appear in a few weeks.

At the dinner of the Foremen Engineers on Saturd.^y, Sir J.

Whitworth referring to the depressed state of trade and the signs

of improvement that are visible, observed that the progress made
during the last forty years in the construction of self-acting

machinery has been very remarkable. Twelve shillings a foot

was formerly paid for the labour of chipping and filing iron

surfaces and it was now done by the planing-raachine fur a penny.

Mr. Bessemer's method of making steel has reduced the cost of

some kinds of steel to one-half or one-third what it was. The
consumption of coal for manufactures has been reduced more

than one-half. The saving on English railways last year by using

coal instead of coke was 1,200,000/. Mechanical and civil

engineers, chemists, and other scientific men, are continually

finding out new modes of producing wealth, and the owners of

self-acting machinery generally go on improving and increasing

their productions, from which those who have fixed incomes

derive great advantage. The full employment of such machinery

required a free exchange of the produce of all countries.

Engineers have so reduced the cost and time of transit that

when we have that free exchange, England will probably be the

cheapest country in the world to live in. Sir Joseph went on

to say, that looking to the immediate future, we may con-

gratulate ourselves on the great opportunity arising for the

development of engineering enterprise. The cultivation of

land by steam power is greatly on the increase. In regard

to the use of horse tramways now being urgently pressed

forward. Sir Joseph protested that they were not suited

to the present time. He considered that if toll gates were

abolished, and roads kept in good order, engineers would soon

produce a small, light locomotive that would do its work quietly

and efficiently. The consumption of fuel per horse-power is now
so small that road locomotives could be employed at far less cost

than horses.

We learn from Z'/wrf//;// that M. Tchibatcheff' has published

the eighth and last volume of his work on the'physical geo-

graphy, climatology, botany, geology, and palaeontology of

Asia Minor. The fossils described in this volume belong chiefly

to the Devonian tertiary and quaternary series. The Jurassic rocks

are represented by only four ammonites found near Angora ; the

cretaceous rocks by twenty-seven different species, the Devonian

by seventy-nine, and tlie carboniferous by fourteen. The re-

mainder of the 604 species in Asia Minor belong to the tertiary

or quaternary rocks. An appendix contains descriptions of fossils

found in Devonian strata near Constantinople by Colonel Ab-
dullah Bey. The knowledge of the fossils of Asia Minor,

furnished by this work, docs not introduce any change in the

views previously entertained. The succession of organisms at

different epochs has been the same in Asia Minor as in other

countries already studied in this re.spect.

The AtJienteum states that the Rev. A. E. Eaton, of Trinity

College, Cambridge, is preparing a monograph on the Epheme-
ridae, or May-flies, in two parts. Part I. (which will treat of

their generic and special nomenclature) is to contain a chrono-

logical catalogue of authorities and a synonymic alphabetical

index to their works, descriptions of the known genera and

species, figures of some organs characteristic of the genera

and drawings of many of the species. Part II. will be occupied

with an account of the anatomy and development of one or more

characteristic British species.

The Melbourne correspondent of the Time's remarks, that as a

partial set-off .against the rabbit and sparrow scourges resulting

from ill-considered introductions of European animals to Aus-

tralia, we now and then light on what seems a new fact in

natural history. Among other importations is the ostrich, and

being a strong, long-legged bird of uncertain temper, it was

deemed unsafe company for children and nurses in the Park.

The Acclimatisation Society, therefore, fixed an inquisitive and

zoological squatter with the flock of ostriches up country, where

he was to look after the birds. Mr. S. Wilson, writing from his

station at Longeranong, infornrs the Society that twelve young

birds have been hatched in one nest, and "are getting on

nicely." Referring to a common notion, derived from such

books as "Goldsmith's N.atural History," that the ostrich lays

her eggs in the sand, lea\'ing them to be hatched by the heat of

the sun, Mr. Wilson says that during the period of incubation

—about six weeks—the male and female sit on the nest by turns,

both being seldom absent at the same time. As it is not to be

assumed that the ostrich departs from its natural domestic

arrangements in a new country, we must believe that the female

has been hitherto commonly maligned, and the peculiar virtues

of her husband altogether overlooked. Another nest of eleven

eggs came to no good, as they were laid too early in the winter.

The nest is "in a sandy hollow, without grass or rubbish, and

the eggs are entirely without any cover."

At the meeting of the Linnean Society, held Feb. 17, a paper

was read by Mr. C. B. Clark on the Comiiiylcnacae of Bengal,

of which order he proposes a new system of classification, based

on characters of the capsules and the seeds ; a paper on the

Tree-Ferns of British Sikkim by Mr. Scott, which comprise

eight indigenous species belonging to the genera Cyat/wa, I/emi-

tdia, and Alsop/iila, an intoxicating drink being obtained by the

natives from three different species ; and an interesting letter

addressed to Dr. Hooker by Dr. Hunce, from Whampoa near

Canton, on the Flora of some little investigated districts in that

neighbourhood.

We have to record the decease of Mr. J. E. Sowerby, so well-

known in connection with the illustration of botanical works,

especially the new edition of the English Flora, edited by
Mr. J. Boswell-Syme, now nearly completed.
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The Professorship of Medical Jurisprudence in the Royal

College of Surgeons, Ireland, is vacant by the death of Dr.

Geoghegan. The election by the Council was to take place on

the 17th inst.

During the recent discussion on Easter Island at the

Royal Geogi'aphical Society, it was stated .that the layers of

guano could be traced and the deposit of each twenty-four hours

distinguished. It was calculated that it must have taken 4,000

years to form the 20 feet deposits on the Chincha Islands.

The town of Dantzic having given a concession of the sewage

to Messrs. Aird of Berlin and granted them land for its utilisa-

tion, preparations are now being made for carrying out the work

under the direction of Mr. Baldwin Latham.

We have received a report of the Birmingham Natural History

and Microscopical Society, which appears to be actively at work,

and we notice that Mr. Fiddian read a paper, of which he has

sent us a copy, on a " Screw Motion" to remedy the defects in

the adjustment of compound microscopes.

The Btiiletin de la Socie/i- (TAcclimatnlion contains an article

on the use of the skins of the Kangaroo for glove-making, which

seems to promise a successful result in this respect, and as

furnishing a new source of animal food, as these animals thrive

well in Europe.

The Warsop aero-steam engine has lately been much talked

of, and was the other day prominently described in the Times.

The invention consists essentially in mixing heated air with the

steam before its admission into the engine, and results have been

obtained which show considerable advantages in the case of

certain engines and boilers. Eiigiiurriiig referring to the sub-

ject remarks, that it is to be regretted that those interested in

the invention should not have afforded means of judging whe-

ther its application to engines of an economical class would

furnish results as satisfactory as those obtained with the defec-

tive boiler of the Fox.

A CORRESPONDENT in the Society ofArts 'Journal suggests the

necessity of a new house for that body, with sufficient room for

an extensive library and museum, and adds, that if a hundred of

our trade magnates were to set down their names for 1,000/.

each, the object would be accomplished, and they would be the

Greshams of a New Exchange, where art and science would

incessantly supplement and extend an ever-growing commerce,

and lessen the sphere of human want.

The British Medical Joiirnal, referring to the general impres-

sion that the mortality attending the larger operations performed

in hospitals has diminished during the last two or three years, sug-

gests that if this be due to really improved plans of treatment, the

introduction and free use of cai'bolic acid may have been one of

the measures most influential, and recommends the use of this

material in hospitals for preventing accidental contagion.

We have received, from the Editor, the " Year Book of Photo-

graphy, and Photographic News Almanac for 1S70," containing

a number of interesting and useful papers and memoranda.

The Journal of the Society of Arts states that applicaiion has

been made by the French Government for plans and statements

relating to the organisation of the South Kensington Museum
and Schools. Schemes based on the same principle and method

have, it is understood, been proposed in New York and Boston.

Captain Hans Busk has issued a circular in which he

expresses his conviction that much may yet be done to diminish

loss of life by shipwreck, and suggesting the construction of an

experimental steam life-ship of 80 to 100 tons and 50 horse-

power, capable of keeping the sea in any weather. An institute

has been established for this purpose, and Captain Busk offers

a donation of 200/. on condition that 1,400/. be contrilnited l.iy

the public towards the cost of the vessel during the present

month. Upwards of 700/. has already been received. Sub-
scriptions are to be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Major Wallace
Campbell, or Captain Busk, 3, Garden Court, Temple, or to

.Messrs. Coutls' Bank.

We have received from the publishers the January number of

the iVort/i British Hez'it'w, in which we notice an admirable

series of notices of contemporary literature, in which there arc

among the scientific works referred to Angstrom's " Researches

on the Solar Spectrum," Ladenburg's " History of Chemistry,"

Mice's ' Report on the Progress of Chemistry," Odling's " Out-
lines," Foster's "Physical Geography of the Mississippi Valley,"

Sir J.Lubbock's " Pre-Historic Times," and Newman's "Bri-
tish Moths."

A method of protecting iron from atmospheric influences

has been proposed by Messrs. Macmillan and Macgregor, of
Dumbarton and Glasgow. They bring melted sulphur into

contact with the cold metallic surface to be coated. The sulphur
chills and sets into a hard, thin, protecting covering.

Mr. Ruggles states in his report to the International Statis-

tical Congress held at the Hague that, in 1S6S, the extent of land
under wheat, rye, barley, oats, buckwheat, and maize in the

United States was upwards of sixty-six million acres, the cereal

crop amounting to more than four times as much as was needed
for the population of the country.

The Secretary of State for India announces, at the request of
the Governor-General of India, that the Government of India
offers a prize of 5,000/. for machinery or a method suitable for

tlie separation of the fibre and bark of the Rheea or China-grass

from the stem and for separating the fibre from the bark. Dried
stems and specimens of the fibre will be suppled on application

to tlie Secretary to the Government of India in the Home
Department.

We learn from a paper by Mr. Hartley in the Society of
Arts Journal, that Science classes, attended by artizans, were in

active operation last year in Chelsea, Hampton, Knightsbridge,

Nine Elms, and Wandsworth, the total number of students

being 223. The Chelsea School has just been enlarged by the

students themselves, working from si.x to eleven at night. It

will accommodate 200, the outlay being 50/. for material.

This school has now 206 students in all. They are taught by
Mr. Bickerton—formerly a cabinet-maker in Gloucestershire—

who has distinguished himself as a pupil at the Royal School
of Mines. With the exception of a few prizes, no local aid

of any kind has been given to the school.

We have received from Vienna the catalogue of a book-sale

which is to take place during March, in which we notice the

titles of many valuable works on Natural Science, History,

Political Economy, Mathematics, &c., in various languages.

Commissions for purchases are received by Messrs. Triibner in

London.

A COURSE of eight lectures on English History, from the

accession of Edward HI. to the date of the Council of Constance,

is now being delivered in the Pimlico Rooms, by Archibald

Milman, Esq., under the auspices of the Committee for t!ie

higher education of women.

A DEPUTATION from the Society of Arts waited upon Earl

Grey and Mr. Forster at the Privy Council Office on Friday, to

present a memorial representing in reference to the system cf

State aid to science classes, the hardship of the new orders which

are looked upon by teachers as a breach of faith by the depart-

ment. Lord De Grey promised to consider the matter carefullv.

In consequence of the appointment of Mr. Dyer to the chair

of Botany in the College of Science, Dublin, the Professorship

of Natural History at the Royal Agncultiiral College at Ciren-

cester is vacant.
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CANONS
T^O the south of Salt Lake and the Mormon Territorj-
' lies a dreary series of plateaux traversed by the
Colorado river and its tributaries, which bear their burthen
of waters into the Gulf of California. Though this region
possesses many considerable streams, it is over large
areas a kind of desolate wilderness, for instead of irri-

gating the ground these streams flow in profound gorges,
which serve as natural drains to carry off the water which
may fall upon the tablelands. Many fabulous tales have
been told of these regions, their natural marvels receiving
many amplitications as they came to be rehearsed by
Indians, trappers, and adventurous wanderers into the
f '.r west. In 1857 the Government of the United States
despatched an expedition to explore that little known
portion of the Continent, and tlie report published by the
expedition in 1861 gave the first trustworthy and detailed

markable gorge by the interesting narrative in Mr. Bell's
" New Tracks in North America," and by the fuller de-
tails, as yet only partially published, obtained by an
exploring party under Colonel Powell, of the United
States army. By successive travellers and Government
expeditions the gorges of the Colorado had been reached
here and there. The surveying party of 1 85 7-5 8 mapped
them out and gave many admirable drawings of them,
but declared the river not to be navigable above the
Black Canon. Profiting by previous failures, and by all

the information which he could receive from Indians
and others. Colonel Powell conceived the bold idea of
attempting the descent of the Colorado in boats. After
months of toil and danger, he succeeded in forcing
the passage of these forbidding gorges, and emergino-
safely at their further end. From his survey it appears
that the Grand Caiion is 238 miles long, and from 2,500
to 4,000 feet deep. But though this is the longest, there

Hli.\D OF .MEKCiiD Ai\D TUOLUM.^E KlvtKS (See Geology of the sierra Nev.iJa in Whitney's
Geological SurTey of California, pp. 415—419)

account of the Colorado region. The truth turned out to

be almost stranger than the fiction. A vast territory was
found to be intersected by ravines leading into the main line

of gorges of the Colorado. These ravines, or canons as
I hey are termed, meander over the table-land as rivers do
over alluvial meadows ; but they are thousands of feet

deep—hundreds of miles long, and so numerous that
the country trav'ersed by them is said to be impassable,
save to the fowls of the air.

The longest and deepest gorge is the Grand Canon of
the Colorado. Its leirgth was set down by Dr. Newberry
as about 300 miles ; and its walls were described as rising

steeply, sometimes vertically, from the margin of the river

which filled the bottom of the ravine, to a height of from
3,000 to 6,000 feet—a line of precipice or natural section
which has not yet found its equal on any other part of the
globe.* Attention has lately been again called to this re-

* See Dr. Newben^*'s section of this gorge in Natlke, No. 6, p 163.

are other ravines of hardly inferior dimensions. On the
Green River, Col. Powell's party navigated a series 190
miles long. From where the Green River joins the Colo-
rado, they passed through a succession of cafio'ns for a dis-

tance of 256 miles before they came to the Grand Cation.
Each caiion has tributary canons : these again have

often also their tributaries. In some places the lateral

gorges crowd so closely together where they join the main
one, that they are divided by perpendicular walls of rock,

which seem so narrow at top as hardly to furnish footing

for a man, though in reality large enough to support cathe-
drals. And these walls shoot 2,000 or 3,000 feet above the
river, " while rocks and crags and peaks rise still higher,

away back froin the river, until they reach an altitude of

nearly 5,000 feet." They consist to a large extent of

brown, grey, and orange-coloured sandstones, gently in-

clined or horizontal, beneath which marble and granite in

some places have been deeply trenched. In some places
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the walls are so absolutely vertical, that it is impossible to

find a pathway between their base and the water. But

where, owing to rapids, some portage was necessary, the

explorers usually succeeded in carrying their stores, and
sometimes even their boats, along the base of the cliffs.

The water of the Colorado River is red and muddy.

It receives some tributary streams of clear water, but

others are very turbid, particularly one which the expedi-

tion appropriately marked as the Dirty Devil. More-
over, after every heavy shower of rain, " cascades of red

mud pour over the walls from the red sandstone above,

with a fall of hundreds of feet." We await with interest

the detailed report which Colonel Powell will furnish of

these features of the river.

Dr. Newberry, who described this territory in the

report of the former Exploring Expedition above referred

to, declared his opinion that, notwithstanding the stupen-

dous scale on which these caiions or ravines had been
formed, they were all nevertheless true river-gorges, ex-

cavated by the erosive action of running water. Some
geologists, as Dr. Foster of Chicago, in his recent work
on the Mississippi Valley, have opposed this opinion, and
have suggested that " the form and outline of these

chasms were first determined by phitonic agency." But
Dr. Newberry's explanation has been veiy generally ac-

cepted. He showed that there is nowhere any trace of

fracture or disturbance, and that when the Canon is dry

its rocky bottom shows no mark of dislocation. In-

deed, when we consider the intricate ramifications of

these canons, so precisely similar to the ordinary outlines

of a drainage system over a low flat ground, it seems
impossible to conceive of any agency capable of pro-

ducing such ravines save the streams which flow in them.

But if canons are merely the results of ordinary river

erosion, why do they not occur everywhere ? To such a
question we may reply that river-ravines do occur ever)'-

where, but it is only where the special circumstances
which favour the formation of such ravines arc most fully

developed that ihey grow into the depth and length of

canons, ^\'hat then are these special circumstances ?

If we watch what takes place along the course of the

rivers of this country, we can mark two kinds of erosion

distinctly at work. First there is the river, grinding

down the sides and bottom of its channel by sweeping
along sand and shingle ; and, secondly, there is the

action of rain, springs, and frosts perpetually loosening

the sides of the water-course, and sending the debris into

the river which sweeps it away. If the river were not

interfered with by these other subaerial agents, it would
in time dig out for itself a gorge with more or less pre-

cipitous sides. But in proportion as these agents come
into play, the ravine-like character passes into that of a

valley with sloping sides. Where river erosion pre-

dominates we have ravines, where it is modified by rains

and springs, but especially by frosts, we have valleys.

Many of our rivers run both through gorges and along

valleys, the changes in the nature of their banks being
determined by corresponding changes in the nature and
grouping of the rocks of which these banks consist, and
the greater or less facility with which the rocks have been
worn away by the one form of denudation or the other.

The conditions needful for the formation of caiions, there-

fore, appear at present to be chiefly these :— ist. The
erosive power of the streams must be greatly in excess of

that of the other forms of atmospheric denudation. The
rainfall must be small, or, at least, so equally distributed

over the year as to reduce pluvial action to a minimum.
Frosts must be equally rare and unimportant. The main
streams drawing their supplies of water from a distance,

either from melted snow or abundant rainfall in the

upper parts of their basins, must be maintained in suffi-

cient volume to keep their channels full, either for the

whole, or a good part of the year. 2nd. There must be
a considerable uniformity in the character of the rock

which the stream has first to cut through. It is not

necessary that the rock should be soft, but it should pre-

serve for a long distance, and present to the erosive

action of the river, the same kind of geological texture

and structure. Hence, horizontal or gently undulating

strata, as of sandstone, or limestone, offer the greatest

facilities for the erosion of canons, as we know they do in

our own country for the formation of ordinary river-

ravines. When once the river has excavated its channel
so deep that it cannot quit it, the nature of the rock may
vary indefinitely without materially altering the aspect of

the canon. Hence on the Colorado, w'hile the upper and
chief part of the cafion has been cut through flat sand-

stone, limestone, and other strata, the lower portion has
been excavated in marble and even in granite. 3rd. The
country must be sufficiently elevated above the sea, either

originally or by subsequent upheaval, to permit of a con-

siderable declivity in its river-channels. The slope must
be sufficient, not merely to let the water run oft', but to give

rise to currents strong enough to sweep along sand and
gravel, and to excavate pot-holes. It is by the ceaseless

grinding of such detrital material along the bottom of the

river that the ravine is slowly deepened. Geologists,

although they have constantly recognised this action,

have not, perhaps, been always fully aware of its rapidity

and extent, partly, no doubt, from the want of reliable

data as to the nature and amount of the detritus pushed
by rivers along the bottom of their beds. Messrs. Hum-
phreys and Abbot computed that the Mississippi annually

pushes into the Gulf of Mexico 750,000,000 cubic feet of

gravel and sand, "which would cover a square mile about
twenty-seven feet deep." The writer of the present paper
was surprised a few years ago to find that the Rhine, after

escaping from all its ravines and entering the low country
about Bonn, retained force enough to drive along shingle

upon its bed. By laying the ear to the bottom of a boat
floating down mid-channel, it was easy to hear the grating

of the stones as they rolled over each other. Hence we
see that a river, which may be perfectly navigable by
steamers, may yet have rapidity enough to scour its bed
with coarse shingle. The scour will, of course, be greater

in proportion to the narrowing of the breadth of the
stream and the increase of the slope.

It is mainly this eroding action which, so far as we
know at present, has carved out the canons of the

Colorado. These wonderful ravines, meandering as ordi-

nary rivers do, have sunk inch by inch into the country,

retaining their original curves and windings, though con-
tinually increasing in depth. Unassisted, or aided tut
feebly, by the other subaerial agents, which, in such a
country as ours, tend to break down the walls of ravines

;

and undisturbed by the inequalities of surface so charac-

teristic of regions that have been under the influence of

glacier-ice,* the rivers, probably once much fuller than
now, have been allowed to dig out their gorges through the

table-lands of the Colorado, and to convert a tract of

country, originally, perhaps, green and well-watered, into

a dreary desert, intersected by a network of profound im-
passable ravines. Arch. Geikle

SCIENTIFIC SERIAL
Ro-'iie dcs Coins Sciciilifitpccs, February 19.—This num-

ber contains a list of subscribers to the Sars Fund ; also a lecture

delivered at the Sorbonne by M. A. Cazin, on "^lotive Power,"
in which are described the laws obtaining in regard to those

natuial forces which are already made available as sources of
motive-power and the application of some other forces wliich

may probably be turned to account in the same way as science

progresses ; for instance, the application by M. INIoucliot and
Ericsson of solar heat for working a steam engine is especially

mentioned as worthy of consideration ; and the application of

the force of tides suggested by M. Tommasi.
* The absence of any trace of glacial aclion on the Pacific slope is noted

by Whitney (Proc. Acad. Nat. Science?, Califofiiia, iii. 272), and by P'usttr
(" Mississippi Valley," p. 338).
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ON THE PROGRESS OF PALJEONTOLOGY
ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

It is now eight years since, in the absence of the late Mr.
Leonard Horner, uho then presided over us, it fell to my lot, as

one of the secretaries of this society, to draw up the customary
Annual Address. I availed myself of the opportunity to endea-

vour to "take stock " of that portion of the science of biology

which is commonly called "paleontology," as it then existed
;

and discussing one after another the doctrines held by palaeon-

tologists, I put before you the results of my attempts to sift the

well-established from the hypothetical or tlie doubtl'ul. Permit
me briefly to recall to your minds what those results were.

1. The living population of all parts of the earth's surface

which have yet been examined, has undergone a succession of

changes which, upon the whole, have been of a slow and gradual

character.

2. When the fossil remains which are the evidences of these

successive changes, as they have occurred in any two more or less

distant jiarts of the surface of the earth, are compared, they

e.\liibit a certain broad and general parallelism. In other

words, certain forms of life in one locality occur in the same
general order of succession as, or are honiotaxial with, similar

forms in the other locality.

3. Homota.xis is not to be held identical with synchronism
without independent evidence. It is possible that similar, or

even identical, faunae and flora: in two different localities may be

of extremely different ages, if the term "age '\is used in its proper

chronological sense. I stated that "geographical provinces or

zones may have been as distinctly marked in the Pala^ozic epoch
as at present ; and those seemingly sudden appearances of new
genera and species, which we ascribe to new creation, may be
simple results of migration.

"

4. The opinion that the oldest known fossils are the earliest

forms of life, has no solid foundation.

5. If we confine ourselves to positively ascertained facts, the

total amount of change in the forms of animal and vegetable life

since the existence of such forms is recorded, is small. When
compared with the lapse of time since the first appearance of

these forms, the amount of change is wonderfully small. More-
over, in each great group of the animal and vegetable kingdoms,
there are certain fomrs which I termed Persistent Tytes,
which have remained, with but very little apparent change, from

their first appearance to the present time.

7. In answer to the ciuestion "What then does an impartial

survey of the positively ascertained truths of palceontolog)' testify,

in relation to the common doctrines of progressive modification,

which suppose that modification to have taken place by a neces-

sary progress from more to less embryonic forms, from more to

less generalised types, within the limits of the period repre-

sented by the fossiliferous rocks?" I reply, "It negatives these

doctrines, for it either shows us no evidence of such modification,

or demonstrates such modification as has occurred to have been
very slight ; and, as to the nature of that modification, it yields no
evidence whatsoever that the earlier members of any long con-

tinued group were more generalised in structure than the later

ones."

I think I cannot employ my last opportunity of addressing you,

officially, more properly—I may say more dutifully—than in re-

vising these old judgments with suclr help as further knowledge
and reflection, and an extreme desire to get at the truth, may
afford me.

1. With respect to the first proposition, I may remark that

whatever may be tlie case among physical geologists, catastrophic

palajontologists are practically extinct. It is now no part of re-

cognised geological doctrine that the species of one formation all

died out and were replaced by a bran-new set in the next forma-

tion. On the contrary, it is generally, if not uni\'ersally,

agreed that the succession of life has been the result of a slow and
gradual replacement of species by species ; and that all appear-

ances of abruptness of change are due to breaks in the series of

deposits, or other changes in physical conditions. The continuity

of living forms has been unbroken from the earliest times to

the present day.

2, 3. The use of the word " homotaxis " instead of "syn-
chronism " has not, so far as I know, foimd much favour in the

eyes of geologists. I hope, therefore, that it is a love for scien-

tific caution, and not mere personal affection for a bantling of

my own, which leads me still to think that the change of phrase

is of importance; and, that the sooner it is made, the sooner shall

we get rid of a number of pitfalls which beset the reasoner upon
the facts and theories of geology.

One of the latest pieces of foreign intelligence which has
reached us is the information that the Austrian geologists have,
at last, succumbed to the weighty evidence which M. Barrande has
accumulated, and have admitted the doctrine of colonies. But
the admission of the doctrine of colonies implies the further ad-
mission that even identity of organic remains is no proof of the
synchronism of the deposits which contain them.

4. The discussions touching the Eozoon wliich commenced in

1S64, have abundantly justified the fourth proposition. In 1862,
the oldest record of life was in the Cambrian Rocks ; but if the
Eozooiih^^ as Principal Dawson and Dr. Carpenter have shown so

much reason for believing, the remains of a living being, the dis-

covery of its true nature carried life back to a period which, as

Sir William Logan has observed, is as remote from that tUiring

which the Cambrian Rocks were deposited, as the Camlirian
epoch itself is from the tertiaries. In other words, the ascer-

tained duration of life upon the globe was nearly doubled, at a
stroke.

5. The significance of persistent types, and of the small amount
of change which has taken place even in those forms which can
be shown to have been modified, becomes greater and greater in

my eyes, the longer I occupy myself with the biology of the

past.

Consider how long a time has elapsed since the Miocene
epoch. Vet, at that time, there is reason to believe that eveiy

important group in every order of the Mantmalia was repre-

sented. Kven the comparatively scanty Eocene fauna yields

examples of the orders Cheiroptera, Instxtivora, Koitenfia, and /*c'-

rissoiJac/yhi ; of Artiodaclyla under both the Ruminant and
the Porcine modifications ; of Carnivora^ Cdacea, and lifarsU'

pialia.

Or, if we go back to the older half of the Mesozoic epoch,

how truly suqjrising it is to find every order of the Reptilia,

except the Ophidia, represented ; while some groups, such as

the Ornithoscelida and the Pterosataia, more specialised than any
which now exist, abounded.
There is one division of the Amphibia which offers especially

important evidence upon this point, inasmuch as it bridges over
the gap between the Mesozoic and the Palaeozoic formations, often

supposed to be of such prodigious magnitude, extending, as it

does, from the bottom of the Carboniferous series to the top of the

Trias, if not into the Lias. I refer to the Labyrinthodonts. As
the address of 1S62 was passing through the ]iress, I was able to

mention, in a note, the discovery of a large Ivabyrinthodont, with
well-ossified vertebrae, from the Edinburgh coal-field. Since
that time eight or ten distinct genera of Labyrinthodonts have
been discovered in the carboniferous rocks of England, Scotland,

and Ireland, not to mention the American forms described by
Principal Dawson and Professor Cope. So that, at the present

time, the Labyrinthodont Fauna of the Carboniferous rocks is

more extensive and diversified than that of the Trias, while its

chief types, so far as osteology enables us to judge, are quite as

highly organised. Thus it is certain tha ta comparati\'ely highly

organised vertebrate type, such as that of the Labyrinthodonts,

is capable of persisting, with no considerable change, through

the period represented by the vast deposits which constitute the

Carboniferous, the Permian, and the Triassic formations.

The very remarkable results which have been brought to light

by the sounding and dredging operations, which have been carried

on with such remarkable success by the expeditions sent out by our

own, the American, and the Swedish Governments, under the

supervision of able naturalists, havea bearing in the samedirection.

These investigations have demonstrated the existence, at great

depths in the ocean, of living animals in some cases identical

with, in others very similar to, those which are found fossilised

in the white chalk. The Globigerina; Coccoliths, Coccospheres,

Discoliths, in the one are absolutely identical with those in the

other ; there are identical, or closely analogous, species of Sponges,

Echinoderms, and Brachiopods. Off the coast of Portugal, there

now lives a species of Bcryx, which, doubtless, leaves its bones

and scales here and there in the Atlantic ooze, as its predecessor

left its spoils in the mud of the sea of the Cretaceous epoch.

Many years ago * I ventured to speak of the Atlantic mud as

"modern chalk," and I know of no fact inconsistent with the

view which Professor Wyville Thomson has advocated, that the

modern chalk is not only the lineal descendant of the ancient

' Stiliirdiiy Rn-ii-ii', iSsS, '' Ch.ilk, .\n:iciit and Mot'crn."
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chalk, but that it lemains, so to speak, in the possession of the

ancestral estate ; and tliat from the cretaceous period (if not much

earlier) to the present day, the deep sea has covered a large part

of what is now the area cif the Atlantic. But if Globigcrina, and

Terdiialiilii cnpiit-serpentis and Bery.x, not to mention other

forms of animals and of plants, thus bridge over the interval

between the present and the Mesozoic periods, is it possible that

the majority of other living things underwent a " sea change into

something new and strange" all at once?

7, Thus far I have endeavoured to expand, and to enforce by

fresh arguments, but not to modify in any important respect, the

ideas submitted to you on a former occasion. But when I come

to the propositions touching progressive modification, it appears

tome, with the help of the new light which has broken from

various quarters, that there is mucli ground for softening the

somewhat Brutus-like severity with wdiich I have dealt with a

doctrine, for the truth of which I should have been glad enough

to be able to find a good foundation, in 1862. So far indeed as the

Invertebrctta and the lower Vertehrata are concerned, the facts and

the conclusions wliich are to be drawn from them appear to me to

remain wliat they were. For anytliing that, as yet, appears to the

contrary, the earliest known Marsupials may have been as higlily

organised as their living congeners ; the Permian lizards show

no signs of inferiority to those of the present day ; the Laliy-

rinthodonts cannot be be placed below the living Salamander

and Triton ; the Devonian Ganoids are closely related to

PolypUnis and to Lepidosireii.

But when we turn to the higher I'ertebrata, the results of recent

investigations, however we may sift and criticise them, seem to

me to leave a clear balance in favour of the doctrine of the

evolution of living forms one from another. In discussing this

question, however, it is very necessary to discriminate carefully

between the different kinds of evidence from fossil remains,

which are brought forward in favour of evolution.

Every such fossil which takes an intermediate place between

forms of life already known, may be said, so far as it is inter-

mediate, to be evidence in favour of evolution, inasmuch as it

shows a possible road by which es'olntion may have taken

place. But the mere discovery of such a form does not, in

itself, prove that evolution took place by and througli it, nor

does it constitute more than presumptive evidence in favour of

evolution in general. Suppose A, B, C to be three forms, of

which B is intermediate in structure between A and C. Then
the doctrine of evolution offers four possible alternatives. A
may have become C by way of B ; or C may have become A
by way of B ; or A and C may be independent modifications

of B ; or A, B, and C may be independent modifications of some
unknown D. Take the case of the Pigs, the Aiioplolhey'uht and

the Ruminants. The Anoplotlwridie are intermediate between the

fiist and the last ; but this does not tell us whether Ruminants
have come from the pigs, or pigs from Ruminants, or both

from Aiwplotlieridit, or whether pigs. Ruminants, and Anoplothe-

riJiV alike may not have diverged from some common stock.

But, if it can be shown that A, B, and C exhibit successive

stages in the degree of modification, or specialisation, of the same
type ; and if, further, it can be proved that they occur in succes-

sively newer deposits, A being in the oldest, and C in the newest,

then the intermediate character of B has quite another importance,

and I should accept it without hesitation as a link in the gene-

alogy of C. I should consider the burden of proof to be thrown
upon any one who denied C to have been derived from A by
way of B ; or in some closely analogous fashion. For it is always

probable that one may not hit upon the exact line of filiation,

and, in dealing with fossils, may mistake uncles and nephews for

fathers and sons.

I think it necessary to distinguish between the former and
the latter classes of intermediate forms, as iiit^i-calarv types

and luteal- types. When 1 afiply the former term I merely mean
to say, that as a matter of fact, the form B, so named, is interme-

diate between the others, in the sense in which ihe Anop.'otkeritim

is intermediate between the Pigs and the Ruminants—without
either affirming, or denying, any direct genetic relation between
the three forms involved. When I apply the latter term, on the

other hand, I mean to express the opinion that the forms A, B,

andC constitute a line of descent, and that B is thus part of the

lineage of C.

From the time when Cuvier's wonderful researches upon the

extinct Mammals of the Paris gypsum first made intercalary
types known, and caused them to be recognised as such, the
number of such forms has steadily increased among the higher

Mammalia. Not only do we now know numerous intercalary

forms of Utt!^ilata, but M. Gaudry's great monograph upon the

fossils of Pikermi (which strikes me as one of the most perfect

pieces of palaeontological work I have seen for a long time)

shows us, among the /"//;«(!/«, Mesopii/iecus ^.i^n intercalary form

between the Semnopitheei and the Macaci ; and among the

Carnn-ora^ Hvieiiictis, and Ictitheriitm as intercalary, or, per-

ha]:)s, linear, types between the ViverridtE and the I/yLvnidie.

Hardly any order of the higher Mammalia stands so appa-

j-ently separate and isolated from the rest as that of the Cetacea,

though a careful consideration of the structure of the fissipede

Canii7vni, or seals, shows in them many an approximation

towards the still more completely marine mammals. The
extinct Zeuglodoii, however, presents us with an intercalary

form between the type of the seals and that of the whales.

The skull of this great Eocene sea monster, in fact, shows, by
the narrow and prolonged interorbital region ; the extensive union

of the parietal bones in a sagittal suture ; the well-developed nasal

bones ; the distinct and large incisors implanted in premaxillary

bones, which take a full share in bounding the fore part of the

gape ; the two-fanged molar teeth with triangidar and serrated

crowns, not exceeding five on each side in each jaw ; and the

existence of a deciduous dentition— its close relation with the seals.

WHiile, on the other hand, the pruiluced, rostral form of the

snout, the long symphysis and the low coronary process of the

mandible, are approximations to the cetacean form of those parts.

The scapula resembles that of the cetacean Hyperoodoii, but

the supra-spinous fossa is larger and more seal-like ; as is the

humerus, which differs from that of the Cetaceei in presenting

true articular surfaces for the free jointing of the bones of the

fore-arm. In the apparently complete absence of hinder limbs,

and in the characters of the vertebral column, the Zeuglodoii lies

on the cetacean side of the boundary line ; so that, upon the

whole, the Zeuglodonts, transitional as they are, are conveniently

retained in the cetacean order. And the publication, in 1864, of

M. Van Beneden's memoir on the miocene and pliocene

Sqiialodon, furnished much better means than anatomists pre-

viously possessed, of fitting in another link of the chain wliich

connects the existing Ce/aeea with Zeir^lodoit, The teeth are

much more numerous, altliough the molars exhibit the zeuglodont

double fang ; the nasal bones are very short, and the upper sur-

face of the rostrum presents the groove, filled up during life by
the prolongation of the ethmoidal cartilage, which is so charac-

teristic of the majority of the Cetaeea.

It appears to me that, just as among the existing Carnivora,

the walruses and the eared seals are intercalary forms between

the fissipede Caniivom and the ordinary seals ; so the Zeuglodons

are intercalary between the Carnivora, as a whole, and the Cetaeea.

Whether the Zeuglodonts are also linear types in their relation to

these two groups cannot be ascertained, until we have more definite

knowledge than we possess at present, respecting the relations in

lime of the Caniivora and the Cetaeea.

Thus far, we have been concerned with the intercalary types

which occupy the intervals between families, or orders, of the

same class. But the investigations which have been carried on
by Prof Gegenbaur, Prof Cope, and myself, into the structure

and relations of the extinct reptilian forms of Dinosaiii'ia and
Compsognatha, have brought to light the existence of intercalary

forms between what have hitherto been always regarded as

very distinct classes of the vertebrate sub-kingdom, namely, Kep-

ttlia and Aves, Whatever inferences may, or may not, be drawn
from the fact, it is now an established tnith that, in many of

these OriiUJioseelida, the hind limbs and the pelvis are much
more similar to those of birds than they are to those of reptiles,

and that these Bird-reptiles, or Reptile-birds, were more or less

completely bipedal.

When I addressed you in 1S62, I should have been bold indeed

had I suggested that paleontology would before long show us

the possibility of a direct tiansition from the type of the lizard

to that of the ostrich. At the present moment we have, in the

Ornillioseelida, the intercalary type, w-hich proves that transition

to be something more than a possibility. But it is very doubtful

whether any of the genera of Ornillioseelida with which we are

at present acquainted are the actual linear types by which the

transition from the lizard to the bird was effected. These are,

very jirobabl)-, still hidden from us in the older formations.

Let us now endeavour to find some cases of true linear types,

or forms which are intermediate between others because they

stand in a direct genetic rehition to them. It is no easy matter

to find clear and unmistakeable evidence of filiation among fossil
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animals. For, in order that such evidence should be quite satis-

factory, it is necessary that we should be acquainted with all the

most important features of the organization of the animals which
are supposed to be thus related ; and not merely with the frag-

ments upon which tire genera and species of the palaeontologist

are so often based. M. Gaudry has arranged the species of

HyanidiZ, Proboscidea, RJiinocerotidie, and Equidte in their

order of filiation from their earliest appearance in the

Miocene epoch to the present time, and Professor Riitimeyer
has drawn up similar schemes for the O.xen—with what I am dis-

posed to think is a fair and probable approximation to the order
of Nature. But as no one is better aware than these two learned,

acute, and philosophical biologists, all such arrangements must
be regarded as provisional, except in those cases in which, by a
fortunate accident, large series of remains are obtainable from a

thick and wide-spread series of deposits. It is easy to accumu-
late probabilities—hard to make out some particular case in

such a way that it will stand rigorous criticism.

After much search, however, I think that such a case is to be
made out in favour of the pedigree of the Horses.
The genus Eqmis is represented as far back as the latter part

of the Miocene epoch ; but, in deposits belonging to the middle
of that epoch, its place is taken by two other genera, Hipparion
MvA IIipparit/uriHm(o-!A luhitki-rium); and, in the lowest Miocene
and upper Eocene only the last genus occurs. A species of

Hipparit/ieriiiin was referred by Cuvier to the Pahrolhcria
under the name of P. Aurdiaiiense. The grinding teeth are in

fact very similar in shape and in pattern, and in the absence of

cement, to those of some species of Pahvothcriuin, especially

Cuvier's, PahxiHhermm minus, which has been formed into a
separate genus, Plagiolophus, i)y Pomel.

But in the fact that there are six full-sized grinders, the first

premolar being very small ; that the anterior grinders are as

large as, or rather larger than, the posterior ones ; that the
second premolar has an anterior prolongation ; and that the
posterior molar of the lower jaw has, as Cuvier pointed out, a

posterior lobe of much smaller size and different form, the

dentition of Hipparitheriuni departs from the type of the

Pahxotherluin, and approaches that of the horse.

Again, tlie skeleton of Hipparitherium is extremely equine. M.
Christol, who founded the genus, goes so far as to say that the

descriptions of the bones of the horse, or the ass, current in

veterinary works, would fit those of Hipparithcriitm. And, in a
general way, this may be true enough, but there are some most
important differences, which, indeed, are justly indicated by the

same careful observer. Thus the ulna is complete throughout,
and its shaft is not a mere rudiment, fused into one bone with the

radius. There are three toes, one large in the middle, and one
small on each side. The femur is quite like that of a horse, and
has the characteristic fossa above the external condyle. In the

British Museum, there is a most instructive specimen of the leg

bones, showing that the fibula was represented by the external

malleolus and by a fiat tongue of bone, which extends up from
it on the outer side of the tibia, and is closely ankylosed with the

latter bone. The hind toes are three, like those of the fore

leg ; and the middle metatarsal bone is much less compressed
from side to side than in the horse.

In the Hipparion the teeth nearly resemble those of the Horses,
though the crowns of the grinders are not so long ; like those of

the Horses they are abundantly coated with cement. The shaft

of the ulna is reduced to a mere style ankylosed throughout
nearly its whole length with the radius, and appearing to be
little more than a ridge on the surface of the latter bone until it

is carefully examined. The front toes are still three, but the

outer ones are more slender than in Hipparitherium, and their

hoofs smaller in proportion to that of the middle toe. In the

leg, the distal end of the fibula is so completely united with the

tibia that it appears to be a mere process of the latter bone, as

in the Horses.

In the Horses, finally, the crowns of the grinding teeth become
longer, and their patterns are slightly modified ; the middle of

the shaft of the ulna vanishes, and its proximal and distal ends

ankylose with tlie radius. The phalanges of the two outer toes

in each foot disappear, their metacarpal and metatarsal bones
being left as the " splints."

The Hipparion has large depressions on the face in front of the

orbits, like those for the " larmiers '* of many j ruminants ; but

traces of these are to be seen in some of the fossil horses from

the Sewalik Hills.

When we consider these facts, and the further circumstance

that the Hipparions, the remains of which have been collected

in immense numbers, were subject, as M. Gaudry and others

have pointed out, to a great range of variation, it appears to me
impossible to resist the conclusion that the types of the Hippari-

therium, ofthe Hipparion, and of the ancient Horses constitute the

lineage ofthe modern Horses, the Hipparion being the intermediate

stage between the other two, and answering to B in my former

illustration.

The nature of the process by which the Hipparitherium has been

converted into the horse is one of specialisation or of more and

more complete deviation from what might be called the average

form of an ungulate mammal. In tlie Horses, the reduction ot

some parts of the limbs, together with the special modification

of those which are left, is carried to a greater extent than in

any other hoofed mammals. The reduction is less, and the

specialisation is less in the Hipparion, and still less in the Hippari-

therium ; but yet as coiripared with other mammals, the reduction

and specialisation of parts in the Hipparitherium remains great.

Is it not probable, then, that, just as in the Miocene epoch

we find an ancestral equine form less modified than the horse, so,

if we go back to the Eocene epoch we shall find some quadruped

related to the Hipparitherium, as Hipparion is related to Equus,

and consequently departing less from the average form ?

I think that this desideratum is very nearly, if not quite, sup-

plied by Plagiolophus, remains of which occur abundantly in

some parts of the upper and middle Eocene formations. The
patterns of the grinding teeth of Plagiolophus are similar to

those of Hipparitherium, and they are similarly deficient in

cement ; but the grinders diminish in size forwards, and the

last lower molar has a large hind lobe, convex outwards and con-

cave inwards, as in Paloeotherium. The ulna is complete and

much larger than in any of the Equid^e, while it is more slender

than in most of the Palaothcria. It is fixedly united, but not

ankylosed with the radius. There are three toes in the iore-

limb, the outer ones being slender, but less attenuated than in

the Equidce. The femur is more like that of the Fala:otheria

than that of the horse, and has only a small depression above

its outer condyle in the place of the great fossa which is so

obvious in the Equidie. The fibula is distinct, but very slender,

and its distal end is ankylosed with the tibia. There are three

toes on the hind-foot having similar proportions to those on the

fore-foot. The principal metacarpal and metatarsal bones are

flatter than they are in any of the Equidie.

In its general form, Plagiolophus resembles a very small and

slender horse, and totally unlike the reluctant, pig-like creature

depicted in Cuvier's restoration of his Palaotherium minus in the

Ossemeus Fossiles.

It would be hazardous to say that Plagiolophus is the exact

radical form of the Equine quadrupeds ; but 1 do not think there

can be any reasonable doubt the latter animals have resulted

from the modification of some quadruped similar to Plagiolophus.

We have thus arrived at the Middle Eocene formation, and

yet have traced back the Horses only to a three-toed stock. But

these three-toed forms, no less than the Equine quadrupeds them-

selves, present rudiments of the two other toes which appertain

to what I have termed the "average" quadruped. If the expecta-

tion raised by the splints of the horse that, in some ancestor of the

horse, these splints would be found to be complete digits, has

been verified, we are furnished with veiy strong reasons for

looking for a no less complete verification of the expectation that

the three-toed Plagiolophus-\<S!.(t "avus" of the horse must have

had a five-toed "atavus" at some earlier period.

No such five-toed " atavus, " however, has yet made its appear-

ance among the few middle and older Eocene Mammalia which

are known.
Another series of closely-affiliated forms, though the evidence

they afford is perhaps less complete than that of the Equine

series, is presented to us by the Diehobune of the Eocene epoch,

the Cainothenum of the Miocene, and the Tragulidce, or so-called

" Muskdeer " of the present day.

The Tragulidce have no incisors in the upper jaw, and only

six grinding teeth on each side of each jaw, while the canine is

moved up to the outer incisor, and there is a diastema in the

lower jaw. There are four complete toes on the hind-foot, but

the middle metatarsals usually become, sooner or later, ankylosed

into a cannon bone. The navicular and the cuboid unite, and

the distal end of the fibula is ankylosed with the tibia.

In Cainotherium and Dichibune the upper incisors are fully

developed. There are seven grinders; the teeth foim a con-

tinuous series without diastema. The metatarsals, the navi-
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cular and cuboid, and the distal end of the fibula, remain free.

The Cainotherium, also the second metacarpal, is developed, but

is much shorter than the third, while the fifth is absent or rudi-

mentary. In tliis respect it resembles Aiii>pUithfr:i(m secuihlavium.

This circumstance, and the peculiar pattern of the upper molars

in Caiiipt/uriiim, lead me to hesitate in considering it as the

actualancestor of the modem Tia^didiv. If ZJ/c/io/ww has a four-

toed front foot (though I am inclined to suspect it resembles

Cainotlierhim) it will be a better representative of the oldest form

of the Tngidine series. But Dicliohiiie occurs in the middle

Eocene, and is, in fact, the oldest known artiodactyle mammal.
Where, then, must we look fur its five-toed ancestor?

If we follow down other lines of recent and tertiary Uiigulala,

the same question presents itself The pigs are traceable back
through the Miocene epoch to the upper Eocene, where they

appear in the two well-marked forms of Hyopi'laiims and C/uero-

polatuMs. But Hyopotamus a|ipears to have had only two toes.

Again, all the great groups of the Ruminants, the Bm'iciir,

Antdopidir, Cii»h/,vpar<ia/iiitc, and Cen'IciiT, are represented in

the Miocene epoch, and so are the camels. The upper Eocene
Aiwplothcritim, whi ;h is intercalary between the pigs and the

Trag-iilida:, has only two or, at most, three toes. Among the

scanty mammals of the lower Eocene formation we have the peris-

sodactyle Ungiilato represented by Co}-ypJtodo}i^ IIy>-iitot/u-riiftit,

and Plio/op/ins. Suppose for a moment, for the sake of follow-

ing out the argument, that Pliohphiis represents the primai^ stock

of the perissodactyles, and Dicholniiic that of the Artiodactyles

(though I am far from saying that such is the case) then, we find in

the earliest fauna of the Eocene epoch, to which our investiga-

tions carry us, the two divisions of the Viigiilata completely

differentiated, and no trace of any common stock of both or five-

toed predecessors to either. \^\\\\ the case of the horse before us,

justifying a belief in the production of new animal forms by
modification of old ones, I see no escape from the necessity

of seeking for these ancestors of the I'ligulata beyond the limits

of the tertiary fonnations.

I could as soon admit special creation, at once, as suppose that

the perissodactyles and artiodactyles had no five-toed ancestors.

And when we consider how large a portion of the tertiary period

elapsed before Ilipparithcriiim was converted into Eqmis, it is

difficult to escape the conclusion that a large proportion of time

anterior to the tertiarj' must have been expended in converting

the common stock of the Ungulata into perissodactyles and
artiodactyles.

The same moral is inculcated by the study of every other order

of tertiary monodelphius Mammalia. Each of these orders is

represented in the Miocene epoch :— the Eocene formation,

as I have already said, contains Chdropla'a, Insirtivora,

Rodcntia, Uiigidata, Carnivora, and Cetacea. But the Cha-
roptcra are extreme modifications of the Inscctkwa ; just as

the Ct'/(^"<v7 are extreme modifications of the Carnivorous type;

and therefore it is to my mind incredible that monodelphous
Instxth'pra and Cariiwora should not have been abundantly
developed along with Viigulata in the Mesozoic epoch. But,

if this be the case, how much farther back must we go to

find the common stock of the monodelphous Mammalia? As
to the Diddpliia, if we may trust the evidence which seems
to be afforded by their vei'y scanty remains, that a Ilypsi-

prynrnoid form existed at the epoch of the Ti'ias, side by side

with a carnivorous form. At the epoch of the Trias, there-

fore, the Maisupialia must have already existed long enough
to have become differentiated into carnivorous and herbi\orous
forms. But the Mt'iiolrcma/a are lower forms than the Diddphia,
which last are intercalary between the Ornithoddphia and the
]\h'Hoddphia. To what point of the palaeozoic epoch then
must we, upon any rational estimate, relegate the origin of the
ISIoHotremata ?

The investigation oftheoccunence of the classes and of the
orders of the Souiopsida in time, points in exactly the same
direction. If, as there is great reason to believe, true Birds
existed in the Triassic eijoch, the ornithoscelidous forms by
which Reptiles passed into Birds must have preceded them.
In fact, there is even, at present, considerable ground fur sus-

pecting the existence of Diiwsauria in the Permian formations.
But in tliat case Lizards must be of still earlier date. And if

the very small dilfereuces which are observable between the
Crotodilia of the oldet mesozoic formations and those of the
present day, furnish any sort of approximation towards an esti-

mate of the average rate of change among the Sau/vpsida ; it is

almost appalling to reflect how far back in pahtozoic times we

must go, before we can hope to arrive at that common stock

from v\'hich the Crocodilia, Lacaiilia, Ornithoscdida, and Ph'sio-

sania, which had attained so great a development in the Triassic

epoch must have been derived.

Tlie Amphibia and FisccsXiW the same stor)'. There is not a
single class of vertebrated animals, which, when it first appears, is

represented by analogues of the lowest known members of the

same class. Thei-efore, if there is any truth in the doctrine of
evolution, every class must be vastly older than the first record
of its appearance ujion the surface of the globe. But if

considerations of this kind compel us to place the origin

of vertebrated animals at a period sufficiently distant from
the upper Silurian, in which the first Elasmobranchs and Cianoids

occur, to allow of the evolution of such fishes as these from a
\'ertebrate as simple as Ihe A mphioxus ; I can only repeat that it

is appalling to speculate upon the extent to which that origin

must have preceded the epoch of the first recorded appearance of
vertebrate life.

Such is the further commentary which I have to offer upon
the statement of the chief results of paUeontolugy, which I

formei'ly ventui'ed to lay before you.

But the growth of knowledge in the interval makes me
conscious of an omission of considerable moment in that state-

ment, inasmuch as it contains no refei'cnce to the bearings ot

pala-ontology upon the theory of the distribution of life ; or takes

note of the remarkable manner in which the facts of distribution,

in present and past times, accord with the doctrine of evolution

—especially in regard to land animals.

That connection be.tweeu pala;ontology and geology on the

one hand, and the present distribution of terrestrial animals,

which so strikingly impi'essed Mr. Darwin thirty years ago, as

to lead him to speak of a "law of succession of types"; and of

the wonderful relationshiji on the same continent between the

dead and the living, has recently received much elucidation from
the researches of Caudry, of Riitimeyer, of Leidig, and of

Alphonse Milne-Edwards, taken in connection with the earlier

labours of our' lamented colleague Falconer. And it has been
iustructively discussed in the thoughtful and ingenious work
of Mr. Andrew Murray "On the geographical distribution of
mammals."

I propose to lay before you, as briefly as I can, the ideas to which
a long consideration of the subject has given rise in my own
mind.

If the doctrine of evolution is sound, one of its im ncdiate

consequences clearly is, that the present distribution of life upon
the globe is the product of two factors : the one being the

distribution which obtained in the imtrrcdiately preceding ei)Och;

and the other, the character and the exteirt of the changes which
have taken place in physical geography between the one
epoch and tlie other. Or, to put the matter in another

way—the Fauna and Flora of any given area, in any given

epoch, can consist only of sirch forms of life as are directly

descended from those which constituted the Fauna and E'lora

of the same ai'ea, in the immediately preceding epoch ; unless the

physical geography (under which I include cliniatal conditions)

of the area has been so altered as to give rise to immigration
of living forms from some other area.

Tlie evolutionist therefore is bound to grapple with the

following problem whenever it is clearly put before him :

—

Mere are the Fauna; of the same area during successive epochs.

Show good cause for believing, either that these I-'auna; have been
derived from one another by gradual modification, or that the

Fauna; have reached the area in question by migration from
some area in which they have undergone their clevelopment.

I propose to attempt to deal with' tliis problem so far as it

is exemplified by the distribution of the terrestrial "Vertebrata,

and I shall endeavour to show you that it is capable of solution

in a sense entirely firvourable to the doctrine of evolution.

I have, elsewdiere,* stated, at length, the reasons which lead me
to recognise four primary distributional provinces for the

terrestrial Vertebrata in the present w orld ; namely, fii-stly, the

A\K'iKdafiian, or New Zealand province : secondly, the .Aiistjaliaji

province, including -Australia, Tasmania, and the Negrito Islands :

thirdly, Aiistro-Coluinbia, or South America plus North America
a, far as Mexico ; and fourthly, the rest of the world or

Aidogica, in which province America, north of Mexico, con-

stitutes one sub-province ; Africa, south of the Sahara, a second
;

llindostan a third ; and the remainder of the old world a fourth.

^ " On the cKissification and distribution of the Alectoromorplist:." I'ro-

ct;edings uf the Zoologic*iI Society, iSOS.
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Now the liulli which Mr. Darwin perceived and promulgated
as "the law of the succession of types " is, that in all these pro-

vinces the animals found in Pliocene or Pleistocene deposits are

closely affined to those which now inhabit the same provinces,

and that conversely, the forms characteristic of other provinces

are absent. North and South America, perhaps, present one or

two exceptions to the last rule, but they are readily susceptible

of explanation. Thus, in Australia, the later tertiary Mammals
are Marsupials (possibly with exception ofthe Dog and a Rodent or

two, as at present). In Austro-Columbia the later tertiary Fauna
exhibits numerous and varied forms of Platyrhine apes. Rodents,

Cats, Dogs, Stags, Edentata, and Opossums ; but, as at present, no
Catarhineapes, no Lemurs, no ///.f^v/Zrwrd, Oxen, Antelopes, Rhi-

noceroses or Didelphia other than opossums. And, in the wide-

spread Arctogajal province,the Pliocene and Pleistocene Mammals
belong to the same groups as those which now exist in the pro-

vince. The law of succession of types, therefore, holds good
for the present epoch as compared with its predecessor. Does
it equally well apply to the Pliocene Fauna when we com-
pare it with that of the Miocene epoch ? By great good
fortune an extensive Mammalian Fauna of this epoch has now
become known, in four very distant portions of the Arctogceal

province which do not differ greatly in latitude. Thus
Falconer and Cautley have made known the Fauna of the

sub-Himalayas and the Perim Islands ; Gaudry that of Attica
;

many observers that of Central Europe and France ; I^eidig,

that of Nebraska on the eastern flank of the Rocky Mountains.

The results are very striking. The total Miocene Fauna com-
prises many genera and species of Catarhine apes, of Bats, of

Insectivora, of Arctoga?al types of RoJciitia, of Proboscidea, of

Equine Rhinocenti, and Tapirine quadrupeds ; of cameline,

bovine, antelopine, cervine, and traguline Ruminants ; of Pigs

and Hippopotamuses ; of Vh't-rridiv and IlycniidiC among other

Carnivora ; with Edentata allied to the Arctogoeal Oiyitc-

ropiis and Manis, and not to the Austro-Columbian Edentates.

The only type present in the Miocene, but absent in the existing.

Fauna of Eastern Arctogxa is that of the Didclphidir, which,

however, remains in North America.

But it is very remarkable, that while the Miocene Fauna of

the Arctogasal Province, as a whole, is of the same character as

the existing Fauna of the same province as a whole, the com-
ponent elements of the Fauna were differently associated. In

the Miocene epoch. North America possessed Elephants,

Horses, Rhinoceroses,'and a great number and variety of Rumi-
nants and Pigs which are absent in the present indigenous

Fauna. Europe had its Apes, Elephants, Rhinoceroses,

Tapirs, Musk-deer, iGiraffes, Hyenas, great Cats, Edentates,

and opossum-like Marsupials, which have equally vanished

from its present Fauna. And in Northern India, the African

types of Hippopotamuses, Giraffes, and Elephants were mixed
up with what are now the Asiatic types of the latter and with

Camels, Semnopithecine and Pithecine apes of no less distinctly

Asiatic forms.

In fact, the Miocene Mammalian Fauna of Europe and the

Himalayan regions contains associated together the types which

are now separately located in the South African and Indian

sub-provinces of Arctoga:a. Now there is every reason to

believe, on other grounds, that both Hindostan, south of the

Ganges, and Africa, south of the Sahara, were separated by a

wide sea from Europe and North Asia, during the middle and
upper Eocene epochs. Hence it becomes highly probable that the

well-known similarities and no less remarkable differences

between the present Fauna; of India and South Africa have

arisen in some such fashion as the following. Sometime during

the Miocene epoch, possibly when the Himalayan chain was
elevated, the bottom of the nummulitic sea was upheaved
and converted into dry land, in the direction of a line extend-

ing from Abyssinia to the mouth of the Ganges. By this

means, the Dekhan on the one hand, and South Africa on
the other, became connected with the Miocene dry land and
with one another. The Miocene Mammals spread gradually

over this intermediate dry land, and if the condition of its

eastern and western ends offered as wide contrasts as the valleys

of the Ganges and Arabia do now, many forms which made their

way into Africa must have been different from those which
reached the Dekhan, while others might pass into both these

sub-provinces.

That there was a continuity of dry land between Europe
and North America during the ^Iiocene epoch, appears to me to

be a necessary consequence; the fact that many genera or terres-

trial Mammals such as Castor, Hystrix, Eleplms, Mastodon, Eqiitis,

Hippayion,Hippantheyium,Rhinoceros,Cc}"'us, Amphu-von,Hv{Sn-
arctos, and Machairodtis, are common to the Miocene formations
of the two areas, and have as yet been found (except perhaps
llipparitlicrhnn) in no deposit of earlier age. Whether this

connection took place by the east, or by the west, or by both sides

of the old world, there is at present no certain evidence, and
the question is immaterial to the present argument ; but, as there

are good grounds for the belief that the Australian province and
the Indian and South African sub-provinces were separated by
sea from the rest of Arctoga;a before the Miocene epoch, so it has
been rendered no less probable by the investigations of Mr.
Carrick Moore and Prof Duncan that Austro-Columbia was
separated by sea from North America, during a large part of the
!\Iiocene epoch.

It is unfortunate that we have no knowledge of the Miocene
Mammalian Fauna of the Australian and Austro-Columbian
provinces. But seeing that not a trace of a Platyrhine ape, of a
Procyonine carnivore, of a characteristically South American
Rodent, of a Sloth, an Armadillo, or an Ant-eater, has yet been
found in Miocene deposits of Arctogx'a, I cannot doubt that

they already existed in the Miocene Austro-Columbian province.

Nor is it less probable that the characteristic types of Australian

Mammalia were already developed in that region in Miocene
times.

But Austro-Columbia presents difficulties from which Australia

is free

—

CamcUda and Tapiridie are now indigenous in South
America as they are in Arctog.-ea, and among the Pliocene
Austro-Columbian mammals, the Austro-Columbian genera
Etjitus, Mastodon, and Machairodus are numbered. Are these

post-Miocene immigrants, or prae-Miocene natives?

Still more perplexing are the strange and interesting forms
Toxodon, Macranchenia, and Typotlieriiim ; and a new Anoplo-
theriod mammal (Onia/odot/io'inm) which Dr. Cunningham sent

over to me some time ago from Patagonia. I confess I am
strongly inclined to surmise that these last, at any rate, are

remnants of the population of Austro-Columbia before the

Miocene epoch, and were not derived from Arctogcea by way of
the north and east.

The fact that this immense Fauna of Miocene Arctoga'a is now
fully and richly represented only in India and South .\frica, while it

is shrunk and depauperised in North Asia, Europe, and North
America, becomes at once intelligible, if we suppose that India

and South Africa had but a scanty mammalian population before

the Miocene immigration, while the conditions were highly favour-

able to the new comers. It is to be supposed that these new
regions offered themselves to the Miocene Ungulates as South
America and Australia offered themselves to the cattle, sheep,
and horses of modern colonists. But after these great areas

were thus peopled came the Glacial epoch, during which the
excessive cold, to say nothing of depression and ice-cover-

ing, must have almost depopulated all the northern parts of

Arctogaea, destroying all the higher mammalian forms except
those which, like the elephant and rhinoceros, could adjust

their coats to the altered condition. Even these must have
been driven away from the greater part of the area. Only
those Miocene mammals which had passed into Hindo-
stan and into South Africa would escape decimation by these

changes in the physical geography of Aictoga;a. And when the

northern hemisphere passed into its present condition, these lost

tribes of the Miocene Fauna were hemmed by the Himalayas,
the Sahara, the Red Sea, and the Arabian deserts, within their

present boundaries.

Now, on the hypothesis of evolution, there is no sort of diffi-

culty.in admitting that the differences between the Miocene forms

of the Mammalian Fauna and those which exist now, are the

results of gradual modification ; and since such differences

in distribution as obtain are readily explaineil by the changes
which have taken place in the physical geography of the world
since the Miocene epoch, it is clear that the result of the com-
parison of the Miocene and present P'aunx is distinctly in favour

of evolution. Indeed, I may go further. I may say that the

hypothesis of evolution explains the facts of Miocene, Pliocene,

and Recent distribution ; and that no other supposition even pre-

tends to account for them. It is, indeed, a conceivable supposition

that every species of Rhinoceros and every species of Hyaena,

in the long succession of forms between the Miocene and the

present species, was separately constructed out of dust, or out

of nothing, by supernatural power. But until I receive dis-

tinct evidence of the fact, I refuse to run the risk of insulting
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any sane man by supposing that he seriously holds such a

notion.
. .

Let us'now take a step further back in time, and inquire into

the relations between the Miocene Fauna and its predecessor of

the upper Eocene formation.

Here it is to be regretted that our materials for forming a

judgment are nothing to be compared in point of extent, or

variety, with those which are yielded by the Miocene strata.

However, what we do know of this upper Eocene Fauna of

Europe, gives sufficient positive information to enable us to

draw some tolerably safe inferences. It has yielded representa-

tives ot Imectivora, of Cliciroptcra, of Rodentia, of Cariihcni, of

Artiodactyle, and Perissodactyle Ui!gn!ata and of opossum-like

Marsupials. No Australian tj'pe of marsupial has been dis-

covered in the upper Eocene, nor any Edentate mammal. The
genera (except in the case perhaps of some of the Iiiscctivora,

Cheiroptera, and Rodenlia) are different from those of the Miocene

epoch, but present remarkable general similarity to the Miocene

and recent genera. In several cases, as I have already shown,

it has now been clearly made out that the relation between the

Eocene and Miocene forms is such that the Eocene form is the

least specialised ; while its Miocene ally is more so, and the

specialisation reaches its maximum in the recent forms of the

same type.

So far as the Upper Eocene and the Miocene Mammalian
Fauna; are comparable, their relations are such as in no way to

oppose the hypothesis that the older are the progenitors of the

more recent foniis, while, in some cases, they distinctly favour

that hypothesis. The period in time and the changes in physical

geography, represented liy the nummulitic deposits, arc un-

doubtedly veiy great, while the remains of middle Eocene and

older Eocene Mammals are comparatively few. The general

facies of the middle Eocene Fauna, however, is quite that of

the upper.

The older Eocene, pre-nummulitic mammalian Fauna, con-

tains Bats, two genera of Carnk'ora, three genera of L'ngiilata

(probably all perissodactyle), and a didelphid marsupial. All

these forms, except perhaps the Bat and the Opossum, belong

to genera which are not known to occur out of the lower Eocene.

The Coryp/iodoii, however, appears to have been allied to the

Miocene' and later Tapirs ; while Pliiolophiis, in its skull and

dentition, curiously partakes of both artiodactyle and perisso-

dactyle characters. The third trochanter upon its femur, and

its three-toed hind foot, however, appear definitely to fix its

position in the latter division.

There is nothing, then, in what is knowm of the older Eocene

mammals of the Arctog;-eaI province to forbid the supposition

that they stood in an ancestral relation to those of the Calcaire

Grossier and the Gypsum of the Paris basin ; and that our present

fauna, therefore, is directly derived from that which already existed

in Arctogaja at the commencement of the Tertiary period. But

if we now cross the frontier between the Cainozoic and the Meso-

zoic Faunfe, as they are preserved within the Arctogieal area, we
meet with an astounding change, and what appears to be a com-

plete and unmistakeable break in the line of biological continuity.

Among the twelve or fourteen species of Mammalia which

are said to have been found in the Purbecks, not one is a

member of the orders Cheiroptera, Rodcntia, Ungiilata, or Car-

iiivora, which are so well represented in the Tertiaries. No
Inseetivora are certainly known, norany opossum-like Marsupials.

Thus there is a vast negative difference between the Cainozoic

and the Mesozoic mammalian Fauna? of Europe. But there is a

still more important positive difference, inasmuch as all these Mam-
malia appear to be Marsupials belonging to Australian groups

;

and thus appertaining to a different distributional province from the

Eocene and Miocene marsupials, which are Austro-Columbian.

So far as the imperfect materials which exist enable a judgment

to be formed, the same law appear to have held good for all the

earlier mesozoic Mammalia. Of the Stonesfield slate mammals,
one, Amphitheriiiin, has a definitely Australian character ; one,

Phaseolotherium, maybe either Dasyurid or Didelphine ; of a third,

Stercog:tathi<s, nothing can at present be said. The two mam-
mals of the Trias, also, appear to belong to Australian groups.

Everyone is aware of the many curious points of resemblance

between the marine Fauna of the European Mesozoic rocks and

that which now exists in Australia. But if there was this Austra-

lian facies about both the terrestrial and the marine Fauna; of

Mesozoic Europe, and if there is this unaccountable and immense
break between the Fauna of Mesozoic and that of Tertiary

Europe, is it not a very obvious suggestion that, in the Mesozoic

epoch, the Australian province included Europe, and that the

Arctogfeal province was contained within other limits ? The
Arctogpeal province is at present enormous, while the Australian

is relatively small. Why should not these proportions have been
different during the Mesozoic epoch?

Thus, I am led to tliink that by far the simplest and most
rational mode of accounting for the great change which took

place in the living inhabitants of the European area at the end
of the Mesozoic epoch, is ithe supposition that it arose from

a great change in the physical geography of the globe,

whereby an area long tenanted by Cainozoic forms was brought
into such relations with the European area, that migration from

the one to the other became possible, and took place on a great

scale.

This supposition relieves us, at once, from the difficulty in

which we were left, some time ago, by the arguments which I

used to demonstrate the necessity of the existence of all the

great types of the Eocene epoch in some antecedent period.

It is this Mesozoic continent (which may well have lain in the

neighbourhood of what are now the shores of the North Pacific

Ocean), which I suppose to have been occupied by the Mesozoic
Moiwdelphia : and it is in this region that I conceive they must

have gone through the long series of changes by which they were
specialised into the forms which we refer to different orders.

I think it very probable that what is now South America may
have received the characteristic elements of its Mammalian Fauna
during the Mesozoic epoch; and there can be little doubt that the

general nature of the change which took place at the end of the

Mesozoic epoch in Europe, was the upheaval of the eastern and

northern regions of the Mesozoic sea bottom into a westward

extension of the Mesozoic continent, over which the Mammalian
Fauna, by wdiich it was already peopled, gradually spread. This

invasion of the land was prefaced by a previous invasion of

the Cretaceous sea by modem forms of mollusca and fish.

It is easy to imagine how an analogous change might come about

in the existing world. There is, at present, a great difference

between the Fauna of the Polynesian Islands'and that of the west

coast of America. The animals which are leaving their spoils

in the deposits now forming in these localites are widely different.

Hence, if a gradual shifting of the deep sea, which at present

bars migration, between the easternmost of these islands and
America took place to the westward, while the American side of

the sea-bottom was gradually upheaved, the palaeontologist of

the future would find, over the Pacific area, exactly such a change

as I am supposing to have occurred in the North Atlantic area at

the close of the Mesozoic period. An Australian Fauna would
be found underlying an American Fauna, and the transition from

the one to the other would be as abrupt as that between the Chalk
and lower Tertiaries. And as the drainage area of the newly-

foiTned extension of the American continent gave rise to rivers

and lakes, the mammals mired in their mud would differ from

those of like deposits on the Australian side just as the Eocene
mammals differ from those of the Purbecks.

How do similar reasonings apply to the other great change of

life— that which took place at the end of the Palaeozoic period?

In the Triassic epoch, the distribution of the dry land and ot

teiTcstrial vertebrate life appears to have been, generally, similar

to that which existed in the Miocene epoch ; so that the

Triassic continents and their Faunae seem to be related to the

Mesozoic lands and their Faunae, just as those of the Miocene
epoch are related to those of the present day.

In fact, as I have recently endeavoured to prove to the Society,

there was an Arctogaeal continent and an Arctogaeal province of

distribution in Triassic times as there is now. And the Saurop-

sida and Marsupialia which constituted that fauna were, I doubt

not, the progenitors of the Sauropsida and Marsupialia of the

whole Mesozoic epoch.

Looking at the present terrestrial fauna of Australia, it appears

to me to be vei-y proliable that it is essentially a remnant of the

Fauna of the Triassic, or even of an earlier, age ; in which case

Australia must at that time have been in continuity with the

Arctogaeal continent.

But now comes the further inquiry. Where was the highly-

differentiated Sauropsidan Fauna of the Trias in Palaeozoic

times? The supposition that the Dinosaurian, Crocodilian,

Dicynodontian. and Plesiosaurian types were .suddenly created at

the end of the Permian epoch may be dismissed, without further

consideration, as a monstrous and unwarranted assumption.

The supposition that all the types were rapidly differentiated

out of Lacertilia, in the time represented by the passage from the
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Pala?ozoic to the Mesozoic formation, appears to me to be
hardly more credible ; to say nothing of the indications of the

existence of Dinosaurian forms in the Permian rocks, which
have already been obtained.

For my part I entertain no sort of doubt that the reptiles, birds,

and mammals of the Trias are the direct descendants of reptiles,

birds, and mammals which existed in the latter part of the

Palaeozoic epoch, but not in any area of the present dry land

which has yet been explored by the geologist.

This may seem a bold assumption, but it will not appear un-

warrantable to those who reflect upon the very small extent of

the earth surface which has hitherto exhibited the remains of

the great Mammalian Fauna of the Eocene times. In this respect

the Permian land vertebrate Fauna appears to me to be related

to the Triassic, much as the Eocene is to the Miocene.

Terrestrial reptiles have been found in Permian rocks

only in three localities : in some spots ot France and recently of

England, and over a more extensive area in Germany. Who
can suppose that the few fossils yet found in these regions give

any sufficient representation of the Permian Fauna ?

It may be said that the Carboniferous formations demonstrate

the existence of a vast extent of dry land in the present &xy

land area ; and that the supposed terrestrial Palxozoic vertebrate

Fauna ought to have left its remains in the coal measures, espe-

cially as there is now reason to believe that much of the coal was
formed on dry land. But if we consider the matter more closely,

I think that this apparent objection loses its force. It is clear

that during the Carboniferous epoch, the vast area of land which
is now covered by coal measures must have been undergoing a

gradual depression. The dry land thus depressed must, there-

fore, have existed, as such, before the Carboniferous epoch—in

other words, the Devonian limes—and its terrestrial population

may never have been other than such as existed during the

Devonian, or some previous epoch, although much higher forms

may have been developed elsewhere.

Again, let me say that I am making no gratuitous assumption

of inconceivable changes. It is clear that the enormous area of

Polynesia is, on the whole, an area over which depression has

taken place to an immense extent. Consequently a great con-

tinent, or assemblage of sub-continental masses of land, must

have existed at some former time, and that at a recent iieriod,

geologically speaking, in the area of the Pacific. Hut if that

continent had contained mammals, some of them must have

remained to tell the tale ; and as it is well known that these

islands have no indigenous Mammalia, it is safe to assume that

none existed. Thus, midway between Australia and South

America, each of which possesses an abundant and diversified

Mammalian Fauna, a mass of land, which may have been as large

as both put together, must have existed without a Mammalian
inhabitant. Suppose that the shores of this great land were

fringed, as those of tropical Australia are now, with belts of

mangroves which would extend landwards on the one side, and be

buried beneath littoral deposits on the other side, as depression

went on ; and great beds of mangrove lignite might accumulate

over the sinking land. Let upheaval of the whole now take place,

in such a manner as to bring the newly emerging land into con-

tinuity with the South American, ov Australian, continent
; and,

in course of time, it would be peopled by an extension of the

Fauna of one of these two regions—^just as I imagine the Euro-

pean Permian dry land to have been peopled.

I see nothing whatever against the supposition that distribu-

tional provinces of terrestrial life existed in the Devonian epoch,

inasmuch as M. Barrande has proved that they existed_. much
earlier. I am aware of no reason for doubting that, as regards

the grades of terrestrial life contained in them, one of these may
have been related to another as New Zealand is to Australia, or as

Australia is to India, at present. Analogy seems to me to be

rather in favour of, than against, the supposition that while only

Ganoid fishes inhabited the fresh waters of our Devonian land,

Ainphiliia and Replilia, or even higher forms, may have existed,

though we have not yet found them. The earliest Carboniferous

Amfhihia now known, such as Anthracosaurus, are so highly

specialised, that I can by no means conceive that they have been

developed out of piscine forms in the interval between the

Devonian and the Carboniferous periods, considerable as that is.

And I take refuge in one of two alternatives. Either they

existed in our own area during the Devonian epoch and we have

simply not yet found them ; or, they formed part of the popula-

tion of some other distributional province of that day ; and

only entered our area by migration, at the end of the Devonian

epoch. Whether RcptiUa and Afammalia existed along with
them is to me, at present, a perfectly open question, which is

just as likely to receive an affirmative, as a negative, answer from
future inquirers.

Let me now gather together the threads of my argumentation
into the form of a connected hypothetical view of the manner in

which the distribution of living and extinct animals has been
brought about.

I conceive that distinct provinces of the distribution of ter-

restrial life have existed since the earliest period at which that

life is recorded, and, possibly, much earlier :;and I suppose, with
Mr. Darwin, that the progress of modification of terrestrial

forms is more rapid in areas of elevation than in areas of
depression. I take it to be certain that Labyrinthodont Am-
phibia existed in the distributional province which included
the dry land depressed during the Carbonifei'ous epoch : and
I conceive that, in some other distributional provinces of that

day, which remained in the condition of stationary, or of in-

creasing dry land, the various types of the terrestrial Saurop-
sida and of the Mammalia were gradually developing.

The Permian epoch marks the commencement of a new
movement of upheaval in our area, which attained its maxi-
mum in the Triassic epoch when dry land existed in North
America, Europe, Asia, and Africa as it does now. Into this

great new continental area the mammals, birds, and reptiles,

developed during the Palaeozoic epoch, spread, and formed
the great Triassic Arctoga:al province. But, at the end of the

Triassic period, the movement of depression recommenced in our
area, though it was doubtless balanced by elevation elsewhere

;

modification and development, checked in the one ]iroviiice,

went on in that elsewhere ; and the chief forms of mammals,
birds, and reptiles, as we now know them, were evolved, and
peopled the Mesozoic continent, from which I conceive Austra-

lia to have become separated as early as the enrl of the Triassic

epoch, or not much later. This Mesozoic continent must, I con-
ceive, have lain to the east, about the shores of the North
Pacific and Indian Oceans'; and I am inclined to believe that it

continued along the eastern side of the Pacific area to what is

now the province of Austro-Columbia, the characteristic Fauna
of which is probably a remnant of the population of the latter

part of this period.

Towards the latter part of the Mesozoic period, the movement
of uphea\'al around the shores of the Atlantic once more re-

commenced, and was very probably accompanied by a de-

pression around those of the Pacific. The Vertebrate Fauna
elaborated in the Mesozoic continent, moved westward and took
possession of the new lands which gradually increased in extent

up to, and in some directions after, the Miocene epoch.

It is in favour of this hypothesis, I think, that it is

consistent with the persistence of a general uniformity

of the directions of the great masses of land and water.

From the Devonian period, or earlier, to the present day,

the four great oceans, Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic, and Antarctic,

may have occupied their present positions, and only

their coasts and channels of communication have under-

gone an incessant alteration. And, finally, the hypothesis

I have put before you requires no supposition that the rate of

change in organic life has been either greater, or less, in ancient

times than it is now ; nor any assumption, either physical or

biological, which has not its justification in analogous phe-

nomena of existing nature.

I have now only to discharge the last duty of my office,

which is to thank you, not only for the patient attention

with which you have listened to me so long to-day ; but also

for the uniform kindness with which, for the past two years,

you have rendered my endeavours to perform the important,

and often laborious, functions of your I'resident, a pleasure,

instead of a burden. T. H. Huxley

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, Feb. 17.—The following papers were read :

"Account of the Great Melbourne Telescope from April 1868,

to its commencement of operations in Australia in 1S69. " Ky
Albert le Sueur. The author stated that the bidlding in which
the telescope is placed is rectangidar, 80 feet long nieridionally

by 25 wide, with walls It feet high. Of the meridio.ial length,

the telescope-room occupies the north 40 feet ; the next 12 feet
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are appropriated to the polishing machine, crane, and engine

;

the remaining 28 feet are divided into two rooms, one of which

is at present used as an office, the otlier, 25 by 14, is intended

for a laboratoiy. The moveable roof is 40 feit long, and runs

on rails laid tlie whole length of the walls ; the telescope room
may therefore be completely covered in, and as completely un-

covered when required, the roof in the latter case resting on the

south building, which on that account has a very low permanent

roof. The telescope, when housed, lies meridionally on the east

side of the pier, and nearly in a horizontal direction, provision

having been made to prevent the tube being lowered beyond a

certain small inclination. Some trouble was experienced in re-

moving the varnish from the specula, and they would require

repolishing. Of work done, the author could not yet speak

with any satisfaction since it became at all practicable to

use the telescope ; the history which he had to relate was a long

chapter of weary heart-breaking watchings, with an occasional

hall^ hour's work, tj Argiis was the first object observed for pur-

pose of delineation ; after the first night's work little (and that

by snatches) was done towards it ; a new inroad of workmen
and a long course of extremely unfavourable weather having

carried the nebula out of convenient reach. The search, which
was leluctantly given up, will, however, be again soon resumed.

The horseshoe nebula is a gi-and object, conspicuous and with

shape even in the finder. It appears, however, to present no
marked difference (with perhaps one exception) which may not

be accounted for by the difference of aperture used. This excep-

tion is the presence of a small but conspicuous double star at the

s p angle of the knot which lies between the y and the bright

streak ; the experiment has not been tried of cutting down the

aperture to approximate to an 18-inch Herschelian, but the

intrinsic brightness of the principal star, and the presence in the

C G II of stars not more bright (No. 3 of Herschel's catalogue

is certainly less bright) go far to show, without this experiment,

that the star did not exist as such with its present brilliancy at

the lime of the C G H and P T 33 observations. The impor-

tant position of the star, and the careful scrutiny which the knot

and its neighbourhood must have repeatedly undergone, forbid

the assumption that it was simply overlooked bySirJohn Herschel.

The star (S is conspicuously and beautifully double, the com-
panion of considerable brilliancy, about 15 mag. ; with its pre-

sent brilliancy and elongation, the author thinks, it should be

within reach of an iS-inch. The appearance of the knot is

sparkling, though no discrete stars can be seen, except pei'haps

a second faint one, which is suspected at the s f angle
j

part of

the streak near to the knot is also sparkling, but not in so marked
a manner ; the other portions appear of the ordinary milky nebu-

losity. The fainter nebulosity (S) of the bright streak pretty

well marks out the borders of the almost vacuous lane which
leads up to and past the knot ; on receding from the lane it be-

comes very faint ; nor is this faintness uniform, but the appear-

ances are so fugitive that, after repeated and painful effort, they

could not be caught. The borders, however, stretching to the

stai'S are occasionally pretty well seen. On one or two occasions

the author suspected the existence of a link between the nebu-

losity about the star No. 10 and the lower portion of the ^ ; this,

however, requires verification. At the f end, the upper
and smaller semicircle is plainly marked, the lower and
larger very faintly ; its exact figure is, therefore, uncertain.

3570 is a small but beautiful spiral. The two brighter knots

are resolvable. Of work out of the regular course, amongst
other things, Neptune has been observed on some five or six

occasions for figure and a second satellite, with only negative

results. In the absence of a photographic apparatus to be used

at the uninterrupted focus of large mirror, attempts have been
made to utilise the second or Cassegrain image ; an average ex-

posure of near ten minutes on an eight-day moon produced
pictures which (by no means good) were of sufficient promise
to make it worth while to resume the attempt under more
favourable conditions. The time of exposure is somewhat sur-

prising, and would seem to indicate a great loss of chemical

rays by a second perpendicular reflexion ; but perhaps the

inactivity was mainly due to absorption at the surface

of the large miiTor, which was then very yellow. The
spectroscope arrived some time ago, but has not been much
used ; it is thought that for stay work of any value some modifi-

cation will be required, principally the exchange of the present
collimator for one of longer foca! length ; a greater dispersion,

moreover, seems desirable. The spectroscope was mainly de-
signed for nebula work, is handy and compact, and will be

of much service. For spectroscopic work on objects having a

sensible diameter, the great telescope Itself labours under some
disadvantages ; the enormous focal length and consequent mag-
nification of the image is a serious inconvenience in the case of
faint objects, and may be only partially remedied by a suitable

condenser. This magnifying of the image may, however, in

some cases be advantageous, from the possibility thereby

afforded of viewing small definite portions of moderately bright

objects, though unfortunately that will be seldom. Of nebulas,

Orion has been examined for purpose of practice ; the three

lines are plainly and conspicuously seen ; the hydrogen line is

comparatively ranch fainter than was anticipated, disappearing
in the fainter ])ortious of the nebula. 30 Doradiis shows the

nitrogen line with facility, the second line certainly, but not in

all positions, and always with difficulty ; the hydrogen line is

suspected only. No trace of a continuous spectrum could be seen.

J) Argus has been observed on only one unfavourable morning ; the

nitrogen line was seen over a considerable space ; the presence or

absence of others, or of a continuous spectrum, could not be stated

with certainty. With respect to future operations, it is intended that

at first the routine work shall consist of a detailed delineation of the

objects figured by Sir John Herschel, or any others which may
prove interesting ; this will take some time ; for even without
the impediment of cloudy weather, the delineation with any
degree of satisfactory correctness, of a moderately large nebula,

requires a considerable amount of work with careful and frequent

scrutiny. It is hoped, however, that this work will by practice

be found less painfully difficult than it is at present. The
spectroscope will be used as much as possible, the moon photo-
graphed, and attempts made to photograph the nebulie, when a
photographic apparatus has beenpr ocured, and staging, photo-
graphic room, &c. , added to the building. It is moreover hoped
that before long a refractor, of some nine inches aperture, may
be procured, to be mounted with the reflector, or, preferably, as

a separate instrument. This telescope, besides being of much
general use, will find much and valuable employment in

determining micromctrically the chief points in the nebulae

under examination with the reflector, with more expedition and
accuracy than at preseirt; for spectroscopic work this telescope

would be a valuable adjunct, especially if it be constructed of

such comparatively short focal length as seems now to be
practicable.

"On a distinct form of Transient Hemiopsia," by Hubert
Airy. From a comparison of the dilTerent accounts of "Hemi-
opsia," "Half-vision," or " Half-blindness," by Wollaston, M.
Arago, Brewster, the Astronomer Royal, Dufour, Sir John Her-
schel, Sir Charles Wheatstone, and Mr. Tyrrell, the author con-

siders that, irrespective of the wide primary distinction between
the transient and permanent forms of Hemiopsia, there are

different forms of transient Hemiopsia which have all been in-

cluded under the same name ; Wollaston, Arago, Brewster, and
Tyrrell, describing one form of the transient affection, while Sir

John Herschel, Sir Charles Wheatstone, the Astronomer Royal,

Professor Dufour, and the author agree in describing another.

As to the actual seat of the visual derangement, the author con-

siders that the exact agreement of the two eyes in the nature,

extent, and degi'ee of their affection, proves (assuming the semi-

decussation of the optic nerves at the chiasma) the seat of the affec-

tion to be at some point behind the chiasma of these nerves. All

the causes that are found to lead to transient half-blindness,

point to the brain as the seat of disturbance. Still clearer is

the evidence given by the loss of speech and of memory, the

derangement of hearing, and the partial paralysis which some-
times follow an attack of teichopsia. Such cases as Sir John
Herschel's, where the cloud passed over the whole field from
left to right, can only be explained by supposing the disturbance

to lie in some region of the brain where the opposite halves are

in contact. The mischief may possibly be seated in the corpora

quadrigemina or geniculata, or even in the cerebellum itself. The
phenomena are so definite and so localised, and their course is

so regular, that wx can hardly avoid the conviction that their

cause is equally definite and equally localised; and it is diflicult

to admit so vague an agent as nervous sympathy with gastric de-

rangement, except as acting through the medium of some
secondary local manifestation in the brain.

Chemical Society, February i".— Prof. Williamson, !•'. U.S.,

president, in the chair. The following gentlemen were elected

fellows :— R. T. Atcherley. T. W. Axe, A. H. Bateman,
E. Francis, .\. Praiigley, W. Pritchard, L. B. Ross, T. Ci.
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Rylands, T. Wills, and P. Wright. An account was given by
Prof. Tyndall of his researches on " the action of light on gases

and vapours,'' illustrated by a series of beautiful experiments.

Dr. Tyndall began by remarking that it had, for the last ten

years, been his endeavour to make radiant heat a means of get-

ting an insight into the working of the atomic forces, or, in other

words, into the state which is called chemical combination.

Whilst pursuing his experiments with luminous \\'aves on matter

in a finely divided state, he was forced to imagine molecules

and atoms ; in fact, his belief in the existence of atoms is founded
more upon those physical evidences than upon the considerations

which are current in the chemical world. If he had to give up
the notion of atoms, and to replace that conception by the

abstract idea of multiple proportions, he w-ould feel .'completely

at a loss how to account for changes in the physical pro-

perties of matter. After these introductory remarks, the lec-

turer proceeded to the main subject. The apparatus which
served to illustrate the statements, consisted of a glass tube

about 3 feet in length, and 3 inches internal diameter, closed at

each end by glass discs. This tube, after having been exhausted

by an air-pump, was partially filled with dry air which had been
permitted to bubble through the liquid \\diose vapours were to

be examined. The condensed beam of an electric lamp was
caused to pass through the tube from end to end. Since the aim
of these experiments is to render visible the chemical action of

light upon vapours, substances have been chosen, one at least of

whose products of decomposion by light has so high a boiling

point that as soon as it is formed it is precipitated. Nitrous

oxide gas, the vapours of Alleylic Iodide, Amylic Nitrite, Ben-
zole, &c., mixed with some air which had passed through hydric

nitrate or hydric chloride, were found well suited for this pur-

pose. In all cases, no matter what the nature of the vapours

was, if it was only employed in a sufficiently attenuated state, the

visible action commenced with the formation of a blue cloud,

which in some instances "was of the deepest azure tinge, rivalling

the colour of the purest Italian sky. When a cell containing

some of the liquid whose vapours are to be examined was in-

serted between the lamp and the tube, no clouds were formed
within the tube ; the luminous waves traversing the liquid had
been deprived of their acting power. When polarised light was
sent through the tube the blue cloud was visible only in one
direction—the direction varying according to the position of the

Nicol's prison ; when the short diagonal of the Nicol w.as verti-

cal, the blue cloud was seen when the specator's eye looked
horizontally upon the tube, not otherwise ; as soon as the prism
was turned round its axis, the blue cloud was only seen when the

line of vision fell vertically upon the experimental tube.

After concluding his account of this highly interesting subject,

Prof. Tyndall showed some of the experiments bearing on his

researclies upon Dust, quite recently communicated at the Royal
Institution.

Anthropological Society, February 15.— Dr. Berthold

Seemann, V. P., in the chair. C. W. Eddy, Esq., M.A., and

E. Schiemann, Esq., were elected Fellows. The following

papers were read :—No. I. "On the Aborigines of the Chatham
Islands," by Dr. Barnard Davis and Mr. E. A. Welch. Mr. Welch,

after discussing the history and discovery of those islands,

described their conquest by the Maories and the ultimate fate

of the Aborigines. Dr. Barnard Davis gave the results of a

particular examination of the characters presented by the skulls

and skeletons of many of the inhabitants. In three cases the

cephalicindicesof the skulls were stated to be 741 '74and'87. The
stature of the Moriories, or Chatham Islanders, appeared to indicate

a race shorter and stouter than the inhabitants of New Zealand.

"On polygamy : its influence in determining the sex of our race

and its effects on the growth of population." By Dr. J. Camp-
bell. The author, who had been many years resident in Siam,

gave minute details of the relative proportions of female to male
births in the harems of the King and other important Siamese

dignitaries. The result seemed to be that the proportions of

males and females born were, as in the case of Monogamist mar-

riages, entirely equal.—Mr, Ralph Tate described an inscribed

rock on the banks of the Iguana, a tributaiy of the Orinoco.

This presented an incised marking which the author considered

to be more ancient than the present inhabitants of the district.

Royal Micrcscopical Society, Februaiy 9.—Annual meet-

ing; the Rev. J. B. Reade, president, in the chair. The follow-

ing gentlemen were elected officers for the ensuring year :

—

President, Rev. J. B. Reade ; 'Vice-Presidents, Charles Brooke,

L. S. Beale, James Glaisher, F. H. Wenham ; Treasurer,

Richard Mestayer ; Secretaries, H. J. Slack, Jabez Hogg. The
president read an address and announced his intention of pre-

senting to the Society a copy of the Philosophical Transactions
—60 vols, in cxtcnso, from 1665 to 1 81 2, and the parts from
1S13 to the present time, as issued by the Royal Society.—Mrs.
Holland presented the silver medal of the Society of Arts, with
certificates awarded to her late husband for his "Microscopic
Triplet," 1832. A micrometer ruled on silver by Mr. Barton,
with some specimens of beads and bead lenses made by the late

Mr. Holland, &c.—A vote of thanks was given to the president

and Mrs. Holland for their presents.

Institution of Civil Engineers, Febniaiy i. .— Mr.
Charles B. 'Vignoles, F. R. S., president, in the chair. "On
the statistics of railway expenditure and income, and their

bearing on future railway policy and management." Mr.
John Thornhill Harrison, M. Inst. C.E. From returas now
made to the Board of Trade supplying definite informa-
tion on most points of interest, the author had prepared a
synopsis of this information for twenty of the principal

railways in England and Scotland, representing about 85 per
cent, of the entire capital expended in the United Kingdom.
The original cost of railways, the working expenses, revenue,

&c. , were described, and it was shown that while the National
Debt, amounting to 750 millions sterling, with a return of 265
millions per annum, or 33 per cent., was a burden on the in-

dustry and capital of the country, the capital expended on rail-

ways, amounting to 500 millions sterling, gave a return of 20
millions, or 4 per cent, per annum ; whilst a sum nearly equal to

the interest on the National Debt was annually expended in labour
and materials.

P.-VRIS

Academy of Sciences, Februai-y 14.—The greater part of
the proceedings at this meeting had reference to subjects con-
nected with mathematics and mechanics. M. de Saint-Venant
presented a second part of his memoir on the determination of
the pressure of incoherent soils upon walls ; M. Morin an
elaborate report upon a memoir by M. Tresca on the effects of
punching and stamping, and on the mechanical theory of the de-
formation of solid bodies ; M. de Saint-'Venant appended to the
latter a theoretical proof of the equality of the two coefficients of
resistance to cutting with shears and to extension or compres-
sion in the continuous movement of deformation of ductile

solids beyond the limits of their elasticity ; and a report on five

memoirs by M. F. Lucas, entitled investigations upon the
mechanics of atoms.—M. C. Jordan communicated a paper on
a new combination of the twenty-seven right lines of a surface

of the third order ; M. Pellet a note on the functions irre-

ducible by means of one module, and one modular function, and
M.A. Ribacour a note on the deformation of surfaces.—An extract

from a letter 01 M. De la Rire to M. Jamin was read, referring to

the observations of M. Treve on the action of magnetism'upon rare-

fied gases.—M. Zaliwski read a note on a battery with three

liquids regarded by him as superior to Bunsen's battery. The
battery consists of an inner porous vessel, containing nitric acid

and a plate of carbon, and an outer porous vessel containing
sulphuric acid, the whole placed in a vessel containing a solution

of hydroclorate of ammonia and a plate of zinc.—In a short note

M. J. M. Seguin communicated some interesting observations on
the accidental images of white objects.—M. A. Demoget
described a new electro-magnetic apparatus, which, by an
increase in the number of coils and alteration in their shape,

can be made to produce a greater evolution of electricity,

with less rapid revolution, than Siemens' apparatus. —
M. P. 'Volpicelli communicated a paper containing an account
of a photographic barometer, and some historical details upon
lunar radiation. He noticed some modifications which he
has introduced into the construction of a barometer for the

Obsei-vatory at Rome, and with regard to the second subject,

after citing several old writers, such as Aristotle, Thomas
Aquinas, Pico della Mirandola, and Cardan as having admitted

the production of calorific eft'ects by the lunar radiation, main-

tains that the first experimental and incontestable demonstra-

tion of the phenomenon was given by Melloni in 1843.—

A

short note, illustrated with a figure, upon two solar spots now
visible with the naked eye, by M. Tremeschini, was presented.

The penumbras of these spots measure 0° 3' 45" and 0° 4' 50"

in their greatest diameter ; one of them contains a nucleus

measuring 0° o' 45"ii in its greatest diameter.—M. J. Girard

presented a note upon double crystals of snow, the formation
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of which he ascribes to the spUtting of a drop of water too

large to form a single crj-stal ; the twin crystals are united by

a small stay of a hexagonal prismatic form, having each of

its edges corresponding exactly to the origin of one of the six

regular branches of the two crystals.—A note by M. P. Bert

on the influence of green light on the Sensitive plant, was
presented by M. Claude Bernard. The author placed several

young Sensitive plants in lanterns filled with variously coloured

glass, and found that those exposed to gieen light lost their

sensibility and died almost as quickly as those placed in

perfect darkne-ss. — M. A. Milne-Edwards communicated a

note on some Mammalia from Eastern Thibet, which notwith-

standing the rigour of the climate, is inhabited by two species

of monkeys, a Macacus and a Si'mnoptthccns.— The autlior

noticed two forms of Insectivorous mammals forming new
genera—one, which he calls Nectogale eU-gans, being intermediate

between the Desmans and the Slirews ; the other very nearly

related to the latter, and called Anourosorex on account of the

rudimentary state of its tail.—A singidar animal, resembling a

bear in general appearance, was noticed as forming a new genus,

Ailuropoda, allied to tlie pandas and raccoons.—A long-snouted

mole and a new flying squirrel were also mentioned.—The
following notes and memoirs were communicated, but no parti-

culars of their contents are given.—On the statistics of the

therapeutical properties of the mineral waters of Bareges,

Amelie-les-Bains, Vichy, and Bourbonne, by M. Champouillon

;

on some questions which may be referred to the theory of per-

manent isothermal lines, by M. E. Combescure ; on staphylo-

raphie, and on the action of hydrate of chloral, by Mr. Lawson
Tait ; on the cause of the oscillatory movement of molecular

granules by M. Lerique de Mouchy ; on an accumulation of

heat by the concentration of radiant heat through convex
lenses of rock salt and the application of this heat to the

production of a current of air giving rise to a continuous move-
ment, by M. Vernier ; on the production of the electric light by
induction coils, by M. Delaurier ; and a note on the trisection

of the angle, by M. L. Vezzia.

Berlin

German Chemical Society, February 14.—A. W. Hofmann
gave a new instance of the aid science derives from industry.

The manufacture of chloral yields as a secondary product chloride

of ethyle mixed with other chlorinated liquids. By treating this

mixture with alcoliolic ammonia in Frankland's digester, large

quantities of the clilorides of ethylated ammonia bases are

formed, while sal-ammoniac separates. Tliis appears now to be
the most reasonable method for producing ethyl-amines. Thechlo-
rinated compounds mixed with the chloride of ethyl are not acted

upon byNHj. They remain behind. These liquids commence to

boil at 30* C , and seem to consist partly of dichlorinated marsh
gas.—O. Liebreich reported on Suewern's disinfecting process.

The bulk of the substance employed consists of lime disguised by
the presence of chloride of magnesium and tar. Its utility

proved to be very limited. Amongst the details given by Mr.
Liebreich he mentioned that the canal water operated upon
contained nitrogenous matter in extremely variable quantities

according to the temperature of the air. For 59 parts of N.
found in it during warm days, it contained 2 parts only while
the weather was cold.—V. Meyer described a new and ingenious
synthetical method for producing organic acids. Tliis method
is founded on the observation that formiate of sodium, when
heated, splits into H and the group COO Na. Thus, when
heated alone, the formiate yields oxalate of sodium and H„.
When heated with tlie potassium salt of a sulpho-organic
acid such as phenyl-sulphurous acid HKSO3, acid sulphate of
potassium separates and COO Na takes the place occupied by the
group KSO3. In the instance mentioned benzoate of sodium is

formed. Sulphobenzoate of potassium similarly treated yields

isophtalic acid. The same chemist made some interesting re-

marks on the constitution of camphor and of camphoric acid.

—

Mr. Franck, the discoverer of potassium salts in Stassfurth, and
the originator of the important industry founded on this occur-
rence, gave some details of the manufacture of bromine from the
mother liquors. After describing an apparatus for pouring
bromine from one vessel to another, he described his process for

purifying this substance by re-distillation. This he [effects by
allowing the vapour to pass through a solution of bromide of iron
before it passes into the condenser. The chlorine mixed with
the bromine is thus retained in the shape of chloride of iron.
Bromide of iron is the best material for the production of potas-

sium. It is also well suited for transport ; and a large quantity of

the bromine shipped to America, goes there in the form of dry
bromi-le of iron. Parchment-paper and clay mixed with colza

oil, serve to unite the vessels used in the distilling process of
bromine. The retorts are made of sandstone, and are lined

with tar inside. The bromine acts on the tar, entailing the in-

evitable loss of sixty or eighty pounds of bromine in a new
retort, and the production of brominated organic products,

boiling between 60° and 400" C, but containing no bromoform.
The bromine manufactured at Stassfurth contains no trace of

iodine.
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—
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Pubhshers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary

information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors

are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high

character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others

are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whether for private study or for school instmction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROVAL.—POPULAR ASTRONOMY. With Illustrations. By G. E.

AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Sixth and cheaper Edition. iSmo. cloth. 4J. td.

This work consists of six lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the observations made with these instruments are

treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutiai of formulae, and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct

reference of every step to the Observatory, and the full description of the

methods and instruments of observation.

k ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
? MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. Wuh Coluurcd Diagram of

the Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and Nebulae, and numerous Illustrations. By
J NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fourth Thousand. iSmo. ^s.^d.

(The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis fur

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulas : the Sun ; the Solar System ; Apparent Movements'of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions ; Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated. Mr. Lockyer's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS In ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. ^Vith numerous Ilkis-

trations. By T. H. HUXLEY, F R.S., Professor of Natural History in the
Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. :8mo. cloth. 4^. 6(^.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the
principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the
Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or V'einous System, and the
Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of
Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion ;

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Organ of Sight ; the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the
Nervous Syste:n and Innervation ; Histology, or the Minute Structure of the
Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended
The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravings. The manual is

primarily intended to ser\'e as a text-book for teachers and -learners in boys'
and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS, liy T. ALCOCR, M.D. iSmo. is 6./.

These Oiiestions uerc drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of
young people in Physiology.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. \Yhh nearlv Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R. S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
iSmo. cloth. 4^. bd.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor
Henslow's plan of selected Type.s and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-
cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe
Plants." A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-
tion of this work free use has beenjuade of the manuscript materials of the
late PROFESSOR HENSL^\V:^ ~^~^..^

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. By HEJ^RY ROSCOE. F.R.S., Profijssor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Sola/ Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.
New Edition. T\yentv-first Thousand. iSmo. cloth. ^. 6d.

It has been the. endeavour of the author to arrange the most important
facts and principles of Modern Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to tWe present requirements of elementary instruction. For the
purpose of facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the
subject, a series df exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-
metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and Improvements, and includes the
most important of the latest discoveries.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer RoyaL
ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND

NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF <^HSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. - Crown 8vo. cloth,

6.r. C}d.

In order to spare astronomers and observers in natural philosophy the
confusion and loss of time which are produced by referring to the ordinary
treatises embracing boi/t branches of probabilities (the first relating to
chances which can be altered only by the changes of entire units or in-

tegral multiples of units in the fundamental conditions of the problem ;

the other concerning those chances which have respect to insensible
gradations in the value uf the clement measures) the present tract has been
drawn up.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Cru«n
Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only whith
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
vvhich actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIBRATIONS. With the Mathematical Element-, of Music—Deaigmil
for the Use of Students of the University. Crown Svo. qs.

By HUGH GODFRAY, MA.
A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for

the Use of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A., Matiie-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Caitibridge. 8vo. cloth, izs. 6d.

This book embraces all those branches of Astronomy which have, from
time to time, been recommended by the Cambridge Board of Mathematical
Studies : but by far the larger and easier portion, adapted to the first thr« e
days of the Examination for Honours, may be read by the more advanced
pupils in many of our schools. The author's aim has been to convey clear
and distinct ideas of the celestial phenomena.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUN-AR THEORY, with a T.rief Sketch of the Problem up to the

time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M. A. Second Edition, revised.

Crown Svo. cloth 5*. 6d.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lt:ctures delivered in iSoS. With Appendices, Chromo-lithu-
graphs, Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 2i.r.

IFestmmster Review.—" The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by tlie insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendered it equally valuable as a text-book for advanced stu-

dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS, ANDTHE FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
By JOHN H. PRATT, M A., Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.
Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The author's chief design- in this treatise is to give an answer to the
question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in

a fluid state ?"

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH BAYiMA, S.J., Professor of Philosophy,
Slonyhurst College. Demy Svo, cloth. los. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY. With a cullcctiun of Problems. By
C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

In this volume, an attempt has been made to produce a treatise on the

Planetary theory, which, being elementary in character, should be so lar

complete, as to contain all that is usually required by students in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. H. CHKYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

The first part of this work consists of an application of the method of the

variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formul£e are applied to the particular case of the

earth.

CAMBRIDGE COURSE OF ELE-
MENTARY N.VIURAL PHILOSOPHY, for the Degree of B.A.
Originally compiled by J. C. SNOWBALL, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's
College. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, and adapted for the Middle-

Class Examinations by THOMAS LUND, B.D., late Fellow and Lecturer

of St. John's College, Editor of Wood's Algebra, &c. Crown Svo. cloth.

Sr.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

GEOLOGICAL MAPS.
LONDON.

Just published, scale, one inch to a mile : size, 36 inches by 24,

Stanford s New Geological Map of London
AND ITS ENVIRONS, showing superficial deposits. Compiled from the

latest authorities.

Folded in cover, 55. ; mounted on cloth in case, 7^. td. ; on rollers,

varnished, 9s.

In addition to the above, geological maps of the World, Europe, Briti-h

Isles, Scotland, India, France, Belgium, &c., are published, and are always

kept in Stock.

ENGLAND AND WALES.
liles

' inch ;Third Edition, with Corrections and Additions ; scale,

size, 36 inches by 42,

Geological Map of England and Wales.
By ANDREW C. RAMSAY, LL.D., F.R.S. and G.S., Local Director

of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, and Professor of Geology at the

Royal School of Mines.

This Map shows all the Railways, Roads, &c., and when mounted incase

folds into a convenient pocket size, making an excellent Travelling Map.

Price, in sheets, asi. ; mounted in case, 30s. ; on roller, varnished, yzs.

Fifth Edition ; scale, 28 miles to an inch ,
size, 18 inches by 14,

Geological Map of England and Wales.
By SIR RODERICK. I. MURCHISON, Bart, K.C.B , &c., Director-

General of the Geological Surveys of Great Britain and Ireland.

Price, on one sheet, 5^. ; mounted in case, yi.

PuUt.ISHFD BV AUTIIORITV OF HeR MaJESTV's GOVERNMENT.

Geological Survey of England and Wales.
Under the superintendence of SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISON, Bart.,

K.C.B., &c.. Director-General of the Geological Surveys of the United

Kingdom.

The Map is the Ordnance One-inch Series, specially adapted, and colouretj

geologically ; arranged in no divisions, of which about 72 are published, and

others are in progress. Some of the divisions are printed on a single sheet,

size 27 inches by 40. Other divisions are printed on two or four smaller

slieets.

Price of the large sheets, 8s. dd., ^s. and 4s. ; of the smaller, 3s. and is.

each.

For full particulars of the Maps, Sections, Memoirs, and other Publiiations

of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, with Index Maps of Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland, showing the published sheets, see Stanford's

Geological Survey Catalogue, per post on receipt of one stamp.

IRELAND.
Scale, 8 miles to i inch ; size, 38 inches by 31,

Geological Map of Ireland. By Joseph
BEETE JUKES, M.A., F.R.S., late Director of Her Majesty's Geological

Survey of Ireland.

This Map is constructed on the basis of the Ordnance Survey, and coloured

geologically. It also shows tlie Railways, Stations, Roads, Canals, Antiqui-

ties, &c.

Price, on two sheets, 25^. ; mounted in case, 30^. ; on roller, varnished, 32^.

CANADA.
Scale, 25 miles to i inch ;

jht sheets, size of each, 24 inches by 21.

Geological Map of Canada and the
ADJ.\CENT REGIONS, including parts of other British Provinces and

of the United States. By SIR W. E. LOGAN, F.R.S., &c.. Director of

tlie Cleological Survey of Canada. The Geology of Canada is derived from

the results of the Canadian Geological Survey ; that of the other British

Provinces from the labours of Dr. J. W. D.^WSON, Professors James Robb,

J. B. Jukes, and others ; while that of the United States is compiled under

the authority of Professor James Hall, from various sources mentioned in

"The Atlas of the Geology of Canada."

Price, sheets, 3/. 105. ; mounted in case, or on roller, varnished, 5/. 5s.

BOOKS.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, post 8vo. cloth, price \os..

The Coal Fields of Great Britain : their
History, Structure, and Resources, with descriptions of the Coal Fields of

other parts of the World. By EDWARD HULL, B.A., F.G.S., of the

Geological Survey of Great Britain. With numerous Woodcut Illustrations

and a Map (scale, 20 miles to an inch), showing the areas of the Coal Fields

and the Extension and Depth of the Coal Formation throughout Great
Britain.

" The author could not have more usefully employed his talents, and the

unrivalled resources at his command, than in taking stock on these great

deposits of mineral wealth."

—

S/ectaior.

Demy 8vo. cloth, 5^.,

Mount Vesuvius: a Descriptive, Historical,
and Geological Account of the Vulcano, with a Notice of the Recent Erup-
tion, and an Appendix, containing Letters by Phny the Younger, a Table of

Dates of Eruptions, and a List of Vesuvian Minerals. By J. LOGAN
LOBLEY, F.G.S.

Illustrated with View, Map (printed in colours), and Section.

"An exceedingly interesting account, both historical and scientific, of

Vesuvius .... A very complete volume. "

—

Spectator.

Post 8vo. cloth lettered, price 2s.,

Rain
MEASURED. Bein]

numerous Illustrations.

How—When—Where—Why—it is
I Popular Account of Rainfall Investigations, with

By G. J. SYMUNS, F.M.S.

' Excellent little handbook.' —London Review.

One volume, demySvo. cloth, price One Guinea,

The Parana : with Incidents of the Para-
GUAYAN WAR. and SOUTH AMERICAN RECOLLECTIONS, from
1861 to 1S68. By THOMAS J. HUTCHINSON, ER.G.S., F.R.S. L.,

P.E.S., F.A.S.L., H.B-M. Consul for Rosario ; Author of " Niger-Tshadda-
Binue Exploration," "Impressions of Western Africa," "Ten Years' Wan-
derings amongst the Ethiopians," " Buenos Ayres and Argentine Gleanings,"

&c. With Maps and Illustrations, including a Portrait of Field-Marshal
Lopez, the Paraguayan President.

" We can cordially recommend the book, both as pleasant, fresh reading,

and for the quantity of sterling, reliable information u contains."

—

Observer.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 10s.

Geography : Physical, Historical, and
MILITARY, From the Seventh French Edition of TH. LAVALLEE,
late Professor of Military History and Statistics at the Military School of

Saint-Cyr. Edited, with Additions and Corrections, by Captain LENDY,
F.G.S. , F.L.S., &c., Director of the Practical Military College at Sunbury.

" A genuine geography."

—

Spectator.

"Thd" work contains that admirable .system and lucid arrangement which

are so marked in all the educational treatises of the continent, and its advan-

tages appear to be enhanced by the skilful treatment of Captain Lendy."—
London Review.

Atlases, Maps, and Globes. Now ready,
aNcw CATALOGUK of SELECTED ATL.\SES, MAPS, and GLOBES,
comprising Atlases of Ancient and Modern Geography ; Physical, Biblical,

Historical, and Educational Atlases, &c. ; Maps of the^ World, Europe,

Asia, Africa, and America ; Great Britain, India, and the Colonies ; London
and its Environs ; the Useful Knowledge Society's Series ; also Selections

from the Geological and Ordnance Sur\-cy Maps. Free on application, or

per post for one stamp.

London ; EDWARD STANFORD, 6 and 7, Charing Cross, S.W., agent by appointment for the Sale of the Geological

Survey and Ordnance Survey Publications and Admiralty Charts.

Printed by R. Clay, Sons, & Taylor, at 7 and 8, Bread Street Hill, in the City of London, and published by Macmillan & Co.
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NATURAL SCIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF CAMBRIDGE

T N endeavouring to give a brief sketch of the aids and

encouragements to the student of Natural Science in

this University, it will simplify matters to arrange our

materials under three heads : (i) Instruction, (2) Appli-

ances, (3) Inducements.

(i) Instruction.—This may be subdivided into [a)

University, (ti) Collegiate. As the relation between the

University and the Colleges is often not understood by

outsiders, it may be well to preface this part of our

subject by a word of explanation. As it would clearly be

impossible in most branches of learning for one, or even

several, professors to teach the large number of students

now resident in the University, the greater part of the

work has to be done by the staff of tutors and lecturers

in the various Colleges. Hence, in practice, a system of

division of labour has grown up. The Colleges look

after the general education of their students, and do the

heavy work, undertaking almost the whole instruction of

the rank and file in the Arts and Sciences ; while the

professor is held to be the representative of his particular

department, whose duty is to do his best to advance its

study, and be the organ by which the latest advances in

it are communicated to the University at large. His

work, therefore, is to fine-polish the tools which the

Colleges have prepared. Hence, in one of the more fre-

quented branches of study,—say, for example, that of

mathematics,—the great mass of students never attend

a professor's lecture at all ; for them the instruction pro-

vided by the Colleges amply suffices ; his class therefore

consists of only a few of the ablest students, and he con-

fines his instructions to those very difficult branches of

mathematics on which perhaps few men besides him-

self can speak with much authority. In the case, however,

I 'f a branch of study followed by only a small number

—

say Sanscrit—the care of all the students may fall on the

professor ; but then, as the class cannot be a large one,

this is not too heavy a burden. When, therefore, the

demand for instruction in any such branch increases, the

Colleges, either singly in the larger or by combination in

the smaller Colleges, appoint lecturers to relieve the pro-

fessor by taking charge of the average students, and by

preparing the more able to attend his classes. This last

is exactly the position of the Natural Sciences at the

present time.

[a) To return, then, after this digression to the Univer-

sity Instruction in the Natural Sciences. At the present

time, without reckoning the two purely Medical Profes-

sors, there are six Professorships in the University: that of

Founded in At present held by

Anatomy* . . 1707 . . . Dr. Humphry.
Botany . . . 1724 . . . Prof. C. C. Babington,

Chemistry . . 1702 . . . Prof. Liveing.

Geology . . . 1727 . . . Prof. Sedgwick.

Mineralogy. . 1808 . . . Prof. W. H. Miller.

Zoology . . . 1866 . . . Prof. A. Newton.

The number of lectures given varies con^iderabl)', de-

pending mainly on the requirements of the students
;

* The University also provides a demonstrator in Anatomy to assist the

professor.

the smallest' being one course of four days a week in one

term, while the largest is two courses each of three days

a week in every term.

(/') Collegiate. Trinity College has one lecturer in the

Natural Sciences ; St. John's College has two ; and the

present lecturers have made arrangements by which the

lectures are common to the two Colleges : the subjects

thus covered being Physics, Chemistry, Geology, and
Elementary Botany. Sidney Sussex College has one lec-

turer in the Natural Sciences, and Downing two "in

Medicine and Natural Science." We believe that these

lecturers also admit to their lectures students from the

neighbouring Colleges.

(2) Appliances.—The University possesses various

collections, cic, accessible to students. These are : the

Museum of Human Anatomy and Pathology, which is

strong in the latter department, but not so well supplied

in the former. The Botanical Museum, containing the

collections formed by the late Professor Henslow with the

herbaria of Drs. Lehmann and Lindley, and considerable

additions that have been made from time to time. These

for many years could not be properly exhibited owing to

want of space, but they have been recently established in

a suite of rooms in the New Museums and Lecture Rooms
Buildings,and provided with convenient cases in which they

are being rapidly arranged. There is also a large Botanic

Garden, with hothouses, &c. The Professor of Chemis-

try has a small Museum of Chemical Preparations, with

Laboratories that will accommodate about forty students

at once. The Geological Museum, which occupies the

ground-floor rooms under a part of the Public Library,

had for its nucleus the collection of Dr. Woodward, the

first professor. Since then it has been constantly aug-

mented by many valuable gifts, and by the energy and
liberality of the present occupant of the chair, the vene-

rable Professor Sedgwick. It is peculiarly rich in Palwo-

zoic, Cretaceous, and Eocene fossils ; containing, among
others, collections from the Cretaceous rocks by Mr. Image
and by Dr. Forbes Young, of Saurians from the Lias by
Mr. Hawkins, of Dudley fossils by Captain Fletcher.

There is, we believe, no Museum where the palaeontology

of East England can be better studied. It also contains

some good sets of Continental fossils, and a remarkably

fine series of rock specimens collected by the present

professor. On the whole it is a collection of which the

University may justly be proud. The Mineralogical

Museum now occupies a suite of rooms above that of

Botany, and its arrangement is almost completed. It

originated in the collection formed by Dr. E. D. Clarke
;

but has since been greatly augmented, having received

the entire collections of Mr. H. Warburton, Dr. Forbes

Young, Lord Lilford, Viscount Alford, and Mr. H. J.

Brooke, besides large donations from Dr. Whewell and
others. Rooms for purposes of study are attached to the

Museum. The Museum of Comparative Anatomy con-

tains the nucleus of a fine collection in Comparative

Osteology, numbering more than 2,000 specimens, with

a collection of Invertebrata and a Physiological series.

It owes much to the energy and liberality of the late

Professor of Anatomy, Dr. Clark, and of his son, Mr. J.

W. Clark, the present superintendent of this and the

Zoological Museum. The latter Museum, now in process

of arrangement, contains some good collections of birds
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and fishes. In the Colleges, there are laboratories at

St. John's, Sidney Sussex, and Downing ; and we believe

that Trinity College contemplates establishing one.

(3) Inducements.—The degree of B.A. may be ob-

tained in Natural Sciences. An examination in Honours

was instituted in 1851 ; in 1S61 the regulations were

revised, and the successful candidates were declared en-

titled to a degree. Ninety-five students have passed this

examination in the nine years since the alteration. A
candidate for an ordinary degree may also select for the

subject of his third or final examination one of the fol-

lowing subjects : Chemistry, Physics, Geology, Botany,

Zoology. In the Colleges: Clare gives annually a scholar-

ship, value 50/. ; Caius two, value not stated, one for

Chemistry, the other for Anatomy ; Christ's has lately

oftered scholarships, from one to four in number, and from

30/. to 70/. in v.ilue, according to the merit of the candi-

dates ; St. Peter's gives annually one of the value of 60/.

;

St. John's gives annually an cx'aibition of 50/. for three

years to students commencing residence ; this College has

also just instituted an annual examination in the Natural

Sciences for its I'esident students, for proficiency in which

prizes in books and pecuniary rewards will be given, as in

the other College examinations ; Trinity gives annually

one foundation scholarship, tenable till the holder is of

M.A. standing ; Sidney Sussex, two scholarships annually,

\'alue 40/., wit'a opportunity of promotion, for Mathematics

or Natural Science ; Downing gives annually at least one

scholarship, value 40/. A fuller description of these will

be found in No. 6 of this periodical, p. 169.

In looking through the lists of the Natural Sciences

Tripos, fourteen persons will be found to have been

elected fellows, but in most cases the candidate has been

not without distinction in other branches of study. In

several, however, proficiency in Natural Science Vi-as the

declared cause of t'ne election.

These statements are made iijion the authnrit)- of the

last volume of the Cambridge Calendar, supplemented in

some instances by personal knowledge.

Thus much has been done : of what remains to do it is

perhaps better that one, who is a resident and engaged to

some extent in the work, should refrain from speaking.

On this point only I may venture to express my convic-

tion, that the coldness and even dislike with which
the study of Natural Science was once regarded here is

rapidly passing away, that the number of earnest students

in the various branches is annually increasing, and that

the University is fully alive to the wants of the age ; so

that, while she can never neglect or forget those old

paths of Classics and Matheniatics in which many of her

sons have won an almost ^^•orld-wide reputation, she will

heartily welcome, and will regard with no less pride, all

who are among the followers of sciences of a more
recent date. T. G. Bonney

THE MEASUREMENT OF GEOLOGICAL TIME
II.

Wk have now to consider an entirely distinct set of facts

which liave an important beaiing on the probable time
elapsed since the last glacial epoch. Messrs. A. Tylor, Croll,

and Geikic have shown that the amount of denudation now
taking place is much greater than has generally been

supposed. The quantity of water discharged by several

rivers and the quantity of sediment carried down by those

rivers ha\'c been measured with tolerable accuracy, and
allowing for the difference of specific gravity between

sediment and rock, it can be easily calculated, from the

known area of each river basin, what average thiclcness

has been removed from its whole surface in a year, since

all the matter brought dow-n by the river must evidently

have come from some part of its basin. In this way it is

found that the Mississippi has its basin lowered e^^^ of a

foot per annum ; the Ganges, jj'js ; the Rhone, t/sb^ !

the Hoang-Ho, -,^1,^: ; the Po, ^}nr,.

But it is evident that this amount will be distributed

very unequally over different parts of the basin, according

as the surface is flat or sloping, whether the slopes are of

loose soil or of rock, whether the rock is solid or friable.

The perfectly flat alluvial plains that form a considerable

part ofmany river basins, will not only suffer no denudation,

but will generally receive deposits of sediment during

floods, and all such flat lands should therefore be deducted

from the area of the river. Slightly undulating lands,

especially if well covered with forest, will also suffer

scarcely any denudation, as is well seen in the case of the

Rio Negro branch of the Amazon and other black water

rivers of South America, which hardly carry down any
perceptible sediment even -when in full flood. Again,

wherever lakes occur, they receive all the sediment from

the basin above them, which portion should therefore be

treated by itself, since it contributes no sediment to the

main river. If we look at a physical map of North
America we see that a large extent of the Mississippi

basin consists of alluvial flats and slightly undulating

prairie, sufficiently explaining its small proportionate

denudation. Even the Rhone, which has a high rate of

denudation, flows through a great extent of low lands and
perfectly flat meadows, while the upper portion of its

(•alley which produces most sediment is cut off by the Lake
of Geneva. In order, therefore, to arrive at any fair

estimate of the amount of denudation in the upland and
mountainous portions of the Rhone valley (which is what
we require for our purpose) we have considerably to

reduce the area of its basin by taking away the flat lands

in all its valleys, and considerably to increase the amount
of sediment by adding all that is now poured into the Lake
of Geneva. We shall probably not be far wrong in adding
one third to its denuding powers on these grounds, which
will lead us to the startling fact that the Rhone basin is

being lowered at the rate of a foot in a thousand years ; but

even this is considerably less than in the case of the Po.

Mr. Croll takes the Mississippi denudation of a foot in six

thousand years as a measure for that of Europe ; but for

reasons above stated I conceive this to be quite out of the

question, and I maintain, that if we arc to use his measure
of denudation for any practical purpose, we ]nust apply

that of European rivers to European phenomena, that of

Alpine rivers to Alpine phenomena, and must further make
the necessary corrections for alluvial flats and intercepting

lakes.

Mr. Croll and Sir Charles Lyell were at first both

inclined to adopt the period of high cxcentricity which
occurred from 750,000 to 950,000 )ears ago as that of the

glacial epoch, but Vlw Croll, in consideration of the proofs

of rapid denudation above given, now believes that the
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period beginning about 24.0,000 and ending about So,ooo

years ago, is the more likely one. Even this, however,

offers difficulties. Denudation in Wales and Scotland

must probably have gone on as rapidly as the average rate

of the Rhone valley, especially during the period when the

old glaciers were disappearing ; and eighty thousand years

will therefore imply eighty feet of average denudation over

the whole surface of the country, if less in one part then

correspondingly more in another ; but how is this consistent

with the preservation of ice-ground rock-surfaces and
glacial furrows in so many situations, as well as numberless

heaps of loose matter, the moraines of ancient glaciers,

apparently just as they were left by the ice .' There are,

it is true, a few considerations that go to diminish though

not to remove the difficulty. The amount of denudation

is now abnormally large, because the large quantities

of glacial drift left over the surface of the country, supply

much of the sediment carried down by the streams of

Alpine countries. Many glacial markings were at first

covered up and preserved by drift or alluvium, and have

been since e.xposed by denudation : those earliest exposed

are obliterated, but new surfaces are being continually

uncovered. The amount of denudation of a solid rock-

surface may not be a tenth part of that which now obtains

in glaciated districts; a fact which can only be ascertained

b)- determining the amount of sediment brought down by

streams the basins of which are f7'€e from drift orgj-avel,

and consist almost wholly of compact rock surfaces. We
still have to deal with the difficulty of the moraines, whose

form and aspect are often so fresh that we can hardly

believe them to have been much changed since the ice left

them, although it is impossible to understand how they

have escaped the denudation which has lowered the whole

surface of the country eighty, or even a much smaller

number of feet.

It is true Mr. Geikie, in his paper on Modern Denuda-

tion,* suggests that all the effects of ice-action, now visible,

are merely the few examples which have been preserved

owing to a concurrence of favourable conditions, while a

much larger number have been destroyed ; and I learn

from him that there are in Scotland moraines in all stages

of decay. If this be the true explanation of the difficulty,

it follows that denudation must be extremely unecpial, and
that if one valley or hill-side has remained unaltered

during So,ooo years, another must have been denuded to

double the average amount.

Having thus shown the difficulty there is in accepting

even the shorter period of 80,000 years for the date of the

end of the glacial epoch in Europe, let us see what other

modes of measurement are available. In Sir Charles

Lyell's " Antiquity of Man," 2nd ed., p. 28, we have three

different calculations of the age of the bronze and stone

periods in Switzerland, which would place the latter at

about from 5,000 to 7,000 years ago. At page 321 of the

same work, we have an estimate of the age of the upper

delta of the Tiniere by M. Morlot. The lower delta (by

the presence of Roman remains in one of the upper strata)

is calculated with tolerable certainty to be 10,000 years

old, while the upper delta, 1 50 ft. above the lake, is ten'times

as large as the lower one, and is therefore supposed to be

100,000 years old. From its fossil remains it is believed

to be post-glacial; but it is evident that, during the

^ Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgov.-, vol. iii. p. 153.

melting of the ice, the torrent might have been more

I

powerful, and have accumulated a delta much more
rapidly than now. The peat mosses of Denmark, indi-

cating that the present beech-tree vegetation of that

country, which was also characteristic of it in the

Roman period, was in the Bronze age replaced by oaks,

and in the still earlier Stone age by fir-trees, imply

a very long lapse of time
;
yet this only takes us back

to the Neolithic age, when all the shells and all the

mammalia were of existing species. The 8,000 or 10,000

years of the Swiss Stone age may, however, have sufficed

for this change. There seems to be no doubt, that the

time which elapsed from the close of the glacial epoch

(when man used the rudest flint weapons, and was coeval

with many extinct animals, when, moreover, the climate

and physical features of the country were considerably

different from what they are now) up to the Neolithic age,

was much greater than from the latter date to the present

day, but how much greater it is impossible to determine.

The position of many of the tool-bearing gravels shows

that rivers then flowed at much higher le\'els, but

from the known rate of denudation, a valley might be

deepened even 50 or 100 ft. in as little as 50,000 years,

since it is in valleys that the effects of denudation

^^•ould be greatest ; and the extinction of the various

animals might certainly take place in an equal time

under such conditions as are not unlikely to have

occurred at a period of great climatic change.

It does not appear, therefore, that any of the estimates of

time founded on an actual basis of observed change in a

known period, require us to assume more than So,ooo years

since the close of the glacial epoch, while the measure-

ment of the existing rate of denudation renders it almost

certain that it was less rather than more. We may fairly

assume, that even if a large excentricity has been an

essential condition of a glacial epoch, the ice would main-

tain itself into a period of less excentricity than would be

required to bring one on. Now 74,000 years ago the excen-

tricity was about double what it is now, and the winter

of the northern hemisphere then occurred in aphelion, so

that the glacial epoch would at that time probably have

been in full force, and we may assume that it might con-

tinue 3,000 or 4,000 years longer. But when we come to

65,000 years back, we find the excentricity scarcely more
than it is at present, and winter nearly in perihelion; so

that we must conclude, if excentricity has anything to do

with it, that the last glacial period came to an end not less

than 70,000 years ago.

Now it is most important to observe that, for the last

60,000 years, the excentricity has been very small—for

three-fourths of the time less than it is now. During

this time the opposite phases of precession, each lasting

10,500 years, will have produced scarcely any effect on

climate, which in every part of the earth will have

been nearly uniform for that long' period. But this

is quite an exceptional state of things ; for the curve

of excentricity shows us that, during almost the whole

of the last three million years, the excentricity has

been high—almost always twice, and sometimes three

and four times as much as it is now. If, therefore, Mr.

Croll's theoiy be correct, there will have been a change

each 10,500 years during this vast period (in all the extra-

tropical regions at least) from a very cold to a very mild
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climate. This will necessarily have caused much migra-

tion both of plants and animals, which would inevitably

result in much extinction and comparatively rapid modifi-

cation. Allied races would be continually brought into

competition, altered physical conditions would induce

variation, and thus we should have all the elements for

natural selection and the struggle for life, to work upon

and develop new races. High excentricity would there-

fore lead to a rapid change of species, low cxxentricity to

a persistence of the same forms ; and, as we are now, and

have been for 60,000 years, in a period of low excentricity,

the rate of change of species during thai lime may be no

measure of the rate tliat has generally obtained in past

geological epochs. Thus we should have explained the

extraordinary persistence of organic forms during the his-

torical period as well as during the preceding Neolithic

age, although slight changes of climate and of physical

geography have undoubtedly taken place ; and it would

prove to be not so much the usually slow rate ot organic

change, as the fact of our living in the midst of an excep-

tionally 7iniform climatic epoch, that has hitherto pre-

vented us from obtaining a measure of the average duration

of species.

These considerations have an important bearing on our

estimate of the duration of the glacial epoch itself, and

on our calculation of geological time from the change of

species since its commencement. If it terminated 70,000

years ago, and if each 10,500 years before that date, there

was alternately a warm period and a glacial epoch, there

would necessarily occur a series of northern and southern

migrations of animals and plants, and thus deposits

formed at times not geologically remote, might contain

very distinct groups of animals. These might even meet

and be confounded in the same strata, and thus lead to

that extraordinary mixture of northern and southern

forms which occurs in some of the more recent formations,

like the hippopotamus and mammoth in the Norfolk

crag and the lower brick-earths.

Geologists seem hardly to have attached sufficient im-

portance to the great gap that intervenes between the

Paleolithic and Pre-historic ages. I\Ir. Boyd Dawkins

has shown, from a careful study of their mammalian
remains, that the whole of the post-glacial river deposits

and cave-beds of this country (148 in number) are of the

same age, being characterised by about twenty species of

extinct or arctic mammalia, and this was the age of

Paleolithic man. In the Pre-historic or Neolithic age all

these have disappeared, while the sheep, goat, dog, and

Bos longifrons are first met with. Now, on the theory that

this PalEeolithic age was entirely post-glacial, and that

the climate and physical geography of Britain have been

since slowly approaching their present condition, how is

this great gap to be accounted for ? The large number of

places where remains have been found, shows that the

conditions requisite for preserving them very frequently

occurred, and there must therefore have been some special

cause which has prevented any record being left of the

long period during which they were becoming extinct.

Mr. J. Scott Moore* maintains that they were all pre-

glaci.^l, and that the gap was the glacial epoch itself.

He adduces in corroboration the striking fact that none of

the supposed post-glacial gravels ever rest on the boulder

* Pre-glacial Man and Geolosical Chronology. Dublin, 18G8.

cla)', but always on an older rock, which could hardly

have been the case in every instance were they all post-

glacial. Again, Mr. Boyd Dawkins tells us that the

identity of such a large proportion of the species of pre-

glacial and post-glacial mammals " forbids the idea of the

existence of any gap or lacuna which would warrant the

classification of the one as tertiary and the other as

quaternary." But if we admit the occurrence, during the

last glacial epoch, not only of one or two, but of a series of

alternate cold and warm periods, we may make the Pateo-

lithic age inter-glacial, and suppose it to have occupied

several of these alternations of climate. If we further

place the last submergence which separated Britain from

the Continent, during one of the later phases of extreme

cold, when most of the extinct mammalia, as well as man,

had migrated southwards, we shall sufficiently account for

the great gap that intervenes between the Paleolithic and

Pre-historic ages.

In the " Principles of Geology," loth cd., vol. i. p. 300,

Sir C. Lyell has given an estimate of the duration of

geological epochs, from the proportionate change in the

species of marine mollusca, taking as a basis a million

years since the beginning of the glacial epoch. Of the

marine shells then living, six per cent, have become ex-

tinct, while at the close of the glacial epoch they were all

of existing species, but this does not necessarily imply

that the former are many times older than the latter. The
glacial period itself may have been the cause of their

extinction independently of mere time ; so that the Brid-

lington beds, where the above-mentioned proportion of

extinct species occurs, need not on this account be more

than twice as old as those glacial or post-glacial drifts

which contain only living species, or, according to our

previous estimate, about 140,000 years. The Norfolk

crag, which contains eleven per cent, of extinct shells,

may be from 40,000 to 60,000 years older ; this will allow

for two or three alternations of warm and cold periods,

which, at a time of such high excentricity, must have been

strongly contrasted, and have led to a correspondingly

rapid change of species. From these considerations it

becomes evident that the time, measured by the occurrence

of five per cent, of extinct species of marine shells, is not

necessarily the whole number of years which has elapsed

since they existed, but only that number mi)ius the last

60,000 years of uniform climate and specific immobility

;

and we may be even too lavish of time if we allow so

much as 100,000 years for this amount of change under

the influence of those repeated alternations of climate

which have characterised the last three million years and

which have probably more or less characterised all past

geological time. If now we take this number as our

datum instead of a million years, all Sir Charles Lyell's

figures will be reduced to a tenth, and will stand thus :

the time elapsed since the beginning of the

—

Lower Miocene . . . 2,000,000 years.

Eocene 6,000,000 ,,

Cretaceous 10,000,000 ,,

Triassic 14,000,000 ,,

Permian 16,000,000 ,,

Carboniferous .... 18,000,000 ,,

Devonian 20,000,000 ,,

Silurian 22,000,000 ,,

Cambrian 24,000,000 ,,

These figures will seem vciy small to some geologists

who have been accustomed to speak of "millions" as
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small matters ; but I hope I have shown that, so far as

we have any means at present of measuring geological

time, they may be amply sufficient. Taking Sir William

Thomson's allowance of a hundred million years for the

time during which the earth can have been fit for life, it

yet allows Mr. Darwin, for the process of development

from the primordial germ, three times as many years

anterior to the Cambrian epoch as have elapsed since

that date, an amount of time which, I believe, will fully

satisfy him, by whatever scale wc may measure it.

The evidence of the rapidity of denudation would indeed

tend to the still further shortening of the estimate here

given ; and it is not impossible that a concurrence of

geographical conditions might have brought down the

glacial epoch into a period when the excentricity was no

greater, or even less, than it is now. This, however, is

hardly probable, and I am inclined to think that the con-

siderations already alluded to will, to a considerable

extent, explain how it is that so many signs of glacial

action still remain, in spite of such denudation. The
only argument I consider new in this paper, is that de-

rived from the uniformity of climate during the last

60,000 years, and the alternations of heat and cold for a

long time previously, leading to a slower change of species

since the glacial epoch than at any former period,

thus allowing us to suppose change of form in the organic

world to go on more rapidly than we had before thought

possible. If this be a sound deduction, it will, I believe,

more than anything else, enable us to bring the period

required for the development of the whole organic world

within that which modern natural philosophy assigns as

the age of the habitable earth.

Much of the force of my argument appears to depend

upon the accuracy of Mr. CroU's view, that, during a time

of great excentricity, there will be in each hemisphere

alternately a glacial epoch for about 10,500 years, and a

perpetual spring or summer for about an equal period.

But Sir Charles Lyell argues, with great force, for the oppo-

site view, that the cold of one period would be continued

through the other, and that during the whole continuance

of a phase of high excentricity both hemispheres would

be in a state of glaciation. Supposing this view to be the

true one, it will not very materially affect my argument,

for the diagram shows many comparatively rapid alterna-

tions from a very high to a very low excentricity, which

would also be from a glacial to a temperate climate and

would certainly tend to comparative rapidity of specific

change ; while in each 10,500 years there would, no

doubt, be some retreat and advance of the snow line,

followed by a less amount of migration, competition, and

variation. During the last 60,000 years, on the other

hand, the change of excentricity has been hardly per-

ceptible, and the change of organic forms may be sup-

posed to have been far below the average.

Alfred R. Wallace

FRESHWATER CRUSTACEA OF NORWAY
Histoire Naturellc des Crustaces d'eau douce de Norvige

;

by George Ossian Sars. Part I. Malacostraca. With
10 plates. (Christiania, 1867.)

COME few years ago, much interest was excited amongst

naturalists by the announcement of the occurrence,

in the great Swedish lakes Vcnner and Vctter, of certain

Crustacea, heretofore known only as marine species in-

habiting the Arctic and Baltic Seas. The author of this

discovery was Professor Lov&n ; and the explanation of it

appeared to be, that the gradual elevation of the Scandi-

navian peninsula had cut off these originally marine

creatures from their natural habitat, and that they had
been able to accommodate themselves successfully to

altered conditions of life.

In the volume now under notice, we have an elaborate

— ^i'e may say almost an exhaustive—contribution to the

natural history of these and other fresh-water Crustacea of

Norway. The species here treated are Mysis ocitlata, var.

nlicta ; Cammcvns tieglectiis; Pallasia cancelloidcs, var.

quadrispinosa; Gainmaracatithus loncatus, var. lacustris

;

Pontoporeia affinis ; and Asellus aquatictts. One notices

with surprise the absence of the most abundant fresh-

water Amphipod of our own country, Gammarus pule.x;

and its replacement by the very closely allied G. ncglccttis.

The well-shrimps {Niphargus) seem also to be unnoticed

as yet in Norway ; neither do we find any mention of

another group, inhabiting chiefly brackish water, but in

some districts of England reaching into situations which,

though affected more or less by tides, are yet of cjuite

fresh-water character ; e. g. Palainoii various and Mysis

vulgaris.

The anatomy and physiology of all these animals, and
their points of variation from the typical marine forms, are

most carefully and elaborately worked out. The following

interesting remarks occur respecting Pontoporeia affinis.

The males of this species are numerous, having their

antenna: either imperfectly developed or presenting a very

peculiar form, except in some individuals, -where, towards

the end ofautumn, the antenna; take on their fully developed

form ; in both cases, the animals being perfectly fertile.

This phenomenon is analogous to some already observed

in the Cumacea and Tanaidae. The great likeness between

this and the Greenland species, P. femorata, led the

author at one time to consider the two as presenting only

varietal differences, the Norwegian species exhibiting a

permanent arrest of development such as he shows to be

the case with the variety relicta of Mysis oculata. This

supposition, however, he was compelled to dismiss ; one

important fact tending to a contrary opinion being that

the secondary appendage of the superior antenna contains

in P. affinis a larger number of joints than in P.femorata.

We would commend the dredging of our deeper lakes to

the attention of English naturalists. Nothing in that

direction has, so far as we know, been done in this country
;

and it is worthy of remark, that only in the very greatest

depths of the Scandinavian lakes were the abnormal

species found. That this field is not unlikely to prove a

productive one near our own doors we fully believe, inas-

much as we have ourselves found, and elsewhere pub-

lished, some interesting instances of the occurrence of

truly marine microscopic Crustacea in fresh water in the

west of Ireland.

It should be added, that the plates illustrating M. Sars'

work are admirable specimens of the engraver's art, and

leave nothing to be desired as to copiousness and accuracy.

The work is altogether well produced ; the expenses, which

we fear are scarcely likely to be repaid, having been gene-

rously borne by the publisher, M. le Reviseur d'Etat

Johnsen. G. S. B.
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THE THREE KINGDOMS OF NA TURE
The Three Kingdoms of Nature, briefly described. By

the Rev. S. Haughton, F.R.S., M.D. Dubl., D.C.L.

Oxon, &c. (London : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin.)

T^HIS little work resembles a modern novel in one

particular : it is written with an idea.

The learned author, in his preface, lays down the law

that " the faculties of our mind are developed in succes-

sion as we advance in age, each of them reaching its

maximum and then gradually diminishing. In childhood

the senses acquire their greatest development ; in boy-

hood and )-outh, the memory and imagination ; in early

manhood, the purely reasoning faculties; and in adult life,

the judgment." He accordingly draws the conclusion that

" the child should be instructed mainly through his sensa-

tions; the boy should learn languages, ancient and modern,

and natural history, so far as it depends on observation ;

the youth should cultivate mathematics and logic ; while

studies such as ethics, physiology, and politics should be

reserved for the more mature period of hfe:" and offers

this work as a text-book on Natural History.

We must confess that the above law seems to us to bo

barely a half-truth. \\'e admit that the senses arc rela-

tively strongest in childhood, but not absolutely. So far

from their attaining their maximum development at that

age, and then gradually diminishing, we believe that the

senses of the truly fashioned man are at their height

when he is in the prime of life; and that in the properly

trained man, memory, imagination, reason, and judgment,

all flourish at the same time.

We arc apt to forget into what a wretchedly cramped

and artificial condition so many generations of school-

masters have bred us. Each of us, generation after

generation, has very early been made to put Chinese shoes

on most of the feet of his mind.

We all see the sportive, elastic, quick, sharp, unwearying

work of the senses of a little child. We do not all of us bear

in mind to how fearful an extent those senses are bruised

and deadened by the pedantry of our pedagogues. Men
who cultivate those sciences in which success is inseparable

from agile sense, know at ^\•hat cost and labour, in later

life, sometimes even in their full prime, they have had to

go back and undo all that their schoolmasters have done,

have had to become little children again for the sake of a

sharper eye and a quicker ear. To ourselves, there is

nothing more disheartening than to study a little boy, of

eight or ten years of age, who has never been to school,

tracing out in his mind with ease nascent scientific capa-

bilities ; then to know the same little boy after he has

enjoyed for two or three years the great advantages

of a grammar or a commercial school, or a private

academy, and to find his mind as blank and as deadened

as his moral nature.

We do not feel inclined, then, to accept the physiological

law laid down by Dr. Haughton, but we are not thereby

prevented from agreeing with him that "Natural History

(as a school study) is inferior to no other study, not even

language, as a means of cultivating the memory and
observation," or from accepting his brief description of the

three kingdoms as a capital instrument of teaching.

The first part contains, besides an introductory and
e.xtremely lucid chapter on Crystallography, a detailed

but succinct description of the various minerals found in

Nature ; the chemical composition, physical characters,

crystalline forms, geological and geographical distribution

of each being briefly given.

The second part treats of the Vegetable kingdom

;

dealing somewhat fully with the anatomy, more briefly

\\ith the physiology, of plants, and devoting ^nly some
dozen pages or so to classification.

The tiiird part, comprising nearly half the volume,

describes the Animal kingdom, beginning with mammalia
and working down to protozoans. In each subdivision a

brief anatomical history precedes the classification, which

is given pretty fully. Formal definitions in italics, of

classes and orders, arc relieved by popular descriptions of

the habits and features of species and individuals ; and
the whole work is largely illustrated by many excellent

woodcuts.

Although so large a field is gone over, the matter is on

the whole eminently exact and truthful ; and the author

has probably given an indication of the judgment of the

mature period, by hesitating to place in a dogmatic text-

book views on various points which are certainly recent,

and may turn out to be raw. We may congratulate Dr.

Haughton on having compressed a vast amount of in-

formation into a small compass. But is only right to add

one more observation : the book is very formal, e\en to

exceeding toughness. Though quotations from the poets,

Aristotle, and Scripture appear here and there, the general

reader would, we fear, find it very dry. As a text-book in

the hands of a teacher, it will commend itself to every

one ; we doubt if any but very strong-minded persons

would choose it for self-instruction, except with the fear

of an examination before them. M. F.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Baillon's Cassalpineje.

—

Histoire des Plemtes :—Moao-
grapliie des LegninineJiscs Casalpiiices. Par H.
Baillon. (Pans: Hachette, 1S69. London:
Williams and Norgate.)

We have so recently reviewed the first volume of Baillon's

"History of Plants" (see N.-vture, No 2, p. 52) and
discussed his mode of treating the subject, that we
need scarcely more than mention the publication of his

monograph of the important order or sub-order of

Ccesalpinece. The boundary-line between this sub-order

and the Papilionaceee is very difficult to be accurately laid

down. M. Baillon describes the Ccesalpinea to be, in

general terms, those Leguminosce which have a straight

embryo and the aestivation not vexiUary in the bud ; but

neither of these diagnostics can be relied on as absolutely

constant. All the other characters dependent on the

regularity or irregularity of the corolla, the cohesion of

the stamens, the number of seeds, the presence or absence
of albumen, &c., are still more uncertain. There are

even species so far removed from the normal type of the

order as to have undivided leaves, indefinite stamens,

diclinous flowers, and herbaceous stems. A. W. B.

Uebcr die Fortpflanzitiigs-Gcschii'indigkeit des ScluiUes in

Rohrcn. Von Adolf Seebeck. (Gottingen, 1869.)

In this inaugural dissertation, Herr A. Seebeck, the

inheritor of a name famous in physical science, gives an
account of his experiments on the velocity of the propa-

gation of sound in pipes. The results are extremely

interesting and important.

In 1867, Professor Kundt, of Zurich, proved that the

\elocity of sound in pipes depends on their cross section,

and attriLiuted the result to the loss of heat in the friction
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of the gases on the enclosing wall. Kirchhoft" deduced
the consequences of this theory mathematically, and
pointed out that the diminution of velocity must vary

inversely as the square root of the number of vibrations

in the sound propagated ; that is to say, that the velocity

of sound could not be uniform for different notes. See-

beck shows that the loss is inversely as the cube of the

square root of the number of vibrations ; so that we can
scarcely attribute the result entirely to the loss of heat by
friction of the enclosed gas on the walls of the tube. On
the other hand, his results completely establish the fact

of a difference in the speed with which different notes of

music are propagated in tubes.

The magnilicent and laborious work of M. Regnault
on the velocity of sound in pipes, appeared while Seebeck
was occupied in these investigations. He points out,

that since the sounds which Regnault studied, such as

explosions of gunpowder and so on, are due to violent

and complicated disturbances, however important it may
be to study them in a practical view, they are not likely

to give us accurate and delicately differenced results.

Where the sound contains a mass of irregular notes, no
effect due to difference of note can be oljserved. The
method of generation compels the air to move at first in

all directions in the tube. Such sounds fall into the sea

of air like a mass of stone dropped from a great height

into the water. The waves which they generate can only

reduce themselves to regularity at some distance from
the disturbance and their propagation must be irregular

till that distance is reached. On the other hand, a

regular pulsation, such as would be produced by the

timed advance and retrogression of a piston at the

end of the cylinder, gives wa\-es which are regular and
regularly propagated from the beginning. It is in con-

sequence of this delicacy in the character of his experi-

ments that Seebeck has attained his results.

He makes one of Konig's tuning-forks sound at the

open mouth of a cylindrical pipe, the other end of which
is stopped by a moveable piston. A short distance from
the mouth of this pipe there is an opening, connected with

an indiarubber tube which can be carried to the ear.

If, by the motion of the moveable piston, this opening be

made to correspond exactly to a " ventre " in the standing

wave which is generated in the air of the tube, it is easy to

measure, with great accuracy, the length of that standing

wave, which corresponds to the precise number of vibra-

tions of the tuning-fork. The extreme difference in fifty

experiments for the same note, appears to have been
about one five-hundredth of the whole amount.
The results are the following, the velocities being re-

duced from the experiments to those at o° C. :
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Professor Tyndall * undertakes to determine the consonances

of the octave, fifth, foiirlh, and major i/iini for two simple tones,

without employing comlMnalion-tones. He writes as follows :

—

"Bcarini' in mind that the beats and the dissonance vanish

when the difference of the two rates of vibration is o ; that the

dissonance is at its maxinuim when the beats number thirty-three

per second ; that it lessens gradually afterwards and entirely dis-

appears when the beats amount to 132 per second—we will

analyse the sounds of our forks, + beginning with the octave.

Plere our rates of vibration are

—

512 — 256; difference = 256.

It is plain that in this case we can have no beats, the diffe-

rence being too high to admit of them.
" Let us now take the /?////. Here the rates of vibration are

—

384-256; difference= 128.

This difference is barely under the number 132, at which the

beats vanish ; consequently the roughness must be very slight

indeed.
" Taking ihefoiirt/is, the numbers are

—

384 -288; difrerence=g6.

Here we are clearly within the limit where the beats vanish, the

conse(ir,ent roughness being quite sensible.

" 'Jaking the majoi-thitd, the numliers are

—

320 - 256 : difference = 64.

Here we are still further within the limit, and accordingly the

roughness is more perceptible. Thus we see that the deport-

ment of our four tuning-forks is entirely in accordance with the

e.Hplanation which assigns the dissonance to beats. "J
It will not be dinkult to test the value of the above reasoning.

Starting from the rate of 256 vibrations per second selected by

Prof Tyndall, all that can be deduced from his definition of

beats and dissonance at the head of the extract is that the maxi-

mum of dissonance will fall on the interval 256 : 256 -f 33, i.e.

256 : 289 ; and that all intervals larger tlian 256 : 256 -I- 132, i.e.

256 : 388, \\ ill be free from dissonance. These numbers indicate

almost exactly a whole tone and a fifth respectively. Each of

these results is contrary to experience: the dissonance of a whole

tone is less harsh than tliat of a half tone ; aiid intervals greater

than a fifth are by no means equally free from dissonance.

Moreover, it follows that the determination of the octave by this

reasoning is delusive, for the process would bring out, as perfect

consonances, a sezeiit/i or a flat iiiiit/i, which are extreme dis-

cords, just as readily as an octave. If we apply the same method
to other parts of the scale than that to which Prof. Tyndall has

restricted himself, the results are even more remarkable. Thus
starting from the higher octave of 256, viz. 512, the maximum
roughness falls on 545, a half-tone, and dissonance ceases after

6.^4, which lies betw een a major third and a fourth. For the

next octave, i.e. starting from 1,024, dissonance ceases before we
reach the interval of a whole tone. If we take lower positions

on the scale we obtain opposite results. With 128 as our funda-

mental note, the maximum dissonance falls on 161, slightly above

a major third, while roughness extends to 260, just beyond an
octave.

With 64 the worst discord is at 97, just above the fifth, and
roughness reaches 196, another octave higher. Starting from 32
the worst dissonance 65 is just above the octave, aufi roughness is

not got nd of until 164, tioo octaves and a major third from the

fundamental note.

The following octave exhibits at one view the results we have
reached. The lowest note of each triad represents the fundamental

note, the middle one the position of maximum dissonance, and
the highest the limit of roughness. The middle note necessarily

falls out of the last triad, as it lies too near the fundamental note

to be represented.

ij^-: ri
--a--

IC2Zi :-3= ^EE
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Prof. Tyndall's method leads to the following conclusions :

—

The interval of an octave from the 16-foot C is the harshest

possible dissonance ; so is that of a /ijth from the S-foot C ; so

is that of a major-third from the lower C of a baritone voice.

On tlie octave above the high C of a soprano voice, all the

* T. p 2yG.

t Tuning-forks produce, of course, Sl/n/'tc tones.

t T. pp. 296, 197.

intervals beyond D are perfect consonances, while in the 16-foot

octave there are no perfect consonances at all.

These conclusions are so utterly at variance with facts, that

the method by which they liave been obtained must be pro-
nounced erroneous. In fact. Prof. Tyndall is himself a witness
that this is so ; for, in speaking of the octave, he remarks
that if this interval be slightly impure, teats of the Jiindamental
tone are heard.* Now this does not square with his

own theory; for suppose two simple tones with 513 and 256
vibrations per second, which would form an impure octave : the
difference is 257, which is as much "too high" as 256 was in

the case of the pure octave. This interval should, therefore,

give no beats, and an imjiure octave be as harmonious as a pure
one. But according to Helmholtz's view, the first combination-
tone of 513 and 256, viz. 257, will produce one beat per second
luith the fundamental tone, as state<l, but not satisfactorily ex-

plained t by Professor Tyndall. This amounts to a practical

admission by him that the beats of two simple primaries are not
adequate for the determination of their consonances, and that

recourse must be had for this purpose to combination-tones.
I claim to have shown that the method by which Prof.

Tyndall appears to determine the consonances of simple tones is

erroneous, and the determinations therasehes fallacious. I pro-

ceed to point out the defect which vitiates his reasoning. He
enunciates but one condition for the production of audible beats,

that their number should not exceed 132 per second. Helmholtz
lays down a second, quite as important—that the tones produc-
ing them should not dilTer too much in pitch. " These beats,'* he
writes,

'

' are poioerfnl when their interval amounts to a half-tone or

a whole tone, but 7oeak and aiuiible only in the laiucrportions ofthe
scale, when it is equal to a third, and they diminish in distinct-

ness as the interval increases.^^ X Here we see at once the reason

why it is futile to attempt to determine consonances of a fifth or

octave by the beats of two simple primaries—viz. that for these

wide intervals the beats are imperceptible.

Let us now proceed to Prof. Tyndall's theory of consonance
for composite sounds. Taking the octave C, C" or 264 : 528, he
writes :

— " With regard to the octave C, C", its two fundamental
tones and their over-tones answer respectively to the following

rates of vibration :—

Fundamental tone
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does not only consider the differences of the vibration-rates of

pnirs of over-tones, but inquires also whether they are 'cuit/iin

beating distance of each other. In the former case alone can

they become a source of dissonance. The interval of an octave

is a perfect consonance, because every jiartial-tone of the higher

sound coincides with one of those of the lower ; and thus any
slight deviation in pitch will produce beats between each adjacent

p.iir.

The interval of a.foiii-th is less consonant than that of :>. fifth

—not, as Prof. Tyndall represents it, on account of its 66 beats

which, but a single octave below that in which he has placed it,

ought to become the worst possible dissonance—but because the

second partial-tone of the higher sound comes within beating-

distance (a whole tone) of the tbird partial-tone of the lower, as

shown on the stave—

•

when the fundamental tones are written in minims, and the

over-tones in crotchets.

I may as ^^•cll notice that a diagram given by Plelmholtz '' to

illustiate various degrees of dissonance, and copied by Prof.

Tyndall, + is accompanied by the latter v.'ith an explanation

giving a wrong idea of its meaning. The diagram, as ex-

jilained by its author, is intended to represent to the eye the

ilegrees of roughness attaching to intervals greater than one
octave, and not exceeding two. Prof Tyndall having evidently

missed the remark of Helmholtz X that C, not its octave C",

"is to be the constant fundamental tone of all the intervals,"

has represented the diagram as "beginning with the unison

C"—C"
" and going up to the octave intead of beginning

with the octave C—C" and going up to the double octave

C—C". The diagram as it stands in Prof. Tyndall's lecture

is calculated to convey an impression as unlilce its author's

meaning as it is contrary to fact.

Trinity College, Cambridge, Feb. 26. Skdley T.wlor

The Valuation of Liquid Town Sewage
Though I consider it highly unbecoming for one member of

a committee, charged with an important inquiry, to criticise

publicly and in a controversial manner, views expressed by
another member of that committee in regard to the subject it

has to investigate, still some of the remarks made by Mr. Hope
at the Society of Arts last Wednesday seem so unmistakeably to

! refer to the article which appeared in Nature on the 23ril

December last, that I feel constrained, as the writer of that
' article, to reply to them. The statement objected to by Mr. Hope

was an expression, not of indi\idual 0].)inion, but of the fact

—

long accepted as beyond question— that the practical value of

liquid town sewage as manure, that is to say, its value to the

farmer, cannot be computed soicly from the amount of manure
material it may contain, and that, in forming such an estimate, the

positive element afforded by chemical analysis must be controlled

iDy the negative element introduced by extreme dilution, and
varying un<lcr different local circumstances. This fact has been
recognised by authorities too numerous to name, and so deci-

sively, that Mr. Hope's assertion as to the value of the ammonia
in sewage being affected only in a very minor degree by the

amount of water mixed with it, seems to have no other merit

than that of being "sensational." I am at a loss to conceive

what ground Mr. Hope could have for objecting to

the statement that " it is a great mistake, and likely to

prove a very ruinous one," to estimate the value of dilute sewage
by calculation solely from the amount of manure material it may
contain. Yet this is what Mr. Hope characterises as a " strange

paradox." Why it has puzzled him, as he admits, I will not
stop to inquire ; but I must protest against his representing
" the obligation of applying water to crops at all times of the

year, whether they want it or not," as having been one of the
reasons given for the statement he objects to. In doing that he
has at least fallen into a great error, and he has at the same time
evaded the point to which attention was directed in the article,

viz., the agricultural difficulty attending the "continuous daily

application of sewage to land." That is a difficulty not to be
disposed of ex cathedra— it would obtain whether the land des-

* The second on page 293. t P.ige 2o3. % Page 291.

lined to receive sewage were imder crops or lying fallow. In
the one case the application of sewage might be inadmissible

during great part of the year; in the other case the land under
fallow would be unproductive meanwliile. Indeed the need for

applying sewage to fallow land, which Mr. Hope seems to sug-

gest, would enhance the difficulty of disposing of sewage by irri-

gation, since it would involve the want of a still larger area of

land for its reception, day by day throughout the year. Such a
mode of application might avcU necessitate an area of twenty-five

acres for every 100 persons, and that necessity, if it existed, would
be, I imagine, a very serious matterin the case of many towns.

I will not attempt to occupy your space by considering the

question whether leaving land under fallow is to be regarded as

a feature of progress in agriculture ; nor will I venture an opinion
as to whether water be the "best dung-cart," further than to

express my surprise that, in regard to this question, I\Ir. Hope
should have recourse to a chemist's opinion «hile declaring that

its decision is not within the province of the chemists.

The case put by Mr. Hope, with an air of anticipatory triumph,

of a man v.'ho applies to his land an excessive and useless amount
of manure, seems to me an exact parallel to the use of liquid

sewage in many instances, for whether it be the fiincy or the

folly of the farmer, or some other circumstance, which impels

him to use manure in such a way that the possible efl'ect cannot

come up to the amount of manure applied, I should imagine it

to be oljvious that, to the user, the value of the manure must be
gauged by the practical effect likely to be realised. 1 should
expect tills view to be appreciated even by the bucolic intellect

which Mr. Hope seems disposed to contemn.
As stated by the chairman at the Society of Arts meeting, the

views held by Mr. Hope on the general subject of town refuse

are clear and precise. There is no doubt what those views are,

but it is not my intention to enter upon any discussion of them.

At the same time, as a member of the British Association Com-
mittee, and having individually entertained the expectation that

Mr. Hope's co-operation would be of material service in the in-

quiry it has to make, I cannot avoid expressing my regret that

he declares himself a partisan of one particular solution of the

town-refuse problem. There are, probably, few questions of the

day which demand more careful and impartial consideration than

this one—few that less admit of being dealt with for the promo-
tion of a project at any price. For my own part, therefore, I

deem it a misfoitune that the value of Mr. Hope's well-known
ability and extensive kno\\'ledge of this subject should be limited

by his avowal of a foregone conclusion.

Februaiy 2S. Benj.\min H. Paul

Weeds in Newly Turned Ground
From a recent address of Mr. Eenlham, the President of the

LinuDean Society, it would appear to be still uncertain whether
the weeds which appear spontaneously on ground which has
been newly turned over, spring from seeds hidden in the

ground, or from seeds accidentally carried on to the new sur-

face. Could not this question be decided by a simple experi-

ment, namely, by turning over some suitable ground and
covering parts of it by gardener's glass frames, so as to prevent

the importation of any seeds? So far as the weeds are the

same both within and without the frames, it is certain that they

must spring from seeds previously contained in the earth. It is

true that there will be a difference of temperature beneath the

glass and in the open air, but it would not prevent us from
learning what seeds are really contained in the earth. A frame
covered with fine muslin would serve instead of glass if the

muslm be fine enough to prevent the passage of any seeds.

J-
Skeleton Lectures on Science

I HOPE you will allow me, throug[i your valuable pages, to

suggest what I have no doubt would be a most powerful and
successful means for promoting scientific knowledge throughout
the length and breadth of the land. There are hundreds of

persons with the desire and a sufficient taste and general know-
ledge of science, who now devote themselves to penny readings,

who would be too glad to give popular lectures on scientific sub-

jects, if they could only be aided by skeleton lectures, and the

loan, on moderate terms, of simple apparatus, diagrams, &c., to

illustrate the same. It certainly would well remunerate any
scientific instrument maker to loan out apparatus for such

lectures.

Skeleton sermons are enormously in request, why not skeleton,

lectures on science ? W. L.
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ANCIENT BRITISH LONG BARROWS
I

I'^HERE are many hopeful signs that the number of

persons to whom all knowledge of nature is dear

for its own sake is steadily on the increase ; but it is, un-

fortunately, true that science still requires some adventi-

tious aid to secure the attention of the general public.

We must, therefore, look upon it as a matter of congratu-

lation that even the Irish Question has been found to have

a scientific aspect, and has recently awakened some
general interest in so obscure a subject as that of the

ethnology of England and Ireland.

It is not our present intention to enter upon the long-

standing controversy as to the physical characters of the

so-called Kelts, as we think that the materials for a satis-

factory solution of the various questions involved are still

very insufficient, notwithstanding the large amount of really

riflers of grave-mounds and endless discussion of the

scraps of information handed down by Greek and Roman
authors ; but of thorough and extended investigation of

pre-historic monuments of any one class or of any given

district, with a view to elucidating the ethnography and
early history of the country rather than with the object of

collecting specimens for the museum, we have all too little

to show.
The late Mr. Bateman devoted considerable attention

to the pre-historic archeology of Derbyshire and the

adjoining counties, but his extensive investigations do
not appear to have been conducted with the care or

described with the accuracy necessary for scientific pur-

poses. The important researches for remains of our early

ancestors,madeby Sir Richard Hoare and Mr. Cunnington
in the richest district in all England, were undertaken so

long ago as the beginning of the century ; and although

I'ig- I.—A LoxG B.\KRow (after Sir RJ. Huare)

trustworthy evidence collected of late years by Broca,
Prur.cr Bey, and others in France, and by Barnard Davis,
Thuinam, Bcddoe, and Wilson in our own country. Few
persons have any idea of the time, skill, and patience
nect ssary for any satisfactory investigation cither of the

ethr.ic composition of existing populations, or of the

the explorations are recorded in full detail in Sir Richard's

great work,"Ancient Wiltshire," thegencral results have not

hitherto been fully and satisfactorily worked out. This want

has, however, at length been supplied in a memoir* recently

communicated to the Society of Antiquaries by Dr. John
Thurnam, a gentleman who possesses the rarely com-

Fig. :.—Vessel with Primary Interment. Norton Bavant, Long Barrow (scale | linear)

characters and affinities of the earlier races whose works
and remains have come down to us. It may seem sur-

prising that we should be long in doubt on matters
apparently so easily settled as the average stature, pre-

vailing head-fonn, and distribution of colour of hair and
eyes, in various districts of our own and neighbouring
countries ; but it must be remembered that the number
of persons interested in this branch of inquiry is ex-

tremely small, and that the collection of anthropological

statistics by inaccurate or improperly instructed observers

is very much to be deprecated. If the scientific study of

existing populations is surrounded with difficulties and
can reckon but few votaries, still more is this the case
with the investigation of the character and affinities of the
races inhabiting Western Europe at the dawn of history
ind in pre-historic times. We have had innumerable

bined qualifications of classical scholarship, antiquarian

knowledge, and familiarity with scientific method, and
who is well known as one of the authors of the " Crania
Britannica," undoubtedly the most valuable contribution

to the ethnology of this country which has yet been pub-
lished. The memoir in question is not a mere analysis

of the labours of the Wiltshire baronet and his coadjutor;

it is to a large extent a record of original explorations,

more especially of a class of monuments somewhat
neglected by Sir Richard Hoare, but to which the greatest

interest attaches now that the advances in certain de-

partments of anatomical knowledge enable us to turn to

due account the evidence afforded by human remains.

* On ancient British Barrows, especially those of Wiltshire and the ad-

joining counties. Part I. Long Barrows. From the " Archajologia," vol. .\Ui.
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The monuments to which we refer are the huge grave-

mounds known as Long Barrows, and chiefly occurring

in Wikshire and the adjoining counties.

Only the first part of Dr. Thurnam's memoir has as yet

been piiljlishcd—that, namely, relating specially to the

Long Barrows ; but this part is of sufficient importance

to demand separate notice at our hands.

The chief result of the examination of the Ancient
British barrows of the south-west of England is their

division into two great classes—(l) the Long Barrows, the

primary interments of which have yielded implements of

stone and bone only, and which are, therefore, confidently

assigned to the Stone Age ; and (2) the Round Barrows,

affording implements of bronze as well as of stone, and
occasionally, though rarely, of iron. The round barrows
\ary considerably in form, and Dr. Thurnam thinks that

these variations are not to be attributed to the individual

The immense size of the mounds of the South Wilts and
Dorsetshire long barrows, and the imposing stone struc-

tures of those of North Wilts, Gloucestershire, and
Somersetshire, would alone be suf^ficient, notwithstanding
the rude character of the implements contained in them,
to lead one to conclude that we have here the graves of
the chieftains of the primitive people of these districts.

The situations chosen for the grave-mounds, and the

evidence, hereafter to be alluded to, of the immolation of

slaves, and perhaps wives and children, seem strongly

to confirm this supposition.

It will be convenient in the remainder of our notice to

treat separately of the unchambered and chambered bar-

rows; that arrangement having been followed in the memoir
in the " ArchiBologia." The following is Dr. Thurnam's
account of the external form of the simple or unchaurbered
barrows :

—" The long barrows are for the most part

fig. 3,_Dri.n'King Cup with Second.\ky Interment. Figheldean, Long Barrow (scale ! linear)

(ancy of the builders. He recognises three primary forms 1

of round barrow—the bowl-shaped, the bell-shaped, and

the disc-shaped ; each of these three having again its

three modifications. The long barrows are of two kinds

—the simple barrows of South Wilts and Dorset, consist-

ing merely of earth, chalk, and flints ; and the barrows of

North Wiltshire, Gloucestershire, and Somersetshire, con-

taining chambers or cists built of large stones.

Wiltshire is, ^itr excellence, the county of long barrows,

one district consisting of about 150 square miles, con-

taining, on an average, one of these huge mounds in

every six miles. The distribution of these monuments is a

point of great interest. Unlike the round barrows, which
usually occur in clusters, they are almost without exception

solitary—generally two or three miles apart—and situated

in some prominent position, usually the highest points of

the hills, commanding e.xtensive views over the downs.

immense mounds, varying in size from one or two hundred
to three and even nearly four hundred feet in length, from
thirty to fifty feet in breadth or upwards, and from three

to ten or even twelve feet in elevation. (See Fig. i.)

Along each side of the whole length of the tumulus is a

somewhat deep and wide trench or ditch, from which
trenches no doubt a great part, or sometimes even the

whole, of the material of the mound was dug, but which
it is very remarkable are not continued round the ends of

the barrow In by far the greater proportion of

long barrows the mound is placed east and west, or nearly

so, with the east end somewhat higher and broader than

the other. Lender this more prominent and elevated

extremity the sepulchral deposit is usually found at or

near the natural level of the ground." The great infre-

quency of manufactured objects in these barrows and
their rude character is very remarkable. Some "delicate
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and beautifully-chipped leaf-shaped arrow-heads" have
been found in one or two instances, and this type of

arrow-head, which is unbarbcd, is the only one yet dis-

covered. In no case has any trace of metal been found
with the primary interments. Fragments of a coarse black
pottery are occasionally met with, and in one barrow,
that of Nortoii Bavant, Dr. Thurnam was fortunate

enough to discover a tolerably perfect vessel of extremely
rude construction, and utterly devoid of the ornamentation
usually found in the pottery from the round barrows.
Thanks to the courtesy of the .Society of Antiquaries, we
are enabled to reproduce Dr. Thurnam's drawmg of this

vessel. We are likewise indebted to the same Society for

the other figures which illustrate this paper.

Remains of oxen of the ancient small species. Bos
loiigifrons or Eos brac/iycavs, are often found in long
barrows not far from the human remains ; antlers and
bones of the red deer are still more frequent. Tusks
and bones of swine have also been discovered. It would
appear that oxen were slaughtered at the funeral feasts,

and that the heads and feet i^the bones of which parts are

more frecjuently found), not being used for food, were
buried in the barrow, perhaps as offerings to the gods or

to the spirits of the dead.

Secondary interments in the upper portion of long
barrows are not infrequent, and aftord valuable evidence
of the antiquity of these tumuli. .Some of these inter-

ments arc assigned without hesitation to the Anglo-Saxon
period ; others, again, undoubtedly belong to the Ancient
Britons of the bronze age, being sometimes burials after

cremation, sometimes inttrments of entire skeletons in

the contracted posture characteristic of the round bar-

rows. In the latter case the remains are frequently

associated with pottery undoubtedly of the round-barrow
period. In order to show the difference between this

pottery found with secondary interments in long barrows,

and part of the long-barrow period itself, we reproduce
(Fig. 3) an elegantly ornamented drinking-cup found at

Figheldean, and now in possession of Dr. Thurnam.
In the present article we have only touched upon some

of the most interesting of Dr. Thurnam's researches. It

still remains for us to notice the chambered long barrows,

and the most important evidence of all, that derived from
the skeletons disinterred in both chambered and un-

chambered barrows. We have been able from the archa;o-

logical evidence to gain some idea of the state of barba-
rism in which these primitive people lived ; but still

further information is to be obtained even on this point

from the very bones of the people themselves ; and from
these sad relics alone can we obtain any ray of light as to

the relation of these most ancient Britons to the popula-

tion of more civilised times.

HO]V LARGE SEEMS THE MOON?

IN a communication addressed to the Association
Scientitique, M. Viguier remarks on the linear

dimensions which ordinary observers employ to define the

size of celestial objects. They seem to imagine that they
are really pointing out the size of a meteor, for instance,

when they state that it was a yard in diameter, or the like

Of course, such a statement is absolutely without meaning
to the astronomer ; while the seemingly less precise mode
of speaking which compares the size of a meteor to that

of the moon, is in reality much more valuable. It is true

that when an observer says a meteor was as large as the
moon, he makes a wider error than when he says it was a
yard in diameter ; but the astronomer knows v.'hat one
statement means, whereas he can form no real estimate
even of the meteor's apparent size from the other.

If every observer formed the same estimate of the
linear dimensions of a celestial object, one might indeed
interpret a statement of the linear dimensions of a meteor.
But this is not the case. As IVI. Viguier justly remarks,

the short-sighted or the far-sighted person each forms his

own estimate of the moon's real size, tlic position of the
moon affects the judgment, nay, even the state of tiie

weather influences our instinctive estimate.

But it is interesting to consider what is really implied
by such a statement as that the moon is a foot in diameter.
This is a size often assigned to the moon, 1 may remark,
though many judge her to look larger. The moon sub-
tends an angle of about half a degree, so that this estimate
makes half a degree of the celestial sphere one foot in

length. Thus the circumference becomes about 720 feet,

and the radius about 115 feet. This, at any rate, is the

distance which the estimate assigns to the moon. And
this last view is the more correct, since the varying esti-

mates made of the moon's dimensions according to her
position, suffice to show that the mind instinctively assigns

to the celestial vault a somewhat flattened figure, the part

overhead seeming nearest to us. In fact, a common
opinion that the moon's diameter looks about twice as

large when she is on the horizon as Vv'hen she is nearly

overhead, would assign to the celestial dome the figure of a
segment of a sphere, less than a fifth of the sphere's

surface being above the horizon.

It is worth noticing, though Pvl. Viguier does not con-
sider the point, that we can conclude from the estimated
size of the moon as coiiipaicd loit'i tlic intervals separating
certain stars, that the mind intuitively assigns to the

moon a distance considerably greater than that of the

fixed stars. For example, I find tliat if, when the moon is

below the horizon, an observer be ashed whether the

distance separating the three stars in Orion's beit (f from
f, or e from 0, I mean) be greater or less than the moon's
diameter, the answer is that it is about equal to that

dimension. In reality, the moon's apparent diaineter is

but about one-third of the distance between these stars.

It follows that the mind estimates the distance between
the stars on a scale one-third only even of the small scale

according to which it measures the moon; in other words,

that it regards the distance of the fixed stars as about
one-third that of the moon.

It may be, however, that the resiflt of this comparison
merely indicates that the mind assigns to the celestial

sphere as seen on a moonless night a distance equal to

only one-third of that which separates us from the faintly

seen stars of a night on which the moon is full.

RiCHD. A. Proctor

AZOTES

We are informed that her M.ijesty's Government has deter-

mined to issue a Royal Commission to inquiic into the present

state of Science in England. This step will be hailed with the

liveliest satisfaction on all sides, and much good will certainly

follow from such an inquiry, especially at a time when the ar-

rangements for the prosecution of Science in this country are

acknowledged on all hands not only to be "chaotic," but posi-

tively detrimental to the national interest. We learn that some

of the commissioners have already been designated, but as their

number is not yet complete, we withhold the names.

We have been favoured with a copy of the report just issued

by the Rivers Pollution Commissioners on the Mersey and Ribble

basins. We hope to return to this subject shortly.

The first Royal Society's Soiree of this Session will t.ike

place on Saturday evening next.

Mr. E. Ray Lankester has been elected by examination to

the Radcliffe Travelling Fellowship at Oxford.

^VE have received the third part of Vol. I. of the Transactions

of tile Edinburgh Geological Society, containing the communi-
cations made to that body during its session 186S-1S69. These

are numerous, and testify to the activity of the members of the
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society. The most important are Mr. Powrie's description of

the fish remains of the Old Red sandstone rocks of Forfarsliire
;

Mr. Robert Brown's paper " On the geographical distribution

and physical characteristics of the coal-fields of the North Pacific

coast ;" and Mr. CroU's notice of two river channels buried under

drift. Mr. Powrie's paper is illustrated with five plates of

rouglily executed, but tolerably characteristic figures. The part

also contains a biographical notice of the late Prof. J. D. Forbes.

The American Gaslight Journal and Chemical Repertory states

that Professor Loomis, who claims to have discovered a way to

transmit messages by electrical air currents without the aid of

wires, wants to be appointed Consul to some European port, that

he may experiment on the summit of Mont Blanc.

For many years it has been a query whether the electric

current might not be brought so far under man's control as to

take the place of steam as a motor for machinery, and success

has at last crowned the persevering efforts of scientists. At the

last exhibition of the American Institute, there was seen an

elliptic lock-stitch sewing machine, driven by a small electric

engine which might easily be put into a common hat box. A
series of eight magnets are set on the periphery of a circle, and

around these revolves an armature of steel, which is continuously

propelled by the magnetic action, and thus operates the

machinery that moves the needle. Connection with this motor is

had by means of a small slide within easy reach of the operator,

at whose will the current may be cut off entirely, or the speed

of the needle graduated as may be desired. The use of this

motor, if it becomes general, eannot fail to prove of the utmost

benefit to ladies, especially to machine operators, as it does away

entirely with the necessity for using the feet, as is now the case,

and must be highly conducive to the health of females, who
suffer from many diseases that are generated by the constant

strain on the pedal and limb muscles. The inventor of the

engine in question is Charles Gaume.

A LARGE chemical laboratory is projected at Harvard. Tlic

library building is also to. be greatly enlarged.

We regret to learn that a wing of the Emperor's Palace in

Pekin has been burned, containing the Imperial printing-office,

w ith large stores of books and block-types. The books printed

al the Imperial cost for the last two centuries have issued from

this printing oftice.

Prof. W. II. Miller, of Cambridge, has been elected a correspon-

dent of the French Academy of Sciences, in place of Prof. Fournet,

of Lyons. The other candidates were MM. Abich ; G. BischolT;

A. Boue ; Dana ; v. Dechen ; Donieyko ; J. Hall ; v. Hauer

;

V. Helmersen ; C. T. Jackson Kjerulf ; v. Kokscharow ; F.

Romer ; Scacchi ; A. Sismonda ; Studer, ami Sir \V. Logan.

The Cleveland correspondent of the Engineer states that

operations are in progress for working upon a large scale the salt

deposits underlying Middlesborough.

Whatever may be the case in our own country, it is gratify-

ing to see that there exists in France considerable sympathy

between scientific and literary men. Professor Sars, the late

eminent zoologist at Christiansen, left a large family in very im-

poverished circumstances ; and an appeal for their relief was

made in our columns by Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, from his personal

knowledge of the case, to the naturalists and geologists of Great

Britain. This appeal was seconded in France by M. Alglave,

in his Rei'ue des Coiirs Scientifiqiics ; and the result has been

highly successful in both countries. It must tend to foster and

increase the sentiment allied to that of freemasonry which ani-

mates men of science everywhere without regard to nationality.

But in France this charitable movement has not been confined

to scientific men. M. Emile Girardin, in La Liberie, has advo-

cated it with his usual ability and energy ; and in the list of

French subscribers to the fund are the names of his Excellency

M. Segris, the Minister of Public Instruction, M. ViUemessant,

the Chief Editor of Figaro, Alexandre Dumas, fils, the Society
" des amis des lettres " at Paris, the Stanislaus Literary Society

at Nancy, Clery the painter, VEcho de la Sarbonne, and many
others of a similar kind. Let us hope that science, arts, and
letters may be associated here also on the same friendly footing,

each promoting the objects of the other, and all working together

although placed in different grooves of the machine.

At the annual general meetingof University College, London,
Mr. George Grote presided, and the following students of the

College, who had "passed distinguished examinations for Uni-

versity degrees," some at London alone, others at Cambridge as

well as at London, were admitted Fellows of the College on the

nomination of the Council :—in Arts, Mr. Numa Edward
Hartog, Mr. Alfred Slater West, Dr. Richard Francis Weymouth,
and Mr. Augustus Samuel Wilkins ; in Medicine or Science,

Dr. Henry Chariton Bastian, Mr. Marcus Beck, Dr. Frederick

George Finch, and Dr. Edward Lloyd Harries Fox.

Dr. J. H. Gladstone will bring the subject of " Indices of

Refraction" before the next meeting of the Chemical Society.

The Board of Trinity College, Dublin, has nominated the

Rev. T. Leslie, F.T.C.D., to the Profess jrship of Natural Philo-

sophy in Trinity College.

The President, vice-Presidents, and Committee of the Quekett

Microscopical Club have issued cards for a conversazione on
Friday evening the nth, at eight o'clock.

We learn with much regret that the celebrated botanist, Prof.

Fr. Unger, died suddenly on February 13th, at Gratz.

We hear that the number of candidates for the place of

Assistant-Registrar about to be created at the University of

London is very great. Among them are men of high position

and attainments, who are perhaps desirous to obtain a footing in

London. They will know their fate ere long, for the choice of

the Senate is to be made in the course of this month.

We hear that the "Ladybirds" which excited so much
curiosity last autumn, have reappeared in large numbers in the

neighbourhood of New Wandsworth. So early an appearance

will surprise most of us who have been wont to regard these

visitors as summer guests.

We learn from the Athenteuin that the Societe de Geographie

has awarded the Empress's new prize of 10,000 francs to M. de

Lesseps, and that he has given the money as a contribution to

the Society's projected expedition into equatorial Africa.

The, Pall Mall Gasette xepori^ that all the medical men con-

nected with the case of the Welsh fasting girl were to appear

last Monday before the justices at Llandyssil, to answer the

charge of " wilfully killing and slaying" Sarah Jacobs, the pro-

secution being instituted by the Government.

Notice is given that at the annual election of fellows to be

held in October ne.xt at the University of Cambridge, one fel-

lowship will be given for proficiency in the natural sciences.

The examination will be held in the latter half of the month of

September, on days hereafter to be fixed. The subjects for ex-

amination will be those appointed for the natural sciences tripos.

The competition for this fellowship will be open to any member
of the University who shall have attained the degree of B. A.,

B.L., orM.B., and whose standing after such degree shall not

exceed three years.

We have received from the Canadian Government Emigra-

tion Office the Year Book and Almanac of Canada for 1870,

containing statistics and other useful information relating to

British North America, and a map showing the railways and
their principal connections.

The current number of the Rez'uc des Cours Scientiftqiies

contains a translation of Mr. Carruthcrs' lecture at the Royal
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Institution, on the Cryptogamic forests of the coal period, and a

continuation of the report on tlie Anthropological Congress at

Copenhagen.

Cosmos states tliat the cavern of Montesquieu-Avantes (Ariege)

has been recently explored by M. F. Regnault, of Toulouse, who
discovered, on the surface of a heartli covered with stalagmite,

bones of ruminants and human bones, tlie latter consisting of

fragments of skulls, leg and arm bones. The whole were sent

to M. V. Garigou, who declares that both kinds of bones arc

broken in the same manner, and each bears indications of a

smashing instrument and of a sharp tool that has scratched them.

These bones are said to be exactly similar to those which were

regarded as furnishing decided proof of cannibalism, at the

Anthropological Congress in 1867. M. Garigou writes that lie

has no hesitation in agreeing with MM. Spring, Dupont, Schaffau-

sen, Broca, Caid Vogt, Steenstrup, &c., that primitive man was,

like modern savages, anthropophagous.

Les Motuhs also reports that Prof Capellini of Bologna, has

discovered remains of man and of animals in a cavern in the

island Gnlmeria, the access to which is difficult and dangerous.

In excavating he found many implements of flint and stone, the

working of which showed that they belonged to the most

remote stone age. Besides objects referrible to the hand of

man, he found many which had been carried there by the

human inhabitants of the cave, and a considerable quantity of

animal bones, mixed with the human bones. The condition

of the latter indicated that the cave had been inhabited by

cannibals. At the centre of the cave were traces of a hearth.

Dr. Bertholi.e has communicated to the Societe Medico-

Chirurgicale the particulars of what he believes to be a case of

spontaneous combustion, which recently came under his notice,

the subject being a woman who was an habitual spirit drinker

frequently suffering from ddirhiin tremens.

The Siiele states that M. Combes has declined to act on the

commission charged with the temporaiy direction of the Pai-is

Observatory, and that his place has been filled by M. St. Claire

Deville.

We have received the prospectus of a new series of the

"Zeitschrilt fur die gesammten Naturwissenschaften," edited by

Dr. C. G. Giebel and Dr. M. Siewert, of Halle. One of the

main features of the journal is to be the publication of monthly

reports of the progress of astronomy and meteorology, physics

and chemistiy, geology, mineralogy, palaeontology, botany, and

zoology.

Cosmos' reports the death of M. Florent Prevost, assistant-

naturalist at the Museum of Natural History, and known for his

useful work in connection \\\(\\ the agronomic applications of

zoology.

We have received from the Chairman of the Technological

Commission of Victoria, a report on the promotion of technical

and industrial instruction, by lectures and otherwise, among the

working classes of Victoria.

The Food Committee of the Society of Arts had recently

before them a specimen of meat treated by Professor Gamgee's

process. Ajoint of mutton—stated to be part of a sheep slain on

December 2Sth, and to have been, since the treatment, simply hung

up in Professor Gamgee's premises—was roasted and tasted by the

Committee, who pronounced it very satisfactory ; but the Com-

mittee considered that a test over a longer time and at a warmer

period of the year, was necessary before any decided opinion as

to its success could be given. Another joint—from a sheep slain

on the 22nd December—was ordered to be placed in charge of the

Secretary, to be tested at a future time. Mr. Tallerman also ex-

hibited specimens of meat imported from Australia, and showed

it botli cooked and uncooked. He explained the plan lie had

adopted, by means of \vliich cheap dinners were prepared from it

for the use of the people. Specimens of raw meat from Australia,

preserved in tins by Manning's process, were brought before the

Committee. The meat consisted of beef steaks, which were

cooked and tasted by the Committee. The meat, though sound,

was not considered satisfactory in flavour.

Cosmos reports the death of M. Foucou at New York, shortly

after establishing himself at Oil Creek, where he intended to

carry on the working of petroleum, to the industria.l application

of which he had given much attention.

Mr. H,.\RTNLrr, astronomer at Liverpool, has published his

annual report to the Marine Committee Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board, and is no doubt not a little gratified at dating it

from a new Observatory. The old building having been swept

away by dock improvements, a new site was found on the left

bank of the river, on tlie top of Bidston Hill, about a mile to

the rear of Birkenhead Docks, and two hundred feet above the

mean sea-level. The new building occupies about five hundred

square yards in an acre of land set apart for the use of the

Obsei'vatory. Underground rooms, with arrangements for ele-

vating the temperature at pleasure, are provided for the testing

of nautical instruments. In each hot-air chamber one hundred

chronometers can be placed at once for examination. Two
octagonal, domed rooms, twenty feet in diameter, rise at opposite

angles of the building, one being occupied by the transit, the

other by the equatorial instrument. In the words of the report,

"The site is remarkaiily favourable for astronomical and meteoro-

logical observations." We may, therefore, hope to hear of much
good work being accomplished at the Liverpool Observatory. To
facilitate comparison of chronometers without the trouble of

carrying them to the Observatory, a time-gun has been placed

on the river brink near the landing-stage at Birkenhead. This

gun is fired every day at one o'clock by a galvanic current sent

from the standard clock on Bridston Hill, and masters of vessels

lying in the port thus gel the true time. Besides the observations

of transits required for the service of the establishment, the usual

meteorological observations have been taken, comprising daily

and hourly readings of tlie barometer, the velocity and direction

of the wind, the amount and duration of windfall, and the mean
daily temperature of evaporation. All these results, collected

into tables, are published at the end of the report, and thereby

add to its utility. The site of the old Observatory was in lati-

tude 53^ 24' 4S" N., and longitude 3° o' l" W. from Greenwich :

the new Observatory is 1
7
'04 seconds farther to the west.

According to the Sydney Correspondent of the Times the

production of sugar in Australia appears to be progressing

rapidly and successfully.

We leam from the Society oj Aits jfonnial, that at a recent

meeting held at the Town Ilall, Reading, it was decided to

accept the offer made by the Hon. Auberon Herbert, and to

establish a free librar}'.

For many years past the French physician, M. Bnrg, has

been engaged in investigating the effect of copper as a pre-

servative and curative agent in cholera. In support of his

theory, M. Burg instances the immunity enjoyed by workers

in this metal from cholera. Lie has obtained from the Prefect

of the Paris police, certain statistics which go to prove that

this immunity in the case of copper-workers has a real exist-

ence. In the instances of jewellers, engravers on metal and

clockmakers, out of a population of 11,500, tliere were 16

cases of cholera, or i in 719. Engravers in copper, makers

of metal eyelet-holes, jewellers working with copper, had, in a

population of 6,000, 6 cases, or i in 1,000. Founders, tap-

makers, chisellers, turners in bronze, lamp-makers, and workers

in counterfeit gold, had, in a population of 14,000, 7 cases, or

I in 2,000. Opticians using copper, mathematical instrument

makers, musical instrument makers, stampers, metal polisliers,

&c., out of a population of 5,050, liad not a single case of cholera.
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BOTANY
Movements of Chlorophyll

According to observations recently made by the French
botLinists, MM. PriUieux and Roze, the grains of chlorophyll in

tlie leaves of plants assume dift'erent positions according as they

are exposed to light (either natural or artificial) or to darkness.

In darkness these grains, together with protoplasmic threads to

whicli they are attached, are in contact witli the walls which
divide the cells from one another; under the influence of light

they gradually change their position from these to the upper or

under walls which form the surfaces of the leaf. M. Roze be-

lieves that this motion originates in the protoplasmic threads,

which are the vital and animating part of the cell. [CoinpUs
Rai.lus.

)

Dependence of the Distribution of Plants on
that of Animals

Prof. Hildki5R.\nd continues in the Botanische Zcitung his

account of Delpino's investigations on the Dependence of the

Geographical Distribution of Plants on that of Animals (see

N.\TURE, No. 9, p. 246). In passing from the tropics to the

temperate regions, we observe a general falling off in the number
of species of native plants, caused by the disappearance of

those animals which are needful for their fertilisation. Thus a

large number are lost whose impregnation depends upon hum-
ming-birds. Roses and pceonies disappear where the larger

Coleoplera are no longer found. Tlie greater number of SUejtetv,

and especially the night-flowering species of Silcue and Lychnis^

find their limits where nocturnal Lepidoptera cease. In the

Arctic zone those plants only can be found which are fertilised

by the agency of Hymenoptera, Diptera, or the wind. Tliis law
is illustrated by the flora of Nova Zerabla lying between 71° and
76" N. lat., and Spitzbergen, between 76° and 80° N. lat. Out
of 124 species of flowering plants constituting the j^hcenogamous

flora of Nova Zembia, six belong to the tribe Pciiiculariiteiv,

which are neither self-fertilised, nor by the agency of tlie wind,

but entirely by the lielp of Hymenopterous insects. The infer-

ence is drawn that, notwithstanding the severity of the climate

(tlie mean temperature of August, the hottest month in the year,

not rising above 5° C. or 41° F.), some insect of tliis class must
find its home there. Accordingly .Sporen records observing a
single beetle and a gi'ound-bee, %\ith a few flies and midges.

The insect described as the ground-bee is probably the widely-

ditfused Bonibus lenrs/ris, one of the most active of insects in

the fertilisation of plants. Prof. Delpino thus classifies the 124
flowering plants of Nova Zembia : 16 dichogamous, fertilised

by Hymenoptera ; 84 dichogamous or homogamous by Hymen-'
optera or Diptera ; 24 dicliogamous by the wind. Out of

91 flowering plants found in Spitzbergen, 2 may be described

as fertilised by Hymenoptera, 63 dichogamous or homogamous
by Hymenoptera or Diptera, and 26 by the wind. In neitlier

country are there any plants dependent on Lepidoptera for their

fertilisation. A.W.B.

M. Jose di Canto has successfully introduced, on an ex-

perimental scale, the cultivation of Ciiic/iona officinalis into the

Azores.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The last number of Poggendorff 's Aniialeii der Physik und

Chcmi: (vol. cxxxviii. part 4), contains the following papers :

—

(l.) " Thermo-chemical Investigations, Part iii." by Julius Thom-
sen (pp. 497 to 514). This communication relates to the calori-

metric beliaviour of the acids of sulphur and selenium when
neutralised with bases. The author's numerical results differ

considerably from those of Favre and Silbermann. This
difference is ascribed by him to the use, by those investigators,

of the mercurial calorimeter, which he considers to be "altogether
inapplicable for accurate determinations." (2.) " Mineralogical
Communications" (ninth part), by G. vom Rath (pp.515 to 5501.

(3. ) An addition to a previous communication " On the crystalline

forms of salts of certain sulpho-acids derived from phenol, " by the

same author (pp. 550 to 553)' (4') " Experiments on Irradiation,"

by Wilhelm von Bezold (pp. 554. to 560). This paper cont.ains a
description of experiments whereby the imperfect achromatism
of the eye is made strikingly evident, and also of a method of pro-
ducing analogous effects objectively upon a screen by means of a
simple unachromatised convex lens. (5.) " On the viljralions of
a plate of air corresponding with those of a solid plate," byE. H.

Vierth (pp. 560 to 563). Two Chladnis plates were fixed bymeans
of a clamp parallel to each other, and one about a millimeter above
the other, a disk of cork being placed at the centre to prevent
them touching. The upper plate being thrown into vibration

by means of a fiddle bow, the distribution of nodes and loops
in it and in the stratum of air between the plates, was ascertained

by strewing sand upon each plate. The sand figures formed, re-

spectively, upon the upper plate by its own vibrations and upon
the lower plate by the vibration of the stratum of air, ^^ere

markedly difl'erent, but, nevertheless showed a distinct corre-

spondence. (6. )
" On the corrosion-figures and asterism of Ice-

land spar,"by Heinrich Baumhauer (pp. 56310 565). (7.) "Reply
to the critical remarks of Mr. L. Boltzmann," by R. Most (pp.
566 to 570). In this paper, which is entirely mathematical, the
author maintains the accuracy of a demonstration of the second
fundamental theorem of the mechanical theory of heat communi-
cated by him to a previous number of the .liinah-ii. (S. ) Experi-
mental investigation into the influence of temperature on electro-

motive force," by L. Bleekrodc (pp. 571 to 604). Solutions of
salts of various metals were placed between precisely similar

electrodes of the same metal in each case as that contained in the

salt employed, and the electrodes ^vere connected by a metallic

circuit of great resistance, containing a delicate reflecting galvano-

meter. When the liquid in contact with one of the electrodes was
heated, a current was obtained iir most cases of such a strength

as to indicate a change of electromotive force between the metal
and liquid approximately proportioned to the change of tempe-
rature. The experiments seem to show that the currents observed

were of the nature of thermo-currents, but they are not quite

conclusive on this point. (9.) "On new Sulpho-salts" (third

communication), by R. Schneider (pp. 604 to 62S). (10.)

"Experiments on combinations of i^Iica" (from the Proceedings

of the Berlin Academy, Jidy 1S69), by E. Reusch (pp. 62S to

638). If a number of thin plates of biaxal mica are superposed,

so that the principal section of each makes an angle of 60° witli

th.at of the preceding one, the combination has the optical pro-

perties of a uniaxal crystal causing rotation of the plane of

polarisation to the right or left, according to the direction in

which each plate of mica is turned relatively to the preceding

one. (11.) " On the separate perception of an Over-tone simul-

taneously with the Fundamental tone," by C. B. Greiss (pp. C38
to 640). Tliis paper contains nothing new, except that it

ascribes to Prof Tyndall a well-known experiment of Helni-

holtz's. (12.) "Reply to Dr. Mohr," by A. Von Lasaulx

(pp. 640 to 642), respecting the formation of basalt. (13.) " On
the motion of tlie light of the negative inductive discharge in

rarefied air," by J. C. Poggendorft"(pp. 642 to 6^14). When the

discharge of an induction coil is allowed to pass between two
fine pLatinum wires, the ends of whicli are within one milli-

metre of each other, the well-known negative glow recedes from
the end of the negative wire, in proportion as tlie air in which
the discharge is taken is more and more rarefied ; and at the

same time the position of tlie greatest evolution of heat by the

negative discharge recedes similarly.

T/ie Ibis, a quarterly journal of Ornithology, New Series, No.

21, January 1S70. (Van Voorst.) The papers contained in this

number are— (i.) "Notes on the Birds of the Peninsula of Sinai,"

byC. W. Wyatt. (2.) "On the Sun-birds of the Indian and
Austr.alian regions," by Lord Walden—an article showing an
extraordinary acquaintance with the literature of the subject. (3.

)

" On a fourth collection of birds from the Fantee country, " by
R. B. Sharpe. (4.) "A list of the birds of Turkey," by Captain

Elwes and JMr. T. E. Buckley—the first attempt at a compila-

tion of all the available information respecting the ornithology

of one of the least known European countries, including tliat

acquired by the autliors during a tour through various parts of

the Turkish dominions. (5.)
" On the Ornithology of Hainan,"

by Consul Swinhoe, hitherto well known by his successful

researches in the sister island of Formosa—an article containing

results quite as remarkable as those furnished by the writer's

former explorations. (6.) " Notes on the birds of the Island of

St. Helena," by J. C. Melliss. (7.) " Additional notes on Mr.
Lawrence's list of Costa-Rican birds," by O. Salvin. (8.)

"Notices of recent Ornithological pubhcations," English, Ger-

man, Finnish, Italian, Portuguese, and Australasian, wherein

more than thirty works are briefly reviewed ; and (9.) "Letters

from Mr. Allen Hume, Drs. Jerdon and Malmgren, Captain

Shelley, Messrs. Gurney, Harting, and Sharpe, Dr. Salvador!

and Mr. Swinhoe." The number also contains four w-ell-drawn

and coloured lithographic plates, by Mr. Keulemans, representing

seven species of birds, all but one hitherto unfigured.
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STAR-DRIFT
With reference to tlie accompanying account of my paper on

this subject, recently communicated to tlie Royal Society, it is

to be remarked that the interest, if any, attaching to my results

must be founded on the way in which they bear on received

theories respecting the distribution of the fixed stars. It is

quite evident that according to the views usually accepted, the

stars which appear in any part of the heavens must be regarded

as situated at very different distances from the eye ; the faintest

nine or ten times farther from us, at the very least, than the

brightest, and the different stars altogether too far apart to

exert any influence on each other. Indeed, whatever theory we

may hold respecting stellar distribution, regarded generally, we
must be prepared to recognise in the stars seen towards any jiart

of the sky, objects which lie at very different distances. And
regarding these objects as severally in motion, we must be luo-

pared to find in general the utmost diversity, not only as re-

spects the direction of the apparent motions of the stars, but also as

respects the magnitude of these motions. It is only when one has

adopted the theory that the stars are grouped according to

special laws of aggregation, that one would be led to anticipate

that here and there, almost as by accident, so to speak, some

indications of their grouping might be discoverable in the cha-

racteristics of the stellar pro]X-r motions. Although I had

become firmly convinced that the stars are not distributed

throughout space with any approach to that general unifomiily

insisted on by many astronomers, I liad very little liope that a

suggestion I threw out a year ago in the pages of the Student,

that the stellar proper motions if examined carefully might

afford evidence in favour of my views, would be confirmed in

any very distinct manner if the method I had iJuinted out should

ever be applied. I knew that a certain comnnmily of

motion in the constellation 'I'auius had led Madler to im-

portant, but as I judged incorrect conclusions as to tlie nature of

the stellar motions ; but 1 also knew that that commumly of

motion was one which could only be appreciated by the few who
had convinced themselves of what was to be expected if the stars

were uniformly distributed. I had an impression at that tinij

that Madler had examined the slellar proper motions over t'lc

whole of the northern hemisphere, and that it was the excep-

tional coinmunity of proper motion in Taurus which had led him

to form his well-known theory respecting a central sun. It was

only when I was reminded that he had in fact examined the

stellar proper motions in the neighbourhood of Taurus alone,

having been led by independent considerations to regard that

neighbourhood as that within which a central sun was to be

looked for, that I was encouraged to map down all the recog-

nised proper motions. To my surprise I fijund that in Gemini,

Cancer, and Leo, a community of motion far more striking than

that noticed by Miidler in Taurus w-as to be recognised ; and fur-

ther, that though in other directions, as I had expected, stellar

motions belonging to different depths in space w'ere intermixed,

it was yet possible to trace out laws of association indicating the

existence of drifting star-groups in these directions also.

I lay very little stress on the indications which have led me to

name the great double cluster in Perseus as more likely to be an

important centre of motion than the Pleiades. But it is worthy

of mention that Miidler required a star on the Milky Way as the

centre of the galaxy, and Alcyone does not lie on the Milky Way;
he required his centre to lie ninety degrees from the apex of the

solar motion, and Alcyone does not lie ninety degrees from the

mean of the last determinations of that point. The great cluster

in Perseus fulfils both conditions in the most perfect manner.
RictiARD A. Proctor

A careful examination of the proper motions of all the fixed

stars in the catalogues published by Messrs. Main and Stone

(Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vols, xxviii.

and xxxiii.) has led Mr. Proctor to the conclusion that in

parts of the heavens the stars exhibit a well-marked tendency

to drift in a definite direction. " In the catalogues of proper

motions, owing to the way in which the stars are arranged,

this tendency is masked ; but when the proper motions are indi-

cated in maps, by affixing to each star a small arrow whose
length and direction indicate the magnitude and direction of the

star's proper motion, the star-drift (as the phenomenon may be
termed) becomes very evident. It is worthy of notice that

Madler, having been led by certain considerations to examine
the neighbourhood of the Pleiades for traces of a community of

proper motion, founded on the drift he actually found in Taurus
his well-known theory that Alcyone (the mcida of the Pleiades)

is the common centre around which the sidereal system is

moving. But in reality the community of motion in Taunis
is only a single instance, and not the most striking that

might be pointed out, of a characteristic which may be recognized

in many regions of the heavens. In Gemini and Cancer there

is a much more striking drift towards the south-east, the drift in

Taurus being towards the south-west. In the constellation

Leo there is also a well-marked drift, in this case towards
Cancer.

" These particular instances of star-drift are not the less remark-
able, that the stars are drifting almost exactly in the direction

due to the proper motion which has been assigned to the sun,

because the recent researches of the Astronomer Royal have
abundantly proved that the apparent proper motions of the stars

arc not to be recognised as principally due to the sun's

motion. Mr. Stone has shown es'en that we must assign to the

stars a larger proper motion, on the average, than that which
the sun possesses. Looking, therefore, on the stars as sever-

ally in motion, with velocities exceeding the sun's on the

average, it cannot but be looked upon as highly significant

that in any large region of the heavens there should be a

community of motion such as I have described. We seem
compelled to look ujion the stars which exhibit such community
of motion as forming a distinct system, the members of which
are associated indeed with the galactic system, but are much
more intimately related to each other. In other parts of the

heavens, however, there are instances of a stai-drift opposed to

the direction due to the solar motion. A rem.irkable instance

may be recognised among the seven bright stars of Ursa Major. Of
these, the stars /3, 7, 5, e, and fare all drifting in the same direction,

and almost exactly at the same rate towards the " apex of the solar

motion," that is, the pointy)vw which all the motions due to the

sun's translation in space should be directed. If these five stars,

indeed, form a system (and I can see no other reasonable expla-

nation of so singular a community of motion), the mind is lost

in contemplating the immensity of the periods which the revo-

lutions of the components of the system must occupy. Madler
had already assigned to the revolution of Alcor around Mizar

{^ Ursa;} a period of more than 7000 years. But if these stars,

which appear so close to the naked eye, have a period of such

length, what must be the cyclic periods of stars which cover a

range of several degrees upon the heavens ? In like manner the

stars a, /3, and 7 Arietis appear to form a single system,

though the motion of a is not absolutely coincident either in mag-
nitude or direction with that of ^ and 7, which are moving on
absolutely parallel lines with equal velocity. There are many
other interesting cases of the same kind." The author hopes
soon to be able to lay before the Royal Society a pair of maps in

which all the well-recognised proper motions in both hemi-
spheres are exhibited on the stereographic projection. In the

same maps also the effects due to the solar motion are exhibited

by means of great circles, through the apex of the solar motion,

and small circles or parallels having that apex for a pole. The
star-drift described by Mr. Proctor serves to explain several phe-

nomena which had hitherto been thought very perplexing. In the

first place, it accounts for the small effect which the correction due
to the solar motion has been found to have in diminishing the sums
of the squares of the stellar proper motions. Again, it explains

the fact that many double stars which have a common proper

motion, appear to have no motion of revolution around each

other ; for clearly two members of a drifting system might

appear to form a close double, and yet be in reality far apart

and travelling, not around each other, but around the centre

of gravity of the much larger system they form part of. While
mapping the proper motions of the stars, Mr. Proctor has been

led to notice that the rich cluster around x Persei falls almost

exactly on the intersection of the Milky Way with the great

circle which may be termed the equator of the solar motion
;

that is, the great circle having the apex of the sun's motion as a

pole. This circumstance points to that remarkable clu^ler,

rather than to the Pleiades, as the centre of the sidereal system,

if indeed that system has a centre cognisable by us. When we
remember that for every fixed star in the Pleiades there are

hundreds in the great cluster in Perseus, the latter will seem the

worthier region to be he centre of motion. The author is dis-

posed, however, to regard the cluster in Perseus as the centre of

a portion of the sidereal system, rather than as the common centre

of the Galaxy.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Royal Society, February 24.—The President in tlie chair.

The following papers were read: "Note on certain Lichens."

Hy John Stenhouse. Usnic acid extracted from Usnea barhata

by dilute solution of carbonate of soda was found to have the

formula C,, IIj, 0~, and the sodium salt Cjj W^-. Na O-.. This

result accords with-that of Hesse and differs from that of Knop,
Rochleder, and Heldt, whose analysis give the formula Cj^ HijO,.
Usnic acid was also obtained from Efcniia frunastri as well

as evernic acid. Tetrabrom-evernic was got by the action

of bromine on evernic acid. Its formula is C^ H,., Br^ O,.

The acid extracted from Cladonia raiigifcriiw, though possess-

ing the same composition as usnic acid, was observed by Hesse

to have a different melting-point (175° C.) from ordinaiy usnic

acid (203° C. ) He proposed, therefore, to call it ^-usnic acid,

as it so closely resembled ordinary usnic acid in its general

chai-acter. The author has found that ordinary usnic acid, melting

at 203° C, obtained from Evernia pruimstri, Ranuilina cah-

caris, and the various Usneas, does not yield a trace of /3-orcin

when distilled, whilst, on the contrary, tlie acid extracted from

Clailoiiia, on being subjected to the same treatment, yields

/3-orcin ; thus showing a marked difference in the products of its

decomposition from ordinary usnic acid, as well as in its melt-

ing-point. Under these circumstances, therefore, he proposes to

name the acid from Cladonia raugiferiim "Cladonic Acid,"

instead of ;3-usnic acid, as proposed by Hesse. He intends to

continue the study of this acid.

" On the successive action of Sodium and Iodide of Ethyl

upon .\cetic Ether." I!y Prof. Frankland and Mr. B. F. Duppa.
The authors, referring to a paper by Mr. Wanklyn, wherein it is

stated that their interpretation of the nature of the reaction between
sodium and acetic acid must be erroneous because it involves

the disengagement of hydrogen, remarked that Mr. Wanklyn's
opinion is founded upon experiments which differ essentially

from their own, and not warranting the conclusion which he

has drawn from them. The authors allowed all evolved gas

freely to escape, while Mr. Wanklyn operated in sealed tubes

under great pressure. M. L. Cailletet has recently shown that

the evolution of hydrogen from zinc and hydrochloric acid is

gradually diminished and finally stopped under increasing pres-

sure, while the evolution of hydrogen from sodium-amalgam and
water is diminished and finally stopped in a sealed tube. Since

pressure retards or even interrupts a reaction in which a per-

manent gas is evolved, whilst it is known to exercise little or

no influence upon other chemical changes in which no evolution

of gas takes place, the authors consider this influence of pressure

affords an explanation of the difference between the results of

Mr. Wanklyn's experiments and their own, as regards the evolu-

tion of hydrogen during the action of sodium upon acetic ether.

They confirm his observation that sodium dissolves in valeric

ether, under ordinary atmospheric pressure, without the evolution

of any gas ; adding that since a reaction, whatever its nature may
be, wdtich thus proceeds readily with ethylic valerate, can

scarcely be impossible with its homologue, acetic ether, it is

probable this reaction goes on side by side with those which
tliey have described, but that when the pressure is moderate

those changes chiefly take place which involve the disengage-

ment of hydrogen, Vi'hilst under the great pressure arising in

sealed tubes, those changes being more or less suppressed, the

reaction observed by Mr. Wanklyn comes into prominence. The
authors reserve their observations upon Mr. Wanklyn's views

regarding the changes which take place when sodium acts upon
acetic, butyric, and valeric ethers, until the publication of the

experimental data upon which those views are founded.

Ethnological Society, February 22.—Prof. Huxley, presi-

dent, in the chair. JMr. E. Backhouse was announced as a new
member.—By the courtesy of Dr. Lockhart, a calva from China

was exhibited by Prof. Busk, in illustration of a former paper on

an ancient calvaria which had been assigned to Confucius. The
skull is mounted in copper, and was formerly supported on a tripod

and furnished with a lid.
— " On discoveries of archieological inte-

rest in recent deposits in Yorkshire." By Mr. C. Monkman, of

Malton. The author described the discovery ofworked flints in the

clay of Kelsea Hill, in the East Riding of Yorkshire. This was
formerly regarded as belonging to the Hessle clay—a post-

glacial deposit unconformable to the true boulder clay of Hol-

derness—but it is probably only a derivative clay washed from

the Hessle deposits on Kelsea Hill. It may, therefore, be of

comparatively recent origin. Large finds of implements of

Neolithic type are reported to have been made in the York sands.

Many stone implements have also been found in the old river

deposits in the Vale of Pickering, chiefly turned up in the pro-

secution of land-drainage works. The paper was illustrated by

a fine collection of specimens.— "On the Natives of Naga, 'in

Luzon, Philippine Islands." By Dr. Jagor. The author described

in detail the manners and customs of the Bicol Indians who
mhabit this locality. Dr. Campbell inquired whether there was
any connection between the name of this place and the .Sanskrit

naga^ a snake.

Entomological Society, Februaiy 21.—Mr. Alfred R.

Wallace, president, in the chair. Professor Schiodte and
Siebold were elected honorary members. Messrs. B. J. Lucas

and G. T. Porritt were elected annual subscribers.—Mr. J.'
Hunter exhibited a moth captured in the New Forest, and sup-

posed to be Plusia ni.—Mr. Albert Miiller exhibited galls

formed in the florets of the tansy by Dipterous larvte.—Mr.
Pascoe exhibited a beetle from King's George's Sound, the

Nepliaris alata of Castelman

—

Hicketes thoyacicus of King, which
latter name sinks. — Mr. A. G. Butler read a paper " On butter-

flies recently received by Mr. Swanzy from West Africa." Three
new species were described of the genera, Roiiiakosoma, Philog-

noma^ and JMycalesis.

London Mathematical Society, February 10. — Prof.

Cayley, president, in the chair. Mr. A. Ramsay was elected a

member. The president gave an account (second communica-
tion) of his paper on " Quartic Surfaces."— Mr. Walker made
some further remarks on the subject of his paper on the "Equa-
tions of Centres and Foci, and conditions of certain Involutions,"

read at the January meeting of the society.—The condition that a

quadric (v) should determine a pair of corresponding points in one

of the three involutions given by a quartic («) is the vanishing of the

cubic invariant of 12 uv. When ti and v are the Jacobian and
quadric covariants of two cubics the preceding condition expresses

that the two cubics determine an involution. When one of the

two cubics (v) is the cubic covariant of the other (u) the two
determine four distinct involutions ; and the Hessian of n de-

termines the foci in one of the four—viz., that in wdiich the

points harmonically correspondent are also correspondent in the

involution. The other three involutions are not analytically dis-

tinguishable one from another. — Mr. Clifford read a paper
" On a case of Evaporation in the order of a Resultant." In it

he established the two following theorems :
—" Let it be required

to eliminate x between two equations homogeneous in x, and
certain other variables j, s, .... in which equations, however, .v

only occurs in virtue of the occurrence of a quantity

w=JC' yl^ :»,... where a\^-Vy+ .=;u ; let, also, m, n
be the orders of the equations, and /;, k the remainders after

division of m and n respectively by ^ ; then the order of the

resultant is

__?« 11 ~ hk ,t

Theorem 2. " Let it be required to eliminate h- I variables

X, J', . . . from k equations homogeneous in these and certain

other variables, in which equations, however, x, y, only occur in

virtue of the occurrence of k- 1 quantities n, v, . . . all of the

same order /x; let also /«,, 1/1.2, . . . iiu be the orders of the

equations, and 7ni,—pi\i.-\rk„ hi < fj.; then the order of the

resultant is

n/(s ^ +VV'

Mr. Perigal presented to the .Society a copy of his "Geometric
Maps and Contributions to Kinematics."

Meteorological Society, January ig.—Charles V. Walker,
president, in the chair. The Rev. J. Cromptoii, Dr. C. Fox,

and Mr. E. J. Sykes were elected Fellows. The following

papers were read : "On the Temperature anrl Humidity of the

Air at the Heights of 22 feet and 5° feet above the ground, in

comparison with the Temperature and Humidity of the Air at

the Height of 4 feet." By Mr. Glaisher. Our knowledge of the

temperature and humidity of the air near the surface of the

earth is almost entirely confined to within 4 or five feet above

the earth. The theory that the temperature was always lower

at higher elevations was proved not to be at all times true, and
the theory of the decline of l° of temperature in every increase

of 300 feet of elevation, was proved to be erroneous. The
author slated the results of his observations in the great Captive

Balloon, at Aihburnham Park, Chelsea, which M. Giffard
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kindly pl^iced at lii» disposal for the purpose. This balloon

could ascend to the height of 200 feet on a calm day ; its rate of

ascension could be re;,'ulated at will ; it could be kept stationary

at any elevation, and experiments could be repeated several

times in tlie day. From these results the author considered it

to be evident that observations, even up to 50 feet, give more
information tlian could be obtained by the use of either a free or

captive balloon, as to the temperature and humidity of the air at

moderate elevations. If carried through an entire year, this

would give the seasonal as well as diurnal changes ; such experi-

ments are in progress at present, and several months' observa-

tions have already been made, the results of which will be placed

before theSociety.it a future time.— "Rainfall at Jerusalem during

the Rainy Season of 186S-69." Dr. T. Chaplin.

JMaN'CIIESTER

Literary and Philosophical Society, Februaiy 8.—Mr. J.

P. Joule, president, in the chair. Jlr. Binney, referring to his

previous notice of stray boulders witliout traces of clay, high

up the western slopes of the Pennine chain, about l,030 feet

above the level of the sea, said that Mr. A. PI. Green and his

colleagues had stated, in their valuable memoir on the carbo-

niferous limestone, yoredale rocks, and millstone grit of North
Derbyshire and adjoining parts of Yorkshire, just published by
the Creological .Survey, that they believed the eastern plain from
Shetfiekl through Chesterfield down to Pelper, to be in the

main free from drift. Mr. Binney had often searched for boulders

in the neighbourhood of Chesterfield. The only foreign rock

which he met with in that district was a large block of green-

stone sever.tl hundred ]iounds in weight, above the valley of

the Hip]3ci near Spring Bank and below the waterworks station,

Chestertreld. The stone was well rounded and polished. He
mentioned the fact to direct the attention of observers to this

subject on both the eastern ^and western slopes of the Pennine
chain. Probably the}' have only to be more diligently sought
for in order to be found in greater abundance.
"On Convertent Functions." By Sir James Cockle. This was

a supplement to the author's paper "On convertent functions."

The convertent equation (3) contains in substance only one dis-

posable arbitrary, and the sign of summation 3 does not
increase, and may be expunged from it without diminishing, its

generality. Consequently the process would fail to convert the

iaoolian integral for the cubic and lead only to illusory results.

But a recognition of this failure had led him to another form of

convertent equation. And first, if to the several dexters of (2)

ami (3) we add a term /;, then the conversion will be possible,

even though /; be not a ])erfect differential co-efficient, provided

only that ///(/// be assignable within the limits of the integration.

IMr. Spence repeated the experiment he had made at the

Exeter meeting of the British Association, showing that the

temperature of saturated saline solutions could be raised to

their boiling points by merely passing .them through ordinary

steam .at a temperature of 212°. Thus, a solution of chloride of

sodium was raised to a temperature of 221°, and one of chloride

of calcium to 248°.

" On the Natural Ropes used in packing Cotton Bales in the

Brazils." By Mr. Charles Bailey. Most of the cotton bales

Avhich reach this country from the Brazils are corded with the
long stems of climbing plants growing in profusion in the forests

bordering on the cotton districts. In their fresh state these

stems are exceedingly pliant and of remarkable strength, so that

they serve admirably for cordage purposes, but by the time that

the cotton reaches the mills of Lancashire they become dry and
rigid, and as no further use can be made of them, they are burned
for firewood. Being very long, they are very troublesome to put
on the boiler fires, and most miUowners ai-e glad to get rid of
t!iem. These objects are invested with singular interest when
examined in regard to their structure, for although the external
firm of many of them is extremely curious, their chief interest

centres in their remarkable internal organisation. Although they
reach this country in immense quantities, they are not often to be
met with in our museums or colleges, and the names of the
jilants which produce them are for the most part unknown. The
Jhgiioiiiaceic stands pre-eminent as the natural order most largely
used for supplying lianas for packing purposes, both as regards
the quantity of ropes, and the largest number of species.

Ma'pighiactw, Sapiudacc.r, Lt-giimiiiosw, Aristoloc/iiaceii; and
Aiiipdidde also yield these ropes. There are many other species
found amongst these ropes which belong to other natural orders,
such as the Menhpcrmaccx, Gnclacdr, Aschfiadaa-.v, &c., but

our knowledge of them is too limited to assign them to their

respective orders. Most of the author's specimens have come
from bales of Santos cotton. The whole of these lianas furnish

beautiful objects for the microscope.—Mr. Forrest suggested that

useful dyes might be obtained from the plants described by Mr.
Bailey.—In reply to a question from the Rev. Brooke Herford,

Mr. Bailey stated that owing to a difference in the structure and
general appearance of some of the stems in his possession, he had
been led to suspect that they were aerial roots of some of the

plants he had exhibited and described.

C.\mt;ridge

Philosophical Society, February 21.—Thefollowing papers

were read :

—" The antiquity of some of our familiar agricultunal

terras." By Mr, Paley (St. John's). After some general remarks
upon the English language, and the fact that agricultural life was
peculiarly favourable to the preservation of old words, Mr. Paley

called attention to the fact that while in our language the generic

names of animals are usu.allyof Saxon origin, the words denoting

their application are usually of classic origin. Words which are

not generic, but particular and descriptive, are also generally of

classic origin. He then proceeded to discuss the derivation of a

large number of familiar agricultural terms in illustiation of the

above remarks.— " Proof that every rational equation has a root,"

and "Thespace theory of matter," both by filr. Clifford (Trinity.)

Glasgow

Natural History Society of Glasgow, January 25.

—

Prof John Young, president, in the chair. "On the claims of

Natural History as a branch of education" By J. W. Allan.

The author advocated the teaching of zoology and other

branches of natural history in schools, also that zoology should

occupy a more important place in the curriculum in all univer-

sities. At its close Prof Young made some remarks bearing on

the different aspects of the question.
—"On the introduction of

the wild turkey (Mdmgris Gallopavo) into Argyleshire." By John
Gilmour. The author of this paper mentioned having received

three specimens of this beautiful bird—a male and two females

—

from the southern extremity of Lake Huron, in Canada, in the

summer of 1S66, since which time various broods had been suc-

cessfully reared in the neighbourhood of Ardlamont, where the

birds had been allowed their full liberty in the woods. Mr. Gil-

mour concluded his paper with a description of the wild bird as

comiiared with domestic breeds, remarking that it jjossessed

greater symmetry with a more compact form, standing higher on
its legs, and exhibiting other characters more like those of a

game bird than one of the gallinaceous order. Mr. Gray men-
tioiied that there are now supposed to be three different species

of Ml/chvi-js besides the M. ocellata of Honduras and other parts

of Central America, namely, M, Amerkanus, which is probably

peculiar to the eastern half of North America ; M. Mexicana of

Gould, a species belonging to Mexico and extending along the

table lands to the Rocky Mountains, the Gila and the Llano

Estacado ; also the M. Gallopavo of Linnxus, or domesticated

bird. This last species w.as perhaps originally indigenous to

one or more of the West India Islands, whence it was taken in a

tamed state to various parts of North America, and thence to

Europe about the year 1520. The domesticated bird differs

from the nearly allied wild species in having a largely-developed

de\vlap extending from the base of the under mandible down the

fore part of the neck to its base, and it cannot yet be said to be

a settled question as to the precise original stock from which the

valuable barn-yard breeds have descended.— " Notes en the

genera of extinct fossil shells

—

bellcrophoii and porcdlia ; their

classification amongst the mollusca, and their distribution in the

Silurian and carboniferousstrataof the west of Scotland. " By John
Young. Mr. Young stated that at one time this interesting group

of shells had been placed by palceontologists among the cephalo-

pods, the highest division o( the mollusca, and regarded as fossil

representatives of the recent argonatilidtv, which possess a sym-

metrically coiled shell as in hcllcrophou and porcellia, but, like

thein, not chambered as in the genus iiaittilns. In the more
recent classification of the mollusca, bellcrophoiis unA poirdlia are

now placed amongst the gasteropods, and in that division termed

the lUHcleobranchiaia, which consist of entirely pelagic animals,

some having shells, others none, and, according to Woodward,
swimming at the surface instead of creeping on the bed of the

se.a. Prof Owen believes, however, that it can scarcely be in-

sisted all were necessarily floaters on account of their organisa-

tion. In recent seas the extinct genera are represented by the
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genus Atlanta and the sub-genus oxygynis. In palasozoic times

the genus bdlciophon commenced its existence, so far as is

known, in tlie lower SiUirian, and became extinct in tlie carboni-

ferous period.

Newcastle-upox-Tyne

Chemical Society, November 25, 1S69.—I. Lowthian Eell,

jiresiiLnt, in the chair. " On the estimation of Peroxide of

Manganese in Manganese Ores," by E. Sherer and G. Rumpf.
Tlie authors showed that the method of Fresenius and Will is

open to the objection of giving results which do not always

agree with those obtained in the practical use of manganese for

producing chlorine. They recommended Bunsen's method of

testing as better adapted for tlie valuation of manganese ore.

Brighton
Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society, Feb-

ruary 10. The president, Mr. T. H. Hennali, in the chair. Tlie

hon. sec, Mr. T. W. Wonfor, exhibited a collection oi galls,

found on British plants, made by Mr. W. II. Kidd, and read a

description of each one of the insects producing them, di-awn up
by the same gentleman. The collection is intended for the

Brigliton Museum. Mr. Wonfor then read a paper on Seeds.

Commencing witli the first appearance of the ovule in the unex-

panded flower-bud, as a pimple consisting of an aggregation of

cells, its gradual ilevelopment and the impregnation Ijy the pollen,

I together with its coeval parts, were traced until the perfect seed,

ready for dissemination and containing within it the embryo of

the future plant, was fully formed. The various modes by which

the seed is scattered, tlie numbers produced by some plants, the

. power possessed by some of resisting heat and cold, and the

I

wonderful property possessed by others of preserving their

' vitality, under apparently very adverse circumstances, for long

periods of years, were each discussed. On the subject of artificial

selection, it was shown what has been done, notably by Mr. F.

Hallett, of Brighton, with cereals in increasing both the size and

number of gi'ains in an ear ; something similar might be done
with other plants. Seeds, as objects for the microscope, were

next discussed. From a long series of examinations of wild and

cultivated seeds, spread over several years, wliile unwilling to

lay down any law of classification by their microscopic ajipear-

ancc, yet often in the case of unknown seeds he had been able to

determine the family to which they belonged from certain pecu-

liarities common to many plants of the same family. Seeing

how varied and beautiful they were, and how little preparation

tiiey required, he considered they were not attended to by

inicroscopists so much as they deserved. The paper was illus-

trated by a large collection of seeds and microscopic preparations.

ViEXNA

Imperial Acadetny of Sciences, January 7. — Memoirs
were communicated " On some constituents of the fruit of t'lvv;-

sus acida, Borkh.," by Professor H. Rochleder, and on a spiral

v.alve in the port.al vein of the Rodentia, by Professor J. Ilyrtl.

— Herr von Ilaidinger presented a note by Dr. S. Meunier on

the victorite or cnstatile of the meteoric iron of Deesa, in Chili,

which was said to be perfectly colourless and transparent and to

contain no trace of iron. lie also made some remarks on the

study of meteorites, regarding them as the last step in the de-

velopment of our planetary system.—Professor F. Unger com-

municated a memoir on the occurrence of Typhaceous plants

{Typlia and Spaygatiium) \a tertiary deposits.— Prof. E. Mach
presented a preliminary communicaiion on an apparatus con-

structed by him for the observation of sound-movements.—Dr.

Samuel Konya communicated an account of his investigation of

the mineral water of Wielutza, near Jassy, in Roumania. lie

obtained about O'g percent, of solid constituents, of which 0-574

was sulphate of soda, and nearly o'lS sulphate of magnesia.

The water also contained chloride and carlionate of magnesia.

—

A memoir by M.M. J. Rumpf and F. UUik, on the UUmannitc
of Waldenstein in Carinthia, was presented by Professor Peters.

—Professor Graber communicated an account of the Ortlioptera

of level districts among the Austrian Alps.

January 13.—A report was communicated from Dr. von Scherzer

upon the proceedings of the scientific members of the East Asiatic

Expedition. The following specimens were specially noticed:

—

Three Chinese and three Japanese skulls, a collection of fresh-

water fishes fiom Osaka in Japan, and a number of Chinese

drugs.—A memoir "On nexus of curves," by Dr. Emil Weyr,
was presented.—M. Haidinger communicated the contents of

a series of letters from Professor W. H. Miller, relating to

meteorites.—M. A. Waszmuth forwarded a memoir on a new-

method of determining the reduction-factor of a tangent compass.

—Herr J. ElTenberger announced that he had succeeded, upon
scientific principles, in producing violins which in power of tone

approached those of the old makers.—Professor Reuss presented

a memoir on Upper Oligocene corals from Hungaiy, in which he
described 16 species of corals from the beds in the neighbour-

hood of Gran, which contain abundance of A'litn/niititcs Liicasafia

and firforata, and were formerly regarded as of Eocene age :

half the species are new ; of the other half, seven have occurred

in the beds of Castel-Gomberto and Oberburg.—A memoir by
Dr. Leo Levschin, containing a description of the structure and
vessels of the intestine of Scilamandra viaculata, was presented

by Professor Langer.—Herr. F. Unferdinger communicated a
memoir on the transformation and determination of a certain

triple integral.—M. H. Obersteiner read a paper on some lymphatic

spaces in the brain : and Dr. S. L. Schenk presented a memoir on
the amount of nitrogen in the flesh of various mammals, in which

he stated that this quantity is variable, ranging from 3-06 to 4'2I

per cent.

PAltlS

Academy of Sciences, February 21.—At this meeting M.
Eecquerel communicated a memoir on the production of electro-

capillary currents in the bones, nerves, and brain.—M. de Saint

\'enant presented a report on a memoir by M. Boussinesq, relat-

ing to the theoiy of periodical liquid waves, and another on a

supplement by M. Tresca to his memoir re.ad on the 27th of

November, 1S64, on the flowing of solid malleable bodies

pressed out of a cylindrical vase through a circular orifice.

—

The astronomical and physical communications were :—A notice

of a direct and easy method of effecting the development of the

perturbative function and of its differential coefficients, by Mr.

.S. Newcomb ; and a note Iiy M. A. Martin on the method
adopted by Leon Foucanit, to ascertain whether the surface of

a mirror is strictly parabolic.—The following papers were read

on chemical subjects :—A note on synthesis of aromatic acids, by
M. A. Wuitz, in which the author described a series of acids

produced by the action of amalgam of sodium upon mixtures

of brominated toluene and chloride of bcnzyle, with chloroxy-

carbonic ether.—A paper containing facts relating to the stabi-

lity as chemical species of normal propylic, butylic, and amylic

alcohols, by MM. J. Pierre and E. Puchot. The authors de-

scribed a series of observations made upon these substances

under various conditions, from which they concluded that the

three alcohols were specifically different. They remarked that

amylic alcohol is the only one of the three which exerts any
sensible action upon polarised light.—.\ memoir on the artificial

digestion of feculent bodies by maltine, by M. L. Coutaret, in

which he stated that the action of maltine or vegetable diastase

upon cooked starchy matters is precisely analogous to that of the

salivary diastase, and recommended the use of the former in

cases of dyspepsia.—A note by M. A. Lamy on a new kind of

thermometer, founded on the principle of " dissociation," that is

to say, on the determination of the amount of gas given ofl:"

by a solid body at different temperatures. The substance em-
ployed by the author is a double chloride of calcium and am-
monia. The author regarded his method as jiarlicularly ap-

plicable to the determination of temperatures low down in the

earth or in deep soundings. M. Becqueiel remarked that for

temperature-observations at various depths in the earth, he

had several years ago proposed a method which gave good
rcsjilts.—A note by M. Reboul on combinations of the hydro-

acids with brominated ethylene and propylene. — A note

by M. A. Colley on the action of the free haloids and of

some chlorides upon glucose, in which he described a new
compound obtained by the action of chloride of acetyle

upon glucose, which he proposes to name cuetiv/ilor/iydrose

(t;"ll" (C-1I''0)"'C1).—.\ notice ofa new phosphurettcd compound
by MM. Darmstiidter and Henninger. This body, which the

authors named cyandhylpJiosphidc, was obtained by the action

of an etherial solution of phosphurettcd hydrogen upon
chloride of cyanogen. And, lastly, a chemical and thera-

peutical investigation of the thermal water of the solfatara

of Puzzoli, by M. S. De Luca ; the water contains free

sulijhuric acid. The only purely mathematical communication

was a memoir by M. Halphen on algebraical left curves.—General

Morin presented a memoir by M. Goldenberg describing improve-

ments introduced by him in the ventilation of the grinding and

polishing works at Zorrhoft", near Saverne.—M. H. Sainte-Claire

DeviUe communicated some further remarks by M, A, Schafarik,
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on the diamonds discovered at Dlasclikowitz in Bohemia, in

which it was stated that fragments of the stone have been bimit,

for the purpose of demonstrating its identity witli diamonds from

other localities.—A note from M. Liebreich on the use of

strychnine as an antidote for chloral, was presented by M.
Wurtz. The physiological action of these two substances was
stated to be so antagonistic, that either of them may be employed
with more or less effect as an antidote to the other.—M.
Dnchartre communicated a memoir by M. Prillienx on the

formation of small masses of ice in the interior of plants. These
masses, which occur in many plants,when exposed to severe frosts,

were described by the author as composed of numerous prismatic

needles closely applied to each other, and formed in lacunar between
the cells of the living tissues.—M. A. Chatin presented a second

note on the causes of the dehiscence of anthers, in which he

described the part taken in the production of this phenomenon
by the second membrane or mesothecium.—M. F. Lenormant
continued his notes on animals known to the ancient Egy])tians,

with an account of the domestication of some species of ante-

lopes under the old empire, especially the fourth and fifth

dynasties—Of the following communications no particulars are

given. A memoir by M. Delaurier on a new general theory of

the production of static and dynamic electricity,—an dectrci-tlicnnk

t/icory ; a memoir on the pathology and therapeutics of cholera,

by ftl. J. de Zycki of Wilna ; a note by M. G. Adeline on the

influence of copper as a preservative from cholera ; a note by
M. Allegret in continuation of his remarks on the geometrical

representation of the elliptical function of the first kind with an
arbitrary modulus, &c. ; a note on the theory of magic squares,

by M. Marie; a letter on the formation of ice, and a note on a

case of catalep.sy from Mr. Jackson Davis.

New ZEA1..4ND

Wellington Philosophical Society, November 13, 1S69.

—

Mr. W. L. Travers, F.L. .S., in the chair.

Dr. Hector called attention to two live specimens of the mud
fish from Hokitika, Navhanna apoda of Gunther. The speci-

mens were swimming actively in clear water, and had ]ierfect

vision, although their eyes are small, so that the undeveloped
slate of the eye in the specimen previously received must have
been exceptional. The Hon. .Mr. Fox remarked that these mud
fish were not peculiar to Hokitika. Five years ago he remem-
bered seeing a fish dug up from a gravelly-clay ten feet below
the surface at Rangitikei, and he believed that it was identical

^vith the fish exhibited.

A remarkable meteor, observed in Wellington on the 8th inst.

at 11.30 P.M., was described by the Rev. Mr. Stock. It was
observed in E.S.E. and descended almost vertically with three

distinct coruscations, attended by showers of sparks and bright

prismatic colours. The brightness was equal to that of Venus.

Mr. Kebbell and Mr. Gillon corroborated Mr. Stock's observa-

tions. A description of three additions to the New Zealand flora,

with specimens, was laid on the table, and Dr. Hector gave a

short abstract of a report by Mr. Kirk, of Auckland, on the

botany of Cape Colville peninsular. This paper gave the results

of a survey that had been made for the Geological Department
for the purpose of obtaining an accurate record of the original

vegetation, as it was undergoing rapid modification by the gold

diggers. Several new species of plants were described, of which
specimens were exhibited.

The next paper was a descrijition of the mechanical apparatus

employed in raising the Taraiiaki, by Mr. J. T. Stewart. Dr.

Hector directed attention to a collection of the marine animals

that were found on the vessel, among which are three species of

aiwmia, two of iiiytihts, ostrea, pecleii, scrpula, bahunis, and
teredo. He remarked that some of these animals are usually con-

fined to depths only slightly below low water. Their occuning
so well-grown within a year at the depth of 100 feet, seemed to

indicate that depth of water did not so much control their exist-

ence as a supply of nourishment, which was probably abundant
near the wreck.

Mr. Skey showed that the temperature obtained by the common
blowpipe, with proper precautions against conduction of heat,

was at least 5, 100° Fahr. , as it is capable of fusing fine points of

platinum, and described a new process to facilitate the analysis

of supposed auriferous quartz, when sulphides were present in

large quantities. Iodine or bromine is used as the solvent, and a
rapid test is obtained by dipping filter paper in the solution

and buj-ning it with due care, wtien if gold be present a very
cliaracterislic purple hue is imparted to the ash. By this test

the presence of gold in the proportion of one dwt. in the ton

can be detected with great economy and certainty.

Dr. Hector described the bones of a fossil penguin recently

discovered on the west coast of Nelson, and presented to the

museum by Mr. Dingan. The discovery is interesting, as a fossil

bone found by Mr. Mantell in the Oamaru limestone of Otago in

1849, was pronounced liy Prof. Huxley to belong to a gigantic

penguin five feet in height. The fossil bones found by Mr.
Dingan, appeared to be those of a bird not larger than penguins

that still exist in antarctic seas. The fossil shells sent from the

same foniiation as the bones, indicate that they belong to a lower

pliocene period.

iSIr. Hamilton read a paper on the educational system.

DIARY
THURSDAY, March 3.

RoV-\L Society, at 8.30.—Results of Monthly Observations of Dip and
Horizontal Force made at Kew Observatory : Dr. Balfour Stewart.—
.Spectroscopic Observations made with the great Melbourne Telescope.
Nebula in Argo, and the Spectrum of Jupiter : A. Le Sueur.

Chemic.\l Societv, at 8.—Indices of Retraction: Dr. Gladstone.

LiN.NEAN Society, at 8.—Hybridism among t^inchonae ; Mr. J. Broughton.
P.VTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY, at 8.

Royal Institution, at 3.— Chemistry of Vegetable Products; Prof.

Odling.
.Society of Antiquaries, at 8.30.—Monastic Inventories: Rev. M. S. C.

Walcott.
London Institutiux, at 7.30.

FRIDAY, M.AECH 4.

Geologists' Association, at 8.

Philological Society, at 8.15.

Royal Institution, at 9.— Iron-built Ships: Mr. E. J. Reed, C.C.
Arch/eological Institute.

SATURDAY, l.l\TiQH 5.

Royal Institution, at 3.— Science of Religion : Prof Max MuHer.

MONDAY, March 7.

London Institution, at 4.

Medical Society, at 8.

Entomological Society, at 7.

Society of Arts, at 8 —Cantor Lecture : Dr. P.rul.

Royal Institution, at 2.—General Monthly Meeting.

TUESDAY, March S.

Photographic Society, at 8.

Ethnological Society, at 8. — On the opening of a Cairn in North
Wales : Col. A. Lane Fox.—On the Earliest Phases of Civilisation :

Hodden M. Westropp.
Institution op Civil Engineers, at 8.—The San Paulo Railway, Brazil:

Mr. D. M. Fox, M. Inst. C.E.
MEDIC.^L and Chirurgical Society, at 8.30.

Roval Institution, at 3.—Plant Life: Dr. blasters.
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Society of Arts, at 8.—Street Tramways : W. B. Adams.
Arch.^olocical Association, at 8.

Royal Microscopic Society, at 8.— i. On the Comparative Steadiness of

the Ross and Lister Models under Trying Circumstances ; 2. On the

Shell Structure of Fusulina ; 3. On the Microphyle of the Fish's Ovum ;

4. On the Reparation of the Spines of Echini : Dr. W. B. Carpenter.

Geological Society, at 8.—On the Structure of a Fern stem from the

Lower Eocene of Heme Bay, and on its allies, recent and fossil : Mr.
W. Carruthers, F.L. S., F'.G.S.—On the Oolites of Northamptonshire:

Mr. Samuel Sharp, F.G.S.—On the Geology of the district ofWaipara
River, New Zealand : Mr. T. H. C. Hood, F.G.S.

THURSDAY, March 10.

RoY'AL Institution, at 3.—Chemistry : Prof. Odling.

KoYAL Society, at 8.30.

Mathematical Society, at 8.

Zoological Society, at 8.30.—On Dinornis: Professor Owen.—Descrip-
tion of a new species o{ Aiiipuliaria : Dr. J. C. Cox.—On the Birds of

Veragua : Mr. O. Salvia.—On new birds from the Yantze-kiang : Mr.
R. Swinhoe.

London Institution, at 7.30.
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IVIACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.
SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.

It is the intention of the Publishers to produce a complete
series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary
information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors
are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high
character of tlic books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others
are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

wlictlier for private study or for school instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPULAIi ASTRON'OMY. \Vith Illustmtions. Ry G. R.
AIRY, Astronomer Roya,l. Sixth and clieaper Edition. iSmo. cloth, a^s. <hd.

This work consists of six lectures, which are intended " to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),
and the principles on which the observations made with these instruments are
treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutisc of formulse. and all trouble-
some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct
reference of every step to the Observatory, and the full description of the
methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY,—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
?.n:>:TARY lessons in astronomy. \Yiih Coloured Diagram of
the Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and Nebulae, and numerous Illustrations. By
J.NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fourth Thousand. iSmo. 51. 6</.

The author has liere aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,
and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebula: : the Sun ; the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope

;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions ; Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries
arc incorporated. Mr. Lockyer's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. Uiih numerous Ulus-
tratinns. By T. H.HUXLEY, F.R.S., Professor of Natural Hi.story in the
Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. iSmo. cloth, ^s. 6d.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the
principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the
Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the
Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of
Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion

;

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Organ of Sight ; the Coalescence of
Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the
Nervous System and Innervation ; Histology, or the Minute Structure of the
I'issues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.
The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engr.ivings. The manual is

primarily intended to serve as a text-book for teachers and learners in boys'
and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
L<;GY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, M.D. iSmo. i^. U.

'i Iicse Questions were drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of
young people in Physiology.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
iSmo. cloth. 4s. 6d.

This book is designed to teach, the Elements of Botany on Professor
Hcnslow's plan of selected Types and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-
cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe
Plants." A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-
tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the
late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.
Ncvv Edition. Twenty-first-Thousand. iSmo. cloth, ^s. 61/.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important
facts and principles of Modern Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the
purpose of facilitating the attainment of e.vactitude in the knowledge of the
subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-
metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the
most important of the latest discoveries.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY Of ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS ANDTHE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown Svo. cloth.
6s. 6t/.

In order to spare astronomers and obser\'ers in natural philosophy the
confusion and loss of time which are produced by referring to the ordinary
treatises embracing />oi/t branches of probabilities (the first relating to
chances which can be altered only by the changes of entire units or in-
tegral multiples of units in the fundamental conditions of the problem ;

the other concerning those chances which have respect to insensible
grai.lations in the value of the element measures) the present tract has been
drawn up.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for tlie Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth. 6^. 6d.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIBRATIONS. With the Mathematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University. Crown Svo. qs.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.
A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for

the Use of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A., Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Svo. cloth. j2s. 6d.

_
This book embraces all those branches of Astronomy which have, from

time to time, been recommended by the Cambridge Board of Mathematical
Studies : but by far the larger and easier portion, adapted to the first three
days of the Examination fur Honours, may be read by the more advanced
pupils in many of our schools. The author's aim has been to convey clear
and distinct ideas of the celestial phenomena.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a lirief Sketch of the Problem up to the
time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, 11. A. Second Edition, revised.
Crown Svo. cloth, ^s, 6d.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in iS63. With Appendices, Chromo-litho-
graphs, Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 21s.

Westminster Reineiv.—" The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendered it equally valuable as a te.vt-book for advanced stu-
dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS. ANDTHE FIGURE OF THE EARTH
By JOHN H. PRATT. iM A., Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of JMechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.
Crown 8\'o. cloth. 6,j. dd.

Tlie author's chief design in this treatise is to give an answer to the
question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in
a fluid state ''."

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH BAYMA, S.J., Professor of Philosophy,
Stoiiyhurst College. Demy Svo. cloth. loj. 6-/.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY. With a collectiun of Problems. By
C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth. 65. 6d.

In this volume, an attempt has been made to produce a treatise on the
Planetary theory, which, being elementary in character, should be so far
complete, as to contain all that is usually required by students in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 35. 6d.

The first part of this work consists of an application of the method of the
variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formula; are applied to the particular case of the
earth.

CAMBRIDGE COURSE OF ELE-
^lENTARY NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, for the Degree of E A.
Originally compiled by J, C. SNOWBALL. M.A., late Fellow of St. John's
College. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, and adapted for the Middle-
Class Examinations by THOMAS LUND, ]i. D., late Fellow and Lecturer
of St. John's College, Editor of Wood's Algebra, &c. Crown Svo. cloth.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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MR. MURRAY'S NEWEST PUBLICATIONS.

MR. GLADSTONE'S SPEECH.
Just Ready, Svo.

The Irish Land-Bill ; a Correct Report of
the SPEECH of the Right Hon. W. E. GL.\DST0NE, MP., delivered

in the House of Commons on February 14th on proposing the IRISH L.-^ND
BILL.

LORD STANHOPE'S QUEEN ANNE.
Ill March, Svo.

The Reign of Queen Anne until the Peace
OF UTRECHT. Desi^jned as a connecting link between the ConcUision
of Lnril Maeaiilav's History and the Commencement of Lord Mahon's. Ry
EARL STANHOPE (late Lord M.ahon).

LETTERS OF SIR CHARLES BELL.
Now ready, with Portrait, Post Svo. i?j.

A Selection from the Familiar Corre-
SPONDENCE OF THE LATE SIR CHARLES BELL, F.R.S.

VON SYBEL'S FRENCH REVOLUTION.
In a few days, with Index completin;^ the Work. Svo, 2[.:.

The Third and Fourth Volumes of Von
SYBEL'S HISTORY OF EUROPE DURIXC, THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Chiefly from the secret archives of Austria, Prussia, and
other German Stales, Translated from the Third German Edition, with
much new matter. By WALTER C. PERRY, LL.D.

PROFESSOR MAINE ON ANCIENT L.\W.

Now ready, Fourth Edition, Svn, 12s.

Ancient Law; Its Connection with the
Early History of Society, and its Relation to Modern Ideas. By HENRY
SUMNER M.MNE. Ctn-ns Professor of Civil Law and Jurisprudence in

the University of Oxford, and formerly Reader on Jurisprudence and the

Civil Law at the Middle 'Femple.

NEW VOLUME OF MURRAY'S CHOICE TR.AVELS.
Revised and Cheaper Edition, with Illustrations, Post Svo, 75. 6il.

Damascus, Palmyra, and Lebanon, with
Tra\els among the Cities of C.\si].\.\- and the H.\UR.\N'. By Rizv. J. L.

PORTER.
ALPINE FLOWERS FOR GARDENS.

Nearly really, with numerous Illustrations, Post Svo.

Alpine Flowers. An Explanation of the
Principles on which the Exquisite Flora of Alpine Countries may be thrown

to Perfection in all Parts of the Briti.sh Islands, By W. ROBINSON,
F.L.S., Author of "The Parks, Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

THE PLANTER'S CHOICE.
Nearly ready, with Illustrations, Svo.

Trees and Shrubs for English Planta-
TION.S- A Selection and Description of the most Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, Native and Foreign, which will flourish in the Open Air in our
Climate ; with Classified I^ists of the several Species under the heads of

Soil, Aspect, Form, Colour of Foliage, Season of Blooming, S:c., S:c., for the

purposes of Practical Application. By AUGUSTUS MONGREDIEN.

DR. SMITH'S ENGLISH-L.ATIN, DICTIONARY.
Now published. Medium Svo, 11s.

A Copious and Critical English-Latin
DICTIONARY. Compiled from Original .Sources. Ey WIL SMITH,
LL.D., and THEOPHILUS D. HALL, M.A.

Also,

The Abridged English-Latin Dictionary,
FOR SCHOOLS. Square iimo. -js. 6J. (720 pp.)

UNIFORM WITH "AIDS TO FAITH."

This Day, Svo, 14^.

The Church and the Age. Essays on
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRESENT POSITION OF THE
ANGLICAN CHURCH.

Contents :— Anglican Principles: Dean of Chichester.—The Course and
Direction of Modern Religious Thought : Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.

—The Slate, the Church, and the Synods of the Future : Rev. W. J. Irons,

D,D.—Religious Use of T.isle : Rev, R. St. John Tyrwhitt,—Pl.ace of the

Laity in Chunh Government; Professor Montagu Burrows —Private Life

and Ministrations of the Pari>h Priest; Rev. Walsham How— English
Divines of the i6lh and 17th Centuries ; Rev. A. W, Haddan.—Liturgies

and Rilu.al : Rev. M. F. Sadler.—The Church and Education ; Rev. Alfred

Barrj', D,D.— Indian Missions: Sir Bartle Frere.—The Church and the

People: Rev. W. D. Maclagan,—Conciliation and Comprehension : Ch.arily

williin the Church and beyond ; Rev. Archibald Weir, D.C.L.

CHAPMAN AND HALL'S PUBLICATIONS,

MR. DICKENS'S NEW WORK.
On MARCH 3tst will be published, PRICE ONE SHILLING,

PART ONE OF

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
r.Y CHARLES DICKENS.

With Illustrations hy S. L. Fildes.

To be completed in TWELVE MONTHLY Numbers, uniform with the

Original Editions of " Pickwick" and " CoprEitFiELD."

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR MARCH.
WITH THE S.-\XCT10N OF THE SCIENXE AND ART r)Er\nTMENT.

Dr. Rock on Textile Fabrics. A Descrip-
tive Calalo,gue of the Collection of Church Vestments, Dresses, Silk Stuffs,

Needlework, and Tapestries, forming that Section of the South Kensington
Museum. With an Introduction. liy the Very Rev. Canon ROCK, D.D.
Royal Svo. half bound in morocco, price i/. ii,r. 6:/.

WITH THE SANCTtOX OF THE SCIENCE AND APT DEPARTMENT.

Universal Catalogue of Books on Art.
This Work will he completed in May 1S70, and will he isst;ed in l"wo
Volumes, bound in half morocco, price One Guinea each. Tl-.e First Volume,
containing Letters A to K, is now ready.

The Arts of the Middle Ages and of the
RENAISS-ANCE PERIOD. By PAUL LACROIX .BIBLIOPHILE
JACOB). Beautifully Illustrated with Nineteen Chromo-Lithographic
Plates and Four Hundred Woodcuts.

Primitive Man. By Louis Figuier. With
numerous Illustrations.

Selections from the Writings of Thomas
CARLVLE.

Recollections of Eton. By an Etonian.
Illustrated by SYDNEY P. HALL. In i vol.

Tables of English Literature. By Henry
MORLEY, Professor of English Literature, L'niversity College, London.
In I vol. 4to. lis. \Sefottd Edition.

New Tracks in North America. A Journal
of Travel and Adventure whilst engaged in the Survey of a Southern Rail-

road to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8. By WILLIAM .A. BELL, M A.

M.B. Cantab., F.R.Cl.S. With Twenty Chromes and numerous Woodcuts.
A New Edition in 1 vol.

The Fellah. By Edmund About. Trans-
lated by Sir RANDAL ROBERTS. In t vol.'

Flood, Field, and Forest. By George
ROOPER. Post Svo. New Edition, $s.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

NOW READY.
Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Speeches.

Vol. I., with Five Portraits and Views. Demy Svo. 9J. (Forming the New
Vohime of the Library Edition of Mr. Carlyle's Works.)

Walter Savage Landor : a Biography,
1775—1864. By JOHN FORSTER. With Portraits and Vignette. 2 vols,

post Svo. 28^.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION IN GERMANY
II. THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOLS

'T^HE " Polytechnicum" is an institution peculiar to

Modern Germany. It has for its object tlie teaching

of all branches of the sciences of experiment and observa-

tion, not only in their principles, but in their applications

to the industrial arts ; these applications not being merely

treated as illustrations of science, but regarded as the

main subjects for instruction, for the sake of the under-

standing of which systematic courses on theoretic science

are given.

The Polytechnica are altogether independent of the

science departments of the Universities, but like these

latter the Polytechnica are State institutions, the Pro-

fessors (ranking generally somewhat below those of the

University) are Government servants, and the current

expenses are defrayed by State grants.

As a type of this interesting class of Science schools

I may cite the two celebrated schools of Carlsruhe and

Zurich, beginning with the Carlsruhe school with its

600 students.

In the original programme the school was declared to

consist of one general and seven special departments.

The general department, called the J/((//;£V«rt//V<7/, furnished

instruction in mathematics, in natural science, and in

modern languages and literature. It was viewed as

preparatory to the special schools, and also as adapted

for those who proposed to become teachers of mathe.

matics and natural science. The seven special schools

were of (i) civil engineering
; (2) mechanical engineering

;

(3) architecture
; (4) forestry

; (5) manufacturing chemis-

try
; (6) commercial studies

; (7) civil service {Postschule).

This constitution is in the latest programme, so far modi-

fied that (i) the general department is no longer treated

in form as introductor>- to the rest, though it still appears

to be so virtually ; (2) the last two of the special depart-

ments enumerated above are omitted, while an agricultural

department is added. The schools are, therefore, now

seven, viz. :

—

Dur.ilion of complete course.

1. Mathematics 2 years

2. Civil Engineering 2i ,,

3. Mechanical Engineering 2 ,,

4. Architecture 4 ,,

5. Chemistry — ,,

6. Forestry 3 ,,

7. Agriculture -\ «

The teaching staff consists of twenty-four professors

with sixteen assistant lecturers and laboratory assistants.

The appliances comprise five laboratories, viz. chemical,

physical, mineralogical, and one for forestry and agricul-

ture ; a library ; and twelve different cabinets or collections.

In the department of natural philosophy, as many as 120

students attended the lectures of Professor Wiedemann
in the summer semester of 1868. The cabinets are large

and well-arranged. In the physical laboratory there were

in the above year fourteen students, who went through

the course of instruction in groups of four ; most of these

become teachers of the subjects in Real-Schulen ; some

get important posts in large mechanical workshops.

In Ziirich exist both a University and a Polytechnic

School ; and although the university is a cantonal, and

the school a federal institution, they are so far allied

that they share one magnificent building, and many
students of the university are, at the same time, pupils in

the school. The total expense to the State for the main-

tenance of the Polytechnic School is 12,000/. per annum,

whilst the original cost of the stately building itself was

160,000/. The professors of the two institutions, moreover,

work to a certain degree in concert. For instance, Dr.

Bolley is Professor of Chemistry in the school, and Dr.

Stiidler, Professor of the same subject in the university.

They have each a laboratory ; but Professor Stadlei^s is

an analytical, and Professor BoUey's a technical laboratory.

About 40 students work in the former, and 50 in the latter

on an average.

There is less freedom allowed to pupils of the school, as

to the classes to be attended, than is customary at the

university. Definite courses are laid down ;
but relax-

ations are freely granted.

The most important department of this Polytechnic

School is that of mathematics and engineering ; there are

also departments of forestry and agriculture, and an

important department for teachers—a sort of technolo-

gical seminary.

The Professor of Technical or Applied Chemistry, Dr.

Bolley, lectures three or four times weekly throughout the

session. He makes four or five sub-divisions of his course ;

—thus he lectures on the Chemistry of Colour ; of Heating

and Lighting ; of Materials of Nourishment ;
and of

Agriculture. Before entering this class, the student is

required to have attended a course of theoretical lectures

on chemistry, and an elementary experimental course.

Dr. Zeuner, the Professor of Engineering, gives about

fifty or sixty lectures yearly on the Mechanical Theory of

Heat ; and he lectures six times a week for two semesters,

on the Theory of Machines. The character of his courses

is very high and rigorous ; he insists on a knowledge of

the differential calculus as a condition of entering his

classes, and he remarked to the writer on the generally

inadequate mathematical preparation of English students

of engineering, mentioning his conviction that Professor

Rankine, for whose works he expressed an unbounded

admiration, must find the sphere of his efficiency as a

teacher seriously limited by reason of the want of due

preparation on the part of his students.

The following extracts from the prospectus of the

lectures in the engineering department of the Ziirich

school, show how much more complete is the scheme of

instruction there than has at present been found possible

in England.

B. Department of Civil Engineering. (Duration of

course, 3J years.)

\st year.—Differential and Integral Calculus. De-

scriptive Geometry. Principles of Construction.

Practice in Construction. Drawing. Experimental

Physics. Experimental Chemistry.

ind year.—Differential Equations. Technical Me-

chanics. Geometry of three dimensions. Perspec-

tive. Technical Geology. Topography. Drawing.

Descriptive Mechanical Construction. Surveying.

yd year.—Theoretical Mechanical Construction.

Astronomy. Geodesy. Construction of Iron

Bridges, Railways, and Iron Roofs. Drawing.
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In addition to these courses there are similarly extensive

programmes for (A) the department of Architecture, and

(C) the department of Mechanical Engineering. The
number of regular students in the year 1 867, was in these

subjects (A) department of Architecture, 33 ;
(B) depart-

ment of Civil Engineering, 103 ;
(C) department of

Mechanical Engineering, 87.

That the Polytechnic system of science education finds

favour, at any rate, with the German State Governments,

and therefore probably also with the people, is apparent

from the fact that large institutions of the kind have just

been built in Prussia (at Aix-la-Chapelle), in Austria (at

Vienna), and in Bavaria (at Munich). In this latter city

no less a sum than 125,000/. has been expended on the

building of the new Polytechnicum, erected in a very

costly style of architecture, and covering five acres of

ground, whilst distinguished men from all parts of Ger-

many have been called to fill the newly-founded professor-

ships. The cost of the buildings at both Vienna and
Aix-la-Chapelle will probably not be far short of the above

amount, and it must be remembered that labour and
material are very much (probably one-half) lower in Ger-

many than with us. The expenses of education at the

Polytechnica are very small ; at Carlsruhe attendance on

the regular courses of lectures costs 5/. \os. for the

session of nine months ; the fee for chemical laboratory

practice for the same length of time is 3/. 15J. to

regidar students, and 5/. to occasional students. At
Zurich the fees are even lower, as any of the regular

courses of the distinct departments or schools can be

attended for the payment of 109 francs, or about \I. \s.

for the session of nine months.

The age for entrance into the Polytechnic Schools is

one year younger than thatforthe German Universities, viz.

seventeen : the duration for study is the same, three years.

Here, too, evidence of fitness is vigorously exacted of

those who propose to enter as 7'egulay students, in the

shape of an adequate school certificate, either from a

gymnasium, a real-gymnasium, or a Rcal-Schule; or, in

default of that, an entrance examination must be passed.

A much higher mathematical preparation is demanded
than is needed for entering the University, a knowledge
at least up to, and in some schools including, the dif-

ferential calculus being required. Persons of all ages,

however, and not possessing such qualification, are ad-

mitted freely and without examination, as occasional

students in the several departments. Many of these occa-

sional students are often poorly prepared ; but it is con-

sidered that the gain to such auditors, and to society

through them, is great ; and that, whatever tendency might
arise from this practice towards the lowering of the stan-

dard of instruction could be guarded against by rigidly

keeping up the standard of admission for regular students.

To many of the Polytechnica is attached a preliminary

school, in which those who are not ripe for the full studies

of the Polytechnicum can supply their deficiencies. The
age for entrance to this Vorschulc is sixteen.

In all the Polytechnica with which the writer is ac-

quainted, it is the schools of civil and mechanical
engineering, building construction, and architecture which
really flourish. These departments of applied science
are not represented in the German university system,
whereas the study of chemistry in its various divisions,

and of mechanics and physics in their numerous branches,

forms a portion of every university course. Indeed, as a
rule, the lectures delivered in the Polytechnic Schools on
chemistry and physics differ very slightly, if at all, in

character and scope from those which the University

professor delivers. The fact is that the teaching of special

technical chemistry in the Polytechnica has been found to

be impossible. All that can be done in any school is, in

the first place, to teach the groundwork of the science

without regard to its applications, and then to point out

the scientific principles upon which certain technical pro-

cesses depend. No system of theoretical school instruc-

tion will fit a man to be a dyer or a calico-printer, or even

a chemical manufacturer. These arts can only be learnt

by practice on the large basis of practical experience,

and all that Polytechnic .Schools can do is to prepare the

ground for a proper reception of that practical experience

by a sound training in scientific principles.* This

scientific training is, however, just as much the special

work of the University as of the Polytechnicum, and

there appears to be no valid reason for the separate ex-

istence, often side by side in one town, of a University

and a Polytechnic School. On many grounds the absorp-

tion of the Polytechnicum by the University appears

advisable. In the first place there is room to fear that

a due supply of thoroughly good teachers, especially in

science— at least in the higher positions— cannot be

secured for institutions perpetually growing in number,

while, on the other hand, a great waste of power is caused

where such institutions exist side by side, as many of the

professorships, being common to Universities and Poly-

technic Schools, are thus twice represented.

Again, serious harm must come from the tendency

which this separation of the Polytechnic School from the

University has to foster the narrow one-sidedness already

so strong in the extreme partisans of the one and the

other group of studies. The Universities would suffer by
the weakening in them of those branches of pure and

applied science which have always been and must continue

to be studied there. The Polytechnic schools would suffer

(and already do suffer) from the tendency, thus encouraged,

to neglect the educational aspects of science in considering

its practical applications. How great the gain has been

to the branches of the liberal arts and sciences from their

alliance in Universities, the history of Universities from

their first foundation abundantly shows : and it is difficult

to see any sufficient reason why the applied sciences, such

as Engineering, in their professional aspect should not

have their proper place in the organisation of the Univer-

sity, exactly as Theology, Law, and Medicine have long

had their place, to the great advantage both of these stu-

dies themselves and of the non-professional studies with

which they have been brought into contact.

Signs are already observable in Germany, according

to the highest authorities, that the zeal for teaching

science in its application to the practical arts is

encroaching on the domain of science proper, and that

science will be deteriorated without, at the same time,

industry being advanced. The true work of institutions,

* This is clearly admitted in cert.-un cases by the Polytechnic authorities
themselves. Thus I find in the regulations of the Carlsruhe Agricultural
Scliuul the following words printed in large type :

—" This school is concerned
with the cultivation of the mind of the student, not with learning the technical
operations of agriculture."
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founded with the special aim of fostering the industrial

arts, should be to insist on teaching principles systemati-

cally, and not in their isolated applications. To treat of

the applications of the science is, of course, necessary,

even for the sake of science itself ; and under certain cir-

cumstances, some of these applications may wisely be
dwelt on more than others ; but this is quite a different

thing from pretending to teach as science detached frag-
ments of science in their application to this or that art.

The following extract from a well-known essay by
Liebig, written so long ago as 1840, clearly shows that

his views on this question coincide with those above
expressed :

—

" The teaching of science in the laboratories of the

Trade—and Polytechnic—Schools is, in most places (in

Prussia), very deficient. A system of true scientific in-

struction should fit a student for each and every possible

application of science ; for these applications become
eas)', and follow as a matter of course, from a knowledge
of scientific principles. Nothing is more deleterious or

dangerous than when utilitarianism is made the foundation

of a system of tuition in a school, or when institutions,

whose true aim ought to be experimental instruction in

scientific principles, are employed to convert mere chil-

dren into soap-boilers, brandy-distillers, or sulphuric acid

makers. All this entirely destroys the true purpose of the

institution.

" I have found, in all those attending my laboratory

who intended to pursue a technical course of study, a

general predisposition to devote themselves to some
branch of applied chemistry. It is only with feelings

of fear and trepidation that they consent to follow my
advice, and give up the time they thus waste on mere
drudgery to making themselves acquainted with the

methods by which pure scientific problems are soluble,

and by which alone they can be solved There are

many of my pupils, now at the head of many depart-

ments of manufacturing industry, who, having had no
previous acquaintance with the processes, were in half an

hour perfectly an fait with all the details of the manufac-

ture, whilst in a short time they saw and introduced all

sorts of necessary reforms and improvements. This

power they had gained by being accustomed in their

laboratory work to obtain the most accurate and precise

knowledge of all the substances which came into their

hands in their work ; they had to learn the conditions

necessary for avoiding errors, they investigated the pro-

perties of the products of decomposition formed, and thus

became acquainted with the sources of error, with the

means of avoiding losses ; they were able to improve

their apparatus, and to amend their processes. All this

can never be learnt when the work is conducted according

to cut-and-dry methods."

There are, no doubt, certain obstacles in the way of the

proposed amalgamation in Germany ; but in the old

English Universities, and in the science colleges which
we hope soon to see established in various parts of Eng-
land, the difficulty would not arise at all. Apart from

questions of tradition and historical routine, there can be

no reason why students of applied science, led by their

probable destination to manufacturing industiy, should

not study systematic science in the same class-rooms with

students of the same subject who may have other aims :

and if such students require minute practical and experi-

mental instruction, there is no reason why they should not
obtain this in physical and mechanical, as they do already

in chemical, laboratories. In such a technical department,
future teachers of science and leaders of manufacturing
industry would be trained in the application of science to

the most important branches of art and manufacture

—

so far, that is, as these are fit subjects for academic treat-

ment ; so far as they are not, they must be left to the

workshop. H. E. RoscOE

VON SCHLICHT ON FORAMINIFERA
Die Foraminiferen des Septarienthoncs von Pietzpuhl.

By E. von Schlicht. 4to. With 38 lithographic plates.
(Berlin, 1870. London : Williams and Norgate.)

CINCE the appearance of D'Orbigny's " Foraminif^res^ Fossiles du Bassin Tertiaire de Vienne," no work
has been issued on the Foraminifera in their geological

or pateontological relations, with pretensions at all

corresponding to those of the newly-published monograph,
the title of which stands at the head of the present
article. We do not use the word pretensions in an offen-

sive sense, for the author is careful to apprise his readers

of the limitations of the treatise ; but rather to indicate

the sort of impression produced by the dimensions of the

book and its profuse illustration. A quarto volume con-

taining, in addition to the letter-press, thirty-eight large

plates devoted to the Foraminifera of a small division of

the Tertiary system of North Germany, and confined to

a very limited district, or, as we might put it, 1,193

drawings of microscopic shells from the clay of a single

brickyard, ought to show in its results a very evident

yaison d'etre to save it from the imputation of labour

thrown away. We need not require the expression of
new or startling philosophical views to bring such a work
within the scope of things worth doing; but we may fairly

expect from so large an expenditure of labour and cost,

some real and definite addition to our scientific knowledge.
Whilst a smaller book might pass unnoticed, or at least

without critical examination, one like this cannot escape
without an inquiry as to what it contains of novelty,

either in observation or theory,—in facts or their arrange-
ment ; and on the reply dictated by a patient study of its

contents, the verdict as to its value must depend. To
frame an answer to these questions which will serve to

give an idea of the work, it will be necessary to offer a
few preliminary observations and to epitomise the labours

of previous observers in the same field.

In the Tertiary system of Belgium, and Northern and
Central Germany, there occurs a thick bed of clay, con-
taining nodules of argillaceous limestone, with radiating

cracks or fissures in their interior, which have become
filled with calc-spar. These nodules are termed " sep-

taria," and they are regarded as sufficiently characteristic

of the deposit to give it a name, though possibly a some-
what indefinite one. As used by German authors, the

term " Septarienthon " includes the Rupelian clays of
Rupelmonde and Boom, near Antwerp, the brick-clays of
the neighbourhood of Berlin, together with similar beds
in the valleys of the Maine and Elbe, and in many other
localities between the Baltic and the centre of Germany.
These beds are of Lower Miocene or Upper Eocene age,

and belong to a group of transition strata, associated by
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continental geologists under the name " Oligocene," which

are scarcely represented in Great Britain. Possibly the

iluvio-marine beds of the Isle of Wight are the nearest

equivalent to be found in the Tertiaries of this country*

The exact geological position of the Septaria-clay is of

less consequence to our present purpose than the general

fact that it was deposited some time during that earlier or

middle Tertiary period in which the Foraminifera, as a

zoological group, had their most conspicuous development.

It is not surprising that so promising a field should have

been diligently worked by German rhizopodists, and it

may be questioned whether any single bed, or group of

beds, has received so large an amount of attention in

respect to its microzoa. The particular locality to which

Herr von Schlicht's researches refer, is the estate or manor

of Pietzpuhl, which lies at the highest point of a Tertiary

ridge, commencing at the river Elbe, a little north of

Magdeburg, and extending in an easterly direction above

iMockern to Loburg,—a course of eighteen or twenty

English miles. The clay-bed is worked at Pietzpuhl

for bricks or some other economical purpose, and being

open to-day, the investigation of its fossil fauna presents

no preliminary difficulties.

Attention was first directed to the microzoa of the

Septaria-clay just twenty years ago, in two letters from

Herr Reuss (then of Bilin) to Herr Bcyrich, on " Forami-

nifera in Clay, from Hermsdorf,"f which appeared in the

Journal of the German Geological Society. These com-

munications contained little beyond a list of the genera

represented ; but a year later, a third letter was published,^

containing a good deal of supplementary information, and

in 1851 Professor Reuss published a more elaborate paper
" On the Fossil Foraminifera and Entomostraca of the

Septaria-clays of the neighbourhood of Berlin," § contain-

ing the results of the examination of the beds described

by Prof. Beyrich, together with a tabular comparison of

the species obtained at Hermsdorf and Freienwalde with

those of other well-known Tertiary deposits, such as the

Miocene of the Vienna Basin and the sub-Appenine

Pliocene clays. The table presents a series of sixty-five

species, and of these, fifty-three are described and figured

as " new." All except four of them were obtained from

Hermsdorf. We will not enter into any analysis of the

catalogue, else we might be tempted to exceed our bounds,

in criticism on the new species.

Another letter from Prof. Reuss
||
gave similar par-

ticulars respecting two fresh localities, viz :—Gorzig near

Kothen, and the excavations of Fort Leopold at Stettin.

Shortly afterwards, appeared an elaborate paper by

Dr. J. C. Bornemann of Leipsic on the " Microscopical

Fauna of the Septaria-clay of Hermsdorf, near Berlin**

containing much of novelty and interest, and adding forty-

six more " new species " of Foraminifera to an already ex-

tensive list. The figures of many of these show curious

modifications of the simpler types, those of the genus

Polymorpliina being especially instructive. In 1858

Prof. Reuss contributed a further instalment to the

literature of the subject in his paper " On the Forami-

nifera of Pietzpuhl," tt and this concerns our present

* See .1 paper by Sir Charles Lyell, on the Belgi.an Tertiaries. Qiiayt.
yonnt Geol. Soc . vol viii. p. 299.

+ Zeitsckrift d. dciiisch. gcol. (icselisch., vol. i. p. 259.

X lb. vol. ii. p. 49. § Id. vol. iii. p. 309. || //'. vol. iv. p. 16.
*• lb. vol. vii. p. 307. tt lb. vol. X.

purpose more directly, as it is stated to be the first result

of the author's examination of the specimens in Herr von
Schlicht's collection. It is, however, httle more than a
catalogue, and introduces by name seventy-two more
"new species," without either figures or descriptions.

Six years later Prof. Reuss published in the Reports of

the Vienna Academy his researches " On the Foraminifera

of the Septaria-clay of Offenbach"* near Frankfort,

figuring therein forty-four more new species ; and finally,

in 1866, amongst the memoirs presented to the same
scientific body appears an elaborate monograph by Prof.

Reuss, entitled '• The Foraminifera, Anthozoa, and Bryozoa

of the German Septaria-beds,"f one of the most instructive,

as well as one of the most beautifully illustrated of the

author's many contributions to the history of the fossil

Protozoa and Coelenterata. This paper is not devoted,

like its predecessors, to the description of new species, but

is rather an epitome of the facts already known, with

additionalinformation as to distribution. It is supplemented

by a comparative table of the geological and geographical

relations of 228 reputed species, which is a sort of

concentrated essence of the whole. Without compromising
our radical objection to the system of sub-dividing and re-

naming, time after time, forms having the same essential

characters, on account of minute and very variable

peculiarities, or of regarding a slight difference in

geological age as a reason for constituting a new species

in cases where zoological characters fail to show ground

of distinction, wc may cheerfully yield to Prof. Reuss

our tribute of admiration for his final summary of what
was known of the microzoa of the Septaria-clay.

These bibliographical details have appeared necessaiy

because the field of research to which they refer is one
with which British palceontologists have little opportunity

of becoming practically acquainted ; and our object in

respect to Herr von Schlicht's work is half accomplished

now that we have indicated the amount of labour pre-

viously expended on the same subject.

Herr von Schlicht introduces his monograph by a preface

of seven pages, comprising the readable matter of the

volume. This introductory essay deals in generalities

rather than new truths, and the apology of the author

constitutes its chief novelty. After a few preliminary

paragraphs he mourns the shortcomings of the work
in respect to classification, nomenclature, and other

important matters. Of the systems of classification.

Prof. Reuss's, as Last amended, is alone spoken of with

much commendation ; that of Prof. Max Schultze re-

ceives bare mention, as do also the views of British

rhizopodists. " After all," asks the author, " do we
know enough yet about the Foraminifera to invent any
classification of them ? Some people think not ; and so,

on the whole, although the early D'Orbignyan arrangement
is the worst, it is pretty well known, and it will be the

least trouble."

It may be that the systematic scheme laid down by
Prof. Reuss is faulty; in this we should agree with Herr
von Schhcht, though on different grounds ; but it has a

basis of natural relationship in its larger groups, wholly

wanting in that of D'Orbigny. That a general harmony
should exist between its sub-divisions and those indicated

*" ^itzmt^sberichte der k.k. Akademie der WUsettschaftfti, vol. xlviii.

t Dcnkschri/t der inalh.-u:ttunvisscn. CI. der k.k. Akad. iVisseusck.
vol. XXV.
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by the independent researches of Dr. Carpenter and his

colleagues in this country, is surely strong evidence in its

favour ; and the fact of its having been used in the latest

publications on the particular subject of the work, gave it a

strong claim for introduction, in spite of the alleged pos-

sibility of subsequent modification.

The author further laments the imperfection caused by
his omission of specific or trivial names. In the prospect

of a new and better classification, with the possible em-
ployment of different ci'iteria for the separation of genera

and species, every new specific name would, he thinks,

only serve to increase the present confusion in nomen-
clature, and to augment the difficulties of future observers

;

besides, hints the author shrewdly, " thereby I have spared

to myself a notable piece of labour." So the honour of

appending specific names is willingly bequeathed to the

future systematist who shall investigate the new forms,

and who, we agree with Herr von Schlicht, will not be
overpaid for his trouble.

Thus we are warned at the outset that, so far as nomen-
clature is concerned, no advantage is taken of the mass
of plates which occupies half the volume. And yet,

oddly enough, the author does name one of his figures

—

an attenuated, slightly curved, costate Nodosarian, with

broad, clear, somewhat irregular sutures and pointed ends.

This he calls Dentalina cdcUna U.S., a name that might
very well have been spared.

Notwithstanding the absence of trivial names, genera
are recognised, and detailed descriptions are given of the

specimens figured, with references to the plates. Thirty-

two genera are adopted (two of them new), and numbers
from I to 556, are appended to the descriptions instead of

nimes. Some of the old generic terms employed are

already regarded as untenable by those who had been in

the habit of using them, and the two new ones are cer-

tainly needless. One of them, "Atractoliiia," represents

a mixed lot of forms, some of them possibly compact
fusiform Polyinorphina:, the remainder doubtful Nodo-
scirliue. In the case of two generic types which inosculate

in their feebler varieties, as these most certainly do, we are

ready to admit the difficulty of determining to which group
a number of the intermediate forms belong ; but to make
a fresh sub-division for them cuts the knot rather than
unties it. The other new genus, " Rostrolina," has no
better foundation, based as it is on the mere shape of

the terminal orifice—a straight or curved slit in the

mucronate terminal chamber, instead of the circular or

radiate aperture usually found. Specimens with this

peculiarity have long been known, but have been re-

garded as mere individual modifications, and no previous
writer has thought it necessary to invent even a specific

name for them.

A good deal of criticism might be expended on the
subdivisions and their arrangement, but we content our-

selves with the passing remark that Reuss's type Chilos-

iomella is out of place amongst the Polymorphinidce, and
that Bolivina is far separated by the author fiom
Bitliinina, which is its nearest ally.

Wc may sum up in a few sentences. Notwithstanding
the work falls far short of what it might have been in many
important particulars, it is of considerable value. The
omission of any attempt to simplify the nomenclature,
with the opportunity the large number of-plates offered for

doing so excellent a service, is inexcusable. It may be
doubted whether a single new specific name would have
been needed, and the plates might have been made the

basis of a large reduction in those already in use. The
best point of all about the book is the completeness of

many of the series represented,—the consecutive links in

the chain between a number of reputed species being in

many cases all figured. It more than once occurred to

MS in turning over the plates, there must be something
of dry humour about an author who could suggest that

anyone who named the new forms would deserve all the

honour he could get out of them, and that the fasciculus

of plates was intended to demonstrate that the system of

species-splitting could not be carried further than it had
been carried by some previous authors, short of naming
every specimen. On the other hand, from the large

number of drawings devoted to the illustration of the

minute morphological variations of a few simple types,

the work aftbrds valuable testimony to the truth of the

views enunciated by Mr. W. K. Parker in his earliest

paper on the Miliolitid^B of the Indian Seas, as to the im-

possibility of sub-dividing these lowest classes of animals
by hard lines corresponding to the specific limits of more
highly organised creatures ; that a long series of forms
presenting an extraordinary range of morphological varia-

tion may be grouped round sub-types, several of which
merging at their edges into each other, and without any
perceptible lines of demarcation between them, find in

their turn a common central type, and that this type more
nearly than any minor division represents what we are

accustomed to term a species. If we regard Herr von
Schlicht's volume from this point of view, we may easily

see how it may possess considerable value, though not

exactly of the sort that was intended by its author.

We should just add, that though the paper and letter-

press are excellent, the plates are scarcely equal in solidity

and clearness to the lithographic work we have been accus-

tomed to see in German memoirs on the Foraminifera.

H. B. Brady

ENCKE THE ASTRONOMER
Joliann Fran:: Encke : sein Leben nnd VVirken. Von.

Dr. C. Bruhns. (Leipzig, 1869. London: Williams
and Norgate.)

Four years have passed since Encke died. Even those

four years have witnessed notable changes in the aspect

of the science he loved so well. But we must look back
over more than fifty years if we woidd form an estimate of

the position of astronomy when Encke's most notable

work was achieved. At Seeberge under Lindenau, Encke
had been perfecting himself in the higher branches of

mathematical calculation. He took the difficult work of

determining the orbital motions of newly discovered

comets under his special charge, and Dr. Bruhns tells us

that every comet which was detected during Encke's stay

at Seeberge was subjected to rigid scrutiny by the

indefatigable mathematician. Before long a discovery of

the utmost importance rewarded his persevering labours.

Pons had detected on November 26, 1818, a comet of

no very brilliant aspect, which was watched first at

Marseilles, and then at Mannheim, until the 29th December.
Encke next took up the work and tracked the comet until

January 12. Combining the observations made between
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December 22, and January 12, he assigned to the body

a paraboHc orbit. But he was not satisfied with the

accordance between this path and the observed motions

of the body. When he attempted to account for the

motions of the comet by means of an orbit of comparatively

short period, he was struck by the resemblance between

the path thus deduced and that of Comet I, 1805.

Gradually the idea dawned upon him that a new era was

opening for science. Hitherto the only periodical comets

which had been discovered, had travelled in orbits extending

far out into space beyond the paths of the most distant

known planets. But now Encke saw reason to believe

that he had to deal -with a comet travelling within the

orbit of Jupiter. On February 5, he wrote to the eminent

mathematician, Gauss, pointing out the results of his

inquiries, and saying that he only waited for the encourage-

ment and authority of his former teacher, to prosecute his

researches to the end towards which they already seemed

to point. Gauss, in reply, not only encouraged Encke to

proceed, but counselled him as to the course he should

pursue. The result we all know. Encke showed conclu-

sively that the newly discovered comet travels in a path of

short period, and that it had already made its appearance

several times in our neighbourhood.

From the date of this discover)-, Encke took high rank

among the astronomers of Europe. His subsequent

labours by no means fell short of the promise which this,

his first notable achievement, had afforded. If, as an

astronomical observer, he effected less than many of his

contemporaries, he was surpassed by few as a manipulator

of those abstruse formulse by which the planetary pertur-

bations are calculated. It was to the confidence engendered

by this skill that we owe his celebrated discovery of the

acceleration of the motion of the comet mentioned above.

Assured that he had rightly estimated the disturbances to

which the comet is subjected, he was able to pronounce

confidently that some cause continually (though all but

imperceptibly) impedes the passage of this body through

space, and so, by one of those strange relations which the

student of astronomy is familiar with, the continually

retarded comet travels ever more swiftly along a continually

diminishing orbit.

Bruhns' life of Encke is well worth reading, not only by
those who are interested in Encke's fame and work as an

astronomer, but by the general reader. Encke the man is

presented to our view, as well as Encke the astronomer.

With loving pains the pupil of the great astronomer handles

the theme he has selected. The boyhood of Encke, his

studies, his soldier life in the great uprising against Napo-
leon in 1S13, and his work at the Seeberge Observatory;
his labours on comets and asteroids ; his investigations on
the transits of 1761 and 1769; his life as an academician,

and as director of an important observatory ; his orations

at festival and funeral ; and lastly, his illness and death,

are described in these pages by one who held Encke in

grateful remembrance as "teacher and master," and as
" a fatherly friend."

Not the least interesting ' feature of the work is the

correspondence introduced into its pages. We find Encke
in communication with Humboldt, with Bessel and Struve,
with Hansen, Olbers, and Argclander ; with a host, in fine,

of living as well as of departed men of science.

R. A. Proctor

OUR BOOK SHELF
Elementary Introduction to Physiological Science. (Lon-

don : Jarrold and Sons.)

Any one may teach the higher branches of science ; none
but masters should dare to give elementary instruction.

The truth of this fundamental article of the teacher's

creed is very strikingly confirmed by this little book, which
professes to give uninstructed persons some elementary
knowledge—first, of the chief chemical products of animal
and vegetable life ; secondly, of vegetable physiology

;

and lastly, of animal physiology. One of the rules of

teaching which a real teacher has soonest and most
forcibly brought home to him says, " Never use an illus-

tration if you can do as well without it.'' The practice

of the author of this work is evidently, " Never miss a
chance of using a metaphor, or simile, or image, or

illustration that occurs to you. If it is 'striking' or
' homely,' use it as often as you can." The author possibly

understands his subject ; we cannot tell for certain whether
he does or no, for we cannot disentangle the real things

from his striking illustrations of them. We never know
whether he is speaking soberly or in metaphor, and we
are perfectly sure that a lad of lively imagination, reading
this book by way of an introduction to biology, would get

into his head such fearful and vivid ideas of what was
going on inside plants and animals, that no subsequent
teaching could ever set him right, and life would ever

afterwards be a burden to him.

Compendium der Pliysiologie des Mcnschcn. \'on Prof
Julius Budge. Zwcite AuHage. (Leipzig : Giinther.

London : Williams and Norgate.)
Very truly called a compendium, an account of as many
as possible of the facts of human physiology being com-
pressed into about three or four hundred pages. To a
reader ignorant of physiology, the book would probably
be wholly unintelligible ; to a German student about to

undergo an examination in physiology, it would doubtless

be very acceptable, for by it he might refresh his memory
on every point about which he is likely to be questioned.
Perhaps after all, however, it is w'ell for the English
student that we have nothing like it in the English language.
The author, in the second edition, has done his best to

bring the work up to the level of the most recent know-
ledge. Unfortunately, however, science will not stop
while an author is correcting proofs ; and this, like all

works professing to give the latest results, records not the

ultimate but the penultimate researches. This is not,

however, of very great importance ; for, as in so many Ger-
man physiological investigations the ultimate result is

the exact opposite of the penultimate, it is very easy to

calculate out the former from the latter, and add it on.

Chenes de I'Amerique Tropicale.— Iconograpliie des
Espl'ces nouvelles on pen conn lies. Ouvrage postliume
de F. M. Liebmann, achev^ ct aug?nentt' d'un aperi^u

sur la Classification des Chenes en gi^neral, par A. S.

Oersted. Copenhagen, 1868. i vol. folio, 29 pp.
Tabb. 57.

Liebmann was occupied at the time of his decease in

1856 with a monograph of the American Oaks. He left

behind him a number of folio copper-plate engravings
which he intended for the illustration of his work, and
brief descriptions of fifty-two new species. These were en-
trusted for publication to Prof Oersted, who has put all in

proper train, drawn up a valuable essay on the classifica-

tory characters of the genus, prepared an analysis of many
of the species, and added ten plates of leaves of various

species of oak in physiotype,—making altogether an
important contribution to illustrated botanical literature,

and a worthy memento of his friend. Liebmann died
comparatively young, about thirteen years after returning
from his botanical expedition in Mexico, where he amassed
very fine collections, which are still in course of deter-

mination and distribution by the Danish botanists. A
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short sketch of his Hfe precedes Prof. Oersted's memoir,
the substance of which had been aheady pubhshed in a
scientific journal of Copenhagen.
The principal novel feature in Prof. Oersted's arrange-

ment of the numerous species of oak— a genus including
about 160 species in the Old World, and 120 in the New,
—consists in the importance, for classificatory purposes,
attributed to the form of the style and stigma'tic surface.
Upon these organs the sub-genera are chiefly based. We
have had no opportunity of testing these characters, which
it is unfortunate were not investigated by M. Alph. de
Candolle, when preparing the Cupulifcra: for the " Pro-
dromus,'' published in 1S64. The omission of a Species-
Index to the genus Qiicrcus in the " Prodromus," makes
it very tedious to ascertain how many of Liebmann's
species are included in that work. Let us express the
hope that in the final volume of this great work, yet to be
published, we may be spared this annoyance in the case
of the larger genera. D.O.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. N'o notice is taken of anonymous
communications. ]

Prismatic Structure in Ice

Of late years attention lias not unfiequently been called to this

singular striictuve in ice, of which a number of instances are col-

lected by tlie Rev. G. F. Browne, in his valuable book on tlie

"Ice Caves of France and Switzerland" (chap, xviii.) In
August, 1S65, I had the opportunity of examining in his com-
pany some of tliese curious caverns ; and since then have been
on the look out for other instances of this structure. In January,
1867, I found it very well exhibited on a pond in Cambridge, an
account of which may be found in the Proceedings of the Cam-
bridge Philosophical Society, Part IV. and (more briefly) in my
"Alpine Regions," pp. 94, 334. I again saw it last summer in

a block of river or lake ice, which was brought on board a
steamer at Cliristiansand (Norway) from an ice house. This
block was about 8 inches thick. The prisms were rather irre-

gular in form, the area of their ends varying from about a quarter
of a square inch to one square inch, the sides being usually five

or six in number. The prisms were at right angles to the planes
of freezing, which were well marked.
These two were the only cases in which, from the first date until

a few months back, I had succeeded in finding this prismatic

structure clearly exhibited, but the present winter has proved
very favourable to its development. I have seen it several times

;

in fact, after every severe frost ; and under circumstances which
have led me to suspect that I have often overlooked it on former
occasions. In almost all the cases which I have lately noticed,

the prisms were small, the area of their ends being generally

about one-sixteenth of an inch. Hence, frequently the structure

could not be detected without very close examination ; as it was
masked on the surface exposed to the air by the usual layer of
disintegrating ice ; and even when the under and unmelted side

of a slab was examined, it had to be partly dried, before the

delicate reticulation produced by the jointed structure could be
observed by allowing the light to fall obliquely on it. The
simplest mode of detecting it was to break the slab across, when
instead of the usual conchoidal fracture of ice, a columnar
structure was distinctly shown. Not unfrequently the first hint

of its presence was given by the presence of a number of
small holes in the under side of the slab. These, of course, were
formed by water, which had trickled down from the thawing
upper surface between the angles of the prisms, and had thus
drilled itself a small tube. In one case—during a frost after a
partial thaw—I found the structure mapped out, as it were,
on the surface of the ice, but quite obhterated internally,

except where some vertical lines of air bubbles marked the
position of a tube or wider joint. In one of the cases above
described, I totally obliterated the internal columnar structure

by placing the ice in a freezing bath. I have often looked
for, but never found it in glacier ice. I am therefore inclined

to think that, though the large and strongly marked prisms are

of comparatively rare occurrence, tliis finer structure may be
found, if looked for, in every tolerably giadual thaw. Repeated

examination has also convinced me that the structure has no
immediate connexion with the hexagonal form of the ice crys-
tals

;
the angles of the prisms are too irregular and variable

to admit of this explanation. Their sides, however, so far as
I have seen, are always at right angles to the surface of
freezing, and are best developed when the temperature of the
neighbouring air for a considerable time does not differ much
from 32° Fahr. I therefore consider the structure to be pro-
duced by contraction in the ice as it approaches the melting
point, and so to be analogous to the columnar structure in
basalt, though due to a rise instead of to a fall in temperature.

St. John's College, Cambridge T. G. Bo.n'kev

A Probable Cause of Malaria
Since men of science, such as Dr. Carpenter, Jeffreys, and

Wyville Thomson, have proved by repeated and well-conducted
experiments that there is life in the ocean, * that there are moving,
sensible, living creatures, of nearly every description, in its

deepest recesses, it seems rather an idle question, "de lana
caprina," which has been raised lately about their manner of
living there ; how they get their food where no plant of any
description has ever grown ; whether they take in their food by
intussusception with a mouth, or by that kind of oozing-in-and-
out styled endosmose and exosmose,t or by any other kind of
absorption, suiting the glair-like sarcodic stuff which the eozoon
of old was made up of, and which is still at work in building, roll
upon roll, the myriads and myriads of microscopic Glolngcrince.X
Yet these seemingly idle questions when treated by men of science
and of experience may become the source of discoveries far
greater and more important perhaps than they anticipate.
Thus it is that the indefatigable Italian diatomist. Count Cas-

tracane, after having proved the very abundant growth of his
puny proteges in the brackish waters of the Mareiniiie and
Paludi pontine, did not esteem it a bootless task to search for
what they live upon, and also why they suddenly die away nearly
all at once.

Such is the subject of a recent memoir which he has lately
presented to the Roman Academy'/).-/ Lincei, of which he is one
of the most active members. After insisting upon the necessity
of mastering the subject more thoroughly before attempting any
new revision or classification of the diatoms, showing the system
he had followed himself, and the results he had obtained,
especially during the last year in making the round of the Istrian
peninsula, taking his headquarters at Trieste and Pirano most
particularly, where he gathered a rich harvest of very important
materials for future study, he goes on to state that nothing
is so fatal to the life of marine or even brackish water diatoms
as a sprinkling of pure fresh water. This he proved by repeated
and carefully performed experiments. From this fact he comes
to the very probable conclusion that the sudden dying away of
myriads of diatoms, besides, perliaps, myriads of other living
creatures, during the rainy season might be, if not the only,
at least one of the most efficient causes of malaria.

Before concluding this letter I wish to call the attention of the
British scienUfic public ;to another Italian naturalist, M. A.
Acorti, Professor of Natural History at the R. Gymnasium of
Trieste, who has made the Adriatic a special subject of his
studies, and is now engaged in the publication of the diatoms of
that sea. " The sketching of his figures," says Count Castracane,
"is of such beauty that I never saw anything better of the
kind, and I hope they will be soon published that I may pur-
chase them."

J. Gagliardi
* We liave now plenty of living Prot02oa, Radiata, Annulosa, Mollusca,

and even of Vertebrata abyssicolie.

t On account of the porous substance, which is a speciality of those won-
derful beings, Johnstone has classed them under the significant name of
A tHorphozoa pori/cra.

X After the late remarks on this subject by Prof. Wyville Thomson in
Nature, it is curious to see the manner in which a Fellow of the Royal
Society of the last century (John Ray) treated " the various ways of ex-
tracting the nutritious juice out gf the aliment in several kinds of creatures.
For oviparous quadrupeds," he says, " as chameleons, lizards, frogs, as also
in all sorts of serpents " (there were, of course, no protozoa known in his time),
" there is no mastication or comminution of the meat either in mouth or sto-

mach : but as they swallow insects or other animals whole, so they void
their skins unbroken, having a heat or spirits, powerful enough to extract the
juice they have need of, without breaking that which contains it ; as the
Parisian Academists tell us. I " (subjoins Ray candidly) '' cannot myself war-
rant the truth of the observation in all. I have taken two entire adult mice
out of the stomach of an adder, whose neck was not bigger than my little

6nger. These creatures, I say, draw out the juice of what they swallow
without any comminution, or so much as breaking the skin ; even as it is seen
that the juice of grapes is drawn as well from the rape (cluster), where they
remain whole, as from the vat, where they arc bruised, to Ijorrow the Paiisiaa
philosopher's similitude."
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The Motion of a Free Rotating Body

I SHAI.T. feel obliged if, tliroiigh llie medium of yom- widely-

circulnted joiimal, you will allow me to point out an extraordi-

nary mistake into which Mr. Radau has fallen, in a memoir in-

serted in the Aniiahs Sdciitijiqucs dc TEcolc Nonnah S:ipi'n-ure

tom. vi. 1869, in which he criticises certain of my con-

clusions about the representation of the motion of a free

rotating Irady contained in a paper published by me in the

"Philosophical Transactions" for 1S66. In his preamble, _M.

Radau says, speaking of the theory of rotation in connection

with the names of Poinsot, Rueb, Jacobi, and Richelot:
—

" Tout

recemment M. Sylvester a essaye d'appliquer au nieme sujet des

considerations nouvelles qui I'ont conduite a des resultats

interessants, a cote d'autres dont I'exactitude pent etrecontestee."

Later on in his memoir M. Radau points out, and accompanies

with very biting (albeit toothless) criticism, the nature of his ob-

jection, which is, in short, that I suppose Poinsot's ellipsoid,

under the influence of an original impulse, to roll without slip-

ping by virtue of its friction against the plane with which it is in

contact. Myanswer is, that of course I do. Andwhynot? when I

.suppose the plane "indefinitely rough "(see p. 76 1 of "Philosophical

Trans.actions," 1866), and have actually determined the friction

and pressure at each point of the motion, so that by solving a

maximum and minimum problem of one variable, the extreme

value of the ratio of one of these forces to the other, or if we
please to say so, the limiting angle of friction, or, in other words,

the necessary degree of roughness of the plane may be analytically

determined for every given case. M. Radau falls into the school-

boy blunder of making the ra/io Ih-twccii thefriction and pnssiiiv

cii'nsttuitihnniglioul tlic motion, confounding the actual friction with

its limiting maximum value ! It is, indeed, surprising that such

a perversion of the facts of the case should have found insertion

in a serious journal, such as that published by the Ecole Normale
Superieure, and I might fairly have expected from M. Radau the

courtesy habitual with his adopted countrymen, of applying to

me for information on anything in my paper which might have

appeared to him obscure or erroneous, before rushing into print

with sucli a maris nest.

But out of evil cometh good. M. Radau says :
—"Mais M. Syl-

vester va plus loin ; il ]jense que le probleme pourrait se resoudre

]iar I'observation directe du mouvement d'un ellipsoide materiel

tournant sur un plan fixe en meme temps qu'il tournerait autour

de son centre cgalcment fixe. On ne se figure ])as facilement

par (|uel artifice on fixcrait le centre d'un ellipsoide materiel."

In a future number of your esteemed journal (as time at pre-

sent fails me) I propose to show how, by the simplest contrivance

in the world, a downright material top of ellipsoidal form may
be actually made to roll, with its centre fixed, on a fixed plane

and so exhibit to the eye the surprising spectacle of a motion

]irecisely identical in time, as well as in its successive displace-

ments of position, with that of a body, turning round a fixed

centre, but otherwise absolutely unconstrained.

This mode of representation, which flashed upon my mind
almost instantaneously when my eye first lighted upon M. Radau's

objections, is the compensating good to the evil of being made
the victim (to the temporary disturbance of my beloved tran-

quillity) of so hasty and futile a criticism as has been allowed

insertion in the "Scientific Annals" of so great an institution as

the Ecole Normale of Paris.

The Inirean de redaction must surely have been nodding when
they allowed such observations, so easily refuted by turning to the

original memoir, to pass unchallenged. It was only within the

last few days that I received M. Radau's paper.

AtheuDium Club, March S J. J. Sylvester

" Engrais Complet"

In England many ]ieople have no faith in simple remedies

with simple names, such, for instance, as brimstone and treacle
;

but make the same materials into a jam, disguise its flavour, and

call it, say, the " Universal Purgative Extr.act," and then be-

lievers in its efficacy will soon be reckoned by the thousand. It

seems from a review in a recent number of Nature, that farmers

in France are similarly incredulous on the subject of manures

with intelligible names, that they require what is really useful to

be mixed with something useless, and called " Engrais Complet,"

before they will apply it to their land. The English idiosyncracy

benefits a large number of patent medicine vendors, and I pre-

sume this French variety of it Ijcnefits the manure merchants.

Let us hope, however, that English fanners will continue to mix

their own "Engrais Complet," obtaining, as heretofore, their

nitrogen from farmyard manure, guano, and nitrogenous salts
;

their phosphorus from guano and superphosphate ; their potash
from organic excreta anrl potash salts. Under ordinary circum-
stances, with the Norfolk four-course system, the "Engrais
Complet" for barley is left on the land by sheep feeding off roots

and oil-eake ; that for roots is farmyard manure and super-phos-

phate ; that for wheat is clover roots, with a top-dressing of

guano and salt. Clover requires little from the land but potash
and good cultivation ; but every crop should be fed well enough
to leave something handsome for its successor.

Pray excuse my homely comparisons, for although a reader

and I hope a student of Nature, I am still

O.Ni.Y A Clod

The Preservation of Mollusca

The notice in a recent number of the use of creosote by M.
Holbein for the preservation of mollusca, &c. , leads me to re-

mark that I have found it of great value for the preservation of

coleoptera and other insects. The .solution of creosote and
water appears to be quite as effectual a preservative as alcohol,

and does not harden the tissues or cause discoloration. After

an immersion of about a week the solution should be drained

off, and the insects placed in tins and covered with sawdust.

Probably small reptiles, &c., could equally well be preserved in

this way, which would save the danger of leakage and breakage
which now ruins so many consignments.

Cambridge. J. R. Crotch

Frankland and Duppa on the Action of Sodium on
Acetic Ether

In their recent connnunication to the Royal Society, reported

in the last number of N.\ture, Messrs. Frankland and Duppa
ascribe my not getting hydrogen by the action of sodium on the

acetic ethers to the high pressure existing in my sealed tubes.

How could there be a high pressure in my tubes unless I had
first developed a large quantity of hydrogen ? How then could

it possibly be high pressure which prevented my getting any
hydrogen ? The pressure could not be due to the tension of the

vapours of the acetic ethers, for in one experiment I employed
acetate of amyl, which boils at 140° C, whilst I heated only

to 100° C, and in this case, instead of getting 250 c. c. of gas,

I got not a tr.ace of gas. Moreover, the experiment with potas-

sium was made in an open vessel.

On the other hand nothing is plainer than tliat Frankland and
Dup|ia were operating upon alcohol as well as upon acetic ether,

and hence their hydrogen.
London, March 3 J. Alfred W.^nklyn

Sir W. Thomson and Geological Time

I AM curious to know in which of his writings Sir W. Thom-
son makes the assertion " that there was a time when the earth

rotated too swiftly for the existence of life." I cannot see how
the assertion, even if it were true, could be of the least use in

determining questions as to the length of time during which the

earth has been habitable. Certainly it has not the slightest con-

nection with Thomson's argument as to the date of consolidation

of the earth, founded on its figure and on the retardation of its

rotation by tidal friction. Yet the assertion is distinctly ascribed

to Thomson—7?/-j-/ in the Pall Mall Gazette, May 3, 1869, and
secondly in the Edinburgh Revieiu for January last.

If the passage quoted, or at least something resembling it,

cannot be found in Thomson's writings, I am anxious to know
whether the charge is due to simple stupidity on the part of the

critics (or critic ?), or whether it proves more ?

G. H.

Little Gull {Lanis miniitus)

In the proceedings of the Royal Physical Society of Edin-

burgh, as reported in Nature, July 17, Dr. Smith notices the

capture of a specimen of the Little Gull (Lams minn'.us) in

Scotland, and remarks that it is a rare straggler to Scotland, only

some two or three specimens having been previously recorded.

Although rare in Scotland, it is by no means uncommon on the

Yorkshire coast during the autumn and winter, and specimens

are frequently shot during these seasons near Flamborough
Head and along the Bridlington coast. This winter they have

been more than usually plentiful. Mr. Richardson, of Beverley,

i
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in a letter dated February iS, informs me "I have received

thirteen Little Gulls, shot on the Bridlington coast during the

last fortnight, seven adults and six immature." And, in a recent

communication, "There have been twenty-nine Little Gulls shot

in all, nineteen old and ten young birds."

I have a photograph of an adult bird in breeding plumage,
with the black head, shot at Flamborough on July 13, 1868.

Great Cotes, Ulceby, Feb. 25 John Cordeau.x

THE MICROSCOPIC FAUNA OF THE ENGLISH
FEN DISTRICT

'T*HE results of some recent researches amongst the
* Entomostraca of the rivers and "broads" of Nor-

folk and the adjacent counties have proved so interesting

that a brief rt'suiut' of the subject will probably not be
unacceptable to the readers of Nature.
Myattentionwas first directed to the district in thefoUow-

ing manner :—My friend, Mr. E. C. Davison, a gentleman
attached to the staff of H.M.S. Porcupine, has for several

years interested himself very kindly, during the annual
cruises of the vessel, in collecting for me such Entomos-
traca and other Microzoa as came in his way. Amongst
the gatherings which thus came into my hands were two
samples of sand from the Dutch rivers Maas and Scheldt,

some similar dredgings from the English river Ouse
(Norfolk), and one from Oulton Broad in Suffolk. The
Dutch gatherings had been in my hands for several years,

and their ostracoda described in the " Annals and Maga-
zine of Natural History," before I received those from the

English localities. An examination of these at once re-

vealed a remarkable similarity between ihe inhabitants of

all the localities—several species, up to that time unknown
in Britain, being recognised as identical with some of

those taken in Holland. This interesting observation

induced me, in company with Mr. D. Robertson, of Glas-

gow, to visit the Fen district with a view of more tho-

roughly investigating its microscopic fauna—an inquiry

which has resulted in very much strengthening our

original view as to its close relationship with that of

Holland, and seeming, moreover, to indicate that we
have in the English fens a very remarkable group of

Ostracoda and Foraminifera marked out by a hard and
fast line, and forming a district fauna quite unparalleled

in its isolation, as regards the surrounding British

species.

The fact of a partial relationship between the fauna of

the Fen counties, or East Anglian district, as we may con-

veniently call it, and that of North-Western Europe is

not new ; and the best account of the matter that I know
of may be found in an interesting article on " The Fens,"

by the Rev. Canon Kingsley, in Good Words for 1867.

The facts which most prominently indicate this relation-

ship are the presence of various fishes of the family

Cyprinida;—roach, dace, &c., which attain their highest

development in the rivers and lakes of Sweden,—of the
" bearded tit," now however probably nearly extinct, and
of the remains of the fresh-water tortoise, Emys lutaria,

now an inhabitant only of Central and Eastern Europe,

and whose presence in England can scarcely be accounted

for except on the supposition of a free river communica-
tion between our island and the Continent during a by-

gone geological epoch. That the Straits of Dover were,

indeed, not very long ago (geologically speaking) bridged

over by dry land, and that at that time the rivers of North-

Western Europe emptied themselves into one great

estuary situated betycen us and the Scandinavian penin-

sula are well-established facts ; and it is as giving

additional confirmation to this beUef by exhibiting perhaps
more fully than has previously been done the close rela-

tionship of the fluvial faunas of East Anglia and Holland,

that our present observations claim their chief interest.

For it is evident that two faunas, possessing in common,
even according to our present imperfect knowledge, a

considerable number of species at once very peculiar in

character, apparently very restricted in their distribution,

and separated at the present time by a wide expanse of
sea, must have sprung originally from one common centre,

and can scarcely have been finally separated for any
great length of time. The fishes to which we have re-

ferred have indeed spread, either through natural or

artificial agencies, from the eastern rivers to other parts

of England and even to Ireland. But this crustacean
fauna seems to be rigidly confined to the Fen district of

Norfolk and Suffolk on the western side of the German
Ocean, and to the rivers of Holland on the eastern side.

We make this assertion with some reserve, because much
yet remains to be done in the examination of aquatic
microzoa everywhere, and it is just possible that some of

those species which we take to be peculiar to the Fen
fauna may turn up elsewhere. But we have ourselves

examined dredgings from many English rivers, especially

on the east coast, and have explored in the search
for Entomostraca (though without dredging), the lake

districts of England and Southern Scotland, without
ever meeting with any of them. In no part of the con-
tinent of Europe have the Entomostraca received so

much attention as in Scandinavia, where, if anywhere, we
should expect a similar fauna to be found. But neither

Miiller, Lilljeborg, nor Sars appears to have met with

such. Nor does M. Felix Plateau's recent memoir on
the " Fresh-water Crustacea of Belgium " mention any
similar species, though we cannot help thinking that had
the dredge been used there, the result would have been
different.

Out of about 180 known species of British Ostracoda,
eighty may be frequently met with in river estuaries or in

marine situations where much fresh water habitually

mingles with the salt. Of these, thirteen may be con-
sidered as coming down to the debatable ground from the

fresh-water side and fifty-six from the sea ; the remaining
eleven haunt brackish water almost exclusively, so much
so, indeed, that were they found to any large extent in a

fossiliferous deposit, we should have no hesitation in saying

that it was produced under brackish conditions.

Of about 100 species and varieties found in the F"en

district and its outlets, sixty-eight may be looked upon
as usual inhabitants of either marine or estuarine situa-

tions. These are met with chiefly in the river outlets, and
being, doubtless, derived from the sea may be left out of

sight in any consideration of the fauna of the Fens.
Again, nineteen are widely-distributed fresh-water species,

of which little need be said except that those of the genus
Candona, especially C. coniprcssa, albicans, and lactea,

seem here to attain a finer development and to exist in

much greater abundance than in any other district.

In connection with this it is curious to observe that the

genus occupies an intermediate position between the

crawling, non-natatory marine Cytherids and the freely

swimming fresh-water Cyprides. Twelve (?) species, mostly
undescribed, seem to be entirely or almost entirely con-
fined to the fens of England and the corresponding dis-

tricts of Holland, for we regard their appearance in

dredgings from the estuaries of the Scheldt and Meuse
as evidence, not of their livim^ in those situations, but of

their probable abundant existence nearer the water-head.

Dead shells of the same species are met with in a similar

manner in the river outlets of Norfolk, such as the Ouse
and Breydon water, their real habitat being the fresh-

water " broads " and the dykes and rivers as high up as,

and very probably higher than, Peterborough and Ely.

The peculiar species of the district are the following :

—

Goniocvpris mitra, Brady and Robertson ; Mctacypris
cordata, B. and R. ; Cyprisfrctensis, B. and R.; Cypridopsis

Ncwtoni, B. and R. ; Candona Kingslcii, B. and R. ; C. hya-
lina, B. and R. ; Cythcrcfuscafa, Brady ; Limnicythere mon-
strijica, Norman ; L. Sanc/i Patricii, B. and R. ; PolycheUs
SUvensoni, B.and R.; with some few other species of which
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few examples only have been found, and those are not

yet fully worked out. Of the ten enumerated above, four of

the most remarkable {M. coidota, C.fuscata, P. Stevensoni,

C frctaisis) have occurred in the gathernigs from the

Meuse and Scheldt. The new species are not yet pub-

lished, but will shortly be fully figured and described by

the present writer, in conjunction with Mr. D. Robertson,

in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

The Foraminifera of the broads and fen rivers are

scarcely less interesting than the Entomostraca, and em-

brace some new species and varieties ;
we are not yet, how-

ever,in a position to institute any comparison between them

and those of the Dutch rivers. One point of interest may

should have found nothing of great interest. Not one

of the new species would have been found (though one of

these is everywhere abundant, and some of the rest by no

means rare), except Goniocypris mitra, of which one or

two detached valves were observed in a gathering from

Somerton Broad.
The explanation of the origin of this peculiar fauna is

perhaps not very easy. If we might be allowed to specu-

late, we should say that it is probably the last surviving

representative of a group of species which may have

inhabited in remote times a large, lagoon-covered district

possibly continuous between this country and Holland,

the water of which we should suppose to have been

Polycliek's Stevensom, magnified 40 diameters : (a) seen from side : (*) seen

from below. The young fry are seen through the transhicent shell at

its posterior end. The species is probably viviparous.

Mefacy^ris coraata, magnified 64 diameters : (.t seen irom side ; (/•) seen from Lelow.

Goniocypris utiifa, magnified 84 diameters : (tz) seen rom side ; (/') seen from below.

be noticed, that although, on the site of Whittlesea mere,
Foraminifera are very abundant, scarcely any are to be
met with in the river Nene, which is closely adjacent.
This would seem to indicate that the faunas of the two
places are independent of each other, or, at any rate, that

the Foraminifera of the Fens are not recruited indirectly

from the sea through the medium of river communication.
In conclusion it must be said that the free-swimming

Entomostraca of the whole fen district present, so far as
we have found, nothing calling for remark ; many of the
common fresh-water Lyncei and Copepoda are very abun-
dant in the broads, rivers, and dykes, throughout the
district ; but had it not been for the use of the dredge we

ordinarily but slightly brackish. Possibly if this condition

lasted during any great period of time, the species in

question may ha\e been developed by a process of modi-
fication from those inhabiting the estuaries on one side

and the fresh water on the other. But two or three of

them are so far removed in character from any others

with which we are at present acquainted that it is impos-
sible to speak more positively on the subject. Enough
has been said to show that the subject is one of no little

interest, and that the waters of the districts referred to

would very probably well repay the labours of investi-

gators in other departments of natural history.

G. .S. Brady
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THE NEW NATURAL SCIENCE SCHOOLS
AT RUGBY

ALTHOUGH a brief notice of the new schools at

Rugby has already appeared in the pages of this

journal, a more detailed account of them may not be
unacceptable to the readers of Nature, especially at a

time when so much attention is being paid to the subject

of science teaching in schools.

on each side of the centre table, and ten and six in those

along the sides of the room. Each compartment com-
prises a cupboard and two drawers, two shelves for

bottles, two gas taps, waste basin with water supply, and
a working space of 3 ft. 6 in. by I ft. 9 in. The water

taps and basins in the central table are placed so as to

serve for boys working on either side, and thus much
space is gained. The water taps have a small orifice, and

GROUND PLAN

SCALE OF FEET

The accompanying ground-plan will show the general

arrangement of the rooms.
The laboratory is 35 ft. by 22, and is intended to

accommodate thirty boys. It is not, properly speaking,

one of the new schools, as it was formerly the only Natural

Science lecture-room ; but it has been much altered and
entirely refitted, in order to convert it into a laboratory.

The working tables are divided into compartments, seven

are specially adapted for filling test tubes. A water pipe

is also carried along the highest shelf and there are taps

at intervals for filling tall vessels, for working with Lie-

big's condenser, &c.

The sink, with arrangements for washing and drying

bottles, is seen near the door in the drawing.

At one end of the room is an open fireplace, with

shelves and nests of drawers on either side. The drawers
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contain the various articles that are in general use in the

laborator)', such as corks, cork-borers, elastic tubing,

holders of different kinds, glass tubes and rods, &c.

Every drawer is labelled on a simple plan that I find very

convenient.

A bit of zinc is bent at an angle of 45°. The two

edges of the one half are then just turned over, and the

whole is screwed to the front

of the drawer. A card slipped

under the turned-down edges

is held perfectly tight, and
can be removed at any time.

Labels so arranged are much
more easily seen than if they

were simply fastened to the face of the drawers. (One is

shown in the figure.)

The lower shelves above the drawers contain all the

dry chemicals required in Harcourt and Madan's " Prac-

tical Chemistry " (the book we chiefly use in the labora-

tory), together with the more costly re-agents, and others

that are in less frequent use. Each boy has a complete

set of all the ordinary acids and test solutions on the

shelves of his compartment.
The contents of the drawers and shelves on either side

of the fire-place are arranged in duplicate— a complete

set on each side. In this way all chance of confusion

and crowding is avoided, as no boy can have occasion to

cross over from the side of the room on which he is work-

ing to the opposite side, everything being ready to his

hand.
A common balance with sets of gramme weights is

placed on the table above each nest of drawers. Here
also are kept the various measuring flasks and cylinders.

At the other end of the room is an ordinary si.\-feet

kitchen range, which has been slightly modified so as to

serve for a furnace. It has sand-bath, boiler, and drying-

oven. On one side of the furnace is a cupboard to con-

tain a stock of glass and porcelain apparatus. On the other

side are two spacious evaporating closets with sliding

glass doors. These are supplied with hoods and jets for

creating a powerful draught. The draught can be still

further increased, when necessary, by lighting a large

ring of jets in the flue communicating with the closets.

A small cupboard for tools and a glass-blower's table

complete the furniture of the laboratory.

The room marked B, in the ground plan, was formerly

the only laboratory for the use of the school. It was built

some years ago, at the same time as the Natural Science
lecture-room, and, though small, was exceedingly well

arranged. It is now converted into a private laboratory

for the use of the chemical lecturer. It contains a large

evaporating closet, also a sand-bath and distilling ap-

paratus, both of which are worked by the fire in the

school laboratory by means of appropriate dampers.
Here also is the flue for obtaining a down-draught at

the lecture-table in the adjoining chemical lecture theatre.

As several pipes open into this flue it was found neces-

sary to place the large ring of gas-jets for creating the

draught at a considerable elevation above the floor. To
light this ring an artifice was employed that it may
be worth while to mention. A supplementary gas-pipe

was carried alongside of the supply-pipe from a few

feet above the floor to the ring of jets. This was
pierced with small jets at short intervals all the way to

the top. A separate tap turns on the gas in this pipe,

and upon applying a light to the lowest jet the flame runs

rapidly up the pipe and lights the ring at the top. The
gas is then turned off from the supplementary pipe and
the ring alone left burning.
From the private laboratory a door opens into the

chemical lecture-room. This is provided with seats for

fifty boys, the forms and desks rising tier above tier so

that experiments at the lecture t.able are well seen by all.

The down draught at the lecture tabic, already alluded to.

is most useful. Experiments with chlorine may be
performed with hardly any smell escaping.
The theatre is well supplied with shelves, cupboards,

apparatus cases, diagram-screens, and black-board.

There is also a capital cellar for stock chemicals, batteries

and empty cases.

The Physical Science lecture theatre, D, is of still

larger dimensions, and will hold sixty boys. A space

at one end is fitted up with work-tables, &c., where
experiments may be prepared, and also where boys may
themselves learn how to use physical apparatus under the

eye of a master.
The walls of the room, E, are entirely lined with glass

cases for the reception of the school apparatus. Here,

also, is a lathe with table-vice and bench, where an
assistant, accustomed to mechanical work, can make
various lecture illustrations, and repair instruments that

are out of order.

I ought to add that the Natural Science Schools are

only part of an extensive block of new buildings con-

taining several classical and other schools, and that the

whole has been erected from the designs of Mr. W.
Butterfield. T. N. HUTCHINSON

NOTES
M. DelaunaY is the new director of the Paris Observatory.

We must congratulate the French Government upon their ap-

pointment. M. Delaunay, who has just received the Medal of

ouv Royal Astronomical Society for his researches on the moon's

motion, is an astronomer second to none, and is in every way

admirably qualified for such an important post.

At the Royal Society's .Soiree on Saturday last, a number of

interesting objects were exhibited, among which we may mention

Mr. Roberts's specimens of electro-deposited iron ; Mr. Siemens

specimens of cast steel from the Landore-Siemens Works ; a

clironoscope of elaborate construction, exhibited by Capt.

Noble, for recording at one observation the velocity with which

a projectile passes different parts of the bore of a gun. The
principle of this instrument is that of registering, by means of

electric currents, upon a recording surface, travelling at a uniform

and very high speed, the precise instant at which a shot passes

certain defined points in the bore. It is capable of indicating

intervals of time as minute as one-millionth part of a second.

We shall again refer to some of the objects exhibited.

At the meeting of the Royal Society last week, the names ot

the candidates for election, fifty-three in number, were read.

From these, in accordance with the usual practice, fifteen will be

chosen to be elected by the Fellows of the Society in June next.

Last year the number of candidates was forty-five.

At the same meeting two short papers were read from Mr.

Le Sueur, who has charge of the great telescope at Melbourne,

giving an account of his observations of some of the nebidii;

included in Sir John Herschel's Cape Catalogue. The details

are interesting, and full of promise for the future ; as are also the

particulars of spectroscopic observations of Jupiter which accom-

pany the observations of nebula:.

The AtheiuTum, in reporting that Mr. Hind has issued a cir-

cular showing the path of the moon's shadow in the eclipse of

the sun which will take place on the 22nd December, re-

marks that it is to be hoped that our Government will send out an

expedition thoroughly equipped with spectroscopes to settle the

nature of the corona, one of the last remaining questions of solar

physics.

It is satisfactory to know that the Municipal authorities ot

Glasgow are alive to the prospective benefits which tlieir city

is likely to gain, in a sanitary point of view, fiom the inves-

tigations which are to be instituted by the Sewage Committee
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of the Bvitish Association. If any city more than another

needs the sanitarian besom it must surely be Glasgow, when it

is remembered that it enjoys the unenviable notoriety of having

the highest death-rate of all the great towns of the kingdom.

Its desire to get this stigma removed is indicated by the fact

that the Police Commissioners, at their last meeting, on the

motion of a genuine sanitarian, the chairman of the Health

Committee, voted the sum of 100/. towards defraying the

expenses of the British Association Committee referred to

above. We understand that the fund already amounts to

upwards of 1,000/.

The Swiney Lectures on Geology are to be delivered at the

London Institution, by Dr. Cobbold, F. R. S., commencing on

March loth. During the course it is proposed to discuss, among

other subjects, "The scope and tendency of the physical and

biological sciences," " The best modes of acquiring adequate

conceptions of geologic time," " Evidences of the incompleteness

of the geological record," and " The claims of geology as an aid

to the acquirement of high mental culture."

On the 13th of January died F. T. Otto, Professor at the

Polytechnic School of Brunswick, known chiefly as the trans-

lator of Graham's "Elements of Chemistry." Two editions of

tliis translation having been rapidly sold, a third edition was

commenced in 1S52, in which the plan of the original was

entirely changed. Otto treated mineral chemistry in three

volumes ; theoretical chemistry being reserved to Buff, Kopp and

Zamminer, and organic chemistry to Kolbe and Fehling. Otto's

chemical researches were not considerable. His books, however

on the manufacture of vinegar and on agricultural industry are

held in gi-eat esteem. Otto was born in Saxony in 1809.

The paper to be read on Thursday at the Royal Society, by

Mr. Warren de la Rue, Dr. Balfour Stewart, and Mr. Loewy, is

expected to be of great interest.

Professor LTnger, of Vienna, a well-known botanist, whose

death we reported last week, was, it is now stated, found mur-

dered in his bed at Graz ; and no trace of llie murderer has as

yet been discovered. A priest has taken this opportunity to

assert from the pulpit at Cilly, Styria, that the body of the late

philosopher had probably been destroyed by the devil himself,

who had just claims upon his soul

!

We learn from the Society of Arts Journal that a Hygienic

Council, attached to the Turkish Ministry of the Interior, has

been created, with the function of improving the drainage,

enforcing proper street scavengering and public cleanliness, both

in the capital and throughout the provinces. Its further duty

will be to improve existing civilian hospitals, and establish new

ones where needed.

The examination of candidates for the Royal Agricultural

Society's prizes will take place in the week commencing

26th April.

The Royal Asiatic Society offer to treat with any learned

Society for the use of rooms in their new premises in Albemarle

Street, which are more than they require.

The rhologyaphic A'cu's announces the death of Mr. Bingham,

an English photographer long resident in Paris, and at one time

assistant to Faraday.

There is a talk of an International Congress of Geographers

at Antwerp. Many eminent French savants have promised to

take part.

Mr. Alglave reports in the Revue des Cours Scicutijiijui:s

that the Sars Fund now amounts to about 260/.

We acknowledge the receipt of the ninth number of the Free

Sunday Advocate, with a supplement, containing Professor

Huxley's lecture "On the forefathers and forerunners of the

English people"—apaperbyWni. Duthie, Esq, "On the social

economy of Sunday, stating reasons for the opening of picture

galleries, museums, and gardens, and running railway trains and

steamboats on Sunday"—also the first of Dr. Carpenter's lectures

" On the physical conditions and animal life of the deep sea."

Cosmos complains that the approaching reunion at the Sor-

bonne instead of being an assemblage of philosophers is to be

merely a gathering of students, to compete for and receive

prizes.

We acknowledge the receipt of the Meteorological Tables

for the Quarter endhig 31st December last by Mr. Glaisher.

The Kn'ue des Cours Scicutijiques states that the botanical

collection formed by Baron Delesscst, and since maintained by

his son, who died lately, has been left to the town of Geneva.

The library has been deposited in the Academy of Sciences.

With reference to Prof. Stanley Jevons's paper, read last

month at the Royal Society, on the representation of logical

processes by mechanism, it seems right to mention that Mr.

Alfred Smee, F.R.S., published a book twenty years ago on

the "Progress of Thought," in which engravings were given of

a machine for the representation of ment.1l operations. At

present it is difficult to see what would be the utility of such

machines ; but if they are to be regarded as a step towards one

that will some day be really useful, then the invention may be

accepted as something more than an ingenious curiosity.

In the report of the Royal Commission on Pollution of

Rivers, the presence of arsenic in the water and mud of rivers

near alkali works is pointed out, and it is also stated that the

London sewage at Barking contains as much as '004 of arsenic

in 100,000 parts.

The Levant Herald states that the Turkish Government is

about to adopt the French Metric System. It is to be gradually

brought into use. The oke very nearly corresponds to the

kilogramme.

The second of a course of weekly lectures on subjects con-

nected with Economic Science, especially as concerned with

labour and capital, under the auspices of the Social Science

Association, was delivered inthe house of the Society of Arts, John

Street, Adelphi, on Tuesday evening, by Frederick Hill, Esq.,

on "The Identity of the Interests of Employers and Work-

people." The chair taken by George Godwin, Esq.

The Council of the Society of Arts will consider the award

of the Albert medal early in May next.

An injunction has been granted to restrain the Corporation of

Leeds from discharging sewage into the river Aire.

The first Exhibition of Spring Flowers at the Gardens of the

Royal Bot.inic Society, is to take place on the 30th and 31st of

this month.

At a Session of the Council of University College, London,

on Saturday last, Mr. George Grote, president, in the chair, Mr.

Henry Maudsley, M.D. Lond., Fellow of the College, was ap-

pointed Professor of Medical Jurisprudence. A Whitworth

Exhibition of 25/. was awarded to Mr. Robert Forsyth Scott,

a student of the college.

The new chemical laboratory erected for the use of the

scholars at Eton College has just been opened for school pur-

poses, under the superintendence of Mr. Madan. There are two

large rooms, one of which will be used for lectures and the

other for school purposes.

From a circular lately issued to the Government science

teachers, we learn that the Lord President and the Vice-

President of the Committee of Council on Education have

found it advisable to modify the provisions of the Council's

minute of the 30th November, 1S69, in reference to the mode

of paying those teachers for their arduous work of instructmg

the industrial classes in elementary science. Since the teachers
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heUi tlieir meeting at Mancliesler, the complaint which they

brought against the Science and Art Department of breach of

faith, and repudiation of engagements made with them, has

been pressed upon the Government by a strong force of Lan-

cashire and Yorkshire members of ParUament.

The British Medical Journal states that Prof. Agassiz is

ill from nervous prostration and over-work, not being able

even to write letters.

The Gnlstonian Lectures for this year will be delivered at the

Royal College of Physicians, by Dr. Maudsley, on the nth,

l6th, and iSth of this month, the subject being " The Relations

between Body and Mind, and between Mental and other Nenous
Disorders.'' The Croonian Lectures will be on "Aneurism of

the Heart," and will be delivered by Dr. Gibson on the 23rd,

25th, and 30th of March. The subject of the Lumleian Lectures

on the 1st, 6th, and 8th of April, will be " The Natural His-

tory and Diagnosis of Intra-Tlioracic Cancer," by Dr. J. R.

Bennett. The lectures will commence in each case at 5 o'clock.

The Acclimatation Society of Paris has awarded to Mr. P. L.

Simmonds its silver medal, of the first class, for his paper on
"Silk cultivation and supply," read before the Indian Confer-

ence of this Society last year. A similar medal has been
awarded to Mr. G. W. Hart, of Hayling Island, for his labours

in oyster culture.

The Instituto Tecnico of Palermo has published another part

of the Gioriiale di Scioizc Natitrali ed Kconomiche^ which well sus-

tains the character of the work. Among the papers therein

contained we notice—"Avifauna del Modenese e della Sicilia,"

" Sui materiali per costruzione di mattoni refrattarii per le zol-

fare," "Nuove specie di funghi," " Determinazione del luogo

chimico nelle sostanze aromatache," and " Studii paLxontologici

suUa fauna del calcario a telebratula janitor del nord di Sicilia."

Besides all this, the part contains eiglit numbers of the Bulldino
of the Royal Astronomical Observatory at Palermo, in which are

records of observations astronomical and meteorological, notices

of sun-spots and magnetic perturbations, and on shooting-stars

and meteors, with lithographic illustrations. It is gratifying to

find that even in Sicily science is making progress.

The Government of India has lately sanctioned the com-
mencement of the Damoodah Canal, at an estimated cost of

about 540,000/. Its total length will be just 100 miles. One
end of it will terminate in the heart of the Bengal coal-fields,

and it will thus be the means of affording a cheap line of trans-

port for carrying coals into Calcutta, relieving at the same time

the railway of a portion of that traffic. A secondary but very

important result of this canal is likely to be the drainage of the

tract of land lying between the railway and the Damoodah,
which for the last seven years has been desolated by malarious

fever.

We learn that the success of the Lectures for Women duiing

the present term has equalled the most sanguine expectations of

the originators of the scheme. Between seventy and eighty

ladies are now attending eight courses of lectures, the number
of attendances (counting each lecture separately) being in all

115. The committee proposes to issue in June a complete
programme of the lectures for the next academical year. The
present courses will be continued during the ne.xt (Easter) term

at tlie present hours, unless special notice of a change be given.

We have received from the Hydrographic Oflice of the Ad-
miralty a copy of the notice to mariners stating that, on or about
the 1st of April next, a telegraphic station vessel will be moored
by the International Mid-Channel Telegraph Company off the

entrance to the English Channel, in from fifty-five to fifty-nine

fatlioms water, in lat. 49° 20' 30" N., long. 6° 17' W. of Green-
wicli. The vessel will be painted black, with the words " Tele-

graph Ship " in white letters on her sides ; she will have tlirec

masts. At the top of the mainmast a large black cone will be

hoisted during daytime, and a powerful globular light at night,

elevated thirty feet above the sea, which in clear weather should

be seen from a distance of six miles. A flare-up light will also

be shown every fifteen minutes during the night, from an hour

after sunset to an hour before sunrise. During foggy weather,

day or night, a bell will be rung continuously for half a minute

every quarter of an hour ; and for the first six months, or until

the 1st day of October 1870, a gun will be fired every quarter of

an hour, and after that date every hour. The commercial code

of signals for the use of all nations will be used on board, to the

exclusion of all other codes, and none other can be noticed. In

reference to this, M. Delehaye remarks in the Bulletin of the

Association Scientifique of France that it will be of gi'cat service

to navigation by saving time, and obviating risk and expense. For

meteorological purposes also he believes this station will be very

useful. He might have extended his list.

ON THE TEMPERATURE AND ANIMAL LIEE
OF THE DEEP SEA*

I.

"T^HE present discourse embodies the most important general
-^ results obtained by the exploration of the deep sea in the
neighbourhood of the British Isles, carried on during the summer
of 1S69 in H.M. surveying vessel Porcupine, with the view of

completing and extending the inquiries commenced in the
Lightning expedition of 186S, of which an account was given
by the speaker at the Friday evening meeting of April 9, i859.t
The expedition of the Porcupine was divided into three

cruises. The first of these, which was placed under the scien-

tific charge of Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S., accompanied by
Mr. William L. Carpenter, as chemical assistant, commenced
from Galway near the end of May, and concluded at Belfast

at the beginning of July. It was directed in the first in-

stance to the south-west, then to the west, and finally to the
north-west as far as the Rockall Bank. The greatest depth at

whicli temperature-sounding and dredging were carried on in

this cruise was 1,476 fathoms ; and these operations, througli

the excellent equipment of tile Poicnpine and. the skill of her
commander. Captain Calver, were so successfully performed,
tliat it was confidently anticipated that still greater depths might
be reached with an equally satisfactoiy result.

The second cruise, which was under the scientific charge of
Prof Wyville Thomson, F.R.S., with Mr. Hunter as chemical
assistant, was consequently directed to the nearest point at which
a depth of 2,500 fatlioms was known to exist, viz., the northern
extremity of tlie Bay of Biscay, about 250 miles to the west of
Ushant. In this cruise temperature-sounding and dredging
were carried down to the extraordinary depth of 2,345 fathoms,
or nearly three miles—a depth nearly equal to the height of
Mont Blanc, and exceeding by more than 500 fathoms that

from which the Atlantic Cable was recovered. This sea-bed,

on wliicli the pressure of the superincumbent water is nearly
three tons for every square inch, M-as found to support an
abundance of animal life; about li cwt. of "Atlantic mud,"
chiefly consisting of GlobigerincE, having been brought up in tlie

dredge, together with various types of higher animals, Echino-
derms. Annelids, Crustaceans, and MoUusks ; among them a
new Crinoid—referable, like the Rhizocrinus, wdiose discovery
by M. Sars, jun., had been the starting-point of the present
inquiry—to the Apiocrinite type which flourished during the
Oolitic period.

The third cruise was under the scientific charge of the speaker,
with Mr. P. H. Carpenter as chemical assistant ; but he had the
great advantage of being accompanied by his colleague Prof.

Wyville Thomson, who, as in the Li:^litning expedition, took the
entire superintendence of the dredging operations. The object

of this cruise, which commenced in the middle of August and
terminated in the middle of September, was a more thorough
exploration of the area between the North of Scotland and the
Faroe Islands, which had been found in \he Lightning expedition
to afford results of peculiar interest in regard alike to the in-

equality of temperature and to the distribution of animal life on
the sea-bed, which here ranges between tlie comparatively slial-

* A Lecture delivered at the Royal Institutl'cn.

\ Proc'^cdinss of the Royal liiilitution, vol. v. p. 503.
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low depths of from 350 to 650 fathoms—the last-named being

the greatest deptli to which dredging had been carried in 1S6S.

The weather, during nearly the whole of the Porcupine expe-

dition, was as favourable lo its work, as during the greater part

of the Lightning expedition it had been unfavourable ; and "the

results obtained not only far exceeded the most sanguine expec-

tations of those wlio had promoted it, but may be said, without

exaggeration, to be such as no previous scientific exploration of

so limited an extent and duration is known to have yielded.

The results of the temperature-soundings will be first stated,

with their bearing on the doctrines advanced in the former dis-

course as probable inferences from the observations made during

the Lightning expedition. These observations indicated that two
very different submarine climates exist in the deep channel which
lies E.N. E. and W.S.W. between the North of Scotland and
the Faroe Banks ; a minimum temperature of 32° having been
registered in some parts of this channel, whilst in other parts of

it, at the like depths, and with the same surface temperature

(never varying much from 5^^), the minimum temperature

registered was never lower than 46^,—thus showing a differ-

ence of 14'. It could not be positively asserted that these

minima are the bottom-temperatures of the Areas in which
they respectively occur : but it was argued that they must
almost necessarily be so :—first, because it is highly impro-

bable that sea-water at 32° should overlie water at any higher tem-

perature, which is specifically lighter than itself, unless the two
strata have a motion in opposite directions sufficiently rapid to be

recognisable; and secondly, because the nature of the animal life

found on the bottom of the cold- area, which consists of quartzose

sand including volcanic particles, exhibited a marked correspon-

dence with its presumed reduction of temperature, whilst the

sea-bed of the warm area is essentially composed of Globigerina-

mud, and the animal life which it supports is characteristic of

the warmer-temperate seas.

This conclusion, it is obvious, would not be invalidated by any
error arising from the effect of pressure on the bulbs of the

thermometers ; since, although the actual minima might be, as

was then surmised, from 2° to 4' below the recorded minima, the

difference between temperatures taken at the same or nearly the

same depths would remain unaffected.

The existence in the cold area, of a minimum temperature of

32°, with a Fauna essentially Boreal, could not, it was argued,

be accounted for in any other way than by the supposition of an

under-current of Polar water coming down from the north or

north-east : whilst, conversely, the existence in the warm area, of

a minimum temperature of 46', extending to 500 or 600 fathoms'

depth, in the latitude of 60° (being at least 8° above its isotlierm),

together with the warmer-temperate character of its Fauna,

seemed equally indicative of a flow of equatorial waters from the

south or south-west.

It was further urged that if the existence of two such different

submarine climates in close proximity can only be accounted

for on the hypothesis of an Arctic stream and an Equatorial

stream running side by side (the latter also spreading over the

former in consequence of its lower specific gravity), these

streams are to be regarded ^like the Gulf Stream) as particular

cases of a great general Oceanic Circulation, which is continu-

ally bringing the water cooled-down in the Polar regions into

the deepest parts of the Equatorial ocean-basins, whilst the

water heated in the Equatorial regions moves towards the

poles on or near the surface. Such a circulation was long

since pointed out to be as much a physical necessity, as that

interchange of Air between the Equatorial and Polar regions

which has so large a share in the production of winds ; but

whilst physical geogi'aphers remained under the dominant idea

that the temperature of the deep sea is eveiywhere 39°, they

coiUd not fully recognise its importance.

These doctrines have been fully tested by the very numerous

and careful temperature-soundings taken in the Forcupitie expedi-

tion ; and the result has been not merely to confirm tliem in

every particular—so that they may now take rank as estab-

lished facts,—but also to show that a temperature 2j° below

the freezing-point of fresh water may prevail over the sea-bed

in a region far removed from the Polar, and that even this

extreme reduction is by no means antagonistic to the existence

of animal life in great variety and abundance.

All the temperature-soundings of the /'c>;r;//;//e' expedition were

taken with thermometers protected from the effects of pressure by
the enclosure of the bulb of each instrament in an outer bulb, sealed

round the neck of the tube; about three-fourths of the intervening

space being filled with spirit, but a small vacuity being left, by which
any reduction in the capacity of the outer bulb is prevented from
communicating pressure to the inner. This plan of construction,

which was suggested by Prof \V. A. Miller, has been so suc-

cessfully carried into practice by Mr. Casella, that thermometers
thus protected have been subjected to a pressure of three tons on
the square inch, in a testing-macliine devised for the purpose,
without undergoing more than a very slight elevation, of which
a part, at least, is attributable to the heat given out by the com-
pression of the water in which they were immersed ; whilst the

very best thermometers of the ordinary construction were affected

by the same pressure to the extent of 8^ or lo", the elevation in

some instruments reaching as much as 50' or 60°.* Two of these

protected Miller-Casella thermometers were used in each obser-

^ation, and they always agreed within a fraction of a degree.

The same pair was used throughout the expedition ; and not-

^^ithstairding that they were used for 166 separate observations,

in which they travelled up and down nearly 100 miles, they came
back in perfectly good order ; a result mainly due to the care

with which they were handled by Captain Calver. It may be
affirmed with great confidence that the temperatures which they
indicated were correct within i^(Fahr.

) ; an approximation quite

near enough for the scientific requirements of the case.

In order to connect the work of the Porcupine with that of

the Lightning expedition, it will be desirable to commence
with the third cruise of the former, in which a detailed survey
was made of the area traversed in the preceding year by the

latter. In this cruise bottom-soundings were taken at thirty-

six different stations, at depths varj'ing from 100 to 767 fathoms
;

of these, seventeen were in the cold area and fourteen in the

warm, whilst five exhibited intermediate temperatures, in ac-

cordance with their border position between the two. In order

to ascertain wdiether the minimum temperatures thus obtained

were really the temperatures of the bottom, serial soundings were
taken at three stations, of which one was in the \\arm area

and two in the cold—the temperature at different deptlis between
the surface and the bottom being ascertained by successive

observations, at the same points, at intervals of 50 or 100 fathoms.

All these results agreed extremely well with each other ; and
they closely accorded with the fifteen observations made in

the Lightning expedition, when the requisite correction for

pressure (from 2° to 3° according to the depth) was applied to

the latter.

The following general summary of these results brings into

marked contrast the conditions of the warm and cold areas,

which occupy respectively the W.S.W. and E. N. E. portions of

the Channel between the north of Scotland and the Faroe Is-

lands, and lie side by side in its midst.

The surface-temperature may be said to be everywhere nearly

the same, viz. 52° ; the variations above and below this being

attributable either to atmospheric differences (as wind, sunshine,

&c. ) or to difference of latitude. Alike in the warm and the

cold areas there was a fall of from 3° to 4° in the first 50
fathoms, bringing down the temperature at that depth to 48°. A
slow descent took place nearly at the same rate in both areas

througlr the next 150 fathoms ; the temperature in tlie warm
area at the depth of 200 fathoms being 47°, wliilst in the cold it

was 45 7°. It is below this depth that the marked difierence

shows itself. For whilst in the warm area there is a slow and
pretty uniform descent in the next 400 fathoms, amounting to

less than four degrees in the whole, there is in the cold area, a

descent of fifteen degrees in the next 100 fathoms, bringing down
the temperature at 300 fathoms to 30'S% Even this is not the

lowest ; for the serial soundings taken at depths intermediate

between 300 and 640 fathoms (the latter being the greatest

depth met with in the cold area, midway between the Faroe

and the Shetland Islands) showed a further progressive

descent ; the lowest bottonr - teinperature met with being

29 '6°. Thus, while the temperature of the superficial stratum

of the water occupying the cold area clearly indicates its

derivation from the same source as the general body of water

occupying the warm area, the temper.- ture of the deeper stratum,

which may have a thickness of more than 2,000 feet,

* See Prof. W. A. Miller's " Note upon a Self-Registering Thermometer,
adapted to Deep Sea Soundings," in ' Proceedings of the Royal Society,"

June 17, 1S69.—The same principle had been previously applied in thermo-

meters constructed under the direction of Admiral Fitzroy ; the space

between the two bulbs, however, being occupied with mercury instead of
spirit. Owing, however, to some imperfection in their construction, their

performance was not satisfactory, and they were found very liable to

fracture.
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ranges from the freezing point of fresh ^v•ater to 21° below it.

Between the two is a stratum of intermixture of about loo fathoms

thickness, wliich marks the transition between the warm super-

ficial layer and the body of frigid water which occupies the deeper

part of the channel.

The shortest distance within which these two contrasted sub-

marine climates were observed at corresponding depths, was

about 20 miles ; but a much smaller distance was sufticient to

produce it wlien the depth rapidly changed. Thus near the

southern border of the deep channel, at a depth of 190 fathoms,

the bottom-temperature was 487°; wdiile only six miles off,

where the depth had increased to 445 fathoms, the bottom-tem-

perature was 30-1°. In the first case, the bottom evidently lay

in the warm superficial stratum ; whilst in the second it was over-

flowed by the deeper frigid stream.

It seems impossiljle to account for these phenomena on any

other hypothesis than that of the direct derivation of this

frigid water from the Arctic basin. And this agrees very well

with other facts observed in the course of the exploration.

Thus:— (i) The rapid descent of temperature marking the

"stratum of intermixture" began about 50 fathoms nearer the

surface in the most northerly portion of the cold ai'ea

examined, than it did in the most southerly, as might be expected

from the nearer proximity of the cold stream to its source. (2)

The sand covering the bottom contains particles of volcanic

minerals, probably brought down from Jan Mayen or Spitz-

bero-en. (3) The Fauna of the cold area has a decidedly Boreal

type ; many of the animals which abound in it having been

hitherto found only on the shores of Greenland, Iceland, or

Spitzbergen.

Although the temperatures obtained in the warm areas do not

alTord the same striking evidence of the derivation of its whole

body of water from a southern source, yet a careful examination

of its condition .seems fully to justify such an inference. For the

water at 400 fathoms in lat. 59V' was only 2 '4° colder than

water at the same depth at the northern border of the Bay of

Biscay, in a latitude more than \o' degrees to the south, where

the surface-temperature was 627° ; and the approximation of

the two temiJeratures is yet nearer at still greater depths, the

bottom-temperature at 767 fathoms at the former stations being

41 •4°, whilst the temperature at 750 fathoms at the latter point

was 42
'S".

Now, as it may be certainly affirmed that the

lowest temperature observed in the warm area is considerably

above the isotherm of its latitude, and that this elevation could

not be maintained against the cooling influence of the Arctic

stream but for a continual supply of heat from a wanner region,

the inference seems inevitable that the bulk of the water in the warm
area must have come thither from the S. W. The influence of the

Gulf Stream proper (meaning by this the body of superheated water

which issues through the " Narrows" from the Gulf of Mexico), if it

reaches this locality at all—which is very doubtful—could only

affect the most superficial stratum ; and the same may be said of

the surface-drift caused by the prevalence of south-westerly

winds, to which some have attributed the phenomena usually

accounted for by the extension of the Gulf Stream to these re-

gions. And the presence of the body of water which lies be-

tween 100 and 600 fathoms' depth, and the range of whose tem-

perature is from 48° to 42°, can scarcely be accounted for on any

other hypothesis than th.at of a great general movement of Equa-

tori.al water towards the Polar area ; of which movement the

Gulf Stream constitutes a peculiar case modified by local condi-

tions. In like manner, the Arctic Stream which underlies the

warm superficial stratuin in our cold area, constitutes a peculiar

case, modified by the local conditions to be presently explained,

of a great general movement of Polar water towards the Equa-
torial area, which depresses the temperature of the deepest parts

of the great Oceanic basins nearly to the freezing-point.

W. B. Carpenter

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Lo.NDON

Royal Society, March 3. — The following papers were
read :

—" Results of the Monthly Observations of Dip and
Horizontal Force, made at the Kew Observatory, from April

1863 to March 1869 inclusive." By Dr. Balfour Stewart.
" Spectroscopic observations on stars and nebula; made with
the Great Melbourne Telescope. " By A. Le Sueur. "On the

nebula of Argo, and on the spectrum of Jupiter." By A. Le
Sueur. We shall return to these papers next week.

Geological Society, February iS. — Annual general

meeting, Prof T. II. Huxley, president, in the chair. The secre-

tary read the Reports of the Council, of the Library and Museum
Committee, and of the Auditors. The general position of the

society, as evinced by the state of its finances, and by the con-

tinued increase in the number of its members, was stated to be
very satisfactory. In presenting the Wollaston Gold Medal to

John Evans, Esq,, for transmission to M. G. P. Deshayes, the

president requested him to transmit it to M. Deshayes as an
expression on the part of the Geological .Society of the high esti-

mation in which his services to pala;ontology and geology,

especially in regard to the classification of the tertiary formation,

are held by the geologists of this courttry ; adding, that six years

ago the council of this society demonstrated the interest which it

took in M. Deshayes's valuable investigations by awarding him
the Donation-fund. Now that those researches, commenced just

fifty years ago, are completed, and the labours of a life devoted

to science are crowned by the publication of five great volumes
containing descriptions and figures of all the moUusca of the

Paris basin, it has seemed to the Council a fitting opportunity for

bestowing the highest honour at its disposal upon the pupil,

editor, and continuator of Lamarck, and the worthy successor of

his great master in the Chair of Natural History in the Museum
d'Histoire Naturelle. Mr. Evans acknowledged on the part of

M. Deshayes, the award of the Wollaston Medal, and read a
letter from M. Deshayes expressing his sense of the honour con-

ferred upon him. The president presented the balance of the

proceeds of the Wollaston Donation-fund to Mr. Evans, for

transmission to M. Rouault, Keeper of the Geological Museum
at Rennes, in aid of his researches upon the Palaeontology of

the Devonian and Silurian Rocks of Brittany, and remarked that

the cosmopolitanism of science was well illustrated by the fact

that all the honours at the disposal of the society this year are

gladly accorded to foreigners.—The President then read his

anniversary address, prefaced by biographical notices of deceased

Fellows, including Prof Brayley, F.R. S. ; Dr. Hermann von
Meyer; Dr. B. Shumard ; Dr. Koget, F.R.S. ; Prof Graham,
F.R.S. ; Prof Jukes, F.R.S. ; Dr. W. Clarke, F.R.S. ; Mr.

J. W. Salter ; the Vicomte d'Aixhiac, &c. The ballot for the

council and officers was taken, and the following were duly

elected for the ensuing year :—President ; Mr. Joseph Prest-

wich. Vice-Presidents: Sir P. de M. G. Egerton, R. A. C.

Godwin-Austen, Sir Charles Lyell, Bart., Warrington W.
Smyth. Secretaries : P. Martin Duncan, John Evans. J'"oreign

Secretary : Professor D. T. Ansted. Treasurer : J. Gwyn
Jeffreys. Council : Prof D. T. Ansted, William Carruthers,

\V. Boyd Dawkins, P. Martin Duncan, Sir P. de M. G.
Egerton, John Evans, David Forbes, J. Wickham F'iower,

Capt. Douglas Galton, R. A. C. Godwin-Austen, llaiwey B.

IIoll, J.Whitaker Hulke, Prof T. H. Huxley, J. Gwyn Jeffreys,

.Sir Charles Lyell, George Maw, John Carrlck Moore, Prof John
Morris, Joseph Prestwich, Warrington W. Smyth, Rev. W. S.

Symonds, Rev. Thomas Wiltshire, Henry Woodward.

Zoological Society, February 24.—Dr. E. Hamilton, V.P.

in the chair. A communicatioir was read from Mr. R. .Swinhoe

containing some information on the subject of the exact locality

of the Amherst's pheasant (
ThaumaUa amherstht), which was

stated to be the mountains between the Chinese province of

Sechuen and Tibet.—A letter was read from Sir George Grey
in reference to Professor Owen's communication of a letter from

Dr. Haast read at the previous meeting. Sir G. Grey was of

opinion that there were good grounds for believing that the

Dinornis had been extirpated by the direct ancestors of the

present race of Maories.—A second letter was read addressed

to .the Secretary by .Mr. W. H. Hudson on the ornithology

of Buenos Ayres.—Mr. Sclater exhibited a specimen of a new
lemur, which had been lately discovered by Mr. Van Dam in

North-eastern Madagascar, and had been named by Mr. Pollen

Piopithecus damanus.—Messrs. C. H. T. and G. F. L. Marshall

read some notes on the classification of the birds of the family

CapitoniiLv.—Two communications were read from Mr. R.

Swinhoe on the white wag-tails (MotacilLc) of China, and on a

new species oi Accentor from Northern China propo.sed to be called

,/. crytJiropyghis.—Mr. P. L. Sclater read a paper on the deer

living in the Society's menagerie, amongst which there were

stated to be examples of several recently described and very

little known species. Mr. Sclater concluded his paper with

remarks on the arrangement and the geogi'aphical tlistribution

of the Co-ciihe, and in particular of the species of the genus

Ccriiis. The total number of Ccni recognised as probably
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valid species were twenty-tlirce in the Old World and seven-

teen in tile New World.

Chemical Society, March 3.—Prof. Williamson, F.R.S,

president, in the chair. Mr. Ch. P. Saudberg, of Stock-

holm, was elected a fellow of the society. The fust paper was

by Dr. Gladstone on "Refraction Equiv.ilents," to which we shall

return. The next paper was by Dr. Thudichum, on '

' Kiyptophanic

Acid," a normal ingredient of human urine. The substance is

obtained from the primary material by first forming its lime

salt, transforming this by neutral lead-acetate into lead-krypto-

phanate, and decomposing the latter by sulphuretted hydrogen.

Kryptophanic acid is an amorphous, gummy mass, transparent

and nearly colourless. It forms salts with the alkalis, the

alkaline earths, and other metals. Mercuric nitrate produces

in the aqueous solutions of its earthy salts a white precipitate

;

the ordinary analysis for urea is thus shown to be liable to

error.; The acid is dibasic, and has the formula CsHjiNOj,
but in some instances it may be viewed as tetrabasic and in that

case its formula must be written CmH^gN^OiQ.

Linnean Society, March 3.—Mr. J. E. Howard read a

paper by Mr. Broughton, chemist to the cinchona plantations in

the Madras Presidency, "On hybridisation among cinchonas."

He believes that the sub-varieties of Cinchona officinalis are

permanent, but that hybrids can be artificially obtained, although

they do not occur in nature. The cinchona has long been known
to belong to the class of dimorphic plants. In the discussion

which followed. Dr. Anderson, superintendent of the Botanic

Gardens at Calcutta, gave some interesting particulars of the cul-

tivation of cinchona at the Darjeeling plantations.—Dr. Hooker
read a very interesting and important communication from Sir

Henry Barkly, Governor of Mauritius, on the " Fauna and
Flora of Round Island," a very little-known dependency of that

colony. Although only about twenty-five miles from Port .St.

Louis, and the inter\-ening sea not more than 4CX3 feet deep, both

plants and animals differ not only in species, but also in genera,

from those of the Mauritius. The exploring party were only in

the island one day, but during that time they captured four species

of snakes and several lizards, no species of either family being

found in the Mauritius. The insects and shells obtained were

also peculiar, one of the latter being a Cyclostoma. Of flowering

plants only twenty-four species were collected, but of these more
than half were not natives of the Mauritius, including three spe-

cies of palm, a Pan.ianus, or screw-pine, and two species of

ebony. One of the palms is between thirty and forty feet high
;

another is similar to the Mauritian Areca alba, but different ; and
a third has a most remarkable bottle-shaped stem. Round Island

is only about three miles in circumference and one and a quarter

across. It consists of a mound of tufa about 1,000 feet in height,

very little vegetation being found in the lower part. Sir II.

Barkly believes the area to be one of elevation rather than

subsidence.

Royal Archseological Institute, March 4.—The following

papers were read :
— " Remarks on a piece of Roman sculpture,

found at Sens, and representing fresco painting." By Mr. J. G.

Waller.—" On the Emerald Vernicle of the Vatican, with notices

of other ancient portraitures of Our Saviour." By Mr. C. W.
King, M. A.—"On an ancient Alms-box, found at Browne's

Hospital, Stamford." By the Rev. C. Nevinson, warden of the

hospital. Among the objects exhibited were a drawing of a

leaden vessel containing Roman coins, found in Cornwall, by the

Hon. W. O. St.anley, M.P.—Fragment of Anglo-Saxon M.S.,

found at Stamford Court, Worcester, by Sir T. E. Winnington,

Bart.—Silver plate engraved with historical and allegorical

subject, three portraits in Dresden porcelain, by Mr. Octavius

Morgan, M.P.—Stone and bronze implements, found in Lincoln-

shire, by the Rev. E. Jarvis.

Anthropological Society, March i,—Dr. Beigel, V.P., in

the chair. Mr. Robert Wright and Dr. Hilliard, were elected

Fellows. " On the Circassian slaves and the Sultan's harem."

By M.ajor Millingen. The author showed by what means the

Turks insured to themselves in former days a supply of white

slaves, so as to recniit their armies and their harems. The facts

stated by the author with regard to the slave-trade seemed to

prove that, from the highest to the lowest, all the ladies of Con-
stantinople, those at least who have capital to invest, are regular

slave-dealers. The author subsequently showed that the use of

white slaves is a necessity for Mussulman nations on religious,

social, and state-policy reasons, as slavery serves to keep women
under subjection and in a state of seclusion ; while politically it

is indispensable for the maintenance of the reigning dynast)',

whose matrimonial alliance with any other but slaves is against

the statutes of the empire. A description of the seraglio then

followed, its organisation being accurately exposed, while ample
details were given concerning the v\ives and odalisks of the

Sultan. In the seraglio the lot of the Circassian slaves was said

to be better than that which befalls the generality ol slaves
;

there they are provided with everything, and can attain high

honours and power. The syslem was condemned by the author

on account of its being a source of ruin and depravity for both

slave and master. The author maintained that it is impossible

that the Turks should seriously think of doing away with slavery

for the reason that it is so much a part of the social and political

edifice, that an attempt to alter the existing state of things would
inevitably hasten its downfall. In conclusion, he s.iid that if

the Turks, instead of importing women and good-for-nothing

slaves, had given their minds to peopling their half-deserted

country with an emigration of hardy and industrious men, Turkey
might be now at the head of the civilised countries of the earth.

—

Mr. E. Charlcsworth exhibited some remarkable flint implements

from Honduras.

Royal Geographical Society, February 14. — Sir R.

Murchison, president, in the chair. "On the Runn of Cutch
and neighljouring regions." By Sir Bartle Frere. The author

defined the region as a broad belt of country between the

Indus on the west and the Arivalli Mountains on the

east, extending from the Himalaya to the Peninsula of

Cutch on the Indian Ocean ; the length was about 600 miles,

and its breadth varied from 100 to 150 miles. The southern

portion, called the' Runn of Cutch, forms a level plain 150 miles

in length, distinguished by the total absence of vegetation. It

forms, during the greater part of the year, a plain of firm sand,

saturated with salt, on which the hoofs of horses and camels in

passing make scarcely any impression. It is so level that a

heavy rainfall remains like a vast slop on the surface, and is

blown about by the wind until it evaporates. During the south-

west monsoon, however, the high tides flow into it and cover it

with water to the depth of one or two feet. Travellers and
caravans pass over it, but are sometimes lost, for there are abso-

lutely no landmarks ; the danger is somewhat lessened on the

side of the hills of Cutch by a beacon-fire which is regularly

lighted by a Mahommedan family there settled, to whom has

descended the religious duty of thus guiding the wandering tra-

veller over this desolate waste. The surface remains damp even

in the driest season, and the soil never pulverises. Mirage and
other surprising atmospheric phenomena are common in this

singular district. North of the Runn the desert waterless tract

is called the Thurr. The whole region slopes very gradually

from the sub-PIimalayan ranges, between the Jumna and the

Sutlej, towards the south-west. The rivers descending from
these lower ranges disappear as they advance into the desert, and
none of them reach the Indus. The Thurr is covered with a

constant succession of sandy ridges, rising as high as 200 feet

above the valleys, and the aspect of the country is that of a bd-

lowy ocean converted into sand. In districts where rain falls

and where the inhabitants have dug wells, some of which aie

300 feet deep, there are cultivation and settlements ; but the soil

is throughout sandy, and over the whole region not a stone can

be found that is not imported. That part where there is a hard

level plain with abrupt sandhills, is called the "Put." .Sir Bartle

believed that the native terms of "Runn," "Thurr," and "Put,"

might be adopted in physical geography as denoting varieties of

plain which are totally unlike savannah, prairie, steppe, pampa,
or any other known description of land-surface. Travellers

in attempting to cross the Thurr are subject to sudden death,

not, as might be supposed, from the effects of sunstroke, but

from some peculiar condition of the atmosphere connected

with the intense heat and the nature of the soil, most of

the fatal attacks occurring after sunset. The Runn of Cutch

and the region north of it are much subject to volcanic

disturbance. The great earthquake of 1S19 is still remembered
by the inhabitants ; it was described by Lieutenant Burns, in an

admirable paper on the Indus, read before the Royal Geographi-

cal Society in 1833. Sir Bartle was inclined to attribute the

singular levelness of the s.alt-plain of Cutch to the great fre-

quency of slight shocks or tremors. During earthquakes, mounds
are thrown up some ten or twelve miles in length, and of con-

siderable height, formed, Sir Bartle believed, by a crack or fissure

of the surface at right angles to the direction of the earthquake

wave, one lip of the fissure being tilted up and overlapping the
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other, so as to foim a ridge. Small craters and hillocks of

ejected sand are sometimes formed on the surface of the Runn,

and afterwards subside again to the level of the plain. Dry beds

of rivers are traceable tlirougliout the desert tract to tlie north.

From the difficulties of access to the Thurr, it had been for cen-

turies the place of refuge to remnants of various races and nations

who had invaded Hindoostan, or succumbed to the fortunes of

war. Here are still found specimens of the wild Bheels who
claim to be the autochthones and whose blood is essential to

ratify every solemn ceremony of the Rajpoot dynasties ; Coolies,

who are anterior to the earliest Hindoo immigiants
; Jutts, who

are said to be of Scythian origin and are hardly ever l;no\vn to

forsake their ancestral occupation as breeders of cattle. Hindoos
of every tribe and caste are here found, and many representatives

are seen of later immigrations—Belooches, Afghans, Kurds,
Arabs, and even Turcomans. One tribe of Rajpoots in the

Desert, the Sodas, retain their primitive custom of bringing up
all their female children, and, in consequence, all the chiefs in

Rajpootana, where female infanticide had become established,

have had for ages to take their wives from the humble Soda
settlements. Tlie poor Soda chiefs have therefore powerful con-

nections among their wealthy sons-in-law ; but, though they often

pay a round of visits among them, they are said never to exchange
their lives of freedom and smiplicity, in the desert, for the palaces

of Rajpootana. In the discussion wliich followed. Lord Napier
of Magdala stated his belief that if the improvements Sir iJartle

Frere suggested, when Commissioner of Scinde, had been put in

execution at the time, a gi-eat alteration for the better would by
this time have taken place in tlie desert tract which he had
described. — The following new fellows were elected :— Rev.
T. H. Braim, John E. Dawson, E. Hutchins, J. Irvine, M. H.
Lackersteen, Joseph Moore, Commander Noel Osborn, J. N.
Robertson, Joseph Starling, Heniy Stilwell, Charles Stenning,

John Wilton.

February 28.— Sir R. I. Murchison, president, in the chair.

The following Fellows were elected :—Donald Butler, Com-
mander George M. Balfour, W. A. M. Browne, W. L. Barclay,

F. W. Buxton, Lieutenant E. F. Chapman, Colonel D. Carleton,

Dr. R. H. Hilliard, R. A. Hankey, W. M. James, Colonel
Charles E. Law, the Hon. Henry Lyttelton, John Markham,
W. C. Midwinter, Major-General W. C. McLeod, Lieutenant-

Colonel George W. Raikes, Right Hon. Sir John Rose, W. A.
Whyte.
"A Visit to Yarkand and Kaskgar." By R. B. Shaw. The

author commenced by saying that the common idea of Tartary

was that of a succession of vast plains, over which hordes of

barbarians wandered at will with their cattle and tents. He had
found the reality widely different. It was a well-cultivated

country, containing flourishing cities of more than 100,000 in-

habitants, wliere many of the arts of civilisation are carried on.

Security of life and property exists, commerce is protected, the

roads are full of lite and movement, and markets are held on a

fixed day of the week, even in the smallest villages. In the

towns extensive bazaars, covered in against the rays of the sun,

contain rows of shops, where goods of every kind and from every

country are exhibited. In Yarkand alone there are sixty col-

leges, with endowments in land, for the education of students of

Mussulman law and divinity, while every street contains a pri-

mary school attached to a mosque. There are special streets for

the various trades. In one street will be found the silks of

China, in another the cotton goods and prints of Russia, while

a third will contain robes made of both materials, tliree or four

of which make up the ordinary dress of the Turki inhabitants.

In some streets all kinds of groceries are sold : others are set

apart for the butchers, who offer a choice of horse-flesh, camel,

beef, or mutton. The first is rather a luxury, but tlie two last

are most abundant, selling at about one penny a pound. The
bakers make most excellent light loaves by a process of steaming
the bread. The greengrocers present abundant supplies of vege-

tables in gieat variety, besides cream nearly as tliick as that of

Devonshire, and delicious cream-cheeses. Everywhere sherbet

made of fruit is sold, which you can get cooled at any street

corner, where there are stalls for the sale of ice. There are tea-

shops where tlie great urns are ever steaming, and eating-houses

in abundance. Such is the manifold life of this little-known

nation ; living a life of its own, making histoiy very fast, and
looking upon European politics witli tlie same indifference with
wliich its own have been regarded by us. The author, who
made his journey with the view of opening the way for trade,
especially in tea, between India and Eastern Turkistan, described

the manner of his reception by the Governor of Y arkand, and
by the Ataligh Ghazee, the ruler of the countiy, then resident in

Kashgar, who now seems firmly established as king over a pro-

ductive region containing a population variously estimated at

from 20 to 60 millions. The Andijanis occupy the chief places

in the administration, and form the strength of the army; but
their attitude towards the native Yarkandis is very conciliator)-,

and they are looked upon, not as conquerors, but as brothers in

faith and blood, who have delivered tliem from the yoke of un-

believers and idolaters. The Yarkandis are naturally addicted

to commerce and the arts of peace, while the Usbeks of Andijan
find tlieir most congenial occupation in administration and arms.

Both peoples speak the same language, whicli is essentially that

of the Turks of Constantinople. The Ataligh, Yakoob Beg,
impressed Mr. Shaw as a man of remark.able intelligence and
energy. Merchants from India are beginning to frequent Yarkand,
and it only required the removal of a few obstacles in the hill

countries subject to our own influence to open out a field for trade,

of which it would be difficult to over-estimate the importance.

The whole region forms a vast elevated basin, in Central Asia,

about 4,000 feet above the sea-level, surrounded on three sides

by a wall of snow-covered mountains, reaching in many places

an altitude of more than 20,000 feet. On the east it passes into

the sandy desert of Gobi, which separates it from China. All

the rivers which descend from the snows of the mountain, flowing

eastward, are lost in the sands, and, as there is little or no rain,

the soil has to be fertilised by canals and irrigation. Tlie beau-

tiful cultivation and luxuriance of the thickly-peopled parts are

entirely due to tliese irrigating canals, which are exceedingly nume-
rous and carefully kept. Mr. Shaw stated that the King himself

superintended the worlcs at a new canal whilst he was tliere, and
even laboured at it himself. The country is separated from the

plains of India by the mountain-system of the Himalaya, form-

ing an elevated belt 500 miles broad, w ith eleven more or less

elevated parallel ridges of mountains lying along it. I'he most
northerly of these ridges was styled Kuen-lun by the Chinese, but

was not a distinct chain from the rest of the mountains. Mr. Shaw
concluded by describing his retuni journey [over the Karakoi-um
Pass. Sir Henry Rawlinson said that the Government of India

had considered Mr. Sliaw's discoveries of so much importance
that they had entered into negotiations with the Maharajah of

Cashmere for tlie purpose of encouraging trade with Eastern
Turkistan, and arrangements had been entered into by which all

transit duties through Ladak would be abolished. The diffi-

culties of the route northward from Ladak over the Karakorum
would probably be obviated by the adoption of the much easier

road to the east via Changclienmo, or, still better, by the ele-

vated level plains of Rudok still farther east. The difficult

.Sanju Pass over the Kuen-lun would also be avoided in future

by the adoption of the Yenghi Pass, all that was necessary being

the establisliment of a fort at its foot to protect caravans from
the depredations of hordes of robbers who frequent that dis-

trict.—The President reminded the meeting that Mr. .Shaw was
the first European since tlie days of Marco Polo who had pene-
trated to Yarkand, and been allowed to return from that won-
derful country. The .Society's envoy, Mr. Hayward, had reached
tlie place a few days after him ; but the two were not allowed
to see each other until they w-ere on the way back again.

—

A second paper was read, '* On a Journey through .Shantung

and a visit to the Tomb of Confucius," by Mr. J. Markham,
Consul at Chefoo, The paper contained a most interesting

account of the author's reception at Kio-foo, the city of Con-
fucius, and his examination of the monuments and temples con-

nected with tlie fame of the Cliinese sage. The great majority

of the inhabitants of the city are descendants of Confucius and
bear his surname, and the magistrate's office is hereditary in

the family. The result of the author's experience acquired in

joumeys throughout the length and breadth of this important

j.u'ovince was that the middle and lower classes of China were,

as a rule, inclined to be friendly to strangers, and that all acts

of offence are instigated by the governing class of mandarins.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, March 7. — Colonel

P. J. Yorke in tlie chair. His Royal Highness the Prince

Christian of Schleswig-Holstein w-as elected an honorary mem-
ber, and W. H. Barlow, A. J. Booth, F. \V. Buxton, J. T.

Clover, Rev. J. Congreve, G. H. Darwin, F. Galton, Lord R.
Gower, R. Grubb, J. Gurney, H. Hoaie, J. Houldsworth, Lieut.

-

Colonel G. Ives, T. Jacomb, E. C. Johnson, Sir J. J. T. Law-
rence, F. M 'Clean, J. O'HaUoran, H. Pechell, F. Pennington,

G. Phillips, M. R. Pryor, Dr. J. Rae, Rev. D. M. Salter, A. G.
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Sandeman, G. Stone, A. A. de Lille Strickland, C. B. Thur-
ston, the Hon. J. G. P. Vereker, Mrs. Michael Wills, and H.
Woods, were elected members of the Royal Institution.

CAMBRIDGE

Philosophical Society, March 7.—The following communi-
cations were made to the society :

— " On the Centro-surface of

an Ellipsoid," by Prof. Cayley. "On the correct expressions
for the resistance whicli bodies experience whilst moving in gases

and liquids : with a description of the verifying experiments,

"

by Mr. Potter.

Dublin

Royal Irish Academy, February 14.—Rev. J. H. Jellett,

president, in the chair. The president read a paper entitled

"Researches in the application of Optics to Chemistry," No. I,

"Combinations of Nitric Acid with Quinia."—A letter from
M. De Vismes Kane, was read, describing the circumstances
under which the large stone implement and the curious wooden
vessel, which he had presented to the Academy's museum,
througli Dr. Stokes, were found.—The secretary read a descrip-

tion by Mr. R. R. Brath, of an Ogham inscribed stone at Kiltena,
county Waterford.

P.-VRIS

Academy of Sciences, February 28.—M. A. Tre'cul pre-

sented the third part of his memoir on the position of the trachea-

in the ferns. His object in this important paper is to show that

there is "no unity of constitution, circulation, and symmetry "

in the vascular Acrogens, and in illustration of this view he
describes the arrangements of the trachere in the following forms

:

—Atliyriuin filix-fcmiiia, several species of Aspiditim umiAsflc-
nium, Stntthiopteris gennanica^ Adiantutn tenentni^ Scolopcn-
dr-ium ojpiciiiale, Ceterach officiiiarunty and Gyninogt-atniue c/try-

sophylla and calome/aiws.—A letter by Father Secchi on the

modifications produced by magnetism in the light emitted by
rarefied gases, was read. In this the author described some
experiments made by him with a powerful electro-magnet upon
Geissler's tubes. He stated that when a tube is placed between
or close to the poles of the electro-magnet the light is condensed
towards the part of the tube most distant from the magnet, so

that instead of a diffused light a bright streak is visible. Tlie

effect was said to be very curious, appearing as if the gas
itself was displaced, and resembling the great movements of the

streamers in the Aurora Borealis. The more brilliant light gives

a more brilliant and distinct spectrum, and the author stated that

when the gas has a double spectrum, the two spectra are pro-

duced separately—one from the brilliant part of the tube, the

other from the parts nearer the magnet. The author remarked
that the effect of magnetism was as if it narrowed the tubes.

He ascribed it to a repulsion of the rarefied gases, due to dia-

magnetism. M. Dumas remarked that M. de la Rive had been
carrying on some experiments of a like nature, the results of

which are not yet published, but he believed that in some points

they coincided with Father Secchi's.—In a memoir on the

spectra of various kinds of simple bodies, M. Dubnmfaut
ascribed the double spectra obtained from some vacuum tubes to

impurity in the gases employed, and indicated some other sources

of error. He referred especially to hydrogen. He also noticed

that variations of temperatures may cause anomalies in spectrum
analysis, and remarked that the line K a of potassium may be made
to appear and dissappear by raising and lowering the temperature.

—Notes of a further investigation of propylic, butylic, and amylic
aldehydes were presented by MM. I. Pierre and E. Puchot.
Their researches related chiefly to the temperatures of ebullition

and densities of these bodies, as to which their results differ

considerably from those of former writers.—In a memoir by M.
Gustave Lambert on the experimental determination of the form
of the earth, that gentleman proposed a simplification of the
method of observation by means of the pendulum, and a ready
means of measuring a base-line. He submitted his methods to

the judgment of the Academy, intending 10 employ them, if

approved, in the projected French Arctic expedition. — M.
Delaunay communicated a report by MM. Wolf, Andre, and
Capitaneano, on a bolide observed by them at the Paris Obser-
vatory on the 26th February.—This meteor started from between
a'- and 3 Caiiis uiiiioris, and passed as a yellow streak between
Sinus and /3 Canis majoris, when it took the form of a very
brilliant, bluish white ball about 5' in diameter, followed byja
broad yellow tail ; near v Canis majoris, it burst into several frag-

ments and disappeared. The phenomena commenced at g*" 35"" 20^

and lasted about 3 seconds. No sound was heard.—M. F. Lucas
presented a note relating to the physical state of bodies ; M. H.
Montucci a memoir on Gauss's method for the reduction of tri-

nominal equations
; and M. H. Sainte - ClaireDeville a note by

M. A. Martin onLeonFoncault's "method ofautocollimation" and
its application to the investigation of parabolic mirrors.—M. H.
Caron communicated a note on the solution of reductive gases
by iron and carburets of iron in fusion, in which he suggested a
cause of the spirting of cast-steel and iron in cooling.—M.
H. Sainte-Claire Deville made some remarks on this paper.
A memoir on the oxidation of iron by Mr. P. Grace Calvert, was
read ; from his experiments he concludes that it is tlie pre-
sence of carbonic acid in the air tliat causes the rusting of iron.—M. Chevreul made some remarks npon this paper.—A note on
the dissociation of ammoniacal compounds, by INI. F. Isambert,
was presented by M. H. Sainte-Claire Deville. —The .author
noticed the compounds formed by the sulphates of zinc and
cadmium with gaseous ammonia, and the tensions of the
ammoniacal gas set free from these compounds by the
action of heat, which are constant at given temperatures.
M. Campana communicated a note "On the texture and
differential character of the Lungs in Birds," in which he
described the mode of origin and distribution of the secondary
bronchial tubes, which, he slated, terminate in a single tertiary
tube, and this in its turn unites with the extremity of another
secondary tube. This applies also, according to the author, to
the lateral tertiary tubes.—M. Elie de Beaumont communicated an
extract from a letter of M. Prost giving an account of earthquake
shocks experienced at Nice, and containing a journal of shocks
observed during the years 1866— 1869.—M. H. Sainte-Claire
Deville presented a note by Father Denza on an Aurora borealis
and some other meteorological phenomena observed in Piedmont
on the 3d of January, 1870.

Berlin

German Chemical Society, February 29.—C. Liebermann
communicated the result of his researches on chrysene, of which
large quantities have lately been obtained from coal tar. He
has specially devoted attention to the chinone of chrysene,
obtained by oxydising this hydro-carbon. The colouring pro-
perties of this substance are very inferior to those of its analogous
anthracene.— C. Scheibler reported on betain, a base he obtained
from beetroot-juice, or molasses. The young roots contain con-
siderable quantities of this substance, and certain molasses
furnish as much as 3 per cent, of it. The base has been found
identical with oxyneurin, lately discovered in the brain, in eggs,
&c., by Leibriech. It is not poisonous, and yields well crys-
tallised salts.—H. Wichelhaus has determined the vapordensity
of chloronidtride of phosphorus, tlius proving the correctness of
the formula PjNjClu which had already been fully established by
Gladstone .and Holmes.—C. Rammelsberg delivered a lecture on
meteorites, giving a succinct and interesting history of these
remarkable bodies, the existence of which had been regarded as
a superstition up to the end of the last century.—Mr. Gordon has
prepared Reisets' and Magnus' salts containing ethylamine,
aniline, and toluidine in the place of ammonia.—T. Tliomsen of
Copenh.agen sent a paper on the heat of combination. The heat
produced by adding an acid to a base attains the maximum
when the latter is neutralised by the former. Based upon this

observation, the .author concludes that sulfhydric acid must
be monbasic, a startling fact, which in order to be fully

confirmed appears to need further examination.—Two papers
were sent in after the last meeting of the society, and printed
in the abstracts of that meeting. One is by Kekule, on the
substance described as chloraceten. The author proves the
non-existence of this substance, a solution of oxychloride of
carbon in para-aldehyde having been taken for a chemical indi-

vidual. The other p.aper is by Ceck, describing the combustion
of part of the Bohemian diamond, and removing any uncer-
tainty concerning its nature,

German Geological Society.—At the Februaiy meeting Dr,
Lossen reported on the composition of Karpholithe Irom the meta-
morphic slate of Biscaroda, in the Harz Mountains. Hauchecorne
and Meyne reported on borings made at .Stade forrocksalt. Its

discovery was anticipated with certainty. Lindig reported on
the borings made at Spurenberg (thirty miles from Berlin), where
an immense saltlayer was discovered two years ago. The bornig
is now 2,630 feet deep, 2,347 of which go through one layer of
pure rocksalt ! The temperature was found to be 31° 5' C. at
the bottom.
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Vienna
Imperial Academy of Sciences, January 20. —The Ministry

of Commerce called upon the Academy to appoint a member

to arrange the reproduction of the P'rench standard meter,

and also forwarded a nautical instrument for the correction of the

course of vessels, invented by Carl Zamara.—A note by Prof.

G. Hinrichs of Iowa, on the structure of quartz, was communi-

cated by Prof, von Haidinger.—Prof. E. Mach communicated

the results of an investigation by M. C. Neumann upon the

vibrations of a string under the bow. His results for the most

part confirm Ilelmholtz's theoretical views.—Dr. Boue presented

a geographico-geognoslic map of the valley of Sutchesa, and

remarked upon its peculiarities.—Dr. A. Friedlowsky communi-

cated a memoir on three cases of augmentation of the carpal

and tarsal bones in man.—Prof. F. Simony gave a comparative

account of the conditions of temperature in the Lakes of Hall-

statt, Gmund, aud Langbath, at different depths, and Dr. J-

Hann presented a memoir on the decrease of temperature with

elevation on the surface of the earth.—The table of the meteoro-

logical and magnetic observations at the Central Observatory

during the month of December last was also communicated.

February 3.—Memoirs were read by Prof. Rochleder " On
.some colouring matters from Madder," and by M. A. von
Miller-Hauenfels on "The dualistic functions," and "On the

electrical current which apjiears to stand in relation to endos-

mose." Dr. L. J. Fitzinger communicated the second and

concluding portion of his "Critical revision of the family

of the Kkiiiop/iylli," in which he treats of the genera Aritcus,

Rhiiwhplms, Rliinonycteris and ^.^wwj'. — " Investigation of

the white mustard seed." By Professor H. Will. In place

of the myronate of potash found in black mustard seed there

is in white mustard seed an analogous body sinalbin which
splits up into sugar or sulphocyanogen compound and acid

sulphate. The sulphocyanogen compound is not volatile, it

contains an o.xygenated radicle akrinyl C-H-O. The acid sul-

phate contains in place of potassium sinapisin. The sulplio-

cyanide of akrinyl freed from sulphur and treated with alkali

when in the state of nitryl yields ammonia and a salt of the

acid CgHgOj, which melts at 136° C, and is not identical with

any known acid of the same formula.

Geological Institution, February 15.—Herr von Hauer in

the chair. Prof, von Ettingshausen communicated the results of

his study of the fossil flora from the environs of Berlin, Bohemia.

Nearly five hundred species have been determined from six beds of

different age. The oldest of them—the freshwater-chalk of

Kostenblatt and the strata of Kutschhn—correspond with the

Aquitanian series ; the plastic clay of Priesen, as well as the clay

and spherosiderit of Languageyd, belong to the middle part of the

Miocene formation. The meniUtes and opales of the .Sichrow

valley, as well as the shists of Sobrusan, contain the plants of

the Oemingen series. Herr Flanenschild pointed out that the

existence of large layers of the so-called Alpine chalk (Alpen-

kreide), the mud of glaciers, which eroded the dolomitic rocks,

indicates the existence of old glaciers in the Aim- and Steierling

valleys. Upper Austria. This mud consists, therefore, of car-

bonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia, and, when burnt at a

low temperature, gives a good hydraulic cement.—Herr. Ch.

Paul exhibited detailed sections of the small mountain range near

Homonna, North-eastern Hungary, consisting of different layers

of the triassic, rhajtic, liassic, Jurassic, and cretaceous formations.

Of high interest is the discovery of marls with fossils of the

Gault series, which are so very rare in the eastern Alps and Car-

pathians.—Herr Stache exhibited geological maps of the environs

of Unghvar and Mandak, North-eastern Hungary, which he had
surveyed last summer. Trachytes with their tufts, and Carpa-

thian sandstones of Eocenic age, are the prevailing formations.

DIARY
THURSDAY, March 10.

Royal Society, at 8.50.—On some Elementary Principles in Animal
Mechanics {No. lit.): Rev. S. Haughton.—On the Contact of Conies

with Surfaces : W. Spottiswoode.—On the Spotted Area of the Sun's

Visible Disc from the Commencement of 1S32 up to May i868 : W.
Dc la Rue, B. Stewart and B. Loewy.—Tables of the Numerical Values

of the Sine-Integral, Cosine-Integral, and Exponential-Integral : J. W.
L. Glaisher.

Society of Antiqu.^ries, at 8.30.—Roman Inscription in the Disney Col-

lection : Mr. H. C. Coote.
Zoological Society, at 8.30.—Dinornis (Part XV.): Professor Owen,

—

New species of .-tw/«//ar/Vz .' Dr. J. C- Cox.—Birds of Veragua : Mr.
O. Salvin.—New birds from the Yantze-kiang : Mr. R. Swinhoe.

Mathematicai- Society, at 8.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Chemistry : Prof Odling.
London Institution, at 7.30.—Swiney Lecture : Dr. CotboM.

FRIDAY, March ii.

Royal Institution, at 8.—On .Art : Mr. Westmacott.
Queivett Microscopical Club, at 8.

Astronomical Society, at 8.

SATURDAY, March i:.

RovAL Institi'tion, at 3.— Science of Religion: Prof. Max Miiller.

Royal Botanic Society, at 3.30.

MONDAY, March 14.

Medical Society, at 8.—.\nniversary.

Society of Arts, at 8.—Cantor Lecture : Dr. Paul.

TUESDAY, March 15.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Nei-vous System : Dr. Rolleston.

Anthropological Society, at S.—On Strange Peculiarities observed by a
ReUgious Sect of Moscovites, called Scoptsis : Dr. Kopernicky and Dr.
Barnard Davis.— Phallic Worship : Mr. Hodder Westropp.—Consan-
guineous Marriages : Mr. George C- I'hompson.

Statistical .Society, at 8-—The Financial System of the Free Church ot

Scotland : Rev. D. Buchanan.
Pathological Society, at 8.

Institution of Civil Engineers, at 8.— i. Discussion upon Mr. Fox's

paper " On the San Paulo Railway ;" 2. and if time permits, the follow-

ing paper will be read, " On the Conditions and the Limits which
govern the Proportions of Rotary Fans :

" Mr. Robert Briggs,

WEDNESDAY, March 16.

Society of Arts, at 8 —Surface Decoration : Mr. Pitman.
Royal Horticultural Society, at 1.30

Meteorological Society, at 7.

THURSDAY, March 17.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Chemistry : Prof. Odling.

Royal Society, at 8.30.

Linnean Society, at 8.—The Flora and Fauna of Round Island : Sir

Henry Barkly.—Alga: found in the North Atlantic Ocean : Dr. Dickie.

Chemical Society, at 8. Zoological Society, at 4.

Numismatic Society, at 7. Antiquaries' Society, at 8"3o.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is tlie intention of the Publisliers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary

information, conveyed in clear and lucid Englisli. The authors

are well known as among tlie foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high

character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals

that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others

are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whetlier for private study or for scliool instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPULAR iVSTRONOMY. With Illustrations. By G. P..

AIRY, A.stronomer Roy.^1. Sixth and cheaper Edition. i8mo. cloth. 4?. 6(/.

This work consists of si.v lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory

are constructed (omittine: all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on wh^ch the observations made with these instruments are

treated for deduction of the distances and wei,£;hls of the bodies of the Solar

System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutiae of formiilse, and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct

reference of every step to the Observatorj', and the full description of the

methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS In ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagram of

the Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and Nebulx, and numerous Illustrations. Bv
J.NOR^L\N LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fifth Thousand. i8mo. 55. 6^'.

The author has here aimed lo give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulx : the Sun ; the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies : the Measurement of Time ; Light ; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions : Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated. i\Ir. Lockyer's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations. By T. H. HUXLEY. F.R.S., Professor of Natural History in the

Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4,^. 6d.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the

principles of Human Physiology : or the Structure and Functions of the

Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the

Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of

Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion :

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Organ of Sight ; the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness : the

Nervous System and Innervation ; Histology, or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.

The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravings. The manual is

primarily intended to ser\-e as a text-book for teachers and learne-s in boys'

and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, M.D. i8mo. i.r. 6./.

These Questions were drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of

young people in Physiology.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S- Seventh Thousand.
i8mo. cloth. A,^. 6rf.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's plan of selected T>-pes and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,

introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-

cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe

Plants." A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-

tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.

New Edition. Twenty-first Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4^. dd.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important
facts and principles of Modem Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the

purpose oJ^ facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the

subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.

The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-

mctric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the

most important of the latest discoveries.

Extra fcap. Svo.
,
price 6j'. 6./.

FIRST BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY.
By Professor OLIVER, F.R.S,, F.L.S.. Keeper of the Herbarium and
Library of the Royal Gardens, K,ew, and Professor of Botany in University
College, London. With numerous Illustr.itions.

" In nothing is Prof. Oliver's book more satisfactory than the success with
which, within so small a compass, it illustrates the vast and varied botany of
India. Such a work has long been wanted by amateurs and college pro-
fessors and students in India."

—

AthencFum.
" Will enable the learner at once to master the elements of his study, and

to apply his new knowledge to a practical examination of the plants and
flowers that meet his eye in any part of India."

—

Allen's Indian Mail.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer RoyaL

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown Svo. cloth.

6s. 6d.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
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ON FLOATING MATTER AND BEAMS Oh
LIGHT

"DEAIMS of light may be employed to reveal the

existence of floating matter in the air ; or the

floating matter may be employed to reveal the track of

the beams.

When the beam is intense it becomes an extremely

powerful searcher and revealer of the state of the air.

Thus examined, the air of a room which in diffuse day-

light appears absolutely pure is seen to be loaded with

suspended matter. Many of the fine clouds developed

in my experiments on the action of light upon vapours

disappear utterly in diffuse daylight ; while when the

room is darkened and the light of an intense beam con-

fined to the clouds themselves, they appear highly

luminous. The eye is the real re-agent here. Rendered

sensitive by darkness, and receiving light from, the floating

matter alone, the amount of light competent to produce a

sensible eftect is incalculably small. The power of the

light to make an impression is moreover increased by the

extension given to the body which emits it.

The mobility of these actinic clouds is in some cases

quite extraordinary. The differences of temperature

introduced by the act of decomposition often cause the

clouds to assume forms of astonishing complexity and

beauty. The clouds which thus shape themselves by

internal action are also exceedingly sensitive to external

action. Supposing a thin actinic cloud to fill the experi-

mental tube, the whole of it being flooded with the light

of a beam passing longitudinally through the tube, an

instant's contact of the tip of a spirit lamp flame with the

under surface of the tube causes the cloud to break

upwards in a violent current, and to whirl itself into

the most beautiful vortices right and left of the vertical

line. The rapidity with which the heat passes through

the thick glass and sets the cloud in motion is sur-

prising. The warmth of the finger suffices to produce

an effect feebler than, but substantially the same, as that

produced by the spirit lamp flame.

In fact, the floating matter of the air, properly illumi-

nated, might be converted into a thermoscope of sur-

passing delicacy. A little brown paper smoke was diffused

in an ordinary glass shade ; the track of the beam
through it was much whiter than through the air. Hence

the invasion of the smokeless air could be instantly seen

by the darkness it produced. On introducing the hand

at the open base of the shade, a violent uprush of air

immediately occurred. The smoke was violently whirled

about, and the course of the whirlwinds distinctly marked

by the relative action on the light of the smoky and the

unsmoky air. I was not prepared to see so small a

difference of temperature produce so large and prompt

an effect.

Nor is it necessary to introduce dark extraneous air

to render the currents through nebulous matter visible.

The current produced in the actinic cloud by the spirit

flame forms a dark vertical septum between the two

adjacent parts of the cloud. When the current curls to

form a cyclone, the septum curls also, producing dark

spirals through the illuminated nebulas.

The late Principal Forbes often referred to the floating

scum on water slowly flowing through a channel, the

lateral parts of which are retarded by friction. Such

scum, or froth, arranges itself in distinct striae, separated

from each other by comparatively free intervals. It is

pi-actically impossible to establish differential motions,

cither in solids or liquids, without producing some effect

of this kind. Fibrous iron shows it ; while in the atmo-

sphere differential currents produce cirrus clouds. I have

often watched the way in which the suspended matter of

the turbid Arve at Chamouni traced itself through the

water. Notwithstanding the tossing endured from the

source of the Arveyron downwards, the mixture of mud
and liquid was by no means perfect. In fact, every new
obstacle which introduced differential motion introduced

also the striae, and destroyed all uniformity of mixture.

Five or six weeks ago I had a square chamber con-

structed, the upper half of which is glazed, its floor

consisting of transverse rails, over which is placed a thick

mat of cotton wool. The chamber has a brass chimney,

in which a rose burner can be lighted. An upward current

is thus established in the chimney, the air below entering

through the cotton-wool to supply the place of that

discharged by the flame. When the chamber is filled

with the ordinary laboratory air, a beam sent through it

tracks its course on the floating matter. When the flame

is ignited, the air enters through the cotton-wool ; but the

consequence is not a uniform enfeeblement of the light of

the beam. Perfectly dark striae pass through the luminous

track, and they sometimes bend and whirl so as to form

gracefully curved streams of darkness. Even air urged

from the nozzle of a bellows through the luminous track,

shows a tendency to form those stria, though it, like the

water of the Arve at Chamouni, is filled with the same

floating matter as that of the air through which it is

urged.

On a recent occasion the following effects were

described, and an attempt was then made to explain

them :

—

In a cylindrical beam, which powerfully illuminated the dust

of the laboratory, was placed an ignited spirit-lamp. Mingling

with the flame, and round its vim, were seen wreaths of darkness

resembling an intensely black smoke. On lowering the flame

below the beam the same dark masses stormed upwards. They
were at times blacker than the blackest smoke that I have ever

seen issuing from the funnel of a steamer, and tlieir resemblance

to smoke was so perfect as to lead the most practised observer

to conclude that the apparently puie flame of the alcohol lamp
required but a beam of sufficient intensity to reveal its clouds of

liberated carbon.

But is the blackness smoke ? This question presented itself

in a moment. A red-hot poker was placed underneath the

beam, and from it the black wreaths also ascended. A large

hydrogen flame was next employed, and it produced those

whirling masses of darkness far more copiously than either the

spirit-flame or poker. Smoke was therefore out of the ques-

tion.

What then was the blackness ? It was simply that of stellar

space ; that is to say, blackness resulting from the absence from

the track of the beam of all matter competent to scatter its

light. When the flame was placed below the beam the floating

matter was destroyed in situ ; and the air, freed from tfiis matter,

rose into the beam, jostled aside the illuminated particles, and
substituted for their light the darkness due to its own perfect

transparency. Nothing could move forcibly illustrate the invisi-

bility of the agent which vendevs all things visible. The beam
crossed, unseen, the black chasm fovmed by the transpavent air,

while at both sides of the gap the thick-strewn particles shone

out like a luminous solid undev the powerful illumination,
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But heie a difficulty meets us. It is not necessary to burn the

particles to produce a stream of darkness. Witho.it actual

comljustion, currents may be generated which shall ex;Iude the

floatiu'^ matter, and therefore appear dark amid the surrounding

brightness. I noticed this effect first on placing a red-hot copper

ball l)eIow the beam, and permitting it to remain there until its

temperature had fallen below that of boiling water. The dark

currents, though much enfeebled, were still produced. They
may also be produced by a flask filled with hot water.

To study this effect a platinum wire was stretched across the

beam, the two ends of the wire being connected with the two

]>olcs of a voltaic battery. To regulate the strength of the

current a rheostat was placed in the circuit. Eeginnmg with a

feeble current the temperature of the wire was gradually aug-

mented, but before it reached the heat of ignition a flat stream

of air rose from it, which when looked at edgeways appeared

darlier and sharper than one of tlie blackest lines of Fraunhofer

in the solar spectrum. Right and left of this dark vertical band

the (loating matter rose upwards, bounding definitely the non-

luminous stream of air. What is tlie explanation ? Simply

this. Tlic hot wire rarefied the air in contact with it, but it did

not equally lighten the floating matter. The convection current

of pure air therefore passed upwards among the particles, dragging

them after it right and left, but forming between them an im-

passable black partition. In this way we render an account of

the darlc currents produced by bodies at a temperature below
that of combustion.

This explanation has been found difficult. When the

wire is white hot, it sends up a band of intense darkness.

This, I say, is due to the destruction of the floating matter.

But even when its temperature does not exceed that of

boiling water the wire produces a dark ascending current.

Tills, I say, is due to ihedistrihii/ioa of the floating matter.

The difficulty alluded to is probably to be referred to the

brevity of the explanation. Imagine the wire clasped by

the mote-filled air. My idea is that it heats the air and

lightens it, without in the same degree lightening the

floating matter. The tendency, therefore, is to start a

ciu'rent of clean air through the mote-filled air. Figure

the motion of the air all round the w-ire. Looking at it

transversely we should see the air at the bottom of the

wire bending round it right and left in two branch cur-

rents, ascending its sides and turning to fill the partial

vacuum created above the wire. Now as each new supply

of air filled with its motes comes in contact with the hot

wire, the clean air, as just stated, is first started through

the inert motes. They are dragged after it, but there is a

fringe of cleansed air in advance of the motes. The two

purified fringes of the two branch currents unite above

the wire, and, keeping the motes that once belonged to

them right and left, they form by their union the dark

band observed in the experiment. This process is in-

cessant. Always the moment the mote-filled air touches

the wire this distribution is effected, a permanent dark

band being thus produced. Could the air and the particles

under the wire pass ilirougli its mass we should have a

vertical current of particles, but no dark band. For here,

though the motes would be left behind at starting, they

would hotly follow the ascending current and thus abolish

the darkness.

It has been said that when the platinum wire is intensely

heated, the floating matter is not only distril^uted, but

destroyed. Let this be proved. I stretched a wire about

four inches long through the air of an ordinary glass-shade

resting on its stand. Its lower rim rested on cotton wool,

which also surrounded the rim. The wire was raised to a
white heat by an electric current. The air expanded, and
some of it was forced througli the cotton wool, while

when the current was interrupted and the air within the

shade cooled, the expelled air in its return did not can-y

motes along with it. At the beginning of this experiment

tlie shade was charged with floating matter ; at the end of

half an hour it was optically empty.

On the wooden base of a cubical glass shade measuring
eleven and a half inches a side, upright supports were
fixed, and from one support to the other thirty-eight

inches of platinum wire were stretched in four parallel

lines. The ends of the platinum wire were soldered to

two stout copper wires which passed through the base of

the shade and could be connected with a battery. As
in the last experiment the shade rested upon cotton

wool. A beam sent through the shade revealed the

suspended matter. The platinum wire was then raised

to whiteness. In five minutes there was a sensible

diminution of the matter, and in ten minutes it was
totally consumed. This proves that when the platinum

wire is sufficiently heated, the floating matter, instead

of being distributed, is destroyed.

But is not the matter really of a character which

permits of its destruction by the moderately heated

Ijhitinum wire also? Here is the reply:

—

1. A platinum tube with its plug of platinum gauze was
connected with an experimental tube, through which a

powerful beam could be sent from an electric lamp placed

at its end. The platinum tube was heated till it glowed

feebly but distinctly in the dark. The experimental lulje

was exhausted and then filled with air which had passed

tlirough the red-hot tube. A considerable amount of

floating matter which had escaped combustion was
revealed by the electric beam.

2. The tube was raised to brighter redness and the air

permitted to pass slowly through it. Though diminished

m quantity, a certain amount of floating matter passed

into the exliausted experimental tube.

3. The platinum tube was rendered still hjttcr
; a

barely perceptible trace of the floating matter now passed

through it.

4 The experiment was repeated, with the difference

that the air was sent more slowly through the red-hot

tube. The floating matter was totally destroyed.

5. The platinum tube was now lowered until it bordered

upon a visible red heat. The air sent through it still

more slowly than in the last experiment carried with it a

cloud of floating matter.

If then the suspended matter is destroyed by a bright

red heat, much more is it destroyed by a flame whose
temperature is vastly higher than any here employed. So
that the blackness introduced into a luminous beam wdiere

a flame is placed beneath it is due, as staled, to the

destruction of the suspended matter. At a dull red heat,

however, and still more when only on the verge of redness,

the platinum tube permitted the motes to pass freely. In

the latter case the temperature was 800° or 900° Fahrenheit.

This was unable to destroy the suspended matter ; much
less, therefore, would a platinum wire heated to 212° be

competent to do so. Such a wire can only distribute the

matter, not destroy it.

The floating dust is revealed by intense local illumina-

tion. It is seen by contrast with the adjacent uniUumi-

nated space ; the brighter the illumination the more
sensible is the difference. Now the beam employed in
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the foregoing experiments is not of the same brightness

throughout its entire transverse section. Pass a white

switch, or an ivory paper-cutter, rapidly across the beam,

the impression of its section will linger on the retina. The

section seems to float for a moment in the air as a

luminous circle with a rim much brighter than its central

portion. The core of the beam is thus seen to be en-

closed by an intensely luminous sheath. An effect com-

plementary to this is observed when the beam is inter-

sected by the dark band from the platinum wire. The

brighter the illumination, the greater must be the relative

darkness consequent on the withdrawal of the light.

Hence the cross section of the sheath surrounds the dark

band as a darker ring.

The following four paragraphs, though printed nearly

two months ago, have not been published hitherto. Might

I say that whatever ray opinion on the subject of " spon-

taneous generation" may be, I purposely abstain from

expressing it here ? That expression shall be given at the

proper time. I desire now to show the practical value of the

luminous beam as an investigator of the state of the air.

The question of " Spontaneous generation" is intimately con-

nected with our present subject. On this pouit a kind of polar

antagonism has long existed between dilTeient classes of investi-

gators. Van Helmont gave a receipt for the manufacture of mice,

and it was for ages firmly believed that the maggots in putrefying

flesh were spontaneously produced. Redi, a member of tlie

famous Academy del Ciniento, destroyed this notion by pi-oving

that it was only necessary to protect the meat by a covering of

gauze to prevent the reputed generation. In 1745 two very able

men, Needham and .Spallanzani, took opposite sides in the dis-

cussion, the forming affirming and the latter denying the fact of

spontaneous generation. At the beginning of our own century,

we find on the affirmative side Lamarck, Okcn, and J. Jlidler
;

and on the negative Schwann, Schultze, and Ehrenberg. The
chief representatives of the two opposing parties in our day are

Pouchet and Pasteur.

The method of inquiry pursued in this discourse will, I think,

help to clear the field of discussion. The experimenters do not

seem to have been by any means fully aware of the character of

the atmosphere in wliich they worked ; for if this had been the

case, some of the experiments recorded would never have been

made. For example, to make the destruction of atmospheric

germs doubly sure, M. Pouchet, the distinguished supporter of

the doctrine of spontaneous generation, burnt hydrogen' in air

and collected the water produced by the combustion. Even in

this water he afterwards found organisms. But supposing he

had seen, as you liave, the manner in which the air is clouded

with floating matter, would he have concluded that the deport-

ment of water which had been permitted to trickle through stich

air could have the least influence in deciding this great question?

I think not. Here is a quantity of water produced and collected

exactly as M. Pouchet produced and collected his. This water

is perfectly clear in the common liglit ; but in the condensed

electric beam it is seen to be laden with particles, so thick-strewn

and minute, as to produce a continuous cone of light. In passing

through the air the water loaded itself with this matter, and

hence became charged with incipient life.*

Let me now draw your attention to an experiment of Pasteur,

which I believe perplexes some of the readers and admirers of

that excellent investigator. Pasteur prepared twenty-one flasks,

each containing a decoction of yeast, filtered and clear. He
boiled the decoction, so as to destroy whatever germs it might

contain, and while the space above the liquid was filled with

pure steam he sealed his flasks with a blow-pipe. He opened

ten of them in the deep, damp caves of the Paris Observatory,

and eleven of them in the courtyard of the establishment. Of
the former, one only showed signs of life subsequently. In nine

out of the ten flasks no organisms of any kind were developed.

In all the others organisms speedily appeared.

Now here is an experiment conducted in Paris, which shows

* In tills case a polished silver basin was soldered to one end of a wide
brass tube ; the tube was tilled with ice, the hydrogen flame was permitted

to play upon the basin, and the water of condensation was then collected.

. Dr. Child also objects to Pouchet's experiment.

that the air of one locality can develop life when the air of
another locahty cannot. Let us see whether we cannot here in

London justify and throw light upon this experiment. I place

this large flask in the beam, and you see the luminous track

crossing it from side to side. The llask is filled with the air of

this room, charged with its germs and its dust, and hence capable
of illumination. But here is another similar flask, which cuts a
clear gap out of the beam. It is filled with unfiltered air, antl

still no trace of the beam is visible. Why ? By pure accident I

stumbled on this flask in our apparatus room, and on inquiry

learnt that it had been a short time previously taken out of one
of the cellars below stairs. Other flasks were in the same cellar.

I had three of them brought up to me ; they were optically

empty. The still air had deposited its dust, germs and all,

and was itself practically free from suspended matter. You can
now understand the impotence of the air of the Paris caves.

The observation illustrates at once the influence of the germs
and the accuracy of Pasteur.

The air of the cellar was afterwards examined by the

electric lamp. Though less heavily charged than the air

outside, it was by no means free from particles. This was

to be expected, because the door of the cellar was frequently

opened. The flasks themselves were the true tranquil

chambers ; on their sides the dust had been deposited,

and to them it firmly clung. To prove this several flasks

about ten inches in diameter were filled with common air,

corked, and laid upon a table in the laboratory. After

two days' quiet they were optically empty.

Nor is it necessary even to cork the flasks ; for with their

mouths open the air within them is scarcely disturbed,

certainly not displaced. Two days' rest on one of the

laboratory tables suffices to deposit the organic dust and

to render the open flasks optically empty.

I have liad a chamber erected with a view to experi-

ments on this subject. The lower half is of wood, its

upper half being enclosed by four glazed window-frames.

The chamber tapers to a truncated cone at the top. It

measures in plan 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6in., and its height is 5 ft. loin.

On the 6th of February this chamber was closed, and

every crevice that could admit dust or cause displacement

of the air was carefully pasted over with paper. The
electric beam at first revealed the floating dust within the

chamber as it did in the air of the laboratory. The
chamber was examined almost daily ; a perceptible

diminution of the floating matter being noticed on each

occasion. At the end of a week the chamber was opti-

cally empty, exhibiting no trace of matter competent to

scatter the light. But where the beam entered, and

where it quitted the chamber, the white circles stainped

upon the interior surfaces of the glass showed what had

become of the dust. It clung to those surfaces, and from

them instead of from the air, the light was scattered. If

the electric beam were sent through the air of the Paris

Caves, the cause of its impotence as a generator of hfe

would, I venture to predict, be revealed.

It cannot, I think, be doubted that the method of

observation here pursued is destined to furnish useful

control and guidance in researches of this nature.

Royal Institution, March 14 J. Tyndall.

HEREDITARY GENIUS
Hereditary Genius, an Inquiry into its Laws and Con-

sequences. By Francis Galton, F.R.S., &c. (Mac-
millan & Co.)

T N this book Mr. Galton proposes to show that a man's
^ natural abilities are derived by inheritance, under

exactly the same limitations as are the form and physical
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features of the whole organic world. Many who read it

without the care and attention it requires and deserves,

will admit that it is ingenious, but declare that the ques-

tion is incapable of proof Such a verdict will, however,

by no means do justice to Mr. Galton's argument, which

we shall endeavour to set forth as succinctly as possible.

He first discusses the classification of men by " reputa-

tion," and from a study of biographical dictionaries and

obituaries for certain years taken at wide intervals, arrives

at the conclusion that not more than 250 men in each

million, or i in 4,000, can be termed "eminent" ;
and he

shows what a small proportion that is, by the well-known

fact that there are never so many as 4,000 stars visible to

the naked eye at once, and that we feel it to be an extra-

ordinary distinction in a star to be the brightest in the

sky. These " eminent '' men arc the lowest class he deals

with. The more illustrious names are as one in a million

or one in many millions ; but unless a man is so much

above the average that there is only one like him in every

4,000, he is not admitted into the ranks of the eminent

men on whom Mr. Galton founds his deductions.

He next discusses the classification of men according

to their natural gifts. He shows first, that each man has

a certain defined limit to his mental as well as to his

physical powers, and that this limit is in most cases soon

discovered and reached. He next shows the enormous

difference that exists between mediocre and high class

men, by the evidence of examination papers ; the senior

wrangler at Cambridge, for example, often getting thirty

times as many marks as the lowest wrangler, who must

himself be a man very far above the average. Statistics

show, that the number of imbeciles and idiots are about

the same per thousand as the eminent men. He then

applies Ouetclet's "law of deviation from an average"

(which will be new to many of his readers), and deduces

from it, that if men are divided into sixteen equal grades

of ability, eight above and eight below the average, the

six mediocre classes will comprise nineteen-twentieths of

the whole ; while it will be only the sixth, seventh, and

eighth above the average who will rank as eminent and

illustrious men, and form about one in four thousand of

the adult male population.

The next chapter relates to the important question on

which, indeed, the possibility of any solution of the prob-

lem depends, of whether "reputation" is a fair test of

" ability." The subject is very ably discussed, and it is, I

think, proved, that notwithstanding all the counteracting

influences which may repress genius on one side, or give

undue advantage to mediocrity on the other, the amount

of ability requisite to make a man truly "eminent" will,

in the great majority of cases, make itself felt, and obtain

a just appreciation. But if this be the case, the question

of whether " hereditary genius " exists is settled. For if

it does not, then, the proportion of mediocre to eminent

men being 4,000 to i, we ought to find that only i in 4,000

of the relations of eminent men are themselves eminent.

Every case of two brothers, or of father and son, Ijeing

equally talented, becomes an extraordinary coincidence
;

and the mass of evidence adduced by Mr. Galton in the

body of his work, proves that there are more than a hun-

dred times as many relations of eminent men who are

themselves eminent, than the a\ erage would require.

Turning now to the concluding chapters of tlic book,

we meet with some of the most startling and suggestive

ideas to be found in any modern work. Tlic law of devia-

tion from an average enables us to determine the general

intellectual status of any nation, if we are able to estimate

the ability of its most eminent men, and know approxi-

mately the amount of the population. We have these

data in the case of ancient Attica ; and Mr. Galton arrives

at the conclusion, that the Athenians of the age of Pericles

were, on the lowest possible estimate, nearly two whole

grades of ability higher than we are. With all our

boasted civilisation, and the vast social and scientific

problems with which we have to grapple ; with all our

world-wide interests, our noble literature, and accumulated

wealth ; the intellectual status of the most civilised modern
nation is actually lower than it was more than two thou-

sand years ago ! Well may Mr. Galton maintain that it

is most essential to the well-being of future generations

that the average standard of ability of the present time

should be raised. Not less striking is his exposition of

the effects of prudential restraints on marriage, on the

general character of a nation. If one class of people, as

a rule, marry early, and another class marry late in life,

the former have a double advantage, both in having on

the average larger families, and in producing more gene-

rations in each century. But, by the supposition, it is the

imprudent who gain this advantage over the prudent ; and

Mr. Galton therefore denounces the doctrine of Malthus,

that marriage should be delayed till a family can be sup-

ported, unless the rule could be imposed on all alike. I

hardly think that this argument is sound, and I doubt if

the imprudent who make early marriages do, in the long

run, increase more rapidly than the prudent who marry

late. Increase of population depends less upon the num-

ber of children born, than on those which reach manhood
;

and I believe that the prudent man who has acquired some

wealth and wisdom before he marries, will give to the world

more healthy men and women, than the ignorant and im-

prudent youth, who marries a girl as ignorant and imjiru-

dent as himself. It is also to be remembered that the

men who marry late often marry young wives, and

have as good a chance of large families as the im-

prudent.

Mr. Galton traces the long-continued darkness of the

Middle Ages, and our present low intellectual and moral

status, to the practice of celibacy and to religious perse-

cution. Whenever men and women were possessed of

gentle natures, that fitted them for deeds of charity, for

literature, or for art, the social condition of the times was

such that they had no refuge but in the bosom of the

Church ; and the Church exacted celibacy. Those gentle

natures left no oft'spring ; and thus was the race of our

forefathers morally deteriorated. The Church acted as

if she had aimed at selecting the rudest portion of the

community for the parents of future generations ; and the

rules as to fellowships at our Universities are a relic of

this barbarous custom, being bribes to men of exceptional

ability not to marry. Religious persecution acted in the

same way. The most fearless, truth-seeking, .and intel-

ligent were year by year incarcerated in dungeons or

burned at the stake ; so that, by this twofold selection,

human nature was brutalised and demoralised, and we

still feel Its hateful effects in the long-continued antago-

nisnr to the essential requirements of an advancing civili-
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sation. These concluding chapters stamp Mr. Gallon

as an original thinker, as 'well as a forcible and eloquent

writer ; and his book will take rank as an important and
valuable addition to the science of human nature.

Alfred R. Wallace

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Die Spcclral Analyse in ihrcr A/iwendung auf die Stoffe

dcr Erde iind die Nadir dcr Hinimclskorper. By Ur.

H. Schellen, director der Rcalschule I.O., Cologne.
(Brunswick, Westermann, 1870. London: Williams
and Norgate.)

'T'HIS book contains an accurate and luminous account

of the recent discoveries in celestial chemistry

and physics, and especially of the researches of our

countr)'nien Huggins and Lockyer. As regards the com-

[ileteness of that portion of the work bearing directly

upon terrestrial chemistry, readers will, I fear, be dis-

appointed. The first division of the book is devoted to

a description of the means employed for the artificial

evolution of light and heat of great intensity, beginning

with combustions in oxygen, and ending with the

electric-light. The second division is headed "The simple

and compound spectra in their application to terrestrial

matter;" whilst in the third and most important division

.Schellen considers the application of spectrum analysis to

the heavenly bodies. The illustrations throughout the

work are good, though many of them are not new, and

are borrowed, without acknowledgment, from other

l5ooks.

With respect to the physical constitution of the sun, it

behoves us in this, the infancy of our knowledge, to be

very careful in drawing positive conclusions. In the first

place, there is no doubt that whilst Kirchhoff's original

theory must undergo certain modifications, it will remain

in its grand features as having first pointed out to us the

true physical condition of the sun. The discovery of the

chromosphere by Mr. Lockyer, in which, as a rule, only

the bright hydrogen lines are seen, together with the

yellow mysterious line of unknown origin, renders it

difficult for us, especially if we accept Frankland and

Lockyer's conclusions respecting the excessive tenuity of

the upper chromospheric layers, to suppose that an

atmosphere containing iron and the other 13 difficultly

volatilisable metals can exist outside the chromosphere of

sufficient density to cft'ect such a powerful selective absorp-

tion as we see in the darkness of Fraunhofer's lines. Hence
we should be inclined to agree with Lockyer that the

absorption does not take place, as Kirchhoff suggested,

in a far outlying layer of solar atmosphere, or in what we

term the corona, but that the dark lines are produced

within the chromosphere. But, on the other hand, upon

what known physical basis are we entitled to assume that

the higher lying portions of the solar atmosphere consist

almost entirely of glowing hydrogen gas, whilst the

lower lying layers contain the more easily condensible

gases of the other 14 elements ? The well-known laws

of gaseous diffusion (to say nothing of the cyclones of

vast magnitude and of enormous rapidity, which Lockyer

has taught us are constantly mingling up the various

layers of solar atmosphere), forbid us to suppose

that the lighter hydrogen gas can ascend whilst the

heavier metallic gases remain quietly below. If the com-

ponents of the solar atmosphere are gaseous, they must

be uniformly, or nearly uniformly, mixed. How then can

we account for the constant presence in the chromosphere

of the hydrogen lines, whereas the lines of the other con-

stituents of the solar atmosphere arc scarcely visible,

except in special cases of the occasional projection of the

vapours of magnesium and other metals, whilst the ab-

sorption is to occur in a lower gaseous layer, having

a totally different composition ?

Another point to be remembered is, that according to

the law of exchanges the fact of the existence of ab-

sorption necessitates the existence of a lower temperature

in the absorptive medium than in the media (either

above or below) in which such absorption is not ex-

hibited, and which may either give continuous or

broken spectra, according to the physical and chemical

nature of the incandescent bodies. How then can

the iron and magnesium vapour exist nearer to the

white-hot body of the sun than the hydrogen and
yet possess a lower temperature ? I am here forcibly

reminded of the plausibility of a suggestion thrown out

by Kirchhoff, in a conversation with me a few weeks ago,

viz. : that the upper regions of the solar atmosphere may
be constantly illumed by discharges of electricity ; that

the incandescent hydrogen may be heated not from below

but from within its own mass, either by continuous flashes

of lightning or constant auroral discharges ; and, indeed,

Zollner has noticed the flashing out of certain bright

points in the prominences, which may possibly be caused

by solar lightning.

We must also bear in mind that the existence in the sun

of a solid or liquid white-hot nucleus, as originally assumed,

is not proved by the results of subsequent research ; inas-

much as we learn from the recent researches of Frankland,

Lockyer, and Wiillner (as indeed we may do from much
older experiments), that incandescent gases under certain

physical conditions emit white light and yield a continuous

spectrum. So that spectrum analysis does not give us any

certain information as to the physical state of that por-

tion of the sun's body from which the main portion of

light and heat proceeds. H. E. RoscOE

OUR BOOK SHELF
Essays on Pliysiological Subjects. By Gilbert W. Child,

M.A., F.L.S., F.C.S. Second edition, with Additions
;

pp.293. (London: Longmans, Green, and Co. iS6c.)

The present edition of Dr. Child's work is by no means
a mere reprint of the last. It has undergone considerable
modifications, chiefly in the form of additions, which will

tend to make it more acceptable to a large class of readers.

There is an almost entirely new essay on " .Some Aspects
of the Theory of Evolution," in which he endeavours to

show how this theory is related to religious belief He
believes its proper meaning and tendency to have been
much misunderstood ; that far from being an " atheistical"

conception, it is in reality only the scientific form of

natural religion. The subject of " Physiological Experi-

mentation on Animals '' is also considered, whilst the last

and longest essay, also new, is entitled " Physiological

Psychology," in which he endeavours to malce known to

persons whose chief interest is in psychological rather than
physiological science, all the chief points in the anatomy
of the nervous system, necessary to be understood before

he could explain, as he also attempts to do, llie principal

physiological conclusions which have been arrived at

concerning brain action and mind.
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Monographic der Molluskcngattung Venus, Linne. i

Band. Sub-genus Cytherea, Lamarck. Von Dr.

Eduard Romer. 4to. (Cassel, 1869.)

Naturalists have been divided into those of the field

and those of the closet. The author of this monograph

may be classed in the latter categorj' ; and he certainly

shares the indefatigable industry of his countrymen. Such

labour, however, when applied to subjects of natural his-

tory, sometimes tends to an excessive multiplication of

species ; and its utility is in that respect questionable.

Professor Romer, in a critical examination of the species

of Venus which he published in 1857, enumerated 145

species arranged in eight sub-genera. In the present

work one only of these sub-genera is treated, and includes

no less than 209 species. We may well ask, with Cicero,

" Ouousque tandem abuteris patientia nostra.'" A com-

mon European species {Circe minima) is described in two

sections under different names ; and some of the author's

new species seem to be merely the young of well-known

forms. The method in which he subordinates this host

of species is unusual. Eight sections of the sub-genus

CytJu-rca are named and described ; and the specific

names are applied, not to the genus or even to the sub-

genus, but to each section. The sectional name is used in

a generic sense ; so that Venus mcrelrix becomes Mcre-

irix merctrix, and V. Dione is converted into Dione Diane.

The description of species is not in every case consistent

with the sectional characters. In the first section, Tivcla,

the shape is stated to be " trigona ;

" but in T. nitidula

we find it is " ovato-elUptica," and in T. nucula " cordato-

ovata." It would also be more convenient to have the

descriptive characters given in the same order throughout.

In the description of the first species colour takes prece-

dence of sculpture ; in that of the second species the

order of these" characters is reversed. The same confu-

sion occurs as to the teeth and pallial scar as well as to

other characters. But the excellence of the illustrations

compensates to a great extent for the small blemishes

which it is the unpleasant duty of a critic to point out.

The plates are fifty-nine in number and contain many
hundred figures, all of which are evidently truthful, admi-

rably engraved, and exquisitely coloured. The mono-
graph must be indispensable to collectors, who are better

pleased with a redundancy than with a paucity of species.

Dealers have the same feeling.

J. CwYN Jeffreys

Abstracts of Tivo Papers on tJie Geography of Disease.

I. The Geographical Distribution of Heart Disease

and Dropsyin England and Wales. II. The Geo-
graphical Distribution of Cancer in England and
Wales. By Alfred Haviland, M.R.C.S. Pp. 18.

(London, 1S69.)

This pamphlet contains a reprint of two papers, in which
the author has endeavoured to map out the districts in

which the particular forms of disease above-mentioned
are most frequently encountered. The subject of his

geographical distribution of disease is a most important

one in its bearings upon the great ciuestion of the causa-

tion of disease. It is a subject, however, in which the

facts should be many and the conclusions few, if he who
draws them wishes to make lasting contributions to the

science of medicine.

Lc<;ons sur la Pliysiologie Comparee de la Respiration.

Par Paul Bert. (Paris : Bailliere. London : Williams

and Norgate.)

In his preface, the author to some extent apologises

for the imperfections of this volume, on account of

the difficulties, including " the singular penury of the

laboratory over which he presided," attending the
delivery of the course of lectures of which it forms
the report. No apology, however, is needed for an

interesting and admirable series of discourses on a
difficult and yet important topic. The book does not

profess to be a complete Treatise on Respiration, but
rather treats fully of certain selected points, such as the
respiration of tissues, the gases of blood, the respiratory

mechanism in various classes of animals, asphyxia, &c.,

&c. The "graphic method" is employed throughout,

by far the larger number of the illustrations being repre-

sentations of various respiratory movements. We would
especially call attention to the chapters on the respiratory

movements of fishes, amphibia, reptiles, and birds, in

which the graphic method brings out many singular and
interesting facts. Even in matters of science, national

characteristics come to the surface ; and quite apart from
the language, it is generally an easy matter to distinguish

the work of a Frenchman from that of German or an
Englishman. Prof. Bert's work is no exception to the rule,

though we must add, with singular pleasure, that it is far

more cosmopolitan than many of the writings of his

fellow countrymen. The author has evidently studied

and appreciated the labours of countries other than his

own.

Systcmatischc Bcschreihung der bekannien ciiropiiischen.

ziveifliigeligen Insekten. Von J. W. Meigen, Achter
Thcil, von Hermann Loew, Erster Band. Schmidt,
Halle, 1869. (London : Williams and Norgate.)

Professor Loew, who is to be regarded as the highest

authority on European Diptera, contents himself in this

book with supplying a sort of supplement to Meigen's
great Avork on the insects of that order inhabiting Europe.
It is, perhaps, to be regretted that he does not rather

direct his efforts to the production of a complete system-
atic «-ork on the subject, but he probably thinks that the

time is not yet ripe for such an undertaking, and in the

meanwhile the full and detailed descriptions of species

detected since the publication of Meigen's last volume
will be most \velcome to entomologists. The present
volume contains descriptions of 1 82 species of two-winged
insects, belonging to various families from the Tipulidce

to the Dolichopodidce, and especially of numerous forms of
Asilid(C and Bondyliidcr. No fewer than 138 of the

species are described as new, and the greater part of the

remainder are species described by Professor Loew him-
self in various scattered papers.

Nachnchteii von der K. Gcsellschaft der IVisscnchaften und
der Gcorg-Aiigusts Universitiit 2U Gottingen, aus
dem Jahre 1869.

The volume of "Reports of the Royal Society of Sciences
and University of Gottingen," for 1869, which has lately

reached us, contains a great number of papers of con-
siderable value, for the most part relating to mathematics,
physics, and chemistry. There arc also some memoirs
relating to literary antiquities, but natural history receives

little attention, the only papers being a notice of some
marine animals and their metamorphoses by Dr. E.
jNIecznikow, and a re\-ision of the Butomacece, jnncacecs,

&c., collected by the Brothers Schlagintweit in Upper
Asia by M. F. Buchenau, to which we may specially call

the attention of botanists, as a good many new species

are described in it.

J 'id Medica. A Treatise on the Laws and Customs of the

Medical Profession, in relation especially to Principals

and Assistants ; with Suggestions and Advice to

Students on Preliminary Education. By J. Baxter
Langlev, M.R.C.S., F.L.S. Third edition. (London :

R. Hardwicke. 1869.)

This little work is full of most useful information con-
cerning the subjects indicated on its title-page. That it

meets a demand for information of this description is

sufficiently indicated by the rapid sale of the two previous

editions.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ Tfie Editor does not hold Ithnselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. No notice is taken of anonymous
communications.

]

The Geological Calculus

Mr. Wallace's essay, completed in Nature, No. i8, brings

to the front the question whether or no we can measure
the Geological Past by tlie historical unit of years. Have we
any basis for fixing with any certainty the date of any geological

epoch ? Mr. Wallace's answer in the affirmative to this is

worthy of a careful analysis, because it represents fairly the ideas

current in tlie minds of many geologists.

Tliere are three ways by which the attempt to solve the

problem has been made:—(i.) The slow geological changes
which have been noted during the period of history, such as the

modification of coast line, the silting up of estuaries, and the

like. Tliis method Mr. Wallace very justly discai'ds as being
"too minute, too limited, and too uncertain to afford the basis

of even any approximate measurement" of the geological past.

(2.) The change in organic life. This also is a unit of measure-
ment " wliich we have not yet been able to get ; for the whole
length of the Historical Period has not produced the slightest

perceptible change in any living thing in a state of nature.

"

Professor Huxley, in 1869, gave expression to very much the
same view, in his Presidential Address to the Geological Society.

This method, therefore, of approaching the problem may also

be given up as hopeless. (3.) The excentricity of the eartli's

orbit which Mr. Croll has used, in making his ingenious compu-
tation of the lapse of time since the glacial period, on the hypo-
thesis that the severity of climate at that time was due solely to

astronomical causes, and not, as had been previously supposed,
to changes in the physical geography of the earth. But, as Sir

Charles Lyell argues, since the distribution of land and water
and the course of marine currents now modify climate, tliey

cannot be fairly supposed to have had no share in causing the

severity of the glacial period. And tlierefore, the fact that they
are ignored in Mr. CroU's computation, destroys its value as

fixing the glacial date, although tliere may be astronomical
reasons for a depression of temperature at certain times in the
northern hemisphere without the aid of any terrestrial agent.

This, indeed, is practically admitted by Air. Croll, when lie

reduces the date of the last glacial period from 750,000 to about
80,000 years ago, because of the amount of sub-aerial denuda-
tion that has taken place since that time. There are, more-
over, two fatal objections to any estimate that can be formed
of the amount of denudation since the glacial period. First

of all, the denudation now going on, over any wide area, has
not yet been ascertained with anything like accuracy, and it

acts unequally, even in any one limited region. Secondly,

as we do not know the original thickness of the glacial deposits,

or the extent to wdrich tlie existing valleys were excavated in pre-

glacial times, it is impossible to estimate the amount of denu-

dation since that period, even if we had trustworthy data from
our own experience. This third method, therefore, of mea-
suring geological time, is not more satisfactory than the former

ones.

Mr. Wallace, however, assumes in the second part of his

essay that tlie vera causa of the glacial epoch was the high ex-

centricity of the earth ; and then he proceeds to reduce Mr.
CroU's lowest estimate by 20,000 years, by using precisely that

argument of observed change in physical geography which in the

first part was discarded as "too uncertain." From this untenable
standpoint hangs the following chain of reasoning.

" Now it is most important to observe that, for the last 60,000
years, the excentricity has been very small—for three-fourths of

the time less than it is now. During this time the opposite pliases

of precession, each lasting 10,500 years, will have produced
scarcely any effect on climate, which in every part of the earth

will have been nearly uniform for that long period. But this is

quite an exceptional state of things ; for the curve of excentricity

shows us that, during almost the whole of the last three million

years, the excentricity has been liigli—almost always twice, and
sometimes three and four times as much as it is now. If, there-

fore, Mr. CroU's theory be correct, there will have been a change
each 10,500 years during tliis vast period (in all the extra-tropical

regions at least) from a very cold to a very mild climate. This
will necessarily have caused much migration, both of plants and
animals, which would inevitably result in much extinction and

comparatively rapid modification. Allied races would be con-
tinually brought into competition, altered physical conditions
would induce variation, and thus we should have all the elements
for natural selection, and the struggle for life, to work upon and
develop new races. High excentricity would therefore lead to a
rapid change of species ; low excentricity to a persistence of the
same forms ; and, as we are now and liave been for 60,000 years,

in a period of low excentricity, the rate of change of species during
that time may be no measure ofthe rate that has generally obtained

in past geological epochs. Thus we should have explained the

extraordinary persistence of organic forms during the historical

period, as well as during the preceding Neolithic age, although
slight changes of climate and of physical geograghy liave un-
doubtedly taken place ; and it would prove to be not so much
the usually slow rate of organic change, as the fact of our living

in the midst of an exceptionally uniform climatic epoch, that has
hitherto prevented us from obtaining a measure of the average
duration of species."

The major premiss latent in this argument is, that all climatal

change from tlie glacial epoch to the present day has de-

pended solely on the excentricity of the earth's orbit, a proposi-

tion which Mr. Wallace himself would 1)e tlie last to endorse.

If it be admitted that the alteration of a marine current

here, or tlie elevation of a sea-bed there, be factors in climatal

change, tlie estimate of 60,000 years in which they are not

reckoned is without value. The study of the mammalia,
of historic, pre-historic, and post-glacial times does not

warrant the conclusion that the persistence of organic forms

was "extraordinary, " nor the recognition of an "exceptionally

uniform climatic epoch." The mammals have exliibited on the

whole a steady diminution in size from the post-glacial to the

present day, owing probably to the fact that they have been
worried off their feeding and hunting grounds by man. The non-

development of new species during that time may be ascribed to

its short duration as compared with past geological epoclis,

rather than to exceptional conditions of life caused by exceptional

excentricity. The deposits in Britain since the glacial epoch are

a mere surface film compared with those of previous geological

periods. The steady northern retreat of the reindeer during

historic times, taken in conjunction with its pre-historic range,

testifies to a gradual increase of temperature in central and
northern Europe, to say nothing of the historical evidence of

tire former severity of winter in Gaul and Italy from Ca'sar's

time to the present.

Tliere is another point which ought not to be omitted. Jlr.

Scott Moore is quoted as maintaining that the group of mam-
malia commonly called " Quaternary " is pre-glacial because of

the " striking fact, that none of the supposed pre-glacial gravels

ever rest on the boulder clay, but always on an older rock, which
could hardly have been the case in every instance were they all

post-glacial." So far from this being true, the famous Bedford
section proves, as Mr. Wyatt showed in 1S60, that the mam-
maliferous and flint-implement producing gravels are post-glacial

without the possibility of a doubt. On the Norfolk coast

mammaliferous gravel overlies the boulder clay in certain

places. The mammalia found in making the Ipswich tunnel

were derived from a river deposit, clearly of later date than the

boulder clay of the district. Very many other cases miglit be
quoted that would show that this sweeping generalisation is

without any foundation in fact.

But can we measure geological time by the lapse of years ?

If so, we shall have solved a problem infinitely harder than that

which has foiled the archaeologists. Can they fix the date, say

of the introduction of iron into Europe, or of the dawn of the

age of bronze or of stone ? No man would venture to answer

yes. Modern historians are becoming more and more alive to

the worthlessness of the so-called chronology of the Assyrian

kings and of the Manethonian dynasties. If, then, we are igno-

rant of the date ofany one of these events,which are, comparatively

speaking, of yesterday, and we can simply tell tliat one suc-

ceeded another in a definite order, how can we reasonably expect

to fix the date of any one period of the geological past ? The
attempt can only be made by forsaking those laws of rigid in-

duction by which geology has become a science—by the as-

sumption of a premiss which we have no right to assume. The
strict interpretation of geological phenomena only warrants our

saying that, one event, say the deposition of the chalk, took

place in Europe after another,—the deposition of the Neo-
comian strata,—how much after none can tell. In other words,

the geological "when" merely implies before and after, while in
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history the idea not only of sequence, but of the lapse of how

long before and liow long after, can be mastered. The attempt

to latliom the geological past with our short historical sounding

line has np to the present time resulted merely in estimates,

varying according to the assumed basis in each by thousands of

centuries, that have been about as valuable in geological theory

as Archbishop Usher's chronology has been found in Llililical criti-

cism. Tlie problem is hedged in by innuuierable difficulties,

which cannot be overcome in the present state of science.

W. BovD Dawi-cins

On the Diffraction Spectrum and Wave Lengths

The letter which I wrote about the diffraction spectrum has

called forth several inquiries. I have been asked how it is that

in that spectrum the position of a line depends only on its

wave-lenglh, and 1 may take the opportunity of answering these

questions through your columns. First, however, let me state

that the numbers given in the table in my letter of February 9
are copied, including the obvious errors, verbatim from the trans-

lation of Mossotti's memoir in vol. v. of Taylor's " Scientific

Memoirs." I attach no importance to such analogies. Any
analogy between these lines and interdependent notes of music

must, I expect, be entirely accidental. The latest experiments

made by Mr. l.ockyer have shown that the lines given out by a

gas vary according to temperature and pressure, and if these be

caused by vibrations of the particles of the gas, whether atomic

or molecular, the periods of these vibrations must be dependent

on the temperature and pressure. A distinct numerical state-

ment of this interdependence is a great desideratum in this part

of science with a view of affording the materials for making and
testing a mechanical theory of that interdependence. These are

the great jnoblcms which demand our attention, as I take it,

with respect to the fixed lines, and our ability to correlate light

with other modes of force.

If a beam of homogeneous light be admilled through a small

hole into a dark room, and fall on the opposite wall, it will illu-

mirate only the portion of the wall directly opposite it. liut if

a series of fine parallel wires, in a fine grating be put across the

hole, there will be seen ranged in a line perpendicular to the

grating a series of nearly eqaal distant spots, or rather streaks

of light. This is because the wires of the grating shut out those

waves of light which at these points would destroy the other

Avaves. To understand this more clearly, suppose An, Vib, S:c.,

&c., to be a number of consecutive and equidistant points in the

front of a wave coming through a small hole, Ka, &c. Tlicse may,

liy the principle of Huyghens, be regarded each as the origin of

anew wave, together having the same effect as the original

wave, all starting in the same phase. There is darkness at

every point on an opposite wall, excejit directly opposite the

hole, because of the interference of these elementary waves,

which destroy one another everywhere except exactly in front.

This is owing to the shortness of the waves and the number of

sources. Let I' be a point on the wall which we shall sujijtose

sufiiciently far from the hole m order that the lines I'A, Pa, PB,
Pb, &c., may be regarded as all sensibly parallel. On that

account also each of these lines exceeds the one next it by the

same amount. Now, generally, when the waves from A, n, &c.

arrive at P, the wave from a will not entirely blot out that from
A, but a residue will be left, vhlch will be blotted out by other

similar residues. But there will be certain points along the wall

at which the waves will blot one another out in a peculiarly

regular way. We shall suppose P to be one of these points,

namely, that each of the distances A P, a P, &c., exceeds the

one next it by exactly some odd multiple of the length of half a

wave— say in this instance half a wave's length. Then in this

case the disturbance originating at a will arrive at P exactly half

a wave's length in advance of that from A, and the wave from A
will Ije exactly blotted out, so to speak, by that from a; simi-
larly that from B will be exactly blotted out by that from b ; and

so on. So that if I were to put wires at a, 6, c, &c., so as to stop

up the waves entering there, the waves from A, B, C, &c., would
fall at P each undestroyed and assisting one another, each dis-

turbance being an exact wavc-lengLh behind the other, and
therefore all in the same phase. Thus light would be restored

at P. And similarly at other points where the difference be-

tween A P, (7 P, &c., is three, five, &c., semi-wave-lengths. Light

would be restored in the same way at no other places because

the elementary waves do not at other points destroy one another

in this peculiar alternative manner. Supposing a, b, c, &c., to be
the centres of the wires, A, B, C, &c., to be the centres of the

spaces between, a more refined consideration shows us that the

position of P does not depend on the space A a being equal to

the space a B, but only on the total length A B (or a b). Hence
we have a very accurate method of di;terinining the wave-length

from the position of P. For if B be the angle between the line

drawn iVom the hole straight finw ard in the tlirectioir of the ray

and the line drawn to P, then the dilference between A P and
B P, which is a wave-length, is also A B sin 0. So that to get

the vvave-length all that we have to do is to measure 6 and A B.

A B may be very accurately got by ruling the grating on glass

with a machine, and counting the whole number of rules given

and the total space which they occupy. Adaptations of this

method may be made to suit circumstances, as for instance the

grating may be attached to the object glass of a telescope

used for measuring the angle 6. It is by such a method
that the wave-lengths have been found for the principal fixed lines

in the solar spectrum, and the wavelengths of all other lines are

determined from these by some formula or other which may best

suit the views of the calculator ; the constants of the formula

being determined so as to constrain the formula to satisfy the

truth at those fixed hnes whose wave-lengths are got directly from

the refraction spectrum. Uncertainty, therefore, prevails about

all wave-lengths thus obtained, although, of course, the uncer-

tainty must, from the method of calculation and the ntimber of

lines whose wave-lengths have been obtained from the dilfraction

spectrum, lie necessarily between narrow limits. These latter

are the only wave-lengths, however, which have tlie recommenda-
tion of being due to direct observation ; and the method of

obtaining the wave-length by observation from the diffiaclion

spectrum is one capable of such accuracy, that I have sometimes
considered that the wave-length thus determined might be used

as an absolute and recoverable standard of linear measure.

Of course, the preceding investigation must not lie considered

to be perfectly exhaustive in giving the whole character of the

phenomena, which are exiilaincd by a more refined investigation,

in which the space between each wire is regarded, not as the

source of one, but of an infinity of waves, so that the application

of Pluyghens' principle becomes rigidly correct. By this means
the difference of the spaces occupied by the wire and the opening
is found to have no effect on the position of P, but a certain

effect on the brightness there, which, under certain circumstances,

causes one of the spectra entirely to disappear : an exiierimental

result which, being thus deducible from the theory of undulations,

gives a striking proof of the power of that theory to account for

phenomena. James Stuart
Trinity College, Cambridge, March 2

The Valuation of Liquid Town Sewage

If there is one thing that is more to be deprecated than an-

other, it is the unnecessary importation of personalities into a

scientific discussion, or indeed into any serious matter of business,

and fortunately this is not now a common proceeding in this

country. It was therefore with a feeling of unqualified disajj-

pointment that I read Dr. Paul's personal attack on myself in

your columns.

Whenever I hear or read an opinion or statement which I

believe to be erroneous, I endeavour to point out its fallacy, and
shall always continue to do so. It is the undoubted right, as it

is in some degree the duty, 01 every man to do this. But
opinions may be criticised and condemned without any reflection

on the man who holds them. This is all I did in Dr. Paul's case,

and I certainly endeavoured to do it good-naturedly ; at all

events I not only made no refiection whatever on Dr. Paul's

character, but I did not even mention his name. He had, in

his article, hazarded an opinion on a question of practical

farming, of which, so far as I know, he does not profess to

have any }>ersonal knowledge or experience whatex'er. This
opinion I knew from experience to be utterly erroneous, although
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exceedingly plausible. I therefore did my best to point out its

fallacy, partly with a view of convincing him. He replies, not

by arguments, but by a personal attack on me, the acrimony of

which I deplore but cannot explain, and by re-asserting his

opinion as " a fact long accepted as beyond question .... by
authorities too numerous to name." In short, it appears to be

"a fact" which the proverbial schoolboy ought to know ; but I

am never more pleased than when the schoolboy with liis universal

knowledge is brouglit out against me. It is generally a sure sign

that the assumed "fact" has no other foundation than that

intelligent youth's imagination.

In the present case 1 say that if a man buys sewage he should

buy it as he would any other manure, on the liasis of a chemical

analysis. I say that this is the only safe and reliable basis on

which to found a calculation of its money value, h lul I say that

if a farmer puts so much money's \\'orth of manure into his land,

lie is simply a bungler if he does not gel it out agam with its

proper increment of profit, whether he buries it in his land liy

means of a plough, or of a spade, or of water. Dr. Paul, on

the other hand, says that if a man pays so much money for so

much sewage because it contains a certain percentage of ammonia
lie will lie ruined. Why? Because of the water.

Of course we all know that water applied to certain crops in

certain stages would spoil them ; so would manure. If, there-

fore, a f:\rmer applies sewage under such conditions, he is a

bungler. His skill, as a sewage farmer, is shown in so arranging

his land and crops as never to injure but always to benefit them
by the application of his sewage. This is simply a question of

good ;'(v«.'.t bad management. It is one to be decided on the

farm and not in the laboratory. Incredible as it may appear to

Dr. Paul, on taking a lease of the sewage of the town of Rom-
ford, although bound, under penalty, to use it every day in the

year, 1 stipulated for an additional dilution of the sew age to the

extent of twenty gallons of water per head of the population /<;•

diem, and this although I have not got the proportion of

"twenty-five acres for every loo persons," as Dr. Paul says I

recommend, but which I never recommended, and should be the

first to condemn.
Having defended my opinion, I will now, «ith )Our permis-

sion, defend my character. Dr. Paul regrets that I should

"declare myself a partisan of one particular solution of the

town-refuse problem." It may be that he has so recently com-

menced the study of this large question that he has, as yet, formed

no opinion upon it except that by irrigation the value of the

manure cannot be recovered ; but 1 have laboured at it for many
years, and it is not possiljle that in those years I should not have

formed some very distinct opinions. Will any one else regret

that I should "declare " what those opinions are ? I think not

;

and I think that such a declaration is straightforward and honest,

though why Dr. Paul should affect to think that I have made it

no\v for the first time I cannot say. My views on tliis sub-

ject have been publicly expressed for many years, and have

been so expressed in his presence. Dr. Paul complains lliat

I desire "the promotion of a project at any price." I do.

I desire to see sewage utilised all over the country, and by irri-

gation, if possible, because I believe it is the right thing, and I

am gratified to find that my views are in exact accord with those

expressed in the unusually careful and able report just published

by the Royal Commission on Pollution of Rivers. But ^vllen I

joined the Committee of the British Association on Sewage, I

at once suggested that the scope of their inquiry should be

enlarged so as to include a full investigation into every proposal

for the utilisation of sewage which presented any appearance of

practicability. I also suggested a source from which the neces-

sary funds might be obtained. My suggestions were approved

liotli by the Committee and Ijy the Council of the Association,

the funds have been in great part obtained, and the inquiry is

about to be prosecuted. Whether Dr. Paul is justified in the per-

sonal attack he makes upon me, I will therefore leave to the

judgment of your readers.

I will merely add, as regards my opinions, that they were

condemned in the most unqualified and unmeasured language by

Baron Liebig five years ago ; but I have lived to prove Liebig

mistaken in this instance, and, on the practical farming part of

the question, I think I may claim to be a very mucli better

authority than Dr. Paul. At all events, as the German philo-

sopher said of the author of the Epistle to the Corinthians, "I
do not agree with your Dr. Paulus," and I have yet to learn that

such a disagreement involves the breach of any law, human or

divine, although Dr. Paul is evidently firmly convinced that

while he has an undoubted right to express " a foregone con-

clusion," such an expression on my part is a sign of great moral
depravity. This is a common form of superstition, but it is

scarcely scientific, and seldom adds much weight to a man's

opinions. W. HuI'Ii

Parsloes, March 6

Transactions of Scientific Bodies

I WISH it were jjossible to induce our learned societies to be
a little more liberal ; it should be their aim to spread knowledge,
not make it a luxury for the wealthy. I happen to wish to

read a paper by Professor Tait on " Rotation," publislied in the

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. The only

libraries I have access to are those of the British Museum and
London Institution. At the Museum there is no volume of the

"Transactions" later than 1864 ; at the London Institution no
volume later tlian 1S62 ; so that if I persevere in my intention of

reading the paper, I must bu)' the volume containing it, forwdiich

I must pay 2/. 2s.—that is, I must buy thirteen jiapers I don't

want in order to be able to read one which I do want ; these

include one on the temperature of newly-born children, and
another on tetanus in cold-blooded animals.

All papers should be published separately ; this would lead to

a much wider diffusion of them, and the Societies would benefit

by their increased sale.

London, March 7 G.

Sir. W. Thomson and Geological Time.

The A'orth British Rei'ieu\ for July last, thoroughly exposes

the inaccuracy of the quotation from Prof. Thomson, referred to

by your correspondent G. II., in its article devoted to the con-

sideration of Geological Time. J. S.

YotTR correspondent G.II. will find in one of Thomson's
papers something very like the assertion "that there w.is a time

when the earth rotated too swiftly for the existence of life," but

expressed in a maimer at once more precise and less pleonastic.
" The existence of life " reminds me of a phrase wliich I heard a

few days ago from a female beggar ; she lamented that her

husband had "fallen into habits that are habitual." Well ; the

required reference is the paper "On Geological Time," in the

Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow, vol. iii.

Part I. pp. 15 and 16 (g§ 19 and 20). A thousand million years

ago, says Thomson, " there must have been more centrifiigal

force at the equator due to rotation than now, in the proportion

of C4 to 49. ... If the earth rotated seventeen times faster,

bodies would fiy off at the equator. ... If you go back teit

thousand million years ago—which, I believe, will not satisfy

some geologists—the earth must have been rotating more than

twice as fast as at present—and if it had been solid then [which

he thinks improbable], it must be now something totally different

from what it was." Such a state of things he seems to consider

inconsistent with any organic life such as we know of. Surely

the connection of this question with the argument from retard-

ation by tidal friction is too plain to need exposition.

Ilford, March 11 C. M. Ingleby

How large seems the Moon ?

RE.-vni.N'G Mr. R. A. Proctor's communication under the above
heading in N.VTURE of March 3rd, reminds me of an experiment

I tried some time ago. I imagined I should get all sorts of

answers to the question, varying from "a fourpenny-piece

"

upwards, without any particular size being more frequently

pitched on than any other. I did not collect more than about

twenty or thirty replies, but they were sufficient to show that,

contrary to my expectation, one to tiuo feet was assigned more
frequently than other sizes. Mr. Proctor says the estimate of a

foot in diameter assigns a distance of 115 feet to the moon. If

he \vere to try to convince the observer of the soundness of this

deduction, the latter would probably meet him ^^iUl vehement

reiteration that he only means the moon looks a foot large. It

seems to me fairer to say (hat such a man thinks a two-foot rule

115 feet off, a fit and proper measure for celestial objects. I

think many, who are aware of the futility of attempting to convey

their ideas to other minds by these comparisons, yet involuntarily

make them in their own. I am conscious of a lurking idea that

the moon is more like a fourpenny-piece in size than anything

else. The question is, what is the cause of the "personal

equation " which determines for each individual the distance of
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Ihe imaginary two-foot rule—and wliy is about 115 feet more

common tlian other distances?

I tliink it probaljle tlie sort of objects with which a man is

famihar in his daily life may have some influence on his judg-

ment in this respect. The men I questioned were for the most

part engaged in warehouse or out-door work. I should like to

know what answeis watchmakers or jewellers would gi\e.

This theory, however, fails to account for the different estimate

formed by the same individual when the moon is high above, or

on the horizon ; but I imagine, in the latter case, the imaginary

rule is superseded, or more properly modified, by the terrestrial

objects which are in the field of vision with the moon.
Cardiff, March 7 George C. Thomtson

Cuckows' Eggs

May I be permitted to make a few observations upon Mr.

Sterland's letter in your issue of the 27th of January, relative to

the cuckows' eggs' controversy.

In answer to Prof Newton's query, "If the eggs in question

were not cuckows', %\hat birds laid them?" Mr. .Sterland says,

" My reply is simply that they were laid by the birds in whose
nests they were found."

Besides the well-known fact mentioned by Mr. Newton
(Natuue, p. 266), " that when birds lay larger eggs than usual

the colouring is commonly less deep," whicli tells so strongly

against Mr. .Sterland, I will only mention the following

instances.

1st. Tlie egg No. 9 in the series given by Herr Baldamus,

(see Zoohtgist for April 186S), which the Royal Forester, Mr.
Braune, found in thi ovary of a just-killed cuckow, and which
"was coloured exactly like the eggs of Hypolais."

2ndly. The egg No. 26 in the same scries, belonging to the

collection of Dr. Define, described as a " light-greenish blue egg
without any markings," and " might have passed for the egg of

either species of the redstarts," which specimen "was laid in a

cage by a cuckoo that was caught in a hay loft." (The italics

are mine.)

3rdly. The two instances given by Mr. II. E. Dresser,

(Nature, p. 21S) of two eggs of the cuckow " closely resem-

bling" those " of the common bmU'mg {£/n/icrisa i/n'/iaria)," one
found in a blackbird's, the other in a robin's nest.

Can jMr. Sterland explain av\*ay the 1st and 2nd instances ?

and how does he reconcile the 3rd instance with his affirmation ?

Will he venture to say that the two apparent bunting's eggs were
laid by a blackbird and a robin respectively, or, will he risk

the remark that a common bunting had taken a cuclcow-like

freak into its head and been laying its eggs in other birds' nests ?

As either allernative is too absurd to be worth a moment's con-

sideration, we can only conclude that they are cuckows' eggs,

unless there has been some mistake as to the nests from which

they were taken—scarcely likely, if Mr. Dresser's remarks are

carefully read.

Therefore I think Mr. Sterland must admit, if he accepts

these facts as authentic, that the cuckow's eggsi/a vary to a large

extent, and doing so, he has little foimdation for doubting the

identity of the specimens mentioned by Herr Baldamus as taken

from nests whose eggs thej resembled.

For my own part I have every confidence in the discrimina-

tion of that ornithologist, and am not afraid that he had been

carried away by a pet theory that led him to ima^piic this or that

egg taken "out of the nest of the hedge-sparrow or tree-pipit"

to be a cuckow's merely because it is "an egg rather larger than

the rest, but marked and coloured in a similar manner." If Mr.
.Sterland will carefully examine Herr Baldamus's evidence he

will find that it is not of such a superficial character.

I agree with Mr. Sterland that it is certainly singular that

British and Continental observers should come to such opposite

conclusions as to this variation of the cuckow's egg in their re-

spective countries ; but tliis is no reason for impeaching (merely

because our experience differs) the testimony of the eminent Con-
tinental oologists who affirm tliis extreme variation, and to some
of whom Herr Baldamus's theory is probably unknown; as in-

stance, in the two quotations by Prof. Newton (Nature, p. 266)

from Des Murs and Degland et Gerbe.

Can it be that such extreme variation really does occur on tlie

Continent, and is yet comparatively absent in Britain ? I leave it

to abler haiuls than mine to discuss ; but if it should ]irove so, it

will be another feature in the already remarkable habits of the

cuckow.
Tadcaster, Feb. 7. Francis G. Binnie

MR. RUSKIN ON RIVER CONSERVATION

T N Ills recent Friday evening discourse on Verona and
^ its Rivers, at the Royal Institution, Mr. Ruskin,
speaking of the Adige and the Po, said :

" I want to

speak for a minute or two about these great rivers ; be-

cause in the efforts that are now being made to restore

some of its commerce to Venice precisely the same ques-
tions are in course of debate which again and again, ever
since Venice was a city, have put her Senate at pause

—

namely, how to hold in check tlie continually advancing
morass formed by the silt brought down by the Alpine
rivers. Is it not strange that for at least six hundred
years the Venetians have been contending with those
rivers at their iiioutlis— that is to say, where their strength

has become wholly irresistible—and never once thought
of contending with them at their sources, where their

infinitely separated streamlets might be, and are meant
by Heaven to be, ruled as easily as children .'' And ob-
serve how sternly, how constantly the place where they
are to be governed is marked by the mischief done by
their liberty. Consider what the advance of the delta of

the Po in the Adriatic signifies among the Alps. The
evil of the delta itself, however great, is as nothing in

comparison of that which is in its origin. The gradual
destiiiction of the harbourage of Venice, the endless cost

of delaying it, the malaria of the whole coast down to

Ravenna, nay, the raising of the bed of the Po, to the im-

perilling of all Lombardy, are but secondary evils. Every
acre of that increasing delta means tlie devastation of
part of an Alpine valley, and tlie loss of so much fruit-

ful soil and ministering 7'ain. Some of you now present

must have passed this year through the valleys of the

Torcia and Ticino. You know, therefore, the devastation

that was caused there, as well as in the valley of the

Rhone, by the great floods of I06S, and that ten years of

labour, even if the peasantry had still the heart for labour,

cannot redeem those districts into fertility. What you
have there seen on a vast scale, takes place to a certain

extent during every summer thunderstorm, and from the

ruin of some portion of fruitful land the dust descends to

increase the marshes of the Po. But observe further

—

whether fed by sudden melting of snow or by storm

—

every destructive rise of the Italian rivers signifies the loss

of so much power of irrigation on the south side of the

Alps. You must all well know the look of their chain

—

seen from Milan or Turin late in summer—how little snow
is left, except on Monte Rosa, how vast a territory of

brown mountain-side heated and barren, without rocks,

yet without forest. There is in that brown-purple zone,

and along the flanks of every valley that divides it, an-

other Lombardy of cultivable land ; and every drift of
rain that swells the mountain torrents, if it were caught
where it falls, is literally rain of gold. We seek gold
beneath the rocks ; and we will not so much as make a
trench along the hillside to catch it where it falls from
heaven, and where, if not so caught, it changes into a
frantic monster, first ravaging hamlet, hill, and plain,

then sinking along the shores of Venice into poisoned
sleep. Think what that belt of the Alps might be—up to

four thousand feet above the plain—if the system of

terraced irrigation, which even half-savage nations dis-

covered and practised long ago in China and in Borneo, and
by which our own engineers have subdued vast districts

of farthest India, were but in part also practised here

—

here, in the oldest and proudest centre of European arts,

where Leonardo da Vinci— master amongst masters—first

disc'ei'ned the laws of the coiling clouds and wandering
streams, so that to this day his engineering remains un-

bettercd by modern science : and yet in this centre of all

human achievements of genius no thought has been taken
to receive with sacred art these great gifts of quiet snow
and flying rain. Think, I repeat, what that south slope
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of the Alps might be ; one paradise of lovely pasture and
avcnued forest of chestnut and blossomed trees, with cas-

cades docile and innocent as infants, laughing all summer
long from crag to crag and pool to pool, and the Adige
and the Po, the Dora and the Ticino, no more defiled,

no more alternating between fierce flood and venomous
languor, but in calm clear currents bearing ships to every
city and health to every field of all that azure plain of
Lombard Italy Without in the least urging my
plans impatiently on any one else, I know thoroughly that
this which I have said slwiild be done, can be done, for

the Italian rivers, and that no method of employment of

our idle able-bodied labourers would be in the end more
remunerative, or in the beginnings of it more healthful

and every way more beneficial than, with the concurrence
of the Italian and Swiss Governments, setting them, to

redeem the valleys of the Ticino and the Rhone. And I

pray you to think of this ; for I tell you truly—you who
care for Italy, that both her passions and her mountain
streams are noble ; but that her happiness depends, not
on the liberty, but the right government of both."

CAPTAIN FRED. nROME
\

"\X^ITH great regret wc have to record the death of
^ ' Captain Fred. Brome, formerly Governor of the

Military Prison on Windmill Hill, Gibraltar, and well

known to many of our geological and archaeological

readers as the able and indefatigable explorer of the

ossiferous caves and fissures of the rock.

His e.\plorations, an account of which, so far as they
related to the human remains and relics, was published in

the Transactions of tire Congress of Prehistoric Archx-
ology for 1868, were commenced in April, 1S63, and unre-

mittingly continued, often under considerable difficulties,

to December, 1068, when he was most unaccountably
removed from the post he had so long and so well

occupied.

The amount of labour and responsibility thus volun-

tarily undertaken by Captain Brome, solely in the interest

of science, and without any personal motive whatever, can
scarcely be imagined, nor can the value of the results ob-

tained by him be easily over-estimated.

A more striking instance of self-devotion to a purely
scientific object can nowhere be found.

The results of Captain Brome's work may be said to

have aftbrded all, or nearly all, the knowledge we possess

of the priscan population of the Rock of Gibraltar, and
have added enormously to our materials for determining

the nature of its quaternary fauna, as disclosed in the

ossiferous breccia and other contents of the rock fissures,

from the examination of which Cuvier truly anticipated

that the most important information would be derived.

Captain Brome's death occurred, we are sorry to say,

under very melancholy circumstances. Having been re-

rno\ed from the post which he had so long and so usefully

filled, and for which, from his great experience, extra-

ordinary energy, and high sense of duty, he was so ad-

mirably qualified, he w-as appointed, on coming to Eng-
land, Go\ ernor of the Military Prison at Weedon, Here
he hoped to find an asylum for his family, and some
compensation for the sacrifices he had been compelled
to make in leaving Gibraltar.

But this was not to be. Amongst the numerous reduc-

tions of late effected in our military establishments, the

disestablishment of the prison at Weedon was one. The
notice that his services would be no longer required was
received by Captain Brome a short time since, and it

seems to have so affected him, from the apprehension that

his family would thus be deprived of all support—and this

after a public service of thirty years—that, although a
strong and vigorous man, he gradually sank, from mental
depression, as it would seem, and he may truly be said to

have died of a broken heart on the 4th March, leaving
a widow and eight children, we fear wholly unproxided
for.

A more melancholy case, and one more deserving of the
sympathy of the scientific world, and, as we should ven-
ture to hope, of the consideration of the authorities at the
War Office, it is impossible to conceive. G. Busk

THE GEOLOGY OF THE HOLY LAND
TN the year 1S66 the Due de Luynes organised an
-* expedition for investigating the physical geography
and geology of the Holy Land and part of the surrounding
territories. Narratives of some features of the explora-
tions have already been given to the world, but it is only
now that the first part of the geological report appears.
M. Lartet, the geologist of the expedition, has chosen as
the vehicle of publication for his memoir, the opening
mmiber of a new magazine—the AniiaUs dcs Sciences
Gt'ologiques. Instead of confining himself to a record of
what he personally accomplished, he has with much
labour given a brief summary of the publications of pre-

vious writers, and has incorporated their results with his

own, so as to present in a clear and connected form the
sum of all that is at present known regarding the geology
of the country between Lebanon and the Red Sea. Until
the w'hole of the memoir is published it would be prema-
ture to pass judgment upon the position which it will

ultimately take in the geological biblio.^raphy of Palestine.

The present instalment, after its introductory and historical

sections, passes on to describe the igneous and crystalline

rocks, leaving the great limestone and later formations
for a subsequent papei'.

Viewed in the great scale, the geological structure of
Palestine is remarkably simple. A long table-land or
succession of table-lands, consisting for the most part of
horizontal or gently inclined cretaceous and nummulitic
limestones, is traversed by the valley of the Jordan,
and cut through by transverse valleys, many of which
are now quite dry. Stretching southwards into the
peninsula of .Sinai, these calcareous plateaux end against a
mass of high rugged groundT—the mountain-group of
Sinai and Arabia—consisting of crystalline rocks. Here
and there on the west side of the Jordan Valley, but much
more markedly on the east side, the table-lands are
roughened by rocks of volcanic origin. Everjwhcre there
is evidence of vast denudation, whereby the plateaux have
been cut into valleys and hills, and of a former climate
when rain and river-water were much more elcvelopcd
than they are now.
M. Lartet describes at some length the crystalline rocks

which enclose the upper end of the Red Sea, and enters
into considerable detail regarding the mineral differences

of these various rocks ; but he touches with tantalising

brevity upon their geological relations—a fault, however,
which he shares with all other writers who have treated
of the geology of these regions. We only learn from him
that there is a central nucleus of granite round which are
folded successive zones of gneiss and various schists and
slates, and that all these rocks are pierced by intrusive

masses of porphyry, dicrite, melaphyre, serpentine, (S:c.

From the granites and old intrusive rocks he passes, by
what seems an abrupt and awkward transition, to the
basalts and lavas, which are among the most recent of
the geological formations of the country; and he then
takes up the schistose rocks. This arrangement is much
more a petrographical than a geological one. W"e cannot
but think that it interrupts the chronological sequence of

events which it is the business of a geologist to decipher
and describe. The volcanic rocks were not erupted until

the cretaceous table-lands had been long exposed to denu-
dation. It would surely have been better, therefore, to

have deferred the history of the eruptions until some
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account had been i^iven of" the rocks over which they

took plnce.

There can be no doubt that Palestine and the surround-

ing countries have been the scene of powerful volcanic

activity from a time which, though in a geological sense

recent, is yet immensely remote when measured by

human standards. In the Holy Land itself that action

has now ceased, though abundant hot springs still testify

to its rccentness, while along the shores of the Red Sea

there are even at this day some still active craters. On
the west side of the Jordan Valley, the fertile plain of

Esdraelon is strewed over with basaltic debris, while a

little farther to the north and east, true coulees of basalt

are found on the flanks of Little Hermon. Near Tiberias

another coulee comes down from the west to the margin

of the Lake ; while still farther north stands the basaltic

freshest traces of volcanic phenomena occur ; some of

the cinder cones still remaining with their enclosed craters

like those of the Puys of Au\'ergne.

The long period during which volcanic action cdUtinued

to manifest itself is well shown by the fact that the older

basalts arc found capping limestone plateaux which have
since been cut t-hrough by valleys descending into the

Jordan and the Dead Sea, while these valleys have served

as moulds into which the later lava currents have, in

numerous instances, been poured. Such a sequence of

events is a repetition of the well-known structure of

Auvergne. There is a further resemblance to the volcanic

district of central France in the singular freshness of

some of the cones.

But of all the geological features of Palestine, that

which possesses, perhaps, the strongest interest is the

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF PALESTINE AND LOWCR EGVi'T

mass of Safed, which seeins to have been the great

volcanic centre of that district. But it is on the east side

of the line of the Jordan and Dead Sea that the most
remarkable display of volcanic rocks is to be found. The
high grounds of Moab and Ammonitis are dotted with

the sites of ancient volcanos, from which streams of lava

have descended, sometimes even into the Dead Sea. I'he

houses of Rabbath-Moab were built of these basalts.

Farther north, from the heights of Ajlun, the eye travels

over a vast basaltic plateau, which stretches north to the

roots of Hermon and Anti-Lebanon, and eastward until it

is crowned by the imposing volcanic mountain of Hauran.
Some portions of these regions are dreary beyond e.K-

pression—rough with dark rugged lava streams and
scattered scoriae, rendering the journey of a traveller

slow and laborious. It is in this wild region that the

valley or depression which stretches from Lebanon along
the line ol the Jordan, the Dead Sea, and the Waddi
Akabah to the head of the eastern arm of the Red Sea.
Notwithstanding the yearly increase of travellers in the
Holy Land and the rapid multiplication of descriptions
of the country, it must be owned that no very satis-

factory account has yet been given of the geographical
structure and probable origin of this, the most remark-
able depression upon the globe. In the present part of
his report M. Lartet does not discuss this subject, nor
does he enter into the existing contour of Syria or the
causes which may have led to the drying up of the
Waddys and the general desiccation of the climate.

These questions he will probably discuss in the next
portion of his valuable memoir, to which we hope to

call attention when it appears. Arch. Geikie
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NOTES
We are informed tliat it is probable that Dr. Sharpey, Prof.

Huxley, and Sir John Lubbock will be among the members of

the Royal Commission to inquire into the present state of Science

in this country.

The Society of Arts has resolved to hold a morning con-

ference on the same subject, which will probably tal<e place

on Friday week. The council of the Society Iras requested

Lieut. -Colonel A. Strange to open the discussion with a paper,

the title of which will be "On the inquiry by a Royal Com-
mission into the relations of the State to Science." We
understand that the Society intends to invite the attendance at

the conference of Her Majesty's present and late Ministers,

of all members of the Legislature known to be interested in

analogous questions, of the councils of all scientific societies,

and of learned bodies generally.

It is surely a sign of the times that we should be able to lay

before our readers a scientific lecture delivered on a Sunday before

a great audience, composed chiefly of the middle classes. The

history—the all too short histoiy—of English Sunday lectures is

very curious and, w-ithal, instructive. Some years ago the move-

ment was commenced by lectures in .St. Martin's Hall, which

lectures, thanks to the activity displayed by "The Lord's Day
Observance .Society," were brought to a close somewhat suddenly.

They were aftenvards revived (such is the perfection of our Eng-

lish law) Avith impunity, by the simple process of enrolling the

lecturers and their friends as a religious body ! But many of

those who had taken an active part in the origination of the

lectures declined to shelter themselves under what they conceived

to be an unworthy, as well as an unnecessary, subterfuge ; and,

'relieving that the law was really on their side, detei-mined to take

the earliest opportunity of obtaining experimental proof of the

justice of their views. So we have had two movements—one,

embodied in the Sunday Lecture Society, a lecture/?/;- et simple

being delivered each Sunday afternoon, and another, emphati-

cally the W'Orking men's movement, in which the exact programme

which was at first threatened with prosecution is reproduced. Both

these movements have been in operation, and have been the

means of doing much good, for some time past ; and no attempt

has been made to interfere with that "Free Sunday" which is

of a good deal more importance to the w-orking men of this

country than even a "Free Breakfast-table." Surely one of

those quiet victories by which each step in the march of real

progress has been made good in English history, has been won.

A NEW mathematical journal, edited under the direction of

MM. Chasles, Bertrand, Serret, Delaunay, Puiseux, Darboux,

&c., is about to appear, under the name of Bulk/in des Sciences

Mathematiques et Astronomiqius. Twelve parts will be issued

yearly.

We have received from Mr. Murray a pamphlet on Compul-

sory Education, by the Hon. Dudley Campbell, which is clear

enough in treatment, and sound enough in argument to do great

good at the present time, when the Government bill is before

the country. It is very hard for a man of scientific training to

bear with the shifts and compromises with wliich politicians are

too often apt ;to cover their own shortcomings and lukewarm-

ness, but in the matter of compulsory education there is less halt-

ing than usual. Mr. Campbell well points out that people are vacci-

nated and otherwise dealt with compulsorily for the pul^lic weal,

and he asks why should this system stop just at the point where

our lamentable backwardness points in the clearest way for the

necessity of Government action. The country not only asks for

compulsory education, but we are convinced in time that the

system of local boards will be swept away. In connection with

this subject we would call special attention to the fearful state to

which the voluntary system has reduced education in Birming-

ham, Leeds, Liverpool and Manchester, as recorded in the reports

of Messrs. Fitch and Fearon just presented to Parliament.

The fund raised in this country for the benefit of the family of

that great naturalist, the late Professor Sars, now amounts to

265/. 6/. lOrt'. Among the contributions from the provinces may
be especially noticed those ofNewcastle and Glasgow, showing the

favour with which science is regarded in those places. Devon-

sliire and Wales have hitherto given no sign, although it might

have been expected that the last meeting of the British Association

at Exeter would have left some impress of its visit. The French

and Belgian subscriptions amount to 62S3 fr. or 251/. ds. lod.

The Lectures of the present year at the Royal College of

Physicians will be delivered at the College, Pall Mall East,

at five o'clock on each of the following Wednesdays and

Fridays :—Goulstonian Lectures, by Dr. Maudsley, March iS.

"On the relations between body and mind, and between mental

and nervous disorders." Croonian Lectures, by Dr. Sibson,

March 23, 25, 30, "On aneurisms of the aorta." Lumleian

Lectures, by Dr. J. R. Bennett, April I, 6, 8, "On the natural

histoiy and diagnosis of intra-thoracic cancer."

Notices of motion have been given by Mr. Strutt for a

return relative to the expenditure of the Meteorological Com-
mittee, voted in Class 4 of the Civil Service Estimates, 1869-

70 ; by Mr. Grant Duff for a copy of report on measures

adopted for sanitary improvements in India ; by Mr. Macfie

for a select committee to consider and report on the law

relating to letters patent for inventions ; by Mr. Mundella of

an amendment to Mr. Macfie's motion.

A N.\TUR,<^L History Society h.as just been formed at

Winchester College. The subjects it embraces at present are

botany, ethnology, and geology, these being the most easy of

access under the existing circumstances. One of the main objects

of this society is the formation of a museum, which, it is hoped,

will tend to keep up an interest in scientific subjects among the

members of the school. The meetings have been largely at-

tended, and there is every reason to expect that the society vvill

prove a lasting benefit to the college.

We must congratulate the Leamington Philosophical Society

and its energetic president, Dr. O'Callaghan, upon the successful

way in which they are doing the good work of fostering science

in Wanvickshire by means of lectures, and upon the fact that

they can prevail upon such busy men as Mr. E. J. Reed and Sir

Bartle Frere—to mention two of their recent lecturers—to help

them. Mr. Reed's lecture on "Our Ironclad Navy" was given

last week, and we hope to place some parts of it before our

readers.

The prospectus of the forthcoming course of instruction at the

Working Men's College is a most gratifying one. Besides classes

in Art, Histoiy and Law, Languages and Mathematics, we have the

following in physical science :—The Use of the Microscope, Mr.

J. Slade ; Astronomy, Mr. R. B. Litchfield, B. A. ; Muscular

Anatomy of the Human Body, Mr. J. Beswick Perrin. Besides

these classes, there are free general lectures at 8.30 on Saturdays,

among which we note four on Crystals, by Prof. N. S. Maske-

lyne, of the British Museum. All should feel grateful to those

connected with this institution who, without fee or reward, devote

their small spare time to the arduous work of teaching.

We regret to hear that Dr. Kirk, the indefatigable friend and

former companion of Livingstone finds his efforts to send sup-

plies to the latter paralysed by the presence of cholera on the

East Coast of such severity that 10,000 have died in Zanzibar in

the course of six weeks. He adds that "the scourge rages up

and down the coast. At Quiloa, by the last accounts, there were

200 deaths a day among the slaves ; when offered at one dollar

a head they found no purchasers, so very worthless had slave

property become from the disease. It is also going inland, which
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is strange, as it came to us from the interior, first showing on tlie

coast at Pangani ; now it goes in from Bogamoyo, and lias

reached Ugogo. Caravans on the route are stopped by death,

ivory is left abandoned, and a party is being sent off to bring

one large lot down, all the porters being dead in Ugogo. The

expedition with valuable goods and a gang of men I sent off to

assist Livingstone has been caught by it, and is at a standstill.

Many of those I had engaged and paid considerable advances to

are dead. There will be much loss this season, and Dr. Living-

stone will come in for a share of it."

The Working Men's Club and Institute Union have, with

permission of the authorities, arranged for a series of visits to

the national museums on Saturday afternoons, for the members

of workmen's clubs. The important feature connected with

these visits is, that in each case tlie party \vill be under the guid-

ance of some gentleman specially qualified to afford instruction

in some particular branch of science and art. 1. party of fifty

workmen were thus enabled to pay a visit to the Egyptian De-

partment of the British Museum on Saturday, under the guidance

of Mr. Samuel Sharpe. We arc informed that the " Club Union"

will be very glad to have similar valuable services rendered by

other gentlemen for visits to the national collections.

A LETTER has been received at Alexandria from Sir .Samuel

Baker, dated Khartoum, February 7, wherein he reports that 32

boats were collected together to convey him and his party to

Gondokoro. With the last shipment of troops the total expedi-

tionary force amounts to 700, including a battery of artillery.

Mr. Higginbotham is reported to be within four days' march of

Khartoum, having crossed the Nubian Desert. He has under

his charge the steel steamers for the lake Albert Nynnza. Mr.

Higginbotham has command of the rear expedition, and will

follow Sir Samuel Baker immediately. All th.c members of the

expedition are in good health and spirits.

The Pall Mall GazdU states that the Arctic explorer, Mr. C.

F. Hall, has, in a lecture given at Washington, developed his

plans for a third voyage.

The establishment of the fir»t sewage farm in India has taken

place in the vicinity of Madras. It is an experiment, but the

results as given in the official rcijort are most hopeful, both as

regards the drainage of Indian towns and the profit likely to

accrue from the operation. The site is an old swamp four feet

only above the sea level ; the soil is a stiff clay, mixed with much
salt and a little sand— one of the worst possil)le soils for the pur-

pose. Tlie surface was levelled and protected from floods, and

the sewage from Perambore barracks anda small portion of the

adjacent village, after being raised 22 feet, is conducted in

an open earthenware conduit, and floated over the surface

of the grcund. The total area is 37 acres, but about 2

. acres only have been put under cultivation. The sewage

is as thick as pea-soup, and sometimes more diluted. Its smell

is overpowering close to the channel, but as it flows over the

ground "it loses its offcnsiveness very soon."' Various crops

have been tried on the sewaged area. Guinea grass succeeds so

well that its yield is at the rate of 8S tons of fresh grass, or 29

tons of hay per acre. The value is 58/. per acre. It is stated

that grass will take any quantity of sewage, but that other useful

crops, chiefly native vegetables, also succeed. Different plants

require different treatment. Some of the best crops are native

greens, which grow most luxuriantly and take a large quantity

of sewage. The report states that the results to health have been

satisfactory, and that one great source of disease has been re-

moved. The application of the sewage of two other districts of

the city was nearly completed at the date of the report.

Candidates for the first chair of Algebra at the Paris Faculty

of Sciences are requested to send in certificates.

Messrs. Moxon and Co. are preparing for publication a

Dictionary of Science, edited by Mr. G. Farrer Rodwell. It will

be uniform with Haydn's " Dictionary of Dates" and " Diction-

ary of Biography," and will comprise acoustics, astronomy,

chemistry, dynamics, electricity, heat, hydrodynamics, hydro-

statics, light, magnetism, meteorology, pneumatics, and statics.

These subjects will be treated of by Mr. J. T. Bottomley,

Lecturer on Natural Science in King's College School ; Mr.

William Crookes, Mr. Frederick Guthrie, Professor of Natural

Philosophy in the Royal .School of Mines; Mr. R. A. Proctor,

Mr. Richard Wormell ; and the Editor.

The Paris Zoological Acclimatisation Society celebrated their

seventeenth anniversary last week in the Hotel de Ville. I'r.

Hooker was unanimously elected an honorary fellow, and the

following prizes were awarded :—The gold medal offered to the

society by the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce to M.
Carbonnier, for the introduction of Chinese fish ; another gold

medal to M. Vekemans, the director of the Zoological Gardens

at Antwerp
;
grand gold medal to M. Alfred Grandidier for his

travels in Africa and America ; a prize of 50Dfr. for the theo-

retical researches of M. Verreaux on acclimatisation subjects ; a

similar prize for works of pure zoology to the late Professor

Sars for his publication on the littoral fauna of Norway and the

development of sea-fish; a prize of 20ofr. was also awaided

to M. E. Gayot for his essay on LepoyiJcs.

The Liverpool Naturalists' Field Club held a soiree at the

Royal Institution on the nth instant, the Mayor and about two
hundred members and friends attending. The principal objects

exhibited, interesting in a natural history point of view, were a

very large collection of British plants beautil^ully mounted by

Mr. Gibson, sen., a member of the club ; an interesting case of

spiders found in the neighbourhood, preserved in spirits in ikit

glass bottles, and very effectively displxyed by Mr.H.jHiggins,

son of the president ; a selection of valuable shells lately pre-

sented to the Free Museum by Mr. Samuel Smith
;
young salmon

;

case illustrating anatomical structure of the elephant, &c. ; the

largest known Nudibranch and the largest known Foraminifer,

both taken alive by Dr. Collingwood in the China seas—from tlie

Free Museum ; a case of sections of Brazilian creejjers, showing

curious abnormal structure, specific names unknown—by Mr.

Robert Holland. Members of the Microscopical Society illus-

trated various subjects. A spectroscope and micro-spectros:ope

were worked by the secretary, Mr. Stearn ; and the evening
.

concluded with some chemical experiments bearing on Prof.

Tynclall's " Dust and Disease " article in Fraser, by Mr. Davis,

F. C.S.; the exhibition of Geissler tubes, a number of insects, &c.

At a recent meeting, the Natural History Society of Mont-

real presented its medal to Sir William Logan, the distinguished

geologist. The following resolution was passed ;
—"That this

Society, in presenting its medal to Sir W. E. Logan, LL.D.,

F. R.S., although it cannot add appreciably to the many honours

which he has received, desires to place on record, not merely on

its own behalf, but on that of all tlie students of Natural Science

in Canada, its high estimation of the value of his services in

creating as well as directing the Geological Survey of this

country, in promoting the development of its mineral resources,

in stimulating and aiding the efforts of scientific institutions, and

in extending throughout the world the name of Canadian

science. We desire also to express our high appreciation of Sir

William's admirable qualities, and our hope that he may be

spared for many years to Canada and to science, and that the

relief from official cares may give him the opportunity to pursue

to completion the researches in scientific geology in which he is

now engaged."

We are glad to see that meetings are being held in support of

Mr. W. S. Allen's motion in the House of Commons to open

museums on week-day evenings. We know of no argument

against the experiment, and we believe the experiment would be

an entirely successful one.
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The infallibility of photographic reproductions, says the

Photographic Journal, cannot be prized too highly. In the copy-

ing of elaborate tabular forms, containing numerous figures and

intricate calculations, the aid of the camera is sometimes of the

greatest importance. To obtain an exact and reliable copy of a

complex document of this description by clerical means involves

much time and labour, beyond the ciiance and risk of error ; but

with the camera a reproduction may be secured in a couple of

hours, in which all the figures are exact, the totals correct, the

calculations checked, the words spelt right, and to which the

observation "certified a true copy" maybe appended without

hesitation.

The Vicar of Cushendun, county Antrim, communicates the

following to Silence Gossip

:

— '

' The following incident was told

me the other day by a resident, who vouches for the truth of

it, and which happened close to his residence in Cushendun,

county Antrim. A rat, neai-Iy wdiite with age, and blind, was

frequently seen led to the water by a young rat, by means of

a straw, of which the old rat held one end and the young

rat the other. This incident corroborates a similar statement

given by Jesse in his ' Gleanings of Natural History.
'

"

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The new number of the Zeitschrift fin- Biologic (VI. i. ) contains

an interesting paper by Subbotin " On the Physiology of Fats."

Towards an answer to the question—Is there in the animal

organism any direct passage of fat from the alimentary canal to

the cells of adipose tissue ? a lean dog was fed for a month on
meat, spermaceti, and common fat. Of the i,ooo grms. of sperma-
ceti swallowed, Soo, at least, were absorbed ; but the merest

trace only of spermaceti could be found in the fatty tissue of the

body at tlie close of the experiment. Spermaceti, therefore,

thougli absorbed and consumed in the economy, is not stored

up unchanged. Hence there is a presumption that the same is the

case with other fats (though it is obvious that many possible

events might negative the presumption). Towards solving the

further question—Are fats formed in the body out of proteids ? a

dog reduced to tlie utmost leanness was fed on leanest meat and
palm oil (palmitin and olein) for twenty-five days, during which
he gained three kilos in weight. The fat of tlie body was, at

the close, found to contain 13 '9 per cent, of stearin, though none
had been taken. A very considerable quantity of stearin had
therefore been formed in the body. A very lean dog was fed for

six weeks on leanest meat, and a soda soap made with palmitic

and stearic acids only. At the end of the experiment, the dog
having gained over three kilos in N\eight, the fat of the body was
found to consist of 53 '6 per cent, palmitin, 13 '4 per cent, stearin,

and T^'^ per cent, olein. A large quantity of olein had therefore

been formed in this case. But if olein was thus formed, possibly

the palmitin and stearin were likewise formed from proteids,

and not by synthesis of the fatty acids wdth the glycerin of the

economy. Subbotin further points out that olein is more abun-

dant in the sub-cutaneous than in the deep-seated fat, possibly on
account of a less energetic transformation of proteids in the

cooler surface regions. So also in cold-blooded animals the fat

is proportionally richer in olein.—The same number contains a

long paper by Vierordt, in which that distinguished physiologist

continues his researches on the connection between the delicacy

of touch and mobility of any part of the body. In this memoir
he confines his attention to the arm from the shoulder downwards,
working upon data provided by his pupils Kottenkamp and
Ullrich, who have made a study of the sense of touch in all

parts of the arm, to a much greater extent and with much fuller

detail than did Weber, and whose elaborate results are given in a

paper immediately preceding Vierordt's. In the arm Vierordt

finds striking illustrations of his hypothesis that the delicacy of

touch in any point in a region of the body which is moved as a

whole, is proportional to the distance of the point from the centre

of movement of the region. There are also hygienic papers

by I'ettenkofer and others on the cholera epidemic of 1S65 at

Gibraltar, and typhus and drinking water at the barracks at

Neustift.

The yournal of Botany, New Series, No. I (double number
for January and February, 1S70), contains the following articles:

— "Suggestions on the 'Species' question as regards AV/fo/j-,"

by the Hon. J. B. Leicester Warren ;
" Notes on Qiierciis Wal-

lichiana Lindl," by Dr. Hance ; "Descriptions of four new
Chinese Crassulacea;"\)y Dr. Hance; an interesting and impor-

tant " Review of the contributions to Fossil Botany, published

in Britain in 1869," by Mr. Carruthers, containing references to

all papers on vegetable palceontology published in Britain during

that period, with observations and a synopsis of the genera and

species described in them. "Cinchona cultivation in. Bengal,"

being an ofiicial report from Mr. C. B. Clarke, officiating super-

intendent of the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, and in charge of

the Cincliona cultivation in Bengal, for the year ending March

31, 1869. It appears from this report that during the year the

number of plants of Cinchona at the Darjeeling Government
plantations was increased by 673,654, making a total (including

those in private plantations) of upwards of three million plants,

covering 965 acres. By far the larger number of plants are of

the species C. officinalis and succirubra, with a few of C. Calisaya

and micrantha, C. Pahudiana being considered worthless. The
tallest plant of C. succirubra is 19 feet high, and of C. officinalis

l\\ feet. There is besides a small plantation of C. succirubra

at Nunklow, in the Khasia Hills. " Review of the genus Nar-
cissus," by Mr. J. G. Baker. An abridgment and translation by

Mr. A. W. Bennett of Van Horen's paper in the Bulletin de la

Soc. Rov- dcBot. dc Belgique, " On the hibernation of Leninace^,"

showing the production in several species of duck-weed of sub-

merged leaves adapted to live through the winter. "The
genus Ascobolus," by M. Boudier, from the Annates des Sciences

Nattirelles. Reviews of books, proceedings of societies, and

shorter articles.

The Geological Magazine for the present month (No. 69) opens

with an article by the editor on the Liassic Pterodactyle

(Diniorphodon) as described by Professor Owen in the volume

of memoirs just published by the PalEeontographical Society.

The most important paper in the number is one by Mr. Poulett

Scrope, " On the character and composition of lavas," and next

to this, in general interest, two articles on "Faults in Strata,"

by Mr. W. T. Blandford and Mr. G. H. Kinahan.—Two of the

remaining papers are by lady geologists, namely, a description

of the Pleistocene deposits of North Shropshire, by Miss

Charlotte Eyton, and a notice of vegetable fossils in the Water
Blain iron mines in South Cumberland.—A paper on "The
Water-bearing Strata in the neighbourhood of Norwich," by

Messrs. Taylor and Morant, contains some remarks upon sand-

pipes in the chalk ; and the final article is the conclusion of Mr.

Davies' paper "On the Millstone Grit of the North Wales
Border."—The usual notices of memoirs, reports of proceedings,

letters, and miscellaneous intelligence make up the rest of the

contents.

Revue des Cours Scientifiqiies, March S.—This number con-

tains a report of ihe congress of German naturalists and medical

men at Innspruck ; a paper on "Alsace dnring the Tertiary

period," read by M. Delbos at the JMulhouse Conferences; a

review of M. Grehant's researches on the excretion of urea and

on the respiration of fish, also a fifth list of subscribers to the

Sars fund.

T\\<i Reznie des Cours Scicntifiqucs Im \\\a I2th iust., contains

an admirable lecture by M. Wolf, of the Paris Observatory, on
the Figure of the Earth, and a translation of Dr. Tyndall's

lecture on Dust and Disease.

Moniteur Scientijique, February 15. — Tliis number con-

tains several abstracts of papers on dyeing materials, by Messrs.

Ilofmann, Martins, and Weidel.—A paper descriptive of the

i3eat at Avigliana, near Turin, by MM. Kopp and Fino, shows
that, in the air-dried state, its efficacy as fuel is little more
than one-fourth that of coke.—In a paper l:>y M. Fremy on
nitrous acid, he points out the production of nitrous oxide by
the reaction of nitrous acid with sulphurous acid, regarding this

as one of the causes of loss in the manufacture of sulphuric acid,

when there is an excess of sulphurous acid in the chambers.

In the reaction of nitric acid with nascent hydrogen, he has

ascertained the production of another substance besides nitrous

acid and ammonia. By means of sodium amalgam he obtained

it in large quantity but pot sufticient for complete examination.

Arsenious acid and arsenites give, with sodium amalgam, a

similar product. Both the nitrogen and arsenic compounds are

characterised by a remarkable reducing power. M. Fremy is

continuing his examination of the subject.
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THE FOREFATHERS OF THE ENGLISH
PEOPLE *

THE English people of the present day present two types of

physical structure, wliich are extremely different in their

most marked forms, though they pass into one another by every

shade of gradation. The one type is tall, fair-complexioned,

yellow or red haired, and blue-eyed ; tlie other, short, dark-

complexioned, black-haired, and black-eyed. The two types

and their intermediate gradations are, at present, to be found side

by side in most parts of the liritish Islands ;
Ijut there is a marked

predominance of the fair ty])e in the eastern half of Britain. Tire

languages spoken by the English people have, at the present

time, no relation to tliese two physical types ; English speakers

and Celtic speakers belonging no less to the one type than to

the other. Nor are the two Celtic dialects, Cymric and Gaelic,

confined to people of the one ur the other physical type, as both

the types described are exhibited in their extreme forms among
Welshmen, Higlilanders, and Irishmen.

The earliest historical records of the nature of the population

of Britain, furnished hy C«sar, Stralio, and Tacitus, take us back
nineteen hundred years, and sliow that, at that time, the physical

characters of the population might be described in the same lan-

guage as at present. The people of South-eastern England
and of Caledonia were certainly tall, fair, and blue-eyed, witli

hair varyinf^ from yellow to red in hue ; while, in South Wales,

they liad dark hair and complexions, resembling the Spaniards

of tliat day. But there was a wonderful difference in language

between the ancient and the modern inhabitants of these islands,

inasmuch as all these people of Britain, so far as we know, spoke
the Cymric dialect of the Celtic tongue ; while it is probable,

though we have no absolute knowledge on this jioint, that in

Ireland they spoke Gaelic. Thus, at the time of the Roman in-

vasion, tlie outward physical characters of the population of these

islands were mucli what they are now, though the language spoken
was, probably, altogether Celtic. And there was no parity between
tlie distribution of the Cymric and Gaelic dialects of the Celtic

and that of the two physical types, any more than there is now
between English and Celtic and the fair and dark stocks by which
those languages are spoken. If we confine our attention to the

British Islantis, therefore, we have absolutely no means of ascrib-

ing any special pliysical characters to the Celtic-speaking people.

A British, or Irisli, " Celt " might be tall or short, dark or fair,

rounded-headed or long-headed; and the remark of Professor

Max Miillcr that it is as rational to speak of a dolichocephalic

language as of a Celtic skull is, for the " Celts " of Britain, per-

fectly justified.

\\'hence was this Celtic-speaking people, \vith its two con-

trasted dark and fair forms, whicli inhabited Britain nineteen

hundred years ago, derived? Tlie position of the British Islands

is sufficient to suggest the extreme probability that it migrated
from Europe, the eastern and the southern faces of these islands

being ^vitllin easy reach of the .shores of those countries which
are now Norway, Denmark, North Germany, Holland, Belgium,

and Erance. And the jjrobability suggested by tlic facts of

geography becomes converted into a certainty by those of ethno-

logy and of histoiy.

In the first place, if we turn to tlie existing population of the

continent of Europe and Asia, we shall at once recognise our

two physical types—the fair and the dark. From Norway to

North-eastern France the predominant constituents of the rive-

rain ]")opulation of the North Sea and of the British Ciiannel are

tall, fair-haired, and blue-eyed. In North-western France the

proportion of short and dark people increases, until, in Southern

and South-western France, they are the chief constituents of

the population. A traveller who should set out from the

Orkney Islands and call at every port in the North Sea, and
who then should make a land journey from the mouth of the

Elbe to that of the Don, ^vould liiid the people with wliom he
met to be gener.ally, an<l in many regions exclusively, of the fair

type. On the other hand, if he set out from Galway and cruised

along the western coasts of these islands, and of France and of

Spain and the north shore of the Mediterranean, he would find

as marked a predominance of the dark type. In fact, the

population of the southern and western parts of France,
of Spain, of the Ligurian shore, and of Western and South-
ern Italy, is as generally dark as that of North Germany is fair.

There is no reason to think that climatal conditions have had
an5thing whatever to do with this singular distribution of the

* A Lecmre delivered by Piot Huxley, in Si. Ceo-gc's H.ill, on Sunday,
Marcli 13, ai:d revised by ihc autlior.

fair and the dark types. Not only do the dark Celtic-speakers

of the Scotch Highlands lie five or six degrees farther north

than the fair Black-foresters of Germany ; but, to the north of

all the fair inhabitants of Europe, in Lapland, there lives a race

of people very different in their characters from the dark stock

of Britain, but still having black hair, black eyes, and swarthy
yellowish complexions.

Thus, having regard only to physical characters, the popula-

tion of Europe falls into three broad bands, which run in a rough
way from west to east. In the north is the zone of the black-

haiied, black-eyed Mongoloid Lapps. In the south is the zone of

the people who resemble the dark type of the British Islands,

and who have been called Meloncicliroi ; between them lies the

broad belt of fair people, who liave been termed Xanthochroi.

And if this were a mere natural history question, the facts I

have mentioned would allow us to draw but one conclusion as

to the origin of the population of these islands—namely, that

the dark type has been furnished by immigrants from the Conti-

nental Ahlaiiocliroi ; the fair type by immigrants from the Con-
tinental Xmilliochroi. But history and philology have every

right to be heard in such a matter as this ; and I must now try

as well as I can (for I am neither historian nor philologer) to

put before you what they have to say.

What history tells us, so far as it goes, is quite in accordance

with the suggestions of biology. It is certain that, from the fifth

century to the tenth a vast number of people from North Ger-

many and Scandinavia poured into the British Islands on all

sitles, but, as might be expected, most persistently and nume-
rously into the eastern moiety of Britain. They brought with

them languages which may properly and conveniently be termed
dialects of Teutonic, in contradistinction to the indigenous

dialects of Celtic. Out of the North German dialects the

language usually known as Anglo-Saxon was developed, and
from it, by subsequent modification and aljsorption of, for the

most part, Scandinavian, Celtic, and French elements, has grown
English. The invasion which thus changed the language of

Britain introduced no new element into the physical conforma-

tion of tile people, so far as stature and complexion are con-

cerned, though it m.ay have done so in the matter of cranial

conformation. It is unquestioned that Saxons, Danes, and
Norsemen were alike a tall, fair- haired jjeople ; and their immi-
gration strengthened the Xanthochroic element of our population,

but added nothing new, unless it were a longer form of head.

It is a very remarkable circumstance that the skulls of the exist-

ing Scandinavians—and of the Allemanni and Saxons, if not of

the whole of the ancient Germans—are long, while those of the

South Germans and Swiss of the present day, and those which
very probably belonged to the ancient Belga:, are round. Thus,

to put the matter in another way, tall stature, fair hair, and blue

eyes, in a native of Britain, are no evidence of his descent rather

from the primitive Celtic-siieaking, than from the immigr.int Teu-
tonic-speaking, element of our population, or the reverse. He is as

likely to be a "Celt " as a "Teuton;" a "Teuton" as a "Celt."
But history teaches us more than this. There is the clearest

evidence that the Gauls—the Celtic-speaking people who burnt

Rome nearly four centuries before our era—belonged to the fair

type, and neither by their stature, their complexions, the colour

of their eyes or their hair, were distinguishable from such

Teutonic-speaking people as the Goths, who sacked Rome four

centuries after it : and that, for these eight centuries at any rate,

North-western, Central, Eastern Europe, and the -Hestern part

of Central Asia were occupied by a tall, fair, blue-eyed people*

who were known by the names of Celta.', Belgx, Germani,
Vencdi or Wends, and Alani, according to the districts which
they occupied and the languages which they spoke.t

Thus, w hen history first makes known the Celtic language to us,

it is in the mouths of a people extremely similar in their outward
ajjpearance to the Gcrnians and the .Slavoni.ms ; and when the

affinities of the Celtic, the Teutonic, and Slavonic languages are

worked out by the philologer, they are all found to belong lo the

same great group of Aryan languages. The arginnent to be
drawn Irom tfie physical affinity of the Celtic-speaking v.'ith the

~ The st-ry told by Suetonius, that Caligula tried to pass olT some tall

Clauls for Gerniaiis. by iiuiiiing them redden their liair, is often quoted to

prove that the hair of the Gauls diflered Irom that of the Germans. liut as

tile Germans themseKes were in the habit of reddening their hair artificially,

the force of the argument does not appear.

f Those who have any doubts upon this subject had better consult the

great work of Kaspar Zeuss, "Die Dcutschen und die Naclibarstumme,"
published thirty years ago ; or the excellent discussion, mainly based
II] on Zcuss, in Pritchard ; or the instructive essays of Brandes and De
Delloguet.
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Teutonic-speaking people is therefore supported and intensil'ied

l)y the liuyuistic aft'iuilies between the Celtic and the Teutonic
tongues ; and philology concurs with history in testifying to the

ethnic unity of the Ccliic-speaking people on the left bank of

the Rhine, w'ith the Teutonic-speaking " people to the eastward.

In their cloUiing, in their arms, in their houses, in their employ-
ment of horses and wheeled carriages, no dilTerences of moment
obtain between the Celtic-speaking and the Teutonic-speaking
people of old Europe ; nor in their fashion of government, their

social organisation, their morality,t or their theology, do there

seem to be any greater dill'erences than are readily accounted
for by the fact that the Teutonic-speaking nations were more
remote from the corrupting influences of wealth and civilisation.

'l"he Tonga islanders of Mariner's time offered the same contrast

to the Tahitians that the Germans of Tacitus do to the Gauls,

but no one would dream, on that ground, of declaring them to

be of ditierent races.

Hence, there can be no reasonable doubt, that the fair element

of the Celtic-speaking population of the-.e islands 1,900 years

ago was simply the western fringe of that vast stock which can

be traced to Central Asia, and the existence of which on the

confines of China in ancient times is testified by Chinese anna-
lists. Throughout the central parts of the immense area which
it covers, the people of this stock speak Aryan languages

—

belonging, that is, to the same family as the old I'ersian or Zend,
and the Sanskrit. And they remain still largely represented

among the Affghans and the Siahposh on the frontiers of Persia

on the one hand, and of Hindostan on the other. But the old

Sanskrit literature proves that the Aryan population of India

came in from the north-west, at least 3,000 years ago. And in

the Vedas these people portray themselves in characters which
might have fitted the Gauls, the Germans, or the Goths. Unfor-
tunately there is no evidence whether they were fair-haired or not.

India was already peopled by a dark-comple.xioncd people

more like the Australians than anyone else, and speaking a group
of languages called Drawidian. They -ivere fenced in on the

north by the barrier of the Himalayas ; but the Aryans poured
from the plains of Central Asia over the Himalayas, into the

i great river basins of the Indus and the Ganges, where they have
been, in the main, absorbed into the pre-e.xisting population,

leaving as evidence of their immigration an extensive modification

of the ph)-sical characters of the population, a language, and a

literature.

Italy is to the Alps what Hindostan is to the Himalayas. The
Po is its Ganges. Four centuries B.C. it was peopled mainly
by the dark and short stock rei:>resented by Ligurians, Etruscans,

and old Italians. The Gauls poured into it over the north-

western passes, and settled in Cis-Alpine (jaul, modifying the

yihysical characters and the language of the population, but

becoming lost eventually in the great Roman nationality. And,
doubtless, in more ancient times, the Aryan-speaking ances-

tors of these Celta: and Belga; had similarly made their way
through the Hercynian forest or along the shores of the

North Sea, into Gaul, and thence into Britain. The corre-

spondence of the names of places in Gaul and ancient Britain

fully confirms Cesar's statement that the Belgic Gauls had, at

some comparatively recent time, colonised south-eastern Britain

in great numbers. But the primitive colonisation of Britain from

the mainland by the fair people is doubtless of extreme antiquity.

I have now, I believe, accounted for the fair Celtic-speaking

population of ancient Britain. There remains the problem.

Why did Britain contain another Celtic-speaking population, of

a totally diBerent type?

The key to tlus riddle is, I believe with Dr. Thurnam, De
Belloguet, and others, afforded by history and philology. His-

tory, which tells by the mouths of t,"ivsar, Strabo, and Tacitus,

that the Aquilani, who lived beyond the Garonne, were a small

and dark people like the Iberians, who spoke a language diffe-

rent from that of Gaul. Philology, which tells us that this lan-

guage Avas the Euskarian, represented by the modern Basque,

which is unlike every other European language, and which once

covered a vastly greater area than it now occupies—the great

majority of the people who once spoke it having acquired other

languages.

* I use lliis plirase witliout prejudice to tfie much-debated quualion, Did
tlie Germans of Lisar and Tacuus speak " Deutsch " (not ' Dulch,"/'*tv I^lr.

Freeman) or Ceilic'^ and witfi the greatest respect for tfie ctiampions of belli

" Keltenlhuin" and " Deutschllium." It is euougll for me if nobody doubts

the *' Deulschlieit" of the Gotlis and Alemanni.

t Tile grossest immorality with wliich the Gauls are charged niay well

enough have been imported by the Greeks of JMassilia "along with other pro-

ducu of Greek civilisation.

Thus, once more, physical and philological ethnology pro-

jjcrly viewed, concur. The physically distinct stock turns out

to be linguistically distinct— to have, hi fact, all the ethnological

characters of a distinct race.

In S])ain, and within the boundaries of the old Aquifania, the

Eusl;arian langiiage lingers only among a fragmeitt of the popu-
lation, though the Spaniards ami southern Fienchmcn retain, to

a great extent, the dark complexion and short stature of the

Melanochroic stock. In Britain the same process of extinction

seems to have been consummated as far back as the time of

Tacitus. For from what has been said, it can hardly be doubted
th.it the Silures and the dark type in general were the outliers of

the continental Euskarian-speaking dark type, just as the British

Belga;, and the fair type in general, were the offshoot;], of the

continental Celtic-speaking fair type. And just as in Western
and iMiddle Gaul, and in Spain, the Celtic-speaking fair people
had, even in the time of Caesar, largely supplanted and absorbed
the dark stock ; so, in Britain, it is to be supposed that it had
altogether absorbed it, and that the dark stock had given up
their Euskarian for the Celtic language.

All tliese reasonings may be put into the form of a probable
hypothesis, as follows :—The chain of the Alps, the densely
wooded highlands of Central Europe known in old times as the

Hercynian forest, and the broad Rhine in its lower course, form
a natural rampart between the vast central plains of Eurasia and
Western and Southern Etu'ope. Before England was peopled by
the ancestors of its present population, the latter region, including

the north shore of the Mediterranean, Spain, and Gaul (and

perhaps the shores of the Baltic) were occupied by people of the

dark type, who may, by possibility, have been the chief peoj)le of

the so-called bronze age in those parts. These people occupied
the British islands wholly or in part, and were, very proliably,

at first their sole occupants. And in Spain, France, and Britain

they spoke Euskarian dialects.

During this time the fair stock, with its Aryan languages,

wandered over the great Eurasi.rtic plain to the east of the ram-
part, from Poland to the frontiers of China, and from .Siberia to

those of Persia and India. Bat at length the fair people found their

vast plains too narrow, or the luxuries beyond its natural barriers

too tempting, and they began to overflow—as Celtic-speakers info

Western Europe ; as Zendic and Sanskritic speakers into Persia

and Hindostan. The Celtic-speaking fair people, passing into

Gaul, partly extirpated and partly mixed with the pre-existing

dark Euskarian-speaking poi^ulation, imposing their language and
habits on all the northern, middle, and eastern parts of Gaul, and
extending widely into Spain. P'rom Ciaul they passed into Britain,

and Celliciscd it still more completely ; so that, though much of
the old blood of the dark stock remained, its language vanished.

The Peutonic-speaking people were simply another wave ot

the same great Aryan ocean of Cent'^al Eurasia. They treated

the Celtic-speakers exactly as the latter had treated the dark
stock, and before another century has passed the Celtic language
will probably be as much a thing of the past in these islands as

the Euskarian is.

If this is a fair picture of the general course of events, it fur-

nishes the explanation of the fact from wdiich we started,

namely, the presence in the British Islands of two distinct

ethnical elements—a fair and a dark. T. H. Hu.XLEY

ASTRONOMY
Ephemeris of the Satellites of Uranus

By a. Martu, Esq.

Angles of Position at S'' Greenwich Mean 'Pimc

IS70
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BOTANY
Floating Leaves of Marsilea

Prof. HiLDEBRANDhas noticed that if a plant oiMarsilea qiiad-

rifoHa (a species of the genus which furnishes Nardoo), is sunk

beneath the surface of the water, so that all the leaves are more

or less deeply covered, those leaves which are fully developed

at the time of immersion, remain unchanged, while those which

are not so far advanced, undergo a remarkable change ; the

petioles gradually lengthening in succession according to their posi-

tion on the stem, and soon over-topping those which were already

formed. At first the four leaflets do not increase, but they soon

begin to enlarge, and by tlie time the surface of the water is

reached, they exceed in size the ordinary leaves, forming a four-

rayed star on the surface. While the petioles of the ordinary

leaves are stiff, so tliat llicy stand erect out of the water, these

floating leaves are weak and flexible, like those of water-

lilies, allowing the leaf to maintain its position on the surface

with the rise and fall of the water. Their upper surface is

.shining and coated with wax, so that the water flov« off theni.

If immersed in deeper water, the petioles will lengthen still

further, even to the extent of three feet. In these cases the

formation of the organs of fructification ap])earsto be suppressed.

In tlie ordinary aerial leaves, stomata are found on both sides of

the leaf in about equal numbers ; in the floating leaves, on the

other hand, the under side is entirely destitute of stomata, while

on the upper surface they are about three times as numerous as

in tlie aerial leaves ; thus resembling Kyinphaa, Hydrocharis,

and other plants. (Botanische Zeitung.)

Alternation of Generation in Fungi

M. GAtiRlEi, Rivet records in the Bidldin de la SocieUBota-

nique de France a remarkable illustration of this phenomenon in

some very interesting observations on the " rust " of cereals. lie

finds that the Fungus which causes one of the common fonnsof this

disease, Pucciniagraminis, will not reproduce itself, but that if the

spores are sown on the leaves of the common berberry, they give

rise to the well-known orange spots of CF.cidium Berbcridis,

generally considered as a fungus belonging to an entirely different

group. The s]5orcs of the (f.eidium, on tlie other hand, do not

reproduce itself, but the Piiccinia, thus furnishing a striking

instance of alternalion of generation. The connection of the

berberry with tlic prevalence of rust in wheat was noticed by

Sir Joseph Banks as long ago as 1806. In the commune of

Genlis (Department of Cote d'Or) a railway company not long

since planted a berberry hedge on one of its embankments;

immediately the crops of wheal, rye, and barley in the neigh-

Ijourhood became infested with rust. Tiie remonstrances of the

fanners caused the appohilment of a commissioner to inquire

into the subject, who, after a full inquiry, reported that where-

ever the berl)erry is planted the cereals are more or less at-

tacked by rust; where they are absent the crops are free from

disease, and that the planting of a single berberry bush is suffi-

cient to produce the rust where it has never appeared before.

PHYSICS
Products of Respiration

Pettenkofer and Voit have been making some observations,

by tlie help of their famous dog, on the products of respiration

during star\-alion and during a diet entirely composed of fat.

Tl-.ey find the most notable effect of the fiitly food to be a diminution

of the oxygen consumed. Tims in one series, on the Cth and lolh

days of a period during which nothing but water was taken,

the oxygen consumed amounted to 358 and 302, the carbonic

acid given off to 366, 289 grammes respectively. On the 2nd,

3rd, and Slh days of a similar series the quantities w-ere of

oxygen consumed 371, 358, 335 ; of carbonic acid given off 3S0,

358, 334 grammes. When, on the other hand, 100 grammes of

fat were taken daily, the Sth and loth days of the series gave

respectively 262, 226 grammes of oxygen consumed, 302, 312
grammes of carbonic acid exhaled. (Zeitsclirift fiir Biologic,

bd. iii., p. 369.)
In these observ.ations Voit finds support of his views on the

nutritive influence of fat, and bases on tliem an exfdanation of

Bantingism. To bring down a fatty body, he says, we must get

it to take in a larger supply of oxygen. This can best be clone

by cutting off all the fat and carbo-hydrates and increasing the

quantity of proteids. The effect of increasing the proteids is to

augment the metamorphosis taking place in the blood and

diminish the storing up of material in the tissues in the shape
either of flesh or fat. The store of fat existing in the body is

consequently more and more encroached upon, and in spite of

the great metamorphosis taking place in the circulation, the body
continues to get lean. A very long discussion on the modus
c/'craiidi of fat as food (of which the above forms a small part

only) will be found at p. 329.
The same observers liave also examined the respiratory products

in the case of a man suffering from Leukaemia, a disease in

which there is an undue abundance of white corpuscles and
scantiness of the oxygen-bearing red ones. Tliey find, however,
no marked difference in the respiratory products ; in amount
these closely approximate the standard of health. (Ibid. p. 319.)

G. Quincke on Specific Cohesion and Capillarity

Constants

Various bodies were fonned into drop.s, which were allowed

to fall on a platinum or porcelain plane ; after they had ac-

quired the temperature of tlie surrounding air, certain measure-
ments were made of their dimensions. The square of the vertical

distance in millimeters of the upper surface of the drop from the

vertical element of its meridian curve is the constant of specific

cohesion, from which, by a method of calculation stated Ijy the

author, the capillarity constant can be inferred.

Fused substances of similar chemical composition, and at a

temperature very near to their melting point, have the same
specific cohesion.

Water, carbonates, and sulphates in the liquid state have double
the specific cohesion of mercury ; the same is true for the nitrates,

metallic chlorides, sugars, and fats ; metallic iodides and bromides
have only half the mercurial value.

Lea<l, bismuth, and antimony have the same specific cohesion

as mercury ; platinum, gold, silver, cadmium, tin, and copper
twice that amount ; zinc, iron, and palladium thrice, and sodium
six times the specific cohesion of mercury.

PHYSIOLOGY
Microcephalous Children

Dr. Blxh.ner has measured lately the crania of two micro-

cephalous children, and by way of comparison adds the cranial

measure of his own healthy infant son.

Helena Becker. Sophia S.

(ti\ years.

13.^ inches, Uh.

6.i „

3 years.

\(i\ inches.

W. Biichncr.

3 years.

20i inches.

12A „

>4

Age
Circumference of /

head.
\

From ear to ear

From root of 1

nose to occipital > 8J ,, 10}
protuberance

)

In botli cases the size of head has apparently remained stationary

from birth, and both children were l)orn with closed fontanelles.

One of the children is now exhibited at Darmstadt. Her
height is 3J; feet ; she cannot speak, walk, or stand, or seize

hold of anything ; in fact she is in a state of complete help-

lessness, with involuntary action of bladder and rectum. The
upper portion of her skull, not larger than a man's fist, roof-like,

flattened at the sides ; the absence of forehead, a long aquiline

nose terminating in a sharp point, an exceedingly diminutive

receding chin, and a moutii with irregularly set teeth, with

the orbital regions very prominent, give lier quite an animal
aspect. The mental ])henomcna are below zero; and the senses,

though seemingly active, produce no ideas ; her look is staring,

vacant, devoid of expression ; only bright shining objects and
music attract her attention ; she does not laugh but utters in-

articulate animal sounds. Another characteristic feature is, that

her limbs and head are subject to an involuntary unceasing

agitation, like the reflex movements of a decapitated frog; .she

suffers also from a great want of sleep.

Dr. Omanza describes a method of registering photographi-

cally the beats of the pulse. The apparatus essentially consists

of a small inverted funnel, having a long narrow stem and a

caoutchouc base. This instrument is filled with mercury to a

certain distance up the stem, and its base is applied to the heart

or an artery ; the oscillations of the mercurial column are then

photographed by well-known processes. It is said that witli this

apparatus jthe apparently single stroke of the pulse is shown to

consist of three, or even four, in succession.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 3.—The following papers were read :

*' Results of the monthly observations of dip and horizontal

force made at the Kew Observatoiy from April 1S63 to

March 1S66, inclusive," by Dr. B. Stewart. The author

exhibited tabular statements of dip observations during six

years, from which was deduced the existence of a semi-

annual inequality, in virtue of which the dip is on an average

o''27 lower in the six months from April to September, and
o'"27 higher in the six months from October to March than

is due to its mean value. This result is in the same direction as

that found by Sir E. Sabine for the six years ending March
1863, but is less in amount than the latter, that detemiined from

the first six years exhibiting a range of i' '31, while that deter-

mined from last six years only exhibits a range of o''54. From
t!:e first six years we deduce a mean dip equal to 68° 20' '07, cor-

responding to middle epoch April i, 1S60, and from the latter

six, a mean dip equal to 68° 6'
"62, corresponding to middle epoch

April I, 1866, while the secular change deduced from the first

series is
2'

'00, and that deduced from the last series is l''92, the

mean of these two values being l''96. If we apply this mean
value of the secular change to the mean result corresponding to

the epoch April I, 1S60, in order to bring it to the epoch
April r, 1866, we obtain

—

6S° 20' -07 - ii'76 = 68° S''3i,

whereas that deduced from the second series corresponding to

this epoch is 68° 6''82. The former of these is i''69 higher than

the latter. As regards the reason of this difference the author

dees not think it due to any personal equation in the observer.

It would appear that the Kew observations present a peculiarity

similar to those at Toronto, so that the difference of i''6g between
the two sets of observations may probably be accounted for by
this cause. The probable error of a single monthly determina-

tion of the dip, derived from the seventy-two monthly determi-

nations, and after the application of the correction for secular

change and annual variation, as derived from the results of

these observations, has been made, is ±o''96. There is,

however, reason to believe that this probable error is

increased to some extent by periods of disturbance, some
of these of considerable duration. In the observations

of horizontal force during the first six years, mean
value of the horizontal force is equal to 3^8034, cor-

responding to the middle epoch April i, i860, and from the

latter six years' observations we have a mean value of horizontal

force equal to 3 "8360, corresponding to epoch April i, 1S66 ;

also the secular change deduced from the first six years is

-f '0053, while that deduced for the second six is -f '0055, the

mean of the two being -(- '0054. If we apply this mean value of

the secular change to the mean result corresponding to epoch
April I, 1S60, in order to bring it to epoch April i, 1S66, \\e

obtain 3'8o34 -f 0'0324 =3'8358, a value which agi-ees as nearly

as possible with that deduced from the second series, and corre-

sponding to the same epoch which was 3 '8360. The coincidence

of these two values naturally leads us to imagine that the secular

change of the horizontal force does not present the same peculi-

arity as that observed in the dip. In the observations of total

force the mean of the April to .September values of the horizontal

component of the force in the last six years is 3 '8346, correspond-

ing in epoch to January i, 1866 ; and the mean of the April to

September values of the dip in the same six years is 68^ 6'
'83.

The mean of the October to March values are for the horizontal

force 3 '8372, and for the dip 68° 6'
'41, corresponding to epoch

July I, 1866. We may retluce these to a common epoch by
applying to the former dip the correction —o''95, this being the

proportional secular change (as shown by these six years) neces-

sary to reduce the former epoch to the latter. The former dip,

will therefgre become 68°6'-83—o'
'96 = 68° 5' '87. Reducing in

the same way the horizontal force, we have

3-8346 4-o-oo275=3-83735.

The values thus become as follows :

—

From the April to September obser-
j

vations (reduced to epoch July I,

1866)
!

And from the October to March ob-

servations (corresponding to the ,

same epoch)
'

Hor. orce.

3-83735

Dip.

8° 5'-87

83720 68° 6'
'4

1

The total force derived from the first series will therefore be

10-28717, and that derived from the second series 10-29080,

showing thus a difference of 0-00363 in British units as the mea-

sure of the greater intensity of the terrestrial magnetic force in

the October to March period, than in the April to September
period. This is in the same direction, and very nearly of the

same amount, as that determined by Sir E. Sabine from the first

six years, which exhibited a similar difference of 0-00317 in Bri-

tish' units. Thus we find that the two series agree in showing
nearly the same semi-annual variation for the total force, while

the first period exhibits the greatest semi-annual variation of the

dip. It ought, however, to be borne in mind that the two series

bear a different relation to the disturbance period, the maximum
of disturbances occurring about the middle of the first series, and
the minimum near the middle of the second.

"Spectroscopic observations with the great Melbourne Tele-

scope." By A. Le Sueur. The author stated that the

spectroscopic observations of the nebulje of Orion show distinctly

that considerable nebulosity exists within and about the

trapezium. The author's tdcscopic observations reveal a posi-

tive though comparatively faint nebulosity within and about the

trapezium ; the spectroscope, however, shows with much force

that this nebulosity not only exists, but is comparable in bright-

ness to that surrounding tlie trapezium at some distance,—the

brightest part of 'the nebula; in fact; that, in ordinary observa-

tions, therefore, the faintness or apparent complete absence ot

nebula is mainly due to the disturbing brightness of the four stars,

not to any intrinsic extreme faintness or absolute vacuity.

In the examination of Jupiter, the large size of image is brought

into prominent play ; with the original Cassegrain image the light

is barely sufiicient, but with the image condensed (at pleasure

within certain limits) fair work becomes possible, the spectrum

being considerably Ijright. The lines G, F, b, C, D are seen

without the slightest difficulty, and many other lines with atten-

tion. A marked feature is a nebulous band between C, D ; from

measures this turns out to be one of the bands examined by Mr.

Huggins, 882 of his scale (Cg of Brewster '?). With the slit per-

pendicular to Jupiter's equator and the advantage of a large image,

an admirable opportunity is afforded of noting the behaviour 01

the lines as they cross the different parts of the surface, a spectro-

scopic picture of the planet, as it were, being presented beauti-

fully to the eye. The nebulous line C^ was specially and narrowly

watched, but without any satisfactory evidence being elicited ;

It is found that the spectrum of j; Argo is crossed by bright

lines. The mere fact of a bright line spectrum is not very diffi-

cult to ascertain on a good night ; for although from faintness

of the light the phenomenon is necessarily delicate, yet the bright

lines occasionally flash out so sharply that the character of the

spectrum cannot be mistaken. The most marked lines were
made out to be, if not coincident with, very near to C, D, b, F,

and the principal green nitrogen line. It cannot be determined

whether the coincidence is with the magnesium group or the air-

band ; nothing more definite can be said than that the star line

lies within the limits of the group. The comparison spectrum

employed does not show F, but the position of the previously

adjusted pointer, with reference to air lines in the neighbour-

hood, leaves little doubt as to the identity of the blue star line

with F, due regard being had to the collateral evidence (when
such close limits are reached) that C coincides -with a red star

line. The yellow (or orange?) line in the star has not yet

received sufficient attention, it is, however, very near D. With
the dispersion employed, D and the bright air line on the less re-

frangible side of D are well separated ; so that, notwithstanding

the delicacy of the star line, the author hopes if not to get satis-

factory evidence of coincidence with a particular line, at least to

eliminate one of the competitors ; at present it cannot even be

said -whether the line may not be slightly more refrangilile than

D ; the limits are, however, very small, placing the bright air

group .about 1,180 of Mr. Huggins's scale completely outside

the possible range. The vei-y faint nebulosity (if any) in the

immediate neighbourhood of the star tj is incompetent to give a

trace of spectral lines with even a wide slit ; for a considerable

space S and /of 17 no lines at all are visible ; the nearest nebula

bright enough to show a line (the three usual lines are now easily

seen on a good night over the brighter parts) is reached in the

direction about 45°N p from ij, and even then the distances from ?;,

as judged by the appearance in the spectroscope withi; threaded on
the thus directed slit, is little less than one minute. This remark is

of some importance in connection with the ordinary telescopic

observations of the nebula, but is mentioned at this point to
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relieve any impression which might arise that the nitrogen line

seen on the star spectrum is merely the chief nebula line crossing

it. In the present state of the inquiry there is little doubt left

as to the presence of hydrogen in the star ; the other lines may
perhaps be accounted for by nitrogen alone, or by nitrogen, mag-
nesium, and sodium. On the whole the weight of collateral

evidence will probably be considered to be in favour of the latter

combination, Avilh tlie possibility that for sodium may have to be
substituted the substance which produces the line in sun-pro-

tuberance spectrum. For although there is no direct e^^dence as

to identity of the line near D, if the coincidence were with the

orange nitrogen line, it would be reasonable to expect a line in

the star corresponding to the yellow line liSo±, yet none has
been made out in that position ; again, the second green line has
probably less claims for visibility than the orange or yellow lines,

yet in the star spectrum tins line is not less well seen than that

coincidingwith the chiefnitrogen line ; these considerations, though
perhaps not entitled to great weight, at least lead in the direction of
t!ie above inference. Owing to faintness of the general spectrum no
dark lines are made out ; one in the red is strongly suspected, and
occasionally there is an appearance as if of a multitude over the spec-
trum generally, but they refuse to be seen separately and certainly.

The spectroscope has decided that tj in no way influences the

configuration as now seen. Is not the presence of nitrogen and
hydrogen in the star t) a significant fact in connection with these

changes, which appear to be nothing less than a destruction of
nebula specially in its neighbourhood?

Orion has again been examined w'ith an interesting result
;

the spectroscope proves that in and about the trapezium nebula
exists comparable with the bright surrounding nebula. The stars,

sharply focused to give a linear spectrum, being threaded on the slit

singly or in pairs, or cautiously removed out of the field, it is seen
that the bright lines cross the trapezium with little if at all

diminished brilliancy. The ordinary telescopic view is therefore

an erroneous one, produced by the disturbing effect of the bright

group. Jupiter has been examined {generally on moonlight
nights) ; with this oliject the original Cassegrain image is too
faint for good work, but by interposition of a suitable lens the
image is condensed at pleasure within certain limits ; with the
light thus increased the Frannhofer lines G, F, b, E, D, are

always easily seen, C also easily on a clear night ; the lines to

which special attention has been directed are the telluric lines

914 and 838 (for convenience of reference the numbers in Mr.
Huggins's Jupiter and sky diagrams are used throughout.)
These are the only lines seen with certainty between C and U.
The identity of 914 and 8j8 rests partly on measures and partly

on spark comparison, where, for the identification of 914, it is

.seen that this line is near to the air band 807 of Mr. Huggins's
chemical scale. The line 914 is so easily seen, that having in

mini! Mr. Huggins's statement concerning the difficulty of dis-

cerning it at all, originally very imperfect measures on a bad
night, and with the apparatus imperfectly adjusted, misleading in

the same direction, this line was at first mistaken for S82, from
which, however, it is separated far beyond the limit of error in a
jjroper state of adjustment of apparatus. 882 is not seen at

all with Jupiter at considerable altitude. On the night of
December 29th, however, between the hours of J2.30 and I,

Jupiter being low, 882 was then seen almost as conspicuous as

914, which did not seem to have perceptibly increased in dark-
ness by the additional absorption of the earth's atmosphere. On
the night of Decemljer 14th (both objects being near the
meridian) the spectroscope was turned on Jupiter and
the moon alternately several times. On Jupiter 914
and 838 were easily visible, the former (as usual) the more
conspicuous ; on the moon no line could be certainly made
out between C and D.
March 16.—The following papers were read :

— " On the Con-
tact of Conies with Surfaces." By William Spottiswoode, M..\.,
K.R.S. " Tables of the Numerical Values of the .Sine-integial,

(^'osineintegral, and lixponential Integral." By f. W. \j.

I'llaisher, Trinity College, Cambridge. Communicated by Prof,
i-'ayley, LL.D. " Researches on Solar Physics.—No. II. The
I'ositions and Areas of the Spots observed at Kew during the
years I S65- (56, also the Spotted Area 'of the Sun's visible disc
from the commencement of 1 8-52 up to May 1S6S. " By Warren
De la Rue, Ph.D., F.R.S'., F.R.A.S., Balfour Stewart,
I.L.D., F.R.S., F.R..A.S., Superintendent of the Kew
Observatory, and Benjamin Loewy, F. R.A.S. 'itie paper
commences with a con'tinuation for the years 1864-66 of Tables
IT. and III. of a previous paper by the same aulliors ; it then

proceeds to a discussion of the value of the pictures of the sun
made by Hofrath Schwabe, which had been placed at the dis-

posal of the authors, and the result is that these pictures, when
compared with simultaneous pictures taken by Carrington and by
the Kew heliograph, are found to be of great trustworthiness.
From 1832 to 1S54 the pictures discussed are those of Schwabe,
^^ho was the only observer between these dates ; then follows the
series taken by Carrington, and lastly the Kew series, wdiich

began in 1862. A list is given of nine values of the sun's spotted
area for every fortnight, from the beginning of 1S32 up to May,
1S68, and also a list of three-monthly values of the same, each
three-monthly value being the mean of the three-fortnightly

values which precede one of the three which follow it. These
three-monthly values are also given for every fortnight. A plate

is appended to tlie paper, in whicli a curve is laid down repre-
senting the progress of solar disturbance as derived from tlic

three-monthly values ; and another curve is derived from this by
a single process of equalisation, representing the progress of the

ten-yearly period. The values of the latter curve, corresponding
to every fortnight, are also tabulated. From this Table are

derived the following epochs of maxima and minima of the

longer period :

—

Minimum Nov. 28, 1833.
Maximum Dec. 21. 1S36.

Minimum Sept. 21, 1843.
Maximum Nov. i, 1847.
Minimum April 21, 1856.

Maximum Sept. 7, 1S59.

Minimum July 14, 1867.

This exhibits a variability in the length of the -whole period.

Thus we have between 1st and 2nd minimum 9'8i year^.

2nd and 3rd do. 12 "58 „
3rd and 4th do. lO'Sl „

Mean of all the periods 11 '07 years.

Another fact previously noted by Sir J. Herschel is brought
to light, namely, that the time between a minimum and the next
maximum is less than that from the maximum to the next mini-

mum. Thus the times from the minimum to the maximum are

for the three periods 3 '06, 4'I4, and 3 '37, while those from the
maximum to the minimum are 675, 8'44, and 7'44 years. In
all the three periods there are times of secondary maxima after

the first minimum ; and in order to exhibit this peculiarity statis-

tics are given of the light-curve of R Sagitta; and of ^ Lyr.-e,

two variable stars \\'hich present peculiarities similar to the sun.

Fin.ally, the results are tested to see whether they exhibit any
trace of planetary influence ; and for this purpose 54 conjunc-
tions of Jupiter and Venus, and 90 conjunctions of Venus and
Mercury have been made use of with the following result, ex-

hibiting the united effect of the sun's conjunctions, the unit of

spotted area being one millionth of the sun's visible hemi-
sphere.

E-vcess or Deficiency.
Angular separation. Jupiter and Venus. Venus and Mercury.

o to 30 -f S81 +1675
30 to 60 - Co - 139
60 to go - 452 -1665
goto 120 - 579 - 2355
I20t0I50 - 705 -2318
150 to 180 -

759 - 1604
180 to 210 - 893 - 4S1
210 to 240 — 752 H- 547
240 to 270 — 263 -I- 431
270 to 300 -V 70 -I- 228
300 to 330 -)- 480 -)- 1318

330 to o + i'34 + 22S3

Chemical Society, March 3.— Prof. Williamson in the chair.

"On Refi action Equivalents." By Dr. Gladstone. Three distinct

lines of research had led up to the discovery of tliese equivalents.

The first was the influence of tem|ierature on the refraction of

light by liquids ; the second, the refraction of mixtures or com-
binations as compared with that of their constituents ; and the

third, the refractive indices of different members of homologous
series of organic compounds. As to the first of these it was found
by the joint labours of Dr. Gladstone and the Rev. Pelham Dale,

that the refraction and the dis)iersion decrease as the temperature
rises. Further examination sliowed a close relation between the

change cf density and the change of the refractive index minus
unity, which the investigators termed the ." refractive energy

,

"
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and which is expressed in the language of opticians as7f-i.

This energy divided by tlie density, that is is called the
d

"specific refractive energy," and is, in the case of liquids, a

constant, not affected by temperature. This conclusion was sub-

sequently contirmed by the experiments of Landolt, \VidInei",

and Kiihiman. As to the second line of research, that of the

refraction of mixtures, solutions, and simple combinations, the

conclusion was arrived at that here also the nearest approxima-

tion to the truth was given by —— , and this conclusion has been

fully confiimed by the carefnl experiments of Wullncr. The
same general expression holds good also in the case of a gas

or a solid in solution, and, indeed, it was expected to be so, for

water, phosjihorus, and snlphur have the same energies in the

liquid and solid states. The question now presented itself, does

an elementary substance retain its specific power of retarding

rays when it is combined chemically with other elements ? An
affirmative reply was suggested by many considerations. It

was, for instance, found that Ijromoforni (CH Br.,) and bibromide
of bromethylene (CjII^Drj) have almost the same specific refrac-

tive energy as bromine itself. On the other hand, however, the

investigators observed that isomeric liquids were not always
identical in refractive energy, and that the replacement of hydro-

gen by oxygen in organic compounds effected a much greater

optical change in some instances than in others. Hence the con-

clusion wi.% drawn that the specific refractive energy of every

liquid is composed of the specific refractive energies of its com-
ponent elements, modified by the manner of combination. The
third line of research was that of the refractions of different

homologous compounds. The experiments of Delffs, of Landolt,

and of Gladstone and Dale, have led to the view that in all

the series containing the radicals, methyl and its congeners, the

specific refractive energies increase as the series advances, and
that the amount of optical change is less between the higher than

between the members of the lower series. Landolt, adopting

Gladstone and Dale's formula for the specific refractive energy,

.
«-

multiplied it by the atomic weight P ; and this P he desig-

nated the " Refraction Equivalent." According to this represen-

tation, the refraction equivalent of a body is the sum of the

refraction equivalents of its constituent elements. The great

advantage of this kinl of expression is, that it permits of the

easy comparison of the optical properties of difierent substances.

]!y making these comparisons, Landolt found tliat the refraction

equivalent of carbon is 5'0 ; that of hydrogen, 1-3 ; and that of

oxygen, 3'o. Direct experiments have given figiires very close

to these. The way of calculating the refraction equivalent of a

compound from these data may be illustrated by ether. CjHjj

0=4 (5'o) + 10 (13) + 3'o= 36'0. The refraction equivalent

deduced from observation is 36 '26. A great variety of liquids

have given the same equivalents by calculation as by direct inves-

tigation. Yet there are exceptions to this agreement with theory.

The whole group of the aromatic hydrocarbons and their deriva-

tives give refraction equivalents much above the calculated

numbers. This anomaly must be due to an erroneous represen-

tation of the constitution of their nucleus, which cannot be

greater than CgfL,. However, tlie above metliod makes it pos-

sible to find the refraction equivalent of bodies, which could not

otherwise be taken ; for instance, of metals. The refraction

equivalents of fifty elements have been determined in this way.

It is to be remarked that the figures in the followiiig list repre-

sent A of the solar system :

—

Aluminium .
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cist in which an urn was found, together with several small

dressed stones, probably arrow-heads and flalces, worked not in

flint, but in the trap and felspathic rocks of the neighbourhood.

Other w-orked stones wore found beneatli the cist. Professor

Rams.ay described the lithological characters of the materials.

The second cairn examined by the aullior was called Carnedd

Horvel, and contained fragments of an urn surrounded by par-

ticles of burnt human bone, but not protected by a cist. Among
the speakers who took part in the discussion on this paper were

Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M. P., Professor Ramsay, Mr. J. Evans,

Mr. J- W. Flower, Dr. Nicholas, and Mr. R. Hamilton. A
paper was then read "On the earliest phases of civilisation,"

by Mr. II. M. Westropp. The author sought to show that

every race passes through an invariable scries of phases in

definite sequence. These are the barbarous, the hunting, the

pastoral, and the agricultural phases, which the author com-

pared with the respective stages of infancy, childhood, youth,

and manhood in the individual man. Numerous illustrations

were adduced of difi'erent races exhibiting these several phases

of civilisation in tlie successive stages of their development.

Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society, February I.2.-—Dr.

J. P. Joule, president, in the chair, referred to the observations

he had made in former years on the progressive rise of the

freezing point of one of his thermometers. He had made a

further observation, and found that a rise—unmistakeable, though

very small—was still taking place after a lapse of twenty-six years

since the bulb was blow'n.—Dr. F. Grace Calvert gave an ac-

count of the progress made during the last few months in the

production of artificial alizarine, and expressed his opinion that

many years must elapse before it can replace madder and its

preparations in all their varied applications in calico printing

;

but ere long the purity of the substance artificially obtained may
prove of great service to the calico printer, by enabling him to

produce at a cheaper rate than now certain styles of prints as

well as new styles and effects. Dr. Schunck remarked that

practical success w'ould in a great measure depend on the ]>rice of

the raw material, anthracene, and on the amount of colouring

matter to be obtained fiom it. The process of manufacture was,

however, as far as he could judge, a very simple and easy one,

requiring the use of no cosily materials. He was convinced that

the artificial product was identical with the natural alizarine of

madder, the only difference being that the former was generally

contaminated with some impurity which prevented its crystallising

easily. Purpurine was not formed along with alizarine, as had

been supposed. He also exhibited to the meeting some speci-

mens of Turkey-red dyed with artificial alizarine, which had been

sent to him by Mr. Perkin, and stated that tlie latter had already

manufactured several tons of the new product. Dr. Schunck
referred to a notice in the last number of the Chemical Nrais,

giving an account of a process for preparing pure alizarine from

Turkey-red dyed cotton ; and stated that almost the same process

was described many years ago l>y himself. He also claimed to

have been the first to point out that Turkey-red, madder pink,

and all the finer madder colours are simply compounds of aliza-

rine and fatty acids with bases.

"On the Organic Matter of Human Breath in Health and

Disease," by Dr. Arthur Ransome. The vapour of the breath

was condensed in a large glass flask surrounded by ice and salt,

at a temperature of several degrees below zero. The fluid col-

lected was then analysed for free ammonia, urea, and kindred

substances ; and for organic ammonia—the method employed
being that invented by Rlessrs. Wanklyn and Chapman for Hater

analysis. The breath of II healthy persons and of 17 affected

by different disorders was thus examined, and the results were

given in two tables. The persons examined were of different

sexes and ages, and the time of the day at which the breath was
condensed varied. In both health and disease the free ammonia
varied considerably ; the variation could not be connected with

the time of the day, the fasting, or full condition. Urea was
sought for in 15 instances—three healthy persons and 12 cases of

disease—but it was only found in two cases of kidney disease,

in one case of diphtheria, and a faint indication of its presence

occurred in a female suffering from catarrh. The quantity of

ammonia, arising from the destruction of organic matter, also

varied, possibly from the oxidation of albuminous particles by
the process of respiration ; but in healthy persons there was a

remarkable uniformity in the total quantity of ammonia obtained
by the process. Amongst adults the maximum quantity per 100

minims of fluid was 0*45 of a millogramme, and the minimum
was o'35. A rough calculation was given of the total quantity
of organic matter passing from the lungs in 24 hours—in adults

about 3 grs. in lo oz. of aqueous vapour, a quantity small in

itself, but sufficient to make this fluid highly decomposable, and
ready to foster the growth of the germs of disease. \\\ disease

there was much greater variation in the amount and kind of

organic matter given off. In 3 cases of catarrh, i of measles,

and I of diphtheria, the total ammonia obtained was much less

than in health—less than o'2 of a millogramme— a result pro-

bably due to the abundance of mucus in those complaints, by
which the fine solid particles of the breath were entangled. In
two cases of whooping-cough it was also deficient, but as they

were both children, the lack of organic matter may have been
due to their age. In cases of consumption also the total am-
monia was less than in health ; but in one case of this disease

associated with Bright's Disease a larger amount of organic

matter was given off, a portion of it due to urea. In kulney
diseases the largest amount of organic matter of all kinds w'as

found in the breath. The ammonia in one case of Bright's

Disease was I'S millogrammes in 100 minims of fluid, and urea

was largely present. Perliaos this fact might be taken as an
indication of the need of measures directed to increase the

activity of other excretory organs. In one case of ozona or

offensive breath, the total quantity of ammonia obtained was
greater than in any healthy subject, but the excess was chiefly

due to organic matter. One convalescent case of fever was
examined, and the total ammonia was found to be deficient.

The air of a crowded railway carriage, after 15 minutes' occupa-
tion, was also tested by this method, and in about 2 cubic feet

o'3 millogrammcs of ammonia and 3 millogrammes of organic

matter were found. With reference to the presence of organic

matter in the atmosphere, it was pointed out that the subject was
in no way a novel one, and that it had, during the last thirty

year's, been very fully investigated by many observers, more es-

pecially by Schwaim, Dusch, Schroeder, Helmholtz, Van den
Bi'oeck, Pasteur, and Pouchet, but it was shown that it is to Dr.

Angus Smith that we owe the discovery of the readiness with
which living organisms are formed in the condensed breath of

crowded meetings, and the determination of the actual quantity

of organic matter in the air of different localities. Mr.
Dancer's calculation of the number of spores contained in

the air was noticed, but a source of error was pointed out
in the readiness with which organisms are developed in

suitable fluids, even in the course of a few hours. Observations
upon the organic particles of respired air had at different times
been made by the author, i. In 1857 glass plates covered with
glycerine had been exposed in different places and examined
microscopically. Amongst others in the dome of the Borough
Gaol, to which all the respired air in the building is conducted,
organised particles from the lungs and various fibres were found
in this air. 2. During a crowded meeting at the Free Trade
Hall, air from one of the boxes was drawn for two hours through
distilled water, and the sediment examined after 36 hours. The
following objects were noted :—Fibres, separate cellules, nucle-

ated cells, suriounded by granular matter, numerous epithelial

scales from the lungs and skin. 3. The dust from the top of one
of the jjillars was also examined, and in addition to other objects

the same epithelial scales were detected. 4. Several of the

specimens of fluid from the lungs were also searched with the

microscope. In all of them epithelium in different stages of de-

terioration was aljundantly present, but very few spores were
found in any fresh specimen. On the other hand, after the fluid

had been kept for a few hours, myriads of vibriones and many
spores were found. In a case of diphtheria, confervoid fila-

ments were noticed, and in two other cases, one of measles, and
one of wdioopiug cough, abundant specimens of a small-celled

torula were found, and these were seen to increase in numbers
for two days, after which they ceased to develope. These diffe-

rences in the nature of the bodies met with probably show some
difference in the nature of the fluid given off; but it was pointed
out that they afford no proof as yet of the germ theory of disease.

They simply show the readiness with which the aqueous vapour
of the breath supports fermentation, and the dangers of bad ven-

tilation, especially in hospitals. Dr. E. Lund and Dr. H.
Browne stated that they had also made experiments, the results

of which were, in general, confirmatory of those obtained by Dr.

Ransome.

Microscopical and Natural History Section, January 31.—Mr.
John Watson, president, in the chair. Mr. Charles Bailey read a
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paper "On the natural ropes used in packing cotton bales in

Brazil."—Mr. J. Sidebotham exhibited some photographs of

Phclas-bored Rocks, and said in reference to a paper by Mr. R.

D. Darbishire on rocks bored by Pliolas at the Little Ormc's
Head, that last spring he found many rocks so bored on both

the Great and Little CJrnies. The holes are most abundant neai

the tops of the mountains, and none whatever are met with verj

low down. At first sight the holes on tlie surface of the rocks

having been weather-worn, and sometimes connected by channels

with the natural fissures in the rock, it is difficult to say which
or whether any of the holes have been caused by boring shells.

—An interestingcollection of Australian plants from Dr. Mueller,

of Melljourne, was exhibited by Mr. 11. A. Hurst.

Edinirirgh

Royal Society, March 7.— William Forbes Skene, vice-

president, in the chair. Tlie following communications \\ere

read : "On the Rate of Mortality of Assured Lives as experi-

enced by Ten Assurance Companies in Scotland from 1S15 to

1S63," by James Meikle, actuary to the Scottish Provident

Institution, communicated by Prof Tait. In 1863 ten assurance

companies contributed their mortality exjaerience. cmliracing

nearly 12,000 deaths, and published the result in May last.

The present paper contained oliservations on the nature of that

experience. After comparing the mortalities of the male popu-

lation of England and Scotland, in which tlie mortality of males

in Scotland was greater tlian in England up to about tlie

age of thirty-five, the mortality of assured males was com-
pared therewith, and also witli tlie expectations of the Carlisle

and the Actuaries' tables, the most general bases of life assur-

ance computations. Assured life experience was shown to be
greatly more favourable than the Carlisle up to about the

age of fifty, thereafter less favourable; it was slightly more
favourable tlian the Actuaries' at nearly all ages. Similar com-
l>arisons were made of the mortality of females. The whole
observations on the lives were then thrown into various forms, so

as to exhibit the effects of the selection exercised by tlie offices

in assuringonly healthy lives ; and, after casting out the experience

of the years when selection has its greatest force, comparing the

remaining observations with the mortality of the piopulation.

The rate of mortality on ]5oIicics effected "with participation in

profits" was shown to be ^•ery much /»j^//e7' than on policies

effected "wit/ioKi participation." The mortality on im]3erfcct

lives (those not assured at ordinary rates) was also discussed, and
the amount of annual premium required to assure 100/. at death
given for several classes of diseased lives. Interesting comjiari-

sons were also given of the causes of death of assured lives and of

the population. It appears that assured lives have died in greater

piroportion from zymotic complaints, diseases of the brain, heart,

and liver ; while the populations have died in greater ratio from
tubercular and lung diseases. Tlie paper concluded with a de-

scription of the manner in which some of the results were adjusted

and interpolated. The whole was very fully illustrated bydiagrams,

and called forth an interesting discussion.— " Brief Notes on In-

dian Society and Life in the Age when the Hymns of the Rigveda

were composed," by John iMuir, After stating that although the

religious conceptions of the Indians of the Vedic era were in a

comparatively simple and undeveloped stage, it would be a mis-

take to suppose tliat they had not made considerable advances in

civilisation, the writer proceeded to give some account of the

country which they occupied, and of the amount of opulence

possessed by their kings, and to adduce a variety of particulars

illustrative of their social and domestic relations and manners,

their dress, food, drink, professions, relating to the tame and Mild

animals known to them, to their wars, armies, armour, and
weapons, and to their poetry and incipient speculation. Some
of the topics treated of were illustrated by metrical translations

from the hymns of the Rigveda— (i) in praise of charity and
lilierality, (2) relating to the variety of men's tastes and pursuits,

(3) satirically comparing the Brahmins with frogs reviving at the

beginning of autumn, (4) descriptive of the miseries of gam-
bling, (5) in celebration of \\'arlike prowess and its instruments,

and (6), containing a specimen of early speculation.

Dublin
February 28.— Sir Robert Kane, vice-president, in the chair,

Professor J. P. (D'Reilly exhibited a model and described a plan

of a moveable barometer. The secretary read a note supple-

mentary to their former paper " Eozoait Canaifcnst', a mineral

Pseudomorphite," by Professors W. King and T. H. Rowney,
of Queen's College, Galway.

Natural History Society, March 2. — Rev. Professor

Houghton, in the chair. Professor Houghton read a paper on
the " Pathological lesions observed in the stomach of a lioness."

—Professor Traquair exhibited fine specimens of Calamosict/iys

from Old Calabar, and Professor Macalister exhibited a specimen

of AmdJa vulgmis, from Mangerton, county Kerry.

P.\ R I

S

Academy of Sciences, March 7.—M. de Saint-Venant read

a memoir on the establishment of the equations of the interior

movements effected in solid ductile bodies beyond the limits at

which elasticity can restore them to their former state. Papers
were also communicated by M. Brioschi on the bissection of

hyperelliptieal functions, by M. Bourget on the algebraical de-

velopment of the perturbative functions, and by NI. Lucas on
the calculation of the pihysical parameters and principal axes in

a certain point of an atomic system.—M. Becquerel communi-
cated a memoir on the electromotive forces of various substances,

such as pure carbon, gold, platinum, &c., in the presence of

«'ater and of various liquids, in which he described the effects

produced by plates of the substances above mentioned in

cont.ict with distilled water and various solutions.— M. Du-
brunfaut presented some remarks upon the colours of rarefied

gases submitted to spectrum analysis. He remarked upon the

luminosity of hydrogen in Geissler's tubes at various degrees of

tenuity, and stated that at its maximum attenuation a blood-red

colour is characteristic of pure hydrogen, and that it communi-
cates a similar coloration to the gas surrounding it. He also

noticed the variation in the intensity of coloration of hydrogen,

according to the calibre of the tubes through which the current

passes. The purest nitrogen was stated to give a yellow tint,

but usually the peculiarities of this gas are masked by the presence

of water or mercury. The Torricellian vacuum was said to fumish

the spectra of hydrogen, nitrogen, and mercury. The author

also remarked upon some recent communications to the Academy
on this subject.—A note by >L J. M. Gaugain on the electro-

motive force developed by platinum when in contact with various

liquids was presented by M. E. Becquerel. The author stated

that wdien one of two ])lates of platinum is taken out

of acidulated water, washed in distilled water and restored to

its place, a current is developed, which he ascribed to the

presence of the w-ater. He discussed the probable modes of

action of this water, and inclined to the opinion that the plate

still plunged into acidulated water forms a coat more positive

than the platinum itself, vihicli combination is destroyed by the

water. He stated, how-evcr, that the cleclro-niotive force is greatly

increased by the exposure of the Mashed jilnte to a temperature of

150^ C ( = 302° F. )— In a note on the illumination of transparent

bodies, M. Soret adduced a further evidence in favourof his opinion

that the presence ofsuspended particles takes a preponderant part

in these phenomena.— ftl. Leroy de Boisbandeau communicated
some remarks, illustrated by sketches, upon some curious icicles

observed by him on the sides of a stone tank.—M. Aug. Hou-
zeau noticed the absence of oxygenated vi'ater in the snow which
fell at Rouen on several days during the past winter.—A note

by Mr. Thudichum was presented, in which the author described

an acid wliich, he stated, exists normally in the urine, and which he
proposed to name Kryptcphaitic acid.—M. Jouglet communicated
a note on the action of ozone upon nitro-glycerine and other

explosive compounds. He found that nitro-glycerine, dynamite,

iodide and cliloride of nitrogen and some other bodies exploded
when put into a vessel containing ozone, whilst picrate of potash

was slowly decomposed, and gunpowder was sensibly altered in

six weeks.—A note by M. Sacc on the distillation of tartaric acid

was presented.—Notes on earthquake shocks observed at Lima
and Ancona were communicated by the Minister of Public

Instruction.—M. II. Sainte-Clair Deville presented a note by
Father Denza, giving an account of a storm of sand accompany-
ing rain and snow, which occurred in various parts of Italy on
the 13th and 14th of February. The author remarked upon the

periodicity of the phenomenon, and noticed its occurrence in

various places ; the sand, in all cases, appeared to be identical,

and was considered by the author to come Irom the African deserts.

—A note by M. H. Magnan on the cretaceous formation of the

French slo]3e of the Pyrenees and of Corbieres, and especially

on the Neocomian, Aptian, and Albian strata of that region,

was presented by M. Daubrte.—MM. A. Roujou and P.

A. Julien communicated a note on stria? observed on blocks

of Fontainebleau sandstone and other rocks imbedded in the

diluvium of the neighbourhood of Paris. These were stated to
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be the first striated blocks observed near Paris. M. Elie de

Beaumont made some remarks upon these blocks. — M. A.

Trecul communicated the fourth part of his remarks upon the

position of the trachece in the ferns and on the ramification and

radicular propagation of the rhizomes of some of those plants.

—

M. Duchartre presented a note by M. E. Prillieux on the influ-

ence of blue light upon the production of starch in chlorophyll.

']"he author remarked that the production of starch was generally

supposed to be due to the action of the yellow rays, and that

blue light had no such effect. He considered that the results

upon which this opinion was founded were due to the greater

brilliancy of the yellow light, and by exposing a plant of

S^irogvra deprived of starch to a more brilliant blue light, he

found 'that formation of starch took place.—M. Duchartre also

communicated a note by M. C. Cave on the free central placenta

of the Priniulaccfr, in which the author adduces as a further

proof of the axial nature of that organ, that, on examination, the

parts of recent formation are found to be outside the medullary

sheath.—M. Auguste Dumeril described some peculiar organs of

the branchial apparatus in the Rays belonging to the genus Cepha-

loplera. These organs are the prebranchial appendages dis-

covered by M. P. Panceri in C. gtorna, which M. Dumeril had

detected in the large Indian C. KuJilii. He stated that they

occurred in no other fishes.—M. Pouchet noticed a transforma-

tion of the nests of the house martin (Hirundo nrbicd), and

maintained that the nests of birds, instead of being, as generally

supposed, constructed in the same way from century to century,

really undergo certain progressive modifications of structure.

In the case of the house martin, he stated that within

the last forty years that bird has adopted a new form for

its nests. The old nests are in the form of the quarter

of a hemisphere, with a very small circular aperture for entrance.

The improved nests, according to M. Pouchet, are in the form

of the quarter of a hemi-ovoid with the poles much elongated,

and the entrance is by a long transverse slit.—A second note on

the trachere and differential characters of the lungs in birds, by
M. Campana, was presented by M. C. Bernard. The author

described the various modes of interbronchial communication,

the mode of insertion of the pneumatic receptacles upon the lung,

and the structure of the parenchyma of the organ.—M. Milne-

Edwards communicated an extract from a letter from the Abbe
David, giving the diagnosis of a new species of Crossoptilon (6".

cayiilacciis) discovered by him at Sse-tchuaro.—A note by M.
Demarquay, on the reproduction and union of divided tendons

was communicated by M. J. Cloquet. The author maintained

that the regeneration of a di^-ided tendon is effected by the prolife-

ration of the elements on the inner surface of its sheath, in a

manner analogous to the reproduction of bone by the periosteum.

M. Dupuis preSicnted some remarks on the confusion which has

often occurred between the physicist, J. A. C. Charles, and the

geometrician, J. Charles, and communicated some particulars

relating to the "biography of the two Academicians.

.Sydney

Royal Society of New South Wales.—Mr. F. B. Miller,

F. C.S., one of the assayers of the Sydney Royal Mint, described

the practical results of his method for separating silver and gold

directly by the use of chlorine gas, a process of which an
account was given to the Chemical Society rather more than a

5'ear ago. At the Sydney Mint 6,820, 19S ounces of gold have
beeir received for coinage from the date of its establishment in

May 1S55 to December 31, 1S6S. The average composition of

this gold would be about 94-J^ per cent, of gold, 5 per cent, of

silver, and f per cent, of base metals ; the gross amount of silver

contained in the gold would be about 334, 190 ounces, so that

about 24,750 ounces of silver pei annum have been lost to the

colony for the want of a simple process of refinage. The gold
now obtained in Queensland, as also that now brought from
New Zealand, contains a much larger proportion of silver, so

that the present loss to the colony is more nearly 42,000 ounces
per year. The experience of the Sydney Mint proves that on
the average there is a marked deterioration in the gold proceeding
from Victoria, where the fineness is 96 per cent., northwards
through New South Wales, where the average is 93^
per cent, to Queensland, average 871 per cent. The silver

can now be readily separated by passing a stream of chlorine

gas into the melted gold for about an hour and a half,

as it lies in a crucible heated in an ordinary melting furnace.
The chlorine is at first rapidly absorbed, and the process
is completed when a brow^lish yellow vapour appears. The

chlorine is conveniently evolved from a self-acting generator,

and 2,000 ounces of gold are readily refined in five hours, by
three melting furnaces, 98 per cent, of the gold being delivered

ready for coinage on the same day. The gold thus refined is

perfectly tough, and contains only about one-half jier cent, of

alloy. The ultimate loss of gold is found to be only 19 parts

in 100,000 ; the loss of silver is 240 in 100,000. The cost of

refinage, including the above loss, but excluding rent of premises

and expenditure, is five farthings per ounce. The silver is ob-

tained in the form of fused chloride, and is reduced to the

metallic state by plates of zinc combined with slabs of the

chloride into a galvanic arrangement, devised by Dr. Leibriss.

In twenty-four hours the chloride is completely reduced to the

state of spongy silver, and 1,400 or 1,500 ounces could thus be
readily treated in a day. No acid is required, and the zinc con-

sumed is only 25 per cent, of the chloride reduced. The whole
process, having been thoroughly tested at the time, is to be
brought into active operation at once. It is already employed

by some of the banks in Australia and New Zealand.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Publishers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementai-y

information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors

are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high

character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals

that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others

are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whether for private study or for school instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPULAR ASTRONOMY. With Illustrations. By G. B.

AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Sixth and cheaper Edition. i8mo. cloth. 4^. (>d.

This work consists of six lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the observations made with these instruments are

treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar

System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutias of formulEe, and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct

reference of every step to the Observatory', and the full description of the

methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagram of

the Spectra nf the Sim, Stars, and Nebulas, and numerous Illustrations. By
J.NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fifth Thousand. i8mo. 5.1. 6^'.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulae : the Sun ; the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies: the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions ; Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated. Mr. Lockyer's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations. By T H. HUXLEY. F R.S., Professor of Natural History in the

Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. iSmo. cloth. 4.^. 6d.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the

principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the

Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the

Circulation : the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of

Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion ;

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Organ of Sight : the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the

Nervous System and Innervation ; Histology, or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended-

Th(i lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravings. The manual is

prim :rily intended to serve as a text-book for teachers and learners in boys'

and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, M.D. iSmo. 15- 6ci.

These Questions were drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of

young people in Physiology.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With nearly Two Himdred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.

i8mo. cloth. 4i'. td.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's pKin of selected Types and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,

introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-

cluding chapters ar« entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe

Plants." A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-

tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

.Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.

New Edition. Twenty-first Thousand. i8mo. cloth. +s. td.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important

facts and principles of Modern Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the

purpose of facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the

subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the les'ions have been added.

The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-

metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the

most important of the latest discoveries.

Extra fcap. 8vo., price ds. 6d.

FIRST BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY.
By Professor OLIVER, FR.S.. F.L.S.. Keeper of the Herbarium and
Library of the Royal Gardens, Kew. and Professor of Botany in University
College, Lundon. With numerous Illustrations.

" In nothing is Prof. Oliver's book more satisfactory than the success with

which, within so small a compass, it illustrates the vast and varied botany of

India. Such a work has long been wanted by amateurs and college pro-

fessors and students in India."

—

Atkeuceum.
*' Will enable the learner at once to master the elements of his study, and

to apply his new knowledge to a practical examination of the plants and
flowers that meet his eye in any part of India."

—

Alien's Indian Mail.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown 8vo. cloth.

6s. €xl.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, 6s. 6d.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIBR.\TIONS. Wilh the Mathematical Elements of Music.—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University. Crown Svo. <^.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the Use of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAV, M.A., Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Svo. cloth. 12s. 6;/.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a Brief Sketch of the Problem up to the

time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, revised.

Crown Svo. cloth, 5J. 6d.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in 1868. Wilh Appendices, Chromo-litho-

graphs, Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 21s. Second

Edition.

IVestmijister Revie^u.—" The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-

able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices

to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the

author has rendered it equally valuable as a text-book for advanced stu-

dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS, ANDTHE FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
By JOHN H. PRATT, MA., Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of '.'The

Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.

Crown Svo. cloth. 6^. 6d.

The author's chief design in this treatise is to give an answer to the

question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in

a fluid state!"

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH BAYMA, S.J., Professor of Philo-sophy,

Stonyhurst College. Demy Svo. cloth. \os. dd.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY. With a collection of Problems., By
C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6^^.

In this volume, an attempt has been made to produce a treatise on the

Planetary theory, which, being elementary in character, should be so far

complete, as to contain all that is usually required by students in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge.

THE EARTH^S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 3^ ^^^

The first part of this work consists of an application of the method of the

variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second

part the general rotation formulae are applied to the particular case of the

earth.

ON A METHOD OF PREDICTING
BY GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION OCCULTATIONS OF STARS
BY THE MOON, AND SOLAR ECLIPSES, FUR ANY GIVEN
PLACE. Together with more Rigorous Methods of Re<luction for the Accu-

rate Calculation of Longitude. By F. C. PENROSE, F.R.A..S. With

Charts, Tables, &c. 410. \is.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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CLARENDON PRESS PUBLICATIONS.

VESUVIUS. By Professor PHILLIPS.
Contents:—Vesuvius at Rest—In Action—In the Nineteenth Century-

Periods of Rest and Activity — Ch6 ^ct-^tistic Phenomena— Form and

Structure—Minerals -Lava and Ashes, * With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 10s. dd.

" Contains much historical and scientific matter reduced to a pleasant and
readable form. Of the volume as a whole, we can only speak in terms of the

highest praise, and we rej^ard it as a work which deserves a place on the

shelves of every student of physical science."

—

Exanthier.

" A work of high value both to the student and to the tourist on the shores
oi the Bay of Naples."—Ai// Mull Gazette.

CLARENDON PRESS SERIES.

A TREATISE ON NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY. Volume I. By Sir W. THOMSON, LL.D., D C.L.,
F.R.S , Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow, and
P. G. I'AIT, M.A,, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of
Edinburgh. 8vo, 25.1. Second Edition in tlte Press.

"No book in the English language on that subject can be so little dispensed
with. In form it is a book, but in substance it is a library."

—

Scotsman.

Recently published, in Crown 8vo. pnce 7^'. 6*/

EXERCISES in PRACTICAL CHEMIS-
TRY: Qualitative Analysis. By A. G. VERNON HARCOURT, F.R.S.

Lee's Reader in Chemistry at Christ Church, Oxford, and H. G. MADAN,
F.C.S. With numerous Illustrations.

" The plan of the book appears to us to be admirable, and the directions
given for performing the various operations involved in the course are
wonderfully precise and clear."

—

Chemist mid Druggist.

Second Edition, with Solutions.

CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS. By
A. W. WILLIAMSON, Phil. Doc, Professor of Chemistry, University

College, London. Extra fcap. 8vo. Cloth. Price %s. 6d.

" This volume is really a too rare example of what a good elementary text-
book in any science ought to be : the language, brief, simple, exact ; the
arrangement logical, developing in lucid order principles from facts, and
keeping theory always dependent upon observation ; a book that keeps the
reason of the student active while he strives to master details difficult but never
without interest, and that furnishes him with means for practising himself
in the right management of each new tool of knowledge that is given to him
for his use."

—

Examiner.

Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 7^. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
HEAT, with numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams. By BALFOUR
STEWART. LL.D,, F.R.S., Director of the Observatorj- at Kew.

"This compact little treatise is commendable both as an elementary' expo-
sition of the chief phenomena of heat and their practical applications, and
also as a brief e.xposition of the philosophical theories which have recently
given a new interest to the phenomena. The structure of the work is also
excellent." —Fortnij^htly Review,

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 21J.

DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY. A Hand-
book for the General Reader, and also for practical Observatory work. With
2^-4 Illustrations and numerous Tables. By G. F. CHAMBERS, F.R.A.S.,

l3arrister-at-law.

The aim of this work, briefly expressed, is genera! usefulness, whether in
the hands of the student, the general reader, or the professional observer.
Gieat pams have been taken to present the latest information on all branches
of the science. The development of Astronomy is now so rapid that unless
an author exercises constant vigilance his book must fall behindhand : and il

ii believed that this volume not only contains the most recent discoveries and
deductions, but that in it will also be lound intormation hii jgrfo to be met
wth only in the publications of learned societies, difficult of aqPS^sand incon-
venient for reference even to the Astronomer, and absolutely diit of the reach
of the general reader.

FORMS OF ANIMAL LIFE. By G.
ROLLESI'ON, M D-, P'.R.S., r.inacre Professor of Physiologj', Oxford.
Illustrated by Descriptions and Drawings of Dissections. Nearly ready.

THE ELEMENTS OF INDUCTIVE
LOGIC, designed mainly for the use of Students in the Universities. By
T. FOWLl;k, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Lincoln College, Oxford. Ext.
fcap, 8vo. Cloth. 6j.

OXFORD : Printed at the CLARENDON PRESS, and Published by
MACMILLAN & GO., LONDON, Publishers to the University.

SCIENTIFIC "WORKS.

Mr. WALLACE'S " MALAY ARCHI-
PELAGO:" The Land of the Orang-Utan and the Bird of Paradise. A
Narrative of Travel, with Studies uf Man and Nature. Two Vols. Crown
ovo. With Nine Maps and more than 50 Illustrations, 24jr. Second Edition.

OBSERVATIONS on THE GEOLOGY
AND ZOOLOGY OF AI!VSSINL\. «.h,de dining the progress of the
British E.\pcdition to that Country in 111.78, liy W. J. BLANFORD,
late Geologist to the Expedition. 8vo. with Coloured Illustrations.

[/;«media iely.

FORCE and NATURE : ATTRACTION
.A.ND REPULSION. The Radical Principles of Energy graphically dis-
cussed in their Relation to Physical and Morphological Development. By
C. F. WINSLOW, M.D. 8vo. 14.1.

HABIT AND INTELLIGENCE, in their
and Fjrce. A Series of Scientific
2 vols. 8vo. i6j.

Connexion with the Laws of Matter
Essays. By JOSEPH J. MURPHY,

A HISTORY OF CHEMICAL THE-
ORY, from the Age of Lavoisier to the Present Time.
Translated by H. WATTS, F.R.S. Crown Svo. 6s.

By AD. WURTZ.

THE OLD VEGETABLE NEUROTICS,
HEMLOCK, OPIUM, BELLADONNA, AND HENBANE ; their Phy-
siological Action and Therapeutical Use, alone and in combination. With a
Complete E.\'amination of the Active Constituents of Opium. By JOHN
HARLEY, M.D. Lond. F.R.C.P. Svo. lis.

STRONG DRINK AND TOBACCO
SMOKE. The Structure, Growth, and Uses of Malt, Hops, Yeast, and
lobacco. With One Hundred and Sixty-seven Original Illustrations, en-
graved on Steel. By HENRY P. PRESCOTT, F.L.S. Svo. ^s. 6d.

HOW CROPS GROW; A Treatise on
the Chemical Composition, Structure, and Life of the Plant, for Agricultural
Students. By S. W. JOHNSON, M.A. Professor of Analytical and Agri-
cultural Chemistry in Yale t.ollege. With Illustrations and Tables of
Analyses. Revised, with Numerous Additions, and adapted for English use
by A. H CHURCH, M.A. and W. T. DYER. B.A., Professors at the
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. Crown Svo. 8j. 6d.

ON COMPARATIVE LONGEVITY IN
MAN and the LOWER ANIMALS. By E. RAY LANKESTER, B.A.
Crown Svo. 45. 6d.

GLAUCUS : or, THE WONDERS OF
THE SHORE. By CANON KINGSLEY. Fourth Edition, correcteti

and enlarged, with Coloured Illustrations. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s.

CAMBRIDGE COURSE OF ELE-
MENIARY NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, for the Degree of B.A.
Originally compiled by J. C. SNOWBALL, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's
College. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, and adapted for the Middle-
Class Examinations by THOMAS LUND, B.D., late Fellow and Lecturer
of St. John's College, Editor of Wood's Algebra, &c. Crown Svo. cloth.
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Crown Svo., 4J. ()d.

BY THE REV. HUGH MACMILLAN.

HOLIDAYS ON HIGH LANDS; or,
Rambles and Incidents in Search of Alpine Plants. Crown Svo. 6s.

Literary Churchman.—"One of the most charming books of its kind ever
^^ritten."

Saturday Rn'iew.—"'^\.T. Macmillan's glowing pictures of Scandinavian
I'.ature are enough to kindle in every tourist the desire to take the same
'.literesting high lands for the scene of his own autumn holiday."

BIBLE TEACHINGS IN NATURE:
Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. 65.
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NATURE ; or. First Forms of Vegetation. With Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo- sr-
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As Regards Protoplasm in Relation to
PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S ESSAY ON THR PHYSICAL BASIS OF
LIFE. By JAMES HUTCHISON STIRLING, F.R.C.S., LL.D ,

Edin.
" Mr. Huxley's essay has been submitted to a very just, but clear and

searching, philosophical criticism by Mr. J. H. Stirling, whose e.vcellent

treatise I very rtrongly recommend my readers very carefu'.ly to study."

—
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THE TRANSITS OF VENUS IN 1874 AND 18S2

A Parliamentary paper issued at the close of

last session gives some information on what is

intended to be done in the matter of the great ap-

proaching astronomical events of 1874 and 1882, which

will interest many readers of NATURE. The corre-

spondence on this subject between the Astronomer Royal

and the Hydrographer of the Admiralty, and between

the Hydrographer and the Secretary to the Admiralty,

is given at full length, and together with the appended

remarks of Captain Toynbee, Admiral Ommaney, Com-
mander Davis, Mr. Stone, and Mr. Warren De la Rue,

well merits careful perusal. On the whole it seems to

be at least doubtful whether the requisite Antarctic

station for the observation of the transit, which in the

opinion of the Astronomer Royal should, if possible,

be in the neighbourhood of Mounts Erebus and Terror,

can be attained, or if, when attained, it is likely to

be possible to make observations from it. But this

Antarctic station is only required for the transit of

1882, and there is ample time to make a preparatory

Antarctic expedition to ascertain the doubtful point.

In the meantime, however, let us see what has been

settled about the transit of 1874. For the proper ob-

servation of this event the Astronomer Royal informs

us that it will be necessary, after making allowance for all

the aid that may be expected from foreign and colonial

observatories, to organise expeditions to the following five

stations :— (i) Oahu (Sandwich Islands), (2) Kerguelen's

Island, (3) Rodriguez, (4) Auckland (New Zealand), (5)

Alexandria. At the first three of these stations—namely

Oahu, Kerguelen's Island, and Rodriguez— it will be

necessary to make preparatory observations for twelve

months, in order to ascertain the absolute longitudes of

these places, which are not exactly known. The total cost

ofthese proposed observing expeditions for the transit of I S74

is estimated by the Hydrographer at 10,404/., a sum which,

it must be admitted, is moderate for work of such sur-

passing importance, and, as the Lords of the Treasury

state that they have " no objection to offer " to the pro-

posed expenditure, we may take it for granted it will be

so far carried out. But what I wish to call attention to at

the present moment is the valuable opportunity thus

offered for still further augmenting the importance of this

event to the progress of science generally, by converting

these proposed astronomical expeditions into expeditions

for general scientific observation. At three of the spots

to be visited it will be necessary to keep up an observing

party, more or less extensive, for upwards of twelve

months. Now, it so happens that the three spots thus

selected for astronomical observatories are also of very

great interest for biological studies. The Sandwich

Islands are well known to be the seat of a most peculiar

indigenous flora and fauna, which has been hitherto very

incompletely explored, rivalling perhaps even that of the

Galapagos in eccentricity. They are likewise the seat

of some of the most stupendous volcanic phenomena

known on the globe. Who can doubt that one or more

zoologists, botanists, and geologists would find ample

work during a twelvemonth's sojourn in these islands,

and would reap a rich harvest of results ? The little

island of Rodriguez was formerly the residence of a bird

allied to the Dodo, and probably of other extinct forms o

life. Professor Newton and his brother have, it is true,

already made us tolerably well acquainted with the oste-

ology of Pezopltaps, as this gigantic ground-pigeon is

termed. But there is no doubt that a careful exploration

of the bone-caves of Rodriguez will lead to still further

discoveries as regards Pezophaps, and most pro-

bably result in bringing to light other unknown extinct

inhabitants of the submerged continent, which was the

ancient focus of Didine life. Kerguelen's Island, the

third point selected for a temporary astronomical ob-

servatory, is also in many points worthy of renewed

investigation. Although we may probably believe Dr.

Hooker, who visited it during Sir James Ross's Antarctic

Expedition, left but few plants for future botanists to

discover, the seals and whales that frequent its shores,

together with the sea-fowl and other inhabitants of the

coast, would well occupy the attention of zoologists. It

is, moreover, of especial importance that the " abundant

fossil remains " of its now extinct forests should be

thoroughly investigated, in order to obtain more know-
ledge of the former distribution of land and water in the

South Pacific. I have mentioned only some of the prin-

cipal and most noticeable points for biological inquiry in

each of these three localities. But, as every naturalist

knows, in the case of such isolated land-areas as these

marine islands, it is of especial importance to the progress

of our knowledge of general geographical distribution to

have a complete account of every branch of their faunas

and floras, both recent and extinct. I beg leave, there-

fore, to urge upon all who are interested in the progiess

of science, the importance of not losing the opportunity

that now presents itself. The additional expense of at-

taching two or three quaUfied Natural History observers

(or at any rate collectors) to these three expeditions could

not be very great. The numerous American and Russian

exploring expeditions are invariably accompanied by
zoological and botanical collectors, nor is the money
required to publish the results obtained by them grudged

by the Governments of these countries. Even poverty-

stricken Austria did not send the Noimra round the

world without a competent corps of naturalists, and

we are now reaping the fruits of the abundant har-

vest which they gathered in. Far from lagging behind,

wealthy England ought to take the lead in such cases,

and instead of its being necessary, when an opportunity of

the sort occurs, to take all kinds of extraordinary steps

in order to induce the Government to take advantage of

it, such things should be done as matters of course.

P. L. S.

PHILOLOGY AND DARWINISM
[Tlie following paper was written nearly half a year ago,

before the translation into English of Prof. Schleicher's two
pamphlets, by Dr. A. V. W. Bikhers. After reading the article

on Dr. Bikhers' translation, by Prof. Max Muller, in a previous

number of Nature, it struck me that many readers might be

glad to have some further account of Schleicher's views.

F. W. F.]

'T^HE relations of the science of language to the

Darwinian hypothesis have been touched upon by

one of the most acute and learned of modern scholars,
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Prof. August Schleicher, of Jena, wTiose lamented death

a year ago,* at the early age of forty-eight, is a severe loss

to European science, was an ardent supporter of the doc-

trine of variability of species. Besides being a most eminent

linguist, he had long been interested in practical botany
;

and as a cultivator of ferns he had enjoyed many oppor-

tunities of observing the apparent transformation of

natural subdivisions. It was not, however, as a botanist

that Mr. Darwin's book was mainly interesting to him, but

far more from the light which his theories seemed to throw

on the phenomena of language. The first edition of the

" Origin of Species" appeared in November 1859, and Prof

Schleicher, three years before he had met with Brown's

German translation of it, had in his book, " Die Deutsche

Sprache " (pp. 43, 44), called attention to the struggle for

existence among words, the disappearance of primitive

forms, and the immense development and differentiation

which may be produced by ordinary causes in a single

family of speech. On receiving Mr. Darwin's book from

his friend Prof Hackel, he wrote him a letter, which has

since been published, on "Die Darwinsche Theorie und

die Sprachwissenschaft ;

" and in answer to the objection

that he had, in this letter, assumed that languages were

material existences, having a real natural life, he wrote a

second pamphlet on the " Importance of Language for

the Natural History of Mankind."

The general line of illustration which he adopts had

probably struck others, and it had certainly struck me
before I read or heard of Prof. Schleicher's pamphlet

;

but as that little work is as yet but slightly known in Eng-
land, it will probably be interesting to some readers if I

sketch the outline of his arguments. There was nothing

fanciful or precipitous in Schleicher's writings. He was

one of the most strenuous supporters of the strictly scien-

tific character of all true linguistic inquiry ; one of the

most severe opponents of those vague fancies, imaginative

theories, hazardous etymologies, and a priori inferences

which have thrown suspicion on philological work. He
had owed much, even in the study of language, to such

books as Schleiden's " Scientific Botan)'," and the " Phy-
siological Letters" of Carl Vogt ; and he wished to found

linguistic science on the structure of the organs of articu-

lation and on recognised vital laws. He regarded lan-

guages as natural organisms which, in accordance with

definite physical influences, and independently of human
will, are produced and developed, grow old and die, and
therefore manifest the series of phenomena to which we
give the name of '' life." Hence he regarded Compara-
tive Philology, not as an historical, but as a natural

science ; and we think that his views will be shared by all

who have added to their linguistic inquiries some sound
knowledge of either zoology or botany.

The researches of Sir Charles Lyell have shown that

the present condition of the earth's surface is due, not to

cataclysms and conflagrations, but to the slow result of

natural laws continuing to act during thousands of years.

Similarly, Mr. Darwin showed that the existing conditions

of species might have been originated by continuous in-

sensible modifications, working for an indefinite period of

time. It was the main object of Prof. Schleicher to show
that in all essential particulars the working of similar laws

accounted for the existing phenomena of languages. The
* He died on Dec. 6, 186S.

principles of classification apply to language no less than

to animal and vegetable organisms. A genus corresponds

to a linguistic stem ; classes to linguistic families ; sub-

species to dialects ; varieties to minor dialectic pecu-

liarities ; and, finally, individuals to those special modes
of varying utterances which distinguish man from man.

Mr. Darwin has constructed an ingenious diagram* to

illustrate the immense scope which must be allowed for

gradual divergence of characters in animal and vegetable

species derived by natural selection from an original

genus. Schleicher has made an exactly similar table to

serve as a genealogical tree for the Aryan Families of

language. But here the philologist has a distinct advan-

tage, and the study of his results may be most suggestive

to the naturalist : for the Darwinian diagram is to a great

extent ideal and hypothetical ; while the table of languages

is merely an expression of indisputable discoveries. Any
one who has clearly understood the certainty of the fact,

that languages at first sight so different as Greek and
French, Icelandic and Portuguese, Sanskrit and Lithu-

anian, are yet connected with each other by close bonds

of union, and that the phenomena they exhibit are due to

gradual differentiation from a single stock, will undoubtedly

be more able to conceive the possibilityof Newfoundlands,

and Greyhounds, and King Charles's Spaniels, and
Wolves being lineal representatives of a common type.

And further than this, the philologist has another very

positive advantage over the naturalist. The ethnologist

can not oxAy prove, where the naturalist must be content

to conjecture, but can also more easily exemplify the birth

of new forms out of anterior ones, and can carry out his

examination on a greater scale. There are some lan-

guages and families of languages which have been under
close observation for two thousand years, and which
furnish us with written specimens of forms which have
undergone immense subsequent modification. In com-
paring modern French with the Latin of the XII. Tables,

or Mahratti with the Sanskrit of the Vedas, we have a

sure and solid basis of observation, in which, by the aid

of records incapable of falsification, we can observe the

corroding and modifying influence of time on human
speech. The effects of foreign influences on different

languages even furnish us with some analogy to crossing,

which is so important an element in all zoological

inquiries. In point of fact, the possession of written

materials extending over many ages led philologists to be
among the first to deny the sudden origin of separate

species. The Science of Language offers the most demon-
strable and instructive examples of the gradual growth of

species from common primitive forms, although it is as

impossible in language as it is in zoology to draw certain

and definite lines of demarcation between genera, species,

and varieties.

It may be asked whether the science of language is

able at present to demonstrate the growth of all families

from one primitive mother-tongue .' The answer must be
frankly in the negative, and perhaps one reason for this

may lie in the fact that there is not any linguistic family

except the Aryan, of which the archetypal forms have been
reconstiTJCted from their derivatives.! But, on the other

hand, as regards the morp/iology of language, we are
* Origin of Species, p. 130. (4th edition.)

t To effect liiis was the object of Prof. Sclileicher's Ccnjpendiutn dt}
Verglckliende Gra7itmatik.
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perfectly in a position to show tliat the rudest forms rf

the most developed language have sprung, by insensible

derivation, from phonetic signs as vague, simple, and

monosyllabic as those of Chinese itself. These signs left

the mutual relalious of ideas unexpressed. There were at

first no special vocal expressions, no organs for the fulfil-

ment of grammatical functions, or the interdistinction of

nouns and verbs, much less of conjugation or declension.

Such words as That, gethan. Timer, Thdter, ihiitig, all

jroint back to a root dha, which contained in itself the un-

developed germ of all sorts of verbal, nominal, and ad-

\crbial modifications. And in this respect the ultimate

roots of the Aryan languages closely resemble in

character the actual words of those languages which

ha\e remained to this day as nearly as possible in their

primitive condition. Such roots may without fancy be

called speech-cells, in which the rudiments of all special

organs are implicitly involved, but in which they are as

\\\x\e. developed Ti.% in the germinal vesicles which represent

the earliest forms of animal and vegetable life. There

may have been multitudes of such sound-cells, as it were,

from which different families of language have sprung by

special lines of development, just as, according to the

Darwinian hypothesis, many primordial cells, presenting

a close similarity, may have been the earliest rudiments

of all living organisms.

In speaking of the extinction of species and the

struggle for existence, Wr. Darwin uses language which

may be literally applied— applied without even verbal

modification—to the phenomena of languages. Here, no

less than in the animal and vegetable kingdom, the

dominant forms of the prevailing groups tend to leave

many modified descendants, while the imperfection of the

weaker groups leads to their gradual disappearance. But

the complete extinction of a linguistic type is a slow pro-

cess, and just as extinct animal forms may leave behind

them a few decaying representatives in inaccessible or

solitary places, so in the mountain-valleys of the Pyrenees

and the Caucasus, we find isolated dialects which may be

the fragmentar)' relics of tongues once spoken in immense

districts. But a language once extinct, like an extinct

species, can never under any circumstances reappear

;

and its place is occupied by the nearly related but

greatly modified groups of predominant families,

which are precisely those which undergo the com-

pletes! differentiation in the course of their gradual

victory over less happily constituted forms. And
in consequence of the extinction of languages many
i:;lcr)nediate forms have perished ; the primitive relation-

ships of languages have been disturbed by all sorts of

external influences, and consequently languages radically

different are now found existing side by side. All this, as

every naturalist is well aware, represents a condition of

things precisely similar to that which prevails in animated

nature.

Mr. Darwin, in his great work, devotes a few words to

the classification of languages as affording a confirmation

of his theories. It does so to an extent of which probably

he was not at first aware. In two capital points, viz., (i),

the immense changes which can be eftected by infini-

tesimally gradual modification ; and (2) the preservation

of the best and strongest form in the struggle for life,

Mr. Darwin's hypothesis may be confirmed and verified

by the entirely independent researches of the comparative

philologist. These are the two points to which Prof.

Schleicher wished to draw attention in the pamphlet
which I have here epitomised. They do not indeed

represent the whole of the linguistic facts which might be
adduced on this side of the question, and they leave out

of sight others which might be alleged with great force in

favour of an opposite view. Some of these I have endea-

voured to set forth elsewhere,* and possibly there may be
some future opportunity of again bringing this subject

before the reader. My present object was to make
the views of Prof. Schleicher more widely known than
they have yet become among English naturalists and
scholars. F. \V. Farrar.

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF GALILEO
The Private Life of Galileo. Compiled principally from

his correspondence and that of his eldest daughter.
Sister Maria Celeste, nun in the Franciscan convent
of S. Matthew at Arcetri. 307 pp. (London ; Mac-
millan and Co. 1S70.)

THE numerous works which have appeared with

Galileo for their theme may be divided into three

classes. Firstly, those which relate more particularly to

his persecution by the Church, the position and influence

of the Sacred College in his day, and its attitude towards

science. Secondly, those which treat of his scientific

labours apart from himself, their nature and character, and
their influence on the propagation of truth, the advance-

ment of modern philosophy, and the downfall of Aristote-

lianism. Thirdly, those which discuss his private life. The
first and last of these arc often blended, more or less, and
of necessity, but we know too little of his scientific labours.

M. Parechappe has well remarked, " Le savant s'est effac(f

dans le martyr." The works of Galileo, if much talked

of, are certainly little read—"II Saggiatore" and the
" Dialoghi " are even less read than the " De Augmentis
Scientiarum" and the "Novum Organum;" while the
'' Principia" of Descartes occupies a position of notoriety

midway, perhaps, between " II Saggiatore " and the
" Novum Organum," and we have a little difficulty in

placing the writings of Hobbes. Yet it is undeniable

that the works of these four men have produced a more
profound and permanent influence upon human thought

than any which preceded them. There is but one epoch
in the history of the world to be compared with their

epoch ; it is that of Aristotle.

The work before us belongs both to the first and third

of the above divisions, it relates mainly to the private

life of Galileo, and resembles Arduini's " Primogenita

di Galileo Galilei," more than any other work on the

subject. The account of the private life of Galileo,

unlike many such accounts, does not give us much insight

into the manners and customs and conditions of society

at the time of which it treats, both because Galileo had
so little real domestic life, and because the main corre-

spondence which furnishes these private details took place

between a nun (who of all persons can know least of the

external world) and Galileo himself, and her letters to

him have been preserved, while his answers to them have
perished. Your great philoscpher as a rule is exceedingly

* See a p.ipcr on "The Growth and Development of Language " in the
Cambridge Journal ofPhilology,
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undomestic, and the proofs of this are so common that

we need not quote a single example ; the petty details of

home weary them, and prevent the abstraction requisite

for their labours : so the ancient Brahmans, who reasoned

as profoundly as any light of Western civilisation, lived

in the solitudes of the forests of Ancient India ; so

Descartes withdrew himself from the world, and remained

{From Ramseies picture in Trinity College, Cambridge')

buried in the quiet of his country house while he produced

his " Meditations."

Galileo also was by no means domestic. Of his three

natural children, his son Vincenzio was a constant thorn

in his side. He was a lazy fellow, who was always writing

to his father for money, and who, Italian-like, preferred to

idle away his life in singing and lute-playing, to adopting

any profession or attempting to get his own livelihood.

We cannot find one good quality in Vincenzio Galileo
;

he was mean, selfish, inconsiderate and unnatural in his

behaviour towards his father. One example of this is

sufficient. He had quartered himself on his father, toge-

ther with his wife and children, when the plague broke

out in the neighbourhood ; whereupon Vincenzio deserted

the old man, and went to a more healthy locality, leaving

his father to take his chance with the other inhabitants of

the district. Galileo's daughters Polissena and Virginia

were placed in the Convent of S. Matthew, at Arcetri, in

1614, when the eldest was only thirteen years old ; hence-

forth they became Sister Maria Celeste and Sister Arcan-

gela. Of the latter we hear but little, but Sister Maria

Celeste constantly corresponded with her father, and the

greater number of her letters have been preserved, and

are now in the Palatine Library at Florence. These letters

contain some interesting details of convent life of the

period, but of necessity they do not bear upon many of

the doings of the outside world ; their general tenor is the

same throughout ; they are full of her love for Heaven

and for her " dear lord and father," as she was wont to call

Galileo, and they almost invariably pass to an opposite

extreme of matters exceedingly of the earth, earthy—the

baking of cakes, the mending of linen, the getting up of

his collars and so on. She tells her father all the minute
details of her work, as : "I have been extremely busy at the

dinner-napkins. They are nearly finished ; but now I

come to putting on the fringe, I find that of the sort I send

as a pattern a piece is wanting for two dinner-napkins :

that will be four b?-accia." The last paragraph of this

desultory letter begins, " These few cakes I send are some
I made a few days ago, intending to give them to you
when you come to bid us adieu ; " and ends, " I thank

Him for everything, and pray that He will give you the

highest and best felicity
;
" and a postscript immediately

follows this
—

" You can send us any collars that want
getting up."

Galileo's villa was very near the convent, and a

constant interchange of courtesy seems to have taken

place ; Galileo sent money and presents of meat and
wine, while Sister Maria Celeste sent him plums, and
baked pears, and candied fruits, and cakes, and mended
his linen and kept his wardrobe in order. Her love for

him amounted almost to worship, at least to veneration.

When at length, worn out by watching in the convent

infirmary, by ill health, and by the many privations in-

separable from a convent life, she felt her end approaching,

Galileo was in confinement at Siena, and she feared she

should see him no more ; but he was allowed to retire to

his own house, and arrived at Arcetri in time to see his

daughter before her death. Writing of this time (1634),

Galileo says :
" Here I lived on very quietly, frequently

paying visits to the neighbouring convent, where I had

two daughters who were nuns, and whom I loved dearly;,

but the eldest in particular, who was a woman of exquisite

mind, singular goodness, and most heartily attached to

me."

GALILEO S TOWER

There is much in this " Private Life of Galileo " of

great interest in connection with his scientific work, his

books, his persecutions and trial by the Sacred College,

and his condemnation ; but we have preferred to keep

strictly to his more private life, as the theme is so large,

that if we once touched upon his scientific work and its

results, we should require far more space than could be

placed at our disposal here.

Galileo continued actively employed to within a few

years of his death, in January 1642. During his latter

years he was a great suflerer. " I have been in my bed
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for five weeks," he writes to Diodati, in 1637, " oppressed
with weakness and other infirmities, from which my age,

seventy-four years, permits me not to hope release. Added
to this, proh dolor! the sight of my right eye, that eye

whose labours (I dare say it) have had such glorious

results, is for ever lost. That of the left, which was and
is imperfect, is rendered null by a continual weeping."

Thus the poor old man complained, until finding that his

blindness was incurable, and that his many ills were in-

creasing, he ceased repining, and begged his friends to

remember him in their prayers, till his unhappy chequered
life was closed by death.

G. Farrer Rodwf.ll.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Reptiles and Birds. A Popular Account of their various

Orders, with a Description of the Habits and Eco-
nomy of the most interesting. By Louis Figuier.
Illustrated with 307 woodcuts. Edited and adapted
by Parker Gillmore. 1870. (London : Chapman
and Hall.)

A VERY pretty book for a drawing-room table. The
description of the several famihes of both reptiles and
birds is filled with anecdotes culled from all sorts of
writers, some of them sufficiently amusing, others, to say
the least, of doubtful accuracy ; witness the following in

reference to the stork :

—
" The inhabitants of Smyrna,

who know how far the males carry their feelings of conju-
gal honour, make these birds the subject of rather a cruel

amusement. They divert themselves by placing hen's
eggs in the nest of the stork. At the sight of this unusual
production the male allows a terrible suspicion to gnaw
his heart. By the help of his imagination he soon per-

suades himself that his mate has betrayed him ; in spite of
the protestations of the poor thing he delivers her over
to the other storks who are drawn together by his cries,

and the innocent and unfortunate victim is pecked to

pieces." We should like to see this cruel amusement
played out once to the bitter end, and should then, but
not till then, believe it.

The drawings and woodcuts are as excellent as they are
numerous.

Beitrdge zur Lehre von den Functionen der Nertien-
centren des Frosches. " Essays on the Functions of
the Nerve-centres in the Frog." By. Prof D. Fried.

Goltz, of Konigsberg. pp. 130. (Berlin, Hirschwald,

1869.)

This little brochure, which, though small, contains the

result of much work, is divided into four sections. I. On
the reflectorial excitation of the voice in frogs. 2. On the

physiologj' of generation in the frog. 3. On the inhibitory

influence which can be exerted on the reflex actions ; and
4. On the seat of the mind (Seele) in frogs ; beside inves-

tigations on the centre for the maintenance of equipoise,

and the centre for locomotion. It may be observed that

notwithstanding the experiments were all undertaken in

frogs, those little martyrs to science, yet that some of the

results at least have a direct bearing on the functions of
the centra in the higher animals, and even on man him-
self. The results of his experiments in reference to the
seat of the mind are at variance with those of Pfluger

and others, who hold that the spinal cord participates

with the brain in its possession. M. Goltz maintains, on
the contrary, that the brain is the exclusive seat of all

intellectual processes, and consequently, that a frog from
which the whole encephalon has been removed, is an
organism presenting only a complex series of reflex pro-

cesses. The removal of the cerebrum alone deprives the

animal of all voluntary movement, and of all those

faculties which are included under the general head of
consciousness ; it still retains, however, certain powers of
co-ordination. If the corpora quadrigemina are then
removed, it rio longer possesses the power of preserving
the equipoise of its body or the accommodation of its

movements. The corpora quadrigemina therefore, he
concludes, constitute the centre for the maintenance of the
equilibrium of the body. The cerebellum, on the other
hand, is the centre for locomotion of the whole body.

Schriften der Naturforscheiideu Gesellschaft in Danzig
Neue Folge, Zweiten Bandes, Zweite Heft, 1 869.

The Danzig Natural History- Society publishes annually
a part of its Transactions, which, although but little known
in this counti7, often contain valuable papers. In the part
for 1869, which we have just received, we find an elaborate
memoir by Dr. Bail, on the epizootic fungi which affect
the caterpillars injurious to forests, and it is some comfort
to think, that while these vegetable parasites do nothing
but mischief among the silk establishments of the south
of Europe, they are regarded as serviceable in other
quarters. This part also contains the continuation of
M. A. Menge's valuable monograph of the Prussian
spiders, of which the author has now described and
figured 157 species. This memoir is indispensable to the
archaeologist, and is in itself a wonderful result of the
most minute research—research so minute, in fact, that
the author is unfortunately led to magnify the import-
ance of slight differences, and thus to establish a great
number of new genera upon very slight grounds. M.
Menge also describes and figures a species of scorpion
and two species of spiders from amber ; each of the latter

forms the type of a new genus. Dr. Bail contributes a
short but interesting paper on the occurrence of andro-
gynous flowers in monoecious and dioecious plants. Besides
some minor communications on subjects connected with
natural history, the part contains two memoirs which one
would hardly expect to find in the Transactions of a society
of naturalists, namely, a description of the construction and
theory of a marine distance-measurer, and an investiga-
tion of the moon with reference to its ellipsoidal form, by
M. E. Kayser, who describes himself as " Astronomer to
the Natural History Society of Danzig." The former of
these papers is illustrated with three folding plates.

Notes on Mici-oscopic Crystals included in some Minerals.
By Isaac Lea. From the Proceedings of the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. Read
February 16 and May 11, i86g.

In these two papers the author g:ives an account of the
minute cr)-stals included in sapphire, garnets, and several
other minerals, which in some cases are arranged in a
number of definite planes, so as to give rise to the ap-
pearance seen in the so-called " star sapphires." The
essays are illustrated by a plate, which shows the cha-
racter of the crystals in a very satisfactory manner. The
author is, however, not quite correct in thinking that such
included crystals had not been previously described
by several authors. Sochting, in his excellent work, *
gives an account of some facts similar to those observed
by Mr. Lea ; and Messrs. Sorby and Butler, in their paper
on the microscopical structure of rubies, sapphires, &c.f
describe " the small plate-like crystals, often triangular in
form, with an angle very acute. They are very thin, and
arranged parallel to three principal planes of the sap-
phire," and are thus precisely like those now figured by
Mr. Lea. There can be no doubt that the study of the
minute crystals included in minerals often throws much
light on their origin, and they play a far more important
part than is often supposed, and serve to explain some
of the discrepancies met with in their chemical composition.

* Einschlusse von Mineralen u. S- w. Freiberg, i860.
t Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xvii., p. 291,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\_T.'ie Editor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. No notice is taken of anonymous
communications. ]

Rotation of a Rigid Body
My previous communication about tlie rotating ellipsoi 1 to
this journal, has attracted the attention of M. Radau. "One
touch of A'ature malies the whole world kin." In a note ad-
dressed to me full of true dignity, this gentleman has made much
more than sufficient reparation for his previous trifling act of inad-
vertence, and states that to his great regret he had mis-understood
my meaning, in the passage of my memoir in question, and that "sa
critique n'est pas fondee." I, on my part, deeply lament the un-
necessary tone of acerbity in which my reference to this criticism
\\ as couched, and wish I could recall every ungracious expression
whickit contains. " When I spoke that, I was ill-tempered too."

I will pass over this, to me, painful topic, to say two or three
words on the mode in which the rotating ellipsoid may be sup-
posed to roll or wobble on a rough plane, with its centre fixed.
iMy solution may remind the reader of Columbus's mode of sup-
porting an egg on its point—or, rather, of a fairer mode which
Columbus might have employed, and which would not have
ncc'--s;itated the breaking of the shell, viz., by resting the blade
of a knife or rough plate on the upper end of his egg.

So, to make an ellipsoidal or spheroidal top roll, with its

centre fixed—say, upon a rough horizontal plane— imagine a
second horizontal plane in contact with the upper portion of its

surface
;
then the line joining the two points of contact will pass

through the centre of the top. We may conceive a slight per-
foration in either or each plane at its initial point of contact with
the top, and a screw wire introduced through this, and inserted
into a female screw in the body to be set rolling (a mode of
spinning which Sir C. Wheatstone recommends as the most
elegant in any case, and in this case evidently the most eligible).
On withdrawing the wire with a jerk, the top may be set in
motion about its centre, in such a direction as to remain in
contact with the two planes, and if these be sufficiently rough
the motion will eventually be reduced to one of pure rolling
between them, the axis {i.e., the line joining the two points o'f

contact) continually shifting, but the centre remaining absolutely
stationary : for, vertical motion this point cannot have, so Ion"
as the top continues to touch both planes, and any slight hori°
zontal motion (if it should chance to take on such at the outset)
would be checked and ultim.rtely destroyed by the friction,
which would also keep the two points of contact stationary (like
the single point of contact of a wheel rolling on a rail), in each
successive atom of time. Thus the motion upon the lower
plane would in the end be precisely the same as if the upper
]ilane were withdrawn, and the centre of the top kept fixed
by some mechanical adjustment. If the spin were not suffi-
ciently vigorous, after a time the rolling top might quit the
upper plane, and of course sooner or later by the diminution of
the vis-viva due to adhesion, resistance of the ail', imperfection
or deformation of the surfaces, and other disturbing causes, this
would take place, but abstracting from these circumstances' the
principal axes of the spheroidal or ellipsoidal top would move
precisely^ in place and time like the "axes of spontaneous
rotation " of any free body of which the top was the " Kinematic
Exponent."

I do not pretend to offer an opinion what materials for the
planes and rolling body (ground glass and ebony or roughened
ebonite have been suggested to me) it would be best to employ
or whether the "wobbling top" could easily be made to exhibit
Its evolutions. It is enough for a non-effective, unpractical man (as
unfortunately I must confess to being) to have shown that there is
no intrinsic impossibility in the execution of the conception.

With regard to the friction and pressure : if W be the weicdit
of the body, F and P the friction and pressure in the case ol a
single plane (the values of which are set out in my memoir,
pp. 764—766, "Philosophical Transactions" 1S66), it may easily
be proved that eventually the friction at each point of con

tact \» ill be

and downwards at the upper one

the pressure upwards at the lower point

P-W
2

P+W

so that if P should

become equal to W the top would quit'the upper plane and the
experimen_^come to an end. At p. 766 of my memoir the
factor VM a has accidentally dropped out of the expression forr wliiclr 1 mention here, in case any one should feel inclined to

consult the memoir in consequence of this note. Mr. Ferrers
has taken up my investigations, and given more compendious
expressions than mine for F and P ; with the aid of these it
would probably be not difficult to determine the maximum value

F
of - so as to assign the necessary degree of roughness of the

confining planes, and also to ascertain under what circumstances
P— W would become zero, but I do not feel sufficient interest
in the question, nor have I the courage to undertake these
calculations with the complicated forms o"i P and F contained in
my memoir. Mr. Ferrers' results are contained in a memoir
ordered to be printed in the "Philosophical Transactions," and
will shortly a]ipear.

In my memoir will be found an exact kinematical method of
reckoning the time of rotation by Poinsot's ellipsoid when the
lower surface is made to roll on one fixed jilane at the same
time that its upper surface is shapened off in a particular way
(therein described) so as to roll upon a parallel plane which
turns round a fixed a.xis ; this upper plane is compelled
to turn by the friction, and acts the part of a moveable
dial in marking the time of the free body imaginarily
associated with the ellipsoid. I have also shown there that the
motion of any free, body about a fixed centre may be regarded
as compounded of a uniform motion of rotation and the motion
of a disc, or, if one pleases, a pair of mutually bisecting cross-
wires left to turn freely about their centre. But I fear that
Nature, used to a more succulent diet, has had as much as it

can bear upon so dry a topic, and, although having more to say,
deem it wiser to bring these remarks to an end.

J. J. Sylvester

"Dutch" or "Deutsch"
There is a short note in Mr. Huxley's lecture in the last

number of Nature, which I have read several times in the vain
hope of finding out its meaning. Mr. Huxley speaks of " the
much debated question, did the Germans of Ccesar and Tacitas
speak 'Deutsch' (not 'Dutch,' pace Mr. Freeman) or Celtic."
What has my " peace," or anybody else's peace—save, perhaps,
the Pa.x Komana—to do with it ?

I do not see why Mr. Huxley brings in my name. He can
hardly suppose that I do not know that Deutsch is the German
form— I can hardly suppose that he does not know that Dtuch
is the English form—of the name otherwise written Tiitsch,
Teutonicus, I'heo.'onicus, 77fcw/;jr«x, and endless other ways. He
can hardly think that I have never opened a modern German
book : I can hardly think that he has never opened an English
book of the sixteenth or seventeenth century. If he has opened
any such book in which matters of this kind are likely to be
touched upon, he must surely know that the words Dutch and
Dutchman were then used in a very wide sense. A " Dutch-
man " might be a native of Holland ; he might be a native of
Bavaria. And the division into P/,^-h Dutch and Low Dutch,
or Nether Dutch, was then perfectly well unilerstood.

I do not know what Mr. Huxley's objection is. I use the word
as one ready made, as more convenient than the Latin for Teu-
tonic, and as mure easily admitting the addition of the qualifying
syllables IJigh and Zra'. I should not use Deutsch in this sense
for two reasons. First, it is not an English form, and I should
no more, in writing English, say that certain people talked
"Deutsch," than 1 should say that they talked "Fran9ai5."
Secondly, the word Deutsch (like the word German) would to
most peojjle convey the idea of one particular Teutonic tongue,
while I am probably speaking of Teutonic tongues in general.
Mr. Huxley's question, " Did the Germans of Ca-sar and Tacitus
speak Deutsch .? " may mean either '• Did they speak a Teutonic
tongue of any kind?" or "Did they speak the particular Teu-
tonic tongue which to most peoples' minds would be suggested
by the words German or Deutsch, namely, the High-Dutch ?

"

Which Mr. Huxley means I do not know. For my own part I
believe that they spoke Dutch or Teutonic, but Lo-ui Dutch and
not //igh. Edward A. Free.man

Somerleaze, Wells, March 21

The American Eclipse
Will you grant me space for a few words on my spectro-

scopic observations of the American eclipse, and what seem to
me the inferences to be drawn from them ? I make the re-
quest the more freely because I have met from time to time allusions
to them in your journal, and remarks, some of wdiich seem
to require my notice, if only to express my appreciation of
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the considerate courtesy with which they have been treated

by gentlemen who differ very widely from my conclusions.

I. Regarding the use of the spectroscope in the observation

of " contacts."

I think the language of Mr. Stone and some others in a dis-

cussion of the matter at a meeting of the Astronomical Society,

reported in your columns in December last, implies a misappre-

liension. What I have proposed (and executed in the case of

the moon) i< to use the extinction of the bright C line in the

spectrum of the chromosphere as a criterion of contact with the

limb of \\\ft photospkcrt, not with the upper surface of the chromo-

sphere, which would, of course, as indicated by Mr. Stone, be

a perfectly worthless observation.

The advantage of the method lies in this, that it furnishes an

easily apprehended phenomenon to be watched for, and gives

every advantage of preparation to the observer.

With an instrument of moderate dispersive power, the slit

must be normal to the sun's limb, and an accurate knowledge of

the expected point of contact is required : with a more powerfid

instrument the slit can be placed tangential, opened somewhat

widely, and thus all difficulty on this score avoided, as I have

pointed out in my report. I see by a paper of Mr. Proctor's

in the December number of the " Monthly Notices," that Mr.

Huggins suggests the same plan.

Perhaps I may remark in passing that the idea of using the

spectroscope in this manner to observe the contact of the moon

with the sun's disc, was conceived before the event, so that the

observation was made deliberately and by pre-arrangement—not

at all accidentally, as would rather seem to be implied by one of

the opening sentences in the article of Mr. Proctor's above re-

ferred to. To M. Faye, however, belongs whatever merit there

may be in the method, for he proposed essentially the same thing

in January 1S69. But I knew nothing of this at the time of the

eclipse, nor indeed till long after.

2. The selfduminosity of the Corona.

It is not impossible that the so-called corona may be complex.

Some portion of its radiance saz.s perhaps originate in our own
atmosphere, although I do not yet find myself able to accord

with the conclusions of Dr. Gould and Mr. Lockyer in this

respect, and am strongly disposed to believe that the whole

phenomenon is purely solar.

This much appears certain, however, that there exists outside

of the chromosphere properly so called (i.e., the envelope of red

hvdrogen), and as distinct from it, as it is from \.hs photosphere,

an immense atmosphere of selfduminous substance, extending to

a distance of from 5' to 8' from the sun's surface, and probably

much further in places—phosphorescent dust or fog in a glowing

In support of this idea I adduce the photograph of Mr.

Wliipple, taken at Shelbyville, Ky. ,with an exposure of 40' On

this, the photolytic corona (if I may use the expression to dis-

tinguish it from the visible corona, whose points of maximum

britliance were, according to Dr. Gould, entirely different),

reaches a height of 6'. Prof Harkness observed the 1474

line in the spectrum of the corona at a distance of nearly 5

from the sun's limb, and not near to any prominence. I do

not know the precise elevation at which I saw it, but it was

not less than 3' or 4'.

Indirectly, also, the idea is confirmed by the spectroscopic

observation of Prof Pickering, who used a single prism in-

strument, with the slit simply directed towards the sun, not

attached to a telescope. He saw only three or four lines, the

brightest in the green near E. Now, since this line, when

observed by throwing a large image of the sun on the slit, is

very faint as compared with C, D3, and F, its intensity, as seen

by him, can only be accounted for by supposing that the

luminous area from which it was derived far exceeded that of

tlie chromosphere and prominences.
r i. t i-

I have noticed also that some of the observers of the Indian

eclipse (Rayet and Pogson) speak of the intensity of the green

line. Did they observe in the same manner as Prof Pickering ?
..^. „._ they .,11
I need hardly add that Prof Pickering s observation of the

non-polarisation of the corona concurs with what has been said.

As to the faint continuous spectrum, I am sure that the

reported absence of dark lines was not the result of insufficient

observation.
, ^ i_ j t

I could not have failed to see D, E, b, 1961, F and G had they

existed, for in a spectrum of similar brightness formed by a light

from a cloud, not only these but many other lines are visible in

my instrument. Now, the absence of some of these might,

perhaps, be accounted for on the ingenious hypothesis proposed

by Mr. Lockyer, and reported in your No. of February 3 ; but

this would not apply to D, E, or G.*

But if we .admit the existence of faintly luminous solid or

foggy matter near the sun, either meteoric oi arising from the

cloudy condensation of a non-permanent gas, the whole is at

once easy of comprehension.

3. The Auroral Theory of the Corona.

The olijection pressed by Mr. Lockyer that the bright line

1474 is only occasionally visible, is, I think, unfounded. At any

rate I h.ave never faded to see it myself when looked for, and

very seldom to make it visible to others when I have wished to

exhibit to them. It is faint, and, like a difficult microscopic

object, requires management to bring it out with five prisms
;

but by placing the slit tangential to the sun's disc, and giving the

instrument a .slight jar, it is seen to flash out as the limb passes

off the slit. It is worth noting too, that it is often especially

plain at portions of the limb where the chromosphere is unusually

shallow and faint.

liut while I think it probable that this line coincides with the

aurora line reported by Prof Winlock at 1550 of Mr. Huggins'

scale, I am by no means sure of it. I understand its assigned

position rested upon a single observation with a chemical spectro-

scope, and the probable error of such a determination cannot

well be less than ten divisions of Kirchhoff's scale. I have

naturally made many attempts to determine its position for my-

self, but liave never seen it except thrice, and then not long

enough at a time to complete a measurement. I am only sure that

its position lies between I460 and 1490 of Kirchhoff.

For this reason, although I do not at all abandon the hypothe-

sis, which appears to have other elements of probability in the

general appearance of the corona, the necessity of intense elec-

trical disturbances in the solar atmosphere as the result of the

powerful vertical currents known to exist there, as well as the

curious responsiveness of our terrestrial m.agnets to solar storms

;

yet I do not feel in a position to urge it strongly, but rather await

developments.

As to the substance which causes this line, I observe that

Father Secchi, in a recent communication to the French Aca-

demy, is disposed to think it hydrogen ; while Mr. Lockyer still

believes it to be iron. I am 111 hopes that eyperimenls now in

progress may throw some light on the subject.

May I suggest, in closing this long communication, that it

seems to me that valuable observations might be made at the

Eclipse of next December, by fitting up telescopes with a

ground glass sliding screen, upon which an image ol the corona

two or three inches in diameter should be thrown ; the ground

glass having the roughened side next the observer, so that he

could sketch upon it with a lead pencil the outlines of the

image, the glass being made long enough to allow of several such

sketches.
, , . •

,

The comparison of a series of such outlines would decide the

question of changes in the coronal streamers, as the sketches,

being simple tracings, could not but be accurate in their in-

dications of position.

Dartmouth College, N.H., March I C. A. ^ OUNG

P.S.— I think that the position of the line reported by me as

2602 should have been 25S1 -5, an error of one revolution of the

micrometer screw having been made. At any rate on two oc-

casions since the eclipse I have seen a bright line in the latter

position, and I have never been able to find one in the former.

Professor Huxley's Address

M.\Y I be permitted to advert to one view in connection with

that part of Professor Huxley's admirable address to the Geolo-

gical Society, which treats of distributional provinces inhabited

I

bvthe terrestrial vertebrata, and the subsequent incorporation of

' these provinces into one another at different periods.

The view to which I refer is that wherein Mr. Huxley attri-

butes the origin of the eocene types to their evolution during the

Mesozotc epoch in some province which then was isolated from

the European area, and their introduction by geogr.aphical changes

into the European area in the interval between the Mesozoic and

Tertiary epochs.
, , 1 »

Having brought forward ten years ago the view that the Aus-

tralian province was an actual and isolated remnant of the

Triassic continent and of its mammalian fauna ;
and that the

geographical distribution of organised beings pointed to the infe-

rence that other portions of the land tracts of the Mesozoic

period, wilh their more ancient fauna;, had at different times

• Why not? [Ed.]
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become incorporated with the post-cretaceous continent,* it is

with much satisfaction that I find views for the most part so

similar developed by Professor Huxley with the ability whicli

marks all his work. Nevertheless, I venture to submit that the

view I then advanced as to the period of the origin of the

Eocene types is more in accordance with the facts, as far as we
know them, than the hypothesis of their origin in a detached
province duyi>!g i\\e Mesozoic period.

The view I advanced was that great changes in the distribution

of the continents and seas took place at the close of the Paleeo-

zoic, and again at the close of the Mesozoic epoch ; and so far I

am at one with Professor Huxley : but I inferred that the geo-

graphical changes taking place at the close of the Mesozoic epoch
were accompanied by the formation of a continent extending

over all the geologically kuincji parts of the globe, whose endur-

ance was so prolonged as to have afforded the necessary time for

the evolution upon it of the Eocene types.

In support of this inference I dwelt upon the entire disappear-

ance of the orders Pterosauria, Knaliosauria^ and Dinosauria
among vertebrates, and of the Ammonitidts among invertebrates;

as well as upon the great extinction that took place in various

other forms of life. Such a process as the one suggested by Mr.
Huxley would lead us to look in Eocene strata for an interming-

ling of these distantly evolved types with forms belonging to the

several orders just named ; however much these forms might in

their specific, or even in their generic characters, have been

changed during the interval in which these distantly evolved

types were introduced. But instead of this we find an absolute

disappearance of several important orders of life, of which, from

their habitat, some—especially the Ptcrosauria—would seem to

have been independent of geographical changes simply.

Mr. Huxley intimates that he is led to his view by arguments
which he had previously used to demonstrate the necessity of the

existence of all the Eocene types in some period antecedent to

the Eocene ; but may we not suppose that the interval thus

marked by the disappearance of so many great orders was vast

enough even for this evolution ? Indeed so much did this great

extinction weigh upon me that even the intervention of a vast

lapse of time seemed scarcely sufficient ; and I felt driven to sup-

pose that these geographical changes in some degree altered the

general conditions under which life had previously existed ; and
that this alteration, while stimulating evolution on the newly-

formed continent, contributed to the great extinction which
marks the intra-cretaceous and Tertiary epoch.

Subtle as are the causes which have brought into existence the

various types of being, those which have produced their extinc-

tion are not less so ; though they have not yet received that

attention which has been directed to the origin of species. I

feel how cnide were the suggestions I offered in i860 to explain

this great extinction, and how wide a field of conjecture upon the

subject is left open ; for these orders of life were not only various

in their habitat, but equally various in their food. We may
imagine the extinction of a species to take place from failure of

its food, from destruction by enemies, or—and I think this may
be a cause more potent than any other, especially with forms

possessing great fecundity—by a failure of the reproductive func-

tion
;
just as among men families diminish and eventually leave

no descendants. Be the causes, however, what they may, this

great extinction requires us, I submit, to suppose the occurrence

of an interval of time as great, and accompanied by changes of

conditions as complete, as any that we can urge as necessary for

the evolution of the Eocene types. Moreover, the cretaceous

period itself, whose terrestrial fauna is as yet unknown, may, so

far as we yet know to the contrary, have witnessed in the Euro-
pean area the commencement of, or even some progress in, the

evolution of the Eocene types.

Breutwood, March 10 Searles V. WOOD, Jun.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh
With reference to G. 's letter in the last number of Nature,

I have merely to observe that (as you will see by the accom-
panying list) the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh
are ngularly sent to no less than twenty-three different societies,

institutions, or museums in London alone—besides being sent

* "On the probable events which succeeded the close of the Cretaceous
period;" read before the Geological Society on February ist, i860. The
publication of the paper, beyond a brief abstract, having been denied by the
Council, the desideratum was kindly supplied by Dr. Francis ; and the paper
in cxienso is given in the Fhilcsophicat Magazine of March, April, and May,
1862 ;

the title having been changed to ''The form and distribution of the
Land Tracts during tire Secondary and Tertiary periods, &c."

to many Honorary and Ordinary Fellows residing there. As
regards the special case of the British Museum, I have in my
possession at this moment their acknowledgments of receipt

of the successive parts of our Transactions up to March 1869,
and expect immediately to hear that they have received our last

published Part. J. H. Balfour, Sec. R. S. Edin.

Euclid as a Text-Book
" The first four books of Euclid : or the principal properties

of triangles, and of squares and other parallelograms treated
geometrically : the principal properties of the circle and its in-

scribed and circumscribed figures treated geometrically." Such
is the wording of the programme put forth by the University of
London, of the Mathematical portion of the examination for

matriculation candidates. Whether the papers have ever been
drawn up in accordance with it I cannot say, but certainly my
experience for the last four or five years has led me to believe

that the alternative side has, of late, at least, been altogether

ignored.

The slightest inspection of recent papers will show that they
are constructed on the Euclidean type, and so long as Euclid
was generally taught in schools, I think rightly so. But that

such a course should now be persisted in (with such latitude as

the programme provides) is hard upon those establishments
which have taken up the modern views of the subject, such as

those so ably advocated by Professor Hir.st,* and Mr. J. M.
Wilson of Rugby.t It can hardly be thought that so advanced
an examining body as the London University will continue to

act as an obstructive—for non- encouragement is almost tanta-

mount to tabooing the subject; and the practical result of per-

sistence, I fear, will be this, that the course pursued will press

unfairly upon those schools in which {as in University College

School, where Wright's Geometry is now the text-book) Euclid

has been almost + discarded. Boys are required to study

in their school work this modem geometry, founded on French
mathematical works; and yet, seeing what value is set upon the

same in the examination papers I am discussing, feel themselves
constrained to read Euclid that their prospects of good places

may be enhanced.

I am disposed to believe that *' something will shortly be
done," but the reform, though it ought rightly to commence
here, ought not to stop here. Every examining body, if a fair

field is to be given to the students of modern geometry, should

put forth a scheme similar to that which heads my letter, and
not merely put it forth " as a sop to Cerberus," but act upon it

and let it be a reality.

University College School R. Tucker

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ICE, AND
THEIR RELATION TO GLACIER MOTION

A FEW weeks ago I prepared for the February num-
ber of the Alpine Journal a review of the contribu-

tions made by the Rev. Canon Moseley to the theory of
glacier motion, which have appeared at various times
during the last fifteen years in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society and the Philosophical Magazine. Some
new facts having come to my knowledge since the publi-

cation of my paper, I venture to recur to the subject, and
to invite discussion upon those memoirs of Canon Moseley
in which he endeavours to prove that the descent of

glaciers by their weight alone is a mechanical impossi-

bility.§ The arguments he advances in support of this

conclusion may be epitomised as follows :

—

If a transverse section of a glacier were to be made, the

ice would be found to be moving differently at every point

of it. The velocity is greater at the surface than deeper
down, at the centre of the surface than the edges. There
is a constant displacement of the particles of ice over one
another, and alongside one another, to which is opposed
the resistance known as shearing force. By the property

of ice called regelation, where a surface so sheared is

* In his college lectures, and lecttu-es to ladies at St. George's Hall, &c-
+ "Euclid as a text-book of Elementary Geometry" (read before the

London Mathematical Society, and printed in the Educational Times, Sept.
186S), and in his '' Elementary Geometry."

J Ahfiost. In consequence of pressure from without, arising from the cir-

cumstances with which my letter deals, Euclid is again read in one class,

§ Proceedings of the Royal Society, Jan, 7, 1869, Philos. Mag., May
1869. Philos. Mag, Jan, 1870.
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brought into contact with a similar surface, it unites witli

it so as to form one continuous mass. Between the resist-

ance to shearing and the force which tends to bring the
glacier down there must be a mechanical relation, so that

if the shearing resistance were greater, the force would be
insufficient to cause the descent. By a scries of experi-

ments upon cylinders of ice inserted in a cylindrical hole
bored through two pieces of wood perpendicuLirly to the

surface along which the 'one was made to slide upon the

other, it was found that the force necessary to part the

ice along the sliding surface varied from 75 to 119 lbs.

per square inch. Canon RIoseley has calculated that for

the Mer de Glace to descend by its own weight, its shear
per square inch cannot exceed r3i93 lbs., and that to

produce the actual motion with a shear of 75 lbs. per
square inch, a force in aid of the weight and thirty-four

times as great must be called into existence, and applied

in the direction of motion. For such a force to be pro-

duced by the weight of the glacier alone the density of

ice would require to be increased more than 400 times.

In this reasoning Canon Moseley has neglected, as it

appears to me, the capability of ice when in a state of

deliquescence to slide along a surface of small inclination,

as demonstrated by the well-known experiment of Wil-
liam Hopkins. It is, however, not the motion of a block
of ice as a whole, but the differential motions of

its particles that we have now to consider. It occurred
to me that the Canon's arguments upon this branch of

the question might be put to an easy practical test by
subjecting a block of ice to a strain produced by its own
gravitation, and observing its behaviour under this condi-
tion, and I was fortunate in obtaining the assistance of

my friend Mr. A. F. Osier, F.R.S., in carrying out the

experiment.
A plank of ice 6 inches in width and 2^ inches

in thickness was sawn from the frozen surface of a

pond, and supported at each end by bearers exactly six

feet apart. From the moment it was placed in position

it began to sink and continued to do so until it touched
the surface over which it was supported, di'awing the

bearers with it, so as to make their upper ends converge.

At its lowest point it appeared bent at a sharp angle,

and it was ligid in its altered form. The total deflec-

tion was 7 inches, which' had been effected in about as

many hours under the influence of a thaw, during which
the plank diminished slightly in width and thickness.

On observing the under surface of the plank near the

point of flexure, I noticed a number of very minute fis-

sures extending a short distance into the ice, but they cer-

tainly were not sufficient to account for the flexure of the

plank.

The question at once suggested itself, was the change
of form in the ice plank due to fracture and regelation ?

I did not think it was, but the experiment was not deci-

sive. Some weeks afterwards an opportunity occurred of

trying it under other conditions. During the last frost

we cut out another ice-plank. Its length was 5 feet 9I
inches, its width varied from 6]- to 6-1- inches, and its

thickness was \\ inches. Two large bricks, of a width

exceeding that of the plank, were set up on end, on a

horizontal surface, exactly 6 feet apart, and the plank was
laid upon them at five p.m. on the 12th of February. At
3'

1 5 p.m. on the 13th it was continuously curved from end
to end, so that it only rested on the edges of the bearers,

and the middle point of its upper surface was deflected

1^ inches below the line joining its two extremities. The
temperature w-as 26° F. The curved plank was perfectly-

rigid, as was proved by taking it off the bearers and in-

verting it. I examined it again on the two subsequent
days with the following results :

—
Feh. I4tli, g.30A.M. Temp. 29° 5 F.

Deflection of upper surface below chord . 2| inches

,, of lower surface below its ori-

ginal horizontal position . . z\ ,,

Feb. 15th, 9.30 A.M. Temp. 30° o F.
Deflection of upper surface below chord . 3I inches

,, of lower surface below iis ori-

ginal horizontal position 3i „

During the whole of this interval, in which the tempera-
ture never rose above the freezing point, there was
no indication of fracture in the plank, nor did the optical
continuity of the ice suffer the slightest interruption.
On the 15th it began to thaw, and the bearers having be-
come frozen to the ground, and the plank to the bearers,
the suspended portion was unable to yield to the strain
produced by its gravitation ; and when I re-visited the
plank on the afternoon of the 15th, it was broken into
half-a-dozen pieces.

These experiments were very rough and imperfect ; we
intend to lenew them on some future occasion, and to
conduct them with much greater care and proper me-
chanical appliances, when we hope to be able to bend
an ice-plank double, without destroying its continuity.
The following conclusions may fairly be drawn from

them :
—

I.—A mass of ice may change its form under strains
produced by the gravitation of its particles, without
becoming fractured, and without returning to its

original form when the strain ceases.
2.—The change of form takes place at tempera-

tures both below and above the freezing point, but
is greatly accelerated in the latter case.

I shall not now attempt to discuss the nature of the
molecular displacements to which the change of form is

due. Their occurrence is indisputable ; whether or not
they are to be dignified by the name of shearing is a mere
verbal question of little moment. In a very able paper in

\\\(t PhilosophicalMagazinc for March 1S69, Mr. James
CroU adduces good reasons for believing that when a
mass of ice has a deliquescent surface, its molecules may
experience repeated momentary losses of their shearing
force. While, therefore, he admits the conclusiveness of
Canon Moseley's reasonings for temperatures below freez-

ing, he conceives that ice at all higher temperatures may
shear by its own gravitation. It is evident that the former
concession in Canon Moseley's favour cannot now be
maintained, and that the point to which our experimental
researches should be directed is not what amount of force
will suddenly rend asunder the molecules of ice beyond
the sphere of their mutual attractions, but what amount of
force will produce molecular displacement within that
sphere, with time allowed for its operation.

If we conceive an ice-plank, instead of being placed
horizontally between bearers, to be laid with its narrowest
face upon a plane of small inclination, wdth its upper edge
horizontal, and its ends confined between vertical walls
converging in the direction of motion, with its under sur-
face deliquescent, so that friction would almost be annihi-
lated ; and if we further imagine the diminution of gravity
due to resolution along the plane to be compensated
by increasing the length or diminishing the thickness of
the plank, the plank would alter its form in a way pre-

senting a striking resemblance to the actual movement of
a glacier. Its central portions would move more rapidly
than its lateral ones ; its surface more rapidly than
its base ; and when the strain upon its particles ex-

ceeded their cohesive power, it would fracture obliquely to

the axis of the channel.

If the conclusions drawn from the experiments above
described are legitimate, plasticity must be admitted by
the side of sliding, and fracture and regelation as one of the
constituent elements of the theory of glacier motion, and
a more important place in that theory must be assigned
to the views of the late Piincipa! Foibes than has for

some years been conceded to them.
Will. Mathews, Jun.
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THE INDIAN TOTAL ECLIPSE

THE 37th volume of the memoirs of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, containing Major Tennant's report

on the total eclipse of the sun of August 17th and i8th,

1868, has just been issued, and we are enabled, by the

courtesy of the Council of the Society, to lay an illustrated

notice of it before our readers.

was fully provided with the means of photographing the

eclipse as well as of determining by means of the

spectroscope the nature of the spectrum of the promi-

nences and of the corona. In our notice we may pass

over the preface and the narrative of operations which
includes the astronomical determination of the position

of the observatory, and come to the spectroscopic observa-

tions.

FIG. I. THE SILVER GLASS EQUATOREAL

The Indian eclipse was a notable one in the history of
astronomy, for as the eclipse of 1S60 endorsed the notion
that the prominences were solar, so that of 1868 set at

rest the gaseous nature of the red flames or red pro-
tuberances— so that we have two successive eclipses
"settling' two important problems.
Thanks to the care of Mr. De la Rue, Major Tcnnant

We first have the spectrum of the corona.

Tennant writes :

—

Major

Directly 1 saw the whole moon in the finder I set the cross-

wires immediately outside its upper limb. By tlie time I got to

tlic spectroscope, the cloudy range, seen in tlie photographs, had
vanished from the slit, and I .saw a very taint continuous spec-

trum. Thinking that want of light prevented my seeing the
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bright lines, which I had fully expected to see in the lower strata

of the corona, I opened the jaws of the slit, and repeatedly ad-
justed by the finder, but vvitliout effect. What I smu was un-
doubtcdly a coiitinttotis spectruvi^ and 1 saw no Uiies* There may
have been dark lines, of course, but with so faint a spectrum and
the jaws of the slit wide apart, they might escape notice.

We next have the spectrum of the Great Horn :

—

One line in the red was so beautiful that it needed an effort to

turn my attention to anything else ; there was a line in the

orange not so well defined, and one in the green which seemed

of tlie green line coincides with that of the brightest line in />,

instead of the mean of the three, which I read as a verification
;

the line near to F was in all probability F itself; E was certainly
not seen by me. The line in the blue it is useless from my data
to speculate upon, I must hope that some one else has identi-
fied it.

It is pleasing to point out how very nearly Major Ten-
nant's observations, as now given, approximate to the true
state of the case, which we can now determine any day
that the sun shines. He must be entirely congratulated

-.^*M».-f^gg -^^^^-^

^

FU.. 2.—OBSERVATORV TENTS

FIG. 3-—ONE OF THE FIKST FHOloGRAPHS, SHOWING THE
GREAT HORN

FIG. 4.—THE LAST PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN, SHOWING THE ANIMAL-LIKE
PROMINENCE AND THE ECLIPSE OF THE GREAT HORN

multiple (it must be remembered that I had not time to adjust

the jaws of the slit accurately, and that the brilliancy of these

lines made them broader by irradiation); beyond, I saw a line

just defined, which, as will be seen from the measures before

given, must have been near to F, and still further off in the blue I

saw a hazy light probably beyond G.

The red and yellow lines were evidently C and D, the reading

* In the instructions for Lieut. Herschel his attention was first drawn to

the protuberances. I therefore had resolved to attend tirst to the corona, lest

each of us should have only the same partial tale.

on the degree of success of his spectroscopic observations

—observations made, according to his report, under diffi-

culties which he ought not to have encountered. Major
Tennant's evidence in favour of the continuous spectrum
of the corona has been entirely confirmed by the obser-

vations since made in America.
The photographic results we may introduce by a wood-

. cut of the observatory and of the instrument, with spe-

culum of nine inches aperture, mounted by Mr. Browning,
with which the photographs were taken.
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The most notable phenomenon visible during the

Indian eclipse was the Great Horn visible in Fig. 3, the

structure of which was extremely curious. Below it in the

drawing we have a part of the chromosphere, including a
' llaring," which has been since called a " radiance'' by
the American astronomers. Fig. 4 was the last photo-

graph taken, and here it is seen that the Great Horn is

nearly eclipsed, and that the chromosphere on the opposite

side of the sun is now exposed, including a strange animal-

like form, which much struck the observers. An exami-
nation into the structure of the Great Horn is not the least

interesting part of the report.

Major Tennant thus sums up his results :
—

First.— Thecorona is the atmosphere of the sun ?iot seyiivninous,

but shining by reflected light. It is evidenced both by the spectro-

scope and polariscope that this is the case, but there is one reser-

vation to be made. The polariscope has shown clearly that the

light of the brightest part ot the corona is mainly reflected ; but,

looking to tlie tlare which is seen in photographs No. 2 and 3, it

seems impossible to doubt that in those places there must have
been some inlierent luminosity in the corona ; unless indeed we
consider the flare as a modified form of protuberance. It is, I

think, now certain that luminous ga-^ issues from wliat is more
strictly the sun, and I apprehend this flare to be some of this.

Secondly.— The Great Horn certainly was composed of incan-

descent vapours^ and probably all the bnlliant protuberances are

the same. In the Great Horn these vapours were hydrogen,
sodium, and magnesium. It seems to me perfectly certain that

the Ignited hydrogen issued from the sun itself, and that it carried

up with it tlie light vapours of sodium and magnesium far above
the level at which they would naturally lie ; hydrogen naturally

would be the very highest of the gaseous vapours, and conse-
quently the coolest ; if, however, it were set free at the surface of

the sun it would be intensely hot, and seek, with great violence,

to ascend, in which process, if there be a stratum of heated
vapours, such as is usually believed to exist round the sun, the
hydrogen would partly displace and carry up tliese vapours, and
the lighter would be taken in preference. In fact, in this case it

has carried the two lightest, and that of iron, which is so much
heavier (I think we may presume this from the absence of tire

line corresponding to E), was either displaced or dropped sooner

than the height at which I observed. Photograph No. I shows
that there were two jets of vapour concerned in forming this Horn.
One, tlie largest and most northerly, is seen nearly perpendicu-
larly to the limb, and seems also to have been the most luminous

;

the other issues about 20.000* miles towards the south, and at

an angle. They met at a height of some 16,000* miles, and the

result was the rapid vorticose motion, which is evidenced in all

the photographs as having existed in the upper portion. I be-
lieve I have the good fortune to be the first person to recognise
such a phenomenon.

I think that gases or vapours issuing quietly from the solar

surface would tend locally to raise the superincumbent ignited

vapours. In places where they were most abundantly given out
the elevation would be greatest, everywhere the gas would leak
through in streams, producing occasionally such phenomena as the
flare I have spoken of in Nos. 2 and 3. For a time the ignited

vapour might, I think, form, as it were, a case for the light

included gas, which would be to all appearance inflated like the
animal figure in No. 6. .Soon, however, the slightly coherent
casing would be burst and the gaseous contents would issue freely

;

the heavier vapours would, ot course, to some extent be carried
off by the gas, but would mainly settle down in small masses.
Such, I think, is the state depicted in the southern protuberance
of No. I.

I would now draw attention to Plate No. I, and the glare and
luminous stratum. If that glare be from sunlight, it must, I

think, be acknowledged that the remaining ray was but small.
The luminous nearly even stratum then is not the sun ; but it is

intensely briglit, so much so, that nowhere is it lost in the solar
glare. Its height is but small (I estimate it at 7,200 miles), and
1 believe it to be the mass of heavy luminous vapours, to whose
elective absorption we owe the Fraunhofer lines in the solar
spectrum. At the north end of this stratum near the Great Horn,
it is broken into beads of light ; + and I am disposed to think

These dimensions refer to the projections on a plane perpendicular to
the visual ray.

t This is the same place where Captain EranfiU saw beads.

these are the verit.xble Baily's beads, of which I have always

felt that the description would be diilicult to apply to sunlight
;

I mean the statement which has been made of the liglit being
silvery, &c. If these beads are really phenomena of the absorb-
ing stratum, one can well understand the itse of such terms.

In an addendum, in which the author's theory is at-

tempted to be maintained, .Major Tennant refers to the
work which has been done in this country between tire

eclipse and the issue of the report. He considers that the

sun is surrounded by an atmosphere sufficiently dense to

reflect the solar light, but it is not explained why a con-

tinuous spectrum and not the solar spectrum is actually

reflected; and that the hydrogen is enveloped in a denser
atmosphere, resisting its diffusion and expansion, but why
the spectrum of this atmosphere is so simple is not

explained.

The author concludes by acknowledging the services

rendered by Mr. De la Rue in the preparation of the

report.

FALL OF A METEORITE
THE Director of the Meteorological Office has for-

warded the following extract from a letter from M.
Coumbary, Director of the Imperial Meteorological Ob-
servatory at Constantinople for publication :

—

Constantinople, 9 mars, 1870
Mon cher Monsieur,—^Je saisis I'occasion qui m'est offerte pour

vous transmettre la communication que vient de nous faire M.
Carabella, Directeur des Affaires Etrangeres du Vilayet de Tri-

poli de Barbara.
" Tripoli, 2 fevrier, 1870

"Le Mutasserif de Mourzouk (Fezzan), latitude 26° N., longi-

tude 12° K. de Paris, nous fait savoir que vers le 25 decembre,
1869, il est tombe i Test de la ville, vers le soir, un immense
globe de feu, mesurant un metre h, pen pr^s de diametre, et qu'au
moment oil il a touche terre il s'en est detache de fortes etin-

celles qui, en se produisant, claquaient comme des coups de
pistolet, et exhalaient une odeur que Ton n'a pas specifiee.

Cet atirolithe est tombe a pen de dist.ance d'un groupe de plu-

sieurs arabes, parmi lesquels se trouvait le Chiuk-el-Veled de
Mourzouk. Ceux-ci en ont ete tellement effrayes qu'ils out im-
mediatement decharge leurs fusils surce monstre incomprehensible.
Son Kxcellence Ali Riza Pacha a ecrit a Mourzouk pour faire

transporter ici Taerolithe ; au cas probable oil il soit trop pesant
on le mettra en pieces ; nous vous enverroKs tout cela. II y a
un mois de voyage d'ici a Mourzouk. Ce n'est done que dans
deux mois a peu pres que nous pourrons vous faire cette expc-
dilion. S'il pent vous etre detjuelque interet de le savoir, je vous
dirai que quelques voyageurs du Waddad que j'interrogeais m'ont
dit que le Sultan du Waddad et tons les grands personnages de
sa cour ont des poignards, des sabres et des lances faits avec du
fer tombe du ciel, et qu'il en tombe de grandes quantites dans
ce pays-la. (Sd.) " L. Carabella "

Je crois devoir vous informer qu'au re9u de cette lettre et a
la suite des demarches necessaires, S.A. le Grand Vizir a bien
voulu faire donner ordre immediatement par telegraphe a Tripoli,

pour que Ton prenne les mesures necessaires afin que ce meteorite

nous parvienne intact.—Recevez, cher monsieur, &c.,

(Sd.) Akistide CoaMBARY

NOTES
On the 5 th of March died at Vienna, Joseph Redtenbacher,

Professor of Chemistry at the University. He was born in iSio,

and studied under Eichig, conjointly with whom he publislied a

determination of the atomic weight of carbon, and several other

memoirs. His principal merit consists in the discovery of

acrolein and acrylic acid. Most of his papers were published

between 1S39 and 1S4S. With his death chemistry in Austria

passes entirely into younger hands ; his colleague, Professor

Sclirober, the discoverer of amorphous phosphorus, having

lately been nominated Master of the Mint, and replaced in

his chair by Illasiwetz. The succession of Redtenbacher will

be divided into two parts, and the buildmg of a new laboratory
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on the largest scale will open a vast field to the activity of

his successors.

The African traveller, Dr. Nachtigal, writing from Mursuk
to the Cologne Gazelle, on the 29th January last, gives some
further particulars relative to the murder of Miss Tinne. He
says that Sultan Omur, of Bomu, has sent a meheri (courier)

to Mursuk, in order to make inquiries respecting the murder.

The deceased lady's effects and servants have at length been

despatched to Tripoli, though the former have not yet arrived.

Vehenouchen, the Tuareg chief, has written to Europe, dis-

claiming all responsibility for the murder, as he had not promised

his protection to Miss Tinne, or urged her to undertake the

journey to Rhat. He is ninety years old, says Dr. Nachtigal,

and has a great reputation for uprightness in his own country,

but on the other hand, it is a fact, that his own nephew, Hadji

el Srhich, who attacked the unfortunate lady and her caravan,

and murdered her after receiving her presents and other marks
of friendship, is still living with Yehenouchen, and that the

latter had directed the Marabout Hadji Ahmed Bu-Slah, who
witnessed the murder without attempting to prevent it, either

by word or deed, to provide Miss Tinne with an escort to

Rhat.

The chair of chemistry at Konigsberg has been accepted by
Dr. Grabe of Leipzig, known through his papers on chinone

and alizarin.

We regret to announce that Professor Magnus of Berlm has

been suffering for several months from a painful disease, which

will, most likely, oblige him to interrupt his lectures for some
time to come.

We learn from the Journal of the Society of Arts that by the

death of Mr. William Gibbs, which took place on the 28th ult.,

the South Kensington Museum acquires the collection of Roman
and Anglo-Saxon antiquities collected by him.

Miss Garrett has been admitted as a member of the medi-

cal staff of the East London Hospital for children, and was

appointed one of the physicians on Wednesday last. This is the

first hospital in Great Britain which has recognised in this man-

ner the female medical movement.

In the 7i/ont/ily A/ieroseofleal Journal (or "Miirch is an obituary

notice by Mr. Joseph Lister, F. R. S., Professor of Clinical

Surgery in the University of Edinburgh, of his father, the late

Mr. J. J. Lister, F.R. S., to whom science is so much indebted for

improvements in the microscope.

There is a project for the establishment of a Scientific

College at Perth, intended to combine, on a small scale, the

advantages of the Ecole des hautes Etudes and JZcole Normals

Suph-ietire of Paris.

The thirty-seventh session of the Congris Scientifique de

France will be held at Moulins in August next.

The Society of Arts Journal reports that an International

Exhibition of Agricultural Machines will be held at Arnheim,

in June, July, and August.

The Scientific American calls attention to an excellent im-

provement applied to the passenger car of the Beach Pneu-

matic Transit Company. The car, in size, is about the same as

an ordinary street car, and a single zircon light illuminates its

interior with brilliancy. Two small cylinders of compressed

oxygen and hydrogen are carried on tlie car, from which pipes

extend to a small burner that supports a piece of zircon, not

more than a quarter of an inch long and one-eighth of an inch

in diameter. Against this little piece of zircon the two gases

impinge, and heat it so intensely as to make it glow with a clear

and steady light. Those who fancy that underground railway

riding in New York is likely to be a dark and dismal affair will

receive new impressions on the subject when they enter the pre-

mises connected with the Broadway tunnel. One of the great

advantages of the zircon light is that it burns like any other

light without requiring adjustment. The light carried on the

car before mentioned, burns steadily for seven hours without
being touched. The zircon pencil lasts for three months, and
is, in effect, the wick of the light.

The annual meeting of the Cotteswold Naturalists' Field
Club was held at Gloucester on Feb. 23rd. It was stated that

the forthcoming volume of the " Transactions" would contain a

mo.st valuable and elaborate paper by Mr. Lucy, F.G.S., which
attempts to unravel the intricate history of the distribution of
the erratic boulders, boulder drift, quaternary gravels, &c., of
the Severn valley, over a given area ; a contribution of the highest

value to science, and one full of facts of the greatest importance,

in elucidating the old physical geography and geology of the

Severn valley since the close of the Pliocene epoch. The Trans-

actions would also contain an admirable paper from the pen of

Dr. Wright, F.R.S.E., on the "Correlation of the Jurassic beds

of France and Switzerland with those of Gloucestershire and
Wilts." These papers, both splendidly illustrated by maps and
woodcuts, many of which were exhibited to the meeting, were
highly eulogised by the president, and referred to as fully main-

taining the already high scientific reputation of |the " Transactions

of the Cotteswold Club." The field meetings for the year

have been fixed to take place at Cirencester, Ross, Pains-

wick Hill, Moreton-in-Marsh, and a "foreign meet" at Watchett
in Somerset, later in the season, if the weather permit.

A S0ME\VH.A.T violent shock of earthquake was felt at Trieste

on the 2Sth of February, at i2'2o p.m. The oscillatory move-
ment from east to west lasted from two to three seconds. The
following day at 8'55 p.m. the motion was repeated with greater

violence. There was a loud rolling noise, and articles of furni-

ture were thrown down in the houses.

Dr. Wilhelm Hamm, ?in official ot the Austrian Ministry of

Agriculture, and well known as author of the "Weinbuch"
(Leipzig, J. Weber), has constructed a Weinkarte, published by
Costenoble, Jena, exhibiting at a glance the topography, clima-

tology, and statistics of wine-growing in Europe and the islands

of the Atlantic. The habitats, climates, and quantities produced;

the various growths and qualities of each ; and the wine mea-
sures, &c., are all indicated in this map.

Sir William Thomson, having had his attention directed

to the very great differences that exist in the conducting

quality of copper wire pi'ofessing to be of the "highest conduc-

tivity," had a large number of specimens carefully tested and
the following are some of the results obtained—the quality is in-

dicated by the resistance of a metre length weighing one gramme.
The best specimen was one supplied by M. Breguet, Paris, of

which the resistance was '153 of an ohm per metre weighing one

gramme. Specimens from English manufacturers varied as fol-

lows :
—

'165, '169, '1711 '178, '206, '213, •221. Seven specimens

labelled "highest conductivity," stood as follows :
—

"156, '182,

201, '205, -223, and -258. As it is to the interest of all scientific

men that the copper wire used in electrical instruments shall be

of the best quality, there should be general co-operation to dis-

courage as much as possible Uie use of inferior copper. Variations

in conductivity like those in the samples of copper mentioned

above would produce instmments varying to the extent of 40
per cent.

The publishers of the Canadian A^altiralist strmounce that the

periodical is in future to appear quarterly instead of six times a

year as heretofore, but the quantity of matter, 4S0 pages, is not

to be diminished. Another and an important particular is,

that " the basis of the magazine has been so extended as to in-

clude a larger field of popular scientific scope than formerly.

Especially with regard to the technology of geological, mining.
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chemical and agricultural science, new materials will be made
available while a general summary of scientific facts and discoveries

will form an important feature." An editorial committee, com-

prising some of the foremost scientific men in Canada, has been

appointed and the publication remains, as before, under the

" auspices " of the Natural History Society of Montreal. The
number just received in this country contains, in addition to a

batcli of articles on different subjects in natural history, one on

the partial eclipse of the sun in August last, as observed at Mont-

real, by Dr. Smallwood.

An interesting report on the ravages of the Borer in Coffee

estates has just been published by George Bidie, M.B., F.R.G.S.

The coffee plant, as is well known, is not indigenous to

Southern India, but was first introduced into India upwards of

two centuries ago, by a Mussulman pilgrim, Bababooden, who
on his return from Mecca brought a few berries in his wallet,

and taking up his abode in the hills of Mysore, planted them

near his tent, and from these the greater portion of the coffee

now growing in Southern India has been derived. It is a

native of Caffa in Southern Abyssinia. It is now largely

cultivated in Mysore, Cuddoor, Coorg, and other parts along

the crests and slopes of the Ghauts. It is a remarkably hardy

plant, thriving at various elevations, and under the most different

conditions of moisture, soil, and temperature. It is, however,

liable to the attacks of certain insects, amongst which the Borer

is the most formidable. This is shown by Dr. Bidie to be

the larva of a beetle belonging to the Cerambycidx, and

termed the Xylotrahiis qiiadrupes. The female lays its eggs

in the bark of the plants, hot sunshine favouring their hatching.

The larva immediately pierces the bark, and derives its

nourishment from the more juicy layers, producing, by the

damage it causes, exhaustion of the tree and loss of the crop.

The whole duration of the life of the animal from the deposi-

tion of the ovum to the death of the beetle does not exceed

twelve months. The animal appears to be indigenous, and

the causes that have led to the great increase in its ravages

during the last few years are drought, want of shade, bad

culture, destruction of forest trees in which the insect used to

live, and departure of some of its enemies.

The following changes are announced in the arrangements of

the staff of St. Bartholomew's Hospital. One assistant-physi-

cian is to have charge of the casualty department ; three casualty

physicians are to act with him ; and one casualty surgeon is to

superintend the surgical side. The house-surgeons will have

charge of casualty patients.

The Geographical Society of St. Petersburg has decided to

send a scientific expedition into Manchouria and Eastern

Mongolia, for the purpose of making archaeological and ethno-

graphical researches in those countries. The expedition is to

start next April, under the direction of the Archimandrite

Palladiy, chief of the Russian mission at Pekin. It is said that

the Emperor has contributed 5,000 roubles towards the ex-

penses of the expedition.

The rainfall of the year ending December 31, 1S69, as taken

in the neighbourhood of Charing Cross, is registered as follows :

—

Height of gauge above ground. Number of inches fallen.

6 leet 23'76o

64 ,, 22 110

Mr. E. \V. Hilgard, in his Geological Reconnaissance of

Louisiana, finds reason for the assumption that "the Gulf coast

has in late quaternary times suffered a depression to the extent

of at least 900 feet—perhaps more—and during the terrace

epoch a contrary motion to the extent of about half that amount."

Elsewhere he remarks, "the age of the great gypsum for-

mation has been the subject of much discussion. It has always

seemed to me that the great extent of the area over which the

cretaceous beds and underlying gypsum are known to be co-

extensive, went far to prove that they belonged substantially to

the same epoch. Whatever weight may attach to this argument

it is greatly enhanced when we find the crystalline limestone and

undei lying gypsum not only reappearing in northern Louisiana,

but actually accompanying each other beneath the waters of the

Gulf of Mexico. AVhether the volcanic agencies which even now
60 frequently disturb that great basin, have been instrumental in

reducing the sulphur, distilling the petroleum and crystallising

the rock salt of southern Louisiana, may be more profitably dis-

cussed when more extensive excavations shall have given us an

opportunity of closer inspection of the facts."

In reference to the electro-deposition of nickel, M. Bouilhet

states that Jacobi published a method of obtaining thick coatings

of nickel by using perfectly neutral solutions. Cosmos points out

that nickel is especially abundant in Spain.

ON THE TEMPERA TURE AND ANIMAL LIFE
OF THE DEEP SEA*

II.

T~\URING the first and second cruises of the Porcnpine, the

temperature of the eastern border of the great North
Atlantic basin was examined at various depths between from

54 to 2,435 fathoms, and in widely different localities, ranging
from lat. 47° to lat. 55°. The bottom-temperature was as-

certained at thirty stations, and serial soundings were taken at

seven stations ; making the total number of observations eighty-

four. (Table II., p. 20.) Amongst all these the coincidence

of temperatures at corresponding depths is extraordinarily close;

the chief diflTerences showing themselves in the temperature of

the surface and of the stratum immediately beneath it. A decided
superheating is observable in this superficial stratum, not extend-

ing to a depth of mucli more than 70 or So fathoms, and more
considerable at the southern than at the northern stations.

Whether this " superheating" is entirely due to the direct influ-

ence of solar heat, or depends in any degree on an extension of
the Gulf Stream as far as the southern part of the area examineil,

is a question which can only be resolved by the determination of
its relative amount at dilferent seasons. Between 100 and 500
fathoms, the rate of decrement is very slow, averaging only about
3^ in the whole, or three-fourths of a degree for every 100 fathoms;
and this body of water has a temperature so much above the
isotherm of the northern stations at which the observations were
made, as decidedly to indicate that it must have found its way
thither from a southern source. Between 500 and 750 fathoms,

however, the rate of decrease becomes much more rapid, the

reduction being 5 '4°, or above 2° per too fathoms; while
between 750 and 1000 fathoms it amounts to 3'I°, bringing

down the temperature at the latter depth to an average of

3S'6''. Beneath this there is still a slow progressive reduction

with increase of depth, the temperature falling a little more
than 2° between 1000 and 2,435 fathoms ; so that at the last-

named depth, the greatest at which it was ascertained, it was
36 '5°.— Thus it is obvious either that the vast body of water occu-

pying the deeper half of the Atlantic basin has been itself derived

from a colder region, or that its temperature has been reduced by
the diffusion through it of frigid water from a Polar source.

The latter supposition best accords with the gradual depression

of temperature exhibited between 500 and 1000 fathoms, which
corresponds with the "stratum of intermixture " of the cold

area.

The temperature soundings recently taken by Commander
Chimmo, R. N., and Lieutenant Johnson, R. N-, at various points

in tlie North Atlantic basin, when the requisite corrections are

applied for the influence of pressure on the bulbs of the unpro-

tected thermometers employed by them, give results which are

remarkably accordant with our own ; so that it may be stated

with confidence that the temperature of the deeper parts of the

North Atlantic sea-board is but a very few degrees above the

freezing-point.

Now a glance at the North Polar region, as laid down either

on a globe, or any projection of which the Pole is the centre,

shows that the Polar basin is so much shut in by the northern

shores of the European, Asiatic, and American continents,

* A Lecture delivered at the Royal Institution (continued from p. 490).
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that its only communication with the North Atlantic basin

—

besides tlie circuitous passages leadhig into Hudson's and
Baftin's Bays— is the space "which intervenes between the
eastern coast of Greenland and the nortli-western portion of the

Scandinavian peninsula. If, therefore, tliere be any such general
interchange of Polar and Equatorial water as that for svhich wehave
argued, the Arctic current must flow through the deeper portions

of this interspace, at tlie north of which lies Spitzbergen, whilst

Iceland and the Faroes lie in the middle of its southerly expanse.
Now in the channel that lies between Greenland and Iceland,

the depth is such as to give a free passage to such a frigid stream
;

but between Iceland and the Faroe Islands there is no depth so

great as 300 fathoms at any part, except in a narrow channel at

the south-east corner of Iceland ; so that an efiectual barrier is

thus interposed to any movement of frigid water at a depth
exceeding this. A similar barrier is presented, not merely by
the plateau on which the British Islands rest, but also by the

bed of the North Sea ; the shallowness of which must give to

such a movement a not less effectual check than would be
afforded by an actual coast-line uniting the Shetland Islands and
Norway. Consequently, it is obvious that a flow of ice-cold

water, at a depth exceeding 300 fathoms from the surface, down
the north-eastern portion of this interspace, can only find its way
southwards through the deeper portion of the channel between
the Faroe and Shetland Islands ; which will turn it into a

W.S.W. direction between the Faroe Islands and the north of

Scotland, and finally discharge such part of it as has not been
neutralised by the opposing stream coming up from the south-

west, into the great North Atlantic basin, where it will meet the

Icelandic and Greenland currents, and unite with them in

diffusing frigid waters through its deeper portion. In thus

spreading itself, however, the frigid water will necessarily

mingle with the mass of warmer water with which it meets, and
win thus have its own temperature raised, whilst lowering the

general temperature of that mass ; and hence it is that we do
not find the temperature of even the greatest depths of the

Atlantic basin nearly so low as that of the comparatively shallow
channel which feeds it with Arctic water.

It may be questioned, however, whether the whole body of

Arctic water that finds its way through tlie channels just indi-

cated, could alone maintain so considerable a reduction in the

temperature of the enormous mass which lies below 1,000

fathoms in the Atlantic basin ; subject as this must be to con-

tinual elevation by the surface-action of the sun on its southern

]>ortion. And as the few reliable observations on deep-sea tem-

jicratures under the equator indicate that even there a temperature

not much above 32° prevails, it seems probable that part of the

cooling effect is due to the extension of a flow of frigid water

from the Antarctic Pole, even north of the Tropic of Cancer.

Of such an extension there is evidence in the temperature-sound-

ings recently taken in H.M.S. Nv'/i-a between Aden and Bonibay,

where the cooling influence could scarcely have been derived

from any other source than the Antarctic area.*

The unrestricted communication which exists between the

Antarctic area and the great Southern ocean-basins would
involve, if the doctrine of a geiieral Oceanic circulation be

admitted, a much more considerable interchange of waters

between the Antarctic and Equatorial areas, than is possible in

the Northern hemisphere. And of such a free interchange there

seems adequate evidence ; for it is well known to navigators that

there is a perceptible *'set"of warm surface-water in all the

Southern oceans towards the Antarctic Pole; this "set" being

so decided in one part of the Southern Indian Ocean, as to be

compared by Captain Maury to the Gulf Stream of the North
Atlantic. t Conversely, it would appear from the application

of the necessary pressure-correction to the temperatures taken

in Sir James Ross's Antarctic expedition, the voyage of the

Venus, &c., at depths greater than 1,000 fathoms, that the

bottom-temperature of the deepest parts of the Southern Oceanic

basin really approaches the freezing-point, or is even below it.

And if the temperature of the deejier portion of the North
Pacific Ocean should be found to exhibit a depression at all

corresponding to that of the North Atlantic, it must be attributed

eniirely to the extension of this Antarctic flow; since the depth

' The lowest temperature actually observed in these soundings was ^Gt".

l"];e temperature of 33^° given in the previous discourse, as existing below
tjcoo fathoms, proves to have been only an estimate formed by Capt. Shonland
under the idea that the rate of reduction observed at smaller depths would
continue uniform to the bottom, which the serial soundings of the Porctiphte

prove to be by no means the case.

t
" Physical Geography of the Sea," §§ 748-750-

of Behring's Strait, as well as its breadth, is so small as to
permit no body of Arctic water to issue through that channel.

If further observations should substantiate the general diffusion

of a temperature not much above the freezing-point over the
deepest portions of the ocean-bed, even in Intertropical reffions,

as a result of a general deep movement of Polar waters towards
the Equator-, forming the complement of the surface-movement
of Equatorial water tow*ds the Poles, it is obvious that such
diffusion must exert a very important influence on the distribution
of animal life; and, in particular, that \\'e may expect to meet
with forms which have hitherto been repirted essentially Arctic,
in the deep seas of even the Intertropical region, and again in

the shallower water of the Antarctic area. Such, there is

strong reason to believe, will prove the case. In his recent
annual address as President of the Royal Society, Sir Edward
Sabine cites observations on this point made by Sir James Ross
in his Antarctic expedition, as confirmatory of the view enter-
tained by that distinguished navigator, "that water of similar
temperature to that of the Arctic and Antarctic seas exists in the
depths of the intermediate ocean, and may have formed a
channel for the dissemination of species." The "similar tem-
perature" believed by Sir James Ross to have had this general
prevalence, seems to have been 39°; whereas the observations
made in the Porcupine expedition distinctly prove that a tempera-
ture even below 30° may be conveyed by Polar streams far into

the temperate zone, and that the general temperature of the
deepest part of the North Atlantic sea-bed has more of a Polar
character than he supposed.

Again, the deep-sea dredgings of the ./^<';vk//«c expedition have
shown that many species of mollusks and Crustacea previously
supposed to be purely Arctic, range southwards in deep water as

far as those dredgings extended— namely, to the northern extre-

mity of the Bay of Biscay ; and it becomes a question of high
interest whether an extension of the same mode of exploration
would not bring them up from the abysses of even intertropical

seas.

Now, as there must have been deep seas at all geological
epochs, and as the physical forces which maintain the oceanic
circulation must have been in operation throughout, though
modified in their local action by the particular distribution of
land and water at each period, it is obvious that the presence of
Arctic types of animal life in any marine formation cannot be
accepted as furnishing evidence per se of the general extension
of glacial action into temperate or tropical regions. How far the
doctrines now current on this point may need to be modified by
the new facts now brought to bear on them, it will be for geo-
logists to determine ; the question may be left in their hands
with full assurance of a candid reception of the fresh evidence
now adduced.

The general results of the dredging operations carried on
during the Porcupine expedition will now be concisely stated.

In the first place they show conclusively that there is no limit

to the depth at which animal life may exist on the ocean-bed
;

and that the types found at even the greatest depths may be not
less elevated in character than those inhabiting shallower waters.

It would even be premature yet to affirm that the higher types
occur in less abundance and variety than at more moderate
depths ; for it is by no means impossible that the use of the im-
proved method of collection devised by Captain Calver, * which
was employed with extraordinary success in the third cruise, may
make as large an addition to our knowledge of the life of the

sea-bottom explored by the dredge in the first and second cruises

of the Porcupine, as it has done in the case of the cold area,

where it revealed the astonishing richness of the bottom, -which

the Lightning dredgings of the previous year had led us to

regard as comparatively barren.

Secondly, they confirm our previous conclusion that tempera-
ture exerts a much greater influence than pressure on the distri-

bution of animal life. Not only have we found the same forms
presenting themselves through an enormous vertical range—no
amount of fluid pressure being incompatible with their existence

—but we have also, by a more complete survey of the relations

of the warm and cold areas, established the very marked differ-

ence between the faunce of two contiguous portions of the sea-

bed lying at the same depth, which was indicated by the Light-

ning dredgings. It is remarkable, however, that this difference

sho»-ed itself more in the crustaceans, echinodenns, sponges,

* This consists in the attachment of "hempen tangles" to the dredging
apparatus, by which the floor of the ocean is s^vcpt as well as scraped. These
tangles often came up loaded, when the dredge was empty.
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and foraminifcra, llian it did in the molliisca, of which a con-

siderable proportion were common to Irath areas. The almn-

dance and variety of animal life on a bottom of which the tem-

perature is at least 2° (Fahr. ) below tlie free/ing-point of fresh

water, is a fact wliich has all the interest of surprise ; and it is

scarcely less remarkable that the forms of molkisks, echinoderms,

and sponges, which seem to be the characteristic inhabitants of

this cold area, should attain a very considerable size. The pre-

cise limitation of the Globigerina-mud and of the vitreous sponges

to the warm area, was a very striking manifestation of the influ-

ence of temperature, and has very important geological bearings.

Thirdly, they have largely added to the number of cases in

which types that had been regarded as characteristic of earlier

geological periods, and to have long since become extinct, prove

to be still existing in the depths of the ocean ; and greatly in-

crease the probability that an extension of the like method of

research to more distant localities would produce even more
remarkable revelations of this character.

The doctrine propounded by Professor Wyville Thompson, in

the report of the Lightning expedition, as to the absolute con-

tinuity of the cretaceous formation with the deposit of globige-

rina-mud at present in progress on the North Atlantic sea-bed,

has received such striking confii-mation from the discovery of

the persistence of numerous cretaceous types, not merely in our
own explorations, but also in those carried on by the United
States Coast Survey in the Gulf of Me.\ico, that it may be fairly

affirmed that the onus probandi rests upon those who assert that

the formation of true chalk has ever been interrupted since the

cretaceous period. That period is usually considered to have
terminated with the elevation of the cretaceous deposits of the

European area into dry land. But according to the accepted
doctrines of geology, it is highly probable that, coincidently with
the elevation of the European area, there was a gradual subsi-

dence of what is now the Atlantic sea-bed ; so that the Globige-

rifiis of the former area, with many accompanying types of
animal life, would progressively spread themselves over the
latter, as its conditions became favouraljle to their existence.

And there seems no reason why they should not have maintained
themselves in its deepest parts, through the comparatively small
changes of level which took place in this portion of the earth's

crust during the Tertiary epoch.
Fourthly, the Porcitpiiic explorations have enormously ex-

tended our knowledge of the British marine fauna ; alike by the
discoveiy of new types, and by the addition of types previously
known only as inhabitants of other localities.—The mollusca
alone have as yet been fully examined ; and Mr. J. Gvvyn Jef-

freys, whose authority upon this part of the subject is not second
to that of any other naturalist, reports as follows:—The total

number of species of marine mollusca enumerated in his recently

completed "British Conchology" (excluding the Nudibranchs)
is 451 ; and to these the Porcupine expedition has added no
fewer than 117, or more than one-fourth. Of these as many as

fifty-six are undescribed, \\'hilst seven were supposed to be ex-

tinct as Tertiary fossils. Sixteen genera, including five which
are undescribed, are new to the British seas. "All that I can
do," he says, " by continual dredgings in comparatively shallow
water during the last sixteen years was to add about eighty spe-
cies to the number described by Forbes and Hanley. I regard
the present (although a large) addition as merely an earnest of
future discoveries. In fact the treasury of the deep is inexhaus-
tible." The complete examination of the Crustacea, which are
in the hands of the Rev. A. M. Norman, and of the annelids,
which have been undertaken by M. Claparede and Dr. Macin-
tosh, will probably yield results scarcely less striking. It is,

however, in the echinoderms and sponges, which are being ex-
amined by Professor Wyville Thomson ; in the stony corals,
which have been referreil to Dr. P. M. Duncan ; and in the
foraminifcra, which constitute the speaker's own speciality, that
the most interesting novelties present themselves.

W. B. Carpenter

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The February number oi \X\s American A'aUiralisl (V6\. iii.

No. 12) contains only three original articles, and of these the first

and most important is really a reprint of Professor Wyman's
observations on the development of the thornback, with a few
introductory remarks on the natural history of the skates, by
Mr. F. W. Putnam. The other two are the continuation of Mr.
J. A. Allen's notes on the rarer birds of Massachusetts, and a

paper on common fresh-water shells, by Mr. E. S. Morse.
Professor Williamson's article on Bathybius is reprinted from
the Populai Science A'e-'ii'o.

A SHORT paper appears in the last number of Troschel's
Archivfiir Naturgescliiclite from the pen of Dr. A. A. Krohn,
on the earliest development of the Botryllus stock, which, as
most of our readers are probably aware, constitutes one of the
Tunicate Molluscs analogous to the misshapen bodies found so
commonly on our sea coasts, and known as " dead men's
fingers." Hitherto certain processes found at the anterior end
of the larva have been regarded as the germs or buds of new
individuals which subsequently become completely differentiated,

but M. Krohn shows that these are clavate processes, constituting

the first rudiments of the blood-vessels which make their appear-
ance soon after the metamorphosis of the larva. After a short
time the vessels begin to branch, each branch terminating in a
dilated coecal enlargement resembling the calyx of the common
Erica tetralix in form, and at this time a round projection appears
on the right side of the body, near the heart, into which a stream
of blood from the mother sets, and having circulated around it

returns to its starting point. It now, curiously enough, begins,
together with the mother animal, to shrink, and finally disappears,
and in its place a daughter Botryllus is developed. The daughter
Botryllus forms two buds, a right and a left, while itself passes
through the same stages as the original mother, becoming also

fluid and disappearing. The two buds of this third generation,
when fully developed, have their cloacal apertures opposed, and
each gives off' two buds which are arranged with the parents in

a circular manner, and these four buds may again give off others,

and so regularly arranged systems of the animals are produced,
the vascular system undergoing corresponding development and
extension. The blood contains colourless corpuscles, and under
certain circumstances a number of dark pigment granules present
in the liodies of the successive generations, on undergoing atrophy
appear to gain entrance into the circulating fluid.

The Reinu des Cours Scientifitpies for the 19th inst. contains a
report [of a lecture by M. Claude Bernard on the history of
medical science and its actual condition ; of one by M. Hamy,
on human remains in the tertiary deposits in America, and on
the theories of multiple centres of creation ; and of one by Dr.
Bertillon on the mortality of different departments of France.

In the just published Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh for the session i868-6g. Professor Allman gives a
description of Rhabdopleura, a new genius of Polyzoa. The
C(xna?ciuni or common stem consists of a branched tube partly
adherent and partly free, the free portion fonning tubes of egress
through which the polypides move in the acts of exsertion and
retraction. In the walls of the adherent portion a rigid chitinous
rod is developed along their attached side, from distance to

distance, each by a flexible cord or funiculus. The polypides are
hippocrepian, and each carries a shield-like process on the
haemal side of its lophophore, external to the tentacular series.

In development the polypide at an early stage is included between
two fleshy plates on the right and left sides respectively, and
which are partially united. For some time the two plates keep
pace with the general development of the bud, but ultimately

they cease to increase in size, and then remain as the shield-

like processes carried by the lophojihoreof the polyzoon. Professor
Allman regards these plates as representing the right and left

lobes of the mouth in a Lamellibranchiate Mollusk, from
which it follows that the relations of the Polyzoa are more
intimate with the Lamellibranchiata than with the Brachiopoda,
with which of late years they have been associated, but whose
mantle lobes lie dorsally and vertically, instead of lying right

and left as in the Lamellibranchiata. The lophophore of the
Polyzoa he considers to have its representative in the labial

palps of the Lamellibranchiata. The animal was obtained by
the Rev. A. Nonnan and Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys in the course of
deep-sea dredging in Shetland.

The Journal of the Chemical Society for February is mainly
occupied by a long paper by Mr. F. A. Abel, entitled " Contribu-
tions to the history of explosive agents," abstracted from the
Philosophical Transactions for 1869. There are also shorter
articles on nontronite, and on a new chromium oxychloride, by
Dr. T. E. Thorpe, and observations on the solution of gases in

water by Dr. Williamson.
The Monthly Microscopical founml for March contains the

President's Address, an obituary notice of the late J. J. Lister,

F. R.S. , and articles on the structure of the stems of the arbor-
escent Z;'rtJ/(7i//(7£-f£<- of the coal measures, by Mr. Carruthers, and
on the mode of examining the microscopic structure of plants.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 10. —The following paper was read :

"On some elementary principles in animal mechanics. No. 3

—

On the muscular forces employed in parturition," by the Rev.

S. Haughton.
March 17.—Papers were readas follows :

— " On the law which
regulates the relative magnitude of the areas of the four orifices

of the heart," by D. H. Davies ; and "On the estimation of

ammonia in atmospheric air," by Mr. H. T. Brown. The
process recommended is by the absorption of the ammonia
by extremely dilute sulphuric acid, and the results obtained

are said to be far more concordant than those procured by
other means.

The Royal Astronomical Society, March 11.—Mr. W.
Lassell, president, in the chair. Sixty-three presents were
announced as having been received since the third meeting, and
the thanks of the society were voted to their respective donors.

A communication from Mr. Marsh was then read, in which that

observer records the position-angles and apparent distances of

the satellites of Uranus. It was ordered that this paper be

printed forthwith.—The next paper was by Lieut. Herschel. In

a letter to his brother, Prof Alexander Herschel, the writer

remarked on certain singular objects seen to traverse the sun's

disc on October 17th and i8th, 1S69. He was about to apply

his spectroscope to the observation of a solar prominence when
his attention was .attracted to certain shadows traversing the disc

of the sun, which became bright streaks when they had passed

beyond it. At first he thought these appearances were due to

sparks in the tube of the telescope, but the phenomenon lasted

too long for this explanation to be available. He next thought

that perhaps a system of meteors might be in transit, and pre-

pared to subject the phenomenon to careful scnitiny. The
equatorial was set in motion, the sun's disc being projected on a

screen. The shadows were seen persistently traversing the solar

disc, but at different velocities, the larger ones travelling most

swiftly. There appeared to be two streams. He noticed that

when the sun was in focus the objects were indistinct, and that

they appeared very distinctly when he focussed on a distant

cloud. At length, while he was attentively scrutinising the

phenomenon he saw one[of the objects come suddenly to a stand-

still, and then whisk off in a different direction; and then he

perceived that the phenomenon he had been examining with

such anxious care was not in reality an astronomical pheno-

menon at all, but consisted merely of a flight of locusts. He
considered, however, that not only w-as the existence of so enor-

mous a swarm of locusts as the duration of the stream indicated,

an interesting fact in itself, but that we might findjin the occurrence

the explanation of many statements which had been made respect-

ing meteors supposed to ha\e transited the sun, and also of some
peculiarities noticed by astronomers in America during the total

eclipse of last year. Mr. Stone said that it was important when
appearances of this sort were noticed that the observer should

examine, as Lieut. Herschel had done, whether the objects seen

in transit required the same focus as the sun. This was the best

way of determinmg whether the olijects were terrestrial or not.

—Capt. Noble communicated three short papers to the society.

The first had reference to occultations of stars by the moon. The
second referred to the visibility of Venus near her inferior con-

junction. He could detect only an arc of light less than a semi-

circle, and saw the body of the planet projected on the sky

beyond, the planet appearing sensibly darker tlian the sky. On
March the 3rd he saw the Zodiacal Light for the first time. He
was struck by the fact that instead of appearing nearly coinci-

dent with the ecliptic, the light seemed inclined at an angle of

about twenty degrees to that circle. It seemed, in fact, almost

perpendicular to the horizon.—Mr. Browning exhibited some
more drawings of Jupiter, remarking on the changes of form and

colour which the belts on the planet had exhibited during the

past few months. The president inquired whether a picture by
Mr. BrOHTiing, in which the equatorial belt appeared twice as

wide as usual, was not slightly exaggerated ; but Mr. Browning
remarked that it presented the planet exactly as he had seen it.

—

Mr. Procter then read a paper entitled " Notes on the Corona and

the Zodiacal Light, with suggestions respecting the modes of

observation to be applied to the Eclipse of next December." He
remarked that if we have in reality sufficient evidence to

determine whether the corona is or not a solar appendage,

it would be a misfortune, and in a sense discreditable, to science,

were the short time at the disposal of observers wasted in

futile observations directed to settle a point determinable before-

hand. He then expressed his conviction that the corona
cannot be a terrestrial phenomenon. He pointed out that the

very blackness of the moon as compared with the corona showed
that the coronal light is behind the moon. The moon is, in fact,

projectetl on the corona as a background, he urged, whereas the
theory that the light is due to atmospheric glare requires that

the corona should be a foreground. But passing over this argu-
ment, which is liable to the fatal objection of being too simple,

he proceeded to inquire whether air which lies between the

observer and the corona is in reality illuminated. He showed
that all round the sun, for a distance of many degrees, there

should be perfect darkness if the illumination of the atmosphere
by direct solar light were in question. As to the atmospheric
glare due to the chromosphere and prominences, he argued that

it must be relatively small because it could bear no higher pro-

portion to the actual light of the chromosphere, than ordinary

atmospheric glare bears to actual sunlight, and we know this

proportion is very small indeed. Again, as to light reflected

from the atmosphere outside the shadow-cone, or from the sur-

face of the earth, he urged that that also must be small, since not
any part of the atmosphere above the observer's horizon was
illuminated by more than a half-sun, while all the parts near the

shadow-cone were in nearly total shadow. But a fatal objection

to the view that the corona could be due to either the glare from
the prominences or to light reflected from the surrounding air

consisted in the fact that such glare ought to cover the moon's
disc. He then referred to a number of observations confirming

the view that the coronal light is not terrestrial ; as the appear-

ance of glare during partial eclipses, this glare always trenchng

on the moon's disc ; the relatively greater darkness of the central

part of the moon's disc in annular eclipses; the visibility of that part

of the moon's disc which lies beyond the sun in partial eclipses, the

limb being seen dark on the background of the sky ; the visibility

of the corona in partial eclipses, even its most distinctive

peculiarities having been recognised when the sun's disc is not

wholly covered ; and several other phenomena. He then ad-

duced evidences to show that a solar appendage which one

would expect to appear during total eclipses, actually does

exist. First the Zodiacal Light shows that the sun is surrounded

by such an appendage. Dr. Balfour Stewart's theory of this

object, however physically sound, was opposed, he urged, by
too many astronomical objections to be accepted for a moment

:

an object which exhibits no appreciable parallax, which rises

and sets as the celestial objects do, and maintains a position in

the heavens having a nearly constant relation to the ecliptic,

cannot by any possibility be due to any peculiarity of the earth's

atmosphere. Then Leverrier has shown that the motion of

Mercury's perihelion indicates the presence of a ring of bodies in

the sun's neighbourhood ; and Mr. Baxendell has drawn a

similar conclusion from the meteorological records of well-

known observatories. Lastly, judging of the meteor systems

according to the laws of probability, we have every reason

to believe that for each one our earth encounters

there must be millions whose perihelia lie within the earth's

orbit. Since the earth encounters fifty-six such systems, it

will be seen how enormous must be the total number.
These should be visible during total eclipses, and since they

would shine in part by reflected light, and in part through

their intrinsic light (for those which come as near the sun as

some comets have been observed to do, must be melted or

even vaporised by the sun's heat) we have an explanation of

the contradictory accounts given by those who have applied

the polariscope and the spectroscope to the solar corona.

Mr. Stone remarked that there ought to be three sets of

observations made with the polariscope next December,
since if there were but two the result would probably be
contradictory, as was the case with regard to the observations

made in India in 1S68, and in America last year. Difl'erent

parts of the corona ought also to be examined.

Zoological Society, March 10.—John Gould, F.R.S., V.P.,

in the chair. The secretary spoke of the additions to the society's

menagerie during the month of Febmaiy, amongst which were
particularly noticed a collared fruit-bat {CynionycUns coUm-is)y

ijorn in the society's monkey-house on the 25th inst., being the

first instance on record of a birth amongst these animals in capti-

vity, and a kangaroo, believed to belong to a new species, for

which the name iMacropus eruhesccus was proposed.— Prof. Flower
exhibited a drawing of a Cetacean animal lalcly cnpturcd ill a
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maclcerel-net off the coast of Cornwall, which he identified with

GhbiocefhalHS rissociniis—z. species hitherto only known to occur

in the Mediterranean. The specimen was stated to be an adult

female, about eleven feet long.— Mr. Sclater gave some addi-

tional details as to the correct locality of Amherst's pheasant

(ThaumaUa Am/ierstiic), in reference to Mr. Swinhoe's commu-
nication on the same subject at the previous meeting.—Prof

Owen read a memoir containing descriptions of various bones of

Aptoniis dcfossor^ A. otidifornis^ Notornis Mantdli and Dinornis

curtus obtained from deposits in different parts of New Zealand,

and forming the fifteenth part of his series of memoirs on the

extinct birds of the genus Dinornis and their allies.—Mr. R.

Swinhoe read three papers on new or little known birds obtained

by him in different parts of the Chinese Empire. The first of

these related to new species obtained during a recent voyage up
the Yangtze, amongst which were species of Plviis, Lanius,

yEgil/ialus, and other genera oi Passe: es. The second contained

supplementary remarks on the pied wag-tails (Molaeiila) of

China, in continuation of a former paper on the same subject.

The third paper contained a notice of the different species of

shore-plovers (^'Eipalitis) found in China, amongst which was a

conspicuous new species obtained on the Yangtze, and proposed

to be called Aigiahtis Ilartingi.—Mr. H. B. Sharpe read the

second of a series of papers on the birds of Angola, containing

an account of collections forwarded from that country by Mr.
Monteiro. Amongst these was a bush-shrike belonging to the

genus Laniarius, supposed to be new, and proposed to be

called Laniarius ATonteiri.—Dr. Giinther read a note on the loca-

lity of the Batrachian recently described by him as Megali^alus

rohiistus, which was stated to be Irom the Seychelles.—Dr.

Giinther read a paper on the genus Frototroctes, which contains

two species of fishes from the fresh waters of Southern Australia

and New Zealand. In general appearance these fishesr esemble

Coregonus, but their internal structure had led Dr. Giinther to

constitute them along with the South American genui Haplochi-

ion, a distinct family, HaplOiJiitouidir^ nhich appeared to be

the representative of the Salmonoid group in the southern hemi-

sphere.—A communication was read from the Rev. O. P. Cam-
bridge, containing descriptions of three new species of the

Arachnida of the genus Idiops, in continuation of a former paper

on the same subject.

Mathematical Society, March lo. — Professor Cayley,

president, in the chair. Mr. E. Bradshaw Smith was elected a

member, and Messrs. A. and \V. M. Ramsay were admitted

into the society. Mr. Tucker (hon. sec.) then read two com-
munications by Mr. Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S.; the one on topo-

graphical geometry, which led to a discussion in which Mr.
Archibald Smith, F. R.S., and the president took part; the

other a note on a case of lluid motion. "In most investigations

of fluid motion we consider the velocity at any point of the fluid

as defined in magnitude and direction- as a function of the co-

ordinates of the point and of the time. \Ye are supposed to be

able to take a momentary glance at the system at any time, and
to observe the velocities, but are not supposed able to keep our

eye on a particular molecule during its motion. This method
therefore properly belongs to the theory of a continuous fluid

alike in all its parts, in which we measure the velocity by the

volume which passes through unit of area rather than by the

distance travelled by a molecule in unit of time. The molecular

theory, as it supposes each molecule to preserve its identity,

requiies for its jieriection a determination of the position of each

molecule at any assigned time. As it is only in certain cases

that our present mathematical resources can effect this, I propose

to point out a very simple case with the results. Let a cylinder

of infinite length and of radius i7 move with its axis parallel to

c, au'-l always passing through the axis of x with a velocity "',

uniform or variable in the direction of x through an infinite

homogeneous incomprehensible perfect fluid." The solution of

the problem involved work hardly suited for the columns of

Natl'RE.—Mr. S. Roberts then discussed the following problem
which occurred in his paper on the pedals of conic sections. If

tw^o circles are given, one of which passes through the centre of

the other, and if a line crjual in length to the radius of the latter

circle moves with an extremity on each, the locus of any point

rigidly connected with the moving line will be composed of a

circle and a bicircular quartic having a finite double point. His
account of the communication closed with a discussion of the

following problem, intimately connected with the subject-matter

of the paper :—Given the paths of t\^o points of an indefinite

plane, moving in plane space, to find the path of an arbitrary

point of the plane. \i F{x,y)=o, (.r, !) = o are the equations

of the given path, we have to eliminate fl from

F(l cos 9 ^ p sin e -H X, / sin 6 - / cos 6 -I- Y) = o
(/ COS fl - </ sin 9 -1- X, / sin 9 -f i^ cos 9 -H ]') = o

The president, Professor Hirst, Mr. Cotterill, and the author,

took part in a discussion on the paper.—Mr. Archibald Smith
then made some remarks on the scale for compensation in the

Irish Land Bill.

M.'iNXHESTER

Philosophical Society, March 8.—Dr. J. P. Joule, presi-

dent, in the chair. Sir James Cockle, President of the Queens-
land Philosophical Society, w-as elected a corresponding member
of the society. A letter was read from Mr. Dancer, on Dr. A.
Ransome's paper " On the Organic i\Iatter of Human Breath."
Mr. E. W. Binney called the attention of the meeting to the fright-

fully high death-rate of Manchester and Salford, wdiich continued
to increase, notwithstanding the appointment of officers of health,

and the doings of the councils of the two towns. A paper was
read, "On the Suspension of a Bail by a Jet of Water," by
Osborne Reynolds, Professor of Engineering, Owens College.

Microscopical and Natural History Section, February 28.—

A

paper was read " On some Shell Deposits at Llandudno," by
Mr. Joseph Sidebotliam.

Physical and Mathematical Section, January 4.—Mr. E. \V.

Binney, president of the Section, in the chair. A paper was
read " On the Rainfall of 1S69, at Old Trafford, Manchester,"
by Mr. G. V. Yernon.
March i.—Mr. E. W. Binney, president of the Section, in the

chair.—A paper was read "On the Results of Rain-gauge and
Anemometer Observations made at Eccles, near Manchester,
during the year 1869," by Mr. Thomas Mackereth.

Hereford
Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club, February 22. —

Annual meeting ; Mr. James Rankin in the chair. After the

usual club business had been transacted, and a committee ap-
pointed to report upon the practicability of establishing a local

museum, the Rev. F. T. Havergal detailed the progress that had
been made with reference to the publication of the Mappa Mundi,
one of the chief curiosities of the Cathedral. It has been satis-

factorily established that the date at which the map was executed
was the very commencement of the fourteenth century. It is

dra\vn in accordance with the prevailing notions of geography at

that period ; the habitable earth is represented as a circular

islaiul with the "ocean-stream" flowing around it. Jerusalem
is placed in the centre. Asia occupies nearly the whole ujiper

{or eastern) half of the circle, while Europe holds the lower
quarter on the left hand, and Africa that on the right. The
Hereford map is distinguished fiom most medi.-cval maps not
only by its great size, but also by its illustrations of objects in

natural history, and its numerous inscriptions. It is proposed to

publish a fac-simile (obtained by photography) in colours, accom-
panied by an exhaustive account of the history of the map, and
of the legends upon it. The price has been limited to .two
gxiineas, and Mr. .Stanford, of 6, Charing Cross, London, has
been empowered to receive orders.—A paper upon the Repro-
ducton of the Mistletoe, by the Rev. R. Blight, was read, and
drawings exhibited which showed the gradual penetration of the

parasite through the bark of the Magnolia in search of the sap.

—

A new Clavis agaricinorum, by Mr. VVorthiiigton Smith, F.L.S.,
was also exhibited. Its principle of classification is based on
the colour of the spores, and the book is divided into sections

respectively coloured wdiite, pink, brown, purple, and black.

In each of these sections the typical forms of the different agarics

are given, and the identification of any species is thus the work
of a moment.—Dr. Bull communicated the discovery of an
Agaric entirely new to Britain, the Cortinarius russus, which
he had met with in several woods near Hereford. He had also

collected specimens of the rare Asarum Europa-um, or Asara-
bacca, near the ruins of Liraebrook Priory, a habitat which con-

firms the belief in its having been a cultivated plant.—At the

evening meeting the President reviewed in his address the pro-

gress of science during the past year, and referred to the contri-

butions made by ditferent members of the club to various

branches of natural history and archceology.—Dr. Bull read an
interesting paper upon Deerfold Forest which, when published,

will form a very valuable addition to the topography of the

county.—The Rev. H. Cooper Key was elected president for the

ensuing year.
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Edinburgh
Edinburgh Botanical Society, January 13. — Mr.

Robert Brown, V. P., in the chair. The following communica-
tions were read :

—

1. "Note on the embryo of j?z«(-«j ara/c-iz/zM." By Professor
Dickson.

2. " Notice of plants collected in Spitzbergen and Nova
Zembla in the summer of 1S69. " By William Livesay.

3. " Notice of some botanical excursions with pupils during
the summer of 1S69." By Professor Balfour.

At the last meeting of the Edinburt;h Botanical Society, Dr.
Balfour stated that during the course of last summer he made
several botanical trips with his pupils, the results of which seemed
not unworthy of notice. On I2fh June, a party visited Manuel,
Woodcockdale, Carriber Glen and Castle, Btiwdenhill, Cockleroy
and Linlithgow. On 19th June, a party visited Denny, and pro-

ceeded up the banks of theCarron as far as theflermitage. On 26th

June, a party of 94 proceeded to Cleghorn, and walked along the

banks of the Mouse as far as Cartland Crags, dividing then into

two parties, one of which visited Stonebyres and the other Corra
Linn. On 3rd July, a party of 50 proceeded by Stirling to Dollar,

and thence to the Ochils. On 17th July, an excursion was
undertaken to Perth and Dimkeld, and some of the party visited

Methvenbog. On 22nd July, a party proceeded by Perth and
Forfar to Kirriemuir, and thence to Clova, and next day visited

Loch Brandy and the mountains above it. In the course of two
days a large number of the rarer alpine plants of Scotland was
gathered, and in all the other excursions many interesting and
rare plants were gathered.

4. " On the botany of the Dominion of Canada and adjacent

parts of Britisli America {Part L, RanunculaiCi^)^ By Professor

Lawson, Dalhousie College, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

5. "On the introduction of Ipecacuanha plant (Cephirlis

Ipecacuanha)." By Mr. M 'Nab.

6. " Notice of Sicana odorif^a^ Naudin [Cucurbita odorifera^

Velloso, Flor. Flura. ") By Senhor Joaquim Correa de Mello,

Campriuas, Province of St. Paulo, Brazil. Communicated by
Mr. Daniel Hanbury.

7. Hints for Collecting Cryptogamia. By Prof Dickie.

8. Miscellaneous communications.

—

Ruscits actdeatus.— Cones

of Abies.

Glasgow
Philosophical Society of Glasgow

—

Chemical Section,

January 31.—Dr. William Wallace, F.R.S.E., F.C.S., vice-

president, in the chair. A paper was read by Mr. John Christie,

on "the history of Madder, the various investigations relating

to its character and composition, and the proposed sources of

Artificial Alizarine." After giving an elaborate account of the

progress of the art of dyeing, by the use of the two madder
plants, Rubia cordifolia, or munjeet, of Bengal, and Rubia ttnc-

loruin of various European countries, the author proceeded to

mention the various persons who had undertaken scientific inves-

tigations with a view to determine the number and nature of the

colouring ingredients of madder-root. He stated that these

investigations commenced about the end of last or beginning of

the present century. Watt, Bartholdi, and Haussmann were
amongst the earliest investigators. Kuhlman, in 1S23, published

a complete approximate analysis of madder. He obtained two

colouring matters, his matiire colorante rouge, and a fawn

colour, which he did not consider worthy of investigation.

Robiquet and Colin published the results of their researches on
Alsace madder in 1S26. The particular colouring matter of

madder they named alizarine, and another body, which they

considered to be a modification of alizarine, they termed purpii-

rine. Gautier de Clanbry and Persoz obtained two colouring

matters in the following year

—

matiire colorante rouge and
viatiere colorante rose. They were the first chemists to prepare

madder extract, ox garancine, a substance which was first manu-
factured largely at Avignon in 1S29. Dr. Schunck obtained no
fewer than seven substances from madder, two of them being

colouring matters, having the composition indicated by the

formulae Ci4lli„04, and C3„H220i„. His results were published

in 184S. Debus, by treating Zealand madder, obtained two
colouring bodies, which he called Lizaric acid and Oxylizaric acid.

Wolff and Strecker obtained alizarine and purpurine ; the latter

they regarded as oxide of alizarine. The author next enlarged

on various series of researches made by Strecker, Schiitzen-

berger, and Lanth, P. and E. Depouilly, Dr. Anderson (Glas-

gow), Rochleder (Prague), and Graebe and Laubermann, which
seemed to indicate an approximation towards the accomplish-

ment of a long-wished-for desire—namely, the production of
artificial alizarine. Anthracene, one of the coal-tar products,
came to be regarded as the starting-point. Graebe and Lauber-
mann obtained a product closely allied to alizarine, and m
December 1868 they obtained provisional protection for their
process in this country. They employed anthracene (Ci4H,„),
converting it into anthrachinon (CijHgO.^) by using bichromate of
potash. They transformed that body into bibromanthrachinon,
(Ci^HjBrjO.^), a substitution product ; and, by subsequent treat-

ment with potash and an acid, they obtained from it a body
which they tenned artificial alizarine. In the course of last

year other patents were secured by Bronner and Gulzkow, of
Frankfort-on-lhe-Maine, and by W. A. Perkins, F. R.S. ; and
recently Messrs. Lucius & Co., of Hoechst, near Frankfort, have
prepared artificial alizarine by a secret. Mr. Christie concluded
his paper by giving an account of numerous investigations

which he had made with commercial artificial alizarine in order
to test its colorific and other properties, and stated his reasons
for regarding the natural and artificial compounds as not being
ideritical. In the discussion which followed, Mr. Hogg and
other speakers mentioned facts in support of the identity of the
two products, one of the facts being that mordanted cliith dyed
with pure artificial alizarine stands soaping better than that dyed
with garancine.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 14.—M. Faye presented a
memoir on the photograj^hic observation of the transits of Venus,
and on an apparatus of M. Laussedat's.—The author noticed the
imperfection of Halley's method of observation, which has
already been recognised by the German astronomers, suggested
the employment of photography as a means of observing the
transit of Venus which will take place in 1S74, and commu-
nicated a letter from M. Laussedat, describing an arrangement
by which photographic observations may be taken.—A letter

from M. Wolf, of Zurich, accompanying a printed memoir, was
read. The author stated that the invention of the bubble-level

was to be ascribed to a Frenchman named Capotos, and sug-

gested that a search should be made in F"rance for documents
relating to this subject, and to some others to which he
referred. — A memoir was read by M. Phillips on the

changes of condition of a mixture of a saturated vapour and of

its liquid, according to an adiabatic line.—A note by M.
Zaliwbki was communicated, on the selection of the bodies

which should be placed in contact with carbon as the positive

pole of a battery. The author stated that these should be
oxydising bodies, and among these such as are impressionable

by light, such as nitric acid and the manganates of potash, seem
to be most efficacious. He described a battery in which the

carbon is impregnated with an ammoniacal solution of chloride

of silver, dried and treated with nitric acid to remove the excess

or ammonia ; with pure water this forms a battery of great

intensity.— M. de Saint-Venant communicated a note by M. F.

Andre, containing an account of experiments on the velocity of

propagation of sound in water in a cast-iron conduit of O'SoM. in

diameter. The authorfound the velocity ofpropagation to be only

897 '80 M. per second—M. H. Sainte-Clair-DeviUe communicated
a second memoir on the " nascent state," in which he discussed the

phenomena obsei-ved when zinc is brought in contact with a

mixture of sulphuric or hydrochloric and nitric acids.—M. E. J.

Maumene read a second memoir on a general theory of chemical

action.— M. Combes presented a note by M. L. Gnmer on the

mechanical properties of phosphuretted steels. The author

referred to the statements of Sir. W. Fairbairn as to Heaton's

steel, and showed by analysis that it contains froin O'0O2 to 0003
of phosphorus. He remarked that the favourable character of

this steel under the ordinary tests was negatived when the test of

a shock was applied to it. M. Boussingault supported the opinions

of M. Gruner.—M. A. Milne-Edwards communicated a note

on the Ornithological fauna of the Bourbonnais during the

middle Tertiary period, in which he stated that the birds of

the Miocene deposits of that district possessed a tropical,

and especially an African character. He noticed remains

of a pan'ot, a trogon, a sand-grouse, a swift of the group

of the Salanganes, a Marabou stork, and a Secretary bird.— M.
Leveille presented a note on the discovery of remains of quater-

nary man in the manufactories of stone implements at Grand-

Pressigny ; and M. Richard noticed the discovery of instruments

of the Stone age in Arabia and Egj'pt. The author stated that

he has found worked stones at the foot of Mount Sinai, near

Cairo, and at Thebes.—M. C. Woestyn presented a memoir on
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the means of destroying the contagious miasmata of hospitals,

upon which MM. Dumas and Bouillaud made some remarks.

—

M. Wurtzpresenteda note by M. Verneuil on the cure of tracumatic

tetanus by chloral.—Several other communications were made
of which the titles only are given.

Berlin

German Chemical Society, March 14.—M, SchuUz-Sellak

has obtained a hijuid modification of sulphuric anhydride, which,

under ordinary circumstances, speedily passes into the solid

form.—M. Tiemann has converted trinitrotoluol into toluylen-

diamide. The same, conjointly with Mr. Judson, has studied

several isomeric dinitrobenzoic acids.—Mr. Genz reported on
some derivatives of xylidine.—Dr. Rudorff showed large crystals

of carbonate of ammonium deposited from coal gas.—M.
Bornemann exhibited glass tubes which had for some months been

exposed to the action of steam under a pressure of eleven atmo-
spheres. The glass showed deep notches and furrows where
acted upon by the steam, but was not attacked in those parts

which had remained immersed in the water of the boiler.—

A

curious transformation of forged iron into large crystals has been
observed by M. Egelts. A cylinder used in a cotton-mill proved

to consist of crystals apparently affecting the form of pentagonic
dodecahedra of two or three millimetres in diameter.— Prof.

Hoppe Seyler reported on the colouring matter of blood. He
has found that haemato-globulin does not pass directly into

hsematine, as has been supposed until now, but that the latter

product derives by oxidation from h^ematochromogen discovered

by the author.—Prof Kekule and Hideck have converted diazo-

amidobenzol into azobenzol.—Dr. Kohler attacked the views

lately published by Wanklyn, on the atomicity of sodium.—Dr.
Schaer reported on the presence of ozone in the fluor spar of

Wolbemdorf, Saxony.

Phil.\delphia

Academy Natural Sciences, January 11.— Professor O. C.

Marsh, of Vale College, exhibited a series of specimens of the

remains of birds from the Cretaceous and Tertiary of the United
States, which showed that this class was well represented during
these periods, although no species have yet been described from
these formations in this country, and none indeed from older

rocks, since it now appears to be well established that the bird-

like footprints in the Connecticut Valley were made by Dino-
saurian reptiles. Among the specimens shown were the remains

of at least five species of Cretaceous birds, although but one or

two species have hitherto been described from strata of this age
in Europe. The present Cretaceous specimens were all found

in the greensand of New Jersey, and with one exception in the

middle marl-bed. They are all .mineralised, and in the same
state of preservation as the bones of extinct reptiles found with

them in these deposits, and hence are readily distinguished irom
the remains of I'ccent birds which have occasionally been found

near the surface in the marl e.xcavations of New Jersey. The
most interesting of the specimens exhibited was the distal portion

of a large and robust tibia, apparently of a swimming bird, about

the size of a goose. It was found in the gi'eensand at Birming-
ham, New Jersey, in the pits of the Pemberton Marl Company.
For this new genus and species Professor Marsh proposed the

name Laornis Edvardsiauus. Two species of small wading
birds, which appear to have been allied to the Curlews, were
also represented each by the distal end of a tibia, and probably
by some other less characteristic portions. The larger of these

species, which was found in the greensand of the middle marl-

bed at Homerstown, New Jersey, was named PahEstringa

/ittoraiis. The smaller species, which was called Paltsstringa

vfius^ was founded on the specimen mentioned by Dr. Morton in

his "Synopsis of Cretaceous Fossils," p. 32, which has since,

however, been generally regarded as a recent species. The
specimen was found in the lowest marl-bed at Arneytown, New
Jersey, and is now in the collection of the Academy. Portions

of the humeri of two small and closely-related species, ap-

parently of the Heron family, were part of the series shown.
They were found deep in the greensand of the middle marl-bed
near Hornerstown, New Jersey, in the pits of the Cream Ridge
Marl Company. For the species thus represented the names
J'tiardc-a elegans and W'tardax a^nis were proposed. The
remains of several species of Tertiary birds were also exhibited
by Professor Marsh. Among these was the lower extremity of
tibia, closely resembling that of some of the Cranes. It was
found in the Miocene o the Niobrara River, by Dr. F. V.

Hayden, and is interesting as the only representative of a fossil

bird yet detected in the Tertiary deposits west of the Mississippi.

This specimen, which belongs to the Academy, indicated a new
species, which was named Grus Haydeni. Another species of
extinct birds was represented by portions of a humerus and
radius, also in the collection of the Academy ; they were found
many years since in the Miocene of Maryland by Mr. T. A.
Conrad. This species, which appears to be closely related to the

Gulls, was named Larus Conradii. Several other interesting

specimens of bird remains were shown, but most of them were
not sufficiently characteristic to admit of determination. With the

exceptions already mentioned, the fossils exhibited belonged to

the museum of Vale College.

DIARY
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Publishers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary
information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors

are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high
character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others
are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whether for pri\'ate study or for school instniction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROV.\L.—POPULAR ASTRONOMY. With Illustrations. By G. B.
AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Si.xlh and cheaper Edition. iSmo. cloth, ^s. 6(/.

This work consists of six lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),
and the principles on which the observations made with these instruments are
treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
System, aud of a few stars, omitting all minuii^ of formulae, and all trouble-
some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct
reference of cvcrj' step to the Obsen'atorj', and the full description of the
methods and instruments of observation.

Extra fcap. 8vo.
,
price 6s. SJ.

FIRST BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY.
By Professor OLIYER. FR.S.. F.L S.. Keeper of the Herbarium and
Library of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Professor of Botany in University
College, London. With numerous Illustrations.

" In nothing Is Prof. Oliver's book more satisfactory than the success with
wiiich, within so small a compass, it illustrates the vast and varied botany of
India. Such a work has long been wanted by amateurs and college pro-
fessors and students in India."

—

Athmtpum.
" Will enable the learner at once to master the elements of his study, and

to apply his new knowledge to a practical examination of the plants and
flowers that meet his eye in any part of India."—Alien's Imiian Mail.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OP ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown 8vo. cloth.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth. 6s. 6ii.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ASTRONOMY.-Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE- qN SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagram of
the Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and Nebulx, and numerous Illustrations. By
J.NORMAN LOCKVER. F.R.S. Fifth Thousand. iSmo. is.6d.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulae : the Pun ; the Solar System : Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions : Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries
are incorporated. Mr. Lockyer's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY, With numerous Illus-

trations. By T H. HUXLEY. F R.S , Professor of Natural History in the
Royal School of Mines. T\\elfth Thousand. i8mo. cloth, ^s. 6d.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the
principles of Human Physiology- ; or the Structure and Functions of the
Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the
Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration : Sources of Loss and of
Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion

;

Sensations and Sensory Organs : the Organ o^ Sight ; the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the
Nervous System and Innervation ; Histology', or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.
The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravings. The manual is

primarily intended to serve as a text-book for teachers and learners in boys'

and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK. M.D. i8mo. is. 6d,

These Questions \\ere drawn up as aids to the Instruction of a class of
young people in Physiology'.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY, With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
iSmo. cloth, ^s. 6d.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's plan of selected Types and by the use of Schedules, The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-
cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe

Plants." A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-
tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. ~ Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHENTISTRY. INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. Ry HENRY ROSCOE. F.RS., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College. Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.
New Edition. Twentv-first Thousand. iSmo. cloth. 4s. 6d.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important
facts and principles of Modem Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the

purpose of facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the

subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-
metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and Improvements, and includes the

most important of the latest discoveries.

VIBRATIONS. With the Mathematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University. Crown Svo. 9^.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the Use of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A., Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Svo. cloth. i2s. 6d,

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a lirief Sketch of the Problem up to the

time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, revised.

Crown Svo. cloth. 5J. &d.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in i86S. With Appendices, Chromo-litho-
graphs. Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 21s. Second
Edition.

Westminster Rei-ieiv.—"The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendered it equally valuable as a text-book fur advanced stu-

dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS, AND THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
By JOHN H. PRATT, MA., Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.
Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The author's chief design in this treatise is to give an answer to the
question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in

a fluid state ?"

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH BAYMA, S..T., Professor of Philosophy,

Stonyhurst College. Demy Svo, cloth. \os. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY. With a collection of Problems. By
C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth. &. 6d.

In this volume, an attempt has been made to produce a treatise on the

Planetary theory, which, being elementary in character, should be so far

complete, as to contain all that is usually required by students in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

The first part of this work consists of an application of the method of th*

variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formulas are applied to the particular case of the

earth.

ON A METHOD OF PREDICTING
BY GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION OCCULTATIONS OF STARS
BY THE MOON, AND SOLAR ECLIPSES, FOR ANY GIVEN
PLACE- Together with more Rigorous Methods of Reduction for the Accu-
rate Calculation of Longitude. By F. C. PENROSE, F.R A.S. With
Charts, Tables, &c. 4to. lis.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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In Fyeparatio7i, I Vol. viedUtm 8vo., wil/i I20 Orig-inal Illustrations and 5 Maps^

SCRAMBLES AMONGST THE ALPS.
BY EDWARD WHYMPER.

This AVoik will contain an account of all the principal Excursions made in the Alps, by the Author, during the years 1860-9

and will include, amongst others, the first ascent of

T.HB MATTERHOR
NOW PUBLISHED FOR THE FIRST TIME.

N,

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL. ILLUSTRATIONS.
Beachy Head.
1 lie Devi! of Notre Dame.
Mules V Men.
A Cure in Difficulties.

At the St. Bernard.
"To Garibaldi !

"

Brian^on.
Portrait of Macdonald.
Mont Peivoux from Mont Dauphin.
The Blanket Bag.
A Pinnacle in Valley of St. Veran.
Mont Peivoux from La Bessce.

In the Val Louise.
The Grand Peivoux.
Crossing Mont Cenis (Old Style)

The Ziyzags of Mont Cenis Road.
The Fell Railroad.
The "Centre Rail" on a Curve.
Section of "Centre Rail."
"Centre Rail" Break.
Sections, S:c., of Mont Ceni^ Tunnel.
Portrait of Jean-Antoine Carrel.

Portrait of J. J. Beiuien.

The Col du Lion (on Matterhorn).
The Matterhorn from Col Thcndide.
Outlines of Matterhorn to show Routes.
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A Cannonade on the Matterhurn.
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Water-worn Gorge.
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32. On the Top of Grand Tournalin.
'33. The Crags of the MatEerhorn in a Storm.
34. Crossing the Channel.

35. Portrait of Michael Croz.

36. The Aguilles d'Arve.
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THE SIZE OF ATOMS
'"P HE idea of an atom has been so constantly associated

with incredible assumptions of infinite strengtli,

absolute rigidity, mystical actions at a distance, and
indivisibility, that chemists and many other reasonable

naturalists of modern times, losing all patience with it,

have dismissed it to the realms of metaphysics, and
made it smaller than " anything we can conceive." But if

atoms are inconceivably small, why are not all chemical

actions infinitely swift ? Chemistry is powerless to deal

with this question, and many others of paramount im-

portance, if barred, by the hardness of its fundamental

assumptions, from contemplating the atom as a real por-

tion of matter occupying a finite space, and forming a

not immeasurably small constituent of any palpable body.

More than thirty years ago naturalists were scared by
a wild proposition of Cauchy's, that the familiar prismatic

colours proved the " sphere of sensible molecular ac-

tion " in transparent liquids and solids to be comparable

with the wave-length of light. The thirty years which

have intervened have only confirmed that proposition.

They have produced a large number of capable judges
;

and it is only incapacity to judge in dynamical questions

that can admit a doubt of the substantial correctness of

Cauchy's conclusion. But the " sphere of molecular

action" conveys no very clear idea to the non-mathe-

matical mind. The idea which it conveys to the mathe-

matical mind is, in my opinion, irredeemably false.

For I have no faith whatever in attractions and repulsions

acting at a distance between centres of force according

to various laws. What Cauchy's mathematics really

proves is this : that in palpably homogeneous bodies such

as glass or water, contiguous portions are not similar

when their dimensions are moderately small fractions of

the wave-length. Thus in water, contiguous cubes, each

of one one-thousandth of a centimetre breadth, are sen-

sibly similar. But contiguous cubes of one ten-millionth

of a centimetre must be very sensibly different. So in a

solid mass of brickwork, two adjacent lengths of 20,000

centimetres each, may contain, one of them nine hundred

and ninety-nine bricks and two half bricks, and the other

one thousand bricks : thus two contiguous cubes of 20,000

centimetres breadth maybe considered as sensibly similar.

But two adjacent lengths of forty centimetres each might

contain, one of them one brick and two half bricks, and

the other two whole bricks ; and contiguous cubes of forty

centimetres would be very sensibly dissimilar. In short,

optical dynamics leaves no alternative but to admit that

the diameter of a molecule, or the distance from the

centre of a molecule to the centre of a contiguous m.ole-

cule in glass, water, or any other of our transparent

liquids and solids, exceeds a ten-thousandth of the wave-

length, or a two-hundred-millionth of a centimetre.

By experiments on the contact electricity of metals

made eight or ten years ago, and described in a letter to

Dr. Joule, which was published in the Proceedings of the

Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, I found

that plates of zinc and copper connected with one another

by a fine wire attract one another, as would similar ijieces

of one metal connected with the two plates of a galvanic

clement, having about threc-ciuarters of the electro-motive

force of a Daniel's element.

Measurements published in the Proceedings of the Royal

Society for l85o showed that the attraction between

parallel plates of one metal held at a distance apart

small in comparison v.ith their diameters, and kept con-

nected with such a galvanic element, would experience an
attraction amounting to two ten-thousand-millionths of a

gramme weight per area of the opposed surfaces equal to

the square of the distance between them. Let a plate of

zinc and a plate of copper, each a centimetre square and a

hundred-thousandth of a centimetre thick, be placed with

a corner of each touching a metal globe of a hundred-

thousandth of a centimetre diameter. Let the plates,

kept thus in metallic communication with one another be

at first wide apart, except at the corners touching the

little globe, and let them then be gradually turned round

till they are parallel and at a distance of a hundred-thou-

sandth of a centimetre asunder. In this position they

will attract one another with a force ecjual in all to two

grammes weight. By abstract dynamics and the theory

of energy, it is readily proved that the work done by the

changing force of attraction during the motion by which

we have supposed this position to be reached, is equal to

that of a constant force of two grammes weight acting

through a space of a hundred-thousandth of a centimetre
;

that is to say, to two hundred-thousandths of a centimetre-

gramme. Now let a second plate of zinc be brought by a

similar process to the other side of the plate of copper ; a

second plate of copper to the remote side of this second

plate of zinc, and so on till a pile is formed consisting of

50,001 plates of zinc and 50,000 plates of copper, sepa-

rated by 100,000 spaces, each plate and each space one

hundred-thousandth of a centimetre thick. The whole

work done by electric attraction in the formation of

this pile is two centimetre-grammes.

The whole mass of metal is eight grammes. Hence
the amount of work is a quarter of a centimetre-gramme

per gramme of metal. Now 4,030 centimetre-grammes

of work, according to Joule's dynamical equivalent of

heat is the amount required to warm a gramme of zinc or

copper by one degree centigrade. Hence the work done

by the electric attraction could warm the substance by

only nrWu of ^ degree. But now let the thickness of

each piece of metal and of each intervening space be a

hundred-millionth of a centimetre instead of a hundred-

thousandth. The work would be increased a millionfold

unless a hundred-millionth of a centimetre approaches

the smallness of a molecule. The heat equivalent v.ould

therefore be enough to raise the temperature of the

material by 62°. This is barely, if at all, admissible,

according to our present knowledge, or, rather, want of

knowledge, regarding the heat of combination of zinc and

copper. But suppose the metal plates and intervening

spaces to be made yet four times thinner, that is to say,

the thickness of each to be four-hundred-millionth of a

centimetre. The work and its heat equivalent will be

increased sixteen-fold. It would therefore be 990 times

as much as that required to warm the mass by 10 cent.,

which is very much more than can possibly be produced

by zinc and copper in entering into molecular combina-

tion. Were there in reality anything like so much heat
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of combination as this, a mixture of zinc and copper

powders would, if melted in any one spot, run togetlier^

generating more tlian heat enough to melt each through-

out ;
just as a large quantity of gunpowder if ignited in

any one spot burns throughout without fresh application

of heat. Hence plates of zinc and copper of a three-

hundred-millionth of a centimetre thick, placed close

together alternately, form a near approximation to a

chemical combination, if indeed such thin plates could be

made without splitting; atoms.

The theory of capillary attraction shows that when a

bubble— a soap-bubble for instance— is blown larger and

larger, work is done by the stretching of a film which

resists extension as if it were an elastic membrane with a

constant contractile force. This contractile force is to be

reckoned as a certain number of units of force per unit

of breadth. Observation of the ascent of water in capil-

lary tubes shows that the contractile force of a thin film of

water is about sixteen milligrammes weight per millimetre

of breadth. Hence the work done in stretching a water

film to any degree of thinness, reckoned in millimetre-

milligrammes, is equal to sixteen times the number of

square millimetres by which the area is augmented, pro-

vided the film is not made so thin that there is any sen-

sible diminution of its contractile force. In an article

" On the Thermal effect of drawing out a Film of

Liquid," published in the Proceedings of the Royal

Society for April 1858, I have proved from the second

law of thermodynamics that about half as much more

energy, in the shape of heat, must be given to the film

to prevent it from sinking in temperature while it is

being drawn out. Hence the intrinsic energy of a mass

of water in the shape of a film kept at constant tempera-

ture increases by twenty-four milligramme-millimetres f .r

every square millimetre added to its area.

Suppose then afilm to be given with a thickness of a milli-

metre, and suppose its area to be augmented ten thousand

and one fold : the work done per square milhmetre of the

original film, that is to say per milligramme of the mass,

would be 240,000 millimetre-milligrammes. The heat

equivalent of this is more than half a degree centigrade of

elevation of temperature of the substance. The thickness

to which the film is reduced on this supposition is very

approximately a ten-thousandth of a millimetre. The
commonest observation on the soap-bubble (which in

contractile force differs no doubt very little from pure

water) shows that there is no sensible diminution of con-

tractile force by reduction of the thickness to the ten-

thousandth of a millimetre ; inasmuch as the thickness

which gives the first maximum biightness round the

black spot seen where the bubble is thinnest, is only about

an eight-thousandth of a millimetre.

The very moderate amount of work shown in the pre-

ceding estimates is quite consistent with this deduction.

But suppose now the film to be further stretched, until its

thickness is reduced to a twenty-millionth of a millimetre.

The work spent in doing this is two thous.and times more
than that which we have just calculated. The heat

equivalent is 1,130 times the quantity required to raise

the temperature of the liquid by one degree centigrade.

This is far more than we can admit as a possible amount
of work done in the extension of a liquid film, A smaller

amount of work spent on the liquid would convert it into

vapour at ordinary atmospheric pressure. The conclusion

is unavoidable, that a water-film falls oft" greatly in its

contractile force before it is reduced to a thickness of

a twenty-millionth of a millimetre. It is scarcely pos-

sible, upon any conceivable molecular theory, that there

can be any considerable falling off in the contractile force

as long as there are several molecules in the thickness.

It is therefore probable that there are not several mole-

cules in a thickness of a twenty-millionth of a millimetre

of water.

The kinetic theory of gases suggested a hundred

years ago by Daniel Bernouilli has, during the last

quarter of a century, been worked out by Herapath,

Joule, Clausius, and Maxwell, to so great perfection that

we now find in it satisfactory explanations of all non-

chemical properties of gases. However difficult it may
be even to imagine what kind of thing the molecule is,

we may regard it as an established truth of science that a

gas consists of moving molecules disturbed from recti-

lineal paths and constant velocities by collisions or mutual

influences, so rare that the mean length of proximately

rectilineal portions of the path of each molecule is many
times greater than the average distance from the centre

of each molecule to the centre of the molecule nearest it at

any time. If, for a moment, we suppose the molecules to be

hard elastic globes all of one size, influencing one another

only through actual contact, we have for each molecule

simply a zigzag path composed of rectilineal portions, with

abrupt changes of direction. On this supposition Clausius

proves, by a simple application of the calculus of proba-

bilities, that the average length of the free path of a

particle from collision to collision bears to the diarrieter

of each globe, the ratio of the whole space in which the

globes move, to eight times the sum of the volumes of the

globes. It follows that the number of the globes in unit

volume is equal to the square of this ratio divided by

the volume of a sphere whose radius is equal to that

average length of free path. But we cannot believe

that the individual molecules of gases in general, or

even of any one gas, are hard elastic globes. Any two

of the moving particles or molecules must act upon
one another somehow, so that when they pass very

near one another they shall produce considerable de-

flexion of the path and change in the velocity of each.

This mutual action (called force) is different at dif-

ferent distances, and must vary, according to varia-

tions of the distance, so as to fulfil some definite

law. If the particles were hard elastic globes acting

upon one another only by contact, the law of force

would be—zero force when the distance from centre to

centre exceeds the sum of the radii, and infinite repul-

sion for any distance less than the sum of the radii.

This hypothesis, with its "hard and fast" demarcation

between no force and infinite force, seems to require

mitigation. Without entering on the theory of vortex

atoms at present, I may at least say that soft elastic

solids, not necessarily globular, are more promising than

infinitely hard elastic globes. And, happily, we are not

left merely to our fancy as to what we are to accept

for probable in respect to the law of force. If the par-

ticles were hard elastic globes, the average time from
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collision to collision would be inversely as the average

velocity of the particles. But Maxwell's experiments

on the variation of the viscosities of gases with change

of temperature prove that the mean time from col-

Usion to collision is independent of the velocity, if we
give the name collision to those mutual actions

only which produce something more than a certain

specified degree of deflection of the line of motion. This

law could be fulfilled by soft elastic particles (globular or

not globular) ; but, as we have seen, not by hard elastic

globes. Such details, however, are beyond the scope of

our present argument. What we want now is rough

approximations to absolute values, whether of time or

space or mass—not dehcate differential results. By Joule,

Maxwell, and Clausius we know that the average velocity

of the molecules of oxygen or nitrogen or common air, at

ordinary atmospheric temperature and pressure, is about

50,000 centimetres per second, and the average time from

collision to collision a five-thousand-millionth of a second.

Hence the average length of path of each molecule

beween collisions is about xa^Xirm o^ "^ centimetre. Now,
having left the idea of hard globes, according to which

the dimensions of a molecule and the distinction between

collision and no collision are perfectly sharp, something of

apparent circumlocution must take the place of these

simple terms.

First, it is to be remarked that two molecules in col-

lision will exercise a mutual repulsion in virtue of which
the distance between their centres, after being diminished

to a minimimi, will begin to increase as the molecules

leave one another. This minimum distance would be

equal to the sum of the radii, if the molecules were infi-

nitely hard elastic spheres ; but in reality we must sup-

pose it to be very different in different collisions. Con-

sidering only the case of equal molecules, we might, then,

define the radius of a molecule as half the average shortest

distance reached in a vast number of collisions. The
definition I adopt for the present is not precisely this,

but is chosen so as to make as simple as possible the

statement I have to make of a combination of the results

of Clausius and Maxwell. Having defined the radius of

a gaseous molecule, I call the double of the radius the

diameter ; and the volume of a globe of the same radius

or diameter I call the volume of the molecule.

The experiments of Cagniard de la Tour, Faraday

Regnault, and Andrews, on the condensation of gases do

not allow us to believe that any of the ordinary gases

could be made forty thousand times denser than at ordi-

nary atmospheric pressure and temperature, without re-

ducing the whole volume to something less than the sum
of the volume of the gaseous molecules, as now defined.

Hence, according to the grand theorem of Clausius

quoted above, the average length of path from collision to

collision cannot be more than five thousand times the

diameter of the gaseous molecule ; and the number of

molecules in unit of volume cannot exceed 25,000,000

divided by the volume of a globe whose radius is that

average length of path. Taking now the preceding esti-

mate, iir!7\[(ny of a centimetre, for the average length of

path from collision to collision, we conclude that the

diameter of the gaseous molecule cannot be less than

•so oo^DOTrg "f ^ centimetre ; nor the number of molecules

in a cubic centimetre of the gas (at ordinary density)

greater than 6x 10=' (or six thousand million million

million).

The densities of known liquids and solids arc from five

hundred to sixteen thousand times that of atmospheric air

at ordinary pressure and temperature ; and, therefore, the

number of molecules in a cubic centimetre may be from

3 X lo--' to 10°'' (that is, from three million million mil-

lion million to a hundred million million million million).

From this (if we assume for a moment a cubic arrange-

ment of molecules), the distance from centre to nearest

centre in solids and liquids may be estimated at from

iToUooouo to

The four lines of argument which I have now indicated,

lead all to substantially the same estimate of the dimen-

sions of molecular structure. Jointly they establish with

what we cannot but regard as a very high degree of pro-

bability the conclusion that, in any ordinary liquid, trans-

parent solid, or seemingly opaque solid, the mean distance

between the centres of contiguous molecules is less than

the hundred-millionth, and greater than the two thousand-

millionth of a centimetre.

To form some conception of the degree of coarse-

grainedness indicated by this conclusion, imagine a rain

drop, or a globe of glass as large as a pea, to be magnified

up to the size of the earth, each constituent molecule

being magnified in the same proportion. The magnified

structure would be coarser grained than a heap of small

shot, but probably less coarse grained than a heap of

cricket-balls. W. T.

FRESENIUS'S ANALYSIS
Qualitative Chemical Analysis. By Dr. C. Remigius

Fresenius. Seventh Edition. Edited by Arthur
Vacher. 8vo., pp. viii. and 264. (London : Churchill,

1869.)

Quantitative Chemical Analysis. By Dr. C. Remigius
Fresenius. 'Fifth edition. Edited by Arthur Vacher.
8vo., pp. viii. and 377. (London : Churchill, 1870.)

Anleitung ziir qualitativen chemischeu Analyse. By
Dr. C. Remigius Fresenius. Svo., pp. xii. and 240, with

43 woodcuts; price 4^-. (Brunswick, 1869. London:
Williams and Norgate.)

In no branch of chemistry, perhaps, has more useful pro-

gress been made of late years than in analysis. The other

departments of the science, technical and organic che-

mistry, for instance, have been cultivated with assiduity and
even ostentation ; while the study of analysis, invaluable

and necessai-y as it is, has been comparatively neglected

as humble and unadorned. Much of this apathy has no
doubt arisen from the mechanical nature of the task of

analytical discovery', which commonly requires a greater

share of industry than intellectual effort. The gradual

introduction of refined physical methods has, however,

commenced, and will no doubt complete an entire change

in the aspect of this subject.

Chemists will not need to be reminded of the obligations

they owe to Fresenius, whose analytical manuals are

deservedly known, and in common use in almost every

laboratory. The enormous amount of special results they

contain is hardly conceivable to an outsider, who will not

readily appreciate the respect paid to them by grateful
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prp.ctitionci's. The thirteenth edition (of which the first

instalment has just reached us) has been retouched and

improved, and is in every way worthy of the confidence of

chemists. Its appearance has, however, suggested to us

some reflections which might, not improbably, be carried

out vv-ith advantage. Few readers will fail to observe that

the dimensions of the book and the subject have both

increased, and at a rate that will necessitate a remedy in

the course of a few years. Possibly it may be agreed that,

in addressing a single book to four kinds of students,

ihe author has performed a somewhat superfluous task

for three of them. Those who arc engaged in phar-

macy, the arts, manufactures, and agriculture, will all find

here much more than they respectively require. The in-

convenience obviously admits of easy removal ; each class

ought to have a handbook suited to its own peculiar

demands, and to those alone. The mere economy of time

thus effected would be an additional recommendation to

such a step, ^^oreover, it would allow of altering, for the

sake of the purely chemical student, the entire system of

nomenclature and notation. These admittedly belong to

a period that has passed away ; and their presence in the

book rmlversally interferes much with its proper utility

in the laboratory. The apology in the preface will

hardly be accepted by teachers ; neither can we suppose

that the author, if writing specially, would say of chemistry

that it is " the science which acquaints us with the sub-

stances of which our earth consists, their composition

and decomposition, and mutual deportment generally."

It is time that this barren and lifeless definition

ceased to be adopted by every instructor. There is,

indeed, a quaint medieval tone about the whole of

the book.

The historical reader will notice under the section

devoted to " Operations," titles and processes and expla-

nations that abound as wc trace our steps backwards from

Thdnard. The practical investigator might regret the

emission of Bunsen's method of filtration, of argentic

sidphate as a common impurity in the nitrate, of the

formation of Claudet's body as a test for cobalt. We see

a condenser figured which could not easily be used

v.-ith a continuous stream of water, and has been long

abandoned in laboratories. Again, hydric nitrate is

said to be purified by distilling at the temperature of

ebullition ; which docs not, however, occur unless under

that point. We may, nevertheless, assure the experi-

menter that he will not find in Dr. Fresenius's work more

than a few errors of the kind which aftect him. There is

evidence throughout it of accumulated care and fore-

thought, and the writer's clear exposition and systematic

procedure are a proof both of unsparing labour and severe

economy.

The author's two German treatises have hitherto been

presented to the English student in the form of transla-

tions, which portrayed the characteristic features of the

originals with satisfactory fidelity. But, for the reasons

we have already intimated, there has been a general desire

for such changes as would make each of these volumes a

handy laboratory book. Mr. Vacher has boldly taken

upon himself this task of dual reform, having " specially

striven to meet the present wants of English students."

He has no doubt succeeded in making two thoroughly

English books, which will be most valuable to students
;

but they can no longer be legitimately termed editions of

Fresenius, which they resemble only as a pen-and-ink

sketch resembles a perfect picture. That the editor him-

self is to a certain extent conscious of this is tolerably

apparent from the following passages, which are too im-

portant to be left unnoticed :

—" The present edition has

been entirely re-writtcn and much condensed. . . . The
metals have been grouped anew, and the old grouping of

the acids has been abandoned. . . . The processes have

been made as far as possible complete in themselves, so

as to obviate constant reference to different pages of the

book. Several new figures have been added, and the

number of tables has been increased. I have endeavoured

to render the arrangement as simple as possible " (pre-

face to "Quantitative Analysis"). And again, "The
language has been condensed, the notation and nomen-

clature have been modernised, the arrangement has been

simplified. The consideration of rare inorganic bodies

and of organic has been deferred to the latter part of the

volimie, where a section has been devoted to each. . . >

The cause of analysis has been simplified in description,

and the preliminary examination has been curtailed. . . .

All the facts and, except in one or two trivial instances,

all the processes given in this edition have the authority

of Fresenius, but the principal changes in the arrange-

ment have been made on my own responsibility" (preface

to the " Qualitative Analysis "). Editions for which the

editor is thus far responsible, while the reputed author is

responsible for a part only of the facts (not the whole of

them, as INIr. Vacher states), ought not to bear Fresenius's

name in any other than a subordinate manner, all these

works are, in reality, outlines of analytical chemistry on

the basis of Fresenius.

Mr. Vacher has, on the whole, ho\ve\'er, carried out

successfully the various changes he had in view. The
adoption of the prevailing notation is in itself an improve-

ment, teachers having hitherto been compelled to use one

interpretation for symbols in the lecture-room, and another

in the laboratory. He has not, however, quite so well

fulfilled his promise as to the nomenclature, which is still

unsystematic, and therefore misleading. For example, at

p. 3 (" Quantitative Analysis") we find calciiun chloride, at

p. 27 carbonate of calcium ; at p. /\.oferrous sulphide, at

p. 42 sulphide of viaiiganese, at p. ipferric oxide, at p. 44
alumina. At p. 54 the word " acid" undergoes a very

sudden transformation ;
" Ignited titanic acid does not

dissolve in hydrochloric acid.'' These instances of haste,

of which there arc not a few, ought to be removed from

the next edition.

It seems hardly probable that these large analytical

treatises will be perfectly available for the use of students

until they are divided into separate works. Subjects such

as water analysis, manure analysis, volumetric analysis,

assaying, &c., require, as we have said, a separate treat-

ment. Mere condensation, however ably performed, will

not accomplish a widely useful end. Mr. Vacher, never-

theless, deserves much credit for a hazardous experiment,

which, though not altogether unimpeachable, is a real

service to chemistry.

Our general impression of analysis is, that, both in

point of scientific form and literary expression, it needs

a strong stimulus from other quarters.
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OUR BOOK SHELF
The Literature and Curiosities of Dreams. A common-

place Book of Specuiations, concerning the mystery
of Dreams and Visions, records of Curious and
well-authenticated Dreams, and Notes on the various

modes of Interpretation adopted in Ancient and
Modern Times. By Frank Seafield, IM.A. 2nd. Ed.
Revised; pp. 518. (London: Lockwood and Co.

1S69.)

In this book the author has gathered together almost
every kind of information on the subject of which it treats.

The compilation of it has doubtless been a labour of love,

and the author's great object has been to select, from all

sources, whatever is most char.acteristic of his opinions
which have been held on the subject of Dreams, and also

all the best examples upon which these opinions have been
founded. He tells us that no amount of research lias

been considered irksome or irrelevant, so that, in his

opinion, " there is nothing extant in the way of dream-
speculation or anecdote which is not fairly and impar-
tially represented." The book is, in fact, a rich and
methodically arranged storehouse of dreams and of

opinions thereon, which will be valued by many who are
merely curious, as well as by those who are more seriously

interested about their causes and phenomena. It is likely

to serve as a book of reference, or as one which may be
had recourse to in spare half-hours, rather than as a work
which will be taken up to be at once read and mastered.

Untersuchungcii iiber Psycliologie. Anmeykungeii ^«
Robert Ziviinermann's " Phtlosophische Propiideuti/c."

Alit R'ucksicht auf Hcrbart, J. H. v. Fichte, Ulrici,

Fechner, Lindner, Drbal, Fliiget, Naldowsky, Lange,
Darwin, C. Vogt, L . Biichner, Moleschott, Lotze, Hoppc,
u.s.w. Von Dr. F. A. v. Hartsen. (Leipzig, 1869.)

Untersuchungen iiber Logik. Mit Riicksicht auf Apelt,
Bolzaus, Drbal, Gratry, Kuno Fischer, Hegel,
Herbart, Kant, lilaudsley, f. Stuart Mill, Striiin-

pell, W. Scliuppe, Treiidenburi^lt, Ueberweg,
R. Ziinmci-mann, u.s.w. Von Dr. F. A. v. Hartsen.
(Leipzig, 1869.)

These publications by Dr. Hartsen are somewhat discur-

sive criticisms of disputed matters in psychology and
logic, and of the opinions of the diflerent authorities whose
names are mentioned on the title-pages. Neither of them
lays claim to give a systematic account of the subject

with which it deals, and both of them have the character

of critical articles suited to a review, rather than of

treatises. The "Psychological Inquiries" consist entirely

of discussions upon Zimmermann's " Empirical Psycho-
logy," paragraph by paragraph, references being made to

the numbered paragraphs in the original work. It will be
obvious that this plan of procedure is rather trying to the

reader who is obliged to guess from the critical observa-

tions at the nature of the opinions that are in question,

and whose interest is not easily kept up in so desultory a

disquisition. Nevertheless, if he is content to persevere,

he will meet with much that is suggestive and instructive.

The "Logical Incjuiries," though not systematic and com-
plete, will in like manner repay perusal ; they are contri-

butions to the foundation of a system of scientific logic.

Kurscs LehrbucJi der Physiologie des Menschen. Von
Dr. E. Larisch. (Marburg : Oscar Ehrhardt. Lon-
don : Williams and Norgate.)

This is very similar to Budge's little work, but smaller,

and written in more of a narrative style. It therefore

contains less matter, and this is especially the case in the

part relating to the nervous system. Dr. Larisch has not

the scientific eminence of Prof. Budge, and therefore

speaks with less authority ; on the other hand, he is free

from the temptation of attaching too much importance to

his own researches and views.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ 77(1? Editor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed
by his Correspondents. No notice is taken of anonymous
communications. ]

Formation of Ground Ice

I THINK the enclosed letter contains as good a description of
the foimation of ground ice as I have hitherto seen ; I tlierefore

send it to you, thinking it of suflicient interest to appear in
Nature. John Tyndall

R0y.1l Institution, March 27

To Professor Tyxdall
I li.ive been engaged since September last in making a survey

for the Intercolonial railway, up the v.rlley of the JLitapediac, a
stream about two hundred feet in widtli and four or five feet in

depth, wdiich discharges into the Restijinclie river, about twenty
miles above the head of the Bale des Chaleiues.

The Matapediac, which is fed by large fresli water springs,

runs over a roclcy bottom covered with loose stones, ranging in

size from coarse gravel to boulders as large as a hogshead, and
the average current is about four miles an liour.

Early in November last the temperature went down in one
night to I2°F., and on going out of camp the following morning
I noticed large quantities of what appeared to be snow saturated
with water floating down tire stream, but not a particle of snow
had fallen near us or for many miles round, as far as I could see
by the mountain tops, nor had any ice formed on the surface of
the river.

The water opposite where I stood was about six feet deep, and
perfectly clear, so that I could see every stone on the bottom,
and with the exception of the floating slusli, tlie river was as it

had been the previous day when the temperature was about
50° F. ; I got into a canoe and paddled with the current for

half a mile or so, and in shooting some small rapids, where the

water in places was not more tlian two or three feet deep, I

noticed on the bottom, masses of the slush clustered round and
between the boulders, and a slight touch with the paddle was
sufficient to free these clusters, when they rose to the surface, and
were carried away by the current. I continued down the stream
for three or four miles, and noticed the same thing in every rajiid,

wliere the water was shallow and ruffled by stones at the bottom.
Tlie buoyancy of this slush was such that when detached from

the bottom it rose so rapidly as to force itself well out of the
water, and then floated off about half submerged.

I watched this forming of slush for many days, and in several

cases found small stones imbedded in the floating slush, having
been torn from the bottom when the buoyancy of the slusli, aided
by the running water, caused it to rise.

The temperature continued getting lower daily, and the slush
in the rapids formed more rapidly than it was carried away, so
much so that a bar or dam was formed across the river at

each rapid, backing up the water in some cases five and six feet,

when it generally found an outlet over the adjoining land, and
into Its natural bed again, or the head of water became sufficient

to tear away the obstruction, which by this time had become
a solid frozen mass.

All this time, no properly crystallised ice had formed on the
surface of the river, the current being too rapid, but the slush or
"anchor ice" as the trappers call it, was forming in deeper
water than it had formed in before, indeed all over the river

bottom, and was rising and floating away as I have already
described, Eventually the temperature got down to two and
three tlegrees below zei'O, when the river sitrface began to freeze

in the eddies and along the edges, and the open water space be-
came narrower every day, and w.as filled with floating "anchor
ice " and detached masses of solid lee, which here and thei^e be-

came jammed and frozen together, so as to form ice-bridges on
which we could cross.

These Ice-bridges served as booms to stop much of the floating

ice, which froze solid the moment it came to rest ; ami In this

manner the river at last became completely frozen over for about
forty miles of Its length, but not until after we had experienced

five weeks of steady cold, witli tlie tliermometer never above
-t-

12° F., and frequently down to - 16° F.

It is just possible that what I have endeavoured to describe may
suggest something to you, or it may be an old story ; if so, please

pardon the intrusion. W. G. TilOMl'SON
Dalhousle, N. B., FelMuary 18
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Prismatic Ice— Sandstone Boulder in Granite

Walking over tlie Rough Tors oi Dartmoor a few clays

since in company with a friend, Mr. Waller Morrison, M.P.,

we observed two phenomena which it appears to us should be re-

corded, since if they have been met with before, we believe

thac the occurrence of either is infrequent.

In a small roadside quarry, most probably excavated fur the

purpose of obtaining stones for metalling the road, we observed

some granite undergoing the process of decomposition. The
stratification of the superincumbent mass struck us as being

peculiar, and we entered the quarry to examine it.

The near examination exhibited to us that the surface of tlie

granite had been elevated to the extent of an inch and a half

from the rock by means of ice. The whole of the ice, which

formed a very extensive bed, was made up of a series of small

needle-like prisms, which stood upon their end like minute basaltic

columns. These prisms were all perpendicular to the surface of

the rock on which they stood ; tliat is, those that were situated

on the side of the quarry projected horizontally, while those

at our feet stood in a position vertical to the floor. These

latter, instead of being on a rock, were upon the surface of

granitic gravel, the debris of the surrounding rocks. And
in the same manner as the ice mass had forced out the sur-

face of rock at the sides of the quarry, it had raised up the entire

surface of the gravel ; and this so completely, that we only

observed it in consequence of examining it for comparison, since

the ice was strong enough to bear our weight when not in-

creased by irregular motion.

It was to us new and interesting to find the ice assuming

this basaltic form, and occupying tlie position in which
we found it, in relation to the rock and gravel over which

Debris on the surface of the b Cr>stalline ice.

r. Surface of rock.

it lay. Water in freezing will put on almost any description

of crystalline appearance ; there is no reason then why up-

right needle-like prisms may not be as frequent as any other,

but that it should put on this form in this position can only

be explained when we know how the water that formed the

ice got to that position. In trying to obtain this information,

we observed that the lines of the stratification in the softer parts

corresponded above and below the ice, and that those on the

surface of the ice agreed with those at the base. This would
demonstrate that the water did not arrive in that position as

water flows over the surface of the rock. Had that been the

case, the outer crust would, if it had not fallen off, have been
mo\'ed a degree lower, which would have coincided with tlie spot

at the base from which it was removed. The only way in which,

therefore, the formation of the ice appears possible, consistently

with existing facts, is by the water having percolated through the

decomposing granite rock. There, oozing gradually, it only froze

when it came to the surface, while the ^s'eight of water behind had
power to lift off the external crust of rock. This again was
forced outward by the water still pressing behind, the whole
freezing only when it passed out through the rock. One and, I

must admit, a strong objection to this idea lies in the circum-
stance that the gravel at the bottom of the quarry was elevated in

the same manner ; there cannot have been at the bottom of the
quarry a weight of water from behind pressing the basaltic prisms
outward. Whatever may be the cause of the phenomenon, there

can be no doubt but that it must be an immensely powerful
agent in the disintegration of rocks.*

The second feature that appears to be worthy of being recorded
is that of a water-worn sandstone pebble imbedded in a mass of
granite. On the summit of the hill near Warren Tor, we came
upon the remains of a cairn, most of the stones of which had been
carted away, apparently for the purpose of being built into a

house that has recently been erected near it. The stones

generally consisted, like those common to all the cairns of the
moor, of angular pieces of granite of irregular shape and size, but
mostly of such proportions as could be conveniently conveyed by
hand. Lying near what appeared to liave been the centre of the

cairn were two other slabs of granite of much larger proportions.

These were about four feet long by two and a half broad, and
from eight to twelve inches thick, and appeared to us to have been
the remains of the kistvaen, over which the stones were heaped.
In one of these granite slabs my companion pointed out to me
the presence of a large water-worn boulder pebble of sandstone.

The pebble was about ten inches long by five wide at its longest

and broadest diameters. It projected from the surface of the granite

some two inches, or thereabout, but the form of the stone was
suggestive of the larger part being still imbedded in the granite.

The stone narrows somewhat towards one extremity, and at that

extremity it is cracked across. The jiebble is of blue sandstone,

smooth but not polished on the surface, and at its contact with
the granite exhibits no alteration of character.

The granite is of the grey colour that is so common on Dart-
moor. It is of a coarse quality, containing numerous large

crystals of felspar, locally known by the name of horses' teeth.

The granite generally appears as if it had been deposited round
the pebble, the crystalline character taking a bend somewhat
conformable to the curves of the pebble.

The original rock from which the pebble was derived it is

difficult to determine. In its general appearance the pebble

bears a resemblance to those found on the pebbieridge of Northam
Burrows, in North Devon. Unfortunately the granite slab itself

is not in its natural bed. But since it forms part of an ancient

monumental erection, and was placed in its present position long
before the period when the transition of heavy weights could be
easily accomplished, it is more than probable that the slab was
procured from the neighbouring Tor.

The surface of the granite slab is very clean, being free from
lichen and dendrital growths. But that it was weather-worn
before it was placed in its present position, I think that there can
be little doubt. Had it been artificially split, supposing that our
ancient people had the knowledge and skill to have split the

rock, they could not have done so without breaking the pebble
as well.

Mr. Sorby demonstrated some five or six years since the pre-

sence of water in tlie hollows existing in crystals in granite, and
thus came to the conclusion that granite must have been formed
under a heat of less than 500 degrees. This heat is still, it ap-

pears to me, sufficient to convert all the water upon the surface

of the earth into steam. But the rounded and smoothed cha-

racter of the pebble of which we are speaking is evidence that

water was present in its liquid state when it was rubbed into its

present rounded form. It also demonstrates that the pebble was
in existence as a hard rock before the granite was formed. Thus
it would seem clear that when this granite was formed, the tem-
perature of the earth must have cooled down to below the boiling

point of water.

Plymouth, March. C. SrF.NCE Bate

Apparent Size of the Moon
The public have what are called " views" on eveiything in the

world and out of it. De Morgan well says that, on the question
" whether there be volcanoes on the unseen side of tlie moon
larger than those on our side," the odds are, that the first

comer has a pretty stiff opinion in three seconds. Does anyone
believe that the moon is made of green cheese ? One woman
hailing from this enlightened neighbourliood told my wife that

she thought the moon was made of blood ! She was not a Latter-

day Saint, either.

If opinions differ as to the moon's constituents, they are not

very divergent as to her apparent size. Mr. Thomas K. Abbott,
of Trinity College, Dublin, in his singularly learned and able

^ Since this was written I have seen Mr. Bonney's letter on Prismatic
Ice.

_
The wind during our walk was N.E. The quarry lay in a sheltered

position. The temperature was probably as Mr. Bonney states.
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work called "Sight and Touch," 1S64, p. 57, collates the

opinions of Heraclitus, Aristotle, and Cicero, who all assign to

the moon's apparent diameter the length of a foot. He quotes,

too, from Arthur Collier's Clavis Universalis the expression,
" the moon which I see is a little figure of light, no bigger than
a trencher." The old-fashioned trencher was about a foot in

diameter. The late Sir William Rowan Hamilton pointed out

to me this passage in Descartes' " Dioptricte," cap. VI. § x.\. :

—

" Abque hoc patet e.x eo quod Luna et Sol, qui sunt e numero
corporum remotissimorum, qu£E contueamur, .... p^dales ztt

phirivium^ vel ait snminuni bipedales nobis videantur," &c.

Bishop Berkeley, as Philonous, asks Hylas, " Since, according
to you, men judge of the reality of things by their senses, how
can a^ man be mistaken in thinking the moon a plain, lucid sur-

face, about a foot in diameter ?
" Many more such cases could

be cited from ancients and moderns, all concurring in assigning a

foot, or something between one foot and two feet, to the apparent
diameter of the moon. Let me now cite two recent cases. A
law-clerk, whose lay notions certainly owed very little to books,
told me that the moon always appeared to him of the size of a

door-handle. This would gi\e, at most, a diameter of three

inches. An eminent astronomer tried his daughter with the

question. She replied that the moon looked to her about half a
degree. He said, "Come, you learned that from astronomy;
but answer as a girl of common sense." She now replied, "A
small saucer. " That woidd be some four or five inches in diameter.

I suppose I was too early spoiled by trigonometry to enter into

the merits of this style of estimate. Look at the moon as I may,
I cannot compare her to anything definite, as a door-handle,

a saucer, or a trencher. Judging by the distance at which we
ordinarily see such things in the use of them, they all seem to me
to be enormously too large. Looking at the moon through my
window, sitting three or four yards from it, I should guess that a

wafer stuck on it would eclipse her. My own conviction is that

in the ordinary estimate (or rather comparison), there is no
reference, the most covert or subconscious, to any standard of

distance. True, thirty-si.t or thirty-seven yards would be the

distance at Avhich Arthur Collier's trencher would subtend the

same angle as the moon. But who thinks of this in connection

with a trencher, which is usually under a man's nose or on the

kitchen rack or shelf, at a distance not exceeding four or five

yards ? In another letter I will, if you will allow me, call

attention to some of the vera causa: which are probably concomi-

tant in these popular estimates; and this I shall do in respect to

the apparently augmented size of the moon's disc on the horizon.

Meanwhile, let me ask as a preliminary to that inquiry, is it a

matter of fact that fo the naked eye the moon does subtend the

same angle at the horizon as at positions near the zenith ? I am
unable to perform the measurement myself, not merely for want
of a proper instrument, but by reason of the fact fliat I always

see in the moon a multitude of discs partially overlapping each

other, five of which I can distinctly count. It would be awkward
to find that one was attempting to solve an imaginary problem,

like the Royal Society over King Charles's fish.

llford, March 24 C. W. Ingleby

The "lurking idea" of Mr. G. C. Thompson, that the

moon looks about the size of a fourpenny piece, seems to me to

show that those views of it have made most impression on him
which he has taken when standing a few feet from the win-

dow, when it would cover some such space: while others, with

the one foot or two feet idea, have been more wrought upon by
unconscious measurement of it against trees in the garden, or

house chimneys along the street. I do not think we can get

beyond this, in regard to a "personal equation." As to the

apparent difference between the moon near the horizon and the

moon in mid-sky, your correspondents have not yet referred to

the theory that the felt degree of convergence of the eyes is one

help toward measuring distance ; which, however, soon ceases

as the object is more remote, and the convergence insensible :

and that, in looking at the moon along the earth's surface, we
feel that she lies beyond this limit by comparison with the

objects which intervene, while in looking up through free air

there is no such gradation to guide us ; that, therefore, we
assign, unconsciously, a greater distance to her, i.e., a greater
" lurking idea " of estimated magnitude for the same apparent

surface, in the former case than in the latter. I write from

a dim recollection of one of Sir Sidney Smith's lectures on
Moral Philosophy, but I suppose the notion is trite to experts.

Is there anything in it ? J. R.

Concomitant Sounds and Colours.

The investigation of the points of resemblance between two
sciences, has its value and assists the development of both.

Music gains by being thus raised from a mere sentimental

recreation to the dignity of a science, but the science of colours

may perhaps gain even more than music by the comparison, and
this because the ear, in most persons, can distinguish with more
precision a discord in sound, than the eye can in colour.

In the most ancient times it was well known that con-

comitant sounds produce a resultant whose vibrations are gene-
rated by the interference of the sonorous w-aves of the primaries.

This physical fact was not only known but employed in the

construction of Gregorian Cantileiuis, whose succession of

intervals shows a deep penetration of this truth.

The law of combination of the vibrations of concomitant sounds
may be stated thus:—The resultant of two sounds has, asits num-
ber of vibrations, the difference between those of its primaries.

."Vlso any number of sounds combined two and two together,

the 1st with the 2nd, the 2nd with the 3rd and so on, will form a

series of resultants, which similarly conibined two and two
together form a second series of resultants ; so that (continuing

this process) we finally arrive at a single resultant which is that

of the original combmation. This law has been tested experi-

mentally by Hallstrum and Scheibler. I considered that it might
be useful to express this law by a general formula, so I will give

it in this place.

If we have 11 sounds whose vibrations aie .I'l, -r.,, .Vj, . . . .r,,,

all in ascending order as io pitch, then the resultant will be

K = {.X - I)„.2 (X; - .v),

where the suffixes must be treated as indices, and (.1 - i),,-^

expanded according to the binomial theorem.

jf is not, however, a resultant in the strict sense requiring the

vanishing of the primary sounds ; it might, perhaps, be better

called the Residuant of the combination. It is thus the measure
of the imperfection of the combination which is, more or less,

a discord according as R is less or more nearly related to the

primaries.

If we apply this formula w^e shall easily see that the tonic and
subdominant generate a note two octaves below the subdominant

:

p
for example, C and 7^ generate— . Also CEG, CGC^, and CDE
and all similar combinations in which the vibrations stand in

arithmetical progression generate no residuant, hence, combina-
tions of this class are perfectly consonant and are called by
Boethius equisoruil concords. (The combination CDE is dis-

cordant enough on a modern instrument, but I mean CDE tuned
perfectly without temperament.)

.Supposing then that an impression is made upon the retina by
two or more colours in juxtaposition, analogous to that produced
on the auditory nerve by two or more simultaneous sounds. We
shall perceive that two complementary colours placed side by side

ought to increase in intensity that one whose vibrations are the

most rapid. Red and green, for instance, should give intensity

G
to the green, shice D and G generate -. Moreover, the colours

corresponding to the equisonal concords ought to give us the

most harmonious combinations ; these are they :

—

Violet placed between two yellows.

Red ,, ,, greens.

Orange ,, ,, blues.

Yellow ,, ,, indigo-blues,

Green ,, ,, violets.

Blue „ ,, reds.

Yellow and indigo-violet ought always to be discordant, as they

correspond with the discord F B or tritone. Again

—

Violet, orange, green

Yellow, blue, violet

Indigo-blue, red, yellow

Violet, red, orange

Yellow, green, blue

Indigo-blue, violet, red.

It will be noticed that these tints must be precisely of the s-ame

shade as those in Newton's image ; the slightest variation would
destroy the harmony of colour. I have no doubt if pigments

were made of tints identical with the ring-colours, the beauty of

these combinations would be appreciated by all who used them.

All coiTespond to equisonal
concords and should form per-

fectly harmonious combina-
tions.
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Bb
It will be iiollced also that D, F, A generate —g , or red, yel-

low, blue generate intligo-blue. A, C, E generate _;, orblue,

violet, orange generate yellow. I need not inerease the length of

my paper by more examples, but leave the field open to all who
choose to test the above formula as regards its application to

combinations of colour.

In conclusion, I wish to make the following suggestion.

Should it be admitted that the musical scale, in its perfect divi-

sion into intervals under the law of harmonical progression, finds

its counterpart in Newton's rings rather than in the prismatic

spectrum, would not a spectroscope, constiucted so as to give the

image of these rings, be a more perfect instrument for the com-
parison of colours than that in present use ? We might also

have a double spectroscope, capable of giving the images of the

secondary rings produced by th"e refraction of homogeneous
light, the cube roots of whose diameters give the series wdiich

corresponds to that of the musical scale.

We should in this way be able to know the melody which cor-

responds to the light of any particular star, provided that the

light be strong enough to produce the images of the secondary

rings. W. S. Okeuy
Rome, Febmary iS

Analogy of Colour and Music

At the close of my short article on the Analogy of Colour
and Music, published in your journal of January 13, I ventured

to ask for the opinion of physicists on the sulDJect. Accord-
ingly I, for one, am much indebted to the many able con-

tributors who thereupon addressed you. The correspondence
having apparently ceased, 1 will now ask your permission to

say a few words.

Although I do not attach too much importance to the closely

approximate ratios, given in my paper, between the wave-
lengths of colour and the notes of the diatonic scale, yet I think

nothing said by your correspondents seriously affects my main
argument.
The most important objection is that urged by Mr. Monro

(N.^Ti"RE, No. 14), wdio regards the correspondence of the two
ratios as a mere coincidence, depending on the mode by which
Prof Listing obtained his scale of wave-lengths of the colours.

By an ingenious calculation, Mr. Monro shows that Listing most
probably "divided his spectrum into seven equal parts upon some
scale which varies inversely as the wave-lengths ; ... so that it

nearly corresponds with the ratios of the musical scale because
these approximately form a harmonic progression." When I

wrote my article I h.atl not read Listing's paper, but, as stated,

quoted his numbers from a recent memoir by Thalen. The
perusal of his original paper shows me that Listing obtained his

numbers in the following manner, which I think Mr. Monro will

see confirms his calculation, but overrides his criticism:

—

Employing pure spectra, and using everyprecaution, Listing ex-

perimentally determines the tiansition places and the central region

of each colour, Fraunhofer's lines being used as landmarks. The
observations ai'e repeated u]ion the normal spectrum obtained by
diffraction, and are checked by the independent observations of

others, and by repetitions at different times. In this way the
remarkable fact is disclosed that the numbers of vibrations

at the transition spots form an arit/tjjidicalprogression throughout
the entire series of colours. For reasons given he adopts
the following scale of colours—brown, red, orange, yellow,
green, cyanogen, indigo, and lavender, and states as a law that

this series can be physically expressed by an arithmetical pro-

gression of eight numbers, in which the last is the double of the

first. He then proceeds to discover the constant factor by which
this series can be turned into alisolute values. After considerable
care, and upon grounds fully detailed, he selects 48^ billions as

the number of vibrations per second expressing the range of each
colour. The possible error he shows to be ± o'03S—taking
billions as unity—and this, though apparently a l.rrge error, is

actually less than 4th of the interval between the two D lines.

The number of vibrations corresponding to the extreme limit

of colour at the red end, he fixes, upon Helmholtz's and Ang-
strom's authority, at 363'9 billions per second, or a wave-length
of Siy'S millionths of a millimetre. By adding to the former
number half tlie colour interval—namely, 24I billions—the
normal centre of the first colour is obtained; 484 billions added
to that gives the centre of the next colour, and so on. These,

and also the limits of each colour, are tabulated along with the
corresponding wave-lengths.

Listing closes his paper with the statement of a general law,

that w hile the successive vibrations of the series of colours in the

spectrum form an arithmetical progression, the same is also true

of the logarithms of the vibrations corresponding to each musical
note in the so-called chromatic scale. Ilence he concludes that

although physiologically and pyschologically there may be
dilfcrences, yet there is an indisputalile physical basis for the
analogy bet^'cen tones and colours. From this very imperfect
outline it will be seen that the entire memoir is a remarkable
one, and I am surprised no translation of it has appeared. It is

certainly the most important contribution to the analogy that I

have met v.'ith, and renders my little paper on the suliject quite

unnecessary.
'

Mr. Okely, writing to the next number of N.\ture, gives some
additional evidence in favour of the analogy, but thinks my
process of taking the mean of the limiting w'ave-lengths of each
colour, in order to obtain the average wave-length, is "very
rough." Mr. Okely does not tell us w hat he would do in such a

case, but turns aside to become the champion of the widths of

Newton's rings, charging me with having treated too summarily
this old and famous ally of the analogy. But to this, my next
critic, Mr. Sedley Taylor, replies, although other considerations
also influenced me in neglecting this analogy.

Mr. Taylor, however, believes that he has deprived my com-
parison of any serious importance, for the following reason :

—

In the musical scale, he observes, " a very slight departure from
accurate pitch in any concord provokes a harsh di.ssonance ;"

but "any part of anyone colour-division produces an equally

harmonious effect on the eye," because " in the spectrum there is

very little, if any, change of tint except close to the extremities

of any one colour." Whilst it would be certainly umvise to push
the analogy too far, I think Mr. Taylor is here mistaken. There
is a very material difference of tint in different parts of any one
colour in the spectrum. Regarded alone, any region of the

spectrum, like any single musical note, is, of course, equally

agreeable ; but it is not the case that an equally harmonious effect

on the eye is produced by the combination of any part of any one
colour-division with some other colour.

Mr. Stuart, in an interesting letter, points out a close relation-

ship, discovered by Prof Mossotti, between the intensities of

the li.ght in different parts of a normal spectrum and the notes of

the diatonic scale. Finally, Dr. Chaumont, in an early part of

this discussion, showed, what indeed had been noticed else-

where, that if the ratios I give be accepted, then the once-called

])rimary colours, red, yellow, and blue, correspond to the notes

of the common chord ; wdiilst the modern triad, red, green, and
blue, correspond to the tonic, sub-dominant and dominant, that

i?to s.ay, to the three notes which in music constitute the funda-
mental base of the scale.

In addition to wdiat has been brought forward in this corre-

spondence, there are some valuable remarks on the analogy in

one of Dr. Thomas Young's memoirs, "Philosophical Trans.ic-

tions, 1802"; in Chevreul's work on the "Principles of Har-
mony of Colour" ; in a recent brochure by Dr. INIacdonald on
" Sound and Colour "

; and, lastly and chiefly, in §19 of Helm-
holtz's "Physiological Optics." In this last a list is given of

authorities who have written on the subject since the time of
Newton.

Reviewing what has been done in this matter, there are there-

fore, I believe, many good grounds for asserting the existence of
a physical basis for the analogy between colour and tone.

Opposed, it is true, are many mental differences : such, for

example, as that of the judgment, which is far more prompt and
correct in determining a colour than a note ; then also colour

primarily involves only the conception of space, music the con-
ception of time. Nevertheless against all this we may place the

facts that the source of harmony in colour, as in music, is purely a

question of relative impressions ; and a painting and a melody
evoke a succession of ideas that have a remarkable similarity.

Woodlands, Isleworth, March 13 W. F. B.\krett

THE METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE
'T^HE magnitude of the underground works of London
-' is scarcely understood by the public in general.

They occasionally hear of this or that sewer or pumping
station being completed, but as the greater portion of
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them is hidden beneath the surface of the ground, nothing
but a personal inspection during the process of construc-
tion can give any adequate idea of the vastness and intri-

cacy of our drainage system. The following facts, collected

from the engineer's papers on the subject and reports to

the Metropolitan Board of Works, may present to the mind
some notion of these great works. There are about 1,400
miles of sewers in London, 82 miles of which are intercept-

ing sewers of " The Main Drainage." The area drained by
the intercepting sewers is about 100 square miles. The
total amount of sewage and rainfall which they will carry oft'

is 63 million cubic feet per day, or equal to a lake as large

as Hyde Park four feet in depth. There have been con-
sumed in their construction about 340 million bricks, and
upwards of 900,000 cubic yards of concrete. The total

engine-power employed is 2,380 nominal horse-power, but
this will soon be increased by about 400 horse-power on the

construction of the Pimlico pumping station. The cost of

these works when completed will be a little over 4,000,000/.

The accompanying map shows the position of the main
intercepting sewers, pumping stations, outfalls, &c., and
it will be seen that they run east and west, the reason for

this being that the main sewers in existence before the

construction of the main drainage, emptied themselves
into the Thames, running more or less at right angles to

it, and consecjuently, by constructing the intercepting

sewers parallel to it, they would cross all the main outlets

and cut off their sewage. In carrying out this scheme
the great object to be kept in view was to discharge as

much sewage as possible by gravitation, in order to avoid
the great expense of pumping. To this end three lines of

sewers are constructed on each side of the Thames, called

respectively the High, Middle, and Low Level sewers,

together with their branches. On the north side the

High and Middle Level discharge their sewage by gravi-

tation ; that of the Low Level, which joins them at Abbey
Mills, being pumped up a height of 36 feet into the

Upper Level, when all three flow through the Northern
Outfall Sewer to the reservoirs at Barking, and discharge

their contents into the river by gravitation. On the south
side the Low Level sewer meets the High and Middle
Level at Deptford, where its contents are pumped a

height of 18 feet into the Outfall Sewer, which carries the

three streams to Crossness, where they can discharge by
gravitation ; but as this can only be done at low water,

they are generally pumped a height of 20 feet into

the resei-voirs. Such is the general outline of the Main
Drainage scheme, as being carried out by Mr. Bazalgette,

the able engineer of the IVIetropolitan Board of Works.
Before commencing these works a large number of ex-

periments and observations had to be made in order to

decide the numerous knotty points that suggested them-
selves : such as the determination of the position of the out-

falls, the shape and inclination of the sewers, the amount
of sewage and rainfall to be provided for, the amount to

be pumped, &.C., &c., each requiring a great amount of

labour and study. The results arrived at, and which were
acted upon, may be summed up as follows ;—That it was
necessary to take the sewage down the river as far as

Barking Creek ; that its lowest mean velocity should

be \\ miles per hour ; the quantity of sewage to be
intercepted was, in populous districts, 750,000 gallons per
square mile per day ; the amount of rainfall to be pro-

vided for was a quarter of an inch per day ; the form of

the sewers was to be circular, and the sewage was to be
discharged at or about the time of high water. The
above are a few of the principles upon which the Main
Drainage of London is based.
TheWorks.—The High Lever Sewer North commences

near Hampstead Hill, where it intercepts the Fleet Sewer.

It varies in size from 4ft. in diameter to 9ft. 6in. by 12ft., is

about seven miles long, and drains an area of about ten

square miles in its course from Hampstead to its junction

with the Middle Level at Old Ford. It passes under three

railways, the New River, and Sir George Duckett's Canal,
in the last case the top of the sewer is within 2 ft. of the
waters in the canal.

The Middle Level Sewer commences near Kensal
Green and flows to its junction with the High Level at Old
Ford. The total length of the main line, together with
the Piccadilly branch, is about 1 1\ miles; the area drained
is 1 7i square miles ; in form it varies from 4ft. 6in. by
3ft. to 9ft. 6in. by 12ft. Six miles of this sewer were con-
structed in tunnel. In its course it passes under two
canals and one railway, and over the Metropolitan line,

across which it was carried without interfering with the

traffic, the bottom of the sewer being only a few inches
above the chimneys of the engines.

At the junction of the High and Middle Level sewers
there is a large " penstock" and " weir" chamber, for

the purpose (should occasion demand) of letting storm
waters or all the sewage flow into the River Lea. It is

150ft. in length, 40ft. wide, and 36ft. high, and fitted

with five large penstocks or valves, which are raised or

lowered by machinery.
The Low Level North will commence by a junction

with the Western Drainage near Cremorne, and flow along
the intended Chelsea Embankment to Pimlico, where its

contents will be pumped up a height of i-]\ feet into

the remaining length, which will flow I'id the Thames Em-
bankment to Abbey Mills. Its length, including branches,

is about \2\ miles, and it varies in size from 6ft. 9in.

to loft. 3in. diameter. The area drained by it, including

the Western Drainage, the sewage of which it receives,

is 24.V square miles. This sewer is by far the most
interesting on the north side, in consequence of the large

works in connection with it. In the first place, it receives

the drainage of the Isle of Dogs, in consequence of

which, what was formerly little better than a marsh is

now perfectly habitable ; in the second place, it will pass

along the two new embankments, viz., Chelsea and the

Northern Thames ; and in the third, its contents will be
twice lifted by steam power, the lift at Pimlico being over

17ft., and that at Abbey Mills 36ft. At Blackfriars

Bridge, where it intercepts the Fleet, there will be a
large penstock-chamber fitted with four penstocks and
as many tide flaps, to prevent the return of the tide at

high water. A large portion of this sewer, namely, that

extending from Blackfriars to Abbey Mills, will be exe-

cuted for the most pait in tunnel.

The Northern Outfall Sewer, which receives the whole
of the sewage on the north side of the Thames, is totally

unlike any other portion of the Main Drainage system,
being entirely above the ordinary level of the ground.
The first length, from B to C (see plan), consists of a
double line of sewers, each being 9ft. by 9ft. of the section

shown in Fig. i running parallel

to each other ; at C it receives

the contents of the Low Level,

and from this point to the re-

servoirs at Barking it is of the

section shown in Fig. 2, which
is three parallel culverts 9ft. by
9ft. built upon a concrete founda-
tion and covered by an earthen
embankment, the top of which
would serve as a road or I'ail-

way. In its course to Barking
it crosses the River Lea and
six streams, four raihvays, and ten roads. Fig. 3 gives

a general idea of the method adopted for carrying the

sewers over the streams, raihvays, &c. It consists of three

cast-iron culverts carried between fourwrought-iion girders,

the top being covered with cast-iron plates, which support
the ballasting, roadway, &c. ; the parapets are ornamented
with cast-iron mouldings.
The contents of this sewer are received by the reservoirs

at Barking. These are about gi acres in extent, and i6Jft.
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deep, covered in by brick arches, the floor being paved
with stone. Attached to each is an outlet fitted with pen-
stocks, cS:c. The Abbey Mills pumping station is a work
of such magnitude and importance that but a scanty idea
can be given of it here : suffice it to say, that there are
eight engines employed, of a gross power of 1,140 horse-
power, which work sixteen double-acting pumps of 3ft.

loMn. diameter and 4jft. stroke. The engines are sup-
plied by sixteen boilers, each being 8ft. diameter and
30ft. long. The engine and boilers, coal stores, &c., arc
enclosed in a fine block of buildings beautifully decorated.

JFvg.g.

The Southern High Le\-el, or Effra Branch .Sewer, com-
mences at Dulwich, and Hows in a south-easterly direction

to a junction with the Middle Level or High Level main
line at New Cross. It is 4! miles in length, \ mile of

which is in tunnel. It varies in size from 7ft. diameter to

a form similar to one of the culverts in Fig. 2, only the

dimensions are loft. 6in. by loft. 6in.

The Southern Middle Level, or High Level main line,

commences at Clapham, and flows under Deptford Creek
to the Outfall Sewer. It, together with the High Level,

di-ains an area of about 20 square miles. It is carried

under Deptford Creek by four 3ft. 6in. diameter iron pipes.

0\'erflows for storm waters are provided, which discharge

into the Creek, if necessary.

The Low Level Sewer South commences at Putney,

and flows to Deptford pumping station, where its contents

are pumped up a height of 18 feet, by four engines

125 horse-power each, into the Outfall Sewer. Its length

is .about 10 miles, and it drains an area of about 20 square
miles, the greater portion of w-hich is considerably below
high-water mark. It varies in size from one culvert 4 ft.

in diameter, to two, each 7ft. by 7ft. The soil in which it

was executed was exceedingly treacherous in places, being

greatly charged wdth water : in one case sufficient engine-

power had to be employed to pump ten million gallons

per day, in order to keep the works clear of water. The
Bermondsey branch of this sewer is two miles in length,

and from 5ft. to 5ft. 6in. diameter. It joins the Low-

Level at High Street, Deptford.

The .Southern Outfall Sewer, which receives the con-

tents of the High, Middle, and Low Level sewers, flows

from Deptford to the reservoirs at Crossness. Unlike the

Northern Outfall, it is underground for its entire length.

It is lift. 6in. diameter, and 7:; miles in length. One
mile of it was constructed in tunnel under the town of

Woolwich. The outfiiU of this sewer is of such a level

as to allow of the sewage being discharged at low water,

but it will be pumped into the reservoirs, and there

stored till high water.

The Crossness pumping station reservoirs are situated
on the northern side of Erith Marshes at the point marked
V on the map. They extend over 6J- acres. The reser-
voirs are similar to those at Barking. There are four
beam engines employed of 125 horse-power each, which
drive eight pumps, each pump having four compound
plungers. The engines are supplied by twelve Cornish
boilers 30ft. long and 8ft. diameter. The ordinary
amount of sewage to be lifted is about 60,000 gallons per
minute, the lift varying from loft. to 30ft., which
necessitated a peculiar construction in the pumps. The
sew^age is delivered from the pumps into the reservoirs
till high water, when it is discharged into the river. The
foundations for the resen-oirs, &c., had to be sunk
25ft. below the surface, as the ground consists of peat
and sand. On the top of the reservoirs are built the
manager's, schoolmaster's, and labourers' cottages, coal
stores, school, and woikshops, the centre space being laid

out as ornamental gardens, the whole forming quite a
village of some hundred inhabitants.

NOTES
The last number of the Proceedings of the Royal Society con-

tains the names of the 53 candidates, from among whom, 15 will

be selected by the council for election into the society. The
list is a varied one, and there is as usual a large number of

medical candidates—21 ; Art and Literature being also repre-

sented. Here is the list :—William Baker, C.E., E. M. Barry,

R. A., Rev. Francis Bashforth, B,D., B. E. Brodhurst, F.R.C.S.,

Samuel Brown, P.I. A., James Brunlees, C.E.,F. T. Euckland,

M.R.C.S., G.W, Callender,F.R.C.S., CommanderW. Cliimmo,

R.N., F. Le G. Clark, F.R.C.S., Henry Dircks, Alex. Fleming,

M.D., P. Le Neve Foster, Sir Charle Fox, C.E., 'William

Froude, T. M. Goodeve, E. H. Greenhow, M.D., E. T. Hig-

gins, M.R.C.S., Rev. Thomas Hincks, Charles Home, Rev.

A. Hume, LL. D., James Jago, M.D., W. S. Jevons, George

Johnson, M.D., M. K. King, M.D., J. A. Langridge, C.E.,

N. S. Maskelyne, JL T. Masters, JLIX, Major F. G. Moht-

gomerie, R.E. , Alfred Newton, Andrew Noble, Thomas Nun-
nely, F.R.C.S., E. L. Ormerod, M.D., Captain Slierard

Osborn, R.N., Rev. Stephen Parkinson, B.D., Captain R. M.
Parsons, R.E., W. O. Priestly, ALD., C.B. Radcliffe, M.D., W.
H. Ransom, M.D., E.J. Reed, C.B., W. J. Russell, Ph.D., R.

H. Scott, John Shortt, M.D., Edward Thomas, C. F. Varley,

C.E.,G. F. Verdon, C.B., Augustus Voelcker, Ph.D., Viscount

Walden, P.Z.S., G.C.Wahich, ^LD., A. T. H. Waters, M.D.,

Samuel Wilks, M.D., Captain C. W'. Wilson, R.E., ami John
Wood, F.R.C.S.

The rail Mall Gazette has veiy properly called public atten-

tion to Lord Kinnaird's imputation of dishonesty brought against

the late Master of the Mint, the lamented Graham. The good

old rule, dc mortuis nil nisi bomim, is one with which Lord Kin-

naird does not seem to be acquainted ; it is charitable, indeed, to

suppose that he sinned in ignorance. He probably also does

not know that Graham was a far greater man than he, and that

Graham's name will live long after Lord Kinnaird's has been

forgotten.

On Saturday the members of Working Men's Clubs visited the

British Museum, under the guidance of Professor Owen and Mr.

Henry Woodward. Professor Owen explained the nature of the

extinct animals. Tlie next visit will be made to the National

Galleiy, under the guidance of Mr. Francis Turner Palgrave.

The examinations for the gold and bronze medals offered as

prizes for proficiency in Physical and Political Geography, by

the Royal Geographical Society, were Iield on Monday last,

28th inst. Forty-one schools had been invited to compete, out

of which number nineteen accepted, sending a total of fifty-nine
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candidates : thirty-four in Physical, and twenty-five in Political

Geography. The names of the successful candidates will be

announced at the ensuing anniversary meeting.

In the introductory lecture to his course of Comparative

Anatomy, delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons, Prof

Flower discusses the objection to the theory of the origin of

species by the process of natural selection, founded on the exist-

ence of corresponding types of structure in the Monodelphous

and Didelphous sections of mammalia. He considers the proba-

bilities, instead of being against the independent origin of such

similar structures, are exceedingly in their favour. The lecturer

lays down as a valuable guiding principle in morphological

studies, that when we wish to discover the distinguishing charac-

ters between different organisms, it is necessai-y to examine them

in their most fully developed condition ; if, on the other hand,

our object is to trace their resemblance, their intimate relation-

ships, we must study them in their early embryonic stages.

The Rcinie dcs Conrs Scientifiques reports that the .Sars sub-

scription now approaches 9,000 francs. Subscriptions have been

received from Germany, Hungary, and America. In France

nearly all the professors of higher instniction in science have

subscribed to it.

We have received from the Royal .Society a report of Prof.

Duncan's important paper on the Madrepores of the Porcupine

Expedition. We shall return to this subject after completing

Dr. Carpenter's report of the more general results of the

expedition.

Prof. Tyndall will have much to answer for in the results

that may be expected from the spread of his "dust and disease"

theory. It is stated by the Athotaiim that a new idea has

been broached in a recent lecture by Mr. Bloxam, the lecturer

on chemistry to the department of artillery studies. Pie

suggests that the committee on explosives, abandoning gun

cotton, should collect the germs of small-pox and similar

malignant diseases, in cotton or other dust-collecting sub-

stances, and load shells with them. We should then hear of

an enemy dislodged from his position by a volley of typhus, or a

few rounds of Asiatic cliolera. We shall expect to receive the

particulars of a new " Sale of Poisons " Act, imposing tlie

strictest regulations on the sale by
\
chemists of packets of

" cholera germs " or " small-pox seed." Probably none will be

allowed to be sold without bearing the stamp of the Royal Institu-

tion, certifying that they have been examined by the microscope

and are warranted to be the genuine article.

We have received from Professor H. A. Newton, of Yale Col-

lege, a report on the meteor-display of November last, from

which it appears that the cloudy weather prevented continuous

observations in most parts of the United States. In the few

stations, however, where the skies were clear, the observers fur-

nish ample testimony to the appearance of unusual numbers of

meteors on the morning of Nov. 14, the display continuing for

several hours. The most successful observations were made at

Pensacola, Florida, where they were observed in extraordinary

numbers from I'i5 till da^vn, most numerously between 3 and 4
a.m. ; at Santa Barbara, California, where 556 meteors were

observed between I'i8 and 3 '43 a.m. ; and at Fredericton, New
Brunswick. Prof. Newton remarks that if the whole number
coming during the twelve or more hours of the display had been

condensed into an hour or two, as in 1866, we should have had

a like though not equally brilliant shower.

The Council of the University of Otago, New Zealand, an-

nounces that it is now prepared to consider applications from

candidates for two of the professorial chairs to be instituted for

classics, including Greek, Latin, the English language and litera-

ture ; and for Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. The salary

attached to each chair will be 600/. per annum, which will com-
mence to run from the date of embarkation, besides the class fees,

which have been fixed at 3/. 3J-. for attendance on each professor,

per term of si.x months, commencing in the beginning of May of

each year. An adequate allowance will be made for passage

money and outfit. All candidates must be graduates of some
established and recognised university. No religious test will,

however, be required from any person to entitle him to hold office

in the university, or to graduate or to hold any advantage or pri-

vilege thereof. Applications from candidates must be addressed

to John Auld, Esq., W. S., Edinburgh, agent of the Province

of Otago in Britain, and must be accompanied with testimonials

and certificates. They must be in his hands on or before the ist

day of April next. Further information relative to the university

and the statistics of the province will be afforded on application

to the agent.

By the provisions of the late Dr. William J. Walker's founda-

tion two prizes are annually offered by the Boston Society of

Natural History for the best memoirs, written in the English

language, on subjects proposed by a Committee appointed by
the Council. For the best memoir presented, a prize of sixty

dollars may be awarded ; if, however, the memoir be one of

marked merit, the amount may be increased, at the discretion of

the Committee, to one hundred dollars. For the memoir next

in value a sum not exceeding fifty dollars may be given ; but

neither of these prizes is to be awarded unless the papers under

consideration are deemed of adequate merit. Memoirs offered

in competition for these prizes must be forwarded on or before

April 1st, of the years specified below, prepaid and addressed
" Boston Society of Natural History, for the Committee on the

Walker Prizes, Boston, Mass." Each memoir must be accom-

panied by a sealed envelope enclosing the author's name, and

superscribed by a motto corresponding to one borne by the

manuscript. Subject of the Annual Prize for 1870 : "There-
production and vMgiziAonol Trkhi7ia spiralis." Subject of the

Annual Prize for 1871 :
" On the mode of the natural distribu-

tion of plants over the earth.

"

The following are the Afternoon Scientific Lectures of the

Royal Dublin Society, to be delivered during April and May, at

four o'clock on Saturdays, in the Lecture Theatre. April 2nd,

Dr. J. Emerson Reynolds, "On Ozone, Nature's bleaching agent

and disinfectant." April 9th, Dr. H. Minchin, "On some
interesting phenomena of sound. April i6th, Prof. E. Hull,

" On the extension of the Coal-fields of England under the newer

formations." April 30th, Prof. Wyville Thomson, "On the

Craise of the Porcupine." May 7th, Mr. H. N. Drajjer, "On
Colours from coal-tar." May 14th, Mr. C. R. C. Tichborne,

"On Atmospheric Dust."

A COURSE of lectures for women on the science and practice

of music, by Mr. Sullivan, will be delivered at South Kensington,

under the patronage of the Science and Art Department, shortly

after the close of Prof. Oliver's course on botany. It \\ill in-

clude a class for part-singing.

We have received a pamphlet entitled "Proposals for the

Illumination of Beacons and Buoys," by Mr. Thomas .Steven-

son, F. R. S. E. The author discusses the different sources of

illuminations for beacons and buoys, and the different applica-

tions of sound for warnings during fogs. The subject is a highly

important one, and we purpose to retuni to it at an early period.

According to the British Medical Journal, Sir W. Fer-

gusson is about to resign the chair of systematic surgery at the

Medical School of King's College, and Mr. Partridge his ap-

pointment as surgeon to tlie hospital. Sir William will, how-

ever, be appointed professor of clinical surgery, while Mr. Par-

tridge still retains the chair of anatomy. Mr. Wood is expected

to succeed Sir W. Fergusson as professor of systematic surgery

;
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he will also be appointed to the rank of full surgeon to the hos-

pital. Two vacancies will therefore occur, that of assistant-

surgeon to the hospital, and demonstrator of anatomy.

We learn from Van NostrauiTs Eclectic Engineering Magazine

(New York) that the Darien Canal project is reviving. Tiie

United States steamer Nipsic, attached to the South Atlantic

squadron, is under orders to proceed to the Isthmus of Darien to

make surveys and explorations, with a view to determine the

best location for an inter-oceanic canal. A similar sur\'ey on

the Pacific shore of the Isthmus will be made at a future day.

M. Favre has recently detected evidences of the glacial period

in the Caucasus, and M. Ed. Collomb finds traces, in the form

of moraines and erratic blocks, of its having existed with great

severity in the central plateau of France. This plateau forms an

almost circular geological island 300 kilometres in diameter ; its

altitude increases progressively from north to south, and it is termi-

nated on tlie south and west side by a barrier, the highest points

of which, the Mezenc, the Plomb du Cantal, and the i\Iont d'Or

rise to a height of from 1,750 to 1,900 metres (5, 700 to 6, 200 feet),

above the level of the sea.

The sense of taste has rarely been submitted to scientific

examination, or at all events has attracted far less attention than

its sister senses of sight and hearing, perhaps on account of the

impossibility of treating it mathematically. That it differs to a

remarkable extent in dilTerent individuals is, however, as every

culinary artist would acknowledge, a matter of fact ; and it is also

well known that it is capable of extraordinary cultivation in some

men, as shown by wine- and tea-tasters obtaining lucrative posts

from the delicacy of their discrimination. Recently Dr. Keppler

has published a paper in Plhiger's "Archives of Physiology," in

which he gives the details of a number of experiments he per-

formed with a view of determining the limits of gustatory discri-

mination for sapid substances in various degrees of concentration.

In these experiments he first made a standard solution, and then

successively employed weaker or stronger solutions, which were

tasted with due precautions, sometimes before and sometimes

after the standard solution, until no perception of flavour was

distinguished. The substances he selected were common salt,

quinine, phosphoric acid, and glycerine, all of them, be it ob-

served, destitute of odour, which plays so important a part,

often overlooked, in our ideas of the flavour of particular objects.

In one scries of experiments the solutions were taken freely into

the mouth, rolled over all parts of the membiane lining it, and

then discharged. In a second series the solutions, were more

carefully applied to the surface of the tongue alone by means of

a camel's hair brash. It was found in both cases that when a

difference of 2 '5 per cent, existed between the standard solution

and the experimental one, the observers were able to form a cor-

rect judgment on the point that there v.uu a difference in 53

per cent, of the trials, but when there was a difference between

tlie two solutions amounting to 10 per cent., the answers were

rightly given in 80 per cent, of all the trials. A more correct

judgment was given when the standard solution was tasted before

than after the experimental one with common salt and quinine,

and the acuteuess in the perception of a difference was greater

when the trial solution was stronger than when weaker, but the

opposite held good for the other substances.

We learn from the Ganientr's Chronicle that tlie Royal Horti-

cultural Society has decided to retain a portion of the old Chis-

wick garden, comprising the ground occupied by the glass-houses,

and extending sufficiently eastwards and southwards to include

the large vinery and the fmit-room.

M. DucL.Mi.x has lately been experimenting on the effect

of certain gases in retarding the incubation of silkworms'

eggs. He has also been tiying the effect of cold upon

the same organisms, and finds that instead of retarding the period

of incubation, it accelerated it : in fact, that eggs laid in autumn
and left to themselves would only incubate in spring ; but if sub-

jecteil to the action of a freezing mixture for forty days, they

would hatch into larvce immediately afterwards, on being submitted

to the action of a gentle heat. If these experiments are confirmed,

M. Duclaux will have undoubtedly discovered an entirely new
principle in physiology : that cold has a vivifying influence.

Hitherto physiologists have alw.ays believed that its action was
diametrically opposite.

The journal of the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal for January has an interesting article by Dr. F. Skoliczka

on the Kjokenmoddings of the Andaman Islands.

The Journal of the Scottish l\[eteorological Society has some in-

teresting papers on the cold of last summer in Ireland, and

upon the thunderstorms of Scotland. The part also contains a

report on the Meteorology of .Scotland and a minute of the

meeting of the Council.

The American Gas Light Journal reports that at a recent

meeting of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York, Mr.

Loew stated that ozone is produced copiously by blowing a

strong current of air into the flame of a Bunsen's burner. He
also communicated that he had observed the decomposition of

sulphurous acid with production of sulphuric acid and deposition

of sulphur, when an aqueous solution of the gas was exposed for

two months to sunlight.

The hardness of metals may now be ascertained by the aid

of an instrument invented by a French engineer. It consists

of a drill turned by a machine of a certain and uniform strength.

The instrument indicates the number of revolutions made by tlie

drill. From this, compared with the length of the bore-hole

produced, the hardness of the metal is estimated. It is said

that a great proportion of the rails now employed in France are

tested by this instnmient.

ON THE TEMPERA TURE AND ANIMAL LIFE
OF THE DEEP SEA*

III.

A N enormous addition has been made to the list of British
'"^ Echinodcrinata by the discovery in our own seas of a number
of species which had been previously known only as Norwegian
or Arctic ; and these often occurred in extraordmary abundance.

One of the most interesting of these was the large and beautiful

feather-star, the Atitejon [Coinatiila) Eschrichtii, hitlierto known
only as inhabiting the shores of Greenland and Iceland, but now
found over all parts of our cold area. On the other hand, the

influence of temperature was marked not only by the aljsence of

many of the characteristically southern types of this group, but

by the dwarfing of others to such an extent that the dwarfed

specimens might be regarded as specifically distinct, if it were
not for their precise conformity in structure to those of the ordi-

nary type. Thus the Solastcr papposa was reduced from a

diajncter of six inches to two, and had never more than ten rays,

instead of from twelve to fifteen ; and Aslerocanthion violaceus

and CribcUa ocnlat.i were reduced in like proportion. But, in

addition, several echinoderms have been obtained which are

altogether new to science, most of them of very considerable

interest. The discovery, at the depth of 2,435 fathoms, of a

living crinoid of the Apiocrinite type, closely allied to the little

rhizocrinus (the discovery of which by the Norwegian naturalists

was the starting-point of our own deep-sea explorations), but

generically differing from it, cannot but be accounted a phe-

nomenon of the greatest interest alike to the zoologist and the

pateontologist. Another remarkable representative of a type

supposed to have become extinct, occurred at depths of 440 and

550 fathoms in the warni area; being a large echinidan of

the diadcina kind, the "test" of which is composed of plates

separated from one another by membrane, instead of being

connected by suture, so as to resemble an armour of flexible

chain-mail, instead of the inflexible cuirass witli which the

» A Lecture delivered .it tlic Royal Institution (continued from p. 540).
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ordinary echinida are invested. This type bears a strong

resemblance to the very singular fossil from th white chalk,

described by the late Dr. .S. P. Woodward, mider the name of

Echinotlinria Jloris. .Specimens were also obtain d, both in the

first and tliird cruises, of a moit interestiiiij clyteastroid, which

is closely allied to the infulaster—specially characteristic of the

later chalk.* These constitute only a sample of the interesting

novelties belonging to this group, which our e.xplorations brought

to light.

Besides further additions to the remarliable group of vitreous

sponges, which were made in the area over which the Globigerina-

mud e.Ktends, a peculiar and novel form of sponge was found to

be one of the most generally diffused inhabitants of the cold

area. This sponge is distinguished by the possession of a firm

branching axis, of a pale sea-green colour, rising from a spreading

root, and extending itself like a shrub or a large branching gor-

gonia. The axis is loaded with siliceous spicules ; and spicules

of the same form are contained in the soft flesh which clothes it.

The foraminifera collected in the Porcupine expedition present

features of no less interest, though their scale is so much smaller.

The enormous mass of Globigerina-mud (sometimes almost pure,

sometimes mixed with sand) that everywhere covers the deep-sea

bottom in the region explored, save wliere its temperature is

reduced nearly to the freezing-point, may be judged of from the

fact that in one instance the dredge brought up half-a-ton of it

from a depth of 767 fathoms. The resemblance of this deposit

to chalk is greatly strengthened by the recognition of several

characteristically cretaceous types among the foraminifera scat-

tered through the mass of GlobigeriiuE of which it is principally

composed ; as also of the XanlhiJia, frequently preserved in

Hints. Not many absolute novelties presented themselves among
the foraminifera that form true calcareous shells ; the chief point

of interest being the occun'ence of certain types of high organi-

sation at great depths, and their attainment of a size that is only

paralleled in much warmer latitudes, or in the Tertiary or yet

older formations. This is especially the case with the Cristel-

larian group, which has a long geological range ; and also with

the Milioline, of which specimens of unprecedented size presented

themselves. The most interesting novelty was a beautiful

Orbitolite, which, when complete, must have had the diameter

of a sixpence, but which, from its extreme tenuity, always broke

in the process of collection. Of Arenaceous Foraminifera, how-
ever, which construct tests by cementing together sand-grains,

instead of producing shells, the number of new types is such as

seriously to task our power of inventing appropriate generic

names. Many of these types have a remarkable resemblance to

forms previously known in the chalk, the nature of which had not

been recognsied. Some of them throw an important light on the

structure of two gigantic .-Vrenaceous types from the upper green-

s.rnd, recentlv descrrbed by the speaker and Mr. H. B. Brady, an
account of which will appear in the forthcoming part of the
" Philosophical Transactions ;" and there is one which can be
certainly identified with a form lately discovered by Mr. H. B.

Brady in a clay-bed of the carboniferous limestone.

The question now arises, whether— as there must have been deep
seas in all geological periods, and as the changes which modified

the climate and depth of the sea-bottom were for the most part

very gradual—we may not carry back the continuity of the accu-

mulation of Globigerina-mud on some part or other of the ocean

bed into geological epochs still more remote ; and whether it has

not had the same large share in the production of the earlier

calcareous deposits, that it lias undoubtedly had in that of the

later. The foraminiferal origin of certain beds of the carboni-

ferous limestone, for example, appears to be indicated by the

presence of Glohigeriita:^ long since observed by Professor Phillips

in sections of them, as well as by the fact just stated. The sub-

crystalline character of these rocks cannot be regarded as in any
w.ay antagonistic to such an idea of their origin, since it is per-

fectly well known that all traces of the organic origin of calcareous

rocks may be completely removed by subsequent metamorphism,
—as in the chalk of the Antrim coast.

What is the source of nutriment for the vast mass of animal
life covering the abyssal sea-bed, is a question of the greatest

biological interest. That animals have no power of themselves
generating the organic compounds which serve as the materials

'^ This w:is tielieved at the time to be an entirely new discovery : but since
the return of tlie Porcupine we Ii.-ive learned that a type generically, if not
specifically, the same, had been obtained by Count PoLirtales during his
m5st recent dredgings in the Gulf of Mexico, and had been described by
M--. Ale.x. Agassiz under the name Pourtttlesiti miranda.

of their bodies—and that the production of these materials from

the carbonic acid, water, and ammonia of the inorganic world,

under the influence of light, isihe special attribute of vegetation

— is a doctrine so generally accepted, that to call it in question

would be esteemed a physioloLjical heresy. There is no difficulty

in accounting for the alimentation of the higher animal types,

with such an unlimited supply of food as is afforded by the

Glol/igci-ina- and the sponges in the midst of which they live, and

on which many of them are known to feed. Given the Protozoa,

everything else is explicable. But the question returns,—on
wliat do these Protozoa live ?

The hypothesis has been advanced that the food of the abyssal

Protozoa is derived from diatoms and other forms of minute

plants, which, ordinarily living at or near the surface, may,

by subsiding to the depths, carry down to the animals of the

sea-bed the supplies they require. Our examination of the

surface-waters, however, has afforded no evidence of the exist-

ence of such mycrophytic vegetation in quantity at all sufficient

to supply the vast demand ; and the most careful search in

the Globigerina-mud has failed to bring to light more than a

very small number of specimens of these siliceous envelopes of

Diatoms, ^vliich would most assuredly have revealed themselves

in abundance, had these Protophytes served as a principal com-
ponent of the food of the Protozoa that have their dwelling-

place on the sea-bed. Another hypothesis has been suggested,

that these Protozoa which are so near the border of the vegetable

kingdom, may be able, like plants, to generate organic com-
pounds for themselves, manufacturing their own food, so to

speak, from inorganic materials. But it is scarcely conceivable

that they could do this without the agency of light ; and as it is

obviously the want of that agency which excludes the possibility

of vegetation in the abysses of the ocean, the same deficiency

would prevent animals from carrying on the like process.

A possible solution of this difficulty, offered by Professor

Wyville Thomson in a lecture delivered last spring, has

received so remarkable a confirmation from the researches made
in the Poyciipiiw expedition, that it may now be put forth

with considerable confidence. It is, he remarked, the dis-

tinctive character of the Protozoa, that "they have no special

organs of nutrition, but that they absorb water through the

wiiole surface of their jelly-like bodies. Most of these animals

secrete exquisitely-formed skeletons, sometimes of lime, some-

times of silica. There is no doubt that they extract both of

these substances from the sea-water, although silica often exists

there in quantity so small as to elude detection by chemical tests.

All sea-water contains a certain amount of organic matter in

solution. Its sources are obvious. All rivers contain a large

quantity ; every shore is surrounded by a fringe, which averages

about a mile in width, of olive and red sea-weeds ; in the

middle of the Atlantic there is a marine meadow, the Sargosso

Sea, extending over 3,000,000 of square miles ; the sea is full

of animals which are constantly dying and decaying ; and the

water of the Gulf Stream, especially, courses round coasts where
the supply of organic matter is enormous. It is, therefore, quite

intelligible that a world of animals should live in these dark
abysses : but it is a necessary condition that they should chiefly

belong to a class capable of being supported by absorption

through the surface, of matter in solution ; developing but little

heat, and incurring a very small amount of waste by any manifes-

tation of vital activity. According to this view, it seems highly

probable that at all periods of the earth's history some form of

the Protozoa—rhizopods, sponges, or both—predominated over

all other forms of animal life in the depths of the sea ; whether
spreading, compact, and reef-like, as in the Laurentian and
Palaeozoic £ozoon; or in the form of myriads of separate organisms,

as in the GlobigeritKs and VentriciLlites of the chalk.
"^'

During each cruise of the Forcitpine, samples of sea-water ob-

tained from various depths, as well as from the surface, at stations

far removed from land, were submitted to the Permanganate test,

after the method of Prof W. A. Miller, witli an addition suggested

by Dr. Angus Smith for the purpose of distinguishing the org.anic

matter in a state of decomposition from that which is only de-

composable ; with the result of showing the uniform presence of

an appreciable quantity of matter of the latter kind, which, not

having passed into a state of decomposition, may be assimilable

as food by animals, being, in fact, protoplasm in a state of

extreme dilution. And the careful analyses of larger quantities

collected during the third cruise, which have been since made by

* ''The Depths of the Sea," a lecture delivered in tlic theatre of the Royal
Dublin Society, April 10, 1869,
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Dr. FianUland, have fully confirmed these results, by demon-
strating the highly azotized character of this organic matter,

which presents itself in samples of sea-water taken up at from
500 to 750 fathoms' depth, in such a proportion that its

universal diffusion through the oceanic waters may be safely

predicted.

Until, therefore, any other more probable hypothesis shall

have been proposed, the sustenance of animal life on the ocean-
bottom at any depth may be fairly accounted for on the sup-

position of Prof Wyville Thomson, that the protozoic portion

of that fauna is nourished by direct absorption from the dilute

protoplasm diffused through the wdiole mass of oceanic waters,

just as it draws from the same mass the mineral ingredients of

the skeletons it forms. This diffused protoplasm, however,
must bo continually undergoing decomposition, and must be as

continually renewed ; and the source of that renewal must lie in

the surface-life of plants and animals, by which (as pointed out

by Prof Wyville Thomson) fresh supplies of organic matter
must be continually imparted to the oceanic waters, being can'ied

down even to their greatest depths by that liquid diffusion

which was so admirably investigated by the late Professor

Giaham. /
Not ofily, however, has the nutrition of the abyssal fauna to

be explained ; its respiration also has to be accounted for ; and
on this process also the results of the analyses of the gases of the

sea-water made during the Porcupine expedition throw very

important light. Samples were collected not only at the sur-

face, under a great variety of circumstances, but also from great

depths ; and the gases expelled by boiling were subjected to

analysis according to the method of Prof W. A. Miller—the

adaptation of his apparatus to the exigencies of ship-board
having been successfully accomplished daring the first cruise bv
Mr. \V. L. Carpenter. The general average of thirty analyses

of surface-water gives the following as the percentage propor-

tions :—25'I o.xygen, 54'2 nitrogen, 207 carbonic acid. This
proportion, however, was subject to great variations, as will be
presently shown. As a general rule, the proportion of oxygen was
found to diminish, and that of carbonic acid to increase, with the

depth ; the results of analyses of intermediate waters giving a per-

centage of 20"o oxygen, 52" 8 nitrogen, and 26*2 carbonic acid ;

whilst the results of analyses of bottom-waters gave 19*5 oxygen,
52 '6 nitrogen, and 27'9 carbonic acid. But bottom-water at a

comparatively small depth often contained as much carbonic acid

and as little oxygen as intermediate water at much gi'cater depths;

and the proportion of carbonic acid to oxygen in bottom-w-ater

was found to bear a much closer relation to the abundance of

animal life (especially of the more elevated types), as shown by
the dredge, than to its depth. This was very strikingly showni in

an instance in which analyses were made of the gases contained

in samples of water collected at every fifty fathoms, from 400
fathoms to the bottom at 862 fathoms, the percentage results

being as follows :

—

7SO fath. Soo falh. Bottom 862 f.-ith.

O.xygen . . . i8-8 . . lyS . . 17-2

Nitrogen . . . 49-3 . . 48-5 . . 34-5
Carbonic Acid . 31-9 . . 337 . . 48-3

The extraordinarily augmented percentage of carbonic acid in

the stratum of water here immediately overlying the sea-bed was
accompanied by a great abundance of animal life. On the other

hand, the lowest percentage of carbonic acid found in bottom-

water, viz. 7 '9, was accompanied by a "very bad haul." In

several cases in which the depths were nearly the same, the

analyst ventured a prediction as to the abundance, or otlierwise,

of animal life, from the proportion of carbonic acid in the

bottom-water ; and his prediction proved in every instance

correct.

It would appear, therefore, that the increase in the proportion

of carbonic acid and the diminution in that of the oxygen, in

the abyssal waters of the ocean, is due to the respiratory process,

which is no less a necessary condition of the existence of animal

life on the sea-bed, than is the presence of food-material for its

sustenance. And it is further obvious that the continued con-

sumption of oxygen and liberation of carbonic acid would soon

render the stratum of water immediately above the bottom com-
pletely irrespirable—in the absence of any antagonistic process of

vegetation— were it not for the upward diffusion of the carbonic

acid through the intermediate waters to the surface, and the

downward diffusion of oxygen from the surface to the depths

below. A continual interchange will take place at the surface

between the gases of the sea-water and those of the atmosphere ;

and thus the respiration of the abyssal fauna is provided for by a

process of diffusion, which may have to operate through three

miles or more of intervening water.

The varying proportions of carbonic acid and oxygen in the

surface-waters are doubtless to be accounted for in part by the

differences in the amount and character of the animal life existing

beneath ; but a comparison of the results of the analyses made
during the agitation of the surface by wind, with those made in

calm weather, showed so decided a reduction in the proportion

of carbonic acid, with an increase in that of oxygen, under
the former condition, as almost unc(]uivocally to indicate

that superficial disturbance of the sea by atmospireric move-
ment is absolutely necessary for its purification from the

noxious effects of animal decomposition. Of this view a most
unexpected and remarkable confirmation has been afforded

by the following circumstance :—In one of the analyses of surface-

water made during the second cruise, the percentage of carbonic

acid fell as low as 3 '3, while that of oxygen rose as high as 37 'I

;

and in a like analysis made during the third cruise, the percent-

age of carbonic acid was 5 '6, while that of o.xygen was 45 '3.

As the results of every other analysis of surface-water were in

marked contrast to these, it became a question wdiether they

should not be thrown out as erroneous ; until it was recollected

that, whilst the samples of surface-water had been generally

taken from the bow of the vessel, they had been drawn in these

two instances from abaft the paddles, and had thus been sub-

jected to such a violent agitation in contact with the atmosphere,

as would pre-eminently favour their thorough aeration.

Hence, then, it may be affirmed that every disturbance of the

ocean-surface by atmospheric movement, from the gentlest ripple

to the most tremendous storm-wave, contributes, in proportion to

its amount, to the maintenance of animal life in its abyssal depths

—doing, in fact, for the aeration of the fluids of their inhabitants,

just what is done by the heaving and falling of the walls of our

own chest for the aeration of the blood which courses through our

lungs. A perpetual calm would be as fatal to their con-

tinued existence as the forcible stoppage of all respiratory

movement would be to our own. And thus universal stagna-

tion would become universal death. /^

Thus it has been shown that the bed of the deep sea, even in

the immediate neighbourhood of our own shores, is an area of

which the conditions have until lately been as completely unknown
us those of the ice-bound regions of the poles, or of the densest

forests, the most arid deserts, the most inaccessible mountain-

summits, that lie between the tropics ; and further, that by the

systematic employment of the sounding-apparatus, the ther-

mometer, and the dredge, almost as complete a knowledge can

be gained of those conditions, as if the explorer could himself

visit the abyssal depths he desires to examine. Of the important

discoveries in .almost every department of science, but more par-

ticularly in what Mr. Kingsley has well termed Bio-Geology,

which may be anticipated from the continuation and extension of

an inquiiy of which the mere commencement has yielded such an
abundant harvest, the speaker felt it scarcely possible to form too

high an expectation. And, in conclusion, he referred to the

systematic and energetic prosecution of deep-sea explorations by
the United States Coast Survey and by the Swedish Government
—the results of which prove to be singularly accordant with those

now briefly expounded—as showing that other maritime powers

are strongly interested in the subject ; and expressed the earnest

hope that the liberal .assistance of Her Majesty's Government,

which has already enabled British naturalists to obtain the lead

in this inquiry, would be so continued as to enable them to keep

it in the future. In particular, he called attention to the sugges-

tion lately thrown out by M. Alex. Agassiz, that an arrangement

might be made by our own .\dmiralty with the naval authorities

of the United States, by which a thorough survey, physical and
biological, of the North Atlantic should be divided between the

two countries ; so that British and American explorers, prose-

cuting in a spirit of generous rivalry labours most important to

the science of the future, might meet and shake hands on the

Mid-Ocean.
W. B. Carpenter

Note.—Tables I. and II. on the following page give the

Temperature of the Sea at different Depths—(I.) in the Channel
between the North of Scotland, the Shetland Isles, and the

Faroe Islands (the Roman Numericals indicate the Lis;htning

Temperature-Soundings, corrected for pressure); and (II.) near

the Western margin of the North Atkantic Basin, as ascertained

by Serial and by Bottom Soundings.
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phenomenon of tlie aurora. It must now be observed that, on
account of the physical condition of the earth's surface, the

electromotor activity of the southern hcmisjihere must be through-

out much stronger than in the northern ; whence it happens, that

not only on both hemispheres between pole and equator, but

also between the north and south poles themselves, a continual

disturbance of electric equilibrium occurs; and it is this l:y which
the direction of the needle is determined. The narrow belt be-

tween the north and south-east trades—called by Dove the zone

of calms—may be termed, for present purposes, the meteorological

equator. This is known not to coincide with the geographical

equator, but to oscillate slowly about a limit of I to 1 .^ degrees

north of it. The cxpcriinentum cntcls for the theory— or, as we
will only term it at present the hypothesis—here adduced of the

trade-winds as the source of terrestrial magnetism, would con-

sist in establishing that the known alterations which the mag-
netic pole, as well as declination, gradually undergo, are accom-
panied by parallel changes of our m.ignelic equator. But work
of this description cannot be accomplished by a single private

individual, and I must content myself with having brought the

subject forward.

Amagat on the law of Mariotte

PROt'ESSOR E. II. AMAG.vr has published the restdls of some
experiments, still in progress, on the influence of temperature on
departures from the law of Mariotte. The researches of Regnault
have sl'.own that this law is not rigorously obeyed by any gas

excepting hydrogen ; in all other cases compressibility increases

with pressure, that is, when the gas approaches its temperature

of ebullition. This phenomenon has received various explanations.

It has been considered as residting from reciprocal molecular

attraction ; it has also been elucidated by a theory which was
first enunciated by Daniel Bernouilli, but has received successive

additions at the hands of Joule, Krrenig, and Clauslus. The
theory in question takes into account not only the morements of

translation ofmolecules, but their rotatory and internal movements,
as well as the possible movements of imponder.able fluids. If

we admit the first explanation, then, as attraction only depends
on the mean distance of the molecules, the departure from the

law in any single case must be the same at any temperature,

provided the initial and final volumes are the same. In other

words, let V be a given volume of gas at the temperature t and
pressure /. Reduce this volume to V by a pressure /',' the

temperature remaining unchanged. On heating the gas to /, it

will expand ; let P be the pressure necessary to restore the

volume to V, and P' the corresponding pressure. If the depar-

ture be only a function of the volume, it is clear that we must
have

/V PV
/v ~ p'V

V
Aj y} is common to both sides of this equation, it is only neces-

saiy to compare j, with -p • The author has done this in the

case of sulphur dioxide, ammonia, and carbon dioxide. In the

instance of sulphur dioxide

—

nt 14", ^> = o-soSjS )

u ( difference, 0'oo56l.

at 98°, p",
= "'50^77

)

(This difference corresponds to an observed height of more than

one centimetre of mercury.) For ammonia

—

at 13°, ^, = 0-50731

at Ti\ p/
= 0-50402

For carbonic dioxide

—

difference, 0-00329.

at 13°, y = 0-50981 ^

difference, 0-00210.

at 97°. p-' = o'50402

It appears from the prec6ding numbers that the departure is not

only a function of the volume, but also of the temperature at

which the experiment is performed. This result agrees, however,

with the second theory. In fact, the vis viva of the molecules

being greater as the temperature rises, it may be readily conceived

* This number is obviously a misprint,

that the loss due to their collision is relatively smaller than the
augmentation of pressure on the walls of the enclosing vessel,

due to the augmentation of vis viva, this being true even wh.en,

as the rate is accelerated, the molecular collisions become more
numerous.

In a new series of experiments, M. Amagat kept the initial

and final pressures as nearly as possible the same in each case,

thus obtaining the influence of temperature alone. He then
arrived at the following general results :

—

1. That near 100°, sulphur dioxide and ammonia depart
but little from Mariotte's law, yet more so than air at

the ordinary temperature.

2. That near \oa\ carbon dioxide is almost a perfect gas.

3. That nc:tr 100", air exactly follows the law.
The author is convinced that the higher the temperature of
liquefaction of a gas is found to be (under the same pressure), the
less does it depai't from the law of Mariotte at the same distance
from its point of liquefaction. *—[Archives des Sciences physiques
et naturelles, 139, p. t6g,]

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Linnean Society, March 17.—Mr. Carruthers exhibited i\

section of a fossil Osmtnida from the eocene beds of Heme Bay,
in w-hich not only the forms of the cells were preserved, but the
contents of the cells, and even the starch-granules. Before its

conservation it had been attacked by a parasitic fungus, the
mycelium of ivhich is preserved, in precisely the same condition
as it would be in a recent specimen.— Dr. Hooker read a further

communication from .Sir Henry Barkly on the Flora and Faun,i
of Round Island. The highest point of the island is 1,049 feet

above the level of the sea ; the summit is smooth, with three
large and remarkable blocks of granite. It is entirely composed
of tufa, mixed with volcanic sand m perfectly preserved strata.

The deeper ravines are crowded with lofty palms. Of the
twenty-six flowering plants gathered, the greater number belong
to the orders Gramiuar, Pandanaceic, Palniaccit, Elxnacca:,
CiiiclioiiaiCir, Composita:, and AschpiadciC. The proportion of
Endogens to Exogens is very large, namely, twelve to fourteen ;

but this proportion by no means represents the enormous pre-
ponderance of the former in individuals, probably amounting to

g9'per cent. Some of the Exogens are specifically identical with
those of the Mauritius, but few of the Endogens ; those of the
former class which are common to the two islands have probably
been introduced at some remote period. Of the three crypto-
gamic plants observed, one w-as a moss, probably a Sphagnum,
one a SdagiiidUi, certainly a new species, and one a widely-
spread fern, Adiaiitum (aiidatum. Of the five grasses the most
abundant is identical with the Indian Lemon-grass, The
Cypcracea are represented by one species, Scirpits maritimus.
The Paiidavacc'ic are very remarkable ; Pandaiius uti/is occurs,

but in one spot only, rare, and no doubt introduced, -whilst the
other, an allied species (P. Vandeniicerckii, is quite peculiar to

the islet). Of Palms there are no less than three species, pro-
bably all peculiar, the most remarkable being the botile-stemmed
species (a Ilyophort'c) already described as peculiar to the island.

The only other Endogen belongs to the order Liliaccir, and is

an aloe, growing on the summit, and probably a new species.

Of Ebciiaccic there are three species, and two Asclepiads with
trailing stems ; one species of APyrsinetr, new ; two Composita,
one of them a SoiicJiiis, both probably introduced ; one species

of Combretaieti: and one of Myrtacar : two Cinchonur, and a small
tree about twelve feet high, resembling the Blackioellia of
M.auritius. It will be seen that while the genera of the Round
Iskind Flora are Mauritian, the species are mostly peculiar. It

is probable that the whole group of islands—Mauritius, Bour-
bon, Round Island, He de Serpents, Rodriguez, with the smaller
islets, and probably Madagascar—are fragments of a vast con-

tinent. As regards the Fauna, there are no indigenous mam-
malia, although goats and rabbits have been introduced and
have multiplied exceedingly, and no land birds, not even the

Mauritian pigeons. The island seems, on the other hand—per-

haps from the absence of mammalia and birds—very favourable

to reptile life. Of Chelonians, a female land-tortoise had pre-

viously been captured on the island. Four distinct Saurians

were found, the largest exceeding a foot in length, a native of

* With the above results compare those obtained by .Andrews (Proceed-
ings of the Royal Society, xviii. 44).
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Madagascar, but not of Mauritius or Bourbon ; one species, at

least, ts altogether new. The four Ophidians are all undescribed,

no authentic evidence being known of any such having at any

time been indigenous to the Mauritius group. No Batrachians

were discovered, and the time was too short to collect the Fish

which'abounded in the freshwater pools. Only one Gasteropod was

collected, probably Cyclostoma Itemistoma. Of Arachnida, the

spiders are numerous and interesting, of four kinds, belonging

to as many different families, two common to Mauritius and

two not ; also three scorpions, one measuring five inches,

none of tliem Mauritian. Only one Myriapod was captured,

a centipede six inches in length, belonging to India, but

found also in Rodriguez. There were six Coleoptera, none of

them Mauritian, though not very dissimilar. Of Orthoptera, one

Plasma, peculiar to the island, and a grasshopper, also thought

to be new. The Neuroptera included only one specimen

of a dragon fly, and the flymenoptera only a single bee. Gene-

rally speaking, tlie Fauna was of the type of the Malayan archi-

pelago, with greater resemblance to that of Madagascar than of

Mauritius or Bourbon. The reptiles have been sent to Mr.
Gunther of the British Museum for examination and description,

and specimensdf the plants to the Kew Herbarium. Thus it will be
seen that this little islet, not a mile in diameter, and only thirteen

distant from the gi'eat island of Mauritius, is unique in respect

of the peculiarity of both its animal and vegetable productions.

In the matter of Ophidians it is especially so ; the absence of

them in otlier oceanic islets throughout the globe being one of

the most remarkable features of their histor)'.

Royal Geographical Society, March 14.—Sir R. I.

Murchison, Bart., president, in the chair. The following

new Fellows were elected :—Charles Ashton ; William J.

Anderson ; Louis Alford ; Charles Fairbridge ; Cliarles \V.

Gray ; Edward Gellatly ; J. G. Gibson ; T. D. Murray ; Rev.

W. R. Tilson Marsh, M.A. ; M, the Chevalier de Overbeck
;

Robert T. Pigott ; Albert Walker ; Thomas Watson ; Peter T.

Wills. The President, Sir Roderick Murchison, read an official

letter he had that day received from Lord Clarendon, stating that

a severe outbreak of cholera had occurred in East Africa, at

Zanzibar, and on the neighbouring mainland, which it was feared

would delay the progress of Dr. Livingstone, inasmuch as the

native carriers who were taking supplies to him had been attacked

by the epidemic. .Sir Roderick stated that there was little

probability of the disease reaching tlie remote interior district

where Livingstone remained waiting for the Zanzibar caravan.

The following paper was read: "On Mon'ell's Antarctic Voyage,
and on the advantages of steam navigation in future Antarctic

Explorations," by Captain R. V. Hamilton, R.N. According

to the author, a remarkable narrative of a voyage in high southern

latitudes by Benjamin Morrell, in tlie Wasp sealing schooner, pub-

lished at New York in 1S32, had been hitherto overlooked by all

concerned in Antarctic exploration. Even Monell's celebrated

countryman. Commodore Wilkes, seemed not to have been aware
of this publication, which appeared before he sailed on his voyage
of discovery. Captain Hamilton had laid down Morrell's route on a

South Polar chart, and found that it intersected several times theland

said afterwards to have been discovered by Wilkes. The portion of

the Antarctic Ocean navigated was between 66° and 70° 14'lat, ,and

between 105° E. long, and the meridian of Gleen^\dch. South of

64° he found less ice, and in 69° 1 1' there was no field-ice visible.

Captain Hamilton concluded that the Antarctic lands seen by
Wilkes and others were mostly islands, and that one or other of

them would offer a suitable site for the observation of the ap-

proaching Transit of Venus. The employment of steam-vessels,

he contended, would add very greatly to the safety of the expedi-

tion as well as the facility of reaching the high southern latitudes.

The great barrier of ice surrounding the South Polar lands, he
believed, was not glacier ice, but an enormous floe. In the dis-

cussion which followed, Commander J. E. Davis (of Sir James
Ross's Expedition) dissected many of Slorrell's statements about
well-known places in high southern latitudes, and showed that

they were almost all pure fiction : he considered his work to be,

therefore, of no authority, and denied that it had been overlooked;
it had been examined by cartographers and writers, and set

aside as unreliable. Mr. Enderby expressed similar opinions,
from personal knowledge of MoiTell, and Mr. F. Galton also
exposed Morrell's inaccuracy with regard to the interior of South-
west Africa. Captain Sherard Osborn differed in opinion from
Captain Hamilton regarding the fomiation of the Antarctic icy
barrier, and believed it to be the seaward edge of an enormous

continental glacier. Admiral Ommaney also took part in the

discussion. The meeting was then adjourned to March 28.

Anthropological Society, March 15.—Dr. Chaniock, V.P.
in the chair. Mr. ^Villiam Stephens Haywood, Long Witten-
ham, near Abingdon, Berks ; and Mr. P. Henderson, her
Majesty's Vice-Consul at Benghazi, North Africa, and No. i

Stafford Place, Buckingham Gate, were elected Fellows. Dr.
Daniel Earl Burdett was elected a local secretary for Belleville,

Ontario, Canada. The following paper, by Dr. Isidore Koper-
nicky and Dr. J. Barnard Davis, F. R. S., was read : "On the
strange peculiarities observed by a religious sect of Moscovites,
called Scoptsi." This curious Christian sect of a well-defined

race was fully described in the paper by Dr. Barnard Davis from
data supplied him by Dr. Kopernicky of Bucharest, and it was
accompanied by an anatomical preparation which clearly demon-
strated the character and amount of mutilation practised by the
Scoptsi. That practice is based upon the twelfth verse of the
nineteenth chapter of St. Matthew, and it has been carried out
with such resolution and to so large an extent, that the Russian
Government has been compelled to interfere and to punish with
extreme severity all members proved to belong to that com-
munity. Hence, the Scoptsi are forced to conduct their worship
and to carry out their peculiar rites in the most secret manner :

nevertheless, they contrive to amass great wealth, and as a
consequence they possess considerable influence in districts

in which they reside. Accident alone brought under the
notice of Dr. Kopernicky the case of the individual whose
body furnished the preparation laid before the society.

The paper, after entering at length into the modes of conducting
the religious worship of the Scoptsi, their estimated numbers,
their physical characteristics and other details, viewed the sub-

ject in its psychical aspect. Dr. Kopernicky was of opinion that

this aberration in Christianity could not be explained otherwise

than by the psychological peculiarity of the race of Moscovites
in which it prevails. He endorsed the well-known views of the

Rev. Dunbar Heath upon the difference which exists between
the .Semitic and "Aryan"' races in their appreciation of the

doctrines of Christianity, and held it to be an anthropological
fact that the ideas and religious creeds, sound or absurd, moral or

immora],which are produced, or which develope themselves among
a certain race, depend greatly upon the character of the psycho-
logical sentiments natural to that race. That was the reason
why Christianity was so readily accepted, and has taken such
root among tlie Aryan peoples, and why, on the contrary, the
Koran has had most success and most persistence among tlie

Semites. An animated discussion ensued, in which the Rev.
Dunbar Heath, Mr. Moncure Conway, Mr. Ralston, Dr. .Spen-

cer Cobbold, and others, took part.

Institution of Civil Engineers, February 22.—Thefollow-
ing papers were read :

—"On the New Mhow-ke-MuUee Viaduct,
Great Indian Peninsula Railw.ay," by Mr. A. R. Terry; "On
the Pennair Bridge, Madras Railway," by Mr. C. W. Stoney.
March i.

—"The Wolf-Rock Lighthouse." By James N.
Douglass.

March 8.
—"Description of the Line and Works of the San

Paolo Railway in the Empire of Brazil." By D. M. Fox.
March 22.—" On the conditions and the limits which govern

the proportions of Rotary Fans." By R. Briggs, of Phila-

delphia.

Dublin

Royal Irish Academy, March 16.—The Rev. John H.
Jellett, M.A., was elected president, and the following gentle-

men were elected council and officers for the current year :

—

Dr. W. K. Sullivan, Secretary of Academy ; Dr. H. Hennessy,
Dr. W. Stokes, Dr. A. Searle Hart, Dr. James Apjohn, Rev.
Humphrey Lloyd, D.D., Rev. S. Haughton, M.D., Rev. J. A.
Galbraith, Dr. MacDonnell, Dr. E. Perceval Wright, Mr. R.
S. Ball

; John T. Gilbert, Librarian ; William H. Hardinge,
Treasurer ; Dr. John Kells Ingiam, Secretary of Council ; Sir

W. R. Wilde, Secretary of Foreign Correspondence ; Rev.
George Longfield, D. D., Dr. Samuel Ferguson, Dr. W. J.
O'Donnavan, Dr. Alexander G. Richey, Colonel Meadows
Taylor, John R. Garstin. Heinrich Ewald, of Gottingen, was
elected an honorary member in the department of Polite

Literature. The following grants of money were voted ;

—

20/. to Dr. John Barker, in aid of his experiments on " Micro-
scopic Illumination." 15/. to Mr. E. Reynolds, to enable him
to carry out his researches on the "Spectrum Analysis of

Chlorine," &c. 15/, to Mr.' N. Furlong, to enable him to
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carry out his experiments oil the " Innervation of the Heart."
Professor Hennessy read a note on " Two Streams flowing from
the same source in opposite directions." The president nomi-
nated Henry Hennessy, F.R.S., William Stokes, M.D., Sir

William R. Wilde, M.D., and Samuel Ferguson, LL.D., vice-

presidents for the current year. The annual report was read

and adopted, and then the Academy adjourned.

Gl.\sgow
Natural History Society, February 22.—Mr. David Robert-

son, F. G..S., vice-president, in the chair. Mr. Thomas Chap-
man exhibited specimens of Venilta Ma ularii which he had
captured in June last in the Pass of Leny, Perthshire, and the

Rev. James E. Somerville stated that he had taken the species

in some numbers in Argyleshire, both at Loch Awe and Oban.
The secretary exhibited a small collection of star-fishes, which
had been forwarded from Girvan by Mr. Thomas Anderson,
corresponding member.—Mr. Duncan McLellan exhibited mon-
strosities of the common a^h and hawthorn Irom the Queen's
Park ; the former showing the twigs flattened like horns of a

reindeer, the latter having its branches tortuous like a cork-
screw. Both specimens presented a very unusual appearance.
—Mr. Alexander Donaldson exhibited an example of maliorma-
tion in the bill of a rook, regarding which Mr. Gray observed
that it possessed additional interest from the fact of its showing
only a partial abrasion at the base of the bill, and that it had
been arrested probably in consequence of the mallbrmation.
Drawings of other malformations were exhibited by Mr. Gray.
Mr. John Gilmour exhibited an unusually dark specimen of the

hooded crow {Cin~jus cornix), which had the light space on the
breast and shoulders very much clouded, giving the bird

the appearance of a variety of the carrion crow [Corz'us

coro7te). Dr. Stirton exhibited specimens of Adtlant/t2is

Carriu^oni— a Jungermannia new to science, which he
had found on Ben Lawers, and other places. This moss had
formerly been confounded with Aluularia compressa, from which,
however, it differs not only in the colour and areolation of the
leaves, but also in their mode of attachment to the stem. It ap-
proaches much more closely Alicularta decliisa from Campbell's
Island in the South Pacific ; and as this last has been provetl by
Dr. Carrington to be an Addaiitlnis, it has been thought proper
to refer this moss also to the same subgenus, fhe Rev.
James E. Somerville than read a paper on Danais chrysij'/iis

and its food plant, Asclcpias gi^antea^ with illustrative

specimens from Upper Egypt. The author of this paper gave a

very interesting account of this butterfly from personal observa-

tions made during a three months" residence in Egypt, and also

of the plants on which it is known to feed. He likewise

described the peculiar properties of the Calottopts procera or

Asrkpias gigantea of Linuieus—a plant better known as the

apples of Sodom—a beautiful series of which, in its various stages

of growth, was exhibited by Mr. Somerville in illustration of his

remarks.

Boston

Boston Natural History Society, Februarys.-—Dr. B. Joy
Jeffries states that, as at difterent times during the past three

years he had had occasion to call the attention of the society

to the physiology of accommodation in man and other animals,

including birds, he Avould ask to be allowed to make a few re-

marks on a special part of the eye which is interested in, and
may be employed in, accommodation. He illustrated his remarks
by a series of pictures and diagrams representing sections of tlie

human eye and a number of difterent animals, made through the

ciliary muscle and the adjacent parts of the sclerotic, cornea and
iris. From dissections made by many anatomists, and the special

studies of several physiologists, it resulted that the space in the

eye hitherto known as" the canal of Fontana, who first described

it in 177S, is now proved not to be a canal with walls, but rather

a triangular space between the ciliary muscle, iris, and sclerotic

or cornea, filled by a sort of mesh-work attaching the iris to the

last-named membrane. This mesh-work is cut oft" from the

aqueous humour. It constitutes the ligamentum pectinatuin iridis,

and is quite distinct from the circular venous sinus in the sclerotic

just outside of it, which it has apparently sometimes been mis-

taken for it. Dr. Jeffries discussed the question as to whether it

took part in the accommodation of the eye, if not in man where
it seemingly could not, in the lower animals where its size in-

creases with the decrease of the ciliary muscle. He remarked
that our present knowledge of it is due to the recent researches

of Drs. Iwanoff and Rollett.

Section of Microscopy, January 12.—Mr. Stodder referred to a

communication of Mr. R. C. Greenleaf, on a specimen of

Aiilacodiscus oreganns 'H^'Ci.
,
prepared by Mr. Samuels, which

in the process of mounting separated into two plates ; one being

the outer, and the other the inner plate of one valve. A few

days since a similar thing happened to Mr. Samuels when
mounting another specimen of the same species. The diatom
separated into two pieces, the inner and outer plates of one valve

as Mr. Samuels supposed. But a careful inspection of the

specimen which was exhibited to the section, indicated an entirely

dift"erent origin. One disc was a perfect A. ore^amis, with all

the characters of that species, having ten rays, and "feet." The
other was more hyaline, the umbilicus less distinct, the granules

and " feet" imperfectly developed, and having eleven rays and
"feet." Mr. Stodder's explanation of the appearances—if Mr.

Samuels was not mistaken as to the facts— is that the one disc

is the parent, and the other a valve of a new frustule, which was
fonning in the process of sell-division, the growth of which was
stopped before it had come to maturity. Ehrenberg and some
other naturalists have made the number of rays in such forms a

specific character ; Bailey and others have rejected this principle

of classification, but here for the first lime we have positive

evidence that a form with eleven rays has been derived directly

from one of ten rays. Such a change of characters in one

order of plants being authentically established, it is a reason-

able inference that all other orders may be liable to similar

changes, and therefore great caution should be used in allowing

specific value to unimportant characters.

January 26.

—

Section of Entomology.—Mr. E. Burgess in the

chair. Twebe persons were present. Mr. F. G. Sanborn exhi-

bited a drawing of the larva of Callosamia proinet/ica, made by
the late Mr. C. A. Shurteft", together with the specimen after it

had spun its cocoon. Dr. H. Hagen read a criticism of

the views of Dr. Packard concerning the Ncuroplera, as given

in his recently completed "Guide," and explained that in the

manuscript of his own " Synopsis of North American Neurop-

tera " he had, in accordance with the views of the most promi-

nent entomologists for twenty-eight years, distinctly separated

the Pseudoneuroptera and Neuroptera as two different parts of

the work. Dr. Hagen also remarked that Mr. Fritz Miiller had
sent to him some white ants from Itahahy, St. Catharina, Brazil,

with the following remarks:—"These nests of white ants are

more or less regular cylinders, one span high and two or three

inches thick. By horizontal floors they arc divided into twelve

or fifteen compartments or chambers. The outer surface bulges

out so that one can make out the number of chambers by tlie

enlargements of the cylinder. A pillar goes through all the

compartments ; close to this, or in it, runs an oblique passage

from each chamber to the next. Sometimes all these passages

together form a somewhat regular winding stair through all the

compartments. For the impregnated female these passages are

too narrow, and she can therefore not leave her chamber. Theie
are, both in the outer wall and in the horizontal divisions, passages

too small to admit the passing of the winged ants ; but neither

in the outside wall nor m the chambers is there any opening to

the outside in nests which have not been injured. In the outside

wall the passages run from top to bottom. In the di\ isions, from
circumference to centre without reaching this latter. In the fiat

compartments they are not to be detected from the outside ; in

the circumference they appear as flattened ridges. In drying, the

outer side of the passages falls off, and then tney are to be seen

as deep hollows with inflated borders. In undisturbed nests the

only entrance seems to be on the upper surface some inches under

ground. The nest is not directly connected with the earth, but

is surrounded by about a finger's breadth of free space. The
nest can, therefore, as soon as the upper end is freed from earth,

be easily taken out of the ground. I have never found in one
of these nests more than one impregnated female. Besides the

winged ants, the eggs, and the larva;, there are found two kinds

of labourers ; of these, one kind is distinguished by a truncated

nose. Not in the nest, but in the same piece of land, are found,

in planting corn, single white ants with disproportionately large

heads and long mandibles." The winged ants were stated by Dr.

Hagen to belong to Tcrmes striatus, or perhaps to 'J\ similis

;

the imago is in too bad a condition for accurate determination.

The soldier with truncated nose was figured by him as 'J', similis

;

the soldier with long mandibles as T. angnlatns. No description

of white ants' nests like this has ever been given before.—Mr.

S. II. Scudder remarked that in a recent examination of the

external genital armature of our diurnal Lepidoptcra, he had
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noticed the extraordinan- fact that in the males of the

Ivorth-American species of the genus A'ismiiades, these organs

were asymmetrical. The asymmetry is confined to the lower

lateral plates, which are unusually developed in this genus,

and shows itself in the diverse length of the lower process

and in the size, and the entireness or the excision of the lateral

flap. The only species in the genus, as generally accepted,

which does not come under this rule, is A'. Catnilns, but the

structural features of all the appendages of the body of this

species show that it is wrongly placed in this relation. Mr.

Scudder also stated that the butterfly described by Dr. Harris

in his State Report as Etidamus Bathyllus,—a name invariably

accepted by subsequent writers—was not the species originally

described and figured by Abbot and Smith under the same
specific name ; he therefore proposed to call Harris's species

Etidamus Pylades. Mr. Sprague referred to an instance related

by a friend not versed in entontology, where "flies ' were seen,

through a hole in the ice in midwinter, to ascend in large num-
bers from the bottom of a stream to tlie surface and take flight.

Mr. B. P. Mann stated that he had taken a specimen of Carabiis

Chamissonis Fisch , in Labrador. Mr. F. G. Samborn remarked
that he had taken ten or twelve specimens of the same species in

August, on the sides of Mount \Vashington, X.H., at a height

of from four to five thousand feet above the sea. He also re-

ported the capture in Andover, ifass., on Christmas Day, 1S69,

of Capnia and Tieniopteryx, moving actively upon the ice ; of

several Staphyiinidtt of the genera Za//w^/'.vw/, SUniis, Philonthus

and Lithochayis^ together with Photimts corritscits and larviB of

Tdeplionis, and some undetermined Coleopterous and Geometri-
deous lan'se, also a species of Salda (Hemipterous), and of

Diptera^ Hydrophonts pirata Loew, and Sepsis s^., which were
struggling in water of about one-eighth inch in depth, covering

the surface of the ice in meadows. A great number of .-Jr<ji//«/a'i?,

mostly of small size, were noticed under the same circumstances,

and appeared to represent many species. He was in pursuit of

the aberrant forms, Bornis and Cliioiien, but several hours of

careful search failed to reveal any specimens of either.

P,\RIS

Academy of Sciences, March 21.—The following papers

relating to various departments of physics Avere read : A note

on the variations of the calorific capacity of water towards the

maximum of density, by M. Him ; on the angle of adjustment

of a liquid with a solid wall, by M. Moulier ; a description of a

vertical galvanometer with a balance, suitable for use before

large audiences, by M. Bourbouze.—The chemical papers were
rather numerous, and included a note on the analysis and uses of

the rock known in the Ardennes under the name of gaize, or

pierre-mnrte, by MM. H. Sainte-Claire DeWUe and J. Desnoyers,

upon which M. Elie de Beaumont made some remarks.—A note

by M. Descloiseaux upon some crystallised derivatives of the

coal hydrocarbons ; a memoir on the action of sulphuret of

carbon and carburetted gases upon wood charcoal, by il. Sidot

;

a note on cobalt and manganese and their alloys with copper, by
M. A. ^'alenciennes ; a note on a new method of preparing

hydrobromic acid, by MM. Champion and Pellet ; a note on
the properties of iodic acid, by -M. A. Ditte ; one on the

hydrogenated derivatives of sulphuret of carbon, by M . A. Girard

;

a note on the vitality of beer-yeast, by M. Melsens ; an
important note by Si. J. Raulin on the chemical con-

ditions of the life of the lower organisms ; a paper on
tribromhydrin, by M. L. Henry; and a note on the

isomeric xylenes and cumenes in the coal-oils, by M. Rommier.
—M. Rosenstiehl also presented a paper on the nature of the

motor force which produces the phenomena of endosmose
;

and M. E. Martin an electro-chemical investigation of ozone.

—

M. Blanqui forwarded a letter describing an instrument for

solving spherical triangles without the aid of tables of logarithms;

and M. Bowen a continuation of his communication relating to

the distance of the sun, of which the titles only are given.—M.
Chasles made known a theorem relating to the theoiy of surfaces

which had been commmiicated to him by Mr. Spottiswoode.

—

M. Coumbary's notice of the fall of an aerolite in Barbary
(given in our last number) was communicated by M. Le Verrier,

\iho also presented some observations on storms in Norway
during the year l86q, by M. Mohn of Christiania.—With the
exception of a few medical miscellaneous notes, three botanical
papers complete the list of communications at this meeting: these
were the continuations of M. Trecul's and M. Chatin's valuable
researches upon the trachcK of ferns, and the causes of the

dehiscence of anthers (the latter completed), and a notice of a
remarkable case of subdivision of the top of a palm-tree, by
M. Ramon de la Sagra.

DIARY

THURSDAY, SUkch 31.

RoVAL Society, at 8.30.— On the rel.ition between the Sun's Altitude and
the chemical intensitj- of total dayhght in a cloudless sky: Prof, iioscoe
and Dr. Thorpe. — On the acids contained in Crab-oil : Mr. W. J.
\N'onfor.

Society of Antiquaries, at 8.30 —On the Crypt of the Chapter-house at
Westminster: H. Harrod, F.S.A.

Royal I.n-stitution, at 3.—Chemistry of Vegetable Products: Prof. Odiing.
London Ikstitutio.n, at 7.30.—Geology: Dr. Cobbold.

FRIDAY, April I.

Royal Institution, at S.—Artificial Alizarine : Prof. Roscoe.
ARCH.tOLOGlCAL InsTITUTIO.N, at 4.

SA TURDA Y, April i.

Royal Institution, at 3.—The Sun : J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.

MONDAY, April 4.

London Institution, at 4,—Chemistry: Prof. Bloxam.
Royal Institution, at 2.—General Monthly Meeting.
Entomological Society, at 7.

Medical Society, at 8.

Royal Asiatic Society, at 4.

ViLToRi.\ Institute, at 8.—On Comparative Psychology : E. J. Morshead.

TUESDAY, Aprils.
Anthropological Society, at 8—Phallic Worship : H. M. Westropp

:

—The Influence of the Phallic Idea in the Religion of Antiquity ; C.
Staniland Wake.

"Royal Institution, at 3.—-Nervous System : Prof. Rolleston, M.D.,F. R.S.
Institution of Civil Engineers, at 8. — Discussion on St. Pancras

Slati-*n.—On the Dressing of Lead Ore : Thomas Sopwiih, jun.,

Memb. Inst. C.E.

WEDNESDAY, April 6.

Society of Arts, at 8.

THURSDAY, April 7.

Royal Institution, at 3.^Chemistrj' : Prof. Odiing.
Chemical Society, at 8.—On the .Analysis of Deep-sea Water: Dr.

John Hunter.—On the refraction equivalents of the aromatic Hydro-
carbons and their derivatives: Dr. J. H. Gladstone.—On an acid
Feed-water from the Coal-fields of Shellarton. N.S., and the results of
its use : Prof How.

Linnean Society, at 8.—On new species of Annelids, &c. : Dr. Eaird.

—

On Algae from the North-Atlantic Ocean : Dr. Dickie.

BOOKS RECEIVED
English.—A Poor Man's Photography at the Great Pyramid : Prof*

Piazzi Smyth (H. Greenwood).—The Week of Creation : G. Warington
(MacmiUan^K—The Philosophy of the Bath : D. Dunlop (Dubhn, Moffat).
—The Fuel of the Sun : W. Mattieu Williams iSimpkin, Alarshall, and Co).

Foreign'.—Grundzuge der Modernen Chemie : Dr. EugcnZell, Organische
Chemie (Berlin, Herschwald'.—Grundtissder Physik itnd Meteorologie : Dr.

J. Miiller (Brunswick, Vieweg).—L'Annee Geographique ; revue annuelle

:

M. Vivien de Saint-Martin (Paris, Hachette).—Reden und Abhandlungen
i'iber Gegenstande der Himmelskunde : Dr J. H. von Madler (Berlin, Oppen-
heim .— Jahresbericht uber die Fortschritte der Chemie: Adolph Strecker,
fiir 1868, i^^^ Heft (Giessen, Ricker!.—Charles Darwin und Alfred Russel
Wallace : Dr. A. B. ? lever (Erlangen, Befold).—Die Stellung des Menschen
in der Natur ;

2'^ Lieferung Wer sind wir: Dr. L. Buchner (Leipzig^
Thomas).—Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fQr EnJkunde zu Berlin, ^^^' Band :

Prof. W, Koner (Berlin, Reimer).—Studien uber die Wanderblocke und die
Diluvialgebiide Ru-i-ilands : C. von Helmersen, 10 Tafeln (St. Petersburgh,
Eggers'. Through Williams and Norgate. Crj'ptogamielllustree, ou His-
toire des Families naturelles des Plantes Acotyledonees d'Europe : Casimir
Bourneguere (Paris, Baillierej.—Gedachtnissrede von Ale.\ander von Hum-
boldt : C G. Ehrenberg (Berlin, Oppenheim).
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MAGMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Publishers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary

information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors

are well knowTi as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high

character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others

are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of begiimers,

whether for pri\ate study or for school instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPUL.AR ASTROXOMV. Wiih Illustrations. By G. P..

AIRY, -\-stronomer Royal. SLxth and cheaper Edition. iSmo. cloth- +r. 6j'.

This work consists of six lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the obser\*ations made with these instruments are

treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar

System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutiae of formulas, and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct

reference of every' step to the Observatory', and the full description of the

methods and instruments of obser\'ation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagram of

the Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and Nebulae, and numerous Illustrations. By
J.NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fifth Thousand. i8mo. 5^. 6</.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulae : the Pun ; the Solar System : Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies : the Measurement of Time ; Light ; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions ; Universal Gra\-itation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated. Mr. Loclo'er's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations. By T- H. HUXLEY, F. R. S. , Professor of Natural History in the

Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4J. i>d.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the

principles of Human Physiology- ; or the Structure and Functions of the

Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general \'iew of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Yascular or Veinous System, and the

Circulation ; the Blood and the Lj-mph ; Respiration : Sources of Loss and of

Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Nlotion and Locomotion ;

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Organ of Sight ; the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the

Nervous System and Inner\'ation ; Histolog>', or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.

The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravings. The manual is

primarily intended to sene as a text-book for teachers and learners in boys'

and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, .M.D. iSmo. is. 6d.

These Questions were drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of

young people in Physiology'.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DAMEL OLIVER, F-R-S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
i8mo. cloth. 4s. td.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's plan of selected Tj-pes and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiolo gical Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original T^-pes. The con-

cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and *' How to describe

Plants." A valuable Glossary' is appended to the volume. In the prepara-

tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE^S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. INORGANIC .\ND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrarions and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.

New Edition. Twenty-first Thousand. iSmo. cloth. +?. td.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important

facts and principles of Modem Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementarj' instruction. For the

purpo've of facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the

subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.

The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-

metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the

most important of the latest discoveries.

Extra fcap. 8vo.
, price 6s. 6d.

FIRST BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY.
By Professor OLIVER. F R.S., F.L.S., Keeper of the Herbarium and
Librarj'of the Royal Gardens, Rew. and Professor of Botany in University

College, London. With numerous Illustrations.

" In nothing is Prof. Oliver's book more satisfactory than the success with
wh'ch, within so small a compass, it illustrates the vast and \-aried botany of

India. Such a work has long been wanted by amateurs and college pro-

fe?.sors and students in India."

—

Atken^zutn.
" Will enable the learner at once to master the elements of his study, and

to apply his new knowledge to a practical examination of the plants and
flowers that meet his eye in any part of India."

—

Aliens Indian Mail.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown Svo. cloth.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth, dr. dd.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIBRATIONS. With the Mathematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University. Cro\vn Svo. 9J.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the Use of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A., Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. 8vo. cloth. 12s. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUIS'.A.R THEORY, with a Brief Sketch of the Problem up to the

time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, re^-ised.

Cro".\"n Svo. doth. $s. td.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in 1868. With Appendices, Chromo-litho-

graphs. Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 2iJ-. Second

Edition.

Westmbtster Rci-ifzv.—" The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-

able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices

to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the

author has rendered it equally valuable as a text-book for advanced stu-

dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS. AND THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
By JOHN H. PRATT, MA., Archdeacon of Caicutu, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.

Crown Svo. cloth, ts. 6d.
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THE SOCIETY OF ARTS CONFERENCE

'T'HE Society of Arts is entitled to the thanks of the

community for the service it performs in holding from

time to time conferences for the discussion of public

questions of immediate interest. Technical education,

street tramways, the sewage question, and the Channel-

spanning problem, have all been recently discussed in

this way. Last Thursday another national movement, of

greater importance than even any of those we have

named, was brought under discussion at one of these use-

ful gatherings, namely, the Relation of the State to

Science,—a movement that could not have a more

natural or more influential supporter than the Society

whose special province it is to advance the practical

application of science to the needs of our daily life.

The Conference was opened by a paper by Colonel

Strange, " On the proposed inquiry, by a Royal Com-
mission, into the Relation of the State to Science." The
part which deals with the scope of the intended inquir>'

wc reproduce in another column: we published some time

ago a narrative of events.

It is easy to see that in the paper which formed the

subject for debate, the writer aimed at giving to the discus-

sion a practical direction, calculated to assist those inte-

rested, including the Government, in determining what

objects should claim the attention of the Royal Commis-
sion which will probably soon be issued. The Con-

ference, though not numerously attended, included many
of our most eminent men of science, and the speakers

were all of that class. Professor Williamson, of Univer-

sity College, and Dr. Miller, of King's College, addressed

themselves chiefly to the educational side of the question,

and insisted on the rights of independent teaching of

which they are the recognised champions—rights which

Colonel Strange in his paper mentions prominently as

demanding examination. Professor Williamson forcibly

deprecated any cut-and-dried scheme, thus endorsing

Colonel Strange's recommendation that the fullest pos-

sible inquiry into all existing scientific agencies should

be made 'first and foremost. Dr. Balfour Stewart sug-

gested a very comprehensive classification of scientific

work into Observational work, Experimental work not

involving time as an essential element, and Experimental

wo; k involving time as an essential element. Of these, he

stated that the first and last require the permanence and

continuity of State institutions, and have been much
neglected in England, while the second can to a great

extent be achieved by individuals labouring independently.

No doubt this classification will more or less form the

basis of the scientific system of the future.

The Astronomer Royal, speaking with an evident sense

of the weight that must attach to his opinions on such a

subject, and in a tone that might almost be called official,

announced his belief that much good would come of the

proposed Royal Commission. He illustrated the confused

state of our scientific officialism by a humorous descrip-

tion of the accounts of the Royal Observator)', of which

three distinct sets were required, one for the Admiralty,

another in a different form for the Treasury, and a third

" to reconcile the other two." He considered that the

present movement tended to the creation of a salaried

Academy, to which he did not seem opposed, though he

pointed out that there are some kinds of inquiry

which such a body would never have initiated, as

for instance the discovery of Neptune, and Mr.

Lockyer's solar researches. Dr. Mann, Mr. De la

Rue, and the Rev. Arthur Rigg warmly supported

the recommendation that the inquiry should be full.

Mr. Edwin Chadwick particularly dwelt on tlie ad-

vantage of official concentration in science, in a speech

full of practical sagacity. The discussion w'as summed
up most ably by the chairman, Lord Henry Lennox, Pre-

sident of the Society of Arts, who, in responding to a

pointed appeal made to him by Mr. Chadwick, told the

meeting how, on one occasion, desiring to ask in the

House of Commons a question regarding some scientific

matter, he found that it affected four different departments,

and should therefore elicit a quadruple reply, the horrors

of which he evaded by most informally putting the in-

quiry to the Premier himself. He did not add that his

desire for information was gratified.

The proceedings of the Conference were brought to a

practical issue by the following resolution :

—" That this

Conference desires emphatically to affirm the conclusion of

the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

that a Royal Commission to inquire into the relations of

the State to Science is very desirable, and to recommend
that the scope of the inquiry be made as wide as possible."

This motion obviously conveyed the sense of the meeting

with accuracy, and it was carried unanimously. The chair-

man announced that the resolution and a full report of

the conference would be forwarded by the Council of

the Society of Arts to the Government.

Armed with so competent and united an expression of

opinion, following up that already given by the British

Association, the Government will, no doubt, invest the

Commission with very full powers. A little consideration,

indeed, will show that the wider the scope given to the

inquiry, the more easy will it be to conduct it. Nothing

would be so difficult as to confine inquiry to selected por-

tions of such a subject, all the parts of which are so in-

timately connected as to preclude the possibility of

entering on one without trespassing on those which sur-

round it. The whole field of science must be submitted

to a comprehensive survey, before any project for its

effectual cultivation can possibly be devised. The plain

assertion made in Colonel Strange's paper, that at present

we have not even the nucleus of a scientific system, re-

ceived the tacit assent of the Conference, no speaker

thinking it worth while to do more than incidentally

illustrate its truth. Comprehensive confusion needing

comprehensive remedies must first undergo compre-

hensive examination. We agree with those who think

it will be difficult for the Commission to construct a

new and complete system. A good and durable sys-

tem must, as Dr. Mann expressed it, be built up by

degrees—brick by brick, as it were. This work is admini-

strative, not deliberative, and should therefore properly

devolve on the Minister entrusted with the Department

of Science. If, with the materials furnished by the Royal

Comtnission to his hand, he cannot work them into shape,

the course is simple—change him !
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OUR NATIONAL DRINK
i'/roiii^ Drink and Tobacco Smoke : llic Siniciurc,

Groivth, and Uses of Malt, Hops, Yeast, and Tobacco.

With 167 original illustrations, drawn and engraved
on steel h\ Henry P. Prescott, F.L.S. Pp. 71. (Lon-
don ; Macmillan and Co. 1869.)

Burton-on-Trent : its History, its ]Vaters, and its

Breweries. By William Alolyneux, F.G.S. Pp. 264.

(London: Triibner and Co. Burton- on - Trent :

Whitechurch.)

A^T'HEX Mr. Gladstone, some years ago, inaugurated

a new era, and opened British ports to wine which

could not be brought here previously on account of

its value being actually less than the duty it was sub-

ject to equally with wine of the most costly sort, it was
believed by many that a serious blow had been dealt

against a branch of home industry—the production of

malt liquor — which is probably more peculiar to this

country than any other.

The fact that there has always been a host of poetic

and jubilant notions associated with the name of wine, as

well as the enhanced estimation of a thing not easily

obtainable, may have seemed good reasons for antici-

pating a very general desertion of beer in favour of cheap

wine ; but when the inaccessibility which lent enchant-

ment to the name of wine was replaced by the sour reality

of shilling hock or claret, the halo of imaginative recom-

mendation was soon dispelled; consequently, these beve-

rages have been very generally classed among things to

be avoided, and even " Gladstone " sherry is regarded with

profound suspicion. Meanwhile, our national drink has

maintained its supremacy, and though its prospects were

for a time clouded by the advent of cheap wine, it may
safely be said that while the beer-drinking class in this

country is quite as large as ever, the amount of malt

liquor consumed has scarcely been affected by the intro-

duction of cheap wine.

One of the works referred to at the head of this article

gives some account of the materials used in the produc-

tion of beer, and of the operations they are submitted

to ; the other contains a history of a town which is now-

famous as one of the chief seats of the brewing trade,

together with an account of the topography and geological

features of the neighbourhood. There is also a good
description of the breweries, and of tlie enormous extent

to which the industry has grown, with much interesting

information as to its origin and development.

The beer-consuming propensity of the Briton is not a

characteristic exclusively his own. The Germans, Rus-
sians, and Belgians, have long been famous for their

cerevisial devotion, and even the Frenchman is rapidly

acquiring a taste for beer which demands satisfaction in

spite of national tradition and fiscal regulations. At the

same time, though the general excellence of British beer
has so long been notorious throughout Europe, and the

later fame of bitter beer has now become familiar in all

parts of the world, it is not without a rival in the beer of

Bavaria and Austria ; and, while the stupendous propor-
tions of British breweries as well as our vast trade in

beer may have hitherto justified the belief that this

country was without a competitor in the art of brewing,
the rapid development of this branch of industry in Ger-
many and Austria within the last few years is well

calculated to suggest the question whether we may not

before long find that in this art, as in most others, we no
longer occupy a position of secure pre-eminence, but have
to contend with other nations for a place in the markets
of the world, if not in that of our own country.

The beer of Austria is already imported here and sold

in London. It is largely consumed in Paris, where it

excited quite ^furore during the Exhibition of 1865.

Moreover, the Austrian breweries, though of comparatively

recent origin, are on a scale approaching that of our

own great beer-producing establishments. Down the

whole length of the Lower Danube, beer-brewing has

become a settled and lucrative business. On the shores

of the Black Sea and even in Constantinople this is also

the case. Almost every town of any importance has its

brewery, or several of them, where excellent beer is made.

The proximity of these countries to grain-producing dis-

tricts, as well as the extension of agriculture in the plains

of Hungary and elsewhere, are all circumstances in favour

of the development of this industry, and the opening of a

means of transport to India and China by the Suez Canal

may well afford an opportunity for future competition with

this country in the supply of beer to those large markets

which it has hitherto been our exclusive privilege to pro-

vide with beer.

Here, then, is a possibility of British beer finding a rival

much more formidable than cheap wine is at home, and

in this view of the subject it may be interesting to the

readers of Nature to know something more of the pecu-

liarities of German beer. With the exception of Belgium,

where inferior kinds of beer have long been made, the chief

seat of beer production, until within the last few years, was

Bavaria, and the beer made there was celebrated through-

out the Continent. This beer is made by a method diffe-

rent from that practised in this country, and the difference

consists chiefly in conducting the fermentation at a very

low temperature. L'nder this condition the yeast that is

produced does not collect as a scum at the surface of the

fermenting wort, as is the case in our system of brewing ;

but it separates as small clots or flocculi, which -fall to the

bottom of the liquor, leaving the surface freely exposed to

the atmosphere. The beer brewed in this way .is less

liable to become sour when kept than beer brewed by the

method of frothing fermentation, and this is one of the

special characteristics of Bavarian beer. Liebig, who has

devoted much attention to the subject, explains this dif-

ference as resulting from the facility afforded by sedi-

mentary fermentation for atmospheric oxidation of the

soluble gluten, or that constituent of beer wort from

which yeast is produced by oxidation. In frothing fer-

mentation this action of the atmosphere is prevented by

the layer of yeast collecting at the surface of the liquor.

The formation of yeast then takes place by abstraction of

oxygen from sugar, and consequently, since beer wort

contains more soluble gluten than is requisite for convert-

ing the sugar into alcohol, the proportion of sugar to

gluten is still further reduced in that way ; so that after

fermentation has ceased, some of the gluten still remains

unaltered in the beer, and, by a subsequent slow fermen-

tation, is capable of determining the conversion of alcohol

into acetic acid. In sedimentary fennentation, on the

contrary, the unimpeded action of atmospheric air has the

effect of separating the whole of the gluten from the wort
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by converting it into yeast without any decomposition of

sugar, otlierwise than into alcohol and carbonic acid.

The brewing of beer on this system has latterly ex-

tended beyond Bavaria, and it is now extensively prac-

tised in Austria and the Rhine district, where the frequent

occurrence of basalt and other porous volcanic rocks

presents great facilities for making brewing vaults and

cellars, in which a low temperature can be maintained.

The various details of the art of brewing have also been

carefully studied by chemists with Government support,

and the rapid progress of this industry in Germany serves

well to illustrate the great ad^•antages resulting from the

application of scientific skill to practical subjects. There

are not a few of our own industrial arts that would be, in like

manner, benefited by a better appreciation of the aid which

science is capable of rendering them ; not a few that are

sorely in need of this aid to enable them to keep abreast

of the progress made in other countries.

Benjamin H. Paul

OUR BOOK SHELF
Handbiich dcr Allgeineincn Hiininclsbcsdircibiing. Von

Hermann J. Klein. Das Sonnensystem. (Braun-
schweig, 1S69.)

This work professes to combine a full account of the

most recent physical discoveries in astronomy, with an
exact statement of all those points which are commonly
met with in handbooks of the science. The present

volume, as will be gathered from the title, deals only with

the solar system. Certainly it cannot be said to bear out in

full the promise of the author. We are particularly struck

by the almost entire absence of reference to the labours

of English spectroscopists within the bounds of the solar

system. Mr. Muggins's researches on cometic spectra are

briefly referred to ; but his observations on the spectra of

the planets are passed over in silence, while place is given

to the comparatively less valuable researches of the Padre
Secchi on the same subject. We should be far from
desiring to undervalue the researches of the eminent
Italian astronomer ; but no one who is acquainted with

tlie circumstances under which Mr. Huggins and Father

Secchi have respectively observed the planetary spectra,

could think (we imagine) of comparing the Italian with

the English series of observations. A similar remark
apphes to the solar researches of Father Secchi, which
have not been made with sufficient dispersive power to be
fairly comparable with the researches of Mr. Lockyer.

Yet the labours of the last-named observer are passed

over unnoticed, not only in the body of the work, but in

an appendix, wnerein the author treats specially of recent

solar observations. In a note, a brief and inexact account

is given of JNIr. Lockyer's discovery that the bright lines

of the prominence spectra can be seen when the sun is

not eclipsed. After this, it is surprising to find that a full

account is given of Professor Tyndall's ingenious theory

of comets.
The treatise is one, however, we can on the whole

recommend. The arrangement of the chapters on the

planets is particularly clear and satisfactory. It is note-

worthy that the author, with praiseworthy exactness, gives

the secular variations of the planetary elements to the

term involving the square of the time.

We were inclined to take exception at the manner in

which Professor Adams's labours on the planet Neptune
are left to the very end of the chapter on the planet ; and
we still think that their proper place would have been
immediately after the account of Galle's detection of

Neptune. This, however, is perhaps a small matter ; and
the statement of the relative claims of Adams and Lever-

rier is in pleasing contrast with the unjust account which
some continental astronomers have not scrupled to give

of the matter. Not only does Herr Klein recognise the
claims of Adams, but he assigns the just and sufficient

reason for putting the two astronomers on the same le\'el,

that " Leverrier can no more deserve credit because Nep-
tune was actually discovered before the end of .September

1846, than Adams can deserve blame because Challis, up
to that very time, though he had indeed found Neptune,
had not yet recognised the planet."

R. .-V. Proctor

St. Pierre's Dictionary of Botany.

—

Noiivcan Dictionnaire

dc Botanique. Par E. Germain de Saint Pierre, avec

1,640 figures. Pp. 1,388. (Paris : J. B. Bailliere et

fils, 1870. London : Williams and Norgate.)

When it is recollected that this bulky volume is the pro-

duct of a single mind, the industry, no less than the

encyclopadic knowledge of its author, strikes the reader

with astonishment. Whether it is desirable in the interests

of science that a publication of this kind should be the

work of one man is another question. The system pur-

sued in the compilation of cyclopaedias, of relegating

each separate article of importance to the man who has

paid special attention to that particular subject, has its

advantages, and what is lost in unity is gained in exact-

ness and thoroughness. In these days of subdivision

of scientific labour, even a man of M. Germain de St.

Pierre's vast erudition cannot be the highest authority in

every branch of his science, and accordingly we find the

articles of very unequal interest and value. Thus, under

the head " He'rborisation '' occurs a list of plants gathered

in the environs of Paris by Cornuti, in 1635, valuable, no

doubt, in its way, but altogether out of place in a botanical

dictionary. On the other hand, so many interesting ob-

servations have lately been made Ton the physiology of

climbing plants by Mr. Darwin and others, that we turned

with interest to this volume to acquaint ourselves with the

newest researches on the subject. The heading"Liane' does

not appear at all, while under " Grimpant " there are just a

dozen lines, and no reference to any other article. Disser-

tations on the relative advantages of living in Paris and
in the country like that under "Laboratoiredu Botanique''

might have been altogether spared. Other objections

might readily be made to the plan of the work. A short

description of the leading characters of each natural order

is useful, but the utility would have been increased by
inserting the Latin names of the orders, with a reference

from them to the French names, as from Ranuncidaceir

to ^"Ri-iwiuu/aa'cs" or from UinhcUift-ra: to "Oinbcllifh-es."

The selection of a few genera and even species for de-

scription does not commend itself in the same manner,

and the selection must necessarily be arbitrary and par-

tial. Nevertheless, with these defects, we have in the work
before us a most useful and valuable cyclopaadia, con-

taining an immense mass of information on every branch

of botany, which cannot fail to be almost a necessary

book of reference alike to the man of science and the

student. On those subjects in particular in which M.
St. Pierre is an acknowledged authority second to none,

the work is especially valuable. The illustrations are

copious and admirable.
A. W. B.

The second fasciculus of the twelfth volume of the

Aiti dclla Societa Italiaua dflle Scit'iize Naturali, which
has lately reached us, contains only two zoological papers.

The most important of these is a systematic catalogue of

the testaceous moUusca of the neighbourhood of Spezia

and of its gulf, by Dr. C. T. Canefri, which will be of

value to the student of geographical distribution. The
other includes the first century of South American Cole-

optera, by Prof P. Strobel, witli descriptions of numerous
new species by Dr. E. Steinheil.
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THE ABUSE OF WATER

THOSE who have travelled in remote districts, even

at home, cannot fail to have experienced at some
time or other a keen sense of the fact that water is one of

the most peremptory necessities of hfe, one which Nature
generally supplies so freely and bountifully that habitual

famiharity w ilh the gift sometimes tends to lessen its ap-

preciation. Moreover, the utility of water in varioxs ways
as a source of power, a means of communication, or a

material of manufacturing industry, has led to its appli-

cation for a multitude of purposes besides the daily wants
of life, and in many cases, unfortunately, this has been
done in a way that has been attended with very serious

consequences as regards the condition of natural sources

of water supply.

To take, for instance, the case of our largest river

whence the inhabitants of London chiefly derive their

supply of water. It became apparent some 20 years ago
that the condition of the water, resulting from a variety

of polluting influences, was so bad, that the river

within the boundary of the metropolis was no longer

a fit source of water-supply for domestic use. The
commissioners appointed at that time to inquire into

and report on the subject, stated as the result of their

inquiry that they doubted whether the existence of

organic contamination from town drainage was then per-

ceptible in the water of the Thames above the reach of

the tidal flow, or that it amounted to a sensible evil,

although, as the main drain of a large and populous dis-

trict, the Thames was at all seasons polluted by surface

drainage, and by the sewage of several considerable
towns, there being then a population of more than three-

quarters of a million on the banks of the river above
Kingston. They supported this conclusion by referring to

the probability that the large dilution of the sewage with

the well-aiirated water of the river was attended with such
an efl'cct as to cause the disappearance of impurities and
their conversion into harmless products of decomposition.
But, at the same time, they added that, since the con-
tamination of the water by sewage could not fail to become
considerable and oftensi\e with the increase of popula-
tion and the more thorough and general drainage of

towns, it appeared to them only a question of time when
the sense of this violation of the purity of the river should
decide the public mind to the entire abandonment of the

Thames as a source of water supply, unless, indeed,
artificial means of purification should, in the meantime,
be devised and applied.

Since the date of this report the application of the

system of water-carriage removal of excrementitious
material from dwellings has been extended in the towns
situated in the upper valley of the Thames, and conse-
quendy the discharge of such contaminating material into

the river, as sewage, has become more direct and more
abundant. Hence we find that on sever.d subsequent
occasions the foregoing view of this subject has been
strongly urged by other authorities, with the addition of
warnings that the evil, merely apprehended before, had
actually come into existence. Thus in 1858 the first

report of the Royal Commissioners on the sewage of towns
represented the increased pollution of rivers as an evil of
national importance urgently demanding remedial mea-
sures, notwithstanding the natural agencies at work to

effect the purification of flowing water. Moreover, the
influence of water, thus polluted, as a source of disease,
was earnestly dwelt upon. Their second report, in 1861,
stated that the still increasing pollution of rivers had be-
come so great and general that, besides being in some
instances a nuisance and rendering the water utterly
unfit for drinking, it was a general source of serious
danger of infection for persons consuming even water
that presented no appreciable sign of such pollution.
Again, in 1S66 and 1867 the reports of the Rivers Com-

mission, dealing chiefly with the Tham.es basin above
Hampton and that of the Lea, illustrated very forcibly the
abominable effects of the discharge of sewage into these
rivers, which are the chief source of metropolitan water
supply. Referring to the spontaneous purification of
flowing water by atmospheric oxidation—alleged by some
to be adequate to render polluted water free from any
objectionable character— these reports state that, though
the process tends to purification, it is no sufficient guaranteg
for the w-ater being purged of injurious sewage taint ;

—

that, though the water supplied to London usually con-
tains but a very limited amount of organic impurity, even
that fact is, under existing circumstances, no satisfactory

ground of assurance that the metropolitan supply of water
is wholesome, or that the London drinker of water may
not be drinking with it some remnant of the filth of other

towns.
The report just issued by the Rivers Pollution Com-

mission reveals the existence of a still more frightful state

of rivers in the manufacturing district of Lancashire,
where the pollution of the water has reached such an
extent that, as compared with the Thames at London
Bridge, the rivers are in several instances mere open sewers.

That such should be the case is not indeed surprising,

when it is considered that in this locality there is an
enormous demand for water for all kinds of industrial

purposes ; that the water generally becomes fouled by
such use, and, moreover, that the population has, in some
parts, increased fourfold during the last seventy years.

This latter circumstance has a much greater influence as a
cause of pollution than has been supposed; but the effect

of the use of water for manufacturing purposes alone has
been, in the words ofthe Commissioners'Report,''to absorb
the whole of the stream, which is the outlet of the drainage

of the country, and to apply it to manufacturing purposes
solely, so as to throw out of sight altogether the right of the

dweller on the bank of a stream to the use of the water
of that stream, and, gradually, to assume that the extent

of the evil, or the magnitude of the profits which arise

from the abuse of water in various processes of manu-
facture, is sufficient justification of the course followed

up to the present time."

The Lancashire rivers present a peculiar form of pollu-

tion, resulting from the dischaige of manufacturing refuse

into them. Among the materials thus introduced into river

water is arsenic, which is largely used in the calico-printing

W'Orks. The foul water running from one company's works
was found to contain as much as '042 lb. of arsenous acid

in 100,000 lb. Several of the rivers in the Mersey and
Ribble basins are thus becoming contaminated with

arsenic ; and though it appears that the arsenic is, in

some respects, gradually got rid of and deposited in the

mud, this probably is not always the case. Arsenic is also

contributed by aniline colour works and woollen manufac-
tories. In the latter case, its source is ultimately the

iron pyrites now so largely used for making sulphuric acid.

Taking the quantity of pyrites imported for this purpose
to be 400,000 tons a year, and the amount of arsenic it

contains at a moderate average, we thus import 1,600 tons

of arsenic, of which, there is reason to believe, a large

proportion ultimately finds its way into our rivers and
streams. In its course there it is sometimes met with in

soap, as well as washing soda, and in the soda-ash used
for making them. In this way it is met with in London
sewage at Barking to the extent of '004 parts in 100,000.

The Commissioners do not take an alarmist view of

this wide distribution of arsenic, for since they find it in

appreciable quantity in the rain falling in London, they

consider it would also be met with in the case of most
large towns as derived from coal smoke ;

but they suggest

that care should be exercised in alkali works to prevent its

unnecessary introduction into manufactured products, and
they consider that might be easily done.

As regards that pollution of rivers which is due to
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admixture of human excretal refuse with their water, it

has long been maintained by the local authorities of many
parts of Lancashire that the evil was less in that district

than elsewhiTP, in consequence of the system adopted
there for dealing with such refuse not affording such
facility for its discharge into rivers as the water carriage
system. On this ground the introduction of the water
system of sewerage has been strenuously opposed. The
report of the Commission, however, dispels this illusion by
evidence which is conclusive in proving that the use of the

old form of closets with ash pits, earth closets, &c., affords

no protection to rivers. From a long series of analyses
of sewage from towns where such closets and middens
are used, it appears that, as compared with the sewage from
towns where water-closets are used, the composition of

both are remarkably similar. Besides the nuisance and
other inconveniences of the dry closet system, it appears
that the pollution of rivers is but very slightly prevented by
it. On the other hand, while the advantage gained by that

system consists merely in the retention of a small propor-

tion of the excreta in a state to be available for agriculture,

the treatment to which that portion is subjected renders

its value as manure very small. Moreover, this is usually

effected only at the expense of great risk to public

health, and at a cost which is on the average double the

money return obtained. The Commissioners, therefore,

come to the conclusion that the retention of solid excreta

in middens is not attended with any considerable dimi-

nution in the strength of the sewage, though the volume
is somewhat reduced. On that ground they consider it

hopeless to anticipate any substantial reduction of sewage
pollution of rivers by dealing only with the solid residue

of excreta. At the same time they point out the fact that

the discharge of excretal refuse into rivers is not a neces-

sary part of the water-closet system.

As to the influence of the dry closet system on health,

the Commissioners refer to the returns of the Registrar-

Gjncral, and to other evidence, as showing that typhoid

fever, scarlatina, diarrhoea, and other epidemic diseases,

commit fearful ravages amongst the populations exposed

to the pestiferous influences it exercises, and they express

the opinion that to it may be attributed much of the

responsibility for the high death-rate of South Lancashire

towns. They have, however, been unable to obtain con-

clusive evidence of this owing to the incompleteness of

the health statistics. They express astonishment at the

frequent inability of Health Boards to inform them of the

death-rate in their districts, still less to give information

as to particular parts of them.

It is a very general opinion of medical men that the

presence of an extremely minute amount of organic im-

purity may, under certain obscure conditions, render

water unwholesome, and capable of causing or propagat-

in<T disease, especially if that impurity be of animal origin.

Sewage is the source from which such impurity is most
likely to originate in a specially dangerous form, and it

appears the amount capable of causing injury may be so

small as to have no influence on the outward appearance

of the water. To the smell, sight, and taste all may seem
innocuous, and yet there may be present an infinitesimal

portion of substance rivalling in potency the most viru-

lent poison.

That water subject to such contamination is thereby

rendered unfit for human use, and repugnant to every

sense of decency, can, it is believed, require no arguments

to be admitted. That the use of such water is, more-

over, dangerous and unwholesome, would seem to be sug-

"ested by a knowledge of the changes which excretal

refuse naturally undergoes, and of the circumstances at-

tending those changes. The medical officers of Her
Majesty's Privy Council, after specially studying numerous

instances of the outbreak of typhoid fever and cholera,

have almost invariably found that the prevalence of these

and other epidemic diseases was accompanied by the use

of water that had been polluted with drainage from cess-
pools or sewers. But at the same time it has been im-
possible to detect or demonstrate, by chemical analysis,
the presence in the water of anything to which a fatal in-

fluence or the production of disease can be ascribed.
This fact, however, does not in any degree, afford a ground
for regarding the water as free from suspicion. Such
reasoning would apply with equal force to sewage itself, for

chemical analysis does not indicate the presence in it of
anything specially noxious.

It has indeed often been alleged that if sewage be
mixed with twenty times its volume of river water, the
organic matter which it contains will be oxidised com-
pletely while the river is flowing a dozen miles or so.

Considering the importance of the subject, it is surprising
that this assertion, though confidently made in many
instances, should hitherto have rested upon no more solid
foundation than mere opinion. But at last the test of
positive inquiry has been applied by the Rivers Pollution
Commissioners. The composition of the water of the
Irwell, the Mersey, and the Darwen at various points in

the course of these rivers has been ascertained with due
regard to complications introduced by the influx of unpol-
luted affluents. The results have shown that when the
temperature is not above 64° F., a flow of from 11 to 13
miles produces but little effect upon the organic material
dissolved in the water. Examination of the gases dissolved
in water containing an admixture of sewage led to the

same result. Lastly, experiments devised to augment the
effect of atmospheric oxidation on such water, so as to

represent a flow of from 96 to 192 miles in a river at the
rate of i mile an hour, showed that the reduction of organic
carbon in the water amounted to only 6'4 and 25" per cent.,

that of organic nitrogen to 2S'4 and 33'3 per cent., though
the temperature was 6S° F. Thus whether we examine
the organic pollution of water at different points of a river,

or the rate of disappearance of the organic material of
sewage mixed with water and agitated in contact with air,

or the rate at which dissolved oxygen disappears in water
polluted with 5 per cent, of sewage, we are in each case
led to the inevitable conclusion that the oxidation is very
slow—so slow in fact that it is safe to infer there is no
river in the LInited Kingdom long enough to effect the
complete transformation of sewage in that way.

These results are further confirmed by evidence as to

the state of the rivers in the Mersey and Ribble basins
;

they are consistent with the opinions of chemists, and
they are opposed only by dogmatic assertions destitute

of proof.

To illustrate the extent to which the polluted state of
Lancashire rivers is a disadvantage to manufacturers, the

Commissioners state that thirty-nine of the firms who are

carrying on different branches of trade in the basins of

the Mersey and Ribble, estimate the benefit they would
derive if the river water were fit for their use at no less

than 10,157/. a year, while one calico-printing firm

estimates the gain to them at 3,000/. a year. The number
of manufacturers who have given these estimates form
only a small fraction of the total number in the district.

MAGNETIC AND SUN SPOT PHENOMENA
FOR FEBRUARY, 1S70.

{As recorded at /he Keiu Observatory.)

ON February 1st about 5 p.m. there occurred a very
considerable disturbance of the three magnetic

elements, which lasted until about 2 o'clock in the early

morning of the next day. The tendency of this disturbance

was to diminish the declination and the horizontal force,

while on the other hand the vertical force was increased

during the first half of the disturbance and diminished

during the second. The oscillations of the declination

were very large. The disturbance was accompanied with
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an aurora, which was widely observed, and also with

earth currents affecting the telegraphic wires. From the

appearance of the traces one is inclined to associate the

aurora and earth currents with the oscillations of declina-

tion rather than with those of the other elements.

On February 11, a little after 6 p.m., another disturb-

ance took place, which continued more or less for thirty

hours. As in the previous case the oscillations of the

declination were most marked, but these were not so

excessive as for the previous disturbance. An aurora

was visible at 8 50 p.m. of February 1 1, and one was said

also to have been observed on February 12.

The following is the record of sun-spots derived from

the pictures taken ;

—

iruary 5 .
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branches of trees, which cannot possibly be the natural
method. For several centuries the common swallow
has disported itself in our crowded cities, and witli its

friendly masonry attached itself to our houses. The
chimney swallow, still more familiar and audacious,
often builds in the smoky shafts of our domiciles, or
even in the noisiest factories, undisturbed by the din or
the fires or the movement around them. Such habits must
form a strong contrast with those of their predecessors in

times long gone by. When we ourselves wandered un-
tutored savages in the prehistoric times, or when still

later we constructed lacustrine towns, or megalithic
monuments, the habits of the birds can scarcely have been
identical with those of to-day, for such human edifices

afforded little security or shade. They must then ha\'e

built amongst rocks. Nearly the same remarks apply to

the storks, which have not remained stationary, but have
preferred to their less commodious dwellings those oflercd
to them by man. These changes in the industry or the
manners of birds are perhaps even more rapid than we
might at first sight suppose ; and M. Pouchet's observa-
tions have demonstrated to him that notable improve-
ments have been adopted by swallows in their modifica-
tion during the first half of the present centurj'. Having
directed a number to be collected for the purpose of
having drawings made from them, M. Pouchet was
astonished to find that they did not resemble those he had
collected some forty years ago, and which were still pre-
served in the museum of Rouen. The present generation
of swallows have notably improved on the architecture of
their forefathers, amongst those still building in the
arches and against the pillars of the churches. Some,
however, still adhere to the old methods, or such nests
may possibly have been old ones which have undergone
reconstruction. In the streets, on the other hand, all the
nests appeared to be constructed on the new method.
And now for the differences observed. The old nests
show, and all ancient writers as \'ieillot, Montbrillard,
Rennie, Deglaud, cS:c., describe the nest of the house-
swallow as globular, or as forming a segment of a spheroid
with a very small rounded opening, scarcely permitting
the ingress and egress of the couple that inhabit it. The
new nests, on the contrary, have the form of the quarter
of a hollow semi-oval (le quart d'un demi-ovoide creux),

with very elongated poles, and the three sectional sur-

faces of which adhere to the walls of edifices throughout
their whole extent, with the exception of the upper one,
where the orifice of the nest is situated ; and this is no
longer a round hole, but a very long transverse fissure

formed below by an excavation of the border of the
section, and above by the wall of the building to which
the nest is attached. This opening has a length of nine
or ten centimetres and a height of two centims. i\I.

Pouchet considers this new form affords more room for

the inmates and especially for the young which are not
so crowded, whilst they can put out their heads for a
mouthful of fresh air, and their presence does not inter-

fere with the entrance and exit of the parents. Lastly,

the new form protects the inhabitants of the nest better
than the old one, from rain, cold, and foreign enemies.

THE ROTUNDITY OF THE EARTH
A RECENT number of the ivV/^/contains an account of

-'^~*- a very amusing investigation which has been recently
conducted on the Bedford Level to settle the question
whether the earth is a globe or not ! It appears that
a Mr. Hampden threw out a challenge by which he
offered to pay 500/. to anyone who would prove the
rotundity, which challenge has been taken up by Mr.
A. R. Wallace, who has lodged a similar sum with the
Editor of the Field. To test this point, six miles of
the Bedford Level were used, three signals, each
13 feet 4 inches above the water level, being put up

three miles apart. Mr. Wallace asserted that if he were
correct the central signal would appear elevated about
5 feet above the line joining the other two ; Mr. Hampden
holding, of course, that they would all be in the same
straight line. It is needless to say what the result was,
but we now come to a part of the story which is not
so amusing, and here we quote from the Field

:

—
Both Mr. Hampden and Mr. Carpenter assented to llie

details of this experiment in our presence .is coneUisive, .-ilthongU

we regret to say that Mr. Carpenter alleged his opinion wr.s

founded upon theory alone, and that it had never, as far as

he knew, been tried. Now, the fact really is, that in a little

treatise published by "Parallax," and which we have now in

our possession, with Mr. Carpenter's name on the title-page,

in his own h.andwriting, an experiment similar in its nature is

descril)ed as having been made on the very same piece of water
as that on wliicli we were then occupied, with a result exactly

the reverse of that which recently occurred. Mr. Carpenter
was, in fact, engaged to decide a disputed question of which
he and his principal professed to be practically ignorant,

although it was in print on the authority of the head of their

sect that it had already been tried in tlie same locality ; a}id

this must ha7'e been then hnoion to Mr. CarJ^enter^ and has
since been admitted by hint in onr presence. The good faith

and perfect fairness of Mr. Carpenter were not, tlierefore, quite

of the nature we then believed them to be, and we have no
hesitation in afiirming that he was a most improper person to

be selected to act as referee in such a matter. The deception
w.as, to s.ay the least of it, "unscientific;" yet Mr. Carpenter
and his master, "Parallax," both profess to be ardent in the

cause of science ; and that it has recoiled upon their heads
can cause no regret to anyone who values the truth.

Although the diagrams of what was seen by the tele-

scopes used at both ends, and acknowledged to be correct

by Mr. Carpenter and Mr. Hampden, show the central

signal more than 5 feet abo\-e the line of the two extremes,

these gentlemen coolly claim the victory, and threaten to

bring an action against the Editor of the Field (who was
appointed umpire by Mr. Hampden himself) for fraudu-

lently deciding against them.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editer does Jiot hold himself responsible/or opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. A^o notice is taken of anonymous
eonimnnications. ]

On Prof. Tyndall's Exposition of Helmholtz's Theory
of Musical Consonance

In N.vruRE for March 3 you publislied a letter of mine, in

which I stated that the exposition of Helmholtz's theory of
musical consonance given in Prof Tyndall's lectures on .Sound

was both "radically difterent from the original, and erroneous.''

I supported my assertion by a series of arguments which, both to

myself anil to other competently informed persons, appeared
conclusive.

Prof Tyndall has taken no notice, public or private, of my
letter, although he has since its publication written in your
columns on another subject.

^'our readers, as well as myself, are surely justified in calling on
Prof Tyndall either to rebut my aigument or admit my conclusion.

Trinity College, Cambridge, March 29 Sedley Taylor

[Prof Tyndall's Lectures on Sound have been translated into

German, and the following is a verbatim copy of the " Vorwort
des Ilerausgeber":

—

" Die Vorlesungen welche Herr Tyndall als Nachfolger der
grossen Naturforsclier Davy und Faraday in dem \Vintcr-

monaten vor den gebildesten Kreisen Londons in der Royal
Institution Uber die verschiedenen Theile der Physik zuhalten

pflegt, haben in England allzeitige Anerkennung gefunden.

Herr Tyndall besitzt in ungewohnlichera Grade die Gabe,
durch die gliickliche Vereinigung einer eben so klaren wie ele-

ganten Darstellung, mit \'ortretfiich ersonncnen und sclil.agen-

den "Veisuchen selbst die schwierigeren Lehrcn der Physik dem
gebildeten Publikum zuganglich zu machen. Eine Herausgabe
seiner Vorlesungen in deutscher Bearbeitung diirfte desshalb audi
bei uns nicht wenig zur Verbreitung physikalischer Kenntnisse

in weiteren Kreisen beitragen. Die Unterzeichncten haben
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daher, wie schon friiher die Vorlesungen iiber die Warme, so

auch jetzt die vorliegenden Vortrage iiber den Scliall unter ihier

besonderen Aufsicht ubersc-tzen lassen, iind die Drucl<bogen einer

genaueii Diirclisiclit unterzngen, damit aucli die deutsclie Bear-

beitung den englisclien Weiken ilires Freundes Tyndall nacli

Form und Inhalt moglichst entsprache.—H. Helmholtz, G.

Wiedemann."
Prof. Tyndall's work, his account of Helmlioltz's Theory of

Dissonance included, having passed through the hands of Helm-
holtz himself, not only without protest or correction, but with

the foregoing expression of opinion, it does not seem likely that

any serious damage has been done.]

Apparent Size of Celestial Objects

About fifteen years ago I was looking at Venus through a

40-inch telescope, Venus then being very near the Moon and

of a crescent form, the line across the middle or widest part

of the crescent being about one-tenth of the planet's diameter.

It occurred to me to be a good opportunity to examine how
far theie was any reality in the estimate we form of the

apparent size of celestial objects. Venus through the telescope,

with a magnifying power (speaking from memory) of 135,

looked about the size of an old guinea, i.e.^ of a crescent cut

off from that coin. The Moon, to my naked eye, appeared

the size of a dessert plate. Having fixed their apparent

dimensions in my mind, I adjusted the telescope so that with

one eye I could see Venus through the telescope, and with

the other the Moon without the telescope, and cause the

im.ages to overlap. I was greatly surprised to find that Venus
instead of being about one-sixth of the diameter of the Moon
was rather more than double its diameter, so that when the

adjustment was made to bring the upper edge of the Moon
coincident with the upper point of the crescent of Venus, the

opposite edge of the Moon fell short of the middle of the

crescent, a very jialpable demonstration of the fallacy of

guesses at size, when there are no means of comparison.

On another occasion a lady was looking at Jupiter through
my telesc»)pe, and having first put on a power of 60 I changed
it for one of 140. V'iy my qnestion, what difference she

observed in the size of the planet, she answered, I see no
difference in size, but a good deal in brightness. Here the area

of the one image was more than five times that of the other.

The fallacy of guesses at size without objects of comparison is

most strikinglyshown in the ordinary expression ofan ignorant ob-

.server looking at objects by day through a spy-glass. If yon ask, as

I have often done, a jierson unacquainted \\ ith oj^tics whether he
recognises any diflerence in size between an object, say a horse

or a cow, seen with or without a telescope, he will always answer
No, but it (the telescope) brings it much nearer. This, of course,

is really an admission of increased magnitude, but the observer

is unconscious of it ; a horse to him is as big as a horse, no larger

or smaller, whatever be the distance.

The assistance which may be derived from the degree of

convergence of the optic axes alluded to by your correspondent
** T. R." may be something when we know what the object is,

or when it is moved to and fro, but if the object be unfamiliar,

and there be no standard of comparison, I doubt whether any
fair guess could be made.

.Suppose all objects had never been seen but at one and the

same distance, then an observer looking at a given object without

any external standard of comparison, would probaljly make a

fair guess at its size, for the picture on his retina would have
a definite size, and his mind would estimate it by relation to

other pictures of known objects which he had seen at other

times ; but as we see all the objects with which we are familiar

at all degrees of distance, we have no standard of comparison
for an image on tlie retina.

Tlie common phantasmagoria effect where a figxire appears to

advance or recede from us though it really does not change its

position, but its size is one of the many illusions produced by
representing things as they are seen under certain circumstances
which have become habitual, and habit interprets the vision.

So if one lie on his back in a field, and throwing the head
back, look at distant trees or houses, they will appear to be in

the zenith, because when we ordinarily look at the zenith the
head is thrown back.

Is the apparent size of the Sun or Moon, as expressed in com-
mon parlance, anything more than a reference to some standard
which we have early adopted, and which, not having any means

of rectifying, we assume. To me the Moon at an altitude of
45° is about 6 inches in diameter ; when near the horizon, she is

about a foot. If I look through a telescope of small magnifying
power (say lo or 12 diameters), so as to leave a fair margin in

the field, the Moon is still 6 inches in diameter, though her

visible area has really increased a hundred-fold.

Can we go further than to say, as has often been said, that all

magnitude is relative, and that nothing is great or small except

by comparison? W. R. Grove.
1 15, Harley Street, April 4

An After Dinner Experiment

Suppose in the experiment of an ellipsoid or spheroid, referred

to in my last letter, rolling between two parallel horizontal

planes, we were to scratch on the rolling body the two equal

similar and opposite closed curves (the polhods so-called), traced

upon it by the successi^e axes of instantaneous solution ; and
suppose, further, that we were to cut away the two extreme seg-

ments marked off by those tracings, retaining only the barrel or

middle portion, and were then to make this barrel roll under the

action of friction upon its bounding curved edges between the

two fixed planes as before, or, more generally, imagine a body
of any form whatever bounded by and rolling under the action

of friction upon these two edges lietween two parallel fixed

planes ; it is easy to see that, provided the centre of gravity

and direction of the principal axes be not displaced, the law of

the motion will depend only on the relative values of the principal

moments of inertia of the body so rolling, in comparison with the

relative values of the axes of the ellipsoid or spheroid to which
the polhods or rolling edges appertain ; and consequently, that,

when a certain condition is satisfied between these two .sets of

ratios, the motion will be similar in all respects to that of a

free body about its centre of gravity.

That condition (as shown in my memoir in the Philosophii al

Transactions) is, that the nine-membered determinant formed by
the principal moments of inertia of the rolling body, the inverse

squares and the inverse fourth powers of the axes of the ellipsoid

or spheroid shall be equal to zero—a condition manifestly

satisfied in the case of the spheroid, provided that two out of

the three principal moments of inertia of the rolling solid are

equal to one another.

My friend Mr. Fronde, the well-known hydraulic engineer,

with his wonted sagacity, lately drew my attention to the familiar

experiment of making a wine-glass spin round and round on
a table or table-cloth upon its base in a circle without slipping,

believing that this phenomenon must liave some connection with

the motion referred to in my preceding letter to Nature: an intui-

tive anticipation perfectly well founded on fact ; for we need only

to prevent the initial tendency of the centre ofgravity to rise by
pressing with a second fixed plane (say a rough plate or book-
cover) on the top of the wine-glass, and we shall have an excellent

representation, of the free motion about their centre of gravity of

that class of solids which have, so to say, a nauiral momental
axis, i.e. (in the language of the schools) two of their principal

moments of inertia equal. For greater brevity let me call solids

of this class uniaxal solids. I suppose that the centre of

gravity of the glass is midway between the top and bottom, and
that the periphery of the base and of the rims are circles of equal

radius. These circles will then correspond to polhods of a

spheroid, conditioned by the angidar magnitude and dip

of the spinning glass ; to determine from which two elements

the ratio of the axes of the originally supposed but now super-

seded representative spheroid is a simple problem in conic

sections ; this being ascertained, the proportional values of the

moments of inertia of the represented solid may be immediately
inferred. The wine-glass itself lielonging to the class of uniaxal

bodies, the condition that ought to connect its moments of inertia

with the axis of the representative spheroid (in order that the

motion may proceed fart passu with that of a free body) is

necessarily satisfied.

The conclusion which I draw from what precedes is briefly

this—that a wine-glass equally wide at top and bottom, and
with its centre of gravity midway down, spinning round upon
its base and rim in an inclined position between two rough but

level fixed horizontal surfaces, yields, so long as its vis-i'ira

remains sensibly unaffected by disturbing causes, a perfect

representation, both in space and time, of the motion of a free

uniaxal solid, as e.g. a probate or oblate spheroid, or a square or

equilateral prism or pyramid about its centre of gravity, and
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conversely that every possible free motion about its centre of

gravity of every such solid admits of being so represented.

To revert for an instant to the general question of therepresen-

sentative rolling ellipsoid, I thinl< it must be admitted that the ad-

dition of the time element to the theory and the substitution

of a second fixed plane in lieu of a fixed centre, considerably

enhance the value and give an unexpected roundness and com-
pleteness to Poinsot's image of the free motion of rotation of

a rigid body, of which so much and not altogether unde-

servedly has been made. From an idea or shadow Poinsot's

representation has now become a corporeal fact and reality, as

if, so to say, Ixion's cloud, in the moment of fruition, had sub-

stantified into a living Juno. I heard the late Professor Donkin,
of revered and ever-to-be-cherished memory, state that when as

a referee of the Royal Society he first toolc in hand my paper on
rotation, he did so with a conviction that all had already been

said that could be said on the subject, and tliat it was a closed

question; but that when he laid down the memoir he saw reason

to change his opinion. I owe my thanks to M. Radau and the

editors of the Annals of the Ecole Normale Superieure for having
been at the pains to disentomb the little-known conclusions

therein contained from their honourable place of sepulture in the

Philosophical Transactions. J. J. Sylvester
K House, Woolwich Common, April 2

The Principle of the Conservation of Force and

Mr. Mill's System of Logic

Will you permit me briefly to point out, what has not, as far

as I am aware, been yet noticed—the very important modifica-

tions of the logical theory of induction resulting from the con-

sideration in reference thereto of the physical theory of the

correlation of forces ?

As I believe the subject is now more ripe for discussion than
it was when, some dozen years ago, I first began to work out

the bearings of the higher results of physical research on the

general theory of causation, logical, and metaphysical ; the

following questions \^hich, in the course of a correspondence on
this subject, I submitted to Mr. Mill so long ago as 1863, may,
peiliaps, contain suggestions of thought not unwelcome to some
students of N.vruRE.

" How then," I wrote, "do our new views of force affect the

established tlieory of causation ? Now I would rather, if you
will allow me, submit the whole subject interrogatively to you,

than give dogmatically my own thoughts. And, more particu-

larly, allow me to submit to you these two questions— 1st,

Whether the physical theory of transformation (and identity)

does not necessitate all such logical changes of expression, at

least, as may be implied in tire abolition of the conceptions of

"permanent causes," and of "kinds," as real and absolute

existences ? And, 2ndly, whether
—

" if, as I have endeavoured to

show, the inductive facts on which are based the principles of

conservation and correlation lead to such a more general prin-

ciple as may be thus expressed, every existence has a deter-

mined and determining eo-existenee^—whether, I say, "we are

not justified in enunciating such a principle as the complement
of that fundamental axiom of our present logic, ' every effect has

a cause ' ?

"

I believe I am at liberty to say that, though affirmative

answers to these questions would necessitate very important

changes in the "system of logic, inductive and ratiocinative,"

Mr. Mill, as to the first, admitted the necessity of certain

changes of expression, at least, and generously encouraged me
in the prosecution of the researches indicated by the second
question.

Of the results of these researches I shall here only say that, as

the axiom, "every effect has a cause," is the foundation of a logic

which must be distinguished as a logic of sequence, the new axiom
above stated may be shown to be the basis of a logic of co-

existence, of which Geometry appears as an example. But as to

this, as to the conception of force implied in tliis idea of co-

existence, and as to the bearing of this new conception of force

on the speculations with regard to space of a fourth dimension,

perhaps I may have another opportunity of addressing you.

J. S. Siu.\RT Glennie
Athenanim Club, March 30

Dust and Germs of Life

Prof. Tyndall's exceedingly interesting article in No. 20
of Nature seems to me to leave unexplained a fact very

familiar to naturalists. It is well known that collections of
natural history, tsayfa Herbarium or an Entomological cabinet,

will, if left undisturbed for a number of years, and unpoisoned,
become infested with animal life, chiefly Acari and larva: of
Coleoptera ; and that the surest w^ay of preventing such
attacks is thorough ventilation. Now if the floating matter
in the air settles so readily after only a few days' stillness, as

Prof Tyndall's experiments seem to indicate, and does not even
enter into an uncorked flask, it is out of tlie question that it can
penetrate through the keyholes or chinks of our cabinets. Setting

aside the theory of spontaneous generation, \A'e are then forced

to the conclusion that this life must arise from germs already
existing in the specimens wlicn they are presen'cd, or in the
very limited amount of atmosphere originally confined in the

cabinet. Is either of these expLmations tenal^le ? A strong argu-

ment against the former alternative seems presented by the fact

that, as far as I am aware, the same species of Acarus infests plants

in a Herbarium brought from the most widely diverse localities,

an inland meadow or the seashore, the plains of England or the

Alps of Switzerland. Can any of your physiological readers

throw light on this subject? F. L. .S.

Catkins of the Hazel

While looking at some hazel bushes to-day, I noticed that

where the red tuft of stigmas was protruded, the male catkins

adjacent on the same twig were immature ; while, on the other

hand tlie stigmas had fallen, and the fruit was already swelling,

where the scales of the male flowers were open to show the

stamens.

A week or two back (in another locality) I could not find a

single female catkin which had not lost its stigmas ; while
nearly all the male catkins had opened, and many had shed their

pollen.

Is this always the case with the hazel ? If so, it would be a

striking illustration of Darwin's aphorism, "Nature abhors per-

petual self-fertilisation."

I ought to add, that my observations are not confirmed by the

illustrations in the books to which I have access, namely, Balfour's

"Class Book," Lindley's "School Botany," and Lem.aout and
Decaisnes' " Traite de Botanique. " In all these, a female catkin

with its tuft of stigmas is represented on the same twig as a

bunch of fully developed male catkins.

Will some one of greater experisnce inform me if I am in

error as to the above facts? Marcus M. Hartog
University College, London, March 24

ANCIENT BRITISH LONG BARROWS
II.

'T^HE chambered long barrows of North Wilts, Somer-
•- set, and Gloucestershire differ, as a rule, but slightly

in external form from the simple or unchambered long
barrows of South Wilts and Dorset. They are, however,
generally of somewhat smaller dimensions, being from
about 1 20 to 200 feet in length and from 30 to 60 feet in
breadth. The side ditches characteristic of the uncham-
bered baiTOws are seldom to be met with, but the margin
of the grave-mound is, or rather was, usually defined by a
low wall, built of loose tile-shaped fragments of oolitic

stone. In some cases, as at West Kennct (see fig. i),

there is good evidence that the mound was originally

surrounded by a series of obelisks of sarsen stone, the
intervals being filled up with the usual dry walling just
described. Soinetimcs, too, large monoliths or triliths

are found at the broad end of the tumulus. As regards
orientation, or position in reference to the points of the
compass, the direction of east and west commonly ob-
served in the simple barrows prevails in four out of five

cases with the chambered barrows ; and as in the former
class of monument the interments were at the eastern
end, which is also the higher and broader, so likewise do
we find that the stone chambers or cists occupy the same
position in the chambered barrows.

In internal structure the chambered barrows exhibit
many varieties, but three principal types are recognised
by Dr. Thurnam, viz.—(i) those in which the chamber
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opens into a central passage or covered way
; (2) those

•with chambers opening externally
; (3) those containing

cists instead of chambers. The essential distinction

between a chamber and a cist is, that the former is entered

by a lateral aperture, whilst a cist can only be opened by
removing the covering stone from above. The views and
plan in figs. 4 and 5 of the chamber and gallery of the

great tumulus at West Kennet already alluded to will

show the reader at a glance the nature of the simpler
specimens of the first and most characteristic type of
structure. It is only necessary to add that the West
Kennet chamber was covered by three -very large blocks of
sarsen stone, and that its dimensions were as follows :

length 8 feet, breadth 9 feet, height 8 feet. Some of the

barrows of the first type—as, for example, those of Stoney
Littleton and Uley—are of much more complicated in-

ternal structure than that of West Kennet ; but they all

possess in some form or other the central gallery or avenue,

Every one familiar with the surface geology of the two
districts will, however, at once admit the validity of Sir

Richard Hoare's statement, that the absence of the stone
structures in the South Wiltshire long barrows is simply
due to the want of the necessary material. Referring
in connection with this subject to the South Wiltshire
Downs, Dr. Thurnam writes :

—" Scattered blocks of

silicious grit or sarsen stone are indeed found here and
there on the surface, but they are neither numerous nor
large enough for this purpose. In North Wiltshire and
the adjacent part of Berkshire the case is different, and
sarsen stones of large dimensions and in great numbers
are found in the hollows of the higher chalk downs.
From these were derived the immense stones of the

circles and avenues of Avebury ; and as most geologists

and antiquaries believe, those out of which the great

trilithons, and mortised uprights and imposts of Stone-

henge itself, in South Wilts, were formed."

A r^'"ii"Ks-iS\IkMJrV-ljl i^i A A r> r^ f-^ ,\ n n Pi I

FIG. I.—LONG BAKUOU- AT WEST KENNET (I'ERISTAT.ITHS AND WAI.LING RESTORED)

ingeniously supposed by Nilsson to be the homologue of

the passages to the caverns which probably served as the

first dwelling-places of man.
It must not be supposed that chambered barrows are

confined to North Wilts, Somerset, and Gloucester-

shire ; but those in distant counties appear to differ from

The implements and pottery of the chambered barrows
agree very closely with the specimens derived from the
simple earthen tumuli. The infrequency and rude cha-
racter of these objects, especially when compared with the
comparatively abundant and highly-finished weapons and
tools yielded by the chambered tumuli of Scandinavia

"^-'-i^
^^;«^

FIG. 2.—PLAN OF CHAMBER AND G.\LLERV FIG. 3.—FROM FVFIELD LONG BARROW

those of the districts above referred to in certain respects,

and especially in being usually circular in form. The
sepulchral stone chamber, universally known under the
naine of " Wayland's Smithy," though situated in Berk-
shire, is close to the confines of North Wilts, and was
originally covered by a true long barrow. Dr. Thurnam
surmises that the barrow was removed, or at least the

chamber disclosed, at an early date, as he finds that the
name " Welandes Smiththan " was applied to it so long
ago as the middle of the tentli century, a name very un-
lilcely to have been used so long as the barrow was intact.

It might seem at first sight that the presence of mega-
lithic chambers in the tumuli of North Wilts, Somerset, and
Gloucestershire is a characteristic which entirely differen-
tiates them from the simple earth mounds of South Wilts,
and that we should be warranted in assigning the two
classes of monuments to different peoples, or at all events
to different stages in the history of the same people.

and Brittany, are sufficiently reinarkable. Perhaps the
fact that our chambered barrows have been so generally
searched by treasure-hunters in various ages may serve
to soine extent to explain the almost entire absence of

polished stone implements. Such objects would probably
have attracted the attention of persons of that class

;

the ruder objects, having no value in their eyes, would
be left in the tombs. The delicate leaf-shaped arrowheads
alluded to in our former article as found in unchambered
tumuli also occur, though rarely, in the chaml^ered
barrows. Fig. 3 will show tliat the manufacturers (whoever
they may have been) of these weapons were possessed
of no mean skill in the fashioning of flint ; and it may
perhaps be allowable to infer from the rarity and perfection
of these objects, as contrasted with others obtained from
long barrows, that they were obtained from tribes in a some-
what more advanced stage of civilisation. It is a singular

circumstance that all the leaf-shaped arrowheads have
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one or both ends broken off. The breaking of the point

of the dead warrior's spear was probably a solemn
ceremony, and contrasts agreeably with repulsive funereal

practices to which we shall presently refer.

The bones and teeth of animals apparently used for.

food, are found in considerable numbers. The remains
of Bos loiigifrolls and Cer'i'us elaplitis are, however, less

frequent than in the unchambered barrows, whilst those
of the wild boar are much more abundant.
We have already in our first article alluded to the im-

portant evidence which the critical study of the human
remains from the long barrows is calculated to afford us,

but in our remarks thus far we have purposely refrained
from entering into the details of this subject. Although
certain of the chambered barrows have afforded numerous
skeletons, these monuments have been so frequently
disturbed by treasure-seekers in bygone times, that our
information as to the mode of interment is not so satis-

endorses Mr. Greenwell's opinion on this point in the
following words :

" Altogether I see no difficulty in
acceding to the conclusion of Mr. Greenwcll, ihat in the
disjointed, cleft, and broken condition of the human bmes
in many of the long barrows, and especially in those
examined by him at Scamridge, near Ebberstone, and
near Rudstone, Yorkshire, we have indications of funeral
feasts, where slaves, captives, and others were slain and
eaten."

In a large proportion of the long barrows of the South-
West of England, many of the skulls have been found to
be split open apparently by some such weapon as a stone
axe. The sharpness of the fracture seems to leave no
doubt that the injuries were inflicted during life, or at all

events before burial. It is inferred from the frequency of
these cleft skulls, and the direction in which they are
split, that they are those of victims immolated at the
burial of a chief. Sometimes one skull is found uninjured

FIG. 4.—VIEW IN THE CHAMBER, LOOKING THROUGH THE ENTRANCE FIG. 5.—GALLERY LOOKING TOWARDS THE CHAMBER

factory as could be wished. There seems, however, to be
little doubt that the bodies were placed round the walls

of the chambers in a crouching or squatting posture, a

favourite attitude for the dead both among early races

and existing savages. The primary interments in the

simple unchambered barrows consist either of a single or

two separate skeletons, or of a number of bones promis-

cuously interred. In the latter case the bones are

frequently found huddled together in so narrow a compass
as to preclude the idea of the corpses having been buried

entire. This is most reasonably accounted for by the

practice known to prevail among savage races of burying

the dead in or near their huts, and subsequently disinterring

the bones for the purpose of burying (hem in the cemetery

of the tribe. Canon Greenwell, so well known for his

explorations in the Wolds of Yorkshire, thinks, that some
of the bones from long barrows examined by him indicate

the horrible practice of cannibalism. Dr. Thurnam

while all the others are injured. In the light of what has

come down to us from classical writers of the customs of

Western Europeans at the beginning of our era, we see no
reason to doubt Dr. Thurnam's conclusions on this point,

although we should have liked to have more precise

information of the relative number of cleft and uninjured

skulls in particular barrows.

The question how far the human remains, more
especially the skulls, enable us to determine the race

characters of the people or peoples who lie buried in

the tumuli of Britain, has been discussed with great

care and at considerable length in two papers by
Dr. Thurnam, published in the Memoirs of the

Anthropological Society for the years 1864 and 1870.

In the first of these papers the conclusions, based on the

examination of a very considerable number of skulls and
limb bones, were maintained that the people whose re-

mains are found in the long barrows were a short, long-
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headed race, with small features, whilst those from the

roimd barrow were a tall, short- or round-headed race,

with larger and more prominent faces. There was
nothing new in this statement that the skulls of the an-

cient Britons of the later or Bronze age were usually of

rounded form ; the chief novelty was the fact deduced by
Dr. Thuruam from his e.\plorations in the primeval

long barrows, that the skulls from that form of tumulus
are of extreme length, such as now prevails only in far

distant lands, as for example in India, Africa, and y\us-

tralia.

Dr. Thurnam's general conclusions as to the skull-

forms from the barrows, were concisely expressed b\' him
in the formula — " long barrows, long skulls : round
barrows, round skulls." This coincidence between the

form of the barrow and the shape of the skulls which it

contained, appeared to be so strange to some minds that

they hesitated to give full weight to the statistics brought
forward in support of it. The unfavourable reception

which Dr. Thurnam's conclusions met with in certain

quarters, however disagreeable to him at the time, can
now only be a subject of congratulation, as it no doubt
served as a spur to further investigation, the results of

which are tnost conclusive. In the paper published
in the Anthropological Memoirs of 1870, Dr. Thurnam
was enabled to discuss the character of as many as sixty-

seven skulls from the two classes of long barrows, no fewer

than twenty-se\-en of them being from simple barrows,

although the first described skull from that class of tumulus
was obtained so recently as 1S63. The results of the

measurements of these sixty-seven skulls, as contrasted

with those deri\-ed from seventy skulls from the round
barrows, may readily be made ex'ident to those of our

readers who are least acquainted with the technicalities of

craniology. Skulls are now usually classed according to the

form of the brain case, as " long," " short," and " interme-

diate," the limits of each class being accurately defined. Of
these sixty-seven skulls from long barrows, then, it is found
that eighty-two per cent, are technically long, and eighteen

per cent, intermediate ; not one technically short or round.

On the other hand, of the seventy round barrow skulls,

eighty-three per cent, are short, and seventeen per cent,

intermediate ; not one long. Bearing in mind that the

archseological evidence has satisfactorily established the

superior antiquity of the long as compared with the round
barrows, the conclusions here arrived at, based as they

are upon a wide induction of instances derived from one
district and one class of monuments, are a clear gain to

science, and are not for one moment to be compared with

such hypotheses as that of a primitive short-headed popu-
lation, founded by Retzius upon the examination of

isolated crania from various parts of Europe.
The question of the relation of the men of the long

barrows to the existing people is one of great difficulty.

It might seem natural to infer that the skulls recognised

by some excellent observers, such as Dr. Beddoe, as

Keltic skulls, are the modern representatives of the

ancient long heads. They seem to us, however, to

differ in many essential particulars, especially in the
important element of height. Dr. Thurnam appears to

have been impressed with certain historical evidence
favourable to the notion of the Iberian origin of the

long barrow people, and he has accordingly carefully

studied the large series of Basque skulls in the museum
of the Anthropological Society of Paris. The results of
the comparison between the two classes of skulls do not,

however, seem to go far towards supporting the Iberian
theory. We are inclined to think that Dr. Thurnam
should have turned to the north rather than to the south
of Europe for the representatives of the primitive long-
headed population of Britain. He readily allows that
certain skulls obtained from ancient cemeteries (grave-
rows) in northern Germany closely resemble those of the
long barrow folk, but he seems to have been deterred

from following up the clue by the fact that these grave-

row skulls are of the iron period, and probably of post-

Roman date. Since the date of Dr. Thurnam's paper,
however, skulls of the same long and high form have
been found in Rheinhessen, in graves assigned by the

eminent archaeologist Lindenschmidt to a date 500 years
before Christ. Similar skulls have also been discovered
in Bohemia with weapons of stone and bronze.

We have devoted so much space to the archasological

and craniological portion of Dr. Thurnam's paper, that

we are unable to notice in detail the admirable way in

which the physical facts observed are reviewed in the

light of historical evidence. It must suffice to say that

the men of the long barrows are identified with those
" described by Ca;sar under the name of Intcriorcs

Bri/dini!, as forming the aboriginal population," whilst

those of the round barrows are inferred to be the Belga?,

who, according to Ca;sar's account, passed over to Britain

from the Continent, in immediately pre-Roman times, for

the purpose of plunder and making war.

NOTES
We are glad to be able to state that energetic steps are now

being taken in the matter of the Expedition to view the

approaching Eclipse of the Sun. We believe that Mr. La.ssell,

the President of the Royal Astronomical Society, will cull

attention to the subject at the meeting of the society to-morrow

evening.

Mr. Lockyer, in his third lecture on the Sun, delivered at

the Royal Institution on Saturday last, showed an interesting

experiment with a candle, which gives a good general idea of

the solar phenomena as observed by his new method. As

round the sun Mr. Lockyer can spectroscopically detect an

ordinarily invisible hydrogen envelope which is rendered evident

by bright lines only as contrasted witli the nearly continuous

spectrum given by the white light of the surface of the sun,

so also there is an ordinarily unnoticed envelope (of sodium

\-apour) round a common candle flame which gives a bright line

spectrum as contrasted with the continuous spectrum of the

flame itself Mr. Lockyer also showed that some of the

phenomena he has seen when watching a solar storm may be

reproduced by disturbing a candle flame.

We have heard so much recently of the long-delayed determi-

nation of Cambridge University to apply itself in earnest to the

cultivation of Natural Science, that the information contained in

the following paragraph must be a blow to those of its friends

who hoped to see that it was entering on a new course :
—" The

Syndicate appointed to consider the means of raising the neces-

sary funds for establishing a Professor and Demonstrator of

Experimental Physics, and for providing buildings and apparatus

required for Jthat department of science, and other wants of the

University, have made a report to the Senate, in \\'hich they

state that they have addressed a communication to the several

colleges of the University, to inquire whether they would be

willing, under proper safeguards for the due appropriation of any

moneys which might be entrusted to the University, to make

contributions from their corporate funds for the above-mentioned

objects. The answers of the several colleges, except that of

King's, which has not yet been received, have been fully

considered by the Syndicate. They indicated such a want

of concurrence in any proposal to raise contributions from

the corporate funds of colleges, by any kind of direct

taxation, that the Syndicate felt obliged to abandon the

notion of obtaining the necessary funds from this source, and

accordingly to limit the number of objects which they should

recommend the Senate to accomplish. They confined their

attention, therefore, to the means of raising sufficient funds
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only for carrying out the recommendations of the Physical

Science Syndicate in their report dated Feb. 27, 1869. These

were to provida the stipends of a Professor of Experimental

Physics, of a Demonstrator and an attendant, requiring alto-

gether a sum of 660/. per annum ; also to provide a capital sum

of 5,000/. for a new building, and 1,300/. for apparatus. The
Syndicate are of opinion that these sums may be raised from the

ordinary sources of revenue of the University, and that a small

addition (viz., Is. a head) to the amount of the annual capitation

tax will suffice for the purpose. They think, also, that there

are circumstances connected with the tixing the amount of the

capitation tax by the Grace of May 31, 1866, which in them-

selves justify some increase, and they mention the increased

payments of late required for the town improvements. They
think that the bxiildings may be erected from the existing build-

ing funds, and apparatus purchased by money belonging to the

cliest, and now invested." Was ever a more lame and impotent

conclusion ? It makes us seriously think whether the time has

rot come when the State should exercise more control over the

eriormous revenues of these old colleges, which seem determined

to go on in the old track.

An important zoological discovery has just been made in

Australia. Mr. Gerard Krefit, the 'energetic curator and secre-

tary of the Australian Museum, Sydney, has sent to the

Zoological Society of London an account of a new and very

singular freshwater fish recently discovered in Queensland,

which united the external form of Lefidosirat with other

characters belonging to the extinct Ganoid fishes of the genus

Dipteriis and its allies, and seems to form a connecting link

between the Dipnoi and the Ganoidei. Mr. Krefft proposes

to call this fish Ceralodusforstcri, after Mr. William Forster

its discoverer. His paper on this subject will be read at the

next scientific meeting of the Zoological Society on the 2Sth inst.

Is calling attention to a paper read before the Society of Arts

on Thursday last, an abstract of which will be found in an-

other column, we cannot avoid contrasting with the fact that our

Legislature is now for the first time directing its attention to the

question whether the State ought to recognise Science, the sup-

port which the French Government is at the present moment
actually giving to scientific researches of the highest importance.

In the Budget for 1870 there is a grant of 60,000 fr. for the

meteorological observatory at Montsouris ; one of 12,000 fr. for

the publication of Delaunay's Lunar Tables (to be the first of

five similar annual grants); one of 100,000 fr. (to be followed by

one of 300,000 fr. in 1S71), for the Ecole pratique des hautes

etudes ; one of 500,000 fr. for technical instruction ; and one of

60,000 fr. for the observatory at Marseilles ; while primary in-

struction finds its true level in a supplementary grant of

1,112,000 fr. for the necessary expenses during 1S69 and 1870.

In contrast with this, it is doubtful whether the grant of

4,000/. voted by Parliament some years ago for a botanical

museum at the Glasnevin Gardens, Dublin, may not actually be

withdrawn.

We hear from Edinburgh that there is much excitement amongst

the supporters of the Lady Medical Students, on account of the

Professor of Chemistry refusing to accord one of the Hope
Scholarships to Miss Edith Pechey, who is studying medicine at

the university in that town, and who, by the number of marks

gained, is entitled to a junior scholarship. The case is stated

thus. Many years ago a Dr. Hope, amidst great opposition,

opened a chemistry class for ladies. The movement was then so

unpopular that he admitted these students through a window, as

they were not allowed to pass through the gateway of the

college. At his death all the fees he had obtained from this

class, amounting to about 1,000/., he left to found the Hope
Scholarships. These scholarships consist of four, two senior

and two junior. The rule is as follows :—" The class honours

are determined by means of written examinations held during

the session. The four students who have r.'ceived the highest

marks are entitled to have the Hope Scholarships to the labora-

tory of the University." This passage from the imiversity

calendar certainly gives us the idea that any student who has

passed the wTitten examinations is entitled, if a sufficient number
of marks be obtained, to the benefit of it. Dr. Crum-Brown
proposes to give Miss Pechey one of the bronze medals, but

declines to give her the junior Hope Scholarship she has ob-

tained, and which entitles her to six months' free admittance to

the laboratory. Out of 234 men and six women, Miss Pechey

comes third : the two men above her were last year's students, so

that of this year's students Miss Pechey stands pre-eminently

first. As she i5 a matriculated, registered, medical student, her

supporters contend that she can legally claim the honours due to

her. We believe, however, that the matter is to be put before

counsel, so that a legal opinion may be obtained on the sub-

ject. We are informed, also, that Miss Sophia Jex-BIake's

name has come out in the first-class honours list in chemistiy

;

so the lady doctors may fairly be congratulated on the results of

their first session in Edinburgh.

The Senate of the University of London has appointed to the

new office of Assistant-Registrar Professor T. A. Plirst, Ph.D.,

F. R. S. , Professor of Mathematics in University College, London,

and one of the permanent secretaries to the British Association.

The new building of the University of London, in Burlington

Gardens, will be opened by the Queen in person on Wednesday,

May II. Her Majesty, accompanied by the Prince and Princess

of Wales and the Princess Louise, will be received at the entrance

of the building by the Chancellor (Lord Granville), the Vice-

Chancellor (Mr. Grote), the member for the university (the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer), and the Chainnan of Convocation (Dr.

Storrar), and be conducted to the Senate Room, from whence

Her Majesty will pass to the larger rooms in the building, and

finally to the lai'ge theatre, w-here an address w'ill be presented.

The Queen will then declare the building opened, and leave by

the principal entrance. As many visitors as can conveniently be

accommodated in different portions of the building will be in-

vited, including the Premier, some of the Secretaries of State,

the Lord President of the Council, representatives from the sister

universities, the learned bodies and affiliated colleges, with the

examining staff of the university.

The chair of Natural History in the Royal Agricultural

College, Cirencester, lately vacant by Prof. Thistleton-Dyer's

removal to Dublin, has been filled by the appointment of Dr.

W. R. M'Nab, of Edinburgh.

The University of St. Andrews has conferred the honorary

degi'ee of LL. D. on Mr. J. T. Boswell-.Syme, well known as

the editor of the last edition of " Sowerby's English Botany,"

and the author of many valuable contributions to botanical

science.

The origin of the minute discs termed red blood-corpuscles,

which float in our circulating fluid in such countless millions,

communicating to it its rich opaque hue, is still a matter of

question amongst physiologists, though most are inclined to be-

lieve that they proceed from the nuclei of the white coi-puscles.

But even supposing this to be the case, the question imme-
diately arises, whence come the white corpuscles? and the

reply is, from the lymphatic glands, and those large organs

which for want of a better term are called ductless glands, of

which the spleen, the thymus, and thyroid glands are examples
;

this reply being grounded on the fact that large numbers of

white corpuscles are found distributed in the interior of the

glands, whilst the blood returning from them contains more such

corpuscles than the blood running towards them. Still the mode
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of origin of the white corpuscles in these glands and elsewhere

is unknown. A recent investigation by Dr. Klein, of Vienna,

appears to furnish some clue to the discoveiy of this point, for

he has demonstrated that a process of division of white cor-

puscles may, under favourable conditions, be observed to occur,

a statement which, if corroborated by further researches, will

jjrove of much importance both in physiology and pathology.

In the blood of the water-newt, he remarks, three kinds of

colourless cells may be distinguished, though their differences

are not very strongly marked. In one of these forms the clump

of protoplasm, of which the corpuscle is formed, assumes an

hour-glass form, and with the performance of the liveliest move-

ments in each half, ultimately divides into two, in each of which

a nuclear structure is visible. In a second kind the protoplasm

forms a fat transparent disc, from the Ijorder of which a pro-

jection containing a distinct nucleus forms and gradually be-

comes detached. In a third form a kind of pinching off occurs

of a minute portion from the general mass. The primary cor-

puscles may divide twice or thrice.

Lcs lilondes for March 31st contains a translation of Prof.

Tyndall's article in Nature for the 17th of the same montli, on

lioating Matters and Beams of Light.

Messrs. W. cSc A. K. Johnston are preparing a series of

Botanical Diagrams for Schools and Colleges, uniform with

their "Illustrations of Natural Philosophy," 50 in. by 42 in.

A good series of diagrams is very much wanted by botanical

lecturers ; tlie parts should be on a larger scale than in the

late Prof Ilenslow's diagrams published under the authority

of the Government School of Science and Art, and the series

more complete than that issued by the Christian Knowledge

Society, which is very good as far as it goes, and remarkably

cheap.

The Jlarlborough College Natural History Society has pub-

lished its report for tlie half-year ending Christmas 1S69, from

which we gather, that beyond all question a real taste for science

is taking firm root at Marlborough, thougli here and there, in the

various papers, we get all too glowing descriptions, instead of the

sober evidence of the keen eye of the observer. Here,

for instance, is a description of the cuttle fish:—"And
while I enumerate the greatest oddities to be seen in the

' motley crew ' of fishes, shall I forget thee, O cuttle, that lookest

so innocent and harmless, till some white-waistcoated visitor

takes thee up condescendingly, when with one mighty effort thou

contractest thy muscles, and in an instant sendest a mighty stream

of tliy own peculiar ink over that erst virgin waistcoat ? Oh, the

inimitable look of pity and contempt then depicted on the faces

of the natives ! If by thy squirts and fliks, O cuttle, thou hast

made an enemy, thou hast made one that will never molest thy

inky tribe again. It is interesting to know that these murlty

creatures are provided with backbones which have the peculiar

quality of ink-erasing."

There is in the West Riding a Geological and Polytechnic

Society, which publishes an annual report of proceedings. In

that for 1869 an account is given of the meeting held at ^\'ake-

field, together with a number of papers on the history, antiqui-

ties, and mineral products of the county. The author of " On
tlie Rocks of the neighbourhood of Pontefract," shows that there

is coal enough along the line of the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway, to yield nearly ten million tons a year for 489 years :

and that the prospect of getting further supplies below the Mag-
nesian Limestone and the New Red Sandstone is very pro-

mising. The Rev. Scott F. Surtees contributes an argumentative

paper to prove that the memorable battle between Harold of

England and Harold of Norway was fought, not at Stamford

Brig, but at Pontefract, and that the memory thereof is preser\'ed

by the name Ponte-fract—broken bridge. Other papers contain

notices of the extinct fauna of Yorkshii'e, of flint implements, and

of certain singular ancient pits in the neighbourhood of Ripon.

A PARAGRAPH appears in a recent number of the San
Francisco Bidlelin, stating that deer, antelope, bear, and elk

constitute the large game of California. Deer are found in

great abundance, and many hundreds are killed yearly on

Tamalipas. The deep gulches, woods, and covers of Marin

County afford excellent sport to the deer hunter. Elk do not

range nearer than the Oregon line, but a few are still met with

on the banks of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, where

in former years they were so abundant. The brown and black

bear arc also hunted in Marin County, and along various parts of

the coast range. White and grey geese are found in all the bay

counties, on tlie lakes, and up the rivers in abundance. Duck
are shot in the same localities, of which the most valued is the

mallard, which remains and breeds in the country. Then come
tlie redhead, springtail pigeon, wood duck, blue and green \\'inged

teal, broadbill, spoonbill, sawbijl, whistler, butterball, fantail,

or Dutchman, and CadwelFs. Quail abound in the surrounding

counties. In the immediate neighbourhood of the city quail are

scarce, being trapped and slaughtered for tlie markets so ear-

nestly, that here they are now almost exterminated. Rabbits are

also found in the quail grounds. The English or jack snipe are

shot in the freshwater marshes on the San Joaquin and Sacra-

mento rivers, in the Amador, Gilroy, and Santa Clara valleys.

Of the bay snipe there is an abundant ^ariety, such as curle^v,

willet, whitewings, plover, yellowlegs, robin, doewitch, ring-

neck, and sandpiper. Tlie grouse, one of the finest game birds,

frequents Mendocino and the upper counties of the .State ; several

attempts have been made to stock the lower counties with these

birds, but with little success. Trout abound in all the rivers

running into the bay, and are taken with both bait and fly, but

principally the former.

REMARKABLE SPECTRA OF COMPOUNDS
OF ZIRCONIA AND URANIUM

'"["HOUGH the spectra of different salts of bases which show
well-marked absorption bands often differ in detail, yet they

generally resemble one another so much that there is no difficulty

in recognising each element. Judging from facts hitlierto known,
it was more probable that spectra of the new type described in

my former ]:)aper^ were due to a new element tlian tjiat they
were merely due to a combination of zirconium witli uranium,
and that there seemed to be no reason for suspecting a few special

compounds of uranium would give spectra with liands unlike

all others. Uranic salts, when in a state of moderately fine

powder, give a spectrum not only showing absorption-bands, but
also those which depend on fluorescence, and are characteristic

of light reflected from tlie powder, t Tliese two kinds of bands
can be easily distinguished by means of a plate of deep blue

cobalt glass, which proves tliat tlie abnormal bands seen in the

spectra of the compounds of zirconia with the oxides of uranium
are due to genuine absorption and not to fluorescence.

In studying the spectra of crystalline blow-pipe beads, it seemed
desirable to examine those made with carbonate of soda, with or

without a little borax. Though beads of carbonate of soda crystal-

lise on cooling, so as to be only partially translucent, yet with
strong direct sunlight well-marked spectra may be seen. For
example, in the oxidising flame uranic oxide is easily dissolved

by carbonate of soda alone, and when quickly cooled an orange-
coloured bead is obtained, probably containing uranate of soda
in a vitreous condition. It gives a single well-marked absorption-

band in the green, with so small a quantity of the oxide, that in

a bead J inch in diameter inrVij grain shows the spectrum to the

1 u w u w & rain can be easily detected.best advantage, and even
In examining the various products from jargons in order to

study the supposed new earth in a state of purity, a small
quantity of a dark-coloured substance was obtained, apparently
zirconia, containing some oxide which communicated a green
tint to a glassy, borax blowpipe-bead, but yet not suft'iciently

* Proceedings of R. S. vol. xvii. p. 511.

t Sec Stokes's paper, Phil. Trans. 1852, p. 463 and 1853, p. 392.
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distinct to show that it was due to uranous oxide. Thougli the

pvesence of zirconia prevented solution by pure carbonate of soda,

the addition of a little borax enabled me to prove that uranic

oxide is really present in some jargons. Such then being

the case, it seemed desirable to ascertain whether the oxides

of uranium would give rise to any special spectra when
present along with zirconia in crystalline blowpipe-beads.

To my astonishment I found that tlie spectra were precisely

the same as those obtained in the case of \\hat I had thought

to be an approximately pure new earth.* Hence the very

abnormal spectra, which seemed sufficient to establish the

existence of a new earth, are really due to compounds of

zirconia with the oxides of uranium, \\hich have such a power-
ful action on light, that an almost inappreciable amount is

sufficient to produce the spectra to great perfection— in fact so

small an amount, that the total quantity which misled me was
only a few thousandths of a grain ; and its presencSTnight easily

have remained unsuspected, if I had not discovered the car-

bonate of soda test just named. In the case of transparent

blowpipe-beads of borax with micrncosmic salt, it is i-equisite

to have as much as about -gV grain of uranous oxide to

show faintly the characteristic absorption-bands, whereas, when
present along with zirconia in the crystalline beads, vc^ffrr

grain gives an equally well-marked spectrum ; and -^-jjVo grain

shows it far better than a larger quantity, which makes the

beads too opaque. These very minute quantities were ob-

tained by the repeated division of a small known weight,

either before or after fusion with borax. This spectrum also

differs very considerably from the spectra of the usual salts

or blowpipe-beads of uranous oxide. On comparing tliem side

by side, the only common peculiarity is the fact of there being

numerous absorption-bands distributed over a large part of

the spectrum ; but they do not correspond in either number or

position. On the contrary, they differ almost as much as possible;

and the darker bands in the spectrum of this zirconia compound
occur where tlie transmitted light is the brightest in other cases.

One of the most striking peculiarities of the spectrum of some
jargons is, that when liglit passes in a direction perpendicular to

the principal axis of the crystal, and the spectrum is divided by
means of a double-image prism into two spectra, having the light

polarised in ojjposite planes, thovigh some of the absorption-bands

are of equal intensity in both images, yet others are compara-
tively absent, some in one and some in the other ; whereas, in

the case of other dichroic crystals, all the absorption-bands are

usually more distinct in one image, and fainter, or even compara-
tively absent, in the other. The general character of the spec-

tnun was entirely unlike that of all the known compounds of

uranic oxide. Instead of the moderately broad absorption-bands

in the blue end, ignited jargons give a most unusually large number
of narrow black lines, extending from the red end, so that nearly

all occur in that part of the spectrum which is entirely free from

bands in all previously known compounds of uranic oxide.

Besides uranium, and several of the more common earths and
oxides, I have detected in some zircons erbium, didyniium,

yttria, and another substance which exists in sucli small

quantity that I have not yet been able to ascertain whetlier

or no it is the suspected new earth. These accidental constituents

do not indeed occur in sulTicient quantity to be of importance, except

as modifying the physical and optical properties, the didyniium

giving the usual characteristic absorption-bands (zircons from

Sveneroe, Norway), and the manganese, the same spectrum as

that of garnets (zircons from an unknown locality in Siberiat).

The oxide of uranium is so easily reduced at a high temperature

to the state of protoxide in a borax-bead, with excess of boric

acid, and is so readily peroxidised at a dull-red heat, when
crystallised along with borate of zirconia, that there seemed good
reason to refer the change in the spectra to temperature rather

than to the state of oxidisation, until after it was found that they

were tine to uranium. By gently ilaming the crystalline bead,

the spectrum is entirely altered, and presents five well-marked

absorption-bands, all of which occur at the red end, where no trace

of bands exists in the case of ordinary uranic salts. I have not

found any other element besides zirconia which causes uranium to

give similar abnormal spectra, at all events in similar conditions.

A few have special chcyacters, but the majority exert little or no

influence. Even when the blowpipe-beads are crystalline, they

show only the usual spectra of the oxides of uranium. Moreover

no such great change in the character of the spectra of other

* Figs. I and 2 of my former paper.

t For botli of these I am indelited to my kind friend Mr. David Forfjes.

elements which give absorption-bands is to be seen when they

are combined with zirconia. So far as my present experience

goes, it seems as if such very abnormal spectra were met with

only in the case of these remarkable compounds of zirconia with

the oxides of uranium. These facts now put us in a position

to explain why certain zircons give three different spectra.

Some jargons (usually those of a green tint) contain a little

uranium so combined that the characteristic spectrum is only

faintly visible, wheieas, after ignition, the intensity of the absorp-

tion bands is permanently increased often to a very great extent,

and this more powerful action on light is accompanied by an

increase in hardness and in specific gravity, sometimes as much
r.s from 4'20 to 4'5o. These changes are approximately pro-

portional to the amount of uranic oxide in the various

specimens, as shown by comparing the spectra of the blow-

pipe-beads. On the whole, since this abnormal type of

spectrum is so characteristic of combination with zirconia, it

appears probable that the effect of a high temperature is to

cause the uranic oxide to combine more specially with the

zirconia, as though the greater part existed naturally as a silicate,

but after ignition as a zirconiate. We may also apply the same

explanation in the case of zircons, more or less strongly coloured

by other oxides, which become almost colourless when heated

;

and this unexplained peculiarity of zircons may depend on the

fact of zirconia being able to play the part of both a base and

an acid, which as compared with silica has an affinity for bases

varying according to the temperature. The brown-red zircon

from Ceylon, named at page 514 of my former paper, gives a

spectrum precisely like that of the borax blowpipe-beads crys-

tallised after treatment in the deoxidising flame. No doubt

it contains uranous oxide. These facts thus clearly show

that the various spectra which seemed to indicate the presence

of a new element existing in three different physical conditions,

are in reality only characteristic of the two oxides of uranium

combined with zirconia, or not in combination. Perhaps

some may think that my having been thus led astray shows that

little or no reliance can be placed on the method of investigation

employed, but I contend that the mistake was due to its being

such an unexpectedly delicate test for uranium ; moreover, the

error was ultimately corrected by a further development of the

same method. As far as the interests of science are concerned,

there is no need to regret the general result. We have lost

what appeared to be good evidence of a new earth, but have

gained an almost entirely new system of blowpipe testing, which

enables us to detect such a minute quantity of some substances

as could not be recognised by the ordinary means.
H. C. SORBY

THE RELATION OF THE STATE TO
SCIENCE

WE have referred in another column to Lietit.-Colonel

Strange's valtiable paper, read before "the Society of

Arts. The following is a report of the more important

part of it. After giving a sketch of the history of the

movement in favour of a recognition by the Government,

of the necessity of defining the relations which should

subsist between the State and scientific education through-

out the country, commencing with the meeting of the

British Association at Norwich in 1868, Colonel Strange

proceeds to state the points which he thinks should be espe-

cially kept in view in the proposed inquiry. These are :—

^

1. The scope which the inquiry should include.

2. Some of the probable results of the inquiry.

3. The constitution of the Commission itself

I. The Scope of the Inquiry.—The first thing to do will cer-

tainly be to take stock of what is now done by the State for

advancing science. A reference to the parliamentary votes

shows a considerable expenditure on science, in some forar or

other. The British Museum receives upwards of 100,000/.

a year, the South Kensington Museum 92,000/., and the Science

and Art Schools 74,000/, but in these cases a large proportion

goes to art, not wholly to science. * The Royal Observatories of

Greenwich, Edinbm-gh, and the Cape of Good Hope, the Royal

School of Mines, the Ordnance Survey, the Hydrographic De-

partment of the Admiralty, are all scientific branches of the admi-

* The tot.-il amount voted in tlie Estimates, for 1869-70, to maintain tlie

"Science and Art Department of tlie United Kingdom" was 225,253/.
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nisti-ation, supported by the State at considerable cost. Enormous

sums of money have been spent on special inquiries of a scientific

cJiaracter, such as those on armour-plate structures, ordnance,

ammunition, small arms, explosive agents, and projectiles. The

Tarliamentary votes show also io,ooo/. a year as given for

meteorological observations. We also find a large number of

small sums, forming', however, a considerable aggregate amount,

given in aid of the funds of various colleges, universities, and

museums ; in some instances towards the salaries of specified

professors, in others towards general purposes. The Royal

Gardens of Kew receives 22,075/. ; the Botanical Gardens of

Dublin and Edinburgh receive respectively 1,931/. and 1,893/. ;

20,900/. is spent on geological, and 92,790/. on the Hydro-

grapliic Department and naval surveys, besides very large sums

on other miscellaneous objects.* Some of the institutions above

named issue reports, from which the results of the expenditure

on them may be inferred. In other cases this is not done. The
wording of the votes seldom conveys any useful information on the

suliject whatever, and sometimes conveys incorrect information.

The grant of 1,000/. a year distributed by the Royal Society is an

example of such inaccuracy. This is said, in the words of the vote,

to be given to the Royal Society "to enable the society to carry on

certain experiments for public objects," whereas, instead of being

given, as here stated, to the Royal Society, or for public objects, it

is given to the community at large, and a committee of the Royal

Socicly undertakes gratuitously the veiy laborious task—which

does not even receive nominal acknowledgment—of distributing

it v.ith the strictest economy and impartiality, to such persons,

Aviether belonging to tlie Royal Society or not, as may prove

tl eir ability to make good use of the aid they solicit in prose-

cuting scientific research.

Now, tlie results supposed to be obtained by the large expen-

diture recorded in the estimates may be thus enumerated :— (l).

The maintenance of the efficiency of the public services in mat-

ters of a scientific nature. (2.) The teaching of science, directly,

as by payment of professors, or indirectly, as by the maintenance

of museums, botanical gardens, and the like. And (3), direct or

indirect scientilrc progress, whether observational or experi-

mental. What is wanted is, a clear statement of the degree in

which these several results are attained in each particular case.

With this informatioa before us, we shall be in a position to

arrive at trustworthy conclusions as to whether the money
brings in each case an ailefinate return ; \Ahether the inadequacy

of the return is due to defective organisation or to abuse ;

and whether, therefore, a more satisfactory result may not be

obtainable in each case by a process of remodelling, without

increased expenditure. We shall also ascertain, probably, that

the whole expenditure in some particular case is needless, and is

at present aljsolutely wasted. We shall learn, too, no doubt,

that there is much divided, and probably much utterly undefined,

responsibility in many of the cases in which large sums of public

money are spent. Another fact, already patent, will be brought

out prominently, namely, the entire absence of any pervading

system by which the expenditure on scientific objects is regulated.

Finally, it will clearly appear that the expenditure is very par-

tially distributed, some branches of science receiving a very large

amount of assistance from the public purse, whilst others, of

equal importance to the community, receive none at all.

This taking stock of our present scientific arrangements, it

can hardly be doubted, is an absolute necessity to the success

of the proposed inquiry.

Much of the information above adverted to will bear more or

less on the question of " the higher scientific education. " But
in indicaiiiig tlie scope of tlie incpiiry in this direction, it is very

desiralde tliat a clear conception sliould be formed of the meaning
of this phrase. My own conception of it is this. Public opinion

has decided that science sliould form part of the general

education given at large and public schools, and at the univer-

sities. Such scientific education should comprise tlie elements

of scientific knowledge, and the results of scientific labour, so

far as these I'esults are generally accepted as settled. Teaching
of this kind forms, in my opinion, a portion of the great educa-

tional question which has been for some time occupying public

attention, and which is now in a fair way of being put on a

satisfactory footing. To impose on the Royal Commission the

consideration of such teaching would be doing the same work
twice over, and adding, therefore, unnecessarily to their already
most laborious inquiry. But beyond the scientific teaching of

* The amounts above given are quoted from the Civil Service Estimates
or 1869-70, those for the present year not having yet been published.

schools and universities, there is much to be done in order to

train advanced students to become investigators and observers,

and this I conceive to be the object intended to be described by
the phrase " higher scientific education."

It is maintained by very high authorities that it is beneficial

imellectually to the investigator himself to have to teach, on
account of the mental discipline and the habit of precise thought
\\-hich it imposes on him. At present, unquestionably many of

our best investigators are teachers also, and in all Continental

scientific systems the two functions are combined. Two con-

ditions seem important. First, that an investigator should not

be required to impart the mere rudiments of scientific know-
ledge, but that his students should be far advanced before the)

come under his tuition ; they should, in fact, Ijc men who had
already gained some distinction at the universities or elsewhere,

and who had resolved on following science as a profession. The
second condition is that the labour of teaching should engross

only a moderate portion of the time 'of the investigator, leaving

him ample leisure and spare energy for original research. At
present, this latter condition is precisely reversed in the cases of

most of our professors engaged in investigation, and we accord-

ingly only reap the benefits of a mere residuum of their highest

faculties.

Another matter connected with scientific teaching is con-

sidered by persons engaged in that important occupation to

require attention, namely, the possible effect on independent

educational institutions of rival State schools of science. The
apprehended interference with such interests may perhaps be

obviated by restricting State aid to the "higher" teaching which

1 have attempted to define, leaving the preparation of students

for such higher teaching to the universities and other institutions

of an independent character. But before any rules on this sub-

ject can be laid down, it is obviously necessary that the exact

amount and kind of action now taken by the .State in respect of

teaching, and the effect of that teaching, both on scientific pro-

gress and on independent interests, should be ascertained with

the utmost care.

It is also desirable that the Commission should collect the

fullest possible information regarding all foreign scientific systems,

down to the Latest period. I by no means consider that any of

these systems in particular is so perfect as to justify our creating

a servile imitation of it. But it is only the part of wisdom, be-

fore organising our own scientific administration, to examine

carefully the results attained abroad by nations whose experience

in such matters is now very extensive. This examination will

suggest many arrangements that we may safely adopt, and, no

doubt, some that we should do well to reject. Not even the

nucleus of a scientific system at present exists in England, and

we are therefore the more free to shape, on the best available

models, the organisation which a full inquiry will undoubtedly

show to be necessary.

A great mass of facts connected with both scientific teaching

and scientific investigations having been thus accumulated, the

next step will be to digest and analyse them. The result of this

most important process will be to show— first, what is redundant

;

secondly, what is imperfect ; and thirdly, what is altogether

wanting. It will indicate cases in which separation is desirable,

as, for instance, cases where the concurrent cultivation of two or

more branches of science, not naturally allied, tends to impede the

growth of each. Cases will also occur in which combination would

be beneficial. But one of the most important results of the ana-

lysis will be the bringing to light the scattered character of our

scientific efforts ; almost every department of the State having

charge of some scientific institution— the Admiralty of one, the

War" Office of another, the Board of Trade of a third, and so on,

a dispersion which is absolutely prohibitive of harmonious system,

of progressive improvement, of efficient superintendence, ol

economy in expenditure, and of definite responsibility.

The final process will be to reduce to order the chaos of which

I have merely attempted a broad indication. This will probably

consist in a total re-arrangement of the internal organisation and

the official distribution of our scientific institutions, with a view

to concentrated superintendence and responsibility. It will also

involve a revision of scientific staffs and salaries, with all the

attendant questions of patronage, promotions, distinctions,

privileges, and jiensions.

2. So>,!! of the ProbMe Raidls of the Iiiqiihv.—'Vhe first of

these will be the accumulation of a vast amount of tacts and

opinions, collected from every available source, and from the

most competent authorities, regarding an extensive variety of
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subjects of wliicli we ave at present in a state of comparative

iyuorance. If the iiKjuiry produced no oilier immediate fruits than

these, it would have performed a priceless service. Another
result will be that we shall see for the first time what are the

principles which should determine the action of the State for the

advancement of science. At present there exists the most violent

conflict of opinion on this subject, from those who hold that

State intervention in science is unjustifiable and disadvantageous,

to those who desire such intervention to be universal. Between
these extremes there lies the middle and more reasonable section

of thinkers, who recognise in the State simply a machinery for

doing, on the part of the community, whatever is generally

advantageous to the great mass of the people, but which tran-

scends the power of individuals to peiforra. To discriminate

fairly between the branches of scientific exertion which should

devolve on the State and those which should be left to private

energy, is one of the most valuable results that can be expected

from the inquiry.

We may hope, as another most important result, that a central

ministerial administration of scientific affairs \\'ill be shown to be

necessary. In all other civilised countries a Minister of State is

cfiarged with this duty. It seems absolutely impossible to

organise or maintain in an efficient state anything like a harmonious
scientific system, without a dominant authority presiding over

the whole. There are already indications of a coming
Mniister of Public Instruction, to administer the proposed
national system of primary education ; it can hardly be doubted
that he should also have charge of whatever relates to State

intervention in science.

The creation of such new scientific institutions as may be
proved to be necessaiy, is another result that may be looked for.

Though I have long been of opinion that the want exists, I do
not think that the time has yet arrived to indicate how it should

be supplied. The inquiry will develope clearer and more con-

sistent estimates of the extent of the want, and of the best mode
of meeting it, than, in the absence of full information regarding

existing institutions, anyone can now hope to form. The cost

of new scientific institutions alarms many persons who have
only superficially examined such questions, but it will be pro-

bably found that increased expenditure in some directions maybe
met by retrenchment m others, and that no great change in the

aggregate outlay on science will have to be made. On the other

hand, we may feel sure that no outlay whatever will be recom-
mended by a Royal Commission, unless it be incontrovertibly

proved that such outlay will be beneficial to the nation.

Eventually, the responsibility of sanctioning increased expen-
diture for scientific purposes must rest with Parliament, by whom
any proposals of that kind will be most scrupulously examined.

3. Tlu Constitution of the Commission.—This is of vital

importance. If its constitution be not such as to command, not

only the confidence of the public generally, but also that of men
of science, it cannot hope for success. The necessaiy elements

in such a body seem to be administrative capacity, impartiality,

and varied scientific knowledge. The first two elements will be

secured by the nomination of persons versed in public affairs,

and of high and independent station ; the last by the due repre-

sentation of the main branches of scientific activity. Probably
four scientific members will suffice, to represent respectively,

( I ) Mathematics, including Astronomy; (2) Chemistry; (3) Physics;

and (4) Natural Hisiory. To give a decided preponderance to

either one of these great subdivisions will create strong and
well-founded dissatisfaction. However lamentable tlie fact,

it is certain that men engaged in one branch of science are

very apt to underrate the importance of all others. The
decision of a physiologist on an astronomical inquiry, or

that of a mathematician on a matter connected with biology

will be received with jealousy, a jealousy not by any means
in most cases destitute of reasonable foundation. The
subjects which will come before the Commission will be so

difficult and so various, that four of the ablest men of science

in their different departments will not be found more than will

be necessary to give weight to the conclusions at which the

Commission may arrive, and they should be men admittedly

representative of their respective departments.

In the remarks which 1 have ventured to make, I have not

dwelt on the importance to a civilised nation of progress in

scientific knowdedge. I have felt that I might safely take this

for granted in addressing the Society of Arts, a society whose
efforts have been during so long a period devoted to the pro-

motion of such progress, and who do not require to be told

that our commerce, our arts, our national supremacy on l.inJ

and at sea, and our everyday conveniences are, more or less,

dependent on our a]iplication of the laws of nature and the pro-

perties of matter. Whether or not an exhaustive inquiry into the

state of science in England is imperatively needed, and what
should be the scope of that inquiry, are the questions which, I

believe, we have to-day met to discuss. It appears to me that

the time for such an inquiry is opportune.

At no period of our history has there been so great a readiness

to place administrative power in the hands of the Government.

Public opinion acts now so energetically and efiectunlly in the

legislature, that the old jealousy of Government interference ha5

been almost entirely dispelled. The tendency of the day is rather

to impose fresh duties on the Government than to restrict its

action. Men's minds, at the present time, view without appre-

hension, and examine with more impartiality and a higher dis-

crimination than at any former period, proposals for radical

changes. The nation has, moreover, been roused from the

apathy with which it used to regard the ignorance of the masses,

and is prepared for measures to redress the evil which, even ten

years ago, would not have been listened to. It cannot be

doubted that an equal readiness will be shown to examine with

calmness and candour well-considered proposals to place on a

proper footing a department of the State's duties which has

never as yet undergone a strict and metliodical examination.

The nation requires primary education, and will enforce it upon
those whom it is to benefit ; it insists on the teaching of science

in schools and universities ; will it not approve of measures

without which that teaching must be comparatively fruitless

—

measures calculated to attain the ends to which teaching is but a

means—a more perfect knowledge of nature, and more absolute

sway over her forces and her laws ?

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Student and Intdkctiial Obsei-ier, New Series, No. 2, for

April, contains an article entitled ''Animals as Fellow- Boarders,"

being a translation of Von Beneden's valuable paper on Coin-

mensalisme, read before the Belgian Academy, describing the

habits of creatures who may be said to board together, but whose
association is distinct from that of victim and parasite. They are

of two kinds. Free Fellow-Boarders, such as the tiny pea-crab,

which lives in mussel-shells ; and the Fixed Fellow-Boarders,

like the barnacles which cover the skin of whales.

The Journal of Botany, British and Foreign, New Series,

No. 2 (double number for March and April) contains the

following original articles : On two new British HepatiecT, by
Dr. Carrington ; a fifth decade of new Chinese plants, by Dr.

Hance ; on Rosa sepiuin, by Mr. J. G. Baker ; Addenda to the
" Cybele Hibernica," by Mr. Ralph Tate ; notes on Ray's
" Hortus Siccus," by Dr. H. Trimen, with other shorter papers ;

also reports of recent additions to our moss and lichen flora, by
Dr. Braithwaite and Rev. J. M. Crombie ; a continuation of Mr.

Baker's Review of the genus jVa?rissus from the Gardener's

Chroniele, with other extracts and translations, reviews of new
publications, proceedings of societies, &c. , &c.

The Reime des Cours Seientifiques for March 26 contains

report of a Lecture by M. Paul Bert, on Sympathetic Nervous
Actions, an article by Alph. P'avre on the Existence of Man in

the Tertiary Epoch, and a notice of Prof. Harkness's S)Jcctro-

scopic Observations. The number for April 2nd is almost en-

tirely filled by a translation of Prof Tait's lecture before the

University of Edinburgh, on the characters of a true science; and
report of a lecture'by M. Lorain at the Hospital Saint Antoine

at Paris, on Scientific Medicine.

In the Deutsehes Archiv fiir KUnisehes Mediein (xiii. and
xvii. Heft. I, received March i2),.;Liebermeister, of Basle, dfe-

scribes a very ing;nious apparatus, constructed under his super-

intendence, for determining quantitative variations in the pro-

duction of carbonic acid by man, and gives several examples of

the results obtained. Amongst other conclusions he shows that

the increase of carbonic acid in reading and singing is only to a

small extent attributable to increased exertion consequent on

fuller ventilation of the lungs, but is essentially due to the

increased muscular energy exerted in the performance of those

acts.

Reichert and Dubois Reymond's Archiv fiir Anaionne und
Physiologie, Heft, vi., 1S69, is almost entirely occupied with a
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valuable co-ntribiition by Di'. Gustav Fritscli, assistant in the

anatomical museum at Berlin, on the comparative anatomy of

the hearts of amphibia, illustrated by four plates and many
drawings.

The Aincriain I\\ih(niUst for March contains several interest-

ing articles. The longest is by Mr. E. G. Squier, "On the

PrTmeval Monuments of Peru compared with those in other parts

of the world." He describes a class of stone structures in Peru

belousing to what is regarded as the earliest monumental period,

coincident in style and character with the cromlechs, dolmens,

and "sun" or " Druidical" circles of Scandinavia, the British

Islands, France, and Northern and Central Asia. Considerable

aboriginal Peruvian tribes once lived in houses built on piles, or

on lloals in the shallow waters of the Andean lake. The rem-

nants of such a tribe still live in this manner, and bear the name
of Antis ; they spoke and still speak a language differing equally

from the Aymava and Quichua, called Puquina. Early chroniclers

speak of them as extremely savage, and calling themselves, not

men, but Uros. Whole towns of them, it is said, lived on floats

of toiii'ra or reeds, which they moved from place to place accord-

ing to their convenience or necessities.—Prof Joseph Leidy con-

tributes remarks on some curious sponges ; and Mr. \V. W. Bailey

a sketch of the Truckce and Humboldt valleys between the

Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains.

Silliman and Dana s Anurican 'Journal of Science and Arl for

March contains the following articles :—Photometric Experi-

ments, Part I., by O. N. Rood. Contributions to the Chemistry

of Copper, Part I., by T. Stevry Hunt. Notice of a recent

Land-slide on Mount Passaconaway, by G. H. Perkins. On the

Silver Mines of Santa Eulalia, Mexico, by J. M. Kimball.

Afachinery and Processes of the Industrial Arts, and Apparatus

of the Exact Sciences by F. A. P. Barnard. On Norite or

Labradorite Rock, by T. Sterry Hunt. Oil the Cause of the

colour of the water of Lake Leman, by A. A. Hayes. On the

Potassio-CobaUic Nitrite known as Fischer's Salt, by S. P.

Sadtler. Notice of some Fossil Birds from the Cretaceous and

Tertiary formations of the United States, by O. C. Marsh.

Descriptions of Shells, from the Gidf of California, by A. E.

VerriU. Notice of Dr. Gould's Report on the Transatlanlic

Longitude. Meteors of November, 1S69, by Prof. H. A.

Newton.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Ethnological Society, March 22.—Prof Huxley, F.R.S.,

president, in the chair. Mr. R. S. Newall was announced as

a new member. — A paper was read on current British My-
thology and Oral Tradition, by Mr. J. F. Campbell (of Islay).

After explaining the sources whence his popular tales of the

Western Highlands had been derived, he referred to the tradi-

tional character of myths, and expressed an opinion that many
genuine British traditions orally preserved in Celtic may pro-

bably be old Aryan myths, mingled perhaps with pre-Aryan

myths. Popular oral history must be founded on a real event,

but minor details gradually drop out, ^vhile the most conspicuous

incidents approach each otlier. The author showed how a

legend sprouts from a fact which, being at first accurately told,

passes into a tradition, while the dates and persons and locali-

ties become uncertain. Poetry is a good vehicle for preserving

facts, and many current traditions cany with them a rhyme or a

proverb to aid the memory. Hence, too, historic events are

readily preserved in the ballad form. The president, Dr. Archi-

bald Campbell, and Mr. Bouverie Pusey spoke upon this com-

munication.—Dr. Campbell then i-ead a note by the Rev. R. J.

Mapleton on a Cist with Engraved Stones on the Poltallock

Estate, Argyleshire.

Zoological Society, March 24..—Dr. E. Hamilton, V.P.,

in, the chair. Mr. P. L. Sclater exhibited a coloured drawing
received from Dr. Salvadori, of Turin, of a bird which Dr. Sal-

vadori had proposed to describe as a new genus and species, but

which was evidently referable to the singular pigeon recently

named by Mr. Gould as Olidiphaps nolnlis.—Mr. W. B. Teget-

meier exhibited and made remarks on a living specimen of an
Axolotl (Siredon piscifonnis) which had undergone the change
into the Salamandroid form recently described by Professor

Dumeril, of Paris.—A tliird letter was read from Mr. W. H.
Hudson, containing remarks on the ornithology of the vicinity

of Buenos Ayres.—Mr. Osbert Salvin read a paper on the birds

of Veragua, based on large collections recently formed by Enrique
Arce in that country, and in continuation of a former memoir on
the same subject. The present communication contained an
account of 214 species not given in the former list, and made
altogether 434 species now known to occur in this limited

district. Of these additional species several were stated to be

new to science and of great interest.—Mr. P. L. Sclater read a

notice of two rare species of pheasants from Upper Assam
recently added to the society's living collection. These were a

Monaul (Lophopltorns sclatcri) and a Tragopan (Ceriornis blyi/iii),

both lately described as new by Dr. J erdon. For these specimens,

both of ^vhich were in fine plumage and of very remarkable
beauty, the society was indebted to the lilierality of Major
Montagu, of the Bengal .Staff Corps.—Mr. P. L. Sclater read

some further notes on the cuckoos of the genus Coccyzus, in

continuation of a former paper on the same subject.—A com-
munication was read from Professor J. V. Barboza du Socage,

containing a description of a new species of pelican from Angola,
proposed to be called P. s/iarpii.—A communication was read

from Dr. J. C. Cox, giving descriptions of eight new species of

shells from Australia and the Solomon Islands.—A communica-
tion was read from Mr. Jonatlian Couch, of Polperro, describing

a new species oi Aplysia or sea-hare, "which had recently occurred

on the coast of Cornwall, and which he proposed to call .-/.

niclanopKS.

Chemical Society, ^farch 17.—Prof Williamson, F.R..S.,

president, in the chair. The following gentlemen were elected

fellows : D. Brown, A. Muirhead, T. I^. Patterson, D. Penny,

S. T. Smith. The first paper read was on artificial alizarine,

by W. H. Perkins,'F. R. S. The lecturer commenced by sketch-

ing the history of the researches mIucIi had finally led to the

artificial production of alizarine. This colouring matter was first

obtained by Robiquet and Colin from madder root, and investi-

gated liy Schunk, who assigned to it the formula 0,4 Hi,, O4 ;

it will subsequently be seen how very near this formula comes to

the truth. Strecker and other chemists had reasons to write

C,||H,;03 as the composition of alizarine, relating it to the com-
pound C111H5CI O3 which Laurent had produced from naphtaline,

and which Strecker regarded as chloralizarine. A few years

since Graelje, when investigating a hydrocarbon known as

quinone, C1JPI4O2, found it to be a benzol in which two atoms
of hydrogen were replaced by the group [O - O]. " A deriva-

tive of this body, the chloranil, C.-Clj [OJ" yields hydric chlo-

ranilate on successive treatment with caustic potash and Indric

chloride. This reaction induced Graebe to view the chloride of

Laurent's chloroxynaphtalic acid as the dichlorinated quinone of

naphtaline,—
C,„H, C,„H4C1., [OJ"

Napntaline. Chloride of chloro-\yna[)ht.^lic acid
or Dichlornaphtoquinone.

and indeed when this naphtaline derivative is acted upon succes-

sively by potash and hydric chloride, it furnishes chloroxynaph-

talic acid. After it had thus been shown that chloroxynaphtalic

acid, Strecker's chloralizarine, was a quinone acid, Graebe and
Liebermann thought it probable that alizarine miglit also be the

quinone acid of some hydrocarbon, and it was now oidy neces-

sary to know this hydiocarbon. On reducing a specimen of

natural alizarine, a suljstance of the composition C14H1,, was ob-

tained ; but this is the formula of anthracene of coal tar, and
indeed the substance obtained by the reduction of alizarine pos-

sessed all the properties of anthracene. This fact led Graebe
and Liebermann to assume alizarine to be the quinone acid of

anthracene,

—

Cl4"u>

Aiitliraceiie

C14HS (O.,)" C14H6 ] HO
( HO

Aiithraquinoiiic acidQuinone of anthracene
or Anlhraquinone. or Alizarine.

Having obtained anthracene from alizarine, it now remained

to produce alizarine Irom anthracene. For this purpose it was
first rec[uired to have the quinone of anthracene. Graebe and
Liebermann found the desired substance in the oxygenated

compound, Cj4HgO;, which had been obtained by Laurent from

anthracene. They heated this anthraquinone with bromine,

acted upon the dibromantliraquinone thus gained with potash,

and decomposed the potash salt thus obtained by hydric chloride.

The product of these successive reactions was alizarine. But to

turn this beautiful discovery to practical account, it was necessary

to replace the bromine required in the process by some clieaper

re-agent. A good substitute has been found in sulphuric acid.
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Wlien anthraquinone is heated with oil of vitriol, disulphoanthra-
quinonic acid is formed, and tliis decomposed by caustic potash
yields the potassium salt of alizarine, from which hydric chloride

liberates the alizarine. Artificial alizarine is entirely identical

with the colouring matter obtained from the madder root. Both
of these products crystallise in needles which are usually curved,
especially when small. They dissolve in caustic alkalis, forming
violet solutions of the same tint. When applied to mordanted
fabrics, they produce exactly the same colours, bearing the

treatment with soap equally, and resisting in the same
• degree the influence of light. Their alkaline solutions

show identical absoption bands in the spectrum. Both yield

phtalic acid when treated with hydric nitrate. As a sub-

stitute for madder, artificial alizarine has been objected to,

on the ground that pure alizarine alone will not produce the

madder colours, other colouring matter beint^ required. But
Schuiik says that, after a long course of experiments, he has been
led to the conclusion that the linal result of dyeing with madder
is simply the coniltination of alizarine w'ith the mordants em-
ployed ; and he recommends extraction from madder prints as

the easiest method of preparing pure alizarine on a small scale.

Artificial alizarine, as sent to the dyer and printer, is not exactly

pure alizarine, and generally produces, with alumina mordants,
a somewhat redder shade than madder. This is due to some
impurities whose nature is, as yet, not known. A good deal has

been said about the supply of anthracene. It must be remem-
bered, however, that tar-distillers ha\e as yet but little experience

in separating this substance. Mr. Perkin's investigations on this

matter have led him to believe that coal-tar contains considerable

quantities of this hydro-carbon. No doubt, the kind of coal

used, as well as the temperature employed in the gas-works, in-

iluences the quality of the tar as a source of anthracene ; but

upon these points no definite information has yet been obtained.

Mr. Perkin illustrated his interesting lecture by exhibiting samples

of fabrics dyed and printed with artificial alizarine, and also by
jirojecting the spectra of some alizarine solutions upon a screen.

By producing alizarine from anthracene, Graebe and Liebermann
have given the first instance of the artificial formation of a vege-

table colouring matter. The way by which the beautiful dis-

covery has been arrived at proves decisively, as the president

pointed out, the high importance of studying the molecular

arrangements of chemical comjiounds.

Entomological Society, March 21.—Mr. H. W. Bates,

vice-president, in the chair. The first part of the "Transactions"

for the present year was placed on the table. The attention of the

meeting was devoted exclusively to Lcpidoptera. Specimens were

exhibited by Messrs. Howard, \V. J. Vaughan, Bond, Frederick

Smith, and Stainton. An interesting discussion on dimorphic

forms of the larva and imago was participated in by Messrs.

Albert Miiller, A. G. Butler, Pascoe, J. Jenner Weir, Stainton,

McLachlan, and the chairman. The paper read was by Mr.

W. F. Kirby, "Notes on the butterflies described by Linnseus.

"

Brighton

Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society, March
10.—The president, Mr. T. H. Hennah, in the chair. A report

from the committee was received, urging the advisability of form-

ing a microscopical section. On the motion of Mr. Hazle-

wood, seconded by Mr. Wonfor, it w'as resolved that the

I report of the committee be received, entered on the minutes,

and approved, the effect of which is to establish a microsco-

pical section, and instead of one meeting on the second Thursday

in each month, to have a second meeting for strictly microscopical

objects on the fourth Thursday in each month.—A paper by

Mr. Clifton Ward, F.G.S., "A sketch of the Geological History

of England, so far as it is at present known," was read by Mr.

Wonfor, hon. sec, in which, from the earliest dawn of the

Cambrian period down to the present day, the changes produced

by depression, deposition, elevation, denudation, &c., together

with an account of the various types of animal and vegetable

life during each period, were graphically described, and the

amount of land above water in England at each period was

represented by a series of fifteen charts.—It was announced that

the Bryological Flora of the county of Sussex would soon be

ready for distribution, the Society having determined to publish

it at once, instead of waiting for the issue of the annual report

in September.
Edinburgh

Royal Physical Society, February 23rd.—Mr. C. W. Peach,

president, in the chair. The following papers were read :—

1. Note on the Klipspringer Antelope (Oreotragus saltatrix).

By Mr. D. R. Kannemeyer. A skin of this antelope was exhibited,

and its various peculiarities pointed out and described—the long,

wiry, and close hair with which it «'as covered, and the remark-
able structure of its strong limbs and feet. Major Harris, in his

work on the wild animals of South Africa, described it as having
jagged edges to its hoofs'; there was really a long, narrow depres-

sion or oval-shaped hollow on each of the divisions of the hoof.

These peculiarities were admirably suited to the habits of the
animal, wdiich lived on the tops of high mountains, and was
remarkable for the speed, agility, and sureness of foot with
which it could leap from rock to rock up and down the face of

inaccessible precipices ; and also for the great distance of its

leaps, and the small surface of some projecting ledge or pinnacle

of rock upon which it could suddenly arrest its course, even when
in full career. Mr. Kannemeyer described the various enemies
the animal had to defend itself from—the eagle, the panther,

and man—and referred to the manner in wdiicli it was huntci-l

by the colonists, and his own experience in stalking it.

2. On the Deposits of Clay in the Neighbourhood of Stirling.

By Rev. James ISiodie, A.M., Monimail.

3. Specimens of Polyzoa, &c., from the Faroe Islands, were
exhibited and described by Mr. C. W. Peach, A.L.S., &c. The
author stated that the specimens were from Stromoe, one of the

Faroe Islands, and not gathered by himself, but w'ere given to

him by a person who had been there. They consisted of sixteen

species of Polyzoa, four of Mollusca, three of Hydrozoa, two
Sponges, three Annelide cases, with Foraminifera and Diato-

macea. A portion of one of the shells sho^^s the marks of

rasping by limpets when feeding on the leathery disks of Hydro-
zoa. He remarked on this as a curious instance of vegetable-

eating animals being able to put up with such tough and hard

fare when out of their native home, and thus accommodating
themselves to their changed circumstances. He considered that

the specimens were not got in deep water, nor far from land, as

not a single really deep-sea form occurred amongst them. All

of the species are to be got in our own seas, and with two excep-

tions (at present northern forms from Shetland and Wick, N.B.

)

have been collected by the author from Land's End to John
o' Groats.

4. Dr. J. A. Smith exhibited a head of a red deer, the pro-

perty of Mr. T. O. Home, which was killed in the end of

January near Kingussie, Inverness-shire. Instead of the usual

well-developed brow and bez-antler which marked the red deer,

this animal had on the right side two small and very short antlers

springing close to the root of the horn, and on the left side a

very small brow-antler, and then a large second antler springing

from near the root of the horn, and running nearly parallel to

the beam. It measured about a foot in length. The beam of

the same horn measured one foot ten inches long, terminating in

a couple of forked antlers above. The other horn was rather

shorter, and also terminated in two antlers. The variety was
probably due to some local injury sustained by the deer when the

horns were beginning to sprout, the soft horn of the left side

having apparently been split in two. Dr. Smith stated he was
indebted to Mr. Muirhead, Queen Street, for recently sending

him a specimen of the Ballaii Wrasse, measuring iSiin. in

length, taken in the Firth of Forth, where it is by no means
common ; also, a very large specimen of the Lump-sucker or

H en-pad le, Cycloptcrus luiiipiis. The fish was full of roe ; it

measured 20.iin. in length by a foot in depth, and weighed

lolb. 130Z. He also noticed the very large male salmon taken

on the nth February. Mr. Anderson informed him it weighed

a little over 561b., and measured 4ft. 2in. in length by 2ft. 7in.

in greatest girth. The salmon was taken along with several

others at Mr. Anderson's fishing station, near Stirling.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 28.—M. Darroux communi-

cated a paper on Equations, with partial derivations of the

second order, and M. Tisseraud a note on a point in the differ-

ential calculus.—A memoir was read by M. J. Jamin, on the

employment of the electric current in calorimetry, in which the

author described a method of applying the heat produced by an

electric current to the determination of the specific heat of various

bodies.— M. Jamin also communicated, on his own behalf and

that of M. Amaur)', a memoir on the specific heat of water

between zero (32° F.) and 100" C. (212° F.) The authors showed

that the specific heat of water undergoes no particular

alteration about 39 6" Fahr., and that from upwards it
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incroases with the temperature.— JNI. A. Treciil presented the

sixtli portion of his memoir on the position of the trachere in

ferns, in wirich lie described the ramification of the petioles

in various plants of that group, including several species of

Aspknium, Asp'uiium, and Polypodiuiii. — A note was read

on the organs and phenomena of fecundation in the genus

Lanaiicii, by M. Sirodot. The Leinaiwcr, althougli among
the liighest of the fresh-water AlgK, were described by M.
Rabenherst in 1S6S as producing "spores germinating without

fecundation." The author described what he regards as anthe-

ridia in two species (Z. catcnata and L. flii-'iatilis), and in-

dicated the mode of fecundation as observed by him.— M.
Ducharter communicated an abstract of two Greek papers by

M. Koressios, in whicli the author expressed tlie opinion that

the disease now ravaging tlie vines in France attacks them from

tire roots, and recommended a certain mode of treatment.—M.
Leymerie presented, through M. Elie de Beaumont, some
observations on the conclusions lately put forward by M.
f.lagnau, witli regard to the lower cretaceous formation

of the Pyrenees, lie maintained that tliere is no evidence of

the existence of tlie Albiau stage in the Pyrenees, and also

objects to the admission of the Muschelkalk as existing in the

Zechstein in the departments of the Tani and Aveyron. The
same author addressed a note on the fragmentary state of the

higlier summits of the Pyrenees, in which he maintained that

the broken state of the rocks forming these summits must be
due to the effects of the force exerted during their elevation,

and concluded therefrom that the summits of these and other

mountains cannot have lost much of their original heights by
subaerial action. M. Elie de Beaumont made some remarks on
the permanence of artificial earthworks, as confirmatory of the

author's views.—Papers on medical subjects were also read.

rnn.ADKi.nir.-v

American Philosophical Society, February 4.—Pliny E.

Chase presented tables of rainfall, and described them. The
most interesting deductions were, as far as related to Philadelphia,

that the spring and summer will be alike, and the autumn and
winter alike. The tables are for 45 years up to date, from
oljservations at the Pennsylvania Ilospital. Dr. Brinton made
observations on the zealous and long-continued studies of the

language of the Choctaw Indians, made by the missionary Mr.
Byington, who died a year ago. Dv. Brinton has a list of over

75 works, including the Bible, printed in Choctaw. Mr. Bying-

ton's Choctaw Grammar has been revised four times, and at his

death he had progressed with his fifth revision. The MS. of

tliis work was in Dr. Brinton's hands, and was presented to
tlie Society for publication.

Febraary 18.—Prof. Cope read a paper intitled, "Fourth
contribution to the Fauna of the Miocene period in the United
States." He exhibited the periotic bones of a large whale from
the miocene of North Carolina, which had been tliscovered by Prof.

W. C. Kerr, State Geologist. The part of the skeleton found
consisted of tlie left side of the cranium to the temporal fossa,

mandible, and many vertebra;, ribs, &c. It was found 30 feet

below the surface in the bank of a stream. It represented a

type near the true Baltciiic, but partaking of tlie characters

of the BaliCfioptcriT. One peculiarity was the enormous thick-

ening of the supraorbital process of the frontal, which was 17
inches deep. This individual was 17 inches deep. Vertebrce of
two other individuals were found in other places, and a complete
vertebral column of the same extended across a stream 20 miles

distant from Kerr's specimen. Vertebrae taken from the last,

refeiTed it to the same species. This specimen was 50 or 60
feet long, and extended across the stream in such a way as to

serve as a foot-crossing when the water was very low. The
species was named Mcsottrns kcrrianus. Prof Cope mentioned
the discovery of tlie genus Sns for the first time in the United
States, in the neighbourhood of Squankum, N.J. He said it

agreed with the occurrence of the dugong noticed by himself
and the rhinoceros by Marsh in giving an Asiatic character
to that extinct Fauna. The hog he called Sus vagrans, and
said it was as large as the common .S. scrofa. He called atten-

tion to the abundance of the species of the Pythonomorpha in the
United States, and described two new species from New Jersey,
viz,, Mosasa7inis fiilciatus and /!/. vartlirits. The first ^^•ith

round curtra and an additional rib on the asquadratum, tlie

second with depressed centra, and a quadrate bone more like
that of M. dckayi than l\r. depressiis. He said he knew 27
species of Mosasauroids. In the last work on the subject, only
three species were described.

DIARY
THURSDAY, April 7.

RoVAL SoclETV, at 8.30.—On supra-annual Cycles of Temperature in

the Earth's Surface Crust : Prof. Piazzi Smyth.—Researches in Animal
Electricity : Dr. C. B. Radcliffe.

Society of Antiqcaries, at 8.30.

LiNNEAN Society, at 8.—On new species of Annelids, S:c. : Dr. BairJ —
On Algse from the North-Atlantic Ocean : Dr. Dickie.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Chemistry of Vegetable Products: Prof. Odiing.
Chemical Society, at 8.—On the Analysis of Deep-sea Water : Dr.

John Hunter.

—

On the refraction equivalents of the aromatic Hydro-
carbons and their derivatives : Dr. J. H. Gladstone —On an acid
Feed-water from the Coal-fields of Shellarton. N.S., and the results of
its use : Prof. How.

London Institution, at 7.30.—Geology: Dr. Cobbold.

FRIDA V, April 8.

Royal Institution, at 8.—Pedigree of the Horse : Prof. Huxley.
Royal Astronomical Society*, at 8.

Quekett Microscopical Society, at S.

SATURDAY, April 9.

Royal Institution, at 3.—The Sun : J. Norman Loc'Kyer, F. R. S.

MOiVDAY, April ii.

London Institution, at 4.—Chemistry : Prof Bloxam.
Royal Geographical Society, at 8 30.

Royal Institute of British Architects, at 8.

TUESDAY. April 12.

Ethnological Society, at 8.—On the Danish Elements in the population
of Cleveland: Rev. J C. Atkinson —On the Ancient Tribal System of
Ireland : H. M. Westropp.—On the Brain in the Study of Ethnology :

Dr. Donovan.
Photographic Society, at 8.

Institution of Civil Engineers, at 8.— Dressing of Lead Ores —
Maintenance and Renewal of Railway Rolling Stock : Mr. R. Price
Williams.

WEDNESDAY, April 13.

Royal Geological Society, at 8.—On the Fossil Remains of Mammals
found in Chin.a: Prof. Owen, F.R.S., F.G.S., &c — Further Dis-
covery of the Fossil Elep'nants of Malta : Dr. A. A. Caruana. Com-
municated by Dr. A. Leith Adams, F. G.S. — Brief preliminary Notes on
a large Coal-measure Reptile from the Low Main Coal Shale : T. P.

Barkas, F.G.S.
RrA-AL Microscopical Society, at 8.

THURSDAY, April 14.

M.-vthematical Society, at S.—On the Mechanical Description of ;i

Nodal Bicircular Quartic : Prof. Cayley.

BOOKS RECEIVED
English.—Birds of Marlborough : E. F. Im Thurn Marlborough, Per-

kins ; London, Simpkin and Marshall).
FoRErcN.—Die Alterthiimer unserer heidnischen Vorzeit, vols. i. and ii.

(Mayence, V. V. Zabern).—Journal fur Ornithologie, Jan. 1870.—Om Vege-
tationsfoiholdene ved Sognefjordeii : A. Blytt (Christiania, J. Dahl).

—

Lichenes Danias, eller Danmarks Laver : J. G. D-;ichmann Branth eg E.
Rostrup (Copenhagen, Gads). — Undersogelser over Christiniafjordcns
Dybvandsfauna : G, O. Sars (Christiania, Bahl).—Zeitschiift fur Parasiten-
kunde, vol. ii. pt. i. (Jena, Mauke).—Naturwissenshaftliclie Reisen im tro-

pischen Amcrika ; Dr. Wagner (Stuttgart, Cotta).—Archivio per la Zoologia
i'Anatomia e la Fisiologia, Series ii, vol. i. (Turin, Loescher)-— Reisen im
Archipel der Philippinen : Dr. Semper, jEolidien (Wiesbaden, Kreidel).

—

Through Williams and Norgate.
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MACMILLAN & CO/S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Publishers to pi-oduce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary

information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors

are u'ell known as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high

character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others

are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whether for private study or for school instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL—POPULAR ASTRONO^rY. With Illustrations. By G. B.

AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Sixth and cheaper Edition. iSmo. cloth. 4J. 61/.

This work consists of six lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the observations made with these instruments are

treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar

System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutia; of formulae, and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct

reference of every step to the Observatorj', and the full description of the

methods and instruments of obser\'ation.

Extra fcap. 8vo., price bs. 6ii.

FIRST BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY.
By Piofossor OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L..S., Keeper of the Herbarium and
Library of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Professor of Botany in Lhiiversity

College, London. With numerous Illustrations.

" In nothing is Prof Oliver's book more satisfactory than the success with
which, within so small a compass, it illustrates the vast and varied botany of

India. Such a work has long been wanted by amateurs and college pro-

fessors and students in India."

—

AthemTiun.
" Will enable the learner at once to master the elements of his study, and

to apply his new knowledge to a practical examination of the plants and
flowers that meet his eye in any part of India."

—

Allen's Indian Mail.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OESERV.-\TI0NS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown 8vo. cloth.

6s. 6cl.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students la t!ie University. New Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth. 6s. 6<l.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE- qN SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagrani of

the Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and Nebulae, and numerous Illustrations, P>y

J.NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fifth Thousand. iSmo. ^s.6d.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulai : the Sun ; the Solar System : Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time : Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions : Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated. Mr. Lockyer's work supplements that of the Astronomer
Royal mentioned in the previous article,

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations. By T. H. HUXLEY, F.R.S., Professor of Natural Histoi-y in the

Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. jSmo. cloth. 45-. 6d.

This book describes and e.vplains, in a series of graduated lessons, the

principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the

Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Vcinous System, and the

Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of

Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion ;

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Organ of Sight ; the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the

Nervous System and Innervation ; Histology, or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.

The lessons are fully illustrated by numerous engravings. The manual is

primarily intended to serve as a text-book for teachers and learners in boys'

and girls' schools.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, M.D. iSmo. i.-. 6d.

These Questions were drawn up as aids to the instruction of a class of

young people in Physiologj-.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.

i8mo. cloth. 4^. 6d.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's plan of selected T>-pes and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,

introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-

cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Pl.ants," and " How to describe

Plants." A valuable Glossar>' is appended to the volume. In the prepara-

tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC A'XD
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-

Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkahne Earths.

New Edition. Twenty-first Thousand, iSmo. cloth. 4^. 6d.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important

facts and principles of Modern Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the

purpose of facilitating the attainment of exactitude in the knowledge of the

subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.

The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-

metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the

most important of the latest discoveries.

VIBRATIONS, With the Mathematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University. Crown Svo. 9?.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the Use of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAY. M.A., Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Svo. cloth. 12s. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with .1 Brief Sketch of the Problem up to the

time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, revised.

Crown Svo. cloth. 5^. 6d,

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS. " Lectures delivered in iSoS. With Appendices, Chromo-htho-
graphs. Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. ^ledium Svo. 21s. Second
Edition.

IVestminsii-)' Revieiu.—'* ThcXecluri^i themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the

author has rendered it equally valuable as a te.\t-book for advanced stu-

dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS, AND THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
By JOHN H. PRATT, MA., Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.

Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The author's chief design in this treatise is to give an answer to the

question, " Has the Earth acquired it.s present form from being originally in

a fluid state ?" *

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH IJAYMA, S.J., Professor of Philosophy,

Stonyhurst College. Demy ii\o. cloth, los. 6ci.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY. With a collection of Problems. By
C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

In this volume, an attempt has been made to produce a treatise ou the

Planetary theory, which, being elementary in character, should be so far

complete, as to contain all that is usually required by students in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H.H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

The first part of this work consists of an application of the method of the

variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second

part the general rotation formulse are applied to the particular case of the

earth.

ON A METHOD OF PREDICTING
BY GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION OCCULTATIONS OF STARS
BY THE MOON, AND SOLAR ECLIPSES, FOR ANY GIVEN
PLACE. Totretlier with more Rigorous Methods of Reduction for the Accu-

rate Calculation of Longitude. By F. C. PENROSE, F.R.A.S. With
Charts, Tables, &c. 410. i?s.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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jn Frelaiation, I Vol. in.ditiiii Siv., wilh 120 Oiigiiial Illttslrations and 5 Maps,

SCRAMBLES AMONGST THE ALPS.
BY EDWARD WHYMPER.

This Work will contain an account of all the principal Excursions made in the Alps, for tlie first time, by tlie Autlior during

the years 1860-69, ^"^^ ^i'l include, amongst others, the ascents of

THE GRAND TOURNALIN (Val Tournanche) I THE MONT DOLENT
MONT PELVOUX !i2,973 f«t)

THE POINTE DES ECRINS (13.464 „ )

(The Highest Mountain in France.)

THE RUINETTE (12,727 ., )

THE GRAND CORNIER 113,025 ,, )

THE DENT BLANCHE (14,318 ,, )

(12,566 feet

THE AIGUILLE DE TRELATETE .... (13,000

THE AIGUILLE D'ARGENTIERE .... (13,100

THE AIGUILLE VERTE (13,540

THE GRANDES JORASSES (13,790

THE MATTERHORN (J4.740

&c., &c., &c.

And of the following Passes :-

COL DES AIGUILLES D'ARVE
MATTEKJOCH
BRECHE DE LA MEIJE
COL DES ECRINS
COL DE PILArrE

COL DE TRIOLET
COL DE TALEFRE
COL DOLENT
COL VA CORNIERE
HOMING PASS, &c., &c., &c.

The Illustrations, from Photographs and from Sketches taken by the Author, have been
engraved especially for this work, and include

PORTRAITS OF CELEBRATED GUIDES AND DISTINGUISHED MOUNTAINEERS,

NATURAL PHENOMENA,

GLACIAL AND WEATHER ACTION,

STARTLING INCIDENTS AND MOUNTAINEERING APPLIANCES.

A LIST OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS APPEARED IN "NATURE" ON THE 24th OF PAARCH.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

OBSERVATORIES, EQUATORIAL TELESCOPES, ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, LEVELS, ETC.

T. COOKE & SONS,
opticians to H.R.H. the laic Prince Consort, the Royal Family, and Her Majesifs Home and Indian Governments,

BUCKINGHAM WORKS, YORK.
Illustrated Catalogues of Observatories, Equatorial and all other descriptions of Telescopes, Astronomical Clocks, Theodolites, Levels,

Clinometers, Gold Band Aneroids, &c., manufactured by T. COOKE and SONS, may be had on application to the Works.

EVER SWKET.

Piesse and Lubin's Rare and Precious
PERFUMES —3,000 varieties of Scents, refined Soaps, Sachets, Odorous
Waters, Ladies loilet Requisites, Pomades, Oils, Hair Washes, Dentifrices,

Cologne, Complimentary and Wedding Presents, Fountains, Music, Odour,
&c. Shippers supplied in bond. Price List free:—Office, 2, New Bond
Street, London.

Browning's New Pocket Microscope.
The Best Companion /or the Seaside. The instrument complete, with

good objective and large field eye-piece, in morocco case, £^-l \\s. (yd. ;

ur with two objectives, one-inch and two-inch dipping-tube, forceps, glass

plate, &c. , ^2 zs.

John Browning, Optical and Physical Instrument Maker to the Royal
Observatory, S:c., &c., iii, Minories. Prize Medal 1S62. Established 100

years.

Bragg's Vegetable Charcoal or Pure
CARBON BISCUITS, a nutritious, pleasant, and healthful diet, which has
produced great benefit and positive relief to thousands of sufferers from
indigestion, bde, acidity, foul breath, dyspepsia, heartburn, worms, &:c.

There is medical testimony to its beneficial effect m these complaints.—Sold
in tins, li., 2^., 4^-., and 8j. each, by all chemists, and by the manufacturer,

J. L. BRAGG, 14 (late 2), Wigmore Street, Cavendish .Square.

Indigestion. — The Medical Profession
adopt MORSON'S PREPARATION OF PEPSINE as the Tme
Remedy. Sold in Bottles and Boxes from -zs. by all Pharmaceutical
Chemists, and the Manufacturers, THOMAS MORSON and SON, 124,
Southampton Row, Russell Square, London.

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY,
20, GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET,

LONDON, W.

Directed by ARTHUR VACHER.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF LONDON.

Just published, folded in cover. SJ. ; mounted on cloth, in case, •js.fjd.;

on rollers, varnished, (:>i.

STANFORD'S GEOLOGICAL MAP OF
LONDON,

SHOWING SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS.

Compiled by J. B. JORDAN, Esq., of the Mining Record Ofiice,

From the Published Maps and Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Eng-
land and Wales, and from the Maps and Memoir acc<impanying "Reports
of the Medical Officer of the Privy Council, 1S66 to 1867," by R. W. Mvlne,
Esq., and W. WHiTTAKtiR, Esq., B.A.

The Map also .shows all the Railw^ays and Stations, tlie Principal
Roads, &c.

Scale, 1 inch to a mile ; size, 24 inches by 36.

London : EDWARD STANFORD, 6 and 7, Charing Cross, S.W.

Printed by R. Clay, Sons, & Taylor, at 7 and 8, Bread Street Hill, in the City of London, and published by Macriillan & Co.
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THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF DECEMBER
NEXT

r\^ Friday last, Mr. Lassell,the president, brough' before
^^ the Royal Astronomical Society the subject of the-

total solar eclipse of December next, with a view to elicit-

ing information as to the steps necessary for observing it.

A most interesting discussion ensued, in which the

Astronomer Royal, the president, Messrs. De la Rue, Stone,

and Huggins, Admiral Ommaney, Colonel Strange, and
Lieutenant Browne, R.A., took part. The line of totality

passes near the following places ;—Odcmira, in Portugal,

Cadiz, Estepona (about twenty miles north of Gibraltar),

Oran, on the Algerine coast, Syracuse, and the region

including Mount Etna in Sicily.

The duration of totality will be a little over two minutes

of time. It is proposed that an endeavour shall be made
to equip two e.xpeditions to obser\'c the phenomena of the

eclipse at two of these points, in order that, should

adverse weather occur at one station, results may be,

perhaps, obtained at the other. It is thought probable that

the station of Oran, in vllgeria, will be occupied by a French
party of astronomers. The choice for English obsei-vers

seems to be between Cadiz, Gibraltar, and Syracuse.

Both Admiral Ommaney and Lieut. Browne, R.A., spoke

from personal experience favourably of the climate of

Gibraltar at that time of the year. The speakers were

unanimous in considering that both parties ought to be

equipped for the following main objects:— (1) Photography;

(2) Spectrometry; (3) Polarisation. Other objects of

subsidiary importance, as Photometry and Meteorology,

would also receive due attention. An approximate esti-

mate of personal and instnimental force gives from 20 to

25 skilled obscn-crs, and about 10 telescopes of from 4 to

6 inches aperture, as the complement necessary for cacli of

the two expeditions.

The first step which the Council propose to take is to

invite, by circular and other means, those prepared to

volunteer for this sei-vice to send in their names at once,

specifying the particular class of observation which the

observer desires to be engaged in. The number of ac-

tually available telescopes and instrimients will also be

ascertained.

When this preliminary information has been acquired,

the Council of the Royal Astronomical Society, which has

resolved itself into a committee for the purpose, will then

consider whether they should apply to Government for

such assistance as may enable them to utilise, with the

utmost advantage, their own resources. Pending the

collection of this information, it would be premature to

attempt any estimate of the public assistance which may
be required to guarantee the success of this enterprise.

But it is not too early to lay before our readers some idea

of its character and importance.

The systematic examination of the solar surface is

emphatically a modern study, which has, even during the

last twelve months, advanced with enormous strides.

Until recently these researches were limited to the ocular

inspection and photographic representation of features

rendered visible at ordinary times by our improved

telescopic power, and to similar modes of examining

certain other features developed during eclipses. Sub-
sequently, with the wonderful aid afforded by the spectro-

scope, a new class of phenomena was brought under
examination, but only momentarily, on the rare occasions

of total solar eclipses. Only last year M. Janssen and
Mr. Lockyer, labouring independently, showed that many
of the spectroscopic observations, for securing which an
eclipse had been believed to be indispensable, could be
made without the aid of that phenomenon,—a discovery

second, in dignity and value, to none that this age has

achieved. But these very methods have opened out

inquiries and doubts which again require for their

solution the peculiar circumstances attending total

obscuration of the sun's disc.

For instance, the corona which has been seen at times

to extend to a distance beyond the sun greater even than

the sun's diameter, has been very generally stated to in-

dicate a solar atmosphere, a conclusion not entirely borne

out, however, by the spectroscopic method of investiga-

tion ; and Dr. Franldand and Mr. Lockyer have stated

their opinion that the wholi of the corona can hardly be

solar—this opinion being based partly on their approxi-

mate determination of the pressure in these regions. This

question was manfully attacked during the eclipse ob-

served last year in America, but the results, which will be

found most carefully detailed in the report printed by
the American Government, were not conclusive.

Again, it has been shown that the solar chromosphere
is not entirely seen by the new method of observation

;

away from the sun its light is ordinarily so feeble that it

cannot be detected through our brighter atmosphere, but

during eclipses it is seen ; and in this matter the American
astronomers did admirable work, which, however, requires

strengthening, for many still hold that the radiance depicted

on the photographic plates immediately round the moon
in the photographs, is not the chromosphere, as stated by
Dr. Gould and others, although there are very many argu-

ments which can be brought forward in favour of their

idea that it is that envelope. Other points might easily

be brought forward to show the extreme and, in fact,

special importance of eclipse observations at the present

time.

If researches such as these yielded no fmits beyond the

satisfaction of our craving desire to know more of the

structure and constitution of the sun, they would still be
prosecuted with ardour. But the knowledge they are

calculated to advance has a much wider range and a

more tangible character than the gratification of philo-

sophical curiosity. Sabine, Lamont, and Wolf many
years ago detected the contemporaneity of magnetic

disturbances and the maximum outbreak of spots on the

sun's surface. More recently De la Rue, Stewart, and
Loewy have established a relation between the sun spot

maxima and the configuration of the planets Venus and
Jupiter. Systematic observations have been carried

on at the Kew Obsen-atory continuously for nine years

for the express purpose of throwing light on the apparent

connection of the sun spots with magnetic and planetary

phenomena. During this period upwards of nine thou-

sand photographic pictures of the solar disc have been

taken. These researches, and those of Carrington, ex-

tending over many years, have shown that though the

spots, if observed from day to day and month to month,
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appear to break out capriciously botli in point of size

and position, yet when observed perseveringly for a

series of years, a recurrence of phenomena, so far at

least as the total area covered by spots is concerned,

becomes evident. The period required to complete this

cycle is variously estimated, a little over eleven years

being that most generally accepted. On Thursday last,

a remarkable paper by Prof Piazzi Smyth, Director of

the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, was read at the Royal

Society, in which the results given by thermometers,

buried at different depths in the earth and observed for

upwards of thirty years, were tabulated and discussed.

The main deduction from these observations was that the

temperature of the earth, divested of the effects of tran-

sient atmospheric changes, seemed subject to a secular

law. This secular variation in the earth's temperature

may of course be due to secular changes going on deep

in the structure of the globe itself; but it maybe ascribed

also, and with a far higher degree of probability, to

changes in the heat-supplying power of the sun.

There is one extremely im.portant fact connected

with these changes, namely, that one of them is accom-

plished in iiyV years ; that is, exactly in the sun spot

periods as determined by Wolf, and identical, or nearly

so, with the period obtained from the Kew observa-

tions.

But the spots are only one of the known evidences of

changeful activity going on in the great central luminary.

The form, disposition, and dimensions of the prominences,

and the distril)ution of the chromosphere, are visibly un-

dergoing constant alteration. May these phenomena not

also have their period of recurrence ? And may not they,

equally with the spot outbreaks, stand in some relation to

what formerly used to be considered purely terrestrial

phenomena, namely, magnetism, electricity, humidity, tem-

perature, and rainfall ? To carry the hypothesis one step

further : if there is a physical relation between the solar

changes and meteorological occurrences, and if the solar

changes are subject to laws which cause them to recur in

regular series, have we not in this secular arrangement a

clue by means of which climatic variations may be studied

with greatly increased effect? Is not, in short, the sys-

tematic study of solar phenomena extremely important

from a meteorological point of view ?

If this hypothesis, which is one daily gaining strength,

be but probably sound, the careful observation of

the physical phenomena of solar eclipses becomes an

urgent necessity, as calculated not only to afford more

just and more noble views of the constitution of the

universe, but to confer on mankind the same power with

respect to climatal vicissitudes, which we already possess

with respect to astronomical phenomena, the power of

confident prediction, which will never be ours until we

have a firm grasp of the secular la\NS by which those

vicissitudes arc governed.

If these views be generally accepted, as we know they

will be by those acquainted with the subject, we need not

fear that anything which the knowledge and devotion of

our astronomical physicists, or the power of the Govern-

ment, can supply, will be wanting to effect the due ob-

servation of the Solar Eclipse of December in a manner

creditable to our age and our country.

A.

ON THE BASTS OF CHEMICAL NOTATION
/'"'HEMISTS are so much in the habit of employing

what are called chemical symbols, that they are

liable occasionally to forget the realities symbolised

;

while persons interested in the realities of chemistry, but

not themselves chemists, are apt to call in question the

propriety of employing any such symbols at all,—looking

upon the entire system of chemical expression as an

arbitrary one, having its chief warrant from authority, and

not only throwing an unwarrantable gloss upon the facts,

but frequently overshadowing them. That the accepted

system of chemical notation is, indeed, to some extent

arbitrary, and that it does throw more or less gloss upon

the facts, may be admitted at once as indisputable; but

nevertheless its relation to the facts is so simple and

direct, and its utility as a means of illustrating and

classifying the facts is so remarkable, that its justification

ought not to prove a seriously difficult labour.

It being the especial business of chemists to consider

every material object in relation to the kind of matter

of which it is composed, they have gradually become

acquainted with about sixty different kinds of matter that

are unalterable in their kind by way of subtraction. The
entire matter of a piece of iron, for instance, may cease to

exist as iron, and, by an accretion of other matter, appear

in the form of rust. But, though alterable in this way by

the addition of other matter than iron to it, it is experi-

mentally unalterable by the subtraction of other matter

than iron from it. Now the sixty or more different kinds of

matter having this property of unalterability by subtraction,

though never declared to be in their essence elementary,

are always tacitly assumed to be so; and chemical

changes are accordingly interpreted in a definite way
which, on this particular assumption, would appear to be

the only legitimately possible way, but which, irrespective

of this particular assumption, can only be regarded as one

of several more or less probable ways.

Making the assumption, however, with eyes shut or

open, as the case may be, chemists are able to learn, by
analysis, the respective weights of the different elementary

substances constituting a given weight of any compound
substance. The results of the analyses are, of course, ex-

pressible in various modes ; the most obvious, and, so to

speak, impersonal mode, being the centesimal one—the

setting forth of so many parts by weights of the respective

constituents in 100 parts by weight of the particular com-

pound. But in the case of several different compounds

having one or more common constituent, the relationship

of composition subsisting between the different com-

pounds is much better brought out by taking some

common constituent as a constant, and the other con-

stituents as variable in relation thereto, rather than by

taking all the constituents alike as variable.

Now, among the sixty or so elements, hydrogen is

characterised by this pecuharity, that in nearly all the

compounds of which it is a constituent, it exists in a

smaller proportion by weight than any other constituent,

while in absolutely all its compounds it exists in a smaller

proportion by weight than some other constituent ; so that

in the compounds which it forms with but one other kind

of elementary matter, its proportion by weight is always

less than that of the other elementary matter with which
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it is combined. Even in that particular hydrogen com-
pound, namely, marsh-gas, in which the amount of con-

stituent hydrogen is largest, its proportion reaches only

to 25 per cent., while among the many thousands of

hydrogen compounds known to chemists, the following,

and certain of their immediate congeners and isomers,

are almost the only ones containing hydrogen to the

extent of 11 per cent, and upwards :

—

Per-cent.ige of
constituent hydrogen.

Marsh-gas 25 'o

Higher paraffins 14 lo 20'0

Ammonia 1
7
'6

Methylamine l6'I

Higher alcohol bases 14 to 15
'5

defiant gas and homolognes .... I4'3

Higher alcohols 13 to i4'o

Wood-spirit 12*5

Water 1
1
'I

From the circumstances, then, of hydrogen forming so

small a proportion by weight of the compounds it helps

to constitute, its proportion may conveniently be taken

as unity, and the composition by weight of the above

tabulated hydrogen compounds be preferably expressed

as follows :

—

Parts by weight.

Maisli-gas . . i hydrogen to 3'o carbon
Ethyl hydride I ,, 4*0 carbon
Ammonia . . I ,, 4*7 nitrogen

Methylamine .1 ,,
5 '2 nitrogen -f- carbon

Ethylamine .1 ,, 5*4 nitrogen + carbon
defiant gas . I ,,

6"0 carbon
Alcohol . . I ,,

6 '6 oxygen -t- carbon
Wood-spirit .1 ,, 7'o oxygen + carbon
Water . . . i ,, S'o oxygen

Now, while hydrogen is thus the least weighty, it is

usually also the most mobile constituent of its several

compounds. Accordingly, by acting on its several com-
pounds with various reagents, it is possible to effect a

removal of more or less hydrogen from them, often in the

form of free hydrogen gas, more often in the form of

some familiar hydrogen compound, such as water or

muriatic acid. For instance, if muriatic acid itself,

formic acid, ortho-phosphoric acid, and acetic acid, be

each of them acted upon with either metallic sodium or

caustic soda, taking care to keep the acid in excess, new
compounds are produced, the composition of which in

relation to that of the original acids may be expressed as

follows :

—

Muriatic acid and sodium chloride.

I hydrogen -I- 35 "5 chlorine

23 sodium + o hydrogen + 35 '5 chlorine

Formic acid and sodium formiate.

I hydrogen -t- 6 carbon + 16 oxygen

H'5 sodium -I- \ hydrogen + 6 carbon -I- 16 oxygen

Phosphoric acid and sodium phospimfc.

I hydrogen -r iO'3 phosphorus -^ 2i'3 oxygen

7'6 sodiimi + § hydrogen 4- io'3 phosphorus -F 2i"3 oxygen

Acetic acid and sodium acetate.

I hydrogen -I- 6 carbon -f 8 oxygen

5 '7 sodium -I- \ hydrogen + 6 carbon + 8 oxygen

It is observable that the new compounds differ in com-
position from the original acids by a consecutively de-

creasing gain of sodium, and by a corresponding loss of

the whole, of one-half, of one-third, and of one-fourth the

original hydrogen respectively; and there is this additional

point for consideration, that while in the case of formic acid

and acetic acid it is not possible to obtain a compound
differing from the original acid by a removal of one-third

of its hydrogen, in the case of phosphoric acid it is not

possible to obtain a compound differing from the original

acid by a removal of one-half or one-fourth of its hy-

drogen. But, by further treatment of phosphoric acid

with caustic soda, another compound may be obtained,

differing in composition from the original acid by a re-

moval of two-thirds, instead of one-third, the original

hydrogen ; while, by treatment of acetic acid with chlorine,

a series of new compounds may be obtained, differing in

composition from the original acid by a removal of one-

fourth, and two-fourths, and three-fourths successively of

the original hydrogen. Anyhow, the tendency of the

hydrogen of formic acid is manifestly to break into

halves, that of the hydrogen of phosphoric acid to break
into thirds, and that of the hydrogen of acetic acid to

break into c|uarters.

Now, assuming the reacting units of the four acids to

contain each but a single proportion, or one part by weight

of hydrogen, there seems no reason why this hydrogen
should in each case break up in a specifically different

manner ; and, in other cases, in yet different manners, as

into sixths, eighths, twelfths, and so on. But assuming
the re-acting unit of formic acid to contain two propor-

tions, that of phosphoric acid to contain three proportions,

and that of acetic acid to contain four proportions of

hydrogen, the reason of the different mode of breaking up
becomes perfectly obvious, as shown in the following

comparison with respect to composition of the original

acids and their produced sodium salts ; whereby it

appears that a similar exchange of twenty-three parts by
weight of sodium for one part by weight of hydrogen is

eflected in each of the four reactions.

Muriatic acid and sodium chloride.

1 hydrogen + 35 "5 chlorine

23 sodium + o hydrogen + 35 '5 chlorine

Formic acid and sodium/ormiate.

2 hydrogen + 12 carbon -t- 32 oxygen

23 sodium + I liydrogen -|- 12 carbon + 32 oxygen

Phosphoric acid and sodium phosphates.

3 hydrogen -t- 31 phosphorus -I- 64 oxygen

23 sodium + 2 hydrogen + 31 phosphorus + 64 oxygen

46 sodium -I- I hydrogen -I- 31 phosphorus -I- 64 oxygen

Acetic acid and sodium acetate.

4 hydrogen -I- 24 carbon + 32 oxygen

23 sodium + 3 hydrogen + 24 carbon 4-32 oxygen

This, then, is the assumption actually made by chemists,

and further warranted by many important considerations.

For example, ammonia has the property of forming com-
pounds with the above acids by direct combination or

addition ; and the respective maximum quantities of the
formic, phosphoric, and acetic acids, with which a given

weight of ammonia can so combine, do actually yield

twice, three times, and four times respectively the par-

ticular weight of hydrogen that is yielded by the max-
imum quantity of inuriatic acid with which that same
weight of ammonia can combine. Instead, therefore, of
regarding the unit weights of all hydrogen compounds
as including alike a single proportion of hydrogen, chemists

regard them as including i, 2, 3, 4, and .v pro-
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portions of hydrogen respectively, accordingly as their

constituent hydrogen is capable of removal in the ratios

and — , respectively. And this position,H H H H
' =' 3' 4'

as to the relative unit weights of different chemical sub-

stances, arrived at by the above or by some other method

of attack, is the gist of the whole question. Admitted,

the rest follows as a matter of course : and it will hardly

be arguing in a circle to adduce the simplicity of what

follows as a reason for admitting the position on which it

is consequent.

The relative unit weights of different hydrogen com-

pounds being determinable in this way, certain relations of

quantity subsisting among other common constituents of

the different compounds become very quickly apparent,

as shown in the following examples :

—

Canstii potash.

1 hydrogen + 39 potassium +16 oxygen

Formic acid.

2 hydrogen + 12 carbon + 32 oxygen

Nitric acid.

I hydrogen + 14 nitrogen + 4S oxygen

Phosphoric acid.

3 hydrogen +31 phosphorus + 64 oxygen

It is obvious that in the units of these different

compounds, determined with respect to their constituent

hydrogen, their constituent oxygen amounts to one, two^

three, and four times sixteen parts by weight respectively

;

and it further appears that, whenever the units of different

compounds differ from one another by their amounts of

constituent oxygen, the increinent or decrement of oxygen

is always sixteen parts or some multiple of sixteen parts,

as exemplified in the case of raono-potassic succinate,

malate, and tartrate, for instance

—

rotassiinii 39 + hydrogen 5 + carbon 48 4- oxygen 64

39 + ,. 5 + n 4S + ,, So

39 + .. 5 + .. 4S + ,, 96

Thus, from an examination of the above, and of thousands

of other instances, it would appear that the proportion by

weight of constituent oxygen present in the reacting unit

of any chemical substance is invariably sixteen parts, or

some multiple of sixteen parts ; that when two or more

units of chemical substance differ from one another by the

weight of their constituent oxygen, the difference always

amounts to sixteen parts, or some multiple of sixteen

parts ; and, in fact, that sixteen parts by weight of oxygen

constitute the smallest proportion by weight of oxygen,

relatively to one part by weight of hydrogen, that can be

introduced into, or educed from, any unit of chemical

substance.

Similarly it may be shown that twelve parts by weight of

carbon constitute the smallest combining proportion of

carbon, relatively to one-part by weight of hydrogen, and to

sixteen parts by weight of oxygen ; and so, not only to car-

bon and to oxygen, but to every presumed elementary body,

there may be assigned a particular number, termed its

proportional number, expressing the smallest proportion

by weight of the particular body, relatively to one part

by weight of hydrogen, that is found to exist in any unit

of chemical substance. These relative quantities of the

different elements, namely, one part by weight of hydrogen.

sixteen parts by weight of oxygen, twelve parts by weight of

carbon, fourteen parts by weight of nitrogen, twenty-three

parts by weight of sodium (natrium), thirty-nine parts by

weight of potassium (kalium), &c., S:c., are denoted by

the initial letter or letters of the names of the respective

elements ; so that the following composite expressions

for the previously adduced potassium salts,

Succinate KH5C4O4
Malate KH^jCjOg
Tartrate KHjCjOg

indicate the unit weights of the several salts to consist of

once thirty-nine parts by weight of potassium, of five

times one part by weight of hydrogen, of four times twelve

parts by weight of carbon, and of four, five, and six times

sixteen parts by weight of oxygen respectively.

To say that the relative proportions by weight of the

different elements, expressed as above by the initial

letters of their respective names, constitute the smallest

proportions of them that are existent in and transferable to

or from any unit of chemical substance, is tantamount to

saying that they constitute indivisible or atomic pro-

portions. Accordingly, the relative weights of these

proportions are very commonly spoken of as atomic

weights, and the piroportions themselves as atomic propor-

tions. Some most distinguished chemists maintain, indeed,

that these atomic weights are really the relative weights of

distinct physical particles, or atoms. Other chemists,

while not denying that this may be so, do not admit that

it necessarily must be so, and, w-hen using the word "atom"
at all, employ it simply as a convenient synonyme or

abbreviation of the phrase " atomic combining propor-

tion."

It is further noteworthy, that the above deduced ele-

mentary atomic weights, or smallest relative weights of

different elementary matter that are found to exist in a

unit of chemical substance, also constitute the relative

weights of different elementary matter which are specially

comparable with one another in regard to space, to diffusive

movement, to heat, and to single and multiple powers of

colligation and mutual replacement.

William Odling

THE VOYAGE OF THE NO VARA
Rcise dcr Ostcrreichischcn Frigatie " Nc'iira " 71m die

Erdt',!n den Jahrcn \%'-)T-^%-^'^, itntcr den BefcIiUn
des Commodore B. voji VViillcrslorf- Urbair. Anthro-
pologische Theil. Bearbeitet von Dr. Fried. Midler.

(Vienna. 1868.)

"T^HIS important w-ork scarcely appears to have
attracted the attention it deserves, and we propose

referring to a few of the more interesting facts it contains.

The object of ethnography. Dr. Miiller observes, is not

to regard inan as an individual, but as a member of a

family, and hence to consider him by such light as can be
gained from the investigation of his speech, his thoughts,

his feelings, and his entire mode of living. He thinks

the classification of the different races of man in accord-

ance with the colour of the skin and the characters of the

hair, extremely unsatisfactory, though adopted by many
of the best anthropologists of modern times, as Linnaeus,

Blumenbach, Cuvier, Pickering, &c., nor less so the method
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of Rctzius, who attended exclusively to the form of the

skull and face. Race and language, or form of speech, on
the other hand, he thinks, are associated by the closest

and profoundcst ties. The persistence of some of the

races whose contours have been handed down to us by the

artists of the ancient Egyptians and Persians may, he con-

siders, at a low estimate, be placed at 8,000 years, since it

is likely that they had endured at least as long previously

to their being fixed in stone as they have done since.

Everything, he thinks, serves to show the persistence and
invariability of race. But if we pass from man regarded

from an anthropological to an ethnographical point of view,

his unchangeability is no longer perceptible. The fonn of

the land, the climate, the Flora and Fauna by which he

is surrounded, all exert a powerful influence upon him.

The low grade of mental development on which the

Australian stands, may easily be attributed to the singular

dearth of useful plants and useful animals by which he is

surrounded ; and the Polynesian would undoubtedly have

advanced to a higher level, if the plants and animals

around him had been appropriate objects to stimulate and
extend his intellectual faculties. The views here expressed,

it will be seen, are curiously in accordance with those

expressed by Buckle.

Dr. MUller estimates the total number of inhabitants on

the earth at 1,342 millions, an estimate which differs from

that of Behmby only five millions. He divides them into

the following races :— i. Australian ; 2. Japanese ; 3.

Malays
; 4. Ballaks

; 5. African Negroes ; 6. Central

Africans
; 7. Hottentots ; 8. Caffres

; 9. Americans ; Jo.

Northern Asiatics; 11. South Asiatics ; 12. High Asiatics ;

13. Europeans.

A general view of the ethnology and language of each

of these is given, with details of those subdivisions that

were encountered by the Novara in her voyage. Some
of these are excellently drawn up, and contain much
original and interesting matter. To take one as a speci-

men—the Chinese.

These he regards as representing the highest type to

A'hich the Mongolian type can attain, and standing to the

yellow races in the position that the Greeks of old did,

and the Germans, French, and English of the present

day, do to the nations of Europe.

The physical features of the country and the characters

of the climate are lightly sketched. Their Fauna and
Flora are stated to be richer in useful animals and plants

than any other region of the earth. Their clothing, dwelling,

food, amusements, and arms are then described. The
character of the modern Chinese is hit off in a few happy
touches. The basis of his character is rest. Hence his

condition of stagnation. His knowledge leads always to

the same results ; the present is still the best, and for the

ideal, and the improvement and advance of the future,

be it never so golden, he has no aspirations. The cere-

monies of marriage and the occupations of daily life are

detailed. The children are stated to be well educated,

and it is noticeable that in the better families even the

girls are taught general literature, music, and painting.

Their trade, religion, and, finally, their language, are

considered. The same plan is pursued with the other

divisions, and the reader is presented with a very enter-

taining, though highly condensed, account of the principal

types of mankind.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Alpine Flowers for English Gardens. By W. Robinson,

F.L.S. (London : J. Murray. 1870.)
The author of " The Parks, Promenades, and Gardens
of Paris," presents us here with a work which will be of
great value to everj- lover of gardening. Although the
formal and unsightly monstrosities of Loudon's " Land-
scape and Suburban Gardener " are now happily out of
date, there is probably no department of landscape
gardening in which a cruder and more artificial taste is
s'ill displayed than in the construction of rock-work. Not
only is the prevalent style of rockery faulty from an
aesthetic point of view, but, as Mr. Robinson shows, it is
eminently unfitted for the growth of Alpine plants, which,
even when their stems reach only a few inches above the
ground, strike their roots feet, and even yards, into the
soil with which the crevices in the rock are filled, in order
to enable them to withstand the sudden droughts to which
they are subject. Messrs. Backhouse, of York, have
shown how, by careful attention to the conditions under
which plants thrive in their native habitats, many ferns
and flowering plants which are usually seen only in green-
houses, can be successfully grown on out-of-door rockeries

;

and if the directions given by Mr. Robinson are carefully
followed, any professional gardener or private gentleman,
with the appliances ordinarily found in a moderately-
sized garden, will be able to produce results which will
astonish his friends and neighbours. The descriptive list

of Alpine flowers, with the soil and treatment suited to
each, is complete and valuable ; some of the illustrations
are pretty, others are on too small a scale to be effective.

Systematischcs Vcrzeichniss der in Deutschland lebcnden
Binnen- Mollusken, znsantmengestellt, von Carl
Kreglinger. 8vo. (Wiesbaden, 1870.)

A BOOK of 403 pages, and merely a list of the inland (or
land and freshwater) Mollusca of Gemiany, without any
description or figure. Nearly one-half of' this extensive
compilation is taken up with useless synonyms of the
species. Among the chaff there is some good grain in
the nature of geographical and geological distribution.
The author does not seem to be a species-maker ; al-

though in some cases he attaches, in my opinion, too
much importance to slight and local differences. How-
ever, there is unfortunately no court of appeal. He
evidently has not consulted all the works which he
cites ; or he would not have adopted Dr. J. E. Gray's
specific name of siriatula for the Zonites radiatnliis of
Alder, the former having described or rather indicated
the species as " Helix Zonites striatnla," and thus con-
travened the established rules of nomenclature. Nor do
we find any reference to works which were published last
year before the date of his preface, for instance, the con-
cludingvolume of "British Conchology." Herr Kreglinger
enumerates 347 species as inhabiting Germany—a wide
range, extending from Schleswig-Holstein to Dalmatia
(a distance of between Soo and 900 miles), and compris-
ing every variety of situation and soil, mountain, forest,

pasture, woodland, lake, river, marsh, and the sea-coast.
Indeed, in the last respect, he has " travelled out of the
record" by adding some unquestionably marine species
belonging to the genera Melampus and Truncatella. The
number of British inland species is 125. Of Clausilia
we have 4 only, while Germany boasts of 54 ; of
Vitrina and its allies we possess but i out of 9, of
Neritiiia i out of 5, and of Hydrobia (or Paludinelld) i

out of iS ; the genera Zospeum and Lithoglypluis, which
are peculiar to South Germany, and the family of Alelania
are utter strangers to our country. It is to be regretted
that the author has without inquiry followed L. Pfeiffer in
recognising such genera as Aaeea and Ferussacia. Those
few workers, to whom the high price of ^os. may not be
an object, will be glad to have this catalogue raisonnee in
their libraries. '

J. Gwyn Jeffreys
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

{The Editor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. No notice is taken of anonymous

communications. ]

The Dinornis

I OBSERVE in your interesting paper of Feb. 17th, a state-

ment tliat the larger varieties of Dinornis liad, in all probability,

become extinct before the occupation of the Middle Island of

New Zealand by the present race of natives. I have observed

previous statements to the same effect, supported by the authority

of gentlemen whose opinions deserve the highest consideration,

and by the assertion that no tradition of the existence of such

Ijiirds has been found amongst the present representatives of the

native race. I have good reason to question the accuracy of the

latter assertion, at any rate.

I was myself in New Zealand for nearly seven years, from

1S41 to 1848, and I had unusual opportunities of becoming
acquainted with tlie co}idition of the Middle Island as it then

was, liaving been in the service of the New Zealand Company
as a surveyor and explorer in tlie settlement of Nelson, and sub-

sequently in tlie other districts now l;nown as Canterbury, Otakou,

and Southland. I can state positively that some of the natives then

resident in the Motueka and Motupippi districts of the Nelson
settlement, at a time when the actual existence of such birds past or

present had not been suspected, told us what appeared to us to be
foolish stories about large birds which their immediate ancestors

had been in tlie habit of hunting. One of them described to us

most vividly the manner in which they beset these birds with

dogs, and the mode in which the birds defended themselves by
kicking. He stated that the dogs were frequently killed by a single

kick, and that men not unfrequently had limits broken in the

same way. Other stories there were of an extravagant character,

indicating perhajis a more remote origin—about birds so very

large that one of them was said to have pulled down out of a

tall tree an unfortunate hunter who had endeavoured to conceal

himself there, and had eaten him on the spot ; and these latter

stories, no doubt, induced us to treat the others with less con-

sideration.

I never met a native chief who told me that he had himself
seen such a bird alive, and I do not think that any native whom
I should have been inclined to trust ever told me even that his

father\\'\^ seen such birds, but they did assert expressly that their

fathers—by which they would mean immediate ancestors, had so

hunted and killed these large birds. I was further assured, at

a later period, Ijy a native chief named Teraki, who resided

near tlie mouth of the Taieri River in the Otakou district, tliat he
believed such birds still existed in the interior of the country,

and tliat if I would go with him for a month he thought that he
could show them to me. The same man told me curious stories

about the existence, in the interior, of a quadruped whose habits

he described, and which, if it did really exist at all, must, I

think, have been a description of beaver. That fact may pos-

sibly tend to discredit his evidence, but I can only say that if

it had been possible for me, consistently with my duties at that

time, to go with him, I should have been very glad to do so.

The countiy to which he referred as the interior was the

country to the west of the Taieri River, towards the source of

that and of the Matou, or Molyneaux. It has, since that time,

been fully explored, in consequence of the discovery of gold there,

and it does not appear probable that he was correct in supposing
that such birds still lived, though there are stories among the

early explorers of having seen and heard strange things.

The rarity of these birds was attributed by Teraki and other

natives of that district in which they were once abundant to over
hunting, and to the fires, wdiich, sweeping across a country
covered principally with coarse grasses, had destroyed nests and
eggs, and driven the birds themselves into the swamps for

refuge, to meet death by suffocation from smoke and water.

Such an explanation appears to me to be probably correct,

and the fact that complete skeletons have been found in the
Taieri swamp, in a situation to which no existing stream of
water could have carried so large a carcase, appears to lend
weight to it. I have myself found on the low hills to the south
of the river Matou the charred remains of egg-shells and bones
of some variety of that genus, but not of the largest. I was
instrumental in obtaining the first specimens of bones of such
large varieties of the Dinornis as were discovered in the Middle
Island. They were procured from a bed of peaty soil beneath the
sands at the ancient embouchure of the Waikouaite River near

Otakou, on an occasion when extraordinary low tides followed a

strong south-east wind. They were fonvarded from Waikouaite
to Colonel Wakefield, and sent by him to Professor Owen, but

there was not among them any complete skeleton, or any com-
plete head.

Halstead William Davison

The Earthquake at Manilla: its Theoretical Significance

The first section of my Outline of a Theory of Earthquakes and
Volcanic Eruptions,* which appeared in March 1S69, concluded
with the words, "At the same time we take advantage of this

opportunity to refer to the catastrophe which, according to our
theory, must occur on the 30tli of September or the 1st ot

October of this year, and to call the attention of the inhabitants

of those countries which are more especially exposed to earth-

quakes—that is to say, equatorial lands, particularly Peru, the

East Indies, &c.—to the danger which threatens them." I wrote
these words under the immediate impression of the results derived

from my strict investigation of the earthquakes from 1848 to

186S—an investigation wdiich awakened in me the firm con-
viction that the influence of the moon upon earthquakes is an
incontestal^le fact. As these results were then known to me only,

the prediction referred to must have surprised those scientific

men who may consider tliemselves authorities ^011 this subject.

There was nothing peculiar in this. But the remarkable circum-

stance was that, although before the 1st of October not a single

voice was raised against my theory, after that day (which
passed in Peru without an earthquake) there appeared in the

Cologne Gazette an anonymous article laden with the most vehe-
ment abuse of myself. I was able to take it quietly, because
I knew I was in the right. For I had nowhere mentioned
tlie localities to be visited by the threatened earthquake so

exactly, nowhere defined the limits of it so closely, as the public

thought fit to assume. In every passage I made use of the vague
expression, ^^ Equatorial conntries^^^ adding, by way of example,
Peru, Mexico, Equador, the East Indies, &c. ; in fact, at present,

my tlieory does not admit of my explaining myself otherwise.

People overlooked, or wished to overlook, the fact that in this

case stress was laid upon the time a.nd not theplace. In the same
way the earthquake in the Rhine country on the 2nd October,

and the devastating outbreak of the volcano Puraie in Columbia
on the 4th October, t were passed over with the most marvellous
silence. I comforted myself, however, with the hope that later

intelligence would afford me satisfaction, and I was not mistaken.
Early in November a telegram announced that a "severe earth-

quake " had caused great destruction in Manilla ; still no date

\\'as added, and for a few days I w^as only able to say that I

supposed this earthquake took place on the ist October. (See
"Sirius," vol. iii. p. 7.) But the Bulletin Helidomadairc, of the

9th January last, brought the following decisive intelligence of
extraordinary importance for the earthquake theoiy : — "We
leani from the Courier of the Philippine Islands that an earth-

quake took place at Manilla on the ist October last. It was
about half-past eleven in the morning when the first shocks
were felt. Then followed the most frightful oscillations which
lasted forty-five or fifty seconds, or, according to other observers,

even over a minute. These oscillations were regular measured
cadences, and violent, like the rocking of a ship in a storm.
According to the indications of the pendulum, they were first in

the direction S.E.—N.W., later N.E.—S.W. Many persons
became sea-sick. The terror of the inhabitants during these

anxious moments was fearful. They thought of the earthquake
in the year 1S63," &c., &c.

In accordance with the foregoing is the following information
inthe Gazette ofihe Eastern Seas— "Manilla, Oct. 2: Theearth
shook during yesterday's earthquake in the most alarming manner,
like a ship in a violent storm ; walls and beams cracked ; all

the walls in the rooms showed splits, and the gi'ound was
eveiywhere covered with chalk and mortar. In the garrison

town of Manilla itself, the entire fagade of the Augustine

* Three sections have .ippe.ired up to the present time.

t The newspapers give the following account of the catastrophe :
—"In-

telHgencel has been received of a violent eruption of the volcano Puraie in

Columbia, accompanied by terrible devastation and loss of human life.

Towards three o'clock on the fourth of October, the mountain began with
violent eruption to throw up immense masses of ashes and lava. Two or
three villages at its foot are said to have been entirely destroyed, with their

inhabitants. The water of the River Canoa rose at Popayan a foot above
its usual height, and the rapid current thus occasioned brought down Lava
and the bodies of men and ajiimals from the devastated localities. At eleven
o'clock on the morning of the same day the river was almost dried up."
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Church is split, but still standing. In the old palace of the

Governor, one part of the building fell in. There is hardly a

house that has not been more or less seriously injured. The earth-

quake is said to have been more violent still in the neighbouring
places, Balacan and Cavite, where also a lamentable loss of

human life took place. Except the first two shocks, with
which the earthquake began, the movement of the earth's surface

was horizontal, but the violence ti'as iiol less than that in the

year 1863. If the shocks from lielcnu had recurred, Manilla
would in all probability have been to-day but a heap of ruins.

—

3rd October : Yesterday evening, at six o'clock, we had a

second earthquake witli horizontal movement, and of ratlier

long duration.—4th October: Yesterday evening, at eight

o'clock, another earthquake of short duration. The original

news from Balacan and Cavite is confirmed : in the first locality

nearly all the stone houses fell in ; amongst them the church,

the town-hall, the parsonage, &c. — nth October: The
shocks were repeated on the two following days— (on

the 4lh and 5th) so that we have been visited with earth-

quakes on five consecutive days. Since then there has been
quiet. According to the accounts received to-day from the

provinces, the earthquake was felt throughout the whole of

tlie Island of Luzon, that is to say, over an extent of country

six times larger than Wales. The earthquake is said to have
been most destructive in the southern province of Albay. " It

is evident from all this that we have here no mere ordinary

earthquake, but, in point of fact, an event resembling the earth-

quake of 1S63, as expressly observed in the passages cited.

The question will now occur to every thinking man ; Is

this exact concurrence of prediction with observation only an
accident, or the actual expression of a law of nature ? Is the

circumstance that tlie catastrophe happened two hours and a

half after the culmination of the Moon, which took place on that

day in the zenith of Manilla, only a playful freak of the subter-

ranean goblins, or is it connected with tliat theoiy according to

which earthquakes occur, under favourable circumstances, at

those places situated immediately over the summit of the tidal

wave*? He who answers the question without previously

examining into the matter, adopts certainly the most convenient

method. But such is not the conduct of a friend of truth. I

have derived my answer from the investigation mentioned in the

commencement of this communication, and believe that what I

have published is a sufficient justification for the prediction I

have made ; at the same time 1 consider that I may, in reliance

upon their professional feeling, venture to demand from the

representatives of science that they pass no judgment on my
views, without knowing them in their entirety.

Prague Rudolf Fale, Editor of " Sirius
"

Right-Handedness

If asked what part of the human body seems chiefly affected

by advancing civilisation, I would be inclined to reply that it is

the right hand.

At first sight the four-handed mammals might be thought to

have an advantage ; but because four hands are employed botli

for prehension and locomotion, while in man there is one pair

of organs for each, man's two hands are worth more than the

ape's four. As man rises from the nidest stages—such as

digging roots, hunting, and tending cattle, to arts which are

highly mechanical—the right hand becomes a more special and

serviceable organ than the left, so that the loss of it to an en-

graver, a clerk, or an artist, compared to the loss of the left,

would be a mucli more seiious affair tlian it would be to a drover,

who could clutch his stick or gesticulate to his dog almost as

well with the one hand as the other. Admitting that, physio-

logically, there is a slight reason for the preference of the right

hand, all our tools and fashions lend themselves to encourage its

further dexterity. Screws, gimblets, &c., are made to suit the

supinating motion of the right hand. Tools of the scissor kind

are also made for the right hand, and I have seen a print-cutter's

gauge made specially for a left-handed person fetch a very low

price when it came to be sold. The slant in writing, the shed of

the hair in boys, the manner in which buttons and hooks are

placed on clothes, and the system of writing from left to right,

all seem related to right-handedness.

The point of greatest pressure outwards against the earth's crust— such

pressure being caused, according to my theory, by the action of the tide of the

semi-fluid central mass of the earth—is situated mattiematicaliy under tlie

place in the zenith of which the moon is at the time. Local circumstances

unfavourable to the occurrence of earthquakes irrt«, and in most cases, wttl,

modify the observed result, so as to cause it lo vary more or less from the

mathematical calculation.

In drawing, the pupil is recommended to begin at the upper-

most comer on the left hand side, where the ornament is of a

small and repeating character, so as to avoid fingering the part

already finished. A schoolmaster I knew was able to detect

left-handed boys, when they used the pen with the left against

orders, by the writing either being straight or sloped the wrong
way. Most boys know that it is easier to draw a profile with

the face looking towards the left hand
;
yet on looking over the

hieroglyphs in the British Museum the faces will be generally

found towards the right. The normal way of writing the hiero-

glyphs is from right to left, though frequent instances occur of

their being written from left to right.

I believe there is a constitutional reason for the preference

given to the right hand, but I also believe that habit lias strength-

ened nature's tendency, and that as the touch of the hereditary

Hindoo weaver has become proverbially fine, so the aptitude of

the right hand over the left is greater, with advancing civilisation,

than in a state utterly savage. At that period of a child's life w-hen

creeping seems a more natural mode of progression tlian walk-

ing, there is no apparent dexterity in the right hand more than

the left, and when man was almost utterly without arts, I can

believe his state to have been ambidexter or ambisinister.

The elephant is known to employ one tusk more than another

in rooting, &c., and when I asked Sir Samuel Baker which tusk

went by the name of the "sen'ant,"he informed me that it was
the right tusk generally, but the exceptions to the rule were far

more numerous than was the phenomenon of left-handedness

witli human beings.

We have no reliable statistics of the proportion of left-handed

persons to right in ancient or in savage nations. If Judges xx.

15, 16, is to have any weight in the matter, the proportion of

left-handed in the tribe of Benjamin seems to have been gi-eater

than at the present day.

Left-handedness is very mysterious ; it seems quite against

physiological deductions and the whole tendency of arts and
fashion. Prof. Buchanan, of Glasgow, who wrote an able

memoir on right-handedness in 1S62, thinks that left-handedness

may be due to transposition of the viscera, and tells me that his

friend Dr. Aitken found sucli a case. But surely transposition

of the viscera must be far rarer than obstinate left-liandedness.

In cases of left-handed persons which I have examined, the

limbs of the left side were proportionally larger, just as those of

the right side are in normal cases. I have also found that left-

handedness is hereditary. J. S.

The Balance of Nature

Previously to the recent wonderful Spectrum discoveries the

sun's energy attracted more attention from safans, and many
apparently extravagant theories were offered in explanation of

this most wonderful of all physical phenomena ; it is probable

that the few remarks I have to make may appear equally

extravagant.

As my intention is to allude more especially to the mainte-

nance of the sun's energy, I will only make a passing observation

as to its origin. The two conditions in which we find matter in

the solar system are that of orbital motion and central repose
;

in the latter condition matter exhibits its energy in the form of

light and heat ; whilst in the former the light and heat

are transformed into motion. If the earth was suddenly brought

to a condition of rest, its energy, hitherto under the form

of motion, would be exhibited as light and heat, and it would in

a certain degree be converted into a sun.

If it could be shown that the sun was surrounded by an
absolute non-conductor of its forces, it evidently would retain

its energy for ever. As there would be no exhaustion, the

sensations of light and heat would no longer exist. Now we
reasonably believe that all space is filled with a highly elastic

fluid or ether—this ether in a state of constant and intense

action giving rise to the phenomena of solar light and heat.

But if no obstacle existed to check or interfere with this

action of the ether, it would, like any other body moving
in space, retain its action for ever, without the necessity of

a continuously acting agency or cause. If this can be granted,

then it follows that the energy of the sun—which may have been

necessary in the beginning to give this action to tlie ether—is no

longer exhausted when the ether is once in motion. Hence this

active ether is really an absolute preserver or non-conductor of

the solar power or force, exhibiting itself as light, heat, &c.

But certain obstacles do exist to check the action of the ether.

These are the various bodies which move in space and revolve
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round the sun, one of which is the earth we inhabit. But the

resistance which the earth offers to the motion of the ether is the

cause which converts this motion into that which gi\es the sen-

sation of lit;ht, heat, &c., just in the same way that other matter

in motion is'transfonncd by resistance into heat and light. A more

simple illustration of what I mean would be given by supposing

a current of sea-water to give out a phosphorescent light only

wlien an obstacle to its motion is introduced, such as a stone or

stick, or when the waves of the ocean give out light by dashing

upon a rock or the sea-shore.

From this line of argument it will be concluded that the only

causes which exhaust the sun's energy are the several planetary

and other bodies, moving in space, upon which the waves of

ether dash, thus transforming their energy into the sensational

forces of light, heat, &c. ; but the area of these resisting bodies

is exceedingly small in comparison with the rest of space, in which

the ether is acting by its own energy, and without coming in con-

tact with any resisting or exhausting obstacle.

It remains, then, to account only for the amount of the sun's

energy which is absorbed or transformed by these planetary and

other bodies. Although we may have thus reduced the solution of

this mighty problem to a narrower space, yet it is just as difficult

to account for the maintenance of the exhausted energy occa-

sioned by a single grain of sand moving in space as by all the

planetary and other bodies together.

Seeing that constant exhaustion or transfer of the sun's energy

does take place, although in a much less degree than would be

the case if it were not confined to the moving bodies in space

alone, it remains then to account for its maintenance. The first

question we should ask ourselves is this : Is there any evident or

known force tending towards the sun as a centre ? The immediate

reply will be gravitation ; and although in the present state of

scientific knowledge it may be difficult or impossible to define

what gravitation is, yet there cannot be a doubt that it is a

force acting on all matter, with a tendency to carry all

material bodies direct to the sun. As such force dashes into

or upon the sun, it becomes in its turn transformed into light,

heat, &c. It is indeed not improbable that future discoveiy may
teach us that gravitation may have its origin from and bear some

certain proportion to the resistance presented by the several bodies

in space, which are illuminated by the sun's energy; thus estab-

lishing the beautiful law of light and heat being transiormed into

the force of gravitation—gi'avitation again into light and heat ;

thus sustaining and maintaining, for all time, the sublime fountain

of motion and life, thouglit, and every sensation and action that

organic matter is able to experience. W. L.

Sir W. Thomson and Geological Time

The strongest statement about the retardation of the earth's

motion of rotation by tidal friction, supposing the earth had been

for so long a time provided with an ocean, is to be found in the

appendix to a sermon preached by Professor Pritchard, F.R.S.,

then president of the Royal Astronomical Society, before the

British Association at Nottingham. He there, in combating

Darwin, says, "One million of million years ago, if the solid

earth could then have been provided with an ocean, the length

of the day would probably have been less than the flash of the

hundredth of a second of time I

"

I announced to the Literaiy and Scientific Society of Notting-

ham that this was an error in calculation, and based on a fallacy

in reasoning ; and Mi'. Pritchard withdrew the result, while main-

taining the method, in a letter read to the meeting after a lecture

on the subject that I subsequently gave. But I am informed that

it has since been republished in its old shape.

There is a still more amazing statement put forward in this

appendix by the champion of Anti-Darwinism. Mr. Pritchard

says he is familiar with the optical structure of the human eye.

He dwells on the wonderful mechanism, and hints at the wonder-

ful chemistry of it ; and quotes the well-known piassage from

Darwin (Ed. i. p. iSS) in which, while he gives up all attempt at

showing gradation in the structure of the eye of Vertebrata, recent

and fossil, yet he shows that in the Articulata the series is more
complete. He quotes this, I say, to show that Darwin undertakes

to explain by natural selection tne structure of the human eye,

which is precisely what he declines to do. " Let us attend," he

says, "to the process of natural selection by which this mar-
vellous organ is said to have come into being." ' " I can see,"

says Mr. Darwin, "no very great difficulty ... in believing that

natural selection has converted the simple apparatus of an optic

nerve into an optical instrument as perfect as is possessed by any

member of the great Articulate class," i.e. as perfect as the human
eye.' Is not this amazing?

Rugby, March 22 J. M. WiLseN

The Moon's Diameter

Will you permit me to say a few words on the interesting

question raised by Dr. Ingleby in your last ? The sun, moon,

and all the heavenly bodies appear set, as it were, in the blue

sky when the weather is clear ; and as they are rarely visible

unless when surrounded by at least a small space of blue .sky,

it seems to me that they will be naturally judged to be at the

same distance from us that the sky is. But what is this distance ?

What, in other words, is the mean distance from which the blue

light diffused or reflected from the air or vapour comes to us?

Prof. Tyndall, who has devoted much attention to the causes of

this blue appearance, may perhaps be able to tell us. The
problem, of course, is rather an indefinite one, but an approxi-

mate solution might assist us in determining the question.

As to the heavenly bodies appearing larger when nearer the

horizon, I shall leave some one else to settle the angular magni-

tudes in the case. Mr. Abbott, to whom Dr. Ingleby refers,

proves that the fact is not confined to the heavenly bodies, but

that portions of the sky seen under the same angle appear at

least three times as large when near the horizon as when near

the zenith (" Sight and Touch," pp. IJ6-7). But then, does

the blue light come to us from the same mean distance when we
look towards the zenith and when we look towards the horizon ?

or does it come from a much greater distance in the latter case,

and thus apparently increase the magnitude of a portion of it

whose size remains unchanged ? In other words, is the sky seen

as a hemisphere, or as a much smaller segment of a spherical sur-

face (the observer being at the centre, not of a sphere, but of a

small circle, the plane of which coincides with the horizon) ?

Most persons who look at a clear sky will, I think, adopt the

latter alternative. It will be interesting to know if scientific

research bears out natural impression in the case.

Other solutions of the difficulty might undoubtedly be pro-

posed. Association of ideas, which is now the favourite device

for helping a lame dog over a style, might be called to the

rescue, and with some plausibility. Clouds and birds—
everything, in fact, that passes above us—are nearest to us and

look largest when most elevated. Elevation is thus associated

with comparative nearness, and approach to the horizon with

comparative distance. It is, however, simpler, if correct, to

maintain that we see the sky as it really is, and that the apparent

distances and magnitudes of the heavenly bodies are determined

by the fact that they appear to be set in the sky, not placed at a

great distance beyond it. W. H. Stanley Monck
Trill. Coll. Dublm, April 2

Heat Units

The science of heat, which is capable of being made and is

rapidly becoming one of the most exact of the experimental

sciences, seems to labour unnecessarily under an excessive variety

of units of measurement. At present there are used

—

Units of Mass. Thermometric Degrees.

Grain,

Pound, Centigrade,

Ciramme, Fahrenheit.

Kilogi'amme.

Whence, evidently, there result eight different thermal units, to

all of which the common name "unit of heat" is applied, or, at

least, names inadequately distinctive. In the face of this it

would really seem that some such suggestion as 1 here proceed

to make must eventually be adopted.

Define, fitst, as follows :—A t/iei-:n is the quantity of heat

necessary to raise the temperature of I gramme of water from
0° C to 1° C. Secondly, i kilotherm = 10 hectotherms = 1000

therms =.,..., thus having kilotherm, hectotherm, &c.

suggestively corresponding to kilogramme, hectogramme, &c.

,

in name as well as in nature.

Therms and kilotherms, which would probably alone lie re-

quired , in practice, would thus take the place of "thermal

units, centigrade," "gramme-water-units," "kilogramme-units

of heat," and others more or less lengthy and inexact at present

to be found in writings on Heat and Energy.

College Hall, St. Andrew's, Aprd 4. TH0M.4S MuiR
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The Solar Prominences

It may interest some of your readers to liear that the briglit

Hnes of the hydrogen "flames" extending beyond the svm's

disc can be seen with much less instramental aid than has hitherto

been considered indispensable. I have succeeded in seeing them
quite unmistakably by the following very simple means. I fi.ved

one of Mr. Browning's direct vision spectroscopes (having seven
prisms) on a board which also caiTied a two-inch object-glass be-

longing to a good field telescope. I mounted the instrument
thus arranged (shall I say as an altazimuth) on the back of an
ordinary bed-room mirror, and directed it at the sun. The slit

was set so as nicely to divide the D line, and a blue glass was
generally interposed in front of the slit to sift the light. As the

image of the sun traversed the slit at intervals, the flames appeared
as bright prolongations of the F line extending beyond the sun's

limb. It was also clearly seen at times that these prolongations

were narrower than the F line and were not in the centre of it,

also that they were frequently detached from the sun's limb, and
sometimes they were not straight : appearances depending as is

generally supposed on the velocity and pressure of the gas in the

flame. The flames were also readily seen in the C line. In ob-

serving the solar spectrum I have found coloured glasses in front

of the slit very useful to shut out as much as possible of the light

from the parts of the spectrum not under observation. By using

the spectroscope without its slit and collimating lens, and direct-

ing it towards.the gi'eat nebula in Orion, it shows close together

three bright images of the nebula exhibited on a continuous spec-

trum.

Streatham Hill, April 8. Ernest Carpm.\el

Modern Geometry and the University of London

The letter entitled " Euclid as a Text-book," which appeared
in last week's N.vture, seems to me to call for immediate reply.

Many students about to present themselves for examination at

the University of London and other places during the next year

have been told by their tutors that a thorough and accurate

knowledge of geometry would be better appreciated than the

power to make verbal transcriptions of Euclid ; and the letter

referred to is calculated to shake the confidence of such students

in the method they have been advised to i^ursue, and to produce
a feeling of uncertainty as to the way in which demonstrations
differing from Euclid's will be received by the examiners. But
I think that an inspection of the calendars will re-assure them,

and show that they have no cause to fear the result of examina-
tion, especially when the University of London is the examining
body.
The papers consist of certain propositions common to Euclid

and modei'n text-books, and a number of problems readily solved

by a student of modem geometry, but almost impossible to one
who has simply committed to memory Euclid's text. My own
strong conviction is, that the latter would find some difficulty in

passing the recent examinations. The questions given fall strictly

within the University programme, and treat of important pro-

perlies of geometrical figures which no student possessing a

knowledge of approved modern methods could possibly be

ignorant of. The "alternative" or modem side has been care-

fully kept in view and placed on a footing of equaUty with the

ancient system.

During the year 1869 eight of my pupils who had not read

Euclid were candidates for matriculation ; all passed, and none
were placed lower than the first class ; so that I cannot see the

advisability of boys returning to Euclid "in order that their pro-

spect of good places may be enhanced."
Mr. Tucker apparently desires a series of questions which

could only be answered on modem principles. This would amount
to a system of protection, and could not fail to be objectionable.

The student of the New Geometry has, in fact, a great advan-
tage. To the learner of Euclid a fact clothed in temis slightly

varying from Euclid's is often new and startling, but to the

modern student who learns every proposition in its most general

lorm, and assimilates the idea apart from the external or verbal

form in which it may accidentally be presented, it is already

familiar and trite. The statement that a change in the London
syllabus has been or will be made "as a sop to Cerberus,"
will strike many as singularly infelicitous and ungenerous. The
Senate of the University does not say one thing and mean
another ; it has always shown unflinching courage in the reform

of English methods of education, legislating as an initiator

rather than as a follower. The tendency of the University

throughout its existence has been to discourage cramming in

every shape and form, in the teeth of numerous difficulties and
influences to which the term " obstructive" rightly applies rather
than to the University itself. It is to be regretted that a letter

dating from University College School should show so little

confidence in the intrinsic superiority of modem methods, and
still more that it should impeach the integrity of men who have
not so deserved.

Brixton, March 28 RICHARD Wormell

DEATH OF PROFESSOR MAGNUS
r\^ the 4th of April, 1870, at a quarter-past 10 p.m.,
^-^ died peacefully, after a long illness. Dr. Gustav
Magnus, Professor of Physics, and Director of the Physical

Cabinet in the University of Berlin. He was an experi-

mental philosopher of great and varied excellence,

e.xecuting his work with the choicest apparatus and
with the most conscientious care. His numerous labours

are known to all students of physics, and they are such

as to secure for him an enduring fame. On the 28th

of April, 1851, I first saw Professor Magnus on his own
doorstep in Berlin. His aspect won my immediate
regard, which was strengthened to affection by our sub-

sequent intercourse. He gave me a working place in his

laboratory, and it was there I carried out the investigation

on Diamagnetism and Magne-crystallic Action, which is

published in the Philosophical Magazi)ie for Sept. 1851.

In 1853 I was again in Berlin, and found under his roof

the same ready help and sympathy. Professor Hirst and
myself paid him a visit last surnmer ; and he afterwards

attended the Exeter Meeting of the British Association,

where his frank, genial, and gentlemanly demeanour were

conspicuous to all. Over and above his direct contribu-

tions to Science, Prof. Magnus exercised a powerful in-

direct influence, through the kindly aid and countenance

which he lent to young inquirers. When I bade him
good-bye in 1851 his last words to me were, "If you

should meet any really able young fellow, willing to work,

and to whom such assistance as I can render would be
valuable, send him to me." There are many such, now
no longer young, who, like myself, will mingle a grateful

memory of his goodness with their grief for his loss.

Royal Institution, nth April JOHN Tyndall

THE SOURCES OF THE NILE*
T^HE main point of interest in the latest travels of
-*• Livingstone, and that which gives to them a dis-

tinctive importance over the great accomplishments of
his former journeys, is, that in these, Livingstone has
undoubtedly visited and beheld the long-sought-for

sources of the Nile. It is true that there still remains
considerable doubt as to which of the basins that he has
explored wdll ultimately be acknowledged as the cradle

of the Nile, but this at least is certain, that the real

head streams have been seen by him, and the vexed
question has by these explorations resolved itself into a
choice between two or perhaps three streams. Livingstone
himself has apparently no bias in favour of one or other,

so that the discussion is a perfectly open one. The three

rival head streams are, first, the feeders of Lake Liemba,
and second the Chambeze River and its lake chain, both
of which rise near the eastern edge of the great longitu-

dinal plateau of the side of Africa next the Indian Ocean
;

the third is the source recently claimed for the Nile by

'^ An abstract of part of a paper read before the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, March 2rst.
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Dr. Bckc, in his solution of the Nile Problem, the great*
Casai, or Kassabi River, which rises nearer the Atlantic

side of the continent.

Of the first of these presumptive sources, the feeders of
Lake Licmba, it may be said with almost absolute cer-

tainty that they are tributaries of the Nile, and it seems
most probable that they are the sources of that river.

Livingstone has found these " four considerable streams "

flowing into Lake Liemba ; a river-like prolongation
unites Liemba and Tanganyika, these two lakes appear-
ing thus to be at the same level ; then Tanganyika and
Nyige Chowambe, which is evidently the Albert N'yanza,
are " one water," and that this last is a reservoir of the
Nile is undoubted.
The union of the second possible head stream, the

Chambeze, with the Nile, is less apparent ; indeed the
balance of evidence seems to show that it must be the
head of another great river of Africa, the Congo or Zaire.
If the Chambeze prove to join the Nile, then the streams

country west of Tanganyika. This north-westerly turn
would cany the river quite out of the direction of the Nile
basin, and the higher side of the continent being to the
east, the probability's that the river would continue to
curve to the westward. If, however, the Albert Lake
prove to have a great south-westerly extension, this one
difficulty is'overcome. Again, the valley of the Chambeze
in the plateau where Livingstone crossed it, is no doubt
one of the greatest hollows in the highland, so that the
height of the river bed here may be taken at 3,000 feet,

the lowest level of the limits which Livingstone gives to
the undulation of the plateau, or only 200 feet above
Tanganyika. Descending into the " great valley " * to
Lake Bangweolo from the plateau, the Chambeze must
have a considerable fall, from Bangweolo to Moero there
must be a second descent. The Cazembe's country, which
extends round to the south of Tanganyika, is described as
flat, and its rivers are currentless and stagnant. If Moero
were at a higher level than Tanganyika, would not the

:map of equatorial Africa with contoir lines

to Lake Liemba become mere tributaries, since the course
of the Chambeze is by far the longer of the two. The Cham-
beze flows down into the central valley through lake Bang-
weolo, and then northward through Lake Moero. Living-
stone describes Lake Moero as beginning twelve miles
below the position of the town of Lunda, the capital of the
Cazembe (lat. 8^ 40' S., long. 28° 20' E.), whose position
may be laid down with tolerable accuracy from the former
journeys of the Portuguese travellers. Since Livingstone
proceeded north from Cazembe's town along the eastern
shore of the Moero in his attempt to reach Ujiji in
1867, the great bulk of this lake must lie to westward of
the meridian of Lunda, or about 120 miles west of
Tanganyika. Dr. Livingstone has seen the river at its
outflow from the lake, and also at the point where it

emerged from the crack in the mountains of Rua, when,
according to his own observation, the river turned north-
north-west to form Ulenge, a third lake or marsh in the

* Athciuviiiii of February 5th, 1870.

river which leaves it take a course over this flat country
instead of facing towards and making its way through
a " crack in the mountains northward ?" Seeing that the
river does force its way through the mountains of Rua
(which appear to be a continuation of the " ranges of
tree-covered mountains " which " flank Lake Moero on
both sides ") the presumption is that Moero is at a lower
level than Tanganyika; and if this be the case, the river

which descends from it through the mountains cannot
ascend to the level of any one of the Nile lakes to join

them, but must find some other course. With regard
to the third advocated source, the Kassabi River, of which
Dr. Beke affirms it to be his belief that it is the head
stream of the Nile of Egypt, the difficulties of its join-

ing the Nile appear to be even greater than the last.

The upper course only of this river has been explored.

* It has been objected that Lake Bangweolo does not he in a valley, but on
the plateau : hut Livingstone's letters could scarcely be clearer on this point,

since he speaks of "the great valley enclosed between Usango (the eastern
plateau) and the Kone range."j
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It springs in the Mossamba IVIountains, which are on
the inner borders of Angola and Benguela, its sources
being close to those of tlie Quango River, a tributary

of the Congo. The Kassabi is known to flow north-
ward as far as the Sth parallel of latitude, and to the

westward of the capital of the Muata Yanvo, the great
negro potentate of Central South Africa. Livingstone
crossed its head on his journey from the Zambesi to

Loanda, and reports which he collected from the subjects

of the Yanvo's kingdom all tend to prove that whatever
direction its middle course may take, in its lower course
the Kassabi flows round to westward, and is joined by the
Ouango. The trader Gra(;a, who penetrated to the Muata
Yanvo's capital in 1846, says that the territory of this chief

is " shut in " by the great rivers Kassabi and Lurua (a

tributai-y of the Kassabi), and he affirms that the Kassabi
has an easterly direction beyond this.

The Hungarian traveller, Ladislaus Magyar, has pene-
trated furthest of the three Europeans who have visited
this region, and his report agrees well with this last. He
states that the Kassabi, after forming the waterfall of
Muewe (in about 11° S.) bends gently to northward, but
further on takes an easterly direction in its lower course,
and attains a great breadth at the place where it ^'loiifhes

upon " the extensive lake Mouva, or Uhanja.* Now if we
turn the Kassabi River eastward in latitude S' south, in

agreement with the above description, we find that it

meets the position which Dr. Livingstone's letters give
to Ulenge, the lake or marsh to which the Chambeze
ultimately flows, and whose waters Livingstone tells us
by report are " ial-L-u up '' by the Lufira, a " large ri\er
which by many confluents drains the western side of the
great valley." Is not the Lufira, then, the lower course
of the Kassabi River, and Lake Ulenge of Livingstone, the
L'hanja of Magyar? If this be the case, the same diffi-

culties which appear in the way of the Chambeze River
joining the Nile, hold also against the Kassabi, which
would seem to join this river at Lake Ulenge.

Ne.xt, the question arises, If these rivers do not form a
part of the Nile system, where shall we find an outlet for

them ? The answer to this is plainly, in the Congo
River.

The Congo was described by the Jesuit missionaries
w-ho first visited its mouth as "so violent and so powerful
from the quantity of its waters and the rapidity of its

current, that it enters the sea on the west side of Africa,

forcing a broad and free passage (in spite of the ocean)
with so much violence that for the space of twenty leagues
it preserves its fresh waters unbroken by the briny
billows which encompass it on each side." In the intro-

duction to his narrative of the British expedition
to the Congo River in 1816, Tuckey says: "If
the calculation be true that the Congo at its lowest
state discharges into the sea two millions of cubic
feet of water in a second, the Nile, the Indus, and the
Ganges are but rivulets compared with it, as the Ganges,
which is the largest of the three, discharges only about
one-fifth of that quantity at its highest flood." This state-

ment may be somewhat exaggerated, but Tuckey actually

found that this vast river has a width of two, three, or even
four miles, whilst flowing with a current of two or three
miles an hour,f and this not at its mouth, but inland
beyond the mountainous coast region. The northward
wall-like continuation of the Mossamba mountains, on the

20th meridian, to beyond the equator, which Dr. Beke
supposes to exist, J would not admit of a longer course
than about 500 miles for the Congo, and a basin of that

extent is utterly inadequate to collect and maintain such
a body of water as that which this river is known to have,
in a region where the annual rainfall averages only 12 to

* Magyar's journey in Petermann's Rlittheilungen, i860,

t P. 342 of the Narrative.

t Map to accompany a paper on Dr. Livingstone's discoveries in " Illus-

trated Travels," Part xv.

15 inches (Livingstone's observation at Loanda). Such a
vast river cannot be formed in a short coiu'se, but must
have its rise far in the interior of the continent ; and if

the Kassabi River and its drainage be taken to the Nile,

where shall we find a sufficiently lengthened course for

the Congo?
Tuckey's unelaborated notes give the opinion that the

" extraordinarily quiet rise * of the river (Congo) shows it

to issue from some lake which had received almost the
whole of its waters from the north of the line ;

" and again
he says, " I cannot help thinking that the Congo will be
found to issue from some large lake or chain of lakes con-
siderably to northward of the equator." The reason of
Tuckey's supposition that the lakes, which are evidently

necessary to maintain the volume of water in the Congo
throughout the year, would be found north of the eciuator,

is, that he found the rising of the river beginning on the first

days of September. At the time of his journey little or

nothing was known of the times of the rainy seasons in

Central Africa from actual experience. The observations

of travellers in the continent since that time have greatly

increased our knowledge of these seasons, and show
them to be regulated by the apparent movement of the
sun between the tropics. An area of low atmospheric
pressure, with its attendant inflowing winds and rains, is

constantly moving up and down the part of Africa which
lies between the tropics, following the vertical sun. If

every part of Africa were level and equally surrounded bv
water, it would result from this movement of the area of

low pressure, that a rainy season would begin at each
point shortly after its latitude had passed vertically beneath
the sun, and a double rainy season would thus be produced

:

a greati-r when the low pressure area is moving equator-

ward in each hemisphere drawing in the sea winds ; and a
h'sscr when that area is passing north or south outward
from the equator towards the extremities of the continent,

inducing rather the land winds, ^vhose moisture is already

in great part spent. This rule holds good on the low
coast lands, where other exterior influences do not dis-

turb the arrangement, but over the high plateau of the

interior of South Africa, f the commencement of the

rains seems rather to precede than to follow the vertical

sun, and in the equatorial regions two of the rainy seasons

are prolonged into one, which lasts for eight months of
the year. Under the equator at the mouth of the Ogowai
River, on the west coast, Du Chaillu found the rainy season
beginning in October ; farther inland, in the Fan country,

the rains set in in September, and in the same latitude,

between Victoria Lake and Tanganyika, Burton tells us
that the rainy season begins in August. Between 5° and
10° south latitude Livingstone's observation shows that on
the west coast at St. Paul de Loanda the lesser rains

begin in November, but in the same latitude in the centre

of the continent Burton reports the rains of the Tan-
ganyika basin beginning in September, or two months
earlier ; and Livingstone in his latest journey could not
proceed to Lake Bangweolo from the Cazembe's town,
where he arrived about the middle of .September, because
the rains had set in. Lake Ulenge lies between these

latitudes, or in about 5° south, so that the rise of the

waters of the Congo River, if its upper course be through
this lake, is perfectly explicable, without the necessity

of taking its reservoir lakes to the north of the equator.

The lower course of the Congo is probably in a curve to

north-westward from Ulenge, afterward turning south-west

to meet the farthest point which Tuckey reached, where it

was flowing from north-east. The rains would begin to

fill Lake • LHenge, as well as the part of its lower course

below this which is in the centre of the continent, in

^ The maximum rise of the Congo was observed to be only 11 feet, gene-
rally S or 9, or less than that of perhaps any river of equal magnitude. That
of the Zambezi (above the confluence of the Shire), a lakeless basin, has been
found by Livingstone to be as much as 80 feet perpendicularly ; and at
Khartoum the White Nile rises nearly 18 feet.

t As also in the Abyssinian highland.
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August ; lower down still the rains apparently begin in

September, but, as before noticed, towards the coast

they are later, and so do not begin at the mouth of the

river till well on in September, after the river has begun
to rise. The dry season in the country west of Ulcnge

also agrees well with the movements of the Congo river,

for Dr. Livingstone remarks that the floods in the country

between Moero and Ulenge last till May or June, and
the lowest state of the Congo was observed to occur in

July and August.
With the Kassabi and Chambeze for its head streams,

the Congo has a suflicient, though not too great area of

drainage to collect the vast quantity of water which it

returns to the ocean. On this supposition the area of its

basin measures about 800,000 square miles, and that of

the Nile nearly 1,300,000 square miles ; so that the great

African rivers stand in order thus :—Nile, Congo, Niger,

and Zambezi. Keith Johnston, Jun.

NOTES
We are informed that the Duke of Devonshire will probably

be the President of the Royal Commission to inquire into the

Present State of Science in this country.

There is so little evidence of scientific training or thought in

most things which are clone in high places, that it is almost

pleasant to be taxed even by a Cliancellor of the Exchequer

who attempts to do it on scientific principles, or at all events

quotes scientific authority as Mr. Lowe does, who, referring

to the results of the recent Deep-.Sea Dredging Expedition

in his Budget speech, compared the British taxpayer to the

frail animals which enjoy life at the bottom of the Atlantic

at a pressure of three tons to the square inch. We strongly

advise Mr. Lowe to sanction another dredging expedition during

the present autumn, not that it may be shown how much
more vitality there is at a reduced pressure—a vitality more ap-

proaching that of " My Lords
''—but that even greater pressures

may be found and quoted as precedents should the next Budget

prove a less satisfactoiy one. There is a point in the Budget,

moreover, of the gi'eatest importance to men of science. The
postage on printed matter not exceeding 2 oz., and on newspapers

not exceeding 6 oz., is to be reduced to one halfpenny. We
have waited a long time for this change : not too long, how-

ever, to w-elcome it warmly now it has come, for the tax on

all authors of the postage of scientific papers, copies of which

they wish to distribute, has been very gi'eat.

The following are the lecture arrangements at the Royal In-

stitution after Easter :—Four lectures by Prof. Blackie on tlie

Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy, on Tuesdays, April

26th to May 17th. Seven lectures by Prof. Tyndall (subject not

announced), on Thursdays, April 2Sth to June gth. Seven lec-

tures by Prof Robert Grant, on Comets, on Saturdays, A]>ril

30th to June nth. Three lectures by Prof. Seeley on History,

on Tuesdays, May 24th to June 7th. T\\g prol>al)/e arrangements;

for tile Friday evening meetings are as follows, viz. : April 29th,

Prof Blackie—Tlie Interpretation of Popular Myths. May 6th,

Mr. R. A. Proctor—Star Grouping, Star Drifts, Star Mist.

May 13th, Rev. Canon Moseley—The cause of the Descent of

Glaciers. May 20th, Prof Williamson—On Atoms. May 27th,

Principal Dawson—The Primitive Vegetation of the Earth.

June 3rd, Prof. Max Midler—The Migration of Fables. June
loth, Prof Odling (subject not fixed).

The Pill! H/all Gazette, which gives so much space to all matters

of scientific or general interest, quoting from the St. John's (New
Brunswick) Telegraph of the iSth of March, describes an extra-

ordinary phenomenon which took place in the harbour of that

city on the previous day. Early in the morning, just before the

commencement of a snowstorm, while the wind was rising so as

to be heard within doors, a strange noise, similar to that accom-

panying the earthquake on the 22nd of October last, w'as heard

by the residents near the harbour. It was then seen that the

old ferry, which should be several feet above water, had vanished.

A piece about twenty feet by seventy broke offand settled squarely

down into the water. A frontage several hundred feet in extent,

running from the line of the demolished wharf towards the break-

water, had also gone down, leaving a steep embankment. The

soundings since made show that where the old ballast or reefer was

the day before, rising above the water eight feet, were found six

fathoms ot water, the bottom had settled just thirty-two feet. Near

where the portion of the wharf settled away, or where a moderately

sized vessel used to gi'ound at low water, there is now between

six and seven fathoms at low tide. One of Messrs. Adams's

buoys, moored about four or five hundred feet from the shore,

had disappeared ; and last evening, when the tide was at its

lowest level, the current was just showing a ripple over the

top of it. As the tides rise and fall about thirty feet in St.

John's harbour, and the chain of this buoy had several fathoms

of scope, it may be inferred that the bottom sank as much as

nine or ten fathoms at this point. So far as could be ascertained,

the Telegraph states this subsidence took place over an area of

about three acres in extent.

Mr. Archib.\ld Geikie, F.R.S., the director of the

Geological .Survey of Scotland, is now at the Lipari Islands,

his object being to study the volcanic phenomena of those

Islands, and of some adjacent parts of Italy. He anticipates that

the numerous coast sections of these islands will furnish evidence

from which light may be thrown on the history oi the volcanic

rocks of the Britisli Islands; the manner in which different vol-

canic rocks yield to the forces of denudation, subaerial and marine,

is also a matter of importance that will be carefully studied.

O.N Monday evening a distribution of prizes (certificates of

merit) took place at the South London Working Men's College,

Professor Huxley being in the chair. Previous to the distri-

bution a lecture on the " Biography of a Plant " was given by

Mr. Harland Coultas. Professor Huxley, in the course of his

remarks, said that they had presented to them an analogy

between vegetable and human life, and that analogy he would

carry a little further, by reminding them that there was nothing

more poisonous or dangerous than an uncultivated mind. He
hoped that these educational establishments would do for

society what the plant does for the air ; namely, absorb all

the poison of ignorance, and, by a similar change to that

exercised in the chemical action of the plant, give off those

benefits which education alone could diffuse.

It is not often that the daily newspaper press invades a college

in search of [an editor, and still less often is a learned scien-

tific professor the elect one. We have a case in point, however,

of such a condition of things. Professor Jack, M.A., who has

for several years held the chair of Natural Philosophy in Owens
College, Manchester, has been requested, and has consented, to

take the editorial management of one of the oldest and most

successful papers north of the Tweed, the Glasgow Daily Herald,

a paper which frequently discusses scientific subjects with a ful-

ness of knowledge. Mr. Jack has not hitherto been in the toils

of daily newspaper life, but he ought to have no mean qualifica-

tions for his new vocation, considering the literary and scientific

culture and worldly experience which he has acquired as an

alumnus .of Glasgow College andjof St. Peter's College, Oxford;

as one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools in the West of

Scotland, and as a scientific professor in Cottonopolis.

The wave of low temperature which passed over the South

of England during the latter half of March, was a veiy re-

markable one. From the 22nd of March till the 6th of April

the thermometer fell below the freezing point every night, with
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scarcely any intermission. For the week ending April and the

mean temperature at Blackheath was 37 '2°, or about %° below

the average of the corresponding week in the last fifty years.

From the reports for si.xteen different stations in England, eight

in Scotland, and one in Ireland, forwarded every week by

Mr. Glaisher to the Gardener's Chronicle, it appears that the

temperature was much lower in the South than in the North of

England, or in Scotland. The lowest averages are given at

Portsmouth and London (Blackheath) ; the highest for England

at Liverpool, Salford, and Newcastle ; while these latter are

several degi'ees lower than the lowest mean in Scotland. The
average temperature for that week in London was "f lower

than in Edinburgh, and 11° lower than in Dublin.

Mr. Symons's "British Rainfall for 1S69" contains an

enormous mass of information respecting the distribution of the

rainfall throughout the kingdom during last year, with other

meteorological statistics. The extremes of rainfall during the

year at the places of observation in England were igS'igin. at

the Stye, in Cumberland, and 20^09 in. at North Sunderland,

while many places in the south-east of Scotland enjoy even a

di'yer climate, the fall at East Linton, Haddington, being only

1577 i"' So much injury is done to science by the publication

of statistics based on incorrect data, that Mr. Symons's
" Rules for Rainfall Observers " should be in the hands of every-

one who possesses a rain-gauge.

M. BOURLOT, Professor of Mathematics in the Lyceum at

Colmar, believes he has establislied the fact, contrary to the

opinion of Arago, that during the Middle Ages the climate of

Alsace was milder than at present. He traces a relation of

chronological coincidence, if not of cause and effect, between the

change of climate and the precession of tlie equino.xes.

The honour of knighthood has been conferred on Mr. Ronalds

for his early researches in telegraphy.

The execution of the Faraday memorial has been committed

to the well-known sculptor, Mr. Foley.

Prof. Tvndall's most recent contribution to the "germ-
theory" is contained in a letter to the Times of the 7th instant.

He has observed that tlie air breathed out of the lungs, especially

at the close of a long voluntary exhalation, is "visibly pure," or

produces, when passed across a strong beam of light, the familiar

black smoke-like clouds caused by the entire absence of organic

matter. He confirms the explanation given by many medical

men, and especially by Prof J. Lister, of Edinburgh, for the

exclusion of air from fresh wounds, that the putrefaction of

wounds is caused by the germination of the germs of organic life

contained, under ordinary circumstairces, in large numbers in the

air. In a reply to this letter in the Times of yesterday. Dr. H.
C. Bastian makes the startling assertion that, in conjunction with

Di'. Frankland, he has met with living organisms in hermetically-

sealed vessels, from which all air had been removed, and after

the contained fluids had been raised to a very high tempera-

ture. Some solutions containing organic matter and other

ingredients were prepared in the following manner :—After a

perfect vacuum, above the level of the fluid, had been

procured in the glass vessels by means of .Sprengel's air-

pump, the drawn-out necks of the flasks were closed by
means of the blow-pipe flame. The airless flasks, con-

taining then the fluid itself as the only possible germ-containing

material, were submitted, in a suitable apparatus, by

Professor Frankland, to a temperature varying from 148°

C. to 152° C. for four hours, and yet, after having been
placed under the influence of suitable conditions, in the

course of a few weeks, living organisms— many of them
altogether new and strange—were found in these fluids. These
extremely important results are about to be communicated to

the Royal Society.

The Soiree of the Royal Microscopical Society to be held

at King's College on the 20tli inst., seems likely to be supplied

with a large number of objects of interest. Mr. Charles

Stewart prints a descriptive catalogue of 100 microscopic

objects selected to illusti-ate the Invertebrate sub-kingdom, to

be exhibited on that occasion.

In an article in the Artizan, for April, on the Influence of

the Suez Canal on Trade with India, .Sir Frederick Arrow
states that at the present moment the influence of the Canal is

being felt in a decrease of the cost of fuel east of the Isthmus,

which will certainly have a great effect on the cost of carriage, and
therefore on the cost of laying down produce and goods. The
existence of the route, he believes, will stimulate production,

not only in India, but in the various countries which it brings

into the family of commercial relations.

On the 12th of March, the Hougli, one of the largest of the

packet-boats belonging to the Messageries Imperiales, of 2,000

tons burden and 500-horse power, entered the quarantine port of

Frioul direct from the China seas, having traversed the Suez

Canal without encountering the slightest obstacle. The cargo

consisted of 1,300 bales of silk, 300 chests of tea, and other

valuable freight, and there were in addition seventy passengers.

We leam from Mr. Worthington G. Smith, in reference to a

recent report of the proceedings of the Woolliope Naturalists'

Field Club, that he lias in preparation a Clavis Agarieinoruin,

which will be an analytical key to the genera and sub-genera of

the British Agaricini; designed to give an immediate clue to

their proper generic and sub-generic position, and thus assist in

their ultimate determination.

Mr. Bentley announces for early publication, "Travels in

the Air," by Mr. Glaisher and others, with numerous full-paged

coloured lithographs and woodcuts,

A NEW work is pi'eparing for publication by Arthur Scott

Donkin, M.D. , Lecturer on Forensic Medicine to the Univer-

sity of Durham, &c., being a history of the British Diatomaceoe,

with plates illustrative of each species.

The NfiO York Technologist , a new magazine especially de-

voted to engineering, manufacturing, and building, published

in New York, describes a new contrivance for preventing

people looking into a room, while light is not excluded.

It consists of a number of glass rods arranged either ver-

tically or horizontally, and secured together by appropriate

frames, forming a series of cylindrical lenses which break up the

light and throw it into every part of the room, thus producing a

soft and diffused glow which is very beautiful and pleasant.

The glass rods may be of any colour, and by an arrangement of

the colours very beautiful eft'ects can be produced. The contri-

vance is the invention of Mr. Demuth.

The Phar-maceutical Society offers a silver medal for the best

Herbarium collected in any part of the United Kingdom between

the 1st of May, 1870, and the 1st of June, 1S71, to any associate,

registered apprentice, or student of the society, not over thirty-

one years of age.

The Photographic Art Journal, No. 2, is a very good
number. It contains four excellent illustrations ;

" The Stirrup

Cup," from a painting by Verschur, exquisitely soft in tone, done
by the Woodbury process ; " Netley Abbey," by Mr. Edwards's

new process of printing in printing-ink in a common printing

press, which seems to give exceedingly good results; "The
Muleteer's Love," an example of Mr. Fmwirth's phototype

process, also pulled in a common printing press, from an electro-

typed surface-block which was reduced from a woodcut by the

sole action of light and chemical agents ; and "A Village Street

in Switzerland," apparently an ordinary silver-print. The com-
parison of these photographs certainly gives the palm to the

new processes, both as to distinctness and softness of tone.
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ON THE MADREPORARIA DREDGED UP IN
THE EXPEDITION OF H.M.S. "PORCUPINE."

T N continuation of Dr. Carpenter's Report of the Por-
^ cupiitt Drcd;:;ing Expedition, we now present our
readers with an abstract of a paper by Prof Duncan on
the Corals dredged up during the voyage.

Professor Wyville Tliomson, Dr. Carpenter, and Mr. Gwyn
Jeffreys have placed tlie collection of stony corals dredged up by
them in the Poniipini: Expedition in my liands for determination.
They have kindly afforded me all the information I required
concerning the localities, depth, and temperature in which the
specimens were found. My report has been rendered rather
more elaborate than I had intended in consequence of the great
consideration of Professor A. Agassiz and Count de Pourtales
in forwarding me their reports* and specimens relating to the
deep-sea "dredging off Florida and the Havana. They have
enabled me to offer a comparison bet-ween the British and
American species, which I did not hope to have done before the
publication of the species noticed, but not described, in this report.

I. List of the species, localities, depths, temperatures.
II. Critical notice of the species.

III. Special and general conclusions.

I. Twelve species of Aladrcporaria were dredged up, and the

majority came from midway between Cape Wrath and the Faroe
Islands. Others were found off the west coast of Ireland. Many
varieties of the species were also obtained, and some forms which
hithert(5 have been considered specifically distinct from others,

but which now cease to be so.t
II. Three species were found, known only on the area dredged,

or in the neighbouring seas. Three species common to the area
and to the Florida and Havana deep-sea faunas only. (These
forms are not known in the West Indian Cainozoic fauna, and
they have not been discovered in any European deposits.

)

Lopholuiia pyolifera (var. affiiiis) is common to the British and
Florida deep-sea faunas ; but it is found fossil in the Sicilian

tertiaries, Ijcing moreover a member of the Mediterranean
recent fauna. Three species common to the area and to the
Mediterranean Sea. Five species found on the area dredged,
and as fossil elsewhere.

The deep-sea coral fauna of the area dredged in the Poyctipinc

and Liglitniii!; expeditions is therefore composed of

—

5 s].>ecies which have lasted since the early Cainozoic period.

I Mediterranean species not known in Cainozoic deposits.

3 species of the deep-sea fauna of Florida and Havana.
3 indigenous species.

Two of the fossil species are represented in the recent Medi-
terranean fauna. If the species which I have absorbed into

others (in consequence of the light thrown upon the amount of

variation in the deep-sea corals) were counted, the fossil forms
would be in all eight. The gix-atest depth from which Madie-
porariii were dredged was 705 fathoms, and the lowest tempe-
rature of the water in which they lived was 29°

'g.

Carynpliyllia horcalis, Fleming.—Having collected a very con-
siderable series of the Caryophylliit from the seas around Great
Britain, and having been supplied with several specimens of the

Mediterranean species, I had compared the whole with the fossil

forms from the .Sicilian tertiary deposits and with each other.

The numerous specimens of CaryopliyllUr dredged up in Dingle
Bay were especially interesting after I had arrived at satisfactory

conclusions respecting the affinities of the above-mentioned
British and southern European forms. The Dingle Bay collec-

tion presented all the varieties of shape, some of which had
been deemed of specific value, which I had observed in the

separate assemblages of specimens from the Mediterranean, the

.Sicilian tertiaries, and the British and Scottish seas. A perfect

series of specimens from all these localities can be so arranged

as to show a gradual structural transition from form to form, so

that the most diversely shaped Caryophyllici: can be linked to-

gether by intermediate shapes. The Caryophyllia clavus and
Cnryiphvllia cyathus <i3.\\ht \\n\\.t&. by intermediate forms, and
all of tliese to Caryophyllia Smilhi and Caryophyllia borealis. It

is impossible to determine which is the oldest form, but they all

'*

Contributions to the Fainm of the Gulf Stream at gre.it depths by L. F.

<Jc Pourlnles. 1st and 2nd Series, 1S68. Bull: Mus. Comp. Zool., Harvard
College, Cambridge, Mass., Nos. 6 and 7.

t One specimen came from the Ltgki)tin^ Expedition. It must be remem-
bered tlial .iU the deep-sea corals known to Dritisli naturalists weren ot

dredged np. The Stylastcr rosea, for instance, was not amongst the
collection.

appear to be reproduced by variation on some part of the area
tenanted by the section of the genus. The variability of the
Caryophyllia of the Sicilian tertiary deposits is very marked,
and it is equally so in the groups whicli live on disconnected
spots in our waters. The Dingle Bay series presents the greatest
amount of variability, and indeed is most instructive, for by ap-
plying the range of it to the classification of such genera as Tro-
chacyathns and Monilivaltia a great absorption of species must
ensue. The Dingle Bay Caryophyllia are evidently the descen-
dants of those which lived in the western and southern European
seas before those great terrestrial elevations took place which
were connected with the corresponding subsidence of the circum-
polar land and the subsequent emigration of Arctic MoUusca.
They are not closely allied to the recent West Indian species, but
they occupy a position in the coral fauna representative of them.
The same remark holds good with reference to the affinities of
the recent and the cretaceous Caryophyllia. They are not closely
allied, and they belong to different sections of the genus, but in

the economy of the old and new distribution of animal life they
hold the same positions, and the recent forms are representative
of the older. The Dingle Caryophyllia prove the purely arbi-

trary nature of species, and that what we term one is really the
sum of the variation of a series of forms.

CeratocyaUiiis oriiatiis, Seguenza.—A beautiful specimen of
this rare form was dredged up from a depth of 705 fathoms with
some Caryophyllia and a small Isis. The species is hitherto un-
known except in the Sicilian miocene. *

Flabelluiii Sarsii, Sars, sp.—This is the Ulocyathus arcticus al
the late Prof .Sars. Many specimens were dredged up, but
most of them were broken in consequence of the extreme fragility

and delicacy of the theca. The species links Flcibellum to Der-
iiiophylhon : it is not known in the recent Mediterranean fauna.

Lophohclia proli/ora, Pallas, sp., is apparently a common coral

in the north-western British seas. A separate corallum, which
must be referred to Lophohclia anthophyllites, Ellis and Solander,
was dredged up in No. 54. Lophohclia prolifcra exists in the
Mediterrane.an Sea and the sea between Scotland and Norway.
Lophohclia aiithophyllites is an East Indian form, but its absorp-
tion into Lophohclia prolifcra suggests explanations, considering
the Caiiiozoic progenitor, and how it migrated eastwards. The
relation of the recent East Indian coral faunas to those of the
European and West Indian Cainozoic deposits has been noticed
and admitted for some years past. The Cainozoic Lophohclia
of Sicily is the earliest form of the genus, and those which are

found in such remote parts of the world as the East Indies, the
Florida coast, the Norwegian coast and the Mediterranean, and
which have been determined to belong to different species, are,

from the study of the curious assemblage of variable forms now
under consideration, evidently varieties of the old type, Lopho-
hclia prolifcra. I have therefore absorbed the old species L.
autJiophyllitcs^ L. subcoslafa, L. affinis^ L. Dcfrancei^ and L.
gracilis. Two genera of the Ociilinida in the classification of
MM. Milne-Edwards and Jules Haime have always been most
difficult to distinguish ; and now the results of the dredging off

the north of .Scotland and off Florida and the Havana necessi-

tate the absorption of one of them.
.Ainphihclia andDiploJtclia.—Thefirst, containing recent species

onlyfat the time of the enunciation of the classification just re-

ferred to, and the last, having fossil species only, were very likely

to be considered separate genera. Diplohelia had species in the
Eocene seas and in the Cainozoic also. Ainpliihelia was known
to have species in the MediteiTanean fauna, and in that of
Australia also. .Seguenza, however, described some Amphihclia
and Diplohelia from the Sicilian tertiary deposits ^\hich were
identical, so far as generic attributes are considered, the only
distinction being a doubtful raggedness of the septal edges. The
habit and the method or growth and gemmation of the forms
were the same. M. de Pourtales dredged up a branching form
from off the Harena in 350 fathoms, and from off Bahia Houde,
near Florida, in 324 fathoms, and also in lat. 28° 24' N., long.

79° 13' W., in 1,050 fathoms (came up with the lead). This he
named Diplohelia profunda. On referring^ to Seguenza's plates

and descriptions of the fossil corals from the Sicilian tertiary de-

posits, there is no difficulty in deciding upon the very close

affinity of the species described by Pourtales and Diplohelia

Aleueghi/iiatiay Seg. , and Diplohelia Doderlciniana, Seg. , fossil

forms from the mud-tertiary deposits. But on comparing these

* Seguenza, "Disquisiz. Paleont. int. al Corall. Foss.," Mem. della Reale
Accad. dell. Sci. Torino, serie ii. tomo xxi. 1864.

t Seguenza, " Disquiz. Paleont. int. ai Corall. Foss.," Mem. della Reale
Accad. dell. Sci. Torino, serie ii. tomo xxi. 1864.
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forms with one exquisitely figtired by Seguenza, and which he
calls AmphihcUa inioceiiicn, Seg., the generic affinities of all

become startlingly evident. The very numerous specimens of
small branching OciiliiiidiV, which were dredged up in the Pivcn-
fine Expedition (No. 54) and to the north-west of the spot in the
cold area, at a depth from 363 to 600 fathoms, present singular
variations of stnicture in the buds and calices upon the same
stems. A careful examination of them, assisted by a comparison
between them and the well-known recent and fossil Ainphihdiic,
the fossil and recent DiJ>lohe!iic, and the smaller specimens of
Loplio/iiiiic, leads to the belief that Ainphilidia is identical generi-

cally with Diplohclia, and very closely allied with Loplwhclia.
Indeed, the distinction between the Lophohdi,c and AiiiphiheliiC

is of the slightest kind. The species of the genus Ainphiluiia
dredged up in the PorcKpine Expedition are numerous :

—

1. Amphihelia (Diplohelia) profunda, Pmirtales, sp.

2. oculata, Liuncus, sp.

3. miocenica, Segmma.
4. Atlantica, nobis.

S. ornata, nobis.

The distinction between tTiese massive and densely hard corals

(whose calices are principally on one side of the ccenenchyma of
the stem) and the Stylasters is very evident. M. de Pourtales
has described a pretty red-coloured Allopora ntiniata dredged in

ICO to 324 fathoms off the Florida Reef ; but it is very distinct

from the species discovered in the late deep-sea dredging ex-

peditions. Allopora has no fossil representatives.

Balaiiophyllia [Thccopsam niia) socialise Pourtales.—Six speci-

mens of a simple perforate coral were dredged up in lat.

59° 56' N., long. 6° 27' W., 363 fathoms, temperature 3i''-8

(No. 54), and one in lat. 61° 10' N., long. 2° 21' W.,
345 fathoms, temperature 29°'9 (No. 65). The six speci-

mens are of different sizes and ages ; and although they
present considerable variation in shape and septal de-
velopment, they evidently belong to one type. The solitary

coral form (No. 65) is larger than the others, but it belongs to

the same species. Notwithstanding the temperature in which
the corals were found, and the depth of the sea, they are strong
and well-developed forms, evidencing an acti\-e and abundant
nutrition. There is no difftculty in classifying the speci-

mens with the Thecopsamviitt: of Pourtales. T/uropsatnmia
socialis, Pourtales, was dredged up in from 100 to 300 fathoms,

off Sombrero, near Florida, in the course of the Gulf Stream.
The varieties and the original type are very isolated forms in the

great genus Balanophyilia. They have only a very remote affinity

with the West Indian recent Balanophyilia, with those of the

Crag, the Faluns, and the Eastern tertiaries. The British

forms appear to have emigi'ated from the south-west, and pro-

bably the original type wandered, through the agency of the

Gulf Stream, which carried ova and deposited them in our
northern sea, where they have propagated, varied, and thriven.

Pliohotknis syninittricus, Pourtales.—A specimen of this doubt-

ful coral, which had been described by M. de Pourtales, from
the results of dredging in from 100 to 200 fathoms, was sent to

me by Dr. Carpenter. It came from the cold area, in from 500
to 600 fathoms. There is no doubt that this very polyzoic-

looking mass belongs to the American type. The tabulse are

hardly worthy to be called such, and I place the form amongst
the Zoantharia provisionally.

III. The species of Madreporaria belong to genera which
do not and have not contributed to coral-reef faunas. None
of them are reef-buHders ; but all are essentially formed
to live where rapid growth and delicately cellular structures

are not required. The forms are strong, solid, and large ; and
their rapid and repeated gemmation proves that their nutritive

processes were active and continuous. All the species are very

much disposed to produce variations ; and this is especially true

as regards those which have outlived the long age of the crag,

the glacial period, and the subsequent time of elevations and
subsidences. The least variable species are those which are not

known on other areas. Two of the three species which are

common to the West Indian deep-sea fauna and that of our

north-western coasts are also variable. The persistence of

Madreporaria, from the earlier Cainozoic period to the present

time, has been an established fact for several years. Some of

the forms which are common to the deep sea of the British area

and to the so-called miocene of Sicily, are still existing in the

Mediterranean. None of the species of corals found in the

British crag are represented in the deep-sea fauna. The e.\istence

of Mediterranean forms in the north-west British area is in

keeping with the discoveries of Forbes. It has, however, a

double significance, and bears upon the presence of West Indian

forms on the north-west British marine area. There was a com-
munity of species between the Mediterranean and the West
Indies in the Cainozoic period, and especially of Echinodermata,
Mollusca, Madreporaria, and Foraminifera. After the gi'eat

alterations of the mutual relations of land and sea which took
place before the cold affected the fauna of the Franco-Italian

seas, this community of species diminished ; but it lasted

through all the period of northern glacialisation, and is proved
still to exist slightly by comparing the Alga;, the corals,

the Echinodermata, and the IMollusca. The presence of

two veiy characteristic Floridan species, and one less so,

off the north of Scotland, is particularly interesting, because they

all live in the cold area and tlourish there ; whilst they appear to

be less vigorous in the wanner Gulf Stream near Florida. It is

impossible to fail to recognise the operation of this stream in

producing the emigration of these three species, which are essen-

tially American. It must be remembered, however, that the

Cainozoic Balanophylliit were very numerous in the European
area, but not in the American. The solidity and the power of

gemmation of the corals within the cold area appear to be greater

than elsewhere. Depth does not appear to have much effect

upon the nutrition of the Madreporaria ; for those dredged up at

600 fathoms are quite as hard and solid as those dredged up at

300 fathoms. All the calices were stuffed with small Foramini-

fera, and there was evidently a great abundance of food.

There were numerous polyzoa, sponges, Foraminifera, Diato-

maceje, and delicate bivalves associated with or fixed upon the

corals at all depths. Moreover, at from 300 to 400 fathoms a

perforating mollusc had worked its way up the stems of some of

the hardest specimens of ^-/ot//;//;c/m and Lopliohclia. One had

left its excavation, which had been taken possession of by a small

Brittle Star, and at a depth of 705 fathoms there was a pretty

Isis. Serpuhr, moreover, abound upon the corals. This is a

fauna which, if covered up and presented to the palceontologist,

would be, and would have been for some years past, considered

a deep-sea one. It is a fauna which indicates the existence of

the same processes of nutrition and of destructive assimilation

and reproduction which are recognised in association with corre-

sponding forms at less depths and in higher temperatures. The
gr-eat lesson which it reads is, that vital processes can go on in

certain animals at prodigious depths and in considerable cold,

quite as well as in less depths and in considerable heat. It sug-

gests that a great number of the Invertebrata are not much
affected by temperature, and that the supply of food is the most
im]>ortant matter in their economy.
The researches of the naturalist wlio obtained Polyzoa and

Foraminifera in soundings at a depth of nearly 400 fathoms off

the icy barrier of the South Pacific, of Wallich m the Atlantic,

and of Alphonse Milne-Edwards in the Mediterranean, have had
much influence upon geological thought in this age, which, so far

as geologists are concerned, is remarkably averse to theory. For
many years before any vei"y deep soundings had been taken with

a view of searching the sea-bottom for life, geologists had more
or less definite opinions concerning the deposition of organisms

in sediments at great depths. Certainly, more than thirty years

ago, deep-sea deposits were separated by geologists from those

which they considered to have been formed in shallower seas.

The finely-divided sediment of strata containing Crinoids,

Brachiopods, Foraminifera, and simple Madreporaria, was sup-

posed to have been deposited in deeper water than formations

containing large pebbles, stones, and the mollusca, whose repre-

sentatives now live in shallows. The relations of such strata to

each other, the first being found to overlap the last, proved that

there was a deeper sea-fauna in the offing of the old shores

tenanted by littoral and shallow-water species. The deposition

of strata containing Foraminifera, Madreporaria, and Echino-

dermata, whose limestone is remarkably free from any foreign

substances, has been considered to have taken place in very deep

water ; this theory has been founded upon the observations of

the naturalist and mineralogist. Indeed, no geologist has hesi-

tated in assigning a great depth to the origin of some deposits in

the Laurentian, .Silurian, or in any other formation. The
" flysch," a great sediment of the Eocene formation, has been
considered to have been formed at a great depth and under great

pressure. Its singidar unfossiliferous character was supposed
to be due to the absence of life at the depths of the ocean

where the sediment collected. But this was a theory of the
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early days of geology, when the destnictive influence of chemical

processes in strata upon the remains of organisms in them was
hardly admitted.

The "reat value of such researches as those so ably carried out

by Tliomson, Carpenter, and Jeffreys, is the definite knowledge

they impart to the geologist who is theorising in the right direc-

tion, but whose notions of the depths at wliicli the sediments

containing Invertebrata can be deposited, are indefinite. The
researches contribute to more exact knowledge, and they will

materially assist the development of those hypotlieses which are

current amongst advanced geologists into fixed theories. I do

not think that any geological theory worthy of the term, and
which has originated from geological induction, will be upset by
these careful investigations into the bathymetrical distribution of

life and temperature. Physicists have propounded theories

which have been accepted by some geologists ; but they are

looked upon as doubtful hypotheses by others. Palaeontologists

and such theories have constantly been at issue. The theories

involving pressure and the intensity of the hardness of deep-

sea deposits will suffer from the researches ; but many diffi-

culties in the way of the i)ala;ontologist will be removed.

Tile researches explain the occurrence of a magnificent deep-

coral fauna in the Paleozoic times in high latitudes, and
of Jurassic and Cainozoic faunas on the same area, and they

tend more than ever to the doctrines of uniformity. Tliey ex-

plain the cosmopolitan nature of many organisms, past and
present, which were credited wdth a deep-sea habitat, and they

afford the foundations for a theory upon tlie world-wide distribu-

tion of many forms during every geological formation. It is not

advisable, however, to make too much of the interesting identities

and resemblances of some of the deep-sea and abyssal forms with

those of such periods as the Cretaceous, for instance. In the

early days of geological science there was a favourite theory that

at the expiration of a ]ieriod the wdiole of the life of the globe

was destroyed, and that at the commencement of the succeed-

ing, a new creation took place. There >\'ere as many destruc-

tions and creations as periods, or, to use the w^ords of an
American geologist, there was a succession of platfonns. This

theory held back the science, just as the theory that the sun

revolved round the earth retarded the progress of astro-

nomy. Moreover, it had that armour of sanctity to protect

it which is so hard to pierce by the most reasonable opposi-

tion. Nevertheless every now and then a geologist recognised

tlie same fossils in rocks which belonged to different periods.

A magnificent essay by Edward Forbes on the Cretaceous Fossils

of .Southern India, a wonderful production and far before its

age,* gave hope and confidence to the few paIa;ontologists who
liegan to assert tliat periods were perfectly artificial notions

;

that it did not follow because one set of deposits was forming in

one part of the world, others exactly corresponding to it else-

where, so far as the organic remains are concerned, were con-

temporaneous ; and that life had progressed on the globe

continuously and without a break from the dawn of it to the

present time. The persistence of some species through great

vertical ranges of strata, and the relation between the world-wide

distribution of forms and this persistence, w'ere noticed by
d'Archiac, de Verneuil, Forbes, and otliers. The identity of

some species in the remote natural-histoiy provinces of the

existing state of things, was established in spite of the dogmatic
opposition of authorities ; and these geologists accepted the

tlieories that there were several natural-history piovinces during

every artificial period ; that some species lived longer and
wandered more than others ; and that some have lasted even
from the Palaeozoic age to the present. Persistence of type was
the title of a lecture delivered by Professor Huxleyf many
years ago ; and this persistence has been admitted by every
paleontologist who has had the opportunity of examining large

series of 'fossils from every formation from all parts of the

world.

Geological ages are characterised by a number of organisms
wdiich are not found in others, and by the grouping of numerous
species which are allied to those of preceding and succeeding
times, but which are not identical. Certain ]3ortions of the

W'orld's surface were tenanted l")y particular groups of forms
during every geological age, and there was a similarity of

arrangement in this grouping under the same external physical

conditions. To use Huxley's term, the " homotaxis" of certain

natural history provinces during the successive geological ages

* Tran?. Geo!. ,Soc.

t Royal Institution. See also Pres. Address, Geol. Soc.

has been very exact. The species diifered, but there was a
philosophy in the consecutive arrangements of high-land and
low-land faunas and floras, and of those of shallow seas, deep
seas, oceans, and reef-areas. The oceanic * conditions, for

instance, can be traced by organic remains from the Laurentian
to the present time, and the deep-sea corals now under con-
sideration are representative of those of older deep seas. The
species which are new, and the varieties of those which have
been already noticed, will be descrilied and drawn in other
communications. It is not a matter for surprise, then, that

there being such a thing as persistence of type and of species,

some very old forms should have lived on through the ages
whilst their surroundings were changed over and over again. But
this persistence does not indicate that there have not been suffi-

cient physical and biological changes during its lasting to alter

the face of all things enough to give geologists the right of

asserting the constant succession of periods. The occurrence of

early Cainozoic Madreporaria in the deep sea to the north-west
of Great Britain only proves that certain forms of life have per-

sisted during the vast changes in the physical geography of the

world which were initiated by the upheaval of the Alps, the
Himalayas, and large masses of the Andes. To say that we are

therefore still in the Caino.oic age would hardly be consistent

with the necessary terminology of geological science.

During the end of the Miocene age, and the whole of the

Pliocene, the Sicilian area was occupied by a deep sea. The
distinction between the faunas of those times and the present

liecomes less, year after year, as science progresses ; and it is

evident that a great number of existing species of nearly every

class flourished before the occurrence of the great changes in

physical geology which have become the artificial breaks of
classificatory geologists. That the Cainozoic deep-sea corals

should resemble, and in some instances should be identical in

species with, the forms now inhabiting vast depths, is therefore

quite according to the philosophy of modern geology. Before
the deposition of the Cainozoic strata, and whilst the deep-sea

deposits of the Eocene age were collecting in the Franco-British
area, there was a Madreporarian fauna there which was singularly

like unto that which followed it, both as regards the shape of
the forms and their genera. Still earlier, during the slow subsi-

dence of the gi-eat Upper Cretaceous deep-sea area, there was a
coral fauna in the north and Avest of Europe, of which the

existing is veiy representative. The simple forms predominate
in botli faunas. Caryophyllia is a dominant genus in either, and
a branching Synhdia of the old fauna is replaced in the present

state of things by a brandling Lophohelia. The similarity of
deep-sea coral faunas might be carried still further back in the

world's history ; but it must be enough for my purpose to assert

the representative character and the homotaxis of the Upper
Cretaceous, the Tertiary, and the existing deep-sea coral faunas.

This cliaracter is enhanced by the persistence of types ; but
still the representative faunas are separable by vast intervals

of time. P. M. DuNC'VN

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 31.
— " On the relation between sun's

altitude and the chemical intensity of total daylight in a cloudless

sky." By Henry E. Roscoe, F.R.S., and T. E. Thorpe, Ph.D.
In this communication the authors give the results of a series of
determinations of the chemical intensity of total daylight made
in the autumn of 1867 on the flat tableland on the southern side

of the Tagus, about Si miles to the south-east of Lisbon, under
a cloudless sky, with the object of ascertaining the relation

existing between the solar altitude and the chemical intensity.

The method of measurement adopted was that described in a
previous communication to the .Society, i* founded upon the

exact estimation of the tint which standard sensitive paper
assumes when exposed for a given time to the action of daylight.

Tile experiments were made as follows :— I. The chemical action

of total dayliglit was obsen'ed in the ordinary manner. 2. The
chemical action of the diffused daylight was then observed by
throwing on to the exposed paper the shadow of a small blackened

brass ball, placed at such a distance that its apparent diameter,

seen from the position of the paper, was slightly larger than that

of the sun's disk. 3. Observation No. I was repeated. 4. Ob-
servation No. 2 was repeated.

* P. 51. Duncan, Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. No. loi.

t Roscoe, Bakerian Lecture, 1865.
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The means of observations I and 3 and of 2 and 4 were then

taken. The sun's altitude was determined by a sextant and
artificial horizon, immediately before and immediately after the

observations of chemical intensity, the altitude at the time of

observation being ascertained by interpolation.

It was first shown that an accidental variation in the position

of the brass ball within limits of distance from the paper, vaiy-

ing from 140 millimetres to 230 millimetres, was without any
appreciable effect on the results. One of the 134 sets of obser-

vations was made as nearly as possible every hour, and they thus

naturally fall into seven groups, viz. :

—

(i) Six hours from noon, (2) five hours from noon, (3) four

hours from noon, (4) three hours from noon, (5) two hours from
noon, (6) one hour from noon, {7) noon.

Each of the first six of these groups contain tv^'o separate sets

of obsei'\"ations, (i) those made before noon, (2) those made
after noon. It has already been pointed out,* from experiments
made at Kew, that the mean chemical intensity of total daylight

for hours equidistant from noon is constant. The results of the

present series of ex]3eriments proves that this conclusion holds

good generally, and a Table is given showing the close approxi-

mation of the numbers obtained at hours equidistant from
noon.

Curves are given showing the daily march of chemical inten-

sity at Lisbon in August, compared with that at Kew for the

preceding August, and at Para for the preceding April. The
value of the mean chemical intensity at Kew is represented by the

number 94 "5, that at Lisbon by no, and that at Para by 3i3'3,

liglit of the intensity I 'O acting for 24 hours being taken as

1,000.

The following Table gives the results of the observations
arranged accordintr to the sun's altitude :

—

No. of
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progress of discovery in Australia from Captain Cook's voyage,

and the foundation of Port Jackson in 1788; the laboui'S and
journeys of Dr. Bass, Start, Mitchell, Eyre, &c., were glanced

at. Dr. Leichhardt was absent two years on his first expedition

to Port Essington, and was given up for lost, a monument,
with an epitaph composed by a friend, having been erected to

him. In conclusion a hope was e.xpressed that geographical
discoveiy would be still prosecuted, especially with reference to

the magnificent but almost unknown Papua or New Guinea, the

position, fauna, and flora of which constitute it a natural ap-
jiendage to Australia, a line ofsmall islands connecting it with our
settlement at Cape York. Captain Blackwood in H.M.S. Fly,

in 1845, examined 140 miles of coast, lat. .S. S' 45', long. E.
143" 35', to 7° 40' lat. 144' 30' long., containing [the delta of a
large river. In the south-eastern peninsula, mountains 1 1,000 ft.

to 13,000 ft. high, were observed by Captain Stanley, these were
in siglit for several days coasting, with richly wooded slopes.

The Government survey vessel at Cape York might be used
for exploration of this country. The natives were hostile,

and had tlie rejiutation of being fierce and warlike. The
president said that he had urged on the Government the
impolicy of uniting North and South Australia, and the necessity

of forming a port of refuge, and a naval station at Port Darwin.
He alluded to Mr. Crawford's estimate of the Papuan climate as

most unhealthy. General Lefroy reminded tlie meeting of the
omitted name of his brother, a successful ex])lorer of Western
Australia. The question of the suitability of Port Darwin as a
depot for the horses to be sent to India was discussed. The
project had been favourably reported on to Lord Mayo by Sir

James Ferguson, the North-eastern or Flinders river route
being preferred. With regard to the climate, Mr. Findlay
mentioned the excellence of the Timor ponies. Mr. Saunders
pointed out that the navigation would be much safer if a port
were selected in the Gulf of Carpentaria.

Chemical Society, March 30.—Anniversary meeting. Prof.

Williamson, F. R.S., President, in the chair. The following
officers have been elected for the ensuing year :—President, Dr.
A. W. Williamson ; Vice-presidents who have filled the office

of president. Sir B. C. Brodie, Warren De la Rue, A. W. Hof-
raann. Dr. W. A. Miller, Dr. Lyon Playfair, Col. P. Yorke ;

Vice-presidents, Dr. J. H. Gilbert, Dr. E. P'rankland, Dr. A.
Watthiessen, Dr. H. M. Noad, Prof. W. Odling, Dr. T. Red-
wood ; Secretaries, A. Vernon Harcourt, W. H. Perkin

;

Foreign Secretary, Dr. H. MuUer
;

' Treasurer, F. A. Abel

;

ordinary members of the Council, Dr. E. Atkinson, H.
Bassett, E. T. Chapman, F. Field, David Forbes, Dr. M. Holz-
mann. Dr. E. J. Mills, Dr. W. J. Russell, Dr. Maxwell Simp-
son, Dr. R. Angus Smith, Dr. John Tyndall, Dr. A. Voelcker.

After communication of the above list the president delivered

the following address:— "Gentlemen,—On behalf of the council

I feel very gi-eat pleasure in congratulating you on the rapidly

increasing usefulness and prosperity of our Society. The
most interesting incident in the history of the past year
has been the delivery by M. Dumas of the inaugural Faraday
lecture. It was indeed an impressive tribute to the memory of

our great countiyman which was paid by that noble veteran of

science, and one of which the record ought to occupy a place of

honour in our journal. We still hope to receive from M. Dumas
a manuscript of his classical discourse. The council have had
the pleasure of accepting the offer of a munificent donation of
Palladium from Messrs. Johnstone and Matthey to be used for

the preparation of the ten first Faraday medals. Your council

have felt it to be of considerable importance to give greater pub-
licity to the proceedings of tire society, and they have accordingly
made provisional arrangements for the preparation of abstracts

of the papers, and in some cases of the discussions, for trans-

mission to such papers as desire to publish them. These ab-
stracts already appear in several papers and are read with interest.

Another matter of considerable importance has been brought
under the notice of your council, and has been by them referred

to the careful consideration of a sub-committee who will report
to the new council. The great activity of chemists in France
and Germany leads to the publication of vast quantities of im-
portant matter in languages not easily intelligible to many of our
members, and a feeling has been entertained for some time
past that the progress of our science and of its applications
would be greatly promoted by the regular publication in the
English language of accurate reports of all chemical papers.
For many years past annual reports of this kind have been pub-
lished in Germany, first under the auspices of the great Berzelius,

and latterly under those of Liebig and Kopp. The French
Chemical Society has also added very gi-eatly to the value of
their journal by publishing in it reports of a great number of im-
portant papers from various sources, and I am happy to say tliat

the eminent chemists who are at the head of that society concur
with us in desiring to publish reports combining the completeness
of the "Jahresberichte" with a much greater celerity of appear-
ance, so that our respective members may have presented to
them every month an outline of all that has been done in the
science since the last report. It appears that considerable
facilities would be afforded for the preparation of such reports
by a joint action of the two societies, and our friends in Paris
have expressed the utmost readiness to co-operate with us in

this important matter. I hope at our next anniversary meeting
to be able to congratulate the society on the commencement of a
system of international working."
The president proceeded by giving the present number of

fellows, of the foreign members, the list of the deceased, and
concluded with a commemorative speech on Tliomas Graham.
The greater part of this speech is to be found in the biographical
sketch in the first number of Nature. The following additional
remarks, however, are worthy to be quoted here. "IniS37Graham
was appointed to the chair of chemistry in tlie newly-founded
London University, now called University College, London. It

was here that the young philosopher found adequate scope for
his abilities. Young men, thirsting for knowledge, crowded to
his lectures, and in those lectures he explained the principles ot

chemical science with an exactness and clearness never before
attained. The success of these lectures was not due to eloquence,
nor to any smoothness of diction, for all such matters Graham
usually neglected to a degree which in an ordinary person would
hardly have been excused. He had a truly philosophical method
which carried away the listener with irresistible force. The
same exactness of thought, the same logical arrangement of
matter, in a word, the same purely scientific mind pervades his

work, the 'Elements of Cheiriistry,' a work which is too well-
known to chemists all over the world, for it to be necessary
to speak here of its great merits." After having sketched the out-
lines of the most important of Graham's investigations, the pre-
sident alluded in the following manner to Graham's activity as
Master of the Mint :

—" He remained at University College till

the year 1S55, when he was appointed Master of the Mint, an
office which Sir John Herschel had recently resigned. His
illustrious friend Hofmann, from whom I have already freely

quoted, shall tell how he discharged these responsible duties.
' It would be difficult to picture the extensive activity which
Graham exercised in the high office entrusted to him. The new
master of the mint showed a circumspection, a mastery of details,

an amount of industry and energy, and, when occasion required,
an impartial severity, which astonished every one, more
especially some of the officials of the mint. Such require-
ments had not hitherto been made, nor such control exer-
cised. A strong resistance was made to the plans of
innovation and alteration of the new master.' The author
of these lines, Hofmann, at that time held an office in connection
with the Mint, and was therefore witness of Graham's struggles
in his new position. It was years before he gained a complete
victory, and before he was able to return to his favourite study.
But at last this longed-for period came, and a series of happy
years followed. Not an instant was lost. A convenient labora-
tory was fitted up in the official residence of the Master of the
Mint, whose handsome rooms the simple and independent man
never occupied, and there his old labours were resumed with
greater zeal than ever. Some of Graham's most beautiful re-

searches date from this period. They sprang from the pure love
of science. Graham needed to earn no name or position. Both
had long been his undisputed property. But the same earnest
desire to study nature, which in early youtli had induced him to
bear without murmurs the greatest privations and the bitterest

sorrows, still animated him and armed him against the new dan-
gers which threatened his scientific labours from the splendour of
his official position and the distractions which it entailed on
him." The proceedings of the meeting terminated with a vote of
thanlis to the president for the able and effective manner in
which he had discharged his ofticial duties during the past
year.

Geological Society, March 23.—Warington W. Smyth,
F.R.S., ^'ice-President, in the chair. Mr. F. A. Potter, B.Sc,
Assoc. Royal School of Mines, Cromford, Derbyshire, was
elected a Fellow of the Society. The following communications
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were read :—Professor Huxley communicated a letter received

by him from Dr. Emanuel Bunzel, of Vienna, giving a short

account, illustrated witli figures, of the posterior portion of a

skull obtained by Professor Suess from a coalmine of Upper
Cretaceous (Gosau) age. Dr. Bunzel stated that at the first

glance this skull appeared to possess Reptilian characters, but

that the convexity of the occiput, and its gentle passage into the

roof of the skull, the presence of a transverse ridge in the

occipital region, the absence of sutures, the globular form of the

condyle, and some other peculiarities, prevent the animal to

which this skull belonged from being referred to any known
order of reptiles. The author compared this fragment of a skull

with that of a bird, and suggested the establishment of a new
order of fossil Reptiles {Ornithocephala), closely related to Prof..

Huxley's Ornitlwscdida. He proposed to refer his fossil to a

new genus, which he named Stnithiosaurus.
" On the discovery of organic remains in the Caribean Series

of Trinidad." By Mr. R. J. Lechmere Guppy, F.L.S., F.G..S.

The author described the rocks of the "Caribean group" as

consisting of gneiss, gneissose, talcose, and micaceous slates and

crystalline and compact limestones, and remarked upon the pro-

bable distribution of rocks of the same series on the continent of

South America. In Trinidad the uppermost member of the

series is a compact dark blue limestone, which contains obscure,

but very abundant fossils ; in the subjacent clay-slates and

quartz rocks calcareous strings and bands containing more
distinct traces of organisms occur. The author believed

that he had detected an Eozoon (which he called E. cai-iliaitii),

a Fa7'0sitcs (named F. fenestralis), a coral, and fragments

of echinoderms. He considered it probable that the Cari-

bean series was pre-silurian. Dr. Carpenter, from the slight

examination he had been able to make of the fossils, was unwill-

ing to speak decidedly about them. There was, however, no

doubt of numerous organic remains occurring in the rocks, and
among them serpuline shells and echinoderms. As to the sup-

posed Eozoon, he had not been able to recognise any of the

characteristics of that fossil ; and by treating the Trinidad

specimens with acid, he found no traces of structure left, and yet

there had not been sufficient metamorphism to destroy other

organisms. In some dredgings from the /Egean Sea he had
found fragments of echinoderms and other organisms, in Avhich

a siliceous deposit had replaced the original sarcode in the same
manner as had occurred in the Canadian Eozoon, thus proving

the possibility of this form of substitution, which had been

warmly contested. Mr. Tate oflered some suggestions as to the

age of these beds, which were certainly older than Neocomian.

The CaUfornian gold-bearing beds appear to be Jurassic. Similar

beds occurred in New Mexico, Guatemala, and were observed

by him in Nicaragua and Costa Rica. These present lithological

and mineralogical affinities to the Venezuelan and Trinitation

metamorphic series, and were conjectured to be of the same age.

" On the Palaeontology of the Junction-beds of the Lower

and Middle Lias in Gloucestershire." By Mr. R. Tate, A.L.S.,

F.G.S. The object of this paper was to show that the attach-

ment of the zone of Ammonites rarkostatiis to the lower lias

and that of A. Jamesoni to the middle lias hannonises with the

distribution of the organic remains : 50 species were catalogued

from the united zones of A. o.vyno/ns and A. raricos/atns, 8 of

which pass up into the middle lias, whilst 13 occur in the lower

horizons ; 115 species were enumerated as occuning in the

zone of Ammonites Jamesoni, 60 of which pass to higher

zones, whilst 11 made their first appearance in the lower

lias ; the number of species common to the contiguous

zones being 14. The author inferred that, as the conditions of

depth and deposit of the upper part of the lower lias are re-

peate^l in the lower part of the middle lias, accompanied by a

total change in the fauna, a break in the stratigi-aphical succession

existed between tlie lower and middle lias. This view is supported

by the fact ofthe numerical decrease of species in passing up through

the several stages of the lower lias, and that of the introduction

of many new generic types with the zone of Ammonites Jame-

soni. Many new species were described. Prof Boyd Dawkins

had attempted to test these liassic zones as a means of

classification of the rocks in Somersetshire, and the result

had been that he had been unable to accept them as fixing hard

and fast lines of demarcation ; for he had found three of the dis-

tinctive Ammonites together in one bed. On our present shores

the change of one form of molluscan life for another seemed to

take place in limited areas, and to be dependent on some slight

variation of physical conditions rather than on any great change.

He had not been able to trace any stratigraphical unconformity

between the middle and lower lias in many parts of England,

whatever might be the case in Gloucestershire. Mr. I'ate, in

reply, gave an account of the manner in which he had arrived

at his conclusions, and expressed his assent to the view that

ammonite-zones were only of value over limited areas, but con-

sidered that a triple division in the lower and a dual division in

tlie middle lias were Avell established on pakxontological and

lithological features. The break which he had pointed out was
palwontological rather than stratigraphical, though the one

might be inferred from the other.
" Geological Observations on the Waipara River, New

Ze.aland." By Mr. T. H. Cockburn Hood, F.R.S. In this

paper the author described the general features of the locality

from which he has obtained bones of Plesiosanyns, lehtliyosanrus,

and Teleosaiinis. The bones were not obtained in situ, but from

large boulders and blocks scattered in the ravines of tlie Waipara

and its tributaries. Professor Boyd Dawkins remarked on the

presence of Crocodilia in New Zealand being proved by the

procelian vertebra.

Mr. R. H. Scott, E.G. S., communicated an extract from a

letter addressed to him by M. Coumbary, Director of the Imperial

Observatory of Constantinople, containing an account received

from M. L. Carabello of the reported fall of a large meteorite

near Mourzouk, in the district of Fezzan, in lat. 26° N., and

long. 12° E. of Paris. It fell on the evening of the 25th

December last, in the form of a great globe of fire, msasuring

nearly a metre in diameter ; on touching the earth it threw off

strong sparks with a noise like the report of a pistol, and exhaled

a peculiar odour. It fell near a group of Arabs, who were so

much frightened by it that they "immediately discharged their

gims at this incomprehensible monster."

Paris

Academy of Sciences, April 4.—The following mathe-

matical papers were read :—Description, with plans, of an instru-

ment, by which spherical triangles may be solved without the

aid of tables of logarithms, by M, Blanqui ; On the fundamental

points of two surfaces, of which the points correspond one by

one, by M. H. G. Zeuthen ; on the theory of equations with

partial derivatives, by M. G. Darboux (second memoir) ; and On
a mode of approximation of the functions of several variables,

by M. Didon.—M. de Saint-Venant presented a memoir on a

second approximation in the rational calculation of the pressure

exerted against a wall of which the posterior surface has a certain

inclination, by incoherent soil rising in a talus from the top of

this surface of the wall ; and M. Boussinesq an integration of

the differential equation which may furnish a second approxima-

tion in the calculation of the same pressure.—M. Jamin communi-

cated a note on the latent heat of ice, and presented a note by

MM. Wecker and Robin on an objective with prisms, to be used

in an ophthalmoscope which will enable two persons to observe

the eye at the same time.—M. Phillips presented a memoir by

M. Martin de Brettes on an apparatus for the demonstration of

the phenenomena of the trajectory of oblong projectiles driven

by rifled guns.—M. Delaunay communicated an extract from a

letter from M. G. C)Itramare on the existence of a law of reparti-

tion, analogous to Bode's law, for each of the systems of satel-

lites of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus ; and a note by M.
R. Wolf on the frequency of the sun's spots, and its

relation to the variation of magnetic declination. The
author gave a table of his observations of solar spots during

the years 1S64-1869, showing a minimum in 1867, in con-

formity with his period of 11 J years. He also applied his

formula for the calculation of the magnetic variation in relation

to the solar spots, to the results of observation at]the Obsei-vatory

of Christiania, and cited the data of several years to show at all

events a close approximation.—A paper was read by M. Chapelas

on the centres of mean position of shooting stars, which is the

name he gives to the points from which the groups of meteors

seem to issue.—M. C. Viollette presented a paper on the exist-

ence of selenium in commercial copper. The author stated that

by oxydising copper in a muffle-furnace and then heating the

oxide to redness for several hours in a current of dry pure air,

crystals of selenious acid are obtained. The copper operated

upon by lime was probably from Chili ; he proposes to examine

other coppers, and requests manufacturers to forward to him, at

the Faculty of Sciences of Lille, specimens of copper of known
origin. M. Viollette also presented a note on the cause of the

acidity of the water of organic analyses, which he ascribes to the
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presence of selenious acid in the oxide of copper employed in the

combustion tubes.—M. E. Royer read a paper on the reduction

of carbonic acid into formic acid. The author, having found

that formic acid is produced by the reduction tof oxalic

acid in the porous vessel of a Bunsen's battery in presence

of hydrogen, has subjected carbonic acid to the .same treat-

ment, and found that this also furnishes formic acid.—M.
Maumene forwarded a further note on his general theory of che-

mical action ; and M. Dubrunfaut a paper on the law of dilata-

tion of gases.—M. Guyon communicated some remarks on a paper
by M. Kamon de la Sagra, describing an anomalously branched
structure in the stem of a palm-tree (Oredaxa ''e^giii). M. Guyon
stated that a similar anomaly is very common in the date palm.
— In a note presented by M. de Quatrefages, on the inversion of

the viscera and its artificial production, by M. C. Dareste, the

author stated that he had produced this condition in young
clucks, by maintaining a temperature at the heating point of

lo5'8'— 107'6° F., whilst the surrounding temperature was
allowed to oscillate from 21° to 28".-— M. Bouley communicated
an important report on the results of the inquiry instituted by
the Ministry of Agriculture into the occurrence of hydrophobia in

France during the years 1863-1S68. F'rom his statements, which
unfortunately rest on rather imperfect documents, it appears that

a large number of persons bitten by dogs supposed to be rabid,

escape all serious consequences of the bites ; that the summer is

not more dangerous than any other .season ; and that immediate
cauterisation of the bite appears to be the only sure remedy.

—

M. J I. Sainte-Claire Deville presented a note by M. Piarron
de Montdesir on ventilation by means of compressed air, ac-

companied by a purification and cooling of the new air, and a
disinfection of the vitiated air. The author proposed to employ
strong jets of compressed air, which would cany with them a
considerable body of uncompressed air ; the cooling and purifi-

cation of this air from dust is to be effected by means of a small
jet of water in the midst of each air-jet ; and the purification of
the vitiated air by .substituting a disinfecting liquid for the water
in the jets of compressed air in action at the bottom of the
ventilating flues. With regard to M. Woestyn's recent proposal
to purify the vitiated air of hospitals, &c., by burning it, which is

rejected on the score of expense by the author, M. Montanier
remarked that in 1864 he had suggested a similar pLan.—MM.
Mille and Durand Claye presented a memoir giving the results

of the experiments made for the utilisation of the sewage waters
flowing into the Seine, which they ])ropose to divert entirely

from their direct influx into the river, and to apply as manure to

the neighbouring country.

VlENN-\

Imperial Academy of Sciences, February 17.— The
president noticed the decease of Dr. Franz Unger, the well-

known botanist and vegetable palaeontologist, on the 13th Feb.

—

The following papers were read :— i. On the observation of
oscillations by Prof. E. Mach of Prague. He stated that a very
simple and effective form of vibroscope is obtained by placing a
row of Konig's burners along one side of an organ pipe, and
described some of the effects observable by means of this

instrument.—2. On the intestinal movements, by Dr. S. Mayer,
containing the results of a series of experiments, relating espe-
cially to the innervation of the intestines, which had been made
by him in conjunction with Dr. S. von Basch.—3. Dr. Boue
completed his address on the petrographic and geognostic results

of his travels in European Turkey.—The repoi ts of observations
at the Central Institution for meteorology and terrestrial mag-
netism during the month of January, were communicated.

IMarch 10.—The president announced the death of Professor
Joseph Redtenbacher on the 5th March. The following papers
were read :— I. On the i-enal pelvis of the mammalia and of
man, by Professor Hyrtl, in which the author described in detail

the structure of the urine-secreting organs in a great number of
mammals.—2. Phanological studies, by M. Karl Fritsch, con-
taining the results of observations made in Austria and Hungary
on the blooming and maturity of plants, and on the first and
last appearances of periodically occurring animals.—3. On the
after-pictures of excitant changes, by M. V. Dvorak, showing
that the after-pictures of movements observed by Plateau and
Oppel are not isolated phenomena, but that similar effects are
produced by changes of brightness.— 4. On the rational
triangle by M. H. Rath.—5. On the simple construction of
obliquely turned hyperboloids and paraboloids by Professor R.
Niemtschik.—6. On a cosmical attraction exerted by the sun
through its rays, by M. C. Puschl, in which the author sought to

prove that by means of the rether-waves issuing from it the sun
exerts an attraction upon opaque bodies, equivalent to the repul-

sion which it must have produced, according to the hypothesis
of emanation, by the material particles emitted by it.— 7. On the
atomic heat of oxygen in its solid compounds, by M. J. ToUinger.
— 8. On the action of Digitalis and Tmct. Vcratri vindis
upon the temperature in crupose pneumonia, by Dr. L. von
Schrotten. — 9. Prof. V. von I^ang delivered an address
upon a new method of investigating the diffusion of gases
through porous septa. His apparatus consists of a porous cell

united by a thin caoutchouc tube with the air-tube of a Mariotte's
bottle, so arranged that the gas in the cell is always under the
atmospheric pressure, and as soon as an increase of volume takes

. place in it the excess flows over into the bottle, displacing an
equivalent amount of water, which is determined by weighing.

—

10. The second part of investigations on ammonites by Prof.

Suess, in which the author treated chiefly of the structure of the
shell in the Cephalopodous nioUusca. He showed that the shell

which exists in the females of the existing genus Argonaiita, is

to be regarded as a rudimentary ammonite shell, consisting of an
ostracum or outer layer without a nacreous layer, and that Argo-
nauta belongs to a great group, commencing with Trachiceras

and including CosiiuvL'ras, Toxoceras, Crioceras, many Scaphites,

and the flexuosi.

DIARY
THURSDAY, April' 14.
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Nodal Bicircular Quartic : Prof. Cayley.
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TUESDAY, April ig.

An'thropological Society, at 8.—On the Hypothesis of Pangenesis ap-
plied to the Faculty of Memory : Mr. Alfred Saunders.—Note on Con-
sanguineous marriages : Mr. G. C. Thompson.

WEDNESDAY, April 20.

Meteorological Society, at 7.
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THURSDAY, April 21.

LiNNEAN Society, at 8.—On the Vertebrate Skeleton: Mr. St. George J.
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Chemical Society, at 8.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Publishers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary
information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors

are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and tlieir names form a ready guarantee for the high
character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others
are in active preparation ; and the w-hole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whether for private study or for school instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPULAR ASTRONOMY. With Illustr.itions. By G. B.
AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Si.xth and cheaper Edition. i8mo. cloth. 4J. 6^.

This work consists of si.f lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the obser\-ations made with these instruments are
treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutije of formulse, and all trouble-
some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct
reference of every step to the Observatory, and the full description of the
methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LKSSONS in ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagram of
the Spectra of tlie Sun, Stars, and NebuUx, and numerous Illustration.^. By
J.NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fifth Thousand. iSmo. s^.td.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulae: the Sun the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies : the Measurement of Time ; Light ; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions : Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incoi^porated.

QUESTIONS ON LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS IN ASTR0NOI\rY FOR SCHOOLS. By J.
FORBES-ROBERTSON. i8mo. is. 6d.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in Er,E!\rENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations. ByT. H.HUXLEY, F.R.S,, Professor of Natural History in the
Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4,j. 6d,

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the
principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the
Human Body. The first les.son supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the
Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of
Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion ;

Sensations and Sensory Organs : the Organ of Sight : the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the

Nervous System and Innervation : Histology, or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, M.D. iSmo. i^. Cd.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
i8mo. cloth. 4J. 6d.

This book is desigr.ed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor
Henslow's plan of selected Types and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-
cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe
Plants." A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-
tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the
late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE. F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.
New Edition. Twenty-first Thousand, iSnio. cloth. 45. 6d.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important
facts and principles of Modern Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the
purpose of facilitating the attainment ot exactitude in the knowledge of the
subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-
metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the
most important of the latest discoveries.

Extra fcap. Svo., price 6i-. 6./.

FIRST BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY.
By Professor OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L S.. Keeper of the Herbarium and
Library of the Royal Gardens, Kcw, and Professor of Botany in University
College, London, With numerous Illustrations.

'* In nothing is Prof. Oliver's book more satisfactory than the success with
which, within so small a compass, it illustrates the vast and varied botany of
India. Such a work has long been wanted by amateurs and college pro-
fessors and students in India."

—

Athencsuin.
" Will enable the learner at once to master the elements of his study, and

to apply his new knowledge to a practical examination of the plants and
flowers that meet his eye in any part of India."

—

Allciis Indian ISIail.

ON
By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COlMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown Svo. cloth.
is. 6d.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth, (js. dd.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIBRATIONS. With the Mathematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University. Crown Svo. gj.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.
A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for

the Use of Colleges and Schools, By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A..Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Svo. cloth. i2.y. ini.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a Brief Sketch of the Problem up to the
time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, revised.
Crown Svo. cloth. 5^-. tid.

Second Edition, with the most recent Discoveries and Additional
Illustrations.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS. * Lectures delivered in 186S. With Appendices, Chromo-litho-
graphs. Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. its. Second
Edition. \^Nearly ready.

Westminster RevieT^u.—" The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendered it equally valuable as a text-book for advanced stu-
dents."

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS, AND THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH
By JOHN H. PRATT. M.A., Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.
Crown Svo. cloth. 6j:. td.

The author's chief design In this treatise is to give an answer to the
question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in
a fluid state V

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH B.WMA, S.J., Professor of Philosophy,
Stonyhurst College. Demy Svo. cloth. loi. bd,

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY. With a collection of Problems. By
C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Cro«R Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 31. 6./.

The first part ot this work consists of an application of the method of the
variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formulas are applied to the particular case of the
earth.

ON A METHOD OF PREDICTING
BY GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION OCCULTATIONS OF STARS
BY THE MOON, AND SOL.^R ECLIPSES, FOR ANY GIVEN
PLACE. Together with more Rigorous Methods of Reduction for the Accu-
rate Calculation of Longitude. By F. C. PENROSE, F.R.A.S. With
Charts, Tables, &c. 4to. \2S,

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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CHEAPER EDITION OF HERSCHEL'S METEOROLOGY.
Just published, in fcap. 8vo., cloth, price -i^s. 6d.

Meteorology. By Sir J. F. W. Herschel,
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Botany, by J. H. Balfour, M.A., M.D.,
Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh.

CLASS-BOOK OF BOTANY. 8vo. pp. 1,114, with 1,800 Illustrations.
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MANUAL OF BOTANY. Crown Svo. pp. 700, with 820 Illustrations,
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THE 32ND ANNUAL Meeting was held at Edinburgh on
March 30, 1S70.

P. GUTHRIE TAIT, Professor of Natural Philosophy,
Edinburgh University, moved the approval of the Directors'

Report, which was unanimously adopted.

The new business considerably exceeded that of the previous year. The
subsisting Assurances at the close of the year were ;£6,8o6,834 ^s.\ the
claims by death, ^^93,663 <^s , being 40,000 less than the expectation, while
the ratio of interest renewed had been nearly a half per cent, higher. The
increase in the Funds was /[i37,233 11^ , being 51 per cent, of the gross
receipts. Other particulars of the year's business will be found in the last

line of the following Table, which shows

THE PROGRESS IN LAST EIGHT
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ON ORIGINAL EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
IN RELATION TO EMPLOYMENT FOR
WORKMEN.

T T is an iTiportant national question, " By what means
can employment for workmen in this country be in-

creased ? " My reply is, " By encouragement of experi-

mental scientific research."

I have observed that increased employment of work-

men constantly results from original experimental research

in science in the following order : Experimental researches

in science lead to scientific discoveries ; scientific disco-

veries lead to practical inventions ; and practical inven-

tions lead to increase of employment. Usually, a scientific

investigator first discovers some new fact or principle in

science ; next, an inventor applies this discovery, in the

form of an invention, to some useful purpose ; and then a

manufacturer or man of business brings it into general

use, and employs workmen or servants to assist him.

In some cases, however, the discovery of a new truth in

science, its application by invention, and its practical

carrying out, are all effected by the same individual.

The following examples will illustrate the foregoing

observation:— The discoveries of voltaic electricity,

electro-magnetism, and magneto-electricity, by Volta,

Oersted, and Faraday, led to the invention of electric

telegraphy by Wheatstone and others, and to the

great manufactures of telegraph cables and telegraph

wire, and of the materials required for them. The value

of the cargo of the Great Eastern alone in the present

Bombay telegraph expedition is calculated at three millions

of pounds sterling. It also led to the employment of

thousands of operators to transmit the telegraphic mes-
sages, and to a great increase of our commerce in nearly

all its branches by the more rapid means of communica-
tion. The discovery of voltaic electricity further led to

the invention of electro-plating, and to the employment
of a large number of persons in that business. The nume-
rous experimental researches on specific heat, latent heat,

the tension of vapours, the properties of water, the mecha-
nical efi'ect of heat, &c., resulted in the development of

steam-engines and railways, and the almost endless em-
ployments depending upon their construction and use.

About a quarter of a million of persons are employed on
railways alone in Great Britain. The various original

investigations on the chemical effects of light led to the

invention of photography, and have given employment to

thousands of persons who practise that process, or manu-
facture and prepare the various materials and articles

required in it. The discovery of chlorine by Scheele led

to the invention of the modern processes of bleaching,

and to various improvements in the dyeing of textile

fabrics, and has given employment to a very large number
of our Lancashire operatives. The discovery of chlorine

has also contributed to the employment of thousands of

printers, by enabling Esparto grass to be bleached and
formed into paper for the use of our daily press. The
numerous experimental investigations in relation to coal-

gas have largely been the means of extending the use of

that substance and of increasing the employment of work-

men and others connected with its manufacture. The

discovery of the alkali metals by Davy, of cyanide of

potassium, of nickel, phosphorus, the common acids, and
a multitude of other substances, have led to the employ-

ment of a whole army of workmen in the conversion of

those substances into articles of utility.

The foregoing examples might be greatly enlarged

upon, and a great many others might be selected from the

sciences of physics and chemistry, but those mentioned

will suffice. There is not a force of nature, nor scarcely

a material substance that we employ, which has not been

the subject of several, and in some cases of numerous

original experimental researches, many of which have

resulted, in a greater or less degree, in increasing the

employnient for workmen and others.

The variety and extent of the employments which have

resulted from scientific research are so great that they

ramify in some form or other through nearly all our

manufacturing, artistic, and commercial occupations, our

social relations, and our every-day life ; and those employ-

ments have become of such common occurrence that we
are apt scarcely to think how much experimental research

has had to do with their production, and we are thus led to

undervalue original experimental investigation as a means
of producing employment. Persons in general can easily

understand that an acorn planted in the ground will, in

the course of time, become an oak, because it is a palpable

and visible effect ; but they cannot so readily perceive

that the abstract scientific fact discovered by experiment

to-day will probably soon become an invention of practical

daily use, not because it is less real, but simply because it

is a phenomenon less evident to the senses, and requires

a greater exercise of intellect to perceive it.

In many instances the application of original experi-

mental science in new inventions has superseded, and in

a limited sense diminished, manual labour, but it has in

such cases either substituted more intellectual occupation

for it, or has opened up new sources of employment to a

far greater extent by increasing trade and manufacture.

For example, the number of waggoners and horses now
employed to collect and deliver all the goods for railways

is much greater than the whole of those employed for

conveying the goods of the country before railways were

constructed.

The capability of developing increased employment

by the means proposed is immense, and practically

unlimited, because scientific discovery is quite in its

infancy, and we are at present only on the very threshold

of a knowledge of the forces of nature and of the con-

stitution of material substances ; in this sense, therefore,

experimental scientific research may be viewed as the

great fountain-head of employment for workmen.

The reason why original experimental science is the

great fountain-head of industry in manufactures and trades

trades is, that it is only by means of such research that we
can become accurately acquainted with the forces and sub-

stances involved in manufactures, and be enabled to use

them to the greatest advantage. The intimate connection

between science and industry is shown by {he fact that

when new scientific discoveries are published there are

numerous inventors who immediately endeavour to apply

them to useful purposes, and men of business ready to

carry out the inventions practically.

The great and important results already obtained by
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the cultivation of original experimental research show

that it is a national necessity, and naturally suggests the

idea, can we not by a greater degree of encouragement of

such research still further increase employment for

working men, and still further elevate their intellectual

condition ?

At the present time there is in this country no recognised

payment for the labours of scientific discovery, and no

provision for the support of men who investigate science;

any person is at liberty to take the published results of

scientific men from the Transactions of the Royal Society,

the Chemical Society, and othei' learned bodies, and

employ them as the basis of inventions and patents,

without the slightest pajrment, notwithstanding these

results have been obtained at an immense cost of study,

time, and labour, and a large amount of money. I do

not mean by these remarks to conclude that scientific

discoveries should not, on publication, become at once

public property, but that some means of support should

be provided for the men who make them, and thus the

development of employment for workmen be increased.

Experimental scientific research, in the stricter sense of

the words, is a comparatively modern thing, and though

it has existed in a more limited degree during many cen-

turies, it can only freely exist and thrive in civilised

countries. Even at the present time, in consequence of

the peculiar nature of the occupation, its hopelessness as

a source of emolument to the investigator, the great

skill and extreme self-denial required, and frequently

danger incurred in its pursuit, and the consequent great

difficulty of achieving success in it, scarcely one person in

one million of the poptilation of England is e.rclnsiTely

devoted to it, although a much greater proportion occupy

a small amount of their time in its advancement.

The extension of physical and chemical knowledge by

means of experiments and observations is national work :

it benefits the nation, but does not pay the investigator.

The various scientific men who discovered the chief facts

and principles of science upon which steam-engines,

electric telegraphs, and all the modern applications of

science are based, received no remuneration for their

researches. The results of purely scientific investigations

are generally unsaleable, because, instead of benefiting a

single manufacturer only, they benefit the whole nation
;

the nation, therefore, being the gainer, should pay and pro-

vide for those who make such researches. And when we
consider that in this country upwards of 576 millions of

pounds have been expended in the construction of rail-

ways alone, and immense sums upon electric telegraphs,

which would never have been expended but for such

labours, and nearly all of which have given employment

to numberless workmen, it is evident that the magnitude

and national character of the results would fully justify

national encouragement of original experimental research.

The more abstract an experimental investigation is,

the more important and widely diffused are its practical

results. Who would have thought, when Oersted in his

original abstract research in electro-magnetism first made
a magnetized needle move by the influence of an electric

current, that his labours would lead to the expenditure of

many millions of pounds in the laying of telegraphs all

over the earth, and the employment of many thousands

ot persons in their construction, maintenance, and use .'

And who can tell how many similar important discoveries

have been lost to the nation, and how much of the pre-

sent deficiency of employment for workmen has arisen,

in consequence of experimental scientific investigators

not having been paid for their labours ?

At present, original experimental researches are gene-

rally made by teachers of science who expend a portion

of their incomes in making experiments and observations
;

but the very limited means of such men is a serious loss

to the nation by greatly retarding the progress of dis-

covery, and consequently also of improvements in manu-
factures. Many of the experiments, also, necessary for the

development of new discoveries are beyond the means of

such persons at present, and cannot be made without the

command of greater wealth.

If England is to keep pace with the progress of foreign

intellect and of foreign manufacture, and keep her work-

men fully employed, there must not only be a general

diffusion of scientific knowledge throughout this country,

but there must also be national encouragement of original

scientific investigation.

Has it been wise in our Governments thus to over-

look a great source of the nation's wealth, to disregard a

most important means of national economy, to neglect

the great fountain-head of industry ? Shall we allow

foreigners to supplant us in manufactures, and shall our

fellow-men continue to be driven to emigration by want

of employment ? or shall we develope for them new
sources of labour by means of original experimental

research ? It needs only to bring the subject fairly and

effectually before the attention of our present enlightened

and progressive Government, to ensure its careful and
early consideration.

The neglect of original experimental science in this

country by our Governments has long been noticed by
scientific men and others, and a suggestion has been

made to the British Association by Lieut.-Colonel Strange,

to found "National Colleges of Original Research," in

which science should be investigated, but not taught.

This would be one way of supplying the want ; the

funds for supporting such colleges might with propriety

be obtained from the fees paid for patents, because patents

are in many cases based upon the published results of

original experimental researches ; other ways of supply-

ing the want might also be indicated.

George Gore.

OUR DOMESTIC FIRE-PLACES

Our Domestic Fire-places. By Frederick Edwards, jun.

A new edition, &c. (London : Longmans, Green, and

Co. 1S70.)

'T^HIS book, although bearing considerable traces of

having for its object the advocacy of a particular

manufactured article—nevertheless shows the author to

have so much mastery over his subject as to justify its

publication ; and if the work be considered merely as

the contribution of a highly qualified producer, the duty of

the reviewer Would be almost entirely to commend it ; but

if it is proposed as a complete and unbiassed treatise on

the domestic fire-place he finds a good deal of reason to

dissent.
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After a somewhat diiTusc essay on the hearth of the

ancients—in which, by the way, the theory is too easily

adopted that the Romans were entirely ignorant of the

chimney—we come to the methods of our ancestors. Why
the cosy folding screen must henceforth be given up, and
why, in speaking of the introduction of the smoke-jack,

the past services of the turnspit dog are entirely ignored,

may be asked in passing.

Page 17 introduces some interesting particulars of the

first use of coal, and page 30 a well-merited eulogium on

the labours of Count Rumford in the improvement of fire-

grates, and we now approach the pith of the whole matter,

namely—how to burn our coal so as to get the maximum of

heat with the minimum of smoke and soot. (pp. 44 et. seq.)

Here the author, having one excellent contrivance to re-

commend (namely. Dr. Arnott's smoke-consuming grate),

has allowed himself to be unfair to other inventors whose

grates for certain purposes are preferable. Of this class

perhaps the most conspicuous example is the manner in

which Taylor's stove, manufactured by the Coalbrook-

dale Co., is treated in the work before us. It is indeed

mentioned (page 51) as an ingenious contrivance but full

of deficiencies in practice, and as one which " now appears

to have become forgotten." As respects its deficiencies,

several instances are well known to us in which this grate

of Mr. Taylor's has given the greatest satisfaction. No
unsightly contrivances—no troublesome machinery—

a

bright fire—the whole apartment pervaded by the fresh

warm air brought from an external source to the back of

the stove, and emitted from the radiating tiles—the chim-

ney-sweeper's visits for years dispensed with—such are

some of its characteristics ; and as to its "having become

forgotten," assurance has been received from good autho-

rity that the demand for these grates is well kept up.

There are also several stoves which in a work like the

present should have been noticed, e.g. Wright's, Wood-
cock's, Rosser's, and especially Galton's.

At page 54 the author discusses the recommendations

of the committee appointed by the Board of Health, and

gives some valuable comments upon them, and then pro-

ceeds to consider the question of the Stove of the Future,

in its materials and management. Nothing has been

more clearly established than the superiority of fire-brick

over iron for the '• fire-pot," or actual inclosure of the fuel.

But the benefit of this discovery has, as yet, only reached

the upper and middle classes of society, " but," says the

author, p. 66, " in small houses and in the apartments

occupied by skilled and unskilled workmen, the use of

fire-brick is unknown, so that those who most require to

use economical grates are those who are most ill pro-

vided. The working classes have either the most trumpery

contrivances that Thames-street can furnish, and which

are put into the fire-place at the smallest possible

expense for labour and materials ; or they use, in streets

which have become gradually deserted by the classes

which once lived in them, the badly arranged fire-places

of thirty or fifty years ago."

We hope that these valuable observations will not be

lost. Such fire-places as Pierce's Cottage Grate, de-

scribed p. 39, are scarcely more expensive than the cheap

and trumpery contrivances referred to, and if the proper

arrangement of the chimney throat could also be se-

cured in all newly constructed houses for the working-

classes, the effect would be soon apparent both in favour

of their health and of their pockets.

This improvement of the chimney throat is described

by the author p. 73, and consists in contracting the flue

to its ordinary capacity at once at the top of the fire-place

opening, instead of the more common practice of gather-

ing it in by degrees.

In p. 85, the plan of having a single main chimney-
shaft for all fire-places which are situated in the same
part of the house is advocated. It is not evident, from
the text, whether the author is aware that this plan has
been carried out, in several instances, in different parts

of the country. It is a subject, certainly, which deserves

more attention than it has yet received.

In the last chapter (p. 90), the general warming of

halls, corridors, &c., is considered. It may be mentioned
in connection with the Russian and Swedish method
referred to, that the Germans, who have hitherto adopted

generally the same plan, are beginning to place the fire-

front of the stove in the apartment that is to be warmed
by it, instead of in the corridor, with the stove surface

only in the apartment, and, as may be supposed, with a

manifest improvement in the ventilation.

This chapter is well worth attention : exception must,

however, be taken to the way in which Gurney's stove

is mentioned, p. 108. " The prestige attaching to the

name of its producer," may, indeed, have not been with-

out its use in obtaining for these stoves their first trial,

but would hardly have been sufficient, apart from their

intrinsic good qualities, to have obtained for them the

wide reception both at home and abroad which they

have had ; or to have created the almost invariable satis-

faction with which their use has been attended.

The book is a useful contribution to the literature of the

subject, and well illustrated by engravings. F.C.P.

OUR BOOK SHELF
The Mammalia of MassacJiusetts. By J. A. Allen.
(Trubner & Co.)

From this carefully drawn-up report we learn that there
are sixty-five mammals at present indigenous to this

American State. The common ones, with a few excep-
tions—as the mink {Putorius lutreolus), weazel {P. erini-

iteus), and skunk {Meflutis incpliitica), among the carni-
vores ; Vespcrtilio subulatus and Lasiitrus iwvcboracensis
among the bats—belong to the families of the rodents, the
squirrels, mice, and hares, and to the Baleetiida: and Del-
pliinidcc, which latter are of course marine. The panther,
moose, reindeer, elk, and beaver have comparatively
recently become extinct. A notice is appended to

the work by Prof. Agassiz, earnestly requesting friends to

forward to him males, females, and young of almost any
of the European mammals. Books on mammalia would
be equally valued, and in exchange he offers on the part

of the museum at Cambridge, U.S., representatives of the
North American fauna and American books.

Effects of Climate and Soil upon Plants.

—

Die Abliiingig-
l;eil der Pjlanzcngcstalt 'joii Kliina und Boden. Von
A. Kerner. Pp. 48. (Innsbruck, 1869. London :

Wifliams and Norgate.)

This pamphlet is of greater importance than would be
indicated by its mere size, as a contribution towards an
investigation of the causes which lead to the diversities of
floras, and hence towards a knowledge of the laws on
which depends the great problem of the origin of species.

M. Kerner has made a special study of the flora of the
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Tyrolese Alps, and has even attempted to introduce into

a small plot of ground in the mountains surrounding

Innsbruck, a number of plants indigenous to the lowlands

of the Tyrol. In this enterprise, however, he met with no

very encouraging success ;
" the greater number of the

plants which I brought to those heights with inexpressible

toil, succumbed to the uncongenial Alpine climate ; and

in the remaining small portion, I have noticed at present

only very unimportant changes." His conclusion from

these experiments is " that changed conditions of life can

kill the species, or they can reduce it to a starved existence,

but can in no case produce a direct change into a new
permanent species adapted to its altered conditions."

Such change can only take place by the slow process of

natural selection among slightly varying offspring from

the parent species. The writer notices a number of

interesting features that characterise the Alpine flora with

which he is familiar, as contrasted with those found under

other climatal conditions. One of these is the very small

number of annual plants, which bear to perennials the

proportion of 4 to 96, as contrasted with that of 42 to 58

in the Mediterranean district, and of 56 to 44 in that of

south-eastern Europe ; a result of the very short period

of summer wamith, varying from \\ to 3! months, which
does not allow time for the seeds to ripen. The same
cause produces also the appearance in many Alpine species

of the flower-buds at the close of the summer, ready to

burst into blossom during the first days of returning warmth
in the spring. The remarkably large proportion of Alpine

plants with evergreen rosettes of fleshy or succulent

leaves, Primulas, Gcnfiaiias, Androsaces, Sazifragas,

Drabas, &c., he attributes to the advantages of some con-

trivance for obviatinsT the effects of the intense heat of

the sun during the long days in their short summers, and
also to the necessity that the plant should possess leaves

at the very commencement of the warm season, in order

to afford it a store of nourishment, and thus economise
the whole of the brief period of vegetation. With this

peculi.irity he contrasts the poverty of the Alpine flora in

plants possessing stores of underground nourishment in

the form of bulbs, a class so abundant and prominent in

the south of Europe. The necessity for great caution in

deriving general conclusions from a small array of facts, is

shown by the mention by M. Kerner, among the plants

well adapted by their constitution to withstand the great

alternations of an Alpine climate, of Dryas octopetala, a

species which flourishes equally well in the remarkably

uniform climate of the west coasts of Ireland and Scot-

land. The want of any considerable number of large

shrubs and forest trees is obviously due to the rigours of

the climate ; and the almost entire absence of climbing

and creeping plants indicates that protection from the sun

is not one of the first conditions of existence, as it is in

tropical forests. The large proportion of plants with

flowers of intense hues, and the deficiency of spiny and
stinging species, are not so easy to account for, though

the author attributes the latter to the comparative absence

of destructive animals ; and the former may possibly have
some connection with the advantage derived from the

speedy attraction of insects, after the flowers expand, to

assist in their fertilisation. We can conceive no greater

service to biological science than a series of observations

on the floras of limited areas, both with respect to what
they possess and to what they are deficient in, carried out

with the care of those recorded in the work before us.

A. W. B.

The fourth volume of the Aiti della R. Accademia
delle Sc!en::e di Torino, contains several important papers

on various departments of science. We may notice espe-

cially Prof Salvadori's memoir on some birds from Costa

Rica, and the same author's monograph of the genus Ceyxj
a memoir by M. F. Giordano, on the orography and geolo-

gical constitution of the Gran Cervino ; and mineralogical

papers by Prof. Strijver and Dr, Cossa.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ TJie Editor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. No notiee is taken of anonymous
eommunieations. ]

Evidence concerning Heterogeny

The question of the truth or falsity of "heterogeny," as it is

called, is perpetually recurring botli in your columns * and else-

where, in connection with several of the most important scientific

controversies of the day. It is a subject which has engaged my
attention for several years, and I am anxious to be permitted to

lay before your readers as concisely as possible a statement of

Avhat ajipears to me to be its present position.

I think the impression which most recent references to it

are likely to leave on the minds of readers is this—viz., that

while amongst the most advanced thinkers there is a gradually

strengthening conviction that the weight of theoretical conside-

rations is in favour of the actual existence of heterogeny as a

real mode of origin of living beings, yet that the autliority of JNI.

Pasteur's famous researches inclines the balance of experimental
evidence heavily the other way.

I am pei'fectly willing to admit the principle of authority in

matters scientific as far as any reasonable person can admit it

—

that is to say, I believe it is natural and right that when a
scientific luan of so deservedly high reputation as M. Pasteur

publishes a long series of carefully conducted reseaixhes, and
announces the conclusions to which they lead him, and when no
evident flaw can be shown in his processes, either of experimenta-

tion or of reasoning, his conclusions should be accepted as

against those of another comparatively unknown experimenter.

But in the present case neither of these conditions is fulfilled. In

the first place, instead of merely an unknown experimenter we
have in this case a consensus of at least eight experimenters

—

some of them by no means unknown—who have given their best

attention to the same investigation in different parts of the world

and under widely differing conditions, and who agree in dis-

jjuting M. Pasteur's results, t
In the next place, there is a step in M. Pasteur's experimenta-

tion which has been pointed out as a flaw, and of which it is in

the power of any one of your readers to judge for himself by a

process of simple inspection as to whether it really be a flaw or

not. I refer to the subject of the microscopic power used by M

.

Pasteur iir his investigation. The organisms which I found
during my own experiments on this subject appeared often but

little larger than a full point in the type used in your columns, even
when seen with a power of 1700 diameters. In the woodcuts
attached to my paper in the Proceedings of the Royal Society

(April, 1865), they may be seen as they were kindly drawn for

me by my friend Dr. Beale, who, though an uncompromising oppo-
nent of the doctrine of heterogeny in all its forms, is a very high

authority in microscopy; there can therefore be no question as to

their size, nor as to their actual presence in the experimental

vessels. Now under the power used by M. Pasteur (350 diam. ) these

organisms would be about 4^ part of the size which they appear

in the drawings. Yet it is upon the authority of observations

made with such a power that M. Pasteur has pronounced, not

upon i\\e presence of these objects, but upon their absence. It is

now nearly five years since my observations were made public.

Since that time several critics have noted them as requiring an
answer, but, so far as I am aware, no answer has been made to

them ; and meanvN'hile naturalists have gone on complacently

quoting M. Pasteur's experiments as having settled the question

against heterogeny, even though they have not failed to acknow-
ledge the weight of the theoretical considerations which tell in

its favour.

The theoretical aspect of the question I have fully discussed

elsewhere, t and I will only here state my entire agreement with

the belief expressed by Dr. Charlton Bastian in your issue of

P'ebruary 24, viz. " that the time is not far distant when the

doctrine of the evolution of living things will be as much an

* Nature, Feb. i, p. 351 ; Feb. 24, p. 424.

t I. Pouchet, " Nouvelles ^Experiences" passim. 2. and 3. Joly and
Mussel, ContpU'S Retidas, i860. 4. Schaafhausen, of Bonn, Comptcs
Rcndus, i860 and 1862. 5. Mantegazza, of Pavia, see Cosmos, 1863, p. 630.

6. Wyman, Harvard, U.S., Aiiicricau youriuU of .•iris,6?'c., wo\. xx\\v.,

July 1862, vol. xliv., September 1867. 7. Proceedings of Royal Society

G. W. Child, O.xford, June 1864 and April 1S65. 8. Hughes Bennett,

Edinburgh, Eiiinhitf-^h Medical Journal, March 1S6S.

X "Essays on Physiological Subjects," znd edition, pp. 137—154-
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accredited dictum of science as are the other doctrines of the
correlation of tlie physical forces and of the correlation of the
vital and physical forces which have been its necessary prede-
cessors." Gilbert W. Child

Elmhurst, Great Missenden, Bucks.

Prismatic Ice—Sandstone Boulder in Granite.

The "two phenomena" observed on Dartmoor by Mr. C.
Spence Bate and Mr. W. Morrison, and described by the former
in Nature of the 31st ult., have been previously noticed.
The late Rev. Dr. Scoresby, F.R.S., published a paper " On

Columnar Crystallisation of Ground Ice," in the EdiHbtiygh
Nav Philosophkal Journal for January 1850 (vol. xlviii. ), and
illustrated it with a plate containing eighteen figures. A pre-
sentation copy of this paper is now before me.
The so-called sandstone boulders in granite are by no means

rare. They occur in various parts of Devon and Cornwall. I
first noticed them at .Shaptor, near Bovey Tracey, in Devonshire,
and have subsequently seen them in several other localities, but
nowhere in such abundance as at .Sennen Cove, near the Land's
End, in Cornwall. There are several good specimens in my private
collection. The following description of them occurs in a paper
on " The Age of the Dartmoor Granites," which I read to the
British Association at Manchester, and to the Royal Geological
Society of Cornwall in 1S61, as well as to the Devonshire
Association in 1S62. "Nodules, apparently segregative, some-
times occurring in the substance of the ordinary granite, might,
from the fineness of their grain, be almost mistaken for sand-
stone

; indeed, I not long since heard them appealed to as
proofs of the metamorphic origin of granite. ' Here,' said the
appellant, 'are unaltered remnants of the old sandstone rocks,
which, with these exceptions, metamorphism has converted into
gr.anite. I do not quote this for the purpose of endorsing it,

but simply to show the general dissimilarity of the nodules to
granite proper. Excepting their darker colour, they reminded
me much of the granite veins which pass through the older
granite of Goatfell, in the Isle of Arran ; nevertheless, they are
not veins but nodules, and capable of being extracted as such
from the granitic mass containing them. . . . They consist of
very fine grains of quartz and schorl in about equal quantities,
or with the latter somewhat preponderating."*

Irrespective of the origin of the nodules, it is no doubt "clear
that when this granite was formed, the temperature of (the
surface of) the earth must have cooled down to below the
boiling point of water," for the granite, as has long been esta-

blished, is of post-carboniferous age ; or, in other words, was
formed after the rich faunas and floras of the Silurian, Devonian,
and Carboniferous periods had successively passed away, to say
nothing of the pre-Silurian organic eras.

Wm. Pengelly
Torqu.ay, April 2

The Transits of Venus in 1874 and 1882

In the paper on this suliject by P. L. S., there occurs a
remark which is calculated to convey a mistaken impression.

He states that " an Antarctic station is only required for the
transit of 1882, and there is ample time to make a preparatory
Antarctic expedition to ascertain" whether a suitable station can
be found. The reverse is the case. No Antarctic expedition
can be of any service in 1882, so that in a preparatory ex-

pedition the lives of our seamen and men of science would
\ be uselessly risked. On the contrary, there are several Antarctic

stations suitable for observing the transit of 1S74 ; and I have
shown that the comparison of observations made at such stations

with observations made in Siberia would give the most effective

means of determining the sun's distance available before the
2ist century.

I may remark here, that the choice of stations for observing
the transits of 1S74 has been founded on calculations admittedly
inexact, and it would be to the credit of English astronomy that

the whole matter shoxild be re-examined while there is yet time
for a change to be made. In saying this, I am not by any means
insisting upon the views put forward in my own papers on the
subject ; though the only error pointed out by the Astronomer
Royal in my charts and calculations consists in the fact that they
aim at an unnecessary exactness. But the utilisation of the

* See Geologist, 1863, p. 15 ; Trans. Roy. Geol. Soc. Com., vol. vii., p.

425 ; or Trans. Dev. Assoc, 1862, p. 50.

coming transits is a matter too important to be endangered for
any personal considerations whatever. If errors have been rnade
it behoves men of science to see that those errors shall not be
suffered to prejudice the cause of scientific progress.

Richard A. Proctor

Euclid as a Text-book

I REGRET that Mr. Wormell has imported so much of a per-
sonal nature into his reply to my former letter. Personality and
unintentional misrepresentation appear to me to be its predomina-
ting features. Unintentional, I say, for I know little of the writer
beyond the fact of his being the author of two or more admirable
text-books, and that he is a distinguished member of the London
University.

Though I feel that the columns of Nature ought hardly to
be taken up with such matter, yet, in self-defence, I am com-
pelled to say a few words. As I have neither time nor inclina-
tion for controversy, I hope that the discussion, if continued,
will be entirely ad rem, and not diverge into personalities. Owing
all my geometrical ability [ijuod scntio quam sit exiguuin) to a
twenty-three years' acquaintance with Euclid, and having had, as
a teacher, to use that author for the last fourteen years, it would
not be strange if I -oere a favourer of the old system, which I om
not to the extent Mr. Wormell seems to think.
My plan of teaching geometry under the old system was to

overcome Euclid's deficiencies by viva voce explanation, and,
ofi"ering slight assistance, to get my classes to work a number of
geometrical exercises. With my sixth class I have generally
got well through three or four hundred such exercises as are
given in Todhunter's edition of the Elements.

This is not the same as sending out boys who have merely
"committed Euclid to memory," and certainly iny pupils have
found no great difficulty in the matriculation papers. Pupils
thus prepared have taken first, second, third, and other high
places in the examination, which places, I think, were in a
measure due to their "flooring" the geometrical papers—with
the exception, perhaps, of a "rider;" also, during the time I
have held my present post, my pupils have carried off the
Andrews Entrance Exhibition at University College each year,
with one exception, when the finest geometer I have had was
beaten. This is not the place for chronicling successes in other
examinations.

I did not state that it was advisable for students to read
Euclid only ; what I did say was to the effect that I had heard
of boys who were doing this with the idea that such a course
would "pay" best. Mr. Wormell charges me with using an
"infelicitous and ungenerous expression." That I willingly
retract, as it has struck myself as being uncalled for ; but Mr.
Wormell must have read my purposely concise letter hastily,
for I nowhere say that I desire a change in the syllabus

; the
syllabus is excellent, and I quite agree with him in the remarks
he adds about the " unflinching courage in the reform of English
methods of education " as far as regards the matter under
discussion. But what is possible is, that the examiners, being
chosen from the older universities, may overlook this distinction

;

until now, I have had to regard the papers from the old point of
view, in which light they have suited meexactly ; Mr. Wonnell has
viewed them from the modern stand-point, and bears the like testi-

mony ; this being so, it must be admitted that the examiners
have well carried out the syllabus. That I should "impeach the
integrity " of such men as the present examiner, from whom I
have always experienced the greatest kindness, or the late
examiner, one of the most successful teachers of my own
university, would be absurd, were it not that it pains me to have
it supposed. To return, I do not want quite such a change as
Mr. Womiell thinks ; the difficulty in my case has not yet
arisen, for I have not yet sent in pupils whose training has been
wholly confined to the new Geometry, and I wished to have the
change made, if any were necessary, before sending them in.

The difficulty will not be so great when we have obtained a
thoroughly good modem text-book ; ours is a very good one, but
there are blemishes which will doubtless be removed in a new
edition, and to adapt it to the matriculation scheme more propo-
sitions than at present must be proved, as I think, independent
of proportion. I apphed the term " Euclidean type " to the
recent examination paper, because the questions are given in the
exact words of Euclid ; 1 would have this changed; they follow in

the order assigned in the Elements, and perhaps my experience of
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Cambridge Examinations leads me erroneously to think that the

proofs are expected to be given in the same order. In drawing

this personal statement to a close, I may say that I am not

singular in the view I took, as I learn from several gentlemen

who have spoken tome on the point, and indeed, had it not

been that the authorities* of University College School thought

I had some ground for my views, I should have kept silence

altogether. I believe the matter will come under the considera-

tion of the proper authorities, and in their hands I am perfectly

willing to leave the settlement of the cjuestion, if there be any

need for a change.

R. Tucker
University College School

Science and the University of Cambridge

One of the last sentences in your paragraph concerning the

report of the Syndicate for providing better opportunities for the

study of physical science in the University of Cambridge, though
founded upon a partial misconception of the state of affairs,

suggests what is probably the best solution of the difliculty. The
colleges, if polled upon the sim])le question, ".Shall we aid in

promoting the study of physical science ? " would, I believe,

reply by a considerable majority in the affinnative. It is upon
the best mode of contributing tliat there is so much division of

opinion ; and this has caused the apparently "lame and impo-
tent conclusion."

The question of taxing the college revenues is one of

considerable difficulty ; some colleges already support out

of their corporate funds teachers of natural science, some have
recently taxed themselves heavily to improve their buildings.

Most would think that non-resident fellows who do little for the

college should be taxed more heavily than those who reside to

do much work for no great amount of pay ; but to bring about
this would require much alteration of statutes. The question,

therefore, being so complicated, and there being, as I believe, a
general willingness to contribute, if only a just and equitable

mode of raising the funds can be devised, and proper control

retained over them (for the University is not generally^ considered

to manage its property so well as the colleges), I believe that the
difficulties would be most simply solved by the appointment of a

commission composed of a few well-qualified persons, thoroughly
acquainted with the University, to devise a scheme and to draw
up an act for carrying it into effect. T. G. BoNNEY

St. John's College, Cambridge

EXPLORATION OF CAVES AT SETTLE,
YORK'SHIRE

IN the mountain limestone of the West Riding are

many caves, some of which are empty, some tra-

versed by water, which is silting up their lower chambers,
while others are full up to the very roof with debris of

various kinds. All have been, at some time or other,

subterranean watercourses, and have been formed, partly

by the friction of the substances set in motion by the

current, but principally by the chemical action of the

carbonic acid of the rain-water by which the insoluble car-

bonate of lime in the rock is converted into the soluble bicar-

bonate. Some have been inhabited, at various times, by
man, and by wild beasts, and therefore may be expected to

furnish valuable evidence of a condition of things that
has now passed away. The last recorded case of their

being used by man as a place of refuge was during the
rebellion of 174S, when the eldest son of one of the
gentlemen in the neighbourhood was hidden in a large
cave, in the fear that the Scotch would pass southwards
in that direction instead of by the Preston route.

The gentlemen of the West Riding have formed a com-
mittee for the systematic exploration of these caves, and will

doubtless obtain from them evidence of the very highest
archaeological value, relating to a tiine of which we know
next to nothing,—that begins with the disappearance of
the mammoth, hyajna, and lion from Northern Europe,

* What strong views in favour of the modem methods are held by Prof.
Key, may be seen from Prof Hirst's preface to our Geometrj'.

and extends as far down as the dawn of history in

Britain, during which the neolithic and bronze-using
races spread over Europe from the south-east. The
older caves have been explored in many parts of Britain,

while the pre-historic of the later have only been sys-

tematically examined in Somersetshire and Denbighshire
by myself and Mr. Sanford. That the work in Yorkshire
is planned well is clear from the following extracts from
the Resolutions :

—

That the following scheme, proposed by Sir James Kay-
Shuttleworth (chairman), be adopted, viz. :

—

1. To examine the ground around the mouth of the caves for

signs of fire, implements, utensils, remnants of food, or traces

of sepulture.

2. To make a survey of the caves in order to provide a plan
of the interior drawn to scale, and of a sufficient size to enable

a record to be made on it of the situation in which each thing is

found.

3. To ascertain by one or more vertical excavations of limited

extent what are the deposits chronologically arranged.

4. Then to proceed to examine these strata from the mouth
of the cave inwards, so as to secure the discovery of all remains
throwing any light on the history of each stratum.

5. To keep a record of the things discovered.

The first cave chosen by the committee is that found
by Mr. Jackson, high up in a limestone cliff near Settle,

on the coronation-day of our Queen, and which is therefore

known as " the Victoria cave." It consists of a series of

large chambers and passages, which are nearly filled to

the roof with a reddish grey clay and stones. It must
at one time have been of wonderful beauty, for there are

the remains of massive stalactites, and of thick stalag-

mitic pavements ; but now these are so decomposed by
the carbonic acid that they are reduced to the condition

of very soft mortar. Curiosity-hunters have also been
doing their usual ruthless inischief. When it was first

opened, Mr. Jackson obtained from a chamber at the

original entrance a large series of ornaments and imple-

ments of bronze, iion, and bone, along with pottery and
remains of animals. There are in his collection bronze
fibula?, iron spear-heads, iron nails, bone spoons, spindle
whorls of stone and pottery, fragments of Samian ware,
and other pottery turned in a lathe, cockle-shells, flint

flakes, whetstones and stone balls. The remains found
with these belong to the red deer, roebuck, pig, horse, and
Celtic short-horn (Bos loiigifrons), sheep or goat, badger,
fox, otter, and dog. There are also Roman coins

of bronze and silver. All these were derived from a
superficial deposit, and could not be assigned to an earlier

date than that of the Roman occupation. The pottery was
of the same kind as that so commonly found in the refuse

heaps near Roman villas. It is worthy of note that the

two domestic animals, the Celtic short-horn and the sheep
or goat, were those that had been most abundantly used
for food. The exploration committee resolved to follow

up this discovery by a thorough examination of the cave,

which they are able to undertake by the courteous per-

mission of the owner, Mr. Stackhouse.
Outside the entrance of the cave, and at a lower level,

is a small plateau composed oi dchns, which occupies the

exact point where daylight could be seen through chinks,

from the inside of one of the large chambers. As both
the plateau and the chamber were undisturbed, the com-
mittee determined to begin work by removing the /ii-l»is

and making a new entrance into the cave. While this

was being done, the following section was exposed. On
the surface there was a layer of fragments of limestone

that had fallen from the cliff above, two feetJathickness.
Underneath was a layer of dark earth with stones about
eighteen inches in thickness. It furnished large quanti-

ties of bones, nearly all of which had been used for food,

and several articles of bronze, iron, or bone of the same
kind and age as those I have already mentioned. The
pottery is also of the same Roman character. Fragments,
of charcoal were also abundant, and stones bearing the
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marks of fire. There can be no doubt that this stratum
marks the place where the dwellers in the cave, during
Roman or immediately post-Roman times in Britain,

kindled their fires and cooked their food. Underneath is

a talus of limestone fragments detached from the cliff by
atmospheric action, like the superficial accumulation. It is

from six to seven feet in thickness. In some places the
fragments were cemented together with a soft decompos-
ing stalagmite. It rested on a layer of grey clay, of a
thickness which at present has not been ascertained. At
the bottom of the talus, and close to the entrance that is

now being made into the chamber, there were found two
rude flint flakes, a remarkably large lower jaw of bear, the
broken bones of the Celtic shorthorn {Bos longifrons),
and of the red-deer. On the 4th April a most remarkable
bone harpoon was dug out from the same horizon. It is

bctw-een four and five inches in length, and is furnished
with two barbs on each side, arranged opposite each
other, composing the head of the implement. The
base presents a form of attachment to the handle
which, so far as my knowedge extends, is new to Britain.

Instead of having a mere projection to catch the liga-

tures, there is a well-cut barb on either side that points in

a contrary direction to those on the head. Were the
bases of a barbed arrowhead and of a harpoon joined
together, the resultant form would be analogous to the one
in question. Therecan be no doubt from the position of
these remains, that man occupied the spot before the
accumulation of the overlying di'tris. Ample use for his

harpoon he would find in the mere, now drained and
turned into green fields, which are almost overlooked by
the cave. So far as the work has proceeded there is no
trace of metal at this horizon in the section.

The value of the evidence hitherto obtained lies in the

fact that the Roman stratum is separated from the lower
level, in which the flints, harpoon, and bear were found
by the talus of angular stones. And this in a rough way
enables a computation to be made of the date of the lapse

of time between them, if we allow that for a consider-
able time past, immediately outside the historical epoch,
the disintegration of the cliff has been equal, in equal
times. For since, in twelve hundred years, to put it

at the lowest, only a thickness of twenty-four inches has
been accumulated above the Roman remains, it would take
three thousand six hundred years for a deposit of six feet

to be formed, and thus the harpoon and flint stratum
would be about four thousand years old. The accuracy of

this calculation is indeed injured by the possibility that

the winter cold was more intense, and the splitting action

of the frost greater in Pre-, than in Post-Roman times.

Nevertheless, the change from the Arctic severity of the

post-glacial winter, to the climate which we now enjoy in

Britam, has been so gradual, and has been spread over so

long a period, that it may be assumed to have been very
small in so short a time as four or five thousand years.

This account is merely an outline of the results obtained

up to April the 4th. The cave promises to be a rich one,

and will probably add very much to our knowledge of the

Pre-historic dwellers in Yorkshire,
k W. Boyd Dawkins

THE ABRADING AND TRANSPORTING
POWER OF WATER

I.—MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER

IT is not my intention to lay down definite rules or

formulae regarding the flow of water, but rather, by
drawing attention to generally-acknowledged facts, to

throw out suggestions which may serve to lead to the

discovery of some general laws of practical use to the

hydraulic engineer.

In 1S57 a paper was read by me before the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, " On the Delta of the Irrawaddy,"

in which I expressed an opinion that depth somehow
aft'ected the abrading and transporting power of water.
My experience of Indian rivers and canals during the

succeeding ten years went to confirm this opinion, and
before the Institution of Civil Engineers, as well as on
two occasions before the British Association in 1868 and
1S69, I ventured to give expression to my views of this
law, as attecting artificial rivers for irrigation, and the
bridging of rivers which flow through the alluvial plains of
Northern India.

In the Artizan there have appeared during the last
six months several short articles bearing on the same
subject, showing how all questions relating to flowing
water are affected by this supposed law, which may be
stated as follows : "//it; abrading and transpoytiiig po%vcr
0/ water increases in some proportion as the velocity in-
creases, but decreases as the depth increases."

The first question that arises in this inquiry is—What
is water in a mechanical point of view .'

This maybe briefly answered by saying that it is a fluid,

the particles of which, though easily separated, do again
unite, and exert a certain aflinity towards each other, and
also to other bodies, so that a certain amount of power is

necessary to effect a separation. The attraction of the
particles of water to other bodies varies with different sub-
stances ; for instance, in all bodies of a fatty nature the
facility for \vetting is very slight ; and different tempera-
tures also affect this property of water. This attraction or
force is technically known as " skin friction," and deserves
the most careful investigation ; for it is owing chiefly, if not
altogether, to the fact that water has the power of abrasion,
and it is this property which introduces the most difficult

problems that a naval architect has to solve.

The affinity of one set of particles of water to another
set, may possibly be measured by noting the size of a
drop of water which falls from a wetted surface of a
given area. By thus determining accurately the weight
of water a given area can support, some approximate
results of an instructive character may be arrived at ; but
what adds to the complication of the question is, that the
cohesion of the particles probably differs according to
the temperature and the purity of the water experimented
on. Thus, when water reaches the boiling point the
affinity, it is believed, becomes very much lessened ; and,
again, it is thought that with pure or distilled water the
particles probably have less affinity to each other than with
water less pure. This impurity may arise from various
causes ; sewage, for example, would probably give much
heavier drops from the same wetted area than rain water,
in the same manner that drops of treacle are much larger
than those of water ; that is to say, the affinity, attraction,
or cohesion of the particles is as a general rule increased
by the introduction of foreign matter held in solution.
With solid matter held in suspension a similar result is

obtained, not by increasing the cohesion of the particles
of water, but by increasing the surface area wetted ; for
each grain of foreign matter, be its shape what it may,
must have all its surface in contact with the water.
This probably explains how a drop of mud should be so
much larger than one of water, and, at the same time, it

may possibly explain why thick muddy water, or more
properly speaking, liquid mud, with the same section and
slope, cannot travel so fast as water.

From this it may reasonably be supposed, that when
muddy water rur^down an inclined plane, the solid par-
ticles cannot by tTCir own gravity sink so rapidly towards
the bottom as to overcome the power dragging them
in a different direction. As a consequence, the flow of
water is retarded by having solid matter held in suspen-
sion in some proportion according to the load. On
large rivers where this proportion may be only y^o^ or

'MTfi!) P'"'' °f '^'^ weight of water in motion, the retarding

force may not be appreciable by the most careful experi-

ments; so when calculating, the discharge may be left out
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altogether ; but with torrents transporting 5 per cent, and

more of sohd matter, and with the discharge of sewage, it

is beheved that the retarding power is quite appreciable.

The whole question is no doubt a very complicated one
;
yet

by a set of careful experiments, conducted with a view to

discover this adhesive power of water, it appears highly

probable that an important step would be gained, towards

the solution of some other difficult but important problems.

The next point to consider is—How does water travel ?

This also is a verj- abstruse question ; but I believe that

the true answer is given in the brief statement that water

rolls rather than slides.

Were it not so, a ship with a foul bottom could not be

so much retarded when passing through the water as

experience shows she is. For example, supposing there

are two ships in every respect the same, only that the first

is covered with a coating of clean pitch a quarter of an inch

thick all over her bottom to above her water line ; and that

the second, in place of the pitch, has got all her bottom
covered with marine animals and weeds, so that when this

second ship is passing rapidly through the water, none of

the sea-weeds or marine animals extend more than this \

inch beyond the ship's sides, which is the thickness of the

coating of pitch on the first ship : in such a case the

displacement and the lines arc exactly the same, but it is

hardly necessary to ask any sailor which of the two ships,

with the same wind and sails, would pass most rapidly

through the water, and, in the case of two steamers, the

extra resistance caused by the foul bottom could be easily

measured in extra horse power required to force the foul

vessel through the water at a speed equal to the other.*

If the motion of the water was a sliding one only, the

speed in both cases would be the same with the same
power, for the resistance would be simply the separation

of the two films of water, the one in contact with the ship's

sides and the other with the surrounding sea ; and these,

in both cases, would be identical, the displacement being

the same. If, however, as is beheved, on a body passing

through water, or water flowing down a channel, the par-

ticles of water are set in motion in a revolving direction,

the convolutions increasing directly in proportion to the

wetted surface, then by this hypothesis some assignable

reason for this retarding of the foul-bottomed ship can

be given.

If the particles slid over each other rather than rolled,

they would, so to speak, pass each other in parallel straight

lines ; but any one in a gale of wind, going behind a high

square block of building, would very soon discover that,

in air, such is not the case : for if he went a few

yards away in the direction the wind was blowing, he

would soon discover that the building no longer afforded

any protection from the blast, but that there was some
certain point to leeward where the currents again converged,

while beyond this the storm raged with the same violence

as at any other point. (Every boatman knows what it is

to get under the lee of a very high island ; the sea may be

smoother, but the sudden gusts of wind are often more
dangerous than when exposed to the full force of the gale.)

Immediately in rear of the wall itself he would find eddies

of air whirling about in all directions. Within the space

A B C D E there would be a partial protection from the
storm, and instead of the wind being in the direction

* Possibly by the introduction of an elastic medium, such as air, between
the ship's bottom and the water, the skin friction may be reduced, as it may,
in a measure, reduce this rotatory action.

shown by the arrow, there would be whirling eddies

within this space, which could not exist were the air to

pass off in straight lines as represented by the dotted

lines B B', C C, D D', E E' ; neither could the several

currents of air converge at the point A, which it is well

known is always the case.

In the same manner any obstruction placed in a

stream of water, causes eddies in rear of it ; that is to say,

the water does not pass on in straight lines, but within this

space it goes revolving about in all directions, the distance

of A probably depending on the velocity : showing that

there is neither a sliding motion nor a parallelism in the

direction of the lines of current.*

T. Login

THE CLIMATE OF IRELAND

IN the science of nature there is no chapter more interest-

ing than that which treats of Physical Geography,
which, properly understood, means the account of physical

phenomena as they are modified by geographical position
;

and at the present moment the physical geography of

Green Erin, or it speculiarities of soil and climate, presents

a theme of no slight importance. It has been stated in

the House of Commons as a proof of the retrograde con-

dition of Ireland, that its production of cereals has of late

years diminished, while its pasture lands have increased.

To this it ought to have been answered that the decreased

cultivation of cereals, and of wheat in particular, was a

proof of improved knowledge. Years ago, at the meeting

of the British Association in Cork, a communication was
read, pointing out that agriculturists in general are

governed wholly by example, their scanty science not

allowing them to quit the beaten path. Hence Irish

farmers, when they aim at improvement, endeavour to

imitate the farming of Norfolk or the Lothians, and in so

doing fail miserably, owing to the wide difference between

the climates of the western isle and of the eastern side

of Great Britain. It is commonly stated that Ireland has

a very wet cUmate. It has undoubtedly a humid atmo-
sphere, owing, perhaps, in some measure, to a great extent

of undrained surface. But the total quantity of rain that

falls in Ireland, little, if at all, exceeds the rainfall of

England. In its distribution through the year, however,

it differs much from the latter. The vicinity of the

Atlantic gives Ireland in the highest degree an oceanic

and, to some extent, an equatorial climate. Winter in the

Green Isle is extremely mild. The southern and western

coasts, though seldom free from wind and drizzling rain,

never experience severe cold. Vegetation remains in

mid-winter brilliantly green and undepressed. As spring

advances, everything seems to flourish ; crops of all kinds

promise abundance, and already, in May, harvest seems
to be close at hand. But now the scene changes. There is

little or no dry summer. When the sun is highest in the

meridian, there is a constantly clouded sky and no sun-

shine. Rain begins to fall in June. The rainfall of July

is the heaviest in the year. In August the rain begins to

abate ; but clear skies and bright sunshine cannot be
reckoned on till September, when the shortened days and
the sun's declination have much reduced the solar heat.

The crops in the meantime, arrested in their progress, are

not the better for two months' slumbering under the clouds

They have summer rain in excess, and too little sunshine.

From this it will be seen that the character of the Irish

climate is, that under it everything grows well, but that

the process of ripening is painfully slow and uncertain.

Now, to cultivators of the cereals the success of this pro-

cess is of the utmost importance. The corn harvest in

Ireland falls late in the year, in September and October,

when the days are short and nocturnal frosts not unfre-

* By an experimental study of this subject, it may be discovered how far

these eddies extend with different velocities, which maj^ throw light on the

proper length of the after portion of ships intended for different speeds.
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qiicnt. The plains of Southern Russia, or of the Red
River in Canada, with a comparatively rigorous climate,
far excel Ireland as wheat-producing countries, because
their short summer is one of uninterrupted fierce sunshine;
their vegetation suffers no check ; the grain is ripened all

at once, and the harvest gathered without delay or diffi-

culty. The deficiency of ripening poiver in the Irish

climate produces a secondary defect, which meets with
less attention than it deserves. The grain which lingers

on the stem two or three months before it hardens is sure

to be unequally ripened ; some of it is immature, while
more is tending to decay. Consequently, it is bad seed,

and the Irish farmer habitually sows perhaps si.x or eight

times as much as Mr. Mechi would deem requisite. Under
these circumstances, it is evident that the Irish farmer
ought to cultivate cereals no further than is requisite for

the economy of his farm, and to look to other productions
for his profit. Fortunately, there is a husbandry for the

pursuit of which he enjoys peculiar advantages. In
green crops no country can compete with Ireland, where,
nevertheless, they are still little known or esteemed by
the multitude. From this it may be inferred that sheep
and cattle ought to be the chief objects of Irish husbandry.
In truth, the Green Isle, under proper management,
could easily supply England with beef, mutton, poultry,

milk, and butter, and grow rich by giving abundance at a
cheap rate to her neighbours. But then this could be
effected only under a system of large farms. The grazier

and cattle dealer, to make their business profitable, must
do it on a large scale. Butter of the best cjuality cannot
come from a small dairy. The improvement of Ireland,

therefore, as dictated by climate and natural capability,

can be effected only under a system of large farms. The
popular wish, however, is for small holdings. It is thought
that the country, when divided into potato gardens and
all covered with cottages, will be a paradise. But this

poor man's paradise, beginning with a k\\ years of felicity,

will assuredly lead to the pauperism of ages. The Legis-
lature cannot countenance schemes opposed to the whole-
some development of society, and which would make
poverty an institution ; neither can it prevent their diffu-

sion ; but it may counteract them by spreading enlighten-

ment and by presenting plain truths to the common sense

of the community. This might be done by the publication

of some statistics, showing the relative amount of cost

and production of wheat and of green crops in England
and Ireland, with some illustrations of the gain derivable

from large farms and the use of machinery. W. D. C.

THE STONE AGE IN EGYPT
AT a recent meeting of the French Academy, two

communications were read relatve to the dis-

covery of relics presumably belonging to the Stone Age
in Egypt. The one of these was merely a claim on the

part of M. Arcelin to priority in the discovery of various

localities abounding in such remains. The other, by
Messrs. Hamy and Lenormant, while according priority

in the discovery to M. Arcelin, gives a list of the various

spots at present known in Egypt on which the manu-
facture of flint implements was carried on in early times

—

or where ateliers dc fabiication have been discovered.

For the benefit of our countrymen travelling in Egypt, we
here reproduce the list, arranged in the order in which the

places occur in travelling southwards.

1. Saqqarah, where have been found "scrapers" and
other worked flints.

2. Neg-Salmani, a small atelier in the desert, at some
distance from the Libyan chain, and to the north of

the ruins of Abydos. Flakes of whitish flint have been
observed here.

3. Harabat-EL-Madfouneh, another small atelier

to the west of the great temple of Seti I., at the foot

of the mountain. The worked flints, principally flakes,

are of a fine texture, and pink in colour.

4. Bab-el-Molouk, at the entry of the Valley of the
Tombs. M. Arcelin here found flakes, "scrapers," S:c.

5. Gebel-Oournah. Here are traces of the manu-
facture on a large scale of worked flints of various
types. Among these are said to be " lance-heads " of a
curious character, like some of those from the Valley of
the Sommc, and the Cave of Le Moustier, arrowheads,
knives with or without a shoulder, " scrapers," hammer-
stones, and nuclei, not unlike those of Pressigny. The
flint is brown or blackish, and fine in texture.

6. Deir-el-Bahari, and 7, Deir-el-Medineh, at

the foot of the mountain of Thebes. Nuclei and flakes,

like those of Gebel-Oournah, are found here occasionally,

and it is suggested may have come from some unexplored
locality on the summit.

8. El-Kae, where, at the foot of the cliff, flakes,

arrowheads, and other forms have been found.

Besides these localities, where worked flints occur on
the surface of the soil, there is Abou-Manga, where
the containing bed is not superficial, and some spots in

the plain of Thebes, where MM. Hamy and Lenormant
have found implements comparable in type with those of
St. Acheul, and in connection with the old alluvia of the
Nile, the relative date of which has, however, not been
fixed. \

It is stated that the instrutnents are not all of flint, but
in some cases of porphyiy, amphibolic rock, or other hard
kinds of stone. J. Evans

THE PROJECTED CHANNEL RAILWAYS
III.

We have already considered two modes of crossing the

English Channel by a railway, viz. one above the water
by a bridge, and another below the water by a tunnel
through the chalk. The two shores might be also

connected by a submerged roadway passing direct

through the water. It might be constructed either on
the bottom of the channel or at a certain distance below
the level of the sea. Submerged roadways ha\"e been
proposed, some of iron, others of concrete; of the for-

mer of these we shall only consider such schemes as

appear to have received sufficient attention from their

originators.

These structures may be simply called tubes, because
of their circular shape, which is, we all know, the most
favourable form to resist pressure against collapse. The
various propositions for the construction of iron tubes
may be divided in two classes, viz. : 1st, schemes in

which the parts of the proposed submerged tube are to be
constructed on shore in certain lengths, afterwards to be
united under water to form the permanent structure.

2nd, Schemes in which the whole tube is to be at once
built in deep water.

Among the designs which belong to the first class, the
best and most elaborate is that of the late Mr. Chalmers.
His design is well known from his publication on the
Channel Railway, which we consider a meritorious and
ingenious production. He proposes a line of tube between
the South Foreland and Blanc-Nez on the French coast,

with a gigantic tower—or ventilator, as he terms it—mid-
way in the channel in thirty fathoms of water. Having
made this tower, he proposes to construct wrought-iron
tubes on shoi'e, each about 400 feet long, closed at both
ends by watertight bulkheads. These tubes are to be
floated, one by one, to the tower, and to be there sub-
merged, " being drawn down by means of endless chains
passing round pulleys or drums attached to massive
anchor boxes on the bottom of the Channel." The
separate parts to be submerged at one operation are to

have each a floating-power equal to about 100 tons. A
short description is also given how the ends of the tube
about to be submerged should be drawn and attached to

that part already permanently secured to the tower and
the bottom of the Channel.
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The deep sea tower or ventilator is probably not prac-

ticable, but we consider it does not form an essential part

of the scheme. The whole tube might be formed of 240

separate pieces, each 400 feet long, and submerged without

the tower by working from one shore end. The sub-

merging and joining together of these parts in deep water

would, however, be a perilous operation. No doubt this

is the main difficulty of every plan of this class of scheme.

In the present case it must be overcome and the opera-

tion 240 times successfully repeated, in order to complete

the structure, and we may accordingly appreciate the

chance in favour of the completion of this kind of sub-

merged roadway.

Of the second class of works, viz. building the whole

tube in deep water, we have but one scheme. It is the

more satisfactory to observe that, of all the schemes
which have been proposed with a view to estabhsh a per-

manent railway conununication between England and
France, it is the most elaborate and complete, offering a

solution on all material points in connection with this

subject. The authors of this project—Messrs. Bateman
and Rdvy—have published a full account of their scheme,

and we cannot do better than refer to their work for a

short description of the plan they adopt.

Our object lias been to devise a scheme by which all

difficulties of operating in water should be avoided. We
propose to lay a tube of cast iron on the bottom of the sea,

between coast and coast, to be commenced on one side of the

Channel, and to be built up within the inside of a horizontal

cylinder, or bell, or chamber, which shall be constantly pushed
forward as the building up of the tube proceeds. The bell

or chamber within which the tube is to be constructed

will be about Soft, in length, iSft. internal diameter,

and composed of cast-iron rings S inches thick, securely bolted

together. The interior of the bell will be bored out to a true

cylindrical surface, like the inside of a steam cylinder. The tube

to be constructed within it will consist of cast-iron plates in

segments 4 in. in thickness, connected by flanges, bolted together

inside the tiibe, leaving a clear diameter of 13ft. when finished.

Surrounding this tube and forming part of it, will be constnicted

annular discs or diaphragms, the outside circumference of which
will accurately fit the interior of the bell. These diaphragms
will be furnished with arrangements for making perfectly water-

tight joints for the purpose of excluding sea water and securing

a dry chamber, within which the various operations for building

up the tube, and for pressing forward the bell as each ring of the

tube is added, will ,be performed. Within this chamber,

powerful hydraulic presses, using the built and completed portion

of the tube as a fulcrum, will, as each ring is completed, push
forward the bell to a sufficient distance to admit the addition of

another ring to the tube. The bell will slide over the water-

tight joints described, one of whicli will be left behind as the

beU is projected forward, leavmg three always in operation

against the sea. The weight of the bell and of the machinery
within it will be a little in excess Of the weight of water
displaced, and therefore the only resistance to be overcome by
the hydraulic presses when pushing forward the bell, is the

friction due to the sliglit difference in weight and the head or

column of water pressing upon the sectional area of the bell

against its forward motion. In like manner, the specific gravity

of the tube will be a little in excess of the weiglit of water
which it displaces ; and in order to obtain a firm footing upon
the bottom of the sea, the tube will be weighted by a lining of

brick in cement, and for its further protection will be tied to

the ground by screw piles, which will pass through stuffing boxes
in the bottom of the tube. These piles will, during the con-
struction of the tube within tlie bell chamber, be introduced in

the annular space between the outside of the tube and the inside

of the bell, and will be screwed into the ground as they are left

behind by the progression of the bell. The hydraulic presses
and the other hydraulic machiner)', which will be employed for

lifting and fixing the various segments of the tube, will be
supplied with the power required for working them from
accumulators on shore, on Sir William Armstrong's system,
and the supply of fresli air required for the sustenance of the
workmen employed within tlie bell and within the tube will be
insured also by steam power on shore. As the tube is com-
iJeted, the rails will be laid within it for the trains of waggons to

be em|5loyed in bringing up segments of the rings as they may
be requirid for the constructions of the tube, and for taking back

the waste water from the hydraulic presses, or any water from
leakage during the constniction.

The tube will be formed of rings of 10 feet in length, each

ring consisting of six segments, all precisely alike, turned and
faced at the flanges or joints, and fitted together on shore pre-

vious to being taken into the bell, so that on tlieir arrival the

segments may, with perfect certainty and precision, be attached

to each other. The building of the tube will be commenced on

dry land above the level of the sea, and will be gradually sub-

merged as the tube lengthens. The operations on dry land will

be attended with more difficulty than those under water, but all

these circumstances have been carefully considered and provided

for.

The precise line to be taken betwixt the English and French
coasts can hardly be determined without a more minute survey of

the bottom of the Channel than at present exists. It will

probably be between a point in close proximity to Dover on the

English coast, and a point in close proximity to Cape Grisnez on
the French coast. On the line suggested the water increases in

depth on both sides of the Channel more rapidly than elsewhere,

although in no instance will the gradient be more than about I

in 100. The tube at each end would gradually emerge from the

water, and on arriving above the level of the sea would be con-

nected with the existing railway systems, so that the same
carriage may travel all the way from London to Paris, or, if

Captain Tyler's anticipations be realised, all the way from John
O'Groat's to Bombay.
The distance across the Channel on the line chosen is about

22 miles. The tube as proposed is large enough for the passage

of carriages of the present ordinary construction, and to avoid

the objections to the use of locomotives in a tube of so great a

length, and the nuisance which would be thereby created, and
taking advantage of the perfect circular form which the mechani-

cal operation of turning, facing, &c., will insure, it is proposed

to work the traffic by pneumatic pressure. The air will be ex-

hausted on one side of the train and forced in on the other, and

so the required difference of pressure will be given for canying
the train through at any determined speed. Powerful steam-

engines, with the necessary apparatus for exhausting and forcing

the air into the tube, will be erected on shore at each end ; and
supposing one tube only to exist, the traffic will be worked alter-

nately in each direction.

It has been found by calculation, that, for moving a large

amount of tonnage and a great number of passengers, the most
economical arrangement will be to send combined goods and
passenger trains through the tube at 20 miles an hour, with

occasional express trains at 30 miles an hour. Thus, an ordinaiy

or slow train would occupy about 66 minutes in the transit, and
a quick or express train about 45 minutes. In this way the

tube, if fully worked, would permit the passage of 16 ordinary

slow trains (S each way), and 6 express trains (3 each way),

each conveying both goods and passengers. About 10,000 tons of

goods per day, or upwards of 3,000,000 per annum, and 5,000
passengers, or nearly 2,000,000 per annum, might be taken

through, or a less amount of goods and a larger number of

passengers, or vice versd, if circumstances rendered other pro-

portions necessary or desirable.

The horse power required for working the traffic with the

above number of ordinary and express trains will be, on the

average, 1,750 indicated, or about 400 nominal horse power at

each end.

We should gladly have referred to many other interest-

ing and important statements contained in this work, but

our limited space does not admit of our doing so. A
general idea of the proposition may be gathered from
the above description of the authors, taken from the

popular part of their work. The Appendix, which
really contains the substance of the scheme, is too

elaborate and technical for the general reader, with-

out devoting special study and attention to it. Suffice

it to state, that the amount of information conveyed in

those 40 pages of close print is very great, being an
account of a succession of results of elaborate investiga-

tions of physical, mathematical, and even of a chemical

nature. One gains confidence from the mere fact, that

in treating the subject the authors are evidently " at

home," and do not evade a difficulty.
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The general principle of the scheme, as invented and
elaborated by JNIessrs. Bateman and R^vy, may be easily

understood by the ordinary reader. He can, however,
have little idea how the practical difficulties attending the
execution of such immense works have been overcome by
these engineers. Take, for example, the first sentence or
two we have quoted above. The general proposition is

this :
'' A tube of cast iron to be built up inside a

horizontal cylinder or chamber."—No doubt this may
appear simple enough, but when we come to consider
what the operation of building; means,—when we come
to consider that no part of the tube to be so built up
weighs in one piece less than ten ions,—that those solid

pieces of iron could not even be stirred by the power of
scores of men, much less lifted or deposited in the right
place—that this " building up " is to take place in a
comparatively small space, not exceeding 13 feet in

diameter, the larger part of which is already occupied by
the very plate weighing 10 tons ;—we may in a measure

deposit these monster plates with the same ease, quick-
ness, and certainty as a bricklayer would lay his brick in

the construction of an arch, we venture to say the
authors have made out their case.

We believe it is the first time that any of the projectors

or designers of Channel railways have paid serious atten-

tion to the important question, how such a submerged
railway or tunnel could be used and worked to advantage
for the enormous traffic between England and France.
Most of them seem to assume, as a matter of course, that

such a tunnel of iron or brick would be worked as ordi-

nary railways. It appears, however, from the investi-

gations of Messrs. Bateman and Rdvy that there is but
one way of working such a tunnel to advantage, and
unless the arrangements and the construction of the

works be kept in accordance with that mode of working
the traffic, the tunnel, when completed, would be of no
use for practical purposes. The authors find that the

power for the propulsion of trains must be pneumatic

SECTION OF THE TUBE.

reaUse what the word " building " under these circum-

stances signifies.

But we have further to bear in mind, that it is not

enough that we should be able somehow to "build up"
the tube inside that chamber, but that it must be done
quickly, without delay or a hitch, and that unless it could

be so done the operation of "building up "would take

generations in crossing the Channel, and make the whole
proposition, though practicable in every detail, yet a forlorn

hope, because of the length of time. If thus we come to con-

sider, that the authors have not contented themselves with

saying that " their tube is to be built up in that chamber,"
but have given us the precise designs and the exact mode
of proceeding to be adopted ; that the designs and
arrangements are so complete that they might be forth-

with placed in the hands of a contractor ; that these

mechanical arrangements would enable a boy of ordinary
intelligence to take hold, lift, and place, and finally

pressure ; not as applied in the old-fashioned style above
ground, and known by the name of atmospheric railways,
but a pressure of air applied by powerful pumps directly
upon the train, which would form a kind of loose piston
inside the tube. On the old plan, the train was outside a
little tube ; on the new plan, the train is inside a large
tube ; and with this simple alteration all the difficulties

which led to the abandonment of the former, disappear
on the latter plan. The difficulties of the old atmospheric
railways were : (i) mechanical difficulty of connecting
the piston of the httle tube with the train outside
it ; (2) The high pressure required on the small
area of the piston for the propulsion of the train,

and consequent development of an excessive amount of
heat within the pumps, leading to their rapid destruction
and great loss of power by subsequent cooling of the air.

By the new mode of atmospheric propulsion all these
difficulties are done away with, for there is no connection
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between a piston and the train wanted, and the pressure

of the air over the large sectional area of the tube required

for propulsion is but a small fraction of that formerly

employed ; there is, consequently, no heating, no inor-

dinate wear and tear, and no loss of power. Equally

ingenious is the construction of the proposed air pumps.

Very large volumes of air are wanted to accompany and
press forward the train—several hundred thousand cubic

feet per minute. And what is the nature of the pumps to

supply these ? Are they to be blast engines ? No ; they

are to be air pumps, in the shape of gasometers. We are

all familiar enough with the sight of gasometers, but their

application for such a purpose is certainly new.

We find throughout the work the same invincible spirit

which seems to seek a difficulty for its immediate destruc-

tion. That a permanent railway across the English

Channel will be built, we doubt not ; we are equally con-

fident that Messrs. Bateman and Revy's scheme is a

practicable solution of the problem. No less an authority

than the Emperor Napoleon III., after mature considera-

tion of the scheme, wrote to say :
—" Cest le scicl realisable','

and as the design is one that belongs essentially to

England, His Majesty's opinion acciuires enhanced value

and importance. Let us, then, hope that the engineering

and enterprising powers of this eminently engineering

country will heartily support, advance, and improve the

plan, which seems to ensure inestimable advantages to

England and France.

NOTES
The Secretaries of the Royal Astronomical Society have

circiilaled the following notification. *'We are instructed to

communicate to you the follow ing Resolution, which was passed

at a Committee of the Council held yesterday, April Sth :

—

Resolved— ' That the Fellows be informed that there is a

possibility of the Government providing means of transit to and

from stations on the Mediterranean for about sixty observers,

who may be willing to take part in the Observation of the Total

Eclipse of December 22, 1S70 ; and that persons willing to

undertake a portion of the Observations on a plan to be arranged

by the Council, be invited to send their names to the Secretaries,

and also to state the branch of obsen'ation which they would be

prepared, or prefer, to undertake, and the instruments they

would be wiUing to contribute.' It is desirable that the names

of those who are willing to take part in the observation of the

Eclipse should be sent in, if possible, before the next meeting of

Council, May 13."

We are informed that ISI. Fahnehjelm, the Swedish Commis.

sioner for the forthcoming series of Annual International Exhibi-

tions, has applied for permission to exhibit a full-sized model of

a school-room, just as it exists in tlie countiy parishes in Sweden,

with all the books, maps, apparatus, forms, desks, &c., in order

to give a complete idea of the Swedish system of elementary

instruction. Her Majesty's Commissioners will, there can be no

doubt, gladly place a sufficient space at the disposal of the

Swedish Commissioner for so interesting an exhibit. It is to be

hoped that encouragement will be given to other countries to

follow this excellent example. An easy comparison of interna-

tional appliances for educational purposes would be most useful

to visitors to the Exhibition, and would be beneficial and stimu-

lating to the countries exhibiting.

Yet another contribution to Mr. De Morgan's " Budget of

Paradoxes." A pamphlet reaches us under the title of "The
New System of Astronomy" by " Incognito " (Spon, Charing

Cross), reviving, as " more in accordance with ascertained

observations, and more capable of exact proof than any yet

propounded," the old idea that the earth is the centre of our

system, the sun revolving round it in an orbit intennediate

between those of the Moon and Mars, with Mercury and Venus

as his satellites.

rROFESSOR H. J. Cl.\rk, of Lexington University,

Kentuck)', sends us a paper entitled " Polarity and

Polycephalism, an essay on Individuality." He applies the

term "polarity" to the tendency of the vertebrate individual to

arrange its organs in two opposing sets, cephalic and caudal,

and again dorsal and ventral. An individual is generally under-

stood to be a monocephalic being. In the case of so-called

" alternation of generation " among the Acalephic, since the

sexual and sexless are necessary to make up a distinct organism,

i.e., vegetative and reproductive, the one a completement of

the other, neither alone can represent the individual unit or

whole cycle of life ; and cephalism is therefore. Professor Clark

contends, a better term to indicate the potentiality of these sub-

divisions to live apart.

Mr. T. Paynter Allen reprints from the "Journal of the

Society of Arts" an Inquiry into the existing state of education

in Richmond, Twickenham, and Mortlake. He finds that of the

whole number of children in the district, one-third are absolutely

uninstructed, scarcely one half are in average attendance at

school, one-fifth alternate attendance at school with fluctuating

labour injuriously to themselves and to the school ; one-sixth

are of the maximum school age without having reached the

maximum of proficiency, and above one-half are children of eight

years, and therefore in training in infant or mixed schools, the

classification, methods, and teaching power of which are very

imperfect and inferior.

Professor Piazzi Smyth publishes " A Poor Man's

Photography at the Great Pyramid in the year 1865." The
" poor man " is Professor Smyth himself, who details the

ditliculties encountered in pursuit of his undertaking in the face

of a "coalition of rich ones .against him." Whatever may be

thought of Professor Smyth's theory of the object for which

the Great Pyr.amid was built, there can be no question that he has

brought to the subject an immense amount of patient self-

denying research which demands acknowledgment, and some of

his meteorological observations may yet lead to important

results.

Messrs. Longman's latest list of forthcoming works includes

the following, in different departments of science:—The Origin

of Civilisation, and the Primitive Condition of Man, by Sir John
Lubbock; Other Worlds than Ours, by R. A. Proctor; The
Historical Geography of Europe, by E. A. Freeman; Le Maout
and Decaisne's General System of Descriptive and Analytical

Botany, translated by Mrs. J. D. Hooker ; Researches on Dia-

magnetism and Magnecrystallic Action, by Professor Tyndall;

Lectures on Surgical Pathology, by James Paget ; A Course oi

Elementary Problems in Practical Plane Geometry, by John

Lowres; Principles of Mechanism, by Professor Willis; Smoking

Fires— their Cause and Cure, by Rev. A. C. Ainslie ; On the

Manufacture of Beet-root Sugar in England, by W. Crookes ;

and A Handbook of Dyeing and Calico-printing, by the same

author.

The continental subscription list on behalf of the late Pro-

fessor Sars now exceeds io,ooofr. A young naturalist, Mr. C.

Jobert, called a public meeting at Havre in its support, which

was a great success, the mayor granting free use of a room in

the Hotel de Ville, and the printer refusing to be paid for print-

ing the circulars : a worthy example for imitation.

Apropos of Professor Tyndall's "Dust and Disease," we
extract the following from the Scientific American:—"The
dust obtained from the places of amusement in New York

has recently been analysed by the scientific officers of the

Metropolitan Board of Health. Over one hundred speci-

i\
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mens of the pai'ticles floating in tlie air, and falling as

dust, were collected en plates of glass, and were examined

under the microscope. The proportions of the different in-

gredients varied, but the same substances were found in all

the specimens. The composition of the matter subjected to the

microscope was aj follows:—'The dust of the streets in its finer

or coarser particles, according to the height at whicli it had

been collected, with a large proportion of organic elements;

particles of sand, quartz, and feldspar; of carbon, from coal-

dust and lampblack; fibres of wool and cotton of various tints;

epidermic scales; gi'anules of starch of wheat, mainly the tissues

of plants; the epidermic tissue, recognised by ,the stomata or

breathing pores; vegetable ducts and fibres, with spiral mark-

ings; vegetable hairs or down, either single or in tufts of four or

eight, and of great variety, and three distinct kinds of pollens.

Fungi were abundant, from mere micrococcus granules to fila"

ments of mould. When w.ater was added to a portion of dust

from whatever source, and exposed in a test tube to sunlight or

heat for a few hours, vibriones and bacteria made their appear-

ance, and the fungous elements sprouted and multiplied, showing

that they maintained their vitality, and proving that the germs

of fermentation and putrefaction are very widely diffused. '

"

It is said that Professor Nordenskiold is organising another

Polar Expedition for 1871-2, and that he intends, amongst other

things, to attempt to reach the North Pole by starting from

Spitzbergen, or its neighbourhood, in the spring, and travelling

by sledge over the frozen sea. It is reported that he intends to

visit Greenland this year to procure dogs for his enterprise. We
fear that if he relies upon dogs, he will not succeed better than

his predecessors, and he may even experience great difficulty at

the outset in obtaining the requisite number for his purpose
;

for, by the latest accounts from Greenland, the disease among
the dogs in that country (which proved such a hindrance to Mr.

Whymper in his attempt to penetrate to the interior in 1S67)

has spread, in spite of all efforts to check it, from one district to

another, and is still continuing its fatal ravages.

The new number of the Proceedings of the Royal Institution^

commencing the sixth volume, includes Professor Tyndall's

lecture " On Dust and Disease," Professor Odhng's "History of

the Scientific Work of the late Professor Graham," and Dr.

Carpenter's lecture on the " Temperature and Animal Life of

the Deep Sea," with briefer notices of the other Friday evening

discourses before Easter.

At the meeting of the French Academy on the llthinst.

,

Marshal Vaillant communicated the curious fact that Cuvier's

name was not George, but Jean Leopold Nicolas Freda-ic.

According to M. Dumas, this circumstance was well known to

persons familiarly acquainted with Cuvier, but no reason is given

by him for such a singular change of name.

The second of Sir Edward Sabine's conversaziones as Presi-

dent of the Royal Society will be held on Saturday evening

next.

The Engineer states that a new method of wanning first-

class carriages in express trains has been adopted in Bavaria : a

special van is attached to the train and contains a powerful
'

' calorifere, " and the heated air is conveyed to all the carriages

of the train by means of india-rubber tubes. The experiment

with first-class can'iages is reported upon so favourably that the

authorities have determined to apply it to all the carriages on

the Bavarian lines, and it is expected that it will soon be adopted

on all the German railways.

The herbarium of the late Von Martins, which was offered to

and refused by the Bavarian Government, has been purchased for

30,000 fr. by the Belgian Govemment to form the basis of a national

collection, to be located at Brussels. It consists, ist, of the general

herbarium, containing 60,000 species, represented by 300,000

specimens, nearly half of which are Brazilian ; and, of the great

collection of palms ; 3rd, a collection of fruits and seeds
; 4th,

a series of woods ; 5th, a collection of drugs and economic
specimens, m great p.art formed by his brother Theodore Martins,

Professor of Pharmacy at Erlangen.

According to the Photographic N'eius, the oft-reiterated

statement that the eye of a dead animal has impressed upon it an
image of the last object seen in life has been the subject of

serious investigation in Germany. Americans have gone so

far as to state that the eye of a murdered man had been
found in which a portrait of the murderer was distinctly traceable.

In the investigation in question the eyes of thirty different animals,

all of which had been killed with a view to subsequent examina-

tion, were carefully inspected; but in no case was there any
evidence discovered to warrant the statement referred to.

A COMPACT and valuable llittle "Route-map and Index to the

more interesting objects in the Royal Gardens, Kevv," is about to

be issued under official sanction by Messrs. Macmillan and Co
It contains an excellent map of the gardens, and index to someo
the more interesting plants : and as it is to be sold for the low
price of 2d. it will doubtless have a very large circulation.

Dr. E. Symes Thomtson, Gresham Professor of Physic,

will deliver his two courses of three lectures each at the Gresham
College, Basinghall-street, after Easter. The first course on
April 22nd, 23rd, and 24th, will be on Cough, on Tonics, and

on Climate and Health Resorts. The second course, on June

2nd, 3rd, and' 4th, on the Epidemics of tlie Middle Ages, on

Sedatives, and on Narcotics. The Lectures are illustrated with

diagrams, and chemical experiments, and are free to the public.

They commence at 7 o'clock.

Dr. Clark, assistant to the late Dr. Penny, who continued

the winter course of lectures on Chemistry after that gentleman's

death, will deliver the summer courses. Further arrangements

are dependent upon the proposal of Mr. Young, the President,

to endow a chair of Technical Chemistry.

The statistics of the American Pennsylvania crude oil industiy

for the past year are now published. The total production of

the year was the enormous amount of 4,215,142 barrels, being

a daily average of 11,548 baiTels, The production of 1868 was
3i7i5)74i barrels, the increase during i86g over the previous

year thus being 499,401 barrels, or about 1,460 barrels per day.

Prof. H. Wurtz has presented to the New York Lyceum of

Natural Ilistoiy a report of an extraordinary outburst of gas in

the township of West Bloomfield, co. of Ontario, State of New
York. It issues from a bore-hole in the solid rock, about five

inches in diameter, and when burning, gives in a still atmo-

sphere a flame some thirty feet in height, the flow amounting to

400,000 cubic feet per day, which has now been going on for

more than four years, without any perceptible diminution of

rapidity. The density is o'693, and the result of several

analyses shows the following composition :

—

M.irsh gas S2'4i percent.

Carbonic acid lO'ii ,,

Nitrogen 4-31 „

Oxygen 0-23 ,,

Illuminating hydrocarbons . . 2^94 ,,

lOO'OO

The most remarkable feature of the discharge is the lack of

diminution of the flow for so long a time in connection with the

low pressure indicated, corresponding to that of but a few inches

of ^\ater. Dr. Stevens has examined the geological formation

of the rock from which the oil proceeds, and finds it to belong

to the Hamilton Group, the gas proceeding doubtless from the

"Marcellus Shale," which is highly charged with bitumen and

h
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carbonaceous mattei-, and flames on ignition. The four great gas-

producing strata of New York, Pennsylvania, and Oliio thus all

belong to the Paufozoic formation.

The quinquennial prize of 50oofr. of the physical and mathema-

tical sciences of the Belgian Academy has been awarded to

Prof. Plateau for his researches on the figures of equilibrium of a

liquid mass without weight ; a fitting sequel to 26 years' unre-

mitting work, the professor being now blind. The Argenteuil

prize of I2,ooofr. has been bestowed on JI. Champonnois,

inventer of the method of distilling beet-root.

The Council of the Entomological Society offers two prizes,

of the value of five guineas each, for essays, of sufficient merit,

drawn up from personal observation in the anatomy or economy

of any insect or insects ; the essays to be sent in before the end

of November ne.\t.

Notwithstanding the numerous investigations that have

been made upon the pi'ocess of gastric digestion, the ulterior

changes that the food undergoes in the alimentary canal

exclusive of the action of the pancreatic and biliary fluids, in

other words, the action of the fluid secreted by the walls of

the alimentary canal itself on the various constituents of our

food, admitted on all hands to be considerable, has received

but little attention. In the " Untersuchungen aus dem Institut

fiir Physiologie" in Graz, edited by Prof. Rollett, an essay

appears written by Dr. Ale.xis Dobroslawin of St. Peters-

burg on this subject. In order to obtain the intestinal juice, he

made a fistulous opening into an isolated portion of the intestine

and inserted a canular into the orifice, which was properly

secured. The dog was fed with a pound of horse-flesh and a

single supply of water daily. Investigations were in the first

instance made with a view of ascertaining the quantity of intes-

tinal secreted juice. The material obtained consisted of a thin

fluid and of a mucous portion, the relative proportion of which
varied to a considerable extent under different circumstances,

but from an isolated portion of intestine (having a length of

13 centim, ) in one dog he obtained 34 grains, and in another,

where the isolated portion of intestine had a length of 17 centim.

28 grains per hour. The results of electrical e-xcitation by

means of induction currents were very similar to those

previously obtained by Thiry, and showed a considerable

increase in the amount of the secretion during the passage

of the current, and further researches showed that the

secretion thus obtained did not diff'er materially from that pro-

duced in the healthy and uninjured animal by the application of

electricity to the freshly-exposed intestinal tract. The most

interesting part of his researches, liowever, bears upon the action

of the intestinal juice on starch, albumen, and fat respectively.

In regard to the former, he was able to convince himself, in

opposition to the statements of Thiry, that the intestinal juice

possesses a distinct power of converting starch into sugar, and

this occurred in whatever state the juice might be, whether clear,

or troubled, or filtered, or mingled with flocculent masses of

mucus. The time required was in all instances nearly the

same, or about two hours. In one instance, evidence of the

presence of sugar was obtained in a quarter of an hour. In

regard to albumen, his experiments were made with portions of

raw fibrin of blood. These were kept at a temperature of about

100° Fahr., in contact with some of the recently-obtained intes-

tinal juice, and it was found that a solvent action did occur, but

with great slowness, from twenty to forty, or even forty-eight

hours being required. The dissolved fibrin underwent conversion

without the development of any putrefactive odour into peptones,

as was demonstrated by the action of a series of tests. The
researches made with a view of ascertaining the action of the

juice on fats, as olive oil and butter, had a negative result ; he

was never able to discover any of the fatty acids.

In the.last part of Schultze's "Archiv. fiir IMikroskopische-Ana-
tomic," M. Schwalbe describes the lymphatic spaces of the eye.

In this paper he shows that there is a large space comparable to a

lymphatic sac hned by nucleated epithelium, as shown by the

action of nitrate of silver situated between the choroid and
sclerotic coats. When injected with a coloured fluid the injec-

tion escapes from the globe by channels surrounding the venic

vorticosK, and then distends the space known as the capsule

of Tenon. From thence the fluid passes backwards through a

sheath surrounding the optic nerve, and so penetrates into the

arachnoid space of the brain.

The Rev. W. P. Clarke, vice-president of the Royal

.Society of New South Wales, sends us an interesting paper

on the Causes and Phenomena of Earthquakes, especially in

relation to shocks felt in New South Wales and in other

provinces of Australasia.

In a letter to Hayd-uicke's ScUnce Gossip, lUr. W. W. Spicer

states that the colour of insects is greatly influenced by the length

of time during which they have remained in the chrysalis condi-

tion, well-marked varieties being produced by preserving the

chrysalis in a state of abnormal torpidity through the autumn and

winter, which can be done by keeping it in ice.

Those of our readers who are interested in the theory ot

vision will find an instructive paper by Mr. G. Joseph Towne,

in the last issued volume of the "Guy's Hospital Reports" (1870).

It deals chiefly with the subject of bmocular vision, with a

criticism on the views recently promulgated by Professors Kering

and Ilelmholtz, and at the conclusion of his essay he makes the

following statements :— "That the images of all objects placed

within the transverse visual plane are referred to the opposite

side of the field ; that is, to the side of the field opposite to that

occupied by the object viewed, and we remark that this pheno-

menon is special to the transverse visual plane. That in select-

ing the transverse visual plane as the region for his experiments,

and in having applied to the field generally the exceptional

phenomena special to this region, Hering has committed an

error, which is fatal alike to the consistency of his experiments

and to the soundness of his conclusions. That the phenomena
on which Hering has based his theory are inseparably con-

nected with a near convergence of the eyes, and it may be asserted

that similar phenomena cannot occur, tlie field being viewed

with the optic-axes parallel." Mr. Towne's statements are

supported by much ingenious reasoning, and references to

numerous experiments, some of which are illustrated.

L.\RGE beds of rock-salt have been discovered by borings,

in the neighbourhood of Middlesborough-on-Tees, and shafts

are now being sunk with a view to work the valuable deposits.

In this we have another example of the mineral character of

that north-east comer of Yorkshire. Iron ore and smelting

furnaces abound. Mineral waters well-up in sundiy places.

Alum used to be made at Guisborougli, near the foot of Rose-

bury Topping ; and now the rock-salt offers a new resource to a

large and busy port, which, forty years ago, was a wild waste

with two or three houses only.

It is perhaps a sign of a wider awakening interest in

geology among the Italians, that a new journal

—

Bollctmo R.

Comitato Ceologko d'Italia—was brought out at Florence, at

the beginning of the present year. The second number has

just appeared. It contains papers and notices on geological

and mineralogical subjects, illustrated by engravings, and so

far fulfils its purpose of making "better known than hitherto

the geology and topography of Italy." We are glad to welcome

this new periodical ; for the more the Italians become
acquainted with the natural resources of their country, the

better will it be for all concerned,
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BOTANY
Variegation of Leaves

M. Edouard Morren attributes the variegation of leaves to a

disease wiiicli is contagious and which may also be communi-
cated from one species to another by inoculation, as by the graft-

ting of a variegated plant on to a healtliy stock, or even from tlie

stock to a healthy graft. The discoloured or variegated portions

of a leaf have lost their po\\'er of reducing carbonic acid, the

plants are generally weaker and smaller, their flowers and fruit

inferior, and they are more liable to be injured by cold. It is

the sign of an organic disease produced by various causes, as the

deterioration of the seeds, dampness of the ground, want of light,

&c. None of the higher classes of plants can exist if entirely de-

prived of chlorophyll, except such as are parasitic. Some of

our common variegated cultivated plants, such as Pdargoniuni
zonaU and Hydraui^ea, sometimes put out branches which are

entirely colourless, but these only live a parasitic life on the rest

of the plant. That the disease is an individual one is shown by
the fact that it can be propagated by buds, layers, or grafts, e^•en

by the insertion of the petiole of an infected leaf beneath the

bark ; while the seeds of variegated individuals will generally

produce healthy and fully-coloured plants. A.W. B.

Dimorphic Leaves of Water-plants

Following out his observations on the leaves of Mavsilia

(see Nature, No. ii p. 293) Prof Hildebrand finds that some
other water plants exhibit a similar peculiarity, as, for instance.

Polygonum antpltibiitm, and the common arrow-head, Sagittnria

saggiUfolia, frequently producing, when growing in very deep
water, floating leaves of a different form from the ordinary
leaves, and exhibiting also differences in structure and in the

arrangement of the stomata. In the latter species the floating-

leaves are round and heart-snaped, similar to those of a \\'ater-

lily, instead of arrow-shaped. A.W. B.

The M.\rqijis de Pompign.\n asserts that a remarkably fine

quality ol truffle is cultivated in the vicinity of the Garonne, on a
district almost solely arenaceous.

PHYSICS
Phosphorescence of Gases

It is a well-known fact, the discovery of which appears due to

Geissler, of Bonn, that certain highly attenuated gases have the

power of remaining luminous for a short time after the interrup-

tion of an electric current by which they have been traversed.

M. Becquerel attributed this phenomena to the presence of

oxygen, either free or combined ; M. Morren has since denied that

pure oxygen itself can exhibit the electric phosphorescence, but that

it does so when mixed with other gases, more particularly nitrogen.

Such being the state of the question, M. de la Rive requested

M. Edouard Sarasin to execute a series of critical experiments,

an account of which appears in the Archives des Sciences physiques

et natu,relles [135, p. 243] and is summarised in the following

paragraphs.

The experiments were made in a large glass jar, 20 centimetres

in diameter and 30 centimetres high, which was placed on the

platinum plate of a Babinet's air-pump, capable of giving a

vacuum of half a millimetre. The electrodes consisted of two
brass steins, to the extremities of which were screwed two thin

disks of either brass, platinum, or silver. One of them was
fixed on the brass screw-plate in the centre of the platinum, the

other occupied the middle of the flat glass cover of the jar.

They were also connected with the two poles of a Ruhnikorfl''s

coil of medium size, traversed by the current from four Grove's

cells. The interior of the jar communicated with (
i ) a desiccating

apparatus, through which the gases were introduced
; (2) a

manometer reading to 0'04 millimetre, and (3) a brass tube in

which were placed chemically pure gases, contained in bulbs

which could be broken in a vacuum.

A number of experiments were made with oxygen, both as

prepared from potassium chlorate and as yielded by electrolysis.

Closing his eyes during the intense and blinding glow of the

continuous discharge, and suddenly opening them on the inter-

ruption of the current, the observer witnessed, in every case, a

pale, whitish glimmer, directed, though but momentarily, over the

path of the preceding display. At and below a pressure of three

milhmetres, but especially at two millimetres, this light fills the
whole jar. Simultaneously with this occurrence, ozone is pro-
duced, as proved by testing with finely divided silver ; whence, as .

might be expected, the phosphorescence is considerably diminished
by employing electrodes of silver. No gas, other than oxygen,
exhibits this property. Hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, iodine-
vapour, ammonia, coal-gas, hydrogen chloride, and even atmo-
spheric air, alike failed to produce it.

When highly concentrated hydrogen sulphate was placed in a
capsule on the platinum plate, and nitrogen, air, nitrous oxide,
carljon moxide or dioxide was admitted under the usual condi-
tions, a phosphorescence was obtained of greater intensity and larger
duration than in any of the other experiments. Here, also, ozone
was formed. The presence of silver diminished, the presence of
hydrogen entirely obliterated ihe phenomenon.

Sulphur dioxide gave a feeble but decided phosphorescence.
Hydrogen nitrate and nitrogen peroxide showed a weak effect. Car-
bon monoxide and dioxide wei'e very perceptibly phosphorescent,
and still more on the introduction of hydroge sulphate. It was
noticed that the addition of this sulphate invariably diminished
the conductibility of the gas.

The most curious results were observed with nitrous oxide.
During the passage of the spark, at ten millimetres (and even
highei-) pressure, a narrow jet appears, of a bright rose colour,
and exhibiting fine clear stria:. Surrounding the jet is a sheath
of the most brilliant yellow mist of eight to ten millimetres in
thickness, and perfectly defined. As the jet grows with dimin-
ishing pressure, this sheath loses its brilliancy, advances farther
in the jar, and, at two millimetres, fills it entirely. At half a
millimetre, there is a large rosy jet, with enormous stria; extend-
ing to the walls of the jar, all the interstices being filled with
yellowish mist. Nitrous oxide shows a phosphorescence at all

pressures below ten millimetres. At first this is veiy bright but
only instantaneous, occupying exactly the place previously assumed
by the yellow sheath. As the vacuum improves, the phosphor-
escence becomes \ more permanent ; and ultimately, at one
millimetre, and al'ter the interruption of the spark, a yellow mist
is visible for three seconds, and is bright enough at first to
illuminate siu'rounding objects veiy evidently.

The preceding experiments lead the author to infer that
oxygen is the sole cause of the phosphorescence in question,
which is also and necessarily produced by most oxygenated
gases.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Berg-nnd hiittciiniannisdie Zcitung. The l.ast number of this

journal contains the following account of a new locality for the
mineral Knebelite, by L. J. Igelstrdm, of Filipstadt. For some
time Knebelite was only known as occurring at Ilmenau and then
it was afterwards discovered at Danemora. During a journey in
the year 1866 he discovered it at the Hillang iron mine in the
parish of Ludovika, province of Dalarne, Sweden. It is found
there in great quantities, sometimes in masses twelve feet thick.
It occurs in the halleflinta, the ore-bearing rock, in connection with
magnetic iron limestone and traces of magnetic pyrites, with all
of wdrich it is impregnated. The mineral from Ilmessau and
Danemora has a pretty constant composition, containing 30 32
silica, 32—34 proto.xide of iron, and 34—35 protoxide of man-
ganese (vide Dana, 186S). The composition of the Knebelite
from Hillang, which is somewhat different, is as follows :

—

Silica 33'I4 with
Protoxide of iron . 4096 ,, 9^09

j

Protoxideofmanganesei9"35
,, 4^42

Lime 6'55 ,, 1-87
J

1674 Oxygen

15-38 ;;

100 '00

This difference may, perhaps, have been caused by the mineral
not being entirely free from intermixed magnetic iron. There is

nevertheless, no doubt whatever, if one compares the external
characters, that the Hillangs mineral is the same as that of
Danemora, and, indeed, it was this identity of external appear-
ance which occasioned its discovery at Hilliings. Both varieties
of the mineral have the characteristic of gelatinising with hydro-
chloric acid.

I.\ The Joiinial of the Quekett Afiirroscofiiea! Club for April, is

the commencement of an article by Mr. M. C. Cooke, on Micro-
scopic Moulds, restricting the term "moulds" to the Hypho-
mycetes, and including all those filamentous fungi which bear
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naked spores (sporiferous, in contradistinction to sporidiiferous)

at tire apex of simple or branclied threads. It promises to con-

tain much valuable information. Other interesting papers are by

Dr. Braithwaite, on the Geographical Distribution of Mosses
;

M. de Brebisson, on French Uiatomaceas ; and Mr. B. T. Lowne,

on the Cornea of the Bee.

The Jounial of the Ethnological Sociity for April contains a

valuable report by Lieut. Oliver, R.A., illustrated by several

very beautiful lithographs, on the present state and condition

of Pre-historic Remains in the Channel Islands. Notwithstand-

ing the wholesale and wanton destniction of these monuments in

the Channel Islands within the last half-century, there are never-

theless few localities, Brittany excepted, in which the sepulchral

stone structures of the neolithic period can be studied with

fjreater advantage. Lieut. Oliver describes in detail the monu-
ments still remaining in Guernsey, Herm, Serk, Jersey, and
Aldemey ; and notes the remarkable resemblance borne by them
to the monoliths and stone tombs of Madagascar, erected by the

hill-tribes of Hovas even at this very day. Mr. C. T. Gardner
contributes an essay on the Chinese Race, their Language,
Government, Social Institutions, and Religion ; Mr. G. Busk, a

description of, and remarks upon, an ancient Calvaria from
China, which had been supposed to be that of Confucius ; and
Mr. H. H. Howorth, a continuation of his article on the West-
erly Drifting of Nomades, from the fifth to the nineteenth

centui-y.

Geological Magazine, vol. vii. No. 4, April 1S70.—This

number opens with the first of a series of notices of eminent living

geologists, and the editor's choice has worthily fallen upon the

veteran Professor Sedgwick. Professor Huxley has a paper,

illustrated with a plate, on the milk-dentition of PaliTolherium

magnum. From Professor Rupert Jones we have a series

of notes on the Tertiary Entomostraca, containing supple-

mentary remarks and corrections to his monograph of those

minute fossils published by the PaL-eontographical Society

in 1S56, and including a revised list of the species. The other

papers are, an article on the superficial deposits of Belgium,

illustrated with a map prepared by Mr. H. M. Jenkins for his

paper on Belgian agi'iculture, published by the Agricultural

Society ; a notice of the Basaltic Rocks of the Midland Coal-

fields, by Mr. S. AUport ; a note on the Middle Drift-beds in

Cheshire, by Mr. J. E. Taylor ; and an extract from a letter of

Mr. F. B. Meek to Dr. Bigsby, giving an account of the fossils

found in some silver-bearing rocks near Central Nevada, which
appear to be of Devonian age. The number contains the usual

notices, reviews, reports, and miscellaneous matter.

The Rnnce dcs Coins Stienti/ii/nes for April 9th is occupied by

a sketch of the biological labours of the late Prof. Sars, by
Emile Blanchard ; a translation of Mr. Andrews' paper, read

before the Royal Society, on the continuity of the liquid and
gaseous states'of matter. The number for April l6th contains

a translation of the Anniversary Address before the Hunterian

Society by H. J. Fotherby ; and a report of a lecture by
Claude Bernard on Blood and its General Properties.

In the Monthly Microscopical jfonrnal for April we find a

description (with illustrations) by Dr. Carpenter of some peculiar

fish's ova, the peculiarities having reference to the shape of the

ova, the mode of their attachment to the surface of the shell,

and the position and remarkable distinctness of the micropyle
;

and a description (with plate), by Mr. C. A. Barrett, of a new
tube-dwelling stentor, found on a piece of weed taken from the

Thames at Moulsford ; an article on the polymorphic character

of the products of development of Monas lens, by M. Johnson,
with others of less importance.

The Zeitschrift der Gesclhchaftfiir Erdkunde zit Berlin, vol. 5,

section I, contains several very interesting papers of travel. An
Ascent of the Peak of Teneriffe, by E. Ilackel, Sketches of a

Journey from Chartum to the Gazelle River, by G. Schwein-
furth, both these articles being abundantly full of valuable

natural-historical details ; a report of the Western-Australian
Expedition, by Mr. Forrest, in search of traces of Leichardt ; an
account of Dr. Nachtigall's Journey to Tibesti, and other shorter

articles.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, April 7.
—" On supraannual cycles of tem-

perature in the earth's surface-cnist." By Prof. C. Piazzi Smyth,
F.R.S. The author presents and discusses here the completely re-

duced observations, from 1837 to 1869 inclusive, of the four great
earth-thermometers sunk into the rock of the Calton Hill, at the
Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, by the late Principal Forbes,
pursuant to a vote by the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. Leaving on one side the several Natural-
Philosophy data which have been investigated from smaller
portions of the same series of observations both by Principal
Forbes and .Sir William Thomson, the author applies himselt
solely to trace the existence of other cycles than the ordinary
annual one, in the rise and fall of the different thermometers.
Of such cycles, and of more than one year's duration, he con-
siders that he has discovered three; and of these the most marked
has a period of II'I years, or practically the same as Schwabe's
numbers for new groups of solar spots. Several numerical cir-

cumstances, however, which the author details, show that the
sun-spots cannot be the actual cause of the observed waves of
terrestrial temperature, and he suggests what may be; concluding
with two examples of the practical use to which a knowledge
of the temperature cycles, as observed, may at once be
turned, no matter to what cosmical origin their existence may
be owing.

" On the Constituent Minerals of the Granites of Scotland, as

compared with those of Donegal." By the Rev. Samuel
Haughton, M.D., Dubl., D.C.L. O.xon., Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin. Thispaper contains analysis of Orthoclasefrom
the followmg localities :

—

No. I. Stirling Hill, Peterhead. Occurs in an eruptive

Granite, in veins, in well-developed reddish pink opaque crystals,

encrusted with crystals of Albite.—No. 2. Rubislaw, Aberdeen.
Large beautiful reddish pink opaque crystals, in veins, associated

with white Mica. The Granite of Rubislaw is of metamorphic
origin, and different in character from the eniptive Granite of

Peterhead. No Albite has been found in it.—No. 3. Peter-

culter, Aberdeen. In Metamorphic Granite ; "white, translucent,

large crystals.—No. 4. Callernish, extreme west of Lewis. In
Metamorphic Granite ; in large grey crystals, with a slight shade
of pink, translucent.—The Granites of central and western
Scotland are metamorphic rocks, like those of Donegal and
Norway, with which they are geologically identical ; and truly

eruptive Granite occurs at only a few localities, as, for example,
near Peterhead. The second felspar, associated Avith Orthoclase
in the Metamorphic Granites, is Oligoclase, as in Donegal

;

while the second felspar associated with Orthoclase in the
eruptive Granites, is Albite, as in Mourne, Leinster, and Corn-
wall. The fact thus indicated by the Scotch Granites is com-
pletely in accordance with the mode o( occurrence of Oligo-
clase and Albite in the Irish Granites. (Then follow analyses
of two Oligoclases. )—No. i. This Oligoclase occurs in the
Granite of Craigie Buckler, near Aberdeen ; it is white and
opaque, and so much resembles Cleavelandite in appearance as

to have been mistaken for that variety of Albite ; its analysis

proves it to be Oligoclase. The crystals do not exhibit stria-

tion.—No. 2. From the Granite of Rhiconich, in the west ot

Sutherlandshire ; it is gi-eyish white, semitranslucent, in large
striated crystals, and resembles the Oligoclase of Ytterby, in

Sweden.—Analysis of an Albite which occurs at Stirling Hill,

near Peterhead, in eruptive Granite, and is found asso-

ciated with red Orthoclase in veins. It encrusts the large
crystals of Orthoclase, and is semitranslucent ; and is

generally stained on the surface by peroxide of iron.

This mineral is evidently a typical albite. There are two kinds
of mica found in the Scotch granites, and both micas resemble
very closely the corresponding minerals of the Donegal granites.

The specimen of mica analysed came from veins in the granite

quarry of Rubislaw, near Aberdeen, and occurs in large plates,

associated with red orthoclase. It was carefully examined for

lithia, but no trace of this alkali could be found in it. The
angles of the rhombic plates were 60° and 120° exactly, and the

angle between its optic axes was found to be 70^ 30'. The black
mica, in large crystals, is very rare, but it seems abundantly
disseminated, in minute scales, through most of the Scotch
granites. An analysis was made on specimens found near
Aberdeen by Professor Nicol, and kindly forwarded to me by
him, for the purposes of this paper. This mica was carefully

examined for fluorine, and found not to contain any.

Researches on Vanadium. Part HI.—Preliminary Notice.

By Henry E. Roscoe, B.A., F.R.S.—I.—Metallic Vanadium.

—

II.—Vanadium and Bromine.— I.—Vanadium Tribromide,
VBrg, molec. wt. =291.3.—2—Vanadium Oxytribromide, or

Vanadyl Tribromide, VOBrj, molec. wt. =307'3.—The specific
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gravity of the oxytribromide at 0° is 2'967.— 3.—Vanadium
Oxydibromide, or Vanadyl Dibromide, VOBr.., molec. \vt. =
227*3.— III.—Vanadium and Iodine.—Iodine-vapour does not
attack either the trioxide or tire nitride at a red heat, both these

substances remain unchanged, and no trace of vanadium can be
detected in the iodine which has passed over them.— iv.—The
Metallic Vanadates.—Sodium Vanadates.— 1.—Ortho- or Tri-

Sodium Vanadate, Na^ VO4 + 16H2 O,.— 2.—Tetrasodium
Vanadate, Naj V0O7 i8H._, O.—Lead Vanadates.— i.—Tribasic

or Ortho-Lead Vanadate, Pb., 2(VOj).—2.—Vanadinite, the

Double Orthovanadate and Chloride of Lead, 3Pb3 VO4 -^ Pb
Oj.—3.—Basic Dilead Vanadate, 2(Pb., V„0-)-l-Pb O.—Silver

Vanadates.— i.—The Ortho-silver Vanadate, Agj V04.—2.

—

The Tetrabasic Silver Vanadat, Ag4 P.2 O7.

Anthropological Society, April 5.—Captain Bedford Pirn,

R.N., V.P., in the chair. A paper, by Mr. Hodder M. West-
ropp, was read, on Phallic Worship. The author, after asserting

the spontaneity and independence of certain beliefs and supersti-

tions in the human mind, at all times and in all climates, pro-

ceeded to trace out the rise and development of phallic worship
as one of the most ancient of those religions that have extensively

prevailed among various sections of the human race. In the ear-

lier ages the operations of nature made stronger impressions on
the mind of man than in the later periods of his history. There
were two causes which must have engaged the attention of the

savage observer of nature, the generative and the productive, the

active and passive. The author then described what he con-

ceived to have been the process of thought, founded on analogies

from the observation of the great forces of nature by the Egyp-
tians, Assyrians, Hindus, Chinese, Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans,
the aborigines of America, Australasia, and Polynesia, and on
the unquestioned evidence of phallic worship in its various phases
belonging to those peoples. That worship was always, among
the ancients, of a purely reverential kind, and partook of nothing
obscene, either in its teaching or its observance ; it was a
homage paid to the most potent and most mysterious of the
powers of nature.—Mr. C. Staniland Wake then read a paper
on the Influence of the Phallic idea in the Religions of Antiquity.

Chemical Society, April 7.—Prol. Williamson, president,

in the chair. The lollovving gentlemen were elected Fellows :

—

F. Andrews, jun., W. Martindale, and A. H. Palmer.— Dr.
Divers concluded a paper, commenced in a previous meeting,
" On the combination of carbonic acid with ammonia and water.

"

The elaborate and very extensive memoir does not permit ol any
convenient abbreviation.—Dr. Gladstone communicated a paper
*' On the retraction equivalents ot the aromatic hydrocarbons,

and their derivatives." In a previous paper it was shown that

the refraction values of organic compounds may easily be cal-

culated when the refraction equivalents of the constituent bodies

are known. The present paper enumerates a large number of

substances which do not conform to the rule. The so-called

aromatic hydrocarbons give, by experiment, higher figures than

required by calculation. Dr. Gladstone accounts for this

anomaly by regarding the nucleus phenyl, Cg H^, as an

entity having, like some elements (for instance, iron and
phosphorus), the peculiarity of changing its refraction value.

—Mr. Hunter, of Belfast, communicated a paper ** Oil Deep-Sea
waters,'' a sequel to a note read before the society in December
last.—^lessrs. Bolas and Gloves read a note *' On Bromopicrin "

and announced also the discovery of tetrabromide of carboir.

—

Prof How, of Nova Scotia, reports of a feed water occurring at

Stellarton, N. S., which contains traces of free oil of vitriol.

—

For the meeting on April 21st a lecture " On Vanadium," by
Prof Roscoe, is announced.

Ethnological Society, Apri_, 12. — Professor Hu.xley

F.R. S., president, in the chair. It was announced that Dr"

Bonavia had been elected a member of the Society; Dr. Carl

Semper, of Wurzburg, an honorary foreign member ; and Lieu-

tenant S. P. Oliver, R.A., a corresponding member.—An in-

teresting paper by Hodder M. Westropp, Lsq., described very

fully the ancient tribal system and land tenure in Ireland under

the Brehon laws, and gave rise to a spirited discussion which
was sustained by Mr. G. Campbell, Colonel Lane Fox, the

president. Dr. Hyde Clarke, and Mr. McLennan.—A commu-
nication was then read " On the Danish Element in the popula-

tion of Cleveland in Yorkshire." The author pointed out that

not only many words in the Cleveland dialect and a very large

proportion of personal and local names in the district are of

Scandinavian origin, but also that many of the idioms ui use are

markedly Scandinavian. He also sought to trace an old Anglian
element in the population. Mr. Jon. Hjaltalin (an Icelander,

)

Dr. Hyde Clarke, the Rev. Dr. Nicholas, and Col. Lane Fox,
took part in the discussion which followed the reading of this
valuable communication.

Entomological Society, April 4.—Mr. Alfred R. Wallace,
F.Z.S., c&c, president, in the chair. Exhibitions were made of
Cokoptc7-a by Mr. Jenner Weir and Mr. Janson ; of Lepidoptera
by Mr. Jenner Weir and Mr. Howard Vaughan ; oiffymenoptera
by Mr. F. Smith; and Ori/upkya by the secretary.—The ravages
committed in granaries by Calandra granaj-ia and C. oiyz<v, and
the means of preventing the same, were the subject of a lengthy
discussion, in wliicli Messrs. Jenner Weir, Vogan, Janson,
Westwood, McLachlan, F. Smith, and the president took part.—Mr. Albert Midler read a note on the odour of certain Cyni-
pidie, and Mr. G. R. Crotch communicated some observations on
British species of Dasytidiv.

BlRMINGH.\M

Natural History Society.—Geological Section.—A paper
on the Igneous Rocks of the Midland Coalfields was read by
Mr. S. Allport, F.G. S. The author had examined carefully

the mineral constitution of the igneous rocks of the Shropshire,
Staffordshire, and Warwickshire coalfields, and also the so-called

loadstone of Derbyshire, and was of opinion that they all be-
longed to the carboniferous age, and in tlie case of the traps of
the coalfields he had no doubt the said traps were contempora-
neous and not intrusive. These rocks, now found in patches over
the several coalfields of the Midlands were probably all derived
from one source, just as the coalfields themselves were probably
only remnants of a coalfield of great extent. In conclusion the
author made some reference to the nomenclature of igneous rocks,

which he said at present was in a veiy unsatisfactory state.

Cambridge

Philosophical Society, March 21.—Communications made
to the society ; i. By Mr. Rohrs (Jesus College) "On carmine
and the colouring principles of cochineal." The aiithor described

the process which he had followed in some experiments in making
carmine. He found that the presence of carbonate of lime in

the water used was essential to success. The hard and shelly

(Mexican) cochineal, of a colour inclining to foxy red, made the

best carmine. Whitening was a most important ingredient in

the process. He then discussed the theory of this, and inferred

that two colouring principles existed in cochineal—purpureo-car-
minic and coccineo-carminic acid, whereof tlie latter was un-
stable.— 2. By Mr. Lewis (Corpus Christi College), "On a
Roman Lanx and other antiques found at Welney. " The lanx
was found about four feet below the surface. It was a specimen
of the flat dish bearing this name, which often was of great size.

Pliny mentions one weigliing 5oolbs. The metal of that ex-

hibited (according to an analysis made by Prof Liveing) was
80 per cent, tin, iS'5 per cent. lead. In the centre was an elaborate

pattern in a circle, with letters at equal distances in angles of
the pattern. This had been read " Vtere Felix." The read-

ing, however, was doubtful. The author then commented upon
other antiques of bronze, stone, and horn, from the same neigh-
bourhood.

Derry
Natural History and Philosophical Society, March 4.—William Ilarte, C. E. , F. R. G.S.I.

,
president, in the chair.

Mr. tiarte communicated some observations on a remark-
able meteor wliicli passed over Donegal on the niglit of

the 27th of December last ; also a notice of a beautiful Aurora
Borealis.—Mr. C. W. L^ugan, M.A., read a paper on the " Gold
Antiquities of Ireland," illustrated by drawings. In this paper
he endeavoured to controvert some views adverse to the very

early civilisation of Ireland ; also some opinions advanced as to

the source of gold from which the massive and gorgeous orna-

ments brought under notice had been fashioned. In connection

with this paper there were exhibited some specimens of Irish

ring money, iS:c., as also some splendid amber beads found on
the property of Dr. Forsylhe, and now in his possession.—Mr.
Harte exhibited and made a few observations upon some beauti-

ful cinerary urns found at Grange, near Strabane, and at Malins,

Donegal. It is remarkable that a large urn and a small one
were fomid together. These specimens are in good preservation.

The black burnt ashes were adhering quite fiesh to the sides of

one of them,
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Edinburgh

Scottish Meteorological Society, March 30.—Admiral
Sir William Ramsay in tlie chair. Dr. Keith Johnston read a

paper " On the temperature of the Gulf Stream in the North

Atlantic Ocean." He began by saying that he had read a paper

on the Gulf Stream at the half-yearly meeting of the society in

January 1S62, which embodied the results of observations made
in the Iceland seas by Captain Irminger, of Denmark. Tiiat

paper attracted the attention of meteorologists, and the result

was that new stations had been established by the society in Ice-

land and the Faroe Islands, each of them supplied with the best

instruments, placed at tlie disposal of the council by the Board of

Trade. Tlie Meteorological Institute of Norway has, during the

past three years, made observations of the temperature of tlie

sea at the lighthouses round the coast asfarnorth as 71°' 6' lat. N.,

and on board ships engaged in the Arctic fisheries. From these

observations, together with those made at different stations off the

Scottish coast, in Faroe, and in Iceland, Professor Mohn of Chris-

tiania, has just published a memoir on tlie temperature of this

part of the Atlantic, illustrated by five charts for the four seasons

of the year. The five cliarts exhibited were based on Professor

Molin's. The singular distribution of the temperature of the sea

between Iceland, Scotland, and Norway must, as M. Mohn ob-

serves, be regarded as the best representation of the course and the

extent of the Gulf Stream in these parts. The line designated as

the thermal axis indicates the direction of the principal axis of

the current. It is along this axis that the warm waters of the

Gulf Stream are pushed forward by the current to the latitude

of the North Cape and Spitzbergen. At the same time, the

water is cooled as it advances, either from the effect of latitude

or from the loss of heat experienced on both sides in beating

the coast of Norway and in melting the ice of the sea between
Greenland and Spitzbergen. The distribution of temperature

during the summer months, being dominated by the solar heat,

the isotherms of the sea have a greater tendency to follow tlie

parallels of latitude. The thermal axis is, as it were, tlirown on
tlie shores of Norway, wdiere it may be followed to the west

coast of Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla. The distance of the

thermal axis of the Gulf .Stream from tlie west coast of Norway
being not more than 125 miles, its effect on the climate of that

counti"y must be very remarkable. Thus we find that the west

coast during winter has a temperature of the air which sur-

passes by from 40° to 50° that due to corresponding latitudes,

if there were no current of warm water. On the shores of

Norway round to the frontiers of Russia, the current of the

sea is directed generally towards the north and east ; and, carried

by the current to this far northern region, products of the vege-

table kingdom are often found whicli liad their origin in tlie

West Indies—a fact wliich proves beyond all question the exist-

ence of a north-eastern branch of the Gulf Stream tlius far into

the Arctic Ocean. Mr. Buchan said that, to illustrate the effect

of winds upon the currents, he had looked into the question of

the temperature of the air at various stations as compared with

that of the sea. Over the whole of Scotland and as far west at

least as Faroe, the winds were south-west in winter, there being

very few easterly or north-easterly winds. In Iceland a different

state of tilings prevailed, the mean direction of the wind being

east-north-east. On the west coast of Norway, tlie prevailing

direction was uniformly south-east, or south-soutli-east, that is

to say the winds blow to a considerable extent off the land, where
at that season the temperature is exceedingly low. In summer
the winds in Iceland continue easterly, with some northing in

them ; but in the north of Scotland they prevail more from

the west. On the coast of Norway, the summer winds take the

opposite direction to those prevailing in winter. The same holds

good in the south and north of Norway, where the difference was
4° in favour of the sea.—Mr. Buchan read a paper on the cold

weather of May 1S69. Mr. Buchan said the temperature ol

Scotland during May 1S69, was 45'i°, which was 47° below
the average of May in the past thirteen years, and 2.^° lower
than any previous May recorded.

Royal Society, March 21.—Prof. Kelland in the chair.

Dr. Keith Johnston communicated a paper by Mr. Keith John-
ston, jun., on the "Lake Region of Eastern Africa." See
abstract of this paper in Nature, No. 24, p. 607.

Royal Physical Society, March 23.—Professor Duns,
D.D., president, in tlie chair. The following communications
were read :—On Crocodilns biporcaUis (Cuvier), the Muggar.
By Professor Duns, New College, Note on the Capture of the

Gvey ?,e:>\ (/Ti-ilichivi-us grypus) in the Firth of Tay. By Pro-
fessor Turner. Note on the Preservation of Minute Animals in

Acetic Acid. By T. Strethill Wright, M.D. Notice of an
instance of Double or Vertical Hermaplirodism in a Cod Fish
(Gadiis morrhua). By John Alex. Smith, M.D.

Botanical Society, March 10.—Sir Walter Elliot, presi-

dent, in tlie chair. On the Formation of a Museum of Vegetable
Materia Medica. By William Craig, M.B. and CM. On the

Fructification of GrijffitJisia corallma, with a notice of the other
AlgiV found in Shetland, not mentioned in Edmonston's Flora.

By C. W. Peach, A.L. S. On Two New British Hepaticje.

By Dr. B. Carrington. On the occurrence of Lnzida arcuata

and Bitxbanmia indusiata^ in Inverness-sliire. By Dr. Buchanan
White. On some recent Additions made to the Flora of Canada.
By INIr. Sadler. Report on the Open-air Vegetation at the

Royal Botanic Gardens. By Mr. M'Nab.

Gl.isgow

Natural History Society, April 5.—Prof. J. Young, M.D.,
president, in the chair. The following papers were read :— I.

"On shell mounds at the Machar Grogary, South Uist," by
James A. Maliony. This paper was illustrated by a large col-

lection of objects, chiefly sliells of various kinds, bones of a
number of animals, some of them drilled with holes, others

split longitudinally, stone knives or scrapers, pieces of rude
pottery, and other articles of a like nature, usually found in

these refuse heaps. At the close of the paper. Prof. Young
dwelt at some length in comparing these Heljridean mounds with
what had been examined in the Eastern counties, especially in

Caithness. 2. " On the sea anemones of the shores of the

Cumbraes," by David Robertson, F.G.S. The author gave
a complete list of the species taken by himself in that most
interesting locality, and exhibited several living anemones in

illustration of his paper.

Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society, April 5.—Dr. J. P.

Joule, F. R. S., president, in the chair.— "Description of a New
Anemometer," by Mr. Peter Hart. It consists first of a base
board furnislied witli levels and levelling screws; to this is iiinged

the board carrying tlie U tube, which may be called the sloping
base ; on this slojiing base is secured the U tube furnished with
a scale and vernier capable of being read to the ^w inch. By
means of a screw passing through the sloping base, and resting

on tlie lower base board, the former can be made to assume any
angle with the latter, the angle being determined by a quadrant
fixed to the lowest base board.

Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins, F. R.S , described the results of the
preliminary investigation undertaken l^y the Settle Cave Explora-
tion Committee. Mr. W^. L. Dickinson read a paper " On the
Eclipse of the Sun, Dec. 21—22." A paper was also read
'* On tile Influence of Changes in the character of the Seasons
upon the Rate of Mortality," l>y Joseph Baxendell, F.R. A.S.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, April 1 1.—A memoir, by M. C. An-
toine on screw propellers, was presented by M. Laugier. The
author examined the two main questions relating to the employ-
ment of the screw-propeller, viz., the number of turns obtained
by means of a given motive power, and the advance made by the

vessel for each turn of the screw.—M. Cahours presented a note
by M. L. Daniel, on the action of magnetism upon two currents

passing simultaneously through rarefied gases. The author
found that when the currents are passing in opposite directions

magnetism separates them even in capillary parts of the tubes ;

when they are in the same direction, they are attracted or re-

pelled like a single current. The magnetic properties of the

gases have nothing to do with the condensation of the light by
the magnet, wdiich acts upon the current itself.—Notices of the

Aurora Borealis of the 5th April were communicated :— From
Angers by M. C. Dechanne, from Paris by M. Tremeschini,
from Le Mans by M. Cliarault, from Louvain by M. Terby,
from Auvers by M. Geslin, from Vendonie by M. Guerreau,

from Betz by AI. Fortier-Garnier, from Rohrbach by M. Gra-
mant, from St. Lo by M. Lepingard, and IVom Loget-sur-Seine

by M. Lagoret.—A memoir by M. C. Flamniarion on the law
of the movement of rotation of the planets, was communicated
by M. Delaunay. From his calculations the author deduced
the following as the law of the diurnal rotation of the planets :

—

Thi time of rotation of the planets is a function oft/icir densities.
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The rotatory movement of the planets upon their axis is an appli-
cation of gravitation to their respective densities, and is equal
to the time of revolution of a satellite placed at a distance i,

multiplied by a co-efficient of resistance representing the density
of the planetary body, wliich is at the same time the square root
of the relation of its weight to the centrifugal force. The squaies
of these co-efficients are equal to the cubes of the distances at
which satellites would gravitate in the period of rotation of each
planet, and the distance at which a synchronous satellite would
gravitate round each planet is the cube root of the centrifugal
force, and marks the theoretical limit of any atmosphere. By
applying his law to the planets Uranus and Neptune, the author
deduced a diurnal rotation of 10'' 40'" for the former, and of
10'' 58™ for the latter.—Facts towards the history of nitric acid by
M. E. Bourgoin, were communicated by M. Bussey, The author
described the decomposition of nitric acid at different degrees of
dilution by the galvanic current. He regarded the formula of
nitric acid as NO', 2 H^O-. With the acid in a very diluted
state, only hydrogen was evolved from the negative pole ; as the
strength of the solution was increased the hydrogen evolved re-

acted upon the nitric acid, and caused the production of ammonia,
free nitrogen, deutoxide of nitrogen, and nitrous acid, according
to circumstances. With 15 equivs. of water nitrous acid remains
in solution.—M. H. Sainte Claire Deville presented a note by M.
Deschamps, on the metallic tartrates, in which the author de-
scribed the preparation and characters of a double tartrate of
sesquioxide of manganese and potash, having the formula :

Mn 203 KO, C^H^O'", 4 HO—M. P. Duchartre read some
observations on the turning of certain fungi. The author de-
scribed a case in which numerous examples of an agaric (pro-

bably Copriiius radians, Desmaz. ) grew in perfect darkness from
the bottom of a water tank, and consequently in a reversed
position. They were all upon the southern portion of the
tank, but their stems sloped towards the north, and in the
mature examples were bent upwards at an angle towards their

summits, so as to bring the head into its natural position with
the hymeneal lamella; downwards. The author cited also some
experiments made with C/<zCTVt'/j/K?-/«r(?<7, specimens of which
placed in a reversed position cun'ed upwards towards maturity,

and thus brought their heads into the natural position. He con-

sidered these observations, especially the former, to be strongly

opposed to the mechanical theories of the direction of growth in

plants.—A note was read by M. H. Baillon, on the dissemina-

tion of the stones of Dorjteiiia contrayo-'a. The author noticed

the structure of the fruit in Dorstatia and the allied plants, which
he stated to consist of a number of small drupes. He stated

that the parenchyma of each drupe is much more developed

towards the base, and that the cells composing it acquire a great

amount of elasticity, which, acting upon the stone when this is

set free by the lesion of their upper part, projects it to a con-

siderable distance.—M. Dumas in presenting M. Pasteur's great

work on the diseases of silkworms, gave an excellent summary
of its contents ; and M. Guyon accompanied the presentation of

his natural history of the chigoe (Rhynchoprion Pciuiraiis, Oken),

with an elaborate analysis of the work.—M. Roulin communi-
cated a note containing observations on the chigoe, supplemen-
tary to M. Guyon's remarks.—M. A. Dumeril presented an

account of the production of a white race of axolotls at the

menagerie of the Museum, with some remarks on the transfor-

mations of those batrachians. The white race of axolotls has

been established by breeding from ordinary females with an
albino male, and again breeding from pale-coloured females thus

produced with the same male. Some of the white individuals

have undergone their complete transformation. The author

stated that hitherto the transformed axolots [Amlilyshnia] have

never propagated, and that an examination of their sexual organs

showed ova and spermatozoids in plenty, but not in the perfect

condition. The generative products seemed to have undergone

an arrest of development at the metamorphosis.—A note by M.
E. Duchemin was read, describing a singular cause of the death

of carp in a piece of water at Montigny. The fish thrive in this

water, but every spring a considerable number are found dead,

and all these are blind. This blindness is ascribed by the

author to the attacks of toads, which fix themselves upon the

heads of the fish, and do not quit their hold even when taken

out of the water. As remarked by the Secretary of the Academy,
this habit of the toad has been long known.—M. C. Robin pre-

sented a note by M. Legros on the real origin of the secretory

canals of the bile,—M. Guyon presented statistics of the cases

of hydrophobia observed among Europeans in Algeria from

1S30 to August 1851.—A note on the operation of artificial pupil,
by M. Liebreich, with figures of an instrument employed in the
operation, w'as 'communicated.—Of several other papers no
particulars are given.

Brussels

Royal Academy of Belgium, March 5.—The following
papers were read :— I. On the Aurora Borealis in the months
of January and Febuary 1S70, by M. A. Quetelet.—2. On com-
mensalism in the animal kingdom, by M. P. J. Van Beneden.
The author distinguishes under the name of commensalism those
cases in which one animal lives upon another, but not at its ex-
pense. In the present paper he described some new examples
of this phenomenon. On the authority of M. Alex. Agassiz, he
noticed a Lepidoiiotus which lives near the mouth o{ Astiracautltioii
ochraceus, J3randt, a small Chipea which resides among the
fringes of a Pelagian Medusa (Dactylometa i]itinquecina, A.
Agass. ), a species of Hiradinea which lives in a Beroid
{Mncniiopsis Leydii), a Philomcdusa, (named Biccidium by L.
Agassiz) which haunts the buccal fringes of the great Gaiiea

arctica, a Hyper'nia which infests the disc of the American
Aurdia, and a Planaria (P. angulata Mull,) which attaches

itself to the lower surface of the King Crab, near the base of the
tail. M. Agassiz also states that the young Comatuhs like to

affix themselves to the basal cirri of the adults. M. Van Bene-
den also noticed, on the authority of Risso, that the Fishing
Frog {Lophins) lodges a species of Murcenid {ApUrichthys oculata)

in its great branchial sac. He referred to the polype, which so

generally coats specimens of Ifyahvwma, as furnishing an ex-

ample of commensalism, and in connexion with Ilyaloiievia as a
Sponge reafiirmed his opinion that Sponges represent the polype
type reduced to its simplest expression ; a notion very like that

which has lately been put forward by Hackel.—3. Remarks on
the equation x"'— 1=0, by M. E. Catalan.—4. Note on the
nature of the sun, by M. G. Bernaerts, in which the author
maintained that the sun consists of a gaseous nucleus covered
with a thin, incandescent liquidlayerand luminous clouds.— 5. On
the meteoric stone which fell at Saint Denis-Westrem, near Ghent,
on the 7th June 1855, by Dr. Stanislas Meunier. The author
stated that the material of this meteorite, of ^\hich a portion,

weighing 723 grammes, w-as picked up, is identical with that ot

many others, including the meteorite of Luce (176S), whence he
proposes to call it Uichte. He gave the analysis of another stone,

which fell in the Lower Pyrenees in 1S68, and remarked upon
the occurrence of luccite in various brecciiform meteorites, as-

sociated in some with an oolitic mass which he denominated
moutrt'jitt\ from the stone of Montrejeau (1S59), and which, in

other meteorites occurs alone. The author maintained that the
formation of meteorites is due to the natural breaking up ot

larger celestial bodies at the close of their development, and that

the moon is now approaching this stage of its existence.—6. On
Bryonicine, a new nitrogenous substance extracted from the roots

of Bryonia dioica, by MM. L. de Koninck and P. IMurgart.

—

This was described as of a very pale, yellow colour, crystallising

from dilute alcohol in slightly tlattened and irregularly inter-

mixed needles, neutral, insoluble in cold water, potash, ammonia
and dilute mineral acids, soluble in alcohol, ether, »S;c. , and in

glacial acetic acid, and concentrated sulphuric acid, with the last

giving a blood-red solution. The formula was stated to be C^^
J XiGfM =0"—7. Investigations on the embiyogeny of the Crustacea,

by Dr. E. Van Beneden.—In this paper the author described
in detail the development of the genera AiicJwrdla, Lcrneopoda
Brackidlaand Hissia, the last-named a new genus.—8. Discoveiy
of a deposit of phosphate of lime beneath the town of Louvain,
by Prof G. Lambert. This bed was discovered in 1S69, in

boring an artesian well ; it commenced at a depth of 105-50 mm.,
and was 5 mm. in thickness, containing nodules of phosphate of

lime like those worked for manure in this country.

Vienna'

Imperial Academy of Sciences, Feb. 17 (continued from
p. 61S).— XI. Prof. Bnicke communicated the results of

his investigations of the digestive products of the albuminous
bodies.— 12. Experimental investigation on the diffusion of the

gases without porous septa by Prof. Loscbmidt. The author
had investigated the rapidity of diffusion of two gases superim-

posed in layers and in contact upon a horizontal plane. His
experiments related to air and carbonic acid, carbonic acid and
hydrogen, and hydrogen and oxygen. Their chief result is the

law of the proportionality of the constants of diffusion with the
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squares of the respective absolute temperatures.— 13. Project for

preliminary operations in connection with the transit of Venus in

1874, by Dr. G. Neumayer, in which the author discussed at

considerable length the measures to be taken in the obsei-v-ation

of that important phenomenon.— 14. Prof. E. Ludwig noticed

an investigation made by himself and.Dr. C. Graebe upon some

derivatives of napthaline allied to the chinones.—In presenting

the fourth part of Dr. Manzoni's " Bryozoi fossili Italiaui,"

Prof. Reuss noticed its contents, which include the descriptions

of twenty-four species of fossil Chilostomatous Bryozoa, partly

from the pliocene of Calabria and Castellarquato and partly

from the miocene of Turin, &c. Nine species are described as

new. Tills part also contains a critical examination of all the

Italian fossils of this class. The report of the observations made
during February at the Central Institution for Meteorology and

Terrestrial Magnetism was communicated.

ImperiarGeological Institution, March 16.—M. C. Gries-

bach, in a letter dated Port Natal, January 3, 1870, relates that

he found fossils in the sandstone of the Table mountain. On a

jouniey into the Griqua-land, he discovered also a large series

of very well-preserved fossils, which he thinks belong to the

Tithonic series.—Baron O. Petrino, On the origin of the Loss.

Researches in the territories of the Dniester, the Pnith, and the

Sereth rivers have led the author to the following conclusions :

—

(i) The Loss is the product of slowly running rivers, deposited

from the upper part of the mass of water Avhich during inundations

overflows the surrounding country ; (2) the time of its formation

begins with the end of the glacial pieriod, and has continued up
to the present day; (3) within the loss-deposits layers of different

periods are, locally, easily to be distinguished. The old river

terraces and banks of pebblestone and sand are the product of

quicker running rivers, which excavate their bed more rapidly.

They are contemporaneous with the loss-deposits.—Dr. Bunzel

exhibited a series of fossil bones from the upper chalk formation

of Griinbach, near Neunkirchen in Austria. They form one of the

most interesting pala;ontological discoveries which we have met
with in the last few years. Dr. Bunzel recognised among them
remains from animals of the families of the Crocodiliaiis, Laccr-

tiliaiis, Dinosaui-iaiis, and Chdoiiians. The Lacertilians are

especially represented by a new genus very nearly allied to the

gigantic Masasannis from Miistricht, which genus has received

the name Daimbiosaiirus. To the Dinosaurians belongs a new
species of Igiianodon, I. Suessi Bunz. A very peculiar type is

indicated by a skull of a saurian, in many respects resembling

that of a bird, which he has called StiHihiosciunis.—Charles von

Hauer, On the deposit of Potassium-salts at ICalusz (Galicia).

They form a layer seventy feet thick. The whole mass contains on

an average I5'5 per cent, potassium, and consists of a mixture of

the mineral species, kainit, sylvin, and salt. The presence of

sulphuric acid renders it more suitable for all industrial purposes

than the well-known layer of Stassfurth, Prussia.—D. Stur has

shown by an accurate examination of a large series of fossil plants,

that the red sandstones of the Banat belong to the Permian

(Dyas) formation, and that the coal-measures below it belong to

the fifth or fern-zone (Geinitz) of the carboniferous formation.

Anthropological Society, March 22.—Prof. Bokitansky in

the chair. Prof. Miiller on the origin of the writing of the

Malayan peoples. The author argued against the views

defended especially by the English ethnologist, Crawfurd, the

famous Malayan scholar, that the Malayan alphabets (the

writing of the Battak, the Redschang, Lampong, Bugi, Ma-
kassar, and Tagulo peoples) are an independent invention.

By the form of the single letters, as well as by the manner used

to indicate the vowels, he proved that these alphabets originate

from the old Indian writing which is to be found in the Buddhistic

inscriptions. In connection with this question he spoke also

of the origin of the Indian writing generally, and by a com-

parison of the old Indian with the Malayan alphabets, he comes

to the conclusion that the Indian writing originated from an old

Semitic alphabet. He remarked especially on the close relation

between the language and the writing, and pointed out the pro-

gress which the people made by developing the writing with

syllables (Silbcnschrift) to a pure sound-writing (Laulsclirift).

—Franz v. Hauer offered to the society a large series of pre-his-

toric archaiological objects found in different parts of the Austro-

Hungarian monarchy. Of very high interest among them are

stone (Obsidian) implements, recently discovered by H. Wolf in

the environs of Tokaj (Hungary). They have been found in

many different spots, partly actually on the surface, partly in

a particular stratum, covered with a bed eight feet thick of

quicksand. The implements are not polislied, they are

accompanied by fragments of very rude vessels, by bones, and
rarely by metal objects. The analysis of one of the latter, made
by A. Patera, gave in 100 parts 6375 silver, 32'5 copper, 2'o

tin, o'i25, gold, and traces of iron. The collection contains

further perfectly well preserved rude vessels from Morovan near

Pislyan in Hungaiy, fragments of similar vessels from Waitzen on
the Danube, many objects from Olmiitz, &c., Von Hauer remarked
besides that all the remainder belong to the alluvial period, and
that we have hitherto possessed very few indications of the

existence of man in the diluvial (postpliocene) period in Austria.

Count T. Wilczek dedicated to the society a sum of 2,000 flor.

(200 1. sterl. ) for excavations in the celel^rated sepulchral field

of Hallstatt, and for an exploration of the lakes of Upper
Austria for pile-buildings.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the rubhsheis to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementary
inform:ition, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors

are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-
partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high
character of the books. Sulnjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others
are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a
standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,
whether for private study or for school instniction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPUL..\R ASTRONOMY. With Illustrations. By G. B.
AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Si.\th and cheaper Edition. iSmo. cloth. 4^.6.1'.

This work consists of si.\ lectures, which are intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),
and the principles on which the observations made with these instruments are
treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutise of formulae, and all trouble-
some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct
reference of every step to the Observatory', and the full description of the
methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY. With Coloured Diagram of
the Spectra of the Sun. Stars, and Nebulae, and numerous Illustrations. By
J.NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R S. Fifth Thousand. iSmo. 5^.6^.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,
and to supply facts, and ideas founded on the facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebula; the Sun the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope

;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions ; Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries
are incorporated.

QUESTIONS ON LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARV I,FSSONS IN ASTRONOMY FOR SCHOOLS. By J.
FORCES-ROLIERTSON. iSmo. is. b./.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY*S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations^ By T H. HUXLEY, F R S., Professor of Natural History in the
Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. i8mo. cloth. 4^. €)d.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the
principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the
Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the Vascular or Veinous System, and the
Circulation : the Blood and the Lymph ; Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of
Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion

;

Sensations and Sensory Organs : the Organ of Sight : the Coalescence of
Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; tlie

Nervous System and Innervation ;
Histology, or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of Anatomical and Physiological Constants is appended.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCR, M.D. i8mo. xs. bd.

BOTANY. — PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY.
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S.
i8mo. cloth. 4^. 6(/.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's plan of selected Types and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-

cluding chapters are entitled, " How to Dry Plants," and "How to describe

.Plants." A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-

tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

'late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC AND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE. F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.

New Edition. Twenty-first Thousand. iSmo. cloth. 4J. td.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arrange the most important
.facts and principles oi Modem Chemistry in a plain but concise and scientific

.form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the

purpose of facilitating the attainment ot exactitude in the knowledge of the

subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thcrmo-
metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
.woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the
most important of the latest discoveries.

With nearly Two Hundred
,
F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.

Second Edition, with the most recent Discoveries and Additional
Illustrations.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in iSoS. With Appendices, Chromo-litho-
graphs. Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 21.J. Second
Edition. {^Nearly ready,

Wesiminsicy Review.—" The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendered it equally valuable as a te.\t-book for advanced stu-
dents."

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE rLANETARY THE(5RY. With a collection of Problems. By
C. H. H. CHEVNE, iM.A. Crown Svo. cloth. 6j. 6./.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. ByC. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. ^s. (,d.

The first part ot this work consists of an application of the method of the
variation of elements to the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formulse are applied to the particular case of the
earth.

ON A METHOD OF PREDICTING
RY GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION OCCUI.T.VIK IXS OF STAR.S
UY THE MOON, AND SOLAR ECLIPSES, FOR ANY GIVEN
PLACE. Together with more Rigorous Methods of Reduction for the Accu-
rate Calculation of Longitude. i!y F. C. PENROSE, F.R.A.S. With
Charts, Tables, &c. 4to. -12s,

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown Svo. cloth.

61. td.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth, ds. 6d.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, and the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VIBRATIONS. With the M.athematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of the University, Crown Svo. 91.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the Use of Colleges and Schools. By HUGH GODFRAY. M. A., Mathe-
matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Svo. cloth, lis. dd.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a Brief Sketch of the Problem up to the

time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A. Second Edition, revised.

Crown Svo. cloth. %s. td.

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS, AND THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
By JOHN H. PRATT, M A., Archdeacon of Calcutta, author of "The
Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy." Third Edition.

Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. td.

The author's chief design in this treatise is to give an answer to the

question, " Has the Earth acquired its present form from being originally in

a fluid state?"

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
MECHANICS. By JOSEPH R.AYMA, S.J., Professor of Philosophy,

Stonyhurst College. Demy Svo. cloth, i&r. td.

CAMBRIDGE COURSE OF ELE-
MENTARY N.\TURAL PHILOSOPHY, for the Degree of E..A.

Originally compiled by J. C. SNOWBALL, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's

College. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, and adapted for the ^Iiddle-

C1.1SS E.\.aminations by THOMAS LUND, ED., Late Fellow and Lecturer

of St. John's College, Editor of Wood's Algebra, Stc. Crown Svo. cloth.

5^-
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OBSERVATORIES, EQUATORIAL TELESCOPES, ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, LEVELS. ETC.

T. COOKE & SONS,
Oplkians to H.R.H. the late Prince Consort, the Royal Family, and Her Majesty's Home and Indian GovernmentsBUCKINGHAM WORKS, YORK.

Illustrated Catalogues of Observatories, Equatorial and all other descriptions of TelescoDCS Astronomlral rinrt» Tt,«^H„Kf„ r i

Clinometers, Gold Band Aneroids, Stc, manufactured by T. COOKE and SONS.'^^ay Had on applica.ioJf^^

BOOKS FOR COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, PLAN-
TERS, GARDENERS, &c.

Now ready, the following Works.

Trees and Shrubs for English Plantations.
A Selection and Description of the most Ornrimental, Native and Foreign,
which will flotirish in the Open Air in our Climate : with Classified Lists of
the several Species, under the heads of Soil, Aspect, Form, Colour of Foliage
Season of Eloomins, &c., &c.. for the purposes of Practical Application Bv
AUGUSTUS MONGREDIEN. With Illustrations. Svo. i&.

Alpine Flowers for English Gardens. An
Explanation of the Principles nn which the Exquisite Flora of Alpine Coun-
tries may be grown to Perfection in all Parts of the British Islands, with
numerous Illustrations of Rock-gardens, Natural and Artificial, and containing
descriptions of all the finest known kinds, with full directions for their culture
By W. ROBINSON, F.L.S. With 70 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. I2i.

III.

The Parks, Promenades, and Gardens of
Paris.described and considered in relation to thewants of our own overcrowded
towns and cities. By W. ROBINSON, F.L.S. With 400 Illustrations Svo
i8i.

IV.

Plain Instructions in Gardening. With
Directions and Calendar of Operations for eveiy Month in the year Bv
Mrs. LOUDON. Eighth Eaition. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. 3^. Cd.

A Geographical Handbook of all the known
FERNS. Wuh Tables to show their Distribution. By K. M. LVELL
Post Svo. 7i-. 6if.

VI.

Dog-Breaking
; the most Expeditious, Cer-

tain, and Easy i\Iethod, whether great e.vcellence or only mediocrity be re-
quired, with ODDS and ENDS for those who love the DOG and GUN BvLIEUT.-GEN. HUTCHINSON. Fo,<rih Editwn. Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. 9^.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Just published, price u.

As Regards Protoplasm in Relation to
PROFESSOR HUXLEVS ESSAY ON THE PHYSICAL BASIS OFLIFE. By JAMES HUTCHISON STIRLING, KR C S LL D

"Mr. Huxley's essay has been submitted to a very just, but clear and
searching, philosophical criticism by Mr. J. H. Stirling, whose excellent
treatise I very .strongly recommend my readers very carefully to study."—Dr. Lionel bcate m AVif Edition o/his " Protoflnsm," etc.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Eleventh Year of Publication. On the 15th of each month, ns. 6d. perannum, post free ; single copies, is. each.

The Chemist and Druggist ; a Journal of
Note?on° Tn'l''^"""?

°'' .^'''^'""'"g: Each number contains EditorialWotes on .Topics interesting to Pharmacists, Chemists, and Medicalmen
:
Original Articles by well-known Scientific Writers : Special Report of

Assoc °r"^"«f
°f">=.Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, and of otheAssociations of Chemists and Druggists; Veterinary Notes' Records of

m';f,'A?eH"'n'^''""?=""";x?'="'f^' H°™«0P="hy. and PhotographyIllustrated Descriptions of New Inventions and Trade Novelties Reviewsof Scientific and Cornmercial Books: Descriptive Lists of Paten s NotesandQuenes; Irade Memoranda, Reports and Price Lists, and a classified

cScfl %l^"l °''^\
''l""*-- f°Z

''"'''"''^' Students, a number ofl-hemical, J^hysical, and Arithmetical Prob ems are provided in a snerialdepartment entitled the " Corner for Students," and two or more vXabfe
S'Znth C^r?!r''"''^^^rh''"'

'"''^'^"^ '° ^^ccessf!^Tompetito s

dstsrissued'':c"as!!,Sl"""=''
'"''"graphic portraits of emment pLrma-

Publishing Office, Colonial Buildings, 44A, Cannon Street, E.C.

CHEAPER EDITION OF HERSCHEL'S METEOROLOGY.
Just published, in fcap. Svo., cloth, price 3s. 6J.

Meteorology.
Bart., K.H.

By Sir J. F. W. Herschel,

Contents-^Vir, Altitudes, Aurora Eorealis, Balloon Ascents, BarometerBarometric Pressure, Climate, Clouds, Cold, Currents, Cyclones, Density ofAir Dew, Dryness. Dust Earth, Electricity, Evaporation, Fogs, Frosts,Gulf S ream, Hail, Heat, Hoar-frost, Humidity, Hurricanes, Ice Icebergs
Kite Electrical, Lightning. Meteorolites, Monsoons, Ocean, Rain, Rainbow,
Seasons, Snow, Sun, Temperature, Thunder, Tides, Vapour, Wind, &c.

By the Same, Third Edition, crown Svo., cloth, price 5^.,

Physical Geography of the Globe. Con-
tents-The Sea, the Land, Rivers, Springs, Caves, Plains, Climate, Rain,
1 hunderstorms, Hurricanes and Earthquakes, Terrestrial Magnetism, Mineral
Products, Gems, Salt, Coal, Sulphur, Plants, Animals, Fossil Remains. Eth-
nologj', etc.

Botany, by J. H. Balfour, M.A., M.D.,
Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh.

CLASS-BOOK OF BOT.4NY. Svo. pp. 1,114, with 1,800 Illustrations.New edition (third), price 2.^. [A'eariy ready.
MANUAL OF BOTANY. Crown Svo. pp. 700, with 820 Illustrations,

price 12.S", oa. '

OUTLINES OF BOTANY. Nearly6oo Woodcuts, pp. 712, price Si. 6,/.

BOTANIST'S COMPANION. Crown Svo. 2.r. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. With 427 Illustrations, price 3s. 6d.

EDINBURGH
: A. & C. BLACK. LONDON ; LONGMAN & CO.

THE SUNDAY LECTURE SOCIETY.
To provide for the delivery on Sundays in the Metropolis, and toencourage the delivery elsewhere, of Lectures on Science, -physical,

intellectual, and moral.-History, Literature, and Art ; especially in their

TZIV,"^^ ,%1,"'^',°IV^^"^
""'' "°<^'-'»' "ell-heing of mankind,

,
A SERIE.S OF ELEVEN LECTURES ON SUNDAY EVENINGS

Fvenini, ,V A 1^
HALL, L.ANGHAM PLACE, Commencing SundayEvening, 24th April, 1870, at Eight o clock, precisely

.April 24.-JAMES GLAISHER, Esq., F.R.S , F.R.A.S., on "TheBalloon History, of its discovery and his experience in its application to use-
ful and scientific researches.
May !—JAMES GLAISHER, Esq., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., on "RainHow derived How measured. Its amount and uses considered."8.-HtNR\ MOODY, Esq., on "The Prevention of InfectiousDiseases, illustrated by the Sanitary Measures enforced in the City of

^yi^IrJniUo^.^'^^'''^'^ (^''"""^S'' U"'--'y'. °" "Socrates:

22.--The Rev. Professor LEWIS CAMPBELL, M.A., Oxou. (St.Andrew s University), on The ideas of the ancient Greeks respecting deathand immortality. ^ e uc*w*

T ''^~'^^h,^hWrB--3^S,- ?." "Ancient Teutonic Mythology."

Tur"ot
HODGSON, Esq., LL.D., on " The Life and Times of

Turg«7^^''''
"O^'^SON, Esq., LL.D., on the "The Writings or

jg.—DAVID FORBES, Esq., F.R.S., on "Volcanoes"
26.-T. SPENCER CObSoLD, Esq, M.dTf R.S., F.L.S., onCruelty in relation to the Lower Animals " '

to M'lTn?'"^"''''
^^^^^ °- GRAHAM, M.A. Oxon.. on " Man's Cruelty

Members' Annual Tickets (reserved seats) £1. Tickets for the series otEleven Lectures
;

to reserved seats 7^. 6d, to the Sixpenny seats at

iTZ "'
'd

°
^°,t'- S""

Sh.lling,-Sixpence,-and Threepence. Ticke'fs
to be obtained of the Hon. Treasurer, Wm. Henrv DomvTlle, Esq., 15Gloucester Crescent. Hyde Park, London, W., or the Hon. Secretary, JohnShortt, Esq., 4, Garden Court, Temple, E.G., or at the Hall

PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS
The Fellows of the Royal Society are

TTAKTSAr°l'mM?''l !'''' S«°nd P.,rt of the PHILOSOPHICALTRANSAt IIONS, Vol .59, for the year 1869, is now published, andready for delivery on application at the Office of the Society in Burlington.House, daily, between the hours of 10 and 4.
*

WALTER WHITE,
T,„j;„„, „ ti » •, r.

Assistant Secretary R S.Burlmgton House, April 19, 187Q.

Printed by R. C.v, So.,s, .
-^^b^-l'^.tSt^-^^tij^^;^----- «^^ ''V M.c„.... . Co.
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCKMENT OF SCIENCE—The next ANNUAL MEETING of
this Association will be held at LIVERPOOL, commencing on Wednesday,
September 14, 1870.

P'-esident A/.r.' —PROFESSOR HUXLEY, LL.D., F.R.S.. F.G.S.,
President of the Ethnolog cal Society of London.

Notices of Papers prnposed to be read at the Meeting should be sent to the
AsMstant-General Secretary, G. GRIFFITH, Esq., M. A.. Harrow.

Information about Local Arrangements may be obtained from the Local
Secretaries, Liverpool.

ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES, Jermyn-
street.— Professor GUTHRIE will commence a course of Forty Lectures on
Magnetism.^ Electricity, Sound, Light, and Heat on Monday, the 2d of
May, at Two o'clock, to be continued on each succeeding week-day,
Saturday excepted, at the same hour. Fee for the course £,n.

TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

Proceedings of the Scientific Meetings of
the Society for 186 ,, containing the Papers read at the Scientific Meetings,
With coloured plates, 47J. ^d. cloth ; with uncoloured plates, 14J. td, cloth.

Transactions of the Society, Vol. VII.
Part. II., Price 30.? , containing Papers by Prof. Owen, FR S , on DInomis,
Parts. XIII. and XIV. Prof. Flower, F.R S. Description of the Skeleton
of the Chinese White Dolphin {Delpkinns sinettsis.)

These may be obtained at the Society's OflRce, 11, Hanover Square, W.
;

at Messrs. Longm.\ns', Paternoster Row, E.C ; or through any Bookseller.

Fourth and very much enlarged Edition, 70 Plates, 4 Coloured, 2t^.

Ho-w to Work with the Microscope. By
Dr. LIONEL EEALE, F.R.S.

HARRISON. Pall Mall.

NEW WORK BY DR. BEALE, F.R.S.

Second Edition, 6j. 6</.

Protoplasm ; or Matter, Life, Mind.
Eight Coloured Plates, with a new Section on MIND.

JOHN CHURCHILL & SONS.

Just published, price u.

As Regards Protoplasm, &c., by J. H.
STIRLING, F.R.C.S., LL.D., Edinburgh.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Vol. I.

The GRAPHIC of April 30 will contain
an Engr.iving of a SOIREE of the ROYAL SOCIETY, with Portrait
bkeichcs of

THE PRESIDENT

SIR FRANCIS GRANT
RE.AR ADMIR.A.L HALL
SIR E. RYAX
MAJOR GEN. BOILEAU

And Mes.srs. GASSIOTT. DE LA RUE, GROTE, WHITE, Etc.

COLONEL LEFROY
SIR R MURCHISON
PROFESSOR WILLIS
DR. MILLER

Price 6d. Unstamped, -^d. Stamped.

The Graphic is also published in Parts containing Five Numbers, bound
in a handsome cover. Price 2j. ^d,

"The Graphic Portfolio" for holding loose numbers can also be
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WHAT IS ENERGY?
T T is only of late years that the laws of motion have

been fully comprehended. No doubt it has been known
since the time of Newton that there can be no action

without reaction ; or, in other words, ifwe define momentum
to be the product of the mass of a moving body into its

velocity of motion, then whenever this is generated in

one direction an equal amount is simultaneously gene-

rated in the opposite direction, and whenever it is destroyed

in one direction an equal amount is simultaneously de-

stroyed in the opposite direction. Thus the recoil of a

gun is the appropriate reaction to the forward motion of

the bullet, and the ascent of a rocket to the downrush of

heated gas from its orifice; and in other cases where the

action of the principle is not so apparent, its truth has

notwithstanding been universally admitted.

It has, for instance, been perfectly well understood for

the last 200 years that if a rock be detached from the top

of a precipice 144 feet high it will reach the earth with

the velocity of 96 feet in a second, while the earth will in

return move up to meet it, if not with the same velocity

yet with the same momentum. But inasmuch as the mass
of the earth is very great compared with that of the rock,

so the velocity of the former must be very small com-

pared with that of the latter, in order that the momentum
or product of mass into velocity may be the same for

both. In fact, in this case, the velocity of the earth is

quite insensible and may be disregarded.

The old conception of the laws of motion was thus

sufficient to represent what takes place when the rock is

in the act of traversing the air to meet the earth; but, on

the othei hand, the true physical concomitants of the crash

which takes place when the two bodies have come together

were entirely ignored. They met, their momentum was

cancelled—that was enough for the old hypothesis.

So, when a hammer descends upon an anvil, it was con-

sidered enough to believe that the blow was stopped by

the anvil ; or when a break was applied to a carriage-wheel

it was enough to imagine that the momentum of the

carriage was stopped by friction. We shall presently

allude to the names of those distinguished men who have

come prominently forward as the champions of a juster

conception of things, but in the meantime let us consider

some of those influences which served to prepare men's

minds for the reception of a truer hypothesis.

We live in a world of work, of work from which we

cannot possibly escape ; and those of us \vho do not

require to work in order to eat, must yet in some sense

perform work in order to live. Gradually, and by very

slow steps, the true nature of work came to be understood.

It was seen, for instance, that it involved a much less ex-

penditure of energy for a man to carry a pound weight

along a level road than to carry it an equal distance up to

the top of a mountain.

It is not improbable that considerations of this kind

may have led the way to a numerical estimate of work.

Thus, if we raise a pound weight one foot high against

the force of gravity we may call it one unit of work, in

which case two pounds raised one foot high or one pound

raised two feet high would represent two units, and so

on. We have therefore only to multiply the number of

pounds by the vertical height in feet to which they are

raised, and the product will represent the work done

against gravity. The force of gravity being very nearly

constant at the earth's surface, and always in action, is

a very convenient force for this purpose ; but any other

force, such as that of a spring, would do equally well to

measure work by. Generalising, we may say, tlu space

moved over against a force miillipUed iiilo the intensity of

thatforce will represent the quantity of work done. So

much for the definition of work, and it is necessary to

know what work is before proceeding to define Energy.

Now what does the word Energy really mean ? In the

first place it docs not mean force.

Two substances may have an intense mutual attraction,

in virtue of which they form a very intimate union with

one another ; but when once this union has been consum-

mated, although the force still continues to exist, the com-

bination is singularly deficient in Energy. Nordoes Energy

mean motion, for although we cannot have motion with-

out Energy, yet we may have Energy without motion.

By the word Energy is meant the power ofdoing work;

and the energy which a labouring man possesses means,

in the strictly physical sense, the number of units of

work which he is capable of accomplishing.

This is a subject which at this stage we may attempt

to illustrate by reference to a very different department

of knowledge.*

The analogy which we shall venture to institute is

between the social and the physical world, in the hope that

those who are more familiar with the former than with

the latter may be led to perceive clearly what is meant

by the word Energy in a strictly physical sense. Energy

in the social world is well understood. When a man pur

sues his course, undaunted by opposition and unappalled

by obstacles, he is said to be a very energetic man.

By his energy is meant the power which he pos-

sesses of overcoming obstacles ; and the amount of this

energy is measured (in the loose way in which we measure

such things) by the amount of obstacles which he can

overcome—the amount of work which he can do. Such

a man may in truth be regarded as a social cannon-ball.

By means of his energy of character he will scatter the

ranks of his opponents and demohsh their ramparts.

Nevertheless, a man of this kind will sometimes be

defeated by an opponent who does not possess a tithe

of his personal energy. Now, why is this? A reply to

this question will, if we do not mistake, exhibit in a

striking manner the likeness that exists between the

social and the physical world. The reason is that, although

his opponent may be deficient in personal energy, yet he

may possess more than an equivalent in the high position

which he occupies, and it is simply this position that

enables him to combat successfully with a man of much

greater personal energy than himself. If two men throw

stones at one another, one of whom stands at the top

of a house and the other at the bottom, the man at

the top of the house has evidently the advantage.

So, in like manner, if two men of equal personal energy

contend together, the one who has the highest social

The subject has previously been discussed from this point of view by

Messrs. Stewart and Lockyef in an article in MacmUtat^s Mcr^astnef

August iS63.
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position has the best chance of succeeding. For this

high position means energy under another form. It

means that at some remote period a vast amount of

personal energy was expended in raising the family into

this high position. The founder of the family had, doubt-

less, greater energy than most of his fellows, and spent it

in raising himself and his family into a position of

advantage. The personal element may have long since

disappeared from the family, but not before it had been

transmuted into something else, in virtue of which the

present representative is able to accomplish a great deal,

owing solely to the high position which he has acquired

through the efforts of another. We thus see that in the

social world we have what may justly be termed two kinds

of energy, namely :

—

1. Actual or personal energy.

2. Energy derived from position.

Let us now again turn to the physical world. In this,

as in the social world, it is difficult to ascend. The force

of fravity may be compared to that force which keeps a

man down in the world. If a stone be shot upwards

with great velocity, it may be said to have in it a

great deal of actual energy, because it has the power

of doing useful work or of overcoming up to a great

height the obstacle interposed by gravity to its ascent,

just as a man of great energy has the power of over-

coming obstacles. But this stone as it continues to

mount upwards will do so with a gradually decreasing

velocity, until at the summit of its flight all the actual

energy with which it started will have been spent in rais-

ing it against the force of gravity to this elevated position.

It is now moving with no velocity—just, in fact, beginning

to turn—and we may suppose it to be caught and lodged

upon the top of a house. Here, then, it remains at rest,

without the slightest tendency to motion of any kind, and

we are led to ask what has become of the energy with

which it began its flight ? Has this energy disappeared

from the universe without leaving behind it any equiva-

lent ? Is it lost for ever, and utterly wasted ? But the

answer to this question must be reserved for another

article. BALFOUR STEWART

LEGISLATION AND NATURE

'T'HE effect of Legislation upon Nature is one of those

"^ far-reaching subjects which men are only just begin-

ning to investigate in a practical spirit. It is, of course,

only a minor branch of the larger question of man's in-

fluence upon all e.\ternal life and forms, but it has its

special attractions, nevertheless, and may be pursued to

advantage as an independent study. Incidentally, it illus-

trates many other problems. The diminutiveness of the

Hindu cow, for example, may be due as much to the

legislation which has made the domesticated animal sacred

as to the nature of the climate of Hindustan. It is quite

possible the oxen of this country would not have exhibited

such a variety of forms and sizes had we selected one

species and made it sacred some two or three thousand

years ago. Take, again, the subject of maritime canals,

which is now in its infancy. The Suez Canal has not

existed long enough to have had any appreciable effect,

either in modifying the coast-lines of the Mediterranean,

or in creating any interchange of marine species; but it

is likely enough to be one of a series, and we cannot pre-

dict what may be their effects. The diversion of the

Nile may prove a serious matter, and now the Darien

scheme has revived, a great impetus has been given to

speculation, so that an ingenious projector has actually

sketched a canal which should unite the Bristol Channel with

the English Channel. Two more illustrations may suffice

to make my meaning clear. There seems little apparent

connection between woods and national greatness, but,

nevertheless, the relation is a real one. When Spain lost

the empire of the seas, she lost it from two causes—im-

poverished finances, due to a speculative trade in precious

metals, and want of woods to build her ships. Her
people had a foolish prejudice against trees, and an arid

climate and reduced shipbuilding were the results. From
Danzig to Pillau once stretched a thick pine forest.

When King Frederic William I. was in want of money,

one Herr Von Korff recommended its destruction. The
experiment was a financial success, but the State was

injured by it. As Willibald Alexis states, " the sea-winds

rushed over the bared hills ; the Frische Haff is half

choked with sand ; the channel between Elbing, the sea,

and Konigsberg is endangered ; and the fisheries in the

Haff injured. The operation of Herr Von Korff brought

the King 200,000 thalers. The State would now willingly

expend millions to restore the forests again."

Neither directly nor indirectly, in fact, can we touch

nature by our laws, without beginning a new chain of

causes, the end of which we cannot foresee. The con-

sequences of human volition are always a little wonder-

ful. When the treasures of Thorwaldsen were packed up

in Rome, it was not dre'amed that new plants would be

conveyed to Copenhagen in the grasses of the Campagna,

any more than Clusius, the first European writer who
mentions the potato, could possibly foresee that half the

miseries of Ireland would spring from its exclusive culti-

vation. What we owe to our game-laws, again, is a

boundless subject which might be investigated by a
naturalist with profit.

My immediate purpose, however, is—strange as it may
seem^with Mr. Lowe and his Budget. He deserves to

be styled a real friend to the farmer, though ap-

parently he has only given him a restricted use

of germinating barley. Readers of Darwin will re-

member how he traces the connection between the num-
ber of cats in a given locality, and the number of humble
bees, and the abundance of red clover and heartsease.

Well, Mr. Lowe's Budget starts a similar House-that-Jack-

built. The freedom of firearms from taxation affects

their number in any district, the number of guns deter-

mines the number of our small birds, and the number of

our small birds affects the immunity of our fields from

grasshoppers, cricket-moles, beetles, locusts, slugs, &c.

Mr. Lowe was concerned for the security of life, for the

prevention of early quasi-poaching habits, but his i/. tax

may effect a revolution all the same. It is no longer a

secret, that wherever a persistent warfare is carried on
against small birds—against martins, blackbirds, spar-

rows, larks, &c.—vegetable life is sure to suffer. In the

Isle of Bourbon, as M. Michelet tells us, the martin was

exterminated, and a plague of grasshoppers followed ; in

Hungary, the sparrow was proscribed, until this valiant

militia of the fields had to be recalled; in the neighbourhood
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of Rouen, the blackbird was shot down without mercy, and

many a meadow's turf could be roiled up lil<e a carpet; and

in this country we had, until lately, our sparrow clubs,which

paid for little victims at so many a dozen, just as two or three

hundred years ago some of our pious churchwardens used

to purchase hedgehogs of truant schoolboys in the rural

districts, a lamentable increase of pestiferous insects being

the consequence. The Rev. Charles Kingsley gives us a

more recent example. In Trinidad, the free negro has been

banging away at tire small birds, partly for his own plea-

sure, and partly to supply the London markets and our

ladies' hats. What has been the consequence ? " Already

the turf of the savannah, or public park, close by, is being

destroyed by hordes of mole-crickets, almost exactly like

(strange to say) those of our old English meadows; and
unless something is done to save the birds, the canes and
other crops will surely suffer in their turn. A gun-licence

would be, it seems, both unpopular and easily evaded in

a wild forest country. A heavy export tax on bird-skins

has been preferred " {Good Words, April). A single pair

of swallows, says M. Michelet, carry every week to the

nest 4,300 caterpillars or coleoptcra. The blackbird is

a notorious insect-eater, and consumes hundreds of

imperfect insects every day, to say nothing of worms and
slugs. The common sparrow is a vivacious feeder, and
somewhat dainty withal, but it makes great havoc with

young worms and soft insects. All our field birds, in short,

troublesome and non-melodious as many of them are, rid

us of millions of fast breeding insects which would other-

wise do incalculable injury to our vegetation, and could

not well be destroyed by artificial means. Indeed, we dis-

turb a natural arrangement when we step in and decimate

a predatory class without also destroying their victims,

and therefore it is gratifying to find Mr. Lowe putting a

check upon amateur sportsmen, who bang away, reckless

of consequences either to themselves or others. A little

time ago we agreed to protect our sea-birds, because we
found they showed us "schooling" fish, and warned our

seamen from dangerous rocks in misty weather. This

time our legislation is less direct. We have not had a

select committee on the sparrow—there are plenty of

chatterers in the House of Commons w-ho might be "sat

upon" to advantage ; we have not even anticipated a

Ministry of Agriculture by investigating the sources of

injury to growing crops ; but we have been moved by

social advantages, and the bright-eyed broods of field and

wood will profit by our sense of security and our desire to

equalise taxation.

A word on another topic. The rating of woods and

plantations is threatened. It is part of the very question

I have so hastily touched upon. Wherever farms are

very bare of trees, insects always abound. The locust and

the grasshopper delight in the plain, whilst the smaller

insects thrive in the young woods that give shelter to their

enemies. If we do anything to diminish the planting of

trees, we shall increase our insects and also dry our

already impoverished soils. We are protecting salmon

—

why should we not protect our woods, and with them our

birds and our crops ? Dean Stanley notes that Jewish

tradition ascribes to Joshua certain useful regulations as

to woods— the grazing of cattle therein, the cutting of

sticks, and the preserving of thinly-planted trees. There

was wisdom in them all. Watch a bare and a wooded hill

on a cloudy day, or a well-wooded farm in a dry summer,
and you will see a difference which need not be described.

Disafforesting threatens to become as common in the

nineteenth as enclosuring was in the sixteenth century.

Arc we wise to hasten it }

E. GOADBV.

DR. JELINECK ON METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVATIONS

A7ilcitiing ziir Anstelliiiig nietcorologischer BeobacJitHi!(;en

iind Samviluitg voii Hilfstaffln. Dr. Carl Jelincck.
Royal 8vo. pp. 193, with 17 figures. (Vienna, 1S69.
London : Williams and Norgate, price 6j.)

A COMPARISON between the instructions of M. Carl

Kreil, the late director of the Austrian Central Office

for Meteorology and Terrestrial Magnetism, and those now
issued by his successor, demonstrates steady and sound
progress in practical meteorology. M. Kreil had to sow
his seed on uncultivated soil, and was only partially sup-

plied with the more modern implements of cultivation
;

Dr. Jelineck, on the contrary, has had before him the

successive results of nearly a quarter of a century, and
has profited by the vast experience gained from the

correspondence carried on during that time between the

central office and the numerous stations, distributed

over the wide geographical area of the Austrian empire

with its striking physical contrasts. No wonder then,

that Dr. Jelineck's work, which the author modestly

calls " a guide to meteorological observations, witli par-

ticular reference to the stations in Austria and Hun-
gary," has developed, imder his hands, into an excel-

lent manual of practical meteorolog)', which will prove,

in many respects, most valuable to the observers of every

country. In the instructions of his predecessor such

important subjects as the employment of the aneroid and
marine barometers, and of the maximum and minimum
thermometers, are not discussed at all, and little attention

is paid to a rigid reduction of the observations.

The introductory part of the present work treats on the

following subjects : general organisation of the system of

meteorological observations in Austria and Hungary

;

conditions for establishing new stations ; regulations for

the official correspondence through the post and telegraph

offices ; local requirements and instrumental equipment

of stations, with a precise statement of the necessary

expenditure ; a list of the most recent and important

works on meteorology published in Germany, England,

and France ; hours of observation and means for deter-

mining the true local mean time.

Then follows a concise and clear description illustrated

by excellent figures, of the different kinds of barometers

and aneroids, a discussion of their relative advantages

and defects, and an exposition of the principal formulce

used in the reductions of the observations, with well-

selected examples fully worked out, for those observers

whose mathematical knowledge is deficient. It appears

that the form of barometer mostly in use at the Austrian

stations, is that in which there is no provision for adjusting

the zero of the scale to the fluctuating surface of the

mercury in the cistern. Hence, only one displacement

of the index is made for every observation, viz. that at the

upper surface of the mercurial column. This is undoubt-
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cdly an advantage, for the lower adjustment requires

always great nicety in the observer, and is, in some kinds

of hght, really difficult ; but the advantage is, in our

opinion, more than counterbalanced by the complexity

of the reductions necessary for the instruments, which

obviously require an additional correction for the change

of level in the cistern.

The thermometers, maximum and minimum, dry and

wet bulb, are described in the same exhaustive manner,

and the best methods are discussed for obtaining trust-

worthy observ-ations on the temperature of air, springs,

rivers, and soils ; the tension of the vapour of the atmo-

sphere, and hence the relative humidity of the latter. Dr.

Jelincck erroneously states on page 41 (foot-note No. 4),

that the mean temperatures in England and Scotland are

solely derived from the readings of the maximum and

minimum thermometers. It is quite possible that in

former years such observations, for w-ant of better ones,

were made the basis for deducing the mean temperature

of some localities ; but, as far as we are aware, these are

exceptional cases, and the daily and annual mean tem-

peratures are everywhere in this country derived from

daily observations at fixed hours.

The remainder of the w'ork comprises chapters on rain-

gauges, the direction and force of wind, anemometers,

the amount and form of clouds, the direction of upper

currents, thunderstorms, optical phenomena of the atmo-

sphere, ozone observations, and finally, the best methods

for deducing from the observations the most probable

annual mean results. Although the author shows him-

self, on the whole, well acquainted with what has been

done in this branch of physical science beyond Germany,

some of the chapters alluded to appear defective. A great

deal of scientific knowledge and mechanical ingenuity

have been brought to bear in this country on many of the

subjects just mentioned, and our observatories, both public

and private, are now supplied with instruments for different

purposes, with which those described by Dr. Jelineck will

bear no comparison ; indeed, his instructions with reference

to them, show that very little advance has been made in

this respect from an almost primitive state : and if we con-

sider what use is being made in this country of photography

for obtaining continuous records of the principal atmo-

spheric phenomena, and how well founded our hopes are

thus, at last, to obtain an insight into the great laws which

must regulate these phenomena,—we cannot but regret

that the wide experience and profound knowledge of

continental meteorologists should remain unsupported by

the invaluable assistance of our modern appliances in

their scientific investigations. The attentive reader w-ill

nevertheless find treasures even in those parts which fall

short of our expectations, for every page is replete with

most valuable hints, instructions, and suggestions, derived

from long and extended experience.

The second part consists of very numerous and highly-

valuable auxiliary tables, some of which, especially those

referring to hypsometrical observations, we do not recol-

lect to have met before in such a compact form.

No allusion whatever is made to solar radiation and
atmospheric electricity, two meteorological elements the

importance of which is rising more and more in the esti-

mation of all thoughtful meteorologists.

We learn with satisfaction that the metrical system will

shortly be introduced in Austria and Hungary, and that

in future the Centigrade scale will be made use of in the

meteorological obser\'ations. B. L.

OUR BOOK-SHELF
The Hflme Life of Sir David Breiuster. By his

Daughter, Mrs. Gordon.

We like this book. It is notoriously difficult for a near
relation to write a truthful biography, but Mrs. Gordon
has done her work with great ability, taste and judgment.
To most readers, the family details at the beginning will

be of little interest, but as the life advances the interest

grows. The book is essentially what its title imports,
it pictures Sir David as a man rather than as a
philosopher

;
yet his daughter tells us much of when and

how his literary and scientific work was accomplished,
and gives us lively anecdotes both of himself and of

many of his contemporaries. In one chapter she analyzes

his mental characteristics, and while acknowledging his

imperfections, she shows that much which appeared
inconsistent in his actions arose from an uusually dual

nature, the continuation of a peculiarly impulsive
temperament, with a scientific habit of thought. In
another, she traces his religious history, and we see his

advance from a somewhat cold and rigid orthodoxy to a
living and happy faith, when without materially changing
his own opinions he was ready to sympathise with good
men who differed from him. Those who are well

acquainted with the multitudinous optical researches of

Brewster, will enjoy a glimpse of him at work among
apparatus, often extemporised from corks and bits of

metal, and glass, meanwhile indulging in a low purring

whistle of satisfaction, and those who remember him
only as a Nestor in science with furrowed features and
snowy hair, describing his discoveries, or declaring his

convictions in clear vehement language, will like to

know him also as the head of a family, and the principal

of a university, a politician, and a writer of reviews,

gaining high distinctions, and promoting valuable
institutions. But we can only just indicate these things,

and must refer to his daughter's book for details about
the dawn full of promise, the brillant noonday, and the

beautiful sunset of his life.

J. H. Gladstone

On ilie Rotation of the Embryocs of the Frog -within

the Egg. By Dr. S. L. Schenk. Pfluger's Archiv.

1870, lii. Jahr., Heft 2 and 3.

It is well known that the embryo of the frog exhibits

remarkable movements of rotation, the direction being in

opposition to that of the movements of the hands of a
watch, supposing the observer to be looking vertically

down upon the instrument, and that the head of the

animal is directed away from him. These movements
continue without interruption, and may be watched for

hours together. They vary considerably in rapidity, but
a series of observations made by Dr. Schenk showed
that the rotation was effected in from five minutes and
thirteen seconds to twelve minutes and two seconds. It

has not been accurately ascertained when these move-
ments commence, since in the earliest stages of develop-
ment the surface of the egg is in close contact with the

capsule, and it is only after some water has been imbibed
that the two are separated, but Ur. Schenk shows that

they result from the presence of ciliated cells on the sur-

face ; first, because these can be demonstrated with the

microscope ; secondly, because they can be accelerated

by the application of moderate heat, which is well known
to render the movements of cilia more rapid, and thirdly,

because they can be arrested almost instantaneously by
the action of weak acids, which are known to operate in

the same way on ciliary movements.
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Des Races Humaines oil EUmeiits D'Ethnographie. Par

J. J. D'Omalius D'Halloy. Pp. 157. 1S69. (Wil-
liams and Norgate.)

The author of this treatise divides mankind into

five races, distinguished by the colour of the skin—the
white, yellow, black, brown, and red races—which he
holds to be more reliable than cither craniological cha-
racter or linguistic affinities ; adducing against the former,
or Retzius' classification, the observation of Brandt that

in examinmg the crania of a large number of beavers he
found great variations to exist ; whilst in regard to the
classification founded on language, admitting that the
consideration of language may prove of great service to

ethnology, there is yet no identity between the two
sciences. He estimates the members belonging to the
several great religions of the world as follows : Chris-
tianity 380,000,000, Mahommedanism 100,000,000, Bud-
dhism 500,000,000, Brahmanism 100,000,000, other reli-

gions 120,000,000, making a total population for the world
of 1,200,000,000. M. D'Halloy is unusually orthodox in his

opinions, and defends .Scriptural authority with more
energy than of late years has been customary with anthro-
pological savants.

Studien aus dein Institute fiir experimentelle Pathologie
in VVien aus dcni Jaltre 1869. Herausgegeben von
S. Strieker. (VVien : Braunmiiller.)

This is another of those German local periodical

publications which disturb the minds and pockets of

English readers. The time is evidently not far distant

when a sumptuary law of publications will become a
necessity in Germany. This, the first number of an in-

tended series, is devoted to the histology and physiology
of inflammation, and contains papers entitled, " Experi-
ments on Corneal Inflammation," " On Cell Division in

Inflamed Tissues," "On Endogenous Formation of Pus
Corpuscles in the Conjunctiva of the Rabbit," and others,

in all nine in number, contributed by Strieker and his

pupils, with a prologue " On the Present .State of the

Inflammation Controversy," and an epilogue " On the

Effect on that Controversy of the Preceding Memoirs,"
both by Strieker. One paper by Oellacher, " On the
Cleavage and Stratification of the Hen's Egg," has only a

general and indirect reference to inflammation.

Sketches of Life and Sport in South-Eastern Africa. By
Charles Hamilton, F.A.S.L. (London : Chapman
and Hall. 1S70.)

We do not understand with what object this book has

been published. Of sketches of sport there are few, and
none that can compare in interest with the many exciting

records of South African adventure in earlier books with

which we are familiar. The author's ideas on all subjects

connected with natural history are of the vaguest, as

where he says, " The Struthionidce may comprise, for
what I knozc, other species besides those of the ostrich

;

a geologist would give the reader information on the

possibility of these birds existing in some analogous form

centuries before the present formation of the globe !" Of
sketches of life there are some, but with not much greater

claim to novelty. That Mr. Hamilton succeeded in so

far divesting himself of European prejudices as to submit

to be carried to his bath by twenty buxom Kaffir girls,

and after having been ducked by them in the water (an

operation which he found " rather agreeable than other-

wise"), to be painted over with red earth, may be interest-

ing to himself and his friends, but hardly to the general

public. What becomes of the old crinolines appears from

the fact that the ordinary costume of a Kaffir school-

girl is a necklace and an outrageously large skeleton

crinoline without any covering over it. The wood-
cuts are on a par with the letter-press, and would be a
hideous disfigurement to any work of higher literary

pretensions.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor Joes not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his Correspondents. No notice is taken of anonymous
communications.

]

Analogy of Colour and Music*

I HAVE read with interest the letters in NAxtiRE of 31st
March, on tlie relation between the harmonies of sound and
colour, and I wish to point out that the most important principle
of harmonising in colour is one which has no par.-Ulel or
analogue in sound, except only that, like the harmony of
sound, it has a mathematical basis. I mean the law that
comiilementaiy colours harmonise with each other. The
definition of complementary colours is, that any two colours which
are complementary and of equal intensity, produce white when
combined. In sound, on the contrary, there is nothing analogous
to white, and consequently no relation analogous to that of
complementaries.

All possible colours except white are colours of the spectrum.
Black is only the negation of light, ai\d giey is a subdued or
lowered white. Brown tints, which to the eye appear unlike any
of the colours of the spectrum, are "merely red, orange, or

j'ellovv, of feeble intensity, more or less diluted with white."
(Clerk Maxwell, Piiilosophical Transactions, i860.) "One
circumstance, however, must not be left unnoticed here :

namely, the difficulty of obtaining [that homogeneous red
light which forms the transition between the violet and red of the

ordinary spectrum, and which can only be produced by the
prism under remarkably favourable circumstances (on a bright

summer's noon). This outermost colour of the spectrum, which
may be equally well regarded as extreme red or extreme violet,

I will call purple .... In point of fact, the transition

from violet to red is just as continuous to the eye as that

between any two other colours, though the limit has not yet been
fixed by observation at which the same impression of colour is

produced by a different duration of vibration." (Prof.

Grassmann, Piiilosophical Magazine, April 1S64.

)

The duration of vibration at the extreme of the violet end or

the visible spectrum is about twice what it is at the extreme of

the red end. According to Sir John Herschel [Good I fords,

August 1865), the vibrations at the extreme ends of the

spectrum, number respectively 399,401,000,000,000 and
83i,479,ooo,ocx3,ooo to the second; so that those of the

extreme violet are a little more than twice as numerous as those

of the extreme red, and the power of vision extends through a
little more than a large octave.

With these facts before us it is scarcely possible to doubt that the

principle of the octave is as true of light as of sound. Any two
notes, whereof the vibrations producing the one are exactly twice

as numerous in the same time as those producing the other, are

in a manner recognised as the same note, the one being the octave

of the other. It is in the highest degree probable that the same
is tine of light, and that " the limit at which the same impres-

sion of colour is produceil by a difterent duration of vibration"

is at the point where the vibrations of the one are exactly twice

as numerous in the same time as those of the other.

Independently of this speculation (which is not a new one), it

is a fact of observation, and is indeed only a statement in other

words of the fact quoted above from Prof. Grassmann, that the

order of the tints in the spectrum is recurrent. According to

Prof. Grassmann, the order of the tints is the following ;

—

1. Red. 7. Azure.

2. Orange. 8. Indigo.

3. Yellow. 9. Violet.

4. Yellowish green. 10. Purple.

5. Green. Red again.

6. Bluish green.

And he maintains, reviving Newton's theory, that every colour

has its complementary in the spectrum ;—the series of comple-

mentaries being this :

—

1. Red + bluish green = white.

2. Orange + Azure = white.

3. Yellow -I- indigo = white.

4. Yellowish green -t- violet = white.

5. Green + purple = white.

*The importance of the accompanying letter from Mr. Murphy induces us

to reopen a subject which we had considered closed ; we append also two
others previously received.

—

Ed.
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If the order of the tints is recurrent, it is only using another

word for the same fact to say that it is circular ; and it is possible

so to arrange the colours of the spectrum in a circle that any

two tints which are opposite to each other shall be complemen-
taries.

Grassmann's results are purely theoretical, but they coincide

in a great degree with the experimental determinations of

Ilelmholtz, and of Clerk Maxwell. In such experiments the

method is to mix two or more coloured lights by letting them
fall on the same spot of white paper. Mixture of colouring

stuffs will not give the same result.

I now come to some remarks of my own on the theory of

complementaries.

If colours are so arr.-inged on the circumference of a circle that

every tint has its complementary opposite to it, as has been done
by Newton and by Grassmann after hmi, any two tints which are

180^ apart are complementaries, and any two tints which are

360° apart coincide. If then the theory of the octave is true,

of two tints which are 360° apart, the number of vibrations in a

second (or the frequency of vibrations) of one is twice that of

the otlier. It miglit be expected that the ratio of the frequency

of vibrations between any two tints which are iSo* apart, would
be the square root of this ; or, in other words, that when the

frequency of the vibrations of any colour is known, that of its

complementary might be found by multiplying or dividing, as

the case may be, by the square root of two.

To put this in another form : If we so arrange the tints, from
red to Its octave, where purple turns red again, round the 360^

of a circle, that any two tints separated by equal areas shall

have their frequencies of vibration in equal ratios ; then, as the

frequencies of vibration of the two reds whicli are separated by
360^ stand to each other in the ratio of 2 to I, the frequencies of

vibration of any two tints \\'liich are separated by lSo° will be to

eacli other in the ratio of the square root of 2 to i. Now if the

theory of a chromatic octave be true, the pair of tints which are

360° apart are exactly alike, and we might expect those which
are 180^ apart to be complementary to each other.

But this is not the case.

The ratios of the wave-lengths and of the frequencies of vibra-

tion (which, of course, are in the ratios of the reciprocals of the
wave-lengths), corresponding to various tints, have been deter-

mined with great accuracy by I'rof. Clerk Maxwell {Plalosophical

Tninsact'tous, 1S60), by means of an interference-spectrum. The
numbers in the following table, which are given on his authority,

are the numbers of wave-lengths in the retardations ; each colour

is written in the same line with its complementary. In the case

of bluish-green, blue, and indigo, I take the middle one of three

places in the same colour.

Red 36 -40 Bluish green 48 '30

Orange 39S0 Blue 51 '80

Yellow 41 '40 Indigo 547°
If the frequency of vibration of the colours in the second
column were to that of their complementaries in the first, in the

ratio of the square root of 2 to i, the numbers would be

—

Bluish green 51 '47
Blue 56-28

Indigo 5S'54

Thus the frequencies as observed were considerably less than

as calculated from the hypothesis. The differences are all on the

one side, and are much too great to be the result ol any acciden-

tal error. The complementary tints in the foregoing table are

not precisely opposite, but approach each other by the green
side of the circle ; and if from the ])ortions of the circle from red

to yellow, and from bluish green to indigo, any two tints are

taken wdiich stand exactly opposite, so that their frequencies of

vibration are in the ratio of I and the square root of 2, their uni-

son wnll not give pure white, but white with a blue tinge.

But docs this disprove the hypothesis that the true complemen-
taries are those tints whereof the frequencies of vibration are in

the ratio of I and the square root of 2 ? I think not.

Complementaries are usually understood to be tints, which by
combination form a colour sensibly identical with that of sun-
shine. But is this correct ? The solar spectrum is not pure, in

consequence of the great number of absorption lines towards
the violet end. Tliat of the electric light, on the contrary, is

free from al)Sorption lines, and, in consequence of their absence,
the electric light is sensibly bluer than that of the sun. If now
the colour of the electric light, instead of that of sunshine, were
taken as the true wdiite, it appears probable that experiment

would show the frequencies of vibration in any colour and its

complementary to be in the ratio of I and the square root of 2.

There are some remarks on this subject in the 2nd vol. of my
work on "Habit and Intelligence," of which book you inserted

a notice l)y Mr. Wallace on 15th Nov. and 2nd Dec, 1S69, but

it is more thoroughly thought out in this letter.

Joseph John Murphy
Old Forge, Dunraurry, Co. Antrim, April 16

M. Rad.vu, in his " Acoustique," says :
—"The disdain with

which most musicians repel the invasion of their domain by the

exact sciences is to a certain extent justified." I venture to think

it is very much justified, since little has been accomplished in aid

of a technical theory of music by scientific men from Pythagoras
down to Ilelmholtz. The highest service the mathematicians

have rendered was to assist in destroying tlie application of their

own theories by establishing the universally received system of
" equal temjserament." Now that the " effects " of colours are

firlling uufler the manipulation of mathematicians, could not the

learned who are occupying your columns with the old discussion

on " ratios " condescend to receive some warning from the history

of " speculative music " ?

One of your correspondents asks for a " white sound"! Seeing

that a complementary colour completes the ninnerical value of

the white rays more or less as the inversion of any musical in-

terval completes the octave, is it unscientific to assume that the

white ray must be the analogue of the monochord ? Allow me
to assume that it is so, and that white and black are complemen-
taries, as M. Chevreul admits. Let me also assume that they are

the two extremes of light and shade, including many gradations

—

many octaves—of intermediate shades of grey.

Taking any normal gradation of light and shade, and calling

it grey or white, as the generator, the primary colours and their

complementaries correspond to the harmonics, thus :

—

The following series of figures

I 2 3!' 3 4 4!' S 6b 7^- I

White
or Grey.

I 7? 6 6b 5 5^* 4 3 3!' 2 23 i

represent what musicians call a table of inversions in the octave.
It must be understood that in the system of inversions of num-
bers I employ, what is meant by a number and its inversion are
the distinct notes in the scale the two numbers represent. For
instance, i to 5 is C to G in ascending, and the inversion is i to

4, C to F—always in ascending, and counting from the genera-
tor No. I.

Hence the following table of abstract intervals and their in-

versions, produced in regular order from the generator :—
Unison 1 Minor Major Minor Major

I 1 5th 3rd 3rd 7th 7th 5th

Red. Indigo. Blue. Yellow. J.emon. Red-f Green (brown).

: : : : :
(iritone).

:
: Major Minor Major Minor Sharp

I 4th 6th 6th 2nd 2nd 4th
White 1

Octavel
^''*^^"* Chrome. Orange. Violet. Lavender. Green-}-Red (brown

Musically speaking, the generator No. I, as the root of a
natural dissonant chord I, 5, 3, 7b, becomes No. 5 of the scale,

or dominant of the key, the tonic of which is four degrees higher.

Consequently, if there be any analogy at all between sound and
light, or between musical intervals and colours, the key-note of
the spectrum would be green—the ray of medium refrangibility

—

and four degrees higher than the dominant or generator 7i'hi/e, In
modern views of harmony, I may remark it is not the concord or

triad, but the dissonance, which is the basis of the technical theory.

Collecting, then, the abstract intervals given above, and con-
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siderint; them as representing separate notes, and arranjinj them
in rcTuIar order, counting tlie original generator as No. 5, we
get the following scale—major, minor, and chromatic—of FIJ,
or green :

—

^

(Tonic)

5

C

6/

At)

4 4

Grey. Lnveu- Violet. Indigo.'Elue. Oregii. Rett. Oriiuge.Chrome. Yel- Lemon. White.
Atrr. low.

Indigo is, I think, a misnomer: it should be purple between blue and
violet.

On the same system it is easy to construct an enharmonic
scale on the principle employed by M. Chevreul. The double
flats and sharps sometimes give ternary compounds. For
example, 4jfjjl equals green + red + red, and its inversion 5 JO
would give red + green + green. Some of the neutral greys,
olives, slates, browns, &c., which would not appear in a talDle

so constructed and calculated at a normal pitch, are produced
by lowering the diapason.
From the above very brief explanation of the system of in-

versions, the following results may be suggested :

—

1. That a table of colours of all gradations, with their com-
plementaries, may be musically expressed in numerical notation
with the greatest exactitude.

2. That, contrary to scientific opinion, it does not follow that
because the red ray has the lowest degree of refrangibility, &c.
&c. , or perhaps because it happens to be at the bottom of the
series of prismatic colours, it should necessarily be the initial

note on the tonic of a scale.

3. Even if the red ray be the tonic, it does not follow that the
scale of the s]5ectrum should be major, as is too frequently
given in elementary works on optics. By the system of inver-

sions of numbers here presented, the scale of the spectrum
appears, by disjoining the conjunct tetrachords, to consist of
one tetrachord major and one minor, corresponding to the de-
scending minor scale in use, of F|^ minor, supposing Cfl to

represent the normal pitch of the dominant No. 5 corresponding
to any given intensity of white light. Moreover, one conjunct
tetrachord of the spectrum appears in ascending and one in

descending-, both tetrachords eonver^ng on the tonic.

4. If the analogy be true so far, there is only one colorific

key. Modulation through a series of colorific keys, as in modern
music, is impracticable. The reasons I have not space to

explain. J. G.

Mr. Sedley T.^yi.or has, it seems to me, written his criticism

on my letter published in N.vture, Feb. loth, far too hastily.

I do nof compare the diameter of the rings with one another, but

t/ietr cubes, otherwise we should be led in establishing the musical

I

analogy to the absurd equation ^V' =^- I' would perhaps have

been better to have said, that the ratios of the spheres described

on the diameters of the rings, taken successively from red to

violet, two and two together, the 1st to the 2nd and the 2nd to

the 3rd, &c., give a series of fractions identical with those ex-

pressing tlie relative lengths of the musical chords from D to C,

ascending and taken in like manner. As Mr. Taylor doubts

Prof Zannotti's accuracy, I will quote the following passage

from Biot's " Precis Elementaire de Physique," 3rd Ed., Vol. li.

Paris, 1824, p. 400, f/ j-iv/. Speaking of Newton, "Ilmesura
les diametres des anneaux simples de meme ordre, dans la partie

interieure et dans la partie exterieure de leur perimetre, et en les

considerant successivement aux limites des diverses couleurs du

spectre a commence par le violet extreme. Suivant sa methode

constante, d prit soiu de lier ces resultals par une loi mathema-

tique qui les representat avec une suffisante exactitude. Iltrouva

ainsi que les diametres, soit interieurs, soit exterieurs, etaient

sensiblement entre eux comme les racines cubiques des nombres

i. A. T. J. T. ff. #. I> lesquels representent les longueurs que

doit avoir une corde de musique pour produire toutes les notes

d'une gamme mineure ; c'est-a-dire, que si Ton represente par I

le diametre interieur d'un certain anneau, lors qu'il est forme par

les rayons rouges qui composent la partie la plus extreme du

spectre, ^Vt exprimera le diametre interieur du meme anneau,

quand il sera forme par les rayons qui sont la limite du rouge et

de I'orange, et ainsi de suite jusqu' a ^\J\ qui representera le

diametie interieur du meme anneau quand il sera forme par les

derniers ravons vioiets pris a I'autre exticmite du .spectre."

I can only add, that if Mr. Taylor doubts also the accuracy of

M. Biot, he can easily refer to Newton's own treatise on colour.

Rome, March 16 W. S. Okely

The Barlow Lens
I H.WE found the addition of a double concave' lens to

my telescope and microscope of so much service that I am
anxious to call the attention of your readers to this simple appli-

cation for increasing and improving the working power both of
telescopes and microscopes. The application consists in the

introduction of a biconcave lens in the adapter, which holds the

eye-piece of the telescope, at a distance of two or three inches

from the field-lens ; as the focal length of the instrument is

thereby increased, it is necessary to adjust the distance of the

lens from the eye-piece according to the length of t!ie adapter,

so that the latter still admits of being drawn out sufticiently for

focussing. A friend procured me several lenses of different

powers at the ridiculous price of a shilling a-piece from an
optician and spectacle-maker at Brighton, which answer ad-

mirably.

The chief advantage obtained by the use of this lens is the

great increase of magnifying power without a corresponding loss

of light. This is a great desideratum in looking at a planet,

but it is equally important in separating double stars. With a
low eye-piece of 60, my refractor (one of Cook's with a 3iin.

object glass, and the addition of the Barlow lens) shows the

Companion of Rigel beautifully.

I first became aware of this useful application many years

ago, in reading Admiral W. H. Smyth's " Cycle of Celestial

Objects." In page 343, vol. i., he states: "On receiving it, I

directed the telescope upon a watch-plate fixed on a distant

chimney, which quickly proved tlie power of the lens in enlarge-

ment, with scarcely any obscuration of light. While the image
expanded under each progressive eye-piece, I was surprised at

the additional advantage of its simultaneously flattening the

whole field of view ; and though the magnifying power became
double on distant objects, the apparent magnitude of the spider-

lines diminished in an equal ratio : a property which, with all

powers above three hundred, is of considerable benefit to

operations upon close double stars, and the finer micrometric

desiderata. I afterwards raised the discs of the Satellites of

Jupiter, and examined several double stars, with equal facility

and advantage, the definition being quite distinct, and the stray

light rather subdued than increased. After a little practice, I

came to the conclusion that the achromatic concave lens will

render the instrument to which it shall be applied equal to two
telescopes for particidar cases ; for if a set of observations be

made -(.nth it and another set without it, the errors of vision will

be in some degree neutralised, or even done away with."

In spite of this strong recommendation I never gave it a trial

until a few weeks ago, when a paper in the Polish language by
Prof Piotrowsky passed through my hands. It remains to this

Fig. I. t> e, object glass : e/. Barlow Fig. 2. a h, object ; c d, image, with
lens; d g, foci of be, with anj conve.v lens alone ; f/, image, with

without Barlow lens. Barlow lens.

day a sealed book to me, but the two annexed figures taken from

it leave no doubt in my mind that the paper treats on the same
sul)ject of which Admiral Smyth speaks so favourably. The
result of my own trial made me regret having foregone for many
years an advantage which I have every reason to congratulate

myself on now possessing ; but this circumstance it is also

\9hich induced me to ask for a small corner in NATURE for these

remarks, when other more interesting subjects are less (pressing

than usual.

Walham Grove F. d'A.
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A Word in Defence of Physicists.

Two passages in Nature of April 14th show that the sup-

posed opposition between geologists and physicists is not forgotten.

This feud can only impede the advancement of truth.

Prof. Duncan, inhis instructive paperon Dr. Carpenter's Report,

writes thus :
— " Physicists have propounded theories which have

been accepted by some geologists, but they are looked upon as

doubtful hypotheses by others. P.alceontologists and such theories

have been constantly at issue. The theories involving pressure,

and the hardness of deep-sea deposits, will suffer from the re-

searches ; but many difficulties in the w^ay of palaeontologists will

be removed."
I cannot think that either of the "theories," to which allusion

appears to be made, can ever have been accepted by any one who
understood the nature of tluid pressure. The tissues of a livnig

being inhabiting the depths must necessarily be permeated by

liquids at the same pressure as that of the water without. Hence
no crushing effect can be produced. So, too, the particles of

mud or sand at the bottom of the ocean are buoyed up by water

at the same pressure as that by which they are forced down, and
they sink only by the difference ol weii^ht between themselves

and the dense water ; so that the ooze at a profound depth ought

actually to lie lighter than beneath shallower water. These con-

siderations have always occurred to me when reading about the

misconceptions to which Prof. Duncan alludes. But what I wish

to point out is, that it is not the deductions of physicists which are

overthrown, but the fancies of those who are not physicists,

which were always opposed to physical principles.

Mr. Wilson's letter about "geological time" may possibly

elicit a reply from Professor Pritchard. But why is Sir \V.

Thomson's name introduced into the heading? And does Mr.
Wilson intend to tell us that Mr. Darwin considers natural selec-

tion incompetent to produce the human eye ? For unless Mr.

Darwin admits direct design in the arrangement of the human
eye, it does not appear how- Mr. Pritchard's lapsus in seem-
ing to include man among the Artkulata, can vitiate his argu-

ment as against Darwin. O. FlsilER

Heat Units

In No. 24 of NATtiKE (April 14) Mr. Thomas Muir calls

atention to the inconvenience arising from the want of some
uniform and generally recognised mode of expressing qualities

of heat. As there can be no question that the inconvenience

is a real one, I venture to suggest as one remedy for it, the

employment of the following terms, namely

—

grain-degree,

pound- degree,

gramme-degree
kilogiammc-degree,

to denote respectively the quantities of heat required to raise the

temperature of one grain, pound, gramme, or kilogramme of

water from 0° to 1' Centigrade. These expressions are used in

the article Heat, in Watts's " Dictionary of Chemistry "
; and

having been for se\eral years in the habit of using them in

my lectures, I am able to say from experience that the employ-

ment of them greatly facilit.ales statements relating to quantities

of heat.

It appears to me to be in favour of these terms, as compared
with Mr. Muir's "therm," " kdotherm," &c., that they enable

us to do without the formation of any new word, that they aie

sell-interpreting, and that by means of them quantities ol heat

can be expressed with reference to the British or to the metrical

standards of mass, with equal facility.

University College, London, April 25. G. C. Foster

The Sun's Chromosphere

Is there any way, by means of an ordinary telescope with

coloured glasses, of seeing the red prominences on the sun's edge
— that is, without a spectroscope? If so, what coloured glasses

ought to be used ? In one of the former numbers of N.\'l URE,
an observer saw, with only a telescope, what he believed to be
these prominences ; the sun was near the horizon, a series of

rose-coloured undulations liecame visible, unconnected, as sup-
posed, with atmospheiic disturbance, and which it was suggested
might be due to the red flames of the chromosphere.

A.

Lefthandedness

In a letter on this subject by J. S., in this week's number of

Nature, the hypothesis is mentioned that left-handed persons

may owe their peculiarity to a transposition of the viscera, or at

least of the great arteries of the upper limbs. This supposition,

which has been more than once advanced, is certainly not true.

.Several cases of transjjosition of viscera are on record in which
the persons affected were right-handed. One was recorded by
M. Gery (quoted in Cruveillier's Aiiatomie, tome I, p. 65,

note), another by M. Gachet (Gazette des Ilopitaitx, Aug. 31,

1S61), and a third in the Pathological Transactions, vol. xix.,

p. 447-
Your correspondent's opinion seems probable that righthanded-

ness is the result partly of hereditary, partly of individual educa-

tion, and is intimately associated with the more complex func-

tions of the hand. P. S.

April iS, 1870

THE ABRADING AND TRANSPORTING
POWER OF WATER
II.—FRICTION OF WATER

ON a former occasion the abrading and transporting

power of water (which is supposed to increase as

the velocity increases, but to decrease as the depth in-

creases) was considered from a mechanical point c^f view,

and arguments were brought forward to show that water
rolls rather than slides. The question then arises

—

III. How does flowing water obtain this rolling motion?
The reply to this is, By friction.

Take, for example, the rifling of a gun ; we all know
that it is owing to the spiral grooves or prominences in the

chamber that the shot gets its spinning motion ; but
supposing the shot be a sphere, and fired from a smooth
bore, it has not this rotatory motion at right angles

to the line of flight, and no great dependence can be
placed on its accuracy, but it may rise or fall, pass

to tlie right or left, all depending on which side of the

gun's mouth the shot touched when passing out, for so
will it revolve. Should it ricochet, it will, when nearly
spent, be observed to roll over the ground, and this is all

caused by the friction offered by the resistance of the

ground with which it came in contact. And what reason
can there be assigned against water adopting this most
simple of all laws for bodies in motion ; and is it not

owing to this that water in a cistern takes a circular

motion when escaping through an orifice in its bottom,
or presents a cork-screw appearance when poured out of

a small vessel ? Again, on the large scale, with rapid

currents such as in the Pentland Frith, what but this cir-

cular motion of the stream can cause that boiling ap-

appearance given to the water, which e\'eryone must have
observed who has na\igated waters where there is a strong

tideway ? And cannot this explain why there should be
an enormous breaking sea at the point where the heavy
swell of the Atlantic meets the ebb tide ; and does not

this rolling motion given to the tide, acting in an opposite

direction, check the oscillations of the Atlantic swell,

causing those huge breakers so well known to the Orca-

dian boatmen ?

Supposing every particle of water to be a sphere in

itself that can roll independently, and that a number of

them being collected together form a larger sphere, which
also rolls, and so on, then the diameter of the spheres

increases with the depth, be it ever so great. Conse-
cjuently, the facility for rolling will also increase, so that

the deeper and broader a stream is—that is, the farther

the centre of a stream is from the retarding medium (the

bed and banks of a river)—the less is this rotatory motion
obstructed ; and does not this explain how the velocity

increases with the hydraulic mean depth ? The air also

has a retarding effect even in a perfect calm ; for where

the Mississippi was very deep, it has been observed that
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the greatest velocity was not at the surface, but at some
distance below it.

Supposing that water moves in an innumerable number
of circles, varying from a single particle in diameter to
that of hundreds of feet, and that every obstruction sets
these circles revolving at right angles to their surfaces,
we can at once begin to understand how, by increasing
the areas exposed to friction, an innumerable set of wheels
of various sizes are set spinning in all directions, but are
retarded in this action by the attraction of the several par-
ticles to each other. Thus wheels within wheels will be set
in motion, some revolving in opposite directions ; and the
quicker the revolutions—that is, the smaller the diameter
of the wheels, in other words the shallower the stream

—

the greater will be the power expendend, which power
Nature exerts in holding solid matter in suspension

;

therefore, if the foregoing arguments be correct, it is

evident that the transporting and abrading power of

The various angles with the horizon are represented by
the lines D E, D' E', and D" E", which show the necessary
slopes, in order that the centre of gravity of each circle
should be equally beyond the point of support A', and that
consequently A B, A' B', A" B", should be all equal ; they
mdicate that where the slope of the surface of the water
remains in each case the same (say, for example, one foot
in a mile), the velocity probably increases proportionally
to the increased hydraulic mean depth, or that where
the velocities are the same, and the depths differ, the slope
requires also to vaiy. Let, for example, the velocity be
in each case about 5 miles an hour, or some 7J ft. a
second, while the depths are 5ft., 8ft., loft., and goft. respec-
tively, the slopes vary from 25 feet in the mile to only some
4 inches, while the load of solid matter held in suspension
is about 7 per cent., 5 per cent., 3 per cent., and only -p^^ of
the weight ofwater in each of the above cases respectively.
With the assistance of the diagram, therefore, it will
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water must increase in some ratio inversely as the depth,

and that the retarding of a ship's sailing on a flowing

river must depend on the increased area of surface

exposed, thus explaining why a ship with a foul bottom,
a rough, rocky bed to a river, or weeds in a stream, all

retard velocity, because they one and all set so many more
wheels spinning. This leads us to the important questions

where abrasion and the power of flow ing water to hold solid

matter in suspension have to be investigated, with the

view of showing how this rotatory motion acts in nature.

To do so the following diagram will perhaps give a slight

idea of the complicated nature of this rotation, the circles

being supposed to increase in diameter with the depth.

This diagram is only intended to show the relative motion
of one set of particles with respect to its neighbouring set

of particles, each for its own depth of i, 2, 4, 8, or 16 feet

deep. Thus where the depth is 16 feet, there would be a

series of circles 16 feet in diameter rolling within each
other, where the depth was 8 feet, there would be circles

of 8 feet in diameter, and so on. That is, with the same
velocity, the rotation would decrease as the diameters be-

came greater.

at once be seen how the w^hirling motion given to a stream
must increase as the depth decreases, and how, by the
increased agitation, the water is able to hold propor-
tionally more solid matter in suspension, while the action
on the bed of the channel must at the same time be
increased.

To carry this action to extreme cases it appears evident
that where the velocities are considerable, and the depths
only a foot or two, the slopes must become almost precipi-

tous, while the stream must become semi-fluid mud. or
transport a large proportion of boulders, and even rocks ;

in doing which a certain amount of power must be ex-

pended, and in transporting this solid matter this loss of
power cannot but retard the flow of the stream. On the
other hand, it may be assumed that, even with consider-
able velocities, which at small depths would tear up and
hurl forward rocks, boulders, sand, and mud, with exces-
sive depths the water may flow on in almost a compara-
tively pure state, and instead of holding in suspension
stones and coaise sand, can only transport fine particles

of mud.
T. Login.
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THE SCIENCE OF EXPLOSIVES AS APPLIED
TO WARLIKE PURPOSES

I.— EARLY STUDY AND APPLICATION OF
EXPLOSIVES

THE protracted and disastrous war between the

Northern and Southern States of America was fruit-

ful in the development of expedients to serve as auxilia-

ries to the hitherto well-recognised materials of defence

and attack. No subject connected with the details of

that war has, however, received more general attention

on the part of European Powers, great and small, than

the extensive and successful applications of a somewhat
ancient class of war-engine, the value of which up to that

time had received no practical demonstration, but which
is now on every hand regarded as destined to play a most
important part in future wars.

The idea of employing floating or submerged charges

of gunpowder as agents for the destruction of ships and
other marine structures, has been occasionally put into

practice from a somewhat early date, although with but

few instances of success. The earliest form of marine-
mine was the so-called Explosion Skip, which the Dutch
appear to have been the first to employ. When Antwerp
was besieged by Alessandro de Farnese, Duke of Parma,

seem to have fallen into disuse, there being no instance

of their employment on record until i8og, when Lord
Cochrane destroyed a boom in the Basque Roads by
exploding in contact with it a vessel laden with very
closely packed gunpowder. Some unsuccessful attempts
at the destruction of English ships by means of explosion-

vessels were also made by the Americans during the War
of Independence ; but this very wasteful and uncertain

mode of applying gunpowder in marine operations

appears to have been since then altogether abandoned,
until the late American War, when Admiral Porter, of

the United States Navy, added one more to the list of un-

successful operations of this kind, by endeavouring to

destroy or disable Fort Fisher by the above means.

The earliest form of submerged self-acting mine was
the so-called floatiiii; petard used by the English during

the operations in Rochelle, in 1628. These implements of

warfare consisted of small cases of sheet-iron filled with

powder and fitted with a spring which was released as

soon as the drifting machine came into collision with a

ship, or other obstruction, and thus determined the

explosion of the powder by means of a match-lock. They
appear to have been too small to inflict any serious injury

upon ordinary vessels, and many of them were captured

by the French. Similar contrivances were constructed

HARPOON

THE FIRST SO-CALLED TORPEDO PROrOSED BY FL'LTON IN :ooo

in 15S5, a boom or boat-bridge was constructed across

the Scheldt by the besiegers, and this, an Italian engineer,

Jambelli, undertook to destroy for the Dutch. Four
large flat-bottomed vessels were each of them loaded
with several thousand pounds of powder, over which
were placed fireworks and large masses of stone ; two of
the boats were provided with slow matches, the burning
of which had been timed, and the others fitted with clock-
work contrivances by whose agency the powder was to be
exploded at a pre-determined period. The vessels, thus
equipped, together with a number of fire-ships, were
allowed to drift towards the boom, and, on its centre being
reached, one of them immediately exploded with such
violence as to destroy several of the ships composing the
structure, and likewise to kill 800 men and wound many
more, among whom was the Prince Farnese himself.

Vessels of this kind were repeatedly used by the
English in the seventeenth century ; thus an attempt was
made in 1693 to destroy St. Malo by the explosion of a
vessel of 300 tons laden with a large quantity of gun-
powder, besides various other combustibles ; and similar
attacks were likewise directed with little or no success
two years later against St. Malo, Dieppe, and Dunkirk.
For some time after these operations explosion-vessels

by an American, Mr. Bushnell, in 1777, who endeavoured
to apply them to the destruction of the English fleet

anchored near Philadelphia in that year ; but the
machines were started at too great a distance from the
ships, and drifted away in wrong directions, the damage
inflicted by them being limited to the destruction of a
ship's boat and her crew, who were engaged in capturing
one of the dangerous shoal. In 1800 another American,
Robert Fulton, submitted to the French Government
several projects for the destruction of ships by means of
submarine mines, or as they were called at the time, in-

fernal machines. This gentleman appears to have spent
three or four years in perfecting his system of warfare,
but received such scant assistance and encouragement
from his own Government, that in 1S05 he determined to
offer his invention to the English, who about that time
had been creating a considerable panic in the French fleet

off Boulogne, by sending among the vessels a number of
fire-ships and small drifting mines of a self-acting nature,
termed cutaniorons.

The first of Fulton's torpedoes, of which trial was made
by the English naval authorities, consisted of a metal
vessel holding about loolb. of gunpowder, and fitted with
a clockwork instrument which could be regulated to
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release a flint-lock at a determined period after it was
set in motion. The machine was partly encased in cork,

so that when charged with powder it was a little heavier

than sea-water, and it was attached by a line to a box
float, whereby it could be kept suspended at any particular

depth. These torpedoes were carried in harpoon-boats,

and connected by long lines with harpoons fired from
small guns at the ship to be attacked. If the harpoon
was successfully planted in the ship's side, the torpedo

was drawn into the water by the line, and this, as it ran

out, released a pin from the torpedo, setting the clock-

work in motion. The submerged torpedo was then

supposed to drift into close pro.\imity with the ship by the

time the flint-lock caused ignition. Several French ships

were attacked by means of these explosive machines

—

which, by the way, Fulton was the first to term torpt'docs

—but although they were in some instances successfully

exploded, the enemy's vessels sustained no material

injur)-, from the fact that the charges were immersed in

too great a depth of water. Fulton's drifting torpedoes were
employed in a more simple form in an experiment inade in

October 1S05, in the presence of the principal officers of

the fleet commanded by Lord Keith, on which occasion a

200-ton brig, the Dorothea, anchored for the experiment
off Walmer Castle, was destroyed at one operation. The
torpedo employed contained iSolb. of powder, and was
suspended at a depth of fifteen feet ; it was simply allowed

to drift with the tide against the hulk, the clockwork which
regulated the explosion being timed to run eighteen
ininutes before the machine was cast adrift.

The torpedoes made use of by the Russians in the

Baltic in 1855, were mechanical self-acting machines,
containing charges of from 81b. to lolb. of powder ; they

were constructed with some care and ingenuity, and if

they had been but of larger size, their existence would
have greatly jeopardised the safety of our ships. The
machines were conical in form, and were so arranged as

to e.xplode on being struck by a passing vessel, the blow
causing the fracture of a glass tube containing sulphuric

acid, which, falling upon a tuft of cotton wool saturated

with chlorate of potash, sulphur, and sugar, at once ignited

the charge.
But it was not, as previously stated, until the subject of

torpedoes was seriously taken in hand by the Americans
during the recent war, that torpedo-warfare assumed a

grave and wide-spread importance. In the hands of the

Confederates especially, the applications of submarine
mines to warlike purposes were very carefully studied, and
with such marked success, that, according even to the

official despatches of the Federals themselves, twenty-five

ships are admitted to have been destroyed. In the first

instance meclianical torpedoes only were used, such, viz.,

as exploded by means of percussion arrangements fitted

on the outside, or by a drifting line attached to a trigger,

but these were afterwards succeeded to some extent

by machines ignited at will from the shore by electri-

city. The latter were, in the opinion of Admiral Porter,

of inferior value, from the fact of their ignition not being

effected at the proper time ; and the gallant officer re-

ports, that on one occasion he safely ran the gauntlet

through a channel bristling with these machines, by simply

sending forward as pioneer a sham Monitor built of logs,

and furnished with an imitation turret, which passed with-

out damage over several torpedoes exploded at her, and
was afterwards followed by the fleet unharmed.

Consequent upon the successful employment of torpe-

does by the Confederates, the Federals turned their

attention more closely to the matter, building a torpedo-

boat especially for this kind of warfare, and reconstructing

six Monitors for the same purpose.

The perfection to which submarine mines have been

brought up to the present time, and the various methods
adopted for applying electricity to their ignition, will form

the subject of the second part of this paper.

THE DEEP-HEA SOUNDINGS AND
GEOLOGY

COME little time ago an eminent geologist. Professor
•^-^ Giimbel of Munich, applied to Sir Roderick Murchi-
son for specimens of the Ueep-sea Soundings which
have lately been the subject of so much discussion.
Sir Roderick mentioned Ur. Giimbel's wish to me,
and I immediately sent him a small quantity of North
Atlantic mud from 2,350 fathoms, which had been pre-
served in spirit. The following translation of a letter,

dated April i8th, 1870, with which Dr. Giimbel has
favoured me, and which embodies the result of his

researches hitherto, will, I am sure, be read with the
greatest interest by geologists and biologists. I may
mention that I long since found coccoliths in the num-
mulitic limestone of Egypt. T. H. Huxley
Many thanks for sending me the specimen of mud obtained

by the deep-se.i dredge. I have already subjected it to
searching investigatiun, and Iiave obtained results, which have
the most important bearing upon my other work. Although my
inquiries are, at present, only commenced, it will possibly interest

you to receive some information respecting them. I call the new
kind of investigations which I have begun to carry out, " Deep-
sea investigations on the dry land ;" i.e., examinations of the
different calcareous rocks, with reference to the sliare which
the smallest organic forms, similar to those at present existing

in the deep sea, have had in their formation. When limestone is

soft and earthy, traces of the smallest marine animals can be
detected by tnturating it in water. In chalk, for instance, from
Palestine, I have convinced myself, iii the most unequivocal
manner, of the formation of the calcareous mass, lor the
greater part from your so-called coccoliths, besides foramuiifcra,
&c., which have long been kno.vn. Similar soft calcareous
rocks are unfortunately rare in older formations. With these
another process must be adopted. I started from the fact that
in m.any of these calcareous rocks, the original calcareous
portion of the organic beings is replaced by silica, and that

hence in such rocks, by the separation of chert or flint, at

least a part of the calcareous portion of the coccoliths and
coccospheres might be replaced by silica. It was to be
expected that the exterior form might sufl'er by this replace-
ment, as, in fact, the chalk coccoliths have become materially
different in their form from those of the existing deep-sea ooze.

I found, ui fact, by treating such a siliceous limestone with
very dilute acetic or hydrochloric acid, in the fine mud which is

left, an organic residuum corresponding to the coccoliths of the
present day. Even in the Trenton limestone, and in a yellow
limestone of the Potsdam series, corresponding minute bodies
were to be recognised, although sparingly, presenting themselves
amongst an incredible multitude of other minute particles

of organic origin. The microscope discloses, like the tele-

scope, in the vault of heaven, a new world of the smallest

organic beings, respecting which, however, I must say nothing
at present, but contine myself to the coccoliths. These ca^ts of
coccoliths are found very sparingly. I ex|j|ain this from the cir-

cumstance that tiie silica is chiefly the result of the decomposition
of large massesof organic material, especially of the larger testacea.

I obtained, however, important results by subjecting the deep-
sea ooze, for which I am indebted to your kindness, to the action

of the acids. These with violent development of carbonic
acid, dissolve the minute bodies of the coccoliths, of the

coccospheres, and perhaps also those of Batliybius (although of
this I am not quite sure), and there remain only certain

peculiarly formed but very much changed portions of the cocco-

liths as roundish discoitlal flakes, the organic portion of the

original coccoliths. In single isolated coccolidis this change of
form is difficult to follow, but this can easily be done in those

which appear to be firmly bound up (enveloped ?) with a mass of

the granular flakes {Bathvlniis'i) \ and after the operation of the
acid, can be again easily recognised in their exact position.

Accompanying these coccoliths tiansformed by the action of acids,

are countless little bodies extremely siimlar to those which can
be obtained, in most cases, by dissolving siliceous limestone in

acids.

This is the first commencement of researches which 1 propose
following up, with, I hope, important results ; since thin

sections are of no good in studying these minute forms. I

cannot close these notei of the researches with wliich 1 am at
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present engaged, without adding a further contribution, and I

hope not an unimportant one, to what is known respecting the

nature of tlie deep-sea mud.

You speak of tl\e chemical Ijehaviour of these masses. Tlie

question wliether tliese minute organisms represent animals

or plants is still open. I have exposed the ooze to the

action successively of a sokition of iodine, of iodine and

sulphuric acid, and of zinc chloride with potassium iodide,

and have each time obtained in a remarkable manner a distinct

blue colour, different shades from violet to green, in the substance

of the coccoliths. There must therfore exist in the organism of

the coccoliths, besides the calcareous skeleton, a kind of

cellulose. Their organic nature is tlius established beyond all

doulrt ; but the conclusion might after all be drawn that we are

dealing with plants, were it not tliat in tlie animal kingdom

cellulose has been found in the Ascidians. But it is at all

events interesting liere on the boundai7 of organic life, to

meet with cellukise. As a confirmatory test, I treated the

substance with Millons' test which, as is well knovi'n, colours

conchiolin red, but leaves the chitin of the Orthropoda on the

other hand unchanged.

I olitained l>y tliis means no red colour in the flakes belonging

to the coccoliths after the limestone had been dissolved by the

excess of acid. A red colour showed itself, on the other hand,

in many other particles, for instance, in the Polychtiucv whose

siliceous coat was coloured red at tlie margins ; and in irregular

patches, which appeared to be derived from broken and cruslied

mussel-shells. 1 also noticed mucli deep brown and yellow

colour. Especially liy treatment with different chemical reagents,

diiferentiated minute particles make their appearance which can

scarcely be recognised liy my microscope, and which, before

the treatment with tlie chemical reagents, cannot be by any

means detected. I expect that by this method an important

extension of our knowledge of the most minute forms of organic

life w ill be effected. I will only mention further that the red of

the conchiolin shows itself of a bright red in the smallest par-

ticles wliich are found in such great numbers in the agglomerated

flakes (Bathybhis), and which are smaller than the little elevations

on the epidermal structures, which probably belong to }Ioh-

ihuridir, and which frequently occur in the field of the micro-

scope.

I should like to pursue further the chemical side of these in-

vestigations ; but, unfortunately, the supply sent over to me is

almost exhausted. If you consider these researches of sufficient

importance to be worth continuing, and could obtain further

material for me for this purpose, I should be greatly indebted to

you. If you can make any use of this communication, it is at

your service.

NOTES

Probably few are aware of the magnitude or special aim of the

CornellUniversity. Whileour own lulers can scarcely grapple with

the Education question because of the unsettled state of Ireland,

the Government of the United States laid the foundation, during

the height of the most terrible struggle for existence of modern

times, of one of the most important educational movements

the world has ever seen. On the 2nd of July, 1S62, Congress

passed an Act granting public lands to the several States and

Territories which might provide colleges for the benefit of agri-

culture and the mechanical arts ; the share of the .State of New
York amounting to 990,000 acres. In 1865, this grant was con-

ferred on a University about to be established, on the condition

that the Hon. Ezra Cornell should give to the institution

500,000 dollars, with a few other conditions. This muni-

ficient grant was afterwards supplemented by another of

200,000 dollars ; and the University was established at the

village of Ithaca. It is needless to say that the Act of

Inauguration provides that the education shall be given to

all comers irrespective of creed, colour, or race ; the motto of

the founder being, " I w'ould found an institution where any

person can find instruction in any study." Besides the original

grants, the University has since been enriched by private

liberality, with gifts of public buildings, laboratories, libraries,

museums, a herbarium, printing-press, &c. A simple, but, as

far as it goes, a strict entrance examination in geography,

English grammar, and arithmetic and algebra, admits intending

pupils as undergraduates, and they can then take their choice of

pursuing their studies in either of several departments in which

degrees are conferred, in Science, Philosophy, Arts, or in some

other special subjects, the full course extending over four years.

The special feature of the University, however, is what is called

the voluntary labour scheme, by which students are enabled to

work out a portion or the whole of the expenses of their edu-

cation, either by unskilled labour on the farm, or by skilled

labour at the prmting-press or work.shops. The University

Register just published states that the scheme has thus far been

worked with a degree of success hardly to be expected at so

early a stage. We shall look with great interest on the pro-

gress of the University.

W'v. are in a whirl of soirees. Last .Saturday the second

Royal Society's soiree of the season drew togethei' a brilliant

gathering, and we shall next week give an account of the scien-

tific novelties exhibited. On Wednesday the President of the

Linnean Society's conversazione came off, and to-morrow Sir

R. Murchison, the president of the Geographical Society, freceives

his friends at Willis's Rooms.

The question of admitting lady students of n.edicine to classes

iu the Edinburgh University on the same footing as other students

M-as discussed at the half-yearly meeting of the University Court

on the 19th inst. Professor Masson moved a resolution in favour

of so admitting them, and quoted Miss Pechey's case in support

of his motion. Mr. Balfour, Professor of Botany, seconded the

resolution. Mr, Laycock, Professor of Physic, moved a negative

resolution. Professor Christison seconded the amendment,

which was carried by 58 votes against 47 in favour of the motion.

A PROPOSITION was some time ago made to telegraphists

by Mr. Robert B. Hoover, of Alleghany, Pennsylvania, to present

Professor Morse, the " father of the telegraph, " with a testimonial

upon his eightieth birthday. The response was general, and

the nucleus of a fund was immediately raised. It has since been

found that this fund will warrant the casting of a bust, or perhaps

a full-length figure, of the professor ; so the original idea of

making Professor Morse a birthday testimonial has been aban-

doned, and a really national one is to take its place.

The corner-stone of a new college for Melbourne, which is to

be affiliated with the Melbourne University, under the title of

Trinity College, was laid on the loth February, by the Right

Rev. the Bishop of Melbourne. The building stands near the

south-west corner of the reserve, to the north of the University,

and considerable progress in the erection of it has already been

made by the builder. Only a small portion of the whole design,

namely, the Provost's lodge, &c. , has been undertaken, and it is

to cost 7,500/. The funds in hand amount to 4,000/., and the

buildings will be carried out as far as the money will allow.

The schooner yacht N'orna, Air. Marshall Plall, owner and

master, is fitting out to dredge off the west coast of Spain and

Portugal. Mr. W. S. Kent, of the British Museum, and Mr.

Edward Fielding accompany the expedition.

E\'E\IN'G Technical Schools are to be established in the chief

towns of Massachusetts. A museum of mechanical inventions

and models of machinery are to be formed in connection with

each, and there is to be one instructor for every twenty-five

pupils.

We regi'et to have to announce the death, in his Sand year,

of Mr. Jonathan Couch, of Polperro, Cornwall, a well-known

naturalist. His name is especially associated with ichthyology, the
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standard works of Bewick and Yarrell owing much to his

assistance ; his own work on the subject being also a very

vahiable one. Hs was also a frequent contributor on various

branches of Natural History to the scientific journals. A corre-

spondent of the British Medical Journal states that he was a

good linguist, and devoted a considerable time to antiquities.

He was a man in whom simple tastes were combined with per*

sistent industry and very accurate powers of observation, and

was one of few in whom these qualities were not spoiled by easy

circvnnstances.

The photographic journals announce the sudden death, in his

72nd year, of a distinguished photographer, M. Niepce de

St. Victor, one of the most skilful and indefatigable of experi-

mentalists, and unquestionably the practical originator of photo-

graphy on glass plates. His name will, however, be associated

chiefly with the process of photo-engraving.

The conversazione of the Society of Arts is fixed to take place

at the South Kensington Museum on Wednesday evening, the

4th of May. Cards of invitation ha\e been issued.

It will be remembered that on the 13th of July last a deputa-

tion from the Council and India Committee of the .Society 01

Arts waited on the Duke of Argyll for the purpose of urging

the Goveniment of India to take steps for providing a Depart-

ment of Agriculture for India, The Council have great pleasure

in announcing that a Department of Agriculture and Commerce
for India has now been established, and that Mr. Rivett Carnac

h.is been appointed the secretary.

At the last meeting of the .Society of Arts, a valuable paper

was read by Mr. Alexander J. Ellis on a practical method ot

meeting the spelling difficulty in school and in life, which was

followed by an interesting discussion.

A SERIES of ladies' classes has been arranged at Blackheath,

and a large number will attend lectures by the Rev. Stopford

Brooke, and Professors Seeley, Miller, and Duncan.

Mr. W. Ralston will deliver a lecture at St. George's

Hall, Langhani-place, at 4 p.m. on Wednesday, May 4, on

"Russian Folk-lore," which will be illustrated by a number of

stories taken from the " Skazki " (or prose tales answering to

Dasent's " Tales from the Norse," or Grimm's '" Miihrchen "),

with a few notes on their historical, mythological, and social

bearings.

Dr. Hooker's " Student's Flora of the British Isles " is an-

nounced as nearly ready. It will contain fuller descriptions

of the orders, genera, and species of British plants than the

existing manuals aim at giving, together with the distribution of

the species in area and altitude, and their hitherto recognized

sub-species and varieties. The method adopted will differ from

those of the author's predecessors in niany points, and the

whole will be contained in a pocket volume suited for the class-

room and the field.

A PECULIAR variety of Chatnalio Vulgaris, found near

Bughodeer, on the Grand Trunk Road, was presented by Mr.

H. Hexter to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, on

January 5. Dr. Stoliczka, the paleontologist of the Indian

Survey, said that the specimen was very interesting, and of a kind

not often found in India so far north. It was fully 12 inches

long, the tail measuring slightly more than half. Dr. Giinther

remarks in his "Reptiles of India," p. 162, that most of the

Indian specimens are of a green colour. The present specimen

was a distinct greyish olive, having throughout a slight green

tinge, which Mr. Hexter stated appeared to have been more

prevalent and variable during the life of the animal ; but faded

quickly after its death. Each side was marked with eight

irregular orange brown cross bands. Tlie head, the greater part

of the feet, and part of the tail were bright yellow. The
animal is more fully described in the the Society's Proceedings,

1S70. No. I,

From Thorell's Essays on European Spiders ("Nova Acta

regias Societatis Scientiaram Upsaliensis," ser. III. vol. vii.

fasc. I, 1869), we extract the following observations, first sug-

gested by M. Westring, a Svvedisli naturalist, on the best mode
of preserving spiders in Natural History collections. The
essential feature of the method is that the spider's abdo'iieii, and

that part only of its body, is hardened by heal. The spider is

first killed, either by the vapour of ether or by heat, and is

impaled by an insect pin, which is passed through the right side

of the cephalo-thorax ; the abdomen is then cut off close to the

cephaio-thorax, and the cut surface dried with blotting-paper.

The head of another insect pin is cut off, and the blunt extremity

introduced through the incision into the abdomen, up to the

spinners. The abdomen thus spitted is inserted into a large test-

tube held over the flame of a candle, the preparation being con-

stantly rotated till dry, avoiding the extremes of too much or

too little heat—the firmness of the abdomen being tested evei-y

now and then with a fine needle, till it is so firm as not to yield

to pressure ; the front extremity of the pin is how cut off ob-

liquely, and the point thus made inserted into the cephalo-thorax,

the two halves of the body being thus again brought into apposi-

tion. The animal may then be mounted as usual. This method

is stated by Mr. Thorell to preserve the appearance of the animals

almost entirely unchanged.

An attempt is being made to cultivate the Japanese tea-plant

in California. 27,000 trees have been imported.

The third course of Cantor Lectures of the Society of Arts for

the present session is being given by Professor A. W. William-

son, The course consists of four lectures, " On Fermen-

tation," on Monday evenings, the 25th of April, and the 2nd,

gth, and Ibth of May, at S o'clock, and will include an account

of important investigations of M. Pasteur. The subjects treated

of will be as follows :—Chief varieties of fermentation ; chemi-

cal processes which take place in the best known processes of

fermentation ; other chemical processes analogous to them ; how

these cyclical processes are distinguished from ordinary processes

of chemical action ; cyclical action analysed ; i. in known

cases; 2. in less known cases ; theory of "contagiousness" of

chemical action ; composition of yeast, and changes which it un-

dergoes ; assimilation of food by yeast plants during life ;
de-

composition of yeast plants during life ;
propagation of ferments ;

prevention of fermentation ;
germs in air : how removed ; how

destroyed
;
processes for arresting fermentation ; wine-making

and wine-keeping ; chemical changes which improve the

quality of wine ; chemical changes which deteriorate the qu.ality

of wine.—These lectures are open to members, each of whom

has the privilege of introducing two friends to each lecture.

A TELEGRAPHIC despatch from Marseilles announces the dis-

covery there, by M. Borelly, of a new planet. Its position on

the 19th .at loh. 33m., 13s. was—Right ascension, I3h. 2m. 39s.

North declination, 6' 50' 39".

The Italian Parliament is engaged in discussing a vast financial

plan of the new Ministry, one feature of which is the suppression

of a number of the smaller Italian universities. Irrespective of

considerations of economy, it is thought that the cause of educa-

tion will gain by the concentration of the teaching power of the

nation in a few towns where a great educational movement

exists. A portion of the scheme which meets with less favour is

the suppression of the Superior Institute of Florence, an esta-
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blishment which, Ihe capital having no University, somewhat

sujiplies the place of a national college and musueni, and which

numbers among its staff the distinguished names of Donati in

Astronomy, Maurice Schiff in Physiology, Ugo Schiff in Che-

mistry, Targioni-Tozzetti in Zoology, and Parlatore in Botany.

The South Kensington authorities have printed syllabuses of

the courses of lectures already delivered at the Museum, under

the title of " Instruction in Science and Art for Women." We
have before us " Notes of fifteen lectures on Physics, by Pro-

fessor Guthrie," and " Notes of ten lectures on Botany, by

Professor Oliver." We commend both these programmes to

lecturers on natural science, as models of what scientific lectures

ought to be—thorough, exact, and yet popularly intelligible.

We I'.ave received a German edition, by Dr. Oppenheim, of

Wurtz's History of Chemical Theory, from the time of Lavoisier

to our own day.

The Paisley and Rcnfi-cwsliin Slandard -^xmXi an unpublished

letter of Wilson the ornithologist. It is dated Nashville, Ten-

nessee, May 1st, 1810, and deals more with the manners and

customs of the people tlian with his favourite science of Orni-

thology.

Mr. Keith Johnston, jun., publishes a map of the Lake

Region of Eastern .Africa, showing the sources of the Nile,

recently discovered by Dr. Livingstone. To it is appended an

interesting account ofthe progress of discoveiy in the Lake Region,

with notes on its physical features, climate, and population.

Dr. J. Leon Soubeir.\x has reprinted from the Annals of

the Linnean Society of Maine-et-Loire an article on the herring

fishery, which gives an account of the fishery from the earliest

times in tlie different countries of Europe, and of the various

modes of curing the fish.

The Atchitat, for April 9, describes the projected new

buildings for Owens College, Manchester. The designs for

the first portion being now complete, the works will shortly be

commenced on a site about a mile to the south of the centre of

Manchester, on the west side of Oxford Road. The style of the

building is Gothic, of a collegiate and early type.

C. G. Ehreneerg's " Gedachtnissrede auf Alexander von
Humboldt," presented to the Academy of Sciences at Berlin, is

a graceful centenary tribute to the memory of the great savant.

The Commissioners for the Annual International Exhiliitions

of selected works of fine and industrial art and scientific inven-

tions have issued a code of rules for educational works and
appliances produced in the United Kingdom, or produced abroad,

but submitted to the British judges. We suspect that exhibitors

will find it somewhat difficult to determine under whicli of the

denominations named in the commissioners' list they sliould

range themselves; thus we find "philosophical instrument

makers " and "optical instrument makers," with separate head-

ing; for "microscope makers," "telescope makers," "stereo-

scope makers," &c. We should hardly have thought that it

would have been necessary to make arrangements for the

special exhibition of objects under the heads of "coloured saucer

makers," "pink saucer makers," "preparers of botanical speci-

mens," "Ward's case makers," &c. Everything intended fur

exhibition must be sent in by Wednesday, the Stli of February,

1871.

M. Cloez lias detected in the leaves of Eiualyptiis glohidus^

a tree whicli has been recently largely introduced into France

for purposes of ornamentation, a substance extremely analogous

to camphor. Ten kilogrammes of fresh leaves give 275 grammes
of this new substance, the formula for which is Cj^HooOj, and

its boiling point 175*' C.

A MONTHLY journal has been started in Jena devoted to

the interest of Sericiculture. We have before us the first

number of the Seidcn-baii. Zeitung fiir Nord - denischland

;

bearing the names of Dr. E. Hallier, H. Maurer, and J. Zorn,

as Editors.

MADREPORARIA OF THE RED SEA
The following table is required to complete Prof. Duncan's account in NATURE, No. 24, p. 612, of the Madreporaria dredged up

in the 1 oiiKpine Expedition. The specific names given in the table are those finally adopted by Prof. Duncan :

—

Name. ,No. Latitude.

Caryophyllia borealis, Fleming
Syn. C. clavus

C. Smithii
C. cyathus and many varieties.

Ceratocyathus ornatus, Segueiiza

Flabellum laciiuatum, Ed. ^ IT.

Syn. Ulocyathus arcticus, Sars
Lophohelia prolifera, Pallas, sp

Syn. All the species hitherto pub-
lished, viz :

—

L. anthophyllites, Ed. &= H.
L. siibcostata, Ed. ^ //.

L. afifinis, Fouftales
L. Defrancei, Defrancc
L. gracilis, Segucnza
and several varieties.

Amphihelia profunda, Potirtales, sp.

oculataZ./«7/trKj', sp

7. miocenica, Scgjienza
8. atlantica, tiobis

9. ornata, nobts
10. Allopora oculina, Ehrenbcrg...

11. Ealanophyllia(Thecopsammia)socialis,
ronriales, sp
var costata

britannica
JefTreysia

12. Pliobothrus symmetricus, Ponrtales....

SI 57 N.

59 26 N.

65

51 51 N.
56 41 N.
52 4 N.

53 42 N.
53 49 N.
54 5 N.
56 41 N.
59 56 N.

59 56 N.

59 40 N.

59 56 N.

61 10 N.

Longitude.
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ON THE CHARACTER AND INFLUENCE OF
ThE ANGLO-SAXON CONOUEST OF ENG-
LAND, AS ILLUSTRATED BY ARCH^O-
LOGICAL RESEARCH"

TllERE are numerous points of general and living interest re-

lating to the Anglo-Saxon conquest of this country which are
very largely dependent upon archa?ologicaI researcli for their
elucidation. Amongst these may be mentioned the question of
the extent to which the Romano-British population previously
in occupation was extirpated ; the question of (lie relative
position, in the scale of civilization, held by victors and van-
quished ; and the question of the extent of our indebtedness as to
language and laws to one or other of the two nationalities.

Light is thrown even npon points ajiparently of the most purely
archajological character from such literary sources as histories

of the nomenclature of localities ; as the records of monasteries ;

as illustrations in manuscript-s ; and as laws. But the graves of
the Anglo-.Saxons and their conlents have been for the present
investigator the primary ; and such litemry woiksas tliose alluded
to, and such as many of those published under tlie direction of the
Master of the Rolls and by the Early English Society, have
been only a secondary source of information. They have how-
ever, been by no means neglected by him.

It may be well to begin by stating how an Anglo-Saxon is to be
distinguished from a Romano British interment. Anglo Saxons, dur-

ing the period of their heathendom, which may lie spol-ien of rong li-

ly as corresponding in England to a period of some 200 or 230
years onwards from their first invasion of the country in force, were
inteiTcd in the way of cremation, and in urns of the pattern so

common in the parts of North Germany and of Denmark
whence they are supposed on all hands to have come. A refer-

ence to any manual of archa?iflog)', or an inspection of any such
series as tliat figured Ijy i\Ir. Kcmble in the Hoi-iC Fcralcs from
the Museum in Hanover, will show the unmistakable identity of

the pattern, fashion, and moulding of such urns as tliese, and
these which I have had figured after digging them up in Beikshire.

The Romans and Romano-Britons had given up the practice

of burning the dead long before the time of Ilengist and Ilorsa.

When they practised it in England, their urns were of a very dif-

ferent kind, being well burnt and lathe-turned. All tlie Ro-
mano-Britons I have exhumed in the particular cemetery which
has furnished me wdth the tolerably wide basis of something ap-

proaching to 200 interments of all kinds, were interred much as

we inter our dead now. They were oriented, though by the aid

of the sun and not by that of a compass ; and, dying in greater

numbers in the winter quarters of the years, had the liearmgs of

their graves, as has been observed by the Abbe Cochet, point-

ing a little south of east. Now a Romano-British interment in

this way of burial has to be distinguished from an Anglo-Saxon
one in the same way of non-cremation ; and this may be done
thus. The Romano-Britons never buried arms nor any other

implements which could be of use in this, and might be supposed

to be of similar use in the next world, together with a corpse.

Funeral ware, such as lacrymatories, I have not found in com-
pany with coins of tire Christian Emperors ; but such articles

stand in relation to quite a different idea from that wdiich caused

the Teuton to inter the dead with spear, shield, and knife ; to

say nothing of the less common sitida and sword.

The Anglo-Saxons are supposed by Kemble to have relin-

cjuished cremation only when they assumed Christianity ; it is a

little difficult to be quite sure of this ; at any rate, when we find,

as we often do, an Anglo-Saxon in a very shallow grave, which
may point to any one point of the compass, and in the arms
or other insignia w hich it contains, gives us such clear proof

that its tenant thought that whatever he may not have

brought with him into the world, at all events he could

take SO": hing out, we are tempted to differ e\en from such

authority is Mr. Kemble's. But I am inclined to think that in

some cases it is possible to identify the tenant of a properly

oriented grave as having been an Anglo-Saxon. In many such

graves Anglo-Saxons are to be recognised by virtue of their

insignia ; and mixed up with their bones may be found the bones

of the Romano-Briton who occupied the grave before them. But

farther, in some such cases it is possible to be nearly sure that we
have to deal with an Anglo-Saxon, even though there be no arms
or insignia in the grave. These cases are those in which we have

evidence from the presence of stones under the skull that no coffin

* A paper read at the Royal Institution on Friday evening, March 25, 1870.

was employed in the burial ; and in which stones are set alongside
of the grave as if vicariously. In many such cases the cranio-

logical character of the occupant of such a grave lends some
colour to this supposition. But upon such identifications as had
been come to in the absence of arms and insignia I have based
no statistics. The results of the statistics of the cemetery which
I have explored, as stated above, when brought to bear upon the

large questions alluded to at the beginning of the paper, would
lead us to think that the Anglo-Saxons were in a considerably
lower gi'ade of civilisation than the people they conquered, firstly

antl most forcibly on account of the shorter lives they led. An
old Anglo-Saxon male skeleton ^\as a rarity, an old Romano-
British one a very common " find " in my excavations. Nothing
however in this life is from the natural history point of view more
characteristic of real civilisation or real savagery than this matter
of the duration of life. The Merovingian Franks had, like the

follo\\'ers of Cerdic, been obsei-ved to have led short lives,

merry, as the Capitularies of Charlemagne teach us of

their kinsmen, with those kinds of mirth the end of which
is heaviness. The next question which suggests itself upon the

mastery of these facts and figures is, were not these men merely
soldiers encamped ? are not these statistics just such as a cemetery
similarly explored now-a-days, say at Peshawur or Samarcand,
woulil yield? Not altogether such; for, however improbable it

may seem, it is nevertheless true that the Anglo-Saxons, at all

events in Berkshire, appear to have brought their own w'ives with
them, and not to lia^'e provided themselves wdlh wives from the

families of the conquered previous inhabitants. The figures of

the crania of females interred with Anglo-Saxon insignia, when
compared ^vith figures of the crania of Romano-British women,
show a very great difl'erence, to the disadvantage of the former
of the two sets of females. The soldiers of Cerdic, who con-

quered this part of Berkshire about half-a-century or so after

the time of the first invasion, resembled the soldiers of Gustavus
Adolphus in very little else, but they appear to have resembled
them in being accompanied by their wives. Whether this was
the case elsewhere in England, I do not know ; I am inclined to

think that savagery was no great recommendation, nor heathendom
either, to a Christianised female population in those days ; and
that the reluctance which would on these grounds interpose itself

to prevent inter-marriage between Romano-Britons and Saxons,

sets up as great an a priori improbability against the theory wdrich

assumes that such inter-marriages did take place, as the difiiculty

of bringing wives over in the ships in those days sets up in its

favour.

Indeed, on the hypothesis of much inter-marriage the actu-

ality of our Anglo-Saxon language is a very gi'eat difficulty. We
do speak a language wdiich, though containing much Celtic and
a good deal of Norman-French, is nevertheless " English.''

Now we know, from finding cremation unis of the Anglo-
.Saxon type all over England nearly, that the whole of the

country was overrun by a heathen population ; to thus overrun it,

this population must have been (relatively at least) numerous :

add to the two conditions of heathendom and multitude which
may be considered as proved, the third conditionof isolation which
may be considered as matter for dispute ; and then the

fourth of this heathendom and isolation lasting from the time of

Hengist to that of Augustine ; and the present fact of our

language being what it is is explained.

For proving anything as to the period of which I have been
speaking, a period which is rendered Pre-historic, not so much
by conditions of time as by conditions of space, the absence of

contemporary historians having been entailed by geographical

and political isolation, arguments of two kinds, literary

arguments and natural history arguments, must be employed.

Neither the one kind nor the other is sufficient by itself.

The empires of the natural sciences and of literature touch at

many isolated points, and here and there they lie alongside

of each other along lengthy boundary lines. But empires need
not be hostile though they be conterminous ; and that the

empires of which we have just spoken may be united

happily and in a most efficient alliance for work in

common, may be seen from the title-page of that most

excellent German periodical, the 'Archiv fiir Anthropologic,'

where we have the name of the Physiologist Ecker coupled in

editorship with that of the Antiipuirian Lindenschmit. The
necessity for a combination of the two lines of evidence and
argument is as obvious when we have to controvert, as when we
have to establish a conclusion. If you have to attack or resist a

force comprising both cavalry and infantry, you must have both
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cavalry and innxntry of your own ; otherwise, some day or other,

eitlier in a country intersected with woods, or in some open plain

furrowed into deep undulations, one of the two arms in which you

are deficient will take you in one or both flanks, and you will be
surprised, broken, and routed.

George Rolleston

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Chemical Society, April 21.—Prof. AVilliamson, F.R.S.,
presileni, in tlie cliair. T. Patchett was elected a Fellow. Prof.

Roscoe, F.R..S., delivered a lecture on " Vanadium." This metal

\^as discovered in iSjoby Sefstrom, who also ascertained some of

the most peculiar characters of the substance, and pre]3ared some
of its compounds in the pure slate. Sefstrom not having leisure

to prosecute the full examination of the new metal, handed over

his preparations to Berzelius ; and it is to the investigations of

the great Swede that we owe almost all our acquaintance with

the chemistry of vanadium. He found the atomic weight of the

metal = 68 '5, and wrote its oxides:—VO, VO._„ VO3, and its

chloride VCI3. Some years afterwards Rammelsberg observed

that the mineral vanadinite, a double salt of lead vanadate and
lead chloride, is isomorphous, with apatite and with mimetesite,

the former containing phosphoric, the latter arsenic acid. This
crystallographic analogy would have led to the conclusion that the

o.xide of vanadium in the vanadinite has the formula V^O^,
agreeing with the corresponding o.\ides of phosphorus and
arsenic, P.^Oj, and As^O^. But the unyielding facts Berzelius

had obtained in his analysis, and according to which the oxide

in question was represented by the formula VO.„ compelled to

regard vanadinite as an exception to the law of isomorphism.

Prof. Roscoe, having come into the possession of a plentiful

source of vanadium, determined to ascertain whether there really

was such an exception, or whether Ijerzelius's formula may not

perhaps be erroneous. He soon found the latter to be the case.

He proved that the substance supposed by Berzelius to be vana-

dium, is not the metal, but an oxide, and that the true atomic
weight of the metal is 51 '3. Thus the VO-j of Berzelius be-

comes V.jOu, corresponding to P.iOj and As.iOj. The lecturer

went on to demonstrate that the characters of the vanadates

bear out the analogy of V.jO_^, with P.^O^ and A5.2O5, and
vanadium, hitherto standing in no definite relation to other

elements, must therefore be regarded as a member of the well-

known Triad class of elementary substances, comprising nitro-

gen, phosphorus, boron, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth. The
above-mentioned source of vanadium is a by-product obtained in

the preparation of cobalt from the copper-bearing beds of the

lower Keuper sandstone of the Trias at Alderley Edge, in Cheshire.

The President, in proposing a vote ot thanks to the lecturer,

called attention to the great service Prof Roscoe had rendered

chemical science by his successful investigation of vanadium.

The President's remarks were fully endorsed by Profs. Frank-

land and Odling, and the meeting expressed its appreciation of

Prof Roscoe's lecture by prolonged applause. Prof. Hofmann,
from Berlin, wdro was present at the meeting, favoured the So-

ciety with some observations on a compound (C \\., N^), which
he had obtained wdien treating sulpho-urea with silver oxide.

The body is distinguished by its great tendency to polimerise.

Dr. Hofmann further communicated that a compound isomeric

with chloral (the new an.x^thetic) had recently been discovered

by two Berlin chemists. It differs from the ordinary chloral by
possessing a much higher boihng point.

Geological Society, April 13.—Sir P. de Malpas Grey
Egerton, Bart., M.P., F.R.S., vice-president, in the chair.

Mr. S. W. North, of Castlegate, York-, was elected a Fellow of

the Society. The following communications were read :

—

I. A letter from Dr. Gerard Krefft, dated Sydney, 29th

January, 1869, accompanying a model of the left lower incisor

of Thytacolco cay/n/t'x, Owen, antl the original fragment from
which the model was made. Dr. Krefft also referred to the fossil

remains of herbivorous marsupials in the museum at Sydney,
which included, according to him, besides a great number of

^Vombats ( Fhaacohtnys)^ many wombat-like Kangaroos or
Wallabies {Halinaturus). He proposed to divide the Kangaroos
into the following groups :

—
1. Macrol-its^ dentition as in Macropus major.
2. IJalinaiiirus, with the premolar permanent, divided into

two sub-groups ;

—

a. True Wallabies, with the premolars long, narrow, and
compressed, and the rami of the lower jaw but slightly

anchylosed.
/'. Wombat-like Wallabies, with the premolars compact,

rounded, and molar-like, and the rarni of the lower jaw
firmly anchylosed.

Illustrative sketches and photographs accompanied this paper.

Prof Owen remarked upon the importance of the researches

made by Dr. Krefft and Prof Thompson. No traces of man had
been found. The numerous remains of mammals, especially the

herbivorous species, had doubtless been carried into the caves

by Thylacoltv. Prof. Busk inquired on what evidence Prof.

Owen decided that the tooth of Thylacolfo was that of a
Carnivore. Prof. Owen indicated the remarkable compression
of the tooth and the absence of the spatulate form proper to the

Kangaroos as characteristic of Tliylmolco and indicative of

carnivorous habits. Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins stated that ThylacoUo
was most closely allied to Plagiaulax, which was probably a true

Herbivore. He indicated the importance of the question, as if

yyiy/iico/eo were a Carnivore, Plaginjilax would be one also.

Prof Owen remarked that Pla^iaiilLix was also a Carnivore.

The premolars resembled the small tubercular molars of the

Hyenas, Felidje, &c. The anterior tooth, associated with the

small tubercular tooth, Avas compressed and sharp pointed. The
low condyle forming part of the angle of the jaw, was such as

occurs in Thylaciiius. Dr. Duncan remarked that it was by no
means necessary that all carnivorous mammals should be formed
upon the same type, and that he did not see wdiy there should not

be a carnivorous form of the kangaroo type. The chairman
said that the settlement of these questions must now be post-

poned until we obtain further materials. He mentioned the

discovery by Dr. Krefft, in the interior of Australia, of a

species offish resembling Z*7^/V/('i/;r/;, and possessing singular

affinities to some of the Devonian fishes.

2. " On the Fossil Rem.ains of Mammals found in China."

By Prof. Owen, LL.D., F.R..S., F.G.S. The specimens of

teeth described by the author were obtained by Robert
Swinhoe, Esq., late H. M. Consul at Formosa, chiefly by
purchase in the apothecaries' shops at'.Shanghai. They included

two new species of Stegodon (named .5'. sinensis and 5. micntalis),

a new Hyena (H. siinnsis), a new Tapir (Tapinis siueusis), a

new Rhinoceros (R. sinensis), and a species of Kaup's genus
Chalicotherium {C. sinejtse). The author remarked that the

whole of these teeth presented an agreement in colour, chemical
condition, and matrix, wdiich led to the conclusion that all be-

longed to the same period. But for the presence of the

Chalicotherium, they would have been referred either to the

Upper Pliocene or the Post Pliocene period. The author did
not consider that the occurrence of the Anoplotherioid species

need affect the determination of the age of the fossils, especially

as Chalicotherium departs in some respects from the type genus
Anopoltherium, and is not known from deposits older than the

Miocene. The Chairman called attention to the remarkable
association of forms among the fossils described by Prof. Owen.
Prof Busk remarked that the materials at command seemed
to him insufficient for the establishment of new species. He
observed that the distinctive characters of SlegOiion sinensis

appeared to be very slight, and that the Hyena was probably
//. spcltea. The tooth of Rhinoceros might be a milk-

molar of R. sumatranns. Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins suggested

that, as the specimens were oljtained from apothecaries, there

was no evidence of the contemj^oraneity of the fossils.

Mr. H. Woodward staled that Mr. .Swinhoe had himself

obtained a series of these fossils from a cave many miles inland,

he believed on the course of the Vang-tse-kiang. Mr. Wood-
ward also called attention to Mr. Hanbury's paper on Chinese
Materia Medica, in which many fossil teeth of mammalia are

noticed. Prof Owen, in reply, stated that great quantities of

the fossils had passed through his hands, and that he had
selected for description those which, from their minute agree-

ment in cheniic.ll and other characters, might justly be inferred

to be derived from caves of the same age.

3.
'* Further discoveiy of the Fossil Elephants of Malta."

By Dr. A. A. Caruana. Communicated by Dr. A. Leith Adams,
f!G.S. The author described a new locality in Malta in wdiich

the remains of elephants had been found recently—the Is-

Sliantin fissure at the entrance of Micabbiba. It was filled with

a compact deposit of red earth containing fragments of lime-

stone, many teeth and fr.ignients of bones of elephants, asso-

ciated with bones of large birds. The author found three small
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shark's teeth, and a small tooth which he regarded as belonging
to a Hippopotamus. He indicated the nature of the teeth and
bones of elephants found by him in the newly-discovered fissure.

The whole of the five localities in which ossiferous fissures have
been discovered are in the same part of the island ; and the

author concluded with some remarks upon the geological con-

ditions under which the remains of mammalia must have been
accumulated, and upon the probability that a connection then

existed between Malta and Africa. In a note appended to the

pnper. Dr. A. Leith Adams stated that the supposed tooth of

Hippopotamus was a germ true molar of one of the pigmy
elepliants, and that the shark's teeth had probably been de-

rived from the Miocene deposits. Prof. Busk remarked that

there was no doubt that three species of elephants had lived

in Malta. Capt. Spratt said that it appeared to him that the

chiei interest of the communication lay in the greater com-
]jarative abundance of the larger species of elephant in the

new locality.

Royal Geographical Society, April 11.— Sir R. I. Murchi-
son. President, in tlie Chair. The first paper was on a Pundit's

explorations in Western and Central Thibet in iS5S, by Major
T. G. Montgomerie, R.E. The previous exploration having
furnished some information as to the districts between Rudok
and the Thok Jalung gold-field, it was decided to send the

third Pundit to Rudok, and through Rawung and Tuigche,

north of the Aling Gangri Peaks. A reported trade route from
Thok Jalung to Tengri-noor lake, and thence to Lhasaon, was
to be attempted ; failing this, the route by Majin and Shelhfuk
to Tadum Monastery. The result has been to give definite in-

formation as to the character of the great elevated plain of Thibet,

15 to i6,oooft. above sea level, extending probably toSew Choo,
nearly to the great wall of China. The Pundit, as one of a party

of Bisahiris, went from Spiti to Denichok, on the upper Indus ; the

river was 270ft. broad, and 5I1. deep in July— velocity of stream

if^ miles per hour ; Rudok had not been visited ; officers had
penetrated to within I2 miles of the Fort, where thejong-pon or

Governor resides. The Pundit determined the position ; the Fort

is on a hill of 250ft., with 4 monasteries and 150 houses round it.

July 22nd.—The party proceeded eastward through Kawung
and Tuigche to Dak-korkor, a standing camp and annual fair

Large and small salt lakes were passed, and three days' march of

a waterless country, the soil ofa dazzling white. Five days north
he heard of a district called Tung Pliaiyu-Pooyu, of the same
character, very lofty, named from hi-^h snowy-pealcs, probably K.

Kiun-kuenlun. A large river is said to flow N. and E. to China ;

the population is numerous, consists of Dokpas under Lhasa :

The snow-white plains have been noticed east of Changchennmo
Pass ; no high peaks were seen to north and east. All accounts

and observations confirm the existence of great plams from the

Chang Thang of Rudok to China ; the Pundit identified " Jiling,"

with Sining, N. lat. 37, E. long. 102. The party reached
Dak-korkor, 20 miles N. of Aling Gangri, during the annual
fair. Robbers attacked the camp. The Jong-pon levied a

black mail from the traders to avoid pillage, probably sharing

the plunder. The Pundit proceeded eastward by the Aling Chu
river, which falls into lake Hagongcho. He passed lake

Chakchaka, whence Nepal, &c. , is supplied with salt. These
lakes are nearly connected. A salt field of 20 miles by 10 is

nearly on a level with the lakes. The Pundit heard of seven
gold-fields besides those visited, Thok Sailung and Thok Jalung,

and those of the northern district. South of Thok Jalung tlie

gold bearing rocks were left. The supply in the gold districts is

inexhaustible.

From Thok Jalung they passed through Majin—the country

drained eastwards, partly undulating and partly level; all about

16, 000ft. above the sea. They reached Kinglo on the large river

ChuSang|:)0, unfordable in summer, flowing east into a large lake

Cho Sildu, which receives three large streams but has no exit.

Shellifuk Monastery lies south of this lake from Kinglo. They
were obliged to turn off the Tengri-noor route, and go south-west

to Lake Mansarowae. Crossing the Nagchail and Riego ranges,

ofTshoots of Kailas Peak, numerous bora.x fields were passed,

furnishing a sufficient supply for the potteries of Europe. A
tax of 10 annas or Is. for above 240 lb. only is imposed. Large
herds of black wild yaks, wild asses, numbers of Hodgsonian
antelope, wild goats and sheep, including Ovis Amnion wolves,

reddish liares, marmots, and a kind of fox were observed. The
lakes were tenanted by quantities of geese, ducks, and storks

;

eagles and vultures were seen everywhere. Robbers abounded,
but went off at the sight of guns. The Pundit surveyed the Man-

sarowae Lake ; the water was sweet ; no exit. He failed to join
the Ladak caiavan to Lhasa, but proceeded to Shigatse, where
he was stopped, and obliged to return. His servant reached
the Tadum Monastery, but was sent back. He crossed
into Nepal by the Muktinath, pass of only 13,000 feet.

Mr. Shaw described the white plains which he had traversed
for 10 or 12 miles as resembling ice covered with snow, one
being soda; under it lay crystallised salt. The thieves were
encouraged by the authorities, but were so afraid of guns, that
a quantity of stolen sheep were voluntarily restored on the
approach of European shooting party. Sir Henry Rawlinson
considered there were no mountains north of Rudok, but that
the plain descended by a gentle slope, affording facilities for a
greatroad to be connected with the road from India. He referred

to a Persian work, Tank-i-Ras-chidi, written by a cousin and
general of the great Baber, giving full topography of Thibet
and Kashmir. Mr. Saunders exhibited a map of Thibet, he
believed Central Asia proper was encircled by mountains with
an escarpment descending rapidly on the north as well as the
south, and argued against the hypothesis ofa gentle slope. He
pointed out the remarkable depth of the Himalayan gorges.

The Pundit's servant who had penetrated behind Mr. Everest,

found the base of the peaks to be only on a level of 6,000l"t., the

gorges 20,ooort. deep. Dr. Campbell stated that a Chinese army
had invaded Nepaul by the iMuktinath Pass.

The President remaiked that our knowledge of the country
had till now been derived from the Jesuits and Thibetan survey.

The discussion made him realise our ignorance of it.

A second paper was rea I by Captain I. Gregory on an attempt
made to communicate from Assam with Catholic missionaries
now residing at Sakka and on the Mekong and Salween rivers.

The envoy w.as turned back. A letter received from the mis-
sionaries was read, mentioning that Europeans were casting

cannon tor the Mahomme^lan king. They expressed their desire

to aid English travellers, and mentioned that last year they had
received "a nice young gentleman from Bathang named Cooper."
The bishop is at Ta-Tsien. Col. Yule mentioned that 10 years

ago a letter from the Vicar Apostolic at Bonga to Bishop Des
Mesures at Rangoon first disclosed the presence of Catholic
missionaries in Thibet. Information was sent by them concern-
ing the rivers flowing from the plateau of Thibet, between the

Bramapootra and the Upper Vang-tze-kiang. Tlie upper waters
of these and tlie Mekong Salween and Irrawaddy, issue from
a higher latitude than supposed and can be traced to 35°. The
determination of the disputed questions connected with these

rivers is-pioposed as an object of future exploration. A paper
on the Upper Irrawaddy is shortly to be re.id before the Society.

Royal Astronomical Society, April 8.—William I.assell,

r. R. S., president, in the chair. The minutes of the last meeting
were read and confirmed, and 37 presents announced. A paper
by Mr. Plunimer on the Orbit of the Comet of 16S3 was read.

From the observations of Flamsteed, a jiarabolic orbit was de-

cided by Halley, but recently Clausen of Dorpat has computed
an elliptical orbit. The author, at Mr. Hind's suggestion, re-

examined the matter, making all possible corrections, and using

the latest star places, and finds as the result that the orbit is

parabolic, so that the return of the comet in a few years hence
is not to be expected.—Mr. Tebbutt, junr., sent some observa-

tions from Australia, of the Lunar Eclipse on January 17, 1870.
During the totality, the details of the surface of the moon were
distinctly seen through the copper-coloured tint pervading the
disc, which was given at the edges. A number of telescopic stars

became visible in the path of the moon, and several occultations

of these during the eclipse were noted. The times of contact

were likewise given. Mr. Bird read a paper on "The Floor of
Plato." There are now 35 spots known on this space, 8 of them
having been discovered since November 1869. The result of

771 observations was given in a tabular form, showing the
degree of visibility in the first 6 lunations of a year, in the last 6
lunations, the increase and decrease of visibility, and the amount
of tlie variation. The observations were made with telescopes

of 6 to 9 inches aperture, the greater number coming from Mr.
Crossby'sReporterof the latter size. ThePresident announced that

there was a possibility of the Government providing the means of
transit to and from Mediterranean ports, for observers of the
eclipse in December next, and he invited the Fellows willing to

take part in an organised scheme to send in their names, as
nothing could be done until the probable number w-as known.
The Astronomer Royal opened a discussion on the subject by
tracing the course of the eclipse from I'ortugal to the Black
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Sea, and stated that the only points which -were especially

available would be Xeres near Cadiz, or Gibraltar ; Oran
in Algeria, and a station in Sicily, near Syracuse or Catania.
[This subject has already been fully discussed in our columns.]
The remainder of the evening was occupied by Mr. Watson,
who brought forward his hypothesis, the result of ten years' study
of the moon, that both water and air exist on the side invisible

tons. His argument was, that from his telescopic views of the
moon he was convinced water and volcanoes had left traces of their
action ; that chemically and geologically air and water were neces-
sary forsuch action ; that the air and water could notget away from
the moon, and that as they were not present on the side visible

—

which he admitted to the fullest extent—they must be existing on
the other side—although he could give no other proof in support
of his assertion. Mr. Watson's views were severely criticised in
a jocular tone by Capt. Noble, and more seriously by Col.
Strange, who said that Mr. Watson having wLshed to extract an
opinion whether he was right from the society, could not have it,

as that body as such never gave an opinion on any communica-
tion, and that if distinguished astronomers did not rise to con-
fute him he must not take silence for consent. Even assuming
all that Mr. Watson said to be correct, which Col. Strange by
no means admitted, there was even another explanation than
that offered, viz., that the water had been absorbed into the in-

terior of the moon. Mr. Watson's remarks were a striking
example of the danger of bringing forward opinions formed
without a found.ation of facts.— After electing seven new Fellows,
the long and interesting meeting came to an end.

Anthropological Society of London, April 19.—Dr.
Berthold Seemann, V. P., in the chair. Mr. John Colani,

105, Jermyn Street, St. James's ; and Mr. David Mitch.ell Hen-
derson, I, Garden Place, Aberdeen, and Old Calabar, West
Africa, were elected Fellows. Dr. D. Lubach, of Kampen,
Holland, was elected a corresponding Member.
A paper, by Mr. Alfred Sanders, was read " On Mr.

Darwin's Hypothesis of Pangenesis as applied to the
Faculty of Memoiy." The first question to be asked
was— " Is thought a function of the brain ?' The author
answered it in the afhrmative, and cited facts and appear-
ances in physiology, anatomy, pathology, and physics in sup-
port of his opinion. Tliought could not be considered as a pro-
duct of the brain-cells any more than light could be produced by
the cells of the retina, yet the brain-cells were necessary for the
communication between the mind and the external and internal

\vorld, and were exhausted in the process of thinking and w'illing,

in the same manner as the cells of the retina were exhausted and
required renewal in the process of seeing. Passing to the con-
sideration of the faculty of memory, the author combated the
theory of Mr. John Stuart Mill, that the mind is a series of feel-

ings and nothing more, and that memory is an ultimate fact in-

capable of explanation. The remainder of the paper was devoted
to the application of Mr. Darwin's hypothesis of Pangenesis,
which the author maintained was cap.able of explaining the diffi-

culty raised by Mr. Mill ; it being granted that the mental facul-

ties depend upon the brain, and that the brain-cells give off self-

propagating gemmules intlefmitely, everj-thing becomes plain.

After describing in detail the action of external impressions on
the brain at different times in the life of an individual, some of

the many conditions favourable or the reverse to the retention of

such impressions, and the donnant and active states of the brain-

cells, the author entered into a consideration of the growth of the

supposed gemmules, their action at maturity, and their power of

self-propagation. Mr. W. B. Kesteven supplemeiUed the
paper by a speech of some length in general sup|>ort of
Mr. Darwin's hypothesis, but not of its treatment by Mr.
Sanders, and by the exhibition of a series of microscopic
anathomical preparations in illustration of his remarks. The
discussion was further sustained by Dr. Langdon Down,
Rev. Dunbar Heath, Mr. Dcndy, Dr. Ellis, M. Robert Des
Ruffieres, Mr. George St. Glair, the Chairman, and others.

Mr. George C. Thompson contributed a note on " Con-
sangiiineous Marriages," urging upon the Society an investiga-

tion into the following questions:— i. When the defects com-
monly attributed to relationship of the parents are exhibited, are
the germs of these defects traceable m the parents or their

families? 2. When the medical pedigree of the parents is fault-

less are the children sound ami healthy? 3. When any p.irticu-

lar excellence occurs in the parents' family, is it transmitted to
the children in increased force ? Dr. Langdon Down said that
after an examination of some five thousand cases of interbreed-
ing he had arrived at the conclusion that the jnactice was not

only not necessarily injurious, but that a methodical and judicious
selection in the marriage of close relations would be of enormous
value to the community in the iminoved race of men that
would by that means be obtained. Captain Blair cited in sup-
port of that view the

; case of a people on the Ganges, while
other speakers adduced conflicting evidence.

London Mathematical Society, April 14.—Prof. H. J.

S. Smith, V.P., in the chair. The Chairman made some remarks
on a problem in kinematics; Mr. Cotterill communicated some
propositions bearing on residuals and former papers of his own
read before the society ; Mr. Crofton drew attention to a locus in

Cartesian ovals ; Mr. Jenkins gave a geometrical construction for

showing the spherical excess of a triangle ; and the chairman
mentioned some focal properties of skew surfaces to which he
had been led.

Pala^ontographical Society, April S.—Annual general
meeting; Dr. J. S. Bowerbank, F.R.S., in the chair.—The
Council reported that the Society was in a most prosperous con-
dition ; that the volume for the present year was in progress, and
would be published in the autumn ; that new monographs by
Mr. Carruthers, on the Fossil Cycades, by Dr. Lycett on the
Fossil Tregoni;!?, and by Prof. Owen on the Purbeck Mam-
malia, \\-ere in preparation. It was added that Mr. H. Wood-
ward would continue the Monograph on the Trilobites, left un-
finished through the death of Mr. Salter, and that Mr. Wood
would issue a supplement to the Crag Mollusca. The ballot for

the council and officers was taken, and the following gentlemen
were elected. President, Dr. .S. J. Bowerbank. \'ice-Fr£si-

dents : Prof. Bell, C. Darwin, T. Davidson, and Prof. Owen.
Council : Prof. Ansted, Dr.

J. J. Bigsby, W. Boyd Davvkins,

Prof Duncan, Sir P. Egerton, Bart., J. W. Flower, R. Hudson,

J. \V. Ilott, J. Gwyn Jeffreys, H. Lee, Sir C. Lyell, Bart., J.
Pickering, J. Prestwich (Pres. Geol. Soc), Prot. Tennant, C.

Tyler, H. Woodward. Treasurer, Searles Wood ; Honorary
Secretary, Rev. T. Wiltshire.

EUI.N'BURGII

Royal Society, April 18.—"On Change of Apparent
Colour by Oliliquity of Vision." By Robert H. Bow, C.E.,
Edinburgh. Mr. Bow observed the peculiarity of chromatic

vision in the month of January, when exiicrimenting upon
the ]3erfeclion of definition at different parts of the retina.

Coloured objects seen obliquely undergo two changes : first,

they become less obviously coloured,— this is particularly the case
with greens, yellows, and oranges ; and secondly, the colour be-

comes altered in character, most strikingly so in the cases of
pinks, purples, and scarlets ; pinks and pur|iles become blue,

and a brilliant scarlet (such as given by biniodide of mercury
fixed witli gum arable) becomes successively orange and yellow,

according to the degree of obliquity. The phenomena are most
satisfactorily produced when the coloured objects are held on the
nasal side of the observing eye. The author speculates on the

inlluence this discovery may have upon the theories of colour

sensation, and upon our knowledge of the nature of colour-blintl-

ness and the anatomy of the retina.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, April iS.— A memoir by M. Mou-
tard, entitled " Researches upon the Equations with partial

derivatives of the second order, with two independent variables,"

was communicated by M. Bertrand.— M. Boileau presented a
memoir on the determination of the latent work in systems, with
uniform or uniformly periodical movements.—M. G. A. Ilirn

communicated a second note on the specific heat of water to\\ards

its maximum of density.—A note by M. Croullebois on the
variations of the index of refraction of water with tem]ieiatuie,

was presented by M. Balard. Upon this subject the author had
come to a conclusion directly opposite to those of Arago and
M. Jamin, and maintained that the index of refraction attains its

maximum at the maximum density of water (4^ C=39° i F.)

and decreases both above and below that temperature. He de-

scribed the apparatus employed by him.— M. L. .Sonrel commu-
nicated a note on the Aurora Borealis of the 5th April, of which
he described the appearance and the various phenomena accom-
panying it. The Aurora only became visible in the evening, but
it was then decreasing in intensity; it was visible over thegreater
part of Europe, and everywhere presented the same characters.

It was accompanied by a strong and disagreeable odour, which
was noticed both in France and Germany. Magnetic perturba-

tions were observed both on the 4th and 5th of April.— -M.
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Delaunay presented some remarks upon M. Flammarion's note

on the law of the rotatory movement of tlie planets, by M. G.
Quesneville. The author maintained that M. Flammarion's

numbers were incorrect.—A note on the spectrum-analysis

of a solar spot, by M. G. Rayet, was also communicated by M.
Delaunay. The author stated that while observing the spectrum

of an immense spot in the south-west region of the solar disc,

he saw the line C become luminous in the portion answering

to the nucleus.—The greater number of the papers presented to

the meeting were on chemical subjects. M. Descloiseaux pre-

sented a note on the clinorhombic form of the red o.vide of

mercury.—M. H. Sainte-Claire Deville indicated some experi-

ments which he is now completing, upon the decomposition of

aqueous vapour by iron. 1 he phenomena, according to him,

resemble in some important points, the mechanical phenomena
of vaporisation and condensation ; that is to say, they favour

hygrometric laws.—M. J. P. Prat presented some experimental

researches upon gold audits compounds. The author described

the formation of a spongy gold by the addition of bicarbonate

of potash to a solution of sesquichloride or gold, adding oxalic

acid to the filtrate, and boiling it for two minutes. The spongy
gold, heated with a combination of sulphuric and iodic acids, is

entirely o.xydised ; the product dissolves in forming nitric acid.

The solution, when diluted and heated, gives a precipitate of

protosulphate of gold. The author noticed further the chlorides,

iodide-, and oxides of gold, two of the latter being new com-
pounds (An- O" and Au O"). A current of chlorine passed

over a heated chloride of gold may produce a volatile chlorine

superior to the sesquichloride.—M. H. Debray communicated
a note on the assay of silver containing mercury. After

noticing and explaining the process of Levol for effecting

this assay in the humid way, the author described the

method adopted by him, which consisted in heating a small jior-

tion of the silver, known to contain mercury, in a small crucible

of gas charcoal for about a quarter of an hour, when the mer-
cury is driven off and the silver remains as a button.—M.
Balard presented a note by M. E. Reboul, on the hydriodates

and hydrochlorates of monobrominated cethylene and propylene.

—In a note on black phosphorus, M. Blondlot stated that after

many unsuccessful trials by Thenard's method, he had prepared

this substance by distilling phosphorus, or heating it to 212° F.

under water in contact with mercury. Its colour is due to a

multitude of black points, which disappear when the substance

is fused and reappear on its cooling. At first the black phos-

phorus thus prepared, contained a trace of mercui-y, but after

several distillations this disappeared, although the coloration

was retained. The black material is more volatile than ordinary

phosphorus, of which the author believed it to be an allotropic

fortii.— M. Boussingault communicated a note by M. Musculus,

on a dextrine insoluble in cold water, prepared by treating starch

with crystallisable acetic acid. The author considered their in-

solubility of this dextrine to be due to its retaining the organisa-

tion of the starch grains. He described its characters and be-

haviour undef various circumstances.—M. L. Henry presented

two important memoirs, one on the chloronitric and bromonitric

aethers of glycerme ; the other, on the direct combination of

allylic compounds with chloride of iodine and hypochlorous

acid. In the former paper he described the action of nitric

acid upon the halogenated aethers of glycerine, and especially

the compounds dkhloromoiwnitrim (C^H*), CI- (NO^), and

moncchloroduulriiu (C^H=), CI (NO^)^,.—M. A. Bechamp
communicated a note on the formation of urea by the

action of hypermanganate of potash upon albuminous matters,

in which he maintained the correctness of his assertion that this

reaction takes place, and described his mode of expei imtntation

and the results of the analysis of his products.—M. P. Guyot
communicated the results of his investigations into the toxical

properties of some products of the phenic group— azuline and
lydine.—M. J. Cloquet presented a note by M. L. Van Backer,

containing a list of earthquake shocks and volcanic eruptions

recorded as having taken place in the Dutch East Indies since

the commencement of the sixteenth century. This list is derived

from Junghuhn's " History of volcanoes."—M. H. Baillon made
some observations on the crests of ice which have been noticed

on the stems of plants, and stated that this phenomenon was a

purely physical one, and had nothing to do with the life of the

plant.— .'\ccording to M. Guerin-Meneville, the parasitic insect,

called icji or otiJii, which attacks the silkworms in Japan, is a

Dipterous fly, like the Chinese one noticed by M. Castellani,

and the French fly which has transferred its attentions to the

Cj'K//;/<r-silkworm. M. Guerin names the parasite Tac/tina

otidji.—M. N. Joly, in a letter to M. Dumas, noticed the

occurrence of a distinct rotation of the embryos in the eggs of
the axolot.—Dr. Pettigrew, presented some observations on the
flight of Insects, with reference to M. Marey's communications
on this subject. Dr. Pettigrew claims the priority in determining
that the wings of insects in movement describe a figuie ot 8.

—

M. Andral, presented a note on the temperature of new-born
infants ; M. Moyrct proposed the employment of perchloride

of iron for the purification of the air evacuated from hospitals
;

and M. Naniias forwarded some remarks upon the eniploynicnt

of bromide of potassium as a medicine, in reply to which M.
Balard, made some observations, reccommencling the use of

bromicle of sodium. Of the following communications the

titles only are given :—A note on cholera by M. Levery ; a
note on the movement of liquids by M. d'Estoquois ; and a
note on vapour in a state of saturation, by M. Leluup.

ViE.VN.V

Imperial Academy of Sciences, March 17.—A memoir was
communicated by Professor V. Graber " On the resemblance of

the structure of the female external sexual organs m the Locustida;

and Acrydii from the point of view ot their developmental
history." The author stated that in these two families of salta-

torial orthopterous insects the external sexual organs of the

females are exactly similar in number, form, and position in

their original condition when the young animals leave the 'i^J,gy

and that it is only by changes taking place during development
that the great differences observable in the mature insects are

brought about. These developmental changes were described by
the author in detail.

March 24.—Professor J. Stefan presented a preliminary com-
munication " On a new experimental method of analysing the

movement of sounding columns of air," by Professors A Toepler
.and L. Boltzmann ; and also a paper by himself " On the excita-

tion of longitudinal vibrations by transverse ones."—Dr. S. Stern

communicated a memoir " On the resonance of air in free space,

as a contribution to the theory of sound."—Dr. A. Boue spoke

upon the accumulation of erratic blocks in the sedimentary

rocks, and in tertiary sandstones or conglomerates. He dis-

cussed the various hypotheses which have been put forward to

account for these phenomena, which occur in various formations

from the older carboniferous sandstoiies to the most recent beds.

For the Eocene and Miocene rocks the author adopted the theory

of their having been floated by ice ; he also opposed the notions

of those geologists ^\ho ascribe the excavation of lake-basins to

the action of glaciers and assume the existence of glaciers at all

geological periods.—A memoir was communicated by Professor

Briicke " On the physiological significance of the partial decom-
position of fat in the small intestine."

Philadelphia

American Philosophical Society, March 4.
—"On the

Periods of Certain Meteoric Rings." By Daniel Kirkwood.

I. The Meteors of April 20. In the Astronomische Xachrich-

tcii, No. 1632, Dr. Weiss called attention to the fact that the

orbit of the first comet of 1S61 very nearly intersects that of

the earth, in longitude 210°
; the point passed by the latter at

the epoch of the April meteoric shower. A relation between

the meteors and the comet, similar to that recently detected be-

tween the November meteors and the comet of 1866, was thus

suggested as probable. Is this hypothesis in harmony with

facts ? and if not, are our present data sufficient for detei mining

with any reasonable probability the tnie period of the April

meteors?
Dates of the April Shower.—Prof. Newton selects the following

from Quetelet's catalogue as belonging to this period :'"

1. B. C. 6S7, 4. A. D. 1093, '4 '5, and '6

2. „ 15. 5- .. "22, '3

3. A. D. 582, 6. ,, 1803,

Period of the first Comet of 1861.—The eleirients of this body

were computed by Oppolzer, who assigned it a period of 415 y.

4. Now, while it is true that the interval from B. C. 687 to

A. D. 1803, is very nearly equal to six periods of 415 years, the

slightest examinat.on will show that this period does not

harmonise with any of Ihe intcrnudiald doUs. This fact, then,

without further discussion, seems fatal to the hypothesis that the

period of the meteors is nearly equal to that of the comet.

" Silliman's Journal for July, 1863.
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What is the probable period of the ring ?—The showers of

1093-5 and 1122-3 ^' once suggest a period of from 26 to 30
years. The nodal passage of the densest portion of the ring at

tlie former epoch may be placed anywhere between 1093 and

1096, and that of the latter, in either 1 1 22 or 1 1 23. The entire

interval from B. C. 6S7 to A. D 1803 is 2490 years, or 8S
periods of 28 y. 295 each ; and the known dates are all satisfied

by the following scheme :

—

B.C. 6S7 to B.C. 15 672.000 yrs. =24 periods of 28.000 each.

i5toA.D. 582 597.000 ,, =21 ,, 28.429 ,,

A.D 582101093.714 511.714 „ =18 „ 28.429 ,,

1093.714 to 1122.143 28.429 ,, = I „ 28.429 ,,

ii22.i43to 1803 6S0.857 ,, =24 ,, 28.369 ,,

These coincidences indicate a period of about 28J* years,

corresponding to an ellipse whose major axis is 18.59. Hence
the distance of the aphelion is very nearly equal to the mean
distance of Uranus, It will also be observed that the time of

revolution, which seems to have been somewhat lengthened
about the Christian era, was previously one-third of the period
of Uranus.

IT. The Meteors of December 11-13.

In the catalogue of Quetelet we find the four following extraor-
dinary displays which belong undoubtedly to this period. Obser-
vations made in England, 1862, indicate also a more than
ordinaiy number of meteors at the December epoch in that year.

1. A.D. 901. " The whole hemisphere was filled with those
meteors called falling stars, the ninth of Dhu'lhajja {28Sth year
of the Ilegira) from midnight till morning, to the great surprise
of the beholders, in Egypt. "

—

Modern part of the Universal
History, 8vo. vol. 2, p. 81. Lond. 17S0. The date of this

phenomenon corresponds to the December epoch, A.D. 901.
2. 930. "Averse remarquable d'etoiles filantes en Chine."
3. 1571. "On vit a Zurich 'du feu tomber du ciel.'"

4. 1830, 1833, and 1836. The maximum seems to have oc-
curred in 1833, when as many as ten meteors were seen simul-
taneously. "Dans la nuit du 14 au 12 decembre, on vit, a Parme
une grande quantite d'etoiles filantes de diflferenles gr.andeurs, qui
se dirigeaient presque toutes avec une grande vitesse vers le

S.SE. A 10 heures et \, entre les seules constellations du
Belier et du Taureau, on en compta environ une dizaine."

5. (Doubtful.) 1861, 1862, and 1863. Maximum probably
in 1862. The meteors at this return were far from being com-
parable in numbers with the ancient displays. The shower,
however, was distinctly observed. R. P. Grey, Esq., of

Manchester, England, s.ays the period for December 10-12

was, in 1862, "exceedingly well defined. "+
These dates indicate a period of about 29^^ years. Thus :

—

901 to 930 I period of 29.000 year.s.

930 to 1571 22 periods of 29. 136 years.

1571 to 1833 9 periods of 29. 1 1 1 years.

1833 to 1862 I period of 29.000 ye.ars.

III. The Meteors of October 15-21.

The showers of the following years (see Quetelet's Catalogue)
belong to this epoch :

—

1. 288. "App.irition en Chine."
2. 1436 and 1439. In each year a remarkable apparition was

observed in China.

3. 1743. (Quoted from Plerrick, in Silliman's Journal for

April 1841.) " A clear night, great shooting of stars between
9 and 10 o'clock, all shot from .S.W. to N.E. {_Qu. N.E. to

S.W. ?] One like a comet in the meridian very large, and like

fire, with a long broad train after it, which lasted several

minutes ; after that was a train like a row of thick small stars

for twenty minutes together, which dipt N.

"

4. 1798. " Brandes marque, a Goettingue, un grand nombre
d'etoiles filantes dans les observations simultanees qu' il fait avec
Benzenberg.

"

These dates indicate a period of about 27$ years :—
288 to 1439 42 periods of 27,405 years each.

1439 to 1743 II „ 27,636

1743 to 1798 2 ,, 27.500

If these periods are correct, it is a remarkable coincidence
that the aphelion distances of ihe meteoric rings of April 18th

—

20th, October 15th—21st, November 14th, and December nth— 13th, as well as those of the comets 1866 I, and 1867 I, are
all nearly equal to the mean distance of Uranus.

" Herrick .assigned a value of 27 years. See Silliman's Journal for
April 1841, p. 365.

t Silliman's Joumaljbr May, 1863, p. 461,
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
It is the intention of the Publishers to produce a complete

series of Scientific Manuals, affording full and accurate elementaiy
information, conveyed in clear and lucid English. The authors
are well known as among the foremost men of their several de-

partments ; and their names form a ready guarantee for the high
character of the books. Subjoined is a list of those manuals
that have already appeared, with a short account of each. Others
are in active preparation ; and the whole will constitute a

standard series specially adapted to the requirements of beginners,

whether for private study or for school instruction.

ASTRONOMY. — By the Astronomer
ROYAL.—POPULAR ASTRONOMY. With Illustraiions, Py G. B.
AIRY, Astronomer Royal. Sixth and cheaper Edition. iSmo. cloth. +r. 6;/.

TKis work consists of six lectures, which are Intended "to explain to in-

telligent persons the principles on which the Instruments of an Observatory
are constructed (omitting all details, so far as they are merely subsidiary),

and the principles on which the obser\'ations made with these instruments are
treated for deduction of the distances and weights of the bodies of the Solar
System, and of a few stars, omitting all minutias of formula;, and all trouble-

some details of calculation." The speciality of this volume is the direct

reference of every step to the Observaton*', and the full description of the

methods and instruments of observation.

ASTRONOMY.—Mr. LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS in ASTRONOMY- With Coloured Diagram of
the Spectra of the Sun. Stars, and Nebula, and numerous Illustrations. By
J. NORI\L'\N LOCKYER, F.R.S. Fifth Thousand. iSmo. 5^. 6d.

The author has here aimed to give a connected view of the whole subject,

and to supply facts, and ideas founded on tlie facts, to serve as a basis for

subsequent study and discussion. The chapters treat of the Stars and
Nebulae: the .'^un the Solar System ; Apparent Movements of the Heavenly
Bodies; the Measurement of Time ; Light; the Telescope and Spectroscope ;

Apparent Places of the Heavenly Bodies ; the Real Distances and Dimen-
sions : Universal Gravitation. The most recent astronomical discoveries

are incorporated.

QUESTIONS ON LOCKYER'S ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS LN ASTRONOMV FOR SCHOOLS. Py J.
FORBES-ROBERTSON. iSmo. u. d^J.

PHYSIOLOGY.—Professor HUXLEY'S
LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illus-

trations. By T H. HUXLEY, F R.S,, Professor of Natural Historj-in the

Royal School of Mines. Twelfth Thousand. iSmo. cloth. j\s. 6d.

This book describes and explains, in a series of graduated lessons, the

principles of Human Physiology ; or the Structure and Functions of the

Human Body. The first lesson supplies a general view of the subject.

This is followed by sections on the V'ascular or Veinous System, and the

Circulation ; the Blood and the Lymph : Respiration ; Sources of Loss and of

Gain to the Blood ; the Function of Alimentation : Motion and Locomotion ;

Sensations and Sensory Organs ; the Origan of Sight ; the Coalescence of

Sensations with one another and with other States of Consciousness ; the

Nervous System and Innervation ; Histology, or the Minute Structure of the

Tissues. A Table of .\natomical and Physiological Constants is appended.

QUESTIONS ON HUXLEY'S PHYSIO-
LOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By T. ALCOCK, ^LI>. iSmo. zs. Cd.

BOTANY. PROFESSOR OLIVER'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY P.OrANY. With nearly Two Hundred
Illustrations. By DANIEL OLIVER, F.R. S., F.L.S. Seventh Thousand.
iSmo. cloth. 4s. 6d.

This book is designed to teach the Elements of Botany on Professor

Henslow's plan of selected Types and by the use of Schedules. The earlier

chapters, embracing the Elements of Structural and Physiological Botany,
introduce us to the methodical study of the Original Types. The con-

cluding chapters are entitled. " How to Dry Plants," and " How to describe

Plants," A valuable Glossary is appended to the volume. In the prepara-
tion of this work free use has been made of the manuscript materials of the

late PROFESSOR HENSLOW.

CHEMISTRY. — Professor ROSCOE'S
LESSONS IN ELEMENIARY CHEMISTRY, INORriAN IC AND
ORGANIC. By HENRY ROSCOE, F.RS., Professor of Chemistry in

Owens College, Manchester. With Numerous Illustrations and Chromo-
Litho. of the Solar Spectrum, and of the Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.

New Edition. T\\enty-tirst Thousand. iSmo. cloth, ^s. 6d.

It has been the endeavour of the author to arran^je the most important
facts and principles o( Modern Chemislryin a plain but concise and scientific

form, suited to the present requirements of elementary instruction. For the

purpose of facilitating the attainment ot e.vactitude in the knowledge of the

subject, a series of exercises and questions upon the lessons have been added.
The metric system of weights and measures, and the centigrade thermo-
metric scale, are used throughout the work. The new edition, besides new
woodcuts, contains many additions and improvements, and includes the

most important of the latest discoveries.

Second Edition, with the most recent Discoveries and Additional
Illustrations.

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS." Lectures delivered in 1868. With Appendices, Chromo-litlio-
graphs, Maps, and upwards of 70 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 21^. Second
Edition. [AV(7r/y ready.

JVesiwitisier Ki'vh'iv.—"The lectures themselves furnish a most admir-
able elementary treatise on the subject, whilst by the insertion in appendices
to each lecture of extracts from the most important published memoirs, the
author has rendered it equally valuable as a text-book for advanced stu-

dents.'

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE PLANETARY THEORY
C. H. 11, CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo

\Vith a coHecticn of Problems. By
loth. 6s. 6./.

THE EARTH'S MOTION OF ROTA-
TION. By C. H. H. CHEYNE, M.A. Crown Svo. 31. 6(/.

The first part ot this work consists of an application of the method of the
variation of elements tn the general problem of rotation. In the second
part the general rotation formula; are applied to the particular case of the

earth.

ON A METHOD OF PREDICTING
BY ORAPHIC-M, C(1\STRUCTI0N OCCUI.TATIOX.S OF STARS
BY THE MOON, AND SOLAR ECLIPSES, FOR ANY GIVEN
PLACE. Together with more Rigorous Methods of Reduction for the Accu-
rate Calculation of Longitude. By F. C. PENROSE, F.R.A.S. With
Charts, Tables, &c. 4to. i?j.

By G. B. AIRY, Astronomer Royal.

ON THE ALGEBRAICAL AND
NUMERICAL THEORY OF ERRORS OF OBSERVATIONS AND
THE COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS. Crown Svo. cloth.

6s. 6,f.

UNDULATORY THEORY OF OPTICS.
Designed for the Use of Students in the University. New Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The plan of this tract has been to include those phenomena only which
admit of calculation, aud. the investigations are applied only to phenomena
which actually have been observed.

ON SOUND AND ATMOSPHERIC
VlBR.VnONS. With the Mathematical Elements of Music—Designed
for the Use of Students of tlie University. Crown Svo. (js.

By HUGH GODFRAY, M.A.

A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY, for
the Use of Colleges .and Schools. By HUOH GODFRAY. MA., .Mathe-

matical Lecturer at Pembroke College, C.imbridge. 8\"o. cloth. 125. 6J.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
THE LUNAR THEORY, with a Brief Sketch of the Problem up to the

time of Newton. By HUGH GODFRAY, M..4. Second Edition, revised.

Crown Svo. cloth 5^. 6it

A TREATISE ON ATTRACTIONS,
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS. AND THE FIGURE OF THK EARTH.
By JOHN H. PRATT, M A.. Archdeacon of Calcutt.i, author of "The
Mathematical Prmciples of Mechanical Pliilosopliy." Third Edition.

Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. 6d.

The author's chief design in this treatise is to give an answer to the

question, " Has the Earth acquired its prestjnt form from being originally in

a fluid state?"'

THE ELEMENTS OF MOLECULAR
iMECHANICS. By JOSEPH KAY.MA, S.I,,

Stunyhurst College. l>cmy Svo. cloth. los. hJ.

Professor of Phi

CAMBRIDGE COURSE OF ELE-
MENTARV NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, for the Degree of B.A.
Originally compiled by J. C. SNOWB.VLL, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's
College. Fifth Edition, revise.l and enlarged, and adapted ftir the ^liddle-

Class^Examinations by THOMAS LUND, B.D., late Fello%v and Lecturer

of St. John's College, Editor of Wood's Algebra, &c. Crown Svo. cloth.

55.

MACMILLjVN & CO., LONDON.
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LATHES, CHURCH AND TURRET CLOCKS, BELLS, &c.

T. COOKE AND SONS,
CLOCK AND LATHE MAKERS TO HER >L\JEST\"S HOME AND IXDLW GOVERXMEMTS,

BUCKINGHAM WORKS, YORK.
Lists of Church, Turret, and other Clocks, made and erected, and Bells supplied and hung by T. COOKE and SONS. Also Illustrated Catalognics of

Lathes, Planing:, Sawine;, Copying, and other ftlachines. may be had on application to the Works.

W. & A. K. JOHNSTON'S NEW
PUBLICATIONS.

Ready this diy.

A Map showing the Sources of the Nile
recently discovered by UR. LI VI N'GSTON E. With explanatory notes by
Keith Johnston, jun., F.R.G.S. Size 24 by 22 inches. Price 5^.

Illustrations of Botany
By PROFESSOR BALFOUR, M.D.. F.R.S. Now ready, Sheet i,

containing Organs of Plants, Tissues, Root. Stem, with Handbook. Size

50 by 42 inches. Price on roller, varnished, 11^.

The Botanical Series to be completed in four sheets.

In crown 8vo., cloth, red edges, price 6s.

An Atlas and Handbook of Physical
Geography, with Analytical Indices: by KEITH JOHNS ION. Jun.,

F.R.G.S.

This " Handbook" bears evidence of great care and industry on the part

of the Author; and presents Geographical Science in an attractive form.—
AtJtencBt^vt.

In crown 8vo. , cloth, price is. 6.Y.

An Atlas of the British Empire. Fifteen
Coloured ^L1ps, with Lelterprcis giving the Area in Square Mile^, the

Population, Chief Products, Climate, ^c, of our Foreign and Colonial

Possessions.

"A collection as useful and happy in design, as it is excellent in detail."
—Standard.

Second edition, crown, 8vo., cloth, price 35. 6^/.

A Handbook of Physical Geography, with
Analytical Index ; by KEITH JOHNSTON, Jun., F.R.G.S.

" Respecting the work before us, we need say no more, than that it wil|

be difficult to find a better gude for the teacher or a more suitable text-

book for the pupil."

—

Educational Times.

Third edition, crown, Cvo.. cloth, price 25. (id.

An Atlas of Physical Geography, with
Analytical Index: by KEITH JOHNSTON, Jiin., F.R.G.S.

"This work is certainly a marvel of cheapness.
''

—

Athcuieutn,

;EDINBUR3H, and 74. STRAND, LONDON.

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY,
20, GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET,

LONDON, W.

Directed by ARTHUR VACHER.

This day, 8vo., price 2i5'.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE GEOLOGY
AND ZOflLOGV OF AlA'SMNIA. Made during the proi^ress of the

British Expedition to that Counirj- in 1S67-6S. By W. J. BLANFORD,
late Geologist to the Expedition. 8vo., with Coloured Illustrations and Geo-
logical Map.

In the Press.

THE BEGINNINGS OF LIFE: In-
eluding an Account of the Present State of the " Spontaneous Generation

"

Controversy. By H. C. BASTIAN, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Pathological

Anatomy in University College, London.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE OS-
TEOLOGV *)F THE MAMMALIA. Being the substance of the Course
of Lectures delivered at the Roval College ot Surgeons of England in 1S70.

By WILLIAM HENRY FLOWER, F.R.S., F.R.C.S, Hunterian Pro-

fessor of Comparative Anatomy and Physiology. With Numerous Illustia-

tions.

THE DEPTHS OF THE SEA. An
Account of Investigations conducted on board H.M. ships "Lightning"
and " Porcupine." in the years 1868-9 Under the scientific direction of W.
B. CARPENTER, M.I)., F.R.S., J GWYN JEFFREYS, F.RS.. and
WVVILl.E THOMSON, LL.D., F.R.S. Edited by Pr. WVVILLE
THOMSON.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

Price Ei^htecli-pmct,

THE

PRACTITIONER:
A Monthly Journal of THERAPEUTICS. Edited by FRANCIS E,

ANSl'IE, M.D., F.R.C.P, Senior Assistant Physician to Westminster
Hospital, and Lecturer on Materia Medica in Westminster Hospital School.

No. XXIII. for MAY, 1870, contains:—

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS:—
T. CLIFFORD ALLBUTT, M.A., M.D. F.R.S. On the Use of Sarsa-

parilla in Syphilis.

J, HUGHES BENNETT, M.D., FR.S.E. On Chloral !n Phthisis

and its Antagonism to the Poisonous Effects of Calabar Bean.

J. \V. OGLE, M.D. Note on the Use of the Hydrate of Chloral.

A. DUPKE, Ph. D. Contributions to the Pathology and Therapeutics
of Diabetes.

WILLIAM MOORE, M.D. On the Use of the Bromides of Potassium
and .^mmon um in cases of continued Fever complicated with Sleeplessness,

Convulsions, and other Cerel-ro-Spinal Symptoms
DK ANSTIE. On the Dietetic and Medicinal Uses of Wines.

REVIEWS.
CLINIC OF THE MONTH.
EXTRACTS FROM BRITISH AND FOREIGN JOURNALS.
NOTES AND (QUERIES.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

MACMILLAN AND CO.

16, Bedford Street, Cuvent Garden, London.

On Thursday, May 5, in 1 vol. crown Svo. with Illustrations.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS; the
Plurality of Worlds Studied under the Light of Recent .Scientific Rcsear(.lies.

By BICHARD A. PROCTOR, B.A. F.R.A.S. Author of "Saturn and
its System," &c.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN and CO. Paternoster Row.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
No. 127.

For MAY, Price \s.

Contents of the Nttjjiber.

I.—GEORGE ELIOT'S New Poem, "THE LEGEND OF JUBAL."

2.—MR. ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S New Story, "SIR HARRY
HOTSPUR OF HUMBLETHWAITE." Chapters I.— III.

3.—MR. E. A. FREEMAN on "THE ORIGIN OF THE ENGLISH
NATION." Lecture III., and last.

4.—"THE AFFIRMATIVE," by L. KNATCHBULL-HUGESSEN.
5.—PROFESSOR HUXLEY on Descartes' "DISCOURSE TOUCH-

ING THE METHOD OF USING ONE'S REASON RIGHTLY, AND
OF SEEKING SCIENTIFIC TRUTH.'

Volumes I. to XXI. handsomely bound in cloth, price "js. 6d. each,

now ready.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

Sold by (ill Bool-sellers, Keivsagents^ and at all Railway Stations.

This day, crown, Svo., price %s. 6d.

MR. A. R WALLACE'S CONTRIBU-
TIONS to the THEORY of NATURAL SELECT1(.>N. A Series of

Essays. Contents.— i. On the Law which has regulated the introduction of

New Species.— 2. On the Tendency of Varieties to depart indefinitely from

the Original I'ype.- 3. Mimicry, and other Protecti\e Rtsemblances among
Animals.— 4. The Malayan Papilionidse. or Swallow-tailed Butterflies, as

illustrative of the Theory of Nature Selection.—5. On Instinct in Man and
Animals.-6. The Philosophy of Birds' Nests.— 7. ATheorj' of Bird's Nests

;

showing the relation of certain differences of colour in female birds to their

mode ofnidification.—8. Creation by Law.— 9. The Develop ment of Human
Races under the Law of Natural Selection.— 10. The Lmiis of Natural

Selection as applied to man.

MACMILLAN & CO. LONDON.

Printed by R. Clay, Sons, & Tavlof, at 7 and 8, Bread Street Hill, in the City of London, and published by Macmillan & Co.

at the Office, 63, Bleecker Street, New York.—Thursday, April 28, 1870
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